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In preparing this treatise on the verr. .important subject of
fr8.nchises, especially those of public serVice corporations, the
author has endeavored to logically ~ge and make clearly
appare'nt the essential governing pnnciples and the law which
is appli~ble, and to present them as concisely as is consistent
with clearness and an exhaustive treatment thereof. Great
care has been exercised in stating not only these essential principles and the law applicable, but they have been illustrated
by decisions or statements of facts in the text, and elucidated
by notes embodying numerous quotations from the courts.
Especial attention has also been given to the enunciation of
the doctrines set forth in the decisions of the United States
Supreme Court. While the above states the author's general
purpose, his specific plan has been to define and consider in
logical sequence the nature, character, source and underlying
principles of all franchises, and the distinctions between them,
for the better ascertainment of what franchises of corporations
comprise; to define and show the nature, character and source
of power of all corporations, to classify and distinguish them,
and so make clear what constitute public service corporations
and their peculiar characteristics, especially in regard to those
franchises possessed by them which are not common to other
corporations. Inasmuch as franchises are derived from and
owe their existence to the sovereign power or State, and the
right to their exercise is dependent upon the extent to which
the State or subordinate bodies may grant, regulate or control
and forfeit such franchises, and the validity of legislative enactments, the author has also considered in their proper and logical
order, certain subjects, such as Federal and state constitutional
and legislative powers; the delegation of powers by Congress,
v
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by the State, and to subordinate bodies or agencies; the law of
interpretation or construction of constitutions and statutes; the
various constitutional provisions, including obligation of contracts, due process of law, and equal protection of the laws;
and as dependent thereon the relative rights of the State and
of all corporations in relation to franchises and governmental
control and regulation, including rate regulation, taxation,
alienation and forfeiture of franchises. The author trusts that
the plan of this treatise is such as to commend itseH to the
Bench and the Bar, and that the work will be of some aid not
only in saving time and labor, but also in ascertaining, determining and applying the principles and the law governing franchises.
JOSEPH AsBURY JOYCE.

Nzw YoRK CrrT, NEW YoRK, January, 1909.
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APPENDIX B.
PUBLIC UTILITY LAW OF WISCONSIN.

Giving the Wisconsin Railroad Commission Jurisdiction Over
Public Utilities.
§ 1797m-1 Public Utility Law:
to other utilities;
definitions; "public
complaint and aputility," "municipal
peal.
council," "munici- § 1797m--5 Utility property; valupality," "service,"
ation.
1797m-6 Valuation;
"indeterminate perCOIIUDismit,''"commission."
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report.
powers.
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1797m-8 Uniform acoounting by
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DIIIIS separate.
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JOYCE ON FRANCHISES,
ESPECIALLY THOSE OF

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.
CHAPTER I.
DEFINITIONS.

I 1. Definition of FranchiBe by I 6. General FranchiBe of CorporaFinch,

Blackstone,

Chitty,

Cruise and Kent.

2. Chief Justioe Taney's Definition of a Franchise.
3. Other Definitions and Expressions Classified - Franchises.
4. "FranchiBe" as a Contract As an Exclusive Right.
6. "Corporate Franchise" - Corporate Franchises.

tion.
7. Special FranchiBe of Corporation.
8. Primary Franchise and Secondary Franchises of Corporation.
9. "FranchiBe" Under Constitutions and Statutes.

SECI'IoN 1. Definition of Franchise by Finch, Blackstone,
Chitty, Cruise and Kent.-Finch says "a franchise is a royal
privilege in the hands of a subject." 1 This definition is one of
those quoted by Kent,z and has not only been adopted and
followed substantially by Blackstone,3 Chitty,4 and Cruise,11
but it has also been accepted, either in the words of Finch or
in those of Blackstone, as an authority and quoted by subse1 Finch's

Laws of Eng. 126 [38.]

*37; (Hammond's ed.) 67 [37]; (Wen-

z Kent's Comm. (14 ed.), bottom p. dell's ed.) 37, side p. [38]; (Shantwood's ed.) 37; (Chase's ed.) 234, *37.
4 Chitty on Prerogatives, p. 119.
a " A royal privilege or branch of the
king's prerogative, subsisting in the
li 3 Greenleaf's Cruise on Real Prophands of a subject," 2 Blackstone's erty (ed. 1850), 55, *260, giving same
Oomm. (Lewia's ed.), bottom p. 606, definition u Blackstone.
723, *p. 458.
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quent writers and likewise by the courts in numerous opinions
and cases.11
11 11Dlted ltatea: California v. Central Pacific Rd. Co., 127 U. S. 1, 40,
32 L. ed. 346, 9 Sup. Ct. 6 (taxation
of franchises of railroad company
amongst which were franchises conferred by the United States); Talcott
v. Township of Pine Grove, 1 Flipp
(U. S. C. C.), 120, 142, Fed. Caaea
No. 13,735, per Emmons, Cir. J.
Alabama: Horst, Mayor, etc., v.
Moees, 48 Ala. 146, per Peters, J., in
dissenting opinion; State v. Moore &
Ligon, 19 Ala. 520, per Parsons, J.
OaUfomia: Spring Valley Water
Works v. Schottler, 62 Cal. 69, 106,
per Thornton, J.
Connecticut: Norwich Gas Light
Co. v. The Norwich City Gas Co.,
25 Conn. 19, 36, per Hinman, J. (a
case of right to lay gas-pipes in
streets).
IWnoil: Lasher v. People, 183 Ill.
226, 232, per Cartwright, C. J.; Belleville v. Citizens' Hoi'I!El Ry. Co., 152
Ill. 171, 185, 38 N. E. 584, 26 L. R. A.
681, per Baker, J. (a case holding
that corporate property cannot be
forfeited by ordinance); Fietsam v.
Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 295, 13 N. E. 501,
11 West. Rep. 582, 3 Am. St. Rep.
492, per Mulkey, J. (a case of right
to sell or transfer); Chicago & Westem Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95
Ill. 571, 575, per Dickey, J. (a case
of what is a franchise under a state
constitution and also as to appellate
jurisdiction); People v. Holtz, 92 Ill.
426, 428 (holding that an office is
not a franchise); Board of Trade of
Chicago v. The People, 91 Ill. 80, 83
(a question of appeal and the right
of a member of a Board of Trade to
be restored to membership); Chicago
City Ry. v. People, 73 Ill. 541, 547
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(a case of quo warranto against a
street railway company); People ex
rei. Koerner v. Ridgley, 21 Ill. 65, 69,
per Breese, J.; Cain v. City of Wyoming, 104 Ill. App. 538, 540, per
Brown, J . (a case of a grant for the
use of streets made by city onl.mance
for a water works system, also of municipal indebtedneBB and powers) •
.Iowa: ProBBer v. Wapello County,
18 Iowa, 327, 333, per Dillon, J.
Kanaaa: State v. City of Topeka.
30 Kan. 653,657,2 Pac. 51fT, per Horton, C. J. {holding that the right of
licensing the sale of intoxicating liquors as a beverage and the exaction
of tax or charge therefor was a franchise or privilege which no city in the
State had the power to exerc:iae and
that quo warranto was the proper
remedy in case of an unlawful usumption of such power.)
Kentucky: Louisville Tobacco
Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20
Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1050, 48 S. W. 420
("a branch of the king'a prerogative
subsisting in the hands of a subject."
A case of corporation failing to repon
for franchise tax); Commonwealth v.
City of Frankfort, 13 Bush (76 Ky.),
185, 189, per Lindsey, C. J. (a lottery
case).

Louiaiana: Maestri v. Board of .A.
&e880rs, 110 La. 517, 526, 34 So. 658,
per Blanchard, J.
Michigan: Mayor v. Park Colllllliasioners, 44 Mich. 602, 604, 7 N. W.
180, per Cooley, J. (a case of a public park as a public franchise).
lllilmesota: State v. Minnesota
Thresher Mfg. Co., 40 Minn. 213, 225,
3 L. R. A. 510, 41 N. W. 1020, per
Mitchell, J. ("The definition of a
'franchise' given b;y Finch, adopw.l
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Another definition, given by Kent, is that franchises
are "certain privileges conferred by a grant from government, and vested in individuals," 7 and this definition haS
by Blaekatone, and accepted by every
authority since, is • a royal privilege
or branch of the King's prerogative,
IIUbeieting in the hands of a subject.''
A case involving the Constitution;
quo warranto; corporations under Act
1873; Ultra Vires acts; forfeiture).
••wYork: Peoplev. Utica Ins. Co.,
16 Johns. (N. Y.) 357, 386, 387, 8
Am. Dec. 243, per Spencer, J. ("All
the elementary writers agree in
adopting Finch's definition." A case
of usurpation of franchise by insurance company to carry on banking
buaineas as a corporation).
Ohio. State v. Pittsburgh, Youngstown & Ashtabula Rd., 60 Ohio St.
239, 261, 33 N. E. 1051, per Marshall, J. (a case of quo warranto);
Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio St.
603, 613, per Corwin, J. ("A franchiae is a royal privilege subsisting in
a subject by a grant from the
crown.")
l'eDUylvama: Douglass's Appeal,
118 Pa. 65, 68, per Master's ~
port; Commonwealth v. Arrison, 15
Berg. & R. (Pa.) 127, 130, 16 Am.
Dec. 631, per Tilghman, C. J. ("A
franchiae is a word of extensive signification. It is defined by Finch,
wbom all subsequent writers have
followed, to be a • royal privilege in
the hands of a subject.' " A case of
information in nature of quo warranto against persons acting as
trustees of incorporated church.)
See Twelfth St. Market Co. v. Philadelphia & Reading Term. Co., 142
Pa. 580, 590, 21 Atl. 989, per
Thayer, P. J.; Shamokin Valley Rd.
Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 465, 468,
86 Am. Dec. 652, per Agnew, J.

Iouth Dakota: State v. Bcougal, 3
S. Oak. 55, 62, 15 L. R. A. 477, 44
Am. St. Rep. 756, per Corson, J. (a
case of banking business).
WeatVfrliDla: State v. Peel Splint
Coal Co., 36 W. Va. 802, 813, 17
L. R. A. 385, 15 S. E. 1000, per
Lucas, Pres. (a case of constitutional
law; "Scrip" act; laborers' wages;
Screening act; weighing and measuring coal; construction of statutes and
indictment).
llngland: Attorney General v.
Trustees of British MWJeum, Law
Rep. (1903), 2 Chan. Div. 598, 612,
per Farwell, J. ("A franchise is a
royal privilege or a branch of the
king's prerogative subsisting in a
subject by a grant from the king.
Chitty on Prerogatives, 119. So long
as it is attached to the Crown it is
called a prerogative, but when it is
granted to a subject it is called a
franchise. Chitty on Prerogatives,
118.'' A case of treasure-trove held
not to p888 under a general grant of
franchises, but must be expressly
granted when it becomes a franchise
in the grantee.)
See also Viner's Abridg., "Franchises," 608; Angell & Ames on
Corp. (9th ed.), U 4, 737; Bouvier's
L. Diet.; Brown's L. Diet.; Bum's L.
Diet.; Burrill's L. Diet.; 3 Jacob's L.
Diet., 122, title "Franchieea;" Kinney's L. Diet. & 0101111.; Rapalje &
Lawrence's L. Diet.; Shumaker &
Langsdorf's Cyc. Diet.; Stroud's
Judie. Diet.; Mozley & Whiteley's L.
Diet.
7 Kent's Comm. (14 ed.), bottom
p. 723, *p. 458.
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also been adopted and relied upon by the courts to a great
extent.• And with the exception that the words "particular
privilege" are used instead of the words "certain privileges"
this last definition by Kent has also been given in a number
of opinions.' Other forins of this definition are as follo\'\"8:
•~ama: Hol'Bt, Mayor, etc., v.
Moaee, 48 Ala. 129, 146, per Saffold, J.
Ark&Daaa: State v. Real Estate
Bank, 5 Ark. (5 Pike) 595, 599, 41
Am. Dec. 109, per Lacy, J.
Oallfomia: Henshaw ex parte, 73
Cal. 486, 493, 15 Pac. 110, per McKinstry, J.; Spring Valley Water
Works v. Schottler, 62 Cal. 69, 106,
per Thornton, J.
Oolor&do: Londoner v. People, 15
Colo. 246, 247, 25 Pac. 183, per
Hayt, J.; Arapahoe County v. Rocky
Mountain News Printing Co., 15
Colo. App. 189, 202, 61 Pac. 494, per
Wilson, J.
Delaware: Wilmington &: Reading
Ry. Co. v. Downward (Del. Ct. Err.
& App., 1888), 14 Atl. 720, 721, per
Saulsbury, Ch. J.
Georgia: State ex rel. Waring v.
Georgia Medical Society, 38 Ga. 608,
626, 95 Am. Dec. 408, citing Bouvier's L. Diet., but definition same as
Kent's.
IWDoia: Fietsam v. Hay, 122 Ill.
293, 295, 13 N. E. 501, 11 West. Rep.
582, 3 Am. St. Rep. 492, per Mulkey, J. (a case of right to sell or
transfer), citing Bouvier's L. Diet.,
but definition same as Kent's.
Kentucky: Commonwealth v.
Frankfort, 13 Bush (76 Ky.), 185,
189, per Lindsay, C. J.
Louial&na: ·Maestri v. Board of
Assessors, 110 La. 517, 526, 34 So.
658, per Blanchard, J.; State v.
Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482, 493, per
Ludeling, C. J., in dissenting opinion
(a case of exemption from taxation,
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right of transfer and construction of
charter), quoting Bouvier's L. Diet.,
but definition same as Kent's.
llla.ine: Kennebec & Portland Rd.
Co. v. Portland &: Kennebec Rd. Co.,
59 Me. 9, 66, dissenting opinion of
Tapley, J. (mortgage and foreclosure
of railroad franchise and other property), citing Bouvier's L. Diet., but
definition same as Kent's.
lllinnesota: McRoberts v. Washburne, 10 Minn. 23, 'l:l.
Bew York: Milhau v. Sharp, Z1
N. Y. 611, 619, 84 Am. Dec. 314, per
Selden, J., quoting Bouvier's L.
Diet., but definition same as Kent's.
Ohio: State v. Pittsburgh, Youngstown & Ashtabula Rd. Co., 50 Ohio
St. 239, 251, 33 N. E. 1051, per
Minshall, J.
Oregon: Montgomery v. Multnomah Rd. Co., 11 Oreg. 344, 354,
per Lord, J.
Wisconsin: Sellers v. Union Lumbering Co., 39 Wis. 525, 5Zl, per
Ryan, C. J.
• Oalifomi&: Ex parte Henshaw, 73
Cal. 486, 492, 15 Pac. 110, per McKinstry, J.
Oolor&do: Londoner v. People, 15
Colo. 247, per Hayt, J.; Arapahoe
County v. Rocky Mountain News
Printing Co., 15 Colo. App. 189, 202,
61 Pac. 494, per Wilson, J.
Oonnecticut: Crum v. Bliss, 47
Conn. 592, 602, per Park, C. J. (case
of transfer of corporate franchise).
Iowa: Young v. Webster City &
So. West Ry. Co., 75 Iowa, 140,
143, 39 N. W. 234, per Rothrock, J.
(cue of forfeiture of railroad fran-
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"A particular privilege conferred by grant from a. sovereign
or government and vested in individuals;" 10 "a. particular
privilege or right granted by a. prince or sovereign to an individual, or to a. number of persons;" 11 a. certain privilege of
a. public nature, conferred by grant from the government,
and vested in individuals.tz
§ 2. Chief Justice Taney's Definition of a Franchise.Under a. definition which is generally accredited to Chief Justice Taney of the United States Supreme Court, franchises
are specia.l privileges conferred by the government on individuals, and which do not belong to the citizens of the
country generally of common right. 18 This definition has been
extensively quoted or adopted and relied upon as an authority
by the court.a in their opinions and decisions.14
chise and taxation), quoting from
Bromin.
.
Kentucky: Miller v. Commonwea.lth,ll2 Ky. 404,65 S. W. 828, per
Guffy, J. (Bouvier's L. Diet. is cited,
however); Louisville Tobacco Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20 Ky.
L. Rep. 1047, 1050, 48 S. W. 420 (a
case of corporation failing to report
for franchise tax); Commonwealth v.
City of Frankfort, 13 Bush (76 Ky.),
185, 189, per Lindsay, C. J. (a lottery
case).
Ohio: State v. Pittsburgh, Youngstown & Ashtabula Rd. Co., 50 Ohio
St. 239, 251, 33 N. E . 1051, per
Marshall, J. (a case of quo warranto
to determine right to franchise).
Wiaconain: Sellers v. Union Lumbering Co., 39 Wis. 525, 527, per
Ryan, C. J. (a case of right to take
tolls).
See also Kinney's L. Diet. & Gloss.
10 Crum v. Bliss, 47 Conn. 592, 602,
per Park, C. J. (a case of transfer of
corporate franchise), quoting Webater's Diet.; Chicago Municipal Gas
Licht & Fuel Co. v. Town of Lake,

130 Ill. 42, 53, 22 N. E. 616, per
Baker, J. (a case of charter powers to,
and use of streets by, a gas company,
its rights under grant as a contract
and specific performance); Louisville
Tobacco Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1050,
48 S. W. 420, per Paynter, J. (a cue
of corporation failing to report for
franchise tax) quoting Webster's
Diet.
u Central Railroad & Banking Co.
v. State of Georgia, 54 Ga. 401, 409,
per Warner, C. J. (a case of duration
of charter and right of State to withdraw franchise), quoting Webster's
Diet.
12 Truckee & Tahoe Turnpike Road
Co. v. Campbell, 44 Cal. 89, 91, applied by Rhodes, J., to a right to collect tolls on bridges, roads, etc.
1s Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13
Pet. (38 U.S.) 519, 595, 10 L. ed. 274.
u Vnlted States: People's Rd. v.
Memphis Rd., 10 Wall. (77 U. 8.) 38,
51, 20 L. ed. 844; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Norman, 77 Fed. 13, 22,
per Barr, Dist. J. (taxation of fran-
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§ 3. Other Definitions and E%pressions Classified-Franchises.-The word "franchise" is frequently used to denote
chisee); Je111ey City Gae-Light Co. v.
United Gas Improvement Co., 46
Fed. 264, 265, per Greene, J., case
aff'd 58 Fed. 323.
Illlnoil: Chicago &: Western Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571,
676,579, per Dickey, J.
Iowa: Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 238,
91 N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J. (the
court also says: "The term 'franchise' is defined in various ways and
the meaning depends more or less
upon the connection in which the
word is employed").
Eentucky: Miller v. Commonwealth,l12 Ky. 404,65 S. W. 828, per
Guffy, J. (gives same definition, but
citee Bouvier's L. Diet.); Louisville
Tobacco Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1050,
48 S. W. 420, per Payntor, J. (a case
of corporation failing to report for
franchise tax. Gives same definition,
but citee Angell & Ames on Corp. § 4).
Louialana: Maestri v. Board of ABBe880rs, 110 La. 517, 526, 34 So. 658,
per Blanchard, J. (gives same definition, but cites Angell & Ames on
Corp. § 4, and Bouvier's, also Blacks.
L. Diets.).
llaryland: Consolidated Gas Co.
v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 545548, per McSherry, C. J.; Purnell v.
McLane, 98 Md. 589, 592, 56 Atl. 830,
per Pearce, J.; Baltimore City v.
Johnson, 96 Md. 737, 747, 61 L. R. A.
568, 54 At!. 646, per Boyd, J. (a case
where seat in stock exchange was
held not liable to taxation); State v.
Philadelphia, Wilmington &: Bait.
Rd. Co., 45 Md. 361, 379, 24 Am.
Rep. 511, per Robinson, J . (a case of
franchise tax anci. exemption from
taxation.)
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Kimle1ota: Green v. Knife Falls
Boom Corp., 35 Minn. 155, 157, per
Vanderburgh, J.
:Rebraata: Abbott v. Omaha
Smelting Co., 4 Neb. 416,420 (citing
also Angell &: Ames on Corp. I 4).
lfew York: Smith v. Mayor, etc.,
of New York, 68 N.Y. 552,555, p6r
Earl, J. (taxation; pier aa land);
Curtiaa v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 9, 170,
per Shankland, J. (in connection with
bank's capacity or liability to incur
obligations). See Trustees of Southampton v. Jessup, 162 N.Y. 122, 56
N. E. 538, per Vann, J. (case reverses 42 N. Y. Supp. 4, 10 App.
Div. 456), who applies the substance
of the definition in the above text in
determining that a right to make a
roadway and to erect a bridge is a
franchise and not a license.
Iouth Dakota: State v. Scougal, 3
S. Dak. 55, 62, 15 L. R. A. 477, 11
Ry. &: Corp. L. J. 254, 6 Bkg. L. J.
432, 51 N. W. 858, 44 Am. St. Rep.
756, per Co1110n, J.
Texas: State v. Austen & Northwestern Rd. Co., 94 Tex. 530, 532,
62 S. W. 1050, per Gaines, C. J. [a
case of taxation franchiaea of railroad. Citing People's Rd. v. Memphis Rd., 10 WalL (77 U. S.) 38, 51,
19 L. ed. 844].
Wiaconain: Sellers v. Union Lumbering Co., 39 Wis. 625, 527, per
Ryan, C. J.
Which do not belong to tM citiuu of
the cquntry generally by common riglll:
The qualification [by Chief Juatice Taney, in Bank of Augusta v.
Earle, 13 Pet. (38 U. 8.) 519, 595,
10 L. ed. 274] "'which do not belong
to citizens of the country generally
by common right' is an important
one and constitutes the diatJncuiahinl
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a right or privilege, and in a legal sense, franchise and liberty
are said to be synonymous terms. 11 Franchise" is also said
to be synonymous with rights, privileges and immunities.
One of the legal meanings of the word, approaching very
closely to its primary signification, is freedom, and exemption
or immunity from a burden or duty to which others are subject. In its broad sense the word 11 franchise" is sometimes
used to denote all the rights, powers and privileges of a corfeature of a franchise. What is
meant by this qualification is made
clear by Mr. Justice Bradley, in a
recent case decided by the Supreme
Ulurt of the United States. • • •
He aaya • no private person can estab~
lish a public highway, public ferry or
railroad, or charge tolls for the use of
the llllllle, without authority from the
legislature, direct or derived. These
are franchises. No persons can make
themselves a body politic without
legislative authority. U>rporate c~
pacity is a franchise.' California v.
Central Pacific Rd. Ul., 127 U.S. 1,
40, 41, 32 L. ed. 346, 9 Sup. Ct. 6. Of
course, as the learned judge says,
this list might be continued indefi~
nitely. But this quotation clearly
illustrates the nature of a franchise.
Over aU public property, highways,
navigable rivers and seas, over every~
thing that belongs to the sovereign,
the power of the government is ab~
lute, whether that power is derived
from the common law or from the
State, or the National Ulnstitution.
When, therefore, the State grants the
right thus belonging to the govern~
ment, and not to the citizens gener~
ally, as a matter of right, it is the
gr&nt of a franchise.''
State v.
Soougal, 3 S. Dak. 55, 62, 15 L. R. A.
477, 44 Am. St. Rep. 756, per U>r~

privilege granted by the State, which
does not belong to citizens of the
country generally by common right.
This is the distinguishing feature of a
franchise. A right which belongs to
the government when conferred upon
a citizen is a franchise.'' Lasher v.
People, 183 Ill. 226, 233, per Ca~
wright, C. J.
"This ordinance then undertook to
confer an especial privilege not en~
joyed by the people of the Territory
in common, and conferred such privi~
lege in perpetuity, for there is no
limitation to it in point of time, and
no power of revocation reserved to
the city council therein. Such a
privilege is a franchise. In England
the granting of a franchise was a
royal prerogative, and could only be
granted by the Crown, and in the
Bank of Augusta- v. Earle, 13 Pet.
(38 U. S.) 519, 595, 10 L. ed. 274,
Chief Justice Taney says: 'Fran~
chises are special privileges, con~
ferred by the government upon in~
dividuals, which do not belong to the
citizens of the country generally of
co4mon right.' It is essential that a
franchise should be created by a
grant from the sovereign authority.
It is doubtful whether the legislature
can delegate the power to grant such
a franchise at all." Denver & S. Ry.
Ul. v. Denver City Ry. Ul., 2 Colo.
IOJl, J.
"In this country it is a special 673, 682, per Brazee, J.
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poration, especially those which are essential to its operations
and management and to make the grant of va.lue.15 Other
definitions given or expressions used by the courts, in opinions
or decisions, may be briefly stated as follows: Privileges or a
privilege; 11 a privilege with conditions; 17 a privilege vested11 Central Rd. & Banking Co. v.
State of Georgia, 54 Ga. 4{)1, 409, per
Warner, C. J. (a case of duration of
charter and right of State to withdraw franchise); Buchanan v. Knoxville & Ohio Rd. Co., 71 Fed. 324,
334, 18 C. C. A. 122, per Severens,
Dist. J.; Morgan v. Louisiana, 93
U. S. 217, 23 L. ed. 860; State v.
Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482, 493, per
Ludeling, C. J., in dissenting opinion;
Board of Trade v. People, 91 Ill. 82,
per Soott, C. J.; Board of Water
Commissioners of White Plains, Matter of, 76 N. Y. Supp. 11, 16, 71 App.
Div. 541, rev'd 176 N. Y. 239, 68
N. E. 348, per Jenks, J.; Kinney's
Law Diet. & Gloss.; Stroud's Judie.
Diet.; Taylor's Law Gloss. (ed.,
1858), 210. See Finch's Laws of
Eng., 126 (38); 2 Black. Comm., *37.
11 " If there is anything peculiar in
the word franchise it must include,
in any definition that can be given it,
this word 'privilege,' especially
where" a statute gives to a corporation "the exclusive right to the hydraulic powers and privileges." Williamette Mfg. Co. v. Bank of British
Columbia, 119 U. S. 191, 198, 30 L.
ed. 384, 7 Sup. Ct. 187, per Miller, J.
(a case of foreclosure of mortgage,
and right to sell or mortgage franchises).
"Franchises are privileges derived
from the government, vested either in
individuals or private or public corporations." California State Teleg.
Co. v. Alta Teleg. Co., 22 Cal. 398,
422, per Crocker, J.

8
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The term ("franchise") "may
sometimes be used in a popular lleD88
as a privilege." Lawrence v. Times
Printing Co., 22 Wash. 482, 490, 61
Pac. 166, per Reavis, J.
"A privilege in the hands of a BUbject which the king alone can grant
will be a franchise." State v. Real
Estate Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595,
599, 41 Am. Dec. 509, per Lacy, J.
A privilege emanating from the
sovereign power of the State, owing
its existence to a grant on a prescription presupposing a grant. Hazelton
Boiler Co. v. Hazelton Tripod Boiler
Co., 137 Ill. 231, 28 N. E. 248, per
Scholfield, J.
"It is a privilege which the eovereign power alone can grant, whether
it be the king or the people assembled
in legislative bodies." Kennebec &
Portland Rd. Co. v. Portland &
Kennebec Rd. Co., 59 Me. 9, 66, diasenting opinion of Tapley, J.
u "A franchise is a privilege conferred in the United States by the
immediate or antecedent legislation,
with conditions expressed, or necessarily inferential from its language,
as to the manner of its exercise and
for its enjoyment. To ascertain how
it is to be brought into existence the
whole charter must be consulted and
compared." Woods v. Lawrence
County, 1 Black (66 U.S.), 386, 409,
17 L. ed. 122, per Wayne, J. (a case
of charter of railroad company; with
authority in charter to subscribe to
stock; question whether to be made
in prresenti or held in abeyance.)
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a privilege or autho~ty vested; 18 a liberty or privilegepowers and privileges; 11 a right or privilege; zo a right, privilege
or power of public concern which should be reserved for public control; 21 a special privilege; u a privilege granted, not a
11 In this country a franchise
"may be defined as a privilege
vested," or "a privilege or authority
vested in certain pel'BOns by grant
from the sovereign authority in the
State, to exercise powel'B or perform
acta, which without auch grant they
could not do or perform. A franchise
is jus publicum and necesaarily exelusive in ita nature." Twelfth St.
Market Co. v. Philadelphia & Reading Term. R. Co., 142 Pa. 580, 590, 21
Atl. 989, per Thayer, P. J. (a case of
public market house, and right of
eminent domain over, or right of another corporation to appropriate);
West Manayunk Gas Light Co. v.
New Gu Light Co., 21 Pa. Co. Ct.
Rep. 378; Watson v. Fairmont &
Suburban Ry. Co., 49 W. Va. 528,
639, 39 S. E . 193, per Poffenbarger, J.
A franchise is "a privilege or autbority vested in certain pel'BOns by
grant of the sovereign (with us by
apecial statute) to exercise powel'B or
to do and perform actll which without
auch grant they could not do or per-form." Consolidated Gas Co. v.
Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 545548, per McSherry, C. J.; Tuckahoe
Canal Co. v. Tuckahoe Ry. Co., 11
Leigh (Va.), 42.
1' "Franchise is a word of exten!live signification; it is a liberty or
privilege. In England, it was the
powel'B and privileges inherent in the
Crown which subsisted in the hands
of a aubject by grant from the Crown.

It was therefore defined to be 'a
royal privilege in the hands of a subject.' In this country the people
have not only the right& and privileges of Engliah subject&, but the7
have succeeded to all the right& and
privileges of the Crown." State v.
City of Topeka, 30 Kan. 653, 657, 2
Pac. 587, per Horton, C. J., (a cue of
liquor licenae, and exa.ction of a
charge or tax therefor. See I 21,
herein, as to liquor licenae).
"Franchise in ita general aenae ia a
liberty or privilege." Rapalej &
Lawrence's L. Diet.
20 "The word 'franchise' is generally used to designate a right, or
privilege, conferred by law." State
v. Western Irrigating Canal Co., 40
Kan. 96, 99, 19 Pac. 349, per Hor-ton, C. J.
"A franchise is nothing more than
the right or privilege of being & corporation, and of doing such thinp
.and such things only as are author-ized by the corporation's charter.''
Fietllam v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 295,
13 N. E. 501, 11 West. Rep. 582, 3
Am. St. Rep. 492, per Mulkey, J. (a
case of right to sell or transfer).
See also Morgan v. State of Louiaiana, 93 U. S. 217, 23 L. ed. 860, per
Field, J.; Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
Co. v. Miller, 114 U. 8. 176, 185, 29
L. ed. 121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813.
21 "Generalized, and divested of
the special form which it asaumea wr
der a monarchical government baaed

n "A franchise is generally under- of the State, owing its existence to a
stood to be a special privilege grant or to prescription preauppoaiDc
emanating from the sovereign power a grant." Wilmington Water Power
~
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right taken away; 21 certain immunities and privileges in
which the public have an interest-a. privilege or immunity of a
public nature; 2-' a. certain privilege or exemption-immuon feudal traditions, a franchise is a
right, privilege or power of public
concern, which ought not to be exercised by private individuals at their
mere will and pleasure, but should be
reserved for public control and administration, either by the government directly or by public agents,
acting under such conditions and
regulatiol\8 as the government may
impose in the public interest, and
for the public security. Such rights
and powers must exist under every

form of IIOCiety. They are alwaya
educed by the laws and customs of
the community. Under our system,
their existence and disposal are under
the control of the legislative depart-ment of the government, and tbey
cannot be 888UIIled or exen:iaed
without legislative authority." California v. Central Pacific Rd. Co., 127
U.S. 1, 40, 32 L. ed. 150, 8 .Sup. Ct.
1073, per Bradley, J.; Ashley v.
Ryan, 153 U. S. 436, 441, 38 L. eeL
773, 14 Sup. Ct. 865.

Co. v. Evans, 166 Ill. 548, 556, 46 vidual person or in a body politic and
N. E. 1083, per Magruder, C. J.
corporate. Standard Diet.
Aa all persons have the right of
In this country "a special privilege
existing in an individual by grant of
the sovereignty and· not otherwise
exercisable." Mayor v. Park Commissioners, 44 Mich. 602, 604, 7
N. W. 180, per Cooley, J. (a public
park as public franchise).
A special privilege granted by
sovereign authority, either to an
individual or a corporation, is a
franchise. State v. Portage City
Water Co., 107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W.

forming corporations upon complying
with the formalities required by law
(State v. Western Irrigating Canal
Co., 40 Kan. 96, 99, 19 Pac. 349, per
Horton, J., in ca.se BUBtaining right of
irrigation company to sen property)
the above words "special privilege"
might, perhaps, be open to construction. See subsequent sections herein
covering exclusive franchiaes; eee
Chief Justice Taney's definition, § 2,
697.
herein, see also f 3, herein. Examine
A special privilege emanating from Bank of California v. San Franciaco,
the government by a legislative or 142 Cal. 276, 280, 75 Pac. 832, per
royal grant and vested in an indi- Angellotti, J .
21 "The real meaning of ' franchise' is a privilege granted, not a
right taken away." Fresno Canal,
etc., Co. v. Park, 129 Cal. 437, 442,
62 Pac. 87, per McFarland, J. (where
"franchise" is held an affirmative
word denoting a grant, and that the
right to collect certain rates is not
iaken away by the use of the word.
See § 9 herein).

io

u " If there are certain immunities
and privileges in which the public
have an interest, as contradistinguished from private rights, and
which cannot be exercised without
authority derived from the sovereign
power, it would seem to me that such
immunities and privileges must be
franchises. * * * If, in England,
a privilege in the hands of a subject,
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nity; 21 an exemption from a burden or duty to which others are
subject; 211 an exemption or immunity from ordinary jurisdiction; a constitutional or statutory right or privilege; n a right
reserved to the people by the constitution; za a right belonging
to the government; 28 a grant under authority of governwhich the king alone can grant,
would be a franchise, with us, a
privilege, or immunity of a public
nature, which cannot legally be exercised without legislative grant, would
be a franchise." People v. Utica Ins.
Ul., 15 Johna. (N. Y.) 357, 387, 8
Am. Dec. 243 (a case of usurpation of
franchise to carry on banking business as a corporation); State v. Real
Eetate Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595,
599, 41 Am. Dec. 509, per Lacy, J.;
Crum v. Bliss, 47 Ulnn. 592, 602,
per Park, C. J.; Chicago & Western
Indiana Rd. Ul. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill.
571, 576; People ex rei. Koerner v.
Ridgley, 21 Ill. 65, 69, per Breese, J.
(a case of an information in the nature of quo warranto in a criminal
proceeding; held, not to be allowed
against persons for assuming a franchise of a merely private nature, and
that peraons appointed by statute to
close up affairs of a bank are not
officers, but mere trustees, and do not
exercise or enjoy a franchise); Ulmmonwealth v. City of Frankfort, 13
Bush (76 Ky.), 185, 189 (a lottery
ease); Cumberland River Lumber Ul.
v. Ulmmonwealth, 6 Ky. L. Rep. 295
(in abstract only, no opinion);
Maestri v. Board of Assessors, 110
La. 517, 526, 34 So. 658, per Blanchard, J.; State, Clapp, v. Minnesota
Thresher Mfg. Ul., 40 Minn. 213, 41
N. W. 1020, 3 L. R. A. 510; State v.
Mayor, etc., of New York, 3 Duer
(N. Y.), 119, 144.
Privileges and immunities of a public nature which cannot legally be

exercised without a legislative grant,
are franchises, although they never
existed in the people, or could be
exercised by them in their political.
capacity. People v. Utica Ins. Ul.,
15 Johns. (N. Y.) 357, 8 Am. Dec.
243.
»State v. Morgan, 28 La. Ann.
482, 493, per Ludeling, C. J., in dissenting opinion, in case of exemption
from taxation and right of tr&DBfer.
The term "franchises" in a "legal
sense, contains the element of a grant
or immunity, privilege or exemption"
by public or quasi-public authority.
Lawrence v. Times Printing Ul., 22
Wash. 482, 490, 61 Pac. 166, per
Reavis, J.
u Central Rd. & Banking Co. v.
State of Georgia, 54 Ga. 401, 409,
per Warner, C. J . (a case of duration
of charter and right of State to withdraw franchise).
, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse
Ul. v. Ulmmonwealth, 20 Ky. L.
Rep. 1047, 1050, 48 S. W. 420, per
Paynter, J. (citing Webster's Diet.),
(a case of corporation failing to report for franchise tax).
21 People ex rei. Koerner v. Ridgeley, 21 Ill. 65, 69, per Breese, J. (as in
case of the elective franchise).
" "A franchise is a right belonging
to the government, as a sovereign,
yet committed in trust to some officer, corporation or individual."
Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio St.
603, 613, per Ulrwin, J.
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ment; 10 a grant of sovereign power; 11 a sovereign power; 11
a sovereign prerogative emanating from the sovereign authority
of the State, either directly or through a delegated body.11

14. "Franchise "-As a Contract-As an Ezclusive
Right.14- The definition given by Finch and substantially
adopted and followed by Blackstone and other authorities,15 has
been criticised as not being strictly correct under our government
and laws, since franchises are based in this country upon
contracts between the sovereign power and a private citizen,
made upon a valuable consideration for purposes of public
benefit as well as for individual advantage; and it is said by
Chancellor Kent that franchises "contain an implied covenant
on the part of the government not to invade the rights vested,
and on the part of the grantees to execute the conditions and
duties prescribed in the grant. Some of these franchises are
presumed to be founded on a valuable consideration, and to
involve public duties, and to be made for public accommodation, and to be affected with jus publicum, and they are necessarily exclusive in their nature. The government cannot
resume them at pleasure, or do any act to impair the grant,
without a breach of contract." 30 Again, "Franchise" is
10 "A franehiee ill a grant under
authority of government, conferring
a special and usually a permanent
right to do an act, or a eeriea of acts,
of publio concern." Trustees of
Southampton v. Jessup, 162 N. Y.
122, 126, 56 N. E. 538, per Vann, J.;
case reverses 10 App. Div. 456 (a
case of a right "to make a roadway
and erect a bridge").
11 Pennsylvania Rd. Co. v. Phil&delphia Belt Line Rd. Co., 10 Pa. Co.
Ct. Rep. 625, 629.
12 "It must needs be a sovereign
power or something which no subject or citizen can of right use."
Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio St.
603, 613, per Corwin, J. See Bank of
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Augu8ta v. Earle, 13 Pet. (38 U. 8.)
519, 595, 10 L. ed. 274, per Taney,
C. J.; State v. Scougal, 3 S. Dak. 55,
62, 44 Am. St. Rep. 756, 15 L. R. A.
477.
11 Truckee & Tahoe Turnpike Road
Co. v. Campbell, 44 Cal. 89, 91, per
Rhodes, J .
u See §§ 22, 23 herein.
11 See i 1 herein.
11 Kent's Comm. (14 ed.), bottom
p. 723, *p. 458; Hol'llt, Mayor, etc., v.
Mosea, 48 Ala. 146, per Peters, J.,
dissenting in part; Maeetri v. Board
of Assessors, 110 La. 517, 526, 34 So.
658, per Blanchard, J.; State v. Real
Estate Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 695,
599, 41 Am. Dec. 509, per Lacy, J.
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sometimes UBed to mean an exclusive right held by grant
from the sovereign power, such in its nature that the same
right or privilege cannot be subsequently granted to another
without the grant operating as an invasion of the franchise
of the first grantee and of his property rights. The strictly
legal signification of the term is not, however, always confined to exclusive right and the wor~ is used in law to designate
powers and privileges which are not exclusive in their nature.17
It is also declared that every grant of a franchise is, so far as
that grant extends, necessarily exclusive, and cannot be resumed or interferred with; it is a contract whose obligation
cannot be constitutionally impaired.18 In a recent case in the
United States Supreme Court it is held that there are privileges
which may exist in their full entirety in more than one person,
and the privilege or franchise or ·right to supply the inhabitants
of a city with light or water is of this kind; and that a grant
of power conferring such a privilege is not necessarily a grant
making that privilege exclusive.311 So a franchise may consist
solely in being a corporation and carrying on business solely
in a corporate capacity and still be also a right which any
person or persons may exercise without any grant from the
State, and, therefore, such a right would not be an exclusive
one, and the corporation would be a private one as distin" Chicago & Western Indiana Rd. Co., 54 N.Y. Supp. 598, 34 App. Div.
Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571, 576, per 181.
Korth Dakot&: Pattei'IIOn v. WollDickey, J.
11 Charles River Bridge v. Warren man, 5 N. Dak. 608, 33 L. R. A. 536,
Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. B.) 420, 604,
818, 637, 638, 643, 645, 9 L. ed. 773,
per Story, J., in disaenting opinion.
Examine the following cases:
DIIDola: Millll v. County of St.
Clair, 7 Ill. 197.
••• Ieney: Millville Gas Light
Co. v. Vineland Light & Power Co.
(N. J.), 65 Atl. 504; State v. Freeholden of Hudaon, 23 N. J. L. 206,
209, per Carpenter, J.
•ewYork: Staten Island Midland
R. Co. v. Staten Ialand Electric R.

67 N. W. 1040.
Ohio: Bank of Toledo v. City of
Toledo (foledo Bank v. Bond), 1
Ohio St. 622, 635, 636, per Bartley, c. J.
Pennaylv&Di&: Rayburn Water
Co. v. Armstrong Water Co., 9 Pa.
Diat. R. 24, 30 Pittsb. Leg. J. (N. S.)
239.
11 Water, Light and Gas Co. of
Hutchinson v. City of Hutchinaon,
207 U. S. 385, 28 Sup. Ct. 135, cue
affirms 144 Fed. 256.
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guished from a public one with no public functions which ~
would be under obligation to perform.40 We shall, however,
consider this entire matter exhaustively Wlder other eectioua
in this work.

§ 5. " Corporate Franchise " - Corporate Franchises.Whenever a corporation is legally formed, the right to be and
exist as such and as a corporation to do the business specified
and authorized in the articles, constitutes a valuable right
which has been called the "corporate franchise," as it is a
grant from the sovereign power. And this applies, whether a
banking or a grocery business, or the operation of a railroad,
or in fact any other business, in which individuals may engage
without a grant from the State, is specified and in which the
right to engl)ge in a corporate capacity is granted. 41 But it is
decided that a franchise granted to an organized corporation,
or to an individual or individuals, and thereafter transfened to
a corporation, is not a corporate franchise strictly so called, or
in any sense, except that of being the property of the corpor&tion.42 AB to the term corporate franchises, it is declared that
it covers all rights granted to a corporation.43 The above
statements, however, involve certain questions which have been
4°Twelfth St. Market Co. v. Philadelphia & Reading Tenn. R . Co., 142
Pa. 580, 590, 21 At!. 989.
41 Bank of California v. San Francisco, 142 Cal. 276, 279, 64 L. R. A.
918, 75 Pac. 832, per Angellotti, J.
(citing Central Pacific R. Co. v. California, 162 U. S. 91, 17 Sup. Ct. 35,
41 L. ed. 362; Hom Silver Mining Co.
v. New York, 143 U. 8. 305,36 L. ed.
164, 12 Sup. Ct. 403; Home Ins. Co. v.
New York, 134 U. 8. 594, 599, 33 L.
ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593; State Rd.
Tax Cases, 92 U. 8. 575, 23 L. ed.
663, Spring Valley Water Works v.
Schottler, 62 Cal. 69, 106; Southern
Gun Co. v. Laylin, 66 Ohio St. 578,
64 N. E. 564, 566; State v. Andereon,
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90 Wis. 550, 63 N. W. 748; 2 Hora.wetz on Corp. § 922); Jersey City
Gas-Light Co. v. Gas Improvemeot
Co., 48 Fed. 264, 265, per Greene, J.,
case aff'd 58 Fed. 323.
See State v. Western lrrig. Oana1
Co., 40 Kan. 96, 99, 19 Pac. 349, per
Horton, C. J.
Compare Meyer v. Jolmson, 53 Ala.
237, 324, per Manning, J.; Young v.
Webster City & So. West. Ry. Co.,
751owa, 140, 143, 39 N. W. 234, per
Rothrock, J.; Knoup v. Piqua Bank,
1 Ohio St. 603, 613, per Corwin, J.
42 State v. Portage City Water Co.,
107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W. 697.
"' Atlantic & Gulf R. Co. v. a...
gia, 98 u. 8. 369, 365, per 8troo& J.
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the subject of considerable discussion by the courts, and ~hich
relate principally to the power of alienation, taxation and the
nature of franchises, based upon such distinctions as exist ~
tween the franchise to be a corporation and other franchises or
rights and privileges; but these questions will be fully considered elsewhere herein under their proper headings. 44

§ 6. General Franchise of Corporation.- The general franchise of a corporation is iw right to live and do business by
the exercise of the corporate powers granted by the State.
Such a franchise, however, gives the corporation no. right to
do anything in the public highways without special authority
from the State, or from some municipal officer or body acting under its authority. Thus the general franchise of a street
railroad is the special privilege conferred by the State upon a
certain number of persons known as the corporators to become
a street railroad corporation and to construct and operate a
street railroad upon certain conditions, but its privileges are
within the above rule as to occupation of streets.46
§ 7. Special Franchise of Corporation.-A right granted to

a corporation to construct, maintain or operate in a public
highway some structure intended for public use, which except
for the grant would be a trespass, is a special franchise, and
when a right of way over a public street is granted to a cor~
poration with leave to construct and operate a street railway
thereon, the privilege is known as a special franchise.40 In a
" See three last preceding eections
herein, alao eections as to transfer or
alienation; taxation; nature of franchise; and distinctions.
40 People ex rei. Metropolitan St.
Ry. Co. v. Tax Commissionera, 174
N.Y. 417, 435, 67 N. E. 69 (a case of
taxation, etc. In this case the court,
rer Vann, J., says: "The general
franchise of a street railroad oompany
• • • is the special privilege oonferred by the State upon a certain

number of peraons known as the oorporatora to become a street railroad
oorporation and to construct and operate a street railroad upon certain
oonditions," but this dift'era from a
special franchise); reargument denied, 175 U. S. 482 (Mem.), case affirmed, Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v.
New York, 199 U. 8. 1, 50 L. ed.
65, 25 Sup. Ct. 705. See Chap. IV
herein.
•• People ex rei. Metropolitan Bi.
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cue of taxation of a special franchise decided in New York
the court, per Kenefick, J., says: "The plaintiff insists that
the authority to croes highways sprang into being with the
creation of the corporation, that it is a part of the franchise to
be a corporation, and that, to constitute a special franchise,
some particular railroad must be grantee of the right, or
some particular highway or highways must be the subject
of the grant. As I view it, this claim argues a misconception
of the term 'special franchise.' As applied to railroads, this
species of property is defined 88 the 'franchise' right or permission to construct, maintain or operate the same in, under,
above, on or through, streets, highways, or public places.47
A special franchise thus derives its character from the nature
of the grant, to wit, the right to occupy the public ways.
This right does not lose its character 88 a special franchise
because it emanates directly from the State, rather than indirectly through its political subdivisions, nor because it
comes into being with the creation of a corporation, rather
than by subsequent action of the legislature or its duly authorized municipal agents. The tax on its franchise to be a
corporation is imposed irrespective of whether it crosses any
highways, or of the number of highways crossed. Authority
to run 'upon and along' highways is conferred by the same
section of the general railroad law which confers the right to
'croes highways.' If the plaintiff's argument is sound, then
a railroad might, under its general powers, run for some distance along a highway, without possessing a special franchise
therein subject to taxation." "
Ry. Q>. v. Tax Q>mmi.aaionera, 174
N. Y. 417, 435, 67 N. E. 69, per
Vann, J., reargument denied, 175
N. Y. 482 (Mem.), cue affirmed, 199
U. B. 1, 50 L. ed 65, 25 Sup. Ct. 705.
., Laws 1899, c. 712, I 1.
., New York, Lackawanna dt Westem Ry. Q>. v. Roll, 00 N . Y. Bupp.
748, 749, 750, 32 Misc. 321. See
chapter herein on taxation.
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Definition of special franchise and
what the term includes, under tax
laws of New York, see 3 Cumming dt
Gilbert's Annot. Genl. Laws dt Statutee of N. Y. (ed. 1901), 3876, 3877,
Laws 1896, ch. 908, I 2, eubda. 3, 4,
as amended by Laws 1899, ch. 712
and Laws 1901, ch. 490. Bee chap.
IV, herein.
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§ 8. Primary Franchise, and Secondary Franchises of
Corporation.-The right of an incorporated company to be
a corporation, or the right conferred upon it by the State,
to be an artificial body, has been called its primary franchise,
and this has been distinguished from what is termed its secondary franchises, which include the right to carry on or transact
a particular kind of business, as in case of the privileges granted
to a water company with the right to take tolls, etc.; or the
right of a railroad company to collect fares; or of a. toll road
company to exact toll for services performed. This distinction
has been considered as important in connection with the
power of alienation, since in certain corporations other than
those subject to public service duties and obligations, secondary franchises may be said, generally, to be those which may
be alienated, and even in connection with public utility . corporations there are some decisions in which the same distinction is made apparent. So in certain tax cases the distinction between the franchise to be a. corporation and other
rights, privileges and franchises of the corporation, has been
the subject of much discussion and many adjudications.•"
41 Virginia Canon Toll Road Co. v.
People, 22 Colo. 429, 432, 45 Pac.
398, :r7 L. R. A. 711, per Campbell, J. See two last preceding sectiona, and next following section

herein.
Bee alllo the following caaes:
11Dited ltatea: Adams Express Co.
v. Ohio State Auditor, 166 U.S. 185,
224, 41 L. ed. 965, 17 Sup. Ct. 604,
per Brewer, J., rehearing denied, 165
U. 8, 194, 255, 41 L. ed. 683, 707, 17
Sup. Ct. 305; Mercantile Bank v.
Tenneseee, 161 U. S. 160, 171, 40
L. ed. 656, 16 Sup. Ct. 466, per
Peckham, J.; Home Ins. Co. v. New
York, 134 U. S. 594, 599, 33 L. ed.
1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593, per Field, J.,
case affirms People v. Home Ins.
Co., 92 N. Y. 328, alao afJ'd by divided court 119 U. B. 129, 30 L. ed.

2

350, 8 Sup. Ct. 1385, restored to
calendar, 122 U.S. 636 (Mem.). (The
principal caae is cited in People v.
Miller, 83 N. Y. Supp. 184, 187, '85
App. Div. 211, which case is reversed 177 N. Y. 51, 69 N. E. 124,
which is cited in People v. Miller, 86
N. Y. Supp. 420, 422, 90 App. Div.
588. This last caae is reversed 179
N.Y. 49, 71 N. E. 463); Memphis &
Little Rock Rd. Co. v. Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 619, 28 .L. ed.
837,5 Sup. Ct. 299; Gordon v. Appeal
Tax Court, 3 How. (44 U. S.) 133;
Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Norman,
77 Fed. 13, 22.
Oalifomla: San Joaquin & King's
River Canal & lrrig. Co. v. Merced
County, 2 Cal. App. 593, 595, 597,
599, 84 Pac. 285.
Connecticut: Bridgeport, City of,
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In a Kansas case, a corporation was organized under state
laws for the purpose of supplying a municipality with water,
v. New York & New Haven Rd. Co.,
36 Conn. 255, 266, 4 Am. Rep. 63.
Iowa: Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 239, 91
N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J., citing
Grand Rapids Bridge Co. v. Prange,
35 Mich. 400, 24 Am. Rep. 585.
Kentucky: Bailey v. Southern Ry.
Co., 112 Ky. 424, 430, 61 S. W. 31,
per O'Rear, J.; Board of Councilmen
of City of Frankfort v. Stone, 108
Ky. 400, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 S. W.
679.
Michigan: Grand Rapids Bridge
Co. v. Prange, 35 Mich. 400, 405, 24
Am. Rep. 585; Joy v. Jackson &
Michigan Plank Road Co., 11 Mich.
155, 164, 165, per Christiancy, J.
Bew .J'eraey: Lumberville Bridge
Co. v . Assessors, 55 N.J. L. 529, 535,
537, 25 L. R. A. 134, 26 Atl. 711, per
Garrison, J.; State Board of As8e880r& v. Central Rd. Co., 48 N. J. L.
146, 314, per Dixon, J.
Bew York: People v. Knight, 174
N.Y. 475, 67 N. E. 65 (case reverse8
73 N. Y. Supp. 745, 67 App. Div.
333); Smith v. New York, 68 N. Y.
552, 555; Sandham v. Nye, 30 N. Y.
Supp. 552,555,62 N.Y. St. Rep. 198,
9 Misc. 541, per Rumsey, J.
Ohio: Coe v. Columbus, Piqua &
Indiana Rd. Co., 10 Ohio St. 372,
385, 75 Am. Dec. 5.18, per Gholson, J.
[citing Thomas v. Dakin, 22 Wend.
(N. Y.) 71]; Pierce v. Emery, 32 N.
H . 484-507.
Pennsylvania:
Monongahela
Bridge Co. v. Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction Co., 196 Pa. 25, 46
Atl. 99; Shamokin Vafley Rd. Co. v.
Livermore, 47 Pa. 465, 468, 86 Am.
Dec. 552, Agnew, J.
Te:z:aa: State v. Austin & North-

western Rd. Co., 94 Tex. 530, 532, 62
S. W. 1050, per Gaines, C. J.

Vermont: Miller v. Rutland &
Washington Rd. Co., 36 Vt. 452,494,
per Barrett, J ., quoting from Bank of
Middlebury v. Edgerton, 30 Vt.. 182,
190.

Virginia: Tuckahoe Canal Co. v.
Tuckahoe Ry. Co., 11 Leigh (Va.), 42.
WlaconaiD: Linden Land Co. v.
Milwaukee Elect. Ry. & Light Co.,
107 Wis. 493, 513, 83 N. W. 858;
AttorneyGeneral v.Chicago & Northwestern Rd. Co., 3.5 Wia. 4.25, 560,
per Ryan, C. J., quoted in Brady v.
Moulton, 61 Minn. 185, 186, per
Mitchell, J.
Examine Baldwin's Amer. Rd.
Law (ed. 1904), 26.
See Thompson's Comm. on Corp.
I 257 (where the franchise to be a
corporation ia designated a primary
franchise, and that of the right to
carry on a certain business, as the
right to maintain and operate a
railway, a secondary franchise); ld.
I 694 (where it is said that the
primary franchise may be exercised
only in State where created, while the
secondary franchise may by comity,
or unleas by prohibited, be exercised.
in any State. See also ld. § 7884);
ld. §§ 5336, 5341-5352, (where be
says: "The secondary franchisea of a
corporation, that is, those peculiar
and exclusive privileges which do not
consist in the right of being a corporation, are property, and hence are
alienable"); ld. § 5353 (where nnder
the section heading " Franchise to be
a corporation not alienable," the author makes the distinction "between
what may be regarded u prim4ry,
and what as s«<ffdary francm...
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and a municipality granted to it, by ordinance, the right to
erect, construct and maintain waterworks in the city and to
occupy its st~ts for the laying of pipes, erecting hydrants,
and other privileges usually accorded to water companies,
including the right to take tolls, etc., for a certain period,
and it was declared by the court, and the decision was based
thereon, that such rights to occupy the streets, erect hydrants,
supply water, etc., were secondary franchises, differing and
distinct from the franchise to be a corporation, received from
the State which was essential to the creation and continued
existence of the corporation, to its right to live, to exist as an
artificial being. The court, per Smith, J., said: "The rule is
that the primary franchise of being a corporation vests in the
individuals who compose it and not in the corporation itself,
while the secondary franchises, such as the right of a railway
to construct and operate its road, or the right to operate a
water plant and collect water-rents are vested in the corporation." 10
§ 9. "Franchise" under Constitutions and Statutes.-As
appears elsewhere, herein, the word " franchise , has various
meanings, and it is difficult to define the term as used under
constitutions and statutes, since, as a rule, it is a question of
construction in each particular case precluding any definition
applicable to all cases. Thus, although a state constitution
declares that the right to collect rates or compensation for
the use of water is a" franchise," still such word is an affirmative
one denoting a grant, instead of a negative term signifying
prohibition, and does not take away the right to collect water
The franchiae of being a corporation
---i>f having a corporate existence-il a franchiae of the former character;
and the franchiee of carrying on a
particular bl18inea~ or holding particular property is of the latter character"); ld.
5356, 6140, 6747
(where aecondary franchises, as conlidered in connection with the "effect

n

of dissolution," as "the peculiar privileges or rights" of a corporation
"which it may have received from ·
the legislature under its charter or
incorporating act, or from a municipal corporation under an ordinance
by way of a license'').
10 State v. Topeka Water C'A>., 61
Kan. 547, 558-560, 60 Pac. 337.
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rates or compensation, fixed by contract between the parties
for the irrigation of lands, where no special statute regulates
such rates.61 So the words "privileges, immunities or franchises," used in a constitution may be intended to refer to
things of the same or similar general nature.62 But it is declared that where the term "franchise " is used in a statute
or elsewhere in the law, it is generally, if it is not always,
understood as a special privilege conferred by grant from
the State or sovereign power, as being something not belonging to the citizen of common right.63 Again, "franchise"
11 Fresno Canal & Irrigation Co. v.
Park, 129 Cal. 437, 62 Pac. 87. In
this case the court, per McFarland, J .,
said: "Section 2, of Art. XIV, Constitution of California, which is
mainly relied on, is as follows: 'The
right to collect rates or compensation
for the use of water supplied to any
county, city and county, or town, or
the inhabitants thereof, is a franchise, and cannot be exercised except
by authority of and in the manner
prescribed by law.' Appellants seem
to lay great stress on the fact that the
word ' franchise' is used in this section, aa if 'franchise' were a negative
word signifying prohibition instead of
being, aa it is, an affirmative word
denoting a grant. Whatever right a
ditch owner had to sell and distribute
water at the time the Constitution
was adopted, or afterward, was not
destroyed because it was called in
the Constitution a franchise. The
real meaning of 1 franchise' is a privilege granted-not a right taken away;
but the word was evidently employed in section 2 mainly for the
purpose of emphasizing the general
declaration in section 1, that the use
of water for sale, distribution, etc., is
a public use, and with the notion no
doubt, that calling it a franchise
would make more clear and certain
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the intent to subject it to State regulation. In all other respects the
meaning and effectiveneas of section 2 would be the same if the words
'is a franchise, and' were not there."
u Dike v. State, 38 Minn. 366, 38
N. W. 95. The court, per Mitchell, J.,
says: "In construing the meaning of
the word 1 privilege,' as used in the
constitution, the maxim noacitur a
aociia, is applicable. The prohibition
is against granting special or exclusive 'privileges, immunitiee, or franchises.' The three terms are evidently all intended to refer to things
of the same or similar general nature.
An 1 immunity' has been defined aa
an exemption from any charge, duty,
office, tax, or imposition; a 'franchise' has been defined to be a
particular privilege conferred by the
sovereign power of the State, and
vested in individuals; and while it is
not necessary, and would be perhaps
unwise, to attempt to give a complete definition of any of these terDUI,
yet it is evident that the word 1 privilege,' as used in this connection,
means, generally, a right or immunity granted to a person either
against or beyond the course of the
common or general law.''
11 City of Bridgeport v. New York
& New Haven Rd. Co., 36 Conn. 255,
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under a statute is defined as a. privilege emanating from the
sovereign power of the State, owing its existence to a grant,
or, as at common law, to prescription which presupposes a
grant and invested in individuals or a. body politic, something
not belonging to the citizen as of common right.64 So in another case the- word "franchise" in a. statute conferring a.
right of appeal is held not to include a liberty or privilege
merely, but that the word is used in a. restricted sense of a.
special privilege conferred by grant from the State or sovereign
power, as being something not belonging to the citizen of
common right.116 The words "public * * * franchise," in
a remedial statute as to usurping, etc., unlawfully holding or
exercising any "public office or franchise," is construed 88
including the exercise of the right to use city streets for laying
gas pipes.116 And where a. statute 57 provided for the bringing
of an action by the attorney general in the name of the State,
against the parties offending, "when any person shall usurp,
intrude into, or unlawfully hold or exercise * * * any
franchise within this State," etc., it was held, that the section
contained no word of limitation as in the statute of Anne,61
and was not an adoption therefrom with the English construction thereof, but was taken from the New York sta.tute,119 and
that the word ''franchise '' was used in its general sense so 88 to
include franchises, whether corporate or not.110 Again, a street
ra.ilwa.y franchise may be such a. "franchise" under a statute
quoted in Chicago & Western Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 671,
575.
16 Hazelton Boiler Co. v. Tripod
Boiler Co., 137 Ill. 231, 232, 28 N. E.
248, per Scholfield, C. J. (statute in
thls caae created appellate court, and
the question of right to appeal arose,
also holding that a corporate name
was, and a trade-mark was not, a
franchise). Same definition in Board
of Trade of Chicago v. The People, 91
Dl. 80, 82.
11 Hesing v. Attorney General, 104
Ill. 292, 296 (holding that a franchise

to be a relator cannot exist in behalf of anyone to cause a prosecution to be carried on in an infoi"IJl&tion).
" State ex rel. Attorney General v.
Seattle Gas & Electric Co., 28 Wash.
488, 68 Pac. 496, rehearing denied, 70
Pa.c. 114; Ballinger's Annot. Codes,
§ 5780, subd. I.
17 Wis. Stat., 1898, § 3466.
18 Stat. 9 Anne, c. 20, § 4.
n 2 Rev. Stat. (N. Y., 1829), c. 9,
art. 2, § 28.
10 State v. Portage City Water Co.,
107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W. 697.
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as may be annulled by quo warranto upon sufficient cause.01
And where the word 11 franchise 1 ' is used in a statute p~
viding for taxation oz such word is held to be a generic term
and to include all rights and privileges granted to or exercised by a person, association, copartnership, joinwtock
company, or corporation engaged in the express, telegraph,
or telephone business in the State.03 So under the Kentucky
.statute 04 when an assessment is made of the 11 franchise" of
a railroad company it is decided that it necessarily embraces
all the intangible property of the company, as the word "franchise" is not used in its strict technical sense.011 In New
York u the statute, which is an amendment of the General
Tax Law, declares in substance, that the right, authority or
pennission to construct, maintain or operate some structure
intended for public use, 'in, under, above, on or through streets,
highways or public places,' such as railroads, gas pipes, water
mains, poles and wires for electric, telephone and telegraph
lines, and the like, is a special franchise." 00
•• State ex rel. Vilter Mfg. Co. v.

Norman), 166 U. B. 171, 41 L. eel.

Milwaukee, Burlington & Lake Geneva Rd. Co., 116 Wis. 142, 92 N. W.
546.
11 Sec. 78 of the new Revenue L&w,
§10, 477, Cobbey's Ann. Stat., 1903.
"Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
City of Omaha (Neb., 1905), 103
N. W.84.
14 Ky. Stat., 1903, II 4077-4080.
11 Commonwealth v. Chesapeake&:
Ohio Ry. Co., 28 Ky. L. Rep. 1110,
91 8. W. 672. See also Adams Express Co. v. Kentucky (Weir v.

960, 17 Sup. Ct. 527, under Ky.
Stat., 1894, II 4077-4081.
" People ex rei. Metropolitan
Street Ry. Co. v. Tax Cornmissione111,
174 N. Y. 417, 436, 67 N. E. 69, per
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Vann, J., reargument denied 175
N. Y. 482 (Mem.), case aff'd 199
U. 8. 1, 50 L. ed. 65,25 Sup. Ct. 705.
See People v. Priest, 77 N. Y. Supp.
382, 75 App. Div. 131, under Tax
L&w f 2, subd. 3, as amended by
Laws, 1899, c. 712. See also cbaptez'
herein on Taxation.
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CHAPTER II.
ENUMERATION OF FRANCHISES.

§ 10. Enumeration of Franchises § 17. Right to Tolls, Fares, Rates or
Generally.
Wharfage.
11. Corporations Generally-Mem18. Banking-Insurance.
bers' Right&-Membership19. Eminent Domain.
Corporate Name- Munici20. Exemption or Immunity from
Taxation, Jury Duty and
pal Corporations - "Public
Franchiae."
Working on Public Roads.
12. Corporations Continued-What
21. Political Rights, "Elective SufFranchises are Embraced
frage," "Elective FranGenerally.
chise" or Freedom-Public
13. Corporations Continued-ForOffice-Attorney or Couneign Corporations Generally.
sellor-Right to Preside14. Common Carriers-Railroads
Appointment of Professors
-street railroads.
-Liquor License-" Com15. Bridges- Roadways- Ferries
modities "-Fishery-Public
Market- Patent Right-Canals.
16. Right to Supply Water, Gas or
Trade-mark-" News ConElectricity.
tract."

§ 10. Enumeration of Franchises Generally.-Franchise
is a word of extensive signification, and various kinds of franchises exist.1 And it is said that whatever is of large public
1 "The kinds of franchises are various and almost infinite." Spring
Valley Water Works v. Scbottler, 62
Cal. 69, 106, per Thornton, J., quoting 2 Black. Comm. 37; Central Railroad & Banking Co. v. State of
Georgia, 54 Ga. 401, 409, per Warren, C. J.; Louisville Warehouse Co.
v. Commonwealth, 20 Ky. L. Rep.
1047, 1051, 48 s. w. 420.
"Franchises are divers, says Finch,
and almost infinite." Commonwealth v. Arrison, 15 Serg. & R . (Pa.)
127, 130, per Tilghman, C. J.

Franchises are extremely numerous
and of various kinds. 3 Greenleaf's
Cruise on Real Prop., *260. See also
next following note.
"The word ' franchiae ' is UBed with
various meanings. In ita broad and
popular sense it embraces the right
of trial by jury, the right to habea4
corpus, the right to vote at an election, the right to membership in
voluntary associations or corporations, the right to hold an office, and
perhaps other rights." Chicago &
Western Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar,
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concern, so that a want of regulation and control will injuriously affect the public in its general interests, may be the
subject of a franchise.z There are, however, certain classes of
franchises which have been enumerated as existing in England
but which are unknown here and can have no application
under the laws of this country.1
95 Ill. 571, 575, per Dickey, J. A
caae of what constitutes a franchise
under a state constitution and also of
appeal.
1 People v. Loew, 44 N. Y. Supp.
43, 26 Civ. Proc. 132, 19 Misc. 248.
1 "Franchises are of various kinds,
such as the privilege of ea:ercising the
powers of a corporation, of having
waifs, wrecks, estrays; the right to
collect tolls on a road, bridge, ferry
or wharf; the privilege of fishing, or
taking game and numerous others
which might be referred to. In England a large clase of franchi8e8 exist
which are unknown to our law, but
some are of more extensive use than
here, especially corporate franchises."
California State Teleg. Co. v. Alta
Teleg. Co., 22 Cal. 398, 422, per
Crocker, J.
The word is "frequently used to
denote the right of voting for a member to aerve in Parliament, which is
called the parliamentary franchise or
the right of voting for an alderman or
town councillor, which is called the
municipal franchise."
Mozley &
Whiteley's Law Diet.
" The franchises of Forest, Chaae,
Park, Free Warren, Manor, Game,
Court-leet, Waif, Wreck, Estray,
Treasure-trove, Royal Fish, Goods of
Felons, and Deodands, which form
the body of this title in Mr. Cruiae's
work, have no existence in the
United States, and a.fford but few and
remote illustrations of any principles
of our law of real property. Thoae
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subjects, therefore, are entirely omitted in this edition. The othera are
retained, for the sake of the doctrinee
involved in them, which are useful
and interesting to the American lawyer." Note to 3 Greenleaf's CrWee
on Real Prop., * 261.
None of the franchi8e8 enumerated
by Blackstone "except corporations
having the right to take tolls at
bridges, wharfs, etc., have any application, under our laws. If, then, his
enumeration is to be taken, the
number of eases is small in which a
franchiae may be involved. If the
Constitutional Convention and the
General Aseembly used the term according with its strict legal import,
and we must presume they did, then
in this country it can only embrace
corporations, ferries, bridges, wharfs
and the like, where tolls are authorized to be taken, and we may add the
elective franchise as it is granted by
the constitution to a portion of the
people to elect their officera. If othera
exist they do not occur to us at this
time." People v. Holtz, 92 Ill. 426,
429, per Curiam.
"The right to create a corporation,
assuredly, is a franchise; so is the
right to create &n office, or to coin
money, or to appropriate private
property, or, in England, to take
royal fish, to work mines of gold and
silver, to take waifs, wrecks, eetraya,
and treasure-trove, to hold courts
baron, or courts leet, to keep warrens,
forests, parks and cbues, and m&llJ
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§ 11. Corporations Generally-Members' Rights-Membership-Corporate Name-Municipal Corporations-" Public Franchise."-Under our laws corporatiollB or bodies politic
are the most usual franchises; 4 and the privilege or right to
privileges of the like description.
A franchiae is a right belonging to the
government, 811 a sovereign, yet, committed, in trust, to some officer, corporation or individual. On page 279
of the thin! volume of Cruiae's Digest, it is said: 'A franchiae is a royal
privilege, or branch of the King's
prerogative, subsisting in a subject
by a grant from the Crown.' It must
needs be a sovereign power, or something which no subject or citizen can,
of right, use. In England, 811 is well
.known, there were certain fish, as
whale or sturgeon, to which, when
thrown ashore or caught near the
coast, the King is entitled. Mines of
gold and silver, also, were the King's
property and part of his revenue.
All the game in the kingdom, belonged originally to him, as did all
waifs, wrecks, estrays, treasure-trove,
deodands, etc. None but the King,
at first, could have a forest, a chase,
a warren, or a park. 1 Black. Comm.,
chap. 8; 3 Cruise's Digest, title 28,
chap. 1. In England, therefore, all
such rights, when delegated to a subject, are franchiaes. * * * It is
plain that many things are the subjects of a franchise, in England, which
are not such in this country." Knoup
v. Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio St. 603, 613,
614, per Corwin, J. See also Arnold
v . Mundy, 6 N. J. L. 1, 87, 10 Am.
Dec. 266, per Kirkpatrick, C. J.
"Franchises may be divided into
two classes-those which the King
bas in his own hands as parcel of the
flowers of his crown, and those which
have no existence until created by the
King. • • • This distinction is

well settled and was recognized in the
case of Duke of Northumberland v.
Houghton, L. R. 5 Ex. 127. Franchises which belong to the King by
right of his prerogative cannot pau
under the general wonl 'franchise' in
a grant from the Crown becauae they
do not exist as such until,oreated by
grant, they are part of the prerogative; if created and resumed they
merge in the prerogative. But franchises which are no part of the ftowel'l
of the Crown have no existence until
the Crown expressly creates them,
and these if resumed do not merge."
Attorney General v. Trustee of British Museum, Law Rep. (1903) 2 Ch.
Div. 598, 612, 613, per Farwell, J.
(holding that treasure-trove cannot
be claimed under a general grant of
franchises, but must itself be expreBBly granted and when so granted
it becomes a franchise in the grantee).
4 Spring Valley Water Works v.
Schotler, 62 Cal. 69, 106, per Thornton, J., quoting 3 Kent's Comm. 459;
State ex rei. Waring v. Georgia
Medical Society, 38 Ga. 608, 626, 96
Am. Dec. 408, quoting Bouvier's L.
Diet. 593; People ex rei. Koerner v.
Ridgley, 21 Ill. 65,69 (an information
in nature of quo warranto in a criminal proceeding); Kennebec & Portland Rd. Co. v. Portland & Kennebec
Rd. Co., 59 Me. 9, 66, dissenting
opinion of Tapley, J. (a mortg&.&e and
foreclosure of a railroad franchise,
etc.), quoting 3 Kent's Comm. 459.
"The wonl 'franchiae' is often used
in the sense of privileges generally,
but in its more appropriate and legal
sense the term is confined to such
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I
I

be or exist as a corporation is declared to be of itself a franchise 1 belonging to members of the corporation.0 But it is
righte and privileges u are conferred
upon corporate bodies by legislative
grant." Fiet.8am v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293,
294, 13 N. E. 501, 11 West. Rep. 582,
3 Am. St. Rep. 492, per Mulkey, J.
(a case of right to seU or tr&D8fer).
1 People v. O'Hair, 128 Ill. 20, 21
N. E. 211, per Schofield, J . (a case of
quo warranto and whether franchise
involved on appeal); Louisville Tobacco Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1050,
48 8. W. 420, quoting from People v.
Utica Ins. Co., 15 Johns. (N. Y.) 357,
387; Pierce v. Emery, 32 N.H. 484,
507; State v. Austin & Northwestern
Rd. Co., 94 Tex. 530, 532, 62 S. W.
1050, per Gaines, C. J. (a cue of railway taxation.)
See also the following cues:
'United States: Central Pacific Rd.
Co. v. California, 162 U. S. 91, 125,
40 L. ed. 903, 16 Sup. Ct. 766, where
it ill ll&id that "corporate capacity ill
a franchise" (a cue of taxation);
Mercantile Bank v. Tennessee, 161
U.S. 171, 40 L. ed. 656, 16 Sup. Ct.
466, per Peckham, J.; Memphis &
Little Rock Ry. Co. v. Railroad
Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 610,
5 Sup. Ct. 299, 28 L. ed. 837.
Oalifornia: Spring Valley Water
Works v. Schottler, 62 Cal. 69 (under
state constitution).
Colorado: Iron Silver Mining Co.
v. Cowie, 31 Colo. 450, 72 Pac. 1067
(upon the question of mandamus and
the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court
to review judgment, a franchise was
held to be involved, where the legal existence of the corporation was treated
by both parties as the sole issue).

IlliDoia: People ex rei. v. Cooper
139 Ill. 461, 29 N. E. 872 (franchise
involved and appeal lies where legal
existence of drainage district and of
commissioner's powers the question
in issue); Porter v. Rockford, Rock
Island & St. Louis Rd. Co., 76 DL
561, 573, per Scholfield, J.
Iowa: Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 239,
91 N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J.
Kentucky: Board of Councilmen
of City of Frankfort v. Stone, 108
Ky. 400, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56
S. W. 679 (a case of taut.iou
and apportionment of tu. In this
cue a distinction wu made between the franchise itself and the
means of exercising the franchise,
Id., 407).
Michigan: See Grand Rapids
Bridge Co. v. Prange, 35 Mich. 400,
405, 24 Am. Rep. 585.
Minnesota: State v. Minnesota
Thresher Mfg. Co., 40 Minn. 213,
225, 226, 41 N. W. 1020, 3 L. R. A.
510, per Mitchell, J.
Kew York: People ex rei. Metropolitan Street Ry. Co. v. Tax Commissioners, 174 N. Y. 417, 435, 67
N. E. 69; State v. Mayor, etc., of
New York, 3 Duer (N. Y.), 119, 144,
per Bosworth, J.
Vir,.mia: Tuckahoe Canal Co. v.
Tuckahoe Rd. Co., 11 Leigh (Va.),
42, 76, 36 Am. Dec. 374 ("thus it ill a
franchise to be a corporation, with
power to sue and be sued and to hold
property aa a corporate body," per
Tucker, P.).
See State ex rei. Vilter Mfg. Co. v.
Milwaukee, Burlington & Lake Ge-

• Memphis & Little Rock Rd. Co. v. 28 L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299, per
Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 619, Matthews, J.; Fietaam v. Hay, 122
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said that the franchise to be a corporation ·belongs to the
corporators in so far that it does not pass by mortgage and
neva Rd. Co., 116 Wis. 142, 92 N. W.
146, per Winslow, J.
"Corporations or bodies politic are
the most usual franchise known to
<>ur law." Wilmington & Reading
Ry. Co. v. Downward (Del. Ct. Err.
& App., 1888), 14 Atl. 720, 721, per
Salisbury, Ch.
"The creation of a corporation, the
grant of power to exist and act as
such is, in itself, a franchise." San
Joaquin & King's River Canal lrrig.
Co. v. Merced County, 2 Cal. App.
593, 84 Pac. 285.
Where the creation of a corporation was sougbt to be enjoined and
the question was one of appeal and
whether a franchise was involved, the
court declared that to be a corporation was itself a franchise. Drum-

mond Tobacco Co. v. Randle, 114 Ill.
412, 434, 2 N. E. 536, per Scholfield, J.
Franchises "are very generally
granted to corporations. Indeed, the
right of incorporation is said to be
itself a franchise." Sellers v. Union
Lumbering Co., 39 Wis. 525, 527, per
Ryan, C. J., citing 2 Bl. Comm. 37;
Angell & Ames on Corp. § 4.
"It is true, the right to be a corporation is itself a franchise, but all
franchises granted to a corporation
do not become corporate franchises." Green v. Knife Falls Boom
Corp., 35 Minn. 155, 157, 158, per
Vanderbergh, J .
"When the legislature grants a
charter of incorporation, it confers
upon the grantees of the charter the

Ill. 293, 295, 3 Am. St. Rep. 492, 13
N. E. 501, per Mulkey, J. See criticism of this case by Judge Thompson
in next following note. Driscoll v.
Norwich & Worcester Rd. Co., 65
Conn. 230, 256, 32 Atl. 354, per Torrence, J., in dissenting opinion. See
:Medical & Surgical Soc. of Montgomery v. Weatherly, 75 Ala. 248,
253; Coe v. Columbus, Piqua & Indiana Rd. Co. 10 Ohio St. 372, 385,
75 Am. Dec. 518, per Gholson, J.
"A corporation is itself a franchise
belonging to the members of the corporation." Spring Valley Water
Works v. Bchottler, 62 Cal. 69, 106,
per Thornton, J.; Louisville Tobacco
Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20
Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1051, 48 S. W. 420.
Both cases quoting from Pierce v.
Emery, 32 N. H. 484, 5(1l, per
Perley, J.
"Franchise is the privilege held by
tbe individual members to be a cor-

poration and exercise corporate
powers." Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 239,
91 N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J.
"The rule is that the primary franchise of being a corporation vests in
the individuals who compose it, and
not in the corporation itself." State
v. Water Co., 61 Kan. 547, 560, 60
Pac. 337, per Smith, J.
"'The franchise to exist as a corporation' • * * ~ a franchise of
the individual corporators, of the
natural persons who are shareholders
of the capital stock, and pertains to
them as such corporators; whereby
they are endowed with the prhilege
and capacity of being constituted
into, and co-operating together as a
body politic, with power of succession, and without individual liability." Meyer v. Johnson, 53 Ala. 237,
324, per Manning, J., case decided in
1875.
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sale thereunder.7 And considered in connection with the
right to assess for taxation, the assessment should not be
right or privilege of forming a corporate 88>ciation, and of acting, within
certain limite, in a corporate capacity,
and this right or privilege is called
the 'corporate franchise.' " Jersey
City Gsa-Light Co. v. Gas Improvement Co., 46 Fed. 264, 265, per
Greene, J., case aff'd 58 Fed. 323.
"A corporation is defined by Mr.
Justice Blackatone (2 Black. Comm.
37) to be a franchise. It is, says he,
'A franchise for a number of persons
to be incorporated and exist aa a
body politic, with a power to maintain perpetual succession, and to do
corporate acts.' " Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17
U. S.) 518, 657, 4 L. ed. 629, per
Washington, J., See also id., 700
per Story, J.
A corporation franchise to be and
act aa a corporation merely gives the
corporation life 88 a person, bearing the same relation to the taxing
powers bome by the natural person.
San Joaquin & King's River Canal
lrrig. Co. v. Merced County, 2 Cal.
App. 593, 84 Pac. 285.
"A corporation is a franchise
possessed by one or more individuals,
who subsist 88 a body politic, under

a special denomination, and are
vested, by the policy of the law, with
the capacity of perpetual BUceetmion,
and of acting in several reapecta,
however numerous the a.oci&tion
may be, 88 a single individual. Tbe
ordinary incidents to a corporation
are to have perpetual suc:ceaDon, and
the power of electing or otherwise
providing members in the place of
those removed by death or o~
wise; to sue and be sued; to grant and
receive and to purchase and bold
lands and chattels by their corporate
name; to have a common eeal; to
make by-laws for the ~ovemment of
the corporation; and sometimes the
power of a motion or removal of
members. • • • The right to be
a corporation is itself a separate, dietinct and independent franchise."
Southern Pacific Rd. Co. v. Orton, 32
Fed. 457, 473, per Sawyer, J., citing
2 Kent's Comm. (9 ed.), 306, 325;
Memphis & Little Rock Rd. Co. v.
Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 5 Sup.
Ct. 299. Above quotation is given in
part in Porter v. Rockford, Rock leland & St. Louis Rd. Co., 76 Ill. 561,
573, per Scholfield, J.
"What u caUed 'tM fra'rldaitJe o/

7 See New Orleans Debenture Redemption Co. v. Louisiana, 180 U. S.
320, 329, 45 L. ed. 551, 21 Sup. Ct.
378, per Peckham, J. (a case of action to enjoin use of charter; necessary parties, and power of States
over corporations); Julian v. Central
Trust Co., 193 U. S. 93, 106, 48 L. ed.
629, 24 Sup. Ct. 399, per Day, J. (a
case of state laws as rules of decision;
railroads, foreclosure of mortgages;
purchase by foreign corporation;
validity of; indebtedness; liability of

purchaser; and conflicting jurisdiction); New Orleans, Spanish Fort &
Lake Rd. Co. v. Delamore, 114 U.S.
501, 510, 5 Sup. Ct. 1009, 29 L. ed.
244 (a case of federal jurisdiction over
state judgment as to sale; jurisdiction in bankruptcy; railroad franchise
of right of way, title by foreclOBUre;
right to mortgage; and of transfer to
assignee in bankruptcy of franchisee
mortgaged). See subsequent Bee>
tions herein 88 to this power to traDefer or alienate.
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made against the stockholders or members as such, but against
the corporation, for this franchise of a right to exist, while in
a certain sense belonging to the members of the corporation,
must be availed of through the corporation itself.8 Again, it
is declared that corporate rights are granted to the corporation
and not to the individuals interested therein, as is instanced
by a case where the stockholders may separately assign and
transfer their stock, and, independently of their rights, the
corporation itself may alienate its property and franchises,
where the law permits such transfer, mortgage or conveyance!
forming a corporation,' is really but an the corporation which compriae the
e:umption frOOl the general rule of the franchises thereof,-its special powers
common law prohibiting the forma- and rights,' 1 Wood, Ry. Law, § 14,

tion of corporations. All persons in
this State have now the right of
forming corporate associations upon
complying with the simple formalities
prescribed by the statute. The right
of forming a corporation and of acting
in a corporate capacity under the
general incorporation laws, can be
called a franchise only in the sense in
which the right of forming a limited
partnemhip, or of executing a conveyance of land by deed, is a
franchise (2 Morawitz, Priv. Corp.
i 923)." State v. Western Irrigating
Canal Co., 40 Kan. 96, 99, 19 Pac.
349, per Horton, C. J.
" ' The corporation itself is not a
franchise, but it is the attributes of

p. 27; now, it is perfectly apparent
that any acts done to further the objects of the corporation are the exercise of its franchises." Young v.
Webster City & So. West. Ry. Co., 75
Iowa, 140, 143, 39 N. W. 234, per
Rothrock, J .
"Strictly 'the franchise to exist aa
a corporation' is not a corporate
franchise 'or franchise of the corpora.tion' at all." Meyer v. Johnson, 53
Ala. 237, 324, per Manning, J.
"The right to be a corporation baa
sometimes been called a franchise,
but that is a misapplication of
terms." Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1
Ohio St. 603, 613, per Corwin, J.

1 Bank of California v. San Francisco, 142 Cal. 276, 75 Pac. 832, 64
L. R. A. 918.
1 Detroit, City of, v. Mutual Gaa
<A. & Mutual Gaa Light Co., 43
Mich. 594, 6 N. W. 1039.
Judge Thompson after quoting
from an Illinois case to the point,
" • that a franchise or right to be and
act as an artificial body, is vested in
the indi17iduah who compose the corporation, and not in the corporation
iteelf,' , Fietsam v. Hay, 122 Ill.

293, 3 Am. St. Rep. 492, 494, eaya:
"But this is an imperfect statement
of the true conclusion,-which is,
that a primary franchise, that is to
say, the franchise of being a corporotion, vests in the individuals who
compose the corporation; while tholle
IHJCQndary franchises which, aa we
shall hereafter see, are vmulible by the
corporation, necessarily and for that
reason alone must vest in the corpora.tion." 4 Thompson's Comm. on
Corp. § 5336. The author aleo addl
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It is also held that a corporation is an entity, irrespective of
the persons who own all of its stock; that the fact that one
person owns all the stock does not make such owner and the
corporation one and the same person; and that there is not
any identity between the individual or the corporation which
owns such stock in another corporation, and that latter corporation.10 And whenever a corporation makes a contract,
the following: "We ahall, however,
aee hereafter that judicial theory is
so confl.llled on the subject, that proceedings in the nature of quo warranto, to vacate the franchises of
corporations, are sometimes brought
against the individuals who compose the corporation and sometimes
against the corporation itself."
10 Ulmer v. Lime Rock R. Co., 98
Me. 579, 594, 57 Atl. 1001.

fers to entity and not to individual
stockholder's right of removal to
Federal court, cannot be defeated on
ground that corporation not a legal
entity).
Maryland: Folsom v. Detrick Fertilizer & Chemical Co., 85 Md. 52, 69,
36 Atl. 446 (corporation is person dietinct from stockholders, per Bryan,

J.).
Kebruka: Home Fire Insurance

Whether corporation ia peraon or Co. v. Barber, 67 Neb. 644, 666, 93
entity diatinct frtrm atocklwldera, ' " N. W. 1024 (stating when separate
and distinct in law and when not in
tM following CG&es:
UDited Itatea: Central Trust Co. equity, per Pound, C.).
of N. Y. v. Western North Carolina
Kew York: Buffalo Loan, Trust &
Rd. Co., 89 Fed. 31, per Simonton, Safe Deposit Co. v. Medina Gas &
Cir. J. ("this sovereign power made Elec. Light Co., 42 N. Y; Supp. 781,

of several persona a single entity");
M'Cabe v. Illinois Central Rd. Co.,
13 Fed. 827, 828 (is a legal entity,
per Love, D. J.).
.l.labama: State v. Stebbins, 1
Stew. (Ala.) 299, 306-308 [per Saffold, J., citing Bank of United States
v. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. {25 U.S.)
91, per Marshall, C. J., to point that
it is one entire impersonal entity].
Illinois: Ford v. Chicago Milk
Shippers' Assoc., 155 Ill. 166, 39
N. E. 651, Z7 L. R. A. 298 (while
legal entity and distinct from persons
composing it, it cannot act independently of natural persona constituting it, per Phillips, J.).
Kentucky: Lewis v. Maysville &
Big Sandy Rd. Co., 25 Ky. L. Rep.
948, 76 S. W. 526 (when statute re-
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788, 12 App. Div. 199 (word" entity"
is merely descriptive; but cannot act
independently of persons composing
it, per Green, J.); People v. North
River Sugar Refining Co., 3 N. Y .
Supp. 401, 408, 16 Civ. Proc. R. 1, 2
L. R. A. 33 (is not in reality distinct,
although in one point of view an
entity, per Barrett, J.); Supervisors
of Niagara v. People, 7 Hill (N. Y.),
504, 507 (individuality of natural
persona is merged in entity, per
Bockee, Senator).
Pennaylv&Di&: Rhawn v. Edge
Hill Furnace Co., 201 Pa. 637, 51 Atl.
360 (is an entity irrespective of persons owning stock); Monongahela
Bridge Co. :v. Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction Co., 196 Pa. 25, 46 Atl
99 (same statement as last cue).
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it is the contract of the legal entity, of the artificial being
created by the charter-and not the contract of the individual
Iouth OaroliD&: State v. Hood, 15
Rich. L. (S.C.) 177, 188 (corporation
is wholly distinct from natural persons composing it, per Inglis, J.).
Temaeaaee: City of Nashville v.
Ward, 16 Lea (84 Tenn.), '1:1, 30 (is
not distinct, per Deaderick, C. J.) . .
Curpuratiqn is an entity irrespective
of, and entirely distinct from, the perBOM toho own ita Block, and it is well
settled that all the shares in a corporation may be held by a single person and yet the corporation continue
to exist; nor does the fact that one
person owns all of the stock, make
him and the corporation one and the
aame person. The corporation does
not lose ita legally distinct and separate personality by reason of the
ownership of the bulk or whole of its
atock by another; nor does the fact
that all the shares of a corporation
p8811 into the ownership of one
person, operate to dissolve the corporation. It is also immaterial
whether the sole owner of atock is a
man or another corporation, and the
corporation owning such stock is as
distinct from the corporation whose
atock is owned as the man is from the
corporation of which he is the sole
member. Commonwealth v. Monongahela Bridge Co., 216 Pa. 108, 114,
115, 64 Atl. 909, per Potter, J., citing
or quoting Exchange Bank of Macon
v. Macon Construction Co., 97 Ga. 1,
6, 25 S. E. 326; Kendall v. Klapperthal Co., 202 Pa. 596, 607, 52 Atl. 92;
Rhawn v. Edge Hill Furnace Co.,
201 Pa. 637, 644, 51 Atl. 360; Monongahela Bridge Co. v. Pittsburg ~
Birmingham Traction Co., 196 Pa.
25, 46 Atl. 99; 10 Cyc. 1'1:17.
"Franchises are usually conferred

upon corporations for the purpose of
enabling them to do certain things.
The franchises are vested in the corporate entity rather than in the officers." Londoner v. People, 15 Colo.
246, 247, 25 Pac. 183, per Hayt, J.
" TM doctrine of corporate entity is
not so sacred that a court of equity,
looking through forms to the 81dN!tance
of things, may not, in a proper case,
ignore it to preserve the rights of innocent parties or to circumvent
fraud." Rieger, Kapner & Altmark,
In re, 157 Fed. 609, 19 Am. B. Rep.
622, 628. The court, per Sater, Dist.
J. (p. 629), cites Firat National Bank
of Chicago v. Trebein Co., 59 Ohio St.
316, 52 N. E. 834, and the following
is a part of the quotation in the said
case, given by the court: "In costemptation of law, a corporation is a
legal entity, an ideal person, separate
from the real persona who compose
it. This fiction, however, is limited
to the uses and purposes for which it
was adopted-convenience in the
transaction of business, and in suing
and being sued in ita corporate name,
and the continuance of its rights and
liabilities, unaffected by changes in
its corporate members. But the fiction cannot be abused. A corporation cannot be formed for the purpose
of accomplishing a fraud or other
illegal act under the disguise of the
fiction." The court in the principal
case cites also the following authorities: Cincinnati, Volksblatt Co. v.
Hoffmeister, 62 Ohio St. 189, 200,
56 N. E. 1033, 48 L. R; A. 732, 78
Am. St. Rep. 707; State v. Standard
Oil Co., 49 Ohio St. 137, 177-179,30
N. E. 279, 15 L. R. A. 145, 34 Am.
St. Rep. Ml; Brundred v. Rice, 48
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members; the only rights it can claim are given to it in that
eharacter, and not the rights which belong to its members
as citizens of a State.11 Even though the word "franchise" is
sometimes used as synonymous with privileges and immunities
of a personal character, it is nevertheless something which
cannot be enjoyed by a citizen without a legislative grant;
so that a membership in a religious, benevolent, literary and
scientific corporation or association, incorporated under general or special laws, is not a franchise, and a member of a corporation or association without legislative grant, organized
to transact commercial business, has not a franchise but a
mere privilege. Therefore, the right of membership in a private
corporation, such as a Board of Trade, is not a franchise.11
So, in New York, a distinction is made between membership
in a municipal, eleemosynary, or private corporation, where
the member is declared to be in the enjoyment of a franchise,
the right to which is not derived from the body, but is created
by statute or exists by prescription, and membership in an
unincorporated voluntary association, such as an association
or exchange called an "Open Board of Brokers," where the
privilege of membership is not given by statute or derived
through prescription, as in a corporation, but is created and
conferred by the organization itself and may be conferred or
withheld at pleasure and therefore is not a franchise arising
from a grant from a sovereign or govemment.ta Again, it
Ohio St. 640, 32 N. E. 169, 34 Am.
St. Rep. 589; Thompson on Corp.
I 1077; Cook on Corp. (4th ed.), 23;
7 Eney. Am. & Eng. Law, 633, 634.
Bee also United States v. Milwaukee
Refrigerator Co., 142 Fed. 247 (holding corporation a legal entity as a
general rule, but will be regarded in
law as an association of persons under
certain circumstances.
n Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13
Pet. (38 U.S.) 519, 10 L. ed. 274.
11 Board of Trade of Chicago v.
People ex rel. Sturgis, 91 Ill. 80, 83
(the question here was one of the
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right of a member of a board of trade
to be restored to membel'llhip and
whether such membership was a
franchise within the meaning of a
law giving the right to pi'OIIeCUte appeals and writs of error to the Supreme Court). See Chicago & Western Indiana Ry. Co. v. Dunbar, 95
Ill. 571, 575, per Dickey, J.
Disfranchisement of member of corporation, what is. See Richards v.
Clarksburg, 30 W. Va. 491, 4 8. E.
774; White v. Brownell, 4 Abb. Pr.
(N. S.) (N. Y.) 162, 192.
11 White v. Brownell, 4 Abb. Pr.
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is declared that the right to be a corporation by a particular
name is a franchise, but that this is an entirely distinct and
different right from the right to use a franchise in transacting
busine83 which can only exist by specific grant or prescription.14 And it is further decided that where, under the law,
a corporation may acquire a right to the exclusive use of
another than its corporate name as a trade name, but not as
a corporate name, and the object of the statute is not to prevent the fraudulent use of trade names but to prevent the
identity of corporate names, the commissioner of corporations
may properly approve a name as that of a corporation, notwithstanding that name is then in use as a trade name by a
corporation with a different corporate name; and tl,le corporate
name inserted in the certificate of incorporation from the
Secretary of State under authority of the statute is eonclusive
of the right to the corporate name and gives a franchise to
bear the name which can no more be impeached by private
persons than can the franchise to be a corporation, and in
bearing such a name a franchise conferred by law is exercised
precluding any right of the older corporation to have a petition
granted for leave to file an information in the nature of a
quo warranto to restrain the exercise of a franchise and the
use of the corporate name. 111 AB to municipal corporations,
special franchises may be conferred upon a city in respect to
its waterworks, sewers and public parks, to enable it to accomplish the purpose for which it was created. So the right
of a city to take possession of, and improve as a public park,
lands lying outBide itB limits, is derived only from a sovereign
N. 8. (N. Y. Ct. Com. Pleaa) 162,
191-193, 2 Daly (N. Y.), 329, 358,
per Daly, F. J.
u Hazelton Boiler Co. v. Tripod
Boiler Co., 137 Ill. 231, 233, 28 N. E.
248, per Schofield, c. J.
That equitable relief may be had
to prevent uee of corporate name,
liven by special charter, and exeraiee of a franchiae and that complainat not relltricted to quo warranto.

3

Bee Union Water Co. v. Kean, 52
N.J. Eq. 111, 129-132, 27 Atl. 1015,
citing numerous eaeea.
11 Boston Rubber Shoe Co. v. Boston Rubber Co., 149 Mass. 436, 21
N. E. 875, cited in American Order
Scottish ClanB v. Merrill, 151 Mass.
558, 561,8 L. R. A. 320,24 N. E. 918.
Compare Hazleton Boiler Co. v.
Hazleton Tripod Boiler Co., 137 Ill.
231, 28 N. E. 248.
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grant, and so far as concerns the city is a 11 public franehiae." •
And, by way of further illustration, the franchise right to
erect and maintain electric -light and power plants may be
conferred upon cities of a certain classP And, generally,
municipalities may, within constitutional limitations, be empowered, or granted the franchise, to own and operate electric
lighting plants not only for use of the city but also for private
use. 18 Again, where a city acts in the capacity of a private
corporation, in exercising its powers or franchise, it is placed
by the law upon the same plane, in the matter of its liability
for damages, as would any person or collection of persons
which is the grantee of a like special franchise. 11
11 Mayor of Detroit v. Park Commissioners, 44 Mich. 602,7 N. W. 1~.
An information in nature of quo
warranto to inquire by what authority the city usurped certain franchiaes. See People v. Spring Valley,
129 IU. 169, 21 N. E. 843, where the
information charged a city with
exercising a franchise not authorized
by its charter, and it waa held proper
to make the city a defendant by its
corporate name, but the question of
franchiae as such was not discuseed,
being evidently conceded to exist.
"A municipal corporation, for instance, may have the franchise of a
market, or of a local court." Pierce
v. Emery, 32 N. H. 484, 007, per
Perley, C. J.
Municipality may be authorized to
erect and maintain a system of
waterworks. See Keen v. Waycross,
101 Ga. 588, 29 S. E. 42.
City may be authorized to construct sewers. See Kennedy v. Bollmar, 61 N.J. L. 20, 38 Atl. 756.
17 State v. City of Hiawatha &:
General Elec. Co., 53 Kan. 477; State
v. Taylor, 36 Wash. 607, 79 Pac. 286.
11 l1nlted
ltatea: ThompsonHouston Elec. Light Co. v. City of
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Newton, 42 Fed. 723, 3 Am. Eleo.
Cu. 007.
l'lorida: Jacksonville EJec. Light
Co. v. Jacksonville, 36 Fla. 229, 18
So. 677, 30 L. R. A. 540,'12 Am. R. &
Corp. Rep. 626,.51 Am. St. Rep. 24,8
Am. Elec. Cu. 668.
Indiana: Crawfordsville v. Braden,
130 Ind. 149, 28 N. E. 849.
llllc:hfgan: Mitchell v. Negaumee,
113 Mich. 359, 4 Det. L. N. 318, 38
L. R. A. 157, 71 N. W. 646.
:Rew York: Potsdam Eleo. Light &
Power Co. v. Village of Potadam, '¥1
N. Y. Supp. 199, 49 Misc. 18. Bee
Tuttle v. Brush Elec. Illum. Co., 00
N. Y. Super. Ct. 464, 1 Am. Elec.
Cas. 508, 514, 515.
P&mlaylvanla: Linn v. Cbambereburgh Borough, 160 Pa. 511, 4 Am.
Elec. Cas. 647, 28 Atl. 842. See &lao
Black v. Chester, 175 Pa. 101,34 Atl.
354.
'l'&mleaaee: Smith v. Naahville, 88
Tenn. (4 Pick.) 464, 12 S. W. 924.
See Opinion of Justices, 100 Mua.
593, 24 N. E . 1084.
11 Chicago, City of, v. Seb. Bchwab
&: Co., 104 Ill. App. 376, aff'd 202 IU.
545, 67 N. E. 386; Dickinson v. Cit7
of Boston, 188 Mass. 595, 1 L. R. A.
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§ 12. Corporations Continued...,....What Franchises are Embraced Generally.-A corporation is not only itself a franchise,
but it consists and is made up of its rights and franchises aad
it may hold other franchises as rights and franchises of tpe
corporation.20 So it is said, by· the court, in a Connecticut
(N. S.) 664, 75 N. E. 68; Bullmaater York, 3 Duer (N. Y.), 119, 144, per

v. St. Joeeph, 70 Mo. App. 60.
Bosworth, J.
11 'UDited ltatea: See Memphis &;
Vermont: . State v; &.ton, ConLittle Rock Rd. Co. v. Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 610, 619, 28
L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299; Buchanan
v. Knoxville&; Ohio Rd. Co., 71 Fed.
324, 334, 18 C. C. A. 122, per Severens, Dist. J .
Oallfomla: Spring Water Worb
v. Bchottler, 62 Cal. 69, 106, per
Tbomton, J ., quoting from Pierce v.
Emery, 32 N. H. 484, 507, per
Perley, J.
OolmecUcut: Driscoll v. Norwich
& Won:eeter Rd. Co., 65 Conn. 230,
256, 32 Atl. 354, per Torra11ce, J ., in
diaaenting opinion.
J'lorid&: Sullivan v. Lear, 23 Fla.
463, 2 So. 846, 11 Am. St. Rep. 388.
See quotation from this cue in note
to i 39, herein, aa to distinction between franchise to be and to do.
Dllnoia: Chicago &; Westem Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571,
576.
Iowa: Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 239, 91
N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J.
Kentucky: Louisville Tobaooo
WarehoUI!8 Co. v. Commonwealth, 20
Ky. L. Rep. 1047, 1051, 48 S. W. 420,
quoting from Pierce v. Emery, 32
N. H. 484, 507, per Perley, J.
:Rew Ieney: State Board of Aa.-ors v. Central Rd. Co., 48 N.J. L.
146, 271, rer Scudder, J.
· Bew York: People ex rel Metropolitan Street Ry. Co. v. Tax Commiseioners, 174 N. Y. 417, 67 N. E.
89; State v. Mayor, etc., of New

cord &; Montreal Rd. Co., 25 Vt. 433,
442, per Redfield, Ch. J.
Examine the followin1 cues:
'UDited States: Mercantile Bank
v. Tennessee, 161 U.S. 171, 40 L. ed.
656, 16 Sup. Ct. 466, per Peckham, J.; Home IJUI. Co. v. New
York, 134 U. S. 594, 599, 33 L. ed.
1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593, per Field, J.
[caae affirms People v. Home Ina.
Co., 92 N. Y. 328, also aii'd by
divided court, 119 U. S. 129, 30
L. ed. 350, 8 Sup. Ct. 138&, restored
to calendar 122 U. 8. 636 (Mem.).
The principal caae is cited in People
v. Miller, 83 N. Y. Supp. 184, 187,
85 App. Div. 211, which caae is reversed 177 N. Y. 51, 69 N. E. 124,
which is cited in People v. Miller, 86
N. Y. Supp. 420, 422, 90 App. Div.
588, this · last caae is reversed 179
N.Y. 49, 71 N. E. 463. The principal
caae is also quoted from in Cobb v.
CommiiiiJioners of Durham. County~
122 N. Car. 307, 309, 30 S. E. 338,
per Montgomery, J.]; Davis v. Gray,
16 Wall. (83 U. S.) 203, 228, 21
L. ed. 447, per Swayne, J.; Thompeon
v. Schenectady Ry. Co., 124 Fed.
274, 279, per Ray, Dist. J., see 11&11118
cue 131 Fed. 577; Central Tru8t
Co. of New York v. Weatem 'North
Carolina Rd. Co., 89 Fed. 24, 31, rer
Simonton, Cir. J~; Bouthem Pacific
Rd. Co. v. Orton, 32 Fed. 457, 474,
per Sawyer, J.
.
OaliforDia: San Joaquin &; Kin(.a
River Canal lrrig. Co. v. Merced

~
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case, that: "The term 'franchise' has several significations
and there is some confusion in its use. The better opinion,
deduced from the authorities, seems to be that it consists of
the entire prfvileges embraced in and constituting the grant.
It does not then embrace the property acquired by the exercise of the franchise." 21 In case of a mortgage which "purCountf, 2 Cal. App. 593, 84 Pac. Rd. Co. v. Georgia, 98 U. 8. 359, 365,
25 L. ed. 185, quoted in State Tide285.
Kentucky: Board of Councilmen Water Pipe Line Co. v. Berry, 52 N.
of City of Frankfort v. Stone, ·108 J. L. 308, 311, 19 Atl. 665, per-Van
Ky. 400, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 B. W. Syckel, J.; quoted in part in Wil679.
mington City Ry. Co. ''· Wilmington
Maryland: Coll801idated Gas Co. & Brandywine Springe Ry. Co. (Del
v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 545- Ch., 1900), 46 Atl. 12.
The term "franchise" is "also to
648, 61 Atl. 532, per McSherry, C. J.
lllbmeaota: State v. Minnesota be regarded as a generic term coverThresher Mfg. Co., 40 Minn. 213, 225, ing all rights granted to a corpora226, 41 N. W. 1020, 3 L. R. A. 510, tion by legislative act or statute."
per Mitchell, J.
Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. Cedar
Bew York: Sandham v. Nye, 30 Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 238, 91
N. Y. Supp. 552, 555, 62 N. Y. St. N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J., di&Rep. 198, 9 Misc. 541, per Rum- tinguishing also between .the· franeey, J.
chise to be a corporation and the
Wlaconllin: Linden Land Co. v. privileges granted when organized.
Covers all rights granted to a corMilwaukee Elect. Ry. & Light Co.,
107 Wis. 493, 513, 514, 83 N. W. poration. Whence "corporate fran858.
chises." Atlantic & Gulf R . .Go. v.
' 1 City of Bridgeport v. New York Georgia, 98 U.S. 365, 25 L. ed. 185,
& New Haven Rd. Co., 36 Conn. per Strong, J.
255, 266, 4 Am. Rep. 63, per But" As applied to corporations" the
ler, J. (case of 888e8811lent for bene- word " franchise " " coDBtituteB ita
fits), quoted in part in Spring Valley right to do business, and, also, in
Water Works v. Schottler, 62 Cal. so doing, to exercise certain special
69, 106, also quoted in Louisville powers and privileges which do not
Warehouse Co. v. Commonwealth, 20 belong to citizens of the country gmKy. L. Rep. 1047, 1051, 48 S. W. erally of common right, and is vested
420. Bee Gordon v. Appeal Tax in the corporate entity." Arapahoe
Court, 3 How. (44 U. S.) 133, 150, 11 County v. Rocky Mountain NeWB
L. ed. 529, per Wayne, J.
Printing Co., 15 Colo. App. 189, 203,
"It is quite too narrow a definition 61 Pac. 494, per Wilson, J. ·
"The franchise of the company ill
of the word ' franchise' • * * to
hold it as meaning only the right to the right to hold property and ezerciae
be a corporation. The word is ge- its corporate privileges_ • • . •
neric covering all the rights granted All the rights and privileges which
by the legislature." Atlantic & Gulf the company is empowered to exer-
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porta to convey only the 'road and its franchises,'" these
terms "embrace only such rights and privileges as are involved in the owning, maintaining and operating of the railroad, and in the receipt and enjoyment of the income and
emoluments of so doing. The franchise conveyed is, by the
language, restricted to the franchise that the corporation had
in the road itself; and therefore cannot be regarded as touching other franchises, such as that of being a corporation, with
the right of perpetual succession, of suing and being sued by
corporate names, etc." u Again, those franchises are especially to be considered which are essential to corporate
operation, and the exercise of corporate rights and necessary
to make the grant of value. 23 And such privileges as are reasonably necessary to the discharge of the duty of a street-ear
company to the public in transporting persons from place
to place on the street, in the way in which such business is
ordinarily conducted, are incident to the franchise .to maintain and operate the road, in the absence of municipal regula-·
tions or something in the franchise, or some state police
cise were granted to it by its charter
upon the terms specified therein."
Hancock, Comptroller, v. Singer Mfg.
Co., 62 N.J. L. 289, 336, 42 L. R . A.
852, 41 Atl 846, per Van Syckel, J.
"The franchise to be is only one of
the franchises of a corporation."
Adams Express Co. v. Ohio State
Auditor, 166 U. S. 185, 224, 4.1 L. ed.
965, 17 Sup. Ct. 604, per Brewer, J.
(a case of taxation and inteJ'State
commerce) denying rehearing, 165
U. S. 194, 41 L. ed. 683, 707, 17
Sup. Ct. 305. See further chap. IV,
herein, as to distinctions.
What franchuu a railroad company
embraus. See Chesapeake & Ohio
Ry. Co. v. Miller, 114 U. S. 176,
186, 29 L. ed. 121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813
(quoted in Baltimore, Chesapeake &
Atlantic Ry. Co. v. Mayor, etc., of
Oeean City, 89 Hd. 89, 98, 42 Atl.

922); Morgan v. Louisiana, 93 U. S.
217, 23 L. ed. 860; Chicago & Westem Indiana Ry. Co. v. Dunbar, 95
Ill. 571, 576; Shamokin Valley Rd.
Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 465, 468,
per Agnew, J., and examine gene~
ally cases throughout this work.
22 Miller v. Rutland & Washington
Rd. Co., 36 Vt. 452, 493, per Burett, J.
11 See the following cases: .
tJ'Dited 8tatea: Cheeapeake .t
Ohio Ry. Co. v. Hiller, 114 U.S. 176,
186, 29 L. ed. 121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813;
East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia
Rd. Co. v. Hamblen, 102 U.S. 275,
277, 26 L. ed. 121, 152; Morgan v.
State of Louisiana, 93 U. S. 217, 23
L. ed. 860.
·
IWnoia: Chicago & Western Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571,
576.
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regulation to the contrary.24 · So it is declared th&t a franchise of itself is of no value when considered as the bare right
to do a thing exclusive of its public utility; th&t its value depends upon the profit to be made out of it, having in view its
practical uses in connection with the nature of the franchise
and the skill, business judgment and management necessary to
make it profitable.21 But the privilege, right or power to
exercise and acquire or own varied and distinct franchises
may never be exercised by the corporation, and such franchises may never be acquired or owned, as in the case of the
power.to acquire realty.• This right to acquire and sell real
estate, including particular real estate designated in the char.Kame: State v. Maine Central Rd. and act 88 a lingle peraon, with a
Co., 66 Me. 488, 512, per Appleton, succeeaion of members, witbout W..
C. J.
·
IIU7land: Baltimore, Chesa.peake
& Atlantic Ry. Co. v. Mayor, etc., of
0(le&D City, 89 Md. 89, 98, 42 Atl.
922. ·
Kebraaka: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. City of Omaha (Neb., 1905),
103 N. W. 84, 86.
Kew leraey: State Board of Aeeeaaors v. Central Rd. Co., 48 N. J. L.
146; 271, per Scudder, J.
PeDnaylv&Dia: Shamokin Valley
Rd. Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 465,
468, per Agnew, J.
'l'eDnellee: Wilaon v. Gaines, 9
Baxt. (68Tenn.) 546,552.
'l'uaa: Deniaon &: Sherman Ry.
Co. v. St. Louis Southwestern Ry.
Co., 30 Tex. Civ. App. 474, 481,
482; 72 S. W. 201, per Bookhout,
Aaaoc. J.
"The right or privilege to be a oorporation, or to do businese 88 such
body, ia 'one generally deemed of
va.lue to the oorporato111, or it would
not be sought in such nurnbe111 as at
present. It is a right or privilege by
which several individuals may unite
themselves under a common name
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solution or suspension of busine. and
with a limited individual liability.
The granting of such right or privilege rests entirely in the discretion of
the St.ate, and, of oourae, when
granted," the legislature may impoae
conditions affecting the grant of the
franchise. Home Insurance Co. v.
New York, 134 U. 8. 594, 599, 33
L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593, per
Field, J. Case affirms People v.
Home Ins. Co., 92 N.Y. 328, which
is alao a.ff'd 119 U. B. 129, 30
L. ed. 350, 8 Sup. Ct. 1385, restored to calendar, 122 U. 8. 636
(Hem.).
u Teach v. Milwaukee Elect. Ry.
& Light Co., 108 Wis. 593, 608, 84
N. W. 823, per Marsha.ll, J.
»Sullivan v. Lear, 23 F1a. 463, 11
Am. St. Rep. 388, 2 So. 846. See
Medical & Surgical Soc. of Montgomery v. Weatherly, 76 Ala. 248,
253.
" San Joaquin & KinK's River
Canal Irrig. Co. v. Merced, ~ Cal.
App. 593, 84 Pac. 285. See chap. IV,
herein, as to distinctions.

\
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ter, is declared to be a franchise; 27 as is also the right to consolidate.za
§ 13. Corporations Continued-Foreign Corporations Gen-

erally.-As to foreign corporations "the franchise of a corn Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall. (83
U. 8.) 203, 228, 21 L. ed. 447, per
Swayne, J. See chap. .IV, herein, 88
to distinctions.
The rule that the limitation of the
power of a corporation in a State to
receive and hold real estate concerns
the State alone, does not apply when
the corporation, 88 plaintiff, seeks tq
acquire real estate which it is not
authorized by law to acquire. Case
v. Kelly, 133 U. S. 21, 33 L. ed. 513,
10 Sup. Ct. 216.
Includes right to acquire land.
Baltimore & Fredericktown Turnpike
Road v. Baltimore, Catonsville &
E. M. P. Rd. Co., 81 Md. 247, 255,
31 Atl. 854, per Bryan, J.
Aa to power to take and hold lands
while empowered to receive grants of
land; limitations as to purchase of
real estate, see Southern Pacific Rd.
Co. v. Orton, 32 Fed. 457, 470, 473.
" This franchise, this rorporate
rigiiJ., to select and acquire land, it
yroperty; it is an incorporeal hereditament, not a legal title to the land
itaelf, not a mere capacity or faculty
to acquire and hold land, such 88
every individual poS8CB888; but in
addition to such capacity, it is a right
or privilege, a portion of the eminent
domain vested in the corporation, to
acquire the legal title to land subjected by the grant to its will, and
thus to convert the incorporeal into a
«irporeal hereditament, and after the
fmnchise to choose and condemn

land for any particular public purpose; that portion of the eminent
domain granted and subsisting in one
corporation, cannot be bestowed
upon another, to the prejudice of the
former grant; nor can any other
legally acquire any such right of way
or title to the land over which the
franchise extends, as will hinder the
former corporation in the exercise
and enjoyment of its franchise."
Canal Company v. Railroad Company, 4 Gill. & J. (Md.) 1, 144, 145,
per Buchanan, Ch. J., quoted in
Baltimore & Fredericktown Tumpike Road v. Baltimore, CatoDBVille
& Ellicott Mills Pass. Rd. Co., 81
Md. 247, 255, 31 Atl. 854, per
Bryan, J . See also i 19, herein, 88 to
Eminent Domain.
The right of a city to take possession and improve lands lying outside
the city limits as a public park is a
franchise which the right to purchase,
to create a debt therefor, and to extend over it the police power is expressly granted by a special act of the
legislature. Mayor v. Park Commissioners, 44. Mich. 602, 605, 7 N. W.
180.
A rorporation created for the purpose of dwling in lands, and to which
the poweJ'B to purchase, to subdivide,
to sell, and to make any contract e&sential to the transaction of its business are expressly granted, po111811Ses,
88 fairly incidental, the power to
incur liability in respect of securing

,. Adams v. Yazoo & Miss. Valley Rd. Co., 77 Miss. 194, 1 Miss. Dee
(No. 30) 296, 24 So. 200, 317.
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poration is granted by the jurisdiction where the company
is incorporated, and its situs is in the State or country of its
origin." The certificate of authority issued to a foreign corporation "confers upon such company a privilege or right
not possessed or enjoyed by citizens generally, and not conferred upon it by its original franchise. This ri~ or privilege
so conferred is in that sense a franchise." 111 So in Ohio, where
a certificate of authority is required to enable a foreign corporation to carry on its business in a State, other than that
of its incorporation, "the authority emanates from the State
and the privilege granted is a franchise," and any company
or association, carrying on its business in the domestic State
without such authority, is unlawfully exercising a franchise.*'
It is also said that: "A State has the right to debar aliens
* * * from holding shares in her corporations, or to admit
them to that privilege only on such terms as she may prescribe. The right of an association under the protection of
an artificial personality, and of doing business on ita credit,
better facilities for transit to and
from the lots of lands which it is its
business to acquire and dispose of.
Fort Worth City Co. v. Smith Bridge
Co., 151 U. S. 294, 38 L. ed. 167,
14 Sup. Ct. 339.
Power to purcha&e and hold real utate indefinitely. In the absence of
an enabling statute, either general or
special, a railroad or other corporation cannot purchase and hold real
estate indefinitely, without regard to
the uses to be made of it. Case v.
Kelly, 133 U. S. 21, 33 L. ed. 513,
10 Sup. Ct. 516.
Fureign curpuratitms-Power to aoquire lands. In harmony with the
general law of comity among the

States composing the Union, the
presumption is to be indulged that. a
corporation, if not forbidden by its
charter, may exercise the powers
thereby granted within other States,
including the power of acquiring
lands, unleaa prohibited therefrom
either in their direct enactments or
by their public policy, to be deduced
from their general course of legial&tion or the settled adjudications of
their highest courts. Christian Union
v. Yount, 101 U.S. 352,25 L. ed. 888.
As to right of a corporation to hold
lands in a State other than that of ita
incorporation, see State v. Boeton,
Concord & Montreal Rd. Co., 25 Vt.
433.

11 Northwestern Mutual Life Ins.
Co. v. Lewis & Clarke County, 28
llont. 484,491,492, 72Pac. 982, per
Poorman, Comm'r.
10 State ex rei. v. Ackerman, 51

Ohio St. 163, 194, 24 L. R. A. 298, :rT
N. E. 828, per Williams, J., quoting
alao from Srelling on Ext.raordina.r1'
Relief, U 1807, 1808.
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whether it be obtained by a special charter or under a general incorporation law, is a franchise granted by the State
to such, and such only, as she deems fit to be intrusted with
its exercise." 11

§ 14~ Common Carriers-Railroads-Street Railroads.Although the business of a common carrier is not of itself a franchise, but is general and has its foundation in the common law,
needing in itself no legislative authority, az still a grant to a corporation of a right to lay out, construct and operate a railroad,
is a franchise.11 So a grant by a municipal corporation to a
railway company of a right of way through certain streets of the
municipality, with the right to construct its railroads thereon
and occupy them for its use, constitutes a franchise." It is also
said that "the right of a railroad company to be, and to build a
road is a franchise;" 311 it is a grant to the corporation of the
capacity to exercise a portion of the powers of sovereignty for
the. purpose of making a pecuniary profit to itself.38 So the
11 State v. Travellers' Ina. Co., 70
Conn. 590, 600, 40 Atl. 465, 66 Am.
St. Rep. 138, per Baldwin, J. (Taxation).
12 Mc:Cregor v. Erie Ry. Co., 35
N.J. L. 89, 96, per Bedle, J.
u People's Railroad v. Memphis
Railroad, 10 Wall. (77 U. S.) 38, 51,
19 L. ed. 844, per Clifford, J. [citing
Beekman v. Saratoga & Schenectady
Rd. Co., 3 Paige Ch. (N. Y.) 45;
Willoughby v. Horridge, 16 Eng. L.
& Eq. 437, 3 Kent's Comm. (11th
ed.) 590]; Driscoll v. Norwich &
Wornester Rd. Co., 65 Conn. 230,
254, 32 Atl. 304, per Andrews, C. J.;
Milhau v. Sharp, 27 N. Y. 611, 619,
per Selden, J.
Bee the following cues: Kennebec
& Portland Rd. Co. v. Portland &
Kennebec Rd. Co., 59 Me. 9, 66, disll!llting opinion of Tapley, J.; New
York, Lacb11"81Ult. & Western Ry.

Co. v. Roll, 66 N. Y. Supp. 748, 749,
750, 32 .Misc. 321; Miller v. Rutlaod
& Washington Rd. Co., 36 Vt. 452,
494, per Barrett, J., quoting from
Bank of Middlebury v. Edgerton, 30
Vt. 190, per Bennett, J.; Cambloa v.
Philadelphia & Reading Rd. Co., 4
Brewster (Pa.), 563, 596, 597, per
Cadwalader, Dist. J .; Thorpe v. Rutland & Burlington Rd. Co., 27 Vt.
140, 62 Am. Dec. 625; State v . .SO.
ton, Concord & Montreal Rd. Co., 25
Vt. 433, 442, per Redfield, Ch. J.
u New Orleans, Spanish For£ &
Lake Rd. Co. v. Delamore, 114 U. B.
501, 5 Sup. Ct. 1009, 29 L. ed. 244.
See §i 47, 48, herein.
11 Consolidated Gu Co. v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 546-548, 61
Atl. 532, per McSherry, C. J.
11 Driscoll v. Norwich & Worcester
Rd. Co., 65 Conn. 230, 254, 32 Ail.
304, per Andrews, C. J.
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right to build in and upon a public road or river is a franchise.
In this respect the ownem of wharves and railroads stand
upon the same plane and have similar rights.37 Again, it _is
said that the right to carry passengem on a railway is a franchise requiring a specific grant from the legislature and that
the right to .run a railroad "is as muc~ a part of the franchise
as the right to build it." 38 It is declared, however, that the
right to build, own, manage and run a. railroad, or take _the
tolls thereon, is not, of necessity, of a corporate character, or
dependent upon corporate rights, as it may belong to and be
enjoyed by natural persons.311 The right to construct and
operate a street railway is also a franchise granted by the
State upon considerations of public poliey.40 So in a New
York ease it is said that: "The right to construct and operate
a street railway is a franchise which must have its source in
the sovereign power, and the legislative power over the subject has this limitation, that the franchise must be granted
for public and not for private purposes, or at least the grant
must be based upon public considerations." "1 So a grant of
a privilege by a city ordinance to a railroad company, of the
use of certain streets, is a franchise. 41 And a grarit of powem,
17 Pennsylvania Rd. Co. v. Philadelphia Belt Line Rd. Co., 10 Pa. Co.
Ct. Rep. 625, 629.
11 McGregor v. Erie Ry. Co., 35
N.J. L. 89, 97, per Bedle, J .
1' Miller v. Rutland & Washington
Rd. Co., 36 Vt. 452, 494, per Barrett, J . (citing Bank of Middlebury v.
Edgerton, 30 Vt. 182, 190); Joy v.
Jackson & Michigan Plank Road
Co.,• 11 Mich. 155, 164, 165, per
Christiancy, J.
.. Thompson v. Schenectady Ry.
Co., 131 Fed. 577, 579, per Wallace, Cir. J. See§§ 47, 48, herein.
•• Paige v. Schenectady Ry. Co.
(Thompson v. Same), 178 N. Y. 102,
115, 70 N. E. 213, per Martin, J.,
case reveraes 82 N. Y. Supp. 192,
84 App. Div. 91. Substantially same
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quotation in Hatfield v. BtraWlll, 189
N.Y. 208, 224, 226 (per Bartlett, J.)
(dissenting opinion per Chase, J.),
82 N. E . 172; case~ 102 N. Y.
Bupp. 934, 117 App. Div. 671.
.
T'M right to c:onatruct and ~
a street railway in a city and to takes
toll8 from pel'I!Ons traveling on the
same is a franchiae. Denver & S. Ry.
Co. v. Denver City Ry. Co., 2 Colo.
673. See State v ..Columbus Ry. Co.,
24 Ohio Cir. Ct. 609, as to rights and
franchiae prior to act of May 14, 1878,
75 Ohio Laws, 359.
"Port of Mobile v. Louisville &
Nashville Rd. Co., 84 Ala. 115, 4 So.
106 (the original charter here granted
the right to uae any street or highway
and the amended charter authorised
grants by cities, etc., of rights, privi-
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privileges and immunities conferred by a resolution of a
municipality, to run a street railroad in the city, is the grant
of a franchise which is void if made without the proper legislative authority.43 But the right of a city railway company
to use certain streets acquired by contract with the city and
giving an exclusive right, constitutes no part of the franchise
of the company and is not of itself a franchise, although it is
in the nature of property and an incorporeal right.44 In a
Wisconsin case the court, in discussing the question of the
proper remedy, under a statute, for usurping or unlawfully
holding or exercising, etc., 11 any franchise," says that a street
railway franchise is of the same nature as that of a franchise .
to operate a system of public waterworks in the streets of a
city, and while not a corporate franchise necessary to corporate existence, it is still a franchise or 11 special privilege,
within the statute, granted by sovereign authority and the
State may always inquire into the title by which it is held,
and render judgment of ouster if the party assuming to exercise it has not title thereto." 45
§ 15. Bridges-Roadways-Ferries-Canals.-The right to
construct and maintain a public bridge is a franchise. 46 So
leges and franchises within city may be exercised without the con-

limite).
., State v. Mayor, etc., of New
York, 3 Duer (N.Y.), 119.
The right or privilege of constructing and orerating railroads in the
llltreete is caUed a "franchise" for
obnvenience. Adee v. Nassau Electrio Rd. Co., 72 N. Y. Supp. 992,
1000, 65 App. Div. 529, per Woodward, J., case aff'd (Mem.) 177 N.Y.
548, 69 N. E. 1120.
R4il"UXJy in park. The commi&llioners of Fainnount Park in the city
of Philadelphia have the power to
grant to an individual or a foreign
cOrporation the franchise or power to
conllltruet a passenger railway in
Fairmount Park, and such franchise

sent of the city councils. Philadelphia, City of, v. McManes, 175 Pa.
28, 34 Atl. 331.
Aa to franchille to comtruct

c:omaue.

ing.I!Ditch from a street railway track
to a warehouse, under ordinance,
granting "pennission to connect,"
see Dulaney v. United Rys. &: Eleotric Co., 104 Md. 423, 65 Atl. 45,
u Metropolitan City Ry. Co. v.
Chicago West. Division Ry. Co., 81
IU. 317, 322.
41 State ex rei. Vilter Mfg. Co. v.
Milwaukee, Burlington &: Lake Geneva Rd. Co., 116 Wis. 142, 92 N. W,
546, per Winslow, J.
.. County Commissioners v. Chandler, 96 U. 8. 200, 209, 24 L. ed. 625,
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it is said in a case in the Federal Supreme Court, that: "The
corporation had conferred on it a public right of partially
obstructing the river, which is a common highway, and which
obstruction would have been a nuisance if done without
public authority. This special privilege, conferred on the
corporation by the sovereign power, of obstructing the navigation, did not belong to the country generally by common
right and is therefore a franchise." .,7 And the rule would
apply to the right of a riparian proprietor to make a roadway,
which includes a right of way, and to erect a bridge which is
to be a drawbridge." Bridges are of the same nature as
per Bradley, J.; Davis v. Mayor of
New York, 14 N.Y. 506, 523, 67 Am.
Dec. 186, per Denio, C. J. See Norris
v. Farmers' & Teamsters' Co., 6 Cal.
590,595,65 Am. Dec. 535; Tuckahoe
Canal Co. v. Tuckahoe Rd. Co., 11
Leigh (Va.), 42, 75, per Tucker, P.
The consideration for building the
bridge for the political corporation
was the franchise granted to the
building corporation. Police Jury v.
Bridge Co., 44 La. Ann. 137, 138, 10
So. 617.
Aa to bridge aa a structure not being
a franchise see Smith v. Mayor, etc.,
of New York, 68 N.Y. 552, 555, per
Earl, J.; opinion given in i 34,
herein, as to distinctions.
Public bridge defined and as part of
road or highway see:
Alabama: State v. Street, 117
Ala. 203, 208, 23 So. 807, per Brickell, C. J. (defined and declared part
of road or highway).
Montana: Cascade County v. City
of Great Falls, 18 Mont. 537, 540, 46
Pac. 437 (is part of highway).
Rebraaka: Union Pacific Rd. Co.
v. Commissioners of Colfax County, 4
Neb. 450, 456, per Maxwell, J. (defined as part of common highway and
considP.red as an internal improvement); People, Commissioners of, v.
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Buffalo County, 4 Neb. 150, 158, per
Maxwell, J. (is part of a road).
Oregon: Bank of Idaho v. :Malheur
County, 30 Oreg. 420, 423, 45 Pae.
781, 35 L. R. A., 141 per Moore, J.
(is part of highway; a caae of ~
chanic's lien on public property).
Pennsylvania: Westfield Borough
v. Tioga County, 150 Pa. 152, 153,
24 At!. 700, per Mitchell, P. J. (defined as part of public highway);
Commonwealth ex rei. Freeman v.
Westfield Borough, 11 Pa. Co. Ct.
R. 369, 372, per Mitchell, C. J. (defined; is part of public highway).
l!lngland: Rex v. Inhabitants of
Bucks County, 12 East, 192, 203, 204,
per Lord Ellenborough, C. J. (defined; is part of public highway);
Rex v. Inhabitants of Yorkabire, 2
East, 342, 349, per Lord Ellenborough, C. J.
That "bridge" does not include
approaches under statute relating to
liabilities of cities and countiea for
construction and repairs, see Central
City v. Morquis (Neb., 1905), 106
N. W. 221, under Cobbey's Ann.
Stat., 1903, § 8756.
6 7 Covington Drawbridge Co. v.
Shepherd, 21 How. (62 U. 8.) 112,
123, 16 L. ed. 38, per Catron, J.
61 Trustees
of Southampton v.
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femes; a bridge franchise differs in no essential from a ferry
franchise except in the mode or manner of transportation;
both are for the same purpose, that is, to transfer men, cattle
and vehicles across a stream for tolls.49 So a right to establish and maintain a public ferry is a franchise, 60 and it is said
Jessup, 162 N. Y. 122, 56 N. E. 538,
rev'g 42 N. Y. Supp. 4, 10 App. Div.
456 (a ease as to construction and
material of which roadway should be
built. See this ease under i 48,
herein). See County Commissioners
v. Chandler, 96 U. S. 205, 209, 24
L. ed. 625, per Bradley, J.; Davis v.
Mayor of New York, 14 N. Y. 506,
523, 69 Am. Dec. 186, per Denio, C. J.
• Hunter v. Moore, 44 Ark. 184,
188, 51 Am. Rep. 589, per Eakin, J.;
Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall.
(70 U.S.) 713, 726, 18 L. ed. 96, per
Swayne, J.
"It is a franchise to be empowered
to build a bridge or to keep a ferry
over a public stream, with a right to
demand tolls or ferriage." Conaolidated Gas Co. v. Baltimore City,
101 Md. 541, 545-548, 61 Atl. 532,
per McSherry, C. J.
•• See the following cases:
United States: County Commissioners v. Chandler, 96 U.S. 205, 209,
24 L. ed. 625, per Bradley, J.; People's Railroad v. Memphis Railroad,
10 Wall. (77 U. S.) 38, 51, 19 L. ed.
844, per Clifford, J.
.Alabama: Tuscaloosa County v.
Foster, 132 Ala. 392, 399, 31 So. 587;
aee Dyer v. Tuscaloosa Bridge Co., 2
Port. (Ala.) 296, 303, 304, 27 Am.
Dec. 655, per Hitehcock, J.
.Artanaaa: Bell v. Clegg, 25 Ark.
26, 28, per Compton, J.
OaUfomi&: Norris v. Farmers' &
Teamsters' Co., 6 Cal. 590, 595, 65
Am. Dec. 535.
Muaachuetta: Fay, Petitioner,
15 Pick. (32 Mus.) 243, 249, per

Shaw, C. J.; see Attorney General v.
Boston, 123 Mass. 478.
· Minnesota: McRoberts v. Washburne, 10 Minn. 23.
Mew York: Milhau v. Sharp, 27
N. Y. 611, 619, 84 Am. Dec. 314;
Davis v. Mayor of New York, 14
N.Y. 506, 523,67 Am. Dec. 186, per
Denio, C. J.
Korth Dakota: Patteraon v. Wollman, 5 N. Dak. 608,617,33 L. R. A.
536, 67 N. W. 1040, per Corliss, J.
Oregon: Montgomery v. Multnomah Ry. Co., 11 Oreg. 344, 347, 348,
3 Pac. 435 (quoting from Attorney
General v. Boston, 123 Mass. 478).
South Dakota: Evans v. Hughes
County, 3 S. Dak. 580, 581, 582, 54
N. W. 603, per Coraon, J.
England: Blissett v. Hart, Willes,
508.
The right to establish and maintain a public ferry is a franchise.
Hudspeth v. Hall, Ill Ga. 510, 36
S. E. 770.
"The right to establish and keep a
public ferry is a franchise * * *
'a ferry is publici iuris. It is a franchise which no one can erect without
a license from the Crown.' * • *
The franchise in England is in the
Crown, and in this country in the
State." Douglass's Appeal, 118 Pa.
65, 68-70, 12 Atl. 834, per Master's
Report.
"The right to establish and keep a
public ferry is, in law, termed a franchise "'
and it is perfectly
clear that the franchise of a public
ferry cannot be set up or exercised by
any of the king's subjects without

* "'
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in a case in the United States Circuit Court that, "for all the setting up of a highway or ferry for conveying persons and
property has been deemed, in the common law a franchise,
a part of the subjects in the immediate possession of the political power, and, to exercise which, demanded a release of this
right by the sovereign by special grant or charter. It is not
in its nature, or actual history, like those private avocations
of milling, hotel keeping and traffic, which all may pursue
at pleasure unless, in the exercise of police power, a restraining statute interferes and requires a license." 51 But it is
declared that a ferry franchise is neither more or less than a
right conferred to .land at a pa.fticular point, and receive
toll for the transportation of passengers and property from
that point acr<>&l a stream.6z No franchise is required, howprescription, grant or license from
the Crown. Thus says Chief Justice WiUes (Willes' Rep. 512; Blissett
v. Hart, note), 'a ferry is publici
furi&. It is a franchise which no
one can erect without a license from
the Crown.'" Prolll!er v. Wapello
County, 18 Iowa, 327, 333, per
Dillon, J.
" A public ferry i3 a franchile, and
con&iaU not merely in the building of
the ferry and the furnishing of the
boats, but in the running of them.
The right of the public to use them is
common, but the running of the ferry
is a part of the franchise." McGregor v. Erie Ry. Co., 35 N. J. L.
89, 98, per Bedle, J.
"The right to establish a ferry WBB
a franchise, and no man could set up
a ferry, although he owned the soil
and landing-places on both sides of
the stream, without a charter from
the king or a prescription time out of
mind." People v. Budd, 117 N.Y. 1,
17, 18, 26 N.Y. St. R. 533, 22 N. E.
670, 682, per Andrews, J.
In an early C888 in Alabama it is
held that under the statutes of that
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State, from the year 1820, the right
to keep a public ferry for toll had
heen a franchise requiring a legislative grant. Milton v. Haden, 32 Ala.
30, 70 Am. Dec. 523.
UndM the law of Kentucky a 1""71
franchise on the Ohio river WBB held
grantable to a citizen who was a
riparian oWner on the Kentucky aide.
Conway v. Taylor's Executor, 1
Black. (66 U. 8.) 603, 17 L. ed. 191.
11 Talcott v. Township' of Pine
Grove, 1 Flipp (U. S. C. C.), 120,
142, Fed. CBB. No. 13,733, per Emmona, Cir. J. [C888 aff'd .Township
of Pine Grove v. Talcott, 19 Wall.
(86 U. S.) 666, 22 L. ed. 227].
11 Mills v. County of St. Clair, 7 TIL
197.
"A ferry, in its ordinary &ellll6, ill
but a substitute for a bridge where a
bridge ia impracticable, and its end
and use is the same. Like • tollbridge, it is a franchise created for the
use and convenience of the trave1ing
public, 88 a link in the highway ayatem of the country, and by no meaaa
includes the transportation of goods,
wares, and merchandiee b7 them-
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ever, to lawfully establish and maintain a private ferry as
incident to ownemhip of lands on each side of the stream, and
eelvee, or, in other words, the ·carrying \rade of modem commerce.
Ferriage, literally speaking, is the
price or fare fixed by law for the
transportation of the traveling public, with such goods and chattels 88
they may have with them, acrose a
river, bay, or lake." · People v. San
Franciaco & Alameda Rd. Co., 35
Cal. 606, 619, per Sander110n, J.
"A ferry franchise is a privilege to
take tolla for transporting men,
horaea, cattle and vehicles, with or
without them loading, acrosa a lake
or stream, or aome other body of
water." Hunter v. Moore, 44 Ark.
184, 188, 51 Am. Rep. 589, per
Eakin, J.
"A ferry franchise is neither more
nor Je. than a right conferred to
land at a particular point, and secure
toll for the t.tansportation of passengers and property from that point
&CI'OIIII a stream." Mississippi River
Bridge Co. v. Lonergan, 91 Ill. 508,
513, per Craig, C. J., quoting Milia v.
CountyofSt.Clair, 2Gilm. (Ill.) 197.
A ferry "is a franchise granted by
the State and regulated by statute.
It may be defined to be a right to
transport per110ns and property acrosa
a watercourse and land within the
jurilldiction granting the franchise
and receive tolla and pay therefor."
EiDstman v. Black, 14 Ill. App. 381,
383, 384, per Higbee, J. (alao citing
Bouvier's L. Diet.).
"The definition of a ferry in the
early boob is 'a liberty by prescription. or the King's grant, to have a
.boat for pusage upon a great stream
for carriage of horses and men for
reuonabltfl toll;' Tennes de Ia Ley
(lat Am. ed.), 223; Jacobs' Law Diet.,
'Ff!a1.' And according to all au-

thorities, English and American, the
gi-ant of a ferry, in ita very nature,
implies the taking of tolls by the
grantee." Attorney General v. Boston, 123 Mass. 460, 468, per Gray,
C.J.
"A ferry, when considered 88 a
franchise, consists in the right, arising from grant or prescription, to
have a boat or boats for carrying men
and horses acroBB a river for reasonable fare or toll (Burrill's Law Diet.,
'Ferry'). Bouvier defines a ferry to
be a place where per110ns and thinp
are taken &eroBB a river or stream in
boats or other ves&els for hire. The
franchise consists in the right to exact
toll, and this right involves the corresponding obligation of maintaining
the ferry and carrying such per110ns as
apply and pay their fare." Akin
{Aiken) v. Western Rd. Corp., 30
Barb. (N. Y.) 305, 310, per Harris, J.
See alao Alexandria, Warsaw &
Keokuk Ferry Co. v. Wisch, 73 Mo.
655, 657, 39 Am. Rep. 535, per Norton,J.
The essential element of a ferry
franchise, is the exclusive right to
transport per110ns, with the horae&
and vehicles and such per110nal goods
88 accompany them from one shore to
the other. Broadnax v. Baker, 94
N. Car. 675,55 Am. Rep. 633.
"A ferry i.t not a railroad, nor a
railroad a ferry. Both franch.i&u, i.e.,
the right to construct a railroad and
to erect a ferry, may be granted to
one corporation, where the grant con.flicts with no other rights. But
* * * the two things are in their
nature distinct, and canno\ be
merged." Aiken (Akin) v. Wcstem
Rd. Corp., 20 N. Y. 370, 376, per
Selden, J.
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the owner of such a. ferry may charge a.nd collect toll for its use.
but he cannot maintain the ferry for use of the public at large
or seek public patronage a.nd maintain its character as a. private ferry." Again, the right to improve navigation by a
ca.naJ is a. franchise."
§ 16. Right to Supply Water, Gas or Electricity.-The
right to dig up the streets of a. city or town and to supply
water to the inhabitants is a. franchise." So the right of a
waterworks company to exist as a corporation a.nd to collect
water rates for the use of water supplied to a. city and its
inhabitants are franchises.l18 And a grant made by the com"That the franchiae of a ferry at
eommon law, and in the State of
MassachUBetts exUnd3 beyond eM
landing placea, is very clear from authority." Charles River Bridge v.
Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. S.)
420, 555, 9 L. ed. 773, per M'Lean, J.,
citing 10 Peteradorf, 53, 13 Vin. 513;
Blissett v. Hart, Willes' Rep. li12,
note; King v. Nicholson, 12 East,
330; Peter v. Kendal, 6 Bam. &
Cress. 703; Year Book, Hen. 6, 22;
RoUes' Ab. 140; Fitz., 428, note;
Com. Dig., Market, c. 2; Piscary, B.
Action on the case, A; 3 Blk. 219;
Nott & M'Cord, 387; Yard v. Ford, 2
Saund. 172; 6 Mod. 229; 2 Vent. 344;
3 Levinz, 220; Com. Dig., Patent, F.,
4, 5, 6, 7; 2 Saund. 72, note 4; 2 Inst.
406; Chit. Pre., 12 Chap. 3; 10 Chap.
2; 3 Salk. 198; Tripp v. Frank, 4
Term. 666; Saund. 114; Croke,
E. 710.
11 Hudspeth v. Hall, 111 Ga. 510,
36 S. E. 770.
uSee Tuckahoe Canal Co. v.
Tuckahoe Rd. Co., 11 Leigh (Va.),
42, 75, per Tucker, P.
"The right to improve and extend
the navigation of the river, was a
franchise granted; the manner of doing it a mode of exercising that fran-
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chiee." Canal v. RailroAd Co., 4
Gill & J. (Md.) 1, 107, per Buchanan, Ch. J.
N New Orleans Water Worb Co. v.
Rivers, 115 U. S. 674, 681, 29 L. ed.
525, 6 Sup. Ct. 273, case controUed by
New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana
Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 29 L. ed.
516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252. Principal cue is
cited in Walla Walla v. Walla Walla
Water Co., 172 U. S. 1, 9, 43 L. ed.
341, 19 Sup. Ct. 77; cited, Tillamook
Water Co. v. Tillamook City, 139
Fed. 405, 406; cited, Boiee City
Artesian Hot & Cold Water Co. v.
Boiee City, 123 Fed. 232, 235; afr'd in
St. Tammany Water Worb v. New
Orleans Water Worka, 120 U. B. 64,
30 L. ed. 563, 7 Sup. Ct. 406. See
New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louiaian&
Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 29 L. ed.
516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252; Andrews v. Nr.tional Foundry & Pipe Worb, Lim.,
61 Fed. 782, 787-789, 10 C. C. A. 60,
per Woods, Cir. J., s. c., 73 Fed. 516,
19 C. C. A. 548, 77 Fed. 774, 23
C. C. A. 454, 113 Fed. 793, 794, 183
U. S. 216, 225. Examine fl47, 48,
herein.
.. Spring VaUey Water Worb v.
Schottler, 62 Cal. 69 (under ooDIItitation of State).
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mon council of a city, by authority of its charter, to construct, maintain and operate a system of waterworks in such
city and to use the streets and alleys thereof for that purpose,
is a legislative grant through the medium of an authorized
legislative agency, and is a franchise. 67 So an ordinance granting to a corporation an exclusive right to supply a city with
water is a franchise.l11 And under a statute providing for
taxation the franchise primarily in view 11 is any special or
exclusive privilege not allowed by law to natural persons." 611
It is also held that a private corporation is a 11 person" within
the meaning of a statute providing a remedy for usurping or
unlawfully holding or exercising, _etc., 11 any franchise," and
that a franchise to operate a system of public waterworks in
a city, using the streets for that purpose, while not a corporate
franchise in the sense that it is necessary to corporate existence, is still a franchise within the meaning of the enactment
and may be annulled for cause by quo warranto proceedings.10
Again, the right to dig up and to place pipes and mains in the
public streets and ways of a city for the distribution of gas for
public and private use is also a franchise. 01 So a legislative
grant of an exclusive right to supply gas to a municipality
and its inhabitants, through pipes and mains laid in the public
streets, and upon condition of the performance of the service
by the grantee, is a grant of a franchise vested in the State,
"State v. Portage City Water Co.,
107 Will. 441, 83 N. W. 697.
11 Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. Cedar
Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91 N. W.
1081. The question whether a grant
by a municipality ill a franchise or
lieenae ill considered elaewhere herein.
11 Board of Councilmen of City of
Frankfort v. Stone, Auditor, 108 Ky.
400, 406, 22 Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 8. W.
879, per Hobeon, J. (a caae of taxation of franchise of water company.
See above case where the grant to a
water company ill considered throughout the opinion as a franchise).
"SU.te ex rel. Attorney General v.

4

Portage City W. Co., 107 Wia. 441,
83 N. W. 697, cited in State ex rei.
Vilter Mfg. Co. v. Milwaukee, Burlington & Lake Geneva Rd. Co., 116 Wia.
142, 92 N. W. 546, per Winslow, J.
11 CoDBOlidated Gas Co. v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 545-548, 61
Atl. 532, per McSherry, C. J. (citing
State v. Cinn. Gas Co., 18 Ohio St.
262; Je:raey City Gas Co. v. Dwight,
29 N. J. Eq. 242; Purnell v. McLane,
98 Md. 589, 593, 56 Atl. 830, per
Pearce, J., citing New Orleans Gas
Co. v. Louiaia.na Light Co., 115 u. 8.
650, 659, 6 Sup. Ct. 262, 29 L. ed.
516.
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in consideration of the performance of a public service, and,
after performance, by the grantee, is a. contract protected by
the constitution of the United States against state legislation
to impair it.82 And a consent by town authorities, acting under a statute, giv:ng a gas company power to lay conductors
for conducting gas in and through the public streets and
highways of a town, confers upon the company a franchise
to carry on its business in the town and to lay conductors ia.
the streets and highways for the purpose of delivering gas.11
While the right to produce and sell electricity as a commen:ial
product is open to all persons without legislative authority,
still the right to use the streets of a. city for the purpose of
transmitting electricity with wires is not common to all
citizens, but is a franchise which can only be granted by the
State or a municipality acting under legislative authority .ac
ea New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U.S. 650, 29 L. ed.
516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252 (cited, Walla
Walla v. Walla Walla Water Co., 172
U. S. 1, 9, 43 L. ed. 341, 19 Sup. Ct.
77; cited, Tillamook Water Co. v.
Tillamook City, 139 Fed. 405, 406;
cited Boise City Artesian Hot & Cold
Water Co. v. Boise City, 123 Fed.
232, 235). It is said in the principal
case that: "The right to dig up the
streets and other public ways of New
Orleans, and place therein pipea and
mains for the distribution of gas for
public and private use, is a franchise,
the privilege of exercising which
could only be granted by the State,
or by the municipal government of
that city acting under legislative authority. Dillon's Munic. Corp. (3d
ed.) § 691; State v. Cincinnati Gas
Co., 18 Ohio St. 262; see also Boston
v. Richardson, 13 -Allen (Mass.),
146. To the same effect is the decision of the Supreme Court of Louisiana in Crescent City Gas-Light Co.,
27 La. Ann. 138, 147, in which it was
said: 'The right to operate gas-
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works, and to illuminate a city, i.e no\
an ancient or usual occupation of
citizens generally. No one has the
right to dig up the streets, and lay
down gas pipes, erect lamp-poets, and
carry on the busineBB of l.i«htiog the
streets and the houses of the city of
New Orleans, without special authority from the sovereign. It is a
franchise belonging to the State, and.
in the exercise of the police power,
the State could carry on the buaine.
itself or select one of several agents to
do 110.' " New Orleans Gas Co. v.
Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. S. 650,
659, 660, 29 L. ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252.
See State ex rei. Attorney General v.
Seattle Gas & Electric Co., 28 Wash.
488, 68 Pac. 496; Bul. Code, t 57a»,
subd. 1, construed.
83 People ex rei. Woodhaven Gu
Co. v. Deehan, 153 N. Y. 528, 47
N. E. 787, rev'g 11 App. Div. 176.
See Ghee v. Northern Union Gaa Co.,
56 N.Y. Supp 450, 454, 34 App. Div.
551, per O'Brien, J ; rev'd 158 N: Y.
510, 53 N. E. 592.
Sf Purnell v. McLane, 98 lid. 589,
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But a city ordinance does not create a franchise, which can be
taxed, by giving the right to the use of the city stre~ts to a
telegraph company for its poles and wires, where it has ·a
franchise, under the Post Roads Act, to construct its lines
along the post roads of the United States, and the state
statutes also give authority to construct such lines upon any
public road or higliway and declare streets, alleys and roads
laid out and dedicated to the public to be public highways,
and a Federal statute provides that all public highways are
post roads.~
§ 17. Right to Tolls, Fares, Rates or Wharfage.-The right
to receive tolls for the use of roadways, turnpike roads, bridges

and ferries is a franchise. 00 So a turnpike company which con56 Atl. 83. See Joyce on Electric
Law (2d ed.), §§ 184a, 349, 430a.
"The right to manufacture and
supply gas ill not a special privilege
which can only be exercilled under
authority from the sovereign. There
ia nothing in the law to prevent an
individual from manufacturing and
selling gas as a private manufacturing
buainet~~~."
West Manayunk Gas
Light Co. v. New Gas Light Co., 21
Pa. Co. Ct. Rep. 378.
..
• Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Cityof Visalia, 149 Cal. 744,·87 Pac.
1023.
AI. to Post Roads Acts and telegraph companies' rights thereunder,
eee Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
U 39 et aeq.
Electririty-" Manufacturlng "corporoliona, aee Joyce on Electric Law
(Zd ed.),
169, 932, 933.
• Truckee & Tahoe Turnpike Road
Co. v. Campbell, 44 Cal. 89; MeRoberts v. Washburne, 10 Minn. 23.
8ee Virginia Cation Toll Road Co. v.
People, 22 Colo. 429, 432, 45 Pac.
398, 37 L. R. A. 711, per CampbeU, J.; State v. Boston, Concord &

u

Montreal Rd. Co., 25 Vt. 433,' 442,
per Redfield, Ch. J.
"The privilege of m.akiJig a road or
bridge, or of establillhing a ferry, and
of taking tolls from the citizens for
the use of the ·same, are among the"
most common examples of a franchise [3 Kent's Comm:, 458; 2 Black.
Comm., 37; Charles River v; The'
Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. 8.)
420, 639, 9 L. ed. 773, per Story, J.].
Chancellor Walworth, in Beekman v.
The Saratoga and Schenectady Riillroad Company [3 Paige (N.Y.), 75],
said: 'The privilege of making a road
and taking tolls thereon is a franchise, as much as the establishment of
a ferry or a public wharf, and taking
tolls for the use of the satne.' "
Davis v. The Mayor of New York, 14
N. Y. 506, 523, 67 Am. Deo. 186, ·per-

Denio, c. J.
"Chancellor Kent says: 'The privilege of making a road or establiahing
a ferry, and taking tolls for the use of
the same, is a franchise, and the publie have an interest in the same; and
the ownem of the franchisee are a,nawerable in damages if they ahould
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structs a road has the franchise to collect the tolls authorized
by law.11 And it has been decided in Georgia that the right
refWie to traDSpOrt an individual
without any reasonable excuse, upon
being paid or tendered the usual
fare.' In the same connection, he
enumerates in this class of franchises,
ferries, bridges, turnpikes, and railroads. 3 Kent's Comm., 458, 459."
County Commissioners v. Chandler,
96 U.S. 205, 209, 24 L. ed. 625, per
Bradley, J.; People's Railroad v.
Memphis Railroad, 10 Wall. (77
U. 8.) 38, 51, 19 L. ed. 844, per
Clifford, J.
" No pritKJte penon can utabli6h a
public highway, or a public ferry
or railroad or charge tolls for the
use of the same without authority
from the legislature, direct or derived. These are franchises.'' Central Pacific Rd. Co. v. California,
162 U. S. 91, 124, 40 L. ed. 903,
16 Sup. Ct. 766, per Fuller, C. J.,
quoting from California v. Central
Pac. Rd., 127 U. S. 1, 38, 40, 32
L. ed. 150, 8 Sup. Ct. 1073.
The right to take tolls is apparently conceded to be a franchise
in Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United
States, 148 U. S. 312, 37 L. ed. 463,
13 Sup. Ct. 622; Detroit v. Detroit
& Howell Plank Road Co., 43 Mich.
140, 5 N. W. 275; Grand Rapids
Bridge Co. v. Prange, 35 Mich.
400, 405, 24 Am. Rep. 585.
To build a mill upon a public
river and receive tolla for grinding,
etc., is said to be a franchise. Tuckahoe Canal Co. v. Tuckahoe Rd.
Co., 11 Leigh (Va.), 42, 75, per
Tucker, P.
"The right of a corporation, or
of an individual, to exact tolls is
., Derry Township Road, 30 Pa.

Super. Ct. 538.
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not of common right, and in this
country, does not exist in the absence of a grant from the legi.&laturea. This power of collecting
tolls is a part of the sovereign power
of the state, which the legislature
may delegate in return for a supposed public good, and the grant
of the power may be coaferred
with any restrictions which the
legislature may see fit to impose,
and the grantee takes subject to all
such limitations, and the grant of the
right is the equivalent of, or compensation for, the cost of building
and maintaining the road. 2 Waterman on Corporations, see. 419;
Angell & Ames on Corps., see. 4;
Commonwealth v. Wilkinson, 16
Pick. 175; Wood et al. v. Truckee
Turnpike Co., 24 Cal. 474; Craig v.
The People, 47 Ill. 487." The Virginia Canon Toll Road Co. v. People,
22 Colo. 424, 431, 45 Pac. 398, 37
L. R. A. 711, per Campbell, J.
"ToU" defined and di6tinguished:
see the following cases:
United Btatea: New York, Lake
Erie & Western Rd. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 158 U. S. 431, 435, 15 Sup.
Ct. 896, 39 L. ed. 1043, per Shiras,
J.; St. Louis v. Western Union
Teleg. Co., 148 U. S. 92, 97, 13 Sup.
Ct. 485, 37 L. ed. 380, per Brewer,
J. (toll and tax distinguished; a
case of municipal charge for use
of streets by telegraph company);
Sands v. Manistee River Imp. Co.,
123 U. S. 288, 294, 31 L. ed. 149, 8
Sup. Ct. 113, per Field, J. (toll defined and distinguished from taxes);
Ruse v. Glover, 119 U. S. 543, 5481
Examine Coe v. Columbus, Piqua
& Indiana Rd. Co., 10 Ohio St. 3721
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to receive tolls for the transportation of travelers and others
across a river on a public highway is a franchise which belonp
7 Sup. Ct. 313, 30 L. ed. 487, per
Field, J. (tolla for paasage through
locks are not impost on navigation, and tolls are like charges for
wharves and docks); Lake Superior
& Mississippi Rd. Co. v. United
States, 93 U.S. 442, 454, 23 L. ed.
965, per Bradley, J. (toll and
freight compared. See alao ld.,
458, in disaenting opinion of jU&tices); Reading Rd. Co. v. Pennsylvania (case of the state freight tax),
15 Wall. (82 U. 8.) 232, 278, 21 L.
ed. 14, per Strong, J. (tolla and
freighta defined; toll distinguished
from tax); Kentucky & Indiana
Bridge Co. v. Louisville & Naabville Rd. Co., 37 Fed. 567, 616, 2 L.
R. A. 289, per Jackson, J.; Lake Superior & Mississippi Rd. Co. v.
l:nited States, 12 Ct. Cl. 35, 54, per
Bradley, J. (toll and freight compared).
Maine: Wadsworth v. Smith, 11
Me. 278, 282, 26 Am. Dec. 525, per
Paris, J. (toll is a common charge
which it is the prerogative of the
government alone to impose and
regulate).
lllchJg&n: McKee v. Grand
Rapids & Reeds Lake St. Ry. Co.,
41 Mich. 274,279, 1 N. W. 873.
lliaaourl: St. Louis Brewing

Asaoc. v. City of St. Louis, 140 Mo.
419, 429, 37 S. W. 525, per Macfarlane, J. (chargee and rates allowed to be made by a city for
water are not in the nature of general
taxation but in that of a toll); St.
Louis, City of, v. Green, 7 Mo. App.
468, 476, per Bakewell.
Kew York: Pennsylvania Coal
Co. v. Delaware & Hudson Canal
Co., 3 Abb. Dec. (N. Y. Ct. App.)
470, 477, per Emott, J.
Korth OaroliDa: McNeal Pipe &
Foundry Co. v. Howland, 111 N. C.
615, 624, 16 S. E. 857, 20 L. R. A.
743, per MacRae, J. (toll, fare and
water rate defined).
PeDDBylv&Dia: Geiger v. Perliomen & Reading Turnpike Road, 167
Pa. 582, 585,31 Atl. 918, 28 L. R. A.
458, per Dean, J.; Commonwealth v.
New York, Lake Erie & Western
Rd. Co., 145 Pa. 200, 22 Atl. 212;
Pennsylvania Rd. Co. v. Sly, 68 Pa.
205, 210, per Shal"'IWood, J.; Boyle
v. Philadelphia & Reading Rd. Co.,
54 Pa. 310, 314,
h~d: South Yorkahire Ry. •&
River Dun Co. v. Great Northern
Ry. Co., 22 Eng. L. & Eq. 531, 535,
22 L. J. Rep. (N. S.) Exch. 305, per
Martin, B.

380, 75 Am. Dec. 518, per Gholaon,
J.
·
"A toll road is a public highway,
differing from ordinary public highways chiefly in this, that the coat
of its construction in the first instance is borne by individuals, or
by a corporation, having authority
from the State to build. it, and
further in the right of the public to

use the road after its completion,
subject only to the payment of toll.
The acceptance by the corporation of
the franchise to construct the road
and the operation thereof constitute
a dedication of the same aa a public
highway." The Virginia Cation Toll
Road Co. v. People, 22 Colo. 429,
431, 45 Pac. 398, 37 L. R. A. 711,
per Campbell, J.
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to the people colleetively." This right to tolls also includes
a ferry. 70 And this franchise or right to tolls
o.r: fares applies to ra.ilroads.71 A distinction is said to exist,

a. bJ!idge tJ and

. tt Wright v; Nagle, 101 ti. S. 791, ute conferring jurisdiction upon
794, 25 L. ed. 921, per Waite, C. J., county courts to licenae ferriee, ill
cftirig, Young v. Harrison, 6 Ga. to &eCU1'e the public accoiJUIIOda...
130.
. .
.
tion; the right to take tolla ill con· •• "TI)e authority of taking tolls ferred as an equivalent for the oblifrom those who crolllled the river gation to &ccommodate the t.ravellilg
on the bridge was alao a franchise, public. Although the right to tab
a .freedom to do that which oould tolla is privati juria and incident to
not lawfully be done without pub- the franchise, a ferry is pris
··authority." Covington Draw- fur&. and cannot be created with)Jri~ Co.
Shepherd, 21 !low. out a license. Hackett v. Wilaon.
(62 U, .S.) 112, 123, 16 L. ed. 38, 12 Oreg. 25, 6 Pac. 652.
·
per" Catron, J.
Right to taU tolU
~
· When bridge company cannot de- to ferry fra.nchiae. Montgomery v.
mand tolU. fur a.utomobik, aee Mal- Multnomah Ry. Co., 11 Oreg. 344.
lory v. Saratoga Lake Bridge Co., 347, 348, 3 Pac. 435, quoting from
1M. 'N. Y. ·supp. 1025, sa· Misc. Attorney Genl. v. Boeton, 123 Maa
478.
11 " ' The privilege of making a
· 11 The right to ~t up a ferry or a
road;
tlie taking of tolls is "a road, or establishing a ferry, and
franchise," or the " right of taking taking tolls for the use of the
to}l f?r a bridge, way or wharf." same, is a franchise.' Railroads cerTalcott v. Township of Pine Grove, tainly do not form an exception.,.
1 'Flipp, (U.S. C. C.) 120, 142, Fed. Milhan v. Sharp, 27 N. Y. 611, 619,
Cas. No. 13,735, per Emmons, Cir. J. 84 Am. Dec. 314, per Selden, J.,
, Keeping a f~rry over a public quoting 3 Kent's Comm. 458, citing
stream with the right to demand Beekman v. Saratoga & ScheDeotolls and ferriage is a franchise. tady Rd. Co., 3 Paige Cb. (N. Y.) 45.
Tuckahoe Canal Co. v. Tuckahoe See also Chesapeake & Ohio Ry.
Rd. Co:, 11 Leigh (Va.), 42, 75, per Co. v. Miller, 114 U. S. 176, 185, 29
Tucker, P.
L. ed. 121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813; East
The right to maintain and oper- Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Rd.
ate a ferry and to collect tolls for Co. v. County of Hamblen. 102
transporting pel'IIOns and property, U. 8. 273, 275, 26 L. ed. 152; llollis a franchise. Evans v. Hughes gan v. State of Louisiana, 93 U.S.
County,· 3 S. Dak. 580, 581, 54 N. 217, 23 L. ed. 860; State v. Maine
w. 603.
Central Rd. Co., 66 .Me. 488, 512,
"The privilege of establishing a per Appleton, C. J.; Baltimore,
ferry and taking tolls for the use Chesapeake & Atlantic Ry. Co. v.
of the same, is a franchise." Rohn Mayor, etc., of Ocean uty, 89 Md.
v. Harris, 1~ Ill. 525, 530, 22 N. Et 89, 98, 42 Atl. 922; Shamokin Valley
·587, per Cra1g, J.
Rd. Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 465.
The primary object of our stat- 468, per Agnew, J.

lic

v.

w

¥6... ·

and
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ho~ver, bet~een tolls for the use of a. turnpike and the com~
pensa.tion charged by railroads for tra.nsporta.tion. 72 But
rates chargeable for the use by others of a. railroad track as a.
public highway are of themselves alone in a. strictly 'proper
sense called tolls, and a. railroad company which is also a
Privllege of making railroad and transportation. "A 'toll-thorough'
takiDg tolla thereon is a franchise. then, as understood at the common
See Beekman v. Saratoga & Sehenee-- law, did include compensation for

tady Rd. Co., a PaigeCh. (N.Y.) 45.
The 81118Dtial franchise of a railroad company is the right to operate
their road, and receive fare and
freight. ~rpe v. Rutland & Burlington Rd. Co., 'J:l Vt. 140,62 Am.
Dec. 625.
"Now what was the franchise in
thie cue, apecified in the mortgage
aa • the franchise of said company?'·
A recrurrence to the grant (ita charter)
will show eubstantially, it was the
privilege of being a body politic and
pciaeesing the powers incident to
such bodiee; the privilege of taking
lande of individuals in invitum for
the purpoee of coil!ltructing a railway; and the right to coil!ltruct,
maintain, and manage such railway, and in eo doing levy and
eollect tolla upon and from travelers
thereon." Kennebec & Portland
Rd. Co. v. Portland & Kennebec
Rd. Co., 59 Me. 9, 66, dissenting
opinion of Tapley, J. (a ease of mortgage and foreclosure of railroad
franchise, etc.)
T'M tDOrd "toll" i4 properly med
to e:zpr'flall Uw cho.rgu made by railrood c:ompaniu for transportation
of pereona and property in the
manner which is now usual and
univereal. It is also "a sum demanded for a passage through a
highway or for paesage over a ferry.
In the latter ease it ie not for the
Ule of the river but is for the

something more than the use of a
roadbed or a water-way, and did
include, when applied to
proper
ease, compensation for the means
of locomotion and transportation
used by the party who claimed the
right of toll • • • neither by
the common law of England, by ita
statutes, nor by customary usage
there or in the United States, is the
word 'toll' limited to compensation
for the use of a road, a way, a mill
or a ferry, where the moving power
comee from the party using it; but,
on the contrary, that it is and' always bas been applied to compensation for euch use when the thing
used, and the motive power by
which it was used, came from the
party charging the toll, as well ae
when it came from the party paying it." Lake Surerior & Mississippi Rd. Co. v. United States, 93
U. S. 442, 458, 459, ·23 L. ed. 965,
per Bradley, J.
.
n "The analogy is very imperfeet between the tolls exacted for
the use of a turnpike, and the compensation charged by a railroad
company for the transrortation
of pereons and prorerty. The right
to exact the one, and the earning
of the other, involve very different
duties and l'ellfl(insibilities.' ' Coe
v. Columbus, Piqua and Indiana
Rd. Co., 10 Ohio St. 372, 380, 76
Am. Dec. 518, per Gholson, J.
·

a
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transportation company has the twofold franchise of taking
tolls and also engaging in the business of carriers upon its
own road.7a The corporate right to build and run a railroad,
and take tolls, or fares, is a franchise of the prerogative character, which no person can legally exercise without some
special grant of the legislature.74 The right, however, to build,
own, manage and run a railroad, or take the tolls thereon, is
not of necessity of a corporate character, or dependent Upoll
corporate rights. It may belong to and be enjoyed by natural
persons.73 The constitution of California provides that the
right to collect rates or compensation for the use of water
by counties, etc., is a franchise. 711 And where a statute grants
71 Cambloa
v. Philadelphia & with some franchise which involvee
Reading Rd. Co., 4 Brewster (Pa.), duties aa well aa privileges~ a geo563, 596, 597, per Cadwalader, eral or public nature. The right
Dist. J., who states the distinction to receive fixed tollll ill found ill
between railroad and transport&- fairs, markets, mills, turnpikes,
tion companies after 1829 (case ferries, bridges and many other
was decided in 1873), and also con- claases of interests where the owner
eiders the distinction between tollll of the franchise is obliged to a.oand charges for locomotive power commodate the public, and the puband of both of these from charges of lie in turn are protected from expassenger money and freight money. tortion by an obligation to pay on~
As to meaning of "rate" (in In- regular dues. The law baa in this
terstate Commerce Act, Feb. 19th, State always provided some means
1903, c. 708, §1, 32 Stat. 847, U. S. of fixing rates of ferriage, and paaComp. Stat. Supp. 1905, p. 599) and sage over turnpikes and bridges.
also what constitutes giving a re- It has also done the same on street
bate, see United States v. Chi- and other tramroads." McKee
cago & A. Ry. Co., 148 Fed. 646.
v. Orand Rapids & Reeds Lake
Where a statute prwidu that St. Ry. Co., 41 Mich. 274, 279, 1
"ratea of toU or fare" to be charged N. W. 873, per Campbell, C. J.
by street railway companiu "shall
,. State v. Boston, Concord &
be established by agreement be- ·Montreal Rd. Co., 25 Vt. 433, 442,
tween such company and the cor- per Reffield, Ch. J.
71 Miller v. Rutland & Washingporate authorities of the city," etc.,
the word "toll" so used, "is used ton Rd. Co., 36 Vt. 452, 494, per
in its established meaning. * • • Barrett, J., quoting from Bank of
The term applies at common law Middlebury v. Edgerton, 30 Vt. 190,
to a very large class of dues and ex- per Bennett, J., who cites Peter
actions which are in the nature of v. Kendall, 6 B. & C. 703; Comyn's
fixed rights, and which cannot be Dig., Grant, C.
71 Fresno Canal, etc., Co. v. Park,
lawfully exceeded. They are generally if not universally connected 129 Cal. 437, 442, 62 Pac. ffl.
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a right to collect tolls upon logs put into e. river, such e. right
is a franchise.77 So the right of e. turnpike company to require wheelmen to pay tolls, for using its road or sidepe.th, is
a franchise; 78 as is also the right to construct and maintain
a pier or wharf and take wharfage therefor.n But e. pier as e.
structure is not a franchise. It is built under the franchise
Union Lumbering point Town of Pelham v. The B. Y.
Woolsey, 14 Fed. 418, 423, per
" Rochester & Charlotte Turn- Brown, J.
pike Road Co. v. Joel, 58 N. Y.
See Sullivan v. Lear, 23 Fla. 463,
Supp. 346, 41 App. Div. 43. Adams, 2 So. 846, 11 Am. St. Rep. 388. Tbe
J., said: "The plaintifi when it per- case, however, is merely one as to
fected ita organization under the assignment of franchise and eviprov.iaiona of the general turnpike dence of value of franchise granted
law, acquired a valuable franchiae, to build and operate a wharf, conin virtue of which it was not only ceding, apparently, that such wharf
enabled to construct ita road, but ill a franchise in connection with ita
alao to derive such profit and ad- use.
vantage therefrom aa might be gained
Wharfage defined and diatinfrom the patronage of the traveling gui&Md; aee the following ~=
public."
Ouachita Packet Co. v. Aiken, 121
71 "The right to collect wharfage U. B. 444, 449, 7 Sup. Ct. 907, 30
nllta upon the statute; it ill a fran- L. ed. 976, per Bradley, J. (a charge
chile dependent upon a grant from for rent for temporary use of wharf);
the sovereign power. In Walsh v. Transportation Company v. ParkenNew York Floating Dry Dock Co., burg, 107 U. 8. 691, 696-699, 27
77 N. Y. 448, 452, this court said, L. ed. 584, 2 Sup. Ct. 732, Fer BradJudge Andrews writing the opinion, ley, J. (wharfage and tonnage de' The right to collect wharfage is a fined and distinguished); The Idlefranchille and depends upon a grant wild, 64 Fed. 603, 605, 12 C. C. A.
by the eovereign power [WiswaU v. 198, per Shipman, Cir. J., (a recuniHall, 3 Paige (N. Y.), 313; Houck ary charge in the nature of rent to
on Riven, U 283, 284]. It ill given which vessels are liable for use of
11 a compensation to persons who, dock or wharf); People v. Roberta,
under authority of law, have con- 92 Cal. 659, 28 Pac. 689, (wharfage
structed pien and wharfs, and to and dockage defined and distinremunerate them for the outlay guished); Sacramento v. The New
made for the convenience and safety World, 4 Cal. 41, 44, rer Heydenof Vl!llllelB and the benefit conferred feldt, J.; Sweeney v. Otill, 37 La.
thereby upon commerce and navi- Ann. 520, 521 (defined and disgation." Flandreau v. Elsworth, tinguished from taxes, duty of ton151 N. Y. 473, 477, 45 N. E. 853, nage, tolls, impoBtB, etc.); Kuaenper Bartlett, J. Case affirms 29 berg v. Browne, 42 Pa. 173, 179,
N. Y. Supp. 694, 60 N. Y. St. R. per Read, J.
609, 9 Mile. 340. See also to same

"Sellera v.

Co., 32 N. H. 525.
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which consists of the right to construct and mailltain ·the pier
and to take wharfage for its use.80 Again, where a lock and
dam of a navigation company are condemned under an ·act
of Congress, the corporation is entitled to recover compei188.tion from the United States for the taking of the franchise
to exact tolls, and the assertion by Congress of its purpose to
take the property does not destroy the state franchise.11
§ 18. Banlring-Insurance.-The charter of a bank is declared to be a franchise.u So in an early case in Alabama it
is said, that since the adoption of the constitution in that State,
the right to exercise banking powers constitutes a franchise."
•o Smith v. Mayor, etc., of New
York, 68 N. Y. 552, 555, per Earl,
J.
11 Monongahela Navigation Co. v.
United States, 148 U. S. 312, 37 L.
ed. 463, 13 Sup. Ct. 622.
11 Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court,
3 How. (44 U. S.) 133, 150, 11 L. ed.
529, per Wayne, J.
11 State v. Stebbins, 1 Stew. (Ala.)
299. The court said in that case
that: "The object and necessity
at all times and in every country
of incorporating companies h88
been to give them perpetuity and
legal authority to exercise specific
powers and privileges of a nature
promising aome degree of public
utility, and to which individuals in
their natural capacity, are suppo8ed
' incompetent; or such 88 are of a nature so far involving the general interest of aociety, that public policy
forbids the unrestrained pursuit of
them by individuals. The doctrine
h88 universally prevailed, that a
corporation can only exercise such
powers 88 are specially granted by
the 'act of incorporation.' or are
neoessary to carry into effect the
powers expressly granted. This
principle is clearly maintained by
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Thompeon, chief justice of the Supreme Court of New York, in the
same opinion referred to by the defendant's counsel to maintain another principle, deemed material to
the defense. The latter principle
alluded to is, 'that the right of banking W88 a common law right, belonging to individuals, and to be
exercised at their pleasure.' Such
is the language of the chief justice,
and is a doctrine which this court
has no disposition to disturb or ~
tion, but the deductions proper to
be drawn from it, are worthy of consideration. Does it follow that
corporations can claim all rights,
privileges and immunities, which
the law hBB not denied to individuals?
Or if they can, must they not d&rive such rights from the principles
of the common law and general
legislation T If the first branch of
the proposition is aasumed, the consequence would be, that corpor-atioDB, iDBtead of being limited to
the powers granted them, can claim
irrevocably, all powers not expreaaly
denied them. If the latter, the
nece~~~~&ry conaequenoe must be
that the rights and powers of cor-porations, like those of individuala,
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But at common law the business of banking, in all its branches,
was open and free to all and belonged to the citizens of the
country generally by common right. It did not constitute
one of the prerogatives of the sovereign, or pertain to sovereignty. The only banking privilege in this country that is
made a franchise is the privilege of issuing bank notes intended
to circulate as money, which, since the adoption of the constitution of the United States, has existed in the National
government, and, when not exercised by that government,
could be exercised by the several States. The business of
banking "by discounting and negotiating promissory notes,
bills of exchange, drafts, and other evidences of debt, by reare general and insecure, dependent
on such restraints and modifications
as the legislature may think proper
to prescribe. That corporations
have only legal, invisible, intangible existence, with powers specially
granted and cir.cumscribed, within
limits necessary to the objects of
their creation, is one of the prominent principles of elementary law.
In the case of the Bank of the United
States against Dandridge, 12 Wheat.
91, Chief Justice Marshall, in a dissenting opinion, but on points on
which he was not opposed, says 'a
corporation being one entire imper110nal entity, distinct from the individuals who compose it, must be
endowed with a mode of action peculiar to itself, which will always
distinguish its transactions from
those of its members.' This faculty
must be ell'.ercised according to its
own nature. In thl' case of Head
and Amory against the Providence
Insurance Company, 2 Cranch, 127,
the Supreme Court said,' an individual has an original capacity to
contract and bind himself in such
manner as he pleases. He who acts
by another, acts by himself.' He
who authorizes another to make a

writing for him makes it himself;
but with these• bodies, which have
only a legal existence, it is otherwise. The act of incorporation is
to them an enabling act. It gives
them all the power they po8Be88. It
enables them to contract, and when
it prescribes to them a mode of contracting, they must observe that
mode, or the instrument no more
creates a contract than if the body
had never been incorporated. In
the case of the New York Firemen's
Insurance Company against Sturgis,
2 Cowen's R. 664, it was ruled that
'a corporation, having no power by
the act of incorporation to disoount
notes, but created for the purposes
of insurance, has no right to carry
on the business of discounting; that
a corporation has no powers except
such as are specially granted, and
those that are necessary to carry
into effect the powers eo granted.'
The authorities referred to, show
conclusively to my mind, that no
corporation can legally exercise
banking privileges, unless the power
be specially granted." State v.
Stebbins, 1 Stew. (Ala.) 299, 306308, per Saffold, J.
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eeiving deposit.<J, by buying and selling exchange, coin aod
bullion, and by loaning money on personal security," was not
a franchise at common law, and bas not been made such by
the state or National constitutions." So it is said in a New
York case that: "Banking is not in it.<J nature a corporate
franchise. In the absence of legislative restraint.<J, it may be
carried on by individuals and partnerships in all its department.<J of issuing, lending, receiving deposit.<J, discounting, dealing in exchange, bullion, etc.~:~ The State has, however, the
power to regulate and restrain the right of conducting a banking business, even though it In&y, under the common law, be
exercised at pleasure by a citizen.aa It bas also been held repeatedly that the State has the right to regard the business of
insurance 88 one dependent upon the exercise of a franchise,
which the State has the right to give and to withhold. This
franchise right has grown up from a small beginning from
necessity, but is not a departure from the general rule characterizing the meaning of the term "franchise." It is simply a
modem application of the principle governing such privileges,
applied to new emergencies.'7
§ 19. Eminent Domain.-A railroad corporation under
the constitution and laws of the State of Illinois possesses
not only the franchise of the right to exist 88 a corporation,
but the right to condemn private property for corporate use
is also one of its most important franchises, since the right of
eminent domain is a franchise.aa In a Pennsylvania case it is
"State v. Scouga.l, 3 S. Dak. 55,
15 L. R. A. 477, 44 Am. St. Rep.
756 (decided 1892).
'
11 Curtis v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 9,
52, per Comstock, J.
"State v. Richcreek, 167 Ind. 217,
77 N. E . 1085.
17 People v. Loew, 44 N. Y. Supp.
43, 26 Civ. Proc. 132, 19 Misc. 248.
11 Chicago
& Western Indiana
Rd. Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571, 576.
See also Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1
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Ohio St. 603, 619, where Corwin, J .•
speaks of a railroad or a turnpike
being made, "In virtue of a franchise of eminent domain! • The
same court (at pp. 615, 616) alao
saya: "Any citizen may coDStruct
a railroad upon his own land, but no
citizen can construct a railroad upon
the land of another without that
other's consent, unless authorized
to do so by law.
The right to
construct a road over the laDda
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said that the ordinary franchise of a railroad company is, by
virtue of the sovereign power of eminent domain, to condemn,
take and use lands for the purpose of a public highway, and
to take tolls from those who use it as such.8 J So it is declared
in a Texas decision that the ordinary franchises of a railroad
corporation are the right to exist and to transact business as
a corporation, and the right to condemn property for its use.110
It is also said that exclusive grants for ferries, bridges and
turnpikes are grants of franchises of a public character appertaining to the government, and that their use usually
requires the exercise of the right of eminent domain.111
§ 20. Exemption or Immunity from Taxation, Jury Duty,
and Working on Public Roads.-In a case in the United
States Supreme Court, decided in 1876, it was held that immunity from taxation is not itself a franchise of a railroad
corporation which passes as such without other description
of private citizens, without their
consent, is a aovereign right; it is
the right, ao called, of eminent
domain. Whenever that right is
delegated to a corporation or an individual, by an act of the general
aasembly, the corporation or individual baa a franchiae of eminent
domain. In England, alao, a franch.i8e may become the property of
a corporation or an individual.
Whenever, therefore, a
franchise is conferred, upon a corporation, or an individual, nothing
but the public good is to be considered; the private advantage which
may result to the corporation or
individual, is but incidental to the
chief object and cannot ripen into
a right of property."
• Shamokin Valley Rd. C4. v.
Livermore, 47 Pa. 465, 468, 68 Am.
Dec. 552, per Agnew, J.
"State v. Austin & Northwestern
Rd. Co., 94 Tex. 530, 532, 62 S. W.

* * *

1050, per Gaines, C. J. (a case of
railway franchise taxation).
11 Slaughter-House Cases, 16 Wall.
(83 U. S.) 36, 88, 21 L. ed. 394, per
Field, J., in dissenting opinion.
See the following cases as to the
right of corporations to exercise the
power of eminent domain:
United States: Miocene Ditch
C4. v. Jacobsen, 146 Fed. 680, 77
C. C. A. 106.
Oa.lifornia: Boca & Loyalton Rd.
Co. v. Sierra Valleys Rd. Co., 2 Cal.
Ct. App. 546, 84 Pac. 298.
Idaho: Potlach Lumber Co. v.
Peteraon, 12 Ida. 769, 88 Pac. 426.
Montana: State v. District C4urt
of Tenth Jud. Dist. of Meagher
County, 34 Mont. 535, 88 Pac. 44.
Hew York: Pocantico Waterworks C4. v. Bird, 130 N.Y. 249, 41
N.Y. St. R. 315, 29 N. E. 246; East
Canada Creek Elect. Light & Power
C4., In re, 99 N. Y. Supp. 109, 49
Misc. 566.
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to a purchaser of its property.112 In this case the court, per
Field, J., says: "Much confusion of thought has arisen in this

case and in similar cases, f~om attaching a vague and undefined meaning to the term 'franchise.' It is often used as
synonymous with rights, privileges and immunities, though
of a personal and temporary character; so that, if any one of
these exists, it is loosely termed a 'franchise,' and is supposed
to pass upon a transfer of the franchise of the company. But
PeDDBylv&Dia: Towanda Bridge
Co., In re, 91 Pa. 216.
Wuhington: State ex rel. HarIan, Centralia-Chehalis Elect. Ry. &
Power Co., 42 Wash. 633, 85 Pac.
344.
., Morgan v. Louisiana, 93 U. B.
217, 23 L. ed. 860.
That exemption or immunity from
taxation is not such a franchise as
can be transferred, assigned, or will
pass to a purchaser, see the following csaea:
United ltatea: Mercantile Bank
v. Tennessee, 161 U.S. 161, 40 L. ed.
656, 16 Sup. Ct. 466; Pickard v. East
Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Rd.
Co., 130 U. S. 637, 32 L. ed. 1051,
9 Sup. Ct. 640, 6 Rd. & Corp. L. J.
130; Memphis & Little Rock Rd.
Co. v. Railroad Commissioners, 112
U. B. 609, 28 L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct..
899; Wilson v. Gaines, 103 U. S.
417, 421, 26 L. ed. 401; ~t Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Rd. Co. v.
County of Hamblen, 102 U. B. 273,
277, 26 L. ed. 121, 152. Examine
Rochester Ry. Co. v. City of Rochester, 205 U. S. 236, 254, 255, per
Moody, J .; Savannah v. Jesup, 106
U. S. 563, 565-570, 27 L. ed. 276,
1 Sup. Ct 512.
Kentucky: Evansville, Benderson & Nashville Rd. Co. v. Commonwealth, 9 Bush (Ky.), 438, 443.
· Louillana: State v. Morgan, 28
La. Ann. 482.
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:Maryland: Baltimore, CbeDpeake & Atlantic Ry. Co. v. Ocean
City, 89 Md. 89, 42 Atl. 922, 14 Am.
& Eng. Rd. Cas. (N. S.) 195 (does'
not pass to purchaser without expreea
statutory direction). But see Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic Ry.
Co. v. Wicomico County ComDll'IJ.,
103 Md. 277, 63 Atl. 678.
lllaaoari: State ex rei. Crumpacker v. Chicago, Burlington &
Ka.n888 City Ry. Co., 89 Mo. 523,
14 S. W. 522 (not transferrable in
absence of express statutory authority).
Tenne11ee: Wilson v. Gaines, 9
Baxt. (68 Tenn.) 546, 552.
Virgfnia: Examine Seaboard &
R. R. Co. v. Norfolk County, 83 Va.
195, 2 S. E. 278. See also subeequent sections herein upon taxation.
That such exemption is not such
a franchise as passes on con.sOlidation see: Keokuk & Western Rd.
Co. v. Missouri, 152 U.S. 301; AdamS
v. Yazoo & MiBBissippi Valley R. Co.,
77 MiBB. 194, 24 So. 200, 317, 1
Miss. Dec. (No. . 30), 296.· Examine TenneBBee v. Whitworth, 117
U. S. 129, 29 L. ed. 830, 6 Sup. Ct.
645; State v. Maine Central Rd.
Co., 66 ·Me. 488. Examine Rol'hester Ry. Co. v. Rochester, 205 U. B.
236, 247, 27 Sup. Ct. - , 61 L. ed.
784.
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the term must always be considered in connection with the
corporation or property to which it is alleged to appertain."
The court then specifies certain franchises which belong to a
railroad company and concludes with the words: "Immunity
from taxation is not one of them. The former may be conveyed as a part of the property of the com'pany; the latter is
personal and incapable of transfer without express statutory
direction." The above quotation has been given and relied
upon in several cases," and in another Federal case which
was decided in 1884, and which also gives the above quotation, it is declared,-as affirming the 1876 case, that immunity
from taxation conferred on a corporation by legislation was
not a franchise, although in the 1884 case the principal point
determined was that immunity from taxation did not pass
by a transfer of the corporate propeity,94 and it has, therefore,
been frequently declared that immunity from taxation is not
a franchise. But the same court decided in 1885, that an
exemption from taxation granted by the government to an
individual is a franchise, which can be lost by acquiescence
under the imposition of taxes for a period long enough to
raise a conclusive presurltption of a surrender of the privilege.;
and that such acquiescence for a period of sixty years, or even
for a much shorter period, raises such a presumption.llli In
another case the court in discussing the meaning of the word ·
11 'D'Dited ltatea: East Tenneasee,
Virginia & Georgia Rd. Co. v.
County of Hamblen, 102 U. S. 275,
277, 26 L. ed. 121, 152.
Blame: State v. Maine Central
Rd. Co., 66 Me. 488. 512, per Appleton, C. J.
lluyland: Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic Ry. Co. v. Mayor,
etc., of Ocean City, 89 Md. 89, 98,
42 AtL 922.
llebralka: Westem Union Tel.
Co., v. City of Omaha (Neb., 1905),
103 N. W. 84, 86.
fezu: Denison & Sherman Ry.
Co. v. St. Louis Bouthweatem Ry.

Co., 30 Tex. Civ. App. 474, 481, 482,
72 S. W. 201, in dissenting opinion,
Bookhout, Assoc. J.
14 Chesapeake & Ohio Rd. Co. v.
Miller, 114 U. S. 176, 185, 186, 29
L. ed. 121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813.
11 Given v. Wright, 117 U. S. 648,
29 L. ed. 1021, 6 Sup. Ct. 907. Exemption from taxation is declared to
be "a franchise property." State
v . . Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482, 493,
per Ludeling, C. i., in dissenting
opinion (a. case of exemption.from
taxation, right of transfer and oonstruction of charter). ·
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"franchise" considers it in its broad sense and its legal meaaings, and continuing says: "It is true that it is now generally
used in more restricted senses, and for that reason the Supreme Court of the United States has held in a number of
cases that, because of the reasons for adopting a strict construction of language claimed to create or transfer exemptions
from taxation, and a presumption against an intent to do
either, a reference to the 'franchises' of a corporation would
not include its immunities, in the absence of other language or
circumstances indicating that the term was used with a signification wide enough to include them." 11 An exemption from
jury duty and from working on public roads gra,pted in the
charter of a railroad company to its officers, agents and aerYants, is not a grant of a mere personal privilege, but is a grant
of a valuable right or privilege upon the company based upon
considerations of public policy.17
§ 21. Political Rights, "Elective Suffrage," "Elective
Franchise" or Freedom-Public Office-Attorney or Counsellor-Right to Preside-Appointment of ProfessorsLiquor License-" Commodities "-Fishery-Public Market
-Patent Right-Trade-mark-" News Contract."-Various
other franchises exist, such as the political rights of citizens
and subjects, the "elective suffrage," or the "elective franchise," which is not a natural but a permissive right, dependent
for its exercise upon the law conferring it." It is also said that
"Buchanan v. Knoxville & Ohio
Rd. Co., 71 Fed. 324, 334, 18 C. C. A.
122, per Severens, Dist. J.
17 Johnson v. State, 88 Ala. 176, 7
So. 253 (followed in Zimmer v. State,
30 Ark. 677, which also holds that
another company coi180Udated with
it succeeds to such right, where
tbe consolidation is authorized by
the State). As to exemption being
unconstitutional and class legislation,
see Neely v. State, 4 Lea (72 Tenn.),
316.
II Pierce v. Emery, 32 N. H. rnr,

M

per Perley, C. J.; People ex rei.
Koerner v. Ridgley, 21 IU. 65, 6t,
per Breese, J.
See s.lao tbe following~=
UDited ltate1: Corfield v. Coryell.
4 Wash. (U. B. C. C.) 371, Fed. Cu.
No. 3,230, where Washiqton, Cir.
J., in discUBBing the pointe aa to
"privileges and immunitiea of citi.zens of the several States" under
the constitution mentiorut as fundamental, "the elective franchl.e, u
regulated and established ~ the
llwe or constitution of the State in

t
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each individual of a corporation has "a franchise or freedom.'; 11
A public office is declared to be of the nature of a franchise in
which it ia to be exercised. '' The Board of Registration, 1 McArthur
caae, however, waa one as to regu- (D. C.), 169, 29 Am. Rep. 682.
lation of 6aberies and constitutional Holding that elective franchise uniJaw.
fonnly rests upon the express auDela"W&re: Frieszleben v. Shall- thority of the political power and
CI'OBS, 9 Houat. (Del.) 1, 59, 8 L. R. revolves within the limitations of
A. 337, 19 Atl. 576 (a case where express law 'and includes only male
the const.itution required every elec- citizens in the district.
tor to pay a county tax before eleclncli&Da: Gougar v. Timberlab,
tion; a statute requiring the pay- 148 Ind.• 38, 46 N. E. 339, 37 L. R .
ment of poll ta.xee and dropping A. 644, 62 Am. St. Rep. 487 (where
delinquents from assessment list; said the nature of suffrage, considered
legialation being held not to dis- as a political privilege and not a
franchise a voter). "It is conceded natural right, is diseussed, as well
that the power to use the ballot, is as the question of woman suffrage
one derived from the government, or and constitutional law); Morris v.
the political society in which the Powell, 125 Ind. 281, 292,9 L. R. A.
elector resides.''
326, 25 N. E. 221 ['where regulaDtatrict of Oolumbia: Spencer v. tions of the elective franchise are
"Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 657,
4 L. ed. 629. See also same case
Icl., 700, where Story, J. (citing
Aahby v. White, 2 Ld. Raym. 938, 1
Kyd. on Corp. 16), says: "The corporators are not mere &gents, but
have veated rights in their character
u corporatol'll. The right to be a
freeman of a corporation is a valuable temporal right. It i1 a right of
'VOting and acting in the corporate
concerns, which the law recogllUes
and enforces, and for a violation of
which it provides a remedy. It is
founded on the same basis aa the
right of voting in public elections;
it is as sacred a right; and whatever
might have been the prevalence of
fonner doubtlllince the time of Lord
Holt, BUch a right hu always been
deemed a valuable franchise or privilege.''
In ·the case of Ashby v. White,
2 Ld. Raymond, 938, 6 Mod. 46,

5

above cited, it was declared by Chief
Justice Holt (p. 951) that the right
of sending membel'll to Parliament
must be granted to a corporation
"and when thia right of election ia
granted toithin time of memory it ia
a franchiae, that can be given only to
a COI"ppT'ation." And it was held

that a man who has the right to vots
at an election for membel'll of Parliament could maintain an action
against the returning officer for refusing to admit his vote. See 3 Ld.
Raymond, 320.
Franchiae al.o mean& the locality

BUbject to a franchise. Rapalje &
Lawrence'• L. Diet.
That the word "franchise" under
the English Stat. 9 Anne, c. 20 refel'll only to the franchise of being a
freeman of a municipality, Bee
Union Water Co. v. Kean, 52 N. J.
Eq. 111, 128, 27 Atl. 1015, per Pitney, V. C., citing High, Extr. Rem.
§602, Rex v. Williams, 1 Burr: 402.
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that it can only be derived from the sovereign.' And a board
of inspectors being general officers of the State, the power to
considered, quoting Cooley's Const.
llllat7l&Dd: Anderson v. Babr.
23 Md. 531. The regulation of the
Lim. (5tL ed.) p. 758].
1 Ex parte Henshaw, 73 Cal. 486,
492, 15 Pac. 110, per McKinstry,
J. (§ 802 of the Code of Civ. Proc.
provides for an action against one
who unlawfully exercilles any public
office "or any franchise").
A franchise " is said to be a privilege conferred by grant from the
government and vested in individuals as a public office." People
ex rel Koerner v. Ridgeley, 21 Ill.
65, 69, per Breese, J.
"Lexicographers generally define
'office' to mean 'public employment';
and I apprehend its legal meaning to
be an employment on behalf of the
government, in any station or public
trust, not merely transient, occasional or incidental. In common
parlance, the term 'office' has a more
general signification. Thus we say
the office of executor, or guardian,
or the office of a friend. " Matter
of Oaths by Attorneys & Counsellors, 20 Johns. (N.Y.) 491, 493.
"An office like a franchise, is a
royal gift, it is considered property
in England. Some offices are estates
in fee simple, or fee tail, some, estates
for life, and some only estates at will.
Cruise's Digest, volume 3, title 25.
There are some offices, also, which
are said to be estates for a term of
years, or for one year. And ministerial offices may be granted in reversion, or to commence at a future
period. Some offices are even assignable by deed. But in America,
a public officer is only a public agent
or trustee, and has no proprietorship, or right of prorerty in his office.
It is true that in The State v. Mc-
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Collister, 11 Ohio Rep. 50, Judp
Hitchcock said, that an officer, had
'a vested right' in his office, but that
dictum ia opposed to many and wellconsidered authorities. Butler v.
The State of Pennsylvania, 10 Howard's Rep. 402; The State v. Dena,
R. M. Charleton's R. (Ga.) 397; Tbe
Commonwealth v. Bacon, C. S. &
Rawle, 322; The Commonwealth v.
Mawe, 5 Watts & S. (Pa.) 418; Tbe
Commonwealth v. Clark, 7 Watts
& 8. (Pa.) 127; Barker v. The City
of Pittsburg, 4 Penn. St. Rep. 51;"
Knoup v. The Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio
St. 603, 616, per Corwin, J.
A statute providing that "in cue
any person or persons shall usurp,
intrude into or unlawfully hold or
exercise any office or franchise within
this State, it shall and may be lawful to and for the attorney general,"
etc., is substantially a copy of the
English Act, 9 Anne, 20, and the
word "franchise" in the latter statute
" has always been construed in the
English courts to refer to the fnmchise of being a freeman of a municipality and no more." High, &tr.
Rem. § 602; Rex. v. Williams, 1
Burr. 402, and the remedy of quo
warranto, under that act, .is there
confined to municipal or public or
quaai public corporations. High,
Extr. Rem. § 626, Short, Inf. 129.
Its application to offices in private
corporations had its origin in thia
country." Union Water Co. v.
Kean, 52 N. J. Eq. 111, 128, 27 Atl
1015, per Pitney, V. C.; the change
being from "Said" in the Eailieh
act to " any" office or fnuu:lliae.
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appoint them is a. fra.nchise. 2 But a. franchise is not conferred
upon the president of a county board by a. constitutional
electh·e franchise is an unqualified
right of the States; citizenship and
right of suffrage are not inseparable,
as latter is not one of the universal,
inalienable rights; suffrage is not a
right of property or absolute, unqualified personal right.
Miaaouri: Blair v. Ridgely, 41
Mo. 63, 174, 97 Am. Dec. 248.
Holding that the elective franchise
cannot be exercised as a natural
right and is subject to such qualifications as may be prescribed by
the State or body politic. It was
argued by counsel in this case that:
"The very term franchise excludes
the idea of natural right; for a franchise is a privilege granted by the
110vereign authority to an individual." I d., 161.
Bew York: People v. Barber, 48
Hun (N. Y.), 198, 201, 15 N. Y. St.
R. 601, 28 Wldy. D. 313. "The
elective suffrage is not a natural
right of the citizen. It is a franchise derendent upon law by which
it must be conferred to permit its
exercille." "It is a political right to
be given or withheld at the rleasure
of the lawmaking power of the sovereignty, and is not deemed within
the privileges and immunities guaranteed to the citizen by the Constitution of the United States," per
Bradley, J. Case reversed, 25 N. Y.
St. R. 184 (case cited in Gage, Matter of, 141 N. Y. 112, 116, 56 N.Y.
St. R. 662, 35 N. E. 1094, to point
that constitutional definition of electflr must be read into laws regulating
l'lection of county officers; cited also

in Spitzer v. Village of Fulton, 68
N. Y. Supp. 660, 662, 33 Misc. 257,
to point that right of suffrage is not
a natural right, but a privilege to be
granted or denied, regulated or
modified. This IMt case is affirmed,
69 N. Y. Supp. 1146, 61 App. Div.
612, which is affirmed, 172 N. Y.
285, 64 N. E. 957); People ex tel.
Frost v. Wilson, 3 Hun (10 N. Y.
Supr. Ct.), 437, rev'd, 62 N. Y. 186.
Right of suffrage-whence derived
and power of legislature to regulate.
Pennaylv&Dia: Huber v. Reily,
53 Pa. 112, 115, 23 Leg. Int. 228.
"The right of suffrage at a state
election is a state right, a franchise conferrable only by the State,
which CongreBB can neither give
or take away. * * * Congrees
may doubtleBS deprive an individual
of * * * even the right of suffrage. But this is a different thing
from taking away or impairing the
right itself," per Strong, J.; Duffy,
In re, 4 Brewst. (Pa.) 531. The exercise of the elective franchise,
though a constitutional right, is not
one of unrestrained license, and is
to be enjoyed in subordination to
law.
Iouth Dakota: Chamberlain v.
Wood, 15 S. Dak. 216, 221, 56 L. R.
A. }87, 88 N. W. 109, 91 Am. St.
Rep. 674. "The right of suffrage
is not a natural or civil right, but a
privilege conferred upon the person
by the constitution and laws of the
State. Judge Cooley, in his work
on Constitutional Limitations, says,
'Participation in the elective fran-

, Lasher v. People, 183 Ill. 226, to be a franchise. Knaup v. Piqua
236, 55 N. E. 663, 47 L. R. A. 802. Bank, 1 Ohio St. 603, 613, per CorThe right to create an office is said win, J.
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statute empowering him to appoint a civil service eom.mi&sion.3 Nor is an office a franchise within the meaning of a
constitution and a statute prescribing the appellate jurisdiction of courts.4 And a public office is not a franchise under a
statute clearly distinguishing the two, and the right of appeal
does not exist where the judgment relates to the former and
not to the la.tter.11 It is declared in. a New York case that an
attorney or counsellor does not hold an office, but exerciSes a
'

•

I

•

chiee ia a privilege, rather than a' Coldw. (43 Tenn.) MD, 576. Tlie
right, and it is granted or denied
upon grounds of general policy.'
Cooley Const. Lim. (6th ed.) 752,"
per Co1'80n, J.
Tenneaaee: State v. Staten, 6
Coldw. (46 Tenn.) 233, 255. "The
elective franchise ia at once, a right
and a trust, conferred by the people
of a State, acting in their supreme
and sovereign capacity, upon such
members of the body politic as
they, in their sovereign discretion,
deem should hold and exercise it,
having regard to the protection,
both of private rights and of public
interests. Once conferred upon the
citizen, it ia a franchise in which he
has a right of property which the
law protects," per Andrews, · J.
"The elective franchise is a right
which the law protects and enforces
as jealously as it does property in
chattels or lands. • • •·- Persons invested with it, cannot be deprived of it, oth.,rwise than by 'due
process of law.'" ld., p. 243, per
Smith, J .; Ridley v. Sherbrook, 3

elective francbiie ia not an inalienable right or privilege, conferred,
limited or withheld, at the pleasure
of the people, acting in their sovereign capacity.
Utah: Andenon v. Tyree, - 12
Utah, 129, 149, 42 Pac. 201. "It is
conceded that the elective franchise
ia permissive, and from its nature
excludes all not within the classes
pointed out, and that- it requires a
legislative enactment or ·authority
to extend the privilege to classes
not previously embraced." Women
held not entitled to vote.
The " elective f~chise" ·under a
statute as to preventing "a fait,
free and full exercise of the elective
franchise" "ia the right or privilege of a qualified elector or voter to
cast his ballot freely in favor of the
man of his .choice, in ·a n election
authorized by law to be held. "
Parks v. State ex :rei. Owens, 100
Ala. 634, 651, 13 So. 756, per Stone,
C. J.; Acts Ala. 1893-94 p. 468 (Act
Feb. 10, 1893, §1, subdv. 5).

1 Morrison v. The People, 196 Ill.
454, 63 N. E. 989.
4 Graham v. People, 104 Ill. 321;
People v. Holz, 92 Ill. 426 (a case of
quo warranto to try title to office of
inspectors of schools).
An office of alderman ia not a
franchise within a statute giving tbe

Supreme Court jurisdiction of appeals direct from . the trial court in
quo warranto to test the right to the
office. McGrath v. People, 100 DL
464.
·'Londoner v. Barton,· 15 Colo.
246, 247, 25 Pac; 183, per Hajt, J. _
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privilege ·or franchise; that as attorneys or counsellors, they
perform no duties on behalf of the government; they execute
no public trust, but they enjoy the exclusive privilege of
prosecuting and defending suits for clients, who may choose
to employ them.11 Again, the right of a mayor of a city to
preside over the meetings of a city council, is a franchise
within the meaning of a statute, and quo warranto will lie
to test such right even though such a case is not a contest for
office.7 And it is also declared that "if appointment of professors by an incorporated college is a franchise the assertion
of such right, unless justified by authority from the legislature,
is the usurpation of a franchise" for which an information in
the nature of a quo warranto may be filed. 8 Under a Kansas
decision the right of licensing ~he sale of intoxicating liquors
as a beverage, and the exaction of a tax or charge therefor,
is a franchise or privilege which no city has the power to execise, and, if unlawfully exercised, quo warranto is the proper
remedy.11 And in Alabama the right to operate a dispensary
for the sale of liquors is held to be the exercise of a franchise. 10
.So in Kentucky such a license is held to be a franchise. 11 But in
1

Hatter of Oaths by Attomeya from proper authority-in this coun-

& CoUDI!ellon, 20 Johns. (N.Y.) 491, try from the legislature. The right
493. The court says also: " Various to preside therein is a legal right
elulee of persons are licensed in the conferred by law. This right is a

city of New York, with an exclusive
privilege in their employment; yet
they are not public officel'!l. Physiclans are also licensed, pursuant to
statute; yet they hold no office or
public trust, in legal construction."
The right to practice law is not a
privilege or immunity of a citizen
ofthe United States within the meaning of the first section of tbe Fourteenth Article of Amendment of the
Constitution of the United States.
Bardwell v. State, 16 Wall. (U. 8.)
130.
'Cochran v. McCleary, 22 Iowa,
75, 89, per Dillon, J., who said: "A
public corporation can only emanate

'franchise' or privilege given by
law, and therefore, if invaded, the
law affords a means of redrea, a
remedy, and this remedy is by quo
warranto, or information in that nature," citing Angell & Ames, Corp.
i 737.
1 People v. Trustees- of Geneva
College, 5 Wend. (N. Y.) 211, 220,
per Savage, Ch. J.
1 State v. City of Topeka, 30 Kan.
653, 661, 2 Pac. 587.
10 City of Uniontown v. State,
145 Ala. 471, 39 So. 814; State
v. Wilbum (Ala., 1905), 39 So.
816.
11 Hiller v .. Commonwealth, 112
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an illinois case a liquor license is not a franchise under~
provision allowing appeals in certain cases. 11 As to "commodities" it is said that: "It has been repeatedly held that
corporate franchises enjoyed by grant from the government
are commodities and subject to an excise. So with corporate
franchises granted by a foreign government." 11 It is said
in a New Jersey case that: "A free fishery or exclusive rigbi
of fishing in a public river, is a royal franchise, which is now
frequently vested in private persons, either by grant from
the crown or by prescription. 14 But no exclusive right of
fishing, or several fisheries, in the Hudson river, can be granted
to any one person, where, under the constitution, no franchise
which does not promote the public welfare may be granted.11
An exclusive privilege to build and operate a public market
Ky. 404, 65 S. W. 828. Point arose
upon question of right of appeal.
n Martins v. Rock Island County
Atty., 186 Ill. 314, 318, 57 N. E.
871.
11 Gleason v. McKay, 134 Mui.
419, 424, 425, per Morton, C. J. The
defendant in this case was not a corporation but merely a partnership.
See Finch's Law of Eng. 126 [38].
Where a state constitution empowera the legislature to impose and
levy reasonable duties and excises
upon "commodities," etc., an act
of incorporation is declared to be
a commodity or privilege. Commonwealth v. People's Five Cent
Sav. Bank, 5 Allen (87 Mass.), 428,
435, per Bigelow, C. J., who says,
"Certainly it is most just and reasonable that a privilege, or to use the
words of the constitution, 'a commodity,' which an act of incorporation furnishes • • • should
bear a portion of the public burdena, in the form of an excise."
u Arnold v. Mundy, 6 N. J. L. 1,
87, 10 Am. Dec. 366, per Kirkpatrick, C. J., citing 2 Crui.e, 29 (73
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Greenleaf's Cruise on Real Prop.
261).
11 Slingerland
v. International
Contracting Co., 60 N. Y. Bupp. 12,
17, 43 App. Div. 215, per Landon, J.,
who alao says: "The plaintiffs' claim
is not to the land, but to what may
come because of the land,-an incorporeal hereditament, which Blackatone claaaifiea as a franchise. 2 BL
Comm. 39. It manifestly is a fraachise if it is a private, excluive
monopoly of a public right. Under
our constitution no franchise eau be
granted except to promote the publie welfare. To grant to one pemon
the exclusive right of fishing in any
part of the Hudson river, would be
to deprive every other pei'IIOb. of his
privilege of fiahiog there." Cue
aff'd, 169 N.Y. 60, 72, 61 N. E. 996.
See this case al8o as to riparian owoera "nght to ice." The oourt said:
"As riparian owner he has no exelusive right of fishery or of taking
ice." "As to shell fi8h private ownerahip in public waters may exist
and the State may . _ pri'ri·
lepe."
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a.nd rent stalls is also a franchiseY1 But a franchise is not
involved in an action to set aside or redeem from conveyance of a patent right so as to authorize an appeal to the
Supreme Court, where the existence or validity of the patent
itself is not questionedY Nor is a trade-mark a franchise. 18
Although the term "news contracts" may pass under the
name of "franchises" in the newspaper trade, where the term
is used, they are not "franchises" in a legal sense, but are
confined to the trade meaning of the term and do not pass
under a sale of franchises under a statute providing a method
for such sale.111
11 Maestri v. Board of ABSeSBOrs,
110 La. 517, 34 So. 658. Holding
that the exclusive privilege vested
in a person, pursuant to a city ordinance and contract predicated
thereon made by him with the city
of New Orleans to furnish the
ground, build thereon a structure
suitable for a public market and
then operate it as such for 25 years
by renting stalls to those engaged in
the market business, and collecting
and appropriating to himself the
revenues derived from the renting of
the stalls-the ground and market
house to be conveyed by formal title
to the city at the beginning, and to
accrue to the city in full ownership
at the expiration of the period fixed
for the duration of the privilege-is
a franchise taxable under the revenue
laws of the State.
n Maginn v, Bassford, 196 Ill.
266, 63 N. E. 668. The court said:

"Admitting for the sake of argument, that a patent is a franchise,
still it does not necessarily follow
that this case is properly before this
court."
' 8 "A trade-mark is not a franchise.
It is not a privilege emanating from
the soverei!pl power of the State,
owing its existence to a grant, or a
prescription presupposing a grant,
but it is on the contrary, the name,
symbol, figure, letter; from a de,;ce
adopted and used by a manufacturer or merchant in order to designate the goods he manufactures or
sells,.and distinguish them from those
manufactured or sold by another.
* * * There being no franchise
involved the appeal must be dismissed." Hazelton Boiler Co. v.
Hazelton Tripod Boiler Co., 137 Ill.
231, 28 N. E. 248, per Scholfield, J.
11 Lawrence
v. Times Printing
Co., 22 Wash. 482, 61 Pac. 166.
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CHAPTER Ill.
NATURE OF FRANCHISE.

I 22 Francbiee 88 Monopoly or
Exclusive iD. Nature.
23. Same Subject Continued.
24. Same Subject Continued.
25. Franchise 88 Property.
26. Same Subject Continued.
'1:1. Same Subject Continued.

t

28. Francbiee of Jlembn,
Bbarebolders, or Corporators 88 Property.
29. Corporate Franchiaea are
Legal Estates not Mere

Naked Powers.

§ 22. Franchise as Monopoly or Exclusive in lfature.1Monopoly is not an essential feature of a franchise; and it
is declared in a New York case that a corporation with
banking powers would be no less a franchise if there were no
law restraining private banking, which alone gives to banking
corporations the character of monopolies.2 So a monopoly
cannot be implied from the mere grant of a charter to a company to construct a work of public improvement, and to take
the profits; there must be' an express provision in the charter
to give such a monopoly; the legislature must restrain itself
therein from granting charters for rival and competing works.
Therefore, where a company was granted a charter to construct a navigable canal along the valley of a stream, and to
take the profits in consideration of the work, and there was
no provision against the exercise of power to charter other
and rival companies, it was determined that the legislature
was not restrained from chartering a company to construct a
railroad along the same valley, even though it might afford
the same public accommodation as the canal and in effect
1
J

Bee § 4, herein.
619, 84 Am. Dec. 314, per Selden,
Milhau v. Sharp, 27 N. Y. 611, J., quoting Bouvier.
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might impair or annihilate its profits.3 In an Ohio case the
court, per Bartley, C. J., basing its conclusions upon the
language of Mr. Burke, in a speech upon a bill to repeal the
charter of the East India Company, said; "The true nature
of the franchise of a private corporation, is here portrayed in
clear and comprehensive language. We are here told that it
is an institution to establish monopoly and to create power;
that to speak of such charters and their effects in terms of the
greatest possible moderation, they do at least suspend the
natural rights of mankind at large; and in their very frame
and constitution, are liable to fall into a direct violation of
them; that all special privileges of this kind, claimed or exercised in exclusion of the greater part of the community, being
wholly artificial, .and for so much a derogation from the
natural equality of tnankind at large, ought to be some way
or other exercised ultimately for their benefit; and that they
are not original self-derived rights, or grants for the mere and
sole private benefit of the holders, but rights and privileges,
which in the strictest sense are derivative trusts, and from
their very nature accountable to the power which created
them." 4
Canal Co. v. Tucka- 24 L. R. A. 73, per Sanborn, Cir. J.;
s. c., 166 U. S. 290, 41 L. ed. 100, 17
Leigh (Va.), 42, 36 Am. Dee. 374. Sup. Ct. 540; Camblos v. Philadelphia & R. R. Co., Fed. Cas. No.
See U 23, 24, herein.
• Bank of Toledo v. City of Toledo 2,331, per Cadwalader, Dist. J. See
(Toledo Bank v. Bond), 1 Ohio St. Slaughter House Cases, 16 Wall.
622, 635, 636.
(83 U.S.) 36, 65, 21 L. ed. 394.
Definit'ioM ur meaning of monopoly,
Arkanau: Levy, Ex parte, 43
aee the following cases:
Ark. 42, 53, 51 Am. Rep. 500, per
UDited ltatea: Charles River Eakin, J.
Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet.
Oonnectlcut: Norwich Gas Light
(36 U. 8.) 420, 567, 9 L ..ed. 773, per Co. v. Norwich City Gas Co., 25
M'Lean, J.; City of Laredo v. Inter-- Conn. 19, 38, per Hinman, J., quoting
national Bridge. & Tramway Co., 66 Bouvier.
Fed. 246, 248, 14 C. C. A. 1, per McFlorida: Barbee v. Jacksonville
Cormick, Cir. J.; United States v. ct A. Plank Rol&d Co., 6 Fla. 262, 268,
Tran.:Misaouri Freight Assn., 53 269, per DuPont, J., citing Walker's
Fed. 440, 452, per Reiner, Dist. J.; Amer. Law, p. 208.
e. c., 58 Fed. 58, 92, 7 C. C. A. 15,
Jllontau.: . Davenport v. Kleill1 Tuckahoe

hoe

cl; James River Ry. Co., 11
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§ 23. Same Subject Continued.-lt is pertinent, in this
connection,11 to notice the rule that grants of franchises should,
as to all rights claimed under them, be strictly construed
against the grantee and most favorably to the sovereign power
or State,-that is, strictly against the corporation and liberally
in favor of the public.8 Such grants of franchises should be
in plain language, and certain and definite in their nature,7
as only that passes which is granted in clear and explicit
schmitt, 6 Mont. 502, 529, 13 Pac.
249, per McLeary, J. (gives an exelusive right or sole power).
Korth Dakota: Patterson v.
Wollmann, 5 N. Dak. 608, 615, 616,
67 N. W. 1040, 33 L. R . A. 536, per
Corlisa, J.
Tenneaaee: Leeper v. State, 103
Tenn. 500, 514, 53 S. W. 962, 48 L. R.
A. 167, per Wilkes, J.; Memphis,
City of, v. Memphis Water Co., 5
Heiak (52 Tenn.), 495, 529, per
Nicholson, C. J.
Texaa: Jones v. Carter (Tex.
Civ. App. 1907), 101 S. W. 514, 515,
516, per Gill, C. J .
1 See § 4, herein.
• 'United ltates: Water, Light &
Gas Co. of Hutchinson v. Hutchinson, 207 U. S. 385, 28 Sup. Ct. 135,
case affirms 144 Fed. 256; Cleveland
Electric Ry. Co. v. Cleveland, 204
U. S. 116, 130, citing Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 471, 50 L. ed.
801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427; Pearsall v.
Great Northern Rd. Co., 161 U. S.
646, 40 L. ed. 838, 16 Sup. Ct. 705,
case reverses 73 Fed. 933; Hamilton
Gas Light & C. Co. v. Hamilton, 146
U. S. 258, 13 Sup. Ct. 90, 36 L. ed.
963; Oregon Ry. & Nav. Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U.S. 1, 32 L. ed.
837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409; Hannibal & St.
Joseph Rd. Co. v. Misaouri River
Packet Co., 125 U. S. 260, 31 L. ed.
731,8 Sup. Ct. 874; Omaha Horse Rd.
Co. v. Cable Tramway Co., 30 Fed.
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324. Rule also applied to franchises giving monopolies. Georgia
Macon & Western Rd. v. Davis, 13
Ga. 68.
Illinoia: Blocki · v. People, 220
Ill. 444, 77 N. E. 172; Milia "'·
County of St. Clair, 7 Ill. 197.
lllaryl&Dd: Baltimore, City of, v.
Chesapeake & Potomac Teleph. Co.,
92 Md. 692, 48 Atl. 465.
lllinneaota: State v. St. Paul.
Minneapolis & Manitoba Ry. Co.,
98 Minn. 380, 108 N. W. 261.
Kebraaka: Lincoln St. R. Co. v.
City of Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, M
N. W. 802.
Bew lersey: Millville Gas Light
Co. v. Vineland Light & Power Co.
(N.J. Eq., 1906), 65 Atl. 504.
Bew York: Trustees of Southampton v. Jeesup, 162 N.Y. 122,127,
56 N. E. 538, per Vann, J.; caae reverses 10 App. Div. 456.
Ohio: Bank of Toledo v. City of
Toledo (Toledo Bank v. Bond), 1
Ohio St. 622, 636, per Bartley, J.
Pennsylvania: Emeraon v. Commonwealth, 108 Pa. 111.
Tennessee: Citizens' St. Ry. Co.
v. Africa, 100 Tenn. 26, 53, 42 S. W.
485, 878.
7 Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. v.
Cleveland, 204 U. S. 116, 130, 51
L. ed. 399, 27 Sup. Ct. - , citing
Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 471,
26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801.
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terms; whatever is not unequivocally granted is withheld,
and nothing passes by implication except what is necessary
to carry into effect the obvious intent of the grant.' The
above rule as to strict construction is held to apply so that
granta of a franchise or privilege are not ordinarily to be taken
as grants of an exclusive privilege." So it is declared that
"Exclusive rights to public franchises are not favored. If
granted, they will be protected, but they will never be presumed. Every statute which takes away from the legislature
its power will always be construed most strongly in favor of
the State. These are elementary principles." 10 It is also said
that an exclusive privilege cannot legally exist where there
is the slightest douht as to its validity, and that a special
franchise to be exclusive must be absolutely free from ambiguity.11 And in a late case in the United States Supreme
Court it is held that the power to grant an exclusive privilege
must be expressly given, or, if inferred from other powers,
must be indispensable, and not merely convenient to them.12
So, under a New York decision, grants of franchises by the
same State are to be so strictly construed as to operate as a
surrender of the sovereignty no further than is expressly
declared by the terms of the grant; the grantee takes nothing
in that respect by inference, except so far, therefore, as, by the
terms of the grant, the exercise of the franchise rights granted
is made exclusive, the legislative power is reserved to grant
1 Knoxville Water Co. v. Knoxville, 200 U. S. 22, 26 Sup. Ct. 224,
50 L. ed. 353; Stein v. Bienville
Water Supply Co., 141 U. S. 67, 11
Sup. Ct. 892, 35 L. ed. 622; Charles
River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11
Pet. (36 U. 8.) 420, 9 L. ed. 773;
City of Helena v. Helena Waterworks Co., 122 Fed. 1, 59 C. C. A. 159;
People ex rei. Woodhaven Gas Co.
v. Deehan, 153 N. Y. 528, 47 N. E.
787, case reverses 11 App. Div. 175;
Syracuse Water Co. v. City of Syraeuee, 116 N. Y. 167, 26 N. Y. St. R.
364, 22 N. E. 381; Pennsylvania

Ry. Co. v. Canal Commissioners, 21
Pa. 9, 22, per Black, C. J.
• Long Island Water Supply Co.
v. Brooklyn, 166 U. S. 685, 696, 41
L. ed. 1165, 17 Sup. Ct. 718, per
Brewer, J.; McLeod v. Burroughs, 9
Ga. 213.
10 Wright v. Nagle, 101 U. B. 791,
796, 25 L. ed. 921, rer Waite, C. J.
11 West Manayunk Gas Light Co.
v. New Gas Light Co., 21 Pa. Co. Ct.
Rep. 379 (a franchise under Pa. act
1874).
• 12 Water, Light & Gas Co., of
Hutchinson v. Hutchinaon, 2f17 U.
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and permit the exercise of competing and rival powers and
privileges, however injurious they may be to those previously
granted.11 And if a State grants no exclusive privileges to
one company which it has incorporated, it impairs no contract
by . incorporating a second one which itself largely ma.n.agt!S
and profits by to the injury of the first. 14 Again, in the construction of charters and statutes granting exclusive privileges
to street-railway, gas or water companies, authority therefor
must be given explicitly by the legislature in clearly expressed
terms-the right will not be implied from the use of general
language; and, as a rule, municipalities have no power to
grant such exclusive rights to said companies except upon
legislative authorization subject to the same rules of construction as above stated. 15 Where a·statute grants exclusive
rights to supply light or heat, a corporation which comes
within the terms of the statute may exercise such exclusive
privilege. But where the statute provides for the incorporation of companies "for the supply of water to the public, or
for the manufacture of gas, or the supply of light or heat to
the public, by any other means," it does not include electric
lighting, where such grant is relied on for the purpose of claiming an exclusive privilege, especially so where the act in question gives no power to enter upon the public streets for the
erection of poles and placing of wires, the privilege of so entering being confined to the laying of pipes only and the process
of lighting by electricity being unknown when the statute was
B. 385, 28 Sup. Ct. 135, caae affi.nna
144 Fed. 256. See § 4, herein.
11 Syracuse Water Co. v. City of
Syracuse, 116 N. Y. 167, 26 N. Y.
St. R. 364, 22 N. E. 381.
u ~mpike Co. v. St ate, 3 Wall.
(70 U. 8.) 210, 18 L. ed. 180. See
also Rockland Water Co. v. Camden
& Rockland Water Co., 80 Me. 544,
1 L. R. A. 388, 15 Atl. 785. Examine Skaneateles Water Works Co.
v, Skaneateles, 184 U. S. 354, 46 L.
eel. 585, 22 Sup. Ct. 400, aft''g 161
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N. Y. 154, 55 N. E. 562, aft''g 54
N. Y. Supp. 1115, 33 App. Div. 642.
u Detroit Citizens' St.. R. Co. v.
Detroit, 110 Mich. 384, 68 N. W.
304, 35 L. R. A. 859, 28 Chic. L.
News, 409, 3 Detroit L. News, 377,
5 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 15, aft''d
171 U. S. 48, 18 Sup. Ct. 732. See
Morawetz on Priv. Corp. (ed. 1882)
§ 431; Cooley on Conat. Lim. (ed.
1890) pp. 231 a. aeq; 4 Thomp. on
Corp. (ed. 1895)
5348, ~
5403.

u
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enacted. 16 The rule was also relied upon in this case, .that a
legislative grant to a corporation of exclusive privileges is to

be construed most strictly, that every intendment not obviously in favor of the grant must be construed against it,
and that monopolies are not to be favored. 17
§ 24. Same Subject Continued.-The term "franchise" 11
is, however, sometimes used to mean an exclusive right,t~t and
1• Scranton Elect. Light 4: Heat
Co. v. Scranton Illuminating, Heat
& Power Co., 122 Pa. 154, 9 Am.
St. Rep. 79, 15 Atl. 4461 3 Am.
Elec. Cas. 499; Act of Pa. 1874,
i 34, cl. 3, contra, except aa to exelusive privilege; Wilkeabarre Elec.
L. Co. v. Wilkesbarre L. H. 4: M.
Co. (C. P. Penn. 1886), 4 Kulp, 47.
17 Citing Emerson v. Commonwealth, 108 Pa. 111. The court.
in the principal case (122 Pa. 154,
cited in last preceding note), per
Gordon, C. J., said: "Monopolies
are favorites neither with courts nor
people. They operate in restraint
of competition, and are hence, aa a
rule, detrimental to the public welfare; nor are they at all allowable
except where the resultant advantage is in favor of the public, as,
for instance, where a water or gas
company could not exist except aa a
monopoly."
18 See t 4, herein.
st Chicago 4: Western Indiana Rd.
Co. v. Dunbar, 95 Ill. 571, 576, per
Dickey, J. See § 4, herein.
" The word 'exclusive' is derived
from 'u, ' out, and 'clatukre,' to shut.
An act does not grant an exclusive
privilege or franchise unless it shuts
out or excludes others from enjoying a similar privilege or franchise.
The most familiar instances of grants
of exclusive privileges or franchiq
are to be found in acta authorizing

the establishment of ferries, toll
bridges, turnpikes, telegraph companies and the like. * * * The
delegation to a corporation of the
power to acquire title to land for public purposes is not a grant of an 'exclusive' privilege, for the II&Dle
delegated power may be conferred
upon any corporation to whom the
legislature may see fit to intrust it."
Union Ferry Co., Matter of Application of, 98 N. Y. 139, 151, per
Rapallo, J.; Davenport v. Kleinschmidt, 6 Mont. 502, 531, 13 Pao.
249, per McLeary, J., gives II8Dle
definition.
The grant of every franchise or
privilege is "an exclusive one, in the
sense that all others are excluded
from the enjoyment of that p&l'ticular franchise or privilege. The
true test is not, are all othenl excluded from the enjoyment of that
particular grant? But aril all others
excluded from the enjoyment of a
like grant? The fact that no others
enjoy a like immunity does not render the immunity exclusive. It is
not whether others enjoy a similar
privilege, immunity or franchise,
but are others prohibited from a
similar enjoyment by reason of the
enactment." Wood v. Common
Council of City of Binghamton, 56
N. Y. Supp. 105, 111, 26 Misc. 208,
per Mattice, J.
Meaning of ezclwiw frandaiH,
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it is expressly declared that every grant of a franchise is, so
far as that grant extends, necessarily exclusive, and cannot
be resumed or interfered with; that it is a contract whose
obligation cannot be constitutionally impaired; zo and that
certain franchises are founded upon a valuable consideration
and are necessarily exclusive in their nature and cannot be
resumed at pleasure or the grant impaired by any act of the
government without a breach of contract.z1 So in a California
ease it is said that franchises are necessarily exclusive in character, otherwise their value would be liable to be destroyed
or seriously impaired; and that even though the grant does
not declare the privilege to be exclusive, yet that is necessarily
implied from its nature.zz It is also declared that a franchise
is jus publicum and necessarily exclusive in its nature.21 So
a grant of a ferry franchise by the legislature, unless limited
by some general law, or some restrictive provision in the
grant itself, is said to be necessarily exclusive to the extent
priflilege or immunity, aee the following caaes:
llont&Da: Davenport v. Kleinschmidt, 6 Mont. 502, 529-531, 13
Pac. 249 (holding that a right to
fumiBh all the water to a municipal
corporation for twenty years, which
right cannot be abridged, iB an exclusive privilege}.
.Jeraey: State v. Post, 55
N.J. L. 264, 26 Atl. 683.
York: Trustees of Exempt
Firemen's Benev. Fund v. Roome,
93 N.Y. 313, 328, 45 Am. Rep. 217
(a grant of a right to receive a certain proportion of public funds iB
not an exclusive privilege, franchise or immunity, under a constitutional proviBion prohibiting such
grants by private or local bill}.
Oregon: Hackett v. Wilson, 12
Oreg. 25, 31, 32, 6 Pac. 652 (exclusive privilege confined to ferry
landings and such privilege can be
implied beyond that}; Montgomery

••w
••w
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v. Multnomah Ry. Co., 11 Oreg.
344, 3 Pac. 435 (ferry franchiae gives
exclusive privilege of transportation between certain points or ferry
landings).
PeDD.Iylvania: Lehigh Water
Co.'s Appeal, 102 Pa. 515, 5'1:1.
2°Charles River Bridge v. Warren
Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. S.) 420, ~
618, 637, 638, 643, 645, 9 L. eel.
773, per Story, J., in diamtmg
opinion.
21 Dyer v. Tuskal0011a Bridge Co.,
2 Port. (Ala.} 296, 303, 304, '1:1 Am.
Dec. 655, per Hitchcock, J.
22 California State Teleg. Co. v.
Alta Teleg. Co., 22 Cal. 398, 422,
per Crocker, J.
11 Twelfth St. Market Co. v. PhiJa..
delphia & Reading Term. R. Co.,
142 Pa. 580, 590, 21 AtL 989, per
Thayer, P. J. (a case of a publif
market bouse and right of emineD$
domain). See also 3 Kent's Coma
(14th ed.) bottom p. 723, ..,. 46&
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of the privilege conferred.24 But it is also asserted that a
grant of a public ferry franchise carries with it no exclusive
privilege, and that such franchise is subject to the power of
the proper authorities, under state laws, to establish such
other public ferries over the same waters as public convenience
demands, and that any injury thereby sustained by the first
grantee is damnum absque injuria.26 Legislative grants of
franchises, however, whether granted by special charters or
under general laws, confer privileges which are exclusive in
their nature as against all persons upon whom similar rights
have not been conferred, so that any attempted exercise of
such rights, without legislative sanction, is not only an unwarranted usurpation of power, but operates as a direct invasion of the private property rights of those upon whom the
hancruses have been so conferred.ze
§ 25. Franchises as Property.-A franchise has been declared to be a mere legal right or privilege; rr only an intangible right or privilege not subject to assessment; za not
property of any description except in the sense that it is
valuable; 111 not property within the meaning of that term as
Mills v. County of St. Clair, 7
197. Bee also Patteraon v.
Wollmann, 5 N. Dak. 608, 67 N. W.
1040, 33 L. R. A. 536. Examine
Mille v. County of St. Clair, 7 Ill.
(2 Gilm.) 225; Phillips v. Bloomington, 1 G. Greene (Iowa), 498, 502;
Broadnax v. Baker, 94 N. C. 675, 55
Am. Rep. 633.
"There can be no question as to
tbe meaning of the word ferry, when
wed in the common-law lleDlle of a
frallehiee or right of ferry. The
definition, given in Termu ch Ia Ley
is • a liberty, by prescription or the
king'• grant, to have a boat for paaage upon a great ltream for carriage of hol'lleS and men for reasonable toO. • The term, according to
• OOIIIIDOJllaw of England, impliea
M

m

an exclusive right of conveyance,
and can only be set up by licenae
from the crown. While it may be a
right to convey one way only, there
must, at least, be a right to land on
the oppoaite shore, or the franchise
cannot beneficially exist." State v.
Freeholders of Hudson, 23 N.J. L.
206, 209, per Carpenter, J.
21 Hudspeth v. Hall, 111 Ga. 510,
36 B. E. 770.
11 Millville Gaslight Co v. Vin&land Light & Power Co., (N.J. Eq.
1906), 65 Atl. 504.
n Pennsylvania Rd. Co. v. Bowers,
124 Pa. 183, 191, 2 L. R. A. 621, 23
Wkly. N. of Cas. 257, 16 Atl. 836.
11 South Park Commissioners v.
Chicago, 107lll. 105,108.
."State v. Ferris, 53 Ohio St. 31ol.
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used in the Bill of Rights, even though in one sense property
and valuable property; 1 ., not real estate; 11 and that a ferry
is not land nor an incorporeal hereditament." It has also
been declared by an eminent writer, whose statements, generally, have been accepted as having almost the force of a
judicial opinion, that franchises have with some impropriety
been classed among hereditaments." Again, in a New Jersey
ease the court says that: "Although, technically speaking,
franchises are property, they are property of a peculiar character, arising only from legislative grant, and are not in ordinary cases, subject to execution or to sale and transfer, even
in payment of the debts of the corporation without the assent
or authority of the legislature.34 And it is also held that an
action at law cannot be maintained to recover possession of
a franchise of a corporation because it is intangible and is incapable of physical identification or delivery."
§ 26. Same Subject Continued.-Notwithstanding any assertion to the contrary, franchises are property, and are

almost universally classed as real property or incorporeal
hereditaments." But, upon the point that the legislature
329, 41 N. E. 579, 30 L. R. A. editamente, since they have noW..
218.
itable quality, inasmuch u a corpo10 City of Baltimore v. Jobnson, 96 ration, in cases where there ill DO
Md. 737, 747, 61 L. R. A. 568, 54 Atl. expreee limitation to ita eontinumoe
646, per Boyd, J.; State v. Philadel- by the charter, is suppoeed never to
phia, Wilmington & Balt. Rd. Co., die, but to be clothed with a kind of
45 Md. 361, 379, 24 Am. Rep. 511, per legal immortality." 3 Kent's Comm.
Robinson, J. (a case of taxation).
(14th ed.) bottom p. 727, *459;
11 Fidelity Title & Trust Co. v. quoted ~ di88ellting opinion of TapSchenley Park & Highlands Rd. Co., ley, J., in Kennebec & PortJand Rd.
189 Pa. 363, 370, 42 Atl. 140, 69 Am. Co. v. Portland & Kennebec Rd.
St. Rep. 815.
. Co., 59 Me. 966 (a caae of mortpp
n Morse v. Gamer, 1 Strobh. (8. and foreclosure of franchise, etc., of
C.) 514, 520, held not an incorporeal railroad).
u Randolph v. Larned, 27 N. J.
hereditament "in this State." See
notes under next following section Eq. 557, 561, per Green, J.
11 Budd v. Multnomah St. Rd. Co.,
herein.
11 "These incorporated franchises 15 Oreg. 404, 15 Pac. 654.
11 'United ltates:
seem, indeed with some impropriety,
Louisville ct
to be classed by writers among her- .Jeffersonville Ferey Co. v. KeD.tuok7,
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had no power to authorize the construction of one railroad
across another, the Supreme Court of the United States has
188 U. 8. 385, 394, 23 Sup. Ct. 463,
47 L. ed. 513 {ferry franchiee is
incorporeal hereditament-taxation
caae); Central Pac. Rd. Co. v. California, 162 U.S. 91, 127, 16 Sup. Ct.
766, 40 L. ed. 903, per Fuller, C. J.
(is property, etc., a caee of ta.xation
of franchise); Wilmington v. Reid, 13
Wall. (80 U. B. ) 264, 268, 20 L. ed.
568, per Davia, J. (case of exemption from taxation); Veazie Bank v.
Fenno, 8 Wall. (75 U. B.) 533, 547,
19 L. ed. 482 ("Franchisee are property often wry valuable and productive"); <A>nway v. Taylor, 1 Black
(66 U. 8.), 603, 17 L. ed. 191 (ferry
franchise is property, and 88 sacred 88
other property); West River Bridge
Co. v. Dix, 6 How. (47 U. S.) 12 L.
ed. 535 (property held by an incorporated company stands upon the
eame footing with that held by an individual, and a franchiee cannot be
distinguished from other property);
Bowman v. Wathen, 2 McLean (U. B.
C. C.), 376, Fed. Cas. No. 1,740 (is
an incorporeal hereditament).
Alabama: Medical & Surgical Soc.
of Montgomery v. Weatherly, 75 Ala.
248, 263 (corporate franchise is property, incorporeal it is true, but neverthele8e valuable in the eye of the law);
Horst v. Moeee, 48 Ala. 129, 146 (an
incorporeal hereditament); Stewart
". Hargrove, 23 Ala. 429, 436 (franchise of a toO bridge is properly within the bankrupt law and paeaee to
the 8811ignee in bankruptcy).
Oallfomi&: City of South Paaaa-dena v. Pa.aden• Land & Water U>.,
(<All., 1908), 93 Pac. 490 (is a species
of real property); Stockton Gas &
Electric Co. v. Ban Joachin County,
148 Cal. 313, 83 Pac. 54 (ia incorporeal

6

hereditament; real estate in nature of
an easement); Oakland R. Co. v. Oakland, Brooklyn & Fruit . Vale Rd.
Co., 45 Cal. 365, 373, 13 Am. Rep.
181 (has legal character of estate in
property); People v. Duncan, 41 Cal.
fiJ7, 511 (franchise to construct turnpike road and collect tolla is pei'I!Onal
trust reposed in grantee and is not
asaignable except with consent of
granting party); California State
Teleg. Co. v. Alta Teleg. Co., 22 Cal.
398, 422 (is in nature of veated right
of property subject to conditions);
Ban Joaquin & Kings River Canal Irr.
Co. v. Merced County, 2 Cal. App.
593, 84 Pac. 285 (is property subject
to taxation).
Delaware: Wilmington & Reading
R. Co. v. Downward (Del., 1888), 4
Atl. 720, 723 (is property and cannot be wantonly or of whim be taken
away by legislative act aDd tra.naferred to another).
l'lorida: Gibbs v. Drew, 16 Fla.
147, 26 Am. Rep. 700 (are incorporeal hereditaments of intangible
nature not embraced within terms,
lands and tenements in act regulating
unlawful detainer).
Georfrla: Averett v. Brady, 20 Ga.
523, 529 (ferry right is incorporeal
hereditament. It grows out of the
110il and may be granted).
Idaho: Evans v. Kroutinger, 9
Ida. 153, 72 Pac. 882 (ia an incorporeal hereditament which may be
voluntarily transferred-question of
right to transfer discussed, however).
IWnol.a: Dundy v. Chambers, 23
Ill. 369 (ferry franchise is real eatate,
transferrable only in accordance with
statutory provisions).
Iowa: Lippincott v. Allander, 27
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declared that: "The grant of a franchise is of no higher order,
·and confers no more sacred title than a grant of land to 111
Iowa, 460, 1 Am. Rep. 299 (ferry
franchise is included in the general
denomination of incorporeal hereditamenta, a tenn used to distinguish one
of the different kinds of things real).
Kentucky: Dufour v. Stacey, 90
Ky. 288, 296, 29 Am. S~. Rep. 374,
14 S. W. 48 (ferry franchise is property alienable and descendable and a
property right of which the legielature has no power to divest the
owner); Frankfort, Lexington &
Versailles Turnpike Co. v. Commonwealth, 82 Ky. 386, 388, 6 Ky. L.
Rep. 391,392 (the tenn " property"
in its broad sense includes even a
franchise).
Louisiana: Maestri v. Board of AsseBBOrs, 110 La. 157, 528, 529, 34 So.
658 (is taxable property); State v.
Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482, 493
(franchises are incorporeal bereditamenta known as a species of property,
as well as any estate in lands,. per
Ludeling, C. J., in dissenting opinion,
a case of exemption from taxation
and construction of charter and right
to transfer).
llarylaDd: Jacob Tome In."t. of
Port Deposit v. Crothers, 87 Md. 569,
585, 40 At!. 261 (a vested right peculiar in its nature-a quasi property);
Baltimore & Fredericktown Turnpike Road v. Baltimore, Catonsville
& Ellicott& Mills Pass. Rd. Co., 81
Md. 247, 255, 31 At!. 854 (franchise or corporate right to acquire
land by right of eminent domain is
an incorporeal hereditament, not a
legal title to the land itself).
Michigan: Billings v. Breinig, 45
Mich. 65, 70, 7 N. W. 722 (franchise of keeping rope ferry \a property
possessing valuable incidents of other
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species of property and transferrable
subject to conditione lawfully imposed).
lllbmesota: McRoberts v. Wuhburne, 10 Minn. 23 (ferry ia property entitled to protection same u
other property).
lli11ouri: Carroll v. Campbell, 108
Mo. 550, 17 S. W. 884 (ferry fl'llll·
chiae ia property right); Capital City
Ferry Co. v. Cole, etc., TraD.IIp. Co.,
51 Mo. App. 228, 234 (ferry franebiee
is property, just as real estate or
ordinary chattels are property aod
is entitled to protection).
llebraab: State v. Savage, 65
Neb. 714, 91 N. W. 716 ("property"
includes all property tangible or intangible).
llew leraey: State Board of Assessors v. Central R. Co., 48 N.J. L.
146, 283, 4 Atl. 578 (franchiaee are
unuoubtedly p-v1-c• •Y Wl.. 1111 such
are taxable).
Bew York: Hatfield v. St.raw.,
189 N.Y. 208, 219, 82 N. E. 172,
per 0 'Brien (a franchise ia property
assignable, taxable and t.raumiasibll).); case affitms 102 N. Y. Supp.
934, 117 App. Div. 671; Mayor, etc.,
of New York v. Starin, 106 N.Y. 1,
8 N. Y. St. Rep. 655, 27 Wldy Dig.
124, 12 N. E. 631 (a ferry franchiee
is property, an incorporeal hereditament, as sacred as other property};
People v. Utica Ins. Co., 15 Jobna.
(N.Y.) 357,386, 8 Am. Dec. 243, per
Spencer, J. (ia a species of incorporeal
hereditament). See People v. Roberts, 158 N. Y. 162, 167, 158, 52 N.
E. 1102.
Borth OaroUua: Worth v. Wilmington & Weldon Rd. Co., 89 N. C.
291, 301, 306, 45 Am. Rep. 879
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individual; and, when the public necessities require it, the
one as well as the other, may be taken for public purposes
(• property-exemption from taxa- rights and interests in real and peraonal property and also in easements,
Ohio: Turnpike Co. v. Parka, 50 franch.illu and incorporeal hereditaOhio St. 568, 576, 35 N. E. 304 (is ments. Metropolitan City Ry. Co. v.
property and nothing more-incor- Chicago West Division Ry. Co., 87
poreal-cannot be diStinguished Ill. 317. 324.
from other property).
"It is clear upon authority that
PeDDaylv&Dia: Shamokin Valley the franchise of a corporation is
Rd. Co. v. Livermore, 47 Pa. 465, property, and as such, it may be· a
468, per Agnew, J. (land, in itaelf, proper subject of taxation." Porter
ia not a franchise; it is an absolute v. Rockford, Rock Island & St. Louis
tenement; a corporeal thing. Fran- Rd. Co., 76 Ill. 561, 573, per ScholchiBe is an incorporeal hereditament). field, J.
Weat Vireinia: Muon v. Har- A franchise "is property which
per's Ferry Bridge Co., 17 W. Va. may be transferred by sale or other396, 410, 417 (a ferry is an incor- wise, and it will descend to heirs like
poreal hereditament-it is private other property; and the owner has the
property within a constitutional same security for its protection under
provision that private property shall the constitution, as baa the owner
not be taken or damaged for public of any other property.
uae without just compensation).
As this is a species of prorerty deri.,.ed
WiacoDatn: Sellers v. Union Lum- by grant from the government, it
bering Co., 39 Wis. 525, 527 (is prop- follows, that if the government baa
erty-an incorporeal hereditament). no power to make the grant, either beFranchise ia a seventh species of cause it is contrary to public policy,
incorporeal hereditaments. 2 Black- or because the government had no
.tone'a Comm. (Lewis's ed.) p. 506, title to the thing granted, no title
~7; (Hammond'• ed.) 67 [37]; (Wen- will be conveyed to the grantee."
dell'• ed.) 37 [38]; (Shanrwood's ed.) Norwich Gas Light Co. v. The Nor37; (Chaae'a ed.) 234 *37; Taylor's wich City Gas Co., 25 Conn. 19, 36,
per Hinman, J.
Law Gloaa. (ed. 1858) p. 210.
"A franchise is an incorporeal
"Beaidea the above hereditaments
there are others * * * called hereditament known as a species of
Franchiaea. • • • Such are every property, as well as any estate in
Liberty or Commodity which having Ianda. It is property which may be
their Creation at first by Special bought and aold, which will descend
Grant of the King, or of their nature to heirs, and may be devised. Ita
appertaining to him, are given to a value is greater or less according to
common Person to have in them the privilege granted to the rrorrieaome Estate of Inheritance or for tors. Enfield Toll Bridge Co. v.
life," etc. Finch'• Laws of Eng. Hartford & New Haven Rd. Co., 17
Conn. 40,59,perVV~,Ch.J.
125 [38]. Bee U 33-36, herein.
Property in ita broadest and most
Street milroadl. "A franchise,
eomprebeoaive aeDBe, includee all both at common law and by New

tion).

* * •
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on making suitable compensation; nor does such an exerciae
of the right of eminent domain interfere with the inviolability
York statute, is real estate, heine
claaaified as an incorporeal hereditament," and thWI applies to street
railroads. Thompson v. Schenectady
Ry. Co., 124 Fed. 274, 278, per Ray,
Dist. J. [citing 2 Wash. R. P. C. I.,
p. 291, § 2, note I, et aeq.; 3 Kent's
Comm. (12th ed.), p. 458; Laws N.Y.
1899, p. 1589, c. 712). See also same
case, 131 Fed. 577, 579, per Wallace, Cir. J.
Ezcluai'll6 right vuUd in atreet ra~
road to operate line in city is property right entitling company to raise
question of forfeiture by injunction
suit. Wilmington City Ry. Co. v.
Wilmington ct B. 8. Ry. Co. (Del.
Ch.), 46 Atl. 12.
Ga& light company. A franchise
to carry on its business in a town and
to lay conductoi'B in the streets and
highways for the purpose of delivering gas is property of which the gas
light company cannot be divested
except for cause and by due legal
process. People ex rei. Woodhaven
Gas Co. v. Deehan, 153 N.Y. 528, 47
N. E . 787, rev'g. 11 App. Div. 175.
In a mid sen.e a ferry franchw
is not real estate, but it is held that it
partakes so far of the nature of real
estate that it may be partitioned in
the same manner as real property, and
a fr&J?.chise to cross a river and receive
tolls is so connected with the land
on each side of the river as a part of
the ferry that it may be regarded as a
part of the land for the purpose of
being partitioned. Bohn v. Harris,
130 Ill. 525, 22 N. E. 587.
A license to establish a ferry is the
grant of an incorporeal hereditament
subject to be revoked if a sufficient
bond is not executed within ten days
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after such requisition ia made. It il
an interest which may be sold, and
will descend to the heir as an incident
of the fee. "At common law, a
ferry was an incorporeal hereditament, and was consequeotly eapable
of alienation, and would paa1 to tbe
heir by descent. In t.bis State, tbe
whole matter has been regulated by
statute; so that we must 'therefore
look thereto to ascertain what rights
appertain to the grantee of a ferry."
Lewis v. Intendant and Town Council
of Gainesville, 7 Ala. 85, 87, per Ormond, J.
"There can be no doubt, at tbil
day, that the right to enjoy a fert1'
franchise is property, the full use of
which the court will protect by appropriate remedies, one of which is injunction, where a direct pecuniary
lo88 ensues to plaintiff by· tbe liDauthorized and continuoUII operation
of a rival ferry. Cauble v. Craig, 94
Mo. App. 675, 69 S. W. 49.
In the Charlu River Bridge eae
the court, per Story, J., in disseDting
opinion, said: "This franchise ill
property; is fixed, determinate property. • • • That franchise, so far
as it reachee, is private property; and
so far as it is injured, it ia the taking
away of private property." Cha.rlee
River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11
Pet. (36 U. S.) 420, 604, 618, 637,
638, 643, 645, 9 L. ed. 773.
" A franchise for banking ia in
every State in the Union recognized
as property." Gordon v. Appeal
Tax Court, 3 How. (44 U.S.) 133, 150,
11 L. ed. 529, per Wayne, J. (a case of
right to tax). See also Home Insurance Co. v. New York, 134 U. S.
594, 601, 33 L. ed. 102i, 10 Sup. Q.
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of contracts." 117 So an estate in a franchise vests upon the
same principle as estates in land, being equally a grant of a
right or privilege for a valuable consideration.118
§ 27. Same Subject Continued.-In some States the franchises and privileges of a· corporation are declared to be personal property, and it is said in a Federal case that: "According · to the law of most States this franchise or privilege of
being a corporation is deemed personal property, and is subject to separate taxation." 1111

§ 28. Franchise of Members, Shareholders or Corporators

as Property.-Each individual member is said to be the
owner of a franchise, and his privilege of membership is, therefore, subject to protection as valuable.40 And the corporators
have a property in the franchise of a private civil corporation
of which they cannot be deprived without due process of law:u
593, per Field, J., citing Monroe Sav.
Bk. v. City of RoChester, 37 N. Y.
965, 369, 370:
17 Richmond,
Fredericksburg &
Potomac Rd. Co., 13 How. (54 U. B.)
71, 83, 14 L. ed. 55, per Grier, J.
A franchise of a corporation is
· property and may be condemned for
public use by virtue of the power of
· eminent domain·, due compensation
being made therefor. Porterv. Rockford, Rock bland & St; Louis Rd.
·Co., 76 Ill. 561, 575.
· u State v: Real Estate Bank, 5
P"dte (5 Ark.), 595, 41 Am. Dec. 509.
"All the elementary writers treat
of franchises 88 real property, though
incorporeal in their nature. Chancellor Kent, in his commentaries,
tBys that an estate in a franchise
and an estate in land rest upo1;1 the
BBme principles."
Randolph v.
Lamed, 27 N. J. Eq. 557, 561, per

York, 143 U. S. 305, 312, 36 L. ed.
164, 12 Sup. Ct. 403, per Field, J.
(a case of taxation of corporate
franchises). See also Home Insurance
Co. v. New York, 134 U.S. 5~, 601,
33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593, per
Field, J.; Bank of California v. San
Francisco, 142 Cal. 276, 280, 75 Pac.
832; Monroe Sav. Bk. v. City of Rochester, 37 N.Y. 365,367, per Fullerton
J.;. State v. Anderson, 90 Wis. 550,
561, 63 N. W. 746.
40 Medical
& Surgical Soc. of
Montgomery v. Weatherly, 75 Ala.
248, 253.
41 State ex rei. Waring v. Georgia
Medical Soc., 38 Ga. 608, 626, 95 Am.
Dec. 408. The court, per Brown,
C. J., said: "When the voluntary
110ciety accepted the charter, it became a private, civil corporation, and
the corporators then in being acquired a property in the franchise,
and every person who has since beGreen, J.
"Hom Silver Mining Co. v. New come a corporator has acquired a
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In a Kentucky case the legislature by statute a incorporated
a company to construct a railroad from Lexington to the Ohio
River, giving to said corporation perpetual succession, and
the power to raise funds by subscription in sho.res, to purchase
ground for a railway, and for the erection of suitable buildings
for the safe-keeping of articles received for transportation~
and for shops for the accommodation of the company, cars~
vehicles, etc., and to charge toll, and make a dividend of the
profits among the shareholders according to the amount of
stock held by each. It was determined that the right conferred on each shareholder was unquestionably an incorporeal
hereditament. The court said: "It is a right of perpetual
duration; and though it springs out of the use of personalty,
as well as lands and houses, this matters not. It is a frarichise which has ever been classed in that class of real estate
denominated an incorporeal hereditament. An annuity,
though only chargeable upon the person of the grantor is an
incorporeal hereditament; and though the owner's security
is merely personal, yet he may have a real estate in it.n Much
less can it be doubted that a franchise created by act of inlike property. The property which
the corporator acquires is not visible,
tangible property; but it is none the
leBB property because it is invisible
and intangible. It is not a corporeal
hereJitament; but it is incorporeal.
Blackstone; in his commentaries, volume 2, page 21, says: That incorporeal hereditaments are divided into
ten sorts; one of these consists of franchises. • • • The law books are
full of the doctrine that persons may
have a property in incorporeal hereditaments, franchises, etc. Property,
says Bouvier, volume 2, page 381, is
divideJ into corporeal and incorporeal. The former comnrehends such
property as is perceptible to the
senses, 88 lands, houses, goods, merchandise and the like; the latter consists in legal rights, 88 choses in action,
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easement and the like. Blackstone
says, volume 2, page 37, it is likewile
a franchise for a number of pei'IIODB
to be incorporated and subeist as a
body politic, with power to maintain
perpetualsucceasion, and to do other
corporate acts, and each individual
member of such corporation is also
said to have a fran<'hise or freedom.
We think it well settled by these and
other authorities, that a corporator
in a private civil cornoration has a
property in the franchise, of which
he cannot be deprived without due
process of law."
See Bank of talifomia v. City &:
County of San Francisco, 142 Cal.
276,64 L. R. A. 918,75 Pac. 832,
41 Approved Jari.'y 27, 1830.
Session Acts 1829, 126.
" Citing 2 Blacbtone'e Comm. 40.
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corporation, unlimited in duration, and springing out of the
combined use of lands and personalty, should be denominated
and classed as real estate." 44 So in the Dartmouth College
case it is declared that the franchise of a corporation and that
of its members, "like other franchises, is an incorporeal hereditament, issuing out of something real or personal, or concerning or annexed to, and exercisable within, a thing corporate. To this ,grant, or this franchise, the parties are the
king and the persons for whose benefit it is created, or trustees
for them. The assent of both is necessary." 45
§ 29. Corporate Franchises are Legal Estates, not Mere
]faked Powers.-In respect to corporate franchises, they
are, properly speaking, legal estates vested in the corporation
itself as soon as it is in esse. They are not mere naked powers
granted to the corporation, but powers coupled with an interest, which vest in the corporation by virtue of its charter.
The property of the corporation vests upon the possession of
its franchises; and whatever may be thought as to the corporators, it cannot be denied that the corporation itself has
a legal interest in such franchises. It may sue and be sued
for them.46
u

~ce

v. Price's Heil'B, 6 Dana v. Massachusetts, 6 Wall. (73 U. S.)

(36 Ky.), 107, citing 2 Blackstone's 632, 638, 18 L. ed. 904, per Clifford,
<»mm, 20-22, 37-38; Co. Litt. 19, J.; Society for Savings v. <»rte, 6
Wall. (73 U. 8.) 594, 606, 18 L. ed.
20; Q,m. Dig., title "Franchise."
• Dartmouth College v. Wood- 897, per Clifford, J. (a case of impoward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. S.) 518, 657, sition of franchise tax); Bank df Cal4 L. ed. 629, per Washington, J., Id., ifornia v. San Francisco, 142 Cal.
276, 281, 75 Pac. 832, per Angel700, per Story, J.

"Dartmouth Collegev. Woodward, lotti, J. See also Commonwealth v.
4,Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518•. 700, 4 L. ed. Standard Oil Co., 101 Pa. 119, 127
629, per Story, J.; Hamilton Mfg. Co. (a case of taxation).
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NATURE OF FRANCHISE CONTINUED-DISTINC'l'IONS•

f 80. Francbieea Ealential and not I 40. Franchise Distinguiabed ..,from
Ealential to Corporate Existence-" Eilaentially Corporate Francbieea."
31. "Corporate Powers or Privileges " not Franchiaee Ealential to Corporate Existence.
32. Franchiaee and Powers-To
What Extent Distinguished.
33. Franchise to Be Separate and
Distinct from Property or
Franchise Which Corporation May Acquire.
34. Same .Subject Continued.
35. Same Subject - " Personal
Franchise"
Distinguished
from Property Franchise.
36. Franchise Differs from Grant
of Land-Easement-Freehold.
37. General Creative Franchise
and Special Franchise Distinguished.
38. 'Franchises Belonging to Corporators and Those Belonging to Corporation Distinguished.
39. F'ranchiae to Be and to Carry
on Business Distinguished" Corporate Franchise or
Business."

Means Employed in Eurcising it.

41. Charter and Franchiae--To
wbt Extent Distinguiabed.
42. Charter and Franchise Continued-How Extent of Powera Ia Ascertained.
.a. Charter and Franchise Continued-Where
Franchiae
Does Not Take F.Bect Before
Actual Formation of Corporation.
44. Charter and Franchise Continued-Charter Righta and
Privileges Derived Through
Organization - "Additional
Franchise or Privilege" Acquired
after
Incorporation.
45. Charter and Franchise Continued-Distinction EDt&.
46. Charter and Franchise Continued-"Charter" u Synonymo\18 with " Franchise."
47. Whether Certain Granta Constitute a License, Privilege,
Permission, Gratuity or Contract; and not a Franchise
-Distinction.
48. Same Subject Continued.

§ 30. Franchises Essential and not Essential to Corporate

Existence-" Essentially Corporate Franchises."-lt may
be stated generally that a marked distinction exists between a
88
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franchise which is. essential to the creation and continued ex..
istence of a corporation, to its right to exist as an artificial
being, and inseparable from it, and other franchises, rights and
privileges, subsidiary in their nature, which it possesses and
may exercise under and by virtue of the franchise to be and to
the enjoyment of which corporate existence is not a prerequisite.1 So it is declared that: "The essential properties of corporate existence are quite distinct from the franchises of the
corporation. The franchise to be is distinct from a franchise
as a corporation to maintain and operate a railway. The latter
may be mortgaged without the former, and may pass to a pura At to prif114f'1J and tutmdo.ry fran,..
cAila of corporcstionl, eee 18, herein.
"The Westem North Carolina
Railroad Company was created a
corporation by the legislature of that
Bt.ate in the exerci11e of a eovereign
power. Tbia eovereign power made
of eeveral persona a single entity,
and conferred on them the franchise
of aeting as one person. This new
penon, creature of the law, and existing through the grace and at the
will of the eovereign, was then clothed
with certain poweJ'II, and granted
certain privil~. These are ita
franchiaea. FiJ'IIt, the franchille of
existence as a corporation,-ita life
and being. Tbia is inseparable from
it. When it parts with it,-with
this franchille,-it parts with ita
life. But, with respect to the other
franchiaea with which it has been
clothed,-the right and privilege to
act as a common carrier, to carry
~geJ'II and goods, to charge tolls,
to operate a railroad,-the~e _it enjoys as an individual could, and
they are not inseparable from ita exittence. They are ita property. A
franchille to be a corporation is dietinct from a franchille, as a corporation to maintain and operate a railroad." Central Trust Co. of N. Y.

v. Weatem North Carolina Rd. Co.,
89 Fed. 24, 31, per Simonton, Cir. J.
"The right to be a corporation is
itllelf a eeparate, distinct and independent franchiae, complete within
itself, and a corporation having been
created, enjoying this franchille,
may receive a grant and enjoy other
distinct and independent franchiaea,
such aa may be granted to and enjoyed by natural persona; but becaUIIe it enjoys the latter franchiaea,
they do not, therefore, constitute a
part of the distinct and inderendent
eaeential franchille,-the right to be
a corporation. They are additional
franchiaea given to the corporation,
and not parts of the corporation iteelf,-not of the eeeence of the corporation." Southern Pacific Rd.
Co. v. Orton, 32 Fed. 457, 474, per
Sawyer, J.
"By the term 'corporate fran chile
a buaineaa' aa here Ull8d • • •
ia meant • • • the right or
privilege given by the State to two
or more persona of being a corporation, that ia, of doing buaineaa in a
corporate capacity, and not the privilege or franchise which, when incorporated, the company may exerclee." Cobb v. CommiasioneJ'II of
Durham County, 122 N.C. 307, 309,
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chaser at a foreclosure sale.z And a franchise to take tolls,
which comes into existence by grant, not directly from the
State, but from a local board, is distinct from a corporate
franchise. So a franchise to be a corporation may continue to
exist, though any particular franchise annexed to it may have
been surrendered or forfeited.' In a California case it is said:
14 This corporate franchise-viz., the franchise to be and exist
as a corporation for the purposes specified in the articles of
incorporation-appertains to every corporation, for whatever
purpose it may be formed, and there is no distinction in this
regard between the banking or grocery corp<)ration, and the
railroad, water or gas corporation. The right to engage in
every such business is open to all citizens, independent of any
grant from the sovereign, but it is available to no one to conduct any such business through the· agency of a corporation
without b"Uch grant. Certain occupations are, ~owever, of
such a nature that various privileges conferrable only by the
sovereign power are convenient, and in most cases absolut-ely
essential, to the successful maintenance of the business to be
carried on, whether it be carried on by a corporation or by an
individual-such, for instance, as the right to use public highways. Such rights and privileges are also known as franchises,
but they constitute a class entirely distinct from and independent of the corporate franchise." 4 Again, what have been
called ''Essentially corporate franchises" are those without
which the corporation could not exist, and which are, in their
nature, incapable of being vested in, or enjoyed by, a natural
person-such as the right or franchise of being a corporation,
of having a corporate succession, etc. But the franchise of
taking private property, or the right of eminent domain, is
not perhaps necessarily a corporate right. So the franchises to
30 S. E. 338, per Montgomery, J.,
quoting Home Ins. Co. v. New York,
134 U. B. 594, 599, 33 L. ed. 1025,
10 Sup. Ct. 593, per Field, J.
~ Memphis & Little Roek Rd. Co.
v. Commissioners, 112 U. S. 609, 619,
28 L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299.
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1 Grand Rapids Bridge Co. v.
Prange, 35 Mich. 400, 406, 24 Am.
Rep. 585.
'Bank of Califomia v. Ban Franciloo, 142 Cal. 276, 280, 75 Pac. 832.
per Angellotti, J.
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build, own and manage a railroad, and to take tolls thereon,
are not necessarily corporate rights; they are capable of existing and being enjoyed by natural persons. The franchise
of maintaining a plank road and taking tolls, is not necessarily
& corporate franchise, more than that of a ferry.'
§ 31. "Corporate Powers or Privileges" not Franchises
Essential to Corporate Ezistenee.-In granting franchisee to
street railway corporations to use and occupy city streets, a
common council may exercise delegated legislative powers, but
they are not grants of "corporate powers or privileges" under
& constitution prohibiting the enactment of any special or
private law granting corporate powers or privileges. They are
not franchises essential to corporate existence, granted as
part of the organic act of incorporation, but are such as may
be sold and assigned, if assignable, or lost by forfeiture, and
yet not affect the corporate existence of the street railway.
It is said, however, that some confusion undoubtedly exists
in the cases upon this subject and such franchises have been
sometimes called 11 corporate franchises," but that this does not
affect the true character of the franchises!'
§ 32. Franchises and Powers-To What Extent Distinguished.-A distinction is made in a Minnesota case between
1 Joy v. Jackson & Michigan Plank
Road Co., 11 Mich. 155, 164, 165,
per Cbristiancy, J.
'Linden Land Co. v. Milwaukee
Elect. Ry. & Light Co., 107 Wis.
493, 513, 514, 83 N. W. 858, per
WinBlow, J .
"We feel bound to hold, and find
no difficulty in holding, the phrase
in the amendment" (of a state conlltitution ~rohibiting the legislature
from passing special laws, amongst
othel" purposes, for corporate powers
or privileges, except to cities) " to
grant corporate powers or privileges,
to mean in principia donationia, and
equivalent to the phrase, to grant

corporate ehartera. This is implied
not only by the word grant, but also
by the word corporate. A franchise
is not eseentially corporate; and it
is not the grant of franchise which
is prohibited, but of corporate franchise; that is, as we understand it,
franchise by act of incorporation."
Attorney Gen'l v. Chicago & Northwestern Rd. Co., 35 Wis. 425, 560,
per Ryan, C. J., quoted in Brady v.
Moulton, 61 Minn. 185, 186, per
Mitchell, J. (holding that a special
law authorizing a city to issue bonds
for waterworks is not a grant of
"corporate powera or privilege~~ under the state constitutional pro-
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franchises and powers, and it is said that in order to constitute a franchise the right possessed, the privilege or immunity
of a public nature must be such as to require the express permission of the sovereign power, through legislative authorization or grant, to warrant its exercise; that the right, whether
existing in a natural or artificial person, to carry on any particular business is not necessarily a franchise; that a business
which corporations are organized to carry on under a statute
are powers and not franchises where such right is one possessed by all citizens who choose to engage in it without any
legislative grant; and that the only franchise which corporations so organized possess is the general franchise to be or exist
as a corporate entity so that if they engage in any business not
authorized by the statute it is ultra vires or in excess of their
powers, but not a usurpation of franchises not granted nor
necessarily a misuser of those granted.7 It is also declared,
however, that the term power is in a sense synonymous with
franchise. Thus, the capacity or liability to incur obligations
in conducting the legitimate business of banking is said not to
be a power in any just scnse.8 So it is asserted that: "The
various powers conferred on corporations are franchises; the
execution of a policy of insurance by an insurance company,
and the issuing of a bank note by an incorporated banking
company are the exercise of franchises; without legislative
authority neither could be lawfully done by a corporation." 11
And in a case in the Federal Supreme Court it is said that:
11 The franchise to be a corporation is distinguished from the
franchise to exercise as a corporation the banking powers
named in this charter." 10 It may be stated, in this connecvision substantially the aame 88 that
last above considered).
' State v. Minnesota Thresher
Mfg. Co., 40 Minn. 213, 225, 226, 41
N. W. 1020, 3 L. R. A. 510, per
Mitchell, J.
Examine Wait on Operations Preliminary to Construction in Engineering & Architecture, § 862, 88 to
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distinction between francbiaee and
powers, in substance aame aa the last
above cited case, but citing no caaea..
1 Curtis v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 9,
170, per Shankland, J.
1 State v. Mayor, etc., of New
York, 3 Duer (N.Y.), 119, 144, per
Bosworth, J.
10 Mercantile Bank v. Tenneeaee,
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tion, that all the functions of a corporation are, in one sense
franchisee. Thus, the right to hold property in the corporate
. name, to sue and be sued in that capacity, to have and to
use a corporate seal, and by that to contract, and some others,
perhaps, are franChises, which constitute the very definition
of a corporation. And whenever and wherever the corporation is recognized, for any purpose, the existence and exercise
of these franchises must also be recognized .11
§ 33. Franchise to Be Separate and Distinct from Property
or Franchise Which Corporation May Acquire.-Corporations
may by virtue of a legislative grant of a franchise obtain or
acquire certain property essential to their successful opera,tions. Thus an electrical company· which, in pursuance of a
grant of a right by the proper authorities to enter upon and
occupy streets or highways, proceeds to the construction and
erection of its lines, obtains a right, partaking of the nature of
an easement in property, of which it cannot be deprived, in
the absence of a reservation of the right so to do.tZ Again, it is
161 U. 8. 160, 171, 40 L. ed. 656, 16
Sup. Ct. 466, per Peckham, J. (a
case of judicial sale of franchises of
a corporation; of tax exemption,
and purchasers' rights).
11 8tate v. Boston, Concord &
Montreal Rd. Co., 25 Vt. 433, 442,
per Redfield, Ch. J.
n Vnlted States: City of Morristown v. East Tennessee Teleph.
Co., 115 Fed. 304, 53 C. C. A. 132, 8
Am. Elee. Cas. 3. The court, per
Lurton, C. J., said: that the consent
of the municipal authorities "to the
occupancy of the streets by poles
and wires of the telephone company
for the purpose of maintaining a
telephone system was a grant of an
easement in the streets and a conveyanee of an estate or property
interest, which, being in a large sense
the exercise of a proprietory or eontractual right rather than legislative,

was irrevocable after acceptance, unless the power to alter or revoke was
reserved." See Pikes Peak Power
Co. v. City of Colorado Springs, lOS
Fed. 1, 44 C. C. A. 33.
Illinois: Village of Londbn MiU.
v. White, 208 Ill. 289, 70 N. E. 313,
aft''g 105 Ill. App. 146;. People v.
Central Illinois Tel. Co., 192 IlL 307,
61 N. E. 428.
ltanau: City of Baxter Springs
v. Baxter Springs L. & P. Co., 64
Kan. 591, 68 Pae. 63, 8 Am. Elee.
Cas. 125.
Michigan: Mohan v. Michigan
Teleph. Co.. , 132 Mich. 242, 93 N. W.
629, 8 Am. Elee. Cas. 38; Michigan
Teleph. Co. v. City of St. Joseph, 121
Mich. 502, 80 N. W. 383, 7 Am. Elec.
Cas. 1.
lllinn~aota: City of Duluth v.
Duluth Teleph. Co., 84 Minn. 486,
87 N. W. 1128, 8 Am. Elee. C... 136;
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declared to be settled law that when in pursuance of proper
legislative authority a grant is made of a valid franchise,
right or privilege to use or occupy a public street, common,
or levee, or navigable waters adjacent thereon, for a public
purpose, such as the construction and maintenance of wharves
in aid of commerce, water tanks for use in sprinkling streets,
telegraph and telephone poles, railway tracks and the like,
and the grantee, relying upon such grant, expends money in
prosecuting the enterprise he thereby acquires the prot-ertY interest or right of which he cannot be deprived except under
the power of eminent domain and upon compensation therefor. In such case the grantee acquires a right or easement
different in kind from that enjoyed by the general public. 1a
So where the consents of abutting owners is necessary to the
use of streets and the construction of an electric street railway,
property rights are created, by such valid consents, which
cannot be abandoned except by action of all parties interested,
including the consent of the State; nor can the rights acquired
under such consents be destroyed by the action of a receiver
of the company appointed in foreclosure proceedings, under
Northwestern Teleph. Exch. Co. v.
Minneapolis, 81 Minn. 140, 83 N. W.
527, 7 Am. Elec. Cas. 168.
•ew leraey: Inhabitanta of East
Orange v. Suburban Elec. L. & P.
Co., 59 N. J. Eq. 563, 44 Atl. 628, 7
Am. Elec. Cas. 37.
See
25-27, herein.
" The right to U81l U&e public atrut&
or hightDOya ia a property right and
has an assessable value. Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. City of Omaha
(Neb., 1905), 103 N. W. 84, 85, 86,
per Letton, C., quoting from People
ex rei. Retaof Min. Co. v. Priest,
77 N. Y. Supp. 382, 75 App. Div.
131, case aff'd (Mem.) 175 N. Y.
511, 67 N. E. 1088 (which determines
what franchisea are tuable under
the statute).
11 Mead v. Portland, 45 Oreg. 1,

n
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9, 76 Pac. 347, per Bean, J., citing
1 Dillon, Munc. Corp. (4th ed.) U 110,
111, 29 Am. & Eng. Ency. of Law
(1st ed.), 69; Portland & Willamette
Valley Rd. Co. v. Portland, 14
Oreg. 188, 12 Pac. 265, 58 Am. Rep.
299; Savage v. Salem, 23 Oreg. 381,
31 Pac. 832, 24 L. R. A. 7f!r7, 37 Am.
St. Rep. 688; City of Des Moines
v. Chicago, R. I. &. P. R. Co., 41
Iowa, 569; Phillipsburg Elect. Light-ing, Heating & Power Co. v. Phillipeburg, 66 N. J. L. 505, 49 Atl. 445;
Langdon v. Mayor, etc., of New
York, 93 N. Y. 129; Williams v.
Mayor, etc., of New York, 110 N. Y.
569, 18 N. E. 435. See also Wyandotte Elec. L. Co. v. City of Wyandotte, 124 Mich. 43, 82 N. W. 821,
7 Am. Elec. Cas. 43.
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an order limiting his authority to the management, operation
and proteetion of its property, in abandoning that portion of
the road to which such consents attached; nor has the city any
power to authorize such abandonment. 14 But where it is
provided by ordinance that telegraph, telephone and electric
light companies may lay wires under the streets of a city, and
that such company shall remove its conduits whenever directed so to do by the city council, the company does not acquire a right of property in the street which cannot be discontinued and appropriated to another public use without
compensation, but only a right to use the streets in the manner specified, which is subject to revocation, and a statute
providing for the removal of electrical appliances from the
streets and that the companies shall have the right either to
remove the same or to put them in underground conduits
which are to be constructed under regulations does not confer a franchise which includes an individual right of property
in the public easement, and in such a case the right so reserved
m&y be exercised either by the municipality or by the legisJature.111 And it is also decided that though the right of an
electrical company to use the streets for its purposes, is recognized as within the public easement, which was paid for in
assessing damages to the owner when the street was opened,
such company acquires no property rlghts in the streets by
reason of the fact that it is authorized to construct its conduits
therein by statute or ordinances which clearly do not purport
to convey private rights of property .10
u Paige v. Schenectady Ry. Co.
(Tbompeon v. Same), 178 N. Y. 102,
70 N. E. 213, case reverses 82 N.Y.
Supp. 192, 84 App. Div. 91, and
Wbitmyre v. Same, 84 App. Div.
'91, but affirms Lansing v. Same, 84
App. Div. 91; Van Epps v. Same,
84 App. Div. 91; Beatty v. Same,
84 App. Div. 91, see 131 Fed. 577.
•
II Boston Electric Light Co. v.
Boston Tenninal Co., 184 Mass. 566,
G9 N. E. 346, 8 Am. Elec. Cas. 50.

11 New England Teleph. & Teleg.
Co. v. Boston Terminal Co., 182
Mass. 397, 65 N. E. 835, 8 Am. Elec.
Cas. 132. In this case the court, per
Knowlton, J., said: "In this Commonwealth, on the laying out or
construction of a highway or public
street, the fee of the land remains in
the landowner, and the public acquire an easement in the street for
travel. • • • The rights, in
the streeta which are so exercised or
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§ 34. Same Subject Continued.-It is apparent, therefore,
from whe.t is above stated, the.t a corporation in the exercise
of its franchise may or may not obtain certain property rights
according to the nature of the franchise or character of the
grant. It also appears, as we he.ve stated elsewhere, that tbe
right to acquire property is declared to be a franchise. 17 But
the right and privilege, or whe.t is termed the franchise of
being a corporation, is of value to its members, and is considered
as property separate and distinct from the property or franchises which th:e corporation may itself acquire subsequent
to its incorporation by the use of its franchise. 11 So the corpoenjoyed are not private rights of
property, but are part of the public
rights which are shared in common."
Raila and other materiaU of a strut
railway wmpany embedded in the
surface of the public streets of a city
remain personal property and may
be disposed of as such. French v.
Jones, 191 Mass. 522, 526, 78 N. E.
118.
u See § 12, herein.
u Central Pac. R. Co. v. California, 162 U. B. 91, 127, 16 Sup. Ct.
766, 40 L. ed. 903, per Fuller, C. J.
(a case of taxation of franchise);
Hom Silver Mining Co. v. New
York, 143 U. B. 305, 312, 36 L. ed.
164, 12 Sup. Ct. 403, per Field, J.
(a case of taxation of corporate franchi~~e~~); Bank of California v. San
Francisco, 142 Cal. 276, 280, 64 L.
R. A. 918, 75 Pac. 832, per Angellotti,
. J.; Consolidated Gas Co. v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. 541, 545-548, per
McSherry, C. J.; Lumberville Bridge
Co. v. Asaessors, 55 N. J. L. 529,
535, 26 Atl. 711, 25 L. R . A. 134,
per Garrison, J. See Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Norman, 77 Fed. 13,
22; City of Bridgeport v. New York
& New Haven Rd. Co., 36 Conn.
255, 266, 4 Am. Rep. 63; Bailey v.
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Southern Ry. Co., 112 Ky. 424, 61
B. W. 31; Smith v. Mayor, etc., of
New York, 68 N.Y. 552,555.
"The powers and privileges which
constitute the franchisee of a · 001'poration were in a just sense property, quite distinct and separate
from the property which by the uae
of such franchises the corporation
might acquire." Home Insurance
Co. v. New York, 134 U. S. 51K,
601, 33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593,
per Field, J. (taxability of franchises
considered).
See
25-27, herein.
"Much confusion often happelia
from a failure to distinguish between
those franchisee that are corporate
in a strict legal sense and not really
property of the corporation, and
franchises acquired by a corporation
after corporate existence commenced,
that it may part with if they be usignable, or deprived of Without
corporate existence being affected
and which may survive the death of
the corporation." State v. Portage
City Water Co., 107 Wia. 441, 446,
83 N. W. 697, per Marsball, J. (a
case of action to forfeit a waterworks
franchise granted by a city to individuals and assjgned to defendant).

u
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rate property of a bank is separable from the franchise, and
the banking capital attached to the franchise is another property owned in its parts by pei'BOns, corporate or natural, and
the corporate property may be taxed in the absence of a
special contract otherwise. 11 And although the franchise or
privilege of running a railroad and taking fares and freight
is property which is valuable, still it is not the same sort of
property 88 the rolling stock, roadbed, and depot grounds.10
The roadbed, acquired by purchase or condemnation, is
altogether distinct from the pre-existing franchise to exist
and to build the road, even though it is obtained as a result
of the exercise of such franchise to be. That franchise consists in the incorporeal right, the property acquired is not the
franchise; this distinction is clear between a franchise, 88 such,
and the property acquired by the exercise or use thereof, even
though the property so acquired may be largely augmented by
the use to which the franchise enables that property or easement
to be put and although it may have no particular value independent of the use made as incidental to the franchise to be.11
Again, the real estate of a corporation is a distinct thing from its
franchises, even though the right to acquire and sell real estate
is a franchise.11 And a structure, such as a pier, or bridge, is
1• Gordon v. Appeal Tu: O:lun, thing; the property righta, includ3 How. (44 U. 8.) 133, 150, 11 L. ed. ing righta of way which the char629, per Wayne, J.
.
tered body may acquire from pri"W"llmington Railroad v. Reid, vate individuals, ia quite another.
13 Wall. (80 U. 8.) 2M, 268, 20 L. ed. These latter may be lOIIt by acta of
568, per Davia, J. (a caae of exemp- the corporation and the approval
tion from taution, including fran- of the State is not necessary," &1c:bille of riWroad company).
though it may be true that a cor21 Coneolidated Gu Co. v. B&lti- poration cannot abandon ita franmore City, 101 Md. 041, 046-548, 61 chise without the coD&ent of ita
Atl. 632, per McSherry, C. J.
creator, the State. Thompeon v.
"A 'franchise', i. e., the right to Schenectady Ry. Co., 124 Fed. 27C,
aiA and perform certain acta, ia 279, per Ray, Diat. J., eee aame·cue
a thing distinct from the property 131 Fed. 577.
13 Davia v. Gray~ 16 Wall. (83 U.
righta which the corporation when
created may acquire from individ- 8.) 203, 228, 21 L. ed. 447, per
uala. • • • The 'franchiee,' the. Swayne, J. (a IUit by receiver of
c1wter ganted by the State ia one railroad, grantee of lands from State,

7
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not a franchise; it differs from the franchise right or privilege
to construct and maintain the pier, etc., and take wharfage,
tolls, rates or like charges for the use thereof.23 It is also declared that: "In every instance of a private easement-tha~
is, an easement not enjoyed by the public-there exists the
characteristic feature of two distinct tenements-one dom.inim~
and the other servient. On the other hand, a franchise is a
special privilege conferred by government on individuals,
which does not belong to the citizens of the country generally
by common right.'" A franchise does not involve an interest
in land-it is not real estate, but a· privilege which may be
owned without the acquisition of real property at all. The u.se
of a franchise may require the occupancy, or even the ownership, of land, but that circumstance does not make the franchise itself an interest in land. To define the nature of a thing
to enjoin forfeiture and grant of
same Ianda to another; was as preventing fulfillment of conditions of
grant).
See ' 12, herein.
u "The plaintiff has a franchise
to construct and maintain this pier
and take wharfage for ita use. The
pier itself is a structure built under
. his franchise. It is tangible, bulky
property, and in no sense incorporeal.
(2 Black. Comm. 191). It is not
like a mere right or privilege which
has no physical existence. A per-eon may have a franchise to build
and maintain a bridge and take toll
for ita use. The bridge as a structure is not a franchise. • • • A
railroad company has a franchise
to construct and maintain a railroad • * • itl road and other
structures may be taxed as real estate." Although under the laws of
the State a mere franchise is not taxable except by special statute.
Smith v. Mayor, etc., of New York,
68 N.Y. 552,555, per Earl, J.
"The consideration for building
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the bridge was the franchise to collect tolls for a designated-number of
years. The plaintiffs needed the
bridge for the convenience of the
public. The defendants agreed to
build' it for the franchise granted.
The bridge as soon as completed became the property of the plaintiffs,
and at the termination of this franchise tbey are compelled to deliverthe bridge to plaintiffs. They userted their duty in their cbaner,
when in the fifth section they agreed
to abandon the bridge to the plaintiffs. The defendants owned tbe
franchise and not the bridge. They
had the use of the bridge puriDg the
existence of their franchise, and held
it in trust for the public. The
defendant corporation, under their
charter, stood in the same relation
to the public as the plaintiffs would
have done had they built the bridge."
Police Jury v. Bridge Co., 44 La.
Ann. 137, 141, 10 So. 677, per MeEnery, J.
,. Citing 2 Wash. Real Prop. 303.
See ' 2, herein.
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§§ 35, 36

by the tJ«identt which are employed in its use, is to confound
the thing itself with the agencies applied in its adaptation.
Because land may be required in putting a franchise into effective operation, it does not follow that the franchise is land,
or an interest in land. But an easement is quite a different
thing. It is essentially and inherently an interest in land. It
is an estate-a dominant estate imposed upon a servient
tenement. * * * It will be found upon examining some
of the cases that there is occasionally, in the arguments of
counsel, a want of exactness in the use of terms, and now and
then the right to do a particular thing is confused with the
results achieved in the exercise of the right, and those result8
are inaccurately spoken of as the franchise. The right to
occupy the streets with gas mains is a franchise-the actual
occupation of them in that way pursuant to the franchises the
acquisition of an easement. You must distinguish between the
right to do the thing, and the interest acquired in the soil by
the exercise of that right." aa
§ 35. Same Subject-" Personal Franchise " Distinguished from Property Franchise.-A clear distinction ism~
between that franchise which creates a corporation that bas
the power to own property, and the franchise which authorizes
the corporation thus organized to construct and operate a railroad. The first bas been called the ttpersonal franchise," so
denominated, by virtue of which the corporation becomes a
legal entity, and obtains the capacity to acquire property and
other rights. The other franchise is declared to be purely and
only a property franchise.•
·
§ 36. Franchise Di1fers from Grant of Land-Easement

-Freehold.-The grant of franchises and privileges is unlike
a grant of land, since, in the latter, the grantee is invested with
2' Sandbam v. Nye, 30 N. Y. Supp.
• Coll80lidated 0.. Co. v. Baltimore City, 101 Kd. 641, 61 Atl. 532, 552, 555, 62 N. Y. St. Rep. 198, 9
545-548, per McSherry, C. J. See Mille. 541, per RWD8ey, J. See If 25ft 26, 36, herem.
Z'l, herein.
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exclusive dominion. But there is, however, a certain resemblance to a grant to a telephone company of the use of a certain space on, above or beneath the earth's surface, since it
cannot be excluded from the space which it is lawfully entitled to possess for its purposes, although this rule is subject
to many qualifications dependent upon a lawful exercise of
the public rights in, and. public user of streets. Nor is the right
existent in an electrical company to claim any exclusive right
in the earth as an electrical field for the conduct of electricity.rz
Again, it is declared that, "The exercise of the power of using
streets for laying gas pipes is rather an easement than a franchise." za IQ. ail Dlinois case where it was sought to set aside
or redeem from conveyance of a patent it was held that a
franchise was not involved so that a direct appeal to the Supreme Court would. lie, the existence or validity of the patent
not being questioned, and the court in its argument upon the
point of analogy of title to a freehold declared that franchises
differ in their nature from freeholds; that the very essence of
a freehold lies in the title to the land; that no question can
arise as to the existence of the land, but only as to the.title to
it; that a franchise is something incorporeal and artificial,
created by the will of the B{>Vereign authority and its very essence lies in its existence, in the right to exercise it.211
§ 37. ~neral Creative Franchise and Special Fran~se

Distinguished.30-Under the constitution of California, franchisea must be classed as property, subject to taxation. The
11 Hudson River Telephone Co.
v. Watervliet Turnpike & Rd. Co.,
56 Hun (N. Y.J, 67, 3 Am. Elec. Cas.
387,389,9 N.Y. Supp. 177, per Iandon, J. See U 25-27, 33, 34, herein.
»People ex rei. Kunze v. Fort
Wayne & Elmwood Ry. Co., 92
Mich. 522, 525, 52 N. W. 1010, per
Montgomery, J.; People ex rel.
Maybury v. Mutual Gas Light Co.,
38 Mich. 154, 155, per Campbell, C.
J. See Truatees of Southampton v.
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JeBSUp, 162 N. Y. 122, 66 N. E : 538,
where franchise is distinguished from
easement. Caee reve1'81!11 42 N. Y.
Supp. 4, 10 App. Div. 466.
An irnkfeMible i~~Ureit in land.
See Ghee v. Northern Union Gu
Co., 158 N.Y. 510,513,63 N. E. 692.
Case reveraes 56 N.Y. Supp. 460,34
App. Div. 551.
11 Maginn v. Bassford, 196m. 286,
63 N. E. 668, per Carter, J.
10 8ee 116-8, herein.

§38
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franchises so ·assessable, may be classified 88 creative and
special. The creation of a corporation, the grant of power
to exist and act 88 such is, in itself, a franchise distinctly held
to be assessable 8s property. This creative franchise is, however, inseparable from the being or personality of the corporate
body. But the right to collect water rates or compensation
for water distributed or furnished is a franchise independent
of the creative or corporate franchise; it is a separate entity
or franchise, a special franchise distinct from the general
franchise to be and act 88 a corporation. It is also a property
right. So it is declared that a difference exists "between the
general creative franchise to be, and the special franchises
which, when ~cepted or purchased, vest privileges or franchises
*
resting in special grant from governmental sources. *
The mere fact that a corporation is organized for the specific
purpose of acquiring, and is given power to acquire public
uses or franchises, does not carry with it the idea that such
franchises, when acquired, be they many or few, are merged
in, and must be assesSed 88 part and parcel of the general
corporate franchise. *
The distinction between the
corporate or creative franchise, and other special franchises
which the corporate entity may acquire and exercise, has long
been recognized by our courts." a1

*

* *

§ 38. Franchises Belonging to Corporators and Those
Belonging to Corporation Distinguished.-The franchise of
being a corporation belongs to the corporators, while the
powel'B, rights and privileges .vested in and to be exercised
by the corporate body 88 such constitute franchises of the
corporation.u So it is declared by Judge Baldwin that: "In
the common case of the incorporation of a domestic company
;to build and operate a domestic railroad, the franchises granted
are also distinct, and are held by different persons. The fra.n'1 San Joaquin & King's River
Canal & Irrig. Co. v. Merced County,
2 Cal. App. 593, 595, 597, 599, 84
Pae. 285, per McLaughlin, J. See
It 6, 11, 12, bere~. . .

11 Memphis & Little Rock Rd.
Co. v. Commissioners, 112 U. 8. 609,
619, 28 L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299,
per Matthews, J. See lfll, 28,
herein.
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chise to become and exist as an artificial person vests in the
corporators; that to act, when incorporated, in such a way as
to accomplish certain purposes, vests in the corporation." a
But, a franchise granted by a city to an electric light company
is, under an Indiana case, the property of the corporation and
not of the owner of stock therein."
§ 39. Franchise to Be and to Carry on Business Distinguished-" Corporate Franchise or Business.''-The franchise
u Baldwin's Amer. Rd. Law (ed.
1904), p. 26.
"Now it is clear from these definitions, and from the very nature of a
corporation, that a franchise, or the
right to be and act as an artificial
body, vests in the individuals who
compose the corporation and not
in the corporation itself," although
"It will be kept in mind that the
corporate body, for most purposes,
has a distinct identity from that of
the individual corporators." Feitaam v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 295, 3 Am.
St. Rep. 492, 13 N. E . 501, per
.Mulkey, J.
"It has been said, 'the e~~~~ence of
a corporation consists in the capacity
(1) to have perpetual succession under a special name, and in an artificial form; (2) to take and grant
property, contract obligations, sue
and be sued by its corporate name,
as an individual; and (3) to receive
and enjoy, in common, grants of
privileges and immunities. • • •
Under the two first is described
what may be termed the franchise
of the corporators, or individual
members of the corporation, and
under the last what may be termed
the franchises of the corporation.' "
Coe v. Columbus, Piqua & Indiana
Rd. Co., 10 Ohio St. 372, 385, 75
Am. Dec. 518, per Gholson, J., citing
Thomas v. Dakin, 22 Wend. (N. Y.)
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71; Pieroe v. Emery, 32 N.H. 4M6f11.
"The word 'franehi.ae' il ofteD
used as a generic name, &.lriptive
of all the righta, privilepl and immunities contained in the cba.rter,
including the right of the corporatioll.
to become and continue to be a legal
person; but in a narrower sense it
includes only the righta, pow8lll and
privileges conferred by the legislature
upon the corporation as such after
it has come into existence as a legal
person. The right to form a 001'poration is a franchise which may be
said to belong to the corporatom;
while the right to take land for railroad purposes, to operate the railroad
and to take tolla there, are properly
called 'franchises' which belong to
the corporation.'' Driscoll v. Norwich & Woroeater Rd. Co., 65 Conn.
230, 256, 32 Atl. 354, per Torrance,
J., in dissenting opinion.

Formation of corporation to aocompliah fro.ud or ocher illegal ad
cannot be based upon distinction
that corporation and corporators
have independent existence. Firat
Nat. Bank v. J. C. Trebein Co., 59
Ohio St. 316, 41 Ohio L. J. 142, 52 _
N. E. 834. See also Cbeeapeake &
Ohio R. Co. v. Howard, 14 App. D.
C. 262,27 Wash. L. Rep. 146.
u Payne v. Goldbach, 14 lad.
App. 100, 42 N. E. 642.

§39
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to be or exist is only one of the franchises of a corporation. The
franchise to do, to carry on the business of the corporation, is
an independent franchise, or rather, a combination of franchises, embracing all things which a corporation is given power
to do, and this power, this authority, constitutes a thing of
value and a part of the corporation's intangible property as
much as does the franchise to be. Franchises to do, go wherever
the work is done; for the transaction of its business the corporation may go into various States, and wherever it goes as
a corporation it also carries with it the franchise to be, for
although for the purposes of jurisdiction in the Federal court:s,
it is also true that a corporation is presumed to be a citizen of
the State which created it, still it does not follow that its
franchise to be is for all purposes to be regarded as confined
to that State. Again, it would seem that these intangible
properties, these franchises to do, exercised in connection with
the tangible property which it holds, create a substantive
matter of taxation to be 88Serted by every State in which that
tangible property may be found. 3:1 So in a Nebraska case a
distinction is made between a franchise to be and a franchise
consisting of a right to do business in a State, where the latter
franchise is sought to be reached for the purpose of taxation,
whether such right is derived through an act of Congress, or
of the legislature, or by an ordinance of a municipality; that
is, the thing which is so sought to be reached for taxation is
the intangible right to transact or carry on business by means
of the usual, visible and tangible agencies with which the
operations of such business are carried on independent of the
11 Adams Express Co. v. Ohio
State Auditor, 166 U. S. 185, 224,
41 L. ed. 965, 17 Sup. Ct. 604, per
Brewer, J. Denying rehearing in
165 U. 8. 194, 255, 17 Sup. Ct. 305,
41 L. ed. 683, 707.
" The franchise or bare right to
do a thing considered with reference
to itself alone is of no value. It is
only when it is considered relatively
and in connection with its we that

it can be said to be valuable. The
wharf without a right to use it would
be of no appreciable value. It is
the combination of the two-the
wharf and the franchise-that mutually impart to each other, when combined, an estimable value. • • •
No franchise is of any value when
considered without reference to its
utility." Sullivan v. Lear, 23 Fla.
463, 2 So. 846, 11 Am. St. Rep. 388.
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instrumentalities themselves. It was also said in this case,
that there was a clear distinction between "corporate franchise,
and franchises or privileges which a corporation or individual
might exercise.• The term "corporate franchise or business"
as used in the tax law of New York 11 providing for the taxation of corporations, means (not referring to corporations
sole which are not usually created for commercial business)
the right or privilege give-n by the State to two or more persons
of being a corporation, that is, of doing business in a corporate
capacity, and not the privilege or franchise which, when incorporated, the company may exercise.11
§ 40. Franchise Distinguished from Means Employed in
Exercising It.-A franchise is distinguished from the means
employed in exercising it, as in case of a franchise of furnishing
a city and its inhabitants water for public and private purposes and limited to the city. In such case, the fact that the
water is pumped and stored without the city, constitutes only
a means of exercising the franchise. The franchise does not
consist in pumping the water or in maintaining the reservoirs.•
§ 41. Charter and Franchise-To What Extent Distiilpished.-In determining to what extent, if any, a charter
and· franchise may be distinguished, we will first consider the
meaning of the word 11 charter," where definitions of the word
have a bearing upon the question. The definitions of a fran11 Westem Union Teleg. Co. v.
City of Omaha (Neb., 1905), 103
N. W. 84-86, per Lurton, C.
17 Act May 26, 1881, c. 361.
11 Home Insurance Co. v. New
York, 134 U. S. 594, 599, 33 L. ed.
1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593, per Field, J.
Case affinilll People v. Home lnsurance Co., 92 N.Y. 328, also affirmed
by divided court, 119 U. B. 129, 30
L. ed. 350, 8 Sup. Ct. 1385, restored
to calendar, 122 U. B. 636 (Mem.).
The principal ease ia cited to above
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point in People v. Miller, 83 N. Y.
Supp. 184, 187, 85 App. Div. 211,
which case is reversed, 177 N.Y. 51,
69 N. E. 124, which is cited in People
v. Miller, 86 N. Y. Supp. 420, 422,
90 App. Div. 588. This laat cue ia
reversed, 179 N. Y. 49, 71 N. E.
463.
11 Board of Councilmen of City of
Frankfort v. Stone, 108 Ky. 400, 22
Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 B. W. 679 (a case
of taxation and apportionment of
tax).
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chise have been fully given elsewhere.40 A charter of incorporation is defined as the instrument evidencing the act of a
legislature, governor, court, or other authorized department
or person, by which a corporation is or was created.41 The
word "charter" is also used to signify the agreement between
the shareholders of the corporation, whether this agreement
be contained in a special act of the legislature, or in articles of
8880Ciation, or in either of these taken in connection with the
general laws of the State." So the general law under which
corporations are formed, together with the articles of association adopted in pursuance thereof, sometimes called '' constating
instruments,'' constitute the charter of the corporation.43

§ 42. Charter and Franchise Continued-How Eztent of
Powers Is Ascertained.-It may be stated, as pertinent to the
question as to the distinction between a charter and a franchise, that resort must be had to the charter in connection with
the general law in order to ascertain the extent of the powers,
rights and privileges conferred, and where a private corporation is organized under the general incorporation law, the
franchises conferred by the State, when it was organized, are
to . be ascertained or determined from the objects of the incorporation as stated and set forth in the articles of incorpo.. Bee Chap. I, herein.
a Anderson's L. Diet., "Charter."
Bee State Bank of Chicago v. Carr,
130 N. C. 479, 41 S. E. 876. Examme State v. Pittman, 32 Wash. 137,
72 Pac. 142.
a Floyd T. National Loan & InTelltment Co., 49 W. Va. 327, 345, 87
Am. St. Rep. 805, 38 8. E. 653, 54
L. R. A. 536, per Poffenbarger, J.,
citing Morawets on Corp.§967.
41 Attomey Genl. v. Perkins (Maeon v. Perkins), 73 Mich. 303, 319,
320, 41 N. W. 426, per Champlin, J.
Bee aleo to same point Bent v. Underdown, 156 Ind. 516, 519, 60 N. E.
3111, per Honks, J., citing 1 Cook

on Stock and Stockholders, U 2, 9;
People v. Chicago Gas Trust Co., 130
Ill. 268, 22 N. E. 798; 1 Morawets on
Corp. (2d. ed.) i 318; and cited in
State v. Anderson, 31 Ind. App. 34,
67 N. E. 207.
Examine Union Traction Co. v.
Chicago, 199111. 484, 59 L. R. A. 631,
65 N. E. 451; Bixler v. Summerfield,
1961ll. 147, 62 N. E. 849; McLeod v.
Lincoln Medical College, 69 Neb. 500,
96 N. W. 265.
For other definitions, see Merrick
v. Santvoord, 34 N. Y. 208, 214, per
Porter, J.; Lehigh Water Co.'s Appeal, 102 Pa. 515, 517.
1~

--
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ration. And although the statute, under which it is organized,
vests it with and authorizes it to exercise all the powers necessary and requisite to carry into effect the objects for which
it was formed, nevertheless the general powers intended by
the enactment are such powers only as are necessarily incident
and supplemental to the special powers granted."

f43. Charter and Franchise Continued-Where Franchise Does not Take Effect Before Actual Formation of
Corporation.-lt may be also stated, as a. consideration
having an important bearing upon the matter under discussion,
that a. corporation may be presently created by the terms of
a. statute, without condition precedent or preliminary. And
" Chicago Municipal Gas Light &
Fuel Co. v. Town of Lake, 130 Ill.
42, 53, 22 N. E. 616; Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U.
8.) 618, 635, 4 L. ed. 629, per Marllhall, C. J.; Meyer v. Johnston, 53
Ala. 237, 324, per Manning, J.
See the following cases:
VDited Bt&tea: Thomas v. Ra.ilroad Co., 101 U.S. 71, 25 L. ed. 950.
IWnola: People, Moloney, v. Pullman's Palace Car Co., 176 Ill. 125,
51 N. E. 664, 64 L. R. A. 366.
Jlllaaouri: State, Crow, v. Lincoln
Trust Co., 144 Mo. 562, 46 S. W.
593.
Rew York: McGraw, In re, v. Cornell University, 45 Hun (N. Y.), 354,
10 N. Y. Supp. 495 and cases cited.
Te:z:aa: Ft. Worth Street Rd.
Co. v. Rosedale Street Rd. Co., 68
Tex. 169, 4 S. W. 434; Gulf, Colorado
&: Santa Fe R. Co. v. Morris, 67 Tex.
692, 4 s. w. 156.
Vtah: Weyeth Hardware & M. Co.
v. James-Spencer-Bateman Co., 15
Utah, 110, 47 Pac. 604.
"A corporation being the mere
creature or the legislature, its rights,
privileges and powers are dependent
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solely upon the tenns of its charter."
Hom Silver Mining Co. v. New York,
143 U.S.305,312,36 L. ed. 164, lZ
Sup. Ct. 403, per Field, J. (a caae of
taxation of corporate franchises).
Railroad corporations JlOIIIIelll only
those rights, powers or properties
which the charters of their corporations confer upon them, either expressly or as incidental to their existence, and this applies to all other
corporations. St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry. Co. v. Paul, 64
Ark. 83, 40 S. W. 705, 37 L. R. A.
504, 62 Am. St. Rep. 154.
Articlu of incorporatioll tmder , _
eral law have th8 effed of a charltlr
when necessary to ascertain the extent of the powers conferred upon
the corporation so organized. North
Point Consol. Irrig. Co. v. Utah &
8. L. Canal Co., 16 Utah, 246, 52
Pac. 168, 40 L. R. A. 851, 8 Am. and
Eng. Corp. Cas. (N. 8.) 98. See ai80
Detroit Driving Club v. Fitzgerald,
109 Mich. 670, 67 N. W. 899, 4 Am.
and Eng. Corp. Cas. (N. B.) 546, 3
Det. L . N. 232; International Boom
Co. v. Rainy Lake River Boom Corp.,
97 Minn. 513, 107 N. W. 735.
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very commonly charters are framed, not of themselves creating, but authorizing the formation of corporations upon preliminary conditions. Under the former class of charters, the
corporation created is the grantee of the franchises conferred.
Under the latter class, however, neither the franchise to be a
corporation, nor the particular franchise conferred, takes
effect before the actual formation of the corporation. When
the corporation is formed, the franchises conferred vest in it
as grantee. Franchises 80 conferred are like a.ny other estate
granted upon condition precedent, the estate vesting upon
condition fulfilled. But like every other operative grant,
franchises 80 conferred have a. certain grantee.• Again, it is
necessary to complete the corporate organization by the election of the proper a.nd necessary officers before a. aorporation
can exercise the power of condemnation of property .41

§ 44. Charter and Franchise Continued-Charter Rights
and Privileges Derived Through Organization-" Additional Franchise or Privilege " Acquired After lncorporation.-Another point in the determination of the question as to the difference between a cb.a.rtel' a.nd a. franchise
may be stated as follows:-A privilege of supplying a city with
water may be such that it cannot be said in the strict sense of
the word, to be a. "corporate franchise"; that is, not a. privilege
derived from or obtained by the a.ct of incorporation, when
charter rights a.nd privileges a.re such only as come to a corporation through its organization under the genera.l corporation law, a.nd so not include the right to furnish water to a
city. Such right may only be acquired after the incorporation
is accomplished, a.nd upon the agreement a.nd consent of the
city. Although the grant of co11p0rate capacity is from the
State, and the subsequent grant from the city may be said
theoretica.lly to have been also from the State, still such city
41 Conaolidated Bt. Ry. Co. v.
• 8ellers v. Union Lumbering Co.,
39 Will. 525, 5'¥1, per Ryan, C. J., Toledo Elect. Bt. Ry. Co., 6 Ohio N.
citing Att'y General v. Railway P. 537, 8 Ohio 8. &: C. P. Dec. 268Companies, 35 Wis. 699.
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is under no legal obligation to make the grant, and may refuse it, without in any manner affecting the company's corporate rights, powers or franchises. If the city makes the grant
it gives the corporation what may be called an "additional
franchise or pri,ilege." 47 A privilege granted by a municipality to a telephone company to erect its lines in the streets
and alleys of the city is not a charter, where such city has no
legislative power to authorize the use of its streets for the
erection of telephone poles and wires and cannot grant to any
person or corporation the use of the streets and a.lleys of a
city or town for any other purpose than that for which they
were dedicated; and where subsequently the state constitution
prohibits the use of such streets, alleys or publlc grounds of a
city or town, without the prior consent of the proper legislative authorities, such consent is a prerequisite and if it is not
obtained, the company has no right to occupy such streets
and alleys, unless the right so to do existed by virtue of a
charter antecedently granted and work had in good faith been
begun thereunder. Nor was it the purpose of the constitution
to render valid a resolution or ordinance of a board of councilmen granting a franchise which, under the law at the time of
its adoption, was invalid."
§ 45. Charter and Franchise Continued-Distinction
Exists.-It appears from the preceding statements that the
charter is the instrument evidencing the act of the authority
creating the corporation; that it is also the agreement between
the shareholders of the corporation whether the agreement
is contained in the statutes or in the articles of association, in
either or both; that resort must be had to the charter, in connection with the general law, or to the articles of incorpora-tion, to ascertain the extent of the powers, rights and privi47 Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
41 East Tenne81lee Teleph. Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 239, City of RUSIIellaville, 106 Ky. 861,
91 N. W. 1081, per Weaver, J., citing 21 Ky. L. Rep. 306, 61 B. W. 308;
Grand Rapids Bridge Co. v. Prange, Ky. Const. 6 163.

36 Mich. 400, 24 Am. Rep. 686.
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leges conferred; that where a charter authorizes the formation
of corporations upon conditions, neither the franchise to be a
corporation nor the particular franchise conferred takes effect
or vests in the grantee before the actual formation of the corporation; and that a "corporate franchise" may not be a privilege derived by the act of incorporation, but one which can
only be acquired by subsequent grant, and so may never
vest. It would seem, therefore, that to the extent set forth
within this summary a distinction may reasonably be declared
to exist between a charter and a franchise.411
§ 46. Charter and Franchise Continued-" Charter " as
Synonymous with "Franchise.''-Notwithstanding what is
said in the preceding sections, it is declared that "a charter of
incorporation is a franchise." 60 And that every grant of a
franchise is a charter. It may be a grant of the mere franchise
of being a corporation, or a grant of powers to a corporation
already in existence. In either case, the grant is the company's
charter to exercise the rights and privileges and enjoy the
immunities granted.111 Again, where a statute gives authority
to mortgage its charter, the word "charter" is said to include
at least its franchises in the sense of the right to own and
• See Chap. I, herein, u to definitiona of franchise.
" A charter oontains the grant of a
franchiee, but it is not the franchise
iteelf. The charter is evidence that a
franchise hu been granted rather
than the franchise, for that is the
thing the charter grants. The oonstitutional inhibition against impairing
the obligation of contract is not operative upon the charter but upon the
oontract which the charter oontains,
and protects franchises because they
are valuable property or contract
rights.'' Elliott on Rds. (2d ed.),
I 64.
10 State v. Peel Splint Coal Co., 36
W.Va. 802, 812, 15 8. E. 1000, 17 L.
R. A. 385, per Lucaa, Pree.

11 State, Morris & Essex Rd. Co.
Pros. v. Commissioner of Rd. Taxation, 37 N.J. L. 228, 237, per Depue,
J., who adds: "Bouvier defines the
word 'charter' to be, a grant made
by the BOvereign, either to the whole
people, or to a portion of them, eecuring to them the enjoyment of
certain rights. Bouvier's Law Diet.,
'Charter.' ' All franchises,' says Chief
Baron Comyn, 'are derived from the
king, and ought to ~ claimed by
charter.' Com. Dig., 'Franchises'
A, 71. 'Besides the charter of incorporation, a body politic hu
granted to it other charters, by which
the crown, from time to time, adds
to or modifies the powers,' etc.
Grant on Corp. 13.''
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operate the road, take tolls and carry on its business, even
though there may be a question whether more is intended to be
embraced in the ti'BDBfer."
§ 47. Whether Certain Grants Constitute a License,
Privilege, Permission, Gratuity or Contract, and not a
Franchise-Distinction.-In Illinois a distinction exists between a franchise and a license, and where a street railway is
incorporated under an act of the legislature, but the power to
construct and operate is by its charter dependent upon the
consent of the city, and such privilege is granted by ordinance,
such grant by the city is held a mere license and not a franchise; such license may, however, become a contract.sa So under another decision in the same State a distinction exists between a franchise granted by the sovereign power of a State
and an authority given by ordinance of a city to construct a
railway on the city streets, as the grant in the ordinance is
not a franchise but a m~re license. Such a privilege of .the use
of public streets in a city or town, when granted by ordinance,
is not, however, always a mere license revocable at will of the
municipality, but it may be a valid and binding contract, as
where the grant is .based upon an adequate consideration and
is accepted by the grantee, or, even though considered as a
mere license, it may have been acted upon in such a manner
that it would be inequitable and unjust to revoke it." It is
n Memphis & Little Rock Rd. Co.
v. Berry, 37 N.J. L. 436, 443.
11 Belleville v. Citizens' Horse Ry.
Co., 152 Ill. 171, 185, 38 N. E. 584,
26 L. R. A. 681.
"Licenae to operate railroad"-IAcenae defined, aee State ex rei. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co.
T. McFetridge, 56 Wis. 256, 259, 14
N. W. 185.
u Chicago Municipal Gas Light
& Fuel Co. v. Town of Lake, 130 Ill.
42, 22 N. E. 616, citing City of
Quincy v. Bull, 106 Ill. 337, 351;
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Chicago City Ry. Co. v. The People,
73 Ill. 541, where it is aaaerted that
a grant or license given by an ordinance comes within no definition of a
franchise. Id., 547.
An authority given a street railway
company to use city streets for the
construction and operation of ita
road is a mere license or permission
subject to conditions specified in the
ordinance. Blocki v. People, 220m
444, 77 N. E . 172.
Ordinance granting such a right to
railroad to use streets is not a mere
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alfio determined in that State that a municipal grant of a. right

to a company to use the streets for its poles, etc., is not a. franchise but a license or contract; a. binding contract, upon acceptance of the privilege by the company, which cannot be
revoked except for cause shown." So a. municipal ordinance
granting the use of streets for a. system of waterworks is held
not to confer a. franchise but merely a. license, as a. municipal
body cannot grant a. franchise." In Maine, permissive rights
given by statute, 1885, 117 "regulating the erection of posts and
lines for the purposes of electricity," granted no franchises.
Prior to 1895 the legislature kept the granting of franchises
in its own hands. Quasi-public corporations are, however,
required to obtain authority, either general or special, from
the legislature, besides, a. permit is required from municipal
officers, even though a. general franchise is obtained, under the
act of 1895.51 It is declared in a Michigan case, that the exercise of the power of using streets for laying gas pipes is rather
an easement than a. franchise; that, it is not a state franchise
but a mere grant of authority which, whether coming from
private owners or public agents, vests in contract or license
and nothing eJse.li' In Nebraska, the right of a. street car company to so occupy the streets of a city, when granted by a
vote of the electors, is, if nothing more, a. license coupled with
an interest, and such licenses are assignable.80 Again, it is held
revocable licenee.
Workman v.
Southern Pac. R. Co., 129 Cal. 536, 62
Pac. 185.
"People v. Union Tel. Co., 192 In.
307, 61 N. E. 428. See People v.
Chicago Teleph. Co., 220 Ill. 238,
77 N. E. 245; Chicago Teleph. Co. v.
Northwestern Teleph. Co., 199 Ill.
324, 65 N. E. 329, 8 Am. Elec. Cas.
81. See Baxter Springs, City of, v.
Baxter Springs Light & Power Co.,
64 Kan.. 691, 68 Pac. 63, 8 Am.
Elec. Cas. 125; Duluth, City of, v.
Duluth Teleph. Co., 84 Minn. 486,
8 Am. E1ec. Cas. 136, 87 N. W.
1128.

11 Cain v. City of Wyoming, 104
Ill. App. 538.
17 Chap. 378, Pub. Laws, 1885,
p. 318.
11 Twin Village Water Co. v. D.mariscotta Gas Light Co., 98 Me.
325, 56 Atl. 1112.
11 People ex rei. Kunze v. Fort
Wl\yne & Elmwood Ry. Co., 92
Mich. 522, 525, 52 N. W. 1010, per
Montgomery, J.; People ex rei. Maybury v. Mutual Gas Light Co., 38
Mich. 154, 156, per Campbell, J.
10 State, Caldwell, v. Citizens' St.
Ry. Co. (Neb., 1907), 141 N. W. 429.
The charter rights are derived
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that a grant by private act of a right to maintain a ferry is a
mere license or gratuity and not a contract.11 A distinctiOD
also exists between a franchise as a special privilege conferred
by the legislature, and not belonging of common right to tbe
citizens of the country generally, and a mere license intended
by the legislature as a means for the regulation of a business
and which confers no special right or privilege upon the holder.11
It is also declared that a consent, given to a department store
by the proper municipal authorities, to construct a spur track
connecting with a street railroad for the conveyance of goods
confers no franchise, but is merely a license to private part.ies.11
So a grant by the legislature may be a mere gratuity conferring
only a privilege, as where it is not an act of incorporation and
confers no chartered righU! and does not amount to a contract."
§ 48. Same Subject Continued.16-Under a Louisiana decision the authorities of a city are not invested with legal
power to create corporations or to grant franchises; that can
be done only by the State; a city can, however, concede a
from the State, and the provisions of
the ordinance, under which the con~ent of a. majority of the electors is
BeCured, obligate the street railway
company to construct its street railwa.y within the time and in the manner stated, and make it subject to
such regulations as might lawfully
be established by ordinance; the
corporation is thereby privileged or
permitted to enter upon the streets of
the city for the purpo11e of constructing its tracks and to carry out the
purposes of its organization; and it
thereby derives no other or greater
right than a. privilege, liceDBe, or
permission to enter upon the streets
for such purpo11e. Its grant of corporate franchises or privileges is not
determined by such ordinance, but
by general law. Lincoln St. Ry.
Co. v. City of Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109,
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110, 84 N. W. 802, cited in W.tem
Union Telegraph Co. v. City of
Omaha (Neb., 1905), 103 N. W. 84-86.
11 Robinson v. Lamb, 126 N. C.
492, 36 S. E. 29. Examine Roy v.
Henderson, 132 Ala. 175, 31 Bo. 4S7.
11 Martens v. The People, 186 ID.
314, 318, 57 N. E. 871 (holding tlw
a liceDBe to keep a sa.loon ia not a
franchille). See I 21, herein.
0 Hatfield v. Strauss, 189 N. Y.
208, 218, 224, 226, per O'Brien, J.,
Bartlett, J ., and Chase, J., in dissenting opinion.
"Gregory v. Trusteee of Shelby
College, 2 Mete. (59 Ky.) 589 (a Cll88
of a lottery privilege). But compare Commonwealth v. City of Frankfort, 13 Bush (76 Ky.), 185, 189 (u
to lottery privilege being in the ture of a franchille).
"See U 14-16, herein.
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right of W!J.Y through its streets, but such right does not constitute a franchise in law. The privileges so conceded are held
to be "secondary franchises," instrumentalities by means of
which the corporate powers granted by the charter may be
exercised.00 'Where the word "franchise" is not used in an
ordinance and it does not purport to grant any franchise, and
it is apparent that such ordinance is only intended to exercise
the authority to regulate, such regulation is not the grant of a
franchise and no effective municipal franchise is granted distinct from the Federal franchise which a telegraph company
may hold under the post-roads act, even though the character
of the ordinance, in view of its provisions, may have the character of an attempted grant of a franchise. 87 The right of a
corporation to occupy city streets for railroad purposes is a
franchise which primarily resides in the State and must proceed from that source whatever may be the agencies through
which it is conferred; 88 and where a city has delegated powers
it acts as agent for the State so that its grant by ordinance
conferring such rights is a franchise.811 So a grant by ordinance
of an exclusive right to supply a. city with water is a franchise,70 as is also a grant by a common council to construct
and operate a system of waterworks, where such city council
is an authorized legislative agency of the State.71 The same
rule applies where consent by town authorities, acting under
"Shreveport Traction Co. v. KanCity, Shreveport & Gulf Ry. Co.,
119 La. 759,44 So. 457.
17 Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
City of Visalia, 149 Cal. 744, 87 Pac.
1023.
"Adee v. N888au Elec. Rd. Co.,
72 N. Y. Supp. 992, 1000, 65 App.
Div. 529, 106 N. Y. St. R. 992, per
Woodward, J., citing Beekman v.
Third Ave. Rd. Co., 153 N. Y. 144,
152, 47 N. E. 277. Principal case
atJ'd, 173 N.Y. 580 (Mem.), 65 N. E.
1113. See alao Baltimore, City of,
v. United Rya. & Elec. Co. (Md.,
1908), 68 Atl. 557.

1a1

8

Grant t.o street railway compan:y
is franchise where city empowered
by statute to make grants for \188 of
streets. Linden Land Co. v. .Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Light Co., 107
Wis. 493, 83 N. W. 851.
"Port of Mobile v. Louisville &
Nashville Rd. Co., 84 Ala. 115, 4 So.
106; Los Angeles Ry. Co. v. Cit:y of
Los Angeles (Cal., 1907), 92 Pac.
490.
10 Cedar Rapids Water Co. v.
Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91 N.
W. 1081.
"State v. Portage City Water
Co., 107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W. 697.
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a statute, is given to a gas company to occupy and use the
public streets and highways for the purpose of conducting
and delivering gas, as such grant constitutes a franchise.72
Again, it is declared, in a Newark case, that the consent
which the "municipal authorities," under a statute are required to give, operates to create a. franchise by which is
vested in the corporation receiving it an indefeasible interest
in the land constituting the streets of a municipality. Although the franchise comes from the State, nevertheless, the
act of the local authorities, who represent the State by its
permission and for that purpose, constitutes the act upon
which the law operates to create the franchise. The consent
of local authorities is unnecessary as the State may grant
the franchise directly, although the tendency is to delegate
the power to municipal or local authorities. The legal effect
of the consent is, however, the same as if the local authorities
in form granted the franchise and the interest in the land.71
In another case in the same State it is decided that the right,
created by a. resolution of the trustees of a. town, vested by
royal charters granted in colonial days, with title and sov·
ereignty over the waters of a bay in that town and the lands
thereunder, authorizing a riparian proprietor "to make a
roadway and to erect a bridge" across the bay, the said bridge
to be a. drawbridge, and providing that there shall be no unnecessary delay to those navigating the waters of the bay,
is a franchise as distinguished from a license or an easement.7•
In this case, the court, per Vann, J., said: "We think it is a
franchise, because it was granted in the exercise of a governa People ex rei. Woodhaven Gas
Co.· v. Deehan, 153 N. Y. 528, 47
N. E. 787, rev'g 11 App. Div. 175.
71 Ghee v. Northern Union Gas
Co., 158 N.Y. 510, 513, 53 N. E . 692.
This case reverses 56 N. Y. Supp.
450, 34 App. Div. 551. But it was
said in the reversed case, that a
municipality acting under a properly
delegated legislative power or authority may grant a franchise, as the
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franchise proceeds from the State
and the consent of the local authorities is merely to a form of street use,
even though it has been a.erted.
that a distinction exists between tbe
grant of a franchise and the CODaeD~
of a municipality.
14 Trustees of Southampton "'·
.JeSBup, 162 N.Y. 122, 56 N. E. 638,
rev'g 42 N.Y. Supp. 4, 10 App. DIY.
456.
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tnental power conferred by royal charter in colonial da.ys.71
It is a special privilege, because it is not of common right;
is permanent, because there is no limitation 88 to time, and is
of public concern, because it relates to the public domain.
A roadway necessarily includes a. right of way, which when
granted by a legislative body is a franchise. The resolution
has the same effect 88 if a like privilege had been granted by
act of the legislature in relation to similar lands held by the
State for public use. A grant by a resolution of a legislative
body is 88 effective 88 a grant by deed of an executive body
and is the usual form in which franchises are conferred." But,
although a right to construct a railroad or a telephone system
is conferred by the proper city authorities, still if the municipality has no power to make such a grant it is invalid.7' In
conclusion, it would seem to be immaterial whether the grant
is made directly by the legislature or through the agency of
a municipality or like body acting under delegated powers
and exercising proper legislative authority, and, therefore, in
so far 88 this question as to distinctions is concerned, such
grant ought in the latter case to be considered 88 a franchise
88 well.as in the former instance.
71 Citing People ex rei. Howell v. etc., of City of New York, 3 Duer
JMBUp, 160 N. Y. 249, 54 N. E. (10 N. Y. Super. C.), 119; State v.
682.
Milwaukee Independent Teleph. Co.
"State of New York v. Mayor, (Wia., 1907), 114 N. W. 108, 315.
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CHAPTER V.
DEFINITIONS, CLASSIFICATION, NATURE OF CORPORATION AND
DISTINCTIONS.
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Public Corporations-Quasiare "Persons" Under StatMunicipal Corporations.
utes.
66. Corporations as "Persons" un67. Other Divisions or Kinds of
Corporations.
der Constitution of United
States.
68. Classification 88 Affected by
Constitutions and Statutes.
67. Corporations 88 "Citizens" for
69. Classification 88 Affected b7
Federal Jurisdiction PurPublic Service CommiBBion
poaes-Not "Citizens" UnLaw or Public Utilities Act.
der Constitution of United
60. Corporation Considered as
States.

§ 49. Change in Nature and Relations of CorporationsEffect upon Early Defi.nitions.-Wha.t is said by the court in
a case in the United States Supreme Court, decided in 1870,
is pertinent here; it is as follows: "The subject of the powers,
duties, rights and liabilities of corporations, their essential
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nature and character, and their relations to the business transactions of the community, have undergone a change in this
country within the last half century, the importance of which
can hardly be overestimated. They have entered so extensively into the business of the country, the most important
part of which is carried on by them, as banking companies,
telegraph companies, insura.nce companies, etc., and the demand for the use of corporate powers in combination with the
capital and the energy required to conduct these operations
is so imperative, that both by statute, and by the tendency
of the courts to meet the requirements of these public necessities, the law of corporations has been so modified, liberalized
and enlarged, as to constitute a branch of jurisprudence with
a code of its own, due mainly to very recent times. To attempt, therefore, to define a corporation, or liinit its powers
by the rules which prevailed when they were rarely created
for any other than municipal purposes, and generally by royal
charter, is impossible in this country and at this time." 1
§ 50. Definitions of a Corporation.-Under a definition
given in a comparatively recent case in the Federal Supreme
Court a corporation is but an association of individuals with
a distinct name and legal entity.2 The definition, however,
1 Liverpool Ins. Co. v. Masaachuaetta, 10 Wall. (17 U. 8.) 566, 574,
575, 19 L. ed. 1029, per Miller, J.
See also Thomaa v. Dakin, 22 Wend.
(N.Y.) 1, 70.
2 Hale v. Henkel, 201 U. B. 43, 50
L. ed. 652, 26 Sup. Ct. 370. See also
Pembina Consolidated Silver Mining
& Milling Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125 U.
B. 181, 189, 8 Sup. Ct. 737, 31 L. ed.
650. See I 51, herein.
"A corporation is a body, created
by law, composed of individuala
united under a common name, the
memben of which succeed each other,
ao that the body continues the aame,
notwithstanding the individuala who

compose it, and is for certain purpoees, considered 88 a natural person. • • • It means an intellectualbody,compoaedofindividuals,
and created by law; a body which is
united under a common name, and
the memberB of which are capable
of succeeding each other, that the
body (like a river), continues always
the aame, notwithstanding the change
in the parts which compose it."
Angell & Amea on Corp. (9th ed.)
U 1, 30.
"A body politic or corporate,
formed and authorized by law to act
88 a single peraon, and endowed by
law with the capacit7 of perpetual
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which has been the most extensively quoted, adopted and
relied upon, is that given by Chief Justice M&rShall, as follows: ·'A corporation is an artificial being, invisible, intangible and existing only in contemplation of law. Being the
mere creature of law, it possesses only those properties which
the charter of its creation confers upon it, either expressly, or
as incidental to its very existence. These are such as are
supposed best calculated to effect the object for which it was
created. Among the most important are immortality, and if
the expression may be allowed, individuality; properties by
which a perpetual succession of many persons are considered
as the same and may act as a single individual." a It is said,
however, that: 'It is not essential to the idea of a corporation
that it shall have perpetual existeitce, for limited corporations
are a matter of most common occurrence, whether organized
under general or special laws. Neither is it essential that it
shall have capacity to sue and be sued under its corporate
name, for it may be authorized only to sue in the name of its
officers, as was the case under the New York banking law.
That it shall have capacity to sue and be sued under some
name standing for the collective body is all that is necessary.
In the last analysis, the only essential attribute of a corporation is the capacity to exist and act within the powers granted,
as a legal entity, apart from the individual or individuals who
constitute its members." •
§51. Summary of Expressions Used in Defining a Corporation.-The following summary of the expressions used by
the courts in defining a corporation evidences a substantial
agreement upon certain essential points irrespective of the
form in which any particular court has given such definition.
succeBBion; a society having the capacity of transacting busineSB as a
single individual." Webster's Diet.
1 Dartmouth College v. Woodward,
4 Wheat. (17 U.S.) 518, 636, 4 L. ed.
629. See note to§ 51, herein.
'Andrews
v. Youngstown

Bros.
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Coke Co., 86 Fed. 585,589, 30C. C. A.
293, 58 U. S. App. 444, per Lwton,
Cir. J. That this case is overruled,
see Great Southern Fire Proof Hotel
Co. v. Jones, 177 U. 8. 449, 457, 44
L. ed. 842, 20 Sup. Ct. 690, per BarIan, J.
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Thus a corporation is defined as: "An artificial being, invisible~
intangible; an artificial body; an artificial legal person; an
artificial person representing shareholders; an artificial person
created to become the business representative, agent or trustee
of those furnishing money for the business; an artificial person
created by statute; an intelligent though artificial person; an
intellectual body created by law; a legal person; a legal being,
a legal institution; a fictitious person; an ideal body; in a certain sense legislative bodies; a creature of the law: a body
created by the supreme power of the State; a creature existing
by statute; created by the legislature; a franchise created by
the king; an association of individuals; an association of persons; a collection or association of individuals united in one
body; composed of persons made into one body; an aggregate
body; an aggregation of individuals united by operation of law
so as to form but one person; a collective unity; a body consisting of one or more persons; a body consisting of one or
more natural persons; a collection of many individuals in one
body; an assembly of many into one body; a body _composed
of persons which the law prescribes; a body united in its franchises and liberties; an artificial being existing only in contemplation of law; a body distinct in law from all its members,
or existing independent of its members; a distinct entity; a
legal entity; an entity distinct from its members; a body politic
or corporate; a franchise for a number of persons to exist as a
body politic; existing only in political capacity or in both a
political and natural capacity; composed of individuals vested
with a political character and personality distinct from their
natural capacity; composed of individuals who subsist as a
body politic; a body united for a lawful purpose; a mere creature
of the law established for special purposes; a personification
of certain legal rights; a body established by law with usually
some specific purpose, or for certain specific purposes; a body
with special privileges not possessed by individuals; a body
composed for the purpose of obtaining franchises or privileges
not allowed to corporators as individuals; composed of individuals united under a common name, or a special name;
119
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having a distinctive artificial name; subsisting under a special
denomination; having common stock and oommon business; a
person or legal being capable of transacting some kind of business as a natural person; a person with capacity to transact
business as an individual; having power or capacity to act
as an individual; having capacity to act as a single individual;
a body acting in many respects as individuals; having certain
powers and duties of natural persons; having like powers and
liabilities as natural persons; an artificial being with capacity
of acting within the scope of its charter as a natural person;
a body which acts and speaks through its officers or agents;
a legal institution conferring on its members powers, privileges
and immunities which they would not otherwise possess; a
personification of certain legal rights; a body possessed with
power to do corporate acts, but with prescribed powers, or
with powers prescribed by law, or with powers only of the
kind and degree conferred by law; a body constituted by
policy with capacity to take or do; being in its corporate
capacity a mere creature of the act to which it owes its existence; receiving all its powers from the act creating it; a body
with its existence, powers and liabilities fixed by the act of
incorporation; a body limited to one peculiar mode of action;
a body whose existence is evidenced by the exercise of certain
franchises and functions; a person vested with power and
capacity to make contracts within the scope of its powers; a
person with capacity to, take and grant property as an individual; a. body with right to sue and be sued like natural persons; composed of constantly changing members, or with a
right to change of members without dissolution; a. succession
of individuals; in law a. single continuous person; a body with
such a. grant of privileges as secures a succession of members
without changing the identity of the body, a. body continued
by a succession of members, as its members succeed each other
so that the body is always the same notwithstanding change
of individuals; a. body with capacity of succession irrespective
of ·change in membership; or with a capacity of succession in
perpetuity, by transfer of shares; a body with capacity of
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succession, perpetual or limited; a permanent body or thing; a
body which never dies. 6
§ 52. To What Extent Definition of Corporation Includes

a Company, Association and Joint-Stock Association or
Company-Partnership.-The constitution of New York pro1

Bee the following caaea for defini- Co., 86 Fed. 585, 588, 589, 30 C. C. A.

t.iooa of a corporation. (Explanatory 293, 58 U. 8. App. 444, per Lurton,
DOte. Cues preceded by a give, in Cir. J. [quoting Kyd; Thomas v.

*

whole or in part, Chief Justice Maraball's definition, quoted in the preceding section; caaea preceded by a
• and also a t give II&JII8 definition
and also another or other definitions.
Unmarked caaea give still other and
di1ferent definitions.)
11nUed lt&MI: *Waters-Pierce
Oil Co. v. Texas, 177 U. B. 28, 44, 44
L. ed. 657, 20 Sup. Ct. 518, perMoKenna, J.; Kansas Pac. Rd. Co. v.
Atehieon, Topeka & Banta Fe Rd.
Co., 112 U. B. 414, 416, 5 Sup. Ct. 208,
28 L. ed. 794; Baltimore & Potomac
Rd. Co. v. Fifth Baptist Church, 108
U. 8. 317, 330, <J:1 L. ed. 739, per
Field, J.; Ohio & Mississippi Rd. Co.
v. Wheeler, 1 Black (66 U. B.), 286,
295, 17 L. ed. 130 ("a corporation exists only in contemplation of law and
by force of law");* Marshall v. Baltimore & Ohio Rd. Co., 16 How. (57
U. B.) 314, 327, 14 L. ed. 953, per
Grier, J.; Louisville, Cincinnati &
Charleston Rd. Co. v. Letaon, 2 How.
(43 U. 8.) 497; 558, 11 L. ed. 553;
• Runyan v. I.easee of Coster, 14 Pet.
(39 U. B.) 122, 129, 10 L. ed. 382, per
Tbompeon, J.; *Bank of Augusta v.
Earle, 13 Pet. (38 U. 8.) 519, 587, 10
L. ed. 274, per Taney, C. J.; Bank of
United States v. Deveaux, 5 Cranch
(9 U. 8.), 61 88, per. Marshall, C. J.;
*Seattle Gas & Electric Co. v. CitiRDB' Light & Power Co., 123 Fed.
588, 592, per Hanford, Diet. J.; Anclnnra Broe. v. Youngstown Coke

Dakin, 22 Wend. (N. Y.) 9, 70, 1
Dill. Munic. Corp. (3d. ed.) § 18; Angel & Ames on Corp. U 1-30]; Ames
v. Union Pac. Rd. Co., 62 Fed. 7, 14
("a corporation is organized capital;
it is capital consisting of money and
property," per Caldwell, Cir. J.);
* RoBB v. Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry.
Co., 8 Fed. 544, per McCrary, J. (similar to first part of Chief Justice
Marshall's definition); Banta Clara,
County of, v. Bouthem Pac. Rd. Co.,
18 Fed. 385, 402.
Alabama: *Dillard v. Webb, 55
Ala. 468, 474, per Stone, J.; Askew
v. Hale County, 54 Ala. 639,642, 25
Am. Rep. 730, per Brickell, C. J.
.Arkanaas: *t Conway, Ex parte,
4 Ark. (4 Pike) 302, 351, per Lacy, J.
Oalifoi'Dia: *Ban Luis Water Co.
v. Estrada, 117 Cal. 168, 177, 48 Pac.
1075, per Chipman, C.; Dean v.
Davis, 51 Cal. 406, 410, per Crockett,
J. (code definition).
Ooloraclo: * Utley v. Clark-Guardian Lode Min. Co., 4 Colo. 369, 372,
per Deady, J.
Oonnectlcut: Barber v. International Co. of Mexico, 73 Conn. 587,
606, 48 Atl. 758, per Baldwin, J.;
* Coite v. Society for Savings, 32
Conn. 173, 185, per McCurdy, J.;
Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Hartford,
3 Conn. 15, 25, per Hosmer, Ch. J.
Delaware: *Higgins v. Downward, 8 Houst. (Del.) 2<J:T, 240, 40
Am. St. Rep. 141, 32 Atl. 133, per
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vides that: "The term corporations as used in this article
shall be construed to include all associations .and joint-Btock
companies having any of the powers or privileges of corporaSaulebury, Ch.; •t Coyle v. Hclntire, 7 Houat. (Del.) 44, 88, (() Am.
St. Rep. 109, 30 Atl. 728, per Saul&bury, Ch.; • Deringer v. Deringer,
5 Houat. (Del.) 416, 429, 1 Am. St.
Rep. 150, per Wales, J.
Qeorpa: •t Goldsmith v. Rome
Rd. Co., 62 Ga. 473, 481, per Bleckley, J.; Central Rd. & Banking Co. v.
State, 54 Ga. 401, 406, per Wamer,
C. J. (giving Code and Comyns, Dig.
definitions); Hightower v. Thornton,
8 Ga. 486, 492, 52 Am. Dec. 412
(" corporations aggregate are but
uaociations of individuals") per
Lumpkin, J.; South Carolina Rd. Co.
v. McDonald, 5 Ga. 531, 535, per Niabet, J .
IDinoia: Sellers v. Greer, 172 Til.
549, 50 N. E. 246, 40 L. R . A. 589;
Fietsam v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 295, 3
Am. St. Rep. 492, 13 N. E. 501, per
MulJcey, J.; • Mather v. City of
Ottawa, 114 Ill. 659, 664, 3 N. E.
216, per Craig, J.; Porter v. Rockford, Rock Island & St. Louis Rd. Co.,
76 Ill. 561, 573, 574, per Scholfield,
J.; People ex rel. Cairo & St. Louis
Ry. Co. v. Dupuyt, 71 Ill. 651, 655,
per Craig, J.
Indiana: Tippecanoe County,
Board of Commissioners of, v. Lafayette, Muncie & Bloomington Rd. Co.,
50 Ind. 85, 108, per Biddle, J.; • Cutshaw v. Fargo, 8 Ind. App. 691, 693,
36 N. E. 650, 34 N. E. 376, per Gavin,
c. J.
Kansas: • Land Grant Ry. &
Trust Co. v. Coffey County, Board
of Commissioners of, 6 Kan. 245,
253, per Valentine, J.
Louiai&na: State ex rel. Saunders
v. Kohnke, 109 La. 838, 843, 33 So.
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793 (Code definition), per Provosty,
J.; State v. New Orleans Debenture
Redemption Co., 51 La. Ann. ·1827,
1834, 26 So. 586, per Breaux, J.
liable: Goddard v. Grand Trunk
Ry. Co., 57 Me. 202, 241, per Tapley,
J.; • Miller v. Ewer, 27 Me. 509, 518,
46 Am. Dec. 619, per Shepley, J.
llui&Cbuettl: Central Bridp
Corp. v. Bailey, 8 Cush. (62 Mass.)
319, 322, per Fletcher, J.; Pratt . v.
Bacon, 10 Pick. (27 M.a..) 123, 125,
126; Phillips Academy v. King, 12
Maas. 546, 554, per Thatcher, J.
llicbfpn: Thompson v. Waters,
25 Mich. 214, 223, 224, per Chriatiancy, Ch. J.; *Swan v. Williams,
2 Mich. (1 Gibbs) 4Zl, 433, per Martin, J.
llllllilldppl: • Bank ofthe United
States v. State, 12 Smedes & Marsh
(20 Miss.), 456, 459, per Clayton, J.
llia1ourl:,State v. Turley, 142 Mo.
403, 410, 44 S. W. 267, 268, per Burgess, J.; Jones v. Williama, 139 Mo.
1, 25, 61 Am. St. Rep. 436, 37 L. R.
A. 682, per Macfarlane, J.; State v.
Payne, 129 Mo. 468, 478, 31 8. W.
797, 33 L. R. A. 576, per .Macfarlane,

J.
11'e bruka: • Horbach v. Tyrell, 48
Neb. 514, 526,37 L. R. A. 434, 67l'l.
W. 485, per Ryan, J., in diaaenting
opinion.
ll'evada: •t Edwards v. Careon
Water Co., 21 Nev. 469, 479, 34 Pac.
381, per Murphy, C. J.
ll'ew Ieney: North Hudeon Co.
Ry. Co. v . .May, 48 N. J. L. 401, 5
Atl. 276.
ll'ew York: Anglo-American Provision Co. v. Davia Provisi~ Co.,
169 N. Y . 506, 511, 88 Am. St. Rep.
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tions not possessed by individuals or partnerships. And all
corporations shall have the right to sue and shall be subject
to be sued in all courts in like cases as natural persons." •
608, 1 per Gray, J.; * Codd v. Rathbone,· 19 N. Y. 37, 40, per Grover,
J.; *Curtis v. Leavitt, 15 N. Y. 9,
257, per Selden, J., in dissenting
opinion; *t Warner v. Beers, 23
Wend. (N. Y.) 103, 123, 124; Thomas
v. Dakin; 22 Wend. (N.Y.) 9, 70, 71,
104; Niagara County v. People, 7
ffill (N. Y.), 504, 507; Farmers'
Loan & Trust Co. v. New York, 7
Hill (N. Y.), 261, 283, per Scott,
Senat~r; Purdy v. People, 4 Hill
(N. Y.), 384, 406, per Scott, Senator;
People v. Assessors of Watertown,
1 Hill (N. Y.), 616, 620, per Bronson, J.; *t Gifford v. Livingston, 2
Denio (N. Y.), 380, 395, per Hand,
Senator; Sandford v. New York, 15
How. Pr. (N. Y.) 172, 175, per
Davies, J.; Bradley Fertili:zer Co. v.
South Pub. Co., 23 N. Y. Supp. 675,
678, 53 N.Y. St. Rep. 214, 4 Misc.
172, per Bookstaver, J.; People v.
North River Sugar Refining Co., 3
N. Y. Supp. 401, 407, per Barrett, J.
Ohio: State v. Standard Oil Co.,
49 Ohio St. 137,178,34 Am. St. Rep.
541, 15 L. R. A. 145, 30 N. E . 279,
per Marshall, J.
Pennaylvania: Gibbs's Estate,
Halstead's Appeal, 157 Pa. 59, 69,
33 Wkly. N.C. 120,22 L. R . A. 276,
27 Atl. 383, per Williams, J.; Commonwealth v. Fall Brook Coal Co.,
156 Pa. 488, 494, 26 Atl. 1071, per
Williams, J.
Iouth OaroUDa: • McCandless v.
Richmond R. Co., 38 S. C. 103,

Tau: *Waterbury & Co. v. City
of Laredo, 60 Tex. 519, 521.
lJ'tah: Weyeth Hardware & Mfg.
Co. v. James-Spencer-Bateman Co.,
15 Utah, 110, 121, 47 Pac. 604, per
Bartch, J.
Virginia: *Roanoke Gas Co. v.
Roanoke, 88 Va. 810, 824, 14 B. E.
665, per Richardson, J.
West Virginia: *Roanoke Gaa
Co. v. Clarksburg, 30 W. Va. 491,
494, 4 S. E. 774, per Woods, J.;
*Hope v. Valley City Salt Co., 25
W. Va. 789, 797, per Woods, J.
Wiacolllin: State ex rei. Attorney
Gen'l v. Milwaukee Lake Shore &
Western Ry. Co., 45 Wis. 579, 592,
593, per Orton, J.
1 Const. N. Y., art. 8, § 3.
See also the following state constitutions:
Alabama: Const., art. 12, par. 241.
Oalifornia: Const., art. 12, § 4.
Idaho: Const., art. 11, § 16.
Eanau: Const., art. 12, 16
(Dassler's Gen'l Stat. § 215).
E.entucky: Const., '208.
Louiai&na: Const., art. 268.
llichigan: Const., art. 15, § 11.
Minnesota: Const., art. 10, 11.
lliaaiaaippi: Const., § 199, art. 7.
lliaaouri: Const., art. 12, § 11.
Montana: Const., art. 15, § 18.
Borth OaroUDa: Const., art. 8, § 3.
Borth Dakota: Const., art. 7,
§ 144.
PennaylV&Dl&: Const., art. 16,
'13.
Iouth OaroUD&: Const., art. 9,
110, 18 L. R, A. 440, 16 S. E. 429, § 1.
Iouth Dakota: Const., art. 17,
per Pope, J.; State ex rei. Copes v.
Charleston, 10 Rich. Law (8. C.), §19.
lJ'tah: Const., art. 17.
491, 503.
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Under the Public Service Commissions Law of that State the
term "corporation," when used in that act, includes a corporation, company, association and joint-stock association.'
But under the Joint-Stock Association Law of the same State
the term " joint-stock association " does not include a corporation.• In People ex rel. Winchester v. Coleman 11 it is held
that notwithstanding the various legislative enactments extending the powers of joint-stock companies, and clothing
them with many of the essential attributes possessed .bY and
characteristic of corporations, the distinction between the
two classes of organizations still exists, and a joint-stock company is not taxable upon its capital under statutes subjecting
"all money or stock corporations deriving an income or
profit from their capital or otherwise," to such a tax. In
People ex rel. Platt v. Wemple 10 it is held that the words
"incorporated or organized under any law of this State," as
used in a statute providing for the taxation of certain corporations, joint-stock companies and associations, 11 are not to be
taken in a technical or restricted sense and confined to associations brought into being according to the formality of a
statute, but as including any combination of individuals upon
terms which embody or adopt 88 rules or regulations of business the enabling provisions of the statutes, a.nd, so far as
possible for it, assume a.n independent personality, and claim

VirlbUa: Const., art. 12, § 153
(Pollard's Code, 1904).
Wuhington: Const., art. 12, § 5.
PoweT to sue vnder New York conltitution inclvdes power to maintain
only actions relating to corporate
rights. Board of Education v.
Board of Education, 7.8 N. Y. Supp.
522, 76 App. Div. 355.
'Public Service Commisaions of
N. Y., Laws 1907, p. 891, ch. 429,
art. 1, § 2.
1 "Aa used in this chapter the term
joint-stock 8880ciation includes every
uninoorporated joint-stock 8880ciation, company or enterprise having
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written articles of &IIIIOeiation and
capital stock divided into ~~hazes,
but does not include a oorporation;
and the term stockholder includes
every member of such an association." Joint Stock Aam. Law,
N.Y. Lawa 1894, ch. 235, § 2.
• 133 N. Y. 279, 31 N. E. 96, 16 L.
R. A. 183, 45 N. Y. St. R. 217, 46
Alb. L. J. 50, 30 Am. 4: Eng. Corp.
Caa. 1.
11 117 N. Y. 136, 6 L. R. A. 303,
22 N. E. 1046.
11 Ch. 542, Lawa N. Y. 18fl), aa
am'd by § 3, ch. 361, Lawa 1881;
ch. 501, Lawa 1885.
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privileges not possessed by individuals or copartnerships, and
that an association described in the articles as a "joint-stock
company" has the characteristics, in certain respects, of a
corporation and not a mere partnership, in view of the capacities and attributes with which it was endowed, and in view
also of the statutes which legalized its assumed capacities and .
made valid and effective its asserted right of succession, its
distinctive name and the inalienability of its shares, even
though the articles contained no reference to any statute of
the State as one under or by which the company was organized.12 In Fargo v. McVicker 13 it is held that in case of
joint-stock associations the question of citizenship, in respect
to the removal of causes to the Federal courts, should be
governed by the same principles of law which determine the
question of citizenship in the case of corporations authorized
by the laws of a State. In Waterbury v. Merchants' Union
Express Co. 14 the nature and legal character of join~ck
associations organized under the New York laws is considered,
and it is declared that they have all the attributes of a corporation except the technical one of a common seal; and that in
respect to the absence of a common seal they are like partnerships. In Supervisors of Niagara v. People Ul it is held that
associations formed under the general banking law are corporations within the purview of the statute 16 and liable to
taxation on their capital. In a case in the Supreme Court
of the United Sta~es it appeared that a join~ck association
was, by a deed of settlement in England and certain ·acts of
Parliament, endowed with certain faculties and powers, which
were: a distinct artificial name by which it could make contracts; a statutory authority to sue and be sued in the name
of its officers as representing the association; a statutory
recognition of the association as an entity distinct from its
1' SluJreltoUhra of joiflt-1tock company conridsred IZI partner•, liable
for debta, etc., of company in Hibbs
v. Brown, 98 N. Y. Supp. 353, 112
App. Div. 214.

55 Barb. (N. Y.) 437.
u 50 Barb. (N. Y.) 157.
II 7 Hill (N. Y.), 504.
11 1 Rev. Stat. 414, §1.

II
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members by allowing them to sue and be sued by it; and · a
provision for its perpetuity by transfers of its shares, 80 as to
secure succession of membership. It was decided that such
, foreign association was, in view of these like powers, a corporation in this country, notwithstanding the acts of Parlia.ment in accordance with a local policy declared that it should
not be 80 held. It was also determined that such corporations, whether organized under the laws of a State of the
Union or a foreign government, could be taxed by another
State for the privilege of conducting their corporate business
within the latter; and that in this country the individual
responsibility of the shareholder for the association's debts
was not incompatible with the corporate idea.17
" Liverpool Inaurance Co. v. Jfaa..
achuaetta, 10 Wall. (17 U. B.) 566,
574, 19 L. ed. 1029, aff'g Oliver v.
Liverpool & London Life & Fire Ina.
Co., 100 :Maa!. 631; Bradley, J., eli&118Ilted.
This last cited oaae baa been cited,
explained, distinguished and oriticiaed aa appea.ra from the following
decisions:
Cited in Board of Levee lnapeotora
of Chicot County v. Crittenden, 94
Fed. 613, '616 (holding that a board
of levee inspectors polllleBil8d of the
powers usually incident to a corporation ia a oorporation even though
the statute creating auch board doee
not expressly declare them to be
such). Bee also Dean v. Davia, 51
Cal. 406, 411; Elmore v. Commieaionera, 135 Ill. 269, 25 N. W. 1010;
Archer v. Board of Levee Inspectore of Chicot County, 128 Fed. 125,'
127. Cited in American Steel &
Wire Co. v. Wire Drawers & Die
Makers' Unions, 90 Fed. 598, 600,
per Hammond, J. (to point that "The
right to aue and be aued is a ciorporate franchi.ae, must be granted· by
legislation, and voluntary asaoci-
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ation only po8ll8l!l8 it under the ciroumstancea mentioned" in the cited
oaae). Cited in Edgeworth v. Wood,
58N. J. L. 463, -t67, 33 Atl. 942 (holding that a joint-etock company or
aaaociation formed under New York
laws and expreasly authorized thereunder to aue and be aued ia a corporate entity subject to action
against it in New Jersey in .the name
of designated officers though not in
ita corporate name. And the court,
per Magie, J., said, "Whether an
aggregation of individuals united in
an artificial body ia a corporation or
not ia to be determined rather by the
faculties and powers conferred upon
the body than by the ~e or description given to it.) Cited in Tide
Water Pipe Co., Lim., v. State Board
of Aaaesaora, 57 N.J. L. 516, 517, '1:1
L. R. A. 684, 31 Atl. ~1 (holding
that joint-etock companies or partnerahip aaaociations organized in
Pennsylvania even if not a oorporation in the State of ita creation,
still it may be deemed a oorporatJon
within the Corporation Tax Act of
New . Jersey where auch company ia
invested with the eaaential c:harao-
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Same Subject Continued.-In a ease in the Federal
Circuit Court of Appeals it is held that an allegation in respect
of the plaintiff, styled a "limited partnership association
organized and existing under the laws of the State of Michlt.eristica of a corporation and aaawnes L. ed. 842, 20 Sup. Ct. 600, aaya of
'to exercise corporate powers and this case: "For the reasons stated we
statutory privileges in the latter are unable to concur in the view
State. CiUd in McGregor v. Erie Ry. taken by that court." Explain«l
Co., 35 N. J. L. 115, 118 (but only a.nd diatinguuhed in Gregg v. Santo the point that a foreign corpo- ford, 65 Fed. 151, 154, 12 C. C. A.
ration might have the character of a 525 (holding that a joint-fitock comcorporation in New Jersey although pany or association formed in the
it is not eo expressly declared). Dis- State of New York was not subject
tinguuhed in Imperial Refining Co. to taxation under the Pennsylvania
v. Wyman, 38 Fed. 574, 575, 579, statutes taxing the capital stock of
3 L. R. A. 504 (holding that Pennsyl- "incorporated" companies, as such
vania limited partnerships are not joint--stock association was not a cor"citizens" under the Constitution poration but a partnership relying
and laws of the United States defin- as to taxation upon People v. Coleing the limited judicial powers of man, 133 N. Y. 279, 31 N. E. 96, 16
the United States. Diatinguuhed- L. R. A. 183; relying as to partneras to point that "if incorporated it ship upon Chapman v. Barney, 129
aeems that in this country it is to be U. B. 677, 9 Sup. Ct. 426; Gleason v.
regarded as at least a quasi-corpo- McKay, 134 Mass. 419; Boston &
ration," although otherwise where Albany Rd. v. Peareon, 128 Mass.
unincorporated,-in Allen v. Long, 445; Taft v. Ward, 106 Mass. 518;
80 Tex. 261, 266, 26 Am. St. Rep. explaining and distinguishing Oak
735, 739, 16 8. W. 45 (which holds Ridge Coal Co. v. Rogers, 108
that an unincorporated joint-fitock Pa. 147). Critici&ed. The dissentcompany or association lacking the ing opinion of Bradley, J., in the
element of succession or perpetuity principal case, upon the question
is not a corporation but a joint--stock whether the company was a corpoa.ociation governed by general laws ration, is said by the court, per
of partnership). Distinguuhed in Lathrop, J., in Edwards v. Warren
Andrew Bros. v. Youngstown Coke Linoline & Gaeoline Works, 168 Mass.
Co., 86 Fed. 585, 587-589, 595, 30 564, 567, 568, 38 L. R • .A. 793, 47 N.
C. C. A. 293, 58 U. 8. App. 444 E. 503 (to be "in accord with the
(upon point that statute in this case view of this court and we are not
does not disclaim a purpose to create aware that the view taken by the
a corporation. This last case holds Supreme Court of the United States
that a " limited partnership associ- has been followed in this commonation" is a corporation and " citizen" wealth. The decisions we have aloo as to give Federal courts jurisdio- ready cited show that a foreign jointtiim); But the court, per Harlan, J., stock company is considered as an
in great Bouthem Fire Proof Hotel association or partnership and DOt a
Co. v. Jonee, 177 U. 8. 449, 457, 44 corporation").
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gan," is not, in the absence of some further averment as to
citizenship of its members a "citizen" within the Federal
jurisdictional rule, unless such organization is a corporatioo
within such rule. And it was also decided that the associatioo
was not such a corporation as to become a citizen of the State
of its domicile, independent of the members, either under the
state constitution or under a statute which did not declare
such associations to be corporations. 14 It is decided, however, in that court that, for the purpose of jurisdiction of the
Federal court, such company or association may be considered
as a corporation and not as a limited partnership.•• It is also
determined in a.n early case in the United States Circuit Court
that a. joint-stock company is a citizen of the State of organization in the same sense that corporations are citizens a.nd that
such company may sue a.nd be sued, in the name of its proper
officer, in the Federal courts as a citizen of such State. Gresham, J., said: "Corporations are artificial persons-ideal creatures of the State-and so are New York joint-stock companies. It is of no consequence that in the statutes under
which these companies are organized they are called 'unincorporated associations.' In determining what such institutions really are, regard is to be had to their essential attributes
rather than to any mere name by which they may be known.
If the essential franchises of a corporation are conferred upon
a joint-stock company, it is none the less a corporation for
being called something else." The court also relies upon the
New York constitution.20 In a comparatively recent case in
Idaho it is decided that a.n unincorporated association or
joint-stock company, formed for the purpose of acquiring
certain land, is a partnership, or governed by some of the
principles of partnership, but is not a. general partnership, a.nd
that 'its rights, powers a.nd privileges are not those of a corpo11 Fred Macey Co. v. Macey, 135
Fed. 725. See the first note under
§52, herein.
11 Bushnell v. Park (U. 8. 0. C.),
46 Fed. 209.
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1°Fargo v. Louisville, New Albaay
& Chicago Ry. Co., 10 Bia (U. 8. C.
C.) 273, 277. See §52, herein, for
provisions of New York CODat.itut.ioD
above relied on.
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mtion as that word is defined under the constitution of that
State. In its discussion of the questions involved the court
eays: ''From a reading of said section 16, article 11 of the constitution of Idaho, it will be observed that the word 'corporation' does not include, as therein defined, aJl joint-stock companies and associations, but only such as 'have or exercise any
of the powers or privileges of corporations not possessed by
individuals or partnerships.' The provisions of that section
expressly affinn that there are joint-stock companies or associations that do not have or exercise any such powers or privileges, and to which the term 'corporation' as used in section 16
does not apply. In said section 16 the term 1 corporation' is
there defined only with reference to its use in said section.
The definition of the term 1 corporation' as given in said section
· would not apply to the Denver Townsite Company unless it
possessed or exercised some of the powers or privileges not
possessed by an individual or partnership. The constitutional
definition of the term 'corporation' has been held by some
courts as not being a general definition, but only a definition
of that term as it is used in that article of the constitution.
The Supreme Court of the United States in the case of Great
Southern Fireproof Hotel Co. v. Jones,Z1 referring to the definition of the term 1 corporation' as used in section 13, article 16
of the Pennsylvania. state constitution, said 1 the only effect
of that clause is to place the joint-stock companies or associations referred to under the restrictions imposed by that article
upon corporations, but not to invest them with all the attributes of corporations.' In People v. Coleman,21• it was
held that this provision in the constitution of New York only
applied to the term 'corporation' as used in the article referred to in that constitution, requiring that there should be
entered after the word 1 corporation' at every place in ·that
art;cie the following: 1 All associations and joint-stock companies having or exercising any of the powers or privileges of
n 177 U. B. 449, 44 L. ed. 842, 20 N. Y. 279, 21 N. E. 96, 16 L. R. A.
183.
Sup. Ct. 693.
,,. 5 N.Y. Supp. 394, alr'd in 133

9
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corporations not possessed by individuals or partnerships.' " 11
In Kentucky it is held that a joint-stock association, created
under the laws of the State of New York, is not a corporation
under a statute requiring all corporations doing business in
the State, except foreign insurance companies, to have an
agent in the State to accept service, and also requiring a speci·
fied statement to be filed with the Secretary· of State; nor is it
a corporation within such a statute, even though the word
"corporation" in the constitution embraces joint-etock companies, and under a statute the words "corporation" or "com·
pany" include joint-stock companies or associations." In a
case in Massachusetts, which was one of trustee process, the
defendant was described in the writ as a "joint-stock com·
pany organized under the laws of Pennsylvania" and its decision rested upon the question whether an association formed
under the laws of that State was a corporation or a partner·
ship. It was determined that it was not a corporation and so
could not be sued as such in Massachusetts, although the
court, per Lathrop, J., said that if the question "were an
open one in this commonwealth, it might well be held that
such an association could be considered to have so many of
the characteristics of a corporation that it might be treated
as one." 24 But it is also declared in the same State that:
"The words 'joint-stock company,' as used in the statutes of
this commonwealth, refer to companies organized under gen·
era! laws as corporations. * * * The phrases 1 joint-stock
company' and 'corporations organized under general laws,' as
used in all the statutes above cited, are convertible terms, and
21 Spotswood v. Morris, 12 Idaho,
360, 374, 375, 85 Pac. 1094, per
Sullivan, J. See §52, herein, for list
of constitutions. That joint-stock
company is a partnership, see Bradford v. National Ben. Assn., 26 App.
D. C. 268.
21 Commonwealth v. Adams ExpreBB Co., 29 Ky. L. Rep. 1280, 97
S. W. 386.
"Edwards v. Warren Linoline &
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Gasoline Works, 168 Ma.~~~. 564, 568,
38 L. R. A. 793, 47 N. E. 503. .
When a.ssociation is partnership
and its rolling stock taxable as personal property, see Ricker v. American Loan & Trust Co., li() Mass. 346,
5 N. E. 284.
As to resemblance and difference
between corporations and partnershipe, see Pratt v. Baoon, 10 Pick.
(27 Mass.) 123, 125-127.
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refer to the same class of corporations, as distinguished from
those established under special charters. * * * The words
'joint-stock company' have never been used as descriptive of a
corporation created by special act of the legislature, and authorized to issue certificates of stock to its shareholders. They
describe a partnership made up of many persons acting under
articles of association, for the purpose of carrying on a particular business, and having a capital stock, divided into shares
transferable at the pleasure of the holder." :5 Under a Minnesota decision certain constitutional and statutory provisions
are construed and it is held that an annuity, safe-deposit and
trust company is not a corporation embracing banking privileges.28 In a Missouri case it is decided that an express company, as a joint-stock association, cannot maintain an action
at law in the name of the association, nor in the name of its
officers as trustees.'Z1 In Ohio, however, express companies
have been treated by the courts as corporations though organized as joint-stock companies but not designated as such
in the statute of incorporation.23 In Pennsylvania, a partnership association limited is a "person or corporation" within
the meaning of those words in a statute authorizing an action
of trespass for the recovery of damages for trespassing upon
and mining coal from the lands of another. In this case the
court, per Mercur, C. J., said: "Such an association is not
technically a corporation. Yet it has many of the characteristics of one.
It may not be improper to call such
an association a quasi-corporation. If not a corporation it is
a person. It is either a natural or an artificial person. There
is no iritennediate place for it to occupy, no other name for
it to bear." 211

* * *

583. Examine Wilkinson v. Evana,
34 Pa. Super. Ct. 472.
n State v. Adams Express Co., 2
Ohio N. P. 98; State v. United States
Express Co., 1 Ohio N. P. 259, 2 Ohio
Leg. News, 257.
65 N. W. 78.
28 Oak Ridge Coal Co., Lim., •·
21 Weir v. Metropolitan St. Ry.
Co., 126 Mo. App. 471, 103 N. W. RogeTII, 108 Pa. 147.
• Attomey General v. Mereantile
Ins. Co., 121 Mus. 524--526, per
Endicott, J.
21 International Trust Co. v. American Loan k Trust Co., 62 Minn. 501,
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§ 54. Same Subject-Conclusion.-As a summary of what
is set forth under the two last preceding sections, it appears
that it is conceded in a number of decisions and in the opinions of the courts, that joint-stock associations or companies
have many of the characteristics, attributes, faculties, and
powers of corporations, and in &n early case in New York, it
is declared that such companies have a.ll the attributes of a
corporation except a common seal. So in Massachusetts, the
court's statements to the point that such an association has
so many of the characteristics of a corporation that it might
well be treated as one, &nd also that the phrases "joint-stock
comp&ny" &nd "corporations organized under general aws"
are convertible terms, are important. It also appears that a
foreign association, having like powers, etc., with corporations
is a corporation; that voluntary associations may under certain circumstances exercise certain corporate franchises; that
the question is not one as to the name, but one as to essentials,
faculties and powers possessed; that if a joint-stock company
possesses the essential franchises of a corporation it is none
the less a corporation by being called something else; that a
distinction exists between these classes of organizations, even
though joint-stock companies or associations po88E!!S many
of the essential attributes of corporations and the former are
not corporations; that in.a Federal case and in New York they
are not corporations taxable M such upon their capital stock;
that in a Federal and a Massachusetts case they are so subject to taxation; also so in a New Jersey case if they are invested with the essentials of a corporation; and also so in a
New York case M to associations formed under the •General
Banking Law; that under certain Federal decisions they are
within the Federal jurisdictional rule, respectively a corporation, a citizen, and a limited partnership association is not a
citizen unless it is a corporation within such rule; that under
a New York cMe they are in respect to citizenship and such
jurisdiction, governed by the same principles M govern corporations in determining the question of citizenship; that under another Federal case, a joint-stock company is a citizen
132
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in the same sense as a corporation, and may sue and be sued
as a citizen in the name of ita proper officer; that in Kentucky
it is not a corporation so as to require an agent in the State
for service of papers, and the same as to filing a certificate;
that under a Massachusetts case it is not a corporation subject to suit; that under a Missouri case it cannot sue as a col'poration or by officers as trustees; that in New Jersey it is a
corporate entity subject to action in name of officers but not
in a corporate name; that in the Federal and Ohio courts it
has been considered a corporation, and in Pennsylvania a
"person or corporation" and not a corporation in Minnesota;
that in a number of jurisdictions such companies or associations are considered as an association or partners, or as partners, also so under a Texas decision if they lack the element
of succession or perpetuity, also so in respect to the absence
of a common seal, although it is declared in a New York case
that such companies have not the characteristics of a mere
partnership, and in a Federal case that they are not partnerships but corporations for the purposes of jurisdiction, and
under a Pennsylvania decision it is said that it may not be
improper to call them quasi-corporations. While, therefore,
such join~ck companies or associations have, under certain
circumstances and for certain purposes, been considered as
corporations, and although it is generally conceded that they
possess the attributes, cha.ra.cteristics, faculties, and powers of
corporations in a. marked degree, nevertheless they are not
technically corporations and the courts have more generally
relied upon the technical distinctions that exist, and have
held that they are not corporations and, as above stated, they
have been held in a number of decisions to be partners. In so
far, however, as the constitutional provisions, noted under a
preceding section,ao ,uJect or control the determination of the
question under consideration, it would seem that such provisions are limited in their operation to those cases which
satisfy or come within the express conditions therein.
•• See l 52, herein.
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f 55. General Classification of Corporations-Public and
Private.-In classifying corporations regard must be had to
their mode of creation, to the objects and purposes for which
they are created, to the degree of power conferred upon them,
to their legal status, and to the relation sustained by them to
the government and the public. While corporations are
divided generally into public and pnvate,11 other divisions
have been made. Thus it is declared that: "The division of
corporations into public and private will be more simple and
easily understood as politice.l and private." u So, as to all
their rights, powers and responsibilities, three classes of corporations are said to exist: (1} Political or municipal corporations, such as counties, towns, cities and villages, which from
their nature are subject to the unlimited control of the legislature; (2) those associations which are created for public
benefit, and to which the government delegates a portion of its
sovereign power, to be exercised for public utility, such as
turnpike, bridge, canal and railroad companies; and (3) strictly
private corporations where the private interest of the corporator is the primary object or purpose of the a.ssocie.tion,
such as banking, insurance, manufacturing and trading companies; and in this class may be included eleemosynary cor-porations, generally.u Although a municipality or city is a
11 Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. S.) 518, 4 L.
ed. 629; Murphy v. Board of Chosen
Freeholders, 57 N.J. L. 245, 251, 31
Atl. 229.
As to distinction between public
and private corporations, see U 6062, herein.
12 State v. Hayward, 3 Rich. Law
(8. C.), 389, 408, per O'Neall, J,
See § 60, herein.
11 Swan v. Williams, 2 Mich. (1
Gibbs) 427, 434, per Mattin, J.
In McKim v. Odom, 3 Bland (Md.),
407, 417-419, decided in 1829,
Bland, Chancellor, says: "The multitude of bodies politic, that have been
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created either by the government of
the province or of the Republic, moat
of which still subsist, may be considered, in reference to their objecte,
as belonging to one or other of three
distinct clll88e8. The first kind are
such as relate merely to the public
police; which by 8.II8UDling upon
themselves some of the duties of tbe
State, in a partial or detailed form,
and having neither power nor property for the purposes of personal aggrandizement can be considered in no
other light than as the auxiliaries of
the government of the Republic; and
consequently, as the secondary and
deputy tl'l18tees and aervanta of tbe
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public corporation,34 still municipal corporations may possess
certain characteristics or powers in the nature of a private
people. The right to establish, alter
or abolish euch corporations, seems
to be a principle evidently inherent
in the very nature of thiNnstitutions
themselves; since all mere municipal regulations must from the ·nature
o! things be subject to the absolute
control of the government. These
institutions being, in their nature,
the auxiliaries of the government
in the great business of municipal
rule, cannot have the least pretenIlion, to sustain their privileges, or
tbEJr t:~nce upon anything like
a oout~ between them and the
gt.-vernment; because there can be
I.'.J reciprocity of atipulation; and
becaWie their objects and duties are
incompatibie with everythmg of the
nature of such a · compact. The
power of acqwring and holding prop&:1.7, although almost always given,
ia by no mears a necessary incident
to corporations of this class; they
may be eoJtablished without any such
capac•ty; as in the instance of the
commilllr.oners for emitting bills of
credit The preservation of morals,
and the administration of justice
are the chief ends for which government has been instituted; and infancy, insanity, infirmity, and helpless poverty have an undoubted
claim UJIDD the protecting care of the
Republic. Bodies politic of this
class having these objects in view,
are city corporations; levy courts;
county schools of the provincial or
state government; public colleges;

hospitals; trustees of the poor of the
several counties, etc. The second.
class of corporations are such 88 have
no concern whatever with the duties
of the Republic; nor are in any
manner bound to perform any acta·
for its benefit; but whose only object
is the personal emolument of its
members. The corporators in euch
institutions may also, in some sense,
be considered 88 trustees; but then,
when in that character, they are the
mere factors of individuals; and,
therefore, their resignation or ~
moval cannot divest or alter any of
the rights of the individuals they
represented. Each member of auch
an aggregation either was a proprietor at the commencement, or became 80 during the existence of its
incorporation; and consequently, unless he has aliened his right, must
continue to be so after its disaolution. A corporation not being, like
a natural person, one of the elements
of 80ciety, ·of which government is
formed, can only be considered as a
creature of the law. It is the law
alone which gives to it a personality
distinct from that of each of its memhers, and confers on it the right to
act by its president, directors, or
agents, in a manner analogous to that
in which the government itself acts
by its regularly constituted functionaries. This individuality of character, and the right 80 to act is, then,
nothing more than a portion of
the power of the government with

"Philadelphia v. Fox, 64 Pa. 180,
181; Ogden City v. Bear Lake &
River Water Works & Irrig. Co., 16
Utah, 4~, 451, 452, 52 Pac. 697, 41
L. R. A. 305, per Zane, C. J. (city de-

clared to be a public corporation and
the nature of such corporation and·
the extent of its powers conaidered).
See I§ 60-62, herein.
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corporation." A right may be private in respeet that it belongs to the municipality for the exclusive benefit of ita own
corporators, and yet public in respect that there ca.n be no
property in it by individual citizens, and the right itself exists
only by public and sovereign grant and as a franchise.•
which it has been invested. It ia secured to their membena. In eues
thil power which ia given by the of this kind there ia cert.ainl7 many
creation of a body politic, and which,
by ite extinguishment, is resumed,
and nothing more; the righte of property vested in ite several members, in
all other respect&, remain unaffected
by ite di&90lution. It is remarkable,
that there ia no instance of the creation of any body politic of this description under the provincial government; but since the establishment
of the Republic they have increased
and multiplied to a very large and
still rapidly growing family. The
examples of this cl888 of corporations
are the insurance companies; the
Free Mason BOcietiea; the banks; the
manufacturing companies; the library companies, etc. The third
species of corporations partake, in
many respect&, of the nature of the
two first classes; and are such BB have
a concern with some of the extensive
duties of the State, the trouble and
charge of which are undertaken and
defrayed by them, in consideration
of a certain emolument allowed and

of the material features of a 0011~
between the government and the COI'poration; there ia manifestly a quid
pro quo. But this contract, if it be
so, ia, and of neceaaity must be, lib
all others to which a government or
State is a party, one of imperfect
obligation as regards the State; mel.
as such, subject to be dealt with by
the government of the State as the
public good may require, on makiDg
a just compensation for any private
property which may be taken for a
public use. No bodies politic of this
description were ever created under
the provincial government; but since
our independence, a great number
of them have been called into existence; such as canal oompaniee;
bridge companies; turnpike road
companies, etc." See Tinaman v.
Belvidere Delaware Rd. Co., 26 N.
J. L. 148, 171, 69 Am. Dec. 195 (defining public corporations as created
for political purpoBeB, etc.).

•• Mount Ple888Dt v. Beckwith,
100 U. S. 514, 529, 25 L. ed. 699, per
Clifford, J.
11 Mayor v. Park CommiBBionerB,
44 Mich. 602, 605, 7 N. W. 180, per
Cooley, J., who adds: "Indeed in respect to ite waterworks, sewers and
public parka, a city would be without power to make them accomplish
the purposes for which they are

created, held and used, but for special franchises oonferred upon them
by the State for the purpose. The
power to condemn lands, for example, is generally eseential, but thia is
only given upon the ground that the
end aimed at is public, though it is
public only as concerns the particular
city, borough, village, etc., to be
benefited."
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§ 56. General Classification of Corporations ContinuedQuasi-Public Corporations-Quasi-Municipal Corporations.
-Another division is what has been termed quasi-public
corporations, which is a. term generally used to designate a.
subdivision of .public corporations, as in the case of certain
political divisions or subordinate agencies, such as counties,
towns or townships, school districtB, etc.n These latter are,
"1J'Jdted ltatea: School District
v. luurance Co., 103 U. S. 707, 708,
26 L. ed., per Miller, J. {school dist.riet); Madden v. Lancaster County,
G5 Fed. 188, 191, 27 U. S. App.
a28 {counties). Compare Lincoln,
County of, v. Luning, 133 U.S. 529,
33 L. ed. 766, 10 Sup. Ct. 363; Tippecanoe County, Board of Commrs. of,
..-.Lucas, 93 U. 8. 108,23 L. ed. 882.
Alabama: Chambers County v.
Lee County, 55 Ala. 534 {counties
are public or qu&lri-corporations).
.Arkuaua: Compare Eagle v.
Beard, 33 Ark. 497, 501 {counties
are of a purely political character).
Oallfomla: See County of San
Bernadino v. Southern Pac. Rd. Co.,
137 Cal. 659, 662, 70 Pac. 782, Cal.
Po~t. Code, 11575 (school district is
public corporation which may sue
ud be ll1led in own name).
Dlblola: Bush v. Shipman, 4 Scam.
(6 lll.) 186 {incorporated township
for common school purposes). Examine Board of Education v. Greenebaum & Sons, 39 Ill. 609, 618; Trustees of Schools v. Tatman, 13 Ill. 27,
30 (school trustees).
I:D.dlu.a: See School Town of
MODtecello v. Kendall, 72 Ind. 91,
37 Am. Rep. 139 (school, town or
township ia purely public corporation).
Iowa: Soper v. Henry County, 26
Iowa, 2M. Compare Curry v. District Township of Sioux City, 62
Iowa, 102, 104, 105, 17 N. W. 191,

per Rothrock, J. (school district iB
municipal corporation; may iBsue
bonds; municipal corporation defined); Winspear v. District Township of Holman, 37 Iowa, 642-644,
per Day; J. (school district held a
political or municipal corporation aa
to incurring indebtedneBB).
Kentucky: Lawrence County v •
Chatteroi Rd. Co., 81 Ky. 225.
Massachuaetts: Inhabitants of
Fourth School Diet. in Rumford v.
Wood, 13 M888. 193 {towns; inhabitants of school districts); Riddle v.
Proprietors of Locks & Canals, 7
M888. 169, 186, 187, 5 Am. Dec. 35.
Minnesota: See Dowlan v. Sibley,
County of, 36 Minn. 430, 432, 31 N.
W. 517 (term "municipal corporations" includes such quasi-corporations a.s counties and towns).
Milsilsippl: Brabham v. Hinda
County, Board of Supervisors of, 64
MiBB. 363, 364, 28 Am. Rep. 352.
Missouri: Clark v. Adair County,
79 Mo. 536, 637; Ray County v.
Bentley, 49 Mo. 236.
:Nebraska: See Woods v. Colfax
County, 10 Neb. 552, 554, 555, 7 N.

w.

269.

:New Hampshire: Wells v. Burbank, 17 N. H. 393 (township).
Borth Oarolin&: White v. Chowan,
Commrs. of, 90 N. C. 437, 438, 47
Am. Rep. 534.
Ohio: Carder v. Fayette County,
Board of Commrs. of, 16 Ohio St.
353, 367; Hopple v. Brown Town-
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however, sometimes called quasi-municipal corporations,_ as
distinct from municipal corporations proper, such as cities
and incorporated villages, and this distinction has been .deemed
important in a case in Minnesota which holds that no private
action lies for the negligence of public governmental officers.;a
ship, 13 Ohio St. 311, 324 {townships are often denominated quasicorporations).
PeDD8ylV&Dla:
See
Chester,
County of, v. Brower, 117 Pa. 647,
655, 12 Atl. 577, 2 Am. Bt. Rep. 713
{not strictly municipal corporation; is
public as distinguished from private;
eometimes called a quasi-municipal
corporation); Turnpike Co. v. Wallace, 8 Watts (Pa.), 316, 317, per
Rogers, J. {the words "other corporate bodies," in a statute as to corpor&tions exempted from execution,
etc., means boroughs, cities, etc.).
Te:us: Heigel v. Wichita County,
84 Tex. 392, 31 Am. St. Rep. 63, 19
s. w. 562.
Washington: State ex rei. Summerfield v. Tyler, 14 Wash. 495, 499,
45 Pac. 31.
Wisconsin: Norton v. Peck, 3
Wis. 714 {township). See Burhap
v. City of Milwaukee, 21 Wis. 257,
260, per Downer, J. (counties, cities,
villages, towns, etc., are public; private corpor&tions distinguished).
See § 61, herein.
Counties, towns, school districts,
etc., as involuntary quasi-corporationa, see Dillon's Munic. Corp.
{4th. ed.)
22-25.
11 Snider v. City of St. Paul, 51
Minn. 466, 471, 472, 18 L. R. A. 151,
53 N. W. 763. In this case the
court, per Mitchell, J., said: "But
respecting the principle upon which
to rest this distinction, as to the nature of the duties to which it extends,
the courts seem to be much perplexed, and their decisions, often in

u
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conflict with each other, leave the
subject in some confusion. The
ground for the distinction is not to
be found in the mere fact that one ia
created by special charter, while the
other is not, for both alike are
subdivisions of the State, created
for public, although loeal, governmental purposes. Nor ia it to be
found in the fact that one ia given
greater powers than the other, unless the power is, not for governmental purposes, but to engage in
some enterprise of a quaai-printe
nature, from which the municipality
will derive a pecuniary benefit in its
corpor&te or proprietary ca.~ty;
u, for example, power to build gaBworks or waterworks, to fumish gu
or water to be eold to consumers, or
to build a toll bridge, from each of
which thecitywould derive a revenue.
In this class of cases it is gener&lly
held that corpor&tions are liable for
wrongful or negligent acts, because
done in what is termed their 'private' or ' corporate' character, and
not in their public capacity as governing agencies, in the diacharge of
duties imposed for the public or general benefit. But it is aleo generally held that they are not liable for
negligence in the performance of a
public, governmental duty imp<>Ed
upon them for public benefit, and
from which the municipality in its
corporate or proprietary capacity
derives no pecuniary benefit. The
liabilities of cities for negligence in
not keeping streets in repair would
seem to be an exception to this gao-
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67

quasi-public corporation " has, however, also been
used to denominate a certain class of private corporations of a
quasi-public character in that they have conferred upon them
certain governmental powers to enable them to carry out some
enterprise of a public nature involving public interests, although the public may have no other concern therein than
that it is or may be indirectly benefited.• The term has,
however, been declared to be a misnomer where applied to
private corporations such as a railroad. 40
11

§ 57. Other Divisions or Kinds of Corporations. -Corporations have been also divided into aggregate and sole, ecclesiastical and lay, eleemosynary and civiLn Corporations are
also domestic or foreign." 2
eral rule • • • and, 88 already
suggested, as to what are public governmental duties and what are private corporate duties the courts are
not in entire hannony, and their decisions do not furnish a definite line
of cleavage between the two."
See also upon the points in above
quotation 88 to liability for negligence and distinctions, the following

cases:
'UDited Btatea: Madden v. Lancaster County, 65 Fed. 188, '1:1 U. 8. App.
528.
IlliDois: Tollefson v. Ottawa, 228
Ill. 134, 81 N. E. 823, 11 L. R. A.
(N. S). 990 (not liable for negligence
of servants in conducting hospital).
Indiana: Aiken v. Coluinbus, 167
Ind. 139, 78 N. E. 657, 12 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 416 (liable; case of maintaining electric light plant for lighting
streets).
llichigan: Alberts v. City of
Muakegan, 146 Mich. 210, 109 N. W.
262, 117 Am. St. Rep. 633 (when
not liable for negligence of officers in
lllling steam-roller on streets).
d

BewYork: Wintersv. Cityof Duluth, 82 Minn. 1'1:1, 135, 84 N. W.
788; O'Donnell v. City of Syracuse,
184 N.Y. 1, 76 N. E. 738, 112 Am.
St. Rep. 558 (not liable in exercise of
discretionary powers of public or
legislative character, but otherwise
for nonperfonnance of corporate
duties not discretionary relating to
its special interests).
Borth OaroJf.na: Fisher v. New
Bern, 140 N. C. 506, 53 S. E. 342,
111 Am. St. Rep. 857 (not liable for
breach of duty while acting as agency
of State, but liable for negligence in
operating electric light plant).
See also note 30 Am. St. Rep.
376; Dillon's Munic. Corp. (4th. ed.)
I§ 954, 980-984, 987; Thompson's
Comm. on Law of Neg. §§ 5785 et aeq.
11 See Miners Ditch Co. v. Zellenbach, 37 Cal. 543, 577, per Sawyer,
C. J. See Chap. VI.
co Pierce v. Commonwealth, 104
Pa. 150, 155, 13 Am. & Eng. Rd.
Cas. 74, 79. Compare Chap. VI.
n See Penobscot Boom Corp. v.
Lamson, 4 Shep. (16 Me. 224)33 Am.

See Chap. VI, herein, as to other particular kinda of corporations.
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f 58. Classification as Affected by Constitutions and
Statutes.-Another consideration of importance in this connection is that of the various constitutions and statutes,
especially those which define and classify corporations either
expressly or impliedly.43 Although corporations are divided
generally into those created by the State for purposes of government and management of public ,affairs, which a.re public
or quasi-public corporations, and those formed by voluntary
agreement for private advantage, which are technically private
corporations; " still, in statutes relating to the creation of
corporations and to the grant of the ordinary franchises to
them, the term 11 corporation" may properly be limited by
construction to private corporations, and in any remedial
statute the term 11 corporations" includes all classes of corDec. 656; Day v. Stetaon, 8 Green!.
(8 Me.) 365; Ja.D£en v. Ostrander, 1
Cow. (N. Y.) 670; Thomaa v. Dakin,
22 Wend. (N.Y.) 9; Angell & Ames
on Corp. (9th ed.) §§ 26-30, 36-40;
Andel'I!On's Diet. of Law, title "Corporation."
Eleemosynary corporations are
such as are constituted for the perpetual distribution of the free alms

and bounty of the founder in aruch
manner as he has directed, and in
this case are ranked hospitals for the
relief of the poor and impotent persona and colleges for the promotion of
learning and piety and the support
of pel'I!Ona engaged in literary pursuite. Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 668,
672-676, 4 L. ed. 629.

cJ See U 52-54, herein.
The New
York General Corporation Law
(Laws 1890, ch. 563, t 2, 1 Cumming & Gilbert's Gen'l Laws & Gen'l
Stat. N. Y., 812, 813) provides:
"Classification of Corporations.-A
corporation shall be either, (1) a
municipal corporation; (2) a stock
corporation; (3) a non-stock corporation, or (4) a mixed corporation.
A stock, corporation shall be either,
(1) a moneyed corporation; (2) a
transportation corporation, or (3) a
busineBB corporation. A non-stock
corporation shall be either, (1) a
religious corporation, or (2) a membership corporation. A mixed corporation shall be either, (1) a oeme-

tery corporation, (2) a b'brary
corporation, (3) a co-operative CIOI'poration, (4) a board of trade corporation, or (5) an agricultural and
horticultural corporation. A traneportation corporation shall be either,
(1) a railroad corporation, or (2)
A transportation corporation other
than a railroad corporation. A membership corporation shall include benevolent orders and fire and soldiers' monument corporations. A
reference in a general law to a cW.
of corporations described in accordance with this classification shall include all corporations theretofore
formed belonging to such claa."
uSee t§ 55, 56, 61, 62, berei:o.
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porations, and it may, up(>n applying the legal rules of construction, be reasonably concluded that the term should be extended to every character of corporations which can be created
by legislative power, especially those .which may have imposed
upon them duties for the breach of which a liability in law
•
411
a.nses.

§ 59. Classification as Aftected by Public-Service Commissions Law, or Public Utilities Act.46-Still another division
of corporations, and one which is of constantly increasing
importance, is that of public service or public utility corporations or companies. What are embraced within this denomination is evidenced, in some degree at least, by recent
enactments of the Public Service Commissions Law in New
York and the Public Utilities Act in Wisconsin. Under the
former, the law applies to the public services described therein,
and embraces common carriers, all railroad and street railroad
corporations, by whatsoever power operated, above or below
any street, etc., subways, tunnels, express companies, car,
sleeping--car, freight and freight-line companies, gas and electric
light, heat and power companies, doing business in the State.47
• .Murphy v. Board of Chosen
Freeholders, 57 N. J. L. 245, 251, 31
Atl. 229, per Lippincott, J. The
term "corporation" as contained in
'he first section of the act entitled,
"An act to provide for the recovery
of damagee in cases where the death
of a peraon ia caused by wrongful
act, neglect or default," approved
.March 3, 1848 (Rev. p. 294), includes within ita meaning the boards
of choeen freeholden of the respective counties of this State, u public
corporations, having by the act of
1860 (Rev. p. 86, § 1) imposed upon
them a liability for damagea for peraonal injuries ~oned by their
neglect to erect, rebuild or repair
bridges in such manner as not to be
danproua to public travel over them,

and that by reaaon of such neglect
such boards become liable in damages whenever the death shall be
caused by such neglect. The act of
1848, to which reference is made,
called the Death Act, was intended
to give a right of action thereunder,
against peraons or corporations upon
whom a liability was imposed, if
death had not ensued, and in the absence of any language in the act,
which either expreBBly or impliedly
exeludee public corporations, it . ia
upon principle clear that they are ineluded within the provisions of the
statute, which being remedial, must,
in its nature, be liberally and beneficially interpreted.
"See § 104, herein•
•, Public Service Commi-iona
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Under the latter statute 48 in 1907 were included telegraph
companies, urban street railway companies, a.nd a.I1 public
utility companies, and under the act of 1905 411 creating the
commission, all common carriers, including steam railroads,
interurban electric railroads; bridge a.nd terminal companies,
express companies, ca.r and sleeping-car, freight and freightline companies were included.110
Law, Laws N. Y., 1907, ch. 429. See mentor any part of a plant or equipment within the State, for tbe con" The provisions of this article veyance of telephone meMBgee or for
shall apply to the transportation of the production, transmission, dep888engers, freight or property, from livery or furnishing of heat, light,
one point to another within the State water or power either directly or inof New York, and to any common directly to or for the public." Pubcarrier performing such service." lie Utilities Act, Laws Wia., 1907,
ld., art. II, § 25.
p. 449, ch. 499, § 1797m-l, subdv. 1.
"This article shall apply to the
" The term ' service ' is used in
manufacture and furnishing of gas this act in its broadest and most
for light, heat or power, and the gen- inclusive sense." Public t:tilities
eration, furnishing and transmission Law, Laws Wis., 1907, p. 449, ch.
of electricity for light, heat or 499, § 1797m-1, subdv. 4.
41 "Railroad Act" of 1905.
power." I d., art. IV, § 65.
10 "The railroad commission of
The
terms
"Corporation,"
" Common Carrier," " Railroad," Wisconsin is vested with power and
"Railroad Corporation," "Street jurisdiction to supervise and reguRailroad," "Street Railroad Cor- late every public utility in the State
poration,"
"Gas
Corporation," and to do aU things necessary and
"Electrical Corporation," "Trans- convenient in the exercise of such
portation of Property or Freight" power and jurisdiction." Public
and "Municipality" are defined in Utilities Law; Laws Wia., 1907, p.
said act, art. 1, § 2. See U 52-54, 449, oh. 499, § 1797m-2.
and Chap. IV, herein.
The •Railroad Act" of 1905; Laws
n Public Utilities Act, Laws Wia., of Wia., 1905, p. 549, ch. 362, was en1907, p. 449, oh. 499, § 1797m-l, titled "An act, to regulate railroada
subd v. 1.
and other common carriers in this
"The term 'public utility' as used State, create a board of railroad comin this act shall mean and embrace missioners, fix their salaries, define
every corporation, company, indi- their duties, prevent unjust discrimvidual, 8880ciation of individuals, inations, insure an adequate railway
their lessees, trustees or receivers ap- service, prescribe the mode of propointed by any court whatsoever, oedure and the rules of evidence in
and every town, village or city that relation thereto, prescribe penalties
now or hereafter may own, operate, for violations, and making ao apmanage or control any plant or equip- propriation therefor."

It 52-54; and Chap. VI, herein.
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§60. Corporation Considered as Civil or Political Institution-Distinction Between Incorporation and Corporation-Distinction Between Public and Private Corporations.
-It is declared in an Ohio case, decided in 1853, that: "A corporation is a civil institution. It is established by a law of the
State from considerations of public policy. Its existence, its
capacities and its powers are a.11 conferred by law from some
real or supposed public benefit to result from it. If this mere
creature of the law thus instituted or established, be not a
political institution of the State, it would be difficult to conceive under what other denomination it could be placed by
any sensible distinction, which could be invented. Mr. Kyd,
a reputable elementary author, has furnished the following
comprehensive and descriptive definition: ' A corporation or
body politic, or body incorporate, is a collection of many individuals, united in one body, under a special denomination,
having perpetual succession under an artificial form, and
vested by the policy of the law with a capacity of acting, in
several respects, as an individual, particularly of taking and
granting property, contracting obligations and of suing and
being sued; of enjoying privileges and immunities in common,
and of exercising a variety of political rights, more or less
extensive, according to the design of its institution, or the
powers conferred upon it, either at the time of its creation,
or at any subsequent period of its existence.'31 In England a
corporation is usually created by a charter granted by the king,
but sometimes by an act of Parliament. But the Supreme
Court of the United States say, in Bank of Augusta v. Earle,liZ
'In this country no franchise can be held, which is not derived from the law of the State.' In the latest edition of
Angell & Ames on Corporations 63 the authors say: 'The words
incorporation and corporation are frequently confounded, particularly in the old books. The distinction between them is,
however, obvious; the one is a political institution, the other
" Kyd on Corp., 13.
n 13 Pet. (38 U. B.) 519, 10 L. ed.
274.

11

Pages 3 and 4.
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only the act by which that institution is created. When a corporation is said to be a persan it is understood to be so only
in certain respects, and for certain purposes, for it is strictly
a political institution.' u It matters not that private or individual interests may be invested in the corporation, or under
authority of the charter, so far as this denomination of the
institution is concern~. Individual interests or investments
in private property exist under a great variety of the civil
institutions of the State. Private institutions are those which
are created or established by private individuals for their own
private purposes. Public institutions are those which are
created and exist by law or public authority. Some public
benefits or rights may result from the institutions of private
individuals or associations. So also some private or individual
rights may arise from public institutions. The only sensible
distinction between public and private institutions is to be
found in the authority by which, and the. purpose for which,
they are created and exist. Because, therefore, a corporation
may fall under the denomination of private corporations, in
the artificial distinction between public and private corporations, it is none the less a public or political institution. The
distinction between public and private corporations is somewhat arbitrary, and by no means determines whether the corporation is a public or private institution. If the stock. in a
banking, railroad, or insurance corporation, be exclusively
owned by the government, the institution is denominated a
public corporation; but if a private individual be allowed to
own a single share of the stock, in common with the government, it is said that it becomes a private corporation. Eleemosynary corporations, established for the purpose of public
charity or for the advancement of religion, education or
literature, upon donations or bequests made exclusively for
u "A grant of incorporation is to
bestow the character and properties
of individuality on a collective and
changing body of men." Kansas
Pac. Rd. Co. v. Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Rd. Co., 112 U.S. 414, 416,
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6 Sup. Ct. 208, 28 L. ed. 71K, per
Field, J., quoting from Providence
Bank v. Billings, 4 Pet. (29 U. 8.)
514, 562, 7 L. ed. 939, per Manhall,
C. J.; adding: " This capacityia always given to such a body."
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the!e great aftd beneficial public purposes without right to

91'

expectation of dividends, repayment or other individual or
private interest therein in future, are denominated private
corporations. But an incorporated village in the. use a.nd
expenditure of whose property, the citizens of the village have
individual and private interests, and receive daily individual
and private benefits, is denominated a public corporation.
To say that an incorporated bank, authorized and created
from considerations of public policy, and endowed by law with
extraordinary power and sovereign attribute of creating in
fad, the circulating medium of the country, and regulating the
standard of value, is not a public institution of the State
adopted for the purposes of internal government, because it
falls under the artificial denomination of private corporations,
would be arrogant absurdity. And it would be equally as
absurd to treat a railroad corporation as a private institution,
which is endowed with extensive powers, and the extraordinary
~vereign authority of exercising the right of eminent domain
by taking private property for public purposes. In truth and
in reality, whatever arbitrary or fictitious distinctions may be
created by mere verbiage, these corporations are, in fact, public
institutions, created by public authority, from considerations
of public policy, and endowed With highly important civil
power for the advancement of public welfare. It would be
unreasonable at least (to speak with the greatest moderation)
to say, that because some private interests are invested in
h corporations, that, therefore, they must be denominated
priMte imtitutiom, and for that reason placed beyond the
raeh of raJpOnsibility to the law-making power of the State
by which they are created. •
It is admitted upon all
Mllds, that the legislature has control over those corporations
1rbicb are denominated public corporations, either to modify
ot to tepe&l their charters, as will best subserve the public
inten!Sts. But it is claimed that the charters of those corporaUola; ~Y denominated priva.l8 corporations, must be
ftgarded ae CO'I&tract8, and therefore beyond the control and
regulation of the law-making power of the Sta~. And this,

* *

10
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according to a late elementary work, is 'the main distinction
between public and private corporations.' 11 This distinction
is not founded on sound reason, but is based upon a fiction
.ADd has its origin in that short-sighted timidity of ca.pitali&.s,
which diStrusts the integrity and stability of the government. * * * The right of Parliament to amend or repeal
the charters of private corporations, has for many years been
undisputed.
* * Whether regard be had to the fran·
chise of the corporation alone, or to the investments of private
property under the authority of the charter, in either instance,
there exists no good reason for the distinction above mentioned,
between public and private corporations. * *
It is apparent from a thorough examination of the subject, that the
distinction between public and private corporations, as ordinarily recognized in the books, is a mere arbitrary distinction,
without foundation in the nature, objects, incidents or property of this class of institutions." ~~e

*

*

f 61. Public, Quasi-Public and Private Corporations Defined and Distinguished.117-Public corporations are such as
exist only and wholly for public political purposes, they are
political corporations. Strictly speaking they are such only
as are founded by the government for public purposes where
the whole interest belongs also to the government. Therefore,
if the foundation be private, though under charter of the government, the corporation is private, however extensive the
uses may be to which it is devoted, either by the bounty of the
founder or the nature and objects of the institution.111 The
II Citing Angell and Ames on Corporations, §§ '1:1 and 28.
u Bank of Toledo v. City of Toledo
(l'oledo Bank v. Bond), 1 Ohio St.
622, 642~2, per Bartley, C. J.
17 See § 56, herein.
Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8 .) 518, 4 L.
ed. 629; Board of Directors for Leveeing Wabash River v. Houston,
7l Ill. 318, 322, per Scott, J., quoting

1•
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from TenEyck v. Delaware & Raritan Canal Co., 18 N. J. L. 200, 203,
per Nevins, J. See Yannouth v.
North Yarmouth, 34 Me. 411, 417,
56 Am. Dec. 666, per Howard, J.
"The distinction between public and
private corporations baa reference
to their powers, and the purposes of
their creation. They are public,
when created for public purpoae1
only, connected with the adminietra--
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fact of the public having an interest, direct or incidental, in
the works or the property or the objects of a corporation,
unless it has the whole interest, does not make it a public
corporation. All corporations whether public or private are
founded, in the contemplation of the law, upon the principle,
that they will promote the interest or convenience of the
public.• In a California case it is said that: 11 'Public' corporations are generally esteemed such as exist for public purposes only, such as towns, cities, parishes and counties; and
in many respects they are so, although they involve s8me
private interest.' * * * The difference between private
and public corporations" is 11 radical, the former being associations formed by voluntary agreement of their members,"
while the latter 11 'are not voluntary associations at all, and
there is no contractual relation between the corporators who
compose them; they are merely governmental institutions
created by law for the administration of the affairs of the
community.' * * * To corporations proper, authors and
courts have added a species called quasi-corporations, or corporations sub modo, i. e., associations and government institutions possessing only a portion of the attributes which distinguish ordinary public or private corporations. * * *
tion of the government, and where
the 'whole interests and franchises
are the excluaive property and domain of the government itself.'
0\·er these the legislature has
power, not limited by the constit.ution, to impose such modifications,
extensions or restraints as the genera! interests and public exigencies
may require without infringing
private rights. All corporations
invested with subordinate powers,
for public purposes, fall within this
clau and are aubject to legialative
control. All other corporations are
private. They exist by legislative
gr&nu conferring powen, rights and
privilepa, for special purpoeea.

These grants are essentially contracts which the legislature cannot
impair or change without. the consent
of the corporation." Citing Coke Lit.
§ 413; Vin. Abr. Corp. A. 2; Phillips
v. Bury, 2 Term. Rep. 346; Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4
Wheat. (17 U. S.) 518, 4 L. ed. 629;
Allen v. McKeen, 1 Sumner, 276;
People v. Morris, 13 Wend. (N. Y.)
325; Penobscot Boom Corp. v. Lamson, 16 Me. 224; Story's Com. on
Const. U 1385-1388; Angell & Ames
on Corp. §§ 9, 27, 28.
n Ten Eyck v. Delaware & Raritan
Canal Co., 18 N. J. L. 200, 203, per
Nevins, J.
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These quasi~rporations may be either public or private, and
are to be distinguished upon the same principle as ordinary
corporations." 80 Again, it is declared, in an early South
Carolina decision, that whatever belongs to the public, or people composing a government, or is instituted for the good
government of any part of the people, is a public or political
corporation; and that private corporations are such as are
instituted for the benefit of certain persons as individuals., or
for the purpose of applying private funds or enterprise and
skill to the public good.111 A statute may define and limit the
meaning of the term " public corporation " and it is asserted
in such a case that before the enactment of such a statute a
public corporation "was one which was created for public
purposes and for those only; and all of whose franchises were
exercised for public purposes and whose property belonged to
the public; such as counties, towns, pariShes and school districts. Individuals had no private interest in them, such as
could be released or conveyed to another. Private corporations were those which were created for the immediate benefit
and advantage of individuals. Each stockholder had a.n interest in them which could be bought and sold, and which
could be seized on execution. Canals, turnpike roads and
bridges, banks and manufacturing companies were of this
character," and in such case railroad companies 'would have
been private corporations.112 So constitutional provisions,u
under which discretionary power is vested in the legislature
to tax property of corporations, do not apply, in the matter
of a. right to repeal a. prior legislative exemption, to corporations which are of a quasi-public nature and necessary for
10 Estate of Royer, Matter of, 123
Cal. 614, 620, 44 L. R. A. 364, 56 Pac.
461, per Chipman, C. Citing or quot.ing Dartmouth College v. Woodward,
4 Wheat. (17 U.S.) 518, 563, 4 L. ed.
629, per Story, J.; Morawetz on Corp.
(2d ed.) §§ 3, 6; 2 Kent's Comm. 27-i.
See § 56, herein.
11 State v. Heyward, 3 Rich. Law
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(8. C.), 389, 408, per O'Neall, J., cit-ing Phillips v. Bury, 2 Tenn. R . 352,
per Lord Holt; 2 Kent's Comm.
222, 223.
·
11 Dearborn v. Boston, Concord &
Montreal Rd., 24 N.H. (-i Fost.) 179,
189, 190, per Eastman, J. See 158,
herein.
a Mo. Const., art. 12, U ~3, 20.
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public convenience as arteries of commerce, the development
of the State's resources, and the increase in valuation of other
properties, as in the case of railroads, but only apply to such
corporations as are created solely for private gain and are
those in which the public has no special interest, right or
privilege.84

§ 62. Same Subject Continuecl.111-A corporation is not
public merely because its object is of a public character, and
this applies to a private corporation authorized to construct
works of public improvement by private capital for private·
emolument.ee So where a corporation is a private one conducted for private gain, the mere fact that it is subject to
visitation and inspection by public officials does not make it
a public institution.117 And corporations in which the stock is
owned by individuals are private even though the use may be
public as in the case of banks, insurance companies, ·and corporations for building bridges, canals and railroads.113 What
is said by the court in a Minnesota case is important here. It
is there stated that: "The State may and must commit the
discharge of its sovereign political functions to agencies selected by it for that purpose. Such agencies, while engaged
exclusively in the discharge of such public duties, do not act
in any private capacity, but stand in the place of the State
and exercise its political authority. Therefore, when the State
creates public corporations solely for governmental purposes,
such corporations, while engaged in the discharge of the duties
imposed upon them for the sole benefit of the public, and from
the performance of which they derive no compensation or
benefit in their corporate capacity, are clothed with the immunities and privileges of the State; and no private action, in
"Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Rd. ware Rd. Co., 26 N.J. L. 148,69 Am.

Co. v. Board of Levee Commissioners Dec. 595.
11 Wisconsin Keeley Institute Co.
(C. C.), 37 Fed. 24, case aff'd 132 U.
B. 190, 33 L. ed. 308, 10 Sup. Ct. v. Milwaukee County, 95 Wis. 153,
7t.
158,70 N. W. 68,36 L. R. A. 55.
11 Burhop v. City of Milwaukee, 21
• Bee I 56, herein.
• Tin(lman v. Belvidere & Del&- Wis. 257, 260, per Downer, J.
I
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the absence of an express statute to that effect, can be maintained against them for negligence in the discharge of such
duties. The liability of cities and other municipal corporations created by special charters for negligence in the care of
their streets is an illogical exception to this rule, but the rule
itself is too well settled, by the almost unanimous agreement
of all of the authorities, to be now questioned or discussed.•
The rule, however, has no application to private eorpora.tions,that is, to those which are organized by the voluntary act and
agreement of their members for their own benefit,-although
the creation of such corporations directly promotes the public
interest and welfare. It is also subject to the qualification that
public or quasi-public corporations are not exempt from liability, to which other corporations are subject, for negligence
in managing or dealing with property or rights voluntarily
held by them for their own profit and advantage, although inuring ultimately for the benefit of the public." '1'0 Under
another definition, however, a. public corporation is one which
cannot carry out the purposes of its organization without
chartered rights from the commonwealth. Railroads, canals
and gas companies must have the right of eminent domain in
order to perform their functions. A private corporation which
needs no chartered rights in order to carry on its business,
stands in no different position from an individual.71
et Citing Snider v. City of St. Paul,
51 Minn. 466, 53 N. W. 763.
70 Lane v. Minnesota State Agricultural Soc., 62 Minn. 175, 176, 177,
29 L. R. A. 208, 64 N. W. 382, per
Start, C. J., citing Dillon, Mun. Corp.
§§ 980-984; Oliver v. Worcester, 102
M&88. 489; Mersey Docks v. Gibbs, 11
H. L. Cas. 686; Glavin v. Rhode Island Hospital, 12 R. I. 411; Moulton
v. Scarborough, 71 Me. 267; Hannon
v. St. Louis Co., 62 Mo. 313.
11 Allegheny County v. McKeesport Diamond Market, 123 Pa. 164,
169, 16 Atl. 619, per Hand, J. See
Pittsburgh, Appeal of City of, 123
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Pa. 374, 379, 380, where it ia aaid u
to the power of local taxation that:
"It may be somewhat difficult to define what is a public work or a public
corporation in this sense, but it is
clear that one of the characteristics
is that it has the right of eminent domain, that it has franchiaes which
justifies the legislature in defining or
considering it public. A mere private
corporation needs no franchise from
the State in order to canyon its business. Men may manufacture shoes
without corporate power but they
cannot occupy streets or property of
private individuals without J)Orporate
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§ 63. Duties, Obligations and Powers as Affecting Classi~
fi.cation or Nature of Corporations-Public Service Corporations.-There is a certairi class of corporations which are
private in so far as their .grants relate to their private interests but which also sustain, as a distinct class, a certain relation to the public ·as to their duties, obligations and powers.
Such corporations, even though technically private as distinguished from those which oare technically public in their
nature, are to some extent governmental agencies of the State,
they are public agents or servants, or quasi-public servants;
the duties which they perform are public in a certain degree
or quasi-public; their special privileges or franchises are granted
to enable them to carry out the objects of their creation, and
the consideration therefor is the performance of a public
service; their grant presupposes a bene'fit to the public, and
has in view some general enterprise of public utility, involving
public interests or evoked by public necessity; they are created
or established in these respects for the benefit of the people
and to subserve public ends, and the public has a direct and
positive interest in their business, such that its rights will be
protected by the courts. These corporations must also serve
all alike and cannot discriminate; they may, when authorized,
exercise the right of eminent domain; they are also subject to
reasonable and just governmental control and regulation; and
they cannot avoid the performance of the duties which they
owe to the public by neglect or refusal, or by agreements
with other persons or corporations, nor can they evade such
obligations by the transfer of all their rights and powers, nor
disable themselves by any contract which makes public accommodation or convenience subservient to their private interests, nor can they arbitrarily abandon their duties or discontinue their service to the public. It is also true, however,71
that all corporations rest, in the contemplation of the law,
upon the principle that the interest or convenience of the
power or warrant from the State. properly called public worka," per
They need a delegation of sovereignty Hand, J.
and in such caaea their worka may be n See H 61, 62, herein.
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public will be benefited, &Dtd ~t a corpore.tion is not neceesarily public in its nature because its object is of a public
character; that a corporation may also be created to cwry
out some work of great public utility and stUl be one tilaat is
strictly private and not a public service corporation in &lilY
sense. Again, the power resides in tbe government to gr&llt
to individuals, acting as agents of the Sta,te and under legislative control, the right to exereise the power of eminent domain as well as to corporations, although such right c&DDot
be. exercised for a purely private enterprise or for private

uses.7•
71 "It haa been repeatedly held that
railroad, telegraph, and telephone
companies are qua.si-publie servanta.
The nature of their business makes
them BO, and they are, therefore,
bound to serve the public on reasonable terms, with impartiality. They
are almost always endowed with the
right to appropriate private property, presumptively upon the theory
that such corporations are quasi-public servanta, 88 their busine88 is one
in which the public haa a direct and
positive interest. * * * It may
be said that it h88 long been the policy of our States to encourage the
fonnation of private companies for
the construction and maintenance of
highways, railroads, canals, bridges,
telegraph linea, waterworka or gsaworks, by granting valuable franchisee or public bounties, or both, in
their aid, and these granta have been
of funds or property, the right to receive municipal aid, subscri#>tion!l for
ehares, a delegation of the power of
eminent domain, an exemption from
tax4tion or a monopoly, and in each
instance the acceptance of the grant
of the public aid implies an &88umption by the grantee of an obligation
in favor of the public; for instance, on
the part of a railroad company •an
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obligation to maintain ita I'OIIda u a
thoroughfare for the uae of tat publie.' In fact, it may be laid dowo u
a general rule that whenever the aid
of the government ia granted to a private eompany in the form of a monopoly, or a donation of public paoperty or funds, or the delegation of
the power of eminent domain, the
grant is subject to an imp~ eoodition that the eompany ahall UJUrDe
an obligation to fulfill the public purpose on account of which the grant
W88 made." Corrigan v. Coney bland Jockey Club, 22 N. Y. Supp. 31M,
396, 397, 2 Misc. 512, 51 N.Y. St. R.
592, per Dugro, J.
"Turnpikes, bridges, ferries, and
canals, although made by mdividuala
under public grants, or by eomp&nies, are regarded 88 publici fu.ri,l.
The right to exact tolls or charge
freights is granted for a service to the
public. The ownen may be privata
companies, but they are eompellable
to pennit the public to uae their
works in the manner in which such
works can be used." Olcott v. Superviaors, 16 Wall. (83 U. 8.) 678,
695, 696, 22 L. ed. 382, per Strong, J.
"Turnpikes are public highway&
n~twithstanding the exaction of ton
for paasing on them. Ra.ilroade are
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f 64. To What Extent Corporations Are " Persons "GeDerally.-Although a corporation is not a natural person
public highways * • • yet no one
can travel on them without paying
t.oU. Railroads, turnpikes, bridges,
ferries are aU things of public concern
and the right to erect them Is a publie right. If it be conceded to a private individual or corporation, lt is
conceded 88 a public franchise; and
the right to take toll is granted 88 a
compeosation for erecting the work
and relieving the public treasury
from the burden thereof. Th011e who
have IIUch franchises are agents of the
public. They have, it is true, a private interest in the tolls; but the
works are public, and IIUbject to pubtic rqulation, and the entire public
baa the right to use them. •
All bridges intended and used as
thoroughfares are public highways
whether subject to toll or not."
County Commissioners v. Chandler,
98 U. B. 200, 208, 24 L. ed. 625, per
Bradley, J.
Exclusive grants for ferries,
bridges and turnpikes are grants of
franchises of a public character
appertaining to the government.
"Their use usually requires the exerciee of the right of eminent domain.
It is for the government to determine
when one of them shall be granted,
and the conditions upon which it
ahall be enjoyed. It is the duty of
the government to provide suitable
roads, bridges and ferries for the convenience of the public, and if it
chooees to devolve this duty to any
extent, or in any locality, upon particular individuals or corporations, it
may of oo\li'IIB stipulate for such exclusive privileges connected with the
franchille 88 it may deem. proper,
without encroachment upon the free-

* •

dom or the just rights of others. The
grant, with exclusive privileges, of a
right thus appertaining to the gov·
ernment, is a very different thing
from a grant, with exelusive privileges, of a right to pursue one of the
ordinary trades or callings of life,
which is a right ap~rtaining solely
to the individual." Slaughter-HoU!w
Cases, 16 Wall. (83 U. S.) 36, 88, 21
L. ed. 394, per Field, J., in di88elltil:r;
opinion.
The objects for which a corporation is created are universally such 88
the government wishes to promote.
They are deemed beneficial to the
country and this benefit constitutes
the consideration, and, in most cases,
the sole consideration of the grant.
Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4
Wheat. (17 U. S.) 518, 4 L. ed. 629.
"Other companies, such as gas and
electric light companies, turnpike
roads and canal companies, harbors
and ferry companies are similar to
railways in this, that they receive
their franchise as such upon the consideration that the public convenience will be served thereby." White
on Canadian Company Law (ed.
1901), p. 368, § 21.
In this country, franchises spring
from contracts between the sovereign
power and the citizen, made upon a
valuable consideration, for purposes
of public benefit as well as individual
advantage. State v. Real Estate
Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595, 41 Am.
Dec. 509.
"All corporations, whether public
or private, are, in contemplation of
law, founded upon the principle that
they will promote the interest or convenience of the public." Board of
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but is a creature of the State possessing no powers except those
~ certain sense, the word

conferred by the Sta.te,7" still, in
Directors for Leveeing Wabash River
v. Houston, 71 Ill. 318, 322, per Scott,
J., quoting Ten Eyck v. Delaware
& Raritan Canal Co., 18 N. J. L. 200,
203, per Nevins, J.
As to mutual obligations from
franchise and obligations to serve
public, see Kent's Comm. (14th ed.)
bottom p. 724, *p. 458.
See also Chap. VI, herein.
A8 to dillcrimination see the following cases:
11Dited Btatea: Platt v. Lecocq,
150 Fed. 391;-Little Rock & Memphis
Rd. Co. v. St. Louis Iron Mountain
& Southern Ry. Co., 59 Fed. 400, 402.
!'lorida: State v. Atlantic Coast
Line R. Co. (Fla., 1906), 40 So. 875.
Kansas: Larrabee Flour Mills Co.
v . Wisconsin Pac. Ry. Co., 74 Kan.
808, 88 Pac. 72.
lllbmeaota: Farwell Farmers'
Warehouse Assoc. v. Minneapolis St.
Paul & Sault Ste Marie Ry. Co., 55
Minn. 8, 12, 56 N. W. 248.
lfew York: Rhinehart v. Redfield,
179 N.Y. 569, 72 N. E. 1150, aff'g 87
N.Y. Supp. 789, 93 App. Div. 410.
!forth Carolina: Freight Discrimination Cases (Hines v. Wilmington
& Wedon Rd. Co.), 95 N.C. 434, 446,
59 Am. Rep. 250.
PennsylvaDia: Wright v. Baltimore & Ohio Rd. Co., 32 Pa. Super.
Ct. 5; Hagan v. Fayette Gas Fuel
Co., 21 Pa. Co. Ct. 503, 29 Pitts. L.
J. (N. S.) 229.
Tennessee: Watauga Water Co. v.
Wolfe, 99 Tenn. 429, 41 S. W. 1060;
Crumley v. Watauga Water Co., 99
Tenn. 420, 41 S. W. 1058.
Texas: Houston & Texas Central
Ry. Co. v. Rust, 58 Tex. 98, 107;

GuU, Colorado & Santa Fe Ry. Co.
v. Lone Star Salt Co., 26 TeL Civ.
App. 531, 63 S. W. 1025.
TM corporation or per80ft tdao e:rerci8es the right of emiiUml domain usumes certain obligations to the public, and the grant of that right carries
with it the right of public supervision
and reasonable controL Pottlach
Lumber Co. v. Peterson, 12 Idaho,
769, 88 Pac. 426.
TM power of emiiUml c:lomain CIIUI
only be granted for public uae, and
when it is conferred by law, as in tbe
case of irrigation companies, upon a
corporation, its status as quasi-public is fixed irrespective of the question
whether it exercises such power or
not. "It can no more escape its
duty to the public, because it has
not exercised such power, than can
a railway company who has purchased its right of way instead of
exercising its power to acquire it by
condemnation proceedings." Colorado Canal Co. v. McFarland &
Southwell (I'ex. Civ. App., 1906),
94 S. W. 400, 404, per Neill, J.
The incorporation of a railroad
company by a State, the granting to
it of special privileges to carry out
the object of its incorporation, particularly the authority to exercise the
State's right of eminent domain to
appropriate property to its uses, and
the obligation, assumed by the acceptance of the charter, to transport
all persons and merchandise upon like
conditions and for reasonable rates,
affect the property and employment
with a public use, and thus subject
the business of the company to a legislative control which may extend to

,. Cassatt v. Mitchell Coal & Coke Co., 150 Fed. 32.
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" person " applies to bodies politic and corporate.711 So it is
declared in a case in the United States Supreme Court that,
the prevention of extortion by unreasonable charges, and favoritism
by discriminations. Georgia Rd. &
Bkg. Co. v. Smith, 128 U.S. 174, 32
L. ed. 377,9 Sup. Ct. 47.
Corporation& BUbjed to reasonable
and just regulation8 and n.des, ~ee the
following C:J'·cs:
United States: Atlantic Coast
Line Rd. Co. v. North Carolina Corporation Commission, 206 U.S. 1, 19,
51 L. ed. 933, 27 Sup. Ct. 585, citing
numerous cases; Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Rd. Co. v. Drainage
Commrs., 200 U. S. 561, 584, 50 L.
ed. 596, 26 Sup. Ct. 341, per
Harlan, J.
l'lorida: State v. Atlantic Coast
Line Rd. Co. (Fla.), 41 So. 705; State
v. Atlantic Coast Line Rd. Co. (Fla.),
40 So. 875.
Idaho: Pottlach Lumber Co. v.
Peterson, 12 Idaho, 769, 88 Pac. 426.
Dlinoia: Danville v. Danville
Water Co., 180 Ill. 235, 54 N. E. 224.
Indiana: Central Union Teleph.
Co. v. Bradbury, 106 Ind. 1, 9, 5 N.
E. 721; Chicago I. & L. Ry. Co. v.
Railroad Commission (Ind. App.), 78
N. E. 338.
Iowa: McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. Co. (Iowa), 108
N. W. 902.
Montana: State v. City of Helena
(Mont.), 85 Pac. 744.
Rew York: Beekman v. Saratoga
& Schenectady Rd. Co., 3 Paige Ch.
(N. Y.) 45.
WileouaiD: Madison, City of, v.
Madison Gas & Elect. Co., 129 Wis.
249, 108 N. W. 65.
Eminent domain-Delr,gation to and
eurciae of right by individual~,

l!e8

Moran v. RoBS, 79 Cal. 159; Ortiz v.
Hanson (Colo.), 83 Pac. 964, under
Mills Ann. Stat., § 2257; Downing v.
More, 12 Colo. 316, 2 Denver Leg.
News, 114, 20 Pac. 766.
Eminent domain-Private m&Urpri8ea-Privau we, aee the followiug
cases:
VDlted ltates: Miocene Ditch Co.
v. Jacobson, 146 Fed. 680, 77 C. C. A.
106.
OaJifornla: See Madera County v.
Raymond Granite Co., 139 Cal. 128,
72 Pac. 915, 989.
Georgia: Chestatee Pyrites Co. v.
Cavenders Creek Gold Min. Co., 119
Ga. 354, 46 S. E . 422.
Iowa: Fleming v. Hull, 73 Iowa,
598, 35 N. W. 673.
Miml.esota: Minnesota Canal &
Power Co. v. Kooching Co., 97 Minn.
429, 107 N. W. 405.
Rew York: East Canada Creek
Electric Light & Power Co., In re, 99
N. Y. Supp. 109, 49 Misc. 565.
Borth Oarolina: Leigh v. Garysburg Mfg. Co., 132 N.C. 167, 43 S. E.
632; Stratford v. Greensboro, 124 N.
C. 127, 32 S. E. 394.
Oreeou: Dalles Lumbering Co. v.
Urquhart, 16 Oreg. 67, 19 Pac. 78.
PeDDBylva.Dia: Peifiy v. Mountain
Water Supply Co., 214 Pa. 340, 63
Atl. 751; Bordentown Banking Co. v.
Sparhawk, 214 Pa. 334, 63 Atl. 752.
Tu:u: Kyle v. Texas & N. 0. R.
Co. (Tex.), 4 L. R. A. 275.
Wuhiugtou: State v. Superior
Court of Thurston County (Wash.),
85 Pac. 666; Healy Lumber Co. v.
Morris, 33 Wash. 490,63 L. R . A. 820,
74 Pac. 681.
West VirgtDla: Pittaburg, Wheel-

,. Erwin v. State, Wolley, 150 Ind. 332, 48 N. E. 249.
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"It is indeed a mere artificial being, invisible and intangible;
yet it is a person, for certain purposes, in contemplation of
law, and has been recognized as such by the decisions of this
court." 711
ing & Ky. Rd. Co. v. Benwood Iron
Corporation cannot ~ itetll/
Works, 31 W. Va. 710, 2 L. R . A. 680, from performanu of ita publie dvtiea
8 S. E .•53, 5 R. R. & Corp. L. J. 324. or neglect or refuse to perform them,
As to right of oorporation.B to uer- or arbitrarily discontinue operations
c:Ue poWilT of eminent domain, see the as in case of a railroad or street
railway or other quasi-public oomfollowing cases:
'United lt&tes: Postal Teleg. Cable pany.
Co. v. Southern R. Co., 89 Fed.
'United lta.tes: Central 'l'ranap.
Co. v. Pullman Palace Car Co., 139 U.
190.
Georgia: Chestatee Pyrites Co. v. 8. 24, 35 L. ed. 55, 11 Sup. Ct. 478, 45
Cavender& Creek Gold :Min. Co., 119 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. fHT, 9 Ry. &
Ga. 354, 46 S. E. 422; Gardner v. Corp. L. J. 342, 43 Alb. L. J. 328;
Georgia R . & Bkg. Co., 117 Ga. 522, Gibbs v. Consolidated Gu Co. of
Baltimore, 130 U. S. 396, 397, 32 L.
43 S. E. 863.
Kansas: Dillon v. Kansas City, Ft. ed. 788, 9 Sup. Ct. -389; Tbomu v.
8. & M. R. Co., 67 Kan. 687, 74 Pac. West Jersey R. Co., 101 U, B. 71, 83,
251.
84, per Miller, J.; M'Cutcbeon v. :Men:
Illinois: Aurora & G. R. Co. v. Capeule Co., 71 Fed. 787, 793, per
Lurton, C. J.
Harvey, 178 Ill. 477, 53 N. E. 331.
Louisi&na: Lawrence v. Morgan's
Oonnecticut: Drisooll v. Norwich
Louisiana & Tex. R. & 8. Co., 39 La. & Worcester Rd. Co., 65 Conn. 230,
Ann. 427, 2 So. 69.
32 Atl. 354.
Montana: State v. District Court
Illinois: Chicago Gas Light & Colm
of Tenth Judicial Dist. of Meagher Co. v. People's Gas Light & Cob Co.,
County, 34 Mont. 535, 88 Pac. 44.
121 Ill. 530, 13 N. E. 169, per :MaRebrasta: State, Burlington & M. gruder, J.; BaiBley v. St. Louis, Alton
R. R . Co. v. Scott, 22 Neb. 628, 36 & Terre Haute Rd. Co., 119 10. 68,
N. W. 121.
72, 73, 8 N. E. 859; Peoria & Rock
Ohio: Ohio State v. Toledo Ry. & Island Ry. Co. v. Coal Valley lliniog
Terminal Co., 28 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. Co., 68 lll. 489.
321.
Rebruka: Chollette v. Omaha &
Pennaylv&Dia: See Philadelphia Republican Valley Rd. Co., 26 Neb.
M. & S. St. Ry. Co., In re, 203 Pa. 159,4 L. R. A.l35, 41 N. W. 1106.
354, 53 At!. 191.
llew Ieney: State, Bridgeton v.
Rew York: East Canada Creek Bridgeton & M. Traction Co., 62 N. J.
Elect. Light & Power Co., In re, 99 L. 692, 43 At!. 715, 40 L. R. A.
N. Y. S. Supp. 109, 49 Misc. 565.
837.
71 Bank of Augusta v. Earle, 13
Virginia: Zircle v. Southern Ry.
Co. (Va.), 45 S. E. 802.
Pet. (38 U. 8.) 519, 588, 10 L. ed.
Washington: State v. Centralia- 274.
When·corporations are and are not
Chehalis Elect. Ry. & Power Co., 42
persons, see the following eaaee:
Wash. 632, 85 Pac. 344.
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§ 65.. To What Extent Corporations Are "Persons,
Under Statutes.-If it is within the intent and meaning of
a statute that the word "person" should include corporations
it will undoubtedly be so held, thus the term "any person or
persons" in a crimes statute relating to the destruction of a
vessel extends to corporations and bodies politic as well as to
natural persons.77 And unless excepted they are also included
in the word "persons" in statutes as to grants and conveyances of property .78 If a statute relating to priority .of payment by any person insolvent l:!Pecially designates the class
intended, it does not include a trading corporation not so
specified.711 So corporations are to be deemed and considered
persons within the act of Congress, 1797, giving a priority of
debts to the United States.80 They are also persons under
O&llfonlia: Douglaa v. Pacific Mail
8. 8. Co., 4 Cal. 304.
Oonnectlcut: Emeraon v. Goodwin, 9 Conn: 422.
Georgia: London v. Coleman, 59
Ga. 663; Southwestern R. Co. v.
Paulk, 24 Ga. 356.
Indiana: White v. State, 69 Ind.
'I13.
·
Kentucky: Louisville, City of, v.
Commonwealth, 1 Duer (62 Ky.),
295, 85 Am. Dec. 624.
Louiatana: Factors &: Traders Ins.
Co. v. New Harbor Protection Co., 37
La. Ann. 233; Jeffries v. Belleville
Iron Works Co., 15 La. Ann. 19.
Maaaachuaetta: Proprietors of
Jeffries Neck Pasture v. Ipswich,
153 Haas. 42, 26 N. E. 239.
Rebrub: Chapman v. Brewer, 43
Neb. 890.
Bew York: La Farge v. Exchange
Ins. Co., 22 N. Y. 352; State v.
Woram, 6 Hill (N.Y.), 33.
Ohio: Norris v. State, 25 Ohio St.
217, 18 Am. Rep. 291; State v. Cincinnati Fertilizer Co., 24 Ohio St.
611.

PeDDaylv&Dia: Lehigh Bridge v.
Lehigh Coal &: Nav. Co., 4 Rawle
(Pa.), 8.
Vir&iDla: Miller v. Commonwealth,
'IT Gratt. (Va.) 110; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Richmond, 26 Gratt.
(Va.) 1.
Wiaconaln: Fisher v. Horicon Iron
&: Mfg. Co., 10 Wis. 351.
77 United States v. Amedy,
11
Wheat. (24 U.S.) 392, 6 L. ed. 502.
See cases in note to§ 64, herein.
"The word 'peraon' when UBed in
this act, includes an individual and a
firm or copartnership." Public Service CommiBBions Law of N. Y., Laws
1907, chap. 429, art. 1, § 2.
Commonwealth is not a person under
a covenant by grantor to defend title
in deed to shore and tideland bottom. Feurer v. Stewart, 83 Fed.
793.
71 State v. Nashville University, 4
Humph. (Tenn.) 157.
71 Commonwealth v. Phcenix Bank,
11 Met. 129.
• Beaston v. Farmers' Bank, 12
Pet. (37 U. B.) 102, 9 L. ed. 1017.
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taxation statutes; 11 and are also within a law providing for
attachments.az
§ 66. Corporations as "Persons" Under Constitution of

United States.-Again, corporations are persons within the
meaning of the clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution of the United States concerning the deprivation
of property and concerning the equal protection of the laws."
It is held, however, within this amendment of the Constitution, that "due process of law" protects natural and not artificial persons in their "liberty.""
§ 67. Corporations as "Citizens,, for Federal Jurisdic., People v. Utica Ina. Q,,, 15
Johna. (N. Y.) 382, 8 Am. Dec. 243;
International Life Ina. Co. v. Commr.
of Taxes, 28 Barb. (N. Y.) 318. Is an
individual under a tax law. Otis Co.
v. Ware, 8 Gray (Maae.), 509.
12 Planters'&: M. Bank v. Andrewa,
8 Port. (Ala.) 404; Mineral Point R.
Co. v. Keep, 22 Ill. 9.
u VDited ltates: Smyth v. Eames,
169 U. S. 466, 522, 42 L. ed. 819, 18
Sup. Ct. 418; Covington&: Lex. Tumpike R. Co. v. Sandford, 164 U. S.
578, 592, 41 L. ed. 560, 17 Sup. Ct.
198; Charlotte, Columbia &: Augusta
Rd. Co. v. Gibbes, 142 U. S. 386, 12
Sup. Ct. 255, 35 L. ed. 1051, 48 Am.
&: Eng. R. Caa. 595, aft''g a. c., 27 B. C.
385, 4 S. E . 49; Minneapolis & St. L.
R. Co. v. Beckwith, 129 U.S. 26, 32
L. ed. 585, 17 Waah. L. Rep. 34, 31}
Alb. L. J. 166, 5 R. R. &: Corp. L . .i.
315, 9 Sup. Ct. 207; Miaaouri Pae. R.
Co. v. Mackey, 127 U. S. 205, 32 L.
ed. 107; Minneapolis & St. L. R. Co. v.
Herrick, 127 U. S. 210, 32 L. ed. 109;
Pembina Consolidated Silver Mining
&: Milling Co. v. Pennsylvania, 125
U. S. 181, 8 Sup. Ct. 737, 31 L. ed. 65;
Northwestern Fertilizer Co. v. Hyde
Park, Fed. Caa. No. 10,336.
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O&lifomi&: Johnson v. Goodyear
Min. Q,,, 127 Cal. 4, 69 Pac. 304.
Iowa: McGuire v. Chicago, B~
lington &: Quincy R . Co. (Iowa), 108
N. W. 902.
Maille: Hammond Beef &: P. Q).
v. Best, 91 Me. 431, 40 Atl. 338.
Ohio: Wheeling Bridge&: Terminal
Ry. Co. v. Gilmore, 8 Ohio Cir. Ct. R.
655, 658, 1 Ohio Dec. 390.
Tennessee: Knoxville&: 0. R. Co. ·
v. Harris, 99 Tenn. 684, 43 B. W.
115.
Bee Lake Shore &: Mich. Bou~hem
Ry. v. Smith, 173 U.S. 684, 690, 43
L. ed. 858, 19 Sup. Ct. 565; Blake v.
McClung, 172 U.S. 239, 259, 19 Sup.
Ct. 165, 43 L. ed. 432; Gulf, Colorado
& Banta Fe Ry. Co. v. Ellis, 165 U.S.
100,154, 17Sup.Ct.255,41 L.ed. 666.
Compare State v. Brown & Sharpe
Mfg. Co., 18 R. I. 16, 25 Atl. 49;
Central Pac. R. Co. v. State Board of
Equalization, 60 Cal. 35.
14 Weetem Turf Assn. v. Greenburg, 204 U. S. 359, 51 L, ed. 520, 27
Sup. Ct. 384, aft''g 148 Cal. 126, 82
P40o 684. See Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis R. Co. v.
Lightheiaer, 168 Ind. 438, 78 N. E.
1033.
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tiona! Purposes-Not " Citizens " Under Constitution of
United States.-Corporations are for purposes of jurisdiction
in the Federal courts conclusively presumed to be citizens of
the State in which created.11 And a national bank is held, in
an early case in Nevada, to be for jurisdictional purposes, a
citizen of the State wherein it is located.11 Corporations are
• Adame Expre. Co. v. Ohio State
Auditor, 166 U. B. 185, 224, 41 L . ed.
965, 17 Sup. Ct. 604, per Brewer, J.
Bee St. Louis, City of, v. Ferry Co., 11
Wall. (78 U. B.) 423, 20 L. ed. 192;
It 52, 53, herein.
"Davis v. Cooke, 9 Nev. 134. The
eourt, per Belknap, J., said: "It is
urged by respondent in justification
of the ruling of the District Court
upon defendant's motion for removal
that 88 the First National Bank of
Nevada W88 incorporated under an
aet of the Congress of the United
States it is a citiun of the United
States, and cannot be treated as a
citizen of this State for jurisdictional
purpoees. This question W88 thoroUghly investigated by Judge Blatchford in the case of the Manufacturers'
National Bank v. Banck, 2 Abb.
(U.S.) 232. The various provisions,
in respect to the 'location' of banking
a.ociations ineorporated under the
aet of Congre. of June 3, 1864, entitled, 'An act to provide a national
eurreney eecured by a pledge of
United States bonds, and to provide
for the circulation and redemption
thereof,' are there discussed. By the
sixth eection of the act it is provided
that the persons uniting to form a
banking a.ociation under the act
ehall specify in an organization certificate the plaoe where its operations of
discount and deposit are to be carried
on, designating the State, territory
or district, and also the particular
OOUDtf and city, town or village.

And by the eighth section it is provided that its usual business shall be
transacted at an office or banking
house located at the place specified
in its organization certificate. The
ninth section provides that the affairs
of such banking IUJIJOCiation shall be
managed by a board of directors, at
least three-fourths of whom shall
have resided in the State, territory or
district in which such association is "
located one year next preceding their
election as directors, and be residents
of the same during their continuance
in office. Further sections speak of
the place where the IUJIJOCiation is ' located' and 'established.' 'It is quite
apparent from all of these statutory
provisions,' saya Judge Blatchford,
'that Congress regards a national.
banking IUJIJOCiation as being "located" at the place specified in its
organization certificate. If such
place is a place in a State, the association is located in the State. It is, indeed, located at but one place in the
State; but when it is so located, it is
regarded 88 located in the State. The
requirement that at least threefourths of the directors of the association shall be residents, during their
continuance in office, in the State in
which the IUJIJOCiation is located,
especially indicates an intention on
the part of Congress to regard the association as belonging to such State.
Three-fourths of the legal representatives of the unknown associates forming the corporation, with which repre-
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not, however, citizens within the meaning of the Constitution~
the United States, under that clause which provides that the
sentativee any pel'IIOn dealing with
the corporation must deal, are required to reside in the State where
the corporation ia "located." ' A corporation existing by virtue of an act
of the <A>ngress of the United States
must be considered a citizen of the
United States. But a citizen of the
United States, resident in any State
in the Union, is a citizen of that State,
Gassies v. Ballou, 6 Pet. (31 U. S.)
761, 8 L. ed. 573. The residence of
the National Bank being in Nevada,
it follows that it is a citizen of Nevada."
See also <A>oke v. State National
Bank of Boston, 52 N. Y. 96, to the
same point where the court, per
Church, Ch. J., also says: "As an
original question, it seems clear that
the residence and citizenship of a corporation should be determined without regard to the residence of its
corporators. No valid reason is perceived for applying the presumption,
or, if applied, it furnishes no ground
for the doctrine that the suit is by the
corporators in their pel'IIOnal capa.city.
Although they have an interest in the
suit, they are not parties in any legal
sense, and their interests are merged
in the corporate body. But I cannot
agree with the counsel for the plaintiff, that if the doctrine of presumJr·
tion is to be maintained it would not
apply to these banking associations.
Their location and place of business
are fixed by the law of their creation.
They are made inhabitants of States
for the purposes of taxation, and a
majoritj· of their managing officers
are required by law to reside in the
States of their respective location.
I eee no reason why this artificial
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presumption should not u well appiJ
to them as if incorporated by state
authority, especially u in ·this cue
where a state bank by virtue of the
statute was transmuted from a atat.e
to a national bank. The dq before
the chanp it is admitted that the
presumption would apply, while the
day after it ia insisted that it would
not, although the chanp was in Conn
only, and not in eubstanoe. Independent of this presumption, tha~e
banka should be deemed citisena of
the States where by law they are located, within thia claW18 of the constitution, and this does not impair the
decillions in this State, holding tha'
they are foreign corporations under
our attachments laws, although Jo..
cated here, becaWI8 tbeee deciaioDI
are baeed upon the statutory cleftllition of foreign corporations." See in
this connection, Blake v. McClung,
at end of note to this eection; Chatbam National Bank of New York v.
Merchants' National Bank of West
Virginia, 4 Thomp. & Cook (N. Y.),
196.

At the present time under the Removal Statute (Acts of Congre.,
Aug. 13, 1888, c. 866, 20 Stat. 433,
U.S. <A>mp. Stat. 1901, pp. 508, 539)
a suit between citizena of differebt
States may be removed to the Fedeml
court though neither party ia a reeident of the State in which 6he
suit is brought. Examine the following caaea: Louisville, N. A. &
C. Ry. <A>. v. Louisville Truat Co.,
174 U. S. 552, 43 L. ed. 1081, 19
Sup. Ct. 817; Memphis & Charleeton R. <A>. v. Alabama, 107 U. S. 681,
2 Sup. Ct. 432, 27 L. ed. 518; Foulk v.
Gray (U. 8. C. C.), 120 Fed. 158;
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citizens of each State shall be entitled to all privileges· and ,
immunities of citizens of the several States,17 nor do they
come within the protection of that clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment which prohibits the abridgment of such privileges
and immunities.• When an existing railroad corporation,
Wbm v. Wabub R. Co. (U. 8. C. C.),
118 Fed. 55; Fimt National Bank v.
Bridgeport Trust Co. (U. 8. C. C.).
117 Fed. 969; Illinois <:at. Ry. Co.
v. Hibbe, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1899, 78 8.
W. 1116; Illinoia Qmt. Ry. Co. v.
Whitworth, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 2044,25
Ky. L. Rep. 439, 73 8. W. 766, 75
8. W. 849; Cincinnati, N. 0. & T. P.
Ry. Co. v. Cook, 23 Ky. L. Rep.
2410, 67 8. W. 383; Alliaon v. Southem Ry. Co., 129 N. C. 336, 40 8. E.
91; Calvert v. Southern Ry. Co., 64
S. C. 139, 41 8. E. 963, aff'g 36 S.
E. 7li0.
• Art. IV, I 2.
•vmtedltates: Orientlnl. Co. v.
~· 172 U.S. 557,19 Sup. Ct. 281,
43 L. ed. 552; Norfolk & Weetem Rd.
Co. v. PeDD~~Ylvania, 136 U. S. 114,
34 L. ed. 394, 10 Sup. Ct. 958; Pembina Consol. Silver Mining & Milling
Co. v. PeDD~~Ylvania, 125 U. 8. 181, 8
Sup. Ct. 737,31 L. ed. 660; Philadelphia Fire A.m. v. New York, 119 U.
8. 110, 7 Sup. Ct. 108, 30 L. ed. 342;
Uverpoollnl. Co. v. MueachWiette,
10 Wall. \17 U. 8.)066, 19 L. ed. 1029;
Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. (75 U. 8.)
168, 19 L. ed. 357; Bank of Augusta
v. Eerie, 13 Pet. (38 U. 8.) 519, 10 L.
ed. 274; Bank of United States v.
Deveaux, 5 Cranch (9 U. B.), 61, 3 L.
ed. 38; Kirben v. Virginia-Carolina
Chemical Co., 145 Fed. 288, 292, per
Dayton, Diat. J.; Berry v. Mobile
Ufe IDs. Co., Fed. Cu. No. 1,358;
See Obio cl: Mialiasippi Rd. Co. v.
Wheeler, 1 Black. (66 U. 8.) 286, 17
L. ed. 130. Compare Louisville,
CinciDD.ati & awleeton Rd. Co. v.

11

Leta>n, 2 How. (43 U. B.) 497, II L.
ed. 553.
.Alabama: American Union Teleg.
Co. v. Weetem Union Teleg. Co., 67 ·
Ala. 26, 42 Am. .Rep. 90.
Delaware: State v. Delaware · &
Atl. Teleg. & Teleph. Co., 7 Houst.
(Del.) 269, 31 At!. 714.
Illinois: Cincinnati Mut. Health
Alllur. Co. v. Rosenthal, 55 Ill. 85, 8
Am. Rep. 626; Ducat v. Chicago, 48 ·
Ill. 172,95 Am. Dec. 529.
IndlaDa: Schmidt v. Indianapolia
(Ind., 1907), 80 N. E. 632; FarmerB'
& Merchante' Ina. Co. v. Narrah, 47
Ind. 236.
Kentucky: Merchante National
Bank v. Ford, 30 Ky. L. Rep. 558,99
8. W. 260; Commonwealth v. Milton,
12 B. Mon. (51 Ky.) 212, 54 Am. Dec.
331;- Woodward v. Commonwealth,
9 Ky. L. Rep. 670, 7 S. W. 613.
•ew Ieney: Tatem v. Wright, 23
N.J. L. 429.
Bew York: People v. Imlay, 20

Barb. (N.Y.) 68.
Ohio: Weetem Union Teleg. Co. v.
Mayer, 28 Ohio St. 521.
Rhode Island: State v. Brown &
Sharpe Mfg. Co., 18 R. I. 16, 25 Atl.
246.

Vlr&iJda: Slaughter v. Commonwealth, 13 Gratt. (Va.) 767.
While tM member~ of a corporation
are, for pur~ of wit by or agGinlt
it in C01l1U of tM United Statu, to lHl
concltl&iwly pruumed to lHl citiMu! of
Bf4te creating it, tM corporation iiMlf
is not a citizen within the meaning of
the provilione of the Coll.Btitution
that the citilene of each State ehall be
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organized: under the laws of one State, is authorized under_ the
laws of another State, to extend its road into the latter, it
does l'lot become a citizen of the latter State by exercising this
authority, unless the statute giving this permission must nec-esMrily be construed as creating a new corporation of the
State which grants this permission.•
entitled to all privilegee and immUDitiea of oitii8D8 in tbe United States.
Blake v. McChmg, 172 U.S. 239, 19
Sup. Ct.. 166, 43 L. ed. 432.
A corporation iB not a citizen
within the meaning of the Constitutioo of the United States, and cannot
maintain a IUit in a court of the Unit.ecl State. ~ the citiseu of a
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different State from that by which it.
wu chartered, unle1111 the pei"'IID8wbo
compoee the corporate body are aD
citileU of that State. Ohio ct Mia
Ry. Co. v. Wheeler, 1 BL (66 U. 8.)
286, 17 L. ed. 130.
• Pennayl.vania R. R. Co. v. St.
Loui.B, A. & T. H. R. R. Co., 118 U.S.
290, 6 Sup. Ct.. lOIK, 30 L. ed. 83.
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CHAPTER VI.
NATURE Oil' VARIOUS CORPORATIONS.

I

es. Apicultural

Societie&-State
Board of Agriculture-Agricultural College.

89. Banb.
70. Bridp Companiee.
71. Building and Loan A.ociationa.
72. Canal Companies.
73. Collegee-State Univel'llity.
74. Common Carrienl.
75. DraiDap Companiee-Drainace-Conatitutional LawPolice Power.
78. Electric Light, Heat and Power
Companies.
77. Electric Light, Heat and Power
Companiee-When a "Manufacturing" Company.
78. Electric Light, Heat and Power
Companies-When not a
"Manufacturing" Company.
79. Expn!BI Companies.

I 80. Ferriee-Ferry Company.
81. Fire Engine Company.
82. Gaa Companiee-Public Service Corporation.
83. Gaa - Natural Gaa Companies.
84. Gaa Company-Natural Gaa
Company When "Manufacturing" Company.
85. Heating Corporation.
86. Hospital Corporation.
ffl. Inaurance Companiee.
88. Irrigation Companiee-Irrigation Distrieta.
89. Levee District&-Levee Boards.
90. Log Driving or Boom Corporation.
91. Manufacturing Corporation&
92. Market Company.
93. Medical College.
94. Park Association.
95. Plank Road..

§ 68. Agricultural Societies-State Board of AgricultureAgricultural College.-Under an Alabama decision an agricultural society is a public corporation.1 It is also so under an
IDinois ca.se.1 Under an Iowa decision it is held to be in no
sense a corporation for pecuniary profit, but an agency of the
State which exists for the sole purpose of promoting the public interests in the business of agriculture.• But in another
case in the same State it is declared that the objects of an
agricultural society may be public and yet it is essentially a
1 Hem v. Iowa State Agricultural
Dillard v. Webb, MAla. 468.
Livinpton County Agricultural Soc., 91 Iowa, 97, 98, 58 N. W. 1092,
24 L. R. A. 655.
Soeiety v. Hunter, 110 Ill. 1M.
1

1
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private corporation even though it is not organized for ~
cuniary profit.' So in Kentucky such societies are private
corporations.• In Michigan, they are said to be quasi-public
in their nature.• In Maine such a society is an aggregate corporation as distinguished from quasi-corporations and may be
liable in its corporate capacity for its negligent acts.7 Under
a Minnesota decision it appeared that a state agricultural society was not, under the complaint therein and the laws,
shown to be a public corporation organized for the sole purpose
of discharging a governmental function, and it was held that
annual contributions by the State did not make it a public
corporation for the sole purpose of discharging governmental
functions so as to relieve it from its negligence.• In Nebraska
these societies are declared not to be corporations within the
ordinary meaning of the term, but are rather agencies adopted
by the State for the purpose of promoting the interests of
agriculture and manufacturing.' In a North Carolina case they
seem to be considered as public corporations.10 But under an
Ohio decision they are not public agencies of the State. They
are the result of the voluntary association of the persons composing them, and although their purposes are public in a
certain sense as conducing to the public welfare yet all private
corporations are for a public purpose in the sense that they
accomplish some public good or are of some public benefit.11
A state board of agriculture, created by statute as a body
corporate with perpetual succession, is, in Indiana, a private
4 Thompeon v. Lambert, 44 Iowa,
239.
1 Commonwealth
v. Bacon, 1
Bush (Ky.), 210, 26 Am. Rep. 189.
• See Kent County Agricultural
Soc. v. Houaemary, 81 Mich. 609,
46 N. W. 15.
1 Brown v. South Kennebec Agricultural Soc., 47 Me. 275, 74 Am.
Dec. 484.
1 Lane v. Minneeota State Agricultural Soc., 62 Minn. 175, 64 N. W.
382, 29 L. R. A. 208.
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1 State v. Robineon, 35 Neb. 401,
53 N. W. 213, 17 L. R. A. 383.
11 State v. Stovall, 103 N. C. 416, 8
8. E. 900.
11 Dunn v. Agricultural Soc., 46
Ohio St. 93, 99, 18 N. E. 496, 15 Am.
St. Rep. 656, 1 L. R. A. 754.
Comtty Agricultural Societies are
corporationa for public purpoaes.
Stewart v. Hardin County Agricultural Soc. Comm'ra (Dist. Ct.), 7
Am. Law Rec. 668, 6 Ohio Dec.
751.
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corporation although the public has an interest therein, and
the State has voluntarily aided it by contributions and .appro-priations, and no shares of stock are issued and held by trustees
or private individuals.IZ In Wyoming it is held that an agricultural·college which is subject to state visitation under the
statute of its creation and incorporation is a public corporation and that the State is not prohibit¢ from repealing the
creative act, even though property had been devised or bequeathed in trust for the benefit of such college.1a

§ 69. Banks.-A bank is a public corporation where the
stock is exclusively owned by the govemment.14 It is also
held in an Ohio case that a bank is a public institution, a public corporation created solely for public and not for private
purposes, and is subject to public control to extend or revoke
its privileges according to the emergencies of public necessity
or policy.1& In a New Jersey case it is declared that banks of
12 Downing v. Indiana State Board
of Agriculture, 129 Ind. 443, 28 N. E.
123, 12 L. R. A. 664. The loaning of
money to such board by the State
W88 held to amount to a legislative
construction of its charter 88 being a
private corporation.
11 State ex. rei. Agricultural College v. Irvine, 14 Wyo. 318, 373-376,
84 Pac. 90, aff'd Wyoming Agricultural College v. Irvine, 206 U. 8. 278.
u Tinsman v. Belvidere Delaware
Rd. Co., 26 N.J. L. 148, 172, 69 Am.
Dec. 595, quoting from 2 Kent's
Comm. 305.
11 Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1 Ohio
St. 613, 609, 619, 621, 622, per Corwin, J ., who said: "But banking ill
no more a private buaineaa, certainly
than making a railroad, or a turnpike,
and yet, when they are made, in virtue of a franchise of eminent domain,
the corporations are public corporations. For how otherwise, I repeat,
could tbe legislature authorize them

to appropriate private property without the coD881lt of the owners?" and
in conclusion the court also said: "It
may, therefore, be declared, that the
Piqua Branch (Bank) and all other
companies organized under the act of
February 24, 1845, are public oorporationa-created for public purpo&e8,
and subject to the emergencies of publie necessity or policy, 88 declared,
from time to time, by the legislature.
That the charters of such corporations may be repealed or altered
without the consent of the oorporators W88 admitted by all the judges in
the Dartmouth College case, and ill
established by many other authorities. Terrel v. Taylor, 9 Cranch (13
U. 8.), 43, 3 L. ed. 650; Town of Marietta v. Fearing, 4 Ohio, 427; People
v. Morrill, 13 Wend. (N. Y) 325."
The case of Dartmouth College v.
Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U.S.) 518,
4 L. ed. 629, above referred to, held,
however, that the charter granted to
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deposit and discount, 88 wen 88 thoee that issue circulation,
and also savings banks, are quasi-public institutions and
properly subject to statutory regulations for the protection of
those who deal with them 88 depositors.11 But it. is. also asserted in the same State that a bank owned by private pemons
is a private corporation, even though its operations and object partake of a public nature and even though the government has shared with the corporators in the stock. "The same
thing may be said of insurance, canal, bridge, turnpike and
railroad companies. The uses may in a certain sense be called
public, but the corporations are private." 17 So under an
Indiana case banking is of a quasi-public nature.11 And substantially the same statement is made in other jurisdictions.11
§ 70. Bridge Companies.-Although a bridge company is a
private corporation, yet, 88 the bridge, when complete, is to
be used by the public 88 a common highway for public convenience and forms a continuous line of travel, it is 88 much
dedicated to public use 88 it could have been had it been in
all respects public property erected at public expense, and the
legislature may authorize it to take private property for its
use. These same principles have been uniformly applied to
railroads and turnpikes.10 Where the statute provides for the
the trustees of that college waa a contract within the Federal Constitution
prohibiting any law impairing the obligation of contracts and therefore a
state legislative act altering such
charter without consent of the corporation was unconstitutional and void
and that under ita charter the college
was a private and not a public corporation liable to legislative control.
11 Campbell, Receiver, v. Watson,
62 N. J . Eq. 396, 406, 50 Atl. 120, per
Pitney, V. C. (this case was one of an
action by a bank receiver against
directors for 108888 alleged to have
been caused by their negligence.)
If Tinsman v. Belvidere Delaware
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Rd. Co., 26 N. J. L. 148, 172, 69 Am.
Dee. 595.
"State v. Richcreek, 167 Ind. 217,
222, 77 N. E. 1085, per Mont&omerr,
J.
" A bank is an institution of a
quaai-public character. American
Nat. Bk. v. Morer, 24 Ky. L. Rep.
658, 660, 69 S. W. 759, 58 L. R. A.
956, per Hobaon, J.; Pa.ttenon v.
Marine Nat. Bank, 130 Pa. 419, 433,
18 Atl. 632, 17 Am. St. Rep. 778, per
Pauon, C. J.
• Amold v. Covington & Cincinnati Bridge Co., 1 Div. (62 Ky.) 372.
A "bridge is a part of a road, and
an easement, like the road; and tbe
privilege of maiQng the bqdge, and
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construction of toll bridges for "public use" and railroad toll
bridges are within the intent of the enactment, a railroad
bridge is a bridge for public use.11 But the right, privilege, or
franchise of constructing and operating &·bridge and approaches
as terminal facilities is held not to confer an authority upon
the company to act as common carriers of goods or passengers
for compensation.::

§71. Building and Loan Asaociations.-Building and loan
aasociations are private associations." Although they have
been considered "corporate partnerships or quasi-partnerships." u
§72. Canal Companies.-A canal company, with the power
of eminent domain, occupying some of the bed of a public
stream, and carrying on a transportation business, whether as
an accommodation to one party or to others, is affected with
a public interest or impressed with a public trust.• So a canal
taking tolls for the use of the same, is on Bldg. Auoc. I 39); Albany .Mutual
a fnmcbi&e in which the public have
an interest; the corporation, aa owner
of the franchiee, is liable to answer in
damagee if it refU8ell to transport individuala on being paid or tendered
Ule uaual fare; the law secured the
tolla u a reoompenae for the duty
impoeed to provide and maintain
facilitiee for accommodating the publie." Covington Drawbridge Co. v.
Shepherd, 21 How. (62 U. S.) 112,
124, 16 L. ed. 38, per Catron, J.
11 Southern
IUinois & :Miseouri
Bridge Co. v. Stone, 174 Mo. 1, 27,63
L. R. A. 301, 73 S. W. 453.
"Kentucky & I. Bridge Co. v.
Louisville & N. R. Co., 37 Fed. 667, 2
L. R. A. 289, 2 Inters. Com. Rep. 35.
• washington Investment A.oc.
v. Stanley, 38 Oreg. 319, 331-333, 63
Pac. 489, 84 Am. St. Rep. 793, per
Woolverton, J. [quoting Thompeon
Oil Bldg. AIIIOC. (2d ed.) § 3; Endlich

Bldg. A.oc. v. City of Laramie, 10
Wyo. 54, 6S, 66, 6S Pac. 1011, per
Potter, C. J. [quoting Thompeon on
Bldg. A.oc. (2d ed.) 13; Endlich on
Bldg. A11100. (2d ed.) §·16); Cook v.
Equitable Bldg. & Loan AIIIOC., 104
Ga. 814, 821, 30 S. E. 911.
,. See Towle v. American Bldg.
Loan & Investment Soc., 61 Fed. 446,
447, per Gr<IIIIICup, Diet. J.; Union
Mut. Bldg. & Loan A.oc. v. Aichele,
28 Ind. App. 69, 73, 61 N. E. 11, per
Comstock, J.
11 New York Cement Co. v. Conaol·
idated Roeendale Cement Co., 76 N.
Y. Supp. 469,37 Misc. 746 (cue wu
reveraed upon the ground that the
purchaaer of the oan&l and "franchi8es" need not maintain and operate it u a public way, the l8le and
conveyance having been made under
authority of a atatute which also recited that it wu no longer useful for
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constructed by the State is a public use, and the power of eminent domain may be exercised in subjecting private property
to its construction.21 A canal company is also held to be a
private corporation.27 So a. New Jersey case holds that the
Delaware and Raritan Canal Company was not a public corporation and that it was not justified by its charter in injuring
the property of individuals, by obstructions of the natural
flow of streams of water, although such injuries may be remote
or consequential. In the opinion of the court it is said: "In
·the present case whatever may have been the objects of the
corporation, whether to erect a public navigable highway, or
to improve the navigation of the Raritan river, or whether the
public have a right to the use and enjoyment of these improvements· when made or not, the company are essentially a. private
company and are not the agents of the State. Their works are
not constructed by the requirement of the State, nor at the
expense of the State, nor does the stock belong to the State,
nor is the State answerable for the lands or materials used in
the construction of these works, or responsible for the debts
of the company, or for injuries committed by them in the
execution of their work. The State could not compel the company to construct this canal or improve the navigation of the
river; it has permitted them to do so at their own request. The
company might have abandoned the work whenever they
saw fit, they may now abandon it without responsibility to
the State. In all they have done, they have sought their own
interest and if thereby they have incidentally promoted that
of the public, it cannot reasonably be supposed it was from a
liberality beyond that of their fellow citizens or for the sake
·the purpoee originally intended, 78
N.Y. Supp. 531; but held in 178 N.
Y. 167, that part thereof purchased
and ueed by manufacturing oorporation for transportation purposes
was still a public highway and subject to restrictions impoeed by canal
company by its charter).
Distinction exists between rail-
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roads and canals, and plank road
companies. Dougta. v. Boonaborough Tumpike Road Co., 22 Md. 219,
85 Am. Dec. 647.
,. Cooper v. Williame, 4 Ham. (4
Ohio) 253,287, 22 Am. Dec. 745.
11 Hooker v. New Haven & Northampton Co.. 15 Conn. 313, 36 Am.
Dec. 477.
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of the public. The corporation itself, the property of the corporation, the object of the corporation, are essentially private,
subject only to public use, under their own restrictions, and
from which use, the company are to derive their profits. The
whole scope of their charter indicates clearly that the legislature did not intend to interfere with private and vested rights,
without providing a recompense to be paid by the company
and not by the State." za
§ 73. Colleges-state Universi.ty.-Under its charter, Dartmouth College was a private and not a public corporation;
that a corporation is established for purposes of general charity, or for education generally, does not, per se, make it a public corporation, liable to the control of the legislature.211 A
state university formed for educational purposes, founded by
the State, endowed by the United States by a grant to the
State; all its property being property of the State; subject to
the laws of the State as a state institution; declared to be a
public trust by the state constitution, which also provides for
its perpetual continuance, is a public corporation.80
§ 74. Common Carriers.-Formerly anyone who chose to
engage in the business of a common carrier might do so, and
such employment was conducted almost exclusively by private
individuals for private gain and no especial protection or benefit was given by the State, but it hM become a public employment in the sense that it is affected with a public interest and
is subject to public regulation because of the obligations resting upon it arising from the character of the business.31 It not
only exercises a public employment but it has been called a
public institution. The duties and liabilities are those imposed
•TenEyck v.Delaware&Raritan Woodward, 1 N.H. 111. See 193,
Canal Co., 18 N. J. L. 200, 203, per herein.
10 Estate of Royer, Matter of, 123
Nevins, J.
• Dartmouth College v. Wood- Cal. 614, 621, 44 L. R. A. 364, 56
ward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 4 L. Pac. 461.
11 People v. Budd, 117 N.Y. 1, 26
eel. 629, rev'g Dartmouth CoUege v.
N. Y. St. R. 533, 22 N. E. 670, 682.
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by public law, and in this respect a common carrier differs from
the private. The former owes an equal duty to- all, and it
cannot be ·discharged if allowed to make unequal preferences
and thereby prevent or impair the enjoyment of the common
right.32 It is asserted, however, that the employment of common carriel'S is quasi-public, upon the ground that the public
have an interest in the faithful performance of their duties and
that this applies to common carriers classified as carriers of
goods and carriers of passengers.33 Under the Public Service
Commissions Law of New York, 34 "The term 'common carrier,'
when used in this act, includes all railroad corporations,
street railroad corporations, express companies, car companies,
sleeping-car companies, freight companies, freight-line companies and all persons and association of persons, whether incorporated or not, operating such agencies for public use in
the conveyance of pel'Sons or property within this State." 36
And such carriel'S cannot unreasonably or unduly discriminate,
and are subject to reasonable and just regulation as to rates
and to prevent discrimination, and the power to so regulate
may be exercised by the legislature itself or delegated to and
vested in railroad commissionel'8.30 The nature of common
carriers will, however, more fully appear under those sections
herein which treat of the different corporations whose business
is that of common carriers.
11 Mesaenger v. Pennsylvania Rd.
Co., 37 N.J. L. 531, 533, 535, 18 Am.
Rep. 754.
11 Thompeon-Houston Electric Co.
v. Simon, 20 Oreg. 60, 25 Pac. 147, 10
L. R. A. 251, 23 Am. St. Rep. 86 (an
action to condemn a right of way for
street and suburban railway for passengers).
16 Laws 1907, p. 891, chap. 429,
art. 1, § 2. See Public Utilities Act,
Laws Wis., 1907, chap. 499.
11 The term
"transportation of
property or freight," when used in
this act, includes any service in connection with the receiving, delivery,
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elevation, transfer in transit, ventilation, refrigeration, icing, storage
and handling of the property or
freight transported. Public Service
Commission Law of N. Y., Laws
1907, p. 892, chap. 429, art. 1,
§ 2.
11 Interstate Commerce Commission v. Chicago Great Western Ry.
Co., 141 Fed. 1003; Southern Express
Co. v. R. M. Rose Co., 124 Ga. 581, 53
S. E. 185; State v. Atlantic Coast
Line R. Co. (Fla.), 40 So. 875;
Chicago, I. & L. Ry. Co. v. Rd. Commission of Indiana (Ind. App.), 78 N.
E. 338.
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§ 75. Drainage Companies -Drainage - Conatitutional
Law-Police Power.-A drainage company is a private corporation." Under the laws of Illinois the draining ·of bodies
of land so as to make them fit for human habitation and cultivation, is a public purpose, to accomplish which the State
may by appropriate agencies exert the general powers it
possesses for. the common good, and § 40! of the Farm Drainage Act of that State was a proper exercise of the police power
of the State. The rights of a railroad company to a bridge over
a natural water course crossing its right of way, acquired under its general corporate power of Illinois are not superior
and paramount to the right of the public to use that water ·
course for the purpose of draining lands in its vicinity in accordance with plans adopted by a drainage commission lawfully constituted under the Farm Drainage Act."

§ 76. Electric Light, Heat and Power Companies.-An
electric light company is a corporation or association organized and engaged in the business of supplying electricity for
lighting purposes, and it may by statute include supplying
electricity for heat and power purposes.» So under the Public Service Commissions Law of New York,40 the term "electrical corporation," when used in that act, includes every
corporation, company, association, joint-stock association,
partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever (other than a railroad or
street corporation generating electricity for its own use exclusively), owning, operating, managing or controlling any
plant or property for generating and distributing, or generating or selling for distribution, or distributing of electric current
for such purposes. In New Hampshire, under a statute providing that all electric light companies serving parties for hire
., Boward v. St. Clair & Monroe
Levy & Drainage Co., 51 Ill. 130.
See 1 96, herein, "Reclamation Distric:ta."
.. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Rr. Q,, v. Drainage <Am'rs, 200 U s .

661, 50 L. ed. 596, 26 Sup. Ct. 341,
aff'g 212 Ill. 103, 72 N. E. 219.
• Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
§ 7. See also id., I§ 7a, 7b•
•0 Laws 1907, p. 892, chap. 429,
art. 1, § 2.
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shall be deemed to be public and shall reasonably accommodate
persons wishing to enjoy their facilities without discrimination and at reasonable rates, electric light companies are evidently deemed to sta.nd on the basis of quasi-public corporations; although "a natural person may engage in the business
of furnishing electric lights for hire, and acquire all the right.<;
and privileges and be subject to all the duties and obligations
pertaining to the business as provided in the statute." 41 An
·electric light is a thing of general utility and in its nature an
article of commerce.•z But an electric lighting system maintained for the purpose of lighting city streets, is held to be a
public use. 41 And where a municipality prior to a certain
date had no power to grant the use of its streets for electric
light poles, companies erecting and owning such poles after
that period devoted them to public uses." Again, an electric
light company, owning an electric plant and engaged in furnishing light for the streets and inhabita.nts of a city or village
has so far devoted its property to a public use, a use in which
the public has an interest, that it is bound to furnish light,
within such city or village, impartially to all applicants at a
reasonable price.40 Where a dam is erected, and land is
flooded thereby, in order to supply electric power to the public generally, and especially to mines and smelters, and for
irrigation also, it constitutes a public use justifying the exercise of the right of eminent domain.48 In a Wisconsin case
u American Loan & Trust Co. v.
General Electric Co., 71 N. H. 192,
51 Atl. 660, SAm. Elee. Cu.ll7, 118,
121, 122, 124 (a case or right to
mortgage.
n Hull Electric Light Co. v. Ottawa Elect. Light Co., Rap. Jud.
Quebec, 14 C. 8. 124.
•• Tuttle v. Brush Elec. Illum. Co.,
50 N. Y. Super. Ct. 464. Compare
Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.), §§
276-278c.
u Toledo Electric St. Ry. Co. v.
Westem Light & Power Co., 4 Ohio
C.D.43.
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.. Cincinnati, H. & D. R. Co. v.
Bowling Green, 57 Ohio St. 336, 41
L. R. A. 422, 49 N. E. 121.
•• Helena Power Transmission Co.
v. Spratt, 35 Mont. 108, 88 Pac. 773.
Bee also Story v. Indiana Hydraulic
Power Co. (Ind.), 76 N. E.10S7; East
Canada Creek Electric Light &
Power Co., In re, 99 N. Y. Supp.
109, 49 Misc. 565; Niagara, L. & 0.
Power Co., In re., 97 N. Y. Supp.
853, 868, 111 App. Div. 686, 112
App. Div. 901. Examine State v. Superior Court of ThiJJ'IIton County
(Wuh.), 85 Pac. 666. But ee Joyce
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the business of supplying electricity is declared to .be a public
one in which the community has an interest different from
what it has in private enterprises, such as manufacturing, etc.47
And the enterprise is a public one where water power is used
to generate electricity which is to be sold and distributed on
equal terms to the public generally and is subject to control
by the government. In such a case the property is also held
to be devoted to a public use.•

§ 77. Electric Light, Heat and Power Companies-When
a" :Manufacturing" Company.-In Alabama. an electric light
company is a manufacturing corporation, within a statute
authorizing consolidation.411 In Colorado the operation of an
electric light plant is manufacturing and gives a right to condemn lands for the purpose of carrying water for power to
operate such pla.nt.60 In New York a corporation engaged in
producing electricity and supplying the same to customers
was a manufacturing corporation and exempt from taxation
until the statute of 1889,61 which took electric light companies out of the exemption clause.u
§ 78. Electric Light, Heat and Power Companies-When
not a "Manufacturing" Company.-In Ulinois an electric
light company is not a corporation for " purely manufacturing
Electric Law (2 ed.), U 278a,
n People ex rel. Brush Electric
278c, 278d.
.Mfg. Co., 129 N. Y. 543, 551, 553,
fiJiadieon, City of, v . .Madiaon Gaa 14 L. R. A. 708, 29 N. E. 808, cue r&& Elee. Co., 129 Wis. 249, 263, 108 vel'llll8 15 N. Y. Supp. 711, 61 Hun,
N. W. 65, per Siebecker, J.
· 53. See also People, Edison Elec. L.
• Kin.neeota Canal & Power Co. v. Co. v. Campbell, 88 Hun (N.Y.), 527,
KoochiciDgCo., 97 .Minn. 429, 107 N. 68 N.Y. St. R. 746, 34 N.Y. Supp.
W. 406.
711, 6 Am. Elec. Cas. 653; People,
• Beg~ v. Ediaon Electric IUu- Western Elec. Co. v. Campbell, 145
minatmg Co., 96 Ala. 296,38 Am. St. N. Y. 587, 65 N. Y. St. R. 526, 40 N.
Rep. 94, 11 So. 381.
E. 239, aff'g 80 Hun, 466, 30 N. Y.
ML&mbom v. Bell, 18 Colo. 346, 4 Supp. 472; People, Edison Elec. IlAm. Elee. C... 573,32 Pac. 989.
lum. Co. v. Wemple, 129 N. Y. 664,
• 1 Cbap. 353, Laws 1889. See Laws 42 N. Y. St. R. 280, 29 N. E. 812,
1898, chap. 908, § 183; 4 Cumming & 4 Am. Elec. Caa. 563, rev'g 61 Hun,
Gilbert's (Supplement) Gen'l Laws & 63, 39 N.Y. St. R. 605, 15 N. Y.
Geo'l Stat. (N. Y.) p. 1526.
Bupp. 711.

OD
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purpoees." 11 In Maryland an electric light and power company is not a manufacturing industry." In Pennsylvania a
corporation engaged in producing electricity and selling it to
customers for the generation of light, heat and power is also
held not to be a manufacturing company in the sense that it is
within a statutory exemption from taxation on ita capital
stock.11
§ 79. E%preSS Companies.-An unincorporated express company is not a corporation over which the State may exercise

visitatorial powers, but is only a partnership carrying on a common carrier business.11 But an express company does not
carry on a purely private business where it transports between
a city and places nearby, all kinds of portable freight and express matter; and it may, under authority of the city, facilitate such business by the use of a connecting switch between
its warehouse and the lines of a street railway, and such appropriation of the street constitutes a legitimate public use. 57
A state statute which defines an express company to be persons and corporations who carry on the business of transportation on contracts for hire with railroad or steamboat companies, does not invidiously discriminate against the express
companies defined by it, and in favor of other companies or
persons carrying express matter on other conditions, or under
different circumstances.68 The following is of importance
here :-14 An express company is a species of common carrier
11 Evanston Elec. Inum. Co. v.
Kochenperger, 175 Ill. 26, 51 N. E .
519.
"Frederick Elec. Light & Power
Co. v. Frederick City, 84 Md. 599,
36 At!. 362, 30 L. R. A. 130, 6 Am.
Elec. Cas. 644.
11 Commonwealth v. Northern Eleotrio Light & Power Co., 145 Pa.
105, 22 Atl. 839, 14 L. R. A. 107. ;Examine Southern Elec. Light & Power
Co. v. Philadelphia, 191 Pa. 170, 43
Atl. 123; Commonwealth v. Ed.i.on

Elec. L. Co., 145 Pa. 131, 22 At!. 841,
845. Compare Commonwealth v.
Keystone Elec. Light, Heat & Power
Co., 193 Pa. 245, 44 At!. 326.
11 State v. United States Exprea~
Co., 811\linn. trl, 83 Am. St. Rep. 366,
50 L. R. A. 667.
11 Dulaney v. United States Rya. &
Electric Co., 104 Md. 423, 65 At!.
45.
11 Pacific Expl"eelll Co. v. Seibert,
142 U.S. 339, 12 Sup. Ct. 250, 35 L.
ed. 1035.
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to which have been accorded privileges, and which from the
nature of its business incurs great responsibility. * *
They are essentially different from railroad companies, not
only in the fact that the latter carry more bulky freight, but
they collect money and do other things, that would be held
ultra vires if attempted by a. railroad company. It hBB been
held that a. railroad company could not refuse to carry for
an express, according to the peculiar methods of their
business. * * * If a railroad company engage in these
branches of the express business, authorized by their charters,
they must not deny to express companies equal privileges
It is the duty
with themselves 88 to that business.
of the express companies to receive all goods offered for transportation, upon the payment or tender of their charges, but
prepayment will be considered waived if not demanded. They
are required, too, to have adequate facilities within a. reasonable
time.
A high degree of care is required of an expmm company in the delivery of goods." 118

*

* • •

* * *

§ 80. Ferries-Ferry Company.-A ferry franchise is de-

clared to be partly of a. public and partly of a. private na.ture,80
or a qUSBi-public use.11 If statutory restrictions are imposed,
a ferry must conform to such requirements, and the owner of
the ferry privilege is obligated to serve the public a.t all reasonable times.u The primary object in establishing roads and
•• Alllop v. Southern Expreee Co.,
104 N.C. 278, 288, 289, 10 8. E. 297,
6 L. R. A. 271, per Avery, J., citing to
fint point Witbreek v. Holland, 45
N. Y. 13; Am. & Eng. Cyc. of Law,
781-784; 5 Myel'll Fed. Dec. Carriel'll,
I 511; to 11000nd point, 5 Myel'll Fed.
Dec. Carriel'll, § 1509; to third point,
6 Myera Fed. Dec. U 1508, 1519; to
fourth point, 5 Myel'll Fed. Dec.
Carrier~, 111508, 1510-1521; Gombloe v. Philadelphia, etc., 9 Phila.
411; Teua Expreee Co. v. Texas, 6
Fed. 426; Messenger v. Pennsylvania

18 Am. Rep. 754; Expreee Coa. v.
Railroad Coa. (Adams Expreee Co. v.
Railroad Coa.) (U. 8. C. C. 8th Civ.),
3 Am. & Eng. Rd. Cas. 591; to fifth
point, New Jersey Steam Nav. Co. v.
Merchant.' Bank, 6 How. (47 U. 8.)
344; to aixth point, Marshall v. American Expreee Co., 7 Wis. 1; Witbreck
v. Holland, 45 N.Y. 13.
"Benson v. Mayor, etc., of N.Y.,
10 Barb. (N. Y) 223.
" Loa Angeles Tenninal Land Co.
v. Southern Pac. Rd. Co., 136 Cal. 36,
68 Pac. 308.
M Co., 37 N.J. L. (8 Vroom.) 631, "Warner v. Ford Lumber & Mfg.
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licensing ferries for transportation of persons and property,
is to secure the public accommodation. For the attainment
of this end, but 88 subordinate to it, when a ferry franchise is
granted, the right to take lawful tolls is conferred as an equivalent for the obligations to the public. Although the taking
of such tolls is privati juris and incident to the franchise, a
ferry is publici juris, and cannot be created without a franchise, and is a thing of public interest and use. A ferry also
forms a part of a public highway, and 88 such it is a thing of
public interest}"
Co., 29 Ky. L. Rep. 5'1:1, 93 B. W. purposes of this prerogative, it will
be seen that it was vested in the king
11 Montgomery v. Multnomah Ry. as a means by which a. buainesa, in
Co., 11 Oreg. 344, 347, 348, 3 Pac. which the whole community were
435, quoting Attomey General v. interested, could be regulated. In
Boston, 123 MBSS. 478.
other wonls, it was simply one mode
"Therefore, although the public of exercising a. prerogative of govconvenience is the occa.sion of grant- ernment, that is to say, through the
ing franchises of this nature, and, sovereign instead of through parliafor example, the ferry established on ment, in a. matter of public concem.
the road chartered is publici juris, These and similar prerogatives were
yet the property is private, and con- vested in the king for public purpoees,
sequently an injury to it may be and not for his private advantage or
the subject of an action, for no per- emolument." People v. Budd, 117
son could be expected to serve the N. Y. 1, 17, 18, 26 N. Y. St. R. 533,
public by bestowing his time, labor 22 N. E. 670, 682, per Andrews, J.
and money in establishing a ferry or
"A ferry is in some sense an extenerecting a bridge, if its value could sion of a. public road." Burlington &
be immediately destroyed by the Henderson County Ferry Co. v.
caprice or malice of private persons, Davis, 48 Iowa, 133, 137, 30 Am.
in adopting means of drawing away Rep. 390, per Adams, J. (a case of
the custom to some establishment of power to grant ferry license).
their own. It is, then, truly the in"Though a. ferry be in its nature
terest of the public, as well as an part of a. highway, yet it is in many
instance of the private justice due to respects distinguishable; and from
an individual, that the public grant the earliest times of the colonial govof franchises of this kind should be ernment, in Massachusetts, the mode
protected by being held to be exclu- of establishing ferries, and that of
sive in the grantee, unless legally and laying out highways, have been kept
duly onlered otherwise by the public distinct." Fay, Petitioner, 15 Pick.
authorities." Norris v. Farmers' & (32 MBSS.) 243, 249, per Shaw, C. J.
Teamsters' Co., 6 Cal. 590, 595, 65
A ferry forms part of, and can only
Am. Dec. 535.
exist in connection with, a public
" When we recur to the origin and highway, or as a connecting link be650.
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§ 81. Fire Engine Company.-A fire engine company is a
quasi-municipal corporation." And if a fire company is incorporated for the purpose of rendering public service, a member thereof~ even though such company is not connected
officially with the municipality, is held to be within the provisions of the Civil Service Law prohibiting removal, except for
cause and upon hearing, of a person under municipal employment or holding a municipal position and who has served in
the volunteer fire department for the specified period of
'time.aa

i 82. Gas Companies-Public Service Corporation.-The
manufacture and distribution of illuminating gas, by means
of pipes or conduits placed, under legislative authority, in the
, streets of a town or city, is a business of a public character ...
"The manufacture of gas, and its distribution for public and
private use by means of pipes laid, under legislative authority,
in the streets and ways of a city, is not an ordinary business in
which everyone may engage, but is a franchise belonging to ,
the government, to be granted, for the accomplishment of
public objects, to whomsoever, and upon what terms it pleases.
It is a business of a public nature, and meets a public necessity
for which the State may make provision. It is one which, so
far from affecting the public injuriously, has become· one of
the most important agencies of civilization, for the promotion
of public convenience and the public safety." 117 So, in a W18Fuel Co., 21 Pa. ~- Ct. R. 503,
508.
Gu company aa publio corporation. See Sandenon v. Commissioners, 3 Pa. Com. Pl. 1, 6.
Gaa company not a public corporation. See New York Central &
Hudaon River Rd. ~ .• In re, v. Metropolitan Gu Light~ .• 63 N.Y. 326.
Gaa and light companies perform
u.
quaai-public duties. ~mmonwealth
lan, J.
v. Nortl~em Light & Power~.• 145
Gu company is eomewhat public Pa. 105, 22 Atl. 839, 14 L. R. A. 107.
in ita nature. Hagan v. Fayette Gu
"New Orleana Gaa Co. v. Louiai-

tween places in which the public baa
rigbte, on paying the toU. prescribed
by public authority. Hackett v.
Wil.on, 12 Oreg. 25, 6 Pac. 652.
14 ~le v. Greenwich Fire Engine
Co., 12 R. I. 202.
• People v. Folb, 85 N.Y. Supp.
1100, 89 App. Div. 171.
" New Orleana Gaa ~- v. Louisi111& Light ~ .• 115
8. 650, 658, 29
L. ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252, per Har-

12
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consin caee, it is' declared that the business of supplying gu
and electricity, to meet the demands of the inhabitants of a
community, under grant of the State or of a municipal corporation, is of a public nature. It is, in character, a public business and like that of common carriers, warehousemen and
other enterprises in which the community has an interest
different from what it has in private enterprises devoted to
manufacturing and merchandising the common articles of
trade." So the legislative grant of an exclusive right to supply
gas to a municipality and its inhabitants, by me8JlS of pipes
and mains laid through the public streets, and upon condition
of the performance of the service by the ~tee, is a grant of
ana Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 669, 29
L. ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252, per Harlan, J.
"Madiaon, City of, v. Madi8on Gaa
& Electric Co., 129 Wis. 249, 263, 108
N. W. 65, per Siebecker, J., citing
Gibbs v. CoD80lidated Gaa Co., 130
U.S. 396, 32 L. ed. 979, 9 Sup. Ct.
653; Louisville Gaa Co. v. Citizens'
Gaa Co., 115 U. S. 683, 29 L. ed. 510,
6 Sup. Ct. 265; Chicago Gaa Light &
Coke Co. v. People's Gaa Light & Coke
Co., 121 Ill. 530, 13 N. E. 169; St.
Louis v. St. Louis Gaa Co., 70 Mo. 69;
Shepard v. Milwaukee Gaa Light Co.,
6 Wis. 539, quoting also to same effect New Orleana Gaa Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. 8. 650, 6 Sup.
Ct. 265, 29 L. eel 516.
"The supplying of illuminating gaa
Is a business of a public nature to
meet a public necessity. It is not a
business like that of an ordinary corporation engaged in the manufacture
of articles that may be furnished by
individual effort. New Orleana Gaa
Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. B.
650, 29 L. ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252;
Louisville Gaa Co. v. Citizens' Gaa
Co., 115 U. S. 683, 29 L. ed. 510, 6
Sup. Ct. 265; Shepard v. Milwaukee
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Gaa Co., 6 Wisconsin, 539; Chieaco
Gaa Light & Coke Co. v. People's
Gaa Light & Coke Co., 121 IlliDois.
530; St. Louis v. St. Louis Gaa Light
Co., 70 Missouri, 69. Hence, while it
is justly urged that those rules which
eay that a given contract is agaiDst
public policy, should not be arbitrarily extended so aa to interfere
with the freedom of contract, Printing, etc., Registering Co. v. Sampson,
L. R. 19 Eq. 462, yet ifl the instance
of business of such character that it
presumably cannot be restrained to
any extent whatever without prejudice to the public interest, courtl
decline to enforce or sustain contracts
imposing euch restraint, however
partial, becaUBe in contravention of
public policy. This subject is much
considered, and the authorities cited
in West Virginia Transportation Co.
v. Ohio River Pipe Line Co., 22 W.
Va. 600; Chicago, etc., Gaa Co. v.
People's Gaa Co., 121 Illinois, 530;
Western Union Telegraph Co. "·
American Union Telegraph Co., 65
Georgia, 160." Gibbe v. Ccmaolidated Gaa Co. of Baltimore, 130 U.
S. 408, 409, 32 L. ed. 979, 9 Sup. Ct.
553, per Mr. Chief Justice Fuller.
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a franchise vested in the State, in consideration of the performance of a public service, and after performance by the
grantee, is a contract protected by the Constitution of the
United States against state legislation to impair it.ee Again, a
gas company as a public service corporation may fix a rate less

than the maximum rate specified in a statute as thai to be
charged, and in such case the court will not, it is held, have
power to determine that the company's charge is unreasonably
high.70 Under the Public Service Commissions Law of New
Y ork,71 the term 11 gas corporation," when used in that act,
includes every corporation, company, association, joint-stock
8880Ciation, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or
receivers appointed by any court whatsoever, owning, operating, managing or controlling any plant or property for manufacturing or distributing and selling for distribution or distributing illuminating gas (natural or manufactured) for light,
heat or power.
§ 83. Gas-Natural Gas Companies.-A natural gas company is a public corporation when organized under a statute,
providing for the incorporation and regulation of such companies, and also that the transportation and supply of natural
gas for public consumption shall be a public use, and further
granting the right of eminent domain and all other powers
and privileges necessary for the prosecution of the business for
which such companies are incorporated.72 Such a company is
also called a quasi-public corporation, which cannot discriminate by charging more for gas for lighting than for heating,
where it is incorporated for the purpose of furnishing natural
• Louisville Gaa Co. v. Citiaens' olie, City of, v. Consumers' Gas Trust

Gaa Co., 115 U. B. 6&1, 29 L. ed. 510, Co., 144 Fed. 640, 75 C. C. A. 442.
6 Sup. Ct. 265.
7• Brooklyn Union Gaa Co. v. City
of New York, 100 N. Y. Supp. 625,
115 App. Div. 69, aft'd 81 N. E. 141.
See &lao People's Gas Light & Coke
Co. v. Hale, 94 Ill. App. 406.
0.. company conaidered a.s public
.ervice corporation, eee lndianap-

71 Laws 1007, p. 892, chap. 429,
art. 1, f 2.
71 St. Mary's Gas Co. v. Elk

County, 191 Pa. 458, 43 Atl. 421.
Is impressed with a public character. Indiana Natural & llluminating Gas Co. v. State, 158 Ind. 516, 63
N. E. 220, 57 L. R. A. 561.
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gas for heat and light." Where a municipality has granted a.
franchise to a gas company to occupy the streets with its
pipes, compulsory service to all consumers along the line may
be required of the company by ordinance of the city.?' So a
State may regulate the pressure of natural gas transported in
pipes within its borders, and such a regulation is not an unlawful interference with interstate commerce.71 And the furnishing of such gas to municipal corporations and their inhabitants
constitutes a public use within the taxing power.?•
§ 84. Gas Company -Natural Gas Company -When
" Manufacturing " Company.-A gas ·company engaged in
manufacturing and supplying illuminating gas is included in
the term 11 manufacturing" company.77 But while the production of illuminating gas is a manufacture, the liberation of
natural gas from the earth is not.71

:. '.·:
I 1 i

. Ii

I
I

;

§ 85. Heating Corporation.-A heating corporation which
is organized to supply heat by circulating hot water, through
pipes in city streets to buildings, is not a public or quasi-public
corporation ..,.

I :

§ 86. Hospital Corporation.-Where a statute provides for
71 Bailey v. Fayette Gaa Fuel Co. L. J. 163, 12 L. R. A. 652, 28 N. E.
(Pa.), 44 Wldy. N.C. 505,44 Atl. 251. 76, 44 Alb. L. J. 145.
See People'a Gaslight & Coke Co. v.
"State, Attorney General, v. ToHale, 94 Ill. App. 406. Compare ledo, 48 Ohio St. 112, 25 Ohio L. J.
Philadelphia Co. v. Park, 138 Pa. 346, 218, 34 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas. 28, 26
N. E. 1061, 11 L. R. A. 729. Bee also
22 Atl. 26.

.,.
·I

'i

II'

•l

;

Unlawful discrimination-regulation of charges-Federal Constitution-equal protection of laws, see
Indiana Natural & Illuminating Gas
Co. v. State, 158 Ind. 516, 57 L. R.
A. 761, 63 N. E. 220.
u Rushville v. Rushville Natural
Gas Co., 132 Ind. 575, 15 L. R. A. 321,
28 N. E. 353.
71 Jamieson v. Indianapolis Nat.
Gas Co., 128 Ind. 555, 10 Ry. & Corp.
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as to public uae Toledo v. Northwestern Ohio Natural Gas Co., 5
Ohio C. C. 557;
77 Naaaau Gaslight Co. v. City of
Brooklyn, 89 N.Y. 409, 25 Hun (N.
Y.), 567.
71 Commonwealth v. Northern Electric Light & Power Co., 145 Pa.
105, 117, 22 Atl. 83, 14 L. R. A. 107,
per Williams, J .
"Evana v. Boaton Heatiq Co.,
157 Mass. 37, 31 N. E. 698.
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trustees for the founding of a public hospital for the insane.
and such trustees are created a corporation, it is a public corporation governed and controlled by the State, and it acts exclusively as agent of the State and exercises governmental
functions, even though it may sue and be sued under its charter; such corporation having no stockholders or members, except directors who have no interest in its affairs and are appointed by the governor and senate and are public ratlwr
than corporate officers.80 But a hospital may be one which is
maintained as a private enterprise.11
§ 87. Insurance Companies.-The business of insurance is
not commerce nor is the contract of insurance an instrumentality of commerce, so that a State may exclude a foreign insurance company from its territory or may impose conditions
upon which entry shall be made and may enforce those conditions.az And statutes prohibiting the carrying on of business
by them except on compliance with prescribed conditions, such
as obtaining a license therefor, etc., do not conflict with the
guarantee under the Federal Constitution of privileges and immunities to citizens in the several States as they are not " citizens" within the Constitution.u Insurance companies are also
subject to control and regulation by the State, and its power
to enact laws of such a character is inherent and these corporations like natural persons are subject to legislation of this
character." It is declared in a New York case that: "As the
business of insuring lives, property, credits and fidelity of
conduct has become of such large public concern, in connection
with the business enterprises and activities of the people of the
S.) 168, 19 L. ed. 357. See § 67,
herein.
"Joyce on Ina. § 327. See also
Rauen v. Prudential Life Ins. Co.
(Iowa), 106 N. W. 198; Opinion of
caee).
Justices, ·In re, 97 Me. 590, 55 Atl.
aa Hooper v. California, 155 U. B. 828. Examine Adler-Weinberger S.
648, 15 Sup. Ct. 'JIJ7, 40 Cent. L. J. B. Co. v. Rothschild & Co., 123 Fed.
228, per White, J.
1~; Melancon v. Phcmlix Ins. Co.,
• Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. (75 U. 116 La. 324.

• Maia's Adm'r v. Directors of
Eastern State Hospital, 97 Va. 507,
34 S. E. 617, 47 L. R. A. 577.
•• Vink v. Work, 158 Ind. 638, 64
N. E. 83 (exemption from taxation
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State generally, such business has essentially become one of a
public character; and it has been found necessary by the legislature to guard and protect the people of the State in their
dealings with the persons and corporations assuming to act
as insurance companies, in the same manner that it has been
found essential to deal with the business of banking. The
State has now for many years had a governmental department
devoted to that purpose, and has placed upon the superintendent or head of that department responsible duties in regard
to the supervision of domestic and foreign companies doing
business within the State." 11

§ 88. Irrigation Companies-Irrigation Districts.-Under a
Federal decision corporations engaged in the business of furnishing water for irrigation under the laws of California are
private corporations and have the same rights to contract as
have individuals, unless prohibited by statute, and may agree
with a consumer as to rates or charges until they are regulated
by the L'l.w, even though commissioners under the law may fix
rates and the use of water for irrigation is a public use under
the state constitution.11 But under a California decision such
companies are declared to be quasi-public corporations.'7
But irrigation districts organized in that State, under the statutes of 1887, are public corporations to the same extent as are
reclamation districts, and they are compared as to their creation to municipal corporations.11 In Washington such districts
are not municipal corporations when formed under the act of
March 20, 1890, so as to come within the meaning of the constitution of that State as to the latter's incurring indebtedness.83 In Texas irrigation companies organized for the pur• People v. Loew, 44 N. Y. Supp.
43, 26 Civ. Proc, 132, 19 Miac. 248.
11 San Diego Flume Co. v. Souther,
90 Fed. 164, 170, 32 C. C. A. 548, 61
U. S. App. 134, 8. c., 104 Fed. 706;
8. c., 112 Fed. 229.
Examine San
Diego Land dt Town Co. v. Jasper,
189 U. S. 439, 445, 47 L. ed. 892, 23
Sup. Ct. 571.

., People v. Linda Vista Irrig.
Dist., 128 Cal. 477, 61 Pac. 86.
• Central Irrig. Dist. v. De L.ppe,
79 Cal. 351, 21 Pac. 82S. Compare
Turlock Irrig. Dist. v. Williams, 76
Cal.. 360, 18 Pac. 379 (are quasi-public corporations , for general public
benefit).
.. Board of Direotora of Middle
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pose of furnishing water for hire to those desiring its use,
although technically private in their nature, are public or
quasi-public corporations or carriers of water. As such quasipublic corporations or carriers of water, they cannot, whatever their liability may be to the public, limit it by contract,
and such attempted limitation should be deemed unreasonable
and held to be void. Corporations of this class must be held to
t.he discharge of their public obligations and cannot avoid or
escape the consequences of their failure to perform such duties
by limiting their liability by contract. Otherwise, the public,
whose servants they are, are at their mercy. Nor can they, in
performing their public duty, discriminate in favor of or
against any of its members entitled to their service. The obligation rests upon them to discharge their duty to all; they
must act faithfully in the performance of such duty, in so far
as they can by the exercise of ordinary care and diligence,
nor is it any excuse that they treat alike wrongfully all the
members of the public entitled to their service, as a multiplicity of wrongs does not justify a single one. If such a
company contracts to furnish water to a consumer and negligently or willfully fails to comply with its contract in such
respect it becomes liable to the consumer thus injured, for any .
damage suffered in the loss or injury to his crops by reason of
such breach of contract.80 In Arizona a public irrigation company is obligated, in the exercise of its franchise, to render ita
services to the public at reasonable rates.81 In Nebraska a
corporation formed for the purpose of owning, constructing .
and operating canals, reservoirs, dams and other works for
irrigation and water power purposes, is a quasi-public corpo- ·
ration and governmental agency, but its main purpose is the
administration of a public utility. To the extent of its capacity ·
it is obligated to furnish water, to persons desiring to use it,
Kittitaa Irrig. Dist. v. Pete1110n, 4 94 S. W. 400. Soe opinion of Neill,
Wuh. 147, 29 Pao. 195; Wuh. J ., at pp. 403, 404.
11 Salt River Valley Canal Co. T.
Conat. art. 8, § 6.
"Colorado Canal Co. v. McFarland NellBen (Aris., 1906), 85 Pao. 117.
ct Southwell (Tex. Civ. App., 1906),
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on equal terms &nd without discrimination. It has no right or
power to bind itself by a contract which, if enforced, would
prevent its serving the public on such terms.11
. § 89. Levee Districts-Levee Boarcls.-Levee districts are
declared to be neither private nor public corporations; 11 &nd
are also said to be public corporations.14 And under a Federal
decision, a levee district is a corporation &nd a public corporation with power to sue and be sued even though a statute
creating a board of levee inspectors with the powers usually
incident to such corporations does not expressly declare it to
be a corporation.11 But in Illinois a board of directors appointed by statute to locate &nd superintend the construction
of a levee, with power to contract, sue &nd be sued under a
specified name, is strictly a private corporation.• It is also
held that a levee district board exercises only public duties and
functions and cannot be sued outside of the State.17 Again, it
is decided that such a district is a state local tax or assessment
district, whose powers may be enlarged by the legislature.•
But it is also held that power cannot be delegated to a levee district to levy a tax under a state constitutional provision authorizing such legislative delegation of power to counties and
incorporated towns.• Again, a levee board may be a corpora11 Sammona v. Keamey Power &
Irrigation Co. {Neb., 1906), 110 N. W.
308, 312, citing and considering State
Y. Hartford & New Haven Rd. Co.,
29 Conn. 638; Chicago Gaslight Co.
v. People's Gaslight Co., 121 Ill. 530,
2 Am. St. Rep. 124, 13 N. E. 169;
West Virginia Transportation Co. v.
Ohio River Pipe Line Co., 22 W. Va.
600, 46 Am. Rep. 527.
11 People
v. Reclamation Dist.
No. 551, 117 Cal. 114, 48 Pac.
1016.
"Dean v. Davis, 51 Cal. 406.
• Board of Levee Inapectors of
Chioot County v. Crittenden, 94 Fed.
613.
11 Board of Directors for Leveeing

m

Wabash River v. Houston, 71
318, 322.
11 Board of Directors of St. Francis
Levee Diet. v. Bodkin (Tenn.), 89
S. W. 270.
• Hughes v. Board of Co1DDU'8. of
Caddo Levee Dist., 108 La. 146, 32
So. 218.
A police jury as a wbleYee district
eannot under the ooD.Btitution levy
a special tax for levee improvements.
Zeigler v. Thompaon, 43 La. Ann.
1013, 10 So. 197.
• Reelfoot Lake LeYee Di.st. v.
Daweon, 97 Tenn. 151, 36 8 . W. 1041,
34 L. R. A. 725. Compare Canon Y.
St. Francis Levee Dist., 59 Ark. 513,
'n 8 . W. 590.
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tion Vt'Jlted with large discretionary powers as a. fiduciary agent
to carry out public purposes, such as power to aid in building
levees, or other works of public improvement. It may also possess authority to sue. 1 And a.n act conferring corporate powers
on a board of directors of a levee district created by statute does
not violate a state constitutional provision against special acts
conferring corporate powers, as private corporations only are
within such provision.2 It is held, however, that levee districts are not corporations, but state functionaries within the
prohibition of a state constitution as to loaning funds, etc., of
the State.1 In Arkansas neither ~ levee district nor its board
of directors, is a municipality within a constitutional prohibition as to issuance of interest-bearing evidences of debt:•
In Missouri a levee district is a political subdivision of the
State.1 A levee constructed along a. river is, however, such a.
public use that the power of eminent domain may be exercised.• The word "levee" is synonymous with the word
'.' landing " when used in connection with levees bordering on
navigable streams and sloughs.?

§ 90. Log Driving or Boom Corporation.-The character of
a. corporation, as one created for pecuniary profit or as a. boom
company to improve a river for log driving, may be affected
1 Louisiana, A. & M. R. Co. v.
Tenaaa Baain Levee Dist. Commr's,
87 Fed. 594,31 C. C. A. 121,58 U.S.
App.281.
1 Caraon v. St. Francia Levee Dist.,
59 Ark. 513, 27 B. W. 590.
• Fisher v. Steele, 39 La. Ann. 447,
1 So. 882.
• Memphis Trust Co. v. Board of
Directon of St. Francis Levee Dist.,
69 Ark. 284, 62 8 . W. 902 (applied to
St. Francis Levee District).
1 Morrison v. Morey, 146 Mo. 543,
48 8. W. 629.
Municipal corporation not liable in
exerei.ee of police powen for erron
of judgment for damage to others'

lands in constructing levee, see De
Baker v. Southern Cal. R. Co., 106
Cal. 257, 39 Pac. 610.
• Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v.
Cambem, 66 Kan. 265, 71 Pac. 809,
aff'g 63 Pac. 605.
As to exercise of power of eminent
domain see Pontchartrain R. Co. v.
Orleans Levee Dist. Comm'n, 49 La.
Ann. 570, 21 So. 765; Union Elevator
Co. v. Kansas City Suburban B. R.
Co. (Mo.), 33 S. W. 929, modified 135
Mo. 353, 36 B. W. 1071; Hansen v.
Hammer, 15 Wash. 315, 46 Pac.
332.
1 Napa v. Howland, 87 CaL 84, 25
Pac. 247.
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by the terms of the sta~ute under which such corporation or
company is incorporated.• The business of booming logs on
the waters of streams running through the forests of the West,
is a. lawful business, and a. boom company is a lawfully organized corporation for the purpose of doing such lawful business; and it is "chartered" by law, when the corporation
owning it is incorporated under either a general or special law.
And the improvement made in the Mississippi River by the
construction of the boom and its works, and the exaction of
reasonable charges for the use of. such works, including fees of
state officials for inspecting and scaling, if done under state
authority, cannot be considered in any just sense a. burden
upon interstate commerce." But a corporation having power
under its charter to improve the navigation of a stream, cannot,
as incidental thereto, exercise a claimed right to drive or
handle logs. 10 A log driving or boom corporation, authorized
by its articles of incorporation to use the waters of a. navigable
river for a purpose public in its nature, such as improving
navigation, and facilitating its business, has the rights of the
public in the stream within its well-defined banks, and in aid
of navigation it can raise and permanently maintain the water
up to ordinary high-water mark, without making any compensation to riparian owners and without incurring liability
in case of injury to them. 11 A boom company may exercise
the power of eminent domain, 12 although the condemnation of
land for log roads is a taking of private property for private use
and violates the constitution. 11 Again, such boom companies
are also subject to the right of the legislature to regulate the
fees or tolls for booming, sorting and rafting logs or lumber.14
1 See International Boom Co. v.
Rainy Lake River Boom Corp., 97
Minn. 513, 107 N. W. 735.
1 Lindsay & Phelps Co. v. Mullen,
176 U.S. 126, 20 Sup. Ct. 125, 44 L.
ed. 400.
10 Northwestern Improvement & B.
Co. v. O'Brien, 75 Minn. 335, 75 N.
w. 989.

11 Gniadck v. Northwestern Improvement & B. Co., 73 Minn. fn, 89,
75 N. W. 894.
11 Samish River Boom Co. v. Union
Boom Co., 32 Wuh. 586, 73 Pac. 670.
11 Healy Lumber Co. v. Morris, 33
Wuh. 400, 74 Pac. 681, 63 L. R. A.
820.
" Machiaa Boom v. Holway, 89 Me.
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§§ 91-93

§ 91. lllanufacturing Corporations.-Manufacturing corporations are private corporations ·in the strictest sense, as they
are created for the convenience of the corporation, and are
charged with no public duties whatever."

§ 92. Market Company.-A company incorporated to build
and maintain a market house, on property to be acquired by

purchase, and authorized to rent stalls therein, on such terms
and to such persons as its managers may determine, with full
power to lease or sell the property acquired for that purpose,
and to quit the business at its own pleasure, is in every legal
sense a mere private business corporation. 111 So where a building, which is a market house, is erected upon a public square
in a borough, which the corporation, a private one, is permitted
to occupy until the borough purchases and pays for the building, it differs in no respect from the business of an individual
except that it is erected in such place, as the company needs
no chartered rights to carry on its business and the building is
not exempt from local taxation; and the principle that the
works of a public corporation, as, for example, the case of a
railroad company, may not be subjected to local taxation
without express statutory mandate, does not apply to such
private corporation.17
§ 93. :Medical College. 18-A medical college is a private, or
part of a private corporation, and not a public or political
corporation, and the creating act of such a society constitutes
a contract with the State which cannot be impaired, under the
236; Underwood Lumber Co. v. Pelican Boom Co., 76 Wis. 76, 45 N. W.
18. Examine as to rights of boom
companies The Navigation Law,
Laws of New York 1897, chap. 592,
art. V; Cumming & Gilbert's Gen.
Laws & Gen'l Stat. of N. Y., pp. 2525

See§§ 77, 84, herein.
11 Twelfth St. Market Co. v. Phila.delphia. & Reading R. Co., 142 Pa.
580, 21 Atl. 989.
17 Allegheny County v. McKeesport
Diamond Market, 123 Pa. 164, 168,
16 Atl. 619.
Right of city to contTol public maT·
et eeq.
11 Hamilton Mfg. Co. v. Massa.chu- ket&, see Swayze v. City of Monroe,
aetta, 6 Wa.ll. (73 U. B.) 632, 638, 18 116 La. 643, 40 So. 926.
11 See § 73, herein.
L. ed. 904, per Clifford, J.
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Federal Constitution, by a subsequently enacted statute transferring all its powers to a new corporation without such society's consent.18 But a medical college may by its consent
become a public corporation.•
§ 94. Park Association.-A park association is a private
corporation where its objects are especially private and it
possesses a distinctive name.11
§ 95. Plank Roacls. 11-The nature of the right of a plank
road company in a road constitutes rather an easement than
an absolute title; it is a franchise impressed with a public duty
to maintain a highway for public use."
11 State v. Heyward, 3 Rich. Law
(8. C.), 389, 408.
11 Lewis v. Whittle, 77 Va. 415.
21 Commonwealth v. Hueo, 'JJ11
Pa. 52, 56 Atl. 263.
II 8ee § 116, herein.
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II Western Plank Road Co. v.
Central Union Tel. Co., 116 Ind. 227,
18N. E.l4.
When plank roads are highways,
aee Flint & Pere Marquette Ry. Co.
v. Gord, 41 Mich. 420, 2 N. W. 648.
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§ 96

CHAPTER VII.
NATURE OF VARIOUS CORPORATIONS CONTINUED.

I

96. Race Track Aaaociation.
'¥1. Railroad Companiee-Nature
of aa Affected by Their Relation and Duty to the
Public.
98. Railroad Companies aa Public
Corporations or "Public
Companies "-Statute.
99. Railroad Companies aa Private Corporations.
100. Railroad Companies aa Quaaipublic Corporations.
101. Railroad Companies aa Form~g Distinct Claaa by Themel'vea-Diatinct from Public, Private, or Other QuaaiPublic Corporations.
102. Railroad-Public Ue.
103. Railroad-Machine for Unloading Coal-Branch Railroad Track-Public Use.
104. Railroads aa Public Utilities
-Public Service Commiaaions Law-Public Utilities
Act.
105. Railroad Companies aa Com-

mon

I

106. Railroad Carriers' Busineee
aa Part of Trade or Com-

107.
108.
109.

110.
111.
112.

113.
114.
115.
116.
117.

118.
119.

merce - Interstate Commerce.
Railroads aa Highways.
Reclamation Districts.
Sleeping-Car
CompaniesPalace Cars.
Stockyards Company.
Street Railwaye--Street Railway Companies.
Street Railroad-Street Railroad Corporation-Public
Service Commissions Law.
Storage and Elevator Companies.
Telegraph and Telephone
Companies.
Truateea--Company Incorporated aa-Truatees of Poor.
Turnpike Companies-Toll
Roads.
Turnpike Road aa Highway.
Waterworks.
Wharf-"Public Wharf"Wharfingen~.

Carrier~~.

§ 96. Race Track Association.-Where a corporation is organized for a public purpose and enjoys a public franchise,
the conditions upon which it shall exercise the privileges or
right conferred may be determined and directed by the legislature; 1 and this rule has been applied to a racing association
I

Grannan v. Westchester Racing 896, modifying 44 N. Y. Supp. 790,

A.oc., 163 N. Y. 449, 461, 47 N. E. 16 App. Div. 8.
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as a public corporation.1 But it is also held that a ra.ce track
corporation which offers purses and stakes, is a private and not
a quasi-public corporation where it exercises no franchises,
which clothe it with any public duty, and it· has never held
itself out for public service; and there is no grant of state aid
nor the possession of the power of eminent domain, nor any
obligation to offer stakes or purses, but its business is transacted for its own private purposes.1
§ 97. Railroad Companies -Nature of as Affected by
Their Relation and Duty to the Public.-Railroad corporations are invested with special privileges, and the consideration
for the public grant is the performance of their duties to the
public. The franchise granted to them is intended to be exercised for the public good; their business is a matter of public concern as the public have an interest therein; and such
corporations exercise their franchises as a quasi-public trust
for the benefit of the people. They are public agents and
perform, to a certain extent, certain functions of the government with which they are intrusted in order ·to afford the
public necessary means of transportation. As they are formed
See the following caaes:
'O'Dited ltatea: Jersey
Light Co. v. United Gas
men't Co., 46 Fed. 264,
Greene, J., cue aff'd

v. Choctaw, 0. & G. R. Co., 3 Okla.
City Gas 404, 41 Pac. 729.
ImprovePeunaylv&Dla: Commonwealth,
266, per Bell Teleph. Co. v. Warwick, 185
58 Fed. Pa. 623, 40 Atl. 93; Perkiomen R.
323.
Co. v. Collegeville Electric St. R. Co.
IlllDoil: Chicago General R. Co. (Pa. C. P.), 14 Mont. Co. L. R. 13.
v. Chicago, 176 Ill. 253, 66 L. R. A.
Tuu: Galveston & Western R.
959, 52 N. E. 880, 68 Am. St. Rep. Co. v. Galveston, 90 Tex. 398, 36
188; Byrne v. Chicago General R. L. R. A. 33.
Co., 169 Ill. 75, 7 Am. & Eng. Corp.
Virginia: Richmond R. & E. Co.
Cu. (N. 8.) 768, 48 N. E. 703, aff'g v. Brown, 97 Va. 26, 32 S. E. 775,
63 Ill. App. 438.
1 Va. S. C. Rep. 213.
Jlalne: Boston & M. R. Co. v.
'Grannan v. Westchester Racing
County Commrs., 79 Me. 386, 10 Atl. Amloc., 153 N. Y. 449, 461, 47 N. E.
113,4 N. Eng. 657.
896, modifying 44 N. Y. Supp. 700,
Kew .Jersey: State, Hutcihineon, 16 App. Div. 8.
v. Belmar, 61 N. J. L. 443, 39 Atl.
s Corrigan v. Coney Island Jockey
643, aff'd 62 N.J. L. 450.
Club, 22 N.Y. Supp. 394,2 :a&c. a12,
Oklahoma: United States, Bearch, 51 N.Y. St. R. 592.
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for t.be convenience of the public in the transportation of persons and merchandise, they are empowered to charge andreceive a reasonable compensation for such carriage. They are
also subjected to burdens not imposed on the owners of mere
private property used exclusively for private interests. As
their franchises are granted on the ground of public good, or
public service, which is common or equal in every citizen, unequal and unjust favors are precluded, they must exercise a
perfect impartiality and cannot discriminate, and they assume
the obligation to transport all persons and merchandise upon
like conditions and at reasonable rates. They may be authorized to exercise the right of eminent domain, and are
subject to reasonable and just legislative control for the common
welfare; 4 nor can they by contract render themselves incapable
4 United States v. Tra.n.&-Miaeouri
Freight Aaaoc., 166 U. B. 290, 321,
332, 41 L. ed. 1007, 17 Sup. Ct. 540.
Bee Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Rd. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418,
461, 33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462,
702, per Bradley, J., in dissenting
opmton. Barton v. Barbour, 104
U. B. 126, 135, per Woods, J.
"Though railroad corporations are
private corporations as distinguished
from those created for mWlicipal and
governmental p1Up0888, their Ull88 are
public. They are formed for the convenience of the public in the transportation of peraons and. merchandi.se, and are invested for that purpose
with special privileges. They are
allowed to exercise the State's right
of eminent doln&in that they may
appropriate for their Ull88 the necessary property of others upon paying
just compensation therefor, a right
which can only be exercised for public
purpoees. And they assume, by the
acceptance of their charters, the obliption to transport aU persons and
merchandise upon like conditions and
at reuonable rates; and they are au-

thorized to charge reasonable compensation for the services they thus
perform. Being the recipients of
special privileges from the State, to
be exercised in the intel"88ts of the
public, and assuming the obligations
thus mentioned, their busineBB is
deemed affected with a public use."
Charlotte, Columbia & Augusta Rd.
Co. v. Gibbes, 142 U. B. 386, 393,
35 L. ed. 1051, 12 Bup. Ct. 255, per
Field, J.
..
The franchise of a railroad corporation is intended to be exercised for the
public good, the consideration for this
public grant being the performance of
these functions. Thomas v. West
Jersey Rd. Co., 101 U. B. 71, 83, 25
L. ed. 950, quoted in Chicago v.
People's Gas Light & Coke Co., 121
Ill. 530, 13 N. E. 169, 173.
"It is clear that the privilege of
making a railway or turnpike,
• • • and taking tolls for the
same, is a franchise, as the public
have an interest in the same, and the
owners of the privilege are liable to
.answer in damages if they refuse the
use of the same, without any reason-
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of performing their duties to the public, which are imposed
upon them, nor can they absolve themselves from their obli-
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ers of mere private property, Ull!d
exclusively for private interest&
* * * Railroad companies are
public corporations in a limited
sense, although the right of way,
roadbed, and the track thereon, are
for the exclusive use of the owners,
over which only their own conveyances are propelled. * * * 'I1le
fact that railroad corporations are
granted exclusive franchises to conduct a business in its nature public
must subject them to all reasonable
control to eecure the public safety
and welfare. It is now the settled
law that railroad corporations are
within the operation of all reasonable
police regulations." Illinois Central
Rd. Co. v. Copiah County, 81 Mill.
685, 694, 33 So. 502, per Whitfield, C.
J., quoting from Illinois Central Rd.
Co. v. Willenborg, 117 Ill. 203, 209,
57 Am. Rep. 862, 7 N. E. 698, per
Scott, J.
" In the grant of a franchise of
building and using a public railway,
there is an implied condition that it ia
held as a quasi-public trust for the
benefit of the public, and the corporation posseaaed of the grant must
exercise a perfect impartiality to all
who seek the benefit of the trust."
It is true "that these railroad corporationa are private, and, in the nature
of their business, are subject to, and
bound by, the doctrine of common
carriers, 'jret, beyond that in a peculiar sense, they are intrusted with
certain functions of the government,
in order to afford the public netlellll)'
means of transportation. The bestowment of tbeee franchillee ia
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able excUie, upon being paid or tendered the usual fare." People's Railroad v. Memphis Railroad, 10 Wall.
(77 U. S.) 38, 51, 20 L. ed. 844, per
Clifford, J., citing Beekman v. Saratoga & Schenectady Rd. Co., 3 Paige
Ch. (N. Y.) 45, so holding; Willoughby v. Horridge, 16 Eng. L. &
Eq. 437; 3 Kent's Comm. (11th
ed.) 590; County Commissioners v.
Chandler, 96 U. S. 205, 209, 24 L.
ed. 625, per Bradley, J.
Railroad companies are by their
charters "empowered, besides building and maintaining their roads, to
carry passengers and property for a
compensation; and at the same time
a correlative duty is imposed, that
they shall receive and carry passengers and freights over their roads, as
they may be offered for the purpose.
And when they accept their charters,
it is with the implied understanding
that they will fairly perform these
duties to the public, as common carriers of both persons and property,
under the responsibility which that
relation imposes." Peoria & Rock
Island Ry. Co. v. Coal Valley Mining
Co., 68 Ill. 489, 494.
" All property devoted to public
use takes a nature or qualification
quasi-public. * * * Where property belonging to a natural person or
to a corporation becomes 'affected
with a public interest, it ceases to be
fum privati only.' Where a party
devotes his property to a public use,
the community at large acquires such
a qualified interest as will subject it
to legislative control for the common
welfare. Accordingly, the property of
railroads and other public corporations transacting business for and
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gations without consent of the State.11 Although ita functions
are public, a railroad company holds the legal title to the
property employed in the discharge of ita duties, and while
it must under all circumstances do everything reasonably
necessary for the accommodation of passengers and shippers,
it may use ita property to the best advantage of the public
and itself, and for that end may make reasonable rules and
regulations for the use of ita property consistent with the purposes for which it is created, and not inconsistent with legally
established regulations. When not unnecessary, unreasonable
or arbitrary, a railroad may make arrangementa with, including
the granting of special privileges to, a single concern to supply
passengers arriving a.t ita terminals with hacks, and cabs, and
it is not bound, at least in the absence of valid state legislation
requiring it to do so, to accord similar privileges to other persons, even though they be licensed hackmen. Such an exclusive arrangement is not a monopoly in the odious sense of the
justified only on the ground of public
good, and they must be held and
l'njoyed for that end. Thill public
good ill common, and unequal and
unjust favors are entirely inconsistent
with the common right. So far as
their duty to serve the public is concemed, they are not only common
carriers, but public agents, and in
their very constitution and relation
to the public, there is necessarily an
implied duty on their part, and a
right in the public, to have fair treatment and immunity from unjust
diacrimination. The right of the
public is equal in every citizen, and
the trust must be performed so as to
RCUre and protect it." Mesaenger v.
Penn.sylvania Rd. Co., 37 N. J. L.
531, 536, 537, 18 Am. Rep. 754.
Examine note 3 Am. & Eng. Rd. Cas.
602, especially as to weight of English authority contra.
The rights of the public in respect

13

to railroads should be fostered by
the oourta. Joy v. St. Louis, 138 U.
S. 1, 11 Sup. Ct. 9, 34 L. ed. 604.
6 " It is well settled on the soundest
principles of public policy that a contract, by which a railroad company
seeks to render itself incapable of
performing its duties to the public, or
attempts to absolve itself from its
obligations without the consent of the
State, is void and cannot be rendered
enforoeable by the doctrine of estoppel, and any contract which disables the corporation from performing its functions without the consent
of the State, and to relieve the grantees from the burden it imposes, is in
violation of the contract with the
State, and is void as against public
policy." Paige v. Schenectady Ry.
Co. (l'hompson v. Same), 178 N. Y.
102, 115, 70 N. E. 213, per Martin, J.
(citing several cases), case reve~
82 N.Y. Supp. 192, 84 App. Div. 91.
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word, nor does it involve an improper use by a railroad company of its property.'
§ 98. Railroad Companies as Public Corporations or" Public Companies "-Statute.-Railroad companies "are public corporations in a limited sense." 7 And they are "public
companies" when incorporated under the English companies'
acts, so as to come within the terms of a direction to trustees,
under a will, to invest in securities of any railway or other
public company.' Where a statute provides that all railroad
corporations, chartered by the State, which shall be unable to
purchase lands for their roads, of the owners of the respective
routes, at agreed upon rates, shall be public corporations, and
an earlier statute provides that members of public corporations shall be competent witnesses in cases affecting the interests of such corporations, it is held that railroad corporations are not such public corporations, within the meaning of
the earlier enacted statute, that the stockholders can be witnesses for the corporation.11
§ 99. Railroad Companies as Private Corporations.-Technically, railroad companies are private corporations, they are
private as distinguished from those created for municipal and
governmental purposes. 10 They are also private in the nature
of their business,11 and in the sense that, · even though their
• Donovan v. Pennsylvania Co., L. ed. 382, per Strong, J. See note to
199 U.S. 279, 50 L. ed. 192, 26 Sup. § 99, herein.
s Sharp, In re (C. A.), L. R. 45 Ch.
Ct. 9L
7 Illinois Central Rd. Co. v. Copiah D. 286.
t Dearborn v. Boston, Concord dr:
County, 81 Miss. 685, 694, 33 So. 502,
per Whitfield, J.
Montreal Rd., 24 N. H. (4 Fost.)
"It is not seriously denied that 179, 189.
10 Charlotte, Columbia & Augusta
railroad, though constructed and
owned by a private corporation is a
matter of public concern, and that
its uses are so far public that the
right of eminent domain of the State
may be exerted to facilitate its construction." Olcott v. Supervisors, 16
Wall. (83 U. S.) 678, 695, 696, 22
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Rd. Co. v. Gibbes, 142 U.S. 386,393,
12 Sup. Ct. 255, 35 L. ed. 1051;
Burhop v. City of Milwaukee, 21 Wis.
257.
u Messenger v. Pennsylvania Rd.
Co., 37 N. J. L. 531, 536, 537, 18 Am.
Rep. 754.
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uses are public, the contract embodied by implication in their
charters is within the constitutional provision which prohibits
the impairment of obligations of contracts.u Although a
railway company is technically a private corporation, yet it is
designed to promote the general public good as well as advance
private speculation. So, too, are turnpike and canal companies,
and other like corporations, designed to enhance the public
prosperity. The interest, therefore, which the pQblic may have
in a corporation, unless it has all the interest, does not necessarily make ·it a public corporation. 1a It is declared in a
Pennsylvania case that: "A railroad company is not public,
nor does it stand in the place of the public; it is but a private
corporation over whose rails the public may travel if it choose
to ride in its cars. Indeed, we regard it as a misnomer to attach even the name 'quasi-public corporation' to a railroad
company, for it has none of the features of such corporations,
if we except its qualified right of eminent domain, and this is
because of the right reserved in the public to use its way for
travel and transportation. Its officers are not public officers,
and its business transactions are as private as those of a banking house. Its road may be called a quasi-public highway,
but the company itself is a private corporation and nothing
more." 14
§ 100. Railroad Companies as Quasi-Public Corporations.-In the circumstances of their origin and in their
powers, uses and duties, railroad corporations are clearly
distinguishable from other merely private corporations. There
is no analogy between railroad corporations, and manufacturing, mining and other like corporations, evoked by no public
necessity, exercising no sovereign powers, subserving no public uses, and subject to no public duties. And these distin12 Georgia R. & Bkg. Co. v. Smith,
128 U. S. 174, 9 Sup. Ct. 47, 32 L. ed.
377, 16 Wash. L. Rep. 749.
l l Board of Directors for Leveeing
Wabaah River v. Houston, 71 Ill.
318, 322, per Seott, J.

14 Pierce v. Commonwealth, 104
Pa. 150, 155, 13 Am. & Eng. Rd.
Cas. 74, 79, per Gordon, J., citing
Presbyterian Socil:ty v. Auburn &
Rochester Rd. Co., 3 Hill (N. Y.),
567.
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guishing characteristics make railroad corporations quasipublic corporations. They are creatures of the law, intrusted
with the exercise of sovereign powers to subserve public necessities and uses and are bound to conduct their affairs in
furtherance of the objects of their creation.16
§ 101. Railroad Companies as Forming Distinct Class by
Themselves-Distinct from Public, Private, or Other QuasiPublic Corporations.-"Railroad corporations have peculiar
qualities which distinguish them from mere private corporations, or other public or quasi-public corporations, in the
right of eminent domain to condemn lands, conferred on them
by charter; in the uses to which their railroads may be applied
by them as carriers of passengers and freight, receiving tolls
or fares for the same; in the employment of steam power, a
dangerous agency, in passing through the State, and their
protection in the careful use of such agency; in the structure
of the road, with its rails, cuts, embankments, often built and
maintained at great detriment to other property; in the ex11 Railroad Commissione111 v. Portland & Oxford Central Rd. Co., 63
Me. 269, 277, 278, per Dickinllon, J.
(railroads as quasi-oorporatioM); see
also Eckington & Soldiers' Home Ry.
Co. v. McDevitt, 191 U. S. 103, 114,
48 L. ed. 112, 24 Sup. Ct. - , per
Fuller, C. J.; Pueblo & Arkal18as Valley Rd. Co. v. Taylor, 6 Colo. 1, 45
Am. Rep. 512; Kotz v. Illinois Cent.
Ry. Co., 188 Ill. 578, 59 N. E. 240.
"A railroad company is a quasipublic corporation, and owes certain
duties to the public, among which are
the duties to afford reasonable facilities for the transportation of perso118
and property and to charge only reaS<mable rates for such service."
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry.
Co. v. Wabash, St. Louis & Pac. Ry.
Co., 61 Fed. 993, 997, 9 C. C. A. 659,
per Caldwell,_ C. J . (a case of pooling
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busine~~~~ and contract against public
policy).
A railroad corporation is created
for public purposes, " performa public duties and exercises delegated
sovereign rights for that purpose and
is in its nature a public corporation
even though its shares are owned by
private individuals;" they are quasipublic and stand by themselves in a
distinct class; "The entire duty they
perform is a public one, and a charter
from the lawmaking power is neoeesary to its exercise. • • • The
road, once constructed, is, instanter,
and by mere force of the grant and
law, embodied in the governmental
agencies of the State and dedicated to
public use." Talcott v. ToWMhip of
Pine Grove, 1 Flipp. (U. S. C. C.)
120, 143, 144, Fed. Caa. No. 13,735,
per Emmol18, Cir. J.
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tent of the road, often through several counties or acrOBS the
State; in the depots, freight houses, wharves, and the great
accumulation of property at the termini and other points on
the line of the railway. Canals have some of the same peculiarities in the construction and maintenance of their waterways. These characteristics, which so clearly distinguish them
from other corporations, make it almost a necessity that
they should fonn a class by themselves." 11

§ 102. Railroad-Public Use.-The business of a railroad
company is affected with a public use, so that the power of
taxation may be invoked to aid in the construction of the
road .17 And to the extent of such use the company's business
is subject to legislative regulations.11 "That a railroad is for
public use, though ~ted to a private company, has been
decided, so far as we are informed, by every tribunal where
the question has been made, and recognized, by the silent acquiescence of all concerned, in this State." 111
§ 103. Railroad-Machine for Unloading Coal-Branch
Railroad Track-Public Use.-A machine used for unloading
coal from cars into boats is devoted to a public use, where it is
part of the terminal facilities and of the entire plant of the
railroad company and necessary for the·successful prosecution
of its business, and that of a coal transfer company even
though constructed, owned and maintained jointly by both
companies, and the grant to one shipper of coal of the exclu"State Board of .Asaeseora v.
Central R. R. Co., 48 N.J. L. 146,
289, 4 Atl. 578, per Scudder, J. Bee
note to §99, herein.
t7 Northern Pac. R. Co. v. Roberta,
42 Fed. 734, 31 Am. & Eng. Corp.
Caa. 642. Bee EstiU County v.
Embry, 144 Fed. 913; State ex rei.
Arkansas Southern Rd. Co. v.
Knowlea (La.), 41 Bo. 439; State v.
Board of Commra. of Clinton County
(Ind.), 76 N. E. 986

II Charlotte, Columbia & Augusta
Rd. Co. v. Gibbes, 142 U. B. 386,393,
35 L. ed. 1051, 12 Sup. Ct. 255, per
Field, J.
"The building and running of a
railroad for public use are of public
right, and require legislative aanction." McGregor v. Erie Ry. Co., 35
N. J. L. 89, 97, per Bedle, J.
11 Enfield Toll Bridge Co. v. Hartford & New Haven Rd. Co., 17 Conn.
40, 58, per Williams, Ch. J .
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sive use of such machine, constitutes a.n unlawful discrimination.20 The decisive tests as to whether a branch railroad track
is for public or private purposes are these : Is the track to be
open to the public, on equal terms to all having occasion at
any time to use it, so that all can demand that they be served
without discrimination? If so, and the track is subject to
governmental control, under general laWB, as are the main
lines of a railroad, then the use is public, and the case a _proper
one for the exercise of the right of eminent domain.11
§ 104. Railroads as Public Utilities-Public Service Commissions Law-Public Utilities Act.11-Commercial railroads
may be recognized as public utilities, as well as private enterprises. Extensive rights and franchises have been conferred
upon them, including the ·right to invoke the power of eminent
domain; they have also had imposed upon them duties they
cannot avoid, one of which is that they shall serve the public
without unjust discrimination, but, with the exception of
those duties which such carrier owes to the public, it has complete dominion over its· property as well as every other owner."
Under the Public Service Commissions Law of New York, the
term "railroad when used in that act," includes every railroad,
other than a street railroad, by whatsoever power operated
for public use in the· conveyance of persons or property for
compensation, with all bridges, ferries, tunnels, switches, spWB,
tracks, stations and terminal facilities of every kind used,
operated, controlled or owned by or in connection with any
such railroad." 24 The same law also provides that: "The
term 'railroad corporation,' when used in this act, includes
every corporation, company, association, joint-stock associ&• Youghiogheny & Ohio Coal Co.
v. Erie Ry. Co., 24 Ohio Cir. Ct. Rep.
289.
11 Ulmer v. Lime Rock Rd. Co., 98
Me. 579, 5S7, 57 Atl. 1001. See
Kansas City, S. & G. Ry~ Co. v.
Louisiana Western R. Co., 116 La.
178, 40 So. 627.
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See 1 59, herein.
Memphis News Pub. Co. v.
Southern Ry. Co., 110 TenD. 68t, 75
8. W. 941, 63 L. R. A. 150.
u Public Service Commissiona Law
of N.Y., Laws 1007, p. 891, obap.
429, art. I, 12.
11
11
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tion, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or receivers
appointed by any court whatsoever, owning, operating, managing or controlling any railroad or any cars or other equipment used thereon or in connection therewith." 26 The Railroad Act of Wisconsin, as amended by the Public Utilities Act,
provides that: "The term 'railroad' as used herein sha.ll m~a.n
and embrace all corporations, companies, individuals, a.ssociations of individuals, their lessees, trustees or receivers (appointed by any court whatsoever) that now, or may hereafter,
own, operate, manage or control any railroad or part of a.
railroad as a common carrier in this State, or cars, or other
equipment used thereon, or bridges, terminals or side tracks,
used in connection therewith, whether owned by such railroad
or otherwise, and also aU streets and interurban railway companiu. (a) The term 'railroad' whenever used herein shall
also mean and embrace express companies and telegraph companiu. * * * a.. (b) The provisions of this act shall apply

to the transmitting and delivering of messages by telegraph, and
to aU charges connected therewith, and to the transportation of
passengers and property between points within this State,
and to the receiving, switching, delivering, storing and handling
of such property, and to a.ll charges connected therewith, and
shall apply to a.ll railroad corporations, express companies,
telegraph companiu, car companies, sleeping-car companies,
freight and freight-line companies, and to a.ll a.ssocia.tions of
persons, whether incorporated or otherwise, that shall do
business as common carriers upon or over any line of railroad
within this State, and to any common carrier engaged in the
transportation of pa.ssengers and (or) property wholly by
rail or partly by rail and partly by water. b. (c) This act
shall not apply to * * * logging or other private railroads not doing business as common carriers." ze
• Public Service Commissions Law
of N.Y., Laws 1907, p. 891, chap.
429, art. I, I 2.
""Railroad Act" of 1905; Laws
Wia., 1905, p. 552, chap. 362, I 2.

Italicised words and letters added.
Laws Wis., 1907, pp. 433, 434,
chap. 582, I 1797-2 a. b. The words
"street and electric ~ilroads engaged eolely in the transportation of
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§ 105. Railroad Companies as Common Carriers.-Railroad
corporations are common carriers and they occupy a peculiar
relation to the public 88 invested with certain franchises for
the public benefit, and they are bound to use them with fairness and for the common good.Z7 They impliedly agree "that
they will fairly perfonn their duties to the public 88 common
carriers of both persons and property, under the responsibility
which that relation imposes." 211 But a railroad is not a common carrier where its only duty is to haul a special train of
cars under a special contract, wherein the shipper assumes all
risks of accident and loads and unloads the cars and the train
is run on a schedule of time to suit the shipper's convenience.•
§ 106. Railroad Carrier's Business as Part of Trade or
Commerce-Interstate Commerce.-It is declared by the Supreme Court of the United States that: "The business of a
railroad carrier is of a public nature, and in performing it the
carrier is also perfonning to a certain extent a function of government which, 88 counsel observed, requires them to perfonn the service upon equal terms to all. This public service,
that of transportation of passengers and freight, is a part of
trade and commerce, and when transported between States,
such commerce becomes what is described 88 interstate, and
comes to a certain extent, under the jurisdiction of Congress
by virtue of its power to regulate commerce among the several
States.
Although the franchise when granted by
the State becomes by the grant the property of the grantee,
yet there are some regulations respecting the exercise of such

* * *
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passengen within the limits of cities,
nor to" preceded the word "logging"
in the aet of 1905.
17 Messenger v. Pennsylvania Rd.
Co., 37 N.J. L. 531.
• Peoria & Rook Island Ry. Co. v.
Coal Valley Mining Co., 68 IU. 489,
494.
They "are subject to and bound by
the doctrine of common earrien."
Meeeenger v. Pennsylvania Rd. Co.,

37 N.J. L. 531,536,537, 18Am. Rep.
754.
They are common carrien under
Louisiana constitution 1898, art. 272.
Kan888 City, S. & G. Ry. Co. v.
Louisiana Western R. Co., 116 La.
178, 40 So. 627.
• Chicago, M. & St. P. R. Co. v.
Wallaee, 66 Fed. 506, 14 C. C. A.
257,28 U.S. App. 589, 30 L. R. A.
161.
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grants which Congress may make under its power to regulate commerce among the several States. This will be conceded by all, the only question being as to the extent of the
power. * * * We think it extends at least to the prohibition of contracts relating to interstate commerce, which
would extinguish all competition between otherwise competing railroad corporations, and which would in that way restrain interstate trade or commerce." 30

§ 107. Railroads as Bighways.-Railroads built under authority of the law are public highways,' 1 established primarily
for the convenience of the people, and to subserve public ends,
and are subject to governmental control and regulation; and
for these reasons the corporation owning it may, under legislative sanction, take private property for a right of way,
upon making just compensation to the owner.32 "It is said
that railroads are not public highways per se; that they are
only declared such by the decisions of the courts, and that
they have been declared public only with respect to the power
of eminent domain. This is a mistake. In their very nature
they are public highways. It needed no decision of courts to
make them such. True, they must be used in a peculiar manner, and under certain restrictions, but they are facilities for
passage and transportation afforded to the public, of which
the public has the right to avail itself." 33 There is, however,
a. clear distinction between the cases of railroads and canals,
and plank and turnpike roads; the occupation of the highway
by the former being permanent and exclusive, whereas the
latter are considered public highways, over which every citizen has the right to travel in his own mode of conveyance,
• United Btatea v. Joint Traffic Kansaa Ry. Co., 135 U. B. 641, 34

Aaeoo., 171 U.S. 505, 570, 19 Sup. Ct. L. ed. 295, 10 Sup. Ct. 965.
25, 43 L. ed. 259, per Peckham, J.
11 Talcott v. Township of Pine
Grove, 1 Flipp. (U. B. C. C.) 120, 146,
Fed. Cu. No. 13,735, per Emmona, Cir. J.
"Cherokee Nation v. Southern

11 Olcott v. The Supervisors, 16
Wall. (83 U. 8.) 678, 695, 696, 22
L. ed. 382 (per Strong, J., holding
that State may impose a tax for
public lll!e); Kan8&8 City, B. & G. Ry.
Co. v. Louisiana Western R. Co., 118
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the imposition of tolls being simply a means of keeping them
in repair." Where, throughout an act of Congress, a railroad is referred to, in ita character a.s a road, a.s a permanent
structure, and designated, and required to be, a public highway, the term "railroad" cannot, without doing violence to
language, and disregarding long-established usage of legislative expressions, be extended to embrace the rolling stock or
other personal property of the company.•

, § 108. Reclamation Districts.11-Reclamation districts are
declared to be public corporations,17 and are also said to be
quasi-public corporations.11
§ 109. Sleeping-Car Companies-Palace Cars.-We have
seen that sleeping-car companies are embraced within the provisions of the Public Service Commissions Law of New York,•
and also the Public Utilities Act of Wisconsin.40 But it is held,
however, that such a company is not a common carrier, but
that it resta under such obligations only a.s are based upon
ita contract to furnish the accommodations which it offers to
the public and is liable only to the extent of ita breach thereof.'1
La. 178, 40 So. 627 (under conat.
1898, art. 272.
14 Douglaas v. Boonsborough Tumpike Road Co., 22 Md. 219, 85 Am.
Dec. 647. See also Oliff v. City of
Shreveport, 52 La. Ann. 1203, 27 So.
688.
Railroads and highways and distinctions as to use of, see McGregor
v. Erie Ry. Co., 35 N. J. L. 89, 97,
per Bedle, J.
11 Lake Superior & Miss. Rd. Co. v.
United States, 93 U. S. 442, 23 L. ed.
965.
1' See § 75, herein.
17 People v. Williams, 56 Cal. 547.
11 Reclamation Dist. v. Turner, 104
·Cal. 334, 37 Pac. 1038.
• See § 74, herein.
• Bee § 104, herein.
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41 Calhooo v. Pullman Palace Car
Co. (U. S.C. C.), 149 Fed. 546, 549.
Examine Braun v. Webb, 65 N. Y.
Supp. 668, 32 Misc. 243, aff'g 62
N.Y. Supp. 1037 (where the plaintiff
obtained judgment in a case where he
had purchased a ticket, been aasigned
a berth but it was occupied by aoother pel"'IIn and he was refused it.
occupancy by the conductor and was
compelled to sit all night in a day
coach); Pullman's Palace Car Co. v.
King, 99 Fed. 380, 39 C. C. A. 573 (in
this case plaintiff was sold accommodations in a particular car, virtually represented and warranted to
pass over a particular line, but the
car did not p888 over the line specified
in the ticket and upon refusal to pay
extra fare plaintiff was ejected, aod
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A sleeping-car company may make reasonable regulations respecting the right to a passage or a berth on ita cars, as such
right of a person is held to be limited, and it is a reasonable
regulation which excludes those who have infectious or contagious diseases or are insane. 42
§ 110. Stockyards Company.-A stockyard business is one
.affected with a public interest when it is carried on at a large
railroad and commercial center, and affords the only available
market within the city and for an extensive territory, for
resting, feeding and shipping of live stock. Such a business is
also subject to public control and regulation as to the rates
charged."' But in Cotting v. Kansa.s City Stock Yards Company,'" wherein a statute defining certain duties in relation
to public stockyards and regulating all charges thereof, was
held unconstitutional as denying a certain company the equal
protection of the laws, in that such enactment applied only
to that particular company and not to other companies or
corporations engaged in like business in the State, the court
reviews the several cases bearing upon the subject and says:
u As to those individuals who have devoted their property to
a use in which the public has an interest, although not engaged
in a work of a confessedly public character, there has been
no further ruling than that the State may prescribe and enforce reasonable charges." 411
§ lll. Street Railways-street Railway Companies.-A
street railway is a public utility; it is an appropriate and necessary method of using the highway; and the municipalities
may permit them to occupy and use portions of the street.
Such occupancy is in common with that of the general public.411
defendant was held liable for breach
of contract).
u Pullman Car Co. v. Kraus (Ala.),
40 So. 398.
41 Ratclift' v. Wichita Union Stockyards Co., 74 Kan. I, 86. Pac. 150,
~ 183 U. B. 79, 46 L~ ed. 92, 22
Sup. Ct. 30.
. ·

41 See § 113, herein.
"City of Detroit v. Detroit United
Ry., 133 Mich. 608, 611, 95 N. W.
736, per Hooker, C. J.
Definitions of street railroad or
railway and street railway companies:
'United ltatea: Williama v. Cit7
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Street railway companies are public carriel'8 of :p&~~Jengers, and
are given corporate existence in order that they may be enabled
Electric Ry. Co., 41 Fed. 556, 557,
per Caldwell, J. (definitioa aleo dietinction between street railroad and
railroad; additional servitude).
.&labama: Birmingham Mineral
Rd. Co. v. Jacobe, 92 Ala. 187, 200, 9
So. 320, 12 L. R. A. 830, per Coleman, J. (what street railroads are intended under statute as to street railways, also statute as to "railroads"
ci'088ing each other; collision and injury causing death).
O&Ufomia: Montgomery v. Santa
Ana Westminster Ry. Co., 104 Cal.
186, 189, 43 Am. St. Rep. 89, 37 Pac.
786, 25 L. R. A. 664 (a case as
to abutting owner's rights and urban
servitudes).
l'lorida: Bloxham v. ConiUDlers'
Electric Light & St. Ry. Co., 36 Fla.
619, 539, 51 Am. St. Rep. 44, 18 So.
444, 29 L. R. A. 507, per Liddon, J.
("railroads" in statute ·as including
street railroads; street railroad meana
what).
llliDoill: North Chicago Electric
Ry. Co. v. Peuser, 100 Ill. 67, 70, 60
N. E. 78, per Boggs, C. J. (a case as to
relative rights of such corporations
and of travelers on the street).
Iowa: Freiday v. Sioux City Rapid
Transit Co., 92 Iowa, 191, 60 N. W.
656, 26 L. R. A. 246 (street railway
defined; does not include an elevated
"railway" under statute as to "railroad" and compensation to abutting
owners).
llaryi&D.d: Park Tax Case (Mayor
& City Council of Baltimore v. Baltimore, Catonsville &: Ellicott's Mills
P&lleDger Ry. Co.), 84 Md. 1, 35 Atl.
17,33 L. R. A. 503 (question whether
certain company answered description of street railway within intent of
laws imposing park tax).

Mu1acbuettl: Holland v. LYDD
& Boston Rd. Co., 14411ua. 42S, 4:71,
11 N. E. 674 ("street rail-y."
"railroad corporation" and " milroad company" in statute IDe8D8
what; action of tort).
MlchJpa.: City of Detroit "·
Detroit United Ry., 133 Mich. 608.
611, 95 N. W. 736, per Hooker, C. J.
Mllme1ota: Frank v. St. Paul City
Ry. Co., 61 Minn. 430, 20 L. R. A.
208, 63 N. W. 1099, 52 Am. St. Bep.
608 ("street railway," "railroad"
and "railway," meaning of terms and
distinctions); Carli v. Stillwater 8t.
Ry. & Transfer Co., 28 Minn. 373,
378, 41 Am. St. Rep. 290, 10 N. W.
205, per Clark, J. (character, purpose
and use of street railways and railways; distinctions; additional aerritudes).
Mil1ouri: Hannah v. Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 81 Mo. App. 78, 82,
per Gill, J. (street railway defined
and "railroad" distinJuiahed).
Bew York: New York Diet. Ry.
Co., In re, 107 N. Y. 42, 14 N. E.
187 (underground street railroad is a
street railway within state constitution, art. 3, I 18, and general railroad act does not apply).

Orecoll: Thompaon-Houaton Electric Co. v. Simon, 20 Oreg. 60, 23
Am. St. Rep. 86, 25 Pac. 147, 10
L. R. A. 251 (distinction as to Wlel
and purpoaee of railways and street
railways and character of aame).
Pellllii)'IY&Ili&: Heilman v. Lebanon & Annville St. Ry. Co., 180 Pa.
627, 628, 37 At!. 119 (character of
street railway companies; rights of
abutting landownen); Philadelphia,
City of, v. McManea, 175 Pa. 28, 33,
34 Atl. 331, per Thayer, P. J. (holding that a paaaenger railway iD a
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to provide, for convenience of the public, the means of rapid
transportation and promote the public welfare:" And any
contract which disables a street railway corporation from
performing its functions, under its franchise, without the
consent· of the State, and made to relieve the corporation of
the burden which it has assumed, is void as against public
policy.• It is declared that street railway companies are not
endowed with the right of eminent domain,• and that statpark is not a street pueenger railway requiring conaent of city council, cited in Ma.aaachuaette Loan &
Trust Co. v. Hamilton, 88 Fed. 588,
591; Manhattan Trust Co. v. Sioux
City Cable Ry. Co., 68 Fed. 82);
Rahn Township v. Tamaqua ct L.
St. Ry. Co., 167 Pa. 84, 90, 31 Atl.
472 (neceseity of conaent of authorities).
RoiltDGY line operated in city ltreda
fqr ~ aenrice, Mid raot a "commercial" railroad but a street railroad
poll8elllling aome unexercised powers
not ordinarily conferred on street
railway oompanies. State v. Duluth
Gas & Water Co. (State v. Duluth
St. Ry. Co.), 76 Minn. 96,57 L. R. A.
63, 78 N. W. 1032.
Railway ia raot a ltrut railway
when it does not limit its business to
paseengers with hand baggage, but
engages in transportation of freight
on its entire line from town to town.
Spalding v. Macomb ct W. I. Ry.
Co., 225 Ill. 585, 80 N. E. 327.
Urwkrground tunnel railroad with a
large portion of it under navigable
wat.era and alao built mostly on
private property is not a street railway or ltreet surface railroad. New
York & Long lsi. R. Co. v. O'Brien,
106 N. Y. Bupp. 909.
11 North Chicaso Electric Ry. Co.
v. Peueer, 190 Ill. 67, 70, 60 N. E. 78,
per Boggs, c. J.
•Tbompaon v. Schenectady Ry.

Co., i31 Fed. 577, 579, citing Thompaon v. Schenectady Ry. Co. (Paige v.
Same), 178 N.Y. 102, 70 N. E. 213.
This ca.se reverses 82 N.Y. Bupp. 192,
84 App. Div. 91, but affirms other
ca.ses of other complainants against
same defendant, 84 App. Div. 91.
• " Street railway companies are
not endowed with the right of eminent
domain because they do not need it.
They are modem local conveniences,
the location and construction of
which are subject to the will of the
public they are intended to serve.
This will is expressed through the
local authorities. Such companies
cannot force themselves into neighborhoods where they are not wanted.
When pennission is given them to occupy a public street, they acquire
thereby not an exclusive right upon
its surface, but a right concurrent
with that of the general public.
Their cars are a substitute for the
private carriage and the public omni.bus. They must move them along
their tracks upon the surface of the
street to the grade of which they are
required to confonn. They have no
right to grade or fill or in any manner
interfere with the access to private
property from the highway, or ao to
construct the road as to interfere
with public travel, or disturb adjacent land owners." Heilman v. Lebanon ct Annville St. Ry. Co., 180 Pa.
627,628,37 Atl. 119, per Williams, J.
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utory provisions for condemnation of a right of way have little
or no reference to street railways using electricity or horsepower for local convenience and for transportation of passengers,
and the condemnation of private property for a right of way is
not authorized.110
•
§ 112. Street Railroad-Street Railroad CorporationPublic Service Commissions Law.-The Public Service Commissions Law of New York provides that: "The term 'street
railroad,' when used in this act, includes every railroad by
whatsoever power operated, or any extension or extensions,
branch or branches thereof, for public use in the conveyance
of persons or property for compensation, being mainly upon,
along, above or below any street, avenue, road, highway,
bridge or public place in any city, village or town, and including all switches, spurs, tracks, right of trackage, subways,
tunnels, stations, terminals and terminal facilities of every
kind used, operated, controlled or owned by or in connection
with any such street railroad; but the term 'street railroad,'
when used in this act, shall not include a railroad constituting
or used as part of a trunk line railroad system." 111 Said law
also provides that: "The term 'street railroad "corporation,'
when used in this act, includes every corporation, company,
association, joint-stock association, partnership and person,
their lessees, trustees or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever, owning, operating, managing or controlling any street
Examine the following caeea:
United Traction Co., 206 Pa. 91,
IlliDoill: Suburban R. Co. v. West 55 Atl. 841.
Side EI. R. Co., 193 Ill. 217, 61 N. E.
VirgiDI&: Newport News & 0. P.
Ry. & Electric Co. v. Lake (Va.), M
1090.

Indi&Da: Carrell v. Muncie, H. & S. E. 328.
10 Thompson-Houston Electric Q).
Ft. W. Ry. Co. (Ind. App.), 78 N. E.
254.
v. Simon, 20 Oreg. 60, 10 L. R. A.
Bew York: Adee v. Nassau Elec- 251, 23 Am. St. Rep. 86, 25 Pac. 147.
tric R. Co., 177 N. Y. 548, 69 N. E. See citations under last preceding
1120, atf'g 76 N. Y. Supp. 589, 72 note.
61 Public Service Commissions Law
App. Div. 404; Schenectady Ry. Co.
v. Peck, 84 N.Y. Supp. 759, 88 App. of N.Y., Laws 1907, p. 891, chap.
Div. 201.
429, art. 1, § 2.
PeDDsyln1lia: Hinnerahits v.
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railroad or any cars or other equipment used thereon or in
connection therewith." u
§ 113. Storage and Elevator Companies.-lt is decided,
in a case in Pennsylvania, that a company incorporated to
transact a general storage and elevator business, including the
right to issue warehouse receipts, etc., is not a public but a
private corporation and its real estate used in the exercise of
its franchise is not exempt from mechanics' liens.~ But un• Public Service Commissions Law
of N. Y., Laws 1907, p. 891, chap.
429, art. 1, § 2.
11 Girard Point Stprage Co. v.
Southwark Foundry Co., 105 Pa.
248. The court, per Gordon, J., &Bid:
" From the facts here stated it is
argued that the Girard Point Storage
Company is in the nature of a public
corporation, and that the general
public· has such an interest in its
works aa to protect it from the incumbrance of a mechanic's lien. It
cannot be denied but that if this corporation bears the character here
claimed for it, it cannot be thus diaturbed. The material question, then,
il, what rights have the public in and
upon this property other than what it
would have did that property belong
to a private individual or to an unincorporated partnership? We understand very clearly and distinctly
the relation of a turnpike road, canal,
and railroad to the public. The people of the commonwealth have the
npt of way over them, which right,
when occasion requires, may be exereiaed regardleal of the wiU of the corporations owning them. They are
highways, and the companies operating them have the right of eminent
domain conferred upon them only bee&llle of this direct interest which the
public has in these methoda of transit.
But in the worb of the corporation

defendant the community at large
has no other or further interest than
it has in the storehouses of private
individuals. It may receive the
grain of one person and refuse that of
another, or it may, at .its own will,
BUBpend operations and shut out the
public altogether. Its organization il
aU that it has received from the public, beyond this the public has no
special interest in it, and when thil
organization disappears there is nothing left of a public character, or anything over which the commonwealth
has control. Very different is the
case of a turnpike, a canal or railroad,
which remains for the common use
after the corporation which built it is
dissolved, and which the State may
take poaseBIIion of for the public welfare. Mr. Chief Justice Thompson,
in the case of Foster v. Fowler, 10
P . F. S. '1:1, has shown very clearly
the distinction between those corporations in which the public is directly interested, and those in which
it has only an indirect interest;
among the latter he mentions manufacturing, coal and iron companies;
and he adds, that as against such as
these liens are enforceable. But we
cannot understand why a company
organized for the shifting and storage
of grain should occupy, in this respect,
a position superior to those thus
mentioned. AU are alike established
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der a New York decision, a statute fixing the maximum char~
for elevating, receiving, weighting and discharging grain and
making it a misdemeanor to violate the enactment, is not
violative of the constitutional guaranty protecting private
property, but is a legitimate exercise of the police power of
the State over a business affected with a public interest and is,
therefore, constitutional, and this applies to stationary elevators owned by individuals or corporations, who have appropriated their property to that use and are engaged in that
business.14 In the United States Supreme Court, this statute
was held to be a legitimate exercise of the police power of the
State over a business affected with a public interest, that did
~

for private purpo8e8, and by them
the public is at beat but incidentally
benefited. IC, however, the property
and buildings, of every per8(m and
&880ciation whose trade or business
in any degree advanced the common
welfare, were exempt from the ordinary forms of lien and execution, the
collection of debts would BOOn become eo tedious and expensive that,
in most instances, their abandonment
would be the better policy. Nor can
we understand how the case of Munn
v. Illinois, 94 U. S. (4 Otto) 113, 24
L. ed. 77, can affect the case in hand.
The question there involved not the
rights of a corporation, but those of a
private pel'IIOn, and the principle involved in the ruling of the Supreme
Court of the United States was that
where the owner of such property as
a warehouse, devotes it to a use in
which the public has an interest he,
in effect, grants to the public an interest in auch use, and must, therefore, to the extent thereof, submit to
be controlled by the public for the
common good as long as he maintain& that use, but he may, at any
time, withdraw this implied grunt
by discontinuing the business from

which it ariaes. But it certainly dOfJI
not follow that becauae of this public
interest, the property of a private
pel'IIOn is made public property, or
even quasi-public property, or that it
is therefore exempted from orilinary
execution process." Quoted in part
in Twelfth St. Market Co. v. Philadelphia &: Reading Term. Rd. Co.,
142 Pa. 580, 588, 21 Atl. 902, 989,
per Thayer, P. J.
u People v. Budd, 117 N. Y. 1, 26
N.Y. St. R. 533, 22 N. E. 670, 682,
5 L. R. A. 559, 15 Am. St. Rep. 460,
two judges dissenting. In the prevailing opinion of Andrews, J. (p. IS),
it is said: "That no general power resides in the legialature to regulate
private buainess, prescribe the conditions under which it shall be conducted, fix the price of commodities
or services, or interfere with the freedom of contract we cannot doubt;"
aleo that, "we have no hesitation in
declaring that unless there are apecial
conditione and circumstances which
bring the busineBB of elevating grain
within principles which, by the common law and the practice of free governments, justify legislative control
and regulation in the particular cue,
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not violate the Constitution of the United States and was
valid.u
§ 114. Telegraph and Telephone Companies.-Both the
telegraph and telephone have become not only necessary, but
almost indispensable as a vehicle of public intelligence, and
for the conduct of affairs, business and commerce. They are
both instrumentalities of a public character, though they exist
for private gain. Their operations in doing a general business
is in the nature of a public employment, for they are public or
quasi-public servants. They undertake for a consideration to
transmit messages, intelligence or communications, not exclusively for particular persons, but for all, for their lines are
open alike to everyone who pays their charges, subject to
such contract limitations as may legally exist. These corporations have valuable franchises conferred upon them. They
exercise the right of eminent domain by reason solely of the
public nature of their business. They must have suitable and
approved instruments and appliances, employ competent servants and agents and skilled operators, and are held to a high
degree of care, diligence and skill, adequate to, or commensurate
with, their employment or undertaking. They are also subject to constitutional and legislative control, and lawful police regulations. Telegraph companies are "created for public benefit, endowed with special privileges, such as the right
of eminent domain, and perform the most important functions
of commerce, supplanting, in cases where celerity and rapid
transmission of intelligence is necessary, the postal service of
the government. Their business intimately concerns the
the statute of 1888 cannot be sus- Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. v.
tained."
Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418, 33 L. ed.
"Budd v. New York, 143 U. S. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, explained. See
517, 12 Sup. Ct. 468, 36 L. ed. 247. § 110, herein.
The cue of Munn v. Illinois, 94 U . S.
113, 24 L. ed. 77, waa reviewed and
adhered to, and ita application in
caeea decided in the state courts considered. The decision in Chicago,

14

Public warehouse& are what; aa
embracing "all warehouses, elevators
and granaries," etc., under statute,
see State ex rei. Wood v. Smith, 114
Mo. 180, 21 S. W. 493.
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public, and on this account the government assumes ud bas
the right to regulate their business so 88 to insure im~ty
of service, and prevent the exaction of unreasonable tolls.
Many and varied interests are dependent upon them. From
their exceptional position, it is in their power, by a corrupt use
of their knowledge and information, to reap unconscionable
advantage in the IIl&rt8 of trade, or by their negligence entail
ruin and disaster upon individuals and communities. * * *
Their duty springs not alone
from contract, but
is the result of the character of their business, and the laws
regulating them." Again, 11 A telegraph company is a quasipublic corporation-private in the ownership of ita stock, but
public in the nature of its duties. It has all the powers of a
private corporation, such as a separate legal existence, perpetual succession and freedom from individual liability; and
possesses also in addition thereto, the extraordinary privileges which under our constitution can be exercised only by
such corporations 88 are organized for a public purpose, and
then only when necessary for the proper fulfillment of such
purpose. Among the extraordinary privileges enjoyed by such
corporations is the condemnation of private property, which
can never be taken for a private purpose. The acceptance of
such privileges at once fixes upon the corporation the indelible
impress of a public use. A telegraph company is essentially
•
public in its duties. Without such public duties there would
be neither reason for its creation nor excuse for ita continued
existence. In fact, being the complement of the postal service, it is one of those great public agencies so importaD.t in
its nature and far-reaching in its application that some of our
wisest statesmen have deemed its continued ownership in
private hands a menace to public interests." That a telegraph
company owes certain duties to the public which are not dependent upon personal contract but are imposed by operation
of law, is illustrated by the case of receiving, transmitting and
delivering telegrams where the company cannot insist upon a
personal contract contrary to its usual custom or contrary to
public policy, so the failure to promptly deliver a telegram is
210
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not only a ·hreac:h of contract but a failure to perform a duty
-w:hieh the cCDmpany as a servant of the people is under obligation to pemarm. A telephone company organized to establish and maintain a public telephone system for the purpose
of flD"Disbing telephone communication between its subscribers
and which under the statute of its incorporation has the right
of eminent domain is organized for a public purpose. Its
business is of a public character and it is a quasi-public corporation. It depends upon the public for its support and the
public depends upon it for its accommodations."

§ 115. Trustees-Company Incorporated as-Trustees of

Poor.-A company, incorporated as the trustees of a fund,
with the power and duty of investing it and appropriating its
income to the public schools of a town, is a private and not a
public corporation. Such a corporation can hold and enjoy
their rights and privileges under their charter independent of
legislative control or interference within the constitutional
provision against passing laws impairing the obligation of
contracts.157 Trustees of the poor are a public corporation."

§ ll6. Tumpi1De ·Compa1lies-Tol1 Roads.-A turnpike company, in which the State holds stock, is not a public corporation, within a statute which exempts from executions "a
county, township, or other public corporate body." 1111 Under
11 Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
114, and note.
To tDIIat e:rUnt UkgrapA and tele, _ oompcmiu are CC~mt~Nm corrient,
eee .iGyce on Elect. Law (2d ed.),
I§ 15, 16, 18-244, Zl, 37c.
Considered 88 instruments of interstate -commei'Ce, eee Joyce on
Electric L&w (2d ed.), lf42a, 44.
• 7 Yarmouth v. North Yarmouth,
34 Me. 4U, li6 Am. Dec. 666.
111 Govemor to Uae of 'l1rwrtees v.
Gridley, 1 Walk. (1 Jrli..) 328.
.. Turnpike Ce. v. Wallaoe, 8
Watt. (Pa.), 316. ., It is very clear

that the character of the corporation
cannot depend upon the quantity of
the stock held by the commonwealth,
10 that if this C8lle comes within the
exception, for the same reason every
corporation in which the State reserves an interest, however trifling,
must be held to be in the same class.
But on this construction, the act
which is remedial, would be merely a
dead letter, 88 there are very few corporations, if any, in which the State
does not hold eome stock, or in which
they have not some pecuniary interest. Besides, the act applies to
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a California decision no authority is vested in a. board of colllity
supervisol'S to grant a. franchise to collect tolls upon a free
public highway, but the power of such board is limited to regulating the collection of tolls upon toll roads only.110 The payment of toll under a turnpike franchise cannot be evaded by
constructing a road solely for that purpose.81
§ 117. Turnpike Road as Highway.-u A road constructed
and supported by a. turnpike corporation diffel'S in no essential
characteristic from a common highway, established and supported by a town, a borough, or a city. Their origin and obJects are identical. Both emanate from the same supreme
power, acting through the legislature, the ·courts, or other
depositaries of authority designated by the laws. Both are
called into existence, and supported, to subserve, in exactly
the same way, the public necessities and convenience, and
both alike are intended to endure for an 'indefinite period, and
so long as that convenience requires or that necessity exists.'-' ez
That a turnpike road is a public highway constructe<! by virtue
of public authority and for public purposes, is definitely
settled in Pennsylvania. Such a road is for the use of every
person desiring to pass over it on payment of the toll established by law. If the charter of the company is forfeited, or
the corporation abandons the road, such road continues to
be a public highway. The corporation is the agent of the
State for the purpose of constructing the road, which is a part
of the system of public highways of the State.83
§ 118. Waterworks.-A franchise to construct waterworks
can be conferred only through direct or delegated authority from
the State, and it is quasi-public in its nature.u So a corporation
banks, as well as other corporate
' 1 Hydes Ferry Tt!.mpike Co. v.
bodies. In all or these the State has Davidson County, 91 Tenn. 291, 18
a. deep interest, and in many holds s. w. 626.
11 State v. Maine, 27 Conn. 641, 71
stocks to a large amount, with a
power to appoint a portion or the Am. Dec. 89.
11 Derry Township Road, In re, 30
:lirectors." ld., 317, per Rogers, J.
10 Blood v. Woods. 95 Cal. 78, 30 Pa. Super. Ct. 538, 540, 541.
u Washburn Waterworks Co. v.
Pac. 129.
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organized under the general law of illinois to supply a village
with water is a corporation engaged in an enterprise, essentially
public in its nature. Its property and its efforts are devoted
to a. use in which the public has an interest. Its corporate existence is granted to enable it to serve the public. It is not a
private corporation, but it is quasi-public. The duty devolves
upon it to furnish water for a reasonable compensation and
without unjust discrimination, and the power resides in the
State, acting in its sovereign capacity, to enforce the perfonnance of such duty.115

§ 119. Wharf- " Public Wharf" - Wharfingers. -The
words "public wharf" are not used in the Michigan statutes as a
tenn to indicate anything .anolagous to any public use, like
that of highways, and the wharves in the city of Detroit are
not highways and may be leased.1111 But a wharf may be so
located, and so connected with public highways as to constitute the only means of access to navigable water for use of
the mediums of commerce navigating such waters, that it
becomes impressed with a public .interest precluding its conversion by a lessee into private property to the exclusion of
the public, or of other carriers desiring its use upon payment
of reasonable wha.rfage.117 Wharfingers are not common carriers where they carry goods from their wharf, for wharf customers only, except in special cases, and they act as lightermen or carmen.1111
City of Washburn, 129, Wia, 73, 80,
lOs N. W. 194, per Kerwin, J.
• Danville v. Danville Water Co.,
180 Ill. 235, 241, 54 N. E. 224.
Whether such company is a public
oorporation, ~ Foster v. Fowler, 60
Pa. 27.
WhdMr public work& include water1DIII'ka, see Opinion of Justices, 13 Fla.
699; Ellis v. Common Council of
Grand Rapids, 123 Mich. 567, 82
N. W. 244; Winters v. City of Duluth,
82 Minn. 127, 135, 84 N. W. 788, per
Copjns, J., in diaaenting opinion.

"Hom v. People, 26 Mich. 221,
224. See Kemp v. Stradley (Mich.),
10 Detroit Leg. N. 671, 97 N. W.
41.
wr Weems Steamboat Co. v. Peopie's Steamboat Co., 141 Fed. 454.
Aa to right of exclusive occupation
of wharf, and public use thereof, see
Thousand Islands Steamboat Co. v.
Visgar, 83 N.Y. Supp. 325, 86 App.
Div. 126; The Davidson (U.S. D. C.),
122 Fed. 1006.
• Chattock v. Bellamy, 64 L. J.
Q. B. (N. 8.) 260.
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CHAPrER VIII.
SOURCE OF FRANCHISE-FEDERAL, OOM8'11TOTION.aL AND LJIIIJl8-.
LATIVE POWERS.

I

120. National and State Powei'B- § 128. Power of Conpe~B to .DealaN
Generally.
Bridge a Lawful Structure
121. Distinction Between LimitaAfter Its Being Adjudpd a
tions on Powers of Federal
Nuisance; or After Injuncand of State Governments.
tion Suit-Poet Route:
122. Grant of Franchisee-Gov129, Power of CoDgre. tG Graat
. emmental or Legislative
Fmnchi88 tG RailroadaPower-Generally.
Interstate Commerce-The
123. Power of Congress to EstabPacific Railroad Comlish Corporations-Generpanies.
ally.
130. Power of Consn- Over Terri124. Power of Congress to Grant
tori-Telegraph and Telephone--Savings InstituAdditional Franchises.
125. Power of Congress Over Frantion - Temtorial· Powers
chises of State Corporation
Genemlly;-lrripticm CcH.
paniee.
- !nterstate CommerceGenerally.
131. Extent of Authority Granted
126. Grants by Congress-Banks.
by Post Roads Act-Tele127. Power of Congree-Bridge
gz:apb. Companiell.
Corporation - Bridpl Commerce.

§ 120. National and State Powers---Generally.-In a. comparatively recent case in the United States Supreme CoW't it is
said: "In the Constitution are provisions in separate articles
for the three great departments of government-legislative,
executive and judicial. But there is a significant difference in
the grants of powers to these departments: The first article,
treating of legislative powers, does not make a. general grant
of legislative power. It reads: 'Article I, section 1. All legislative powers herein granted shall be vested in a Congress,'
etc.; and then in Article VIII mentions and defines the legislative powers that are granted. By reason of the· fact t1a&t
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there is no general grant of legislative power it has become an
accepted constitutional rule that this is a government of
enumerated powers. In McCulloch v. State of Maryland/
Chief Justice Marshall said: 'This government is acknowledged
by all to be one of enumerated powers. The principle that it
can exercise only the powers granted to it, would seem too
apparent to have .required to be enforced by all those arguntents which its enlightened friends, while it was depending
before the people, found it necessary to urge. That principle
is now universally admitted.'
When a legislative
power is claimed for the National Government the question is
whether that power is one of those granted by the Constitution, either in terms or by necessary implication.
AB heretofore stated, the constant declaration of this court
from the beginning is that this Government is one of enumerated powers. 'The Government, then, of the United States,
can claim no powers which are not granted to it by the Constitution, and the powers actually granted, must be such as are
expressly given, or given by neceRSary implication. * * *
The Government of the United States is one of delegated,
limited and enumerated powers.' " z And one of the points
determined in that case is that: In a qualified sense and to a
limited extent the separate States are sovereign and independent, and the relations between them partake something
of the nature of international law. The Federal Supreme
Court in appropriate cases, enforces the principles of that law,
and in addition by its decisions of controversies between two
or more States is constructing what may not improperly be
called a body of interstate law. It is also held in the same court
that: The National Government is one of enumerated powersi
that a power enumerated and delegated to Congress is comprehensive and complete, without other limitations than those
found in the Constitution itsclfi and that to preserve the even

* * *

* * *

1 4 Wheat. (17 U. B.) 316, 405, 4 Ct. 655, per Brewer, J. See Downea
v. Bidwell, 182 U.S. 244, 21 Sup. Ct.
L. ed. 579.
1 Kansas v. C<>lorado, 206 U.S. 46, 770, 44 L. ed. 1088.
81, 82, 84, f!rl, 51 L. ed. 956, 27 Sup.
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balance between the National and state governments and
hold each in its separate sphere is the duty of all courts anq
pre-eminently of that court.3 It is declared in an Iowa case
that: "It is fundamental in our system of government that all
powers not delegated to the United States by the tenns of the
Federal Constitution and its amendments, nor prohibited by
it to the States are reserved to the States or to the people.•
Subject to the authority thus expressly or by necessary inference delegated to the Federal government, the State has
sovereign legislative power over all subjects, except such as
are withheld from it by the constitution of the State itself." 5
The following principles have been enunciated by the Federal
Supreme Court and they are important in this connection.
Thus, it is asserted that: (a) The government of the Union is
a government of the people; it emanates from them; its powers
are granted by them; and are to be directly exercised on them,
o.nd for their benefit; (b) the government of the Union, though
limited in its powers, is supreme within its sphere of action,
and it.o; laws, when made in pursuance of the Constitution, fonn
the supreme law of the land; (c) there is nothing in the Constitution of the United States, similar to the articles of confederation, which includes incidental or implied powers; (d) if
the end be legitimate, and within the scope of the Constitution
all the means which are appropriate, which are plainly adapted
to that end, and which are not prohibited, may constitutionally
be employed to carry it into effect; (e) if a certain means to
carry into effect any of the powers, expressly given by the
Constitution to the government of the Union, be an appropriate measure, not prohibited by the Constitution, the degree of its necessity is a question of legislative discretion, not
of judicial cognizance; (/) it is a general rule, that in so far as
1 South Carolina v. United States, U. S. 488, 49 L. ed. 848, 25 Sup. Ct.
199 U. S. 437, 50 L. ed. - , 26 Sup. 506.
Ct. (a case or internal revenue,
• Constitution United
States,
liability or agents and or sale or liq- amendment 10.
1 McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
uon). See also Heft', Matter or, 197
& Quincy R. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 349.
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laws passed by Congress are constitutional and are enacted
to carry out the powers vested in the government of the Uni.ted States, the States are not empowered to retard, burden or
control the operations of such constitutional laws; 11 and (g)
the prohibition in the Constitution of the United States against
the passage of laws impairing the obligation of contracts applies to the constitution as well as to the laws of each State.7
The people of the United States, and of the States, have agreed
to constitutions as a basis of government, and for the security,
amongst other essentials, of their rights, property and common
welfare. The people have not, however, committed to the
United States government "their o·wn complete functions of
legislation and administration," but have intrusted a portion
to the separate States, "so that the rights of the individual
shall be guarded from the encroachments of power." 8 The
Constitution and laws of the United States, made in pursuance
thereof, are, however, the supreme law of the land; 11 and every •
'McCulloch v. State of Maryland, Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 29 L. ed.
4 Wheat. (17 U.S.) 316, 4 L. ed. 579, 615, 6 Sup. Ct. 252. See§ 304. herein.
• Pomeroy's Const. Law (3d ed.),
cited and quoted from on this last

point in United States v. Rickert,
188 U. S. 438, 439, 23 Sup. Ct. 480,
481, 47 L. ed. 536, 537; cited also in
South Carolina v. United States, 199
U. S. 437, 452, 26 Sup. Ct. 110, 50
L. ed. 261, where Brewer, J., says:
"The two governments, National and
State, are each to exercise their
power so as not to interfere with the
free and full exercise by the other of
ita powers. This propo~<ition, so far
as the nation is concerned, was offinned at an early date, in the great
case of 1\lcCulloch v. Maryland, 4
Wheat. (17 U . S.) 316, 4 L. ed. 579.
• • • No answer has ever been
made to the argument of Mr. Chief
Justice Marshall, and the propositions there laid down have become
fundamental in our constitutional
jurisprudence."
'New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana

p. 142, § 226; McRoan v. Devries, 3
Barh. (N. Y.) 198; St ate v. McCann,
4 Lea (72 Tenn.), 9. See Sage v.
New York, 154 N. Y. 61, 47 N. E.
906, aff'g 41 N. Y. Supp. 938, 10
App. Div. 294.
• Const. U. S. art. 6, par. 2; Pensacola Teleg. Co. v. Western Union
Teleg. Co., 96 U. S. 1, 18, 24 L. ed.
708, 1 Am. Elec. Cas. 253, per Waite,
C. J . See Western Union Teleg. Co.
v. James, 162 U. S. 650, 40 L. ed.
1105, 16 Sup. Ct. 934, 6 Am. Elec.
Cas. 863; New Orleans Gas Light Co.
v. Louisiana Light dt H . P . dt M. Co.,
115 U.S. 672, 6 Sup. Ct. 252; Sinnot
v. Davenport, 22 How. (63 U. S.)
227, 16 L. ed. 243; Dodge v. Woolsey,
18 How. (59 U.S.) 331, 50 L. ed. 401;
Houston v. Moore, 5 Wheat. (18 U.
S.) 49, 5 L. ed. 31.
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part of the territory under the jurisdiction of the government
of the United States is, irrespective of state lines, subject to.
its operation and within its protection, provided its acts are
within the scope of its powers, and, in so far as national rightB
are concerned, which belong to all, no part of the country can
encroach upon another. Within this doctrine no State can, by
legislation, exclude all commercial intercourse by telegraph
between its citizens and those of other States, as the power to
control and regulate interstate commerce is vested in Congress.10 Again, it is declared that the Supreme Court are fully
sensible, that it is their duty, in exercising· the high powers
conferred upon them by the Constitution of the United States,
to deal with great and extensive interests, such as chartered
property, with the utmost caution, guarding, so far as they
have power to do so, the right of property, at the same time,
carefully abstaining from any encroachment on the rights reSE!rved to the States.U
§ 121. Distinction Between Limitations on Powers of

Federal and of State Governments. 12-The people, and
through them the legislature, have supreme power in all matters of government where not prohibited by constitutional
limitations, and, while the powers of the Federal government
are restricted to those delegated, those of the state government
embrace all that are not forbidden. And all acts of the legislature are presumed to be valid until it is clearly shown that
they violate some constitutional ~triction, and questions relating to the wisdom, policy and expediency of statutes are
for the legislature and not for the courts to determine. 13 So
the rule of construction of the Constitution of the United States
and of state constitutions differs in this, that in the former,
the question is one of enumerated powers granted to Congress;
10 Pensacola Teleg. Co. v. Western
Union Teleg. C-o., 96 U.S. 1, 24 L. ed.
708, 1 Am. Elec. Cas. 253, per Waite,
C. J. See Joyce on Electric Law
(2d ed.), U 65-67.
11 Charles River Bridge v. Warren
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Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. 8.) 420, 9
·L. ed. 773.
uSee§ 137, herein.
11 Boyce, Ex parte, 27 Nev. 299, 75
Pac. 1. See also Wallace v: City of
Reno, '1:1 Nev. 71, 73 Pac. 528.
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in the latter, whether the law is legislative in its character and
whether it is prohibited to the legislature.u Again, under a
Virginia decision, the state constitution, unlike the Federal
Constitution in this. particular, is a restraining instrument,
and in the matter of enacting laws, the legislature is omni.pa-tent, except in so far as it is restrained by the state or Federal
Constitution, either in express terms or by necessary implication. Its enactments, therefore, are always presumed to
be constitutional, and can never be declared otherwise, except
where they clearly and plainly violate the Constitution. All
doubts are resolved in favor of their validity, and in resolving
doubts, the legislative construction put upon the Constitution
is entitled to great consideration though it will not be given a
controlling effect. 11

§ 122. Grant of Franchises-Governmental or Legisla·tive Power-Generally.-& we have stated elsewhere, a
franchise was early defined as a royal privilege in the hands of
a subject; a branch of the royal prerogative subsisting in the
hands of a subject. 18 Being such royal privilege or preroga.tive
all franchises were derived from the crown and subsisted in a
subject by grant from the king, which grant was a prerequisite
to their existence, and, although it might in some cases be held
by prescription, still such prescription presupposed a grant.
So tha~ in England, corpora~ions are created and exist by royal
charter, by act of Parliament and by prescription. 17 Where a
u State ex rei. Henson v. Sheppard, 192 Mo. 497, 5l11, 91 S. W.
477. See § 217, herein.
1' Button
v. State Corporation
Comm.iMion, 105 Va. 634, 54 S. E.
769.
11 See § 1, herein.
17 Oallfonlia: Spring Valley Water
Works v. Bcbottler, 62 Cal. 69, 108,
per Thomton, J.
Georgia: Franklin Bridge Co. v.
Young Wood, 14 Ga. 80, 84.
IIU:Aola: Wilmington Water Po~r

Co. v. Evans, 166 Ill. 548, 5M, 46 N.
E. 1083; People v. Halts, 92 IlL 428,

428.
Bew York: People v. Utioa. Ina.
Co., 15 Johns. (N.Y.) 357, 386, 8 Am.
Dec. 243, per Spencer, J. (a cue of
usurpation of franchise to carry on
banking business 88 a corporation).
Pemaq-.uda: Twelfth Bt. Jt.far..
ket Co. v. Philadelphia & Reading
Term. Co., 142 Pa. 580, 590, 21 Atd.
989, per Thayer, J. (a cue ofa publlo
market house and right of emineDt
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charter is granted by the Crown under an act of Parliament
and privileges are granted which could not be conferred by
the Crown except by force of that enactment, it constitutes a.n
incorporation of the company "by act of Parliament" within
the terms of a. will authorizing the investment of trust funds
in stocks of companies incorporated a.s so directed. 18 The
right to establish a. ferry wa.s'a. franchise, and no man could set
up a. ferry although he owned the soil and landing place on
domain over, or right of another corporation to appropriate).
WiacoDiiD: Sellel'll v. Union Lumbering Co., 39 Will. 525, 527, per
Ryan, C. J.
See alao Finch's Laws of Eng. 126
[38].
See as to prescription,§ 133, herein.
" By the Civil Law no corporation
could be created without the express
approbation of the aovereign, after a
satwactory representation of its usefulness and tendency to promote the
public good. • • • In England,
it i8 true, during the latter part of the
Saxon period of its history, and for
some time after the Conquest, the
power of conferring corporate privileges was exercised by the nobles,
within their respective demesnes.
• • • In the time of Bracton,
who lived in the reign of Henry III,
and Edward I, the king's prerogative, as to the exclusive privilege of
granting liberties and franchises in
general, seems to have been fully established; and the absolute necessity
of the king's assent to the institution of any corporation was held, in
the reign of Edward III, to have
been previously settled as clear law.
The method by which the king's assent is expressly given, i8 either by
act of Parliament (of which the royal
assent i8 a necesasry ingredient), or
by cl&a.rter. • • • The king or
queen alone, when a corporation i8
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intended with privileges, which by
the principles of the English Law
may be granted by the king, i8 qualified to create a corporation by hls or
her sole charter. • • • When,
on the other hand, it i8 intended to
establi8h a corporation vested with
powers which the king cannot of
himself grant, recoul'lle must be had
to an act of Parliament. • • •
All the corporations which are said
in the English books to have been
created by the common law and by
prucription, imply the sanction of
the government." Angell & Ames on
66--69. See also
Corp. (9th ed.)
Sellel'll v. Lumbering Co., 39 Wis.
525, 527, per Ryan, C. J.
Formerly grants of royal franchisee
were so common, that in the Parli&ment held in 21 Edw. 3, there is a
pewtion from the Commons to the
king, stating that franchises had
been so largely granted in times past,
that almost all the Ianda were enfranchised, to t.he great awriaemem
and utingsfll'IWmt of the common law,
and in great oppression of the people;
praying the king to restrain such
grants for the time to come. To
which his majesty answered, that
the franchises which should be
granted in the future should be made
with good advisement. 3 Greenleaf's
Crui8e on Real Prop. • 260.
11 Elve v. Boyton (C. A.) [1891],

u

1 Ch. 501.
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both sides of the stream, without a charter from the king or
a prescription time out of mind. The franchise to establish
ferries was a royal prerogative, and the grant of the king was
necessary to authorize a subject to establish a public ferry,
even on his own premises.111 Although the granting of franchises was a part of the prerogatives of the British Crown,20
it is declared that on the severance of the colonies from Great
Britian they became vested in the people; 21 and that the commonwealth stands in place of the king, and has succeeded to all
the prerogatives.and franchises proper to a republican government and those only, since many branches of the royal prerogative would be altogether improper in this country.22 In
McKim v. Odom,23 decided in 1829, Bland, chancellor, says:
''Under the provincial government, corporations were framed
and ca.lled into existence, as in England, either directly by or
with the immediate sanction of the lord proprietary or the
monarch. But however they may have been originated formerly or elsewhere, it is certain that they can now only be
established here by the authority of the legislature."
§ 123. Power of Congress to Establish CorporationsGenerally.-The power of establishing a. corporation is not a.
distinct sovereign power or end of government, but only the
means of carrying into effect other powers which are sovereign.
Whenever it becomes an appropriate means of exercising any
of the powers given by the Constitution to the government of
the Union, it may be exercised by that government.24
•• People v. Budd, 117 N.Y. 1, 17,
18, 26 N. Y. St. R. 533, 22 N. E. 670,
682, per Andrews, J. See Milhau v.
Sharp, Z1 N.Y. 611,619, 84 Am. Dee.
314, per Selden, J. See§ 144, herein.
,. Finch's Law of Eng. 164.
21 Milhau v. Sharp, Z1 N. Y. 611,
619, 84 Am. Dec. 314, per Selden, J.
21 Commonwealth v. Arrison, 15
Serg. & R. (Pa.) 1Z7, 130, per Tilghman, C. J . (a cue of information in
the nature of quo warranto).

3 Bland (Md.), 407, 417-419.
McCulloch v. State of Maryland,
4 Wheat. (17 U. S.) 316, 4 L. ed.
579. Examine United States v.
Stanford, 70 Fed. 346, 361, 17 C. C.
A. 143.
"The power of creating a corporation, though appertaining to sovereignty, is not, like the power of
making war, or levying taxes, or
of regulating commerce, a great substantive and independent power,
11

24
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§ 124. Power of Congress to Grant Adclitional Franchiaes.-It is well settled that Congress has power to grant,
which C8DDot be implied as incidental
to other powent, or used u a means of
uecutiDg them. It is never the end
for which other powers are exercised,
but a means for which other objeeta are acoompliahed. • • • The
power of creatiDg a corporation is
never used for ita own eake, but for
the purpoee of effecting something
elee. No truftioient reason ia, therefere, perceived, why it may not paa1
u incidental to thoee powers which
are expreealy given, if it be a direct
mode of executing them. But the
Constitution of the United States has
not left the right of Congreea to employ the nece~B&ry means, for the
execution of the powers conferred on
the govenunent, to general reasoning.
To ita enumeration of powers is added
that of making 'all laws which shall
be neceesary and proper, for carrying
into execution the foresoing powers,
and all other powers vested by this
constitution in the government of
the United States, or in any department thereof.'" The court then
oonaiders the meaning of the words
"neceeeary and proper" u used in
this claUBe of the constitution and
concludes that it was not intended to
"abridge, and almost annihilate this
Ulllful and necessary right of the
legislature to aelect ita means
• • • for the following reasons:
let. The clause is placed among the
powe111 of CongrNs, not among the
limitations on thoae powers. 2d. Ita
terms purport to enlarge, not to diminish the powers vested in the govemment. It purports to be an additional power, not a restriction on
thoee already granted. • • • Had
the intention been to make this
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clawle restrictive, it would undoubtedly have been so in form aa
well as in effect. The result of the
most careful and attentive conaideration bestowed upon thia cla\118 is,
that if it doee not enlarge, it cannot be construed to restrain the
powers of Congreea, or to impair the
right of the legislature to exercise ita
beet judgment in the aelection of
measures to carry into execution the
conetitutional powers of the government. We admit, as all mUBt admit, that the powers of the govemment are limited, and that ita limite
are not to be transcended. But we
think the sound construction of
the oonstitution mUBt allow to the
national legislature that discretion,
with reepect to tbe means by which
the powers it confers are to be carried into execution, which will enable
that body to perform the high duties
assigned to it, in the manner most
beneficial to the people. Let the
end be legitimate, let it be within
the 100pe of the constitution, and
all means which are appropriate,
which are plainly adapted to that
end, which are not prohibited, but
coneist in the letter and spirit of
the constitution, are constitutional.
That a corporation must be oonsidered as a means not Ieee usual,
not of higher dignity, not more requiring a particular specification
than other means have been aufficiently proved. • • • Had it
been intended to grant this power
as one which should be distinct and
independent, to be exerc~ in any
caae, whatever, it would have found
a place among the enumerated powera of the government.. But be-
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to a cerporation created by a
least of a similar

State~

§§ 125, 126

additional franchises, at

nature.26

§ 125. Power. of Congress Over Franchises of State Corperatioll-Interstate Commerce-Generally.-Franchises of a
corporation chartered by a State are, so far as they invol_ve
questions of interstate commerce, exercised in subordination
to the powers of Congress to regulate such commerce; and
while Congrees may not have general visitatorial power over
state corporations, its J)owers in vindication of its own laws
are the same as if the corporation had been created by an act'
of Congress.38
§ 126. Grants by Congress-Banks.-Congress has power to
incorporate a bank, and the act of April 10, 1816, c. 44, to
"incorporate the subscribers to the Bank of the United States,"
is a law in pursuance of the Constitution. The Bank of the
United States has, also, constitutionally, a right to establish
its branches or offices of discount and deposit within any
State.27 So in the Legal Tender Cases,za it is declared that:
ing considered merely aa a means,
to be employed only for the purpose
of carrying into execution the given
powem, there oould be no motive for
particularly mentioning it." McCulloeh v. StatAl of Maryland. 4
Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 316, 411-421, 4 L.
ed. 679, per Mr. Chief JUBtice Marlhall.
•Southern Pae. R. Co. v. United
State., 183 U.S. 519, 626, 527, 46 L.
ed. 307, 22 Sup. Ct. 154, citing Sinking Fund Cases, 99 u.s. 700, 7'1:7, 25
L. ed. 496; Pacific Railroad Removal c.-, 115 U. B. 1, 15, 29 L.
ed. 319, 5 Sup. Ct. 1157; California
v. Central Pacific Rd., 127 U. S. 1,

32 L. ed. 150, 8 Sup. Ct. 1013; United States v. Stanford, 161 U. B.
412, 431, 16 Sup. Ct. - , 40 L. ed.
751; Central Pacific Rd. v. Califor.
nia, 162 U. S. 91, 118, 123, 16 Sup.
Ct. 766, 40 L. ed. 903.
"Hale v. Henkel, 201 U. B. 43,
75, 50 L. ed. 652, 26 Sup. Ct. 370.
fl McCulloch v. StatAl of lilaeyland,
4 Wheat. (17 U. B.) 316, 4 L. ed. 579,
cited in SlaughtAlr-House Caaea, 16
Wall. (83 U.S.) 36, 64,21 L. ed. 394.
DeciBion discu.ed in Hepburn v.
Griswold, 8 Wall. (75 U. 8.) 603, 629,
19 L. ed. 650, in diaeenting opinion
of Miller, Swayne and Davis, JJ.
That Congress baa power to establish

11110 U. 8. 421, 438, 445, 28 L. ed. land (cited at beginning of last pre204, 4 Sup. Ct. 122, per Gray, J., ceding note), is considered.
where McCulloch v. State of Mary-
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is ·equally well settled that Congress ha.s the power to
incorporate. national banks, with the capacity, for their own
profit 88 well 88 for the use of the government in its money
transactions, of issuing bills which under ordinary circumstances pass from hand to hand as money at their nominal
value, and which, when so current, the law has always recognized 88 a good tender in payment of money debts, unless
specifically objected to at the time of the tender." 211 National
banks organized under the act of 1864 30 are the instruments
. designed to be used to aid the government in the adininistration of an important branch of the public service; and Congress, which is the sole judge of the necessity for their creation,
having brought them into existence, the States can exercise
no control over them, nor in any wise affect their operation,
except so far as it may see proper to pennit.at
'i It

a national bank considered as settled
in Veazie Bank v. Fenno, 8 Wall.
(75 U. S.) 533, 551, 19 L. ed. 482, in
dissenting opinion of Nelson & Davis,
JJ. This case holds that Congress
having undertaken, in the exercise of
undisputed constitutional power, to
provide a currency for the whole
country, may constitutionally secure
the benefit of it to the people by appropriate legislation, and to that end
may restrain by suitable enactments, the circulation of any notes,
not iBSued under its own authority,
and it may impose a tax on the notes
of state banks. See also as to right
to incorporate bank, Magill v. Paraons, 4 Conn. 321.
11 "The bank is not considered as
a private corporation, where the
principal object is individual trade
and individual profit; but as a public
corporation, created for public and
national purposes. • • • It was
not created for its own sake or for
private purposes. It has never been
supposed that Congress could create
such a corporation. The whole
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opinion of the court in McCulloch
v. State of Maryland, 4 Wheat. (17
U. S.) 316, 4 L. ed. 579, is founded
on, and sustained by, the idea that
the bank is an instrument which is
'necessary and proper for carrying
into effect the powei'B vested in the
government of the United States.'
It • • • was created in the
form in which it now appeai'B, for
national purposes only. 'rt is, undoubtedly, capable of transacting
private as well as public busine88.
• • • Why is it that CongreBS
can incorporate or create a bank?
This question was answered in the
case of McCulloch v. State of Maryland, 4 Wheat. (17 U. S.) 316, 4 L.
ed. 579. It is an instrument which
is 'n~ry and proper' for carrying on the. fiscal operations of government." Osborn v. United States
Bank, 9 Wheat. (22 U.S.) 738, 860,
861, 6 L. ed. 204, per Mai"Bhall, C. J.
• 0 Act of June 13, 1864, 13 Stat. 99.
11 Farmei"B' & Mechanics'
Nat.
Bank v. Dearing, 91 U. S. 29, 23 L.
ed. 196.
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§ 127. Power of Congress-Bridge Corporation-Bridges
-Commerce.-Congress, under the power to regulate com•
merce among the States, may create a corporation to build a
bridge across navigable water between two States, and to take
private lands for the purpose, making just compensation
therefor.u And it can exercise this power without the consent
of any State." So the act of July 11, 1890, c. 669, to incorporate the North River Bridge Company, and to authorize the
construction of a bridge across the Hudson River between the
States of New York and New Jersey, is constitutional.34 And
the act approved June 16, 1886, authorizing the construction
of a bridge across Staten Island Sound, known as 11 Arthur
Kill" is within the power of Congress to regulate commerce
and is valid.111 Congress has power also to determine the location, plan, and mode of construction of railroad bridges.11
11 Luxton v. North River Bridge
Co., 153 U. S. 525, 14 Sup. Ct. 891,
38 L. ed. 808. See U 145, 152,
herein.
11 Decker v. Baltimore & N.Y. R.
Co., 30 Fed. 723, 1 Inters. Comm.
Rep. 434. Bee alao Stockton v.
Baltimore & N. Y. R. Co., 32 Fed.
9, linters. Comm. Rep. 411.
As to powers of Congrees and of
the States as to bridges, see the fol-

lowing~:

VDited ltatea: Montgomery v.
Portland, 190 U.S. 89, 47 L. ed. 965,
23 Sup. Ct. 852; Lake Shore & Michigan Ry. v. Ohio~ 165 U. S. 365, 366,
368, 41 L. ed. 747, 748, 17 Sup. Ct.
357; Williamette Iron Bridge Co. v.
Hatch, 125 U. S. 1, 31 L. ed. 629, 8
Sup. Ct. 1; Covington & Cincinnati
Bridge Co. v. Kentucky, 154 U. S.
204, 14 Sup. Ct. 1087, 38 L. ed. 962;
Hamilton v. Vicksburg, Shreveport
& Pae. Rd., 119 U.S. 281, 30 L. ed.
393, 7 Sup. Ct. 206; Miller v. Mayor
of New York, 109 U. 8. 385, 3 Sup.
Ct. 228, 27 L. ed. 971; South Carolina
v. Georgia, 93 U. 8. 4, 13, 23 L. ed.

15

782; United States v. Cincinnati &
Muskingum Valley Ry. Co., 134 Fed.
353, 67 C. C. A. 335. See Miaaouri
v. Illinois (Chicago Drainage Case),
200 U.S. 496, 50 L. ed. 572, 26 Sup.
Ct. 268, per Holmes, J., discWIIIing
the Wheeling Bridge Case.
Mable: State v. Leighton, 83 Me.
419, 22 Atl. 380.
Maryland: Baltimore v. Stole, 52
Md. 435.
llicblean: Dietrich v. Bchreman,
117 Mich. 298,75 N. W. 618.
Bew Bampehire: Dover v. Portsmouth Bridge, 17 N.H. 200.
Bew York: People v. Kelly, 76
N. Y. 475.
Aa to P04t &ada Act; Cammer~;
Bridge.; Submarine Cable., see Joyce
on Electric Law (2d ed.), U 68-83.
u Luxton v. North River Bridge
Co., 153 U. S. 525, 14 Sup. Ct. 891,
38 L. ed. 808.
11 Stockton v. Baltimore & N. Y.
R. Co., 32 Fed. 9, 1 Inters. Comm.
Rep. 411.
11 Texarkana & Ft. Smith Ry. Co.
v. Parsons, 74 Fed. 411.
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The a.ct of congress of 1866,37 which authorized a bridge to
be constructed across the Missouri River at Kansas City,
required that the distance of 160 feet between the piers of the
bridge, which was called for by the act, should be obtained by
the measuring along a line between said piers drawn perpendicularly to the faces of the piers and the current of the river;
and as such a line drawn between the piers of the bridge of
the plaintiff in error measured only 153 feet and a fraction of
a foot, instead of the required 160 feet, it was held that it was
not a lawful structure within the meaning of that act. 31 If
Congress authorizes the construction of a railway bridge across
a navigable river, and prescribes the location and mode of its
construction, and the bridge is built in conformity therewith,
it is then a legal structure; but if it is apparent upon its completion, owing to its location or mode of construction, or
through some change in the channel of the river, that such
bridge is in fact an unreasonable obstruction to navigation,
Congress can require it to be remodeled or to be entirely removed if that is the only remedy. If when constructed it is a
legal structure its statu.~ cannot be charged by judicial action,
or by any power short of that which legalized it in the beginning. And Congress may legalize a bridge after its erection.•
§ 128. Power of Congress to Declare Bridge a Lawful
Structure After Its Being Adjudged a Nuisance; or After
Injunction Suit-Post-Route.40-Congress has power to provide by statute that a bridge is a lawful structure, and such
act will be constitutional,·n although that bridge has, by decision rendered before the said enactment, been held to be
a nuisance.42 The prior judgment, however, which related to
Act July 26, 1866, 14 Stat. 244, A. Chatfield Co. v. City of New
Haven, 110 Fed. 788, 792.
11 Hannibal & St. Joeeph Rd. Co.
•• See t 152, herein.
v. Misaouri River Packet Co., 125
u Pennsylvania v. Wheeling &
U. 8. 260, 31 L. ed. 731, 8 Sup. Ct. Belmont Bridge Co., 18 How. (59 U.
874.
S.) 421, 15 L. ed. 435.
•• United States v. Keokuk &
u Pennsylvania v. wheeling &
Hamilton Bridge Co. (Dist. Ct.), 45 Belmont Bridge Co., 13 How. (54 U.
Fed. 178, caee is distinguished in E. 8.) 518, 14 L. ed. 249.
11

t 10.
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the abatement of the bridge, proceeded upon the ground that
the bridge was in conflict with the then existing regulations of
commerce by Congress, and was executory, depending upon
the bridge continuing to be an unlawful obstruction to the
public right of free navigation, but that right having been so
modified by the above-mentioned act of Congress that it no
longer constituted an unlawful obstruction, the prior decree
could not be enforced, and the authority to maintain the
bridge existed from the moment of said enactment, for the
authority then combined the concurrent powers of both governments, state and Federal, which are sufficient. The bridges
concerning which this controversy arose were over the Ohio
River, and the act of Congress declared them to be lawful
structures at their then height and position, and required the
officers and crews of vessels navigating the Ohio River to
regulate their vessels so as not to interfere with the elevation
and construction of said bridges.43 An act .of Congress is also
constitutional which provides that a certain bridge, theretofore erected over a river which divides two States, 11 shall be a
lawful structure, and shall be recognized and known as a postroute.". Such an enactment means not only that the bridge
shall be a post-route but also that as built, with its abutments,
piers, superstructure, draw and height, it should have the
sanction of law, and be maintained and used in that condition,
and this is so, even though the statute is declared by its title
to be an act declaring the bridge "a post-route." Such enactment also operates to abate an injunction suit, instituted prior
to the passage of the act, to prevent erection of the bridge and
to have it declared a nuisance, even though the case was ready
for a hearing.••
t

See as to bridge as a nuisance
Joyce on Law of Nuisances (ed.
1906), f 274.
., The . act was p8BIIed Aug. 31,
1852, 10 Stat. at L. 112, if 6, 7.
Decree in former cue was at May
term,· 1852. Said act was also held
not invalid by reaaon of the compact,

as to free navigation of the Ohio
River, made between Virginia and
Kentucky with the sanction of Congress when the latter State was admitted into the Union.
u Clinton Bridge, The, 10 Wall (17
U. B.) 454, 20 L. ed. 969.
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§ 129. Power of Congress to Grant Pranchise to Rail-

roacla-Interstate Commerce-The Pacific Railroad Companies.-That Congress has power to construct, or to grant
franchises to individuals or corporations to construct, railroads
across the States and Territories of the United States is so
held in relation to the statutes enacted by that body, conferring
franchises of the most important character upon the Central
Pacific Railroad Company; and the United States Supreme
Court declares upon this subject as follows: " If, therefore, the
Central Pacific Railroad Company is not a Federal corporation,
its most important franchises, including that of constructing
a railroad from the Pacific Ocean to Ogden City, were conferred upon it by Congress. It cannot be doubted that Congress, under the power to regulate commerce among the several States, as well as to provide for postal accommodations
and military exigencies, had authority to pass these laws.
The power to construct, or to authorize individuals or corporations to construct, National highways and bridges from State
to State, is essential to the complete control and regulation
of interstate commerce. Without authority in Congress to
establish and maintain such highways and bridges, it.would
be without authority to regulate one of the more important
adjuncts of commerce. This power in former times was exerted to a very limited extent, the Cumberland or National road
being the most notable instance. Its exertion was but little
called for, as commerce was then mostly conducted by water
and many of our statesmen entertained doubts as to the existence of the power to establish ways of communication by
land. But since, in consequence of the expansion of the country, the multiplication of its products, and the invention of
railroads and locomotion by steam, land transportation has
so vastly increased, a sounder consideration of the subject has
prevailed and led to the conclusion that Congress has plenary
power over the whole subject. Of course, the authority of
Congress over the Territories of the United States, and its
power to grant franchises exercisable therein, are, and ever
have been, undoubted. But the wider power was very freely
228
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exercised, and much to the general satisfaction, in the creation
of the vast system of railroads connecting the East with the
Pacific, traversing States as well as Territories, and employing
the agency of state as well as Federal corporations." 46 As to
the ~ntral Pacific Company, it is a corporation of California
recognized as such by the acts of Congress granting it aid and
conferring upon it Federal franchises, and it was not the object
of those acts to sever its allegiance to the State or transfer the
powers and privileges derived from it; nor did those consequences result from the acceptance of the grant by the corporation; nor is the state franchise destroyed by or merged in
the right granted under the acts of Congress so that taxation
by the State of the franchise granted by it is precluded. It
was alsO held that the property of a corporation of the United States may be taxed by a State, but not through its franchise.... Again, the Union Pacific Railway Company is, as to
its road, property and franchises in Kansas, a corporation
de fa.cUJ created and organized under acts of Congress; and as
to the same in Nebraska, it is strictly and purely a corporation
deriving all its corporate and other powers from acts of Congress. The Texas and Pacific Railway Compa11y is also a
corporation, deriving its corporate powers from acts of Con• California v. Pacific Rd. Co., 127
U. 8. 1, 39, 40, 32 L. ed. UiO, 8 Sup.
Ct. 1073, per Bradley, J., citing Paeffie Rd. Removal Caaee, 115 U. B. 1,
14, 18, 29 L. ed. 319, 5 Sup. Ct. 1113.
., Central Paoific Rd. Co. v. Califomia, 162 U. 8. 91, 40 L. ed. 903, 16
Sup. Ct. 766, affirmed and followed in
Southern Paoific Rd. Co. v. California, 162 U. 8. 167, 16 Sup. Ct. 794, 40
L. ed. 929.
" It rMY be 10id that 1M franckiH
VIAicA the SfiJU 1MY sell it tMt t.MicA
UIIU grtml«l by it.
But it t1u llaU
franckiM .o distind ond ~
from UN fnmcllise gra:nud by t1u Unit.d 8ltJta that it can be sold separately from the franchile p-anted by

the United States? It aeema to me
that the franchiae to build, operate
and maintain a railroad from San
Francilco to a point of junction with
the Union Pacific Railroad ia a unit,
and that it ia utterly impracticable
to separate and sell so much of that
franchiae as originally oame from the
State, and leave intact that which
was derived from the United States.
The State cannot lawfully do anything to impair or cripple the franchises, righte and privileges derived
from the United Btatee." Central
Pacific Rd. v. California, 162 U. B.
91, 165, 40 L. ed. 903, 16 Sup. Ct.
766, per Harlan, J., in diaeenting
opinion.
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g.ress.47 The United States has also granted aid to the Pacific
railroads as well as aid in developing the telegraph system.41
47 Pacific Railroad Removal c~,
115 U.S. 1, 5 Sup. Ct. 1113, 29 L. ed.
319.
" See Joyce on Electric Law (2d
ed.), it 30-37a.
Landa which at the time a railroad
grant attached by the filing and approval of the map of definite location,
were within the claimed but undetermined limits of a Mexican grant, did
not pass to the railroad company although within the place limits of its
grant, and this notwithstanding the
fact that by the final survey and
patent they were excluded from the
Mexican grant. A survey of the
Mexican grant made by the proper
officers at the instance of the applicant and before the railroad grant
attached included the disputed lands.
The applicant did not repudiate the
survey, but sought a patent based
upon it. It wu in legal effect his
claim to the Ianda. The government
not questioning the right to have
such a survey at the time it was applied for and made, ordered a resurvey on the ground that the boundaries shown in the fil'llt survey were
incorrect. The second survey was
made after the railroad grant at.tached and excluded the lands, and
it was held that the Ianda were sub
judice at the time the railroad grant
attached and were not included
within it. Southern Pacific Rd. Co.
v. United States, 200 U. S. 354, 50
L. ed. 512, 26 Sup. Ct. 298.
The acts of March 3, 1887, 24 Stat.
556, of Feby. 12, 1896, 29 Stat. 6, and
of March 2, 1896, 29 Stat. 42, do not,
in providing for adjustment of railroad land grants, amount to a taking
of the railroad companies' property
without compensation becaUBe they
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confirm sales made to bona fide purcbaaers of Ianda erroneoualy pat.ented to railroad compaDiee and require such companies to account for
and pay to the government the
amolmts received by them from such
purchuers up to the regular government price. Southem Pacific Rd.
Co. v. United States, 200 U. S. 341,
26 Sup. Ct. 296, 50 L. ed. rnt.
Under the act of .Harch 3, 1871,
c. 122, 16 Stat. 573, the rights of the
Southem Pacific Railroad Company
were subordinate to thoae of the
Texas Pacific Railroad Company.
When the Texas Pacific grant wu
declared forfeited by the act of February 28, 1885, the forfeiture did not
vest the Southern Pacific with the
Ianda forfeited, but the forfeiture
inured to the benefit of the United
States. Southern Pacific Rd. Co. v.
United States, 189 U. 8. 447, 23 Sup.
Ct. 567, 47 L. ed. 896.
The title of the Southem Pacific
Railroad Company to the Ianda in
controversy in this suit wu acquired
by virtue of the act of July 27, 1866,
14 Stat. 292, and the construction of
the road was made under such circumstances as entitle the company to
the benefit of the grant made by the
eighteenth section of that act. And
the grant to the Southem Pacific
and that to the Atlantic and Pacific
both took effect, and both being in
~i, when maps were filed and
approved, they took effect by relation 11111 of the date of the act. The
United States having by the Forfeiture Act of July 6, 1866, became poasessed of all the rights and interests of
the Atlantic and Pacific company in
this grant within the limits of California, had an equal undivided moiety in
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f 130. Power of Congress over Territories-Telegraph and
Telephone-savings Institution-Territorial Powers Generally-Irrigation Companies.-While the United States holds
country as a Territory it has all the powers both of national
and municipal governmen~, Federal and state; 411 i~ legislaall the odd-numbered eections which
lie within the confticting place limits
of the grant to the Atlantic and Pacific Company and of that made to
the Southern Pacific Company by the
act of July 27, 1866, and the Southern
Pacific Company holds the other
equal undivided moiety thereof.
Southern Pacific Rd. Co. v. United
Btatea, 183 U.S. 519, 46 L. ed. 307,
22 Sup. Ct. 154.
The Atlantic and Pacific Railroad
Company took no title to Ianda within the indemnity limits of its grant
until the deficiency in the place
limits had been ascertained and the
company had exercised ita right of
aeleetion. Southern Pacific Rd. Co.
v. Ben, 183 u.s. 675, 46 L. ed. 383,
22 Sup. Ct. 232.
Examine further as to public lands
and aid to railroads, Howard v.
Perrin, 200 U. S. 1, 50 L. ed. 343, 26
Bup. Ct. 229; Northern Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Ely, 197 N. S. 1, 49 L. ed. 639,
25 Sup. Ct. 302; Ramsey v. Tacoma
Land Co., 196 U. S. 360, 49 L. ed. -,
25 Run. Ct. - ; Humbird v. Averv.
195 U.S. 480, 25 Sup. Ct. 123, 49 L.
ed. 286; United States v. Northern
Pacific Rd. Co., 193 U. S. 1, 24 Sup.
Ct. 330, 48 L. ed. 593, 177 U. 8. 435,
44 L. ed. 836, 20 Sup. Ct. 706; Northem Pacific Ry. Co. v. Townsend, 190
U. B. 267, 47 L. ed. 1044, 23 Sup. Ct.
671; Oregon & California Rd. Co. v.
United States (No. 3), 190 U. S. 186,
47 L. ed. 1012, 23 Sup. Ct. 673,
(No. 2), 189 U. S. 116, 47 L. ed. 732,
23 Sup. Ct. 620 (No. 1), 189 U. S.

103, 47 L. ed. 726, 23 Sup. Ct. 615;
Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v. Soderberg, 188 U.S. 526, 47 L. ed. 575, 23
Sup. Ct. 365; Nelson v. Northern
Pacific Ry. Co., 188 U. B. 108, 47 L.
ed. 406, 23 Sup. Ct. 302; United
States v. Southern Pacific Rd. Co.,
184 U. S. 49, 46 L. ed. 425, 22 Sup.
Ct. 285; Powers v. Slaght, 180 U. B.
173, 45 L. ed. 479, 21 Sup. Ct. 319;
Hewitt v. Schultz, 180 U. S. 139, 45
L. ed. 463, 21 Sup. Ct. 309; United
States v. Tennessee & Coosa Rd. Co.,
176 U.S. 242,44 L. ed. 452, 20 Sup.
Ct. -; United States v. Oregon &
California Rd. Co., 176 U.S. 28,44 L.
ed. 358, 20 Sup. Ct. 261.
• Shively v. Bowlby, 152 U. S. 1,
48, 38 L. ed. 331, 14 Sup. Ct. 548.
See f 139, herein.
pqwer when ceded territmy noc made
part of UniUJd SUJtu. In the case
of Dorr v. United States, 195 U. S.
138, 49 L. ed. 128, 24 Sup. Ct.· 808, it
is held that CongreBB has the right to
make laws for the government of Territories, without being subject to an
the restrictions which are imposed
upon it when p8B8ing laws for the
United States considered as a political
body of States, and, until territory
ceded by treaty has been incorporated into the United States, it is to
be governed under Congrees subject
only to such constitutional restrictions upon ita powers as are applicable to the situation. See Downes
v. Bidwell, 182 U. S. 244, 45 L. ed.
1048, 21 Sup. Ct. 770.
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tive ·powers over the Territories is plenary, subject to ·eX:press
or implied constitutional limitations,110 and . the eombined
powers of the general and state governments are exercised by
Congress in its legislation for Alaska.111 80 COngress in the
exercise of its powers to regulate commerce has full authority
to grant rights· of way through the land domiciled by Indian
tribes in Indian Territory, and where it has exercised this
power by authorizing the Secretary of the Interior to grant
such rights of way for the construction, operation and maintenance of telephone- and telegraph lines, it follows that none
of the Indian tribes could grant an exclusive right to any one
company, and that grants by such tribes were annulled by the
statutory provisions.112 An act of Congress," which grants a
right of way through the Indian Territory to the Southern Kansas Railway Company, for a railroad, telegraph and telephone
line, is also a valid exercise of the power of Congress to regulate
commerce among the several States and with the Indian
tribes.54 Congress has also power to grant, at its discretion,
"Allen v. Reed, 10 Okla. 105, 60
Pac. 782. Examine United States v.
Binns, 1 Alaaka, 553.
"Allen v. .Myei'B, 1 Alaaka, 114.
u Muskogee Nat. Teleph. Co. v.
Hall, 118 Fed. 382, 385, 55 C. C. 208,
rev'g decree of U. 8. Ct. App. in Ind.
Ty., 4 Ind. Ty. 18, and aff'g decree
in United States court in Indian Ty.
Northern Division, rendered April,
1900.
11 Act July 4, 1884, 23 Stat. 73,
c. 179.
u Cherokee Nation v. Southern
Kansas Ry. Co., 135 U. 8. 641, 34 L.
ed. 295, 10 Sup. Ct. 965.
Amongst the various statutes
which have been enacted by C"..ongreea,
in the exerr.i11e of ita powei'B, are the
following, which provide for a right
of way through Indian Territory for
railway, telegraph and tt-lephone
linea with the right to take and con-
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demn Ianda for such purpoeee (U.
8. Comp. Stat. Supp. 1905, p. 371.
act Feb. 28, 1902, c. 134, U 13, 17,
32 Stat. at L. pp. 47, 49); for the regulation of charges on such telegraph
and telephone lines (U. B. Comp.
Stat. Supp. 1905, p. 373, act Feb. 28,
1902, e. 134, f 16, 32 Stat. at L. pp.
48, 49); and for dams aero• nonnavigable streams in that Territory
to be used by light and power oompaniea, to generate electric power,
light and heat. Act of April26, 1906,
c. 1876, f 25, Stat. 1905-1906, Part 1,
pp. 146, 147. Congress aleo provides
for a telephone system on the island
of Oahu, Territory of Hawaii (act
June 20, 1906, c. 3441, f 41St, Stat.
1905-1906, Part I, p. 309}, and regulatea telephone and other electric
wires in the District of Columbia.
Act March 3, 1905, c. 1415, 33 Stat.
at L. pp. 984-986. See acta April ZT.
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a charter to a savings institution with its location and domicile in Washington in the District of Columbia by virtue of
the grant to it of "exclusive legislation in all cases whatsoever
over the district." u Again, the statutes of a Territory may
be approved or declared void irrespective of the organic
territorial act." So an act of Congress may require the submission, to, that body, of territorial statutes, and its disapproval may render them void, although such statutes may
be presumed. valid where there is no disapproval thereof, by
Congress.67 A statute of a Territory which is approved by
Congress "subject to future territorial legislation" cannot by
virtue of such proviso be repealed by the legislature, but the
latter is ~ereby authorized to enact such legislation as may
be in furtherance of the main object of the confirming and
approving act of Congress." Territorial statutes, enacted
within the power of a Territory, are not laws of the United
States.• But the power of eminent domain may, it is held, be
exercised by a Territory under its organic law, when not re1904, c. 1628, 33 Stat. at L. p. 374; Yellowstone National Park undercerRev. Stat. I 5263, p. 1019; act tain conditiona, such as permission
June 20, 1902, c. 1136, 32 Stat. at L. and regulations prescribed by the
pp. 393-395; act July 1, 1002, c. Secretary of War. Act March 3,
1352, 32 Stat. at L. p. 619, par. 5. 1003, c. 1007, § 1, U. S. Comp. Stat.
(Tax on Telephone Companies.) Supp. 1905, p. 365, 32 Stat. at L.
The right of way is also extended by p. 1130. See act Feb. 15, 1901, c.
statute to electric power companies, 372, 31 Stat. at L. 790, U.S. Comp.
through the Secretary of the Interior, Stat. 1001, p. 1584, as to use of other
upon the neceBB&ry public lands and public parks and reservations for
foresta of the United States. Act electrical plants, telephone and telMay 14, 1896, c. 179, 29 Stat,, at L. egraph companies.
p. 120, U. S. Comp. Stat. 1001, p.
"Williams v. CreBBWell, 51 Miss.
1573. And sucli statutes empower 817,822.
11 Allen v. Reed, 10 Okla. 105, 60
the Edison Electric Company to occupy certain lands in certain forest Pac. 782.
17 Buttron v. El Paso Northeastern
reeerves in Califomia for electric
power plants. Act May 1, 1906, Ry. Co. (fex. Civ.App.), 93S. W. 676.
11 Murphy v. Utter, 186 U. S. 95,
c. 2076, U. S. Stat. 1005-1006, Part I,
p. 163. See act Jan. 18, 1897, c. 61, _46 L. ed. 1070, 22 Sup. Ct. 776.
11 Moran, Ex parte, 144 Fed. 694,
29 Stat. at L. 489, U.S. Comp. Stat.
1001, p. 3029. The use of electricity 75 C. C. 396; B. c., 203 U. 8. 103, 51
is also allowed to private parties in L. ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct. - .
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stricted by the Constitution and laws of the United States.80
The provisions of the corporation laws of the Territory of
New Mexico relating to the formation and rights of irrigation
companies are not invalid because they assume to dispose of
property of the United States without its consent. By the
acts of 1866 and 1877,11 Congress recognizes as respects the
public domain, and so far as the United States is concerned,
the validity of the local customs, laws and decisions in respect
to the appropriation of water, and granted the right to appropriate such amount of water as might be necessarily used
for the purpose of irrigation and reclamation of desert land,
part of the public domain, and as to the surplus, the right of
the public to use the same for irrigation, mining and manufacturing purposes subject to existing rights. The purpose of
Congress to recognize the legislation of Territories as well as
of States in respect to the regulation of the use of public water
is evidenced by the act of March 3, 1891, 26 Stat. 1095. The
statute of New Mexico is not inconsistent with the legislation
of Congress on this subject.'2

§ 131. Extent of Authority Granted by Post Roads ActTelegraph Companies.-The right given by act of Congress ea
to telegraph companies to construct their lines over and along
military and post roads of the United States upon compliance with certain conditions is permissive only and confers
no right to use the streets and alleys of a city and to take
municipal property without compensation. Such companies
cannot use said streets without authority from the city; the
Congress of the United States has no power to take private
property without compensation."' The Post Roads Act confers
10 Sanford v. City of Tucaon (Ariz.,
1903), 71 Pae. 903.
11 Act July 26, 1866, 14 Stat. 253,
Rev. Stat. i 2339; act March 3,
1877, 19 Stat. 377.
"Gutierres v. Albuquerque Land
& Irrigation Co., 188 U. 8. 545, 47
L. ed. 588, 23 Sup. Ct. 338.
• Act Jnly 4, 1866.
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Postal Teleg. Cable Co. v. City

of Newport, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 6.15, 74
S. W. 159, 8 Am. Elee. Cu. 25, 27,

citing Postal Teleg. Co. v. Baltimore,
156 U. S. 210, 39 L. ed. 399, 15 Sup.
Ct. 356; St. Louis v. Western Union
Teleg. Co., 148 U. 8. 92, 13 Sup. Ct.
485, 37 L. ed. 380.
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a right and not a mere privilege to construct, maintain and
operate telegraph lines in the manner provided, and upon,
over and along the places specified. A plenary power is granted
for the benefit of the public and of the government of the
United States, having in view the growing necessity of commerce and the needs of the postal service.06 But while the
statute confers this right it may not be exercised absolutely
and under all circumstances. It cannot be taken away by
nostile state legislation, nor can such legislation operate to
prevent placing telegraph lines upon, over, along or under,
the places designated in said Post Roads Act. Nor after such
lines are located there, may the use of them be stopped by
state or municipal legislation. Nevertheless, the right conferred
is limited or abridged to this extent, that the statute is permissive only in many respects." The Post Roads Act being
permissive only, it was never intended to interfere with the
proper regulation and control of such highways by the States,
counties or municipalities which had them in charge, and such
statute also expressly provides that such telegraph lines shall
be so maintained as not to "interfere with the ordinary travel
on such· military or post roads." 07 The authority conferred
under the Post Roads Act is subordinated in its exercise to the
rights of the public to a certain extent, and also to the exercise,
within lawful limits, of the police power of the State or municipality which the telegraph company has entered for the purpose of constructing its lines. Such company must submit to
the ordinary, reasonable and lawful regulations of the state
"Hewett v. Western Union Telegraph Co., 4 Mackey (D. C.), 424, 16
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. 276, 2 Cent.
Rep. 694, 2 Am. Elec. Caa. 222, 225,
226, per Merrick, J .
"St. Louis T. Western Union
Teleg. Co., 148 U•. _B. 92, 37 L. ed.
380,39 Fed:59, 4'Ain.' Elec. Cas. 102,
111; 13:Sup. Ct. 485; per Mr. JUBtice
Brewer,' citing with approval Western Union Teleg. Co. v. AttorneyGeneral of Ma.u., 125 U. S. 530, 548,

31 L. ed. 790, 8 Sup. Ct. 961, 21
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas. 13, 2 Am.
Elec. Caa. 57, 61, per Mr. Justice
Miller; Southern Bell Teleph. &
Teleg. Co. v. Richmond (C. C. E . D.
Va.), 78 Fed. 858, 6 Am. Elec. Cu.
1, 6, per Goff, Cir. J.
11 Ganz v.
Ohio Postal Teleg.
Cable Co., 140 Fed. 692, rev'g Ohio
Postal Teleg. Cable Co. v. Board of
Commissioners, 137 Fed. 947.
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and local governmental authorities whose highways and atreet.
are used, even though said roads and streets are post and
military roads. 011 But, on the other side, although the State
may, in the exercise of its police power, enact such laws relating to persons and property within its territorial limits as
shall best promote general prosperity, and the public health,
safety and morals, nevertheless, it cannot encroach upon the
powers of the Federal government so as to materially impair
or destroy rights granted or secured by constitutional acts of
Congress, or granted under a cons.titutional exercise of power.
Especially is this true of the constitutional right to ·regulate
~ommerce.• It is held, however, in a case in the United States
Circuit Court that the police power is inherent in the States, and
is not affected by the United States interstate commerce provision, nor by the Post Roads Act.70 These two propositions,
although seemingly inconsistent, are perfectly reconcilable.
It is well settled that the police power extends to the protection
of -life, health and property, and that no citizen should be permitted to exercise his rights so as to injuriously affect a. community in these matters. A strictly legitimate exercise of the
police power of a State does not, in a. constitutional sense,
• Richmond v. Southern Bell
Teleph. & Teleg. Co., 42 U. B. App.
686, 28 U.S. C. C. A. 659, 85 Fed. 19,
30 Chic. Leg. News, 271, 3 Va. La.
Reg. 856; Southern Bell Teleph. &
Teleg. Co. v: Richmohd, 78 Fed. 858,
6 Am. Elec. Cas. 1, 6, per Goff, Cir.
J:; Clausen: & Sons Brewing Co. v.
The Baltimore & Ohio . Teleg. Co.
(N. · Y. Sup. Ot. Ohambers, 1884),
2 Am. Elec. Cas. 210, 217, per Van
Brunt, J.; Mutual Union Teleg. Co.
v. Chicago, 16 Fed. 309, 1 Am. Elec.
Cas. 506, 507, per Drummond, J. .
• Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Jaines, 162 U.S. .650, 16 Sup. Ct. 934,
40 L. ed. llO.l."'6 :Am. Elec. Cas. 858,
861, 16 Sup:Qt. 134, per Mr. Justice
Peckham; People v. Hawkins, 20
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N. Y. App. Div. 494, 47 N. Y. Supp.
56, citing Walling v. Michigan, 116
U. S. 446--460, 29 L. ed. 691, 696, 6
Sup. Ct. 454; People v. Gil8on, 109
N. Y. 389--401, 4 Am. 'St. Rep. 465,
17 N. E . 343; New Orleans Gas Light
Co. v. Louisiana L. & H. P. 4: Mfg.
Co., 115 U. S. 650, .29 -L. ed. 516, 6
Sup. Ct. 252; Brennan v. Titusville,
153 U. S. 289-299, .4 Intel\ Comm.
Rep. 658, 38 L. ed. 719, 722,•14 &up.
Ct. 829; Jacobs, In re, 98 N.Y. 98108, 50 Am. St. Rep. 636.
70 Western · Union Teleg. Co. v.
Mayor of New York, 38 Fed. ~52, 2
Inter. Comm.. Rep. 533, 3 L. R. A.
449, 6 Ry. "' Corp. L. Jour. 106, 2
Am.· Elec. Cas. liM.
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necessarily encroach upon any authority confided expreaBly
or by implication to the national government. In addition,
the exercise of the police power in the last case above noted,
related to the enforcement of the subway act 71 in the city of
New York.71 The franchise of a. telegraph company is derived
from the State, and it owes its existence to the state law of
organization, even though its privilege of running lines over
poet and military roads is derived from Congress.73 A telegraph company, therefore, within the limitations above specified, owes obedience to the state laws, notwithstanding it has
accepted the provisions and benefits of the Post Roads Act.74
It may be stated in this connection that it is a. general principle that the State may legislate with binding effect within
its territorial limits where such enactments relate to the rights,
duties and liabilities of citizens, and are not directed against
commerce nor any of its regula.tions.711
"Le.wa N. Y. 1884, c. 534; Lawe 39 Fed. 59, 4 Am. Elec. Cu. 102, 111,
1886, c. 499, and LaWII 1887, o. 716. 13 Sup. Ct. 485, per Mr. Justice
n Tbe caae 1aat given is cited with Brewer, citing Western Union Teleg.
approval in State ex rei. Wiaoonain Co. v. M8188Chuaetts, 125 U. 8. 530,
Teleph. Co. v. Janesville St. Ry. Co., 548, 21 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. 13,
tr1 Wis. 72, 41 Am. St. Rep. 23, 4 31 L. ed. 790, 8 Sup. Ct. Q61, per Mr.
Am. Elec. Cu. 289, 294, 57 N. W. Justice Miller.
71 Sherlock v. Alling, 93 U. 8. 99,
970, per Orton, C. J. Bee Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. Miaaisaippi R. 23 L. ed. 819, cited with approval
Commisaion, 74 Mise. 80, 21 So. 15. in Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
71 Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Tyler, 90 Va. 297, 4 Am. Elec. Caa.
Attorney-General of MBII., 125 U.S. 816, 819, 18 S. E. 280. per Lewis, P.
630, 548, 31 L. ed. 790, 8 Sup. Ct.
Bee Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
961, 21 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. 13, under the following sectiona: f 38.
2 Am. Elec. C... 57, 60, 61, per Mr. Acts aiding telegraph companieaJustice Miller; Attorney-General of Post Roads Act; § 39. Object of Poet
Ma.. v. Western Union Teleg. Co., Roads Act; § 40. Powers of Con141 U. 8. 40, 3 Am. Elec. C... 20, 24, greM-Commerce-Post-offices and
26, 35 L. ed. 628, 11 Sup. Ct. 889, per poet roads; f 41. Object of vesting
power in CongreM-Commerce; § 42.
Mr. Justice Gray.
,. See Attorney-General of Maaa. Legislative intent-New discoveries
v. Western Union Teleg. Co., 141 U. -Regulation of Commerce; § 42a.
8. 40, 3 Am. Elec. Caa. 20, 24, 11 Sup. Interstate Commerce-Regulation of
Ct. 889, 35 L. ed. 628, per Mr. Justice by common law and acts of Congreu;
Gray; Bt. LoW. v. Western Union f 43. Telegraph is instrument of
Teleg. Co., 148 U.S. 92, 37 L. ed. 380, commerce-Control of Congreaa;
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f 44. Telephone itl inatrument of
intenrtate commerce; f 45. Whether
Post Roads Act includes telephone
oompaniea; f 45G. Poet Roads ActJleaaenger eervice-Call boxes; f 46.
What are poet and military roads;
f 47. Poet Roads Act not limited to
public domain; f 48. Post Roads
Act appliea to District of Columbia;
f 49, Poet Roads Act applies to
companies thereafter formed; f 50.
Post Roads Act-Regulation of commerce-Foreign corporation; f 51.
Acoeptanoe neoe881U'Y of Post Roads
Act; f 5la. Certificate of postmaster
general competent evidence of acoeptance; f 52. Effect of acceptance of Post Roads Act; f 52a.
Foreign corporatio1111-lncorporation
prerequisite to acceptance-Poet
Roads Act doea not confer franchitle;
I 53. Post Roads Act doea not authorize condemnation; f 54. Post·

•
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Roads Act-Condemnation under
Btate law-Telegraph companiea;
f 55. Commerce-Federal Cooatitution-Municipal powei'B; f 56. Com:
merce-Federal Conatitution~tipu
latio1111 in telegraph blanks againA
negligence; §57. Commerce-Federal co1111titution-Ta.riff or ratea for
telegraph or telephone; f 62. Post
Roads Act-Authority conferred;
I 63. Post Roads Act-Limitations
upon authority or right conferred;
I 64. Same subject-Public and private property-Btreets and highways
-Abutting ownei'B; f 65. Post Roads
Act exclusive-Hostile legialation;
f 66. Post Roads Act exclusiveHostile legialation continued-Modification of rule; I 67. Post Roads
Act-Modification of the rule as to
hostile legislation continued. See
also id., U 30-37c, 68-83, 130140a.
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140.
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Same Subject-Prescription.
Test of Legislative Power to
Grant Franchiaes.
Distribution or Division of
Powers of State.
What Matters Exclusively
Within Legislative Di.
cretion-Power of Courts.
Limitations on Powers of
State LegUdature.
Abdication or Surrender of
.Easential or Distinctive
LegUdative Powent-Binding Future LegUdaturesWaiver-Police PowentJudicial Powers.
Legislative Powers of Territory-Corporations Created
by Territory Follow It
Into Union.
Legislative Power to Grant
Implies Power to RefUI8

I 141.
142.
143.
144.

145.

146.

Franchise-Refusal
by
Subordinate Body.
Consent of Subordinate Body
Unnecessary to Exercise of
Power by Legislature.
Corporations Created by
Rebel State.
Legislative Power-Grant of
Additional
FranchisesAmendments.
Legislative Grant Necessary
-Roads,
Highways,
Bridges and Ferries, Eminent Domain, Generally.
Bridge Corporation-Bridge&
-Commerce- Navigable
Waters Wholly Within
State-Power of State as to
Toll Bridges - Railroad
Toll Bridge.
Pier Erected Without Authority in Navigable Water
-Unlawful
StructureOwner's Liability.

§ 132. Legislative Power-Source of Franchise or Charter-Legislative Grant Becessary.-A franchise must have its
source in or emanate from the sovereign power wherein it
primarily resides, and that power alone can grant it and make
possible its lawful exercise, for such legislative grant or law is
a prerequisite. The source of a franchise is the State, whatever the agency employed.1
1 VnUe4 ltawa: Bank of Au- 519, 595, 10 L. ed. 274, per Taney, C.
guata v. Earle, 13 Pet. (38 U. 8.) J ., who says: "It is essential to the
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§ 133. Same.Subject-Prescription.1-Although a corporation may exist by prescription, such prescription presupposes
character of a franchiae that it should
be a grant from the aovereign authority, and in this country no franchise can be held which is not derived
from a law of the State;" quoted in
whole or in part in People's Rd. v.
Memphis Rd., 10 Wall. (J7 U.S.) 38,
51, 19 L. ed. 844; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Norman, 77 Fed. 13,
22, per Barr, Diet. J.; Chicago &
Western Indiana Rd. Co. v. Dunbar,
95 Ill. 571, 575; Purnell v. McLane,
98 Md. 589, 592, 56 Atl. 830, per
Pearce, J.; State v. Scougal, 3 S.Dak.
55, 62, 44 Am. St. Rep. 756, 15 L. R.
A. 477, per Coreon, J.
.Alabama: State v. Wilburn (Ala.,
1905), 39 So. 816; Uniontown, City
of, v. State (Ala., 1905), 39 So. 814;
State v. Moore & Ligon, 19 Ala. 520,
per Pareona, J., who says: "It is
clear that the State is the source of
all such franchiaea."
Ooloraclo: Denver & Swansea Ry.
Co. v. Denver City Ry. Co., 2 Colo.
673, 682, per Brazee, J., who says:
"It is essential that a franchiae
should be created by a grant from
the sovereign authority." It is a
franchise which the aovereign authority alone can grant.
Idaho: Spotswood v. Morris, 12
Idaho, 360, 85 Pac. 1094 (aovereign
power is necessary in order to poeaeaa or lawfully exercise the powers,
privileges or franchiaea of a corporation).
Illinois: Wilmington Water Power
Co. v. Evans, 166 Ill. 548, 556, 46
N. E. 1083, per Magruder, C. J.;
Chicago City Ry. v. People, 73 Ill.
541, 547, per Story, J., who says:
"Corporate franchises in the Ameri-

can States emanate from the government, or aovereign power, owe
their existence to a grant," etc.;
People ex rei. Koerner v. Ridgley, 21
Dl. 65, 69, per Breeee, J., who ~~aya:
"In this country, under our inatitu- ·
tiona, a privilege or immunity of a
public nature, which could not be
exercised without a legislative grant
would alao be a franchille. There
must be aome pe.rting of prerogative
belonging to a king, or to the people,
under our system, that can constitute a franchille"; Cain v. City of
Wyoming, 104 Ill. App. 538 (a fraochiae must be granted by the legislature).
Louiaiana: Maestri v. Board of
Aaaeaaors, 110 La. 517, 526, 34 So.
658, per Blanchard, J., who says:
"To be a franchille the right poll8elllled
must be such as C&DDOt be exercised
without the expJ'ellll permission of
the aovereign powel'-& privilege or
immunity of a public nature which
cannot be legally exercised without
legislative grant."
Maine: Yarmouth v. North Y&l'mouth, 34 Me. 411, 56 Am. Dec. 666
(private corporations exist by legislative grants conferring rights and
powers for special purpoees).
lli.Dneaota: State, Clapp, v. Minneaota Thresher Mfg. Co., 40 Minn.
213, 3 L. R . A. 510, 41 N. W. 1020
(ll&llle statement as Louisiana case);
Blake v. Winona & St. Peter Ry.
Co., 19 Minn. 418, 425.
Pennaylv&Dia: Allegheny County
v. McKeesport Diamond Market, 123
Pa. 164, 19 Pitta. L. J. (N. S.) 280,46
Phila. Leg. Int. 211, 23 W. N. C. 89,
16 Atl. 619 (chartered rights from

' See § 122, herein.
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a grant.1 So the presumption of a right to exercise a ferry
franchise may arise from ita continuous, uninterrupted use
for twenty years even though no license or legislative grant
exists.• But a gas and electric company's right to maintain
polt>S in the identical spot of their location on streets of a city,
cannot arise by prescriptive right based merely on lapse of
time.• But it is declared that a franchise being derived from
the government is always supposed to have been originally
granted by the government.•
§ 134. Test of Legislative Power to Grant Franchises.One of the tests of legislative power to grant franchises to particular individuals is whether such grant will promote the pubcommonwealth neceiB&J'Y to effect it is created." Bank of California
purpoeee for which organised).
v. San Francisco, 142 Cal. 276, 279,
"It is univeraally recognised that
tbe power of creating corporations
is ODe appertaining to 10vereignty,
Uld can only be exercised by that
branch of the government in which
it is legally veated, and whatever
method may be adopted for their
formation, and with whatever bberality the privilege of forming them
may be conferred, every corporation
is dependent for its existence upon
tbe permillllion of the State in which

75 Pac. 832, 64 L. R. A. 918, per
Angellotti, J.
In the United States a corporation
can only have an existence under
the expreae law of the State by which
it is created and can exercise no
power or authority which is not
granted to it by the charter under
which it exista, or by 10me other
legislative act. Oregon Ry. & Navigation Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130
U. S. 1, 9 Sup. Ct. 409, 32 L. ed. 837.

1 Wilmington Water Power Co. v. by common law, and by reputation.
Evans, 168 Ill. 548, 656, 46 N. E . * * * Yet there are, compara1083, per Magruder, J.; Chicago City tively, but few caaes where a legiaRy. v. People, 73 Ill. 541, 547, per lative act or charter cannot be
ehown." Angell & Amee on Corp.
Scott, J.
"There ia no doubt," 1&)'11 Kent, (9th ed.)
70, 71.
" that corporatiollll, aa well aa other
' Milton v. Haden, 32 Ala. 30, 70
private rights and franchisee, may Am. Dec. 523.
1 Merced Falla Gaa & Elect. Light
exist in this country by pr.cription,
2 Kent'• Com. 277(a). * * * It Co. v. Turner, 2 Cal. App. 720, 84
may be collllidered well eettled, that Pac. 239.
• Norwich Gaa Light Co. v. The
a corporation may exiat in this
country by praumpiw ~. Norwich City Gae Co., 26 Conn. 19,
* * * Although corporations 36, per Hinman, J. (right to lay gas
may * * * exist in this country pipea in etreets).

'i
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lie good, and is such that the rights or privileges granted must
be committed to a few in order to be available!

f 135. Distribution or Division of Powers of State.-The
distribution of the powers of the State, by the constitution,
to the legislative, executive and judicial departments, operates,
by implication, as an inhibition against the imposition on
either, of those powers which distinctively belong to one of
the other departments.• So the legislative and judicial functions of the State are entirely separate and vitally distinct; •
and the fact that a power is conferred by statute on a court of
justice, to be exercised by it in the first instance in a proceed·
ing instituted therein, is, itself, of controlling importance, as
fixing the judicial character of the power, and is decisive in
that respect unless it is reasonably certain that the power
belongs exclusively to the legislative or executive department.10 The division of powers between the several branchE'J!
of the state government made by the Nebraska conatitution is
comprehensive and final, and the legislature can neither add
to nor subtract from the classes or character of questions with
which the courts are entitled to deal.11

§ 136. What Matters Exclusively Within Legislative Discretion-Power of Courts.12-Certain matters rest exclusively within the discretion of the legislature to determine,
such as whether the public interest will be served by a grant
of a right or privilege, whether an act is expedient or wise,
'Homt, Mayor, etc., v. Moeee, 48
Ala. 129, 143. Bee If 120-124, 136,
147, 148, herein.
1 Zanesville, City of, v. Za.nesville Teleg. & Teleph. Co., 64 Ohio
St. 67. See also Westem Union
Teleg. Co. v. Myatt, 98 Fed. 335.
1 Westem Union Teleg. Co. v.
Myatt, 98 Fed. 335.
11 Zanesville, City of, v. Zane&ville Teleg. & Teleph. Co., 64 Ohio
St. 67. "On the finrt bearing the
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judgment of the Circuit Court wu
reversed. The report of the caae on
that hearing appears in 63 Ohio St.
442, 59 N. E. 109. On the rehearing the judgment of reversal was aet
aside and judgment rendered affirming the Circuit Court in accordanee
with the following report of the cue
-Reporter." ld., 68.
11 Tyson v. Washington County
(Neb., 1907), 110 N. W. 634.
n See If 171, 184, 200, herein.
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adequate or necessary, and courts cannot inquire into the
motives inducing legislation, nor as to the expediency of the
enactment, nor as to the wisdom, necessity, policy or justice
thereof, nor as to the reasons inducing legislators to act, but
their power is limited to the determination only of the question
of the constitutionality of a statute.18 But it also held that the
11 'U'Dited lt&tea: California Reduction Co. v. Sanitary Reduction
Co., 126 Fed. 29, 61 C. C. 91, s. c.,
194 U. S. 635, caae aff'd 199 U. S.
306.
Oalifomla: Dobbina v. City of Los
Angeles, 139 Cal. 179, 72 Pac. 970.
See Odd Fellows Cemetery Aasn. v.
Ban Franciaco, 140 Cal. 226, 73 Pac.
987.
l'loricla: Thomas v. Williamaon
(Fla., 1906), 40 So. 831.
IDdi&D&: State v. Terre Haute &
Indianapolis Rd. Co., 166 Ind. 580,
77 N. E. 1077.
Iowa: McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington & Quinoy R. Co., 131 Iowa,
340, 108 N. W. 902.
LoatalaDa: St. Joseph Plank Road
Co. v. Kline, 106 La. 325, 30 So. 854.
llilaoari: Young v. City of Kan1188 City, 152 Mo. 661, 54 S. W. 535.
••brub: See Tyson v. Washington County (Neb., 1907), 110 N.
W. 634.
York: Kittinger v. Buft'alo
Traction Co., 160 N.Y. 377, 54 N. E.
1081, atf'g 49 N. Y. Supp. 713, 25
App. Div. 329.
Iouth Oai'OifDa: Brown v. Tharpe,
74 8. C. 'JJJ7, 54 B. E. 363.
Vlr,mia: Zircle v. Southem Ry.
Co. (Va.), 45 B. E. 80?: Danville
''· Hatcher, 101 Va. 523, 44 B. E.
723.
See Joytl! OD Elect. Law (2d ed.),
§ 357.
When an aet of the legislature is
cballeDpd in a court, the inquiry is

••w

limited to the question of power, and
does not extend to the matter of
expediency, to the motives of the
legislator~~, or to the reasons which
were spread before them to induce
the p1L1188.ge of the act; and, on the
other band, the 'COurts will not interfere with the action of the legialature, ao it may be presumed that
the legislature never intends to interfere with the action of the courts,
or to 8811Ume judicial functions to
itself. Angle v. Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha Ry. Co., 151
U.S. 1, 38 L. ed. 55, 14 Sup. Ct.
240.
. The quution of tM public welfare
or interm rests exclusively with the
legislature. Revere Water Co. v,
Town of Winthrop, 192 Mass. 455,
78 N. E. 497.
"Whdl&er the grant of o fronehile

u, or il not on the whole, promoti'lltJ of

t1ae public interut, is a question of
fact and judgment, upon which different minds may entertain different
opinions. It is not to be judically
8811wned to be injurious and then
the grant to be reasoned down. It
is a matter exclusively confided to
the sober consideration of the legi&'lature, which is invested with full
discretion, and po1188811e8 ample
means to decide it. For myself,
meaning to apeak with aU due delerence for otberB, I mow of DO power
or authority confided to the judicial
department, to rejudge the declsiona of the legislature, upon such a
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court cannot inquire into the motives of legislators in enacting laws, except as they may be disclosed on the face of the
acts, or be inferable from their operation, considered with reference to the condition of the country and existing legislation.14
It is further determined that the policy, wisdom, justice and
fairness of a state statute, and its conformity to the state constitution, are wholly for the legislature and the courts of the
State to determine, and the Federal Supreme Court has nothing
to do with those matters. 15 Again, courts always presume
that a legislature in enacting statutes, acts advisedly and with
full knowledge of the situation, and they must accept its action
as that of a body having full power to act, and only acting
when it has acquired sufficient information to justify its action.1'
And in whatever language a statute may be framed, its purpose must be determined by its natural and reasonable effect;
and the presumption that it was enacted in good faith, for the
purpose expressed in the title, cannot control the determination
of the question whether it is, or is not, repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.17 So questions of relative benefit as between the public and a combination alleged to be in
subject. It baa an exclusive right
to make the grant, and to decide
whether it be, or be not, for the
public interests. It is to be preaumed, if the grant is made, that it is
made from a high sense of public
duty, to promote the public welfare,
and to establish the public prosperity. In this very case, the legislature baa, upon the very faee of the
act made a solemn declaration as to
the motive for p888ing it; that, 'The
erecting of a bridge over the Charles
River, etc., will be of great public
utility.' What court of justice is invested with authority to gainsay this
declaration? 'l:o strike it out of the
act, and reason upon the other
worda, as if it were not there? To
pronounce that a grant is against the
interest of the people, which the leg-
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ialature baa declared to be of great
utility to the people? It seems to
me to be our duty to interpret laws,
and not to wander into speculations
upon their policy." Charles River
Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet.
(36 U. B.) 420, 605, 9 L. ed. 773,
per Story, J., in dissenting opinion.
u Soon Bing v. Crowley, 113 U. 8.
703, 28 L. ed. 1145, 5 Sup. Ct. 730.
11 Hunter v. City of Pittsburg, 207
U. B. 161.
11 Cheeapeake & Potomac Teleph.
Co. v. Manning, 186 U. 8. 238, 46 L.
ed. 1144, 22 Sup. Ct. 881, rev'g Manning v. Chesapeake & P. Teleph. Co.,
18 App. D. C. 191.
17 Minnesota v. Barber, 136 U. 8.
313, 34 L. ed. 455, 10 Sup. Ct. 862.
See Brimmer v. Redman, 138 U. 8.
78, 11 Sup. Ct. 213, 34 L. ed. 862.
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violation of the Anti-Trust Act of Congress, are those of public
policy resting solely upon the determination of Congress, and
not questions for the consideration of the court.18 In cases
where the validity of a legislative act is to be examined and the
opinion of the highest law tribunal of the State to be revised,
it is declared by the United States Supreme Court that that
court will proceed with cautious circumspection, and in no
doubtful case will it pronounce a legislative act to be contrary
to the Constitution, but that upon that court is imposed the
high and solemn duty of protecting from even legislative violation those contracts which the Constitution has placed beyond legislative controi. 1• Legislative acts of a city's common
council are, equally with those of a state legislature, within
the rule which precludes inquiry by the courts into the motives
which may have induced legislation.20 But while the right to
exercise the police power is a continuing one, and a business
lawful to-day may in the future become a. mena.ce to the public ·
welfare and be required to yield to the public good, the exercise
of the police power is subject to judicia.l review, and property
rights cannot be wrongfully destroyed by arbitrary ena.ctment.z1 And a.lthough an ordinance may be lawful on its face
a.nd apparently fair in its terms, yet if it is enforced in such a
manner as to work a. discrimination against a. part of a community for no lawful reason, such exercise of power will be
invalidated by the courts.22
§ 137. Limitations on Powers of State Legislature.11-Bubject to such limitatio~?S as are expressly or impliedly imposed
11 United States v. Northern Beeuritiea Co., 120 Fed. 721, cue aft''d
193 U. B. 197,48 L. ed. 679, ~Sup.
Ct. 436.
11 Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 4 L.
ed. 629.
11 Kittenger v. Buffalo Traction
Co., 49 N. Y. Supp. 713, 26 App.
Div. 329, aft''d 160 N. Y. 377, 54
N. E. 1081.

11 Dobbina v. City of Loa Angeles,
190 U. 8. 223, 25 Sup. Ct. 18, 49
L. ed. 169.
11 Yick Wo v. Hopkina, 118 U. 8.
366, 30 L. ed. 220, 6 Sup. Ct. 1064;
Dobbina v. City of Loa Angeles, 195
U. S. 223, 26 Sup. Ct. 18, 49 L. ed.
169.
,. See 1121, herein.
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by the Federal and state constitutions a. State has plenary
power to legislate upon all subjects." And whatever the
State may do, even with creations of its own will, it must do
in subordination to the inhibitions of the Federal Constitution.
It may confer, by its general laws, upon corporations, certain
capacities of doing business, and of having perpetual succession in their members. It may make its grant in these respects
14 Ooloraclo: The coDStitution ia
not a grant of power to the legielature, it is but a limitation upon
legi&lative authority, as it is invested
with plenary power for all the purposes of civil government. People
ex rei. Rhodes v. Fleming, 10 Colo.
663, 16 Pac. 298.
l'lorida: The state constitution
is a limitation upon power; and unless legislation duly passed be clearly
contrary to some express or implied
prohibition contained in the constitution, the courts have no authority
to pronounce it invalid. Thomas v.
Williamson (Fla., 1906), 40 So. 831.
Iowa: Subject to tbe power expresely or by neoeesary inference
delegated to the Federal government, the State has sovereign legislative power over all subjects except
such as are reserved by the state
constitution. McGuire v. Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy Ry. Co., 131
Iowa, 340, 108 N. W. 902.
llilaoari: A state legislature has
power to pass any law not prohibited
by the Constitution. State ex rel.
Henson v. Sheppard, 192 Mo. 497,
507, 91 S. W. 477. The legislative
power to enact laws is practically
absolute except where limited or
prohibited by the Constitution. Joseph Roberts, Ex parte, 166 Mo.
207, 6S B. W. 726.
Ohio: Southern Gum Co. v. Laylin, 66 Ohio St. 578, 64 N. E. 564.
Iouth Dakota: The legislature
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does not look to the state oollltitution for power to aet, but only loob
to that m.trument to eee if the IOV·
ereicn legislative power of the State
is in or by such constitution in uy
way restricted or limited. Platt v.
Le Cocq, 150 Fed. 391. No limita.tiOD.I on legialative power; 10 statute
is conetitutional unlese palpably conflicts. Wateon, In re, 17 8. Dak:. 886,
97 N. W. 463.
"l'eDDeaaee: Wright v. Cunningham, 115 Tenn. 445, 91 S. W. 293.
As to all subjecte of legislation the
general asaembly has full power to
~any law not in conOict with the
delegated powers of the Federal government, or with the reetrictions of
the state constitution. Reelfoot
Lake Levee Dist. v. Dawson, VI
Tenn. 151, 159, 34 L. R. A. 725, 36
S. W. 1041, per Caldwell, J.
Utah: State v. Lewia, 26 Utah,
120, 72 Pac. 388; State v. Cherry
(Utah, 1900), 60 Pac. 1103.
Vlr,mia: As to matters not ceded
to the Federal government, the legitlative powers of the generalasaembly
are without limit, except 10 far u
reetrictions are impoaed by the oonstitution of the State in exp~
terms or by strong implication. The
state coDStitution is a restraining
instrument only, and every presumption is made in favor of the
constitutionality of a state statute.
Whitlock v. Hawldna, lOS Va. 242,
53 8. E. 401.
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revocable at pleasure. It may make the grant subject to
modifications and impose conditions upon ita use, and reserve
the right to change these at will.:& Again, until Congress acta
upon the subject, a State may legislate in regard to the duties
and liabilities of ita citizens and corporations while on the high
seas and not within the Territory of any other sovereign. So
a statute giving damages for death caused by tort is a valid
exercise of the legislative power of a State, and extends to a
case of a citizen of the enacting State wrongfully killed while
on the high seas, in a vessel belonging to a corporation of
another State by the negligence of another vessel also belonging to a corporation of the latter State.• The power of legislation may be taken away from the lawmaking body by the
Constitution as well by implication as by express prohibition,
and prohibitions against legislation are equally as effectual
as when they are express, and are to be regarded in the one
case, no less than in the other.27
•
§ 138. Abdication or Surrender of Essential or Distinctive Legislative Powers-Binding Future LegislaturesWaiver-Police Powers-Judicial Powers.-No department
of the government can abdicate or resign any of its essential and
distinctive powers to another department, and much less so
to a mere subdivision or inferior agency unless the organic
law itself expressly so authorizes. 28 So a statute prohibiting
• Bouthem Pacific Co. v. Board of
Railroad Commrs. (C. C.), 78 Fed.
236, 254, per McKenna, Cir. J., quoting from Railroad Tax Cases, 13 Fed.
722-789, per Field, J., sitting aa
circuit justice. The principal case
concerned the powers of the Califomia Railroad Commillaion; regulation of rates; leased lli1es; illegal
combinations; amendment of charters, etc.
11 Hamflton, The (Old Dominion
Steamship Co. v. The Hamilton),
'JJ1T U. 8. 398, 77 C. C. 150, 52 L. ed.
- , 28 Sup. Ct.-, aff'g 146 Fed.

724. Examine alao aa to principle
involved, Ozan Lumber Co. v. Union
County National Bank, 207 U. 8.
251, 52 L. ed. - , 28 Sup. Ct. -.
rt Cain v. Smith, 117 Ga. 902, 44
S. E. 5. See City of Lexington v.
Thompson, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 384, 68
B. W. 477, 57 L. R. A. 775.
• Reelfoot Lake Levee Diat. v.
DaWBOn, 97 Tenn. 151, 174, 36 B. W.
1041, 34 L. R. A. 725, per Caldwell, J.
A1 w ruerved potDer~ of 8ttJU being
inal~, aee West Point Water
Power dr: L. I. Co. v. State, 49 Neb.
223,68 N. W. 507, 66 N. W. 6.
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the laying of any railroad or railway tracks on a certain city
street may be repealed, and a statute which provides that, in
consideration of the surrender by a certain street railway
company of its claims on a city street, no franchise should be
granted thereafter to any street railway company to lay tracks
on certain other streets, may also be repealed, as the legislature cannot grant away the State's right of eminent domain
so as to bind future legislatures, and such railway company, so
abandoning its right, has no superior right to the street, and
the privilege of using it may by such repealing statute become
open to all on equal terms and prior action will secure prior
right.• And even though it could be assumed that the sovereign might be barred from the assertion of sovereign rights
by acquiescence in encroachments upon sovereign prerogatives such view could not be extended to new or additional
encroachments by a public service corporation having no
legislative authority to exercise franchise rights or corporate
powers of the nature and character attempted to be exercised.30
• Commonwealth v. Broad St.
Rapid Transit Co., 219 Pa. 11, 67
Atl. 958.
10 McCarter, Atty. Genl., v. Vineland Light & Power Co. (N.J. Ch.,
1907), 65 Atl. 1041.
The United States Supreme Court
in the well-known case of Charles
River Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11
Pet. (36 U. S.} 426, 9 L. ed. 773,
-rte that the object and the end
of all government ill, to promote the
happiness and prosperity of the community by which it ia establillhed;
and it ean never be assumed, that
the government intends to diminillh
its power of aecomplillhing the end
for which it was created; and in a
country like ours, free, active and
enterprilling; continually advancing
in numbers and wealth; new channels
of communication are daily found
necesaa.ry both for travel and trade;
and are essenti&l. to the comfort,
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convenience and prosperity of the
people. A State ought never to be
presumed to IUrrender thia power;
becauae, like the taxing power, the
whole oommunity have an interest
in preserving it undiminished; and
when a corporation alleges, that a
State has surrendered, for seventy
years, its powers of improvement
and public aecommodation in a great
and important line of travel, along
which a vast number of its citizens
must daily pass, the community
have a right to insiat, in the language
of thia court, "that its abandonment
ought not to be presumed, in a case
in which the deliberate purpose of
the State to abandon it, does not appear." The oontinued existence of
a government would be of no great
v&l.ue, if, by implications and presumptions, it was disarmed of the
powers necessary to accomplish the
ends of its creation; and the funo-
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Again, it is not within the power of the State to permanently
divest itself, by action or inaction of its police powers, and this
is also true 88 to any subordinate subdivision or agency of the
State, acting under a delegation of authority from the State; 81
nor can a State by any contract divest itself of the power to
make police regulations.'2 The right to exercise the police
power is a continuing one that cannot be limited or contracted
away by the State or its municipality, nor can it be destroyed
by compromise, 88 it is immaterial upon what consideration
the attempted contract is based. The exercise of the police
power in the interest of public health and safety is to be maintained unhampered by contracts in private interests, and
uncompensated obedience to an ordinance passed in its exercise is not violative of property rights protected by the
Federal Constitution; so an ordinance of a municipality, valid
under the state law 88 construed by its highest court, which
compels a railroad to repair a viaduct constructed, after the
opening of the railroad, by a city in pursuance of a contract
relieving the railroad, for a substantial consideration, from
'
tiona it waa deeigned to perform, State, would, in thill instance, be
transferred to the banda of privi- affected by the surrender of tbill

lepd corporations. The rule of construetion announced .by the court, in
the cue of the Providence Bank v.
Billinga, 4 Pet. (29 U. B.) 514, 7 L.
ed. 339, was not confined to the taxing power, nor ill it 110 limited in the
opinion delivered; on the contrary,
it was dilltinetly placed on the
ground, that the interests of the community were concemed in preserving
undiminilhed. the power in question;
and whenever any power of the
State ill said to be surrendered or
diminiabed, whether it be the taxing
power, or any other affecting the
publie interest, the same principle
appliee and the rule of con.struction
m\18t be the same. No one will
question, that the interests of the
great body of the people of the

great line of travel to a single corporation, with the right to exact toll
and exclude competition for seventy
years. While the rights of private
property are sacredly guarded, we
must not forget that the community aliiO have rights; and that the
happineee and well-being of every
citizen depends on their faithful
preaervati,on.
11 8tate v. St. Paul, Minneapolill
& Manitoba Ry. Co., 98 Minn. 380,
108 N. W. 261. Bee I 149, herein.
12 Beer Co. v. Maesaehuaette, 97
U.S. 25, 24 L. ed. 989. Bee aliiO St.
Louill & San Francillco Ry. Co. v.
Matthews, 165 U. B. 1, 23, 41 L . ed.
611, 17 Sup. Ct. 243, per Bradley, J.;
State v. Northem Pacific Ry. Co.,
(Minn.), 108 N. W. 269.
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making any repairs thereon for a term of years is not void
under the contract or the due process clause of the Constitution.• Again, the power of a State to regulate the forms of
administering justice is an incident of sovereignty, and its
surrender is never to be presumed.14 It is held, in a comparatively late case in the United States Supreme Court, that the
rule that every doubt is resolved in favor of the continuance
of governmental power, and that clear and unmistakable evidence of the intent to part therewith is required, which applies in determining whether a legislative contract of exemption from such power was granted also applies in determining
whether ita transfer to another was authorized or directed.•
§ 139. Legislative Powers of Territory-Corporation~
Created by Territory Follow It into Union.-The power of
territorial legislatures extends to all rightful objects of legislation subject to the restriction that laws enacted by them
shall not be inconsistent with the laws and Constitution of
the United Sta~.• But it is held that by the admission of a
Territory as a State, the territorial government ceases to exist
and all authority under it.17 On the admission, however, of
a Territory into the Union corporations created under territorial laws become corporations of such State..• While a State
upon ita admission to the Union is on an equal footing with
every other State and, except as restrained by the Constitution,
has full and complete jurisdiction over all persons and things
within ita limits, still Congress has power to regulate commerce
"Northern Pacific Ry. Co. v.
Duluth, 208 U. S. 583.
"Railroad Co. v. Hecht, 95 U. S.
168, 24 L. ed. 423.
• Rochester Ry. Co. v. City of
Rochester, 205 U. S. 236, 248, 51
L. ed. 784, 27 Sup. Ct. - .
11 American Ina. Co. v. Canter, 1
Pet. (26 U. S.) 511, 7 L. ed. 242.
See also Walker v. New Mexico &
Southern Pacific Rd. Co., 165 U. S.
593, 41 L. ed. &17, 17 Sup. Ct. 421;
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Ferris v. Higley, 20 Wall. (frl U. S.)
375, 22 L. ed. 383. See§ 130, herein.
17 McNulty v. Batty, 10 How.
(51 U. S.) 72, 13 L. ed. 333. Compare Waatl v. Montana Union Ry.
Co., 24 Mont. 159, 61 Pac. 9; Criswell
v. Railway Co., 17 Mont. 189, 42
Pac. 767.
• Kansas Pacific R. Co. v. Atchiaon, Topeka & Sante Fe R. Co., 112
U. S. 414, 28 L. ed. 794, IS Sup. Ct..
208.
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with fl\e Indian tribes, and such power is paramount and superior to the authority of the State within whose limits are the
Indian tribes.•
§ 140. Legislative Power to Grant Implies Power to Refuse Franchise-Refusal by Subordinate Body.40-The legislative power to grant a franchise or privilege implies a power
to withhold or refuse it;n And where the constitution of a
State provides that any association or corporation, organized
for that purpose, or any individual, shall have the right to
construct and maintain lines of telegraph and telephone
within the State, and declares all such companies to be common
carriers and subject to legislative control, and further provides that railroad corporations organized and doing business
in the State shall allow such telegraph and telephone companies certain righU! and privileges, and also gives the latter
the right of eminent domain, and authorizes the legislature,
by general law of uniform operation, to provide reasonable
regulations to give effect to these provisions, such provisions
are not self-operative, and in the absence of the provided for
regulations by the legislature no rights are conferred on the
persons specified, but if the legislature does authorize the construction of such lines subject, as to rights of way within the
corporate limits of a city, to the consent of the city council,
and, by another statute, the authority to regulate and the complete control of such lines is given to cities of a certain class
with power to authorize or prohibit the use of electricity at,
in or upon any of their streets, the power to refuse is correlative with the power to consent and the city's authority is not
limited to a reasonable regulation of the method of using its
streets for the above purposes. In brief, this case decides
• Dick v. United States, 208 U. S.
340.
• See t 187, herein.
•• Colegrave Water Supply Co. v.
City of Hollywood (Cal., 1007), 00
Pac. 1063; Boston Electric Light Co.

v. Boston Terminal Co., 184 Mau.
566,69 N. E. 346.
"The State ia the source of all such
fn!nchises, to be granted or withheld
by the legWature at its discretion."
State v. Moore & Ligon, 19 AI&. 520,
per Pareona, J.
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that notwithstanding a constitutional provision authorizing
the construction of telegraph and telephone lines within a
State and giving such companies the power of eminent domain,
the legislature, acting under an authority to provide reasonable regulations to give effect to such section, may delegate
to a city the right to grant or refuse the use of ita streets for
the construction of such lines."' But the refusal of a commissioner to designate the location of poles cannot be arbitrary
and unjustified, where such authority to designate is delegated
to him, but in case of such refusal the legal course should be
pursued to compel the commissioner to act, and the company
will not be warranted in proceeding to erect ita poles without
thus securing the right to do so."* In this case the common
council of a city granted permission to a telephone exchange
company, in accordance with ita request therefor, to extend
ita telephone poles and wires along certain streets, upon condition that the commissioner of public works should designate
the location of the poles to be erected, and that the extension
of the system should be acceptable to and approved by him,
u State ex rei. Spokane & British
Columbia Teleph. & Teleg. Co. v.
City of Spokane, 24 Wuh. 53, 63
Pac. 1116, 7 Am. Elec. Caa. 96. Set~
Michigan Teleph. Co. v. City of
Benton Harbor, 121 Mich. 512, 80
N. W. 386, 7 Am. Elec. Cu. 9;
State v. Frost (Neb., 1907), 110 N.
W. 986; Nebraska Teleph. Co. v.
Western Independent Long Distance
Teleph. Co., 68 Neb. 772, 95 N. W.
18, 8 Am. Elec. Cu. 32; State ex rei.
New York & New Jersey Teleph.
Co. v. Mayor, etc., of Bound Brook,
66 N.J. L. 168, 48 Atl. 1022, 7 Am.
Elec. Cu. 65; Utica, City of, v. Utica
Teleph. Co., 24 N. Y. App. Div. 361,
7 Am. Elec. Cu. 67; State v. Taylor,
36 Wuh. 607, 79 Pac. 286; Joyce\ln
Electric Law (2d ed.), • 353. Compar~ Chamberlain v. Iowa Teleph.
Co., 119 Iowa, 619, 93 N. W. 596, 8
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Am. Elec. Caa. 11; Michigan Teleph.
Co. v. City of St. Joeeph, 121 Mich.
502, 80 N. W. 383, 47 L. R. A. 87;
Inhabitants of ToWilllhip of Summit
v. New York & New Jersey Teleph.
Co., 57 N.J. Eq. 123, 41 Atl. 146, 7
Am. Elec. Cu. 58; Barhite v. Home
Teleph. Co., 50 N. Y. App. Div. 25,
7 Am. Elec. Caa. 75; State ex rel.
Wisoowrin Teleph. Co. v. City of
Sheboygan, 111 Wis. 23, 86 N. W.
657, 7 Am. Elec. Cu. 109.
Similar constitutional provision i.e
held not eelf-executing, but it is also
decided that when the legislature
acts it must do 80 under a general
statute 80 u to give eft'ect to the oonstitution. State v. City of Helena,
34 Mont. 67, 85 Pac. 744.
u St. Paul, City of, v. Freedy, 86
Minn. 350, 90 N. W. 781, 8 Am. EJeo.
Caa. 29.
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and it was held that the commissioner's action, as required by
the permit, was a prerequisite to the exercise by the company
of whatever authority the permit conferred upon the company,
even conceding that the common council had power to designate the locality and the method of constructing such extension, without regard to the commissioner. But the manager
of the telephone company having been arrested for violating
an ordinance for excavating in the streets contrary to the prohibition thereof, it constituted no defense that the reasons
assigned by the commissioner for his refusal were purely arbitrary and unjustified. Again, where the general law, under
which the construction of street railroads is authorized, requires the consent of the railroad commissioners, and such
board refuses its consent, the legislature has power by retrospective action to cure the defect existing because of such
refusal."
§ 141. Consent of Subordinate Body Unnecessary to
Exercise of Power by Legislature.-The legislature may exercise its power to grant rights, privileges and franchises, or
to incorporate a col1lpany, without obtaining the consent of
a subordinate body to whom it has delegated certain authority.
Thus it may authorize the construction of a street railroad
without the consent of railroad commissioners,46 or without
consulting a municipality upon the streets of which the railroad tracks are to be laid,46 and it has the same right which it
has vested in county courts relative to the erection of toll
bridges.47
§ 142. Corporations Created by Rebel State.-A corporation created by a rebel State during the war, if not for a hostile
•• KittiDger v. Buffalo Traction Div. 329, atr'd 160 N. Y. 377, S4 N.
Co., 49 N.Y. Bupp. 713, 26 App. Div. E. 1081.
329, atr'd 180 N.Y. 377.
.. Central R. & E. Co.'s Appeal,
• Kittinger v. Buffalo Traction 67 Conn. 197, 35 Atl. 32.
11 Dyer v. Tueealoosa Bridge Co.,
Co., 49 H. Y. Bupp. 713, 25 App.
2 Port. (Ala.) 296, '1:1 ~. Dec. 665.
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purpose, has power since the war, to sue in the Unired States
courts.•
§ 143. Legislative Power-Grant of Additional Franchises
-Amendments.-The act of creating a corporation by conferring upon an association of individuals certain strictly corporate
powers embracing only powers and privileges not possessed by
individuals and partnerships, and then granting to it other
privileges, enlarging or restricting its right to the enjoyment
of other franchises that may be possessed in common with
natural persons, and regulating its external relations, are distinct and independent, and there is nothing in the constitution
of California prohibiting the latter ·power to the legislature.•
So a corporation's powers may be enlarged in harmony with its
corporate purposes, by amendment by the legislature under
authority reserved in the grant.110 The right to amend is,
however, fully considered elsewhere herein.
§ 144. Legislative Grant Necessary-Roads, Highways,
Bridges and Ferries-Eminent Domain-Generally.-The
laying off, regulating and keeping in repair, roads, highways,
bridges and ferries, for the public use and convenience of the
citizens, is an exercise of the supreme authority of the State.
No private person can establish a public highway, or a public
ferry or railroad, or charge tolls for the use of the same without
authority from the legislature, direct or derived. The right of
eminent domain cannot be exercised without a legislative
grant, and no person, natural or artificial, can become a body
politic or corporate and exercise these rights or privileges,
41 United States v. Insurance Companiea, 22 Wall. (89 U. 8.) 99, 22 L.
ed. 816. Examine Telt88 v. White,
7 WaU. (74 U. 8.) 700, 19 L. ed. 2'1:1,
aa to suit by Texas during the rehellion, and necessity that the govemment and the people of the State
should be restored to peaceful relations to th~> United States, under

2.1)4

the Constitution, before such a llllit
could be proaeeuted.
Effect of war on pre-existing valid
contract, aee Joyce on 11111. U 289291.
• Southern Pac. R. Co. v. Orton,
32 Fed. 457. See §124, herein.
10 McKee v. Chautauqua Aaembly,
124 Fed. 808, 130 Fed. 636, 65 C. C. 8.
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which inhere in the sovereign power, without legislative authority.11 The state authorities have power to grant a ferry
franchise to the middle of a river, which is a boundary line
between it and another State or foreign country, the power to
establish ferries being coextensive with the legislative jurisdiction of the State, and such exercise of power does not conflict with the Constitution of the United States, under which
Congress has power to regulate commerce between the States
and with foreign nations."
11 " Bueh rights and powers mUBt.
exist under every form of eociety.
They are always educed by the laws
and customs of the community. Under our eywtem, their existence and
dispoeal are under the control of
the legislative department, and they
cannot be 8811umed or exercised without legislative authority. No private pei'IIOD can establish a public
highway, or a public ferry, or railroad, or charge tolls for the ll8e of
the same, without authority from
the legislature, direct or derived.
• * * The right of eminent domain can only be exercised by virtue
of a legislative grant. * * * No
penona can make theiiiiJelves a body
corporate or politic without legislative authority." California v. Pacific Rd. Co., 127 U. S. 1, 40, 32 L.
ed. 150, 8 Sup. Ct. 1073, per BradIey,J.
"No one can exercise the right of
eminent domain, or establish a highway or railway and charge tolls for
the same within a grant from the legislature. Such rights 88 inhere in the
BOVereign power can only be exerciaed by the individual or corporation by virtue of a grant from such
10vereign power, and. when the
State grants such a right it ia a
franchise." Lasher v. People, 183 Ill.
226, 233, per Cartwright, C. J.

The right to lay off, regulate and
maintain roads, highways, bridges
and ferries for public use " is an exercise of the supreme authority of the
State coeval with the institution of
civic eociety, and indisperusable to
the free exercise of social and commercial intercourse.
* It ia
a part of the eminent domain, and
88 such ia treated by all writel'l on
public law. It ia upon this principle that roads are laid out." Dyer
v. Tuscaloosa Bridge Co., 2 Port.
(Ala.) 296, 303, 304, 27 Am. Dec.

* *

655.

Certoin law in N m.o York - .
braced in ~ aclr.e7M. The general
corporation law, the banking law relating to trUBt. companies and the
stock corporation laws were evidently intended to provide one consiatent scheme of legislation. Ga111e
v. Boldt, 99 N. Y. Supp. 442, 443,
444, 49 Misc. 340, case modified, 100
N.Y. Supp.1117, 115 App. Div. 879,
quoting Hirshfeld v. Bopp, 145 N.Y.
84, 93, 39 N. E. 817.
n Tugwell & Madison v. Eagle P8811
Ferry Co., 74 Tex. 450, 490, 9 S. W.
120.
~ 01' kgialatiN grtJnl ia llec..ary to exercise right of keeping
public ferry for toll. Milton v. Haden, 32 Ala. 30, 70 Am. Dec. 523 (10
under statute from year 1820); Pat-
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§ 145. Bridge Corporation-Bridges-Comm.erce-lfavi-

gable Waters Wholly Within State-Power of State as to
Toll Bridges-Railroad Toll Bridge.-Although navigable waters of the United States lie wholly within a State, Congress in
the exercise of its power under the commerce clause of the
Constitution may exercise control to the extent necessa.ry to
protect, preserve and improve their free navigation; but until
that body acts, the State has plenary authority over bridges
across them, and there is nothing in the ordinance of July 13,
1787, or in the subsequent legislation of Congress, that precludes the State from exercising that authority.aa But the
several States have the power to establish and regulate bridges,
and the rates of toll thereon, whether within one State, or
between two adjoining States, subject to the paramount authority of Congress over interstate commerce." It is determined, however, that under existing legislation, the right to
erect a structure in a navigable water of the United States,
wholly within the limits of a State, depends upon the concurrent or joint assent of the state and national governments;
and that neither the act of Congress of March 3, 1899, c. 425,
nor any previous act relating to the erection of structures in
the navigable watel'8 of the United States, manifested any
purpose on the part of Congress to assert the power to invest
private persons with power to erect such structures within a
terson v. Wollmann, 5 N. Dak. 608,
67 N. W. 1040, 33 L. R. A. 536. Examine Conway v. Taylor, 1 Black.
(66 U.S.) 603, 17 L. ed. 191; Mills v.
St. Clair County, 8 How. (49 U. S.)
569, 12 L. ed. 1201; Carroll v. Camphell, 108 Mo. 550; Mayor of New York
v. Starin, 106 N. Y. 1, 27 Wkly. Dig.
124, 8 N. Y. St. R. 655; Evane v.
Hughes County, 3 S. Dak. 580.
"The ownerehip of the soil doe&
not nece&Barily entitle the owner to a
public ferry fnmchiae. He can exercise no BUch privilege until the
right to do 80 is conferred by the
proper authority. This court &aid,
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in Murray v. Minefee, 20 Ark. 561,
that ' a ferry fnmchiae is the creature
of sovereign power, and no one can
exercise it without the consent of the
State.' This is too weD settled by
the authorities to admit of discuaeion." Bell v. Clegg, 25 Ark. 26, 28,
per Compton, J.
u Eecanaba Co. v. Chicago, 107 U.
B. 678, 2 Sup. Ct. 185, 27 L. ed. 442.
Bee caaea cited in firBt note to i 127,
herein.
u Covington & Cincinnati Bridge
Co. v. Kentucky, 154 U.S. 204,38 L.
ed. 962, 14 Sup. Ct. 1087.
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navigable water of the United States, wholly within the tenitorial limits of a State, without regard to the wishes of the
State upon the subject.11 Again, the provision in the act admitting California, "that all the navigable watem within the
said State shall be common highways and forever free, as well
to the inhabitants to said State, as to the citizens of the United States, without any tax, impost, or duty therefor," does
not deprive the State of the power poeseseed by other States,
in the absence of legislation by Congress, to authorize the
erection of bridges over navigable w~tem within the State.11
In determining the question whether a bridge may be erected
over one of its own tidal and navigable streams, it is for the
municipal power to weigh and balance against each other the
considerations which belong to the subject-the obstruction
of navigation on the one hand, and the advantage to commerce
on the other---8Dd to decide which shall be preferred, and how
far one shall be made subservient to the other. And if such
erection shall be authorized in good faith, not covertly and for
an unconstitutional purpose, the Federal courts are not bound
to enjoin it. Congress may, however, interpose whenever it
shall be deemed necessary by either general or special laws.
It may regulate all bridges over navigable waters, remove
offending bridges, and punish those who shall thereafter erect
them. Within the sphere of their authority, both the legislative and judicial power of the nation are supreme. Annunciating these principles on the one hand and on the other, the
court refused to enjoin, at the instance of a riparian owner,
to whom the injury would be consequential only, a bridge
about to be built, under the authority of the State of Pennsylvania, by the city of Philadelphia over the River Schuylkill,
a small river-tidal and navigable, however, and on which a
great commerce in coal was carried on by barges-which river
was wholly within the State of Pennsylvania, and ran through
the corporate limits of the city authorized to erect the bridge;
II Cnmminp v. Chicago, 188 U. 113 U. 8. 206, 28 L. eel. 909, 6 Sup.
8. 410, 23 Sup. Ct. 472, 47 L. ed. S26. Ct. 423.

"QudweD v. AmerioiD Bridp Co.,

17

.
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on both sides of which municipal authority was exercised on
one as much as on the other; the bridge being a matter of great
publio convenience every way, and another bridge, just like
it, having been erected and in use for many years, over the same
stream, about 500 yards above.07 Authority to grant the
franchise for establishing and maintaining a toll bridge over
a river where it crosses a public highway in a State, is vested
solely in the legislature, and may be exercised by it or committed to such agencies as it may select.l11 The legislature has
power to create a franchise to construct toll bridges in general
for public use within the State, and this term may include railroad toll bridges where the tenn " bridge " has been for years
construed by the courts to include railroad bridges.1111 It has
been decided in Georgia that the right to receive tolls for the
transportation of travelers and others across a river on a public highway is a franchise which belongs to the people collectively.80 "A grant of this franchise from the public, in some
form, is, therefore, necessary to enable an individual to establish
and maintain a toll bridge for public travel. The legislature of
the State alone has authority to make such a grant. It may
exercise this authority by direct legislation, or through agencies duly established." 01 And where the constitution of a
State authorizes the legislature to provide for the construction
of a bridge over navigable water it is thereby empowered to
regulate such construction and management and it may also
delegate such authority.82

§ 146. Pier Erected Without Authority in Navigable Water-Unlawful Structme-Owner's Liability.-A pier erected
in the navigable water of the Mississippi River for the sole
use of the riparian owner, as part of a boom for saw-logs,
" Gilman v. Philadelphia, 3 Wall.
• Young v. Harrison, 6 Ga. 130.
11 Wright v. Nagle, 101 U. S. 791,
(70 U. B.) 713, 18 L. ed. 96.
11 Wright v. Nagle, 101 U. S. 791, 794, 25 L. ed. 921, per Waite, C. J.
11 8ehinzel v. Best, 92 N.Y. Bupp.
25 L . ed. 921.
11 Southem Illinois & Missouri 754,45 Misc. 455, aff'g 96 N.Y. Bupp.
Bridge Co. v. Stone, 174 Mo. 1, 63 L. 1145, 109 App. Div. 917.
R. A. 301, 73 B. W. 453.
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without license or authority of any kind, except such as may
arise from his ownership of the adjacent shore, is an unlawful
structure, and the owner is liable for the sinking of a barge
run against it in the night. Such a structure differs very materially from wharves, piers, and others of like character, made
to facilitate and aid navigation, and generally regulated by
city or town ordinances, or by statutes of the State, or other
competent authority. They also have a very different standing in the courts from piers built for railroad bridges across
navigable streams, which are authorized by acts of Congress
or statutes of the States.11 But land under navigable waters
may be granted, even against the owner of the upland, for the
purpoSe of promoting the State's commerce.114
• Atlee v. Packet Co., 21 Wall.
(88 U. S.) 389, 22 L. ed. 619, ciUd in
Prosser v. Northem Pacific R. Co.,
152 U. S. 59, M, 38 L. ed. 353,
14 Sup. Ct.-, which holds that a
railroad corporation, which has laid
out, constructed and maintained its
railroad for a distance along the
shore of a harbor, below high water
mark, claiming under its charter the
right to do eo, and the ownei'Bhip of
adjacent lands under tide watem of
the harbor, cannot maintain a bill in
equity to restrain a board of commjeajopen from establiahiDg, P\JJioo

suant to the statutes of the State, a
general aystem of harbor lines in the
harbor, and from filing a plan thereof.
Alao ciUd in Shively v. Bowlby, 152
U. S. 1, 41, 14 Sup, Ct. 548, 38 L. ed.
331, which case considem the question of title to tidal lands, distinguishes the common law and American rule, the status of territories in
this connection, and asserts that no
one can erect a building or a wharf
upon such lands without license.
"De Lancey v. Hawkins, 49 N.
Y. Supp. 469, 23 App. Div. 8, aff'g
163 N. Y. 687, 67 N. E. 1108.

,
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CHAPrER X.
DELEGATION OF POWER-GENERALLY.

f 147. Del.ep.tion of Power-Dia- f 148. Grant of Franchise May Be
tinotion Between Power to
Make Laws and Diacnrt.ion aa to Their Execu-

tion or AdminiatrationPower to Regulate.

Made Through Lawful Delegated Agency.
149. Delegation of Power-Police
Regulationa--<JeneraUy.
150. Delegation of Power of Taxation.

§ 147. Delegation of Power-Distinction Between Power
to Make Laws and Discretion as to Their Execution or
Administration-Power to Regulate.-A distinction exists
between a delegation of power to fix or make a law, which
involves a discretion as to what the law shall be, and employing an agency which is empowered to exercise a discretion in
determining when the law as enacted shall be enforced, or to
determine questions of fact essential to the application of the
law; the power to legislate which is vested in the State cannot
be delegated; the administrative duties in carrying out legislative powers may be delegated. 1 The State has power to
regulate public service corporations, or the conduct of a business affected with a public interest, and to fix and determine,
1 United States v. Union Bridge
Co., 143 Fed. 377; People v. Grand
Trunk Ry. Co., 232 Ill. 292, 297, 83
N. E. 839, per Carter, J., quoting
Sutherland on Stat. Construction,
p. 611.
Authority which by the Conatitution is vested in the legi'Jlature, is the
power to make the law. It may be
exercised, leaving in the particular
instance to some agency the duty of
determining questions of fact eseential to the application thereof; the
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fonner involves legislative, the latter
administrative diecretion. The true
distinction between delegation of
power to make law and delegation of
power to administer law, is this: the
fanner contemplates exercise of dilleretion aa to what the law shall be,
the other, exercise of diacretion in
the administration of the law.
State ex rei. Milwaukee Medical
College v. Chittenden, 127 Wia. 468,
10 N. W. 500.
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as a rule for future observance, the·rates and charges for services rendered. This power is wholly a legislative or administrative function. The legislature may itself prescribe such
regulations or delegate the exercise of such powers in matters
of detail to some administrative board or body of its own
creation. . To prescribe a tariff of rates and charges is a legislative .function, but to determine whether existing or prescribed rates and charges are reasonable or unreasonable is a
judicial function, so the use of property of such corporations
may be controlled by the• State by regulations providing for
the safety and convenience of the public; restrictions may
also be imposed prohibiting unjust discrimination and unreasonable rates or charges, but this limitation exists as to
such power, that it cannot be exercised to deprive owners of
their property without due proceBB of law, or without compensation, nor can they be denied the equal protection of the
laws.1 The above-stated principle, as to non-delegation of
legislative powers, is also one which does not operate to prevent the exercise of certain functions by certain subordinate
bodies in relation to the creation of corporations and the grant
of privileges or franchises, as will hereinafter appear.'
§ 148. Grant of Franchise Jlay Be :Made Through Lawful Delegated Agency.-In England, although the contrary
doctrine was formerly asserted, it is now well settled that the
power of establishing corporations may, in a certain sense, be
delegated;' So, in this country it is not essential to a franchise
that a grant be made direct; it is sufficient that it be made
through a legitimate legislative agency; 11 or, to state the rule
a Westem Union Teleg. Co. v.
Hyatt, 98 Fed. 335, considered and
diatinguiahed aa having no application to the caae before it in Westem
Union Teleg. Co. v. Andrews, 154
Fed. 95, 103; cited in Louisville cl: N.
R. Co. v. Brown, 123 Fed. 946 (a caae
relating to the powers and nature of
the functions of a state railroad commillion).

1 Bee U 47, 48, herein, also various
aectio1111 throughout this treatise.
• Franklin Bridge Co. v. Young
Wood, 14 Ga. 80. In this case it waa
a question whether the legislature
could transfer the lawmaking power
to any corporation.
1 State v. Portage City Water Co.,
107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W. fl¥1.
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in another form, the legislature may exercise its authority by
direct legislation, or through agencies duly established, having
power for that purpose. The grant, when made, binds the
public, and is directly 01 indirectly the act of the State. The
easement is a legislative grant, whether made directly by the
legislature itself, or by one of its properly constituted instrumentalities.' So it is declared in a New York case that: All
franchises or privileges known by that term proceed from the
State in the exercise of its sovereign powers. Through different
mediums or agencies the State may act in granting franchises,
but it is itself the source and depositary from which the right
proceeds. Sometimes the franchise .is conferred directly by
the State through some grant or legislative enactment, but
more generally the sovereign delegates its power to municipal
or local authorities? This rule applies to ferries; 1 to a franchise to build a bridge and _take tolls; 11 to the right to make use
of city streets for railroad purposes; 10 and the franchise or
1 Wright v. Nagle, 101 U. B. 791,
794, 25 L. ed. 921, per Waite, C. J.
"It makes no difference whether
the grant be made directly from the
legislature, or by a subordinate body
to whom the power is delegated; it
is still a grant emanating from the
sovereign authority of the State.
Truckee &: Tahoe Turnpike Road
Co. v . Campbell, 44 Cal. 89, 91, per
Rhodes, J.
' Wilcox v. McClellan, 185 N. Y.
9, 16, 77 N. E. 986, per O'Brien, J.
1 The power to establish ferries is
one of the attributes of sovereignty
which is to be exercised by the legislature itself, or by any agent whom
that body may authorize to act for it.
Spease Ferry, In re, 138 N. C. 219,
50 S. E. 625.
The right to maintain and operate
a ferry and to collect tolls is a franchise or "right only vested in individuals by grant from the government. It is a sovereign prerogative,
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and in this country vesta in an individual -only by a legislative grant;
and it makes no difference whether
the grant be made di~tly by the
legislature, or by a subordinate body
to whom the power is delegated; it
is still a grant emanating from the
authority of the State.
* It
said in an early English C8lle
that 'a ferry is publici fum. It ia a
franchise that no one can erect without a license from the crown.' Blissett v. Hart, Willes, 508;" Evans v.
Hughes County, 3 B. Dak. 580, 581,
582, 54 N. W. 603, per Corson, J.
1 A franchise to build a bridge and
take tolls can "only be conferred by
the legislature, directly or indirectly
through public agents and tribunals,
in pursuance of a statute.'' Cavington Drawbridge Co. v. Shepherd,
21 How. (62 U.S.) 112, 113, 16 L. ed.
38, per Catron, J. See also Wright
v. Nagle, 101 U. 8. 791,25 L. ed. 921.
10 "Tbe authority to make use of

was

* *
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contract to construct waterworks can be conferred through
authority delegated from the State.11 And a corporation,
public in its nature, such as an irrigation district, need not be
created by the legislature itself, but its organization will be
valid even though it exists only by or under the supervision
of a ·local body.12 Other instances of the delegation of power
through lawful agencies will appear throughout this treatise.
§ 149. Delegation of Power-Police RegulatiollS-Generally.-The police power may be asserted directly by the
legislature, or may, in the absence of constitutional restrictions, be delegated to several municipal corporations or other
agencies provided for its exercise. u The legislature may also
properly designate any agency it deems proper within the
State, reasonably calculated to act justly in the matter, to
nominate persons for appointment to administer police regu~
lations.14 The general police power is reserved to the States
subject to this limitation: that it may not trespass on the rights
and powers vested in the national government, 111 and must
be exercised in subordination to the Constitution.18 That
such power is restricted in its exercise to the national Con~
stitution, is also shown by those cases in which grants of
exclusive privileges respecting public highways and bridges
tbe public streets of a oity for railroad purpoeee primarily resides in
the State, and ia part of the sovereign
power; and the right or privilege of
constructing and operating railroad8
in the streets, which for oonvenienee
ia ealled a 'franchise' must always
proceed from that aouree, whatever
may be the agency through which it
ia conferred. Adee v. N&a~&u Electric
R. Co., 72 N.Y. Supp. 992, 1000, 65
App. Div. 629, per Woodward, J.,
ease affirmed (mem.), 177 N. Y. 548,
69 N. E. 1120. See also Beekman v.
Third Ave. Rd. Co., 153 N.Y. 144,
152, 47 N. E. 277, per O'Brien, J.;
Fanning v. Oabome, 102 N. Y. 441,

11 Washburn Water Works Co. v.
City of Waahbum, 129 Wia. 73, 80,
108 N. W. 194, per Kerwin, J.
11 Central
Irrigation Diatriet v.
De Lappe, 79 Cal. 351, 21 Pae. 820.
11 Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Rd. Co. v. Nebraska, 47 Neb. 549,
3 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 673,
41 L. R. A. 481, 66 N. W. 624.· ·
Polia povHfi'-PotDt:r of court~ tza'
to, see § 184, herein.
u State ex reL Milwaukee .Medical
College v. ChiUenden, 127 Wia. 468,
10 N. W. 500. See§ 138, herein.
11 Heff, Mat.ter of, 197 U. 8. 488,
49 L. ed. 848, 25 Sup. Ct. 606.
11 Stehmeyer v. Charleston, 53 B.

7 N. E. 305.

C. 259, 318. E. 322.
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over navigable waters have been sustained 88 contracts, the
obligations of which are fully protected against impainnent
by state enactments.17 But the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution does not limit the subjects in relation to which
the police power of the State may be exercised for the protection of its citizens. 11 Nor is the power of the Federal government to regulate commerce in conflict with the reserved rights
of the several States under the Constitution, nor does it deprive
them of the power to pass laws in the nature of police regulations under what is known 88 "the police power," but on
all matters that are the subjects of commerce within the meaning of the Federal Constitution, state regulations must be
limited to subjects of police control and must not in themselves be regulations of commerce.•• Nor is uncompensated
obedience to a regulation enacted for the public safety under
the police power of the State a taking of property without due
compensation, and the constitutional prohibition against the
taking of private property without compensation is not intended 88 a limitation of the exercise of those police powers
which are necessary to the tranquillity of every well-ordered
community, nor of that general power over private property
which is necessary for the orderly existence of all govemments.210 There is also a difference between ordinary vehicles
and electric cars which the State may, in the exercise of its
police power, recognize without denying the company operat.ing the electric cars the equal protection of the laws.11 The
essential quality of the police power 88 a governmental agency
17 New Orlea.ns Gas Co. v. Louieiana Light Co., 115 U.S. 650, 662, 29
L. ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252, per liarJan, J.
11 Minneapolis & St. Louia R:y. Co.
v. Beckwith, 129 U. S. 26, 32 L. ed.
685, 9 Sup. Ct. 2f17, considering and
following Missouri Pacific Ry. Co. v.
Hwnee, 115 U. S. 512, 6 Sup. Ct.
110, 29 L. ed. 463; Soon Hing v.
Crowley, 113 U. B. 703, 28 L. ed.
1145, 5 Sup. Ct. 730; Barbier v. Con-
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noUy, 113 U. S. ZT, 28 L. ed. 923, 5
Sup. Ct. 357.
11 GibboDS v. Ogden, 9 Wheat: (22
U.S.) 1, 6 L. ed. 23.
• Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Ry. Co. v. Drainage Comrs., 200 U.
8. 561, 50 L. ed. 596, 26 Sup. Ct. 341,
aft''g 212 IU. 103, 72 N. E. 219.
11 Detroit, Fort Wayne & Belle
Isle Ry. v. Osbom, 189 U.S. 383,47
L. ed. 860, 23 Sup. Ct.-.
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is that it imposes upon pemons and property burdens designed
to promote the safety and welfare of the public at large; u
and the police power of a State embraces regulations designed
to promote the public convenience or the general prosperity as
well as those to promote public health, morals or safety; it is
not confined to the suppression of what is offensive, disorderly
or unsanitary, but extends to what is for the greatest welfare
of the State."
§ 150. Delegat;ion of Power of Tuation.-The power of
taxation is an incident of sovereignty, and essentially a legislative power, falling, under the general apportionment of
governmental powers, to the legislative department, but this
power can be delegated to the extent expressly pennitted
under the Constitution.24
II Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Rd. Co. v. Nebraalta, 47 Neb. 549, 3
Am. & Eug. R. Cas. (N. S.) 573, 41 L.
R. A. 481, 66 N. W. 624.
11 Bacon v. Walker, 204 U. B. 311,
'n Sup. Ct. 289, 61 L. ed. 499, C&l8
aftirma Walker v. Bacon, 11 Idaho,
127, 81 Pac. 165.
Tbe police power of a State embraces IUch reuonable regulationa relatiilg to mattens completely within ita
territory and not affecting the people
of other States, established directly
by legislative enactment, u will proteet the public health and safety.
Jacobaon v. lrfassacht111etta, 197 U.
B. 11, 49 L. ed. 643, 26 Sup. Ct. 368.
Bee also Stehmeyer v. Charleston, 63
B. C. 269, 31 8. E. 322; State, ex rei.
Jrlilwaukee Medical College v. Chittenden, 127 Wis. 468, 107 N. W. 500.
It is at all times difficult to define
auy IUbjcct with precision and accuracy; if this be so, in general, it is
emphatically so in relation to a subject so diversified and various u that
under the oonsideration of the court
iD dUe cue; if the court were to at-

tempt it, they would say, that every
law came within the description of
a regulation of police which concemed the welfare of the whole people of a State, or any individual
within it; whether it related to their
right& or their duties; whether it respected them as men, or as citizens
of the State in their public or private
relations; whether it related to the
right& of persons or of property, of the
whole people of a State, or of any individual within it; and whose operation was within the territorial limits of the State, and upon the persons
and things within ita jurisdiction.
An example of the application of
these principles, is the right of a
State to punish persons who commit
offenses against ita criminal laws
within ita territory. New York v.
Miln, 11 Pet. (36 U. 8.) 102, 9 L. ed.
648.
st Reelfoot Lake Levee Dist, Dawson, 97 Tenn. 151, 168, 169, 174,
36 8. W. 1041, 34 L. R. A. 726. See
Chapter herein on Taxation and
I 182, herein, Board of Equalization.
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CHAPrER XI.
DELEGATION OF POWER BY CONGRE88.

§ 151. Delegation to tbe President. I 154. Delegation to American Railway Association.
152. Delegation to Secretary of
War-Bridges.
155. Delegatibn of Power to Detennine Compensation Un153. Delegation of Power to Interder Right of Eminent Dostate Commeree CoJDJDilt.
main Exerclaed by United
aion.
States.

§ 151. Delegation to the President.-Congress cannot, under the Constitution delegate its legislative power to the President, although other powers not legislative in character may
be conferred upon him. 1 So, it is declared that: "While it is
undoubtedly true that legislative power cannot be delegated
to the courts or to the executive, there are some exceptioils
to the rule under which it is held that Congress may leave to
·the President the power of determining the time when or exi1 Field v. Clark, 143 U. S. 649, 36
L. ed. 294, 12 Sup. Ct. 495. [In this
case it is also held that the authority
oonferred upon the president by § 3
of the act of October 1, 1890, to reduce the revenue and equalize duties
on imports, and for other plll'Jl08CII,
26 Stat., c. 1244, pp. 567, 612, to
IIU8pend by proclamation the free intraduction of sugar, mola&ReR, ooffee,
tea and hides, when he is satisfied
that any oountry producing such
articles imposes duties or other exactions upon the agricultural or other
products of the United States, which
he may deem to be reciprocally unequal or unre8110nable, is not open to
the objection that it unoonatitution-
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ally tranafei'B legislative power to
the president (Fuller, C. J ., and
Lamar, J., dissenting); but that even
if it were it does not follow that other
parte of the act impoaing duties upon
imported articles, are inoperative.]
Cited and oonaidered in Union Bridge
Co. v. United States, 204 U. S. 365,
379, 385, 51 L. ed. 523, 27 Sup. Ct.
- , aff'g 143 Fed. 377. Approved in
Butterfield v. Stranahan, 192 U. S.
470, 24 Sup. Ct. 349, 48 L. ed. 252.
Cited in Rider v. United States, 178
U. S. 250, 258, 44 L. ed. 1060, 20 Sup.
Ct. 480. Cited and oonsidered in
United States v. Da.stervignes, 118
Fed. 190, 201. Cited in United States
v. Maid, 116 Fed. 650, 653.
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gency upon the happening of which a certain act shall take
effect." 2
§ 152. Delegation to Secretary of War-Bridges.1-Under its power to regulate commerce, and to make all laws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution such power, Congress is authorized to determine what
constitutes an unreasonable obstruction to navigation and to
control and regulate navigation. Such power being constitutionally vested in Congress it is without limitation as to the
means or manner in which it shall be done, and it would seem
that it has the right to employ every agency necessary to the
due exercise of such authority, so that, although the power to
legislate is vested in Congress alone, the administrative duties
in carrying out legislative powers may be delegated, and an
act of Congress, which does not delegate to the Secretary of
War any power to fix or make the law, but only confers on
such secretary authority to determine when a law, enacted
by Congress concerning obstructions by bridges to navigable
waters, shall be enfoi'ced, docs not unconstitutionally operate
as taking property of a bridge company, whose bridge constitutes such an obstruction, for public use without due compensation, nor is it unconstitutional as being a delegation of
legislative or judicial power, especially so where notice is required to be given to the parties interested, and a party who
considers himself aggrieved has the right of appeal, or a writ
of error, to the court of highest resort:' Under an early de3 St. Louis Conaolidated Coal Co.
v. Illinois, 185 U. S. 203, 210, 46 L.
ed. 872, 22 Sup. Ct. 616, per Brown,
J., in d~ing qlle8tion of delega.tion of power to mining inspector
and exercise by him of discretion,
citing The Aurora, 7 Cranch (11 U.
S.), 382, 3 L. ed. 378; Field v. Clark,
143 U. 8. 649, 36 L. ed. 294, 12 Sup.
Ct. 601.
1 See 1127, herein.
'United States v. Union Bridge

Co., 143 Fed. :r/7, citing, considering or quoting from State of Pennsylvania v. Wheeling & Belmont
Bridge Co. (Wheeling Bridge Case),
18 How. (59 U.S.) 421,425, 15 L. ed.
435; South Carolina v. Georgia, 93
U. B. 13, 23 L. ed. 969; Gray v. Chicago, 10 WaD. (77 U. 8.) 454, 19 L.
ed. 969; Miller v. New York, 109
U. 8. 393, 3 Sup. Ct. 232, 27 L. ed.
971; Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat.
(22 U. 8.) 1, 6 L. ed. 23; Gilman v.
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cision it is held that an act of Congress delegating to the Secretary of War the power to declare a bridge an obstruction to
navigation and to require it to be changed, remodeled or rebuilt, is unconstitutional.' But the later enactment of 1899 •
giving similar powers is held not unconstitutional 88 delegating
legislative or judicial power to the Secretary of War, 88 the
power granted is administrative, to be enforced by a judicial
proceeding in court where the legality of his action could be
reviewed.7 So in another case, in the Supreme Court, it is
Philadelphia, 3 Wall. (70 U. 8.) 713,
18 L. ed. 96; United Statee v. Moline
(D. C.), 82 Fed. 592; E. A. Chatfield
Co. v. City of New Haven (C. C.),
110 Fed. 792; Fletcher v. Peck, 6
Cranch (10 U. S.), 126, 3 L. ed. 162;
Willaon v. Blackbird Creek Manh
Co., 2 Pet. (27 U. S.) 245, 7 L. ed.
412; Williamette Iron Bridge Co. v.
Hatch, 125 U.S. 1, 8 Sup. Ct. 811,31
L. ed. 629; Escanaba Co. v. Chicago,
107 U. S. 683, 2 Sup. Ct. 185, 27 L.
ed. 442; Pound v. Turck, 95 U. S.
459,24 L. ed. 525; Cardwell v. American Bridge Co., 113 U.S. 205, 5 Sup.
Ct. 423, 28 L. ed. 959; Field v. Clark,
143 U. S. 649, 12 Sup. Ct. 495, 36
L.. ed. 294; Cohn v. United States,
152 U. S. 212, 14 Sup. Ct. 513, 38
L. ed. 415; Bushnel v. Leland, 164
U.S. 684, 17 Sup. Ct. 209, 41 L. ed.
598; Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Ry. Co. v. Ohio, 165 U. S. 365, 17
Sup. Ct. 357, 41 L. ed. 747; United
States v. Ormsbee (D. C.), 74 Fed.
207; Dastervignes v. United States,
122 Fed. 35, 58 C. C. A. 346, and
distinguiBhing Monongahela Nav. Co.
v. United States, 148 U. 8. 312, 13
Sup. Ct. 622, 37 L. ed. 463. Principal case iB aft''d in Union Bridge v.
United States, 204 U. 8. 364, 51 L.
ed. 523, 27 Sup. Ct. 367. In the
"statement" of thiB case it is said:
" Legislation similar in its general
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character can be found in River and
Harbor Acts paaaed at previous_.
sion.a of Congress. Act 1884, 23 Stat.
123, 148, c. 229; act of April 11th,
1888, 25 Stat. 400, 424, 425, c. 860,
U 9, 10; and act of September 19th,
1890, 26 Stat. 426, 453, c. 907, U 4,
5. Finally, we have the act of
March 23d, 1906, 34 Stat. 84, c. 1130,
U 4, 5, which ooven the same
ground as the act of 1899 under
which the present information was
filed."
1 United States v. Keokuk & H.
Bridge Co., 45 Fed. 178 (under act
of Congrea, August 11, 1888, 25 U.
S. Stat. at L. p. 424, U 9, 10, River
& Harbor Bill), followed in United
States v. Rider (D. C.), 50 Fed. (06.
• Act 1899, § 18, 30 Stat. 1153.
7 E. A. Chatfield Co. v. City of New
Haven (C. C.), 110 Fed. 788, cited
in United States v. Union Bridge
Co., 143 Fed. 377, 387; United States
v. Matthews (D. C.), 146 Fed. 306,
308. In this case the delegation to
the Secretary of the Interior (transferred to Secretary of Agriculture)
of certain powen for the protection
of forest reservation.a was held void
as an attempted delegation of legiBlative powen to an administrative
officer,citedinUnitedStatesv.Keitel
(D. C.), 157 Fed. 396, 401; oonsidered as expressing a oontrary view
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determined that the provisions of the act of Congress of 1890,8
conferring upon the Secretary of War authority concerning
bridges over navigable water-ways, do not deprive the States of ,
authority to bridge such streams, but simply create an additional cumulative remedy to prevent such structures, although
lawfully authorized, from interfering with commerce.8 It is
also decided by the same court that this enactment does not
embrace officers of a municipal corporation, owning or controlling a bridge, who had not in their hands, and, under the
laws of the State, could not obtain public moneys that could be
applied in execution of the order of the Secretary of War,
within the time fixed by that officer to complete the alteration
of such bridge. The facts of this case appear in the appended
note.10
in United States v. Bale, 156 Fed.
687, 688; cited but declared not in
point in United Statea v. Shannon
(C. C.), 151 Fed. 863, 865.
Not a delegation of legislative or.
judicial powers to Secretary of War.
United States v. City of Moline (D.
C.), 82 Fed. 592.
1 Act September 19, 1890, c. 907,
U 4, 5, 7.
' Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Ry. Co. v. Ohio, 165 U. 8. 365, 41
L. ed. 747, 17 Sup. Ct. 357.
11 The fourth and fifth sections of
the River and Harbor Act approved
September 19, 1890, provide: "§ 4.
That f 9 of the River and Harbor
Act of Auguat 11th, 1888, be amended
and re-enacted 80 as to read as follows: That whenever the Secretary
of War shall have good reason to believe that any rat'lroad or other
bridge now constructed or which
may hereafter be constructed over
any of the navigable waterways of
the United States is an unreasonable
obstruction to the f~ navigation
of such waters on account of insufficient height, width, or span, or

otherwise, or where there is difficulty
in p8118ing the draw-opening of the
draw-span of such bridge by rafts,
steamboats or other water crafts, it
shall be the duty of said Secretary
first giving the parties reasonable
opportunities to be heard, to give
notice to the persons or corporation
owning or controlling such bridge
80 to alter the same as to render navigation through or under it reasonably free, easy and unobstructed;
and in giving such notice he shall
specify the changes to be made and
shall prescribe in each caae a reasonable time in which to make them.
If at the end of such time the alteration has not been made, the Secretary of War shall forthwith notify
the United States District Attorney
for the District in which such bridge
is situated to the end that the criminal proceedings mentioned in the
succeeding section may be taken.
f 5. That f 10 of the River and
Harbor Act of August 11th, 1888, be
amended and re-enacted 80 as to read
as follows: That if the persons, corporations or assoeiatione owning or
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§ 153. Delegation of Power to Interstate Commerce
Commission.-The Interstate Commerce Commission is a body
corporate, with legal capacity to be a party plaintiff or defendant in the Federal courts. In enacting the interstate commerce acts, Congress had in view and intended to make provision for commerce between States and Territories, commerce
going to and coming from foreign countries, and the whole
field of commerce except that wholly within a State; and it
conferred upon the commission the power of determining
whether, in given cases, the services rendered were like and
contemporaneous, whether the respective traffic was of a like
kind, and whether the transportation was under substantially
similar circumstances and conditions. If the commission has
power of its own motion, to pJOmulgate general decrees or
orders, which thereby become rules of action to common
carriers, such exertion of power must be confined to the obvious purposes and directions of the statutes, since Congress
has not granted to it legislative powers. It was not the puroontrolling any railroad or other
bridge shall, after receiving notice to
that effect, as hereinbefore required,
from the Secretary of War, and
within the time prescribed by him,
willfuHy fail or refuse to remove the
II&IIle, or to comply with the lawful
order of the Secretary of War in the
premises, such peraon, corporation
or &IIIIOCiation shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punillhed by a
fine not exceeding $5,000, and every
month such person, oorporation or
88110Ciation shall remain in default
as to the removal or alteration of
auch bridge, shall be deemed a new
offense and subject the peraon, corporation or association ao offending
to the penalties above described."
26 Stat. 426, 453, c. 907. Proceeding under that act the Secretary of
War gave notice to the oounty com-
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IIU88lonel'll of :Muskingum County,
Ohio, to make on or before a named
day certain alterations in a bridge
over the Muskingum River, Ohio, at
Taylon~ville in that State. The Q)mmissione111, although having control
of the bridge, did not make the
alterations required and were indicted
under the act of Congress. It was
held that however broadly the act
of Congress may be construed it
ought not to be oonstrued as embraoing officel'll of a municipal corporation owning or controlling a bridge
who had not in their hands, and under the laws of their State could not
obtain, public moneys that could be
applied in execution of the order of
the Secretary of War within the
time fixed by that officer to complete the alteration of such bridge.
Rider v. United States, 178 U. S.
261, 44 L. ed. 1060, 20 Sup. Ct. 480.
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pose of the statute to reinforce the provisions of the tariff laws;
it was the purpose of such enactment to promote and facilitate commerce by the adoption of regulations, to make charges
for transportation just and reasonable, and to forbid undue
and unreasonable preferences or discriminations, and to
abolish combinations.U Competition is one of the most obvious and effective circumstances that make the conditions,
under which a long and short haul is performed, substantia.lly
dissimilar, and as such must have been in the contemplation
of Congress in the passage of the act to regulate commerce,
this is no longer an open question.12 Congress has not conferred upon the commission the legislative power of prescribing rates, either maximum, or minimum, or absolute, and, as
it has not given the express power to such commission, it did
not intend to secure the same result indirectly by empowering
that tribunal, after having determined what, in reference to
the past, are reasonable and just rates, to obtain from the
courts a peremptory order that, in the future, railroad companies should follow the rates thus determined to have been,
in the past, reasonable and just.U In construing this act, it is
to be presumed that Congress in so far as it adopted the language of the English Traffic Act, had in mind the construction
given by the English courts to the adopted language, and intended to incorporate it into the statute.14 And as the general
purpose of the statute was to facilitate commerce and prevent
discrimination, it will not be construed so as to make illegal
11 Texas & Pacific Ry. Co. v. Intel'lltate Commerce Commillllion, 162
U. S. 197, 40 L. ed. 140, 16 Sup. Ct.
666. See Intemtate Commerce Commission v. Chicago Great Westem
Ry. Co., 141 Fed. 1003.
n Intemtate Commerce Commi&sion v. Alabama. Midland Ry. Co.,
168 U. 8. 144, 18 Sup. Ct. 45, 42 L.
ed. 414. See Intel'lltate Commerce
Commiasion v. Chicago Great Western Ry. Co., 141 Fed. 1003.
11 1ntentate Commerce Commia-

sion v. Alabama. Midland Ry. Co.,
168 U. S. 144, 18 Sup. Ct. 45, 42 L.
ed. 414; Intemtate Commerce Commission v. Cincinnati, New Orleans
& Tex. Pacific Ry. Co., 167 U. S.
479, 17 Sup. Ct. 896, 42 L. ed. 243;
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Tex.
Pacific Ry. Co., 162 U. S. 184, 40 L
ed. 935, 16 Sup. Ct. 700.
u Interstate Commerce Commiaaion v. Baltimore & Ohio R. Co., 145
U. S. 263, 36 L. ed. 699, 12 Sup. Ct.
844.
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a salutary rule to prevent the violation of the act in regard to
obtaining rebates.111
§ 154. Delegation to American Railway .Association.An act of Congress which vests the American Railway Association with authority to designate the standard height of
drawbars, and the maximum variation from such height, and
which provides that no freight cars shall be used in interstare
traffic which do not comply with such standard, is not unconstitutional as vesting such association with legislative
power. The enactment vested it with authority to designate,
without the power to give the designation the force or effect
of the law that was derived entirely from the statute. When
the designation was made the authority was exhausted, and
no power to change, amend, enforce or control, existed in the
8S80ciation.16
§ 155. Delegation of Power to Determine Compensation
Under Right of Eminent Domain Exercised by United
States.-Th~ liability to make compensation for private
property taken for public uses is a constitutional limitation of
the right of eminent domain. AB this limitation forms no part
of the power to take private property for public uses, the government of the United States may delegate to a tribunal
created under the laws of a State, the power to fix and detennine the amount of-compensation to be paid by the United
States for private property taken by them in the exercise of
their right of eminent domain; or it may, if it pleases, create a
special tribunal for that pUI'p98El.17
11 Southern Pacific Co. v. Interstate Commerce Commisaion, 200 U.
S. 536, 50 L. ed. 585, 26 Sup. Ct. 330,
rev'g Interstate Commerce Commission v. Southern Pacific Ry., 132
Fed. 829.
•• St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
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Southern Ry. Co. v. Neal, 83 Ark.
691, 98 S. W. 958.
17 United States v. Jones, 109 U.
S. 513, 'n L. ed. 1015, 3 Sup. Ct. 346,
citing Kohl v. United States, 91 U. 8.
367, 23 L. ed. 449.
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§ 156. Delegation of Power to Board of Agriculture.-A
board of agriculture, which is a branch of the executive department, may be constitutionally empowered to regulate the
transportation of cattle within state limits, and such authorization is not & delegation of legislative power.1 And where the
legislature giv~ a board of agriculture authority to grant or
refuse a license to mine for phosphate rock on the State's property and to exercise its discretion for the State's best interest,
such authority so vested is not & delegation of legislative
power to tha.t board nor does it constitute & violation of the
fourteenth constitutional amendment.z
1 State ex rei. Port Royal Mining
1 State v. Southem Ry. Co., 141
N.C. 846, MS. E. 294, Laws 1901, Co. v. Hagood, 30 S. C. 519, 3 L. R.
p.662,c. 479, f4, sub. "b" C01llltrued. A. 841, 9 B. E. 686.

18
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§ 157. Delegation to Commissioner of Banking and Insurance-5ecretary of State.1 -Duties in relation to insurance
matters, which are administrative and neither legislative nor
judicial, may be devolved upon the Secretary of State and
subsequently transferred by statute to the commissioner of
banking and insurance, the object being to regulate certain
corporations which are subject, by the law of their creation,
to regulation.' And it is not a delegation of legislative or judicial power for a statute to require the approval of the Secretary of State to a contract for reinsurance.6
§ 158. Delegation to Commissioners of Bridges.-Where
the legislature has authority under the state constitution to
provide for building bridges over navigable waters and the
power to charter companies for that purpose, it may exercise
such authority and regulate the construction and management of bridges, and it may delegate its authority to commissioners to be namCd, and such delegation of power vests the
control in them; and where such commission is abolished and
its duties and powers vested in the commissioner of bridges of a
city, who had the power to authorize to be operated, a railroad
or railroads over the bridge, and authority to contract for such
operation and to fix the fares to be paid by the directors of the
company or companies so contracting, such contract does not
create a franchise, and if it· did, it would be illegal and void and
beyond the power of the municipal officer making it.6
§ 159. Delegation to Drainage Commissioners-Removal
of Bridge by Railway Company.-Where the proper drainage
of the land in a district is impossible without the remov.al of
a railway bridge over the natural water course into which the
1 Schinzel v. Best, 92 N. Y. Supp.
• See §163, herein.
'Iowa ·Life Ins. Co. v. East Mut. 754, 45 Misc. 455, 48 Misc. 234, aff'd
Life Ins. Co., 64 N. J. L. 340, 45 Atl. 96 N. Y. Supp. 1145, 109 App. Div.
762.
917 (this was the Williamsburg
' Iowa Life Ins. Co. v. Eastern bridge over the East river, New
Mut. Life Ins. Co., 64 N. J. L.· 340, York).
45Atl. 762.
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Jands drained and the construction of a bridge with a larger
opening for the increased volume of water, it is the duty of the
railway company, at its own expense, to remove the existing
bridge, and also, unless it abandons or surrenders its right to
cross the creek at orin that vicinity, to erect at its own expense
and maintenance a new bridge in conformity. with regulations
established by the drainage commissioners under the authority
of the State; and such a requirement, if enforced, will not
amount to a taking of private property for public use within
the meaning of the Constitution, nor to a denial of the equal
protection of the laws.7

§ 160. Delegation to Commission of Gas and Electricity.A statute may authorize the appointment by the governor of a
commission to fix the maximum price to be charged for service by gas and electric light corporations where such commission is only intrusted with the duty of investigating the
facts, and, after a public hearing, of ascertaining and de~
mining "within the limits prescribed by law" what is a. reasonable maximum rate. Such a statute does not violate that
prevision of the Federal constitution which guarantees to
every State a republican form of government, although such
statute is violative of the Fourteenth Amendment of the
Fedenil Constitution guaranteeing "equal protection of the
laws" where it does not afford companie2 the .right to petition
for a new rate at the end of the term of three years or at any
time thereafter.• Under the statu~ of 1905 11 entitled: "An
act to establish a commission of gas and electricity with power
to regulate the price of gas and electric light and certain other
electric services, and to provide for the control and supervision of gas, electric light and other electric·corporations and
making an appropriation therefor," ·and providing for an ap' Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry. Saratoga Gas, Electric Light &
Co. v. Drainap Comra., 200 U. 8. Power Co., 191 N. Y. 123, 83 N. E.
561, 50 L. ed. 596, 26 Sup. Ct. 341, 693, rev'g 107 N.Y. Supp. 341.
alf'g 212 Ill. 103, 72 N. E. 219. See

1162, herein.
• Villap of Saratoga Bpringa v.

Board

herem.

of

ga.a ""'"'-·

Bee

I 198,

'Lawa N.Y. 1906, chap. 737. Bee
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proval of incorporation and franchises, and a certificate of
authority signed and executed by the commission, and that no
municipality shall build, maintain and operate for other than
municipal purposes any works or systems for the manufacture
and supplying of gas or electricity for lighting purposes without a. certificate of authority granted by the commission, such
certificate is a prerequisite to the establishment and maintenance by a village of a system which includes private lighting, even though prior to the adoption of the statute, such
village had by virtue of the authority of a prior statute 10
voted for a lighting system, but no property had been acquired,
no expenditures made in the construction of such system; and
in such a case an action will lie by a taxpayer to restrain tbe
trustees of the village from issuing bonds to establish such a
system. 11

§ 161. Delegation to Grain and Warehouse Commission.-The State may, it is held, create a grain and warehouse commission, and provide for the inspection and grading
of grain in a certain city where such city stands in a. distinct
class by itself with reference to commerce and the grain trade,
and, therefore, the law is not unconstitutional on the ground
of denying equal protection of the laws.12
§ 162. Delegation to Inspectors of Coal Enes.-A state
legislature may provide for the appointment of inspectors of
mines and the payment of their fees by the owners of such
mines, and a law providing for the inspection of coal mines is
not unconstitutional because of its limitation to mines where
more than five men are employed at any one time. Where the
law provides for the inspection of coal mines at least four times
a year, it is not objectionable by reason of the fact that a dis§ 166, herein, as to Public Service
Commissions Law.
•• Laws 1897, p. 438, c. 414.
u Potsdam Electric Light & Power
Co. v. Village of. Potedam, 97 N. Y.
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Supp. 190, 49 Miac. 18, aff'd 98 N.
Y. Supp. 1113, 113 App. Div. 894.
11 Globe
Elevator Co. v. Andrew (U. S. S.C.), 144 Fed. 871, a. c.,
156 Fed. 664.
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cretion is vested in the inspectors to cause the mines to be inspected a greater number of times a year and 88 often 88 they
may deem it necessary and proper, nor is such law rendered
unconstitutional by a provision fixing the maximum and minimum fees within the limits of which a fee may be charged for
each inspection.11

§ 163. Delegation to Bureau of Insurance or to Superintendent or Commissioner of Insurance-standard Policy. 14Independently of the constitution the legislature in Virginia has
power to establish and officer a bureau of insurance, and it
may appoint a commissioner of insurance, although the constitution declares that the state corporation commission shall
have certain officers to be appointed by and be subject to removal by the commission. Such provision of the constitution
also declares that the legislature may· establish within the
department, and subject to the supervision and control of the
commission, a subordinate division or bureau of insurance.
But the enumeration of a lower cl888 of officers to be appointed
and removed by the commission does not take away from the
legislature the power and right to select the head of the bureau,
the commissioner of insurance. General words following a
specific enumeration should be applied to other persons or
things of the cl888 enumerated. 111 But a statute under which
the insurance commissioner, or superintendent of insurance, is
directed to prescribe a standard policy of insurance, for use
in the State, and forbidding the use of any other form, is held
unconstitutional in that. it involves an unauthorized delegation of legislative power, but it is also decided that the legislature may itself prescribe a form of contract of insurance.16
II St. Louis Consolidated Coal Co.
v. Illinois, 185 U. S. 203, 46 L. ed.
tr17, 22 Sup. Ct. 619.
uSee §157, herein.
u Button v. State Corporation
Collllllission, 105 Va. 634, 54 B. E.
769.
11 O'Neill v. I.nsuranee Co., 166 Pa.

72, 25 Pitts. L. J. (N. 8.) 236, 35
W. N.C. 513, 26 L. R. A. 715,30 Atl.
943. Examine Opinion of Justices,
In re, 97 Me. 570, 55 Atl. 828; Business Men's League v. Waddill, 143
Mo. 495,40 L. R. A. 501; Anderson v.
:Manchester Fire Aarur. Co., 59 Minn.
182, 63 N. W, 222, 241, 60 N. W.
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§ 164. Delegation to Levee Distrlct.-Where the constitution of a State expressly specifies that the legislature may
delegate the taxing power to counties and incorporated towns,
delegation of such power to a levee district is impliedly excluded.17
§ 165. Delegation to Board of Loan CommissionersTerritory.-A Territory may pass an act ·establishing a board
of loe.n commissloirers for the purpose ,of refunding the territorial indebtedness. And such ·act may be confirmed and
approved· by Congress so as to be beyond the power of the
legislature to re'peal, even though the authority of sa.id board
is derived from the Territory and not from Congress.11
§ 166. Delegation to Public Service Commission of llew
York.-The .New York laws 111 establish a public service
commission, vesting in the governor the power of appointment,
by and with the consent of the Senate, and also the power of
removal for certain specified causes, and give to such commission the regulation and control of certain public service corporations enumerated therein.20
1025, 28 L. R. A. 609, rev'g 24 Ins.
L. J.; Flatley v. Phamix Ins. Co.,
95 Wis. 618, 70 N. W. 828; Dowling
v. Lancashire Ins. Co., 92 Wis. 63,
65 N. W. 738, 31 L. R. A. 112.
17 Reelfoot Lake Levee Dist. v.
Dawson, 97 Tenn. 151, 36 B. W.
1041, 34 L. R. A. 725.
"Murphy v. Utter, 186 U. B. 95,
22 Sup. Ct. 776, 46 L. ed. 1070.
11 Laws 1907, chap. 429.
20 See Appendix, herein.
In an article in vol. 19 of The
Green Bag (1907), by Travis H.
Whitney, it is said of the Public
Service Commissions Law, that:
"A careful examination of the measure discloses that it follows closely
the Interstate Commerce Act and is
founded upon principles of public
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control and supei'VJSlon that have
been sustained by Federal and
state courts, and that as to many
important aubjecta is either a reenactment of existing New York law
or a reassignment of dutiea already
impoaed upon important state commisaiovs. For example, the important functions as to new transit linflll
in New York City heretofore exercised by the Rapid Transit Commi&sion are transferred to the Commi&sion of the First District, and the
Rapid Transit Act which define~~
these functiona is not changed in the
slighteat extent. Furthermore, the
provisiona as to gas and electrical
corporations are, with alight changes,
those contained in the act of 1905,
creating the State Gas and Electricity
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§ 167. Delegation to Railroad Commissioners.-Railroad
companies, from the public nature of the business carried on
by them and the interest which the public have in their operation, are subject as to their state business to state regulation, which may be exerted either directly by legislative authority or by administrative bodies endowed with power to
that end.11 So a railroad commission is an administrative
Co~Il~DiEion

with jurisdiction over
corporations supplying those public
aervicee. • • • The commi&•aiona and officee abolished and auperEded are the State Railroad Commission, the State Gas Commission,
the State Inspector of Gas M:etei"B,
and the Rapid Transit Commission."
The article then reviews the 1egiB1.a,.
tion establishing the different conmissions from the establishment of
tbe first Rapid Transit Commission
in 1875and its reorganization in 1891,
the scope, jurisdiction and effect
or the new act generally, also specifically upon the points u to
tbe "Powei"B of the Commimions ";
"Court Proceedings and Preferences"; "Immunity of Witnesses";
"Summary Proceedings''; "Power
Over Rates, etc."; "Uniform Accounts"; "Control over Franchise";
laue or Stocks, etc."; "Duties of
Common Carriei"B "; "Actions for
Penaltes"; "Gas and Electricity."
Bee
167-170, herein.
DeUga&n to Board of Ro:pid
Tnmtit Railroad Commiuion, see
1190, herein.
11 Atlantic Cout Line Rd. Co. v.
North Carolina Corp. Commission,
206 U. B. 1, 19, 51 L. ed. 933, 'J:1 Sup.
Ct. 685. This "elementary proposition, is not and could not be succe.fully questioned in view of the
long line of authorities sustaining
that doctrine," per White, J., citing
QUcap, Burlington & Quincy R. Co.

n

v. Iowa, 94 U. B. 155, 24 L. ed. 94;
Peck v. Chicago & North-western Ry.
Co., 94 U.S. 164, 24 L. ed. 97; Chicago, :Milwaukee & St. Paul Rd. Co.
v. Ackley, 94 U. S. 179, 24 L. ed. 99;
Winona & St. Peter Rd. ~. v.
Blake, 94 U. S. 180, 24 L. ed. 99;
Stone v. Wisconsin, 94 U.S. 181, 24
L. ed. 102; Ruggles v. Illinois, 108
U.S. 536, '1:1 L. ed. 816,2 Sup. Ct. - ;
Illinois Central R. Co. v. Illinois, 108
U. S. 541, 'J:1 L. ed. 818, 2 Sup. Ct.
839; Stone v. Farmei"B' Loan & Trust
Co., 116 U. S. 307, 29 L. ed. 636, 6
Sup. Ct. 334, 348, 349, 388, 1191;
Stone v. Illinois Central Rd. Co., 116
U. S. 347, 29 L. ed. 650, 6 Sup. Ct.
348, 1191; Stone v. New Orleans &
Northeastern Rd. Co., 116 U. S. 352,
29 L. ed. 651, 6 Sup. Ct. 349, 391;
Dow v. Beidelman, 125 U. B. 680, 31.
L. ed. 841, 8 Sup. Ct. 1028; Charlotte,
Columbia & Augusta Rd. Co. v.
Gibbes, 142 U. S. 386, 35 L. ed. 1051,
12 Sup. Ct. 255; Chicago & Grand
Trunk Ry. Co. v. Wellman, 143 U.S.
339, 30 L. ed. 176, 12 Sup. Ct. 400;
Peai"B&ll v. Great Northem Ry. Co.,
161 u.s. 646, 665, 40 L.
838, 16
Sup. Ct. 705; Louisville & Nashville
Ry. Co. v. Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677,
695, 40 L. ed. 849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714;
Wisconsin, Minnesota·& Pacific Rd.
Co. v. Jacobson, 179 U. S. 287, 45 L.
ed. 1194,21 Sup. Ct. 124; Minneapolis
& St. Louis Rd. Co. v. Minnesota, 186
U. S. 257, 46 L. ed. 1151, 22 Sup. Ct.
900; Minnesota & St. Louis Rd. Co.

ea:
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body empowered to act to carry out the State's legislation in
matter of public convenience, safety and health.zz And a
statute authorizing state railroad commissioners to regulate
railroad corporations and other common carriers, fix rates, etc.,
is not unconstitutional as a delegation of legislative powers.za
The board of railroad commissioners of New York, when exercising its authority, exerciees a large discretion as to what
evidence it will hear upon the question, whether public convenience and necessity require construction of a proposed railroad and the issuance of a certificate to that effect.24 But the
power conferred upon such board does not take away the power.
of New York City to enact ordinances regulating railways in
its streets. 26 Nor does the grant to such commissioners of the
power to consent to the construction of street railroads deprive
the legislature of the power to grant a franchise to street railroads without the commissioners' consent, or to enact a statute
which operates retrospectively to cure defects arising from
the commissioners' refusal to consent. 20 In Florida the powers
of railroad commissioners are limited by the express or implied
provisions of the statute; it may make rates for transportation
but not for particular persons, natural or artificial; rt and their
rules and regulations are prima facie reasonable and just so
that they may be enforced without being unconstitutional
as taking property without due process of law, unless such
v. Minnesota, 193 U. S. 53, 48 L. ed.
614, 24 Sup. Ct. 396; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry. Co. v. Illinoill,
200 U. S. 561, 584, 50 L. ed. 596,
26 Sup. Ct. 341; Atlantic Coast Line
Rd. Co. v. Florida, 203 U. S. 256,
27 Sup. Ct. 1Q8; Seaboard Air Line
Ry. v. Florida, 203 U.S. 261, 27 Sup.
Ct. 109.
n Morgan's Louilliana & Texas Rd.
& Steamship Co. v. Railroad Commissioners, 109 La. 247, 33 So. 214.
u Chicago & N. W. Ry. Co. v. Dey,
35 Fed. 866, 4 R. R. & Corp. L. J.
465, ·2 Interstate Comm. Rep. 325, 1

L. R, A. 744.
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"People v. Board of Railroad
Commrs., 81 N. Y. Supp. 26, 81 App.
Div. 237.
Public Service Commi&rion Law of
Neto York, t 166, herein, and note.
Board of Rapid Tranllit Railroad
CommiuionerB, see t 190, herein.
• New York City v. Interurban
St. Ry. Co., 86 N.Y. Supp. 673, 43
Misc. 29.
11 Kittinger v. Buffalo Traction
Co., 160 N. Y. 377, 54 N. E. 1081,
atf'g 49 N. Y. Supp. 713, 26 App.
Div. 329.
11 State v. Atlantic Coast L. R.
Co. (Fla., 1906), 40 So. 875.
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rules and regulations are proven unreasonable.• But whether
a regulation of a state railroad commission, otherwise legal, is
arbitrary and unreasonable because beyond the scope of the .
powers delegated to the commission, is not a Federal question.211
The commission ~y, subject to review thereof, maintain actions for penalties in case its orders are violated, and may upon
proper notice make its orders executory.ao The act of the
legislature of Minnesota, creating a railroad commission, is
not unconstitutional in assuming to establish joint through
rates or tariffs, over the lines of independent connecting railroads, and apportioning and dividing the joint earnings.
Such a commission has a clear right to pass upon the re880nableness of contracts in which the public is interested, whether
such contracts be made directly with the patrons of the road
or for a joint action between railroads in the transportation
of persons and property in which the public is indirectly concerned. And whether or not connecting roads may be compelled to enter into contracts as between themselves, and
establish joint rates, it is none the less true that where a joint
tariff between two or more roads has been agreed upon, such
tariff is as much within the control of the legislature as if it
related to transportation over a single line.31 Again, as the
creation of a board of railroad commissioners and the extent
of its powers; what the route of railroad companies created
by the State may be; and whether parallel on competing lines
may consolidate, are all matters which a State may regulate
by its statutes, and the state courts are the absolute interpretators of such statutes; a decree of a state court requiring a
railroad company, which does an interstate business, to con• State v. Atlantic Coast Line Co.
(Fla., 1906), 41 So. 705.
• Atlantic Coast Line Rd. Co. v.
North Carolina Corp. Conubiarion,
206 U. B. 1, 51 L. ed. 933, 'Z1 Sup.
Ct.585.
11 Railroad Commission v. Kansas
City Southern Ry. Co., 111 La. 133,
35 So. 487.

Aa to appeal from "decision, denial, direction or order" of municipal
authorities to railroad commisBionel'll,
aee Joyoo on Elec. Law (2d ed.),
§ 36011.
n Minneapolis & St. Louis Rd. Co.
v. Minnesota, 186 U.S. 257, 22 Sup.
Ct. 900, 46 L. ed. 1151.
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struct its lines within the State in accordance with provisions
of its charter and the directions of the state railroad commission,
is not an interference with intel'8tate commerce because compliance therewith entails expense or requires the exercise of
eminent domain.12
§ 168. Delegation to Railroad Commission-Public Utility Law of Wisconsin.-The Public Utility Law of Wisconsin
of 1907, gives to the railroad commission of that State jurisdiction over public utilities and provides for the regulation
thereof. Its specific provisions are given elsewhere herein,13
and its general features are those set forth in the appended
note.14
u Mobile, Jackaon dr: Kanaaa City way companies, and all public utilRd. Co. v. MiBBisaippi, 210 U. B. 187. ity companies. • • • The supel'u See Appendix, herein.
vision and control extends to the
14 In an article, by •Eugene A. investigation and fixing of rates, tolls,
Gilmore, upon "The Wisconain Pub- and charges; the securing of adequate
lic Utilities Act," publiahed in vol. 19, and equal service; prescribing reguGreen Bag (1907), p. 517, it is said: lations as to the conditions, adequacy
"By the legislation of 1905 and
amendments thereto, and by the enactment of the 'Public U tilitiee Bill'
at the recent Bellllion of the legislature, all forms of public busine1111
in Wisconsin are subject to the control and supervision of a commission
of three men known sa the ' Railroad
CommiBBion' appointed by the governor for six yesrs, and confirmed by
the Senate. The governor may at
any time remove any commissioner
for cause. By the 'Railroad Act' of
1905 this commission wu first created, and all common carriers, in. eluding stesm railroads, interurban
electric railroads, bridge and terminal companies, express companies,
car companies, sleeping-car companies and freight and freight-line
companies were placed under its control. The recent legislation places
under this same commission, telegraph companies, urban street rail-
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and standards of service; the prevention of unreasonable preferences
and discriminations; providing for a
uniform system of books and accounting; and prescribing conditions
for the ownership and development
of public utilities. The Public Utilities Act is the consummation of the
movement towards a more effective
control of public service companies,
which began two years ago with the
adoption of the Railroad Rate Law,
and the success of this recent mea&ure is due in large part to the confidence in commission control, which
hae been inspired by the efficient administration of the present railroad
commission. • • • While municipal "ownership and operation are
contemplated and provided for, the
tendency of the Act will he strongly
towards private rather than towards
municipal operation of public utilities. • • • The object of the
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§ 169. Delegation to Railroad and Warehouse Commission-Railroads-Carriers-Increase of Capital Stock.The authority vested in a railroad and warehouse commission
to determine, in the exercise of their discretion and judgment,
what are equal and reasonable rates and fares for the transportation of persons and property by a railway company, is
not a delegation of legislative power.11 And as the regulation
of the business conducted by common carriers is one over
which the legislature has full power to act, ample authority
can by law be conferred upon a railroad and warehouse commission to call for information on any carrier, whether a
natural or artificial person, resident or non-resident, carrying
on business within the State, where such information is absolutely essential for the proper conduct of the carrier and
the protection of the public. And a statutory provision empowering the courts to direct the manner· of service of notice
upon such common carrier, when proceeded against, does not
constitute a delegation of legislative power to the judiciary.11
A state legislature may also pass a statute providing generally
law is to secure adequate service
from all public utilities under conditiona which are fair . and reasonable,
not only to the public, but also to
the corporations concerned, and at
the same time leave sufficient inducement for the improvement and
extenaion of such utilities and the
further installation and development of similar utilities throughout
the State. • • • The law is not
wholly an experiment, but is based
upon and follows a long ~e of English legislation, dating as far back as
1855, which has dealt, apparently
with great succeaa, with the busineaa
of supplying gas for lighting and
heating. Many of the provisions of
the law have been suggested by the
Sheffield Gas Acts of 1855 and 1866.
The framen of the bill have also
drawn from the infonnation and ex-

perienoe of the Public Franchiae
League of Ma.achuaetta and from
the legislation in Ma.achuaetts and
New York dealing with the same
problem." Mr. Gilmore also conside111 the following important and
characteristic features of the act, under the headlines of "Valuation";
"CapitaliJation ";
"Competition";
"Municipal Ownel'llhip"; "Common
Use of Facilities"; "Accounting and
Publicity"; "Depreciation"; "Control of Rates and Service"; "Sliding
Scale and Division of Surplus Proceeds"; and "'Municipal Control."
16 State v. Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Ry. Co., 38 Minn. 281, 37
N. W. 782.
11 State ex rei. Railroad & Warehouae Commission v. Adams Exp.
Co., 66 Minn. 271, 273, 38 L. R. A.
225, 68 N. W. 1086, per Collins, J.
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for what purposes and upon what terms, conditions and limitations an increase of capital stock may be made, and it may
confer upon a commission (a railroad and warehouse coiDIIlission) the administrative duty of supervising any proposed increase of stock. It may also delegate to the commission the
duty of finding the facts in each particUlar case, and empower
and require it to allow the proposed increase where the facts
exist which bring the case within the statute. But the legislature cannot, by any statute, authorize such commission in itB
judgment to allow an increase of a corporation's capital stock
for such purposes and on such conditions or terms as it shall
or may deem advisable, or in its discretion to refuse it, as such
an attempt to confer authority would be a delegation of legislative power. And where the statute does delegate to a
commission such legislative power, it is unconstitutional and
void; a distinction exists between the delegation of legislative
powers and administrative duties; that between the delegation of power to make a law, which involves a discretion as
to which it shall be, and the conferring an authority or discretion to be exercised under and in pursuance of the law.n

§ 170. Delegation to State Corporation Commission.-As
a State has inherent power to regulate and control public service corporations, operating within its limits, and to prescribe
within reasonable bounds the facilities and conveniences which
shall be furnished by them, it may delegate to or confer this
power upon a body, such as a state corporation commission,
although it possesses, to some extent, legislative, executive
and judicial powers. And where such commission is, by the
constitution and laws of a State, given control over common
carriers of persons and goods as to matters relating to their
public duties and charges, and the latter are given full opportunity, upon notice, to be heard as to their defense and
also a right of appeal to the state court, they are not, by such
legislation, deprived of their property without due process
17

State v. Great Northern Ry. Co., 100 Minn. 445, 10 L. R. A. (N. 8.)
2.50, 111 N. W. 289.
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of law. But although this applies to the exercise of its judicial
powers, still, in exercising its legislative powers the commission
is not obligated to give notice to the parties to be affected
thereby. Again, the subjection of common carriers to the
control of such corporation commission by the state constitution and laws does not deny to them the equal protection of
the laws within the meaning of that provision of the Federal
Constitution. The state constitution and laws apply alike
in such case to all persons and companies similarly situated,
and the classification is a reasonable one. Nor is the commission an illegal and invalid tribunal, even though invested to
a certain extent with legislative, executive and judicial powers;
nor does such grant of powers conflict with the Bill of Rights,
which expressly provides that, 11 except as hereinafter provided,
the legislative, executive and judicial departments shall be
kept separate and distinct." But where a choice of either
of two methods of performing a charter duty is given a corporation, it should not be limited to one of them by the commission, nor should the latter make any order affecting the right
of a connecting carrier who has had no notice and was not a
party to the proceeding.38 Again, while a State in the exercise of its police powers may confer authority on an administrative agency to make reasonable regulations as to the place,
time and manner of delivery of merchandise, moving in channels of interstate commerce, such commerce cannot be directly burdened thereby, and any regulation which does so is
repugnant to the Federal Constitution, and this applies to an
order of a state corporation commission which requires a railway company to deliver cars from another State to a consignee on a private siding beyond its own right of way as it
constitutes a burden on interstate commerce; but quare
whether such an order applicable solely to state business
would be repugnant to the due process clause of the Constitution.• The state corporation commission, in determining the
• Winchester & Strasburg Rd. Co.
• McNeill v. Southern Ry. Co., 202
Commonwealth, 106 Va. 264, 55 U.S. 543, 26 Sup. Ct. 722, 50 L. ed.
8. E. 692.
1142, aff'g but modifying Southern
Y.
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liability of a corporation for a fine or forfeiture imposed by a
statute which it is required to enforce, acts judicially, and
may declare the act imposing such fine or forfeiture unconstitutional.•
Ry. Co. v. Greensboro Ice & Coal Co.,
Aa to powera of railroad commialM Fed. 82.
aiaMn on appeal see Joyce on Elec.
• Commonwealth v. Atlantic Cout Law (2d ed.), i 360tJ..
Line Ry. Co., 106 Va. 61, 5li S. E.
672, 7 L. R. A. (N. 8.) 1086.

•
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CHAPTER XIII.
DELEGATION OF POWER TO AND BY COURTS.

I 171. Delegation to Courte-Gener172.
173.

174.
175.

aUy.
Delegation to Courta of
Equity-Railroad Bridges
Crossing Highways.
Delegation to Supreme Judicial Court-Water Rates.
Delegation to Appellate Court
-Reasonableness of Rates
Fixed by Commisllion.
Delegation to Fiacal CourtSubdelegation to County
Judge-Subscription
to
Stock of Railroad Com-

I 179.
11110.
181.

182.

183.

pany.
176. Delegation to Circuit Courta
-Designation of Telephone Route-Charter to
Obstruct Highway.
177. Delegation to Federal Circuit
Courta--Power to Enforce
Orders of Interstate Commerce Commiasion-Jurisdiction-Contract Rights of
Railroad.
178. Delegation to County Commiasioners' Court-County
Courta--Ferry Franchiae--

184.

Grant of Use of Streets by
Railroad or Gas Company.
Delegation to Probate Court
-Use of Streets by Telephone Company.
Delegation to Court of Visitation.
Delegation of Power-Authority of Dental Board
Over Colleges.
Delegation to Board of
Equalisation-Review of
Action of-Federal Courta.
Delegation to CoiDIDiasioners
by Courta- Construction
of Street Railroads-Appointment by Circuit Judge
of Commissioners of Equalization. .
Delegation of Powera-Power
of Courta in Relation toPower of Over Municipalities, Common Council,
Commisllioners of Wate~
works, Railroad Commissioners, and Over Other
Courts, etc.-Police Power.

§ 171. Delegation to Courts--Generally.-A duty which
is not a judicial but a legislative or administrative one, such as
fixing railroad transportation rates, cannot be forced upon the

judiciary contrary to the state constitution. 1 So the estab1 Steene1:110n v. Great Northem R. 8 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. 8.)
Co., 89 Minn. 363, 72 N. W. 713, 559.
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lishment of regulations 88 to the use of streets is such a legislative function that it cannot be assumed by a court, although
it may pass upon the validity or reasonableness of such regulations by municipal authorities and may order the adoption
by them of rea.sonable regulations 88 to such street use.z It
is held the power committed to the courts of Georgia to grant
corporate powers to private companies, not being judicial,
but altogether legislative, and there being no provision for
the review of such action, a writ of error will not lie.3 Although
the authority to grant a franchise of establishing and maintaining a toll bridge over rivers crossing public highways in
that State is vested solely in the legislature, yet it may be
exercised by it or be committed to such agencies 88 it may
ch~. And the statutes therein confer upon certain courts
the power to establish such bridges, but not to bind the public
in respect to its future necessities. 4 Whether a drainage ditch
proposed to be constructed pursuant to a statute 11 will be
conducive to the public health, convenience or welfare, or
whether the route is practicable, are questions of governmental or.administrative policy and not of judicial cognizance,
therefore jurisdiction over them by appeal or otherwise cannot
be conferred by statute upon the courts.'
1 Michigan Teleph. Co. v. City of
St. J011eph, 121 Mich. 502, 80 N. W.
3&1, 47 L. R. A. 87, 7 Am. Elec. Cas.
1, 4; Grant, J., aaid: "It is conceded
• • • that that part of the decree by which the court 888Umed the
right to establish reasonable rules
and regulations is void. This is a
legislative or administrative function
and not a judicial one. The court
has the power to put the proper authorities in the defendant city in
motion to adopt reasonable rules
and regulations, and to p888 upon
the validity of such action when
taken. This is the extent of its authority. Houseman v. Kent, Circuit Judge, 58 Mich. 364, 25 N. W.
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369; City of Manistee v. Harley, 79
Mich. 238, 44 N. W. 603. Other
courts recognize the same rule.
Reagan v. Trust Co., 154 U. 8. 362,
14 Sup. Ct. 1047; Norwalk St. Ry.,
Appeal of, 69 Conn. 576, 37 Atl. 10lK);
Nebraska Tel. Co. v. State, 55 Neb.
627, 76 N. W. 171. See Joyce on
Electric Law (2d ed.), U 220, 357.
1 Gas Light Co. of Augusta v. West,
78 Ga. 318.
'Wright v. Nagle, 101 U. S. 791,
25 L. ed. 921.
1 Neb. Comp. Stat., 1903, chap. 89,
art. 1.
• Tyson v. Washington County
(Neb., 1907), 110 N. W. 634. See
It 136, 147, herein.
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§§ 172, 173

f 172. Delegation to Courts of Equity-Railroad Bridges
CI'088i.Dg Bighways.-The legislature may confer upon a
court of equity juriBdiction to prescribe the crossing to be
constructed if any railroad company shall not properly construct bridges or other crossings of highways as required by
law, and such legislation is within the constitutional powet
of the legislature.7
§ 173. Delegation to Supreme Judicial Court-Water

Rates.-As the legislature has power to require water com~
panies to supply water to consumers at reasonable rates, it
may give, by statute, to persons who are actual water-takers
and are aggrieved, or to the selectmen of a town, the right to
apply to the supreme judicial court and have two or more
judges of such court determine whether the rates charged
are reasonable, and also the reasonableness of rates to the
extent of the interests before the court, and such statutory
provision, as so construed, is not unconstitutional nor does.
it require the court to exercise legislative functions.•
' Mayor, etc., of City of Newark
v. Erie Rd. Co. (N.J. Ch., 1907), 68
Atl. 413, 415, 416. The court, per
Magie, C., upon the point of conatitutionality,aaid: "I think I am not
at liberty to deal with theee questiona. The Ieplation contained in
I 29 baa been pronounced to be
within the CODBtitutional power of
the legislature in this court and that
decision is binding on me. • • •
Other legielation of aimilar acope and
effect baa alao been pronounced conatitutional in this court and that deeision baa been approved by the
Court of Erron." Bee§ 200, herein,
u to Court of Chancery and appeal
from orde111 of highway or toll road
commiasionera.
'Janvrin, Petitioner (Janvrin v.
Revere Water Co.), 174 Mua. 514,
66 N. E. 381; Stat. 1895, c. 488.

19

This statute provided, in aubetance,
for application, by the eelectmen of
a town or by any pel'IIOn deeming
themselves aggrieved, to the Supreme Judicial Court to have a
reasonable rate fixed and that two
or more judges should establish auch
maximum rates as the court should
deem proper as compared with
charges for aimiJar eervices in other
cities and towna in the metropolitan
district. The atatute was, however,
conatrued 88 above. The court cited,
or considered, the following caaea:
Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. B. 466, 18
Sup. Ct. 418, 42 L. ed. 42; Reagan
v. Truat Co., 154 U. B. 362, 397, 14
Sup. Ct. 1047, 1054, 38 L. ed. 1014,
1023; Budd v. New York, 143 U. B.
517, 537, 549, 652, 12 Sup. Ct.,468,
36 L. ed. 247; Chicago &: Grand
Tnmk Ry. Co. v. Welhnan, 143 U.
~
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§ 174. Delegation to Appellate Court-Reasonableness of
Rates Fixed by Commission.-Under the Indiana constitution judicial power is vested in certain courts and also in such
other courts 88 the general assembly may establish,11 so that
it is held to be within the power of the legislature of that
State to confer upon the appellate court appellate jurisdiction,
or such other jurisdiction 88 it deems necessary and requisite
where the duty vested is judicial only, and such court acts
within its judicial power in determining, on appeal, the reasonableness of a rate fixed by a commission, and whether such
commission is a valid one duly established under a valid law,
and also whether the rate in question has been fixed in due
form of law. 10

§ 175. Delegation to Fiscal Court-Subdelegation to
County Judge-Subscription to Stock of Railroad Company.-Where the legislature has delegated to a fiscal court
the authority to subscribe to the stock of a railroad company,
and that court has authorized the subscription, it h88 power
to delegate to the county judge, who presides over such court,
certain ministerial duties involved in the exercise of the authority so conferred upon the court.U
§ 176. Delegation to Circuit
8. 339, 344, 12 Sup. Ct. 400, 36 L. ed.
176; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418,
10 Sup. Ct. 462, 702, 33 L. ed. 970;
Spring Valley Waterworks v. Schottler, 110 U.S. 347, 354, 28 L. ed. 173,
4 Sup. Ct. 48; Smith v. Strother, 68
Cal. 194, 8 Pac. 852; McMahon v.
McHale, 174 Mass. 320,54 N. E. 854;
Veginan v. Morse, 160 Mass. 143,
148, 35 N. E. 451; Attorney Gen'l v.
Old Colony R. Co., 160 Mass. 62, 86,
87, 35 N. E. 252, 22 L. R . A. 112.
• Const., art. 7, § 1.
As. to jurisdiction of Supreme
Court, appellate and other courts in
Indiana, see 11 "Cyc." pp. 816-818.
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Courts-Designation of

Article "Courts," by Joseph A.
Joyce and Howard C. Joyce. See also
article 88 to jurisdiction, etc., of the
different Federal and state courts.
1°Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville Ry. Co. v. Railroad Commission,
38 Ind. App. 439,78 N. E. 338; s. c.,
39 Ind. App. 358; act Feb. 28, 1905,
acts 1905, chap. 53, p. 83; act Feb.
1891, acts 1891, c. 37, p. 39. See
§ 200, herein, 88 to appeal to Chancery Court from order of highway or
toll road commiBBioners.
11 Estill County v. Embry, 144 Fed.
913; acts - Ky. 1877-1878, voL 1,
pp. 913-919, 449.
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Telephone Route-Charter to Obstruct Highway.-A delegation of power by the legislature to the Circuit Court, to
designate a route for a telephone line through a municipality,
in case the municipal authorities do not, upon application,
make the designation within a certain number of days, is
improper and void. 12 Nor has the Cireuit Court of the city
of Richmond any power to grant a charter to a corporation
authorizing it to obstruct a public highway.ta

§ 177. Delegation to Federal Circuit Courts-Power to
EJI{orce Orders of Interstate Commerce Commission-Jurisdiction-Contract Rights of Railroad.-The twelfth section of the Interstate Commerce Act, which authorizes the
Circuit Courts of the United States to use their process in aid
of inquiries before the commission, is not 1JDCOnstitutional as
imposing on judicial tribunals duties not judicial in their
nature; 14 and said court, in proceedings to enforce an order
of the commission, under section sixteen of the act, is only
11 State, New York & New Jersey
Teleph. Co. v. Mayor, etc., of Bound
Brook, 66 N. J . L. 168, 48 Atl. 1022,
7 Am. Elec. Cu. 6.5. In this caae the
court, per Garretaon, J., said: "It is
admitted by the counsel of the complainant that the delegation of
power to the Circuit Court, in the
act of 1887, to designate a route, in
caae the common council does not·
make the deeignation within fifty
days, is improper and void, and for
that reason application for mandamua is made to this court. The
coUJlllel for the borough claim that
this delegation of power to the Circuit Court i. void, and renders the
entire act unconstitutional. We
think that the act of 1888," which is
in terms an amendment of the act of
1887 and takes its place, "contains an
improper delegation of power to the
Circuit Court, and in that respect is
void (Mayor, etc., v. Lord, 61 N.J.

L. 136, 38 Atl. 752), but we do not
think that this renders the rest of the
act unconstitutional. In the caae of
Home Teleph. Co. v. City of New
Brunswick, 62 N.J. L. 172, it is to
be noticed that it did not appear to be
claimed that the company's remedy
for the city's failure to act was by
application to the Circuit Court, but
that requirement was disregarded,
and application made to the Supreme
Court for a mandamus." The application in the principal case was for
a mandamua upon the mayor and
council of Bound Brook ·to designate
a route for a telephone line through
the borough. Examine Beirs v.
Vanceburg Teleph. Co., 28 Ky. L.
Rep. 142, 89 S. W. 126.
11 Richmond, City of, v. Smith, 101
Va. 161, 43 S. E. 345.
14 Interstate Commerce Commieaion v. Brimaon, 154 U. 8. 447, 38 L.
ed. 1047, 14 Sup. Ct. 1125.
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empowered to enforce it, if at all, in its entirety, and cannot
amend or modify it.11 In a case in the Federal Supreme Court
where a railroad company claimed a contract with the State
for the exclusive use of certain space, but it had not obtained
the requisite consents nor acquired any property by condemnation, it was held, that where the sole ground on which
the jurisdiction of the Circuit Court is invoked is that the case
arises under the impairment of contract clause of the Constitution of the United States, and the facts set up by complainant are, as matter of law, wholly inadequate to establish
any contract rights as between them and the State, no dispute
or controversy arises in respect to an unwarranted invasion
of such rights, and the bill should be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction}• Where a statute delegates powers to a city,
the ordinances of the municipality are the acts of the State,
and their unconstitutionality is the unconstitutionality of a
state law within the meaning of section five of the Circuit
Court of Appeals Act.t7
§ 178. Delegation to County Commissioners' CourtCounty Courts~Ferry Franchise-Grant of Use of Street
by Railroad or Gas Company.-In Texas a statute may constitute the commissioners' court of the proper county as the
authority from which a license must be obtained by a company desiring to operate a ferry. Such county commissioners'
courts are empowered to establ.ish public ferries whenever the
"Interstate Commerce Commiaaion v. Lake Shore & Michigan Southem Ry. Co., 134 Fed. 942, aff'd 202
U.S. 613, 26 Sup. Ct. 766, 50 L. ed.
1171: act March 2, 1889, c. 382, 25
Stat. 859, U. S. Comp. Stat. 1901, p.
3165. See alao u to power to enforce order of Commillllion: Interstate
Commerce Commiasion v. Southern
Pacific Co., 132 Fed. 829, rev'd on
other grounds in Southern Pacific Co.
v. Interlltate Commerce Commi.ellion,
200 U. S. 536, 26 Sup. Ct. 330, 50 L.
ed. 585; act Feb. 4, 1887, c. 104, 24
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Stat. 379, U.s: Comp. Stat., 1901,
pp. 3154-3165.
" Underground Railroad of the
City of New York v. The City of
New York, 193 U. S. 416, 48 L. ed.
733, 24 Sup. Ct. 494. Cited in Newburyport Water Co. v. Newburyport,
193 U.S. 561, 676, 48 L. ed. 795, 24
Sup. Ct. 553.
17 Davis & Farnum Manufg. Co. v.
Loa Angeles, 189 U.S. 207, 23 Sup.
Ct. 504, 47 L. ed. 854. See 11 "Cyc."
pp. 941-944, article "Courts," by Joseph A. Joyce and Howard C. Joyce.
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public interest may require it, and no one is permitted to keep
a public ferry and to charge fees without a license from the
court. 11 The county court in Tennessee may grant a ferry
franchise. It may also grant a second ferry franchise to another without being guilty of gross abuse of discretion, even
though public exigency does not demand .two ferries. 111 Under
Arkansas decision the judgment of the county court, in
granting or refusing a ferry franchise or privilege, concludes
those whose interest is merely a public one, as the court acts
judicially in the matter; but one whose private interests are
invaded is not bound thereby except he voluntarily appears
and so makes himself a party to the proceeding before the
court.20 Where a river at the point at which it is sought to
establish a ferry is the dividing line between two counties, the
jurisdiction of their respective county courts is concurrent,
and the county court of either county may grant a ferry
license at the point in controversy, but if one of the courts
assumes jurisdiction for that purpose it retains jurisdiction
until final adjudication, and the other cannot, while such proceeding is pending, assume jurisdiction of an application of
another person for a ferry at the same place.11 In Texas the
county commissioners' court may grant a franchise for a ferry
privilege to the center of a river constituting the boundary
line between that State and foreign territory.11 A county
court has authority within its administrative discretion to
grant or refuse a railroad company's petition for the use of
city streets.11 So colinty court commissioners may be authorized by statute to grant to an individual the right or

an

11 TugweU

& Madison v. Eagle ner, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 867, 76 8. W.

P881. Ferry Co., 74 Tex. 480, 9 8. W. 828.

120.
u Clark County Court v. Warner,
a Guinn v. Eaves, 117 Tenn. 624, 26Ky. L. Rep. 857,768. W. 828.
11 Tugwell & lladiaon v. Eagle
101 B. W. 1154. Bee Malone v. WilIiams, 118 Tenn. 390, 103 S. W. P8118. Ferry Co., 74 Tex. 480, 9 S.
798.
W.120.
11 St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
• Murray v. Menefee, 20 Ark. 661.
Compare aa to notioe to pel"'IIna inter- Bouthem Ry. Co. v. Bt. Louis, 92
Mted, Clark Co1mty Court v. War- Mo. 160, • 8. W. 664.
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franchise to lay gas pipes and mains in the highways and
streets of a county or of certain_villages therein."
§ 179. Delegation to Probate Courts-Use of Streets by
Telephone Company.-A probate court may be authorized,
in case of failure of city authorities and a telephone company
to agree aB to the mode of construction of its lines and the
use of streets, to direct such mode of construction, and such
power is not inappropriately bestowed, and the statute conferring such authority imposes judicial functions upon the
court and does not violate the Constitution on the ground that
the power conferred is distinctly legislative.211 But in a case
where a telephone company obtains its right to occupy the
streets with its poles, lines, etc., from the State, and the municipal authorities are vested with the power to agree upon,
not the right to use, but the mode of use, and the submission
to the probate court is consequent upon the failure to agree
BB above stated; that is, the municipal authorities may do only
what the probate court can do and no different thing. One is
a substitute in all respects for the other.20 Again, the decree
of that court upon the matter, must be something more than
an ordinance or general grant of the use of the streets; it must
be a judicial ruling or decision according· to established rules
and practice, b&Bed upon proper allegations and proof, and
not constitute in effect a substitution of the court to obtain
legislative action.27
•• CoDI!Olidated Gu Co. v. County
Commrs. of Baltimore County, 99
Md. 403, 58 Atl. 214. Act of 1902,
ch. 368, empowered the county court
commissioners of Baltimore county
to grant franchises in and below the
highways of the county upon certain
term& Acts of 1886, ch. 384, 395 prohibited the formation of new gu companies in certain counties, including
Baltimore, and provided that no gu
company chartered in other counties
shaD have the right to lay mains or
aell gu in these counties and it wu
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alao held "that the act of 1886, related
only to incorporated gu companies
and not to an individual manufacturing gu.
11 Zanesville, City of, v. Zanesville
Teleph. & Teleg. Co., 64 Ohio St. 67,
59 N. E. 781, 52 L. R. A. 150, rev'g
63 Ohio St. 442, 59 N. E. 109.
•• Farmer & Gets v. Columbiana
CQunty Teleg. Co., 72 Ohio St. 526,
74 N. E. 1078; Bates Annot. Stat.,
U 3461, 3471-3478, 3558.
~Queen City Teleph. Co. v. Cincinnati, 27 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 380.
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§ 180. Delegation to Court of Visitation.-A statute creat-

ing a court of visitation declaring its jurisdiction and power.s,
and providing for proceedings and procedure therein, is unconstitutional and void where in the powers conferred upon that
tribunal, legislative, judicial and ad~inistrative functions are
commingled and interwoven in a manner violative of the constitutional requirement that the three great departments of
the government be kept separate, and the powers and duties
of each exercised independently of the other.•
§ 181. Delegation of Power-Authority of Dental Board
over Colleges.--The authority of a board, under a law regulating dentistry, to pass upon the reputability of colleges, is
neither legislative, nor judicial, but is quasi-judicial; that species of authority is commonly intrusted to individuals, boards,
or commissions to determine matters of fact when that is
essential to the performance of administrative duties.211
§ 182. Delegation to Board of Equalization-Review of
Action of-Federal Courts.-The power to equalize taxes
may be delegated to a board of equalization commissioners
without violating the constitutional provision against a delegation of legislative· power, as it is a quasi-judicial. power,30
Proceedings before a board of equalization being quasi-judicial,
if an order made by it is within its jurisdiction, it is not void
and cannot be resisted in an action at law; nor can overvaluation be made a ground of defense at law. The action of the
tax officers being in the nature of a judgment must ·be yielded
to until set aside. And this can only be done in a direct proceeding.11 A state board of equalization is one of the in• State v. Johnson, 61 Kan. 803,
49 L. R. A. 662, 60 Pac. 1068. See
also Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Myatt, 98 Fed. 335.
• State ex rei. Milwaukee Medical
College v. Chittenden, 127 Wis. 468,
107 N. W. 500.
•FOIIter v. Rowe, 128 Wis. 326,

107 N. W. 635, Rev. Stat., 1898,
See New Jersey
Zinc Co. v. SU88eX County Board of
Equalization, 70 N. J. L. 186, 66 Atl.
138. See I 183, herein.
11 Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Mi880uri ex rei. Gottlieb, 190 U. S.
412, 47 L. ed. 1116, 23 Sup. Ct. 730.

U 1077a, 1077b.
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strumentalities provided by a State for the purpose of raising
the public revenue by way of taxation, and it may be made
the duty of such board to make an original assessment on
corporations such 88 traction companies, and, where no appeal
is provided, its decision is conclusive except 88 proceedings
for relief may be taken in the courts, and, in so far 88 the
. board is one of review its decisions are equally conclusive as
in case of original assessments. A board of equalization acting
under the constitution and laws of a State represents the State,
and its action is that of the State. But the provisions of the
Fourteenth Amendment of the Federal Constitution are not
confined to the action of the State through its legislature, or
through the executive or judicial authority. Those provisions
cover and relate to all the instrumentalities through which the
State acts; therefore, whoever by virtue of public position under the government of a State deprives another of any right
guaranteed by that amendment against deprivation by the
State, violates such constitutional inhibition, so that, as he
acts for the State and in the State's name and is clothed with
the powers of the State, his act is that of the State. It follows,
then, that when the action of taxing bodies is in effect the action of the State it is reviewable in the Federal courts at the
instance of one who claims that he has been thereby deprived
of his property without due process of law and has been denied
the equal protection of the law. And it is held that the action
of a board of equalization resulting in illegal discrimination,
not being an action forbidden by the state legislature, is not
beyond re'View by the Federal courts under the Fourteenth
Amendment.32
See State of Missouri v. Dockery, 191
U. S. 165, 24 Sup. Ct. 53, 48 L. ed.
133 (judgment of board as to tax on
corporation final); Pittsburg, Cinoinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Ry. Co.
v. Backus, 154 U. S. 421, 14 Sup. Ct.
1114, 38 L. ed. 1031; Whitbeck v.
Mercantile Nat. Bank, 127 U. S. 193,
8 Sup. Ct. 1121, 32 L. ed. 118; WilIiams v. Supervilora of Albany, 122
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U. S. 154, 30 L. ed. 1088, 7 Sup. Ct.
1244; Cummings v. Nat. Bank, 101 U.
S. 153, 30 L. ed. 1088, 7 Sup. Ct. 1244;
Cochise, County of, v. Copper Queen
Consol. Min. Co. (Ariz., 1903), 71 Pac.
946; Foster v. Rowe, 128 Wis. 326,
107 N. W, 635.
12 Raymond
v. Chicago Union
Traction Co., 207 U. S. 20, 35, 36, 52
L. ed. 7, 28 Sup. Ct. 7, afl'g 114 Fed.
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§ 183. Delegation to Commissioners by Courts-Construction of Street Railroads-Appointment by Circuit
Judge of CommiSBioners of Equalization.-The constitution
of New York provides that no law shall authorize the construction or operation of a street railroad except upon the condition
that the consent of the owners of one-half in value of the property bounded on, and the consent also of the local authorities
having the control of that portion of a street or highway upon
which it is proposed to construct or operate such railroad be
first obtained, or in case the consent of such property owners
cannot be obtained, the appellate division of the Supreme
Court, in the department in which it is proposed to be constructed, may, upon application, appoint three commissioners
who shall determine, after a hearing of all parties interested,
whether such railroad ought to be constructed or operated, and
their determination, confirmed by the court, may be taken in
lieu of the consent of the property owners.31 This provision
does not, however, apply to the streets of New York City,
the titles to which are in the city."' If commissioners, acting
under this provision, make a report adverse to the construction of the road, it is held that there is no power in the appellate division to set aside, conform or review their determination.811 But if the commissioners are divided, the
court may confirm the report of the majority.14 The restriction
also applies as well to a part of as to a complete road, 37 and
additional but not inconsistent restrictions may be imposed.•
557,distinguishing Barney v. City of
New York, 193 N. Y. 430. See citationa under last preceding note
herein.
"New York Const., art. III,§ 18.
14 Matter of Gilbert Elev. R. Co.,
70 N. Y. 361, 30 Abb. N.C. 434, aff'g
9 Hun, 303.
15 N&Mau Elec. R. Co., In re, 40
N.Y. Bupp. 334, 6 App. Div. 141.
"Port Chester St. Ry. Co., In re,
43 App. Div. 536, 60 N.Y. St. R. 160.
"Matter of Metropolitan Tranait

Co., 111 N. Y. 588, 20 N. Y. St. R.
516, 19 N. E. 645, aff'g 15 N. Y. St.
R. 977, 1 N. Y. Supp. 114, 19 N. E.
645.
• Matter of Thirty-Fourth Bt. R.
Co., 102 N. Y. 3.43, 7 N. E. 172, rev'g
37 Hun, 442.
Examine further.u to the effect of
these constitutional provisions on
pre-existing corporationa, Ingersoll v.
N8118&u Elec. R. Co., 17 N. Y. 453;
Matter of Third Ave. R. Co., 121 N.
Y. 536, 31 N.Y. St. R. 693, 24 N. E.
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In Wisconsin a. statute is not unconstitutional as conferring
on a. circuit judge non-judicial duties where it empowers such
judge, upon application made with proof of notice, to appoint
commissioners of equalization to perform duties in cities a.ild
other politica.I subdivisions within, the county.•
§ 184:. Delegation of Powers-Power of Courts in Re-

lation to-Power of Over Municipalities, Common Council
Commissioners of Waterworks, Railroad Commissions, and
Over Other Courts, etc.-Police Power.40-ln view of the
three great a.nd sepa.ra.te divisions, made by the Constitution,
of the powers of a. State into the legislative, judicial a.nd executive, a. city assembly cannot be restrained by a. Circuit
Court from enacting a.n ordinance granting to a. street railroad
company a. right of wa.y in the city's streets;n So a. statute
ma.y confer upon a. board of public officers, such as the commissioners of waterworks, a. discretion to make a. contract
with the 11 lowest and best bidder," and this discretion cannot
be controlled by ma.nda.mus.42 Nor does the Supreme Court
of Louisiana. a.ct as a. supervisory or administrative board, but
only as a. judicial body in taking cognizance of and adjudicating disputed matters arising between the railroad commission
and state railroa.ds.43 And the determination of the board of
railroad commissioners of New York, whether or not a. certificate shall be issued that public convenience a.nd necessity require the construction of a. proposed railroad, does not constitute a. subject for judicial revision.•• Again, few principles
a.re better settled in the courts of this country than this, that
where the legislative powers are delegated to a. municipal corpo961, rev'g 56 Hun,537,9 N.Y. Bupp.
833, 31 N. Y. St. R. 645.
° Foster v. Rowe, 128 Wis. 326,
107 N. W. 635.
40 See U 136, 200, herein.
41 Albright v. Fisher, 164 Mo. 56,

41

Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Rd.

& Steamship Co. v. Railroad Com-

mission, 109 La. 247,33 So. 214. See
Railroad Commission v. Weld (Tex.
Civ. App.), 66 S. W. 122, 1095.
u People v. Board of Railroad
64 S. W. 106.
Commissioners, 175 N.Y. 516,67 N.
42 State of Ohio ex rei. Walton v. E. 1088, aff'g 81 N. Y. Supp. 20, 81
Hermann, 63 Ohio St. 440.
App. Div. 242,
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ration, its discretion within the legitimate sphere of its authority is proportionately as wide as is the like discretion
possessed by the legislature of the State, "and 88 free from
outside interference, and that discretion is not subject to
judicial revision or reversal." 41 Municipal corporations are
not, however, completely beyond judicial review and control,
and such corporations, even in the exercise of the discretion
and jurisdiction delegated to them by the legislature, may be
subject to judicial review and control, although such discretion
must .and will be accorded broad scope and great deference,
and the honest judgment of the authorities of a municipality
as to what is promotive of the public welfare must ordinarily
control notwithstanding it may not accord with the views of
the courts. The delegation of legislative power to subordinate
political divisions of the State is solely for public purposes and
must, therefore, be exercised solely with reference to them.
H an act be so remote from every such purpose that no relation
thereto can within reason be discovered, such act must be excluded from the delegation. To that extent, then, courts will
inquire into the purpose and policy of municipal conduct, and
will hold unauthorized, and invalid, acts which are wholly
unreasonable. This rule applies to and makes invalid a village
ordinance conferring franchises upon and making a contract
with a corporation binding the village and its municipal successors for a term of thirty years, and practically for fifty
years, to take all its lights from a corporation and pay for them
during the entire period at rates definitely fixed therein considerably in excess of rates paid elsewhere, under similar
circumstances, no reservation being made in favor of the
power and control of the village except of "such rights 88 it
cannot waive," and this is especially so where other provisions
evidence an intent to benefit the corporation irrespective of
the public welfare, and it also appears that the village has a
population sufficient to make it a city and immediately adjoin a city, the gas electrical facilities of which will without
.. Barber Asphalt Paving Co. v. French, 158 Mo. 534, 58 8. W. 934,
per Gantt, C. J.
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reasonable doubt be speedily extended to such village.• So
where a duty of promulgating reasonable rules and regulation~
as to the occupancy by a telephone company of city streets is
devol~ in the first instance upon the common council of a
city, upon application made by the company, and the act of
such council involves discretion, a court will not prescribe in
advance what such action shall be, or how to act, but it may
compel some action. And where the company possesses a
legislative franchise to occupy such streets, subject only to
the police power of the municipality, it has the right on proper
application to have such police power exercised by the approval of its plans and the prescribing of reasonable regulations.47 Again, it is held that the Circuit Court of Missouri
cannot interfere with the exercise of the administrative discretion conferred upon a county court to allow or refuse a petition to grant to a railroad company the use of city streets.•
Nor will the Supreme Court of Tennessee interfere with the
grant by the county court of a second ferry franchise to another person than the grantee of the first franchise, even
though public exigency does not demand two ferries.• And
whether the statutes of a State authorize the incorporation
of a bridge company to construct a bridge over a navigable
river separating it from another State; whether such statutes
confer the right of eminent domain on a corporation of another
State, and wheth~r such a corporation can exercise therein
powers other than those conferred by the State of its creation,
are all questions of state law, involving no Federal questions,
and the rulings of the highest court of the State are conclusive
upon the Federal Supreme Court.150 Whatever is contrary to
public policy or inimical to the public interests is subject to the
police power of the State, and is within legislative control;
•• Le Feher v. West Alii~, 119 Wis.
608, 97 N. W. 203.
41 State ex rel. Wisconsin Metropolis Telephone Co. v. City of Milwaukee (Wis., 1907), 113 N. W. 40,
41.
• St. Louis, Iron Mountain .t
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Southern Ry. Co. v. St. Louis, 92 Mo.
160, 4 S. W. 664.
• Guinn v. Eavee, 117 Tenn. 524,
101 S. W. 1154.
••Stone v. Southem Dlinois .t
Mi880uri Bridp Co., 206 U.S. 'JIJ7, 51
L. ed. 1057, 27 Sup. Ct. -.
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and, in the exercise of such power, the legislature is vested
with a large discretion, which, if exercised bona fide for the
protection of the public, is beyond the reach of judicial inquiry.11 But while a local regulation, even if based upon the
acknowledged police power of a State, must always yield in
case of conflict with the exercise of the general government
of any power it poesesaes under the Constitution, the mode or
manner of exercising its police power is wholly within the discretion of the State so long as the Constitution of the United States is not contravened, or any right granted or secured
thereby is not infringed, or not exercised in such an arbitrary
and oppressive manner as to justify the interference of the
courts to prevent wrong and oppression.11z Again, while every
intendment is to be made in favor of the lawfulness of the
exercise of municipal power making regulations to promote
the public health, municipal by-laws and ordinances, and even
legislative enactments _und~rtaking to regulate useful business
enterprises, are subject to investigation in the court with a
view to determining whether the law or ordinance is a lawful
exercise of the police power, or whether, under the guise of
enforcing police regulations, there has been an unwarranted
and arbitrary interference with constitutional rights to carry
on a lawful business, make contracts, or use and enjoy property.111
u LouiBville & N. R. R. Co. v. U. S. 11, 49- L. "ed. 643, 20 Sup. Ct.
Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 40 L. ed. 358.
u Dobbins v. Los Angeles, 195 U.
849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714.
12 Jambeon v. Ma.achuaetta, 197
S. 223, 49 L. ed. 169, 20 Sup. Ct. 18.
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§ 185. Delegation to Municipalities -Generally.-The
State has power not only to grant a franchise directly by legislative enactment, but such enactment may specify the mode
by which a municipality may, under the charter of the corporation which is in itself a legislative enactment, grant the
franchise of privilege.1 But such power in a municipality to
1 Port of Mobile v. Louisiana &
Nubville Rd. Co., 84 Ala. 116, 6 Am.
St. Rep. 342, 4 So. 106.
Examine the following~:
VDlted ltatea: New Orleans Gas
Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 116 U. B.
650, 659, 29 L. ed. 616, 6 Sup. Ct.
252 (franchiae must be granted by
Stat.e or municipality acting under
legialative authority); Andrews v.
National Foundry & Pipe Worb,
Lim., 61 Fed. 782, 787-789, 10 C. C.
A. 60, per Wooda, Cir. J. (legislature
may delegate such power to municipal corporations).
Maryland: Pumell v. McLane, 98
Md. 689, 692, 593, 66 At!. 830 (franchise must be granted by State or
municipality acting under legislative
authority).
Bew York: People ex rei. Woodhaven Gas Co. v. Deehan, 163 N.Y.
625, 47 N. E. 787, rev'g 11 App. Div.
175. Bee Ghee v. Northem Union
Gas Co., 66 N. Y. Supp. 450, 464, 34
App. Div. 651, per O'Brien, J., cue
rev'd 158 N. Y. 610, 63 N. E . 692;
Sauter v. Utica City Nat. Bank, 90
N. Y. Supp. 838, 45 Mile. 16.

WuhiDgton: State v. Taylor, 36
Wash. 607, 79 Pac. 286.
Wlacouin: Linden Land Co. v. ·
Milwaukee Elec. Ry. & Light Co.,
107 Wis. 493, 83 N. W. 851; State v.
Portage City Water Co., 107 Wis.
441, 83 N. W. 697.
Legislatures may delegate to municipal aasembliea the power of enacting ordinancea relating to local
matten, and such ordinancea, when
legally enacted, have the force of
legislative acts. New Orleans Water
Works Co. v. New Orleans, 164 U.S.
471, 41 L. ed. 618, 17 Sup. Ct. 161.
"While the lawmaking power of
the State is veated in the legislature,
yet it is competent for the legislature
to delegate power to municipal corporations to pass ordinancea which
shall have the 88Dle force, within
the municipality, aa a statute, to
control its municipal affain." Eureka City v. Wilson, 16 Utah, 53, 58,
48 Pac. 41, per Bartch, J,
WMther cmain grafiU oonatittd~
liunu, ICc., ur ~hia~, aee U 47,
48, herein.
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grant a franchise to use city streets, as in case of a right to lay
pipes for gas, must be either expressly granted, or arise from
the terms of the statute by implication so direct and necessary as to be clearly conferred; 1 a gov~mmental function in a
statute granting powers to a municipal corporation cannot ~
held to have been granted away by statutory provisions which
are doubtful or ambiguous.• So a municipal corporation cannot grant a franchise to a street railroad corporation to construct and maintain a railroad in its streets where neither its
charter, nor any statute of the State, confers power in express
terms, to make such a grant: The existence of such a power
cannot be implied as being necessary to the exercise of any
power expressly granted, or the performance of any duty enjoined by law:' In a case in Kansas, the construction of a
certain section of the Bill of Rights was before the court, that
section was as follows: "All political power is inherent in the
·people, and all free governments are founded upon their authority, and are instituted for their equal protection and
benefit. No special privileges or immunities shall ever be
granted by the legislature which may not be altered, revoked
or repealed by the same b6dy; and this power shall be exercised by no other tribunal or agency." It was held that this
section was devoted to matters of a political nature, and did
not inhibit the legislature from mwting to municipal corporations the power to permit railway companies to construct and
operate street railways therein. The court said : "We think
the words 'no special privileges or immunities' refer to privileges or immunities of a political nature. The section obviously treats of political powers, privileges, and immunities.
It commences: 'all political power is inherent in the people.'
It thus affirms the sovereignty of the people, that all political
power proceeds from them, and upon the exercise of that
J State v. Cincinnati Gas Co., 18 180 U.S. 624, 40 L. ed. 702, 21 Sup.
Ohio St. 262; Purnell v. McLane, 98 Ct. 490.
Md. 589, 592, 56 Atl. &10, per Pearce,
'State v. Mayor, etc., of New
J.
York, 3 Duer (N.Y.), 119.
s Rogers Park Water Co. v. Fergus,
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power they placed the limitations and restrictions contained
in the other part of the section; so that the last sentence really
means that no political privilege, no immunity from any political duty, any duty from the individual to the public, can
be granted by the legislature which may not be altered or revoked by that body; and that no other tribunal or agency in
the State shall have power to grant any such political privilege
or freedom from public duty. These are such duties as those
of serving in the militia, as juroi'S, filling offices, etc. A franchise involving solely mattei'S of pecuniary interest or a privilege in respect to property, can in no just sense be called a
political privilege. It touches no duty which the citizen as
such owet~ to the State." 1 In an early case in the United States
Supreme Court where the question arose as to the power of a
municipality to make a contract giving to a street railroad
company the right to use the streets, Clifford, J ., in his opinion
upon this question, and a1so whether or not such a contract
existed, said: "Power to make laws is vested in the legislature,
under the constitution of the State, an~ it is very doubtful
whether the legislative department can delegate to any other
body or authority the power to grant such a franchise, as the
exercise of that power involves a high trust created and conferred for the benefit of those who granted it, and as the trust
is confided to the legislature it must remain where it is vested
until the constitution of the State is changed. Franchises, it is
conceded, cannot as a general rule be granted by such a corporation. * * * Contracts undoubtedly may be made by
such municipalities to the extent of the authority conferred
for that purpose by the legislature, but the granting of a
franchise is not the same thing as a contract, and the exercise
of such a power cannot be ·upheld or vindicated as falling
within the same rule as the power to make contracts. * * *
Authority is also conferred on municipal corporations, by the
code of that State, 'to grant privileges in the use and enjoyment of the streets' of the municipality; but it would be
1 Atehi8on Street Ry. Co. v. Mia- BOuri Pacific Ry. Co., 31 Kan. 861,
666, 3 Pac. 284.

20
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a forced construction to hold that the power to grant such
a franchise for twenty-five years is included in that provi* * Special powers are given to such corporations
sion.
to lay out, open, and repair streets as a trust to be held and
. exercised for the benefit of the public from time to time, as
occasion may require, and the general rule is, that those powers
cannot be delegated to others, nor be effectually abridged by
any act of the municipal corporation without the express authority of the legislature. Municipal corporations are doubtless
invested with subordinate legislative powers to be exercised in
the passage of ordinances for local purposes, connected with the
public good, but they are merely derivative, and are subject at
all times to the legislative control." 11

*

§ 186. Delegation to

Municipality-Ferries-BridgesRates for Gas, Water, Street Railroads, etc.-The want of a
ferry license from a city authorized to license and regulate
ferries is not cured by a license issued by ·a county court or
by any other authority; 7 and where a city corporation has an
exclusive right to grant such ferry franchise, an injunction lies
to restrain persons operating a ferry under a coasting license,
from interference and competition with such ferry franchise.•
So a State may vest in a city jurisdiction over the construction, repair and use of bridges within that city, although over
navigable waters, where such waters are wholly within the
State and Congress has not exercised its control, which it has
1 People's Railroad v. Memphis
Railroad, 10 Wall. (77 U. S.) 38, 51,
20 L. ed. 844.
"It is doubtful whether the legislature can delegate the power to
. grant such a franchise at all." Denver & Swansea Ry. Co. v. Denver
City Ry. Co., 2 Colo. 673, 682, per
Brazee, J.
"A franchise must be granted by
the legislature and a municipal body
cannot confer such a franchise."
Lasher v. People, 183 Ill. 226, 233,
per Cartwright, C. J.; quoted in Cain
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v. City of Wyoming, 104 Ill. ~
538, 541.
"A municipal body, it is understood, po88lllllle8 no power to confer
a franchise." Chicago City Ry. v•
People, 73 Ill. 541, 547, per Scott, J.
7 Cauble v. Craig, 94 Mo. App.
675, 69 S. W. 49. Compare Malone
v. Williams, 118 Tenn. 390, 103 S. W.
398, under § 178, herein; Guinn v.
Eaves, 117 Tenn. 524, 101 8. W.
1154, under§ 178, herein.
1 Mayor, etc., of N. Y. v. Lcmtstreet, 64 How. Pr. (N.Y.) 30.
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over navigable waters.• A city may also be authorized to
construct a railroad at its expense and to issue bonds therefor,
and such authorization is not unconstitutional. 10 Again,
although the legislature has power to regulate rates for gas,
water, etc., in cases not covered by previous contracts or vested
rights, still it cannot constitutionally delegate such power,
to authorities of a city which is itself a consumer, either in
its municipal capacity or through its inhabitants, without
any provision for a judicial investigation of the reasonableness
of the rates fixed by such authorities, and an ordinance of the
city council which attempts to fix rates, and to enforce their
acceptance by penal ordinance is unauthorized and void,
whether or not there exists a valid contract. 11
§ 187. To What Extent Franchise Granted by State Is
Subject to Municipal Consent for Exercise-Power to
"Prevent,, Distinguished from Power to "Regulate ,-Consent to Use of Streets, etc. 12-The right to use public streets
or highways for the exercise of franchise rights granted by
the Federal government or the State is generally dependent
upon the consent of the municipality or other governmental
agency or upon the consent of owners of abutting property.
While, however, this subject will be considered here in connection with the delegation of power, it will be more fully treated
elsewhere herein under other headings. Although a telegraph
or telephone or long distance telephone line is an instrument of
interstate commerce, it stands upon no higher ground in respect to a right of way than does a purely local company, and
it must conform to the requirements of the state statutes in
1 Eacanaba Co. v. ChiC&IO, 107
U. 8. 678, Z1 L. ed. 442, 2 Sup. Ct.
185. Bee II lZT, 128, 145, herein.
City authorities may order the
conatruction of a bridge. Kunclinger v. City of Saginaw, 132 Mich.
396, 8 Det. leg. N. 6li0, 93 N. W.
914.
,. Sun Printing & Publiahing Aasn.

:Mayor, etc., of New York, 152
N. Y. 257, 46 N. E. 499, aff'g 40 N.
Y. Bupp. 607, 76 N. Y. Bt. R. 1, 8
App. Div. 230.
11 Agua Pura Co. of Las Vegas v.
City of Las Vegas (Cal., 1900), 60
Pac. 208; act :March 18, 1897, I.wa
1897, c. 57, p. 124.
11 See 1140, herein.
T,
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relation to its oecupancy of city streets. But authority may
be granted to a city council to grant a franchise right to use
a city's streets for the erection of the poles and wires of telephone or telegraph companies, even though they have the
right by way of a license under a statute to occupy such streets.
And where a statute gives a right to telegraph and telephone
companies to use any highway or road in the State for its wires
and poles, but requires that a franchise shall be obtained from
a city or village before its streets or alleys can be so used, and
the statute merely grants a revocable license or one which may
be modified unless acted upon by some work of construction,
a city may exclude a company from its streets when no rights
have been acquired by such action of the company, and no
authority has been granted for such occupancy by the city
council.11 Where the statute under which a telephone company is organized does not require the consent of the municipality to enable it to construct its lines, as in a case where the
business carried on by such corporation is not purely local,
but extends over and outside of the State, the municipal power
to regulate and control the use of its streets is limited to a
. valid exercise of its police power inherent in it to protect the
public from unnecessary obstructions, inconveniences and
dangers, and to the determination of the manner in which such
company may erect its poles and maintain its wires; and it
cannot impose other conditions, as such power rests alone in
the charter making power, which is the legislature. 14 So, where
Northwestem Teleph. Exchange acroea, or under any public plaeea,
&CI'OIIJ or
Fed. 386.
under any of the waters of thia State,
u Michigan Telephone Co. v. City with all neceaaary erections and fixof Benton Ha&-bor, 121 Mich. 612, 80 turea therefor; provided, that the
N. W. 386, 7 Am. Eiec. Cu. 9. The IICI.Dle shall not injuriously interfere
statute providing for telephone and with other public usee of the said
melllleilger-aervice companies waa aa places, streets and highway&, and the
follows: "Every auch corporation navigation of said waters; to conshall have power to ooutruct and struot, provide and fumish instrumaintain lines of wire or other ma- menta, devices and facilities for use
terial, for use in the transmission in the transmission of such meiiii&Pfli
of telephonic meeeacea along, over, and to construct, maintain and
11

Co. v. City of St. Charles (C. C.), 154 streets, and highway&, and
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a telephone company has by grant of the legislature a franchise
to lay or erect its wires in the streets of a municipality, such
city has the power of reasonable police control and regulation
over the exercise of such franchise. This power of regulation
is, however, limited and includes the designation of streets
upon which it is deemed consistent with the public good, that
such wires should be placed or excluded, also the method of
construction with reference to the public welfare. But a
company with this franchise, so subject to police regulation
only, has a right, and the municipality owes a duty, upon
proper application to prescribe rt'Strictions and regulations
such as it deems necessary, although its discretion is legislative and J.in)ited to what is reasonably and consistent with the
intent of the general law granting the franchise, and the city
cannot practically exclude the company by its regulations. 11
Again, the specific duty of exercising the legislative discretion
to the end of promoting re&80nable regulations under the
police power of a city for the use of the city streets, upon application made by a telephone company possessing a franchise
from the legislature giving a right to lay or erect its wires in
. the city streets, is vested primarily in the city's common council, where no provision of law or charter gives to any other
officer, board or commission of the city any power until after
such council acts.11 A street railway company derives no
operate telephone exchanges and
statiou, and generally to conduct
and carry on tbe businea~ of providing and supervising communication
by telephone, and also the bwrinea~ of
furnishing meaaenger service in cities
and towu." The statute also required ever,r such company to supply
the public with telephones and telephonic service, and to operate a telephone exchange, and to receive and
transmit m~ without discrimination, upon payment or tender of
the U8U&l or customary chargee. 3
How. Ann. Stat. II 3718d, 3718i;
acta 1883, I 4, p. 131. The company

was also engaged in interstate commerce.
Polia powtJt", aee U 149, 184,
herein, also other aectiou throughout
this treatise.
11 State ex rel. Wi1100nsin Metropolis Teleph. Co. v. City of Milwaukee
(Wis., 1907), 113 N. W. 40, per
Dodge, J.
As to Post Roads Act IJIId Aostih
lt!gi.slatitm, aee Joyce on Electric Law
(2d ed.),
62-67.
11 State ex rei. Wisoonsin Metropolis Teleph. Co. v. City of Milwaukee
(Wis., 1907), 113 N. W. 40.

n
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power to construct a railway from any ordinance of a city
where all its power and authority is derived from the State
and is conferred by its charter, and such city has delegated
to it only the power to say in what manner and upon what
conditions the company may exercise the franchises conferred
by the State.17 Under the New Jersey system of laws, corporate franchises are the subject of legislative grant exclusively,
although the legislature may make the right to exercise them
within the limits of a municipality dependent upon the consent of such municipality, and where a statute declares that
its provisions shall not apply to corporations which do not
and cannot exercise "municipal franchises" those corporations will be held to have been intended whose rigl)t to exercise their franchises depends upon municipal consent. 11 In
New York all of the corporations for which the transportation
corporations law provides, such as pipe line, gas and electric
light companies, waterworks and roads and bridge corporations, except telegraph and telephone corporations, are required by the provisions of that law to obtain the consent of
the local authorities to occupy the streets and highwayS, and
this applies also to steam and street railroad corporations.
But no such restriction or limitation appears in the transportation corporations law as regards the right of telegraph or telephone companies to use the public roads, streets, highways
and waters of the State. Many, however, if not all, of the
charters of cities and villages, as well as the general laws do
to some extent regulate, restrict and limit the right of such
corporations to use the public streets and carry on their business within the municipality; and in one instance, at least,
it is provided that the common council of the city may prevent
the stringing or setting of telegraph or telephone poles or wires
17 Chicago City Ry. v. People, 73
Ill. 541, 549.
11 State Board of AsseBBOra v.
Plainfield Water Supply Co., 67
N.J. L. 357, 52 Atl. 230; Laws 1900,
chap. 195 (Pamph. L., p. 502}, § 8,
provides as to a franchise tax and
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declares that: "This act shall not be
construed to apply to any oorporation which has not hitherto, or may
not hereafter, exercise any municipal
franchise." The relators sought to
compel a water company to (umiab
statements showing grou receipts.
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in the city, and that charter is not expressly or impliedly repealed by the transportation corporations law and under such .
power to "prevent" the city may bind a telephone company
by exaoting a compensation as a condition to granting a fran- .
chise even though the power alone "to regulate" will not
authorize such exaction, and the acceptance of the franchise
with the condition binds the accepting company.11 But where
a city has no power to "prevent" a telephone company organized under ~he transportation corporations law from using
the city streets as provided by that law, still it may be empowered by statute to control the erection, construction,
laying, stringing, maintaining and removing of all wires,
cables, poles, conduits and subways therein. And, although
a company's franchise to use the public highways of the State
may come directly from the State under the transportation
corporations law independent of any grant from the municipality, yet if the municipality has granted a franchise to use
the streets of the city and also additional rights to use public
property and places,· such as parks, squares and aqueducts,
such additional grant is a good consideration for an agreement
with the city whereby maximum rates for services to citizens
are fixed, and the grantee is estopped to repudiate the agreement on the ground of want of authority in the city to make .
it. And the company has no statutory authority to use such
public places for its conduits and subways without the city's
consent, without regard to whether or not it has a statutory
right to use the public streets and highways.20 Under the
well-settled law of Tennessee the power to grant· to a public
corporation a right of way for the operation of public railroads,
commercial or street, on or over a particular public highway
or street, resides primarily in the state legislature, but it may
be delegated to municipal governments. Restrictions, however,
may be imposed by a constitutional provision, requiring the
110 Rochester Telephone Co. v. Ross,
11 City of Jamestown v. Home
Teleph. Co., 125 N. Y. App. Div. 1; 125 App. Div. 1, Williams, J., disRochester Teleph. Co. v. Ro1111, 125 aenting:
App. Div. 76, 80, per Kruse, J.
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legislature to provide for the organization of corporations by
general law only which might p~vent the granting of a. particular right of way to a particular corpomtion.11 Under a
· Federal decision it is declared that: "While 'it is essential to
the character of a. franchise,' as was held in Bank of Augusta. v.
Ea.rle,zz 'that it should be a grant from the sovereign authority
and in this country no franchise can be held which is not derived from a. law of the State,' and while the right to the use
of the public streets of a city by a gas company or water company, for the purpose of laying down its pipes, is generally
considered to be such a. franchise, it is well settled that the
legislature of a State may confer the power to grant such franchises upon municipal corporations; though when so granted,
they are, nevertheless, to be regarded as derived from the State.
The question here, therefore, is not whether the franchises of
the Oconto Water Company were obtained from the State;
they necessarily came directly or indirectly from that source.
It is whether or not the common council of Oconto had been
given the power to grant such franchises, and in this instance,
did grant those named in its ordinance. Without that ordinance, it is clear the water company could not lawfully have
laid its pipes in the streets of the city, nor have put into practica.l effect its ' franchise to operate the plant,'-if it can be said
to have had such franchise merely by act of incorporation, and
before the ordinance was p88Sed. The city of Oconto, by its
own charter, had the power, and therefore, was under the duty
of caring for the public health. That power it could employ
in any reasonable way; if it chose, for instance, by contracting
for a. water supply through pipes laid in the streets. The
making of such a. contract would, of necessity, carry with it
the right, on the part of the contractor, to lay the pipes and
to operate the plant. Such a right is a franchise, and the making of the contract operating by necessary implication as a
grant of the privilege or franchise, the power given to make
11 Jfayor, etc., of Knoxville v.
n 13 Pet. (38 U. S.) 619, 595, 10
Africa, 77 Fed. 501, 507, 23 C. C. A. L. ed. 274, 311.
262, 47 U.S. App. 725.
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the contract was power to grant the franchise. But, besid~
the power to provide for the health of its inhabitants, the city
of Oconto had the express power * * * 'to provide for
the erection of waterworks for the supply of water to the
inhabitants of the city.' * * * The authority extended
to any reasonable method; and it follows that, before the
Oconto Water Company was incorporated, the city of Oconto,
by its own charter, had power, from the State, to grant franchises like those in question to any person or body capable of
receiving them. By its act of incorporation the Oconto Water Company came into being, endowed, not with the right to
establish and operate waterworks in Oconto, but with capacity to receive and exercise that right or privilege upon such
terms as the city should consent to grant. But, though capable
of receiving, it could acquire no complete or effective right or
franchise without the consent, and there is no impropriety,
legal or verbal, without the grant of the city. The ultimate
source of such franchises in all cases being the State, the
difference between a municipal power to ·grant them and authority to contract for or to consent to the exercise of them is
a difference of words rather than of substance. * * * So,
here, not by reason of a constitutional provision, but by statute, the ultimate efficient right could be acquired only by act
and consent of the city authorities, which they could grant or
refuse at their pleasure." u
§ 188. Delegation to Municipal or City Couneil~treet
Railways-Ferries-Emnt of Power of City Council.-The
legislature may by its act incorporating a city delegate to the
city council authority to pass an ordinance granting to a corporation or to an individual a right to construct and operate a
street railway in the streets of such city." And it is held that
u Andrews v. National Foundry
& Pipe Works, Lim., 61 Fed. 782,
7ff7-789, 10 C. C. A. 60, per Woods,
Cir. J.; a. c., 73 Fed. 516, 19 C. C. A.
548, 77 Fed. 774, 23 C. C. A. 454,
113 Fed. 793, 794, 183 U. S. 216, 225.

u Wataon v. Fainnont & Suburban
Ry. Co., 49 W. Va. 528, 39 S. E. 193.
The legislative act incorporating the
city provided that, "the council of
said city shall have power to grant
and regulate all franchiaee in, over
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.
authority is vested in a city council to grant the franchise to
construct such railroad unless prohibited by statutory restrictions.21 The action of the common council of Buffalo, New
York, under its revised charter of 1891,211 in consenting to the
construction of a railroad in its streets is not an administrative
but a legislative act. 27 So the city council, of a city of the ·
fourth class in Missouri, is to all intents and purposes a legislative body, and when acting within the limits prescribed by
its charter and the constitution and laws of the State, its acts
are as valid and binding as an act of the legislature of the
State.• Again, the provision of the Rochester city charter of
1894, which authorizes the common council to control and
regulate the erection of poles, etc., in the streets and public
places, does not infringe upon the legislative power of the State
to grant a franchise in the first instance, for the use of the
streets for such purpose, but operates merely as a grant of empowering such city to regulate the manner of exercise of the
franchise. 211 Again, the city council of Montreal is held to have
power to authorize a temporary electric railway to be constructed in the city's streets for the benefit of persons visiting
an exhibition, and such authority may be granted by resolution
at least when ratified by a subsequent by-law.llll No authority
is given in the constitution of Tennessee for the delegation to
a municipal council of the exclusive power to license ferries
and to regulate the same and to fix charges and fees therefor.
and under the aUeys and public ways
of said city under such restrictions
as shall be provided by ordinance,
but no exclllllive franchise shall be
granted to any individual or corporation."
:n Electric City Ry. Co. v. City of
Niagara Falla, 95 N. Y. Supp. 73, 48
Miac. 91.
11 Laws 1891, c. 105, tit. 2, subc. 1,
I 5.
71 Kittinger v. Buffalo Traction Co.,
160 N.Y. 377, 54 N. E. 1081, aff'g 49
N. Y. Bupp. 713, 25 App. Div. 329.
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• Lebanon Light & Magnetic
Water Co. v. City of Lebanon, 163
Mo. 254, 260, 63 8. W. 811, per BurgeBB, J.
See also Barber Asphalt
Paving Co. v. French, 158 Mo. 534,
58 8. W. 934.
• Barhite v. Home Telephone Co.,
63 N.Y. 8upp. 659, 50 App. Div. 417.
See Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
§ll86a, 355a, 474.
• Bell Teleph. Co. v. Montreal St.
R. Co., Rap. Jud. Quebec, 6 B. R.
223.
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Such a. delegation of power is unconstitutional a.nd void, where
the constitution provides that: "The legislature sha.ll have the
right to vest such powers in the courts of justice, with regard
to private and local affairs as may be expedient." 31 Although
a. city council is authorized to grant franchises to railroad
companies to construct and maintain tracks in the streets,
yet, to be valid and effectual, the power or authority vested
in the city must be exercised in accordance with the formalities
prescribed by the statutes conferring such power upon the
city.32
§ 189. Right to Amend Municipal Charter, as to Grant of
Franchises, not a Delegation of Legislative Power to People.-Where the legislative powers of cities is vested by
statute in the mayor and city council, a proposed charter
amendment is not unconstitutional as a delegation of legislative
power to the people; although such. amendment provides that
whenever any ordinance granting or amending a.ny franchise
for gas, electric light, water, telephone or telegraph purposes,
shall have been introduced, then the council shall, upon presentation of a petition signed by the electors of the city equal
in number to fifteen per cent of the entire vote cast at the
last municipal election, submit to a vote of the people the
question of the adoption of the franchise, and if a majority of
the qualified voters voting thereon at the election sha.ll approve the ordinance, it shall take effect, but otherwise it shall
be defeated. In such case the powers of the mayor a.nd council are only those provided by charter, and the people have a
right to reserve to themselves by such proposed amendment
a part of the powers so conferred.33
11 Malone v. Williams,. 118 Tenn.
300, 103 S. W. 798; the court, per
Neil, J ., said: "For the defendants it
is insisted that it is customary everywhere to gnmt such rights to municipal corporations. Such seel!l8 to be
the rule in England and in some of
our States. 1 Dillon on Munic. Corp.
(3d ed.) t§ 114, 115, 116. In this

State, however, there is a different
rule. No authority is given in the
constitution for the delegation of such
rights to municipal corporations."
11 Cereghino v. Oregon Short Line
Rd. Co., 26 Utah, 467, 99 Am. St.
Rep. 843.
11 Hindman v. Boyd, 42 Wash. 17,
84 Pac. 609.
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§ 190. Delegation to Board of Rapid Tra.Diit Rai!Joad
Commissioners-subways--City Ownership and Obliptions--Change of Construction Plans.-A rapid transit board
may be authorized by statute to enter into contracts with
any person, corporation or firm best qualified in the boaro's
opinion to carry out and fulfill such contract, and such enactment is not unconstitutional as denying the equal protection
. of the laws to other persons intending to construct a road on
the same line." Where a city, by its board of rapid transit
commissioners, acting in pursuance of the law conferred upon
it, entered into a contract for the construction and operation
of a rapid transit railroad; said road and tunnels, under the
statutes and contract, were to be paid for by the city and
be its property, and the equipment was to be paid for by the
contractor and be his property; the board was also authorized
to make such changes as were deemed necessary and determined that electricity should be the motive power used, thereby
necessitating additional excavation; and it was held that the
city should pay therefor, and that the property so changed
should belong to it. 36
§ 191. Power of Electrical Commission-Electrical Con·
duits-Board of Commissioners of Electrical SubwaysBoard of Electrical Control.-Where an electrical commission
is established under an ordinance of a city, which has power
under its charter to grant franchises or rights in the city
streets, and such commission is vested with power to construct,
regulate and maintain electrical conduits in such city, coupled
with authority to rent space therein, under certain conditions;
it may refuse a permit for the use of such conduits to a person
who has not acquired a franchise to use the streets and may

.

s. Underground Rd. of the City of
New York v. New York City, 116
Fed. 952, all'd 193 U.S. 416,48 L. ed.
733, 24 Sup. Ct. 494.
See U 167-170, herein.
Delegation to Public Service Cqm..
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miuion of NWJ York, aee § 166,
herein.
11 McDonald, In re, 80 N.Y. Supp.
536, 80 App. Div. 210, all'd 175 N.Y.
470 (mem.). See t 166, herein.
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require a compliance with the provisions of the Ia.w.36 Another subordinate body was created in 1885, and was known
BB the board of comm.issioners of electrical subways in and for
the city of New York,37 and in 1887, the board of electrical control for said city was created and it was held to have full discretionary power in reference to when, where and in what
manner wires should be placed underground; 38 and it is also
declared that from the proper construction it would appear
that a discretionary power was intended by the enactment
to be vested in the board and that such power was to be legitimately and fairly exercised.llll
"Purnell v. McLane, 98 Md. 589, to COI'&Nilt-Subtoay•. ComportS PeoBe Atl. 830, 8 Am. Elee. Cas. 55.
ple v. Conaolidated Teleg. &: ElectriCOIIUiriuitm of gru and elearicity, cal Subway Co. (West Side Electric

aee § 160, herein.
DeUgation to PWlic St!rl1ice Commu.um of N fN1 York, see I 166, herein.
DeltJgation to Railroad Commiuion
-Public Utility Law of Wi.tcomin,
aee § 168, herein.
IT Bee People v. Elliaon, 101 N. Y.
Supp. 441, 61 Mise. 413, atr'd 101 N.
Y. Supp. 65, 115 App. Div. 254; Laws
N. Y., 1885, chap. 499; People ex
rel. N. Y. Elect. Lines Co. v. Squire,
107 N. Y. 593.
• United States Illuminating Co.
v. He., 3 N. Y. Supp. 777, 19 N.Y.
St. R. 883, 2 Am. Elee. Cas. 187;
Laws 1887, chap. 716, Am'd ·Laws
1890, chap. 5li0.
• Hicgin8 v. Jrfanhattan Elee. L.
Co. (Sup. Ct. Chambers, March, 1889),
3 Am. Elec. CBB, note 167, per Lawrence, J. Bee American Rapid Tran..Ot Co. v. He., 125 N. Y. 641, 36 N.
Y. St. R. 252, 21 Am. St. Rep. 764,
26 N. E. 919, 39 Am.&: Eng. Corp.
Cas. 626, 3 Am. Elee. Cas. 142, atr'g
58 Hun, 610,35 N.Y. St. R. 606, 12
N. Y. Bupp. 536; Joyce on Electric
Law (2d ed.), U 424, 425.
&ard of aldermen and not board
of el«<ritlal control u prlrper authority

Co. v. Conaolidated Teleph. Co.), 96
N.Y. Supp. 609, 110 App. Div. 171,
atr'd 187 N. Y. 58,79 N. E. 892, where
the Laws of 1848, p. 48, c. 37; Laws
1879, p. 562, c. 512, BB to occupation
of streets by gas and electrical companies with consent of municipal
authorities; Laws of 1887, p. 928, eh.
716, transferring to board of electrical control the powei'B theretofore
vested in commissionei'B of electrical
subways under Laws of 1885, p. 852,
e. 499; Laws of 1890, p. 1146, e. 566,
subdv. 1. Transportation corporationa Law, authorizing uee of streets
over and under the surface by electrical corporations with consent of
city authorities, and the New York
city charter prior to 1897 are all considered, and it is held that the right
to lay such wires in conduits or a subway WBB dependant upon consent
of board of aldermen and not upon
that of the board of electrical control.
See Laws 1902, e. 596, amending
Laws 1890, c. 566, § 61, subdv. 1.
See Laws 1905, e. 210, amending
Laws 1890, e. 665, § 82, aubdv. 2;
Laws 1906, e. 455, amending Laws
1890, c. 666, I 82, aubdv. 2.
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§ 192. Delegation of Power-Grant of FranchisesBoard of Estimate and Apportionment of lfew YorkTransfer of Power from Another Board~umulative Voting.-It is held in a New York case that there is no restriction upon the power of the legislature to take away from one
body of local authorities the power to grant franchises and
to transfer the same to some other city, board or department,
such as the board of estimate and apportionment, as such
authorities have no v~ right to the continuance of any
public powers or duties conferred upon them, and that what
the legislature can grant it can transfer and such laws are not
unconstitutional. It is held that the system of cumulative
voting in the board of estimate and apportionment, authorized
by the city charter, does not prevent the legislature from authorizing it to grant franchises because a minority of the individuals composing the board, by a combination of votes,
may be able to determine a question before it; since there is
no constitutional limitation upon providing for such a system
of voting in the board, it being a question of policy and not
one of power, and under the circumstances attendant upon
creating Greater New York City, it would be neither fair nor
just to permit each member to vote per capita.40 This case
is cited in a later case in the same State 41 upon the question
• Wilcox v. McClellan, 185 N. Y.
9, 10, 77 N. E. 986, aff'g 97 N. Y.
Supp. 311, 110 App. Div. 378, aff'g
95 N. Y. Supp. 941, 47 Misc. 465;
Pettit v. McClellan, 97 N. Y. Supp.
320, 110 App. Div. 390; Laws 1905,
pp. 1533, 1548, cc. 629-631; Laws
1873, p . 517, c. 335, § 112; Greater
New York Charter, U 48, 74; Laws
1901, pp. 26, 38, c. 466, construed
with Const., art. 10, § 2, art. 8, § 1,
which provide that (art. 10, § 2)
"• • • All city • • • officers,
whoae election or appointment is not
provided for by this constitution,
ahaU be elected by the electors of
such cities, • • • or of some di-
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vision thereof, or appointed b:y sueh
authorities thereof, as the Legislature
shall designate for that purpoee.
• • *" (art. 8, § 1.) "Corporations shall be formed under general
laws, but shall not be created by special act, except for municipal purpoaes, and in cases where, in the
judgment of the Legislature, -the objeets ol the corporation cannot be
attained under general laws. All
general laws and special acts passed
pursuant to this section may be altered from time to time or repealed."
4 1 Reis v. City of New York, 188
N.Y. 58, 67,80 N. E. 573, aff'g 99 N.
Y. Supp. 291, 113 App. Div. 264.
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of the powers of the board of estimate and apportionment:
"a body which has been deemed by the legislature sufficiently
representative, responsible, and trustworthy to exercise the
power of granting or withholding street railroad franchises
within the limits of the municipality in place and instead of
the board of aldermen." 4Z
§ 193. Dock Department no Power to Grant FranchisesStreet Railway.-A dock department of a. city has no power
to grant franchises, and its consent or resolution permitting
the construction of a street railway is not the grant of a franchise.41

§ 194. Delegation to County Commissioners-FerriesBridges-Use of Streets-Permits--Gas and ElectricityStreet Railroads-Repaving-Removal of Poles, etc.-A
ferry may be established by county commissioners, and the
petitioner is given a vested right subject only to reversal or
modification by the Superior Court." If a. statute grants a
ferry franchise and makes it unlawful to establish any other
ferry within a. specified distance, such enactment operates as a
limitation upon the general power conferred upon the county
commissioners by code to "appoint and settle ferries," and
precludes them from authorizing a ferry within the prohibited
distance. And a. constitutional provision giving the supervision and control of roads, bridges, etc., to such commissioners,
does not deprive the general assembly of the power to enact
a statute authorizing the establishment of a public ferry at a
certain point for a certain term of years and also providing
that it shall be unlawful for any person to establish another
ferry within a specified distance of said ferry. 45 So county
•s Laws 1905, chaps. 629-631.
a Central Crosstown Ry. Co. v.
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co., 44 N. Y.
Supp. 752, 16 App. Div. 229. See
alsoHartv.Mayor,etc.,ofNew·York,
44 N.Y. Supp. 767, 16 App. Div. 227.

u Robinson v. Lamb,
16, 39 S. E. 579. See
Gabler, 11 B. Dak. 206,
924.
•Spease Ferry, In re,
219, 50 B. E. 625.

129 N. C.
Wilson v.
76 N. W.

138 N.C.
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commissioners have no power to grant a ferry franchise to
establish a ferry between points located outside of the county
even though one of said points is attached to the county for
judicial purposes.41 Such commissioners may also be authorized to appropriate money for the purpose of constructing
bridges on public highways or town roads.47 If a gas company
is authorized by the law of its creation to lay pipes and mains
under the streets and roads of any county, but it is subject to
any law that may be passed by the county commissioners for
the filling up and repaving of any street under which the pipes
may be laid; still it is not bound by a regulation of the commissioners providing that no water pipes or mains shall be
laid within the limits of any of the highways of the county,
and prohibiting the digging up of any of said highways for said
purpose, without a permit, and also includes electric light,
telegraph and telephone poles and wires, electric, steam and
other railway tracks within the requirement as· tO a permit,
for such regulation does not include gas mains or pipes. And
this is so even though such commissioners may make reasonable
regulations before such gas pipes are laid, or might prevent
gaS companies from making improper use of its public highways.• Where county commissioners are given the custody
and control of a pike or highway in the State, they may take
steps to require the removal to the other side of the street
of poles and wires when they, from their location and the existing conditiorui, seriously incommode the public.•
§ 195. Delegation to Towns, Villages and CountiesWater Rates-Ferries-Heat, Light and Power Franchise
and Contract, When Void-Waterworks-Hydrant Rentals.-Where towns and villages have the right, under a
•• Pattei'IIOn v. Wollmann, 5 N.
Dak. 608, 67 N. W. 1040, 33 L. R. A.
536. See Green v. lvey (Fla., 1903),
33 So. 711.
., Bayne v. Board of Commrs. of
Wright County, 90 Minn. 1, 95 S. W.
456.
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41 Conaolidated Gas Co. v. County
Commrs. of Baltimore County, 98
Md. 689, 57 Atl 29.
• Gants v. Ohio Postal Teleg•
Cable Co., 140 Fed. 692, rev'g Ohio
Postal Teleg Cable Co. v. Board of
Commrs., 137 Fed. 947.
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statute, as agencies of the State to exercise by delegation the
State's power to secure the observance and performance of the
duty of incorporated water companies to furnish water for
reasonable compensation and without unjust discrimination to
such public bodies, or the inhabitants thereof, such municipal
corporations may, in the exercise of the governmental power
so conferred by the legislature, regulate the water rates, and
that power is a continuing one and is not exhausted by the
first exercise thereof.00 If a town is so empowered under its
charter it may, without an ordinance, grant an exclusive right
or license for a ferry, and this is so held even though such ferry
is across a navigable river without the territorial limits of the
town.111 But the fact that an ordinance has been submitted
to and approved by vote of the electors of a village, so that
it is the duty of the village board under the requirements of a
statute to grant a franchise, will not aid its validity where
it is void for unreasonableness in granting a franchise and
making a contract with a heat, light and power company.11
A public ferry franchise can, in Georgia, only be granted by
the proper county authorities.111 Where a village is empowered
to and does by ordinance grant a franchise for the construction of waterworks in said village and contracts to pay certain
hydrant rentals, etc., and the plant is constructed wholly
within the village limits, which village was thereafter incorporated as a city, and the water company and the city continued
to act under the ordinance and the contract upon the assumption that the city had succeeded to the rights and liabilities
of the town, and thereafter, the latter exercised no rights and
derived no benefit from the waterworks, it was held that the
city was bound by the ordinance and contract as the successor
of the town.w
11 Hudspeth v. Hall, 111 Ga. 510,
"Danville v. Danville Water Co.,
368. E. 770.
180 Ill. 235,64 N. E. 224.
1• Washburn Waterworks Co. v.
aa Dinner v. Humberstone, 26 Can.
City of Washburn, 129 Wia. 73, 108
Sup. Ct. 252.
u Le Feber v. Weat Allil, 119 Wia. N. W.194.
608, m N. W. 203, 100 Am. St. Rep.
917.
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§ 196. Delegation to Town Council-Use of Streets.-The
town council may, under New Jersey public laws, providing
for the formation and government of towns, prescribe by
general ordinance the manner of exercise by corporations or
individuals of any privilege granted them in digging up any
street, alley or highway, but every grant of such privilege
need not necessarily be also by ordinance, and under a statute
so empowering a town council to appoint such subordinate
officers as may be deemed necessary, it is authorized to appoint a street commissioner and prescribe that the fees to be
paid for permits in the opening of streets may be fixed by
him.Ill
§ 197. Delegation to Selectmen or to Board of Aldermen
of City-Use of Streets-Location and Control of Electrical
Appliances, etc.-Conditions as to Street Railway Fares.In Connecticut the selectmen in towns are, subject to the
provisions of the statute, vested with the full direction and
control of the location, relocation or removal of electrical fixtures of telephone and other electrical companies. So in
Massachusetts and in Vermont certain powers have been conferred upon these subordinate bodies as to location, etc., of
electrical appliances, and for the assessment of damages for
injury by location, etc., of lines.M And where a statute authorizes the selectmen of a town, in case they are of opinion
that public necessity and convenience require the granting
of a location to a street railway company, to prescribe how
the tracks shall be laid and the kind of rails, they may not
only prescribe the original construction but may also prescribe
that the company may at ita election use a cheaper rail without
granite paving within the rails and for a certain space outside
on condition that if not satisfactory they shall be changed, and
the determination of the selectmen as to the work being satisu Stowe v. Town of Kearney, 72 awarding certain contracts. Pamph.
N. J. L. 106, 59 At!. 1058. The case Laws 1895, p. 218, § 47.
11 See Joyce on Elec. Law (2d eel.),
here showed, however, an abuse of
discretion by the town council in U 156, 226G.
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factory in accordance with the condition, and with the authority
conferred by statute is final, at least where no fraud exists,
and cannot be t1'8JlSferred to or controlled by the courts, and
it is immaterial that the selectmen ought to have been satisfied.17 Again, although a statute _authori?.es the board of
aldermen of a city or the selectmen of a town, in granting a
location to a street railway company, to prescribe the manner
in which tracks shall be laid, and the kind of rails, poles, wires
and other appliances which shall be used, and also to impose
such other terms, conditions and obligations in addition to
those applying to all street railways, under the general provisions of law, as the public interest may require, still, it is
not within the power of such board of aldermen of a city or
of selectmen of a town to impose a condition of location regulating and restricting the fares to be charged by a street railway company, where. other statutes contain other provisions
as to the right of the directors of such company, primarily to
fix and regulate fares, subject to revision by the railroad commissioners under certain limitations on their powers; and in
such case, as the condition of location is illegal and wrongfully
imposed, the acceptance by the company of the grant of ioe~r
tion so burdened does not constitute a contract with the granting board.111
§ 198. Delegation to Trustees of Town-DrawbridgeBoard of Gas Trustees-Gas Rates-Lighting Plant Ordinance Invalid.-The trustees of a town may grant by resolution,
to a riparian proprietor, a franchise to construct a drawbridge
over waters of a bay, the title and sovereignty to which and
of the lands thereunder in such town are vested in said town
by royal charter granted in colonial days, as the grant of such
franchise is the exercise of governmental power and a grant
by resolution is as effective as a grant by deed.118 But a board
17 Selectmen of Gardner v. Temple"Trustees of Southampton v.
ton St. Ry., 184 Mass. 294, 68 N. Jessup, 162 N. Y. 122, 56 N. E. 538,
E. 340.
rev'g 42 N.Y. Supp. 4, 10 App. Div.
11 Keefe v. Lexington & Boston St. 456.
Ry. Co., 185 Maal. 183, 70 N. E. 37.
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of gas trustees of a city, whose authority under a statute is
limited to fixing the price of gas by such rules and regulations
as a town council may prescribe, cannot exceed such authority
by raising the rates without action by the council as provided
by the statute.10 Where a lighting plant ordinance of town
trustees granting the franchise is invalid, a provision therein
obligating the town to pay for a certain number of lights for
the street, goes with the invalidity.61
§ 199. Delegation to Board of Supervisors-Grant of
Turnpike Franchise-Right to Collect Tolls.-A grant of a
turnpike franchise by a board of supervisors made under authority conferred by the legislature, has the same force and
effect in respect to its validity, the presumptions in its favor,
and the mode in which it may be attacked, as a grant of any
other right, privilege or thing made by any department of the
government under authority of the law.62 So the board of
supervisors may, where a statute so provides, confer a Ucense
or franchise upon anyone to collect tolls over a public highway where it complies with the prerequisites specified, such
as the determination that, in its judgment, the necessary expense in operating such public highway is too great to justify
the county in operating and maintaining it.u
§ 200. Delegation to Highway or Toll Road CommisFoster v. Findlay, 5 Ohio C. C. ground oonduitll, see Village of c~
thage v. Central New York Teleph.
Delegation to commiuion of gaa and Co., 96 N. Y. Supp. 919, 110 App.
el«:tricity, see § 160, herein.
Div. 625.
11 Meyer v. Town of Boonville,
u Truckee & Tahoe Turnpike Road
162 Ind. 165, 70 N. E. 146.
Co. v. Campbell, 44 Cal. 89.
10

455.

PotDtr of ~ trwteu-Telepl&one companiu, see People ex
rei. Monticello Teleph. Co. v. TI1llltees, 72 N. Y. Supp. 350, 35 Misc.
675; New Union Teleph. Co. v.
Marsh, 89 N. Y. Supp. 79, 96 App.
Div. 122.
POVJer of ~ tnuUu-Under-
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to .UpenMorl, see Joyce on Elec.
Law (2d ed.), § 155.
u Bedell v. Scott, 126 Cal. 675, 59
Pac. 210, under County Government Act, § 25, subdv. 41, Stat. 1893,
p. 359. See Prosser v. County of
Wapello, 18 Iowa, 327; Chapin v.
Cruen, 31 Wis. 209.
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sioners-Public Lighting Franchise-Bridges-When Order
to Cease Taking Tolls Invalid-Delegation to City Officials,
Subway Construction.-The highway commissioners of a
town which is a municipal corporation may grant a franchise
to a public lighting company and may exercise their discretion, and the courts have no power to interfere with such
municipal bodies when their discretion is to be exercised when
no fraud or corruption or bad faith amounting to corruption is
charged or proven. In such case the franchise may be given
without a consideration therefor, even though a consideration
is offered by another .64 Commissioners of highways, may,
under the highway laws, be the proper officers to jointly contract for building or repairing a bridge between two towns,
or such power may devolve entirely upon the board of supervisors under the county laws.11 The power to locate foundations and walls, in a case where a track elevation ordinance
provides for the construction of a subway in a certain street,
may be properly delegated by a city council to city officials.l18
Where a statute confers on a highway or toll ·road commissioner authority to examine toll roads and, if he has reason to
believe that they are defective, to require the toll road company to repair the same within a certain time, or in default.
thereof, that the toll shall cease, and the statute also provides
for a full and complete investigation and hearing and for an
appeal to the Court of Chancery, such commissioners' powers are
thereby limited and such requirement as to a hearing is a
prerequisite to the validity of an order of the commissioners
that such company shall cease taking tolls. Such statute is
also unconstitutional in that it encroaches on the jurisdiction
and powers of such chancery courts, which possessed no appellate jurisdiction, and so the statute provided for no appeal
"Craft v. Lent, 103 N. Y. Bupp.
366, 53 Jrfiac. 584. See §§ 136, 184,
herein.
• Colby v. Town of Mt. Morris,
100 N.Y. Supp. 362. See Town of
Palatine v. Canajoharie Water Sup-

ply Co., 86 N.Y. Supp. 412,90 App.
Div. 548; examine Croley v. California Pac. R. Co., 134 Cal. 5157, 66 Pac.
860.
"People v. Grand Trunk Ry. Co.,
232 IU. 292, 83 N. E. 839.
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from the arbitrary decision of the commissioner who is not a
judicial officer and is one upon whom judicial power cannot
be conferred.07
§ 201. Delegation to Police Juries-Ferries, Bridges and
Roads.-Police juries throughout the State of Louisiana have
plenary powers with respect to the establishment of public
ferries, bridges and roads, and with respect to their abandonment or discontinuance, and may, in their discretion, convert
a free bridge or road into a toll bridge or road and vice versa,
and may operate a toll bridge or road directly or through
their lessees; it may also restrain by injunction the operation
of a free ferry or bridge within the prohibited distance from
a public toll bridge prescribed by statute or ordinance.• Such
juries may also exercise their discretion to establish a toll
road upon the site of a. free road or elsewhere, and may build,
maintain and operate such roads, or do so by contract with
corporations or individuals, nor will the exercise of such discretion be interfered with by the courts except in case it has
been grossly abused.• So a police jury has the power or right
to offer a ferry privilege and to have it adjudicated at public
· auction, and irregularities or illegalities in the manner of
" Bridge Street &: Allendale
Gravel Road Co. v. Hogadone (Mich.,
1908), 114 N. W. 917, 14 Det. Leg.
N. 858; Beaaon v. Crapo Toll Road
Co. (Mich., 1908), 114 N. W. 924,
14 Det. Leg. N. 858. See § 172,
herein.
111 Police Jury of Lafourche v.
Robichaux, 116 La. 286, 40 So. 705,
reaffirming St. Joseph Plank Co. v.
Kline, 106 La. 325, 30 So. 854;
Blanchard v. Abraham, 115 La. 989,
40 So. 379.
The police juries of the several
parishes are vested by statute with
the exclusive right to establish, lease,
and regulate ferries and bridges
within their respective limits; such
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juries have alao the power to prohibit by ordinance the operation of
unlicensed ferries and bridges within
competitive distance; nor has any
person the legal right to conatruct a
pontoon ferry bridge act'OM a navigable stream without special legialative authority, state or Federal.
Blanchard v. Abraham, 115 La. 989,
40 So. 379, holding alao that Act No.
202, p. 391 of 1902, relative to the
powers of police juries throughout
the State (the parish of Orleans excepted), is not a local or special law
in the sense of article 48 of the state
constitution.
• St. Joseph Plank Road Co v.
Kline, 106 La. 325, 30 So. 854.
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exercising the right which that body has to confer, may ·be
ratified, or may be cured by estoppel.70
§ 202. Delegation of Power by M:unicipality.-A state
government may delegate to a municipal corporation part of
its own powers. But such powers cannot be delegated or
vicariously exercised unless the authority to delegate is spe- 1
cially granted by the .legislature, nor can the municipal corporation divest itself of the discretion vested by the statute.71
§ 203. Delegation by Ordinance to Street Commissi.oner.The requirement of a general ordinance requiring permission
of the street commissioner for the opening of streets and public places is proper and not subject to the objection that it
is a delegation of power to an officer not authorized, as it does
not empower the street commissioner to grant the right to
open the street, but merely requires a written permit from him,
otherwise such opening is forbidden.72
"Prince v. Police Jury of Con- 809, 11 So. 36 (a cue of police regu·
conlia Parish, 112 I.a. 267, 36 So. lation of private markets).
n Stowe v. Kearny, 72 N. J. L.
342.
71 State v. Garibaldi, 44 La. Ann. 106, 69 Atl 1068.
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§ 204. Interpretation or Construction-Generally.-The
courts of the United States are bound to take notice of the
Constitution. It is paramount to the power of the legislature.
328
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§ 205

Every act of Congress, and every statute repugnant thereto
is void from the beginning and without life or operation; such
act or statute cannot become a law. 1 The policy of constitutional provisions is not a guide to the determination of constitutional questions, for they must rest upon the provisions themselves of the Constitution, and the courts possess no control over
matters of mere policy; the jurisdiction of the courts extends
only to the construction and enforcement of the Constitution
and laws as they exist. z Although the Federal Constitution
embraces all new conditions within the scope of the powel'8
conferred,a still it must be construed and administered now
according to its true meaning and intention when it was
formed and adopted. 4 It may be generally stated that such
rules of construction as have been established in relation to
statutes are also applicable to constitutions.' To this rule
·there are, however, certain exceptions or qualifications.
§ 205. Construction-Intent-Effect Given to Every Part
-Ordinary Signification of Words-Grammatical Construction.-The purpose of interpretation or construction of a
constitution is, if possible, to ascertain the intent, so that the
instrument may effectuate such intent.' The only proper
1 Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch
(6 U.S.), 137, 2 L. ed. 60. Bee also
Norton v. Shelby County, 118 U. S.
425, 30 L. ed. 178, 6 Sup. Ct. 1121;
Vanhorne v. Dorrance, 2 Dall. [2 U.
B. (C. C.)] 304, 320, 1 L. ed. 391,
Fed. Cas. No. 16,857; Seneca Min.
Co. v. Osman, 82 .Mich. 573,47 N. W.
26, 9 L. R. A. 770; Minneeota Sugar
Co. v. lvel'BOn, 90 .Minn. 6, 97 N. W.
454; State, Smyth, v . .Moores, 55 Neb.
480, 41 L. R. A. 624, 76 N. W. 175;
Heyman, Ex parte (Tex. Cr. App.),
78 S. W. 349.
1 Grand laland & Northem WyomiDg Rd. Co. v. Baker, 6 Wyo. 369,
378, 34 L. R. A. 835, 45 Pac. 494.
1 South Carolina v. United States,

199 U.S. 437, 50 L. ed. 261, 26 Sup.
Ct.-. Bee Kansas v. Colorado, 206
U. S. 46, 51 L. ed. 956, 27 Sup. Ct.
655.
'Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How.
(60 U. S.) 393, 15 L. ed. 691. Bee
South Carolina v. United States, 199
U. B. 437, 50 L. ed. 261, 26 Sup.
Ct. -.
1 Nicholson v. Thompson, 5 Rob.
(La.) 367; People ex rei. Jackson v.
Potter, 47 N. Y. 375, 42 How.
375.
.
1 People v. Leonard, 73 Cal. 230,
14 Pac. 853; Bourland v. Heldreth,
26 Cal. 161; Hills v. City of Chicago,
60 Ill. 86; Minneeota & Pacific Rd.
Co. v. Sibley, 2 .Minn. 13.
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way to construe a constitution is to -consider first, the language
used as being the best evidence of the intention; and the interpretation should, if possible, be such that force and effect
shall be given to every part or provision thereof, and to each
word, unless it would lead to a conclusion absurd in itself, or
to one necessarily repugnant to the plain meaning of the instrument; and such provisions and parts should be made to
hannonize, if by any reasonable construction it can be done.7
The evil intended to be remedied should also be considered.'
1 FunkhoWJer v. Spahr, 102 Va.
306, 46 S. E. 378; State, Chamberlin,
v. Daniel, 17 Waah. 111, 116, 49 Pac.
243.
See also the following caaes:
Arbuu: Hawkins v. Filkins,
24 Ark. 286; State v. Ashley, 1 Pike
(1 Ark.), 513.
Oalifornia: Marye v. Hart, 76 Cal.
291, 293, 18 Pac. 325; Miller v.
Dunne, 72 Cal. 462, 14 Pac. 27; Bourland v. Hildreth, 26 Cal. 161; Cohen
v. Wright, 22 Cal. 293.
Oolorr.do: People, Livesay, v.
Wright, 6 Colo. 92. Examine Denver
CircleR. Co. v. Neater, 10 Colo. 403,
15 Pac. 715.
Georgia: Examine Paddleford v .
Savannah, 14 Ga. 438.
IlliDola: Beardatown v. City of
Virginia, 76 Ill. 34.
ltutuc:ky:
Louiaville School
Board v. King (Ky., 1908), 107 S. W.
247.
Louiaian&: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. Railroad Commission (La.,
1908), 45 So. 598; Decklar v. Frankenberger, 30 La. Ann. 410.
Maryland: Dyer v. Bayne, 54 Md.
87, 100; Picking v ..State, 26 Md. 503;
Manley v. State, 7 Md. 135.
llbmesota: Minnesota & Pacific
Rd. Co. v. Sibley, 2 Minn. 13.
llisslasippi: Examine Green v.
Weller, 32 Miss. 652.
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Bew York: People v. Fancher, 50
N. Y. 288.
Orepn: Acme Dairy Co. v. City
of Astoria (Oreg., 1907), 90 Pac. 153.
Iouth OaroltDa: Norton v. Bradham, 21 S.C. 375,382.
Effea must be given to each tDOr'll.
Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U.S. 41, ffl,'
44 L. ed. 969, 20 Sup. Ct. 747, per
White, J.; Holmes v. Jennison, 14
Pet. (39 U. S.) S40, 570, 10 L. ed.
579, per Taney, C. J .; Ogden v.
Saunders, 12 Wheat. (25 U. S.) 213,
316, 6 L. ed. 606, per Trimble, J., in
di.aaenting opinion. See Osborn v.
United States Bank, 9 Wheat. (22
U. S.) 738, 851, 6 L. ed. 204, per
.Ma.rahall, C. J.
·
All otMr protMimLI relating to .!Ubi«:t ars to be coDIIidered. Tasewell
v. Herman (Va., 1908), 60 S. E.
767.
Provision.a are flOC to be segregaUd
tmd considered aeparot«y, but all proviaions are to be brought together
and so interpreted aa to effectuate
the great purpoaea of the instrument.
South Dakota v. North Carolina, 192
U. 8. 286, 328, 48 L. ed. 448, 24 Sup.
Ct. 269, per White, J ., in dissenting
opinion; Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U.
S. 244, 312, 45 L. ed. 1088, 21 Sup.
Ct. 770, per White, J.
1 Louisville School Board v. KiDg
(Ky., 1908), 107 S. W. 247.
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The plain ordinary signification and usual meaning in common parlance must be given to the words employed, when the
language is clear and unambiguous, and the intent must be
gathered therefrom.' But a judicial construction of words
will prevail over the popular conception of their signification,
and this applies as well to censtitutions as to statutes. 10 The
mere grammatical construction ought not, however, to control
·the interpretation, unless it is warranted by the general scope
and object of the provision. 11 But no uniform rule of interpretation can be applied to the Federal Constitution, which
may not allow, even if it does not positively demand, many
• Oolorado: Alexander v. People,
7 Colo. 155, 2 Pac. 894.
Idaho: Powell v. Spackman, 7
Idaho, 692, 54 L. R. A. 378, 65 Pac.
603.
IWnoia: Law v. People, fftlll385.
Kevada: State v. Doran, 5 Nev.
399.
PeDIUiylvr.nla: Monongahela Nav.
Co. v. Coons, 6 Watta. & B. (Pa.)
101.
Iouth Oarolina: Charleston, City
of, v. Oliver, 16 S.C. 47.
See also the following C88El8: Dooley v. United States, 183 U. S. 151,
173, 46 L. ed. 128, 22 Sup. Ct. 62,
per Fuller, C. J., in diseenting opinion
(plain language not to be construed
away); McPherson v. Blacker, 146
U. 8. 1, 27, 13 Sup. Ct. 3, 36 L. ed.
869, per Fuller, C. J. (framers used
words in natural sense); Tennessee v.
Whitworth, 117 U. 8. 129, 147, 29
L . ed. 830, 6 Sup. Ct. 645 (given
meaning they have in common use);
Pa.M!nger Cases, 7 How. (48 U. 8.)
283, 477, 12 L. ed. 702, per Taney, C.
J., in dissenting opinion · (members
of convention used words in same
eense _aa in their debates; no presymption that they used ordinary
wbrds in unu.sual sense); Holmes v.
Jennison, 14 Pet. (39 U. 8.) 540, 571,

10 L. ed. 579, per Taney, C. J. (u.sual
and fair import of words to be given);
Craig v. Mieaouri, 4 Pet. (29 U. S.)
410, 454, 7 L. ed. 903, per M'Lean, J.
(plain import of words to be given);
Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. (25
U. 8.) 419, 437, 6 L. ed. 678, per
Marshall, C. J. (literal meaning of
words to be considered in connection
with other words); Martin v. Hunter,
1 Wheat. (14 U. 8.) 304, 326, 4 L. ed.
97, per Story, J. (to be given reasonable construction according to import of ita terms, and words to be
taken in their natural and obvious
sense, which should not be unreasonably restricted or enlarged); Epping
v. City of Columbus, 117 Ga. 263, 43
B. E. 803 (words should ordinarily be
construed according to their popular
sense and meaning).
If the words are clear, explicit,
unambiguous and free from obscurity
the courta are bound to expound the
language according to the common
sense and ordinary meaning of the
words. Minnesota & Pacific Rd. Co.
v. Sibley, 2 Minn. 13.
10 Nephi Plaster & Mfg. Co. v.
Juab County (Utah, 1907), 93 Pao
53, 56, per Frick, J.
11 Groves v. Slaughter, 15 Pet.
(40 U.S.) 449, 10 L. ed. 800.
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modifications in its actual application to particular clauses,
although a safe rule is to consider the nature and objects of
the particular powers, duties and rights, and to give to the
words of each, just such operation and force, consistent with
their legitimate meaning, as may fairly secure and attain the
ends proposed. 1z
§ 206. Context--Ordinary and Technical Keening of
Words-Phrase or Word in Di1ferent Parts of Instrument.-Reference should be had to the context; 13 and the
popular meaning will prevail over a technical one, unless it is
apparent therefrom, or from the nature of the subject, that the
technical meaning was intended; 14 and, generally, unless the
context makes it clearly apparent that a phrase or word used
in the instrument has a meaning different from the plain and
manifest sense thereof, such word or plrrase should be given
the same construction if used in any other part.11
§ 'l!J7. Plain Language of Constitution Cannot Be Ignored-Repugnant Provisions.-A construction .of a constitution should be such as to give it force and effect in every
part rather than a. construction by which any part shall be
rendered meaningless or destroyed ; 10 and a. constitutional
provision which is clear, unambiguous, and not duplicitous,
cannot be construed away; 17 nor can the plain language of
such a. provision be ignored or altered even though by literal
interpretation, an inconsistency with other parts of the instrument in relation to other subjects may arise; 11 and a. construction which raises a. conflict between different parts of a
constitution is not admissible, where, by any reasonable con12 Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 16 Pet.
(41 U. 8.) 539, 10 L. ed. 1060.
11 Richardson v. Treasure Hill Min.
Co., 23 Utah, 366, 65 Pac. 74.
"Epping v. City of Columbus, 117
Ga. 263,43 S. E. 803; Hamilton Nat.
Bank v. American Loan & Trust Co.,
66 Neb. 67,92 N. W. 189.
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11 Epping v. City ofColumbua, 117
Ga. 263, 43 8. E. 803.
n State, Chamberlain, v. Daniel, 17
Waah. 111, 49 Pac. 243. See 1205,
herein.
17 State, Robertaon, v. JrlcGouP,
118 Ala. 159, 24 So. 395.
11 Jackson v. State,~ M:d. 191, 39
Atl. 504.
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struction, they m&y be made to ha.rmonize. 111 If, however,
. repugnant provisions cannot be reconciled, the order of time
and local position should be considered and preference given
to tha.t which is last.210
§ 208. :Meaning of Constitution as Understood by Its
Framers-Construction.-In interpreting the constitution recourse m&y be had to the position of the framers of the instrument, and what they must have understood to be the meaning
and scope of the grants of power contained therein. 21 But it
is presumed that the framers o~, and the people who adopted
the constitution employed words in their natural sense and
expressed what they intended, so that the last stated rule
would not apply 80 as to control unambiguous and clearly
expressed constitutional provisions; zz and, as stated in a prior
section, the only proper way to construe a. constitution is to
consider the language used, and, if possible, to ascertain the
intent therefrom, 80 that the instrument may effectuate that
intent; za and it is not so much what was the framers intention
as what is meant by the words they have used.z• Again,
although it may not be difficult to conceive of reasons which
influenced the framers of constitutional amendments in incorporating therein certain provisions, such reasons, if true,
will not control the court when ca.lled upon to construe the
provisions of the constitution as they originally stood.26
II People, Livesay, v. Wright, 6 199 U. 8. 437, 26 Sup. Ct. - , 5q
Colo. 92, 96. Bee I 233, herein.
L. ed. 261.
•Quick v. White-Water TownGeneral intent of framel'll to be
ship, 7 Ind. 670. "If the different considered. Tazewell v. Herman
aectiona cannot be 'liquidated' and (Va., 1908}, 45 8. E. 598.
made to stand together, it is a 'rule
n Bee Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat.
of conetruction, not derived from (22 U. 8.) 1, 188, 6 L. ed. 23, per
positive law, but from the nature and Hanshall, C. J.
11 See I 205, herein.
reaaon of the thing,' 'ae_oon80nant to
16 Beardatown v. City of Virginia,
truth and propriety,' 'that the last
in order of time ehall be preferred to 76 Ill. 34; Smith v. ThUl'llby, 28 Md.
the finlt.' Federalist, No. 78.- 244.
11 Norton v. Bradham, 21 8. C.
Speocer v. 'The State, 5 Ind. 41."
ld., 578, per Perkina, J.
375, 383.
1'

South Carolina v. United Statee,
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§ 209. Strict Construction.-Constitutions do not come
within the rule of strict construction applicable to statutes.•
So in the interpretation of the Federal Constitution the extremes of a strict and a liberal construction should be avoided; n
and in constitutions generally a meaning or interpretation between a strict and liberal construction should be adopted, and
technical rules avoided.•
§ 210. Implied Matters a Part of Constitution.-That
which is implied is as much a. part of the constitution as that
which is expressed, and amongst the implied matters is that
the nation may not prevent a State from discharging the
ordinary functions of government, and no State can interfere
with the Na.tional government in. the free exercise of the powers
conferred upon it.•

§ 211. ~ctuation.-Punctuation is not, as a general rule,
any part of an enactment or constitutional provision and
cannot be permitted to control its evident meaning or intent.30
§ 212. Interpretation in View of Common Law.-A constitution must be interpreted in view of and with the assistance
of the common law; 11 and recourse must be had thereto in
1' State, Chamberlain, v. Daniel, 17
Waah. 111, 116, 49 Pac. 243. See
"Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. (22
. U. 8.) 1, 187, 6 L. ed. 23, per MarahaU, C. J.
17 North River Steamboat Co. v.
Livingston, 3 Cow. (N. Y.) 713, aff'g
Hopk. 149. Compare Southern Pac.
R. Co. v. Orton (C. C.), 32 Fed. 457,
473. "The construction "of the Federa! Constitution "is strict against
those who claim under it," per
Sawyer, J., quoting from Sharpless v.
Mayor of Philadelphia, 21 Pa. 160,
per Black, C. J.
Constitution not to be interpreted
with strictness of private contract.
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Legal Tender Cases, 110 U. S. 4, 439,
per Gray, J.
21 Acme Dairy Co.
v. City of
Astoria (Oreg., 1907), 90 Pac. 153.
• South Carolina v. United States,
199 U. B. 437, 50 L. ed. 261, 26 Sup.
Ct. 123. See People v. Fleming, 10
Colo. 522, 16 Pac. 298.
Implied potDef"l. See§ 123, herein.
• Richardson v. Treasure HiU Min.
Co., 23 Utah, 366, 388, 65 Pac. 74.
11 Mobile, City of, v. Stonewall Ins.
Co., 53 Ala. 570; English v. State, 31
Fla. 340, 12 So. 689; Durham v.
State, 117 Ind. 477, 19 N. E. 327.
See also Baltimore &: Ohio R. Co. v.
Baugh, 149 U. 8. 368, 394, 37 L. ed.
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interpreting the Federal Constitution.az In case of conflict
with the common law, either as to a right or remedy, the
constitution will prevail, and thus applies where it makes private property inviolate but subservient to the welfare of the
public.»

§ 213. Constitutional Prohibitions -Proviso -Exception
from General Words.-A constitutional prohibition should
receive a rational and not a technical construction; and, looking to the evil intended to be remedied, it should be applied to
such acts of the legislature alone as are obviously within its
spirit and meaning.34 ···There is a clear distinction between
such prohibitions of the constitution as go to the very root of
the power of Congress to act at all, irrespective of time and
place, and such as are operated only throughout the United
States, or among the several States.llll And in construing
clauses of the Federal Constitution which involve conflicting
powers of the government of the Union and of the respective
States it is proper to consider the literal meaning of the words
to be expounded, their connection with other words and of the
general objects to be accomplished by the prohibitory clause
or by the grant of power, but the words of the prohibition
ought not to be pressed to their utmost extent. In our complex
system, the object of the powers conferred on the government
of the Union and the nature of the often conflicting powers
which remain in the States, must always be taken into view
and may aid in expounding the words of any particular clause.llll
In the absence of a clearly apparent intention to the contrary
a proviso should be confined to the antecedent next preceding
772, 13 Sup. Ct. 871, per Field, J., in
dialnting opinion; Waring v. Clarke,
5 Bow. (46 U. S.) 441, 466, per
Catron, J. Compsre The Buntreea,
Fed. Cas. No. 6,914.
12 South Carolina v. United States,
199 U. B. 437, 50 L. ed. 261, 26 Sup.
Ct. -; United States v. Wong Kim
Ark, 169 U. 8. 649, 42 L. ed. 890, 18
Sup. Ct. 466.

11 Chicago dt Erie Rd. Co. v.
Keith, 67 Ohio St. 279, 65 N. E. 1020,
60 L. R. A. 1025.
14 Phillips v. Covington dt Cincinnati Bridge Co., 2 Mete. (59 Ky.)
219, 221, 222.
11 Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. S.
244, 45 L. ed. 1088, 91 Sup. Ct. 770.
11 Brown v. Jla.ryland, 12 Wheat.
(25 U. 8.) 419, 6 L. ed. 478.
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it. This rule of statutory construction also applies to a constitution.u If it be a rule of interpretation to which all assent
that the exception of the particular thing from general words
proves that in the opinion of the lawgiver, the thing excepted
would be within the general clause had the exception not been
made, there is no reason why this rule should not be as applicable to the constitution as to other instruments.• The rule,
that as exceptions strengthen the force of a general law, 80
enumeration weakens as to things not enumerated, is applicable to constitutional as well as to statutory provisions.•
§ 214. Partially Invalid Provisions.-The authority given
to a railroad commission to establish rates is not rendered
invalid by other invalid but separable provisions of a constitution which make the rates 80 established conclusively
reasonable and just in case of controversy, and, therefore, repugnant to the Fourteenth Amendment of the Federal Constitution.40
§ 215. Construction-Prospective-Retrospective.-In the
absence of a contrary intention, clearly evidenced beyond
reasonable question, constitutions will be construed so as to
operate prospectively only. 41 So in order that a constitution
should be held retrospective in its operation, such intention
should unmistakably appear from the words used •.u A con., State v. Quayle, 26 Utah, 26, 30,
71 Pac. 1060, citing Fowler v. Tuttle,
24 N. H. 9; Cushing v. Warwick,
9 Gray C15 M8811.), 382; Wolf v.
Bauereis, 72 Md. 481-485, 19 Atl.
1045, 8 L. R. A. 680; Suth., Stat.
Const. §267; 23 Am. & Eng. Ency. of
Law, 636.
• Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat.
(25 U. 8.) 419, 6 L. ed. 678.
• Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Railroad Commission (La., 1908), 45
So. 598.
.., Southern Pac. R. Co. v. Railroad Commissioners (C. C.), 78 Fed.
236. .
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•s tJDited lt&tea: Shreveport v.
Cole, 129 U. S. 36, 9 Sup. Ct. 210, 32
L. ed. 589.
Ooloraclo: Strickler v. City of
Colorado Springs, 16 Colo. 61, 26
Pac. 313, 25 Am. St. Rep. 245.
Maryland: New Central Coal Co.
v. George's Creek Coal & Iron Co., 37
Md. 537.
llia1o111i: State v. Holliday, 66
Mo. 385.
Vtab: Jungk v. Holbrook, 15
Utah, 198,49 Pac. 306.
41 Jungk v. Holbrook, 15 Utah,
198, 49 Pac. 305; Mercer v. Gold Min.
& Mill. Co. v. Spry, 16 Utah, 222, 62
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stitution being prospective in operation does not affect statutes in force when the constitution was adopted." And a
constitutional provision has no retroactive operation as to
actions pending at the time of the adoption thereof, even
though such provision relates to the manner of bringing such
actions." So where an action is begun under a constitution,
the rights of the parties are to be determined thereunder and
not under a constitution which goes into effect thereafter.41
A constitution prohibiting special charters or special laws does
not repeal charters granted when the constitution took effect,"
nor is past legislation affected thereby. 47 So where corporations
are required, under a constitutional amendment, to be formed
under general statutes such requirement does not affect charters theretofore granted, even though subsequently amended."
And although a. constitution provides for the repeal of all laws
inconsistent therewith, and prohibits the passage of special
laws thereafter, still a. special act whereby a taxing district is
incorporated is not repealed thereby.• But a. constitution
prohibiting the passing of any local or special act may operate
as a. repeal to a certain extent of a bank charter granted by
special act prior thereto.60 Again, a law in force when a constitution is adopted, may, when not inconsistent therewith,
Pac. 382. See Lloyd v. Hamilton, 52
La. Ann. 861, 27 So. 275.
41 Adams v. Dendy, 82 Mia!. 135,
33 So. 843.
'' G!nyen v. GJIIUIWI!Sion of Roada,
116 Ga. 101, 42 B. E. 419.
11 llcHugh v. LouiiJvil.le Bridge GJ.,
23 Ky. L. Rep. 1546, 65 B. W. 456.
11 tnbrecht v. City of Keokuk, 124
Iowa, 1, 97 N. W. 1082.
11 O.Womia: Nevada School Dist.
v. Sboecraft, 88 Cal. 372, 26 Pac. 211;
Meade v. Wateon, 67 Cal. 691, 8 Pac.

IDdiaDa: Davidson v. Kmhler, 76
Ind. 398.
Loutsi&Da: Pecot v. Police Jury,
41 La. Ann. 707, 6 So. 677.
Klaaourl: Atlantic & Pacifio R.
GJ. v. City of St. LoW., 66 llo. 228.
Ohio: Allbyer v. State, 10 Ohio St.
588.
11 State v. City of Bangor, DB lie.
114, 56 AtL 589; Famanrorth v.
Lime Rock Rd. GJ., 83 Me. 440, 22
Atl. 373. See Atlantic & Pacifio R.
Gl. v. City of St. LoW., 66 Mo.
311, 314.
228.
Ooloraclo: People, Dean, v. Board
• G!vington, City of, v. District of
of Glunty GJJDJDiaionen of Grand Highlands, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 433, 68
Glunty, 6 Gllo. 202.
S. W. 669.
Illbuda: QJvington v. City of 10 Glmmonwealth v. Porter, 24 Ky.
Eut St. LoW., 78 IU. 648.
L. Rep. 364, 68 S. W. 6:l1.
~
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be continued in force by an express provision continuing in
force all laws until repealed or altered.11 If the charter of a.
corporation exempts it from taxation such exemption includes
8..'18e88ments made before the taking effect of a constitution
repealing the exemption, and also the right to exemption for
taxes so assessed for the year during which the constitution
took effect.111
§ 216. Contemporaneous Construction-Eztrinsic Matters
-History-Debates and Proceedings in Convention.-In
cases of doubt as to the interpretation or construction of a.
provision of the constitution, its contemporaneous and pra.c..tical construction may be considered in aid thereof.u So the
contemporaneous interpretation in the 11 Federalist" and the
original judiciary act is entitled to much weight; w and the
nature and objects of the particular powers, duties and rights
should be considered, with all the lights and aids of contemporary history,1111 or the history of its passage through the convention,1111 or of the times when it was passed or adopted,57
and of well-known conditions then existing." The views or
debates of the framers of the constitution cannot be con11 8tate v. O'Neil Lumber Co., 170
Mo. 7, 70 B. W. 121.
11 Newport v. Masonic Temple
A.oc., 20 Ky. L. Rep. 266, 269, 45
B. W. 881, 46 S. W. 697.
11 Eastman v. Claeka1D88 County
(C. C.), 32 Fed. 24; Howell v. State,
71 Ga. 224, 51 Am. Rep. 259; Allen
v. Clayton, 63 Iowa, 11, 18 N. W.
663; Chesapeake & Ohio R. Co. v.
MiUer, 19 W. Va. 408. See Cohen v.
Virginia, 6 Wheat. (19 U. B.) 418,
420, per Marshall, C. J. Compare
State ex rei. Chamberlain v. Daniel,
17 Waah. 111, 117, 49 Pac. 243.
" Cohens v. Virginia, 6 Wheat.
(19 u.s.) 264, 5 L. ed. 257.
11 Prigg v. Pennsylvania, 16 Pet.
(41 U. 8.) 539, 10 L. ed. 1060.
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•• Minnesota & Pacific Rd. Co. v.
Sibley, 2 Minn. 13, 19.
' 7 Toncray v. Budge (Idaho, 1908),
92 Pae. 26; Funkhouser v. Spahr, 102
Va. 306, 46 S. E. 378, quoting from
United States v. Trans-Missouri
Freight Assn., 166 U.S. 318, 17 Sup.
Ct. 550, 41 L. ed. 1007; United
States v. Union Pacif. Rd. Co., 91
U. B. 72, 23 L. ed. 224; Queen v.
Hertford College, 3 Q. B. Div. 7ff1,
per Coleridge, lArd Chief Jwrtiee..
See Maynard v. Board of Canvassera, 84 Mich. 228, 238, 47 N. W.
756, 43 Alb. L. J. 389, 11 L. R.
A. 332; People v. Giee, 25 Mich.

sa.

11 Toncray v. Budge (Idaho, 1908),
92 Pac. 26.
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sidered; • nor can debates on the passage of an act be accepted
as evidence of the meaning of a. clause in the constitution.eo
It is held, however, that debates or proceedings of a. constitutional convention may be considered in a. limited degree,
although they are unsafe as a. guide.411 It is also decided that
such proceedings are valuable as an aid in ascertaining the
intent of doubtful provisions, but that the terms of the constitution cannot be varied thereby; 412 nor can express constitutional provisions be construed away by resort to the convention proceedings.01
§ 217. ContemporaneoUB Construction Continued-Legislative Construction.-Although the legislature has the same
right as have the courts to construe a constitutional provision, 41~
yet it cannot bind the courts by its interpretation; 416 n'Jr will
a legislative construction control unambiguous and clearly
expressed provisions of the constitution.118 But in case of a
doubtful constitutional provision a legislative interpretation
will be considered or availed of as a.n aid to construction when
contemporaneous with the adoption of the constitution,67
and such contemporaneous interpretation is a strong pre• Funkhouser v. Spahr, 102 Va.
306, 46 B. E. 378, quoting from
United States v. Union Pac. R. Co.,
91 U. S. 72, 23 L. ed. 224; United
States v. 'l'raDa-:Mi.ouri Freight.
.A.m., 166 U. 8. 318, 41 L. ed.
1007.
•District. of Columbia v. WuhiDgt.on Market Co., 108 U. B. 243,
2 Sup. Ct..-, 27 L. ed. 714.
11 Rumuam v. Baker, 7 Wyo.
117, 38 L. R. A. 773, SO Pac. 819.
11 Epping v. City of Columbus, 117
Ga. 263, 43 8. E. 803. See WiseonBin Central R. Co. v. Taylor, 62 Wis.
37, 8 N. W. 833; Wulff v. Aldrich, 124
Ill. 691, 16 N. E. 886. Examine
Richardeon v. Treasure Hill .Mining
fA»., 23 Utah, 367,66 Pac. 74.

a Stame v. People, 222 Ill. 189,
78 N. E. 61.
"Selma & GuH Rd. Co., Ex parte,
46 Ala. 696, 6 Am. Rep. 722.
• State, Kenner, v. Spears (Tenn.
Ch. App., 1899), 53 8. W. 247. See
State ex rei. Chamberlain v. Daniel,
17 Wuh. 111, 117, 49 Pac. 243.
• State, Hibbard, v. Cornell, 60
Neb. 276, 83 N. W. 72. See Griffin v.
Rhoton (Ark., 1907), 107 S. W. 380;
State, Chamberlain, v. Daniel, 17
Wuh. 111, 49 Pac. 243; Fairbanks v.
United States, 181 U. S. 283, 21 Sup.
Ct.. 648, 45 L. ed. 862.
., Board of Railroad Cornmrs. v.
Market St. Ry. Co., 132 Cal 677,
64 Pac. 1065; People, Livesay, v.
Wright, 6 Colo. 92, 97; State, Hib-
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sumption in favor of the constitution; 11 it is of great force;•
and where the question is one in which a liberal construction
may be made the legislative construction will not be condemned unless it very clearly appears that it is wrong; 10 it
should also be followed so as to give effect to a constitutional
provision if it can be done without violence to a fair interpretation of the words employed; 71 and an act, in execution·of a
constitutional power, passed by the first legislature after the
adoption of the constitution, is a cotemporary interpretation
of the latter entitled to much weight.71
§ 218. Construction or Interpretation Long Continued
and Acquiesced in by Legislative and Executive Depart..
ments.-A contemporaneous construction of the constitution,
practiced and acquiesced in, for a period of years, fixes tb.~
construction, and the courts will not shake or control it.~3
So practical construction for a long period of time is conclusive of the meaning of a constitution in cases otherwise doubtful.74 Again, a long continued and unifonn interpretation,
put by the executive and legislative departments of the government, upon a clause of the constitution should be followed
by the judicial department, unless such interpretation be
manifestly contrary to its letter or spirit.711 And where the
bard, v. Comell, 60 Neb. 276, 83
N. W. 12. Compare State ex rel.
Chamberlain, 17 Wash. 111, 117, 49
Pac. 243.
• State, Guerguin, v. McAllister,
88 Tex. 284, 28 L. R. A. 523, 31 S. W.
187. Compare Griffin v. Rhoton
(Ark., 1907), 107 s. w. 380.
• People, Mooney, v. Hutchinson,
172 ill. 486, 30 Chic. Leg. N. 303,
50 N. E. 599, 40 L. R. A. 770.
'• Selma & Gulf Rd. Co., Ex parte,
45 Ala. 696, 6 Am. Rep. 722.
71 State v. Tingey, 24 Utah, 225, 67
Pac. 33.
11 Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Ferguson, 113
U. S. 727, 28 L. ed. 1137, 5 Sup. Ct.
739.
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71 Stuart v. Laird, 1 Cranch (5 U.
S.), 299, 2 L . ed. 115.
7• French . v. State, Harley, 141
Ind. 618,29 L. R. A. 113,41 N. E. 2.
See al8o Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19
How. (60 U. S.) 393, 616, 15 L. ed.
691 (practical construction ·through
long yeal'B and in doubtful cases determines judicial mind); State v.
Gerhardt,· 145 Ind. 439, 44 N. E.
469, 33 L. R. A. 313 (legislative
practice continued and acquiesced in
for a long period of time controls the
construction of a constitution in
cases of doubt); Faribault, City of,
v. Mieener, 20 Minn. 396; Moel'B v.
Reading, 21 Pa. 188.
71 Downes v. BidweU, 182 U. S.

•
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legislature or officers intrusted with the duty of carrying out
the provisions of a. paragraph, have given, unquestioned for
a long time, a. construction to such paragraph such interpretation so acquiesced in will be of great force.71 But a. practice of officials of a. state penal institution is not such a contemporaneol:lS and pra.ctica.l construction as to be obligatory
upon the courts.77 Where the constitution prohibits the creation of corporations by special acts the exercise of the power
to regulate corporations by special acts, continued by the legislature and acquiesced in for a. long period of time, is of force
in construing such constitutional provision.71 So great weight
should be ·given to legislative construction, extending over a
long period of. time, of identica.l provisions in two state constitutions.N And a construction of identica.l clauses in two
constitutions of exemption from license taxation by a legislative imposition of license taxes on the business of public service .corporations for a number of years should be given great
weight.111
§ 219. Long and Continued Usage.-Prior well-known usages and practices are to be considered in construing constitutions.81 But the ·rule of construction by long and continued
usage should be applied to a constitutional provision only in
cases of doubt.az
244, 21·Sup. Ct. 770, 45 L. ed. 1088.
See People, Mooney, v. Hutchineon,
172 lli. 486, 30 Chic. Leg. N. 303, 50
N. E. 599, 40 L. R. A. 770. ·
71 Epping v. City of Columbus, 117
Ga. 263, 43 B. E. lKJ3.
"Manthey v. Vincent, 145 Mich.
327, 13 Det. L. N. 465, 108 N. W.
667.
"Indianapolis v. Navin, 151 Ind.
139, 41 L. R. A. 337, 14 Nat. Corp.
Rep. 774, 47 N. E. 525, 151 Ind. 156,
30 Chic. Leg. N. 414, 5 Det. L. N.
No. 19, 41 L. R. A. 344, 51 N. E. 80.
O,mpare Bank of Commerce v. Wilt-

sie, 153 Ind. 460, 53 N. E. 900, 47 L.
R. A. 489,66 N. E. 224.
.,. Victoria Lumber Co. v. Rivea,
115 La. 996, 40 Bo. 382.
• State v. New Orle&DII Ry. &
Light Co., 116 La. 144, 40 Bo. 597.
11 Johnston v. State, Sefton, 128
Ind. 16, 12 L. R. A. 235, 1:1 N: E.
422.
U.aga of gowrn1Mnt to be considered. State v. Sorrells, 15 Ark.
664.
11 Pingree v. Dix, Auditor Genl.,
120 Mich. 95, 44 L. R. A. 679, 6 Det.
L. N. 45, 78 N. W. 1025.
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§ 220. Amendments to Constitution.-An amended constitution should be interpreted in connection with what has
preceded, and the necessity and object of the change will be
considered.· When new provisions are so inserted into a constitution regard should be had to their nature and purpose, and
a fair and legitimate meaning should be given so that the objects intended may be accomplished.113 In determining the
intent of a constitutional amendment reference may be had
to the surrounding conditions in respect to the matter to which
the amendment relates, and also to the history of general legislation concerning the matter.114 A constitutional amendment
will also be construed so as to reconcile provisions of the
amended constitution in conflict therewith.1111 Again, a repeal of
one section of a constitution is effected by an amendment
which is repugnant thereto.1111 But a distinction exists between
embodying a statute in a constitution by an amendment
thereto and an amendment which makes constitutional and
validates a statute which still remains only ordinary legislation. And the conditions embodied in a petition for an
election, a legislative act and constitutional amendment to
carry out a tax scheme, such conditions being made a part of
all the proceedings, and the enactment and amendment being
drafted by the promoters of the scheme, become conditions of
the amendment to which the tax adopted into the constitution
is subject.87 A title insurance company, organized under a
special act prior to the adoption of a constitution but thereu Steele v. County Commissioners,
83 Ala. 304, 3 So. 761; Minnesota &
Pacific Rd. Co. v. Sibley, 2 Minn. 13.
14 State, Getchell, v. O'Connor, 81
Minn. 79, 83, 83 N. W. 498, citing
Church of Holy Trinity v. United
States, 143 U. S. 457, 459, 12 Sup.
Ct. 511, 36 L. ed. 226; United States
v. Union Pacific R. Co., 91 U. S. 72,
79, 23 L. ed. 224; Croomera v. State,
40 Tex. Cr. App. 672, 51 S. W. 927.
• Chicago, City of, v. Reeves, 220
Ill. 274, 77 N. E . 237.
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"Bray v. Florence City Council,
62 S. C. 17, 39 S. E. 810.
11 State, Saunders, v. Kohnke, 109
La. 838, 33 So. 793.
The 'I.Dt1r'tU "ratify" and "a.'P"J1f"O"'"
are not, in their abrtrad meaning, tile
equioolent of such terms a.B "to
adopt" or "to incorporate inlo."
Hence a statute ratified and approved
by a constitutional amendment is
not necessarily embodied into the
constitution, but mq have been
thereby simply validated, md made
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after repealed, does not, by failure to accept such later constitution, become estopped to deny that it coptinues to exercise the special privileges granted by its legislative charter
and amendments thereto.•
§ 221. Title of Legislative Enactment Proposing Constitutional Amendment.-The title of a legislati~e enactment

proposing an amendment of a constitution may be resorted to .
as an aid to the construction of that section of the constitution to which it relates.•
§ 222. Revised Constitution-Re-enactment.-If a constitution is revised, a re-enactment in the same language will
be regarded as adopting a prior construction of the preceding
constitution.110
§ 223. Constitution Adopted from Another State-Construction.-Where a constitution, or constitutional provision,
has been adopted from another State it is presumed that· the

construction or judicial interpretation given and established
there is the sense in which it was adopted, and such construe-.
constitutional, remaining still nothing more than mere valid ordinary
legilllation. But where, in a constitutional amendment, a statute iB
ratified and approved, and a clause is
added J'ellerving to the legislature
the right to amend the statute in certain specified respects, then the words
become charged with a special mt:aning, and the statute does go into the
constitution, except in so fBI' as the
right to amend is reserved to the legialature. State, Saunders, v. Kohnke,
109 La. 838, 33 So. 793.
•!lager v. Kentucky Title Co., Z1
Ky. L. Rep. 346, 85 S. W. 183.
• State, Getchell, v. O'Connor, 81
Minn. 79, 83, 85, 83 N. W. 498. "It
is true that no title is required to
a proposed conatitutional amend-

ment. Such an amendment may be .
proposed to the people by joint resolution of the legislature. Julius v.
Callahan, 63 Minn. 154,65 N. W. 267.
But such title may be looked to nevertheleaa for the purpose of ~~~~Certain
ing the intent of the law. This iB a
univel'll&l rule, and applies where no
title is required. Wilson v. Spaulding {C. C.), 19 Fed. 304; United
States v. Carbery, 2 Ci-anch (C. C.),
358; Fed. Cas. No. 14,7'20; Clark v.
Mayor, 29 Md. Z11, 285; United
States v. Palmer, 3 Wheat. (16 U. S.) .
610, 4 L. ed. 471; Page v. Young, 106
Mass. 313." Id., 85, per Brown, J.
10 O&Ufomi&: Lord
v. Dunster,·
79 Cal. 477, 21 Pac. 865.
Indi&Da: Mcintire v. Sts.te (Ind.,"
1908), 83 N. W. 100S.
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tion or interpretation Bhould be followed.11 It may also be
assumed that the convention adopting a provision of a constitution from another State was conversant with a judicial
construction placed thereon by the latter State previous to
such adoption.'1
§ 224. Former Constitution Repealed by Implication.-A
former constitution is repealed by implication by a later one
so far as inconsistent.''
§ 225. Whether Constitutional Provisions Self-B:ncuting.-The determination of the question whether or not a
constitutional provision is self-executing rests upon the intenIowa: McGregor, Town of, v.
Baylies, 19 Iowa, 43.
Loalalana: State v. Board of
Aaaeaaora, 35 La. Ann. 651.
lltaaouri: Bandera v. St. Louis
& New Orleans Anchor Line, 97
Mo. 26, 10 S. W. 595, 3 L. R. A.
390.

WlacoDibl: Attorney GenL v.
BruJlllt, 3 Wis. 787.
If the language of a constitution
is carried into a later one by reenactment, the construction of such
language as then adopted by the
courts will control in the later constitution. Morton v. Broderick, 118
Cal. 474, 50 Pac. 644.
•• Oolorado: Lace v. People (Colo.,
1908), 95 Pac. 302.
Idaho: Stein v. Morrison, 9 Idaho,
426, 75 Pac. 246.
llillillippli Daily v. Swope, 47
Miss. 367.
Kevada: State v. Parkineon, 6
Nev. 16.
WlacoDaln: Attorney Genl. v.
Brun11t, 3 Wis. 787. Bee Wisconsin
Cent. R. Co. v. Taylor, 52 Wis. 37, 8
N. W. 833.
n State ex rei. State Board of
Equalization v. Fortune (Mont.,
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1900), 60 Pac. 108ft See People v.
Coleman, 4 Cal. 46,60 Am. Dec. 581;
Commonwealth v. Hartnett, 3 Gray
(69 Mass.), 450.
11 State, Childs, v. Board of County
Coauniasioners of Crow Wing, 66
Minn. 519, 68 N. W. 767. "The
later adopted constitutional provision will, 110 far as incoDI!istent with
a former one, repeal it by implication,
just as a later statute will repeal by
implication a former one. Such repeals by implication are not favored."
ld., 525, per Canty, J.
Bee aleo the following oaees:
United lt&tea: Sanda v. Jrlanie..
tee River Imp. Co., 123 U. S. 288, 8
Sup. Ct. 113, 31 L. ed. 149; Eecanabe.
& Lake Michigan Tralll!p. Co. v.
Chicago, 107 U.S. 678, 27 L. ed. 442,
2 Sup. Ct. 185.
Arlu.nlu: State v. Cox, 3 Eog.
(8 Ark.) 436.
Loala1ana: Sigur v. Crenshaw, 8
La. Ann. 401.
Kew York: People v. Angle, 109
N. Y. 664, 17 N. E. 413.
Oreron: Wood v. Fitsgerald, 3
Oregon, 568.
Tu:u: Cox v. State, 8 Tu:. App.
254, 34 Am. Rep. 746.
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tion of the persons .framing and adopting the constitution, and
such intention is to be determined by the language used and
the surrounding cireumstances.N If, therefore, a constitutional provision is complete in itself, and evidences an intent
to prescribe in itself a rule, the application of which will put
into operation, it is self-executing;• and it would seem that if
N Dlinois Central R. Co. v. Ihlen- tered into before the deciaiona of the
berg. 75 Fed. 873,876, 877,43 U. B. Supreme Court of ~ppi. An
App. 726, 21 C. C. A. 546, 34 L. R. A. examination of the case of Groves v.
393. ID this c8Ml it is said by the Slaughter and the reasoning of the
court, per Taft, Cir. J., that: "In court leaves no doubt that the
Groves v. Slaughter, 15 Pet. (40 U. question for conaideration is ooe of
8.) 449, 10 L. ed. 800, the question the intention of the per80IUI framwaa whether the language of the eon- ing and adopting the constitution.
ltitution of .MU.ialippi providing that There is nothing in Groves v. Slaughthe • introduction of slaves into that ter, to justify the claim that a conatiBtate, aa merchandise, or for sale, tution may not contain self-executing
should be prohibited, from and after provisions. It may be conceded that
the firat day of May, 1833,' waa self- it is usually a declaration of lundaexecuting, or waa directed to the mental law, and that many of ita prolegialature, and required legialative visions are only commands to the
action before it should become oper- legislature to enact laws to carry out
ative upon contracts and pel"'IID8. the purpoeee of the framers of the
Tbe question arose in the Supreme constitution, and that many are mere
Co~ of the United States with ref- restrictions upon the power of the
to ita eftect upon contracts legislature to p88ll laws; but that it
made in the State, and it waa, there- is entirely within the power of those
fore, determined by a divided court who confirm and adopt the constituthat the clause was not self-executing. tion to make any of ita provisions
Subeequently the court of errora of aelf-executing is too clear for argulliaBialippi in Gn!en v. Robinson, 5 ment. Hence it is a queltion always
How. ('Mia!.) fK>, in Glidewell v. of intention to be determined by the
ffite, ld., 110, and Brien v. William- language Wled and the surrounding
eon, 7 How. "(Mia!.) 14, refWied to circumltancea."
follow the deeision of the Supreme
" Acme Dairy Co. v. City of AsCourt of the United States held and toria (Oreg., 1907), 90 Pac. 153. Bee
that the clause was self-executing. Davia v. Burke, 179 U. 8. 399, 21
Thereafter another case involving Sup. Ct. 210, 46 L. ed. 249.
the eftect of the clause upon con- "A constitutional provision may be
tract& made before the decision of the said to be self-executing if it supplies
Supreme Court in Mississippi waa a sufficient rule by me&D8 of which
considered in Rowan v. Runnels, 5 the right given may be enjoyed and
How. (46 U. 8.) 134, 12 L. ed. 85, protected, or the duty imposed may
and the Supreme Court of the United be enforced; and it is not Belf-execuBtatee refWied to ehange ita ruling ting when it merely indicates prinwith respect to th011e contracts en- ciplea, without laying down rulea b7

erenee
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the language of such provision obviously points to something
more to be done, such as legislative action, and does not withih
itself contain a governing or controlling rule for its enforcement, it is not self-executing,11 although it may be self-execu~
ting to a certain extent, even though it is expressly required
that the legislature shall provide a penalty for a specified prohibited act.117
§ 226. When Constitutional Provision Is Self-EJ:ecuting-

lnstances.-A constitutional provision is self-executing: 118
where it clearly fixes the individual responsibility of a bank
officer or director, who assents to a receipt of deposits after
knowledge of the bank's insolvent condition, and there is no
necessity for legislation, especially where a sufficient remedy by
civil action is provided under the ~neral laws; 1111 where it
specifies the extent of the individual liability. of stockholders of a banking corporation; 1 where the requirement is
that certain books of a corporation shall be kept for public
inspection, and that corporations shall keep an office in the
State when they are engaged in business therein; z where a prohibition therein as to foreign corporations doing business in a
State needs no legislative action to carry it into effect; 3 where
certam requirements as to taxation are mandatory; 4 where it
means of which those principles may
be given the force of law." Cooley's
Conat. Lim. (7th ed.) p. 121.
"Groves v. Slaughter, 15 Pet.
(40 U. 8.) 449, 10 L. ed. 800; Mercur
Gold Min. & Mill. Co. v. Spry, 16
Utah, 222, 52 Pac. 382.
11 Quinlan v. Smye, 21 Tex. Civ.
App. 156, 50S. W. 1068.
• Day v. Day (Idaho), 86 Pac. 531;
Merchants' Police & Dist. Teleg. Co.
v. CitizeDB' Telephone Co., 29 Ky. L.
Rep. 512; Spratt v. Helena Power &
TraDB. Co. (Mont., 1908), 94 Pac.
631. Central Iron Works v. Pennsylvania R. Co., 2 Dauph. Co. Rep.
(Pa.) 308.
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• Mallon v. Hyde, 76 Fed. 388.
1 Farmers' Loan & T. Co. v. Funk,
49 Neb. 353, 68 N. W. 520.
2 State, Bourdette, v. New Orleans
Gaslight Co., 49 La. Altn. 1556, 22
So. 815.
1 American Union Teleg. Co. v.
Western Union Teleg. Co., 67 Ala. 26,
42 Am. Rep. 00.
• Railroad & Teleph. Co&. v.
Board of Equalization (C. C.), 85 Fed.
302, citing Hyatt v. Allen, 54 Cal.
353; St. Joseph Board of Pub.
Schools, 62 Mo. 444; Reelfoot Lake
Levee Dist. v. Dawson, 97 Tenn.
160, 34 L. R. A. 725.
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prohibits taking or damaging private property for public use
without just compensation; 6 where discrimination as to receiving, handling and charging for freight, and as to the man·
ner of payment is prohibited under penalty; 8 where it requires
that a city shall receive bids before granting a franchise for the
use of its streets; 7 and where street railway companies are r~
quired to pave their right of way, and in ease of refusal the
cost thereof is to be paid by levy of an assessment.•

§ 227. When Constitutional Provision Is Not Self-E:s:ecuting-Instances.-A provision of the state constitution
which declares the right of any corporation or individual to
construct and maintain lines of telegraph and telephone upon
the streets and highways within the State, that such lines
shall be common carriers, and that the right of eminent d~
main is extended to them, is not self.operative, but by its own
terms imposes the duty upon the legislature of providing by
general law reasonable regulations to give effect to the sec·
tion, and hence confers no power to use the streets and highways
other than as the legislature may provide.• Nor is a constitu·
tiona! provision self~xecuting, where its language is that laws
shall be made to provide for the enforcement thereof; 10 nor
where the legislature is directed to make provision for a specific
purpose, or to carry out a designated matter; 11 nor where a
provision amending a constitution requires that certain laws
shall be enacted by the legislature and also a general election
1 Searle v. Lead, 10 B. Dak. 312,
39 L. R. A. 345, 73 N. W. 101.
1 Louisville & Nashville R. Co. v.
Commonwealth (Ky.), 46 8. W. 702,
modified, 105 Ky. 179, 20 Ky. L.
Rep. 1099, 48 S. W. 416, 43 L. R.
A. 550.
IUgulation of ratu, see City of
Tampa v. Tampa Waterworks Co.
(Fla., 1903), 34 So. 631.
'Merchanta' Police & Diat. Teleg.
Co. v. Citizens' Teleph. Co., 29 Ky.
L. Rep. 512,93 B. W. 642.

1 Lincoln St. Ry. Co. v. City of
Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109,84 N. W. 802.
'State ex rei. Spokane & British
Columbia Teleph. & Teleg. Co. v.
City of Spokane, 24 Wash. 53, 63
Pac. 116, 7 Am. Elec. Cas. 96. See
also State v. City of Helena (Mont.,
1906), 85 Pac. 744.
11 Chittenden v. WUI'Ilter, 152 N.
Y. 345, 46 N. E. 857, 47 N. E. 273,
37 L. R. A. 809, 29 Chic. Leg. N. 298,
300, rev'g 43 N. Y. Supp. 1035, 77
N. Y. St. R. 1035. 14 App. Div. 483.
II Harris v. Kill, 108 Ill. App. 305.
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held before it can go into full force and effect; u nor where it
relates to foreign corporations having a known pl&ce of business
in the State and also an authorized agent; 11 nor where it requires tha.t the legislature sha.ll prescribe regulations and penalties; 14 nor where it gives a railroad company the right to
intersect, connect with, or cross any other railroad, at least
so in the sense that its cha.rter powers cannot be ignored; 11
nor where it prohibits discrimination by railroads, also monopolies, and combinations, but provides tha.t the legislature shall
enforee·such pro~ions by laws; 111 nor where in addition to a
provision as to stockholder's individual liability as security
for dues from a corporation, recourse is to be had to such other
means as shall be provided by law; 17 nor where the express
requirement is tha.t the legislature sha.ll provide by law and
prescribe regulations as to taxation; 11 nor where the mode
or manner of taxation is to be tha.t provided by law; 11 nor
where it specifies tha.t the value of property for taxation is to
be ascertained as provided by law; 20 nor where it requires that
the legislature shall by general law exempt certain property
from taxation; 21 nor where a provision only specifies that
power "may" be vested to assess and collect taxes. u
11 Blake v. Ada County Colllliml.
(Idaho), 47 Pac. 734.
11 St. Louis A. R. Co. v. Fire Aaaoc.,
60 Ark. 325, 30 B. W. 350, 28 L. R. A.
83.
14 State v. Bradford (8. Dak.), 80
N. W. 143, aff'd 83 N. W. 47, citing
numerous cases.
11 Boca & L. R. Co. v. Sierra
Valleys Ry. Co. (Cal. App.), 84 Pac.
298. See Denver & N. 0. R. Co. v.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. Co.,
15 Fed. 650, case is rev'd, Atchiaon,
Topeka & Santa Fe R. Co. v. Denver
& N. 0. R. Co., 110 U. 8 . 667, 28 L.
ed. 291, 4 Sup. Ct. 185.
1' Northwestern Warehouae Co. v.
Oregon R. & Nav. Co., 32 Waah. 218,
73 Pac. 388.
u Bell v. Farwell, 176 Ill. 489, 31
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Chic. Leg. N. 167, 42 L. R . A. 804,
52 N. E. 346, 17 Nat. Corp. Rep. 644,
10 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. (N. 8.) 71,
68 Am. St. Rep. 194; Woodworth v.
Bowles, 61 Kan. 569, 60 Pac. 331.
See Eau Claire Nat. Bank v. Beoaon,
106 Wia. 624, 82 N. W. 604.
11 State Board of Tax CoDI.DlrB. v.
Holliday, 150 Ind. 216, 27 Ina. L.
J. 97, 49 N. E. 14, 42 L. R. A.
865.
11 Mercur Gold Min. & Mill. Co. v.
Spry, 16 Utah, 222, 52 Pac. 382.
• McHenry v. Downer, 116 Cal. 20,
47 Pac. 779, 6 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas.
(N. 8.) 113, 45 L. R. A. 737.
21 Engatad v. Orand Forka County,
10 N. Dak. 54, 84 N. W. 577.
22 State, Roaa, v. Kelly, 45 B. C.
457, 23 B. E. 281.
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Privileges, etc.-CoDBtruophone, Canal, Water BDd
tion Agairurt. Grantee.
Turnpike Companies Ferry-Eminent Domain.
256. Same Subject ContinuedInatancea - Railroads - I 256. Same Subject- Instances
Continued - Public Land
Street Railroada-Bubmarine Railway-Gas, TeleGrants-Railroad Aid.

§ 228. Constitutional Law-Interpretation or Construc-

tion of Statutes-Generally.-The word "franchise" may be
used in its general sense so as to include franchises whether
corporate or not, and may cover any special privilege having
its source in the sovereign power. 1 But corporate privileges
can only be held to be granted as against public rights when
conferred in plain and explicit terms. 2 When the good faith
of all parties is unquestionable, the courts will lean to that
construction of a statute which will uphold a transaction as
consummated, and this applies to transactions with a county
which have resulted in the delivery of bonds of the county to a
railroad company, such bonds having been issued in aid of
the company and placed in escrow in the hands of a trustee
who had adjudged that the conditions of delivery had been
complied with and had delivered them to the company. In
such case the company was held to have taken such a title
that when a bond was transferred to a bona fide holder a recovery could be had against the county even if the condition
had, in fact, not bee~ performed.3
§ 229. Judicial Authority and Duty to Determine Constitutional Questions.-Whenever there exists a fair antagonistic assertion of rights involving the validity of any legislative enactment, Federal or state, and the decision necessarily rests upon the power of the legislature to so enact, the
court having jurisdiction in the matter must determine the
1 State v. Portage City Water Co., 26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801. See
107 Wis. 441, 83 N. W. 697 (a case of § 254, herein, as to construction
ooDBtruction of Wis. Stat., 1898, against grantee.
1 Provident Life & Ttuat Co. v.
§ 3466, action for usurping, etc.,
franchise). See I 9, herein.
Mercer County, 170 U. S. 593, 42

1

Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, L. ed. 1156, 18 Sup. Ct. 788.
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constitutionality of the act.4 But unless a clear or absolute
necessity exists for determining the question of the constitutionality of a statute, or the determination of such question
is essential in order to properly dispose of the case it will not
be considered by the court if any other clear ground exists upon
which to base a decision.11 And the Supreme Court of the
United States v.ill not condemn state legislation as unconstitutional and void except at the suit of parties directly and
certainly affected thereby.' Thus, a state law will not be held
unconstitutional in a suit coming from a state court at the
instance of one whose constitutional rights are not invaded,
'Chicago &: Grand Trunk Ry. Co.
v. Wellmann, 143 U. 8. 339, 12 Sup.
Ct. 400, 30 L. ed. 176. See Plumley
v . .lrlassachUIIetts, 155 U. S. 461, 15
Sup. Ct. 154,39 L. ed. 223; Dodge v.
Woolsey, 18 How. (59 U. S.) 331, 15
L. ed. 401; Cohens v. Virginia, 6
Wheat. (19 U. S.) 264, 5 L. ed. 257;
Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4
Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 4 L. ed.
629.
Validity of statute is drawn in
question when the power to enact it
is fairly open to denial and is denied,
but not otherwise. And on questions of appeal a distinction exists
between the power to enact and the
judicial construction which does not
question that power. Baltimore &:
Potomac Rd. Co. v. Hopkins, 130
U. S. 210, 32 L. ed. 837.
'Alabama: Hill v. Tarver, 130
Ala. 592, 30 So. 499.
Ark&IUiu: Sturdivant v. Toilette
(Ark., 1907), 105 S. W. 1037.
Georlfa: Herring v. State, 114
Ga. 96, 39 S. E. 866.
ld&bo: Hills Novelty Co. v. Dunbar, 11 Idaho, 671, 83 Pac. 932; Jack
v. Village of Grangeville, 9 Idaho,
291, 74 Pac. 969.
Illinois: Joliet, City of, , •. Alexander, 194111. 457, 62 N. E. 861.

Indi&D.a: Weir v. State, 161 Ind.
435, 68 N. E. 1023; Hart v. Smith,
159 Ind. 182,64 N. E. 661; Firat Nat.
Bank v. Gregor, 157 Ind. 479, 62
N. E. 21.
Louiai&Da: Succession of Bienvenu, 106 La. 595, 31 So. 193.
Maine: See Weeks v. Smith, 81
He. 538, 18 Atl. 325.
Miaaialippi: Flora, Town of, v.
American Express Co. (Miss., 1908),
45 So. 149; Hendricks v. State, 79
Miss. 368, 30 So. 708.
Montana: State v. King, 28
Mont. 268,72 Pac. 657.
Bebruk&: Green v. :I:><Erwald, 69
Neb. 698, 96 N. W. 634; Morae v.
City of Omaha, 67 Neb. 426, 93
N. W. 734.
Bevada: State v. Curler, 26 Nev.
347, 67 Pac. 1075.
Ohio: Collins v. Bingham, 22
Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 533.
Iouth O&rolina: State v. Jennings (S.C., 1908), 60S. E. 967.
The judiciary is a co-ordinate
branch of the government and may
4eclare a statute to be void as repugnant to the Constitution. Calder
v. Bull, 3 Dall. (3 U. 8.) 386, 1 L. ed.
648.
• Chadwick v. Kelley, 187 U. B.
540, 47 L. ed. 293, 23 Sup. Ct. 175.
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because as against a class making no complaint it mighf be
held unconstitutional.'
§ 230. Validity of Statutea-Generally.-A statute need not
be contrary to an express constitutional provision in order to
be held invalid; it is sufficient that the general purpose and
scope of such provision inhibits it or renders it invalid.8 So

where there exists an irreconcilable repugnancy between the
provisions of an enactment so that it cannot be enforced, it
will be void.11 A statute may also be invalid for indefiniteness
and uncertainty, as where it makes it unlawful .for any corporation to make or give any undue or unreasonable preference
or advantage to any particular person or locality, or any particular description of traffic in any respect whatever, in the
transportation of a like kind of traffic, or to" subject any particular person, company, firm, corporation _or locality, or any
particular description of traffic, to any undue or unreasonable
prejudice or advantage.10 ·So a distinction is made between
the effect of an act and its purpose, the former and not the
latter being held to determine its validity. 11 None of the provisions of a statute should, however, be regarded as unconstitutional where they all relate, directly or indirectly, to the
same subject, have a natilla.I connection, and are not foreign
to the subject expressed in the title,u And a statute is not
void for uncertainty where the powers granted thereunder
' The Winnebago (Iroquois Tranap.
Co. v. DeLaney Forge & Iron Co.),
205 U. S. 354, 51 L. ed. <J:T, <J:1 Sup.
Ct. -.
1 State, Smyth, v. Moores, 55 Neb.
4M, 41 L. R. A. 624, 76 N. W. 175,
citing Maynard v. Board of CanVUII81'11,

Bolton, v. Albertaon, 55 N. Y. 50;
People v. Morris, 13 Wend. (N. Y.)
325.
• Hendricb, In re, 60 Kan. 796,
57 Pac. 965.
"Commonwealth v. Louiaville &
Nashville R. Co., 20 Ky. L. Rep; 491,

84 Mich. 228, 11 L. R. A. 46 8. W. 700.

332, 47 N. W. 756; State v. Conatantine, 42 Ohio St. 437, 51 Am.
Rep. 833; Cincinnati, Wilmington &
Zanesville Rd. Co. v. Commillllionera
of Clinton County, 1 Ohio St. 77;
Rathbone v. Wirth, 150 N. Y. 459,
4S N. E. 15,34 L. R. A. 408; People,
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11 Commonwealth, Cambria County, v. Lloyd, 178 Pa. 308, 35 Atl816,
aff'g 2 Pa. Super. Ct. 6, 38 W. N. C.
290.
12 Phillips v. Covington & Cincinnati Bridge Co., 2 Mete. (59 Ky.)
219, 222.
.
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may be clearly defined by reference to other la.ws. 11 Statutes
have frequently been passed directing suits for specific objecta
to be brought by an attorney general, and regulating the proceedings in them, such as quo warranto, or a bill in equity
against a corporation to test its right to the exercise of ita
franchises, or to declare them forfeited, or, if insolvent, to
wind up its business and distribute its assets; and the validity
of such statutes has uniformly been recognized.••

§ 231. Presumption That Legislative Enactment Conatitutional-Repugnancy Must Clearly Appear-. -Every legislative enactment will be presumed to be constitutional and
valid unless· its repugnancy to the Constitution is so clearly
apparent that it ~nnot stand. Every reasonable intendment.
is in favor of such validity, 16 and in certain cases the rule is
Land, Log & Lumber Co. v. 40 So. 205; Zeigler v. South. & N. A.
R. Co., 58 Ala. 594.
.A.rkauu: Stillwell v. Jacbon, 77
Ark. 250, 93 S. W. 71.
OaliforDia: Stockton & V. R. R.
Co. v. City of Stockton, 41 Cal. 147.
Oolorado: Prudential Ins. Co. v.
Hummer, 36 Colo. 208, 84 Pac. 61. ·
OoDDecticut: State v. Carroll, 38
Conn. 449, 9 Am. Rep. 400; Hart68 Pac. 228; Fairbank v. United ford Bridge Co. v. Union Ferry Co.,
States, 181 U. 8. 283, 21 Sup. Ct. 648, 29 Conn. 210.
45 L. ed. 862; Nicol v. Ames, 173
Delaware: Bailey v. Philadelphia,
U . S. 509, 43 L. ed. 786, 19 Sup. Ct. W. & B. R. Co., 4 Har. (Del.) 389,
522; Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat. 44 Am. Dec. 593.
(25 U. 8.) 419, 6 L. ed. 678; Fletcher
l'lorida: Holton v. State, 28 Fla.
v. Peck, 6 Cranch (10 U. B.), 87, 3 303, 9 So. 716.
L. ed. 162; Logan & Bryan v. P011tal
Georgia: Griggll v. State (Ga.
Teleg. & Cable Co., 157 Fed. 570; App., 1908), 60 B. E. 364; Park v.
Southern Pac. R. Co. v. Orton, 32 Candler, 113 Ga. 647, 39 S. E. 89;
Fed. 457, 472, 473, per Sawyer, J.; lvey v. State, 112 Ga. 175, 37 8. E .
Farmel'B' Loan & Trust Co. v. Stone 398; Howell v. State, 71 Ga. 224, 51
Am. Rep. 259; Boteon v. Cummille,
(C. C.), 20 Fed. 270.
.Alabama: State v. Skegp (Ala., 16 Ga. 102, 60 Am. Dec. 717; Flint
1908), 46 So. 268; Jacbon v. Bir- River Steamboat Co. v. Foster, 5 Ga.
mingham Foundry & Mach. Co. (Ala., 194, 48 Am. Deo. 248.
1908), 45 So. 660; Mobile Dry Docks
Dlinoil: People v. Rose, 203 Ill. 4&,
Co. v. City of Mobile, 146 Ala. 198, 67 N. E. 746; Chicago Union TractioD
11

Brown, 73 Wis. 294, 40 N. W. 482,
3 L. R. A. 472.
u United States v. Union Pac. R.
Co., 98 U.S. 569,25 L. ed. 143.
''lJ'Dited ltate1: Buttfield v.
Stranahan, 192 U.S. 470,24 Sup. Ct.
340, 48 L. ed. 252; Reid v. Colorado,
187 U. S. 137, 47 L. ed. 108, 23
Sup. Ct. 92, caae a.ffirm.a 29 Colo. 333,

23
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extended to the exclusion of reasonable doubt; 111 and the whole
burden of proof lies on him who denies the constitutionality
Co. v. City of Chicago, 199 Ill. 484,
65 N. E. 451, 59 L. R. A. 631; Hawthorne v. People, 109 Ill. 302, 50 Am.
Rep. 610.
IndlaDa: Kraua v. Lehman (Ind.,
1908), 83 N. E. 714, alf'g 80 N. E.

550; State v. Denny, 118 Ind. 388,
21 N. E. 252; Robinson v. Schenck,
102 In~. 307, 1 N. E. 698.
Iowa: McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa,
340, 108 N. W. 902; McCormick v.
Ruah, 15 Iowa, 127, 83 Am. Dec. 401.
Kanau: State v. Barrett, 27 Kan.
· 213; Leavenworth v. Miller, 7 Kan.
298.
ltentucky: Commonwealth v.
Bamey, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 2352, 74
B. W. 181; Millay v. White, 86 Ky.
170~ 5 S. W. 429; McReynolds v.
Sma.llhouae, 8 Buah (71 Ky.), 447;
Louisville, City of, v. Hyatt, 2 B.
Mon. (41 Ky.) 77, 178, 36 Am. Dec.
Jj94.
LouUiana: Grinage v. Times Democrat Pub.· Co., 107 La. 121, 31
So. 682; Police Jury v. McDonough
8 La. Ann. 341; Hyde v. Planters'
Bank, 8 Rob. (La.) 416.
Maine: Williamson v. Carlton, 51
Me. 449.
Maryland: Fell v. Maryland, 42
Md. 71, 20 Am. Rep. 83; Temmick
v. Owings, 70 Md. 246, 19 Md: L. J.
981, 16 Atl. 719; Harrison v. State,
22 Md. 468, 85 Am. Dec. 658.
Maaaacbuaetta: Commonwealth
11 17Dited ltatea: Nicol v. Ames,
173 U. S. 509, 43 L. ed. 786, 19
Sup. Ct. 522 (applied to act of Congress).
Indiana: Kraua v. Lehman (Ind.,
1908), 83 N. E. 714, alf'g 80 N. E.
550.
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v. People's Five Cent &v. Bank, 5
Allen (87 M8.88.), 432; Dea.rbom v.
Ames, 8 Gray (74 Mass.), 1.
llicbigan: Attomey General v.
Preston, 56 Mich. 177, 22 N. W. 261;
Inkster v. Carver, 16 Mich. 484.
Milaouri: State, Judah, v. Fort
(Mo., 1908), 109 S. W. 737; Wells v.
Missouri Pac. R. Co., 110 Ho. 286, 19
S. W. 530, 15 L. R. A. 847; State v.
Simmons Hardware Co., 109 Mo.
118, 18 s. w. 1125.
Montana: Spratt v. Helena Power
Trans. Co. (Mont., 1908), 94 Pac. 63.
Kebraab: State v. Nolan, 71 Neb.
136, 98 N. W. 657; Rosenbloom v.
State, 64 Neb. 342, 89 N. W. 1053,
57 L. R. A. 922; State v. Standard
Oil Co., 61 Neb. 28, 84 N. W. 413;
Cumming v. Hyatt, 54 Neb. 635, 74
N. W. 411.
Kevada: Boyce, Ex parte, 27
Nev. 299, 75 Pac. 1; State v. Humboldt County Commissioners, 21 Nev.
235, 29 Pac. 974.
Kew Hampshire: Orr v. Quimby,
54 N. H. 590, 601; Rich v. Flanders,
39 N.H. 304.
l(ew .Teraey: Atlantic City Waterworks Co. v. Consumers' Water Co.,
44 N. J. Eq. 427, 15 Atl. 581; Olden
v. Hallet, 5 N. J. L. 466.
Kew York: Sugden v. Partridge,
174 N. Y. 87, 66 N. E . 655, rev'g 80
N. Y. Supp. 1149, 78 App. Div. 644;
People v. West, 106 N. Y. 293, 12
N. E. 610, 60 Am. Rep. 452; People
Milaouri: State, Judah, v. Fon
(Mo., 1908), 109 S. W. 737.

Kew York: People v. Reardon, 97
N.Y. Supp. 535, 110 App. Div. 821,
alf'd 184 N. Y. 431,77 N. E. 970.
Iouth Dakota: Morrow v. Wipf
(8. Dak., 1908), 115 N. W. 1121.
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of the law; 17 nor will it be declared void until it is clearly
shown that under no state of facts can it be upheld, 18 or that
there is a clear usurpation of power. 111 And where a statute
v. Reardon, ff1 N. Y. Supp. 535, 110
App. Div. 821, aff'd 184 N.Y. 431, 77
N. E. 970; Lexington Ave., In re, 63
How. Prac. (N. Y.) 462; People v.
New York Cent. R. Co., 34 Barb.
(N.Y.) 123.
Borth OaroliD.a: Malloy v. Fayetteville, 122 N.C. 480, 29 S. E. 880;
McGwigan v. Wilmington &: W. R.
Co., 9.5 N. C. 428.
Ohio: State v. Jones, 51 Ohio St.
492, 37 N. E. 945; Bronson v. Oberlin, 41 Ohio St. 476, 52 Am. Rep. 90.
Oregon: Crowley v. State, 11 Oreg.
512, 6 Pac. 70.
P8Dil8ylv&Dia: Commonwealth,
Cambria County, v. Lloyd, 178 Pa.
308, 35 Atl. 816, aff'g 2 Pa. Super.
Ct. 61,38 W. N.C. 290; Pennsylvania
R. Co. v. Riblet, 66 Pa. 164; Commonwealth v. Erie Ry. Co., 62 Pa.
286, 1 Am. Rep. 399; Erie & NorthEast Rd. v. Casey, 26 Pa. 287; Commonwealth v, Mentz, 19 Pa. Super.
Ct. 283.
Iouth Carolina: Feldman v.
Charleston, 23 S. C. 57, 55 Am. Rep.
6; Lynch, Ex parte, 16 S. C. 32.
Iouth Dakota: Fremont, Elkhom & Missouri Valley Rd. Co. v.
Pennington County (S. Dak., 1908),
116 N. W. 75; Morrow v. Wipf (8.
Dak., 1908), 115 N. W. 1121; Bon
HommeCountyv. Berndt, 15S. Dak.
494, 90 N. W. 147.
Temaeaaee: Tate v. Bell, 4 Yerg.

(12 Tenn.); 202, 26 Am. Dec. 221;
State Bank v. Hooper, 2 Yerg. (10
Tenn.) 599.
Texaa: Barker v. Torrey, 69 Tex.
7, 4 S. W. 646; Rosenberg v. Weekes,
67 Tex. 578, 4 S. W. 899; .Mi11110uri,
Kansas &: Texas Ry. Co. v. State
(Tex. Civ. App., 1908), 109 S. W. 867.
Utah: State v. Edwards (Utah,
1908), 95 Pac. 367; State v. Lewis, 26
Utah, 120, 72 Pac. 288.
Vermont: Bennington v. Park,
50 Vt. 178.
Virginia: Young's ease (Young
v. Commonwealth), 101 Va. 853, 45
S. E. 327; Commonwealth v. Moore,
25 Grat. (Va.) 951.
Waahington: Townsend Gas &
Elect. Co. v. Hill, 24 Wash. 469, 64
Pac. 778.
Weat Virginia: Bridges v. ·ShallcroBB, 6 W. Va. 562; Osburn v. Staley,
6 W. Va. 85, 13 Am. Rep. 640.
Wisconsin: Chicago & N. W. Ry.
Co. v. State, 128 Wis. 553, 108 N. W.
557.
" Of course, if it can be lawfully
done, our duty is to conltrue the
statute so as to render it constitutional. But this does not imply, if
the text of an act is unambiguous,
that it may be rewritten to accomplish that purpose." Employers'
Liability Cases (Howard v. Illinois
Cent. Rd. Co.), 207 U. S. 463, 501,
per White, J .

17 Brown v. Maryland, 12 Wheat.
(25 U.S.) 419, 6 L. ed. 678. Compare
Weeks v. Smith, 81 Me. 538, 18 At!.
328 (as to duty of court to determine
question without pleading or proof.
18 McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 108

N. W. 902.
18 Commonwealth,Cambria County,
v. Lloyd, 178 Pa. 308, 35 Atl. 816,
aff'g 2 Pa. Super. Ct. 6, 38 W. N. C.
290.
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has stood for a long time and the court can, without a violent
construction, read it 80 that it will not be declared unconstitutional, it will do 80.10
§ 232. Same Subject-Ezception to or Qualification of
Rule.-The above presumption as to the constitutionality
of a statute is held not to prevail where part of the enactment
has been declared unconstitutional. In such case it must be
clear that it was the legislative intent that the remainder
should stand as law independent of and uncontrolled by the
unconstitutional provisions. So a statute which provides a
forfeiture for failure, neglect or refusal of a telegraph company
to receive, transmit and deliver, without unnecessary delay,
any telegraph message tendered under the provisions of an
act otherW'ise invalid, is inoperative and void. 21

§ 233. Conflicting Provisions-Validating Interpretation
or Construction-Two Constructions.-A construction will
be given which supports it in all its parts where a statute is
conflicting and doubtful in its provisions; such provisions
should be reconciled, if possible,zz for the enactment should be
so interpreted, if by any reasonable view it <'.&n be done, that
it will be in harmony with the Constitution and not be eluded
but upheld.23 And of two constructions, one constitutional
10 Martin v. District of Columbia,
205 U. S. 135, 51 L. ed. 473, 27 Sup.
Ct. 440.
11 Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Austin, 67 Kan. 208, 72 Pac. 850,
citing or quoting Hall, Petitioner,
In re, 38 Kan. 670, 17 Pac. 649;
Central Branch Union Pacific Rd.
Co. v. AtchiBOn, Topeka & Santa Fe
Rd. Co., 28 Kan. 453; State v.
Stewart, 52 Neb. 243, 71 N. W. 998;
Martin v. Tyler, 4 N.Dak. 278, 298,
60 N. W. 392, 25 L. R. A. 838; Skagit
County v. Stiles, 10 Wash. 388, 39
Pac. 116; Cooley's COnst. Lim. (5th
ed.) 213.
See Joyce on Electric
Law (2d ed.), U 836a tt 11eq., as to
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penalty, statutes and discrimination.
See U 234, 235, ~267, herein, u
to pari materia and partial invalidity.
12 Boyer v. Onion, 108 Ill. App.
612; Burlington, C., R. & N. Ry.
Co. v. Dey, 82 Iowa, 312, 12 L. R. A.
436, 48 N. W. 98, 9 Ry. & Corp. L. J.
282, 45 Am. & Eng. R. Cu. 391.
11 UDiteclltates: Grenada County
Supervisors v. Brogden, 112 U. S.
261, 28 L. ed. 704, 5 Sup. Ct. 125;
Singer Mfg. Co. v. McCollock (C. C.),
24 Fed. 667.
Alabama: Noble v. Mitchell, 100
Ala. 519, 14 So. 581.
Alub: Wynn Johnaon, In re, 1
Aluka, 630.
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and the other unconstitutional, the fonner will prevail.u So
if both interpretations are equally reasonable that in favor of
'Validity of the act should be adopted; 111 or if one construction
will lead to an absurdity, the other should be favored; ze and
one bringing the enactment within the legislative power is to
be given, rather than one that presses it beyond constitutional
authority; 27 this last also applies to a section of an act of ConArkanau: Arkansaa, L. & G. Ry.
Co. v. Kennedy (Ark., 1007), 105
8. W. 885.
Oaliforala: French v. Teechemaker, 24 Cal. 518; Goodrich's Est.,
In re (Cal. App., 1007), 93 Pac. 121.
Oonnectlcut: Ferguson ·v. Stanford, 60 Conn. 432, 22 Atl. 782, 37
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas. 321.
Dlinoia: People v. Rose, 203 Ill.
46, 67 N. E. 746; People v. Peacock,
98 Ill. 172; Newland v. Marsh, 19
Ill. 376.
Illdi&Da: Hovey v. State, 119
Ind. 395, 21 N. E. 21; McComas v.
Krug, 81 Ind. 327, 42 Am. Rep. 135.
Iowa: Duncombe v. Prindle, 12
Iowa, 1.
KaDBU: Cherokee, County of, v.
State, 36 Kan. 339, 13 Pac. 558.
Kentucky: Commonwealth v. Barney, 24 Ky. L. Rep. 2352, 74 S. W.
181; Conner v. Commonwealth, 13
Bush (76 Ky.), 714.
Maaaachuaetta:Commonwealthv.
Downes, 24 Pick. (41 M888.) 227.
Michigan: Grand Rapids Booming Co. v. Jarvis, 30 Mich. 308.
Mialialippi: Marshall v. Grimes,
41 Miss. ZT.
Miuourl: Loving, Ex parte, 178
Mo. 194, 77 B. W. 508.
Hew leraey: Colwell v. May's
Landing Water Power Co., 19 N. J.
Eq. 245.
Hew York: Sugden v. Partridge,
174 N.Y. 87, 66 N. E. 655, rev'g 80
N. Y. Supp. 1149, 78 App. Div. ~;

New York & ~ego Mid. R. Co. v.
Van Home, 57 N. Y. 473; People v.
Utica Ins. Co., 15 Johns. (N. Y.)
357, 8 Am. Dec. 243.
Borth Oarolina: McGwigan v.
Wilmington & W. R. Co., 95 N . C.
428.

Ohio: Senior v. Ratterman, 44
Ohio St. 661, 11 N. E . 321.
Oregon: Portland & W. V. R.
Co. v. Portland, 14 Oreg. 188, 12
Pac. 26, 58 Am. Rep. 299.
Iouth Carolina: Columbia &
G. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 24 S. C. 60;
Pelzer v. Campbell, 15 B. C. 581,
40 Am. Rep. 705.
Tenneuee: Cole Mfg. Co. v. Falla,
90 Tenn. 466, 16 B. W. 1045.
Tuaa: Wright v. Adams, 45 Tex.
134.
Utah: State v. Lewis, 26 Utah,
120, 72 Pac. 388.
Wlaconlhl: Chicago & N. W.
Ry. Co. v. State, 128 Wis. 553, 108
N. W. 557.
u Wellmaker v. Terrell (Ga. App.,
1908), 60 S. E. 464; Lears v. EJea..
board Air Line Ry. Co. (Ga. App.,
1908), 60 S. E. 343; Burnette, In re,
73 Kan. 609, 85 Pac. 575; State,
Brown, v. Union, 62 N. J. L. 142,
40 Atl. 632.
• Rosin v. Lidgewood Mfg. Co., 86
N. Y. Supp. 49, 89 App. Div. 245.
H Harless v. United States, 88 Fed.
97,57 U.S. App. 745, 31 C. C. A. 397.
27 Martin v. South Salem Land Co.,
94 Va. 28, 2 Va. Law Reg. 743, 28
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gress, because a presumption never ought to be indulged tha~
that body meant to exercise or usurp any constitutional authority, unless the conclusion is forced on the court by language
altogether unambiguous.• But if it is doubtful that a tax is
authorized, such tax will not be upheld.• In case of two
constitutional provisions and a statute passed in pursuance
therewith, effect should be given to all and such a construction
that all may operate harmoniously. In order to nullify the
statute in such case it must be so repugnant to and in conflict
with the constitution that the two enactments cannot stand
or be reconciled in any reasonable way. If no conflict exists,
the statute must be given full force and effect.10
§ 234. Partial Invalidity.-A statute may be valid in part
and invalid in part, and where some of the provisions are
constitutional and some are unconstitutional, effect may be
given to the former, where they can be separated from the
latter and sufficient is left to enable their intent or purpose to
be accomplished after the invalid provisions are eliminated;
but this rule has no application where the parts of the statute
which are unconstitutional are so connected with its general
scope or purpose that should they be stricken out, effect cannot
be given to the legislative intent, or where the provisions of
the act are dependent upon each other, intended as an entirety
and are indivisible, or where it does not plainly appear that
the constitutional legislation would have been enacted without
the unconstitutional provisions, or that the invalid part induced the passage of the valid part, or where the invalid clause
or provision cannot be rejected without causing the statute
to enact what the legislature never intended.31

s: E. 591, 6 Am. &

Eng. Corp. Cas. reverses Seeley v. Franchot, UM
N. Y. Supp. 1145.
• United States v. Coombs, 12 Pet.
' 1 11Dited
State&: Employem'
(37 U. S.) 72, 9 L. ed. 1004.
Liability Ca.sel! (Howanl v. Illinoill
• Morris v. Cummings, 91 Tex. Cent. Rd. Co.), 207 u. s. 463, 28
618, 45 s. w. 383.
Sup. Ct. 141,52 L. ed. - ; People's
10 Seeley, Matter of, v. Stevens, 190 National Bank v. Marye, 191 U. S.
N. Y. 158, 166, 82 N. E. 1095, case 272, 48 L. ed. 180, 24 Sup. Ct. 68
(N. S.) 312.
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§ 235. Same Subject-Instances.-A charter othetwise
valid is not made void by the insertion therein of an i.n,v~
(taxation; bank stock; deductions; the intent or purpose of the '-llthn~V
state laws); Reagan v. Fanners' still be effectuated if the invalid part
Loan & T. Co., i54 U. S. 362, 38 is eliminated or excised).
Illinois: People v. Olsen, 222 lll,
L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047 (establishing state railroad commission); 117, 78 N. ·E. 23; People, Deneen;
Spraigue v. Thompson, 118 U. S. 00, v. Simons, 176 Ill. 165, 31 Chic. Leg:
30 L. ed. 115, 6 Sup. Ct. 988 (if a N. 75, 3 Chic.' L. J. ·Wkly. 506, 52
clause, in a statute which violates N. E. 910 (if possible to carry out
the constitution, cannot be rejected the general purposes of the act it wilJ
without causing the act to enact stand though part invalid).
.
what the legislature never intended,
Indiana: State v. Gerhardt, 145
the whole statute must fall); Presser Ind. 439, 44 N. E . 469, 33 L. R. A,
v. Illinois, 116 U. S. 252, 29 L. ed. 313; State, Holt, v. Denny, 118 Ind.
615, 6 Sup. Ct. 580; Allen v. Louisi- 449, 21 N. E. 274, 4 L. R. A. 65
ana, 103 U. S. 90, 26 L. ed. 310 (invalid part mutually connected
(if the provisions of a statute which with valid part, and if legislature
are unconstitutional be so connected would not have passed valid part
with its general scope that, should without the invalid all void); Wilkins
they be stricken out, effect cannot be v. State, 113 Ind. 514, 16 N. E. 192.
given to the legislative intent, the
ltansas: Smith v. Haney, 73 Kan.
other provisions must fall with them; 506, 85 Pac. 550 (if invalid part so
a case of municipal subscription for connected that legislature would not
stock of a railroad company); Packet have passed act without it, act is
Co. v. Keokuk, 95 U.S. 80,24 L. ed. void). See Western Union Teleg. Co.
377; Pacific Express Co. v. Seibert v. Austin, 67 Kan. 208, 72 Pac. sSo.
(C. C.), 44 Fed. 310.
Kentucky: Norman v. Boaz, 85
.Alabama: State, Sanche, v. Webb, Ky. 557, 4 S. W. 316.
110 Ala. 214, 20 So. 462, 4 Am. Eng.
Michigan: Mathias v. Cramer, 7;i
Corp. Cas. (N. B.) 574 (special act Mich. 5, 40 N. W. 926.
amending charter of corporation);
Minnesota: St. Paul v. Chicago,
IU.magnano v. Cook, 85 Ala. 226, 3 Milwaukee & St. Paul R. Co., 63
So. 845.
Minn. 330,68 N. W. 458,34 L. R. A.
A.rk&D8&8: St. Louis, I. M. & S. R. 189, modifying 34 L. R. A. 184, 65
Co. v. State, 55 Ark. 200, 17 S. W. N. W. 649, which aff'd 63 N. W. 267;
806 (not void if void part can be Meyer v. Berlandi, 39 Minn. 438, 40
eliminated).
N. W. 513, 1 L. R. A. 777, 39 Alb.
Oalifol'Di&: Christensen, Ex parte, L. J. 9; O'Brien v. Krenz, 36 Minn.
85 Cal. 208, 24 Pac. 747.
136, 30 N. W. 458 (if invalid and
Colorado: Callahan v. Jennings, valid parts so mutually dependent
16 Colo. 471, 27 Pac. 1055; House that it is obvious that the legislatu~
Bill, In re, 15 Colo. 593, 595, 26 Pac. intended them as an entirety, ~th
141.
parts must fall).
District of Columbia: District of
Missouri: State, Crow, v. FireColumbia v. Arms, 8 App. D. C. 393, men's Fund Ins. Co., 152 Mo. 1, 52
24 Wash. L. Rep. 278 (valid where S. W. 595, 45 L. R . A. 363 (remain-
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p1iQvision.32 And omissions as to the amount of capital stock
and.the va.lue of shar~ do not of theiDSelv~ invalidate an act
iDg' pn)viaions valid when separable
lmd sufficient left to be operative);
State v. Bockstruck, 136 Mo. 335,
38 S. W. 317; Grimes v. Eddy, 126
Mo. 168, 28 S. W. 756, 26 L. R. A.
638, 61 Am. c!t Eng, R. Cas. 343;
State, Maggard, v. Pond, 93 Mo. 605,
6 8. W. 469. Compare State v.
Walsh, 136 Mo. 400, 37 S. W. 1112;
35 L. R. A. 231.
Bebraata: State v. Poynter, 59
Neb. 417, 81 N. W. 431 (passage of
remaining provisions induced by invalid part, whole act void); State,
Wheeler, v. Stuht, 52 Neb. 209, 71
N. W. 941 (parts of statute or of
section valid though other parts invalid where latter not the inducement to enactment of the fonner);
Muldoon v. Levi, 25 Neb. 457, 41
N. W. 280.
Bew .Jeraey: State, McCullough,
v. Franklin Township, 59 N. J. L.
106, 34 Atl. 1088.
Bew York: Skaneateles Waterworks Co. v. Village of Skaneateles,
54 N. Y. Supp. 1115, 33 App. Div.
M2, aff'd 161 N. Y. 154, 55 N. E.
562 (not connected with purpose of
act as entirety and remainder separable and capable of being carried out,
is valid); People, Weaver, v. Van
De Carr, 150 N. Y. 439, 44 N. E.
1040, aff'g 39 N. Y. Supp. 581, 44
N. E. 1040 (is valid where the valid
part is not so connected, interwoven
and dependent on the invalid part
that it must fall with it ); Gause v.
Boldt, 99 N. Y. Supp. 442, 49 Misc.
340, 100 N. Y. Supp. 1117.
Korth Dakota: Martin v. Tyler,
4 N.Dak. 278, 25 L. R. A. 838, 60
11

Hanna v. International Petroleum Co., 23 Ohio St. 622.
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N. W. 392 (void where remainder
cannot be enforced).
Ohio: Fayette County v. People's
c!t D. Bk., 47 Ohio St. 003, 24 Ohio
L. J. 408, 10 L. R. A. 196, 25 N. E.
697.
PennaylT&Dia: East Grant Street,
In re, 121 Pa. 596, 22 W. N. C.
333, 46 Phila. L. Int. 168, 16 Atl. 366;
Titusville Iron Works v. Keystone
Oil Co., 122 Pa. 627, 22 W. N.C.
435, 1 L. R. A. 361, 15 At!. 917.
Iouth OaroUna: Utey v. Hiott,
30 S. C. 360, 9 S. E. 338 (invalid
where cannot be presumed that one
part would have been p..-:1 without
the other).
Tennessee: State National Bank
v. City of Memphis, 116 Tenn. Ml,
94 S. W. 606 (deduction of state
bonds from shares of stock of corporations in IU!IIe88ment of latter).
Tau: St. Louis Southwestern
Ry. Co. of Texas v. Gentry (Tex. Civ.
App., 1906), 95 S. W. 74, 75; Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio
Ry. Co. v. Davidson (Tex. Civ. App.,
1906), 93 S. W. 436. Compare 97
N. W. 71.
Utah: Eureka v. Wilaon, 15 Utah,
67, 48 Pac. 150 (does not invalidate
whole where different parte separable and valid part complete in itself).
Washington: Pullman State Bank
v. Manring, 18 Wash. 250, 51 Pac.
4M (exception of bank stock from
credits); Skaget County v. Stiles, 10
Wash. 388, 39 Pac. 116 (remainder unenforceable if existed independently).
Wyoming: State, Cheyenne, v.
Swan, 7 Wyo. 166, 51 Pac. 209, 40
L. R. A. 195 (if invalid part IJUIItains
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of incorporation.13 So a statute giving a lien and providing
for its enforcement against railroad companieJ which is unconstitutional in part may be valid as to the reJt. u Nor will a
statute imposing conditions upon foreign corporations doing
business in a State be void as a whole even though it includeJ
invalid provisions, where such invalid parts are separable.•
So where statutffi empower villageJ to supply water for use of
the inhabitants and regulate water ratffi for fire protection
in certain caseJ and provide for taxation to meet deficiencieJ
from water receipts, such provisions as are not essential may
be eliminated." And although an attempt of a city to make
exclusive a franchise for waterworks may be invalid, still the
valid part of the grant may be enforced.37 So where the manif~ly clear intention of the legislature is to effect a change in
a system of waterworks and the maintenance thereof, and by
eliminating the unconstitutional provisions of a statute the
old system must still be relied on, the whole enactment will
be void.38 Where a code provided that a city could not grant
a material relation to valid part
which depends thereon, whole act
invalid).
"An act will not neooesarily be
condemned as a whole becaUBe .some
eeparable part is vulnerable to constitutional objections.
* • •
But, there is authority for the propoaition, that even though the provisions of an 'act are separable, and
not dependent one upon the other,
the rule that the unconstitutional
provision may be discarded and the
valid provision allowed to stand ap-

plies only where it is plain that the
lawmaking body would have enacted
the legislation with the provision
eliminated. It was so said in the
recent case of Howard v. Illinois
Central Rd. Co (Employers' Liability Caees), 207 U. S. 463, 28 Sup.
Ct. 141, 52 L. ed. -. Without
stopping for a discuaaion of the
proposition as announcing a rule of
construction we may accept it as
correct in principles." Eckerson v.
City of Des Moines (Iowa, 1908), 116
N. W. 177, 188, per Dishop, J.

u Kirksey v. Florida & G. Plank
Road Co., 7 Fla. 23, 68 Am. Dec.
426.
"New England Engineering Co.
v. Oakwood St. Rd. Co. (C. C.), 75
Fed. 162.
u Diamond Glue Co. v. United
States Glue Co., 187 U. 8. 611, 47 L.
ed. 328, 23 Sup. Ct. 206.

"Skaneateles Water Co. v. Village
of Skaneateles, 54 N.Y. Supp. 1115,
33 App. Div. 642, afl''d 161 N.Y. 154,
55N. E. 562.
17 City of Gadsden v. Mitchell, 145
Ala. 137, 40 So. 557.
u Blades v. Board of Water Commissioners of the City of Detroit, 122
Mich. 366, 81 N. W. 271.
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a right to operate a system of waterworks for a period longer
than a certain number of years, and an ordinance in question
granted such right for a longer term and an equal right thereafter with all others supplying such city with water, it was
held that the grant, in so far as it was within the term allowed
under the statute, was valid, but that it was void for the period
in excess thereof, and also that an act of the General Assembly
legalizing the void portion of such ordinance was invalid.•
Again, where a statute, which directs a board of railroad commissioners not to include the embankments, tunnels, cuts,
ties, trestles or bridges of railroads in the schedule of property of railroad companies, prepared by them for the purpose
of assessment of taxes, is in conflict with the constitution relating to the assessment and taxation of property within a State,
it does not render the remainder of the statute invalid where it
is separable therefrom. 40 But while the act of Congress of 1906,
known as the Employers' Liability Act, embraces subjects
within the authority of Congress to regulate commerce, it also
includes subjects not within its constitutional power, and the
two are so interblended in the statute that they are incapable
of separation, and the statute is therefore repugnant to the
Constitution of the United States and non-enforcible;n So unreasonable features of an ordinance and the other portions
thereof may be so interdependent that the whole will be void.
This rule bas been applied to an ordinance granting a franchise
and making a contract with a heat, light and powei company.42
§ 236. Intent-Effect to Be Given to Every Part.-The
purpose of construction or interpretation is to ascertain and
give effect to the intent. 43 The whole and every part of the
• Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. City
of Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91
N. W. 1031.
40 Huntington
v. Worthen, 120
U.S. 97, 7 Sup. Ct. 469,30 L. ed. 588.
• 1 Employers' Liability Ca.ses (Howard v. Illinois Central Rd. Co.), 207
U. S. 463, 464, 28 Sup. Ct. 141, 52 L.

ed. -.
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42 Le Feher v. West Allis, 119 Wis.
608, 97 N. W. 203, 100 Am. St. Rep.
917. See §§ 231 , 232, herein, as ro
presumption and exception.
41 Oolorado: Murray v. Hobson,
10 Colo. 66, 13 Pac. 921.
Dlinoia: Andel v. People, 106 m.
App. 558.
Indiana: Hunt v. Lake Shore & Jl.
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statute, each section, provision, clause and word should be
examined, if necessary, to determine what was intended, and
all should be made to harmonize and be given effect, if possible;
the intention is to be ascertained from the language used, and
the words should be applied to effectuate such intent." So
B. R'. Co., 112 Ind. 69, 13 N. E.
176.
Montana: Power v. Choteau
Q)unty, 7 Mont. 82, 14 Pac. 658.
lfebrub: State v. Drexel (Neb.,
1906), 106 N. W. 791; Little v. State,
60 Neb. 749, 84 N. W. 248, 51 L. R. A.
717.
lfew York: Manhattan Co. v.
Laimbeer, 108 N. Y. 578, 15 N. E.
712, 21 Abb. N.C. 27, 13 N.Y. St. R.
869, 28 W. D •. 352, case reverses 53
Bupr. 22.
See alao cases cited throughout
this section.
u Ullited ltatea: United States v.
Goldenberg, 168 U. B. 95, 18 Sup. Ct.
3, 42 L. ed. 394; McKee v. United
States, 164 U. 8. 287, 41 L. ed. 437,
17 Sup. Ct. 92; Atkins v. Disintegrating Co., 18 Wall. (85 U.S.) 272, 21 L.
ed. 841; Woods v. Lawrence County,
1 Black (66 U.S.), 386, 409, 17 L. ed.
122; United States v. Fisher, 2
Cnulch (6 U. S.), 358, 2 L. ed. 304;
Jasper v. United States, 38 Ct. Cl.
202; Lowe v. United States, 38 Ct.
Cl. 170, case aff'd 194 U. 8. 193, 48
L. ed. 931, 24 Sup. Ct. 617 .
.llabama: Hawkins v. Louisville
4: N. R. Co., 145 Ala. 385, 40 So.
293.
Aluka: Chambers v. Solner, 1
Alaska, 271.
.Arkanau: Wheat v. Smith, 50
Ark. 266, 7 8.
161.
Oolorado: Denver v. Campbell, 33
Colo. 162, 80 Pac. 142.
Diltrict of Oolumbla: Duehay v.
District of Columbia, 25 App. D. C.
434• .

w.

!'lorida: Goode v. State (Fla.,
1905), 39 So. 461.
Illinois: Chudnovski v. Eckels,
232 Ill. 312, 83 N. E. 846; Illinois
Cent. R. Co. v. Chicago, B. 4: N. R.
Co., 122 Ill. 473, 13 N. E. 140; Andel
v. People, 106 Ill. App. 558; Gilbert
v. Morgan, 98111. App. 281.
Indiana: Johnson v. Schl088er, 146
Ind. 509, 45 N. E. 202,36 L. R. A. 59.
Eanau: Noecker v. Noecker, 66
Kan. 347, 71 Pac. 815; Wenger v.
Taylor, 39 Kan. 754, 18 Pac. 911.
ltentucky: Commonwealth v.
Trent, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 1180, 77 B.
w. 390.
Louiaiana: See State v. Fontenot,
112 La. 628, 36 So. 630.
Mauachuaetta: Brown v. Tur1.er,
174 Mass. 150, 54 N. E. 510.
Missouri: State, School Dist. of
Sedalia, v. Harter, 188 Mo. 516, 87
s. w. 941.
lfebruka: State v. Fink (Neb.,
1905), 104 N. W. 1059; Mcintosh v.
Johnson, 51 Neb. 33, 70 N. W. 522.
lf ew York: School Board oj Brooklyn v. Board of Education of N. Y.,
157 N. Y. 566, 00 N. E. 583, aff'g 54
N. Y. Bupp. 185, 34 App. Div. 49,
which affirms 00 N. Y. Bupp. 1000,
25 Misc. 40; Wehrenberg v. New
York, New Haven 4: Hartford Rd.
Co., 108 N. Y. 8upp. 704; People,
Terry, v. Keller, 54 N.Y. 8upp. 1011,
35 App. Div. 493, case aff'd 158 N.
Y. 187, 52 N. E. 1107.
Korth Oarolina: Fortune v. Buncombe County Commrs., 140 N. C.
322, 52 S. E. 950; Propst v. Southern
Ry. Co., 139 N. C. 397, 51 S. E. 920.
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words in different parts of a. statute must be referred to their
proper connections, giving each in its place its proper force.•
In seeking the intent of the legislature, in case of ambiguity
in the language used, regard must be had to the subject-matter
of the statute, to what the legisla.ture may be presumed to
have known and anticipated; the difficulties, mischief or evil
to be remedied, or the cause inducing the enactment and the
general purpose and design indicated by the act."
§ 237. Plain and :Manifest Intention.-What is clearly and
pla.inly expressed evidences the legisla.tive intent,c and language which is clear and unambiguous must be construed as
written; 411 nor is the manifest and pla.in intention to be defeated
Vlr,mla: Smith v. Bryan, 100 Va.
199, 4 Va. Sup. Ct. R. 121, 40 S. E.
652.
West Virginia: Building dt Loan
Assoc. v. Sohn, 54 W. Va. 101, 46
S. E. 222; Jackson v. Kittle, 34 W.
Va. 207, 12 S. E. 484.
46 Building dt Loan Assoc. v. Sohn,
54 W.Va. 101, 46 S. E. 222.
HlJDited ltates: McKee v. United
States, 164 U. S. 287, 41 L. ed. 437,
17 Sup. Ct. 92.
Louisiana: Richard v. Lazard, 108
La. 540, 32 So. 559.
Maine: Gray v. Cumberland
County Commrs., 83 Me. 429, 22 Atl.
376.
Maryland: Maryland Agricultural
College v. Atkinson, 102 Md. 557, 62
Atl. 1035.
West Virgt.Dia: Webb v. Ritter,
60 W. Va. 193, 206, 54 S. E . 484.
"It is a rule of interpretation,
of universal application, that a law is
to be so construed as to carry out the
intention of the maker, and that to
ascertain that intention, not merely
is the language of the law to be looked
to, but also the subject-matter to
which it relates, the evil provided
against, and the attending circum-
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stances and understanding, at the
time the law was framed." Bank of
Toledo v. City of Toledo (Toledo
Bank v. Bond), 1 Ohio St. 622, 637,
per Bartley, C. J.
When there is an ambiguity in
the language of a statute it may be
necessary to inquire into the objecta
of the legislature in it. enactment;
or if it be a private act, the PUIJ!OIIe
of the beneficiaries in asking for it;
but when the language is clear, and
needs no interpretation, and leads to
no absurd conclusion, thi8 will not be
done. Ruggles v. IUinois, 108 U.S.
526, 2 Sup. Ct. 832, 27 L. ed. 812.
Where the words of a statute are
obscure or doubtful, the intention of
the Jegislature is to be reeorted to in
order to disoover their mean.in«.
People v. Utica Ins. Co., 15 Joboa.
(N.Y.) 357,8 Am. Dec. 243.
41 Lake County v. Rollins, 130 U.
S. 662, 32 L. ed. 106, 9 Sup. Ct. 651,
2 Denver Leg. N. 193, cue r e 34 Fed. 845; Barnard v. Gall, 43 1.&.
Ann. 959, 10 So. 5; Maryland Agricultural College v. Atkinson, 102 lid.
557, 62 Atl. 1035.
46 Walker v. Vicksburg, 8. 4: P.
Ry. Co., 110 La. 718, 34 So. 749.
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by construction; • and, generally, there is no room for construction or interpretation where the language is clear and
unambiguous, its application plain, and its meaning certain.10,
'

§ 238. Natural and Reasonable Effect and ConstructionOrdinary or Popular :Meaning-Absurdity or Injustice.-In
whatever language a statute may be framed, its purpose and
its constitutional validity must be determined by its natural
and reasonable effect; 51 and a fair, reasonable and natural
construction is to be given if possible, unless it is evident that
the language was used in a peculiar or restricted sense.52 So
the general terms of a statute are to be reasonably construed,
leaving the provisions of the enactment practically operative.113
And an ordinance which requires that the line of a railroad
company shall be lighted, if sufficiently definite to inform the
company of such requirement and the manner and time of
carrying out its provisions, even though it does not specify
a particular time, must be reasonably construed.M Words
and phrases are presumed to be used in their natural and ordinary sense; the common, popular or received import of words
furnishes the general rule of interpretation,115 unless it is ap• State, Barton County, v. Kansas
City, Ft. S. & G. R. Co. (C. C.), 32
Fed. 722.
10 United States v. Colo. &: N. W.
R. Co., 157 Fed. 321, 324; Johnaon
v. Southern Pac. R. Co., 117 Fed.
462, 54 C. C. A. 508; Swarts v. Siegel,
117 Fed. 13, 54 G. C. A. 399; Chudnovski v. Eckels, 232 Ill. 312, 83 N.
E. 846; McGowan v. Metropolitan
IIIII. Co., 60 N.J. L. 198, 38 At!. 671;
Choctaw, 0. & G. R. Co. v. Alexander, 7 Okla. 591, 54 Pac. 42, afJ'g 7
Okla. 579, 52 Pac. 944.
•• Collins v. New Hampshire, 171
U.S. 30, 43 L. ed. 60, 18 Sup. Ct. 768;
Hendereon v. New York, 92 U.S. 259,
23 L. ed. 543.
11 Opinion of Justices, In re (N. H.,
1907), 68 Atl. 873; Wehrenberg v.

New York, New Haven &: Hartford
R. Co., 108 N.Y. Supp. 704.
Reasonable and not technical
meaning should be given. Jasper v.
United States, 38 Ct. Cl. 202.
Reasonable construction to be
given statutes prescribing tax sales.
Kane v. Garfield, 60 Vt. 79, 13 Atl.
800.
11 Electro Magnetic M. &: D. Co.
v. Van Auken, 9 Colo. 204.
u St. Mary, Village of, v. Lake
Erie &: W. R. Co., 60 Ohio St. 136,
53N. E. 795.
11 17Dited ltatea: Maillard v. Lawrence, 16 How. (57 U. S.) 251, 14 L.
ed. 925; United States v. Colo. & N.
W. R. Co., 157 Fed. 321.
Alabama: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. State Board of Assessment,
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parent from the context or otherwise that a. peculiar or different meaning was intended.58 But a. well-known commercial meaning will prevail over the ordinary meaning unless a
clearly contrary intention is ma.nifested.57 If a. legislative
body in this country uses a. term, without defining it, which
is well known in the English law, it must be understood in
the sense of that la.w.58 In case of a. statute or certificate of
incorporation, words which define the powers of the corporation and are unambiguous and free from doubt as having a
common and well-understood signification will be so construed.•
So in a. case relating to municipal bonds and aid to railroad
corporations, that construction of a. statute should be adopted
which, without doing violence to the fair meaning of the words
used, will bring it in harmony with the constitution.80 An
interpretation or construction should, however, be adopted
which will avoid, if possible, an absurd or palpably unjust
conclusion or consequences.61
80 Ala. 273, 1 Am. Elec. Cas. 844,
perClopton,J.; Wetumpkav. Winter,
29 Ala. 651.
California: People, Atty. Genl., v.
Reis, 76 Cal. 269. Compare Oakland v. Oakland Water-Front Co.,
118 Cal. 160, 50 Pac. 277.
l'lorida: See Southern Bell Teleph.
& Teleg. Co. v. D'Alemberte, 39 Fla.
25, 21 So. 570.
Dlinois: Chudnovski v. Eckels,
232 Ill. 312, 83 N. E. 846.
Xansaa: Burlington, K. & S. W.
R. Co. v. Johnson, 38 Kan. 142, 16
Pac. 125.
Louisiana: State v. Berard, 40 La.
Ann. 172,3 So. 463.
Maryland: PerkillBOn v. State, 14
Md. 184,74 Am. Dec. 522.
Minnesota: See Northwestern
Teleph. Exch. Co. v. Minneapolis,
81 Minn. 140, 83 N. W. 527, 86 N. W.
69, 53 L. R. A. 175, 17 Am. Elec. Cas.
179, 183, per Lovely, J.
lliaaouri: McFarland v. Missouri,
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K. & T. Ry. Co., 94 Mo. App. 336,
68 S. W. 105.
Texu: Murray v. State, 21 Tex.
App. 620.
Virginia: Postal Teleg. Cable Co.
v. Norfolk & Western R . Co., 88 Va.
920, 14 S. E. 803, 4 Am. Elec. Cas.
225, 230, per Lacy, J.
11 People, Atty. Genl., v. Reis, 76
Cal. 269; Burlington, K. & S. W.
R. Co. v. Johnson, 38 Kan. 142, 16
Pac. 125; State v. Berard, 40 La. Ann.
172,3 So. 463.
17 Cadwalader v. Zeh, 151 U. S.
171, 38 L. ed. 115, 14 Sup. Ct. 288.
18 McCool v. Smith, 1 Black (66
U.S.), 459, 17 L. ed. 218.
"Riker v. Lee, 133 N. Y. 519, 44
N. Y. St. R . 63, 30 N. E. 598, alf'g
15 N.Y. Supp. 966.
10 Grenada County Supervisors v.
Brogden, 112 U.S. 261, 28 L. ed. 704,
5 Sup. Ct. 125.
11 VDited ltatea: Chapman, In re,
166 U.S. 661, 17 Sup. Ct. 617, 41 L
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§ 239. Literal Meaning-Intention and Letter of Statute.-A statute is to be interpreted not only by its exact
words, but also by its apparent general purpose.62 While the
primary and general rule of statutory construction is that the
intent of the lawmaker is to be found in the language that he
has used,63 and although the cases are few and exceptional in
which the letter of the statute is not deemed controlling, and
only arise when there are cogent reasons for believing that the
letter does not fully justify and accurately disclose the intent,64
still the court will restrain the meaning of an enactment within
narrower limits than its words import if satisfied that the
literal meaning of its language would extend to cases which
the legislature never designed to embrace in it; 65 and where
it is perfectly evident by the whole tenor of a statute and other
acts in pari materia that the legislature could not have intended
the consequences of a literal construction of the language, such
literal construction will not be followed." Again, every
technical rule as to the construction or force of particular terms
must yield to the clear expression of the paramount will of
ed. 1154; Oatee v. National Bank,
100 U. S. 239,25 L. ed. 580.
Oolorado: Murray v. Hobeon, 10
Colo. 66, 13 Pac. 921.
IlliDols: Chudnovski v. Eckels,
232 Ill. 312, 83 N. E. 846; People,
Keeney, v. Chicago, 152 Ill. 546, 38
N. E. 744; Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Ry. Co. v. Binkert, 106 IU. 298,
306, per Shelden, J.; Union County
Board v. Short, 77 Ill. App. 448.
Indi&Da: Haggerty v. Wagner,
148 Ind. 625, 48 N. E. 366, 39 L. R .
A. 384; Indianapolis v. Huegele, 115
Ind. 581, 18 N. E. 172; Hunt v. Lake
Shore & M. 8. R. Co., 112 Ind. 69, 13
N. E. 176.
Kentucky: Sams v. Sams, 85 Ky.
396, 3 S. W. 593; Bailey v. Commonwealth, 11 Bush (74 Ky.), 688.
•ebrub: Logan, County of, v.
Carnahan (Neb., 1903), 95 N. W. 812.

West Vlr,mta: Old Dominion
Bldg. & Loa.n Assoc. v. Sohn, 54 W.
Va. 101, 46 S. E. 222.
11 United Statee v. Saundel"B, 22
Wall. (89 U. S.) 492, 22 L. ed. 736.
•• United States v. Goldenberg,
168 U.S. 95, 18 Sup. Ct. 3, 42 L. ed.
394; Wilkinson v. Leland, 2 Pet. (27
U. S.) 627, 7 L. ed. 542. See 1236,
herein.
14 United States v. Goldenberg,
168 U. S. 95, 18 Sup. Ct. 3, 42 L. ed.
394.
11 McKee v. United States, 164 U.
S. 287, 17 Sup. Ct. 92, 41 L. ed. 437;
Brewer v. Blougher, 14 Pet. (39 U.
S.) 178, 10 L. ed. 408.
"Pool v. Simmons, 134 Cal. 621,
66 Pac. 872 (a case of construction
of certain statutes as to ferry franchise and sale to highest bidder;
river between two oountiea).
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the legislature; 17 and such legislative intent, when clearly
expressed, should not be defeated by a too rigid adherence
to the mere letter of the statute,68 for the intention of the
lawmaking power will prevail even against the letter of the
statute; a thing may be within the letter of the statu~ and
not within its meaning, and within its meaning though not
within its letter.• So the letter of the statute is not to be
.., WilkinBon v. Leland, 2 Pet. (Z7
U. B.) 627,7 L. ed. 542.
• Oates v. National Bank, 100 U.
S. 239, 25 L. ed. 580.
•umted ltatea: Hawaii v. Ma.nkichi, 190 U. B. 197, 47 L. ed. 1016,
23 Sup. Ct. 787.
Alabama: Napier v. Foster,- 80
Ala. 379.
.Arkaoau: Wilson v. Briacoe, 6
Eng. (11 Ark.) 44.
Georgia: Erwin v. Moore, 15 Ga.
361.

Icl&ho: Chandler v. Lee, 1 Idaho,
349.
IWnoil: Chudnovski v. Eckels, 232
Ill. 312, 83 N. E. 846 (different intent
prevails over ordinary meaning);
Springfield v. Greene, 120 Ill. 269,
11 N. E. 261 (intent in which word
used controls its strict primary signification); '}Vabash, St. Louis & Pacific Ry. Co. v. Binkert, 106 Ill. 298.
lteutucky: Bailey v. Commonwealth, 11 Bush (74 Ky.), 688.
Louiaiana: Ardry v. Ardry, 16 La.
264.
lla.ble: Gray v. Cumberland
County Commrs., 83 Me. 429, 22 Atl.
376 (intent not to be defeated by adhering strictly to letter).
Maryland: Hooper v. Creager, 84
Md. 358, 36 Atl. 359, 35 L. R . A. 210,
B. c., 84 Md. 195, 35 Atl. 967, 1103,
35 L. R. A. 202 (intention should
govern though contrary to letter).
lllauachuaetta: Staniels v. Raymond, 4 Cush. (58 M&BB.) 314, 316.
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lllilalaalppi: Ingraham v. Speed,
30 Miss. 410.
llilaouri: Kane v. Kansu City,
Ft. Smith & Memphis Ry. Co., 112
Mo. 34.
Bebruka: State v. Drexel (Neb.,
1906), 106 N. W. 791 (intent oontrola
literal senae or words).
Bew .Jersey: Associates of The
Jersey Co. v. Davison, 29 N. J . L .
415, 424.
Bew York: Salisbury, In re, 44 N.
Y. Supp. 291, 19 Misc. 340.
A constitution is as eJfectuaU:y
violated by an act contravening ita
spirit and intent as by an act contravening its letter. State, Saundei"B,
v. Kohnke, 109 La. 838, 33 So. 793.
But while the spirit is to be respected
no less than the letter, the spirit is to
be collected chiefly from the words
used. Jacobson v. Ma.achuaetta,
197 U. B. 11, 49 L. ed. 643, 25 Sup.
Ct. 358.
Language of statute controla intent. Richmond v. Henries County,
83 Va. 204, 2 S. E. 26.
Intent prevails over letter where
latter would defeat former. Vermont
Loan & Trust Co. v. Whithed, 2 N.
D. 82, 49 N. W. 318.
Matters within words may be not
within intent and so be without purview of statute. Condon v. Mutual
Reserve Fund, 89 Md. 99, 31 Chic.
Leg. N. 273, 42 Atl. 944, 44 L. R. A.
149.
A thing within the intention is u
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followed when it materially conflicts with or tends to defeat
its general purpose and innovate upon the manifest policy
of the la.w; 70 nor where it is clearly apparent that the a.ppb
tion of the letter is so ·unreasonable that the result follo,.·iog
could not have been intended; 71 and the intent prevails ovet
the literal meaning of words and the strict letter of la.w where
the ordinary signification would, if given by interpretation, le.d
to absurd consequences.72
§ 240. General and Specific Words or Clauaea-GeMral
Legislation.-It is a well-settled principle of construction that
specific terms covering a given subject-matter will prevail over
general language of the same or another statute which might
otherwise prove controlling.?* And where the language of an
enacting cla.use is general and followed by a provision by whiob
.it is restricted, such restriction will be strictly construed and
limited in its application to objects reasonably within ita
terms.74 When general words follow particular words the
things mentioned generally must be confined to the matters
incorporated in the particular words: that is, all things that
may be contained in the general words must be ejmdem genmuch within the statute as if it were
within the letter; and a thing within
the letter is not within the statute if
contrary to the intention of it.
People v. Utica Ins. Co., 15 Johns.
(N.Y.) 357, 8 Am. Dec. 243.
Evident verbal inaccuracy raiaea
no difficulty of interpretation. Each
eection means what the whole act
taken together shows the legislature
understood it meant. Sargent v.
Union School District, 63 N. H. 528.
70 Webb v. Ritter, 60 W. Va. 193,
207, 54 8. E. 484.
71 Napier v. Foster, 80 Ala. 379.
71 Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Ry.
Co. v. Binkert, 106 Ill. 298, 306, per
Sbeklen, J.; Indianapolis v. Huegele,
115 Ind. 581, 18 N. E. 172; Sams v.
&ms, 85 Ky. 396, 3 S. W. 593; Old
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Dominion Building & Loan Aaoo.
v. Sohn, 64 W.Va. 101, 46 S. E. 222.
See § 238, herein.
71 Kepner v. United States, 196
U. 8. 100, 24 Sup. Ct. 797, 49 L. ed.
114; State v. Taylor, 7 S.Dak. 633,
64 N. W. 548. See Cantrell v.
Seaverns, 168 Ill. 165, 30 Chic. Leg.
N. 89, 48 N. E. 186, aff'g 641ll. App.
273; Commonwealth v. Connecticut
Valley St. Rd. Co. (Mass., 1907), 83
N. E. 19.
Particular intention is exception
and prevails over general intention
when inconsistent. Jackaon v. Kittle
34 W.Va. 207, 12 S. E. 484.
"Southern Bell Teleph. & Te&.w.
Co. v. D'Alembette, 39 Fla. ~ il
So. 570.
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eris-of the same kind or class of those particularly mentioned.
In addition to this general rule there is also a. further restriction upon genera.l words which follow particulars by which
general words will not be held to include anything which is
of a class superior to the class mentioned in the particular
words. This rule or principle of construction is well established.
The doctrine of ejusdem generis is, however, only a rule of construction, and, like all rules, is resorted to only as an aid to
the courts in ascertaining the true intent of the lawgiver, and
cannot override the fundamental principle that. all words
contained in a. statute must, if possible, be given their ordinary meaning, and that the intention must be ~thered from
the language employed in the light of the context and of the
subject-matter to which it is applied, and when such intention
is clear it must prevail, notwithstanding the operation of
other rules which would lead to a different conclusion or one
adverse to the intention, but the ordinary meaning of words
should, however, be so restricted or expanded so as not to lead
to an absurdity or jnfiict a. great injustice.75 Again, in cases
of doubt, the general state legislation relating to the subjectmatter is to control in preference to a particular expression,
term or word used in a statute.78 Where street railroad companies are obligated by statute to furnish pupils of "public
schools" transportation at reduced rates, and the enactment is
amended by the insertion of the words "or private" after the
word "public," the word "private" is held to be limited to
such institutions as were ejusdem generis with the public schools
previously specified, and that a private business college did
not come within the provision.77 If water is supplied to a
city under contract, a special statutory provision authorizing
the levy of a. tax to pay therefor, will be given precedence over
a general provision for levying any other tax or special assess11 Nephi Plaster & Mfg. Co. v. App. 403, 11 Am. & Eng. R. Cu.
Juab County (Utah, 1907), 93 Pac. (N. S.) 771.
53, 56, per Frick, J.
'1'1 Commonwealth v. Conneetim
11 Massachusetts Loan & T. Co. Valley St. Ry. Co. (Maa., 1907), 82
v. Hamilton, 88 Fed. 588, 59 U. S. N. E.l9.
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ment.71 And a general clause inserted after a specific precise
clause of authority to use city streets, confers no additional
authority.78
§ 241. Construction of Special Words and Clauses in

Grants of Franchises or Privileges to Street Railway, Railroad and Electri~ Light, etc., Companies.-The words "other
street railways" in a statute concerning franchises and the
designation of routes for "any elevated, underground or other
street railway on, over or under any street" extends to surface
street railways.80 The word "track" does not operate to
limit the right to lay one track only where the words "track
or tracks" are used in other parts of the same ordinance.111
'The term "plant" in a charter of an electric light, heat and
power ~ompany includes poles and wires.11z "Railroad," in its
ordinary acceptation and enlarged sense, includes all structures
which are necessary and essential to its operation.113 "Other
appliances," in an ordinance authorizing·the construction of a
street railroad, will cover any existing or improved devices or
appliances of a like kind with those mentioned and necessary
or proper for the purpose of running, moving or turning cars,
but will not include a mere transfer-house erected on the street
surface for shelter and to facilitate transfers.84 In the construction for land grant acts in aid to railroads, "granted lands"
are those falling within the limits specially designated, the
title to which attaches M of the date of the act of Congress,
when the lands are located by an approved or accepted survey
of the line of the road filed in the Land Department: but "indemnity lands" are lands selected in lieu of parcels lost by
previous disposition or reservation for other purposes, the
"State, City WaterCo., v. Kearney,
49 Neb. 325, 68 N. W. 533, aft''g 49
Neb. 337, 70 N. W. 255.
"Chicago, D. & V. R. Co. v. Chicago, 121 Ill. 176, 11 N. E. 907.
10 Ruckert v. Grand Ave. Ry. Co.,
163 Mo. 260, 63 B. W. 814.
11 Workman v. Southern Pac. R.
Co., 129 Cal. 536. 62 Pac. 185.

n Brown v. Gerald, 100 Me. 351,
70 L. R. A. 472, 61 At!. 785.
11 United States v. Denver & Rio
Grand R. Co., 150 U. 8. 1, 37 L. ed.
975, 14 Sup. Ct. 11.
"Hamilton & L. E. T. Co. v. Hamilton, 1 Ohio N. P. 366.
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title to which accrues only from the time of their selection.•
Where a statute provides that a railroad compa.ny sball "for
its government be entitled to a.ll the powers and privileges,
and be subject to a.ll the restrictions and liabilities imposed"
upon another railroad compa.ny, the words 11 for its government" are held to imply for its regulation lfelld controL• If
a statute authorizes the construction of a telegraph line &long
"any railroad " in such a ma.nner as not to incommode the
public use thereof, such railroad right of way may be acquired
by the telegraph company by condemnation.87 But the right
to condemn a railroad right of way is not conferred by a statute authorizing the construction and maintenance of telegraph
lines "along and pa.rallel" to railroads, and which provides
for contracts for said right of way and· for the mode of compensation in case of disagreement.18 "Public use," in an eminent domain statute, includes the use of land for the purpose
of a telegraph line.• Electric railways may be permitted to
maintain their lines in highways under a statute authorizing
a like permission to be granted by cities to "horse and steam
railroads." 110 A franchise subject to the paramount control
of the streets by a city, is only granted by a statute authorizing corporations to transact 11 a.ny business in which electricity
over or through wires may be applied to any useful purpose;"
so that the municipality may refuse a permit to lay under• Barney v. Winona. & St. Peter
Rd. Co., 117 U.S. 228,29 L. ed. 858,
6 Sup. Ct. 654, explaining Winona. &
St. Peter Rd. Co. v. Barney, 113
U. B. 618, 5 Sup. Ct. 606, 28 L. ed.
1109.
11 Tennessee v. Whitworth, 117 U.
S. 139, 6 Sup. Ct. 649, 29 L. ed.
833.
., St. Louis & C. R. Co. v. POiltal
Teleg. Co., 173 Ill. 508, 51 N. E. 382,
distinguishing Postal Teleg. Cable
Co. v. Norfolk & Western R. Co., 88
Va. 920, 14 S. E. 803.
18 Postal Teleg. Cable Co. v. Norfolk & Western R. Co., 88 Va. 920,
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14 N. :& 803, 4 Am. Elec. Cu. 225.
Sees. c. 87 Va. 349.
• New Orlea.ns, Mobile & T. R. Co.
v. Southern & At!. Teleg. Co., 53 Atl
211, 1 Am. Elec. Cu. 190.
As to construction of words "taking" and "taken" under act entitled:
" An act to provide for tbe expropriation of Ianda for railroads and other
works of public utility," eee Amet v.
Texas & Pacific Ry. Co., 117 La. 454,
41 So. 721.
10 Buckner v. Hart, 52 Fed. 835,
afJ'd 54 Fed. 925. See Blair v. City
of Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 26 Sup.
Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801.

OR CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES

§§ 242, 243

ground conduits.111 An ordinance which imposes a charge
upon telephone poles as a "consideration for the privilege"
of using the streets, is not a tax either on property or as a
license.112 In the Chicago street railway cases the principle
was applied that corporate privileges can only be held to be
granted as against public rights, when conferred in plain and
explicit terms, and an ambiguous phrase, "during the life
hereof," in the statute there under consideration, was held
not to operate to extend existing contracts for the term of
ninety-nine years or to limit the right of the city to make
future contracts with the companies covering shorter periods."

§ 242. Construction as to Confiicting Railroad GrantsUndivided :Moiety.-The settled rule of construction is that
where by the same act, or by acts of the same date, grants of
land are made to two separate companies, in so far as the
limits of their grants conflict by crossing or lapping, each
company takes an equal undivided moiety of the lands within
the conflict, and neither acquires all by priority or location or
construction.114

§ 243. :Matters Incorporated by Reference.-Requirements
contained in another statute or document may be incorporated
in a charter by generic or specific reference and, if clearly
identified, the charter hQ.s the same effect as if it itself contained
the restrictive words, and the question of the constitutionality
of the statute referred to is immaterial.1111 A code provision
which is not a part of the public law of the State at the time a
charter or franchise is granted does not enter into and constitute a part of the contract of the State with such corporation.•
II Edison Elect. Illum. Co. of B. v.
Hooper, 85 Md. 110, 36 Atl. 113, 6
Am. Elec. C88. 8.
11 New Orleans v. Great Southern
Teleph. & Teleg. Co., 40 La. Ann.
41, 3 So. 533, 8 Am. St. Rep. 502, 2
Am. Elec. C88. 122.
11 Blair v. Chicago (1905), 'JIJ1 U.
B. 400, 50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427.

u Southern Pac. R. Co. v. United
States, 183 U. B. 519, 46 L. ed. 307,
22 Sup. Ct. 154.
11 Intenrt.ate Consolidated Street
Ry. Co. v. Commonwealth of M!IMachusetts, 'JIJ7 U. S. 79, aff'g 187
Mass. 436.
11 Central Rd. & Banking Co. v.
State of Georgia, 54 Ga. 401.
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But a city ordinance becomes a part of a charter of a corporation where it is subject to such ordinance under the statute of incorporation.117 And a reference to a plat will operate
to embody it in a grant of a right to a railroa.d to construct
its line in a certain street according to such plat.• So an
ordinance will be construed in accordance with a plat filed,
where such plat is referred to a.s the basis of construction of
a switch from a street railway track to a warehouse under a
grant of a franchise thereof."" If the time for the construction of a certain railroa.d is extended, a reference in the statute
to its act of incorporation as of a certain date or year, though
stated incorrectly, will refer to its original charter where there
is but one act in that year which relates to such corporation.1
§ 244. Title of Statute.-The title is no part of a statute,z
and it C&Ilnot be used to control, extend or restrain the positive
provisions or plain and express words in the body of the act
or the obvious meaning of the statute itself, for where the
intent is plain nothing is left to construction. In ca.ses, however, of doubt and ambiguity resort may be ha.d to the title
as an aid to construction.3
t1 Philadelphia v. Ridge Ave. Pass.
R. Co., 143 Pa. 444, 48 Phila. Leg.
Int. 414, 28 W. N. C. 388, 22 Atl.
695.
.. Murray Hill Land Co. v. Mil-'
waukee Light, Heat & Traction Co.,
110 Wis. 555, 86 N. W. 199.
• Dulaney v. United Rys. & Electric Co., 104 Md. 423, 65 At!. 45.
1 Lowell v.
Washington County
Rd. Co., 90 Me. 80, 37 At!. 869, 9 Am.
& Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.) 115.
1 Patterson v. Bark Eudora, 190
U. S. 169, 47 L. ed. 1002, 23 Sup. Ct.
821.
3 United States: Cornell v. Coyne,
192 U. S. 418, 24 Sup. Ct. 383,
48 L. ed. 504; Patterson v. Bark
Eudora, 190 U.S. 169, 47 L. ed. 1002,
23 Sup. Ct. 821 ; Hadden v. Collector,
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5 Wall. (72 U.S.) 107, I8 L. ed. 518;
Postmaster General v. Early, 12
Wheat. (25 U. S.) 136, 6 L. ed. 577;
United States v. Union Pacific R.
Co., 37 Fed. 551, 2 Denver Leg. N.
83.
Illinoia: South Park Co~
sioners v. First Nat. Bank, 177 Ill.
234, 52 N. E. 365, 31 Chic. Leg. N.
166.
Indiana: Rushville v. RushV11le
National Gas Co., 132 Ind. 575, 15
L. R. A. 321, 28 N. E. 853.
Michigan: Stevens v. Lake Geoi'R'!
& M. R. Co., 82 Mich. 426, 46 N. W.
730.
Missouri: State, Judah, v. Fost
(Mo., 1908), 109 S. W. 737 (title ia
valuable aid in determining 1100pe,
etc., of statute).
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§ 245. Same Subject Continued-Constitutional Requirements.-The object of a constitutional provision that no
law shall embrace more than one subject, which shall be ex!lew lersey: See O'Hara v.
National Biscuit Co., 69 N. J. L.
198, 54 Atl. 241.
Jlew York: Rosin v. Lidgerwood Mfg. Co., 86 N. Y. Supp. 49,
89 App. Div. 245.
Oklahoma: Choctaw, 0. & G. R.
Co. v. Alexander, 7 Okla. 579, 52
Pac. 944, atr'd 7 Okla. 591, 54 Pac.
421.
PeDDIIylv&Dia: Commonwealth,
Cambria County, v. Lloyd, 178 Pa.
308, 35 Atl. 816.
Iouth Oarolina: Garrick v.
Florida, C. & P. R. Co., 53 8. C. 448,
31 8. E. 334, 13 Am. & Eng. R. Cas.
(N. 8.) 541.
" While express provisions in the
body of an act cannot be controlled
or restrained by the title or preamble, the latter may be referred to
when ascertaining the meaning of a
statute which is susceptible of different constructions. In United States
v. Fisher, 2 Cranch (6 U. 8.), 358,
386, 2 L. ed. 304, Chief Justice
Marshall said: 'neither party contends that the title of an act can
control plain words in the body of
the statute; and neither denies that,
taken with other parts, it may assist
in removing ambiguities. Where the
intent is plain, nothing is left to construction. When the mind labors to
discover the design of the legislature it
seizes everything from which aid can
be derived; and in such case the title claims a degree of notice, and will
have its due share of consideration.'
United States v. Palmer, 3 Wheat.
(16 U. 8.) 610, 631, 4 L. ed. 471.
This rule is especially applicable in
States whose constitutions, * * *

provide that 'every act or resolution,
having the force of law, shall relate
to but one subject, and that shall be
expressed in the title.' Meyer v: Cat
Co., 102 U. 8. 1, 11, 12, 26 L. ed. 59.
So, in Beard v. Rowan, 9 Pet.(34 U.
8.) 301, 317, 9 L. ed. 135. ' The
preamble in the act may be refiOrted
to, to aid in the construction of.the
enacting clause, when any ambigUity
exists.' The ambiguity here referred
to is not simply that arising from the
meaning of particular words, . but
such as may arise, in respect to the
general scope and meaning of a statute, when all its provisions are examined." Coo~w Mining Co. v.
South Carolina, 144 U. 8. 5®, .563,
36 L. ed. 537,_12 Sup. Ct. 689, per
Harlan, J. (a case of construl!tion of
a grant conferring ~ exclusive mining right, franchise or privilege for
a period of years). ·
"Title of an act, especially -~ oongressional legislation, furnishes little
aid in the construction of ii; ~uae
the body of the act in so many caaee,
has no reference to the matter si;>eoified in the title.'' United States v.
Union Pacific Rd. Co., 91 U. a 72,
82, 23 L. ed. 224, ~r Davis, J. (in
considering the "act to aid in the
construction of a railroad and telegraph line from the Missouri River
to the Pacific Ocean, and to secure to
the government the use of the same
for postal, militaey and other purposes").

"Act to ineorporate"-Stmu. of
foreign railroad corporation. . It is
held that the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company is a corporation of Kentucky, and not. of
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pressM in its title, is to prevent matters which sustain no relation to each other, but are incongruous, from being UB.ited; 4
and the form in which the title of an act shall be expressed is
a matter of legislative discretion, as such constitutional requirement is a matter merely of substance,l1 So a title which
fairly expresses the scope and purpose of the enactment is
sufficient to make a Jaw constitutional.' The language of the
title should also be liberally construed under the above constitutional provision; 7 and the subject to be considered is
that expressed in the title, but if it does not embrace the subject of the provision or is not properly connected therewith
such provision will not be sustained, although every reasonable
doubt should be resolved in favor of.validity.1 A title to an
enactment need not be and ought not to be a complete index
to or an abstract of its contents; • nor is it necessary that the
Tenne~~~ee,

having from the latter
State only a license to construct a
railroad within ita limits, between
certain points, and to exert there
some of ita corporate powers.
"Some stre. iB laid upon the title
of that act," namely "an act to
incorporate the Louisville and Nashville Railroad Company," "as indicating a purpose to create a corporation, and not simply to recognize
an existing one of another State,
and invest it with authority to exert
functions within the State of Tennessee. While the title of a statute
should not be entirely ignored in
determining the legislative intent,
it cannot be used 'to extend or
restrain any positive provisions contained in the body of the act,' and
is of little weight even when the
meaning of such provisions iB doubtful. Hadden v. Collector, 5 Wall.
(72 U. S.) 107, 110, 18 L. ed. 518.
Looking, then, at the body of the
Tennessee act • • • we find no
language clearly evincing a purpose
to create a new oorporation, or to
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adopt one of another State, in IIUCb
form as to establish the same relations in the law, between the latter
corporation and the State of Tenneesee, as would exist in the case of one
created by that State." Goodlett v.
Louisville Rd., 122 U. 8. 391, 408.
409, 30 L. ed. 1230, 7 Sup. Ct. 1254,
per Harlan, J .
• Baltimore & Ohio R. Co. v.
Jefferson County (C. C.), 29 Fed.
305. Examine Knight, Ex parte
(Fla. 1006), 41 So. 786.
1 Union Pac. Co. v. Sprague, 89
Neb. 48,95 N. W. 46.
1 State, Wheeler, v. Stuht, 52 Neb.
209, 71 N. W. 941.
7 State v . Coffin (Idaho, 1903), 74
Pac. 962.
1 Knight, Ex parte (Fla., 1006), 41
So. 736.
' Commonwealth v. Broad St.
Rapid Transit Co., 219 Pa. 11, 67 Atl
958. See also Skinner v. Garnett
Gold Mining Co., 96 Fed. 735.
Rule appliu to title o/ mvnidpal
ordinance. Commonwealth v. La
Bar (Pa.), 5 Lack. L. News, 220.
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title set forth every purpose where the several objects of the
enactment are connected with the chief object expressed, or
are merely subdivisions of and referable to such expressed
purpose.10 Again, the above constitutional provision is satisfied if the law has but one general object, and that is expressed
in the title and the body of the act is germane to the title; 11
and when the title of a statute of a State clearly and distinctly
expresses the whole object of the legislature in the enactment,
and there is nothing i:Q the body of the act which is not germane
to what is there expressed, the act sufficiently complies with
a requirement in the constitution of. the State that no law
"shall relate to more than one subject, and that shall be expressed in the title," although some details in the execution
of the purpose of the legislature may not be expressed in the
title.u The generality of the title of a state statute does not
invalidate it under a provision of the constitution of the State
that private and local laws shall only ~mbrace one subject,
which shall be expressed in the title, so long as the title is comprehensive enough to reasonably include within the general
subject or the subordinate branches thereof, the several objects which the statute seeks to effect, and does not cover
legislation incongruous in itself and which by no fair intendment can be included as having any necessary and proper
connection.13 If a statute contain two objects, only one of
which is mentioned in the title, the entire act is not unconstitutional, but only that part not provided for in the titl~. 14
EDilline City of Topeka v. Raynor,
61 Kan. 10, 58 Pae. 557.
1o Baltimore & Ohio Rd. Co. v. Jefferaon County (C. C.), 29 Fed. 305;
Excelllior Planting & Mfg. Co. v.
Green, 39 La. Ann. 455, 1 So. 873.
u Mahomet v. Quackenbush, 117
U. B. 508, 29 L. ed. 982, 6 Sup. Ct.
858. See alllo Skinner v. Garnett
Gold Mining Co., 96 Fed. 735.
H by reasonable construction the
mbjec:t-m&tter of an "act is. fairly
germane to the expressed title it is

BUfficient. Dallas v. Redman, 10
Colo. 297, 15 Pae. 397.
12 Carter County v. Sinton, 120 U.
S. 517, 30 L. ed. 701, 7 Sup. Ct. 650.
11 Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801, rev'g
132 Fed. 848, citing Montclair v.
Ramsdell, 107 U. S. 147, 27 L. ed.
431, 2 Sup. Ct. 311.
14 State, Saunders, v. Kohnke, 109
La. 838, 33 So. 793. See Hickman
v. State (N. J., 1899), 44 Atl. 1099,
aff'g 62 N. J. L. 499, 41 Atl. 942;
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It is held that courts cannot ignore a plain mandatory provision
of the constitution as to the titles of acts,u and that such
Golden Star Fraternity v. Martin,
59 N. J. L. 207, 35 Atl. 908; St.
Louis Southwestern Ry. Co. v.
Gentry (Tex. Civ. App., 1906), 95 S.
W.74.
As to lfUtficiency of title and constitutionality of statute !Mreunder,
examine the following decisions:
United States: City of Detroit v.
Detroit Citizens' St. Ry. Co., 184 U.
S. 368, 46 L. ed. 392, 22 Sup. Ct.
410 {entitled: "An act to provide for
the formation of street railways; embraces provisions of act, making it
applicable to like corporations organized and in existence); United
States v. Trans-Missouri Freight
Assoc., 166 U. S. 290, 327, 41 L. ed.
1007, 17 Sup. Ct. 540 (resort to title
in this case declared to create no
doubt. A case of monopolies " pooling contracts," between corporations); Holy Trinity Church v. United
States, 143 U.S. 451,36 L. ed. 226, 12
Sup. Ct. 511, 45 Alb. L. J. 372; San
Antonio v. Mehaffey, 96 U. S. 312, 24
L. ed. 816, 18 Sup. Ct. 423 (an act
entitled: "An act to incorporate the
San Antonio Railway Company, "
which authorizes the city of San
Antonio to subscribe for the stock of
said company, and issue bonds to pay
for the same is not repugnant to state
constitutional provision requiring
that "every law enacted by the legislature shall contain but one object
and that shall be expressed in the
title"); Montgomery Amusement Co.
v. Montgomery Traction Co. (C. C.),
139 Fed. 353, aff'd Montgomery
Traction Co. v. Montgomery Amusement Co., 140 Fed. 988, 72 C. C. A.
682 (title to act amending code not
t$

defective as violating CODBtitutioo,
providing what the style of law of
the State should be; such proviaion
of the constitution is mandatory);
Crowther v. Fidelity Ins. T. & S. D.
Co. (C. C.), 8.5 Fed. 41, 29 C. C. A. 1,
42 U. S. App. 701, 3 Va.. Law Reg.
867 (liens against mining and manufacturing companies not embraced
in title and held unconstitutional);
Brooks v. Roberts, 78 Fed. 411,45 U.
S. App. 395, 24 C. C. A. 158 (an act
to authorize construction of doek and
wharf embraces provisions granting
right to individuals to erect and maintain a dock and collect wharfage
with title to certain benefits); Tabor
v. Commercial National Bank, 62
Fed. 383, 10 C. C. A. 429 {provisions
as to liability of directors for debts on
failure to file reports embraced In
title of act for formation of corporations; act valid); State, Hunt, v. Illinois Cent. R. Co. (C. C.), 33 Fed. 721
(title "relating to a portion of " certain submerged lands and statute disposing of fee in part to city and in
part to a railroad company with right
to wharfs; title sufficiently exp~
subject).
Alabama: Rayford v. Faulk: {Ala.,
1908), 45 So. 714 (act to regulate business of insurance, embraces
as cognate, provision permitting
person to insure own life for benefit
of estate and exempting proceeda
from creditors; and act ia valid);
Mobile Dry Docks Co. v. City of
Mobile, 146 Ala. 198, 40 So. 205 (act
unconstitutional as embraeing more
than the subject); Mobile, City of, v.
Louisville & N. R. Co., 124 Ala. 132,
26 So. 902 (~ act to amend certain

Wade v, Atlantic Lumber Co. (Fla., 1906), 41 So. 72.
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constitutional provisions as those which are considered under
this section are mandatory. 1' A statute which embraces more
sections of an act to incorporate a
certain railroad and to "add additional sections thereto;" constitutional provision that act shall embrace but one subject to be expressed
in title violated added section conferring rights and powei"B on a city
or village to grant railroads certain
rights); Binningham N. R. Co. v.
Elyton Land Co., 114 Ala. 70, 21 So.
314 (constitution providing that no
law shall be revived, amended or
provisions extended by reference to
title only; right of railroad companies to acquire real estate by gift,
purchase or conmendation); Montgomery v. National Bldg. & Loan
Assoc., 108 Ala. 336, 18 So. 816 (an
act to regulate the business of building and loan 88110ciations with subtitle as to state license fee; I!Ufficiently expressed in title).
OaUfomia: Francais v. Sompa, 92
Cal. 503, 28 Pac. 592 (requirement
of itemized balance sheet from directoi"B covered by title of act to protect stockholdei'B in corporations for
mining business; act valid).
Oolorado: Burton v. Snyder, 22
Colo. 173, 43 Pac. 1004 (an act relating to life and casualty insurance
on the aaaesament plan; sufficiently
expressed in title).
l'lorid&: Wade v. Atlantic Lumber Co. (Fla. 1906), 41 So. 72 (act
containing land grant held not
within title to incorporate a railroad
company).
Georrta: CAmtral of Ga. R. Co.
v. State, 104 G. 831, 31 B. E . 518,

42 L. R. A. 518 (constitutional
provision limiting statute to one
subject-matter expressed in title; not
violated by statute approving an
adopting code).
Illinoil: People v. People's Gaalight & Coke Co., 205 Ill. 482, 68 N.
E. 950 (title relating to gas companies; act not invalid which authorizes consolidation and merger, as
such authority is germane to general
subject); Hutchinson v. Self, 153 Ill.
542, 39 N. E. 27 (provisions as to
municipal subscriptions to stock,
the issue of bonds and modes of
exercising such power embraced in
title of act to incorporate railroad
company; act valid).
Indian&: State v. Commercial
Ina. Co., 158 Ind. 680, 64 N. E.
466 (entitled an act to require insurance companies organized by
special act to file annual reports;
does not embrace mattei'B not properly connected therewith as required by the constitution where the
act requires the state auditor to examine into details, etc., of business);
Maule Coal Co. of Princeton v.
Partenheimer (Ind., 1899), 55 N. E.
751 (held not unconstitutional, as
title embraced only one general subject sufficiently expressed; title related to mines and regulation thereof,
protection of employees and right of
action for death. Act March 2,·1891,
acts 1891, p. 57, Burns, Rev. St. 1894,
U 7461 et •eg.); Pittsburg, C. C. &
St. Louis R. Co. v. Montgomery, 152
Ind. 1, 49 N. E. 582, 9 Am. & Eng. R.

1' Weaver v. Lapsley, 43 Ala. 224; compare Boston Min. & Milling Co.,
State v. Miller, 45 Mo. 495; State v. In re, 51 Cal. 624; Weil v. State, 46
McCann, 4 Lea (72 Tenn.), 1; State Ohio St. 450, 21 N. E. 643.
v. McCracken, 42 Tex. 383. But
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than one subject which is enacted before a constitutional prohibition as to such acts is not within the prohibition.17
Cas. (N. S.) 792, 69 L. R. A. 875
(title as to regulating liability of railroads and other corporationa to employeee for injury; embraces p!Uhibition of oontracta releasing corporationa from liability, alao proviaiona
creating new liability); Central Union
Teleph. Co. v. Fehring, 146 Ind. 189,
45 N. E. 64 (act regulating and
prescribing duties of telegraph and
telephone companies and providing
for penalties; not unconatitutional).
Iowa: Youngerman v. Murphy,
107 Iowa, 686, 76 N. W. 648 (conatitutional requirement that tax and
object be stated; not violated by act
authoming. tax to be imposed for
anticipated purchase or construction
of waterworks).
Jt&nau: Manley v. Mayer, 68
Kan. 377,75 Pac. 550 (relating to disaolution of corporations; act not unconstitutional as not within title).
Kentucky: Conly v. Commonwealth, 98 Ky. 125, 17 Ky. L. Rep.
678, 32 S. W. 285 (title was corporationa-Private-and art. entitled railroads; statute conatitution<\1; title not embracing more than
one subject).
Louiaiana: Standard Cotton Seed
Oil Co. v. Matheson, 48 La. Ann.
1321, 20 So. 713 (authorizing certain
companies to become surety on bonds
required to be furnished by law;
title sufficient).
Maryland: State v. Schultz Gas
Fixture & A. M. Co., 83 Md. 58, 34
AU. 243 (title relating to taxes on
newly incorporated corporation; law
unconstitutional).
Michigan: Bird v. Amott (Mich.,

1006), 108 N. W. 646, 13 ~. Leg.
N. 531 (title held sufficiently bro.d
to embrace a provision imposing
tax on capital atock of corporatiooa
organi.led under act autboriziog
formation of corporationa for -ter
power p~); Blades v. Boud
of Water CommrB. of City of Detroit, 122 Mich. 366, 81 N. W.
271 (act, including provision for
changing system of supporting water
works, held violative of eoDlltitutional provision that law aball not
embrace more than one subject to be
expreaaed in title); Burrowa v. Delta
Tranap. Co., 106 Mich. 582, 29 L. R.
A. 468, 2 Det. L. N. 503,64 N. W. 501
(act to compel steam veaaels to provide fire acreens and to provide penalty for violation; subject sufficiently
expressed in title); Ripley v. Evana,
87 Mich. 217, 49 N. W. 504, 10 Ry. &
Corp. L. J . 250, 36 Am. & Eog. Corp.
Cas. 188 (act not unconatitutionalas
embracing more than one object in
title where it provides for atockholderB' individual liability foreorporate debts for materiala, and title ia
an act for organization of telephone
companies); Fort St. Union Depot
Co. v. Morton, 83 Mich. 265, 47 N.
W. 228, 47 Am. & Eng. R. C... 41
(title sufficient to justify authority
granted to acquire land by condemnation).
MiDneaota: First National Bank
v. How, 65 Minn. 187, 47 N. W. 9M
(exemption from execution of life insurance money paid by co-operative
or 8BBe8Billent companies).
Miaaouri: State v. Murlin, 137
Mo. 297, 38 8. W. 923 (regulating

11 Choctaw, 0. & G. R. Co. v. Alexander, 7 Okla. 579, 52 Pac.
aff'd 7 Okla. 591, 54 Pac. 421.
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§ 246. Title of Acts Which Amend, Revive or Repeal.The title to an amendatory act which contains provisions
blasting in mines and keeping of ex- 579 (act supplemental to act not unplosivea; constitution not violated); constitutional under provision reWard v. Gentry County Board of quiring object·of law to be expressed
Equalization, 135 Mo. 309, 36 B. W. in title, where the title of the act
648 (act entitled the aaae.sament and supplemented relating to the taxation
collection of revenue; not unconsti- of corporations is accurately set
tutional aa to requirement for of- forth in the t1tle, even though the
ficers of banks to list shares for tax- date of approval is erroneously
ation, etc.).
stated); SChenck v. State, 60 N.J. L.
Montana: State' v. Bernheim, 19 381, 37 AU. 724 (the business of indiMont. 512, 49 Pac. 441 (title of act to vidual insurers is not expressed aa obregulate aalea and redemption of ject of act to provide for a regul&tranaportatioJl tickets of carriers; tion and incorporation of insurance
embraces a provision for penalties.
companies); Golden Star Fraternity
Bebrub: West Point Water v. Martin, 59 N. J. L. 207, 35 Atl.
Power & L. I. Co. v. State, 49 Neb. 908 (an act to incorporate benevolent
223,68 N. W. 507, rev'g 49 Neb. 218, and charitable institutions; · ·held
66 N. W. 6 (subject not within title); unconstitutional in certain reapecta
State, Farmers' Mut. Ina. Co., v. and constitutional in other respects);
Moore, 48 Neb. 870, 67 N. W. 876 Newark v. Mount Pleasant Cemetery
(one subject only in an act to author- Co., 58 N.J. L. 168, ·33 Atl. 396 (auile the organization of mutual in- thorizing incorporation of rural oemsurance companies; valid); Western etery 8.880ciations and to regulate
Union Teleg. Co. v. Lowrey, 32 Neb. cemeteries; constitution satisfied).
732, 49 N. W. 707, 10 Ry. Corp. L. J.
Bew York-: Parfitt v. Furguaon,
377 (an act to prohibit extortion and 159 N.Y. 111, 53 N. E. 707, aff'g 38
discrimination in transmission of N. Y. Supp. 466, 3 App. Div. 176,
telegrams; statute not unconstitu- which affirms 33 N. Y. Supp. 1111,
tiona! aa not exprelsing in title stib- 12 Misc. 278 (act ratifying and conject-matter pro-riding against relief firming lighting contracts in a cerfrom liability by reason of conditions tain town; held not embraced in
·scope oftitle).
in printed blanks).
Bew Jersey: Hickman v. State Pennsylvania: Rodenbaugh v.
(N. J. 1899), 44 Atl. 1099, afJ'g 62 Philadelphia Traction Co., 190 Pa.
N. J. L. 499, 41 Atl. 942 (act to 358, 42 Atl. 953, 44 W. N.C. 105, 30
provide for incorporation and regu- Pitta. L. J. (N. S.) 24 (does not emlation of insurance companies; sep- brace two subjects in violation of
arable provision as to insurance by constitution where provision is for
individuals does not invalidate aa to survival of action for personal ininsurance by corporations; and reg- juries and limiting time for bringing
ulation of foreign companies is em- suit where injuries do not result in
braced in aoope of title); American death).
Surety Co. v. The Great White
South Carolina: Bacot, Ex parte,
Spirit Co., 58 N. J. Eq. 526, 43 Atl. 36 S. C. 125, 15 S. E. 204, 50
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germane to the original statute, is sufficient if it designates
itself as an amending act and refers to the section of the code
to be amended without stating the substance of the proposed
amendment. 18 A constitutional provision that all acts which
repeal, revive or amend former laws shall recite in their caption, or otherwise, the title or substance of the law repealed,
revived or amended, does not apply to an act which does not
expressly purport to repeal, revive or amend but only repeals
or amends by necessary implication, and is a new and substantive act conferring additional powers on railroad companies
incorporated under generallaws.11 The title an enactment
need not set forth the intention to repeal inconsistent laws.20

of

§ 247. Title to Statutes-Instances-lncorporation-Ezpropriation-Railroads-5treet Railroads-Bonds in Aid
of Railroads -Lien on and Sale of Railroad -Electrical
Conductors-Fraudulent Elections in Corporations-Foreign Corporations.21 -The title to an act of incorporation of a.
Am. dt Eng. R. Cas. 597, 16 L. R. A. mode by which unpaid subscription
586 (powers given to corporations are to joint-stock companies may be rewithin title of acts to promote certain covered by said companies, their recorporations under general laws).
ceivers or assignees, does not embrace
Tennessee: Samuelson v. State, mode for recovery; title insufficient);
116 Tenn. 470, 95 S. W. 1012 Powell v. Brunswick County Super(acts to prohibit traffic in non- visors, 88 Va. 707, 16 Va. L. J. 129,
transferable signature tickets issued 14. S. E. 543, 36 Am.. & Eng. Corp.
by oommon carriers, and to require Cas. 625 (provisions for subscriptions
such carriers to redeem unused or and mode of takilrg.l!ame, germane to
partly used tickets, and to provide object expressed in title generally propunishment for violation; is not un- •viding for incorporation of railroad
constitutional as embracing more companies, and not unconstitutional
than one subject in title).
as embracing more than one object.
18 McGuire v. Chieago, Burlington
Texas: St. Louis Southwestern Ry.
Co. v. Gentry (Tex. Civ. App., 1906) dt Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 108
95 S. W. 74 (constitutional provision N. W. 902.
11 Memphis dt State Line Rd. Co. v.
that only so much of statute the subject of which is not expressed in title Union Ry. Co., 116 Tenn. 500, 95
shall be void).
S. W. 1019.
10 Union Pac. Ry. Co. v. Sprague,
Virginia: Martin v. South Salem
Land Co., 94 Va. 28, 2 Va. Law Reg. 69 Neb. 48, 95 N. W. 46.
743, 26 S. E. 941, 6 Am. & Eng. Corp.· 21 See extended note under f 24S,
Cas. (N. S.) 312 (act to prescribe herein.
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private corporation need not enumerate the powers and privileges which it is intended by the charter to confer. 22 And
the provisions of a general law may by reference in the title
to a special act of. incorporation of a railroad company be made
applicable thereto where no constitutional provision to the
' contrary exists.u If the title of a charter expresses a purpose
to expropriate property it will embrace the method of such
expropriation set forth in the body of the instrument; and
the purpose to incorporate a main line will include a right to
construct a short branch line of railroad. 24 But where the
title to an act of incorporation of a railroad company does not
show that it includes a land grant it is void. 25 The title, however, embraces but one object and sufficiently indicates it
when it shows that it was intended to apply to certain lands
of a railroad company.26 A declaration in the title of state
statutes that they concern horse railways, where it is apparent
that these terms were intended to indicate street railways as
distinguished from steam railways, will not, because of a constitutional provision that the object of the statute must be
expressed in the title, prevent the city from exercising its powers
under the statute in such manner as to authorize the use of
other power, such as cable or electricity. 27 And a statute
legalizing elections held by the voters of a county on the question of issuing negotiable bonds of the county, in aid of certain
railroad companies, and authorizing, on conditions named
therein, all the townships in counties where the township
organization had been adopted, lying on or near the line of a
22 Crease v. Babcock, 23 Pick. (40
Mass.) 334, 34 Am. Dec. 61.
11 Quinlan v. Houston & T. C. R.
Co., 89 Tex. 356, 34 B. W. 738 (donationa of land to railroad companies).
" Morgan's Louisiana & T. R. &
S. 8. Co. v. Barton, 51 La. Ann. 1338,
26 So. 271.
21 Wade v. Atlantic Lumber Co.
(Fla.}, 41 So. 72.
"Hoboken v. Pennsylvania R.
Co., 124 U. 8. 656, 31 L. ed. 543, 8

Sup. Ct. - (title was "to enable the
united companies to improve lands
under water at Kill von Kull and
other places." Supp_lemental to act
entitled "to ascertain the rights of
the State and of riparian owners in
lands lying under waters of the Bay
of New York, and elsewhere in this
State").
27 Blair v. ChiCllgo, 201 U. 8. 400,
26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801, rev'g
132 Fed. 848.
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specified railroad, to subscribe to the stock of the railroad company, and issue negotiable bonds therefor, is a public act, and,
as such act, it does not conflict with a constitutional provision
that no private or local law, which may be passed bythe General Assembly, shall embrace more than one 'subject, and that
shall be expressed in the title.zs But an act entitled an act to
"Incorporate" a named railroad eompany cannot be held to
authorize a county to make a subscription and issue bonds in
payment thereof to the company.211 A statute of Illinois,
however, which was entitled: "An act to amend the articles
of the association of the Danville, etc., Railroad Company,
and to extend the powers of and confer a charter upon the
same," and which, in the body of the act, authorized incorporated townships along the route to subscribe to its capital
stock on an assenting vote of a majority of the legal voters,
and further legalized assents of voters of certain townships
given at meetings held previous to the passage of the act,
complied with the requirement of the constitution of that
State that, "no private or local law which may be passed by
the General Assembly shall embrace more than one subject,
and that shall be expressed in the title." 30 Where an act was
entitled: "An act for the sale of the Pacific railroad, and to
foreclose the State's lien thereon, and to amend its charter,"
it was held that after certain sections providing for the sale,
a section providing that in certain contingencies no sale should
be made, was not a violation of a constitutional provision,
"that no law enacted by the General Assembly shall relate to
more than one subject, and that shall be expressed in its title;"
such provision is not violated by any act having various details, provided they all relate to one general subject.31 A
statute is also constitutionally entitled where the title is!
"An act providing for placing electrical conductors under11 Unity v. Burrage, 103 U.S. 447, U. B. 508, 29 L. ed. 982, 6 Sup. Ct.
26 L. ed. 405.
858.
11 Woodson v. Murdock, 22 WaD.
11 People, Standerfer, v. Hamill,
(89 U. 8.) 351, 22 L. ed. 716.
125 Ill. 600, 17 N. E. 799.
111 Mahomet v. Quackenbush, 117"
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ground in cities, and for commissioners of electrical subways." az
The title of a statute is, where the constitution so provides,
not only an indication of the legislative intent, but is also a
limitation upon the enacting part of the law. It can have. no
effect with respect to any object that is not expressed in the
title. This applies to a statutory provision enacted under the
title of 14 an act to prevent fraudulent elections in incorporated companies and to facilitate proceedings against them,"
notwithstanding its re-enactment in subsequent revisions of
the law under the title of 14 an act concerning corporations,"
and so, irrespective of the generality of its language, does not
extend to the right of a stockholder to examine corporate
books beyond that accorded to him at common law, or entitle
him to the remedy by mandamus, save as a discretionary
writ.13 If the title is of an act to regulate the business of
foreign corporations it does not invalidate the enactment
because it fails to set forth that its purpose is to punish those
who violate the law.34
§ 248. Punctuation.-It is well settled that punctuation of
a statute is not decisive of its meaning, 311 and so little is it a
part of an enactment that it will be disregarded by the courts
12 People, New York Elect. Lines
Co., v. Squire, 107 N. Y. 593, 14
N. E. 820, 12 N. Y. St. R. 832, 28
Wkly. Dig. 175, rev'g 6 N.Y. St. R.
281. See Hanson v. Wm. A. Hunter
Electric Light Co. (Iowa), 48 N. W.
1005, 10 R. & Corp. L. J. 103, 34
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas. 83. Examine Morrow Title Illuminating Co. v.
Village of Mt. Gilead, 10 Ohio S. &
C. P. Dec. 235 (ordinance held to violate statute that contained only one
subject, etc.).
•• O'Hara v. National Biscuit Co.,
69 N.J. L. 198,54 Atl. 241. The rule
established is "that a legislative enactment limited in its operation by
force of the title under which it was

25

originally passed will continue to be
impreaaed with such limitation, notwithstanding its re-enactment in subsequent revisions of the law under a
title which imports no such limitation." ld., 202.
u Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Commissioner of Insurance, 70 Mich. 485,
38 N. W. 474.
16 Ford v. Delta & Pine Land Co.,
164 U. S. 662, 17 Sup. Ct. 230, 41
L. ed. 590 (a case of exemption of
railroad company from taxation; assessments for local improvements;
tax sales; recitals in deeds).
Punctuation will not affect or control legislative intent. Murray v.
State, 21 Tex. App. 620.
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or changed and read with such stops as to give effect to the
whole.141
§ 249. Order of Arrangement-Transposition-Alteration-Omissions-Rejections. -{)rdinarily the order of arrangement is of itself entitled to no consideration, 37 and words
may be transposed or inserted ;18 so clerical errors and omissions may be rectified in order to arrive at the intent or to
supply the obvious sense.» But where the language, read in
the order of clauses as passed, presents no ambiguity, courts
will not attempt, by transposition of clauses, and from what
it can be ingeniously argued was a general intent, to qualify
by construction the meaning. 40 Nor will an ambiguous statute be rewritten to make it constitutional, and words will not
be written into a statute where they would operate to destroy
it in an important particular, or where the qualifying words
would but add to its provisions in order to save it in one aspect
and thereby destroy it in another;u But words may be re.. UDlted ltates: Crawford v.
Burke, 195 U. 8. 176, 49 L. ed. 147,
25 Sup. Ct. 9; Hammock v. Loan &
Trust Co., 105 U. B. 77, 26 L. ed.
1111; Gwathmay v. Clisby (C. C.),
31 Fed. 220, 24 Blatchf. 398.
Alabama: Cook v. State, 110 Ala.
40, 20 So. 360.
Maryland: Munger v. Board of
State Medical Examiner&, 90 Md.
659, 45 Atl. 891.
Oblo: Allbright v. Payne, 43 Ohio
St. 8.
Oreron: State v. Banfield, 43 Oreg.
287, 72 Pac. 1093; State, Baker, v.
Payne, 22 Oreg. 335, 29 Pac. 7f!7.
Iouth Oarolina: Archer v. Ellillon,
28 s. c. 238.
Tesu: Murray v. State, 21 Tex.
App. 620.
JT National Bank of The Republic
v. St. Joseph (C. C.), 31 Fed. 216,
24 Blatchf. 436.
• Slinguff v. Weaver, 66 Ohio St.
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621, 64 N. E. 574. Examine Onil
Townahip v. Woodcliff, 61 N. J. L.
107, 38 Atl. 685, and C88e8 cited below in this section.
• Western Invest. Bkg. Co. v.
Murray (Ariz.), 56 Pac. 728, 16
Bkg. L. J. 349. See Landrum v.
Flannigan, 60 Kan. 436, 56 Pac. 753;
McKee Land & lmprov. Co. v.
Swikehard, 51 N. Y. Supp. 399, 23
Mille. 21, aff'd 71 N. Y. Supp. 1141,
63 App. Div. 553; Murray v. State,
21 Tex. App. 620.
411 Doe v. Considine, 6 Wall. (73
U.S.) 458, 18 L. ed. 869.
tt Employers'
Liability
Caaea
(Howard v. Illinois Cent. Rd. Co.),
207 U. B. 463; 501, 28 Sup. Ct. 141,
52 L. ed. - (an act addre.ed to
common carriers engaged in inter-state commerce imposing liability aa
to employees-regulation by Co~
of relation of master and servant
confined to interstate commerce).
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jeeted where they. cannot be given any effect consistent with
the plain intent.4Z
§ 250. Construction of Proviso or E:z:ception.-The,general
purpose or office of a. proviso in a. statute is to carve exceptions
out of the body of the act; to qualify the operation or" the act
or of some part of it; to except something from the enacting
clause, or to qualify its generality, or to exclude some possible
ground of misinterpretation of its extending to cases not intended by the legislature to be brought within its purview."
In the absence of an apparent intention to the contrary, a.
proviso or an exception has reference only to the iiiUI)ediately
preceding paragraph or clause, or the section to which it. is
a.tta~bed and is to be strictly .construed. But these rules are
not absolute and the proviso is often used in other senses than
those above stated; it will not be used to defeat the grant or
the obvious intent of the statute; the entire enactment may be
considered, and if from the context and the subject-matter it is
obvious that its meaning should be extended beyond what it
.technically imports it may be so construed." So a.· proviso in
Bee Hilburn v. St. Paul, M. & M. Ry.
Co, 23 Mont. 229, 58 Pac. 811, 561
(citing numerous ca.ses); State v.
Reneau (Neb., 1905), 106 N. W. 451.
Words cannot be inserted by court
when not used by legislature. Steere
v. Brownell, 124 Ill. ·27, 15 N. E.
26.
Words cannot be imported into a
statute. Baker v. Payne, 22 Oreg.
335, 29 Pac. 7f!7.
Nothing should be added to extend the words beyond their plain
import. McCarthy v. McCarthy, 20
App. D. C. 195.
"Leavitt v. Loverin, 64 N.H. 607,
1 L. R. A. 58, 15 Atl. 414. Bee Jack110n, Ex parte, 140 Fed. 266, rev'd
United States v. Jackson, 143 Fed.
783. Bee aliiO cases cited under third
preceding note herein.
.. Georgia R. & Bkg. Co. v. Smith,

128 U.S. 174, 32 L. ed. 377, 9 Sup.
Ct. 47, 16 Waah. L. Rep. 749; Ryan
v. Carter, 93 U. S. 78, 83, 84, 23 L.
ed. 807; Minis v. United States, 15
Pet. (40 U. S.) 423, 10 L. ed. 791;
Deitch v. Staub, 115 Fed. 309;
Wartensblen v. Haithcock, 80 Ala.
565; Chicago v. Phmnix Ins. Co., 126
Ill. 276, 18 N. E. 668; Traders' Nat.
Bank v. Lawrence Mfg. Co., 96 N. C.
298.
u 'UDited ltatea: Georgia R. &
Bkg. Co. v. Smith, 128 U. S. 174,32
L. ed. 377, 9 Sup. Ct. 47, 16 Waah. L.
Rep. 749; Carter, Webster & Co. v.
United States, 137 Fed. 978, aff'd 143
Fed. 256; Detroit Citizens' St. R.
Co. v. Detroit, 64 Fed. 628, 12 C. C.
A. 365 26 L. R. A. 667, 1 Am. &
Eng. R. Cas. (N. 8.) 71.
.Alabama: Wartensblen v. Haithcock, 80 Ala. 565.
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an act incorporating a railroad company may be used in other
senses than that of its technical meaning, so that the statute
will not exempt the corporation created by it, or its successors,
from the duty of submitting to reasonable requirements concerning transportation rates made by a railroad commission
created by the Sta.te.46 Nor will a proviso be permitted
technically to operate so as to defeat the grant of a franchise,
the purpose of which is the performance of a public duty.•
Again, although not in accord with its technical meaning, or
its office when properly used, a frequent use of the proviso in
Federal legislation is to introduce new matter extending,
rather than limiting or explaining, that which has gone before.•
Those who set up any such exception must establish it as being
within the words as well as the reason thereof. No known
rule of law, however, requires its interpretation acconling to
its literal import, when its evident intent is different.• Mere
convenience will not justify the introduction of exceptions not
suggested by the language used.411

f 251. Liberal Construction-Meaning Enended-Impllcation. -Although a. liberal construction of a. statute may be
proper a.nd desirable, yet the fair meaning of the language
used must not be unduly stretched for the purpose of reaching
any particular case which, while it might appeal to the court,
would plainly be beyond the limitations contained in the
statute.110 An act to regulate commerce should receive a libIWnota: Huddleston v. Francis,
124 Ill. 195, 16 N. E. 243.
Korth Oarolina: Traders' Nat.
Bank v. Lawrence Mfg. Co., 96
N. C. 298.
Oklahoma: Leader Printing Co.
v. Nichols, 6 Okla. 302, 50 Pac. 1001.
See Southern Pacific Rd. Co. v.
Orton, 32 Fed. 467, 472, 473, per
Sawyer, J.
M Georgia R. & Bkg. Co. v. Smith,
128 U. S. 174, 32 L. ed. 377, 9 Sup.
Ct. 47, 16 Wuh. L. Rep. 749.
"West Branch Boom Co. v. Penn-
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11ylvania Joint Lumber & J:..nd Co.,
121 Pa. 143, 22 W. N. C. 303, 15
Atl. 509, 6 Am. St. Rep. 766.
c Interstate Commeree CoiDDlis11ion v. Baird, 194 U. 8. 25, 24 Sup.
Ct. 563, 48 L. ed. 860.
48 Ryan v. Carter, 93 U. B. 78, 83,
84, 23 L. ed. 807, per Davis, J.
• Morrill Coal Co. v. Donley, 73
Ohio St. 298, 76 N. E. M6.
10 United States v. St. Antbony
Rd. Co., 192 U. B. 524, 24 I!Jup. Ct..
333, 48 L. ed. 648 (grallta in aid of
railrOads).
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eral construction in favor of its purpose, although where a
common carrier seeks relief it must be clearly apparent that
the claimed right has been conferred or forbidden, and equity
will not by a strained construction extend the meaning in
favor of a complaining carrier whose position is such 88 not
to demand favorable consideration.01 While a legislature may
prescribe regulations for the management of business of a
public nature, even though carried on by private corporations,
with private capital, and for private benefit, the l&nguage of
such regulations will not be broadened by implication.112 But
a statute restraining any person from doing certain acts, appliea equally to corporations, or bodies politic, although not
mentioned.113 An implication created by construction from
subsequent words will not, unleas such implication is very
neceasa.ry and clear, restrain prior explicit provisions embracing in terms an entire cla.ss of cases.64 The meaning of the
legislature m&y be extended beyond the precise words used in
the law, from the reason or motive upon which the legisl&ture proceeded, from the end in view, or the purpose which
was designed; the limitation of the rule being that to extend
the meaning to any case, not included within the words, the
case must be shown to come within the sa.me reason upon
which the lawm&ker proceeded, and not a like rea.son. 1111
§ 252. Strict Construction.-The rule of strict construction
applies to statutes creating a. new liability; 56 to a statute authorizing the levy of a. tax by a municipality; 57 to statutes as
to eminent domain which grant power to private corporations; 1111
11 Kentucky & I. Bridge Co. v. v. St. Joseph (C. C.), 31 Fed. 216, 24
Louisville & N. R. Co. (C. C.), 37 Blatchf. 436.
11 United States v. Freem&Jl, 3
Fed. 567, 2 L. R. A. 289, 2 Inters.
How. (44 U. 8.) 556, 11 L. ed. 724.
Comm. Rep. 351.
11 Hunt v. Bums, 95 N. W. 1110.
u Cbeaapeake & P. Tel. Co. v.
17 Drummer v. Cox, 165 Ill. 648,
Manning, 186 U. S. 238, 46 L. ed.

46 N. E. 716.
1144, 22 Sup. Ct. 881.
11 Poughkeepsie Bridge Co., In re,
11 People v. Utica Ins. Co., 15
Johns. (N. Y.) 357, 8 Am. Dec. 243. 108 N. Y. 483, 15 N. E. 681. Comu National Bank of The Republic pare Chesapeake & Ohio Canal Co.
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to enactments taking away or changing fundamental rights; •
to every statute derogatory of rights of property or which
takes away the rights of a citizen; 10 to enactments penal in
character as in case of one making trustees of a corporation
J>ersonally liable in certain cases; 01 or one prohibiting combinations and requiring reasonable transportation facilities; 01
.or one allowing recovery for wrongful death caused by officers,
etc., of a corporation; 01 or one relating to false representations as to capital stock and accumulation, made by insurance
companies."

i

253. Common Law-statutes in Derogation of. -strict
construction is to be given statutes; 00 or statutory authority
in derogation of common law. 00 So the intent to change a rule
of common law should be clearly shown in the statute; 87 for
common law rights are not to be taken away by doubtful
implications and affirmative words. 0 Again, where a wellestablished rule of that law is attempted to be modified or
abrogated by statute the plain import of the words used
should limit the interpretation if thereby they can giv:e reasonable effect to the statute.• Statutes in derogation of the common law and penal statutes are not to be construed so strictly
as to defeat the obvious intention of Congress as found in the
language actually used, according to its true and obvious meanv. Key, 3 Cranch (U. S. C. C.), 599,
603-609, Fed. Cas. No. 2,649.
"Crowder v. Fletcher, 80. Ala.
219.
10 Vanhorne v. Dorrance, 2 Dall.
304••
"Park Bank v. Remsen, 158 U.S.
· 337, .29 L.·ed. 1008, 15 Sup. Ct. 891;
Chase v: Curtis, 113 U. S. 452, 5 Sup.
Ct: '--, 28 L.· ed. 1038.
.''··'~Clark v. American Expresa Co.,
130 Iowa, 254, 106 N. W. 642.
· ·"Casey v. St. Louis Transit Co.,
116 Mo. App. 235, 91 S. W. 419.
"Langworthy v. C. C. Washburn
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Flouring Mills Co., 77 Minn. 256, N
N. W. 974.
• Butte Hardware Co. v. ·Sullivan,
7 Mont. 007, 16 Pac. 588.
" Ramsey v. Hommel, 68 W"JL
12, 31 N. W. 271.
11 Rasin v. Lidgerwood .Mfg. Co.,
86 N.Y. Supp. 49, 89 App. Div. 245.
• Ryalls v. Mechanica Mills, 150
Mus. 190, 194, 5 L. R. A. 667, 22 N•
E. 766.
• Felix v. Griffiths, 56 Ohio St.
39, 45 N. E. 1092, 37 Ohio L. J. 139.
See McCarthy v ..McCarthy, 20 App.
D. C. 195.
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ing.70 Where the charter of a state bank provides for addition&· liability of the shareholders as sureties to the creditors
of the bank for all contracts and debts to the extent of their
stock therein, at the par value thereof, at the time the debt
was created a. shareholder is not liable for a debt created
after he has actually parted with his stock and the transfer
has been regularly entered on the books of the bank. The
additional liability of shareholders of corporations depends on
the terms of the statutes creat'ng it, and as such a. statute is
in derogation of the common laws it cannot be extended beyond the words used.71 In the Charles River Bridge case the
following decision was rendered: The grant to the bridge company is of certain franchises, by the public, to a private corporation; in a matter where the public interest is concerned,
there is nothing in the local situation of this country, or in
the nature of our political institutions, which should lead this
court to depart from the rules of construction of statutes,
adopted under the system of jurisprudence which we have derived from the English law; no good reason can be assigned,
for introducing a. new and adverse rule of construction in
favor of corporations, while we adopt and adhere to the rules
of construction known to the English common law in every
other case, without exception.72
§ 254. Public Grants of Franchises, Privileges, etc.Construction Against Grantee. -Public grants of franchises,
powers, rights, privileges or property in which the government
Common law changed by statute
is modified only to extent clearly
warranted by the language used.
Johnson v. Southern Pacif. Co., 117
Fed". 462, 54 C. C. A. 508.
70 Johnson v. Southern Pacific Co.,
196 U. B. 1, 49 L. ed. 872, 25 Sup. Ct.
158.
Rule that atatutes in derogation of
common law are to be strictly conltrued ill held not to apply to a reviRion which ill to be liberally construed. Dillehay v. Hickey, 24 Ky.

L. Rep. 1220, 71 B. W. 1, 69 B. W.
1095.
Statutes in derogation of common
law to be liberally coll8trued where
statute so provides. 08118' Eatate,
In re (Utah, 1906), 86 Pac. 757.
71 Brunswick Terminal Co. v. Nat.
Bk. of Bait., 192 U. B. 386, 48 L. ed.
491, 24 Sup. Ct. -.
n Charles River Bridge v. Warren
Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 tJ. S.) 420, 9 L.
ed. 773. See Rice v. Railroad Co.,
1 Black (66 U. B.), 358, 17 L. ed. 147;
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or public has an interest must be construed in favor of the
grantor and strictly against the grantee; whatever is not clearly,
plainly and unequivocally granted is withheld; nothing passes
by implication except it be necessary to carry into effect the
obvious intent of the grant. This rule applies in cases of doubt
or ambiguity in the meaning or interpretation of language used
or where the grant is susceptible of two constructions, for if
the meaning is plain and clear and the intention obvious there
is no room for construction. Private corporations and individuals are within the above rule,73 which also applies to artiPeterson v. Gittings, 107 Iowa, 306,
77 N. W. 1056, rev'g 72 N. W. 662.
11 United Itatea: Cleveland Electric Ry. <A>. v. Cleveland, 204 U. S.
116, 130, 51 L. ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct.
- ; <A:>mell v. <A:>yne, 192 U. S. 418,
24 Sup. Ct. 383, 48 L. ed. 504; Long
Island Water Supply <A>. v. Brooklyn, 166 U. S. 685, 696, 41 L. ed.
1165, 17 Sup. Ct. 718, per Brewer, J.
(condemnation of water supply;
water companies; exclusive privileges; statutes and contracts; legislative powers; municipal powers);
Pearsall v. Great Northern R. <A>.,
161 U.S. 646, 16 Sup. Ct. 705, 40 L.
ed. 838, rev'g 73 Fed. 933 (consolidation of railroads; parallel and competing lines; statutes; powers not directly contemplated; subsequent legislative restriction); Hamilton Gas
Light & <A:>ke Co. v. Hamilton City,
146 U.S. 258, 13 Sup. Ct. 90, 36 L. ed.
963 (grant to corporation of special
privileges; obligation of contract;
municipal powers; contract for gas
supply; exclusive privilege); Stein v.
Bienville Water Supply Co., 141 U.
S. 67, 35 L. ed. 622, 11 Sup. Ct. 892
(grant of water franchise; exclusive
right; obligation of contract); Central Transportation Co. v. Pullman's
Palace Car Co., 139 U. S. 24, 35 L.
ed. 55, 11 Sup. Ct. 478, 45 Am. &
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Eng. R. Cas. 607, 9 Ry. & Q>rp. L. J.
342, 43 Alb. L. J. 328 (corporate contract; alienation of franchise; 1lllm
vires agreement; breach of duty to
public); Slidell v. Grandjean, Ill U.
S. 412, 4 Sup. Ct. 475, 28 L. ed. 321;
Turnpike Co. v. State, 3 WaD. (70
U. B.) 210, 18 L. eJ. 180 (pant of
franchise; exclusive privilege; unlawful charter to rival); Jefferson
Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black (66 U. 8.),
436, 17 L. ed. 173 (bank charters;
exemption from taxation; franchise
grant construed; waiver of sovereignty); Ohio Life Ins. & Trust Co.
v. Debolt, 16 How. (57 U. B.) 416, 14
L. ed. 997 (statutes as to insurance
company; exemption from taxation;
obligation of contract); Charles Rhw
Bridge v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. (36
U. S.) 420, 9 L. ed. 773; United
States v. Arredondo, 6 Pet. (31 U.S.)
691, 736, 8 L. ed. 547, 564; Helena,
City of, v. Helena Water Worb Co.,
122 Fed. 1; Omaha Horae R. Co. v.
Cable Tramway <A>. (C. C.), 30 Fed.
324.
Georgia: Macon & W. R. v. Davia,
13 Ga. 68.
Illinois: Mills v. County of St.
Clair, 7 Ill. 197.
Louilliana: .State of Louisiana v.
Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482.
Maine: Rockland Water Co. v.
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cles of &BSOciation organizing a corporation under general
laws which are a substitute for a charter from the legislative
Camden & R. Water Co., 80 Me. 544,
15 Atl. 785, I L. R. A. 388.
Milmeeota: State v. St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Manitoba Ry. Co., 98
Minn. 380.
••bruka: Lincoln St. Ry. Co. v.
City of Linooln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, 84
N. W. 802.
lene7: Millville Gaslight Co.
v. Vineland Light & Power Co. (N.
J., 1906), 65 At!. 504; Jersey City v.
North Jersey St. Ry. Co., 72 N. J . L.
383, 61 At!. 95.
Tau: East Line & R. R. Co. v.
Rushing, 69 Tex. 306, 6 S. W. 834.
Grants of franchises should be in
plain language, and certain and definite in their nature, and should be
free from ambiguity in their terms.
The legislative mind should be distinctly unpressed with the unequivocal form of expression contained in
the grant. They will also be strictly
construed against the grantee. Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. v. Cleveland,
204 U. S. 116, 130, 51 L. ed. - , 'l:l
Sup. Ct.-.
One 8.1111erting private rights in
public property under grants of franchises must show that they have
been conferred in plain terms, for
nothing pa8ll6ll by the grant except
it be clearly stated or necesearily implied. Legislative grants of franchises which are in any way ambiguous as to whether granted for a
longer or a shorter period are to be
conatrued strictly against the grantee.
Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 50
L. ed. 801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427 (street
railroads).
Only that which is granted in clear
and explicit terms passes by a grant
of property, franchises or privileges
in which the government or the pub-

••w

lie has an interest. Statutoey grants
of that character are to be construed
strictly in favor of the public; whatever is not unequivocally granted is
withheld; and nothing passes by implication. Knoxville Water Co. v.
Knoxville, 200 U. S. 22, 50 L. ed.
353, 26 Sup. Ct. 224 (contract to supply water; corporations; due proceas
and obligation of contracts).
Statutes granting privileges or relinquishing rights of the public are
to be strictly construed agaiust the
grantee. Wisconsin Cent. R. Co. v.
United States, 164 U. S. 190, 41 L.
ed. 399, 17 Sup. Ct 45 (public lands;
subsidized railroad).
Legislative grants must be interpreted so as to effect the intention
of the grantor; but if the words are
ambiguous, the true rule is to construe them most strongly against the
grantee. Wherever privileges are
granted to a corporation and the
grant comes under revision in the
courts, it is to be construed strictly
against the corporation and in favor
of the public, and nothing passes except what is given in clear and explicit terms. Rice v. Railroad Co.,
1 Black (66 U. S.), 358, 17 L. ed. 147
(railroad aid; land grants; vested
rights; conditions as to construction
of railroad).
When there is any doubt as to the
proper construction of a statute
granting a privilege, that construction should be adopted which ia
moat advantageous to the interests of
the government, the grantor. Hanni·
bal & St. Joaeph R. Co. v. Missouri
River Packet Co., 125 U. S. 260, 31
L. ed. 731, 8 Sup. Ct~ 874 (interstate
bridge; unlawful structure; act of
Congress).
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body.7' Such rule also differs from that as to ordinary grants,71
and one of the reasons for strict construction against the

.

When a statute makes a grant of
property, powers or franchises to a
private corporation or to a private
individual, the construction of the
grant in doubtful points should always be against the grantee, and in
favor of the government. Oregon
Railway & Navigation Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U. S. 1, 32 L. ed.
837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409, 5 R. R. & Corp.
L. J. 364 (railroads; ~ts to; corporate charters and powers).
Every statute which takes away
from a legislature its power will always be construed most strongly in
favor of the State. This i8 an elementary principle. Wright v. Nagle,
101 U. S. 791, 796, 25 L. ed. 921, per
Waite, C. J. (toll-bridge franchise;
obligation of contract; legislative
power).
In construing a franchise the
principle should be applied that
grant .from the public, so far 88 it is
ambiguous, is to be construed in the
interest of the public, that is, in favor
of the grantor, and not, as in the ordinary sense, in favor of the grantee:
This principle, however, is to be applied only when doubt arises, since
if the meaning is clear there is no
room for construction. Trustees of
Southampton v. Jessup, 162 N. Y.

122, 127, 56 N. E. 538, per Vmo. J.,
caee revereee 10 App. Div. 456.
Grants of franchises by the 1181118
State are to be so strictly CODIJtrued
88 to operate 88 a surrender of tbe
sovereignty no further than is expreeely declared by the' terma of the
grant. The grantee takes nothiDI
in that respect by inference. Syracuse Water Co. v. City of SyracuE,
116 N. Y. 167, 26 N. Y. St. R. 3M,
22 N. E. 381.
The rule that public grants are to
be construed strictly against the
grantee means that nothing abal1
pa1111 by implication except it be
necessary to carry into eft'eet the
obvious intent of the grant. People
ex rei. Woodhaven Gas Co. v. Deehan, 153 N. Y. 528, 47 N. E. 7ff1,
rev'g 11 App. Div. 175.
" If there be anything well settled
in the law relating to corporations,
it is, that their chartera, being grants
of power or authority, in derogation
of the natural rights and equality of
men, must be construed favorable
to the public, and strictly aa against
the corporation, in whose favor
nothing can be claimed by implication." Bank of Toledo v. City of
Toledo (Toledo Bank v. Bond), 1
Ohio St. 622, 636, per Bartley, C. J.

74 Oregon Railway & Navigation
Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U. B.
1, 32 L. ed. 837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409, 5 Rd.
& Corp. L. J. 364. See also Central
Transp. Co. v. Pullman's Palace Car
Co., 139 U. S. 24, 35 L. ed. 55, 11
Sup. Ct. 478, 9 Rd. & Corp. L. J. 342,
43 Alb. L. J. 328, 45 Am. & Eng. R.
Cas. 607.
· 71 The rule of construction of private grants, if the meaning of the

words be doubtful, is, that· they
shall be taken most strongly against
the grantor. An opposite rule prevails in cases of grants made by a
sovereign power. Mills v. County of
St. Clair, 7 Ill. 197.
Generally, dubious words ought to
be taken most strongly against the
lawmaker. United States v. Hetb,
3 Cranch (l U. S.), 399, 413, 2 L. eel.
479.

a
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grantee is that such grants are usually prepared by those
interested in them and submitted to the legislatures with a
view to obtain from such bodies the most liberal grant of privileges which they are willing to give.76 The rule or principle
must, however, be applied with reference to the subject-matter
as a whole, and not in such a manner as to defeat the general
intent of the legislature,77 as the obvious intention of the parties, when expressed in plain and unequivocal language, cannot be ignored in a public any more than in a private grant.71
§ 255. Same Subject Continued-Instances-RailroadsStreet Railroads-Submarine Railway-Gas, Telephone,
Where there is a doubt 88 to the
meaning of the terms of a grant of
public interests or uncertainty 88 to
its general purpose, that construction
must be adopted which will support
the claim of the State rather than
that of the individual or corporation.
Slidell v. Grandjean, ll1 U. S. 412.
Grants which confer exclusive privileges affecting great public interests
must be construed strictly against
the grantee. Emerson v. Commonwealth, 108 Pa. lll.
"Corporate powers can never be
created by implication nor extended
by construction. No privilege is
granted unleat it be expressed in
plain and unequivocal words, testifying the intention of the legislature
in a manner too plain to be misunderstood. When the State means
to clothe a corporate body with a
portion of her own sovereignty, and
to disarm herself to that extent of
the powers which belong to her, it is
10 easy to say so that we will never
believe it to be meant when it is not

said; and words of aquivocal import
are so easily inserted by mistake or
fraud, that every consideration of
justice and policy requires that they
should be treated 88 nugatory, when
they do find their way into the enactments of the legislature. In the construction of a charter, to be in doubt
is to be resolved; and every reBOlution which springs from doubt is
against the corporation. This ia the
rule sustained by all the courts in
this country and in England. No
other haa ever received the sanction
of any authority to which we owe
much deference. This court baa asserted it times without number."
Pennsylvania Ry. Co. v. Canal Commissioners, 21- Pa. 9, 22, per Black,

C.J.
Acts of incorporation and other
statutes granting special privileges
are to be construed strictly, and
whatever is not given in unequivocal
terms is withheld. Moran v. Miami
County, 2 Black (67 U. S.), 722, 17
L.ed. 342.

7• People, Woodhaven Gas Co., v.
"Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. v.
Cleveland, 204 U. S. 116, 130, 51 L. Deehan, 153 N.Y. 528,47 N. E. 187,
rev'g 42 N. Y. Supp. 1071, 17 App.
ed. -, 27 Sup. Ct. - .
"Moran v. Miami County, 2 Black Div. 175, 76 N. Y. St. R. 1071.
(67 U. 8.), 722, 17 L. ed. 342.
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Canal, Water and Turnpike Companies-Ferry-Eminent
Domain.-The rule of liberal construction in favor of the
public and strict construction against the grantee bas
been applied to legislative grants of franchises to railroads,11
including the right of such companies to exercise the power
of eminent domain,10 and the privilege of occupying the public
streets with its tracks; 11 to the charter and the right or privilege
of a street railway to construct, maintain and operate its road
in the public streets of a city; 82 to the grantee of land under
water for a submarine railway; 83 and to the right to use the
streets of a city for pipes to supply it and the inhabitants
with gas.84 So in case exceptional privileges and powers,
which interfere to an important extent with a municipality's
control over its streets, are conferred by ordinance upon a
telephone company to its benefit and advantage, such contract
should be strictly construed, and if it contains words susceptible of various meanings that interpretation should be given
by which the public intert'1;lts will be conserved.u But a charter of a corporation should be so construed as to carry into
effect the will of the legislature, and a power given to a canal
company to take private property for public use upon just
compensation is not a power in derogation of comrpon right,
necessitating, as against the company, the strictest construction of particular words at variance with a reasonable construction drawn from the whole context of the instrument which will
"' State v. St. Paul, M. & M. Ry.
Co. (Minn., 1906), 108 N. W. 261;
Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Lynchburg
Cotton Mill Co., 106 Va. 376, 56
B. E. 146; Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v.
Schein, 106 Va. 382, 56 B. E. 148.
10 Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v. Lynchburg Cotton Mill Co., 106 Va. 376,
56 B. E. 146; Norfolk & W. Ry. Co. v.
Schein, 106 Va. 382, 56 B. E. 148.
II Chicago, D. & V. Ry. Co. v.
Chicago, 121 Ill. 176, 11 N. E. 907.
12 Blocki v. People, 220 Ill. 444,
77 N. E. 172: Citizens' Street R. Co.
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v. Africa, 100 Tenn. 26, 53, 42 S. W.
485, 878; Hamilton & L. E. T . Co. v.
Hamilton, 1 Ohio N. P. 366.
u De Lancey v. Hawkins, 49 N.Y.
Supp. 469, 23 App. Div. 8, aft'd lGa
N. Y. 587, 53 N. E. 1108.
" Pensacola Gas Co. v. Pensacola,
33 Fla. 322, 14 So. 826. See aJao
Hamilton Gas Light Co. v. Hamilton
City, 146 U. S. 258, 36 L. ed. 963, 13
Sup. Ct. 90.
11 Baltimore City v. Chesapeake &
Potomac Teleph. Co., 92 Md. 692, 48
Atl. 465.
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best carry out the legislative intent.ee In a ca.se where a contract wa.s made with a municipality granting the right to
supply a city with water for a certain number of years it was
held that such contract being susceptible of two meanings,
the one restricting and the other extending the powers of the
municipal corporation, that construction wa.s to be adopted
which worked the least harm to the State.87 This la.st rule has
also been applied in the case of a contract by a turnpike company with a State concerning the exercise of franchises.• But
in another case it appeared that in 1819, the legislature
of Illinois authorized an individual, his heirs and assigns, to
establish a ferry on the ea.st bank of the River Mississippi,
near the town of Illinois, and to run the same from lands
"that they may belong to him," provided that the ferry should
be put into actual operation within eighteen months. At this
time he had no land, but within the eighteen months acquired
an interest in a tract of one hundred acres. In 1821, another
act wa.s passed, authorizing him to remove the ferry 11 on any
land may belong to him" on the said Mississippi River, under
the same privileges a.s were prescribed by the former act. It ,
was held that the words of this act, 11 on any land that may
belong to him," must be construed to apply to the lands which
then belonged to him, and not to such as he obtained after the
passage of the act, viz., in 1822. The following rules for construing statutes were applied to the ca.se, viz., First. That in
a grant, designed by the sovereign power making it to be a
general benefit and accommodation to the public, if the meaning of the words be doubtful, they shall be taken most strongly
against the grantee and for the government; and, therefore,
should not be extended by implication in favor of the grantee
beyond the natural and obvious meaning of the words empl_oyed; and if these do not support the right claimed, it must
"Chesapeake ct Ohio Canal Co. v. Co., 141 U. S. 67, 35 L. ed. 622, 11
Key, 3 Craneh (U. S. C. C.), 599, Sup. Ct. 892.
118 Covington & Lex. Tump. Co. v.
603-609, Fed. Cas. No. 2,649.
"Stein v. Bienville Wa.ter Supply Sandford, 164 U.S. 578, 17 Sup. Ct.
198, 41 L. ed. 560.
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fall. Secondly. If the grant admits of two interpretations,
one of which. is more extended, and the other more restricted,
so that a choice is fairly open, and either may be adopted
without any apparent violation of the apparent objects of the
grant, if in such case one interpretation could render the grant
inoperative and the other would give it force and effect, the
latter, if within a reasonable construction of the terms employed, should be adopted." Under still another decision it
appeared that a water company was a corporation organized
under the general statute of Illinois, as was also a municipality.
In June 1882, the government of the city gave the water company an exClusive right to supply the city with water for thirty
years, reserving the right of purchasing the works erected for
that purpose, and if this right were not exercised, the rights
of the company were to be extended for a further term. Provision was made for the erection of hydrants by the company
for which fixed rentals were to be charged, and the city was
given rights in a part of them. Further provisions were made
for the payment of water rates by consumers. In 1896 an
ordinance was passed by the city reducing the rentals of the
hydrants and rates to consumers, to take effect from the date
of its passage. At the time when the grant of 1882 was made,
a statute passed in 1872 was in force in Illinois, authorizing
cities and villages to contract with incorporated companies
for a supply of water for a public use, for a period not exceeding thirty years. It was held that the power so conferred by
the statute of 1872 in force in 1882 could, without straining,
be construed as distributive; that the city council was authorized to contract with any person or corporation to construct
and maintain waterworks at such rates as might be fixed by
ordinance and for a period not exceeding thirty years; that the
words "fixed by ordinance" might be construed to mean by
ordinance once for all to endure during the whole period of
thirty years, or by ordinance from time to time as might be
111

Mills v. St. Clair Co., 8 How. (49 U. B.) 569, 12 L. ed. 1201, 7 ID.
197.
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deemed nect'J38&ry; and that of the two constructions, that must
be adopted which was most favorable to the public, not that
one which would so tie the hands of the council that the rates
could not be adjusted as justice to both parties might require
at a particular time.eo
· § 256. Same Subject-Instances Continued-Public Land
Grants-Railroad Aid.-Land grant . statutes should receive
a strict construction, and one which supports the construction
of the government rather than that of the individual, the
sovereign rather than the grantee; nothing passes by implication.11 But while it is well settled that public grants are to be
construed strictly against the grantees, they are not to be so
construed as to defeat the intent of the legislature, or to
withhold what is given. General legislation, offering advantages in the public lands t{) individuals or corporations as the
inducement to the accomplishment of enterprises of a quasipublic character through undeveloped public domain should
receive a. more liberal coD:Struction than is given to an ordinary private grant.11 Every act of Congress making a. grant
of public land is to be treated both as a law and a. grant, and
the intent of Congress when ascertained is to control in the
interpretation of the law; and when Congress makes a. grant
. of a specific quantity of public land in aid of any internal
improvement, it must be assumed that it intends the beneficiary to receive such amount of land, and when it designates
what land shall be received it is equally clear that the intent
is, if possible, that the exact land thus particularly designated
shall be received.111 Property rights of owners will, however,
be favored by a construction of railroad aid laws.114 Where the
• Freeport Water Co. v. Freeport
City, 180 U. 8. 5if7, 45 L. ed. 679, 21
Sup. Ct. 493.
tt Northem Pacific Ry. Co. v.
Soderberg, 188 U. S. 526, 23 Sup.
Ct. 365, 47 L. ed. 575 (public Ianda;
granta in aid of railroads; reeervations
IIDd ~ptions; mineral Ianda).

n United States v. Denver & Rio
Grande Ry. Co., 150 U. S. 1, 14 Sup.
Ct. 11, 37 L. ed. 975.
"Wi&oonsin Cent. R. Co. v.
Fol'I!Ythe, 159 U. S. 46, 15 Sup. Ct.
1020, 40 L. ed. 71.
u Demaree v. Johnaon, 160 Ind.
419, 49 N. E. 1062, 50 N. E. 876.
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charter of a. railroad company authorizes the counties "through
which it may paes 11 to subscribe to its stock, a. county lying
between the two termini of the road may subscribe without
waiting until the route is actually located. 11 It is true, when
a charter is given for franchises or property to a. corporation,
which is to be brought into existence by some future acts of
the corporators, that such franchises or property are in abeyance until such acts shall have been done, and then they instantly attach. But not to distinguish the acts enjoined or
permitted, to give to the corporation its intended purp<118
and object, is to confound the franchises with such acts, and
would nullify the means by which the franchises are to be
produced; 11 and if the evident intent, to be ascertained from
the charter conditions, there being no express limitation as to
the time of making such subscription, is that it is optional
with those who could do so to make it when most convenient or
advantageous to themselves, it may be made before actual
location of the road.16
• Woods v. Lawrence County, 1 Black (66 U. 8.) 386, 409, 17 L. ed.
122.
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§ 257. Grant of Exclusive Franchises, Rights or Privileges-Street Construction.-Grants of exclusive franchise!,

rights or privileges to corporations or individuals do not pass
except by plain and express words or necessary implication,
and are to be strictly construed. If the terms of such contract
between the corporation or individual and the State are ambiguous such ambiguity must operate in favor of the public or
State; exclusive rights or privileges under public franchises are
. not favored. 1 A special franchise to be exclusive ought to be
1 UDited
States: Long Island
Water Supply Co. v. Brooklyn, 166
U. S. 685, 696, 17 Sup. Ct. 718, 41
L. ed. 1165; Wright v. Nagle, 101
U. S. 791, 796, 25 L. ed. 921, per
Waite, C. J.; Citizens' Street R. Co. v.
Jones (C. C.), 34 Fed. 579.
Diltrict of Oolumbi&: United
States Elec. L. Co. v. Ross, 9 App.
D. C. 558, 24 Wash. L. Rep. 775,
appeal denied, 24 Wash. L. Rep. 838.
Georgi&: McLeod v. Burroughs, 9
Ga. 213.
Maryland: North Baltimore Pass.
Ry. Co. v. North Ave. Ry. Co., 75
Md. 233, 4 Am. Elec. Cas. 1, 9, 29
Atl. 466, per Alvey, C. J .
PeDDiylvaDia: West Mnnayunk
GliB Light Co. v. New Gas Light Co.,
21 Pa. Co. Ct. Rep. 379.
Texu: Victoria County v. Victoria
Bridge, 68 Tex. 62, 4 S. W. 140.
Examine Blair v. City of Chicago,
201 U. S. 400, 50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup.
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Ct. 427, rev'g 132 Fed. 848; Vincennes
v. Citizens' Gaslight Co., 132 Ind.
114, 16 L. R. A. 485, 31 N. E. 573;
Hamilton & L. E. T. Co. v. Hamilton,
1 Ohio N. P. 366. See U 22-24,
herein, also chapter herein as to exclusive franchises.
Charlu River bridge ; power-a expreaBly granted ; ezclusive priviletp
not regarded ,· implications as to. The
act of incorporation of the proprietors of the Charles River bridge,
is in the usual form, and the pri";_
leges such as are commonly given to
corporations of that kind; it confers
on them the ordinary faculties of a
corporation, for the purpose of building the bridge, and establishes certain rates of toll which the company
are authorized to take. This is the
whole grant; there is no exclush-e
privilege given to them over the
waters of Charles River, above or
below their bridge; no right to erect
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§ 258

free from ambiguity, and the precise territorial limitations of

a charter should not be uncertain and incapable of accurate
determination so that the grantee may elect to exercise its
rights in one district one year and abandon that locality the
next. z So where an exclusive right is granted to a corporation
for a period of years that interpretation will govern which is
most favorable to the State, and the right will ~ held to expire at the termination of the period specified, even though
under another statute such grant might be construed as for
an unlimited period.3 But it is held that the rule requiring
all gratuitous grants by the sovereign of exclusive privileges
and franchises to be construed strictly, and that any ambiguity
therein must operate against the grantee, is not in its strictness fully applicable to the grant of a ferry franchise. Such
a grant being never without a consideration, as it imposes upon
the grantee the obligation of maintaining a ferry with suitable
accommodations for the convenience of the public."
§ 258. Separate Grants of Franchises-Rule of Construction. -If the franchise of a ferry and that of a bridge a.re
different in their nature and are each established by separate
grants which have no words to connect the privileges of the
one with the privileges of the other, there is no rule of legal
interpretation, which will authorize a court tO associate such
another bridge themselves, nor to
prevent other peraons from erecting
one; no engagement from the State,
that another shall not be erected;
and no undertaking not to sanction
competition, nor to make improvemerits that may diminish the amount
of its income. Upon all these subjects, the charter is silent, and nothing is said in it about a line of travel,
so much insisted on in the argwnent,.
in which they are to have exclusive
privileges; no words are used, from
which an intention to grant any of
theee rights can be inferred; if the
plaintiffs are entitled t<1 them, it

must be implied simply from the
nature of the grant, and cannot be inferred from the words by which the
grant is made. Charles River Bridge
v. Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U.S.)
420, 9 L. ed. 773.
2 West Manayunk Gas Light Co. v.
New Gas Light Co., 21 Pa. Co. Ct.
Rep. 379.
1 Coosaw Mining Co.
v. South
Carolina, 144 U. S. 550, 36 L. ed. 537,
12 Sup. Ct. 689.
'Mayor, etc., of New York v.
Starin, 106 N. Y. 1, 8 N. Y. St. R.
655, 27 Wkly. Dig. 124, 12 N. E.
631.
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grants together, and to infer that any privilege was intended
to be given to the bridge company merely because it had been
conferred upon the other; the charter being a written instrument it must speak for itself and be interpreted by its own
terms.•
§ 259. Settled Judicial Construction.-It is a well-settled
.principle of construction that language used in a statute which
has a settled and well-known meaning, sanctioned by judicial
decision, is presumed to be used in that sense by the legislative body.1 And if the courts of a State have, when an agreement is made, construed their constitution and laws so as tD
give the agreement force and vitality, the same courts cannot,
by a subsequent and contrary construction, render it invalid,'
for the settled judicial construction of a statute, so far as contract rights are acquired thereunder, is as much a part of the
statute as the text itself, and a change of decision is the same
in effect on pre-existing contracts as a repeal or amendment
by legislative enactment.8 But the construction placed by a
state court upon one statute implies no obligation on its. pact
to put the same construction upon a different statute though
the language of the two may be similar.1

§ 260. Practical Construction by Parties.-The practical
interpretation or construction of ambiguous language of a
charter of a corporation or of a ~t of a franchise or privilege, by the subsequent acts of the parties, and continued
uniformly for a number of years and acquiesced in by the public or officials charged with the duty to object in the premises,
is, in case where such construction is permissible, entitled to
1 Charles River Bridge v. Warren
Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. S.) 420, 9
L. ed. 773.
• Kepner v. United States, J95 U. B.
100, 49 L. ed. 114, 24 Sup. Ct. 797.
'Thomaon v. Lee County, 3 Wall.
(70 U.S.) 327, 18 L. ed. 177.
1 German Sav. Bank v. Franklin
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County, 128 U. B. 526, 9 Sup. Ct. 159,
32 L. ed. 519 (a cue of county bonds;
.railroad aid; conditions preeedent;
invalidity; innocent holden); DoU«laas v. County of Pike, 101 U. B. 677,
25 L. ed. 968.
1 Wood v. Brady, 150 U. 8. 18, 37
L. ed. 981, 14 Sup. Ct. -.
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great weight as evidencing the right interpretation, but if
such acts, conduct or acquiescence have not been uniform, and
indicate conflicting views, they furnish no aid in arriving at
the meaning.10 The omission, however, of a city to assert its
rights, or its passive submission to the invasion thereof is held
to have but little bearing in the construction of a grant, although the acts of a city in asserting and exercising its rights
from time to time, claiming an exclusive franchise, conclusively shows its Ullderstanding under the charter.U Practical
construction by a common carrie:r and officials to whom passes
have been given cannot operate to modify a law clearly prohibiting transportation of favored passengers.12
§ 261. Effect of Interpretation-Beneficial ·ReasonsJustice and Equity-Inconvenience-Injury or
Bardship.-Effect of interpretation may be considered to
ascertain intent.13 If two laws interfere in their application
to particular facts that interpretation should be followed
which is recommended by the most beneficial reasons. 14 b
case of ampiguity a statute should be so construed as to be
consistent with natural justice if not contrary to settled legal
principles, 15 and, keeping in view the object or purpose of the
act, it may be construed according to its equity.11 But if
Congress, or a state legislature, pass a. law within the general
lfa~

1o Port of Mobile v. Louisville &
Nashville R. Co., 84 Ala. 115, 4 So.
106, 5 Am. St. Rep. 342; Clark's Run
& 8. R. Turnpike Road Co. v. Commonwealth, 16 Ky. L. Rep. 681, 29
B. W. 360; Mayor, etc., of New York
v. Starin, 106 N.Y. 1, 8 N. Y. St. R.
655,27 Wkly. Dig. 124, 12 N. E. 631;
Jones v. Erie & W. V. R. Co., 169 Pa.
333, 32 Atl. 535, 36 W. N. C. 441
(construction of railroad and occupation of city streets as interpretation
of grant).
•
u Mayor, etc., of New York v.
Starin, 106 N. Y. 1, 8 N. Y. St. R.
655, 27 Wldy. Dig. 124, 12 N. E. 631.

11 State v. Southern R. Co., 122
N.C. 1052, 30 S. E. 133, 41 L. R. A.
246, 11 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.)
228.
11 Bowers v. Smith, 111 Mo. 45, 16
L. R. A. 754, 35 Cent. L. J. 305, 46
Alb. L. J. 204.
u Kane v. Kansas City, Ft. Smith
& Memphis Ry. Co., 112 Mo. 34, 39,
citing Rutherforth's Inst. (2d Am.
ed.), p. 432.
11 Plum v. Kansas City, 101 Mo:
525, 14 S. W. 657, 10 L. R, A.
371.
11 Harrison .v. Commonwealth, 83
Ky. 162.
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scope of their constitutional power, the courts cannot pronounce
it void, merely because, in their judgment, it is contrary to
the principles of natural justice; 17 and natural equity will
not control in case of uncertainty, although where there is
ambiguity the presumption exists that the legislature intended
to do equity. 18 So constitutional .restrictions and not natural
justice and equity are the test of the validity of statutes.11
And where a particular construction of a statute will occasion
great inconvenience, or produce inequality and injustice, that
view is not to be favored if another and more reMOnable interpretation is present in the statute.20 So in case the legislature has the constitutional power to enact a given law, and
it properly frames an act clearly expressing its legal intent,
it is the duty of the court to construe that act so as to effectuate
its terms. The argument based on the inconvenience which
may result is out of place under such circumstances.z1 Again,
that different sections of the statute may subject different
classes of corporations to. control and result in some inconvenience is not a sufficient reason for departure from the plain
intent evidenced by the language used; zz but there is a presumption against a construction which would render a statute
ineffective or inefficient, or which would cause grave public
injury or even inconvenience.za An act of Congress otherwise
valid is not unconstitutional because the motive in enacting
it was to secure certain advantages for conditions of labor not
17 Calder v. Bull, 3 Dall. (3 U. S.)
386, 1 L. ed. 648, per IrdeU, J.
11 Lake Shore & M. S. R. Co. v.
Cincinnati, W. & M. R . Co., 116 Ind.
578, 19 N. E. 440.
11 Viemeister v. White, 84 N. Y.
Supp. 712, 88 App. Div. 44.
• Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U. S.
i1, 20 Sup. Ct. 747, 44 L. ed. 969.
II State v. Rat Portage Lumber
Co. (Minn., 1908), 115 N. W. 162.
21 Home Building & Loan Assoc.
v. Nolan, 21 Mont. 205, 53 Pac.
738.
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Where the argument of impoaDlrility of applying .a law to a particular
matter amounts to no more than that
it would result in an inconvenience
which may readily be avoided, and
the intention of the legislature il
reasonably clear under the statute,
such argument is rather a matter for
the legislative body than for tbe
oourt. Ellis v. United States, 206
U. 8. 246, 266,' 267, per Moody, J.,
dissenting.
21 Bird v. ,United States, 187 U. 8.
118, 47 L. ed. 100, 23 Sup. Ct. 42.
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subject to the general control of Congress.14 And in testing
the constitutionality of an act of Congress the court will
confine itself to the power of Congress to pass the act and may
not consider any real or imaginary evils arising from its execution; Zll nor will additions ·be made by construction to prevent
apparent hardships; zo and although the state of the statute
law may operate injuriously at times the situation cannot be
changed by the courts, but only by legislation.n Again, the
court will not limit the power of the State by declaring that
because the judgment exercised by the legislature is unwise
it amounts to a denial of the equal protection of the laws or ·
deprivation of property or liberty without due process of law. 28
§ 262. Contemporaneous Construction-Extraneous Matters-History-Debates, etc.-The general rule is perfectly .
well settled that, where a statute is of doubtful meaning and
susceptible upon its face of two constructions, the court may
look into prior and contemporaneous acts, the reasons which
induced the act in question, the mischiefs intended to be remedied, the extraneous circumstances, and the purpose intended
to be accomplished by it, to determine the proper construction.
But where the act is clear upon its face, and when standing
alone it is fairly susceptible of but one construction, that
construction must be given to it.28 Not only will the lawmaking
body be presumed to know that which is commonly known
•• Ellis v. United States, 206 U. 8. County,
246, 51 L. ed. - , 'l:l Sup. Ct. - .
508.

zs Employen' Liability C88e8, 207
U.S. 463.
CoD.Bequences should not be considered. State, Harris, v. Scarboro,
110 N.C. 232, 14 S. E. 737.
That a failure of corporations to
make annual reports is made by
statute is made evidence of non-l.ll!er
when otherwise it would have been
inadmissible evidence, does not invalidate the enactment. People v.
Rose, 207111. 352, 69 N. E. 762.
a• Cheyenne County v. Bent

15 Colo. 320, 25 Pac.

"Caledonia Coal Co. v. Baker, 196
U.S. 432, 49 L. ed. 540, 25 Sup. Ct.
375.
21 Heath & Milligan Mfg. Co. v.
Worst, 207 U.S. 338.
• Hamilton v. Rathbone, 175 U. B.
414, 419, 421, 44 L. ed. 219, 20 Sup.
Ct. 155; Ruggles v. Illinois, 108 U.S.
526, 'l:l L. ed. 812, 2 Sup. Ct. 832;
Platt v. Union Pac. R. Co., 99 U. S.
48, 25 L. ed. 424. See Siemens v.
Sellen, 123 U. S. '1:16, 8 Sup. Ct. 117,
31 L. ed. 153.
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among men, but it will be presumed· to have investigated and
advised itself respecting the conditions made by it the subject of legislative enactment.30 It is also a familiar rule of
interpretation that in the case of a doubtful or ambiguous
law the contemporaneous construction of those charged with
its execution, especially when it has long prevailed, is entitled
to great weight and should not be disregarded or overturned
except for cogent reasons, or unless it is clear that such construction is errorieous.11 The doctrine of contemporaneous
legislative construction will also be considered in cases of
doubt.u And acquiescence by the people or governmental
departments for a long period of time ought to settle the oon10 Eckel'80n v. City of Des Moines
(Iowa, 1008), 115 N. W. 177, 187, per
Biahop, J.
11 United ltates: United States
v. Finnell, 185 U. S. 236, 46 L. ed.
890, 22 Sup. Ct. 633; Pennoyer v.
McConnaughy, 140 U.S. 1, 35 L. ed.
363, 11 Sup. Ct. 699, aff'g 14 Sawy.
584, 595, 43 Fed. 196, 339; Heath v.
Wallace, 138 U. S. 573, 11 Sup. Ct.
380, 34 L. ed. 1083; Meritt v. Cameron, 137 U. S. 42, 11 Sup. Ct. 174,
34 L. ed. 772; United States v.
Johnston, 124 U. S. 236, 31 L. ed.
389, 8 Sup. Ct. 446; Brown v. United
States, 113 U. S. 568, 28 L. ed. 1079,
5 Sup. Ct. 648; United States v.
Pugh, 99 U. S. 265, 25 L. ed. 322;
Smythe v. Fiske, 23 Wall. (90 U. S.)
374, 23 L. ed. 47; Northern Pac. R.
Co. v. Sanders, 47 Fed. 604, aff'd 49
Fed. 129, 7 U. S. App. 47, 1 C. C. A.
192.
Arilona: See Copper Queen Consol. Min. Co. v. Board of Equalization
(Ariz., 1906), 84 Pao. 511.
District of Oolumbia: United
States v. Bliaa, 12 App. D. C. 485,
26 Wash. L. Rep. 293.
Illinois: People, Neil, v. Knopf,
171 Ill. 191, 49 N. E. 424.
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Eentuct,.: Harriaon v. Commollwealth, 83 Ky. 162.
llbmeaota: O'Connor v. Gertgeus,
85 Minn. 481, 89 N. W. 866.
!few York: People v. City of
Buffalo, 84 N. Y. Supp. 434.
Wuh!Dgton: Mississippi Valley
Trust Co. v. Hofina, 20 Waah. Z12, 55
Pac. 54.
West VlrlfDia: State v. Davis
(W. Va., 1008), 60 S. E. 584.
Contemporaneous construction is
a rule of interpretation, but it is not
an absolute one and does not preelude an inquiry by the courts 88 to
the original correctnellll of such construction. A C\18tom of the government, however long continued by
successive officers, must yield to the
positive language of the statute.
Houghton v. Payne, 194 U. 8. 88, 48
L. eel. 888, 24 Sup. Ct. 590.
n Oalifornia: Burgoyne v. Bupervisors, 5 Cal. 23.
Kentucky: Collins v. Hendemm,
11 Bush (74 Ky.), 74.
lfevad&: State v. Parkinson, 6
Nev. 17.
Pelllllylv&Dla: Commonwealth v.
Paine, 207 Pa. 45, 56 Atl. 317.
Wiaconaln: Travelers' Ina. Co. v.
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stltutionality of an act.11 But a construction by the legislative or executive depe.rtments will not be followed where it
would override the obviously plain meaning of the enactment."
The history of the statute or of the times may be considered, if necessa.ry,3ll but debates in Congress are not appropriate
sources of information from which to discover the meaning
of a congressional enactment,38 although resort has been had
to joumal.s 17 and reports of committees in charge.aa A legislative exposition of a doubtful law, is the exercise of a judi<!ial
power, and if it interferes with no vested rights, impairs the
obligation of no contract, and is not in conflict with the primary principles of our social compact, it is in itself harmless,
and may be admitted to retroactive efficiency; but if rights
have grown up under a law of somewhat ambiguous ·meaning,
then it cannot interfere with them. The construction of the
law belongs to the courts.• When the executive department
charged with the execution of a statute gives a construction
Fricke, 94 W'IB. 258, 68 N. W.
958.
u People, Neil, v. Knopf, 171 Ill.
191, 49 N. E. 424; Wallace v. Board
of Equalization (Oreg., 1906), 86 Pac.
365. See Warren v. Board of Registration, 72 Mich. 398, 2 L. R. A. 203,
40N. W. 553.
u State, Pearson, v. Cornell, 54
Neb. 647, 75 N. W. 25. See Downes
v. Bidwell, 182 U. S. 244, 45 L. ed.
1088, 21 Sup. Ct. 770.
11 UDited Itatea: District of ColumJ>ia v. Washington Market Co.,
108 U.S. 243, 27 L. ed. 714, 2 Sup.
Ct. - ; United States v. Union Pac.
Rd. Co.; 91 U. S. 72, 23 L. ed. 224;
Aldridge v. Williams, 3 How. (44 U.
S.) 9, 11 L. ed. 469; United States v.
Colorado & N. W. R. Co., 157 Fed.
321.
Geor,U.: Western & A. R. Co. v.
State (Ga.), 14 L. R. A. 438.
Jllaaourl: Helton, Ex parte, 117
Mo. App. 609, 93 B. W. 913; Grimes

v. Reynolds, 94 Mo. App. 678, 68 8.
W.588.
Ohio: Slinguff v. Weaver, 66
Ohio St. 621, 64 N. E. 574.
Washington: Scouten v. City of
Whatcom, 33 Wash. 273, 74 Pac.
389.

Wiaconain: Brown v. Phillips, 71
Wia. 239,36 N. W. 242.
•• United States v. Trans-Miseouri
Freight .Aaloc., 166 U. S. 290, .41 L.
ed; 1007, 17 Sup. Ct. 540 (a C88e of
railroads and contracts in restraint of
trade). See Aldridge v. Williams, 3
How. (44 U. S.) 9, 11 L. ed. 469;
United States v. Oregon & C. R. Co.,
57 Fed. 426.
11 Blake v. National Ba.nks, 23
Wall. (90 U. 8.) .307, 32 L. ed. 119.
"United States v. Colorado & N.
W. R. Co., 157 Fed. 321.
• McLeod v. Burroughs, 9 Ga. 213.
See also Spoka.ne Fall & Northern
Ry. Co. v. Stevens (Wash., 1908), 93
Pac. 927; Northern Ry. Co. v.
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to it, and acts upon that construction for a series of yea.rs, the
court looks with disfavor upon a change whereby parties who
have contracted with the government on the faith of the old
construction may be injured; especially when it" is attempted
to make the change retroactive, and to require from the contractor repayment of moneys paid to him under the former
construction.40 A construction placed by the Attorney General upon a prohibitory statute as to trusts and combinations,
giVing it an extraterritorial effect, will not be adopted merely
because thereafter the legislature rejected a proposed amendment limiting the operation to combinations within the State.a
§ 263. Policy of Government, of Legislative Body or of
Law-Public Policy-General Principles of Law.-Wbat
is termed the policy of the government with reference to any
particular legislation is too unstable a ground upon which to
rest the judgment of the court in the interpretation of statutes.42
And where legislative grants of land for railroad aid are made
and the statute is free from all ambiguity, the letter of it is not
to be disregarded in favor of a presumption as to the policy
of the government.43 Nor will the policy of legislation be considered, as the question is one of the legislative power to enact.~
But it is held that some weight may be given to general considerations of public policy supposed to have influenced the
legislature where the meaning is uncertain from the J.a.nguage
used." And when the language of a statute is plain and UDa.IDbiguous, a refusal to recognize its natural and obvious meaning may be justly regarded as indicating a purpose to change
the law by judicial action, based upon some supposed policy
Snohomish County (Wash., 1908), 93
Pac. 924.
40 United States v. Alabama Great
Southern R. Co., 142 U.S. 615,35 L.
ed. 1134, 12 Sup. Ct. 306.
"State v. Lancashire F. Ins. Co.,
66 Ark. 466, 51 S. W. 633, 45 L. R. A.
348,281ns.L.J.605
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61 Hadden v. Collector, 3 WaiL
(72 U. 8.) 107, 18 L. ed. 518.
" St. Paul, M. & M. Ry. Co. v.
Phelps, 137 U. S. 528, 11 Sup. Ct.
168, 34 L. ed. 767.
H Eckerson v. City of Dea Moines
(Iowa, 1908), 115 N. W. 177.
41 Glass v. Cedar Rapids, 88lowa,
207.
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of Congress.46 Again, an intention to surrender the right to
demand the carriage of mails over subsidized railroads at reasonable rates, assumed in construing a. statute of the United
States, is opposed to the established policy of Congress.47 Courts
will not impute to the legislature an intention to obstruct or
impede the operation of constitutional provisions or to innovate upon the settled policy of the law. 48 And a. eonstruction
should be given so as to be in harmony rather than in conflict
with the general principles of law where the meaning of the
statute is doubtful.4"
•
§264. Remedial Statutes. -Remedial statutes should be
liberally construed so as to effectuate the purpose intended,
advance the remedy and prevent the mischief or evil,110 and
the precise words of a. remedial statute will be extended to
effect the purpose clearly ma.nifested.111 So a. statute is a. remedial one which provided for a. state board of transportation with
certain powers as to inspection and superintending railroads,
and it should not 'be strictly construed.112
4' Bate Refrigerating Co. v. Subberger, 157 U. 8."1, 39 L. ed. 601, 15
Sup. Ct. 508.
Q Wisconsin Cent. R. Co. v. United
States, 164 U.S. 100, 17 Sup. Ct. 45,
41 L. ed. 399.
• Webb v. Ritter, 60 W. Va. 193,
54 S. E. 484.
• Building dt Loan .As8oc. v.
Sohn, 54 W. Va. 101, 46 S. E. 222.
HD.UDoia: Harrison v. National
Bank, 108 lll. App. 493, caee aff'd
2071ll. 630, 69 N. E. 871.
Indi&Da: Connecticut Mut. Life
Ins. Co. v. Talbot, 113 Ind. 373, 14
N. E. 586.
llllaaourl: Easley v. Bone, 39 Mo.
App. 388.
Ifebrub: Williams v. Miles, 62
Neb 566, 87 N. W. 315; Mcintosh
v. Johnson, 51 Neb. 33, 70 N. W.
622.

!few .Jersey: Camden dt A. R.
Transp. Co. v. Briggs, 22 N. J. L.
623.
!forth OatoliDa: Morris v. Staton,
44N.C. 464.
Oregon: Tucker v. Constable, 16
(neg. 407, 19Pac. 13.
West Virginia: Janesville Hay
Tool Co. v. Boyd, 35 W. Va. 240, 13
S. E. 381.
WiaconllD: Kendall v. Hynes
Lumber Co., 96 Wis. 659, 71 N. W.
1039.
See Rawson v. State, 19 Conn.
292; Trandt v. Hagennan, 27 Ind.
App. 150, 60 N. E. 1011; Carey v.
Giles, 9 Ga. 253.
11 Gray
v. Cumberland County
Commrs., 83 Me. 429, 22 Atl. 376.
n State, Transportation Board, v.
Fremont E. dt M. V. R. Co., 22 Neb.
313, 35 N. W. 118.
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§ 265. Statutes in Pari Materia.-8ta.tutes are in pari ma-

teria which relate to the same thing or general subject-matter
whether passed by the same legislature, or about the same
time, or whenever passed, and even though they do not refer
to each other, are to be construed together as one system in
order to determine the legislative purpose and arrive at the
true intent.~ If a thing contained in a subsequent statute be

•

11 United Itatea: Cooper Manufacturing Co. v. Ferguson, 113 U.
S. 7'rl, 28 L. ed. 1137 (a case of
state right to control foreign corporations; what is and is not doing ~usiness in State; interstate
commerce); Ryan v. Carter, 93 U.
8. 78, 84, 23 L. ed. 81J7; Harrington v. United States, 11 Wall. (78
U.S.) 356,365, 20 L. ed. 167; United
States v. Babbit, 1 Black (66 U. S.),
65, 60, 17 L. ed. 94; United States
v. Walker, 22 How. (63 U. S.) 299,
312, 16 L. ed. - ; Converse v. United States, 21 How. (62 U. S.) 463,
467, 16 L. ed. - ; United States v.
Freeman, 3 How. (44 U. S.) 556, 11
L. ed. 724; Patterson v. Winn, 11
Wheat. (24 U. S.) 381J, 385, 386, 6 L.
ed. 500; United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Assoc., 58 Fed. 58, 67,
19 U. S. App. 36, 24 L. R. A. 73
(interstate commerce; monopolies;
"pooling contracts" between competing corporations. see same case,
166 U. S. 290; United States v. Benson, 31 Fed. 896.
Alabama: State v. SloBS, 83 Ala.
93, 3 So. 745 (a case of taxation of
groBB receipts of busineBB of corporation).
Oolorado: People v. Raymond, 18
Colo. 242, 248, 19 L. R. A. 649, 32
Pac. 429.
District of Oolumbi&: United
States, Koechlin, v. Marble, 2 Mackey
(D. C.), 12.
Florida: Ferrari v. Escambia
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County 24 Fla. 300, 5 So. 1; O'Donovan, Ex parte, 24 Fla. 281, 4 So. 789.
• IWDoia: Chudnovski v. Eckela,
232 Ill. 312, 83 N. E. 846; Hunt v.
Chicago Horse & Dummy Co., 121
Ill. 638, 644, 13 N. E. 176 (right of
street railway company to Ulle city
streets); Meyer v. Huelwood, 116
Ill. 319, 323, 6 N. E. 48/J.
Indiana: Noerr v. Schmidt, 151
Ind. 579, 583, 51 N. E. 332; Conn v.
Cass County Commrs., 151 Ind. 517,
51 N. E. 1062; State, Michener, v.
Harrison, 116 Ind. 300, 19 N. E. 146.
Iowa: Eckerson v. City of Des
Moines (Iowa, 1908), 115 N. W. 177.
Eanaaa: Hall, In re, 38 Kan. 670,
17 Pac. 649.
Louisiana: Richardson v. Richardson, 38 La. Ann. 641.
Kaine: French v. Cowan, 79 lie.
426, 10 At!. 335; Merrill v. en-nan,
68 Me. 412,
Kichigu: Simpkins v. Ward, 45
Mich. 559, 8 N. W. 507.
Kiaaouri: State, Brown, v. Klein,
116 Mo. 259, 22 S. W. 693; Stump
v. Hornback, 94 Mo. 26, 6 S. W. 326;
Gibbins v. Brittenum, 56 Mo. 251;
Grimes v. Reynolds, 94 Mo. App. 578,
68 S. W . .588.
Bebraaka: State v. Royae, 71 Neb.
1, 3, 9'l" N. W. 473, 98 N. W. 459;
State, Berry, v. Babcock, 21 Neb. 599~
Bevad&: State, Hallock, v. Donnelly, 20 Nev. 214, 19 Pac. 680.
·
New Ieney: Gartner v. Cohen,
51 N.J. L. 125, 16 Atl. 684.
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·within the reason of a former statute, it shall be taken to be
within. the meaning of that statute. And if it can be gathered
from a. subsequent statute in pari materia what meaning the
legislature attached to the words of a former statute, this will
amount to a. legislative declaration of its meaning, and Will
govern the construction of the first statute.M So a. chapter of
a. certain enactment extending the power, jUrisdiction and
control of a. court of visitation over telegraph companies and
telegraphic service within a State will be held in pari materia
with another chapter of the statutes passed the same
creating a. court of visitation and attempting to extend its
power, jurisdiction and control over the railways of the State,
and it must be construed in connection with that Statute
the same a.s though both chapters constituted one enactment.06

year

Hew York: Syracuse Water Co. v.
City of Syracuse, 116 N. Y. 167,
179, 22 N. E. 381, 26 N. Y. St. R.
364, 5 L. R. A. 546; Kilbourne v.
Supervisor of Sullivan F. St. R., 62
Hun (N. Y), 210, 217, 41 N. E. 838,
aff'g 137 N. Y. 170, 50 N. Y. St. R.
376, 33 N. E. 159.
Korth Oarolina: Wortham v. Basket, 99 N.C. 70,5 8. E. 401.
Ohio: State, Attorney General, v.
Cincinnati Central R. Co., 37 Ohio
St. 157, 170.
PIIIUUiylv&Dia: White v. Meadville, 177 Pa. 643, 34 L. R. A. 567,
27 Pitts. L. J. (N. 8.) 97, 39 N. F.
102, 35 Atl. 695.
'feDDeaaee: Graham v. Dunn, 3
Pick. (fn Tenn.) 458, 462.
'fuaa: Garrison v. Richards (Tex.
Civ. App., 1908), 107 B. W. 861.
Statutes are in pari materia which,
whenever passed, relate to the same
thing or general BUbject-matter, and
are to be construed together. State
v. Gerhardt, 145 Ind. 439, 44 N. E.
469,33 L. R. A. 313.
Laws enacted by the same legislaiwe about the same time and con-

ceming the same subject-matter, being in pari materia, are to be taken
and considered together to determine
the legislative purpose and arrive at
the true intent. Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Austin, 67 Kan. 208,
212, 72 Pac. 850.
Laws passed at the same &e88ion
of the legislature an4 relating to the
same subject are in pari materia and
are to be construed together as one.
Blackwell v. First National Bank, 10
N. M. 555, 63 Pac. 43. See also Garrison v. Richardson (Tex. Civ. App.,
1908), 107 S. W. 861.
Other &tatulu are w be comidered
even tlwugh not in force where meaning doubtful. State, Michener, v.
Harrison, 116 Ind. 300, 19 N. E. 146;
Stedman v. Merchants' & P. Bank,
69 Tex. 50, 6 8. W. 675.
Antecedent and BUbsequent legislation to be considered. Gray v.
Cumberland County Commissioners,
83 Me. 429, 22 Atl. 370.
u United States v. Freeman, 3
How. (44 U.S.) 556, 11 L. ed. 724.
11 Western
Union Teleg. Co. v.
Austin, 67 Kan. 208, 212, 72 Pac. 800.
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§ 266. Statutes in Pari Materia Continued.-The whole
system of which a statute forms a part should be considered
and construed as one system and be read in pari materia.•
So a clause in controversy may be coni;trued in connection
with previous acts upon the same subject, with other provisions of the same act and with a provisions of a statute upon
which the subject-matter is dependent for its enforcement and
with which as a system the statute in question forms a part.u
And where by the constitution of a State the subjects of land
titles and taxation are, to some extent, united in one scheme
or plan, all statutes relating to either and affecting the subject-matter of the provisions of the article of the constitution
in which they are set forth must be construed and interpreted
in the light thereof and made to harmonize with and conform
to said constitutional plan.M The same principle has been
applied in a Federal case where a statute and a clause of the
constitution of a State imposing certain conditions upon foreign corporations as prerequisites to their transacting busina!B
there were construed together as relating to the same subjectmatter.G&
§ 267. Statutes in Pari Materia Continued-Exception to
or Qualification of Rule.-The rule in pari materia, that the
similar terms of like statutes should receive like interpretations,
does not apply where the provisions of the statute relative to
the question in controversy are plain and explicit, as the rule
is applicable only in case of ambiguity or doubt and because
the objects intended to be accomplished, the evils to be remedied, and the provisions necessary to attain them, are radically different. It is dec~dcd, therefore, that the rule in pari
materia is inapplicable to the Interstate Commerce Act and the
Safety Appliance Act where the provisions of the latter are
plain and explicit in relation to the question before the court.10
61 Cooper Manufacturing Co.
" Brace v. Solner, 1 Alaska, 361.
v.
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific Ry. Ferguson, 113 U. S. 7?:1, 28 L. ed.
Co. v. Binhert, 106 Ill. 298, 306.
1137, 5 Sup. Ct. 739.
10 United States v. Colorado &
"Webb v. Ritter, 60 W. Va. 193,
MS. E. 484.
Northwestern Rd. Co. (C. C. A.), 157

17
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In the case in which this decision was rendered the court, per
Sanborn, Cir. J., said : " It is true that each act was a. regulation of interstate commerce, but so are the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act, the Employers' Liability Act, the various acts relating to
the inspection of steamboats, and the navigation of the inland rivers, lakes and bays, and many other acts, too numerous
to mention or review. It does not follow from the facts that
the Interstate Commerce Act was first passed, and that it regulates commerce among the States, and declares that its provisions shall apply to the members of a certain class of carriers
engaged therein, that the Sherman Anti-Trust Act, the Safety
Appliance Acts, and other subsequent acts regulating commerce
apply to the members of that class only, in the face of the
positive declarations of the later acts that they shall govern
other parties and other branches of commerce. The subject
of the first act was the contracts, the rates of transportation
of articles of interstate commerce; the subject of the Safety
Appliance Acts was the construction of the vehicles, the cars
and engines which carry that commerce. The evils the former was passed to remedy were discrimination and favoritism
in contracts and rates of carriage; the evils the latter was enacted to diminish were injuries to employees of carriers by the
use of dangerous cars and engines. The remedy for the mischiefs which induced the passage of the former act was equality
of contracts and rates of transportation; the remedy for the
evils at which the latter act was leveled was the equipment
of cars and engines with automatic couplers. Neither in their
subjects, in the mischiefs they were enacted to remove, in the
remedies required, nor in the remedies provided, do these acts
relate to similar matters, and the rule that the words or tenns
of acts in pari materia should have similar interpretations
ought not to govern their construction." 01
§ 268. Words or Provisions of Prior Statute Adopted in
Fed. 321, 330, citing Endlich on Northwestern Rd. Co. (C. C. A.), 157
Interp. of Stat. § 53, p. 67.
Fed. 321, 330.
' 1 United States v. Colorado &
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Later Act.-Words in a subsequent act are presumed to
be used in the same sense as in a prior act under which
they have acquired~ through judicial interpretation, a definite
meaning, unless a contrary intent appeal'8.12 So the construction of a subsequent statute will follow that of a previous
one from which it is derived where the same words are employed in the same connection.u And where the Federal
Supreme CoUrt has given a construction to relative provisions
in different parts of a statute, and Congress then makes a new
enactment respecting the same subject-matter, with provisions in different sections bearing like relations to each other,
and without indicating a purpose to vary from that construction,
the court is bound to construe the two provisions in the different sections of the new statute in the same sense which, in
previous statutes, had uniformly been given to them, and not
invent a new application and relation of the two cla.sses.M
§ 269. Derivative Statutes-Construction of Statutes
Adopted from Foreign State or Country.-The known adjudged construction of a statute by the highest court of a
foreign State or country where it was enacted. is generally to
be given to it when such enactment is thereafter adopted by
another State or country, unless such interpretation is contrary
to the spirit and policy ·of the adopting State, or country, or
unless circumstances are so different as to necessitate a different rule.110 So if Congress adopts a state statute it adopt.'!
• 1 The Abbotsford, 98 U.S. 440, 25
L. ed. 168.
81 Guggenheim Smelting Co., In re,
121 Fed. 153; Cooper v. Yoakum, 91
Tex. 391, 43 S. W. 871 (words of later
statute adopted from earlier one,
adopts construction); Sanders v.
Bridges, 67 Tex. 93, 2 S. W. 663 (statute adopting language of prior enactment adopts its construction by,highest tribunal.
Prim act& may be cited to solve but
not to create an ambiguity. Hamilton
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v. Rathbone, 175 U. S. 414, 20 Sup.
Ct. 155, 44 L. ed. 219, caae revenes
9 App. D. C. 48.
"Claftin v.' Commonwealth Ins.
Co., 110 U. S. 81, 28 L. ed. 76, 3 Sup.
Ct. 507;
"United ltatea: James v. Appel,
192 U. S. 129, 24 Sup. Ct. 224, 48
L. ed. 328 (a statute copied from a
similar statute of a foreign State or
country is generally presumed to be
adopted with the COBBtruction which
it already has received); Henrietta
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its construction.86 But the rule that the known a.nd settled
construction of the statute of one State will be regarded as
Mining & Milling Co. v. Gardner, 173 with the company by a city; limitaU. S. 123, 43 L. ed. 637, 19 Sup. Ct. tion of indebtedness of municipality).
327; Boise City Artesian Hot & Cold
ltau.l&ll: Missouri Pac. Ry. Co.
Water Co. v. Boise City, 123 Fed. v. Haley, 25 Kan. 35, 53 (Comp.
232; Coulter v. Stafford (C. C.), 48 Laws, 1879, chap. 84, f 29, adopted
Fed. 266.
from another State, making railroad
.A.rt.lona: Costello v. Muheim companies liable for damages to
(Ariz., 1906), 84 Pac. 906. Compare employee by negligence of ita agents,
Copper Queen Consol. Mining Co. v. etc.). Compare State v. Campbell
Territorial Board of Equalization (Kansas, 1906), 85 Pac. 784.
(Ariz., 1906), 84 Pac. 511.
ltlaaaachusetta: Ryalls v. Me.Arkanaaa: McNutt v. McNutt chanics Mills, 150 Mass. 190, 191(Ark., 1906), 95 s. w. 778.
193, 5 L. R. A. 667, 22 N. E. 766
l'lorida: Atlantic Coast Line Rd. (Employers' Liability Act, Stat.
Co. v. Beazley (Fla., 1908), 45 So. 1887, c. 270, copied verbatim with
761 (unless contrary to the spirit and same variations of detail from tbe
policy of· the laws of the adopting English Stat., 43 & 44 Viet., c. 42);
State; a case of liability of railroad Pratt v.· American Bell Teleph. Co.,
company; fellow servant).
141 Mass. 225, 227, 5 N. E. 307, 55
Oolo~o: Chilcott v. Hartm, 23 Am. St. Rep. 465 (Stock Jobbing
Colo. 40, 45 Pac. 391, 35 L. R. A. 41; Act, Pub. Stat., c. 78, f 6).
Omaha & G. Smelting & Refining Co.
llbmeaota: Nicolet National Bank'
v. Tabor, 13 Colo. 41, 5 L. R. A. 226, v. City Bank, 38 Minn. 85, 8 Am.
St. Rep. 643, 35 N. W. 577.
21 Pac. 925, 2 Denver Leg. N. 281.
Oonnecticut: See West Hartford
ltllaaouri: Bowers v. Smith, 111
v. Hartford WaterCommrs.,68Conn. Mo. 45, 20 S. W. 101, 16 L. R. A.
754, 35 Cent. L. J. 305, 46 Alb. L.
323, 36 Atl. 786.
Dakota: White v. Chicago, M. & Jour. 204, aff'g 17 S. W. 76 (statutes
St. Paul R. Co., 5 Dak. 508, 41 N. from other States construed in subordination to their constituiion and
W. 730.
Dlatrict of Oolumbia: Strasburger laws).
Montana: Oleeon v. Wilson, 20
v. Dodge, 12 App. D. C. 37, 26
Wash. L. Rep. 8 (adopted without Mont. 544, 52 Pac. 372, 63 Am. St.
material change, carries construc- Rep. 639; First National Bank v.
Bell Silver & Copper Mining Co., 8
tion).
Idaho: Stein v. Morrison, 9 Idaho, Mont. 32, 19 Pac. 403. Compare
Ancient Order of Hibernians v.
426, 75 Pac. 246.
Indiana: Laporte, City of, v. Sparrow, 29 Mont. 132, 74 Pac. 197,
Gamewell Fire A1ann Teleg. Co., 64 L. R. A. 128.
Bebraak&: Forester v. Keame:y
146 Ind. 466, 469, 45 N. E. 588, 35
L. R. A. 686, 58 Am. St. Rep. 359 National Bank, 49 Neb. 655, 68 N. W.
(contract for fire alann system made 1059.

"Willis v. Eastern Trust & Ct. 347, 42 L. ed. 752, 26 Wash. L.
Banking Co., 169 U. S. 295, 18 Sup. Rep. 166.
~
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accompanying its adoption by another is not applicable where
that construction had not been announced when the statute
was adopted; nor when the statute is changed in the adoption.117 Nor is such construction absolutely binding where it is
subsequently overruled in the State of original enactment.•
And where a statute of one State has been substantially adopted
in another and as enacted in the latter is adopted in still
another State and the second adopting State had declined to
follow the construction of the State of its original enactment,
and a case arose in the third adopting State, the court was held
at liberty to follow its own judgment in the interpretation of
the statute and was not obliged to follow the construction
given such enactment by the second adopting State.88 Again,
subsequent additions and modifications of adopted statutes
are not adopted where there is not an expressed or strongly
implied intent so to do.70 Where English statutes have been
Bew leraey: State, Andel'liOn, v.
Camden, 58 N.J. L. 515, 33 Atl. 846.
• Borth OarollDa: Bridgers v. Taylor, 102 N. C. 86, 8 B. E. 893, 3
L. R. A. 376.
Oklahoma: National Live Stock
Commission Co. v. Taliaferro (Okla.,
1908), 93 Pac. 983.
Iouth Dakota: Yankton Bav.
Bank v. Guttel'liOn, 15 B. Dak. 486,
90 N. W. 144; Adams v. Grand
Island & W. C. R. Co., 10 B. Dak.
239, 72 N. W. 577.
"reDDetaee: Compare Smith v.
Dayton Coal & Iron Co., 115 Tenn.
543.

Utah: State v. Mortensen, 26
Utah, 312, 73 Pac. 562, 633; Dixon
v. Ricketta, 26 Utah, 215, 72 Pac.
947; People v. Ritchie, 12 Utah, 1~,
42 Pac. 209.
'WlacoDaiD: State, Rogen~, v.
Wheel~r. 97 Wis. 96, 72 N. W. 225;
Milwaukee County v. Sheboygan, 94
Wis. 58, 68 N. W. 387; Pomeroy v.
Pomeroy, 93 Wis. 262,67 N. W. 430.
Such oonatrvction muat llave bem l1y
highut court and ao long utablialud as
to raise presumption that legislature
adopting it knew of BUch conatruction. Smith v. Baker, 5 Okla. 326,
49 Pac. 61.

17 Stutsman County v. Wallace,
142 U. B. 293, 35 L. ed. 1018, 12
Sup. Ct. 227 (taxation; salea for
taxes; railroads; Ianda).
Statute adopted from another
State; rule as to adoption of construction and presumption that legislature had such construction in mind
does not apply to decisions rendered
after such adoption. Olin v. Denver

& Rio Grande R. Co., 25 Colo. 177,
53 Pac. 454, 30 Chic. Leg. N. 427,
10 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.) 708.
• Oleson v. Wilson, 20 Mont. 544,
52 Pac. 372, 63 Am. St. Rep. 639.
• Coulam v. Doull, 133 U. B. 216,
33 L. ed. 596, 10 Sup. Ct. 253.
70 Postal Teleg. Cable Co. v. Southem R. Co. (C. C.), 89 Fed. 190;
Andrews v. People, 173 IU. 123, W
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adopted into our own legislation, the known and settled construction of those statutes by courts of law, has been considered as silently incorporated into the acts, or has been received with all the weight of authority.71 When a British statute is adopted by Congress by reference, such adoption always
refers to the law existing at the time of adoption only and no
subsequent British legislation affects it.u
§ 270. Re-enactment- Consolidation- Revised Statutes
-Codes.-Where the language of a statute which has received a construction by the highest court is adopted by reenactment, or by a revision or consolidation of statutes or
codes, it carries with it the construction given it before such
adoption, unless it is clearly manifest that the legislature
intended that it should, as adopted, receive a different interpretation.71 The presumption is, in such case, that the legislaN. E. 335; Court of Insolvency v.
Meldon, 69 Vt. 110, 38 At!. 167.
71 McDonald v. Hovey, 110 U. S.
619, 28 L. ed. 269, 4 Sup. Ct. 142.
The rule uniformly observed by
the Federal Supreme Court, in construing statutes is to adopt the construction made by the courts of the
country, by whoBB legislature the
statute W88 enacted. This rule may
he susceptible of some modification
when applied to British statutes
which are adopted in any of the
States; by adopting them they beeome our own, 88 entirely 88 if they
had been enacted by the legislature
of the State. Cathcart v. Robinson,
5 Pet. (30 U. S.) 264, 8 L. ed. 120.
See Brown v. Walker, 161 U. S. 591,
60Q, 40 L. ed. 819, 16 Sup. Ct. 644,
per Brown, J.
Statutes adopted from England;
construction there will he of force.
Jarvia v. Hitch, 161 Ind. 217, 67
N. E. 1057, citing numerous cases.
"Kendall v. United States, 12 Pet.
(37 U. S.) 524, 9 L. ed. 1181.

The construction which British
statutes had received in England, at
the time of their adoption in this
eountry, indeed, to the time of the
separation of this country from the
British empire, may very properly
he considered as accompanying the
statutes themselves, and forming an
integral part of them; but however
subsequent decisions may he respected, and they are entitled to
great respect, their absolute authority
is not admitted; if the English courts
vary their construction of a statute
which is common to both countriee,
the Federal Supreme Court IUIICrts
that it does not hold itself bound to
fluctuate with them. Cathcart v.
Robinson, 5 Pet. (30 U. 8.) 264, 8
L. ed. 120.
71 United ltate1: Sessions v. Romadka, 145 U. 8. 29, 36 L. ed. 609,
12 Sup. Ct. 799 (where the Revised
Statutes adopt language of a previous
statute, Congress must he considered
as adopting that construction).
Alabama: Potter v. State, 92
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ture had in mind a known judicial construction.7.c And where
the language of the revision is fairly consistent with that of
a prior statute it will be presumed that the revisers have not
ehanged the law.76 If the United States Supreme Court has
construed relative provisions in different parts of a statute and
Congress then makes a new enactment on the same subjectmatter, with provisions bearing like relations, they must be
construed in the same way .7" But an act included in a code
by the codifier is not a part of such code when the latter was
adopted before the passage of the act, and the enactment
should be construed in the form in which it was enacted, independently of the code; 77 and a statute is not given greater
efficacy by embodying it in a statutory revision.71 If the
meaning is plain the courts cannot look to the statutes codified in the Revised Statutes, and repealed with their enactment,
to see if Congress erred in that revision, but may do so when
necessary to interpret obscure and ambiguous phrases in the
revision or to construe doubtful language used in expressing
the meaning of Congress.79 Again, upon a revision of statutes
Ala. 37, 9 So. 402; Snider v. Barks,
84 Ala. 53, 4 So. 225; Woolsey v.
Cade, 54 Ala. 378, 25 Am. Rep. 711.
Indi&Da: Hilliker v. Citizens' St.
Ry. Co., 152 Ind. 86, 52 N. E.
607.
Rebraw: State, Peal'80n, v. Cornell, 54 Neb. 647, 75 N. W. 25.
'l'eua: H11811ey v. Moser, 70 Tex.
42, 7 S. W. 606.
Wisconsin: State, Rochester, v.
Racine County, 70 Wis. 543, 36
N. W. 399.
14 Woolsey v. Cade, 54 Ala. 378,
25 Am. Rep. 711. See White v.
State, 134 Ala. 197, 32 So. 320;
Camp v. Wabash R. Co., 94 Mo. App.
272, 68 S. W. 96.
" Duffield v. Pike, 71 Conn. 521, 42
Atl. 641; Bartram v. Hopkins, 71
Conn. 505, 42 Atl. 645.
11 Claflin v. Commonwealth Ins.
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Co., 110 U. S. 81, 28 L. ed. 76, 3 Sup.
Ct. 507.
77 Rayford v. Faulk (Ala., 1908),
45 So. 714 (an act to regulate insurance business).
18 Knight v. Ocean County, 49
N. J. L. 485, 12 Atl. 62S.
71 Bate Refrigerating Co. v. Subberger, 157 U. S. 1, 15 Sup. Ct. 508,
39 L. ed. 601; Dwight v. Merritt, 140
U. S. 213, 11 Sup. Ct. 568, 35 L. ed.
450.
The Revised Statutes of the
United States must be accepted u
law on the subjects they emb~. u
it existed December 1, 1873. WheD
their meaning is plain the court CIDnot recur to the original statutes to
see if errors were committed in revieing them, but may do so when neceaaary to interpret or construe doubtful
language. United States v. Bo'lnll,
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a different meaning is not to be given to them without some
substantial change of phraseology other than what may have
been necessary to abbreviate the form of law .rJJJ But a change
in the phraseology creates a presumption of change of intent
of the legislative body from that expressed in the former
statute.81 And when the purpose of a prior law is continued,
its words usually are so that an omission of the words implies
an omission of the purpose; 82 that is, if the same subjectmatter is covered by the Revised Statutes of a State, the failure
to include the provisions of an earlier statute on the subject
operates as a repeal thereof.8 So a code revision, repealing
all acts relating to the subject codified, repeals provisions
omitted therefrom under corresponding sections.l14 A statute
revising the whole subject-matter of a prior one impliedly
repeals it.~ So a statutory revision of the entire law as to the
fire insurance business, including the right of foreign insurance
corporations to transact business in the State, repeals prior
statutes relating to foreign insurance companies doing business
100 U. 8. 508, 25 L. ed. 631, followed
in Bate Refrigerating Co. v. Sulzberger, 157 U. S. 1, 39 L. ed. 601,
15 Sup. Ct. 508 (which is cited in
Hamilton v. Rathbone, 175 U. 8.
414, 421, 44 L. ed. 219, 20 Sup. Ct.
155, which cites United States v.
Lacher, 134 U. S. 624, 10 Sup. Ct.
625, 33 L. ed. 1080; United States v.
Averill, 130 U. S. 335, 32 L. ed. 977,
9 Sup. Ct. - ; Cambria Iron Co. v.
Ashburn, 118 U.S. 54, 6 Sup. Ct. 929,
30 L. ed. 60; Deffebaek v. Hawke, 115
U. S. 392, 6 Sup. Ct. 95, 29 L. ed.
423), approved in Arthur v. Dodge,
101 U. B. 34, 29 L. ed. 948.
Original lltatutes examined in con&truing code, to give effect originally
intended. Gunter v. State, 83 Ala.
96, 3 So. 600.
In ease of compiled codes resort
may be had to original for construetion. Runnels v. State (rex. Civ.
App., 1903), 77 B. W. 458.

Where statutes are consolidated
reference may be had to the interpretation of original acta eo conaolidated. Hooper v. Creager, 84
Md. 358,36 Atl. 359,35 L. R. A. 210,
denying rehearing of 84 Md. 195, 35
Atl. 967, 1103, 35 L. R. A. 202.
Compare Gaines v. Marye, 94 Va.
225, 26 S. E. 511.
10 McDonald v. Hovey, 110 U. 8.
619, 28 L. ed. 269, 4 Sup. Ct. 142.
11 Crawford v. Burke, 195 U. 8.
176, 25 Sup. Ct. 9, 49 L. ed.
147.
., Price v. Chicago Title & Trust
Co., 182 U. 8 . 438, 45 L. ed. 1171, 21
Sup. Ct. 906.
11 National Bank v. Williams, 38
Fla. 305, 20 So. 931.
"Packett v. Ducktown Sulphur
C. & I. Co., 97 Tenn. 690, 37 S. W.
698.
"Keese v. Denver, 10 Colo. 112,
15 Pae. 825.
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in the Sta.te.ae Substantial provisions of an old statute enacted
into a. new one with slight modifications make the new statute
to operate as a. continuation of the old one with the added
modifica.tions.87 But the re-enactment continues the statute
in force and does not repeal and re-ena.ct.118
§ 271. Construction by a State of Its Statutes-How Far
Respected in Courts of Other States.-The interpretation of
the statutes of a. State by its · highest judicial tribunal will
ordinarily be followed by the courts of other States as an authoritative exposition of the construction of the statute, even
though a. different construction might have been given to the
same language by the court which follows such interpretation.
But it is held that the rule does not apply to questions under
general or common law .88
"Continental Ins. Co. v. Riggen,
31 Oreg. 336, 48 Pac. 476, 26 Ins.
L. J . 590.
17 Bear Lake & River Waterworks
& Irrig. Co. v. Garland, 164 U. 8. 1,
17 Sup. Ct. 7, 41 L. ed. 327. See
Matter of Prime, 136 N. Y. 347, 49
N. Y. St. R. 658, 32 N. E. 1091,
afJ'g 64 Hun, 50, 18 N. Y. Supp.
603, 45 N. Y. St. R. 832; McAvoy v.
City of New York, 52 N. Y. App.
Div. 485, 488; Marsh v. Kaye, 44
N. Y. App. Div. 68, 74; Roddy v.
Brooklyn Heights R. Co., 23 Misc.
373; Taylor v. Empire State Sav.
Bank, 66 Hun, 540; N. Y. Stat.
Const. Law (L. 1892, chap. 677), § 32.
11 State v. Kibling, 63 Vt. 636, 22
At!. 613.
•united ltates: Bate Refrigerating Co. v. Gillett (C. C.), 20 Fed. 192.
Alabama: Bloodgood v. Grasey, 31
Ala. 575. Compare Nelson v. Goree,
34 Ala. 565.
Georgia: Clark v. Turner, 73 Ga. 1
(judgment court of State· where corporation chartered, construing charter will be followed).
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IWD.ols: VanMatre v. Sankey, 148
Ill. 536, 39 Am. St. Rep. 196, 36
N. E. 628, 23 L. R. A. 665 ('•rill
ordinarily be accepted although different constnaction might bave bel!ll
given to same 1anguap by coun
construing same).
Iowa: Franklin v. Twogood, 25
Iowa, 520, 96 Am. Dec. 73 (will be
followed, but nale does not apply to
questions under general or commoa
law).
E&Dsu: Hamilton v. Hannjbal &
St. Joseph Rd. Co., 39 Kan. li6, 18
Pac. 57 (action for damages for person killed brought in Kausaa under
MiBBOuri statute).
•ew Ieney: Watson v. Lane, 52
N.J. L. 550, 10 L. R. A. 1M, 20 Atl.
894 (will be accepted aa conclusive).
•ew York: Leonard v. Columbia
Steam Navigation Co., 84 N. Y. 48,
38 Am. Rep. 491 (will be controlling;
action by personal repreeentative for
death from injury received in another State).
•orth OarollD.a: Wateaa v. Orr,
14 N.C. 161.
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§ 272. Construction of State Constitutions and Statutes

by State Courts-How Far Respected by Federal Courts.It is a well-recognized general rule that the construction or
interpretation by the highest court of a State of its own constitution and statutes are binding upon and will be followed
by the Federal courts,80 however much they may doubt the
PeDDiylv&Dia: Grant v. Henry
Clay Coal Co., 80 Pa. 208; Merrimac
Mining Co. v. Levy, 54 Pa. 2Z7, 93
Am. Dec. 697 (charter of another
State; rights · and duties of stockholders thereunder).
'rexaa: Powell v. De Blane, 23 Tex.
66 (binding as to rights of property
and of action depending on these
IaWI).
Vermont: Blaine v. Curtis, 59 Vt.
120, 59 Am. Rep. 702, 7 Atl. 708.
Wuhlngton: Whitman v. Mast,
Buford & Burwell Co., 11 Wash. 318,
3D Pac. 649, 48 Am. St. Rep. 874
(BBirignment, and effect on property
elaewhere).
West Vlrginl&: Mimick v. Ming
Iron Works Co., 25 W. Va. 184 (liability of stockholders).
10 Strickley v. Highland Boy Gold
Min. Co., 200 U.S. 527, 50 L. ed. 581,
26 Sup. Ct. 301 (following Clark v.
Nash, 198 U.S. 361, 25 Sup. Ct. 676,
49 L. ed. 1081); West v. Louisiana,
194 U.S. 258, 48 L. ed. 965, 24 Sup.
Ct. 650; Caratairs v. Cochran, 193
U, S. 10, 24 Sup. Ct. 318, 48 L. ed.
596; American Steel & Wire Co. v.
Breed, 192 U. s. 500, 24 Sup. Ct.
365, 48 L. ed. 538; People's National
Bk. v. Marye, 191 U.S. 272, 48 L. ed.
180, 24 Sup. Ct. 68; Schaefer v.
Werling, 188 U. S. 516, 47 L. ed.
670, 23 Sup. Ct. 449; Iowa Life Ins.
Co. v. Lewis, 187 U.S. 335, 23 Sup.
Ct. 126, 47 L. ed. 204; Louisville &
N. R. Co. v. Kentucky, 183 U. S.
603, 46 L. ed. 298, 22 Sup. Ct. 95;

Covington v. Kentucky, 173 U. S.
231, 19 Sup. Ct. 383, 43 L. ed. 679;
Backus v. Fort St. Union Depot Co.,
169 U. S. 557, 42 L. ed. 863, 18 Bup.
Ct. 445; Stutsman County v. Wallace, 142 U. S. 293, 35 L. ed. 1018, 12
Sup. Ct. 227; Norton v. Shelby
County, 118 U. S. 425, 6 Sup. Ct.
1121, 30 L. ed. 178; State Railroad
Tax Caaes, 92 U. S. 575, 23 L. ed.
663; Nesmith v. Sheldon, 7 How.
(48 U. S.) 812, 12 L. ed. 925.
If the state statute as construed by
ita highest court is valid under the
Federal Constitution, the Federal Supreme ·Court is bound by that construction. New York Central &
Hudson River Rd. Co. v. Miller, 202
U. S. 584, 50 L. ed. -, 26 Sup. Ct.
- ; Minnesota Iron Co. v. Kline, 100
U. S. 593, 26 Sup. Ct. 159, 50 L. ed.
322.
In a matter of local and nonFederal concem where no Federal
question is involved the Federal Supreme Court adopts and follows the
construction uniformly given to the
constitution and laws of a State by
ita highest court. Board of Liquidation of New Orleans v. Louisiana, 179
U.S. 622, 45 L. ed. 347, 21 Sup. Ct.
- ; Fairfield v. County of Gallatin,
100 U. S. 47, 25 L. ed. 544.
State court construction conclusive
in a caae not involving any question
re-examinable in the Federal Supreme Court under the twenty-fifth
section of the Judiciary Act. Provident Institution v. M8888chusetta, 6
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soundness of the interpretation,111 and even though the state
Supreme Court may have determined the meaning and scope
of the statute by pursuing a rule of construction different from
that recognized by the Federal court.112 The words of Chief
Justice Marshall are pertinent, they are as follows: "This court
has uniformly professed its disposition, in cases dependin;,;
upon the laws of a particular State, to adopt the construction
which the courts of the State have given to those laws. This
course is founded on the principle, supposed to be universally
recognized, that the judicial department of every government,
where such department exists, is the appropriate organ for
construing the legislative acts of that government. Thus no
court in the universe, which professed to be governed by principle, would, we presume, undertake to say, that the courts of
Great Britain, or of France, or of any other nation, had misunderstood their own statutes, and therefore erect itseH into
a tribunal which should correct such misundertanding. We
receive the construction given by the courts of the nation as
the true sense of the law, and feel ourselves no more at liberty
to depart from that construction, than to depart from the
words of the statute. On this principle, the construction given
Wall. (73 U. 8.) 611, 18 L. ed. Black (67 U.S.) 599, 17 L. ed. 261,
and numerous other judgments IJ3
Federal Supreme Court bound by decided all concede this." Talcott
decision of highest state court that a v. Township of Pine Grove, 1 Flipp.
atate statute does not violate any (U. S. C. C.) 120, 123, Fed. C...
provision of the state constitution No. 13,735, per Emmons, Cir. J., caae
and is valid so far as that instrument aff'd Township of Pine Grove v.
is concerned. Jack v. Kansas, 199 Talcott, 19 Wall. (86 U. 8.) 666, 22
U.S. 372, 50 L. ed. 234, 26 Sup. Ct. L. ed. 227. The decision in the Cir73; People's National Bank v. Marye, cuit Court in this case specifies when
191 U. S. 272, 24 Sup. Ct. 68, 48 the decisions of the state court will
L. ed. 180; Carstairs v. Cochran, 193 not be followed and in the opinion
U. S. 10, 24 Sup. Ct. 318, 48 L. ed. cites a series of cases decided in
596.
twenty-six States.
"As a general rule, to which there
' 1 Covington v. Kentucky, 173
are rare exceptions, the United States U.S. 231, 43 L. ed. 679, 19 Sup. Ct.
courts will, in the construction of 383.
state statutes or constitutions, follow
n Smiley v. Kansas, 196 U. S. 447,
the decisions of the highest courts of 49 L. ed. 546, 25 Sup. Ct. 276.
the State, Leffingwell v. Warren, 2
007.
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by this court to the Constitution and laws of the United States
is received by all as the true construction; and on the same
principle, the construction given by the courts of the 86veral
States to the legislative acts of those States, is received as
true, unless they come into conflict with the Constitution,
laws or treaties of the United States." aa

§ 273. Same Subject Continued. -A suggested construe11 Elmendorf v. Taylor, 10 Wheat. opinion, per Miller, J. (principle well
(23 U. S.) 152, 159, 6 L. ed. 289, per eettled but applicability to that cue
Marshall, C. J ., cited in Hartford considered); cited and explained in
Fire Ina. Co. v. Chicago, Milwaukee Luther v. Borden, 7 How. (48 U. S.)
cl: St. Paul Ry. Co., 175 U. S. 91, I, 58, 12 L. ed. 581; cited in Foxcroft
100, 44 L. ed. 84, 20 Sup. Ct. 33 (to v . .Mallett, 4 How. (45 U.S.) 353, 11
point questions of public policy, aa L. ed. 1008 (but held not applicable);
affecting the liability for acts done, cited in Beals v. Hale, 4 How. (45
or upon contracts made and to be U.S.) 37, 54, 11 L. ed. 865 (principle
perfonned, within one of the States of controlling, but judgment in this cue
the Union-when noi controlled by not by highest state court); quoted in
the Constitution, laws or treaties of part and followed in Zeiger v. Pennthe United States, or by the princi- sylvania R. Co., 158 Fed. 809, 811;
pies of the commercial or mercantile quoted in part in Kessler v. Armlaw or of general jurisprudence, of strong Cork Co., 158 Fed. 744, 753,
national or universal appl1cation-are per Noyes, Cir. J., in diseenting opingovemed by the law of the State, aa ion; explained and followed, with
expre.ed in its own constitutions qualifications, in same cue, ld., 160;
ud statutes, or declared by its high- quoted in part and followed in York
est courts); quoted in Hilton v. v. Washburn, 129 Fed. 564, 567
Guyot, 159 U. S. 113, 194, 40 L. ed. ("it is a cardinal rule"); cited in
95, 16 Sup. Ct. 139; cited to same Parker v. Moore, 115 Fed. 799, 802
point in McArthur v. Scott, 113 U. S. (to point that contracts valid in
340, 391, 28 L. ed. 1015, 5 Sup. Ct. State or country where made will be
652; cited and principle considered in enforced in another State except
Burgess v. Seligman, 107 U. S. 20, where contrary to good morals, etc.);
32-34, 2 Sup. Ct. 10, 27 L. ed. 359 cited and followed in Thompeon v.
(but court said it did not consider M'Connell, 107 Fed. 33, 36 (such
iteelf bound to follow the decision of decisions are binding); cited and folthe state court in that cue); cited in lowed in Louisville & Nashville Rd.
Fairfield v. County of Gallatin, 100 Co. v. Lansford, 102 Fed. 62, 66
U. S. 47, 52, 25 L. ed. 544 (rule (binding on courts of United States,
recognised but subject to "some ex- aa a rule of decision); cited and folceptions"); cited in Gelpcke v. City lowed in Williams v. Gold Hill Min.
of Dubuque, 1 Wall. (68 U.S.) 175, Co., 96 Fed. 464,465.
210, 17 L. ed. 520, in diseenting
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tion of a state statute which would lead to a manifest absurdity
and which has not, and is not likely to receive judicial sanction, will not be accepted by the United States Supreme Court
as the basis of declaring the statute unconstitutional when
the courts of the State have given it a construction which is
the only one consistent with its purposes and under which it is
constitutional.'" And in the case of an appeal from the judgment of the Supreme Court of a Territory, which was admitted
as a State after the appeal was taken, a subsequent judgment
of the highest court of the State upon the construction of a
territorial law involved in the appeal is entitled to be followed
by the Federal Supreme Court, in preference to its construction
by the Supreme Court of the Territory.110 While the Supreme
Court of the United States does not take judicial notice of the
decisions of the courts of one State in a case coming from the
courts of another State, it may properly refer to the opinion
of the highest court of a State as to the colll3truction of a statute of that State, when such statute is involved in the case
before the Federal court; and this applies to a decision rendered after the judgment appealed from was rendered.11 If
the courts of one State fully consider the statute of another
State and the decisions of the courts of that State construing
it, and the case turns upon the construction of the statute
and not upon its validity, due faith and credit is not denied by
one State to the statute of another State, and the manner in
which the statute is construed is not necessarily a Federal
question.117 Again, although the state court may refer to and
uphold a statute, the constitutionality of which is attacked,
if it does so after stating the rule a.t common law and that the
statute is merely declaratory thereof the judgment is based on
the common-law rule and no Federal question exists that the
14 Adams v. New York, 192 U. B.
585, 48 L. ed. 575, 24 Sup. Ct. 372.
N Stutsman County v. Wallace,
142 U.S. 293.
"Eastern Bldg. & Loan AI!8D. v.
Williarn110n, 189 U. S. 122, 47 L. ed.
735, 23 Sup. Ct. 527 (construction by
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the highest courts of two States of a
statute of one of the States held to
commend itself to the Federal coun
as a correct construction).
., Johnaon v. New York Life In&
Co., 187 U. S. 491, 47 L. ed. 273, 23
Sup. Ct. 194.
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Federal court can review .• So the limit of interference by the
Federal Supreme Court with the judgments of state courts
is reached when it appears that no fundamental rig~ts have
been disregarded by the state tribunals.88 And whether the
proceedings in the enactment of a state statute conform with
the state constitution is to be determined by the state court,
and its judgment is final. 1
§ 274. Same Subject Continued-Exceptions to or Qualifications of Rule.-The general rule that the construction or

interpretation given by the highest state courts to state laws
and constitutions is binding and conclusive on the Federal
courts is not applicable where they conflict with or impair
some principle· of the Federal Constitution, or of a Federal
statute, or a rule of commercial or general law, or the treaties
of the United States. 2 Nor does the rule extend to cases in
which the Federal Supreme Court is called on to interpret
the contracts of States, though they have been made in the
form of laws or by functionaries of the State in pursuance of
state laws. Fidelity to the Constitution of the United States
makes it necessary, that in such a Ina.tter that court should
not follow the construction of a state court with whose opinion
it cannot concur, and it makes no difference in the obligation
whether the contract is in the shape of a law or a covenant by
the State's agents. 3 So where the decisions of the highest court
of a State show that it regarded the construction and application of a statute as open for review if another case arose,
its prior determination of the questions does not necessarily
• Arkanll88 Southern Ry. Co. v.
German National Bank, 207 U. 8.
270, 271.
• Backus v. Fort St. Union Depot
Co., 169 U. B. 667, 42 L. ed. 853, 18
Sup. Ct. 445.
1 Smith v. Jenning&, 206 U. B. 276,
29 Sup. Ct. -, 51 L. ed. -. Bee
aiJJO Wilkes County v. Coler, 180
U. 8. 606, 21 Sup. Ct. 468, 46 L. ed.
642.

1 Norton v. Shelby County, 118
U. B. 425, 30 L. ed. 178, 6 Sup. Ct.
1121; Elemendorf v. Taylor, 10
Wheat. (23 U. B.) 152, 159, 6 L. ed.
289.
1 Jeft'enJOn Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black
(66 U. 8.), 436, 17 L. ed. 173 (franchiae grants; conatruction; waiver
or BOVereignty; bank charters; tax
exemption irrevocable; subeequen'
conatitution~ provision).
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have to be adopted and applied by the Federal courts in cases
where the cause of action arose prior to any of the adjudications by the state court.• And where the law has not been
definitely settled, it is the right and duty of the Federal courts
to exercise their own judgments.•
§ 275. Same Subject Continued-Instances-Incorporation Acts-Eminent Domain-Corporate Powen.-Where
the constitution of a State prohibita the legislature from
"passing any act of incorporation unless with the assent of
at least two-thirds of each house," the judgment of the legislature is required to be exercised upon the propriety of creating each particular corporation, and two-thirds of each house
must sanction and approve each individual charter; and the
Supreme Court of the State having so construed its constitution such construction will be adopted by the Federal Supreme
Court.0 And whether the statutes of a State authorize the
incorporation of a bridge company to construct a bridge over
a navigable river separating it from another State; whether
such statutes confer the right of eminent domain on a corporation of another State, and whether such corporation can
exercise therein powers other than those conferred by the
State of its creation, are all questions of state law, involving
no Federal questions, and the rulings of the highest court of
the State are final and conclusive upon the Supreme Court of
the United States.7 So the Federal courts will follow the construction of the highest court of a State that its statute is
constitutional; and there is nothin~ in the Fourteenth Amendment which prevents a State in carrying out its declared pub• Brunswick Terminal Co. v. National Bank of Baltimore, 192 U. S.
386, 48 L. ed. 491, 24 Sup. Ct.- (liability of stockholdel'B; construction
of statute; banks; transfer of stock).
1 Stanley County v. Coler, 190
U.S. 437, 23 Sup. Ct. 811, 47 L. ed.
1126 (counties; bonds in aid of railroads; validity).
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• Nesmith v. Sheldon, 7 How. (48
U. B.) 812, 12 L. ed. 925. See W'llkes
County v. Coler, 180 U. 8. 506, 4S L.
ed. 642, 21 Sup. Ct. 458.
'Stone v. Southern Illinois .t
Missouri Bridge Co., 206 U. B. 267,
27 Sup. Ct. -, 61 L. ed. - , aif'C
194 Mo. 175.
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lie policy from requiring individuals to make to each other;
on due compensation, such concessions as the public welfare
demands j and a state statute providing that eminent domain
may be exercised for railways and other means to facilitate
the working of mines is not unconstitutional.3 And, generally, the settled rule of the Federal Supreme Court in cases
for the determination of the amount of damages to be paid
for private property condemned and taken for public use, is
that it accepts the construction placed by the Supreme Court
of the State upon its own constitution and statutes.11 But
the Federal Supreme Court has no jurisdiction under the
twenty-fifth section of the Judiciary Act of 1789 whether
or not a law of a State is in opposition to the constitution of
that State. Therefore, where it is alleged that the constitution of a State declares that private property shall not be
taken, and that the highest court of the State has sustained
the validity of a law which violates this constitutional provision, that court has no power to review that decision. 10
§ 276. Same Subject- Instances Continued- Common

Carriers - Railroads. - When the highest court of a State
holds that a statute fixing the liability of common carriers
applies to shipments made to points without the State, the
Federal Supreme Court must accept that construction of the
statute.11 So all questions arising under the constitution and
laws of a State are foreclosed by the decisions of the state
courts for the purposes of a cause concerning the duties of
receivers of railroads, the right of a municipality to regulate
the speed of railroad trains within its limits, and to make
exceptions in relation thereto, even though such trains are
interstate trains, in the absence of congressional action on
1 Strickley v. Highland Boy Gold
Mining Co., 200 U. S. 527, 50 L. ed.
581, 26 Sup. Ct. 301, following Clark
v. Nash, 198 U. B. 361, 25 Sup. Ct.
676, 49 L. ed. 1085.
• .Backua v. Fort St. Union Depot

Co., 169 U. B. 557, 42 L. ed. 853, 18
Sup. Ct. 445.
10 WitherB v. Buckley, 20 How.
(61 U. S.) 84, 15 L. ed. 816.
11 Central of Georgia Ry. Co. v.
Murphey, 196 U. S. 194, 49 L. ed.
444, 25 Sup. Ct. 218.
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the subject. 1.1 So a state statute, 13 providing that the liability
of railroad companies for damages to employees shall not be
diminished by reason of the accident occurring through the
negligence of fellow servants, and excepting from its provisions
damage8 sustained by employees engaged in construction of
new and unopened railroads, does not, as interpreted by the
highest court of. the State enacting such . law, discriminate
against any class of railroads or deny to such class the equal
protection of the laws; the exception merely marks the time
when the statute takes effect. There is no objection under
the Fourteenth Amendment to legislation confined to a peculiar and well-defined class of perils, and it is not necessary
that they are shared by the public if they concern the body
of citizens engaged in a particular work; and freedom of contract may be limited by a state statute where there are visible
reasons of public policy for the limitation. 14 So the rule applies, and the United States Supreme Court must accept the
meaning of state enactments to be that found in them by the
state courts, and although the question of the validity of the
constitution and laws of a State under which the proceedings
were had is properly before the Federal court, still the consideration of that court must be restricted to its Federal aspect,
as in the case of common carriers, and the regulation of rates
where a railroad corporation voluntary formed but not protected by a valid contract, cannot successfully invoke the interposition of the Federal court in respect to long and short
haul clauses in a state constitution, simply on the ground that
the railroad is property. 15 But in case a railroad company
has fulfilled certain conditions upon which a grant of unsettled
public lands was agreed to be made, under a contract with a
county, and has, therefore, become entitled to a conveyance
of the lands, then, in so far as the state court may be regarded
11 Erb v. Marsh, 177 U. S. 584, 44 199 U.S. 593, 26 Sup. Ct. 159, 50 L.
L. ed. 897, 20 Sup. Ct. 819.
ed. 322.
11 Louisville & N. R. Co. v. Kenn Minn. G. S., 1894, § 2701.
u Minnesota Iron Co. v. Kline, tucky, 183 U.S. 503, 22 Sup. Ct. 95,
46 L. ed. 298.
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as having held to the contrary, the courts of the United States
are not bound to follow iUI decision as applied to a corporation
created by an act of Congress, for national purposes, and for
interstate commerce.111 And where the state court has sustained· a result which cannot be reached except on what the
Federal Supreme Court deems a wrong construction of the
charter without relying on unconstitutional legislation, that
court cannot decline jurisdiction on writ of error because the
state court apparently relied more on the untenable construction than on the unconstitutional statute. 17 So the Federal Supreme Court has jurisdiction over a decision· of a state
court that a statute of the State, compelling the removal of
grade crossings on a railroad, is constitutional, and a judgment in accordance therewith enforcing the provisions of the
statute.11 Again, under the exception, above noted, that
where the law has not been definitely settled in a State it is
the right and duty of Federal courts to exercise their own
judgment, county bonds issued under state statutes and sections of iUI code which permit bonds to be issued to aid in the
completion of any railroad in which citizens of the county
have an interest, are valid notwithstanding the Supreme Court
of the State liad decided in another action that such bonds were
invalid. 111 But in Fairfield v. County of Gallatin, 20 the court
accepted as binding the decision of the Supreme Court of
Illinois 21 and subsequent cases, construing a section of the
constitution of that State,22 which provided that "no county,
city, town, township, or other municipality shall ever become
subscriber to the capital stock of any railroad or private corporation, or make any donation to, or loan its credit in aid of,
u Roberts v. Northern Pacific R.
Co., 158 U.S. 1, 39 L. ed. 873, 15 Sup.
Ct. 756.
17 Terre Haute & Indianapolis R.
Co. v. Ketcham, 194 U. S. 579, 48
L. ed. 1124, 24 Sup. Ct. 767 (a case
of railroads; control and regulation
by a State; new charter; operation
and effect of).

11 New York & N. E. R. Co. v.
Bristol, 151 U. S. 556, 38 L. ed. 269,
14 Sup. Ct. 437.
11 Stanley County v. Coler, 190 U.
S. 437, 23 Sup. Ct. 811,47 L. ed. 1126.
10 100 U.S. 47, 25 L. ed. 544.
u Chicago & Iowa Rd. Co. v.
Pinckney, 74IU. 277.
11 In force July 2, 1870.
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such corporation: Provided, however, that the adoption of this
article shall not be construed as affecting the right of any
such municipality to make such subscriptions where the same
have been authorized, under existing laws, by a vote of the
people of such municipalities prior to such adoption," and holding that such previous donations, if sanctioned by a popular
vote, under pre-existing laws, were not forbidden, but were,
in like manner as subscriptions, excepted by the proviso from
the general prohibitory terins of the section.
§ 277. Same Subject-Instances Continued-RevenueTaution.-Whether a statute of a State is or is not a revenue
measure and how rights thereunder are affected by a repealing
statute depends upon the construction of the statutes, and
where no Federal question exists the Federal Supreme Court
will lean to an agreement with the state court.u Nor will
that court interfere with the conclusion expressed by the
highest court of a State that under the provision of the state
constitution a tax is uniform when it is equal upon all persons belonging to the described class upon which it is imposed;
and the decision of the highest court of a State that a license
tax imposed on certain corporations was exacted from a foreign corporation doing both interstate and domestic business
only by virtue of the latter, will not be reviewed in the Federal Supreme Court. 24 Nor will that court review a judgment
of the highest court of a State refusing to restrain the collection of a tax, the imposition of which is not authorized by any
law of such State. 26 So the rule, that if the state statute as
construed by its highest court is valid under the Federal Constitution the Federal courts are bound by that construction,
has been applied in a case wherein the question of the taxation of cars under the New York franchise tax law, and the
»Flanigan v. Sierra County, 196
U. 8. 553, 49 L. ed. 597, 25 Sup. Ct.
314.
u Annour Packing Co. v. Lacy,
200 U.S. 226, 26 Sup. Ct. 232, 50 L.
ed. 451.
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11 Savannah, T. & I. of H. Ry. v.
Savannah, 198 U. B. 392, 49 L. eeL
1097, 25 Sup. Ct. 690.
sa New York Central & Hudaon
River Rd. Co. v. Miller, 202 U. S.
584, 50 L. ed. -, 26 Sup. Ct. -.
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situs of personal property wa.s passed upon.28 And in the
State Railroad Tax ca.ses,27 the Supreme Court of the United
States adopted the decision of the Supreme Court of the
State of Illinois which had construed her statute and had decided that the law complained of in those cases wa.s valid
under her constitution. So the decision of a state Supreme
Court that a statute in respect to the taxation of national
banks does not conflict with the constitution of such State is
conclusive upon the Federal Supreme Court.a But where it
appears from the agreed statement of facts in a case that,
under the laws of a State, as construed by the highest court of
such State, all the elements of· value which are embraced in
the assessment of shares of stock in national banks are not
included in assessing the value of property of state banks and
other moneyed corporations, there is discrimination against
the shares of national banks, and the state law taxing such
shares as 80 construed violates and is void under that provision
of the Revised Statutes which authorizes the taxation by the
States of shares of stock of national banks, but exacts that the
tax when levied shall be at no greater rate than that imposed
on other moneyed capital.28
§ 278. Same Subject-Instances Continued-Exemptions
from Taxation-Impairment of Obligation of Contract as
to Tuation.-The construction by the Supreme Court of
a State of its constitution as authorizing exemptions from
"92 U.S. 575, 23 L. eel. 663.
• Merchanta' & Mfl'l!. Bank v.
Pennsylvania, 167 U. S. 461, 42 L.
ed. 236, 17 Sup. Ct. 829. See citationa in next following note.
• San Francisco Nat. Bank v.
Dodge, 197 U. S. 70, 49 L. ed. -,
25 Sup. Ct. -. Examine People's
Nat. Bank v. Marye, 191 U. S. 272,
24 Sup. Ct. 68, 48 L. ed. 180 (a case
of taxation; bank stock; deductions;
state laws. In this case it was held
that the Federal Supreme Court will

28

follow the ruling of the highest court
of a State when it was held that a
state statute does not violate the
constitution of that state); Jeffel'I!On
Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black (66 U. S.),
436, 17 L. ed. 173 (franchise grante;
construction; waiver of sovereignty;
bank charters; tax exemption irrevocable; subsequent constitutional
provision; rule as to following state
construction not extended to cues
where Federal courts called on to interpret contracte of States).
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taxation, but declaring that such exemptions are repealable,
binds the Federal Supreme Court, and therefore a railroad
company, incorporated after such decision of the state court,
is precluded from claiming an irrepealable exemption in its
charter, and being so repealable the question whether it had in
fact been repealed is a local and not a Federal question.JO So,
following the decisions of the Supreme Court of North Dakota
as to the tax laws of Dakota. Territory the Supreme Court of
the United States holds that an erroneous decision of an assessor of taxes under those laws in the matter of exemptions
does not deprive the tax proceedings of jurisdiction, and, that
until such erroneous decision is modified or set aside by the
proper tribunal, all officers with subsequent functions may
safely act thereon; and that the rule of caveat emptor applies to
a purchaser at a tax sale thereunder. It was also held that
the county treasurer in making a sale under those laws for the
non-payment of taxes acted ministerially and was protected
as long as he acted within the statute. It was further decided
that, in the case of lands granted to the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, on which the costs of survey had not been
paid and for which no patents had been issued, it was his duty to
proceed to sell notwithstanding those facts; and that when the
title of the purchaser at the tax sale failed, by reason of the
lands not being subject to taxation, the county was not liable
for the purchase money.31 A State may, through its legislature, make a valid contract as to taxation with a corporation
which the latter can enforce; and the Supreme Court of the
•Gulf & S. I . R. Co. v. Hewes, 183
U. S. 66, 22 Sup. Ct. 26, 46 L. ed.
86.
The Supreme Court of the United
States is bound by the construction
put by the highest court of the State
of Kentucky upon it. statutes, relating to exemptioDB from taxation
of property used for "public purpoees," however much it may doubt
the soundness of the interpretation.
Covington v. Kentucky, 173 U. S.
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231, 43 L. ed. 679, 19 Sup. Ct. 383 (a
caae of exemption of "the said reaervoir or reservoil'!l, machinery, pipes.
mains and appurtenances, with the
land on which they were situated"
which the city of Covington was by
that act authorized to acquire and
construct; also a question of repeal,
of contract and charter right.).
11 Stutsman. County v. WaDace,
142 U. B. 293, 12 Sup. Ct. 2Z1, 35 L.
ed. 1018.
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United States is not, under the rule generally applicable as to
the binding effect of decisions of the Supreme Court of the
State construing its statutes, concluded by the decisions of
that court as to whether such a contract exists, the extent of
its terms and whether any subsequent law has impaired its
obligation. But where the Supreme Court of the State sustains the validity of the statute from which a contract is claimed,
the Federal Supreme Court follows that decision and determines what the contract is.32 When a contract is asserted and
the Constitution of the United States is invoked to protect it,
all of the elements which are claimed to constitute it are open
to examination and review by the Federal Supreme Court;
and also all that which is claimed to have taken it away, and
the writ of error will not be dismissed.a3
§ 2i9. Same Subject-Instances Continued-Impairment
of Obligation of Contract-Fourteenth Amendment.-While

the Federal Supreme Court is not bound by the construction
placed by the state court upon statutes of that State when
the impairment of the contract clause of the Constitution is
invoked, yet when the true construction of a particular statute
is not free from doubt considering former legislation of the
State upon the same subject, the Federal court has determined that it will best perform its duty in such case by
following the decisions of the state court upon the precise
question, although doubts as to its correctness may have been
uttered by the same court in some subsequent ca.se.34 It is
also decided that although decisions of the highest court of a
State are not binding on the Federal Supreme Court in determining whether a contract was made by legislative action
of that State which is entitled to protection under the impairment of obligation clause of the Federal constitution, it
u Powers v. Detroit, Grand Haven 181 (taxation; banks; exemption;
& M. Ry. Co., 201 U.S. 543, 26 Sup. construction; license taxes; obligaCt. 556, 50 L. ed. 860.
tion of contraeta).
11 Citizens' Bank v. Parker, 192
u Waggoner v. Flack, 188 U. S.
U. B. 73, 48 L. ed. 346, 24 Sup. Ct. 595, 47 L. ed. 609, 23 Sup. Ct. 345.
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will consider decisions of that court on the point in question.•
Again, it is detennined that the Federal court possesses paramount authority when reviewing the final judgment of a
state court upholding a state enactment alleged to be in violation of the contract clause of the Federal Constitution, to determine for itself the existence or non-existence of the contract
set up, and whether its obligation has been impaired by ~e
state enactment.16 But no jurisdiction exists in the Federal
Supreme Court, under the twenty-fifth section of the Judiciary
Act, to review a decision of the highest court of a State, maintaining the validity of a law which it has been set up ''impairs
the obligation of a contract," when the law set up as having
this effect was in existence when the alleged contract was made,
and the highest state court has only decided that there was no
contract in the case.37 A state statute directing the state
treasurer to write certain bonds off the books in hii office and
no longer to carry them ·as a debt of the State does not impair
any existing obligation ·of the State to pay the bonds nor affect
the remedy to recover upon them; and where the state· oourt
has so construed the act, in refusing to enjoin the treasurer from
making the entries required thereby, at the' suit of one claiming
to own the ·bondS, no· Federal right of the plaintiff is denied,
obstructed, impaired or ·affected and the writ of error will be
dismissed. This decision was rendered in a case wh~rein the
State of South Carolina had issued bonds due in twenty years
in aid of a ·railroad company. A state· bank came to be the
owner of some of these bonds. Subsequently the assets of the
bank, including the bonds, were seized and carried away by
soldiers of the Federal army. Some of the bonds were recovered from time to time by the bank and were paid :Or funded
by the State, but some of thein remained outstanding and
n Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup: Ct. 427.
11 New Orleans Waterworks Co. v.
Louisiana Sugar Ref. Co., 125 U. S.
18, 31 L. ed. ·607,- 8 Sup. Ct. 741.
17 Railroad Co.
v. McClure, 10

436

a

Wall. (77 U. S.) 511, 19 L. ed. 997
(in this case a state consti~ution waa
admitted to be a "law" within tbe

meaning of the obligation of ccmtracts claUBe).
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nothing was known of them when a. statute was enacted directing that no coupon bond of the State payable to bearer
should be funded or paid by the state treasurer after the expiration of. twenty years from the date of its maturity, and
the receiver of the bank, which had been in liquidation for
many years, brought in the state Supreme Court a. petition
for an injunction to restrain the treasurer from obeying the
requirement of the statute.• Where the a.llowa.nce of a.n attorney's fee to be taxed as costs in case of a. judgment a.ga.inst
an insurance company for a. total loss under the provisions of
a. state statute is the basis of the Federal right asserted, and it
appears that one of the assignments of error relied upon before, and considered and expressly decided by, the highest
court of the State, was that the statute was unconstitutional
and void and ih · conflict with the Fourteenth Amendment
for· the want of mutuality and deprived the plaintiff in error
of the equal protection of the law, the motion to be dismissed
will be denied.•
§ 280. ·Same Subject- Instances Continued- Statutes

Penal in Nature-Trustees of Corporations-Anti-Trust
Laws.·-The rulings of the highest court of a State, unani~
mously made, upon · a question dependent altogether upon
a. statute of'that State, relating to acts of a. ttustee of a corporation and liability thereunder, penal in its character, ought
to be recognized in' every' court
a.t least, most persuasive,
although the case· in which the ruling was made has not yet
gone to ·final judgment.40 So the Federal Supreme Court will
follow a state court in holding that under the laws of such
State, as they 'exist, combinations described in the anti-trust
laws are forbidden and penalized, whether by agriculturists,
organized )aboi'er!:!. or o.t~ers, and, therefore, there is no c;lis-

as,

11 .Smith v. Jennings, 206 U. B.
276, li1 L. ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct. - .
11 Farmera' & Merehanta' Ina. Co.
v. Dobney, 189 U. S. 301, 23 Sup. Ct.
SGS, 47 L. ed. 821, aff'g 62 Neb. 213,

86 N. W. 1070. See Cleveland C. C.
& St. L. Ry. Co. v. Hamilton, 200 Ill.
633, 66 N. E. 389.
• Park Bank v. Remsen, 158 U. B.
337, 29 L. ed. 1008, 15 Sup. Ct. 891.
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crimination against oil companies, and the latter are not deprived of the equal protection of the laws.41 Again, where the
highest court of a State has held that the acts of a person
convicted of violating a state statute defining and prohibiting
trusts were clearly within both the statute and the police
power of the State, and that the statute can be sustained as a
prohibition of these acts irrespective of the question whether
its language was broad enough to include acts beyond legislative control, the Federal Supreme Court will accept such
construction although the state court may have ascert&ined
the meaning, scope and validity of the statute by pursuing a
rule of construction different from that recognized by the
Federal Court.42
§ 281. Same Subject- Instances Continued- Foreign
Corporations.-Where the Supreme Court of a State has
construed its constitution and statutes to the effect that a
foreign corporation had no existence as a corporation in the
State, and could acquire, therefore, no rights as such, and
that an individual connected with the corporation had no independent rights in the premises, these conclusions do not
involve the decision of Federal questions, but only the meaning and effect of local statutes and a finding of fact, neither
of which is reviewable in the Federal Supreme Court."

§ 282. Repeal or Amendment of Statutes. -Repeals by
implication are not favored and will not be admitted unless
there is such a repugnancy as to preclude the statutes being
reconciled. 44 Implied repeals are not limited to police regulations, but the rule has been applied to all classes of legisla41 National Cotton Oil Co. v. Texas,
197 U. S. 115, 25 Sup. Ct. 379, 49 L.
ed. 689.
n Smiley v. Kansas, 196 U. B. 447,
49 L. ed. 546, 25 Sup. Ct. 276.
•• Telluride Power Trans. Co. v.
Rio Grande Western Ry. Co., 187 U.
S. 569, 23 Sup. Ct. 178, 47 L. ed. 307.
See Swing v. Western Lumber Co.,
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205 U. B. 275, 51 L. ed. - , 27 Sup.
Ct. -, aff'g 140 Mich. 344, N. W.
u United ltatea: Petri v. F.
E. Creehman Lumber Co., 199 U. S.
487, 50 L. ed. 281, 26 Sup. Ct. 133;
Gibson v. United States, 194 U. S.
182, 48 L. ed. 926, 24 Sup. Ct. 613;
Tracy v. Tuffiy, 134 u. s . 206, 33
L. ed. 879, 10 Sup. Ct. 527; Chew
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tion.411 And if laws a.re repealed by necessary implication
they need not be referred to in a statute." Nor is a recital in
a statute, that a prior act is repealed or superseded, conclusive, as the question whether an act has been so repealed or
superseded is a judicial and not a legislative one.47 Statutes
which impliedly repeal are not within a constitutional proHeong v. United States, 112 U. S.
636, 5 Sup. Ct. 255, 28 L. ed. 770;
Arthur v. Homer, 96 U.S. 137, 24 L.
ed. 811; Furman v. Nichol, 8 Wall.
(75 U. B.) 44, 19 L. ed. 370; Beals v.
Hale, 4 How. (45 U. S.) 37, 11 L. ed.
865.
Arkan1u: Chamberlain v. State,
50 Ark. 132,6 S. W. 524.
Oalifomia: Cerf v. Reichert, 73
Cal. 360, 15 Pac. 10. See Hellman v. Shoulters, 114 Cal. 136, 141,
44 Pac. 915, 1057.
Oolorado: Saguache County v.
Decker, 10 Colo. 149, 14 Pac. 123.
Georgia: First M. E. Church v.
Atlanta, 76 Ga. 181.
IlliDoia: Kenaga v. Kerr, 123 Ill.
659, 14 N. E. 671; Hunt v. Chicago,
H. & D. R. Co., 121 Ill. 638, 13 N. E.
176.
Indiana: Shea v. Muncie, 148
' Ind. 14, 46 N. E. 138; Robinson v.
Rippey, 111 Ind. 112, 12 N. E. 141;
Collins Coal Co. v. Hadley (Ind.
App., 1906), 78 N. E. 353, 75 N. E.
382.
Iowa: Eckerson v. City of Des
Moines (Iowa, 1908), 115 N. W. 177,
191; Snell v. Dubuque & 8. C. R. Co.,
78 Iowa, 88, 42 N. W. 588.
Michigan: Michigan Teleph. Co.
v. City of Benton Harbor, 121
Mich. 512, 80 N. W. 386; People v.
Hanrahan, 75 Mich. 611, 42 N. W.
1124, 4 L. R. A. 751, 6 Rd. & Corp.
L. J. 192, 40 Alb. L. J. 246; People v.
Grand Rapids & W. Pl. Road Co.,
67 Mich. 5, 34 N. W. 250.

lrllaaiaaippi: Owens v. Yaaoo &
Miss. Valley R. Co., 74 MiBS. 821, 21
So. 244.
Miaaouri: Manker v. Faulhaber,
94 Mo. 430, 6 S. W. 372.
Hebraaka: Dawson County v.
Clark, 58 Neb. 756, 79 N. W. 822;
See Omaha Real Estate & T. Co. v.
Kragscow, 47 Neb. 592, 66 N. W.
658.
Hew .Jeraey: Hotel Registry Realty Corp. v. Stafford, 70 N.J. L.
528, 57 Atl. 145; Plum v. Lugar, 49
N. J. L. 557, 9 Atl. 779; Atlantic .
City Waterworks Co. v. Consumer~'
Water Co., 44 N.J. Eq. 427, 15 Atl.
581.

Horth OaroUna: State v. Sutton,
100 N.C. 474,6 S. E. 687.
Iouth OaroUna: State v. M~
Coomer (S. C., 1908), 60S. E. 237.
Tenne11ee: Memphis & State Line
Rd. Co. v. Union Ry. Co., 116 Tenn.
500, 95 .s. W. 1019; McCampbell v.
State, 116 Tenn. 98, 93 8. W.
100.
Vermont: State v. Martin, 68 Vt.
93, 34 Atl. 40.
Virginia: Justice v. Com.monwealth, 81 Va. 209.
Wl1conain: Hay v. City of Baraboo, 127 Will. 1, 105 N. W. 654.
• Memphill & State Line Rd. Co.
v. Union Ry. Co., 116 Tenn. 500, 95
S. W. 1019.
ce Henley v. State, 98 Tenn. 665,
41 B. W. 352, 1104, 39 L. R. A. 126.
"United States v. Claflin, 97 U. 8.
546, 24 L. ed. 1082.
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vision requiring amending or repealing acts to recite in their
title the substance of the law repealed etc. 41 If it is intended
to amend a certain section of a statute it should be repealed
to validate the amendment. 411 And an unconstitutional repealing statute can have no effect.110 That the intent to repeal
by implication did not exist may be evidenced by a still later
amendment to the first act.111 If a later statute has reference
to the building of branch lines and an earlier enactment provides for the changing of the terminus of a railroad which has
not been finally located there exists no such repugnancy between the two enactments as to work an implied repeal.52 So
an enactment providing for the liability of directors for debts
for failing to make annual reports as to financial condition of
a corporation is not repealed by an amendment permitting reports to be filed at a time specified in the amended act or during the next month.5 3 But a proviso to an existing act is held
to have been repealed by an act which "amended" the former
act, "by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting
in lieu thereof, the following: " this "following" being in part
an iteration of the words of the section amended, and in part
new enactments.114 And a proviso repealed may still be cotr
siderect in construing remaining sections. 115 Provisions of a
41 Memphis & State Line Rd. Q:,,
v. Union Ry. CX,., 116 Tenn. 500, 95
S. W. 1019. Examine St. Louis, I.
M. & S. R. Q:,, v. Paul, 64 Ark. 83, 40
S. W. 705, 37 L. R. A. 504, 7 Am. &
Eng. CX,rp. Cu. (N. S.) 772; ParkerWMhington Q:,, v. K'Yl888 City
(Kan., 1006), 85 Pac. 781; Palatine
Ins. CX,., Ltd., v. Northern Pac. Ry.
Q:,, (Mont., 1006), 85 Pac. 1032;
State, City Water CX,., v. Kearney,
49 Neb. 32li, 68 N. W. 533, aff'd 49
Neb. 337, 70 N. W. 255.
• Grand Island & W. C. R. CX,. v.
Swinbank, 51 Neb. 521, 71 N. W...48.
".Porter ·v. ·Kingfisher CX,unty, 6
Okla. 550, 51 Pac. 741.
u Lincoln School Township v.
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American School Fum. Co., 31 ' Ind.
App. 405, 68 N. E. 301.
u .Memphis & State Line Rd. Co.
v. Union Ry. Q:,,, 116 Tenn. 500, 95
B. W. 1019.
11 Bank of Saginaw v. Peiraon, 112
Mich. 410, 4 Det. Leg. N. 59, 70
N. W. 701. Examine Van Pelt v.
Gardner, 54 Neb. 701, 75 N. W. 874,
74·N. W. 1083.
"Steamboat CX,, v. Collector, 18
Wall. (85 U.S.) 478, 21 L. ed. 769 (a
case of statute in relation to ta.x on
steamboat receipts).
11 Bank for Savings v. Collector,
3 Wall. (70 U. S.) 495, 18 L. ed. <J1J7
(a case of ta.xatio!l of banb). ·
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statute repealed and re-enacted continue in force without intermission.M The statutory ~nstruction law of New York
limiting the effect of repealing statutes is not limited to acts
reported by the statutory revision committee, but applies to
all subsequent legislation.17
§ 283. .Same Subject Continued.- If two acts cannot be
harmonized the later act prevails to the extent of the repugnancy; they should, however, be re~nciled if possible on any
reasonable basis,11 or effect be given to both.18 Without express words of repeal a previous statute will also be held modified or repealed by a subsequent one if the later is plainly intended to supersede the earlier act and to cover the whole
subject embraced by both, and to prescribe the only rules, in
11 Gull River Lumber Co v. Lee,
7N.Dak.l35,73N.W.430. Seealao
Steamship Co. v. Jolitfe, 2 Wall. (69
U.S.) 450, 17 L. ed. 805.
17 Village of Champlain v. McCrea,
166 N.Y. 264; People, City of Niagara
Falla, v. New York Cent. & Hud.eon
Riv. R. Co., 158 N. Y. 410; People,
City of Buffalo, v. New York Cent. &
Hud.eon Riv. R-. Co,, 156 N. Y. 570,
51 N. E. 312, rev'g 50 N. Y. Supp.
1132, 25 App. Div, 632.
51 l1Dited
ltate1: Gibaon v.
United States, 194 U. S. 182, 48 L.
ed. 926, 24 Sup. Ct. 613; United
States v. Lee Yen Tai, 185 U.S. 213,
22 Sup. Ct. 629, 46 L. ed. .878;
Chicago, M. & St. P. R. Co. v. United States, 127 U. B. ~ 8 Sup. Ct.
1194, 32 L. ed. 180; Beals v. Hale, 4
How. (45 U. 8.)·37, 11 L. ed. 865.
.l.rkanau: Por.ter v. Waterman, 77
Ark. 383, 91 B. W. 574.
IWnoia: Kenaga v. Kerr, 123 Ill.
659, 14 N. E. 671; Hunt v. Chicago,
H. & D. R. Co., 121 Ill. 638, 13 N. E.
176. See Bastian v. Modem Woodmen of America, 166 Ill. 595, 46 N.
E. 1090, .rev'g 68 App. Ill. 378.

IncUana: State, Hudspeth, v.
Cooper, 114 Ind. 1,16 N. E. 618;
Pennsylvania Co. v. Dunlap, 112lnd.
93, 13 N. E. 403.
Iowa: Straight v. Crawford, 73
Iowa, 676, 35 N. W. 920.
Kentucky: Weddell v. Commonwealth, 84 Ky. 276, 1 S. W. 480.
Bew J'eney: Plum v. Lugar, 49
N.J. 557, 9 AU. 779.
Tenne11ee.: McCampbell v. State,
116 Tenn. 98, 93 S. W. 100.
11 Where two statutes cover, in
whole or in part, the ll&llle matter,
and are not absolutely irreconcilable,
and no purpose to repeal the earlier
is expressed or clearly indicated, the
court will, if possible, give effect to
both. Frost v. Wenie, 157 U. B. 46,
39 L. ed. 614, 15 Sup. Ct. 532.
In the absence of any repealing
claUIIe, it is necessary to the implication of a repeal that the objects of the
two statutes are the same. If they
are not, both statutes will stand,
though they refer to the same subject. United States v. Claflin, 97 U.
B. 546, 24 L. ed. 1082.
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respect to that subject, which are to govern.80 But a statute
will not operate to repeal a prior statute merely because it
repeats some of the provisions of the prior act, and omits
others, or adds new provisions; but in such cases the later enactment operates as a repeal of the former one only when it
plainly appears that it was intended as a substitute for the
first act.81 If a state statute and a Federal statute operate
upon the same subject-matter, and prescribe different rules
concerning it, and the Federal statute is one within the competency of Congress to enact, the state statute must give
away.82 As a rule of construction a statute amended is to be
understood in the same sense exactly as if it had read from
the beginning as it does amended.u An amendatory or additional act which is germane to the original act is to be construed in conjunction with such original enactment unless an
intent clearlyappears to the contrary; 84 and this applies to an
act of incorporation, being in pari materia."
"11Dited ltate1: Tracy v. Tuftly,
134 U. S. 206, 33 L. ed. 871}, 10
Supp. Ct. 527; Davies v. Fairbairn,
3 How. (44 U. S.) 636, 11 L. ed.
760.
Oalifonda: Cerf v. Reichert, 73
Cal. 360, 15 Pac. 10.
Iowa: State v. Courtney, 73
Iowa, 619, 35 N. W. 685.
Kentucky: Millay v. White, 86
Ky. 170, 5 S. W. 429.
Kebraaka: State v. Omaha Elevator Co. (Neb., 1906), 106 N. W. 979.
Kew Ieney: Hotel Registry
Realty Corp. v. Stafford, 70 N.J. L.
528, 57 Atl. 145.
Tennessee: Terrell v. State, 86
Tenn. 523, 8 S. W. 212.
See last preceding note herein.
' 1 Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. Co. v.
United States, 127 U. 8. 406, 32 L.
lld. 180,8 Sup. Ct. 1194; Red Rock v.
Henry, 106 U. B. 596, 27 L. ed. 251, 1
Sup. Ct. 434.
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u Gulf, Colorado & Banta Fe Ry.
Co. v. Heftey, 158 U. S. 98, 39 L. ed.
910, 15Bup. Ct. 802.
11 Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427; Peters
v. Vawter, 10 Mont. 201, 25 Pac. 438.
See also McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340,
108 N. W. 902. Examine Building
& Loan Aaeoc. v. Sohn, 54 W. Va.
101,468. E. 222.
"McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340,
108 N. W. 902; Woodall v. Boston
Elevated Ry. Co. (Maaa., 1906), 78
N. E . 446; People v. Michigan Cent.
Rd. Co. (Mich., 1906), 108 N. W.
772, 13 Det. Leg. N. 552; Village of
Portchester, In re Locust Ave., 97 N.
Y. Supp. 508, 110 App. Div. 774, case
aff'd and modified 185 N. Y. 115, 77
N. E. 1012.
• Meyer v. Johnston, 53 Ala. 237,
321.
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§ 281. Same Subject Continued-Instances.-Renewals of
charters granted after an enactment providing for repeal or
amendment of all charters are subject to the statute though it
expressly provides that it shall only apply to charters to be
subsequently granted.ee And a statute which grants to all
corporations the right to obtain amendments to their charters
in a certain way does not conflict with a prior statute, granting
to railroad companies the right to change their termini at
any time before final location of the road, so as to repeal it by
implication.17 A constitutional requirement that an act or
section amended shall be re-enacted and published at length
does not apply to a. special act of incorporation of a railroad
company granting it all the privileges, immunities, etc., of a
certain general railroad law, as such special act is neither a
revision or amendment.ee If an act authorizing the organization of mutual insurance companies is so complete in itself
as to repeal even impliedly all prior inconsistent laws, a constitutional provision requiring the section or sections amended
to be contained in the new enactment does not apply .• An
act amending "an act to facilitate the construction of railroads 11 is not repealed by the failure of the legislature to incorporate it in a revision of the statutes.70 Where a statute is
a public act a subsequent act which is amendatory and supplementary is also a public one.71 A statute which regulates
passenger and freight rates does not impliedly repeal prior
laws on the subject when not irreconcilably repugnant thereto
or where it is not apparent that such later enactment was intended to comprehend the entire subject and so supersede the
prior laws.72 The liability of a railroad company for death
M

Northem Bank v. Stone (C. C.),

88 Fed. 413.

" Memphis eft State Line Rd. Co.
v. Union Ry. Co., 116 Tenn. 500, 95
B. W. 1019.
• Quinlan v. Houston eft T. C. R.
Co., 89 Tex. 3li6, 34 S. W. 738.
• Farmers' Mut. Ina. Co. v. Moore,
48 Neb. 870, 67 N. W. 876.

70 Cape Girardeau Co. Court v.
Hill, 118 U.S. 68, 30 L. ed. 73, 6 Sup.
Ct. -.
71 Unity v. Burrage, 103 U. S. 447,
26 L. ed. 405 (railroad aid bonds of
county).
11 Southem Ry. Co. v. McNeill, 155
Fed. 756.
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by negligence arising before repeal of a . statute providing
therefor is not affected by such repeal.73 The operation of a
statute providing for an indictment for unlawful discrimination
in transportation of passengers is merely suspended for one day
where such enactment is repealed on a day certain and it is
re-enacted verbatim to take effect on the next following day.7•

128S. Same Subject - Instances Continued - Tuation
and Assessment. -A statute covering the subject-matter of
all acts as to assessment and taxation and containing a repealing
clause and provisions inconsistent with a prior act as to the
power of cities. to tax and assess property, repeals such inconsistent statute.70 . But a special act as to the power to tax to
pay bridge bonds of a county is not repealed by a general law
limiting the power of counties as to taxation.78 And a general
statute taxing every railroad company will not operate to
repeal a charter exemption of a corporation.77 A statute, however, which provides a general scheme for assessing and taxing
the property of railroad and telegraph companies as a whole,
and for distributing it ratably among the different counties,
and their several precincts, townships and districts, according
to the number of miles of line in each, repeals, as to such property, a power conferred upon the authorities of a city to make
provisions for the assessment of the taxes which they were authorized by other provisions of the city charter to assess and
collect.78 Again, a provision of an act relating to a situs of
stock of foreign corporations for taxation is not repealed by implication by omission of such provision from a compiled code.111
71 Culpepper v. International &: G.
N. R. Co., 90 Tex. 627,40 S. W. 386,
aff'g 38 S. W. 818; Albrecht v. Milwaukee &: S. R. Co., 94 Wis. 397, 69
N. W. 63. See State v. Maine C. R.
Co., 90 Me. 267, 38 Atl. 158 (repeal;
remedy by indictment for death
eaused by negligence superseded by
civil remedy).
,. State v. Southern Ry. Co. (N.C.,
1899), 34 S. E. 527.
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71 State, RollS, v. Kelly, 45 8. C.
457, 23 S. E. 281.
71 Burnett v. Maloney, 97 Teon.
697, 37 B. W. 689, 34 L. R. A. Stl.
'IT Commonwealth v. Richmond &
P.R. Co., 81 Va. 355.
78 Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. Cbeyenne, 113 U. 8. 516, 5 Sup. Ct. 601,
28 L. ed. 1098.
"'Georgia Railroad &: Banking Co.
v. Wright, 124 Ga. 596, 63 S. E. 251,
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§ 286. Construction of Statutes,· Charters and Ordinances

-Miscellaneous Cases.-Where the legislature has classified
suburban and interurban railroads with street railroads, the
laws governing the latter will govern as to the former.80 · If
.a corporation chartered prior to the existing constitution of
a State is wound up and all of its property, contracts and obligations transferred by ordinance to a new corpol'&tion, the
ordinance must be construed in connection with· the constitution and such provisions for further control as are therein
contained.11 Although the language of a statute provides for
the renewal of a street railway franchise upon the expiration
thereof, such grants may be extended before their expiration,
a.nd in construing municipal ordinances relating to such extensions it may be reasonably presumed that no provision
escaped attention or was misunderstood.12 The generally inclusive terms of the Bush Act are to be interpreted· with
reference to the State's plenary power over its purely internal
commerce, and over foceign corporations seeking to engage
in such commerce; and, so interpreted, the law applies. to all
foreign corporations not engaged in interstate commerce, or
business for the Federal government, and to all foreign eorporations engaged in interstate commerce or business (or
the Federal government to the extent that they must comply
with its requirements in order to engage in non-governmental
interstate business.13 A provision in an a.ct of Congress incorporating a bank which requires that the capital stock shall
consist of a certain number of shares of a certain-amount each
is not a condition precedent.14 A clause in a ·charter that it
cue rever&ed in Central of Georgia
Ry. Co. v. Wright, 207 U. S. 127,
upon the point that due procesa of
law requirea an opportunity to be
heard, as to the validity of a tax and
the amount of aaessment, to be given
a taxpayer.
• Cincinnati & H. E. St. Ry. Co. v.
Cincinnati, H. & '1. R. Co., 12 Ohio
C. D. 113.
11 Ban Antonio Traction Co. v.

Altgelt, 200 U. S. 304, 26 Sup: Ct.
261, 60 L. ed. 491.
., Cleveland- Electric Ry. Co. v.
City of Cleveland, 135 Fed. 368, af!'p
Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric Ry.
Co., 201 U. B. 529, 50 L. ed, 864. ·
•State v. Westem Union Teleg.
Co. (Kan., 1907), 90 Pac, 299.
•• Minor v. Meclu!nica' Bank, 1 Pet.
(26 U. B.) 46, 7 L. ed, 47.
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shall not be lawful for any person or persons to erect a bridge
within a certain distance of the bridge in question mE'&D5,
not only that no person or association of persons shall erect
such a bridge without legislative authority, but that the· legislature itself will not make it lawful for any person or association of persons to do so by giving them authority.&:~ A
clause of forfeiture in a law is to be construed differently from
a similar clause in an engagement between individuals. A
legislature can impose it as a punishment, but individuals ca::J.
only make it a matter of contract. Being a penalty imposed
by law the legislature has the right to remit it.116 Where under an ordinance a street railway company has the right by
a written acceptance thereof to designate the streets on which
its railway will be constructed and operated, and has also the
right to occupy such other streets as may be thereafter designated by resolution of the city council, a permission so grante.l
to occupy another street does not operate as a new franchise,
and the designation by the company of streets relates only tJ
the minimum of mileage.87 A corporate charter by which a
corporation, with a grant from another State, obtains all the
rights and priNileges possessed under the foreign grant, does
not confer privileges which conflict with the constitution of
the foreign State where such original charter was granted,
even though such privileges do not violate the constitution
of the other State.aa
§ 287. Prospective and Retrospective Operation.-A statute operates prospectively only unless a contrary intent very
clearly appears.• There is a presumption against retrospec• The Binghamton Bridge, 3
Wall. (70 U.S.) 51, 18 L. ed. 137.
11 Maryland v. Baltimore & 0. R.
Co., 3 How. (44 U. B.) 534, 11 L. ed.
714.
wt Thurston v. Huston, 123 Iowa,
157, 98 N. W. 637.
• Johnston v. State, 91 Ala. 70,
9 So. 71.
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•vmted States: City R. Co. v.
Citizens' St. Ry. Co .• 166 U. S. 557,
41 L. ed. 1114, 17 Sup. Ct. 653;
United States v. Trans-Missouri
Freight Assoc., 166 U. S. 290, 41 L.
ed. 1007, 17 Sup. Ct. 540, 14 Nat.
Corp. Rep. 116, 148; Chicago & N.
W. R. Co. v. United States, 104 U.
B. 680, 26 L. ed. 891; Han-ey v.
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tive legislation; it is not favored;-and words in a statute will
not be construed as retroactive unless they clearly can be
given no other effect and the legislative intent cannot be otherwise satisfied; in this respect the use in the statute of the
future tense must be given weight.110 The Fourteenth AmendTyler, 2 Wall. (69 U. S.) 328, 17 L.
ed. 871; United Mines Co. v. Hatcher
(C. C.), 79 Fed. 517, 49 U. S. App.
139, aff'g and partly rev'g 75 Fed.
368. See Wright v. Southern R. Co.
(C. C.), 80 Fed. 260.
Dlinoia: Voigt v. Kersten, 164 Ill.
314, 45 N. E. 543. See Halpin v.
Prosperity Loan & Bldg. Assoc., 108
Ill. App. 316.
Kaine: Knight v. Burnham, 90
Me. 294, 38 Atl. 168.
Muaachuaetts: Wild v. Boston &
M. R. Co., 171 Mass. 245, 50 N. E.
533.
MiDDeaota: Powers v. St. Paul, 36
Minn. 87, 30 N. W. 433.
Miaalastppi: Capital State Bank v.
Lewis, 64 Miss. 727, 2 So. 243.
•ebrub: Mcintosh v. Johnson,
51 Neb. 33, 70 N. W. 522; State, City
Water Co., v. Kearney, 49-Neb. 325,
68 N. W. 533.
Iouth GaroliDa: Turner v. Interstate Bldg. dr: Loan Assoc., 51 S. C.
33, 27 S. E. 947, 7 Am. dr: Eng. Corp.
Cu. (N. S.) 228.
Utah: Mercur Gold Min. dr: Mill.
Co. v. Spry, 1.6 Utah, 222, 52 Pac.
382.
Welt V'1rgiDi&: Stewart v. Vandervort, 34 W. Va. 524, 12 S. E. 736,
12 L. R. A. 50.
See Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801 (rev'g
132 Fed. 848, where certain statutes
were held not \Ulconstitutional under
the constitution in force when they
were p&Med); Fowler v. Lewis, 36
W. Va. 112, 14 S. E. 447.
Compare State, Jones, v. Landis,

50 N. J. L. 374, 13 Atl. 251; State,
EBSex Public Road Board, v. Skinkle,
49 N. J. L. 641, 10 Atl. 379; Fitzgerald v. Phelps & B. Windmill Co.,
42 W. Va. 570, 26 S. E. 315.
Only laws in existence or prospective laws, and not those then repealed, are within the terms of the
statutory construction law of New
York. People v. Potter, 82 N. Y.
Supp. 649, 40 Misc. 485.
A statute operates prospectively
so that it does not cure prior misll8er
of franchise as a ground of forfeiture
of a charter. State, Walker, v.
Equitable Loan dr: I. Assoc., 142 Mo.
325, 41 S. W. 916.
Unleu on it8 face the contrary inUntion ill manifest beyond reaaonabU
question a statute is construed to
operate prospectively only. Shotwell v. Moore, 129 U.S. 590, 32 L. ed.
827, 9 Sup. Ct. - .
10 UDited ltate1: United States v.
American Sugar Ref. Co., 202 U. S.
563, 50 L. ed. 1149, 26 Sup. Ct. 717;
White v. United States, 191 U. S.
545, 24 Sup. Ct. 171, 48 L. ed. 301;
Chew Heongv. United States, 112 U.
S. 536, 28 L. ed. 770, 5 Sup. Ct. 255;
United States v. Heth, 3 Cranch (7
U. S.), 399, 2 L. ed. 479; United
States v. Atchison, Topeka dr: Santa
Fe Ry. Co., 142 Fed. 176.
Alabama: State v. Gloss, 83 Ala.
93, 3 So. 745.
.Arkanaaa: St. Louis, A. & T. R.
Co. v. Phlla. F. Assoc., 55 Ark. 163,
18 S. W. 43.
Galifornia: Webber v. Clarke, 74
Cal. 11, 15 Pac. 431.
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ment, however, contains no prohibition of retrospective legislation as such, and, therefore, the mere fact that a statute
is retroactive in its operation does ·not make it repugaant to
the Federal Constitution.111 Where the measure of damages
under a statute for destruction of property for fire negligently
caused by railroad companies is limited by ~ deduction of
the amount of insurance received for such loss, the enactment
does not operate retrospectively as to loss of property occasioned before passage of the statute.112 And a statute which
limits the liability of a railroad company for fires applies to
an insurance policy taken out prior thereto, where the · loss
is occasioned subsequent to such enactment, &n.d the. difference
between the amount of the insurance and of the 108!1 is the
measure of liability fixed by such statute.ea
§ 288. Validating Statutes-Waiver or ·Correction ef Defee~

or Irregularity.--An unconstitutional statute is ·not a
law; it confers no righ.t s; it imposes no duties; it. affords .no

Colorado: City of Coloni.do Springa
v. Weirlle (Colo., 1008), 93 Pae. 1096.
Dllnoia: Cleary v. Hoobler, 207 Ill.
97,69 N. E. 967.
Indi&Da:·Nicklaus v. Conkling, 118
Ind. 289, 20 N. E. 797.
Montana: State v. Northern Pae.
Ry. Co. (Mont., 1908), 93 Pae. 945;
Chicti.go Title & Trust Co. v. O'Marr,
18 Mont. 568,46 Pac. 809,47 Pac. 4.
Bebraaka: Commercial Bk. v.
Eastern Bkg.' Co., 51 'Neb. 766, 71
N. w; 1024.
Bew Jersey: Roxbury Lodge v.
Hocking, 60 N.J. L. 439, 38 Atl. 693,
64 Am. St. Rep. 596.
Bew York: Union College, In re,
129 N. Y. 308, 4 N. Y. St. R. 640, 29
N. E. 460; People v. O'Brien, 111 N.
Y. 1, 19 N. Y. St. R. 1'73, 18 N. E.
692, 7 Am. St. Rep. 684, 2 L. R. A.
255. ·
Oregon: State, German Sav. &
Loan Soc., v. Sears, 29 Oreg. 580, 46
Pac. 785, rev'g 43 Pae. 482.
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Pennsylvania: Hom· & Brannan
Mfg. Co. v. Steelman, 216 Pa. :187,
64 Atl. 409.
'
Te:z:aa: Rockwell County'¥'. Kaufman County, 69 TeX. 172, 6 8. W.
431.
Virginia: Crabtree v. Old ·Dominion Bldg. & Loan 'Aaloc., 95 Va.
670, 4 Va. Law Reg.12, 64 Am. St.
Rep. 818, 29 B. E. 741; RichmOnd v.
Henrico County, 83 Va. 204, 2 8. E.
26.
Wisconsin: Strike v. W"liiOODIIin
Odd Fellows Mut. L. Ina. Co., 95 W"a
583, 70 N. W. 819.
tt League ·v. Texaa, 184 U. 8. 156,
46 L. ed. 478, 22 Sup. Ct.: 476. -See
Watson v. Mercer, 8 Pet. (33 U. 8.)
88, 8L. ed. 8'16.
.
11 Wild v. Boston & M.. R. Co;, 171
Mass. 245,50 N. E. 533.
11 LeaVitt v. Canadian Paeific 1L
Co., 90 Me. 153, 37 Atl. 886, 38 L. R.
A. 152.
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protection; it creates no office; it is in legal contemplation, as
inoperative as though it had never been passed; 114 and it cannot be validated by the legislature,• nor under an amended
constitution.1111 If, however, an act might have been legally
authorized in the first instance it may thereafter be confirmed
when not prohibited by the constitution.117 And if a statute
would be otherwise invalid as for want of the proper signatures
it may be ratified by express reference thereto in an accompanying chapter containing supplemental provisions in relation to the same subject-matter.• So the legislature may
waive and correct any want of regularity in the proceedings
of a county in a contract between it and a railroad company
for the construction of its road therein on a designated line
with a tenninus, and upon the fulfillment of those conditions
to convey to it certain of its unsettled public lands, such power
to contract having been conferred by statute.1111 Again, although certain rights, such as the authority of a street ·car
company to become a carrier of freight, have been conferred
without legislative power or in violation of law, still such
powers as have been lawfully granted will not be a.ffected, and
the legislature may by general law affirm and validate such
void grants so that the acceptance by such company of the
provisions of the validating act makes it a de jure corporation
possessed with all the authority and powers vested under the
eharter. 1 If the legislature possesses the power to authorize
u Norton v. Shelby County, 118
U. B. 425, 30 L. ed. 178, 6 Sup. Ct.
1121; Minneeota Sugar Co. v. lveraon, 90 Minn. 6, 97 N. W. 454.
II State,
Charleston, Cincinnati,
& Chicago Rd. Co., v. Whitesides, 30
B. C. 579, 3 L. R. A. 777, 9 8. E .
661.
Bee Cedar Rapids Water
Co. v. City of Cedar Rapids, 118
Iowa, 234, 91 N. W. 1031. Compare
Sweet v. Syraeuse, 129 N.Y. 337, 41
N.Y. St. R. 649,29 N. E. 289.
11 Seneca Min. Co. v. Osman, 82
Mich. 573, 47 N. W. 25, 9 L. R. A.
~

770. Compare Sweet v. Syr&cu88,
129 N. Y. 337,41 N.Y. St. Rep. 649,
29 N. E. 289.
t7 Steele County v. Erskine, 98
Fed. 215.
11 Wrought-Iron
Range Co. v.
Carver, 118 N.C. 328,24 B. E. 352.
11 Roberts v. Northern Pacific R.
Co., 158 U. S. 1, 39 L. ed. 873, 15
Sup. Ct. 756. Bee also Steele· v.
County of Erskine, 98 Fed. 215.
1 Brown v. AtlantaR. &Power Co.,
113 Ga. 462, 39 B. E. 462, 39 S. E.
71.
~9
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an act to be done, it can by retrospective act cure the evi1s
which existed, because the power thus conferred has been
irregularly executed.2 A municipal subscription to the stoek
of a railroad company, or in aid of the construction of a railroad, made without authority previously conferred, may be
confirmed and legalized by subsequent legislative enactment,
when legislation of that character is not prohibited by the
constitution, and when that which was done would have been
legal had it been done under legislative sanction previously
given.• If the power of the legislature to legalize, by curative enactments, matters or proceedings which are defective
under a former statute, is taken away by a constitutional
amendment before passing such curative act, such remedial
aet is void.4
1 Tbomaa v. Lee County, 3 Wall.
(70 U.S.) 327, 18 L. ed. 177.
Amendment may cure a defective
statute. State, HcLorinan, v. Ryno,
49 N.J. L. 603, 10 Atl. 189.
• Grenada County Superviaora v.

Brogden, 112 U. B. 261, 28 L. ed. 7<K,
6 Sup. Ct. 125•

.....

• Kimball v. Town of Rosendale,
42 Wis. 407, 24 Am. Rep. 421 (act
confinning irregular &88e88Dlent of
taxes; coii8titutional amendment
prohibited enactment of special laWB
for ea mentor collection of taaa).
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§ 289. Constitution~t and Limitation on Powers of

Governments-Express and IDi.plied Powers-Construction.-We have considered the question of national and
state powers generally,1 and also the distinction between the
grant, by the constitution, of powers to the Federal z and limitations on the state governments; 3 and it may also be stated
:r..om.lana: State v. Nathan, 121
l See i 120, herein.
I See i
121, herein,
Rob. (La.) 332.
See the following ca8es: .
VDi&ed lta&el: Spooner v . .MoConnell, 1 McLean (C. C.), 337, Fed.
Cas. No. 13,245.
·
.&rkuw.a: Hawkins v. Filkins, 24
Ark. 286; State v. Ashley, 1 Pike
(Ark.), 513.
CJolmecUc:u': Pratt v. Allen, 13
Conn. 119.
J'1orlcla: Cotten v. County Commissionem, 6 F1a. 610.
·
Iowa: Purclell v. Smidt, 21 Iowa,

640.

Kebrub: State v. Moore, 40 Neb.
854,59 N. W. 755.
PeDIUiylvalli&: Page v. Allen, 58.
Pa. 338, 98 Am. Dec. 272.
Vtah: State v. Holden, 14 Utah,
71, 37 L. R. A. 103, 46 Pac. 756.
1 See U 121, 137, her:ein.
See the following cases:
VDlted ltaws: Trezza v. Brush,
142 U.S. 160, 12 Sup. Ct. 158, 35 L.
eci. 974; McElvaine v. Brush; 142 U.
S. 155, 35 L. ed. 971, 12 Sup. Ct. 156.
.l.labama: State v. Skeggs (Ala.,
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here that the settled rule of construction of state constitutions
is that they are not special grants of power to legislative
bodies, like the Constitution of the United States, but general
grants of all the usually recognized powers of legislation not
actually prohibited or expressly excepted. It is a limitation
on the general powem of a legislative character, and restrains
only so far as the restriction appears either by express terms
or by necessary implication. The Federal Constitution confem powem expressly enumerated; that of the State confers
1908), 46 So. 268; Doney, In re, 7
Port. (Ala.) 293.
A.rb.Dau: State v. Sorrels, 15
Ark. 664.
OaUfomla: Beals v. Amador
County, 35 Cal. 624; Hobart v. Butte
County, 17 Cal. 23; Rot. v. Whitman, 6 Cal. 361.
Colorado: People v. Fleming, 10
.
Colo. 552, 16 Pac. 298.
OoiUUicUcut: Booth v. Town of
Woodbury, 32 Conn. 118; Lowrey v.
Gridley, 30 Conn. 450.
l'loricla: Cotter v. Ponder, 6 Fla.
610.
Illinois: Hawthorne v. People, 109
Ill. 302, 50 Am. Rep. 610.
Indiana: Hove:y v. State, 1191nd.
395, 21 N. E. 21.
Iowa: Eckei'IIOn v. Cit:y of Del
Moines (Iowa, 1908), 115 N.W. 177;
McMillen v. Count:y Judge & Treas.
of Lee County, 6 Iowa, 391.
Kanlu: Ratcliff v. Wichita Union
Stockyards Co., 74 Kan. 1, 86 Pac.
1li0.
Jtentuck:y: Griswold v. Hepbum, 2 Div. (63 Ky.) 20.
Louiai&Da: Hughes v. Murdock,
45 La. Ann. 935, 13 So. 182.
Kichigan: Attorney Gent. v.
Preston, 56 Mich. 177, 22 N. W. 261.
llilsourl: State ex rei. Henson
v. Sheppard, 192 Jlo. 497, 91 8. yr.
4:17.
·
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••bruka: State v. Moore, 40
Neb. 854, 59 N. W. 755. See State,
Smyth, v. Moores, 55 Neb. 480,76 N.
W. 175, 41 L. R. A. 624.
York: People v. Flagg, 46
N. Y. 401; Bank of Chenango v.
Brown, 26 N. Y. 467. See Sage v.
New _York, 154 N. Y. 61, 38 L. R. A.
603, 47 N. E. 1096, 30 Chic. Leg. N.
1089, aff'g 41 N. Y. Supp. 938, 10
App. Div. 294.
OJ,Uo: Bonebrake v, Wall (Ohio
C. P.) 24 Ohio L. J. 175.
PeDDa:ylvuda: Lewis"' Appeal,
67 Pa. 153; Page v. Allen, 58 Pa:
338, 98 Am. Dee. 272; Philadelphia,
City of, v. Field, 58 Pa. 320.
'l'8Dil811ee: Stratton v. Mofris.
5 Pick. (89 Tenn.) 497, 15 S. W. 87,
12 L. R. A. 70.
Utah: State v. Holden, 14 Utah,
71, 46 Pac. 756, 37 L. R. A. 103.
Vermont: Thorpe v. Rutland,
& Burlington Rd. Co., 27 Vt. 140,
62 Am. Dee. 625.
V'qiD!a: Whitlock v. Hawkins,
105 Va. 242, 53 B. E. 401. ·
WuJUnaton: State v. Clark, 30
Wuh. 439,71 Pac. 20.
.
West Virginia: Brldgea 'II· S~UC1'0811, 6 W.Va. 562.
·
WlacoiUdn: Bushnell v. Beloit, 10
Wis. 195.
·
Enumeration of power&-Bill of
Righta of Nebrub constitution.
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a general grant of all powers not excepted.• So the constitution itself and not the general body of the law must be resorted to in order to determine the limitations on the powers
of the legislature.11 That the government of the United States
is one of enumerated powers is constantly asserted; it has no
inherent powers of sovereignty; the enumeration of the powers
granted is to be found in the Constitution of the United States
and in that alone; the manifest purpose of the Tenth Amendment to the Constitution is to put beyond dispute the proposition
that all powers not granted are reserved to the people, and if
in the future further powers ought to be possessed by Congress
they must be obtained by a new grant from the people.• The
Federal Constitution is, however, a written instrument, and,
as such, its meaning does not alter. Its language, as a grant
of power to the national government, is general, and as
changes come in. social and political life, it embraces all new
conditions within· scope of the powers conferred.7 Again, the
Constitution was ordained and established by the people of the
United States for themselves: for their own government; and
not for the government of individual States. Each State
established a constitution for itself, and in that constitution,
provided such limitations and restrictions on the powers of
its particular government as its judgment dictated. The
people of the United States framed such a government for
the United States as they supposed best adapted to their
situation, and best calculated to promote their interests; the
powers they conferred on this government were to be exercised by itself; and the limitations on power, if expressed in
See State, Smyth, v. Moo:ree, 55 Neb.
480,76 N. W. 175,41 L. R. A. 624.
• Southern Pacific Rd. Co. v.
Orton, 32 Fed. 457, 472, 473, per
Sawyer, J., citing or quoting Bour-land v. Hildreth, 26 Cal. 183, 215,
225; People v. Saaswitch, 29 Cal. 482;
Btockton & Visalia Rd. Co. v. Stockton, 41 Cal. 147, 161, 162; Sharpie.
Y. Mayor of Philadelphia, 21 Pa. 160.

' Erie & North-Eut Rd. v. Casey,
26 Pa. 2ff1.
• K8D8U v. Colorado, 206 U. 8. 46,
51 L. ed. 956, 27 Sup. Ct. 655. See
citations in eecond preceding note to
this section.
'South Carolina v. United State&,
199 U. B. 437, 50 L. ed. - , 26 Sup.
Ct. -. See Dred Scott v. Sandford,
19 Bow. (60 U. B.) 393, 15 L. ed. 191.
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general tenns, are naturally and necessarily applicable to the
government created by the instrument; they are limitations
of power granted in the instrument itself; not of distinct governments framed by different pemons and for different purposes.• And although the government of the United States is,
within the scope of its powers, supreme and beyond the States,
it can neither grant nor secure to its citizens rights or privileges
which are not expressly or by implication placed under ite
jurisdiction. All that cannot be eo granted or secured are
left to the exclusive protection of the States." But it is held
that the reservation to the States does not limit the power of
Congress to legislate for the Territories. 10

§290. Same Subject Continuecl.-The Federal government
is not restricted to the powers expressly granted in the Constitution; it has all the powers necessarily implied from the
powers granted. 11 The government of the United States was
born of the Constitution, and all powers which it enjoys or
may exercise must be either derived expressly or by implication from that instrument. Even then, when an ~t of any
department is challenged, because not warranted by the Constitution, the existence of th~ authority is to be ascertained
by determining whether the power has been conferred by the
Constitution, either in express tenns or by lawful implication,
to be drawn from the express authority conferred or deduced
as an attribute which legitimately inheres in the nature of the
powers given, and which flows from the character of the government established by the Constitution. In other words,
whilst confined to its constitutional orbit the government of
the United States is supreme within its lawful sphere. Every
function of the government being thus derived from the Constitution, it follows that that instrument is everywhere and
1 Barron v. Baltimore, 7 Pet. (32
H Downe~~ v. P&l'llhall, 3 Wyo. 425,
U.S.) 243, 8 L. ed. 672.
2ft Pac. 91H.
11 Gibbona v .. Ogdea, 9 Wheat.. (22
• United States v. Cruikshank&, 92
U. S. 542, 23 L. ed. 648, 1110 Sup: Ct. U. 8.) 1, 6 L. ed. 23.
136.
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at all times potential in so far as its provisions are applicable.
Hence it is that wherever a power is given by the Constitution
and there is a limitation imposed on the authority, such restriction operates upon and confines every action on the subject within its constitutional limits. Consequently, it is impoSsible to conceive that where conditions are brought about
to which any particular provisions of the Constitution applies,
its controlling influence may be frustrated by the action of
any or all the departments of the government. Those departments, when discharging, within the limits of their constitutional power, the duties which rest on them, may of course
deal with the subjects committed to them in such a way as to
cause the matter dealt with to come under the control of provisions of the Constitution which may not have been previously
applicable. But this does not conflict with the doctrine just
stated, or presuppose that the Constitution may or may not
be applicable at the election of any agency of the govemment.11
If the Constitution in its grant of powers is to be able to carry
into full effect the powers granted, it is equally imperative
that where prohibition or limitation is placed upon the powers
of Congress, that prohibition or limitation should be enforced
in its spirit and to its entirety.11

1291. Privileges and Immunities of Citizens in the Several States. -Corporations are not citizens within the meaning
of that clause of the Constitution of the United States which
provides that citizens of each State shall be entitled to privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States.14 Corpo11 Downes v. Bidwell, 182 U. 8. 168, 19 L. ed. 367. See i 67, herein.
244, 45 L. ed. 1088, 21 Sup. Ct.
770.
u Failbank v. United States, 181.
U. 8. 283, 45 L. ed. 862, 21 Sup. Ct.
648.
u Ccmst. U. 8., Art. IV, § 2,
subdv. 1; Blake v. McClung, 172 U.
8. 239, 43 L. ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. 165,
9 Am. 4: Eng. Corp. Cu. (N. S.) 385;

Compare Pittaburg, Cincinnati, Chicago 4: St. Louis Ry. Co. v. Montgomery, 152 Ind. 1, 49 N. E. 582, 9
Am. 4: Eng. R. Cu. (N. 8.) 792, 69
L. R. A. 876.
Carpuralitm tJggf"tlfJOU c:unnot be a
citizen; and c:un unly litigo.U in Federal
courts in conaequence of the charaoter of the individuals who compoae
Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. (75 U. 8.) the body politic; which character
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rations are creatures of local law; and the privileges and immunities secured to citizens of each State in the several States
by this clause, are those privileges and immunities which are
common to the citizens of the latter States under their constitutions and laws by virtue of their being citizens. Special privileges enjoyed by citizens in their own States are not
secured by it in other States. 11 A state statute is not inconsistent with this provision where its purpose is to protect the
State's industries and the property of its people, and the
means employed to that end do not go beyond the necessities
of the case or unreasonably burden the exercise of constitutional privileges, even though the subject of legislative action
is a branch of interstate commerce; provided that Congress
has not acted in the matter as involved in such commerce.11
So a specific tax ~nay, under a general tax law, be imposed upon
a foreign corporation or manufacturing company, doing business by itself or its agents in a State, where such statute eiDbraces all like corporations, associations, companies, etc., in
such State, even though no domestic corporation with a like
business exists in that State.17 And a statute which provides
for the assessment of capital stock of a corporation of another
State may, in so far as it operates as a discrimination aga.inst
such corporation, constitute merely an incident to the acceptance of the franchises of such corporation, and come within
mUBt appear by the proper averments upon the reconi. Hope Insurance Co. v. Boaniman, 5 Cranch
(9 U. 8.), 57, 3 L. ed. 36.
The presumption that a corporation
ill composed of ci.tiuna of the s~

which created it accompanies such
corporation when it does busineBB in
another State, and it may sue or be
sued in the Federal courts in such
other State as a citizen of the State
of its original creation. That presumption of citizenship is one of law,
not to be defeated by allegation or
evidence to the contrary. And railroad corporations may be treated
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by each of the States whoee legislative grants they accept as domestic
corporations. St. Louis & San Francisco Ry. Co. v. James, 161 U. S.
545, 40 L. ed. 802, 16 Sup. Ct. 621.
See I 67, herein.
11 Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. (15 U.
S.) 168, 19 L. ed. 357.
11 Reid v. Colorado, 187 U. S. 137,
23 Sup. Ct. 92, 47 L. ed. 108, atr'g
29 Colo. 333, 68 Pac. 228 (a case
of transportation of cattle-diseased
live stock, CoL Bess. Laws 1885, p.
335, § 2).
1' Singer Manufacturing Co.
Y.
Wright, 33 Fed. 121.
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the power of the State to prescribe the conditions of the enjoyment of its corporate privileges and so not conflict with the
above. constitutional provision. 11 Again, a State cannot impose upon a foreign insurance company as a property condition, a requirement that it shall be possessed of a certain
amount of capital stock invested in a specified manner where
no such condition is imposed upon domestic unincorporated
associations, firm~ or individuals.111
§ 292. Same Subject Continued-Discrimination-To
Law-Deduction of Debts-Creditors in Difterent States.A tax law of a State may operate as a denial of constitutional
rights under this clause as to privileges and immunities where
it discriminates between residents and non-residents in allowing
a deduction of debts to the former. 20 And when the general
property and assets of a private corporation, lawfully doing
business in a State, are in the course of administration in
its courts, creditors, who are citizens of other States, are entitled, under the Federal Constitution, to stand in all respects
upon the same plane with creditors of like class who are
citizens of such State, and cannot be denied equality of right
merely because they do not reside in that State, but are citizens residing in other States.21 In another case in the Federal
11 State v. Travelers' Ins. Co., 73
Conn. 255, 47 Atl. 299.
11 State, Hoadley, v. Florida Ins.
Commrs., 37 Fla. 564, 20 So. 772, 33
L. R. A. 288.
10 Sprague v. Fletcher, 69 Vt. 69,
37 Atl. 239, 37 L. R. A. 840.
21 Blake v. McClung, 176 U.S. 59,
20 Sup. Ct. 307, 44 L. ed. 371; Blake
v. McClung, 172 U. S. 239, 43 L. ed.
432, .19 Sup. Ct. 165, 9 Am. & Eng.
Corp. Cas. (N. B.) 385. This case was
as follows: Chapter 31, acts Tennessee
1877, entitled: "An act to declare the
terms on which foreign corporations
organized for mining or manufaoturing purpoees may carry on their

business, and purchase, hold and
convey real and personal property in
this State, " provided that corporationa organized under the laws of
other States and countries, for purposes named in the act, might carFY
on within that State the business
authorized by their respective charters, but that "creditors who may be
residents of this State shall have a
priority in the distribution of &88ets,
or subjection of the same, or any
part thereof, to the payment of debts
over all simple contract creditors,
being residents of any other country
or coun~ries, and also over mortgage or judgment creditors, for aU
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Supreme Court bills were filed in Tennemee by the Ameritan
National Bank and others against the
land Company, a Virginia corporation, doing business in Tennesaec
under the provisions of the enactment upon which the above
ruling was made; u and al8o against various creditors of that
company. The prayer of the bill was that it might be taken
as a general creditors' bill; and it was alleged that the company
was insolvent, having a large amount of property in the 8~,
which it had assigned for the benefit of its creditors, without
preferences, which was in disregard of the statutB of the State,
that a receiver should be appointed, the assets ma.rshaled and
the creditors paid according to law. The company answered
denying that it was insOlvent and claimed that the aasignment should be held valid, and the trust administered by the
assignees. During the pendency of the suit, 8. and C., New
York creditors, filed a bill, setting up that nearly all the as-

C'Mn.

debts, engagements and contracts
which were made or owing by the
aaid corporations previoua to the
filing and registration of such valid
mortgagee, or the rendition of euch
valid judgments." It wu held, in
addition to the point above stated in
the text, that as the litigation proceeded on the theoey that plaintiffs
in error were citizens of Ohio, where
they resided, did buaine1111 and bad
offices, that question could not now
be considered; and as the manifest
purpose of the act wu to give to aU
Tennessee creditors priority over all
creditors residing out of that State,
without reference to the question
whether they were citizens or only
residents of aome other State or
country, the act muat be held to infringe rights secured to the plaintiffs
in error, citizens of Ohio, by the provisions of the Constitution stated in
the text in this section, although,
generally speaking, the State hu
power to prescribe the conditions
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upon which foreip oorporationa may
enter its territoey for pu~ of
buainesa. It wu also beld that there
wu no deu.ial of equal protectioD of
tbe laws.
"A local rule of law, which bas
been maintained by tbe courts of a
State, to tbe e«ect that a foreip
uaignment by an insolvent will not
operate on property in the State, eo
u to defeat an attAchment made by a
resident, ie expreealy aDDuOed by
Blake v. HoCiung, 172 U. 8. Zie, 19
Sup. Ct. 165, 43 L. ed. 432, 9 Am• .t
Eng. Corp. Cu. (N. 8.) 385, in eo far
u it discriminates against citiseM of
other States, and it cannot be preaumed that the rule, u n-rily
limited by Blake v. HcClung, would
be reaffinned by local courta. Therefore it ie held that it om no longer be
accepted in any part." Byllabue to
Belfast Savings Bk. v. Stowe, tn
Fed. 102, 103, 104.
n Bee last preceding note ...._
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sets, if not all of them in the hands of the assignees of the company, and sought to be impounded by the bill filed by the bank,
.were covered and conveyed to s., as trustee, and that c. was.
entitled to priority over a.1l other creditors of the defendant in
the appropriation of the assets covered by the deed of trust to
S. They asked for leave to file that bill as a general bill against
the land company, or, if that could not be done, that they
might file it in the case of the bank against the land company,
as a petition in the nature of a cross bill against that company.
Other proceedings took place which are set forth in detail in
the statement of the case. They ended in the consolidation of
the various proceedings into one action and a. reference to a.
master to take proof of all the facts. The master made his report, upon which a. final decree was entered. It was decreed
that the land company, by its deed of general assignment, of
June 3, 1893, in making disposition therein for the payment of
its creditors, without any preferences, attempted to defeat
the preferences given by law to creditors residents of Tennessee,
C?Ver non-resident creditors and mortgagees, whose mortgages
were made subsequent to the creation of the debts due resident
creditors, and that such deed was fraudulent in law, and void;
that the making of the deed was an act of insolvency by the
land company, and that the bill filed by the bank was properly
filed, and should be sustained as a general creditors' bill, and
that the assets of the company under the jurisdiction of the
court were subject to distribution under the law relating to
foreign corporations doing business in Tennessee, and as such
should be decreed in the action then pending. The decree
further adjudged that C. was a bona fide holder of the bonds
mentioned in his bill and that he was entitled to recover
thereon as provided for in the decree, but subject to the paymen.t of debts due residents of Tennessee prior to the registration of such mortgage. It was also decreed that the Trav. elers' Insurance Company by its mortgage acquired a valid
lien upon the property covered by it, subordinate, however,
·to debts due residents of Tennessee contracted prior to the
registration thereof, and also subject to some other liabilitifll
459
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of the land company. The case was taken to the Court of
Chancery Appe&ls, which modified in some particulars the
decree of the chancellor, and after such modification it was
affirmed. Upon writ of error from the Supreme Court the
case was there heard, and that court held that the statute in
question, providing for the distribution of assets of foreign
corporations doing business in that State, was constitutional,
and was not in contravention of any provision of the Constitution of the United States. The decree of the Court of Appeals
was, after modifying it in some respects, affirmed. The case
was then brought up on writ of error. It was held, that on
an appeal from a state court the plaintiff in error in the Federal
court must show that he himself raised the question in the state
court which he argues there, and it would not aid him to show
that someone else had raised it in the state court, while he
failed· to do so; but if he raised it in the Supreme Court of the
State, it was sufficient. It was also decided that the a.llegation,
in the case of C., that he was a resident of New York was a
sufficient allegation of citizenship, no question having been
made on that point in the courts below. It was further determined that a Tennessee general creditor had the same right
of preference as against a resident mortgagee that he had
against a non-resident, and the same burden that was pla.ced
upon non-resident mortgagees and judgment creditors was
by the statute placed upon resident mortgagees and judgment
creditors; and that there was no foundation for the claim
made, on behalf of C., that section five of the Tennessee act
of 1877, violated section one of the Fourteenth Amendment
of the Constitution of the United States in that it deprived
the non-resident mortgagee of his property."
§ 293. Same Subject-Actions-statute of Limitations.The right to sue and defend in the courts of the States is one
of the privileges and immunities comprehended by section 2
11 Sully v. American Nat. Bk., 178 184 U.S. 334, 339, 46 L. ed. 673, 22
U. S. 289, 44 L. ed. 1072, 20 Sup. Ct. Sup. Ct. 391.
935, cited in Rothac:hild v. Knight,
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of article IV of the Constitution· of the United States, and
equality of treatment in regard thereto does not depend upon
comity between the States, but is granted and protected by
that provision in the Constitution; subject, however, to the
restrictions of that instrument that the limitations imposed
by a State must operate in the same way on its own citizens
and on thoee of other States. The State's own policy may
determine the jurisdiction of its courts and the character of
its controversies which shall be heard therein. A statute,
therefore, providing that no action can be maintained in the
courts of a State for wrongful death occurring in another
State except where the deceased was a citizen of the former
State, the restriction operating equally upon representatives
of the deceased whether they are citizens of the State where
the statute was enacted or of other States, does not violate
the privilege and immunity provision of the Federal Constitution." A statute has also been held constitutional even
though it prohibits certain actions between foreign corporations; zs although a non-resident's right to maintain an action
in a state court is not one of the privileges guaranteed by this
provision of the Federal Constitution.11 But a provision in a
statute to the effect that when the defendant is out of the
State, the statute of limitations shall not run against the
plaintiff, if the latter resides in the State, but shall if he resides out of the State, is not repugnant to this constitutional
provision as to privileges and immunities of citizens in the
several States.n
§ 294. The Fourteenth Amendment-Generally.-The
Fourteenth Amendment is prohibitory upon the States only,
and the legislation authorized to be adopted by Congress for
at Cbamben v. Baltimore & Ohio 741, 16 C. P. 225, 19 N. E. 625, 2
Ry. Co., 'JUT U. 8. 142, alf'g 73 L. R. A. 636, alf'g 1 N.Y. Supp. 418,
Obio, 1.
15 C. P. 88, 56 Sup. Ct. 108, 16
• Anglo-American Proviaion Co. v. N. Y. St. R. 583, which reveJ'Be8 16
Davia Proviaion Co., 63 N. Y. Supp. N. Y. St. R. 871. See U 66, 67,

987, 50 App. Div. 273.
herein.
11 Robiuon v. Oceanic Steam Nav.
"'CbemUDg Canal Bank v. Lo'ftl1',
Co., 112 N.Y. 315, 20 N. Y. St. R. 93 U. 8. 72, 23L. ed. 806.
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enforcing it is not direct legisla.tion on the matter respecting.
which the States are prohibited from making or enforcing
certain la.ws, or doing certain acts, but is corrective legisla.tion,
such 88 may be necessary or proper for counteracting and
redressing the effect of such Jaws or acts.• The prohibitions
of this amendment refer to all the instrumentalities of the State,
to its legisla.tive, executive and judicial authorities, and whoever, by virtue of a public position under a state government,
deprives another of any right protected by that amendment
against deprivation by the State, viola.tes the constitutional
inhibition; and 88 he acts in the State's name and is clothed
with the State's power, his act is that of the State.• The mere
• Civil Right. Cuee, 109 U. 8. 3,
'Z1 L. ed. 835, 3 Sup. Ct. 18.
" It ill well eettled that the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment which prohibit a State from
depriving any pe1110n of life, liberty
or property without due procet~~~ of
law, or from denying to any pe1110n
within ita juriadiction the equal protection of the laws, add nothing to
the right. of one citisen aa against
another, but are limitations upon the
powera of the State, and guaranty
immunity from state law and state
acts invading the privileges and
rights stated in the amendment; that
while the government of the United
States is, within the 100pe of its
powera, supreme, it can neither p-ant
nor eecure to its citizens rigbte or
privileges which are not expl'ellllly or
by implication placed under its jurisdiction by the Constitution of the
United States; and that rights and
privileges not 10 placed within ita
jumdiction are left to the exclusive
protection of the States." Green v.
Elbert, 63 Fed. 309.
TAll 0118U ariBing tmiUr the FourW7llA Amendment are fl%Gmiftf!d in
d«ail, and ore Mid to ~
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that, in pMiiDg upon the validity of
state legial.ation under it, this court
has not failed to recognize the fact
that the law is, to a certain extent, a
progn.ive IICience; that in aome
States methoda of proeedure which,
at the time the Constitution wu
adopted, were deemed esaential to
the protection and safety of the peopie, or to the liberty of the citizens
have been found to be no longer neeeii!IUYi that restrictions which had,
formerly been laid upon the conduct
of individuals or claoll!lea had pro'~
detrimental to their interests; and
other claseee of peraons, particularly
thoee engaged in daogeroua or unhealthy employment., have been
found to be in need of additional protection; but this power of change is
limited by the fundamental principles
laid down in the Constitution, to
which each member of the Union is
bound to accede aa a cOndition of ita
admission aa a State. Holden v.
Hardy, 169 U.S. 366, 42 L. ed. 780,
18 Sup. ct. 383.
• Chicago, Burlingtori & Quincy
Rd. Co. v. Chicago, 166 U. 8. 226, 41
L. ed. 979, 17 Sup. Ct. 581.
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fact of classification is not sufficient to relieve a statute from
the reach of the equality clause of the Fourteenth Amendment,
and in all cases it must not only appear that a classification
has been made, but also that it is based upon some reasonable
ground, something which bears a just and proper relation to
the attempted classification, and is not a mere arbitrary seleetion.10 Again, due process of law and the equal protection
of the laws are secured if the laws operate on all alike and do
not subject the individual to an arbitrary exercise of the powers
of government; 11 nor is there any unjust discrimination, or
any denial of the equal protection of the laws, in regulations
regarding railroads, which are applicable to all alike. 32 And
requiring the burden of a public service by a corporation, in
consequence of its existence and of the exercise of privileges
obtained at its request, to be borne by it, is neither denying
to it the equal protection of the laws, nor making any unjust
discrimination against it.11 Corporations are persons within
the meaning of the clauses in the Fourteenth Amendment to
the constitution concerning the deprivation of property, and
concerning the equal protection of the laws, and are not to be
denied any of the rights therein guaranteed."
§295. Same Subject-Police Power.-It is elementary
that the Fourteenth Amendment does not deprive the States
of their police power over subjects within their jurisdiction."
11 Gull, Colorado & Banta Fe R:r. 685, 9 Sup. Ct. 207; McGuire v.
Co. v. EWe, 165 U. 8. 130, 41 L. ed. Chicago, Blll'linlton & Quincy R.

666, 17 Sup. Ct. 250.
' 1 Duncan v. llia>uri, 162 U. 8.
m, 38 L. ed. 486, 14 Bup. Ct. 670.
11 New York & New England Rd.
Co. v. Brilltol, 161 U. B. 666, 14 Sup.
Ct. .fZT, 38 L. ed. 269.
11 Charlotte, Columbia & AlJIUBta
Rd. Co. v. Gibbell, 142 U. 8. 386, 12
Sup. Ct. 256, 35 L. ed. 1061. See
New York Y. Squire, 146 U. B. 176,
36 L. ed. 666, 12 Bup. Ct. 880.
1• Jlinne&polia II: St. Louis R:r. Co.
v. Beckwith, 12t U. 8. 26, 32 L. ed.

Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 350, 108 N. W.

902. Bee i 66, berein.
11 Cummings v. Reading School
District, 198 U. 8. 458, 49 L.
ed. 1126, 25 Sup. Ct. 721; New OrIeana Gae Light Co. v. Drainage
Coou:niaaionens, 197 U. B. 453, 25
Sup. Ct. 471, 49 L. ed. 831; Fiacber v.
Bt. Louis, 194 U. B. 361, 24 Sup. Ct.
673, 48 L. ed. 1018; Powell v. Pennsylvania, 127 U. B. 678, 32 L. ed. 253,
8 Sup. Ct. 992; Barbier v. Connolly,
113 U.S. 'n, 28 L. ed. 923, 6 Sup. Ct.
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So a State has power to regulate grain w~houses; 36 grain
elevators; n the consolidation of common carrier corporations; • the recovery of damages against a railroad for killing
live stock; • to provide for the extinction of grade crossings
as a menace to public safety; 40 for the regulation of ca.rriers
of electricity, or electrical conductors; 41 for the regulation of
slaughter houses of a corporation;"" and in general a State
has the same undeniable and unlimited jurisdiction over all
persons and things, within its tenitorial limits, ss any foreign
nation, when that jurisdiction is not surrendered, or restrained
by the Constitution of the United States; and all those powers
which relate to merely municipal legislation, or which may
more properly be ca.lled intema.l police, are not restrained, so
that in relation to these the authority of a State is complete,
unqualified and exclusive.43 Again, it is an appropriate exercise of the police power of the State to regulate the use and
enjoyment of mining properties, and mine owners are not deprived of their property, privileges or immunities without
due process of law or denied the equal protection of the laws
by the Illinois mining statute of 1899, which requires the employment of only licensed mine managers and mine examiners,
and imposes upon the mine owners liability for the willful
failure of the manager and examiner to furnish a reasonably
safe pl&ce for the workmen. It is also within the power of the
State to change or modify, in accord with its conceptions of
public policy, the principles of the common law in regard to
the relation of master and servant; and; in cases within the
357. See Sprigg v. Garrett Park, 89
Md. 406, 43 Atl. 813; State v. Jackman, 69 N." H. 318, 41 Atl. 347, 42
L. R. A. 438, 3 Chic. L. J. Wkly. 551.
See§ 149, herein.
"Brass v. Stoeser, 153 U. 8. 391,
38 L. ed. -, 14 Sup. Ct. -.
17 Budd v. New York, 143 U. 8.
517, 36 L. ed. 247, 12 Sup. Ct. 468.
• Louisville & Nashville Rd. Co. v.
Kentucky, 161 U. 8. 677, 40 L. ed.
849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714.
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• Minneapolis & St. Louis R. Co. v.
Beckwith, 129 U.S. 26, 32 L. ed. 585,
9 Sup. Ct. 'JJJ'l.
• New York & New England Rd.
Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. B. 556, 14 Sup.
Ct. 437, 38 L. ed. 269.
"New York v. Squire, 145 U. S.
175, 12 Sup. Ct. 880,36 L. ed. 666.
41 Slaughter-House Cues, 16 WaiL
(83 U.S.) 36, 21 L. ed. 394.
41 New York v. Milne, 11 Pet. (36
U. S.) 102, 9 L. ed. 648.
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proper scope of the police power, to impose upon the master
liability for the willful act of his employee." But none of the
large police powers of a State ca.n be exercised to such an extent as to work a practical assumption of the powers conferred
by the Constitution on Congress, and since the range of the
State's police power comes very near to the field committed
by the Constitution to Congress, the courts should guard
vigilantly against any needless intrusion.~

I 296. Privileges and Immunities of Citizens of the United States.-The privileges and immunities of citizens of the
United States are those which arise out of the nature and
essential character of the national government, the provisions
of its Constitution or it& laws and treaties made in pursuance
thereof and it is these which are placed under the protection
of Congress by this amendment. 48 These privileges or immunities are not abridged by a state enactment prohibiting monopolies, etc., for certain purposes upon penalty of a revocation
of a foreign corporation's certificate of authority in case of a.
violation of the statute.47 Nor does a statute violate this
clause as to privileges and immunities where it imposes a
liability upon railroad companies for injuries by fire communicated from its right of way.411 A corporation is not a citizen
within the meaning of this clause a.nd has not the privileges
and immunities secured to citizens against state legislation.•
I 297. Due ProceBB of Law. -Due process of law within the
meaning of the Constitution, is secured when the laws operate
u Wilmington Star Mining Co. v.
Fulton, 206 U. B. 60, 61 L. ed. -,
'lfiSup. Ct.-..
• Railroad Co. v. HU81!11, 96 U. B.
465, 24 L. ed. 5'1fl.
.. Sla'Uihter-Bouae Cases, 10 Wall.
f;11 U. 8.) 'Z13, 19 L. ed. 915; Duncau.
v. Jli.ouri, 152 U. 8. 377, 14 Sup. Ct.
570, 38 L. ed. 485.
"Attorney General v. A. Booth &
Co., 143 llich. 89, 12 Det. Leg. N.

30

991, 106 N. W. 868. But compare
Gage v. State, 24 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 724.
• Brown v. Carolina Midland R:y.
n,,, 67 B. C. 481, 46 B. E. 283; Code
Laws 1902, t 2130•
• Weatem Turf A.ociation v.
Greenberg, 204 U. B. 359, 61 L. ed.
-, 27 Sup. Ct. -; Orient Ina. Co.
v. Dagga, 172 U. B. 657, 19 Sup. Ct.
281, 43 L. ed. 562, 28 Ina. L. J. 97,
atf'g 136 .Mo. 382, 35 L. R. A. 227,
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upon all alike, and no one is subject to pa.rtiaJ or arbitrary
exercise of powers of government.$0 Rights of property, and
to a reasonable compensation for its use, created by the common law, cannot be taken away without due prooess; but the
law itself, as a rule of conduct, may, unless constitutional
limitations forbid, be changed at the will of the legislature.
The great office of statutes is to remedy defects in the common
law as they are developed, and to adapt it to the changes of
time and circumstances. But down to the time of the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment it was not supposed that
statutes regulating the use of, or even the price of the use, of
private property necessarily deprived the owner of his property
without due process of law. Under some circumstances they
may, but not under all. The amendment does not change the
law in this particular; it simply prevents the States from doing
that which will operate as such deprivation.111 In a Federal
case, the court suggests the difficulty and danger of attempting
an authoritative definition of what it is for a State to depriv~
a person of life, liberty or property without due process of
law, within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment; and
holds that the annunciation of the principles which govern each
case as it arises is the better mode of arriving at a sound
definition. In this case, the court holds that it is due process
of law, within the meaning of the Constitution, when the statute requires that such a burden as the fixing of a tax or assessment before it becomes effectual, must be submitted to a court
of justice, with notice to the owners of the property, all of
whom have the right to appear and contest the 888El88IIlent.
But by prior decisions due procea! of law does not in all cases
38 B. W. 85, 26 Ins. L. J. 67. See
i 67, herein.
10 Caldwell v. TeUII, 137 U. B. 692,
34 L. ed. 816, 11 Sup. Ct. 224.
Examine Bartlett v. Wilson, 59 Vt.
23, 8 Atl. 321, 4 N. Eng. Rep. 119.
See Marchant v. PeilJl8Ylvania R.
Co., 153 U. B. 380, 38 L. ed. 751, 14
Sup. Ct. 894 (for review of leading
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caaes upon the ocmstruction of the
due pi'OCelll of law phrue). See alao
Davideon v. New Orleana, 96 U. 8.
97, 24 L. ed. 616, u to the origin aDd
history of this provision.
11 Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. B. 113,
24 L. ed. 77. Examine State v.
Sponangle, 45 W.Va. 415, 43 L. R. A.
7<J:l, 32 8. E. 283.
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require a reeort to a court of justice to assert the rights of the
public against the mdividual, or to impose. burdens upon his
property for the public use.11 And neither :the corporate
agency by which the work is done, the excessive price which
the statute allows therefor, nor the relative importan~ of
the work to the value of the land assessed, nor the fact that
the assessment is made before the work is done, nor that the
assessment is unequal 88 regards the benefits conferred, nor
that pel'80nal judgments are rendered for the amount assessed,
are matters in which the state authorities are controlled by
the Federal Constitution.11 In order, however, to constitute
a violation of the. constitutional provision against depriving
a pel'IJOn of his own property without due process of law, it
should appear that such person has a property in the particular thing of which he is alleged to have been deprived." Again,
restraints upon the proper eJercise of the police power of the
States are not imposed by this clause of the Federa.l Constitution.11
§ 298. Same Subject CODtinued.- Regulations of public
and their charges, when not unreasonable and
unjust 88 depriving their owners of a reasonable return on the
money invested, do not constitute a taking of private property
without due process of law or just compensation.11 So gas
rates may be ~ted without infringing upon the due process
of law provision of the Constitution where such rates, so fixed,
allow a reasonable profit on the actual value of the investment.'17
stockyard~

n Davidaon v. New Orleanl, 9G
U. 8. VT, 24 L. ed. 616, oitiq M~
rar'• I.-e et ... v. Hobobo Lend
4: Improvement Co., 18 How. (59
U. B.) 712, 15 L. ed. 372; McMillan
v. Anderlon, 95 U. 8. 37, 24 L. ed.
335.
u DavidloD T. New Orleul, 96.
U. B. 97, 24 L. ed. 618.
"New Orleua- T. New Orleuu
Water Works Co., 1~ U. 8. 79, 35
L. ed. 943, 12 Sup. Ct. 142.

Sprigg v. Garrett Park, 89 Md.
~ Atl. 813. Bee I 138,
herein.
"Ratcliff v. Wichita Union Btockyards Co., 74 Kan. 1, 86 Pac. 150;
Lawa 1903, p. 735, c. 487.
11 Richman v. Conaolidated Gu
Co. of N. Y., 100 N. Y. 8upp. 81, 114
App. Div. 216, 78 N. E. 871, aff'd 186
N. Y. 209; Gro.man v. Same, 100
N. Y. 8upp. 100, 114 App. Div. 242,
aff'd 186 N. Y. 541 (mem.).
11

406, 411,
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Nor is a person deprived of property without due procetll of
law by a statute which makes water rates a charge upon lands
in a municipality prior to the lien of all incumbraoces.51
Nor is the exaction of toDs for the use of an improved waterway within such prohibition of the Constitution.• The repeal
of a statute providing that a municipal government may set
off the taxes of a water company against the company's rate
for water, and the substitution of a different scheme of pay·
ment in its place, does not deprive· the municipality of its
property without due proCess of law, in the sense in which the
word "property" is Used in the Constitution of the United
States.00 Nor does a state statute, reducing the rate of interest upon all judgments obtained ·within the courts of the
State, when applied to one obtained previous to its passage,
deprive the judgment creditor of his property without due
process of law, in violation of the. provisions of ·section one of
the Fourteenth Amendment.11 Again, the right of a railroad
company to maintain a tunnel under a navigable river is subject to the paramount public right of navigation, and where
it has been constructed under ruunicipi.l ordinance and a state
law that it shall not interrupt navigation, the duty ·of not
obstructing navigation is a continuing one; and, if the increased demands of navigation at any time require a deeper
channel than when the tunnel was originally constructed, it is
within the power of the municipality to compel the railroad
company, at the latter's own expense, to either remove the
tunnel or lower it to conform with the necessities of commerce
and to a rule established by act of Congress; and such action of
the municipality is not unconstitutional, and does not amount
either to taking the property for public use without compensation, or depriving the company of its property Without due
11 Provident Inst. for Bavinga v.
Jersey City, 113 U. B. 506, 28 L. ed.
- , 5 Sup. Ct. - .
11 Sanda v. Manistee River Imp.
Co., 123 U. B. 288, 8 Sup. Ct. 113, 31
L. ed. 149.
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• New Orleans v. New Orleana
Water Works Co., 142 U. S. 79, 12
Sup. Ct. 142, 35 L. ed. IKS.
' 1 Morley v. Lake Shore & M. S. Ry.
Co., 146 U. 8. 162, 36 L. ect 925, 13
Sup. Ct. M.
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process of law.u Nor does such a deprivation of property
arise under a statute .empowering a city to require the removal

of telephone wires to underground conduits, as the enactment
is within the police power of the State.11 But a municipal
corporation with charter authority to permit the use of its
streets, to control them, and to regulate the construction of
railroad tracks thereon acts, in. resuming control of such streets,
as agent of the State within the above constitutional provision that no State shall deprive any person of property without due process of law." The construction, however, and
maintenance by a city of its own waterwor~ plant does not
u West Chieap Street Railroad
Co". v.lllinoill, 201 U. S.li06, fiO L. ed.
8115, 26 Sup. Ct. 1518, aff'g 214 m. D,
73 N: E. 393, following Cbicap, Bul"lington & Quincy Ry. Co. v: Drainage
CommJ"B., 200 U. S. 561, 26 Sup. Ct.
3U, 50 L. ed. 696. In this cue a
railroad company wu ·required to
remove a· bridge, unleas it ab&ndoned
or IIU!TeDderecfita right to a ero.iDg
at that point, and to erect at ita own
expense· and maintain a new bridge
in conformity with· J'ekU)atioDB eatab:lished by drainage- colilmiaeioneJ"B un2
der authority of the State, and it
was held ·that 1111ch requinment, if
etiforced, would not' amount to a
taking of private properiy for public
use within" the meaning of the' Conatitution, oor to a denial of the equal
protection of tbe laws. -Bee Brilltol
County, In re, 193 Ma.. 267, 79 N. E.
339; Stat. 1900, p. 411, c. 439, § 6.
a City of Geneva v. Geneva Teleph.
Co., 62 N. Y. Supp. 172, 30 Mille.
296 (Lawe1897, c. 360,168, u ·am"d
by LaWII 1899, c. 405), citing 8tomi
v. Misaieaippi, 101 U. S. 814, 26 ·L .
ed. 1079; Weetem Union TeJes. Co,
v. City of New York, 38 Fed. 652:
American Rapid Teleg. Co. v. Ileal,
125 N.Y. 641, 36 N. Y: St. B. 262,
21 Am. St. Rep. 164, 26" N. E . .919;

39 Am. & ED3. Corp. Cas. 626, 3 Am.
Elec. Cu. 142, aff'g 58 Hun, 610, 3S
N. Y. St. R. 606, 12 N. Y. Supp. 536;
People v. King, 110 N.Y. 418, 423,
18 N. E. 246, 1 L. R. A. 293, 18 N.Y.
St. R. 3S3, aff'g 42 Hun, 186, 6 N.Y.
St. R. 138, 26 Wkly. D. 212; People
v. Squire, 107 N. Y. 593, 12 N.Y. St.
R. 832, 28 Wkly. D. 175, 14 N. E.
823, 2 Am. Elec. Cu. 176, atf'd 146
U.S. 176, 36 L. ed. 666, 12 Sup. Ct.
880, 4 Am. Elec. Cas. 122. See Joyce
on Electric Law (2d ed. ), U 420 ll teq.
" Iron Mountain R. Co. v. Mempbia, 96 Fed. 113, 37 C. C. A. 410,
citing Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S. 466,
42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418; Chicap, Burlingtoa & Quincy R. Co. v.
Cbicap, 166 U. S. 226, 17 Sup. Ct.
681, 41 L. ed. 979; llililouri Pao. R.
Co. v. Nebrub, 164 U. S. 403, 41
L. ed. 489, 17 Sup. Ct. 130; Reagan
v. FanneJ"B' Loan & T. Co., 1M U.
S. 362, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047, 38 L. ed.
1014, 4 lntera. Comm. Rep. 676;
Scott v. McNeal, 1M U. S. 34, 38 L.
ed. 896, 14 Sup. Ct. 1108; Yick Wo
v. Hopkins, 118 U. S. 356, - Sup.
Ct. -, 30 L. ed. 220; Civil Rights
Caeee, 109 U: 8. 3, 3 Sup. Ct. 18, 27
L. ed. 835; Neal v. Delaware, 103 U.
S. 370, 26 L. ed. 667. Bee Joyce on
Electric Law (2d ed.), 1229.
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eon.stitute such a taking of the property of a corporation operating its works under a franehise granted by that eity.15
Nor is a railroad deprived of ita property without due process
of law or denied the equal protection of the Jaws by a statute
which provides that every railrOad company orgaair;ed and
doing business in the State of the statutory euctment sha.ll
be liable for all damages done to any employee of meh eompaoy
in consequence of any negligenee of ita agents, or by any
mismanagement of its engineers, or other employees, to any
pel"SSn sustaining such damage.• Again, due proce88 of Jaw is
• Mayor, etc., of City of Meridian
v. Farmei'B' Loan & Trust Co., 143
Fed 67, rev'g FarmerB' Loan & Tru.i
Co. v. City of .Meridian, 139 Fed. 673;
Revere Water Co. v. Town of Win•
throp, 192 Mus. 455, 78 N. E. 49'1;
Stat. 1905, p. 488, e. 471.
" MiMouri Paeifie Ry. Co. v.
Maekey, 127 U.S. 205,32 L. ed. 107,
8 Sup. Ct. 1161. See alao Tullia v.
Lake Erie & Weetem R. Co., 175 U.
8. 348, 44 L. ed. 192, 20 Sup. Ct. 136;
Chicago, Kanaaa & Weetem Rd. Co.
v. Pontius, 157 U. B. 209, 15 Sup. Ct.
585, 39 L. ed. 675.
Eight-hour la'ID regulating period
of employment by oorporatiou of
workingmen in mines, IIJlelterB and
other institutions for the reduction
or refining of oret! or metalll, except
in certain cUes of emergency, ill
valid exercise of police power of State
and does not violate the provisione of the Fourteenth Amendment by abridging the privileges or
immunities of citizens of the United
States, or by depriving them of their
property, or by denying them the
equal protection of the laWll. Holden
v. Hanly, 169 U. B. 366, 42 L. ed. 780,
18 Sup. Ct. 383. 8e4! Atkin v. State
of Kansas, 191 U. S. 207, 48 L. ed.
148, 24 Sup. Ct. 124, aff'g State v:
Atkin, 64 Kan. 174, 67 Pae. 519;
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Boyce, Ex parte, 'n Nev. 299, 75
Pae. 1; People v. Omnp Couaiy
Roed Cos. Co., 17~ N. Y. M, Q
N • .E. 12D, .rev'g 17 N. Y. Bupp. 16,
73 App. Div. 580, citiac CoDDOIJy .1:
Dee v. Unioll Sewer Pipe Co., 186
U. 8. 540, 46 L. ed. 679, 22 Sup. Ct.
431; CottiDg v. ICu... City Stookyarda Co., 183 U. 8. 79, 22 Sup. Ct.
30, 46 L. ed. 92; Gulf, Colorado •
Buata Fe Ry. Co. v. Elli8, 186 U. S.
ltiO, 11 Sup. Ct. 256, 41 L. ed. 668;
Pell'e F.tate, Matter of, 171 N.Y. 48,
63 N. E. 789, 89 Am. 8t. Rep. 791, 57
L. R. A. 540; P8ople ex rel. Tymler
v. Warden, 167 N. Y. 116, 51 N. E
1006, 43 L. R. A. 264,68 Am. St. Rep.
763; Coloa v. Liak, 153 N. Y. 181,
60 Am. 8t. Rep. toe, 41 N. E. 3CrJ.
E%01frirlc EJu. v. United Btatee, :1111
U. 8. 246, 61 L. ed. - , 'n Sup. Ct.-.
8latulfJ prtlflitJiflg J• JICiriiNN
fllmltAlv of _.,.,_ of ~
and «ivin« lien for waps wi•h pmfereoee O'ftl' other lieae, with certain
esceptiona, and allowing a reaaonable attorney's fee in GUe of aetioa
brought does DOt violate a state
OODIItitutional provision aa to deprivatiOD of property without due
proclMII of law, nor interfere with the
libefty to eontraet. Skinner v. a.
~ Gold llin. Co., 98 Fed. 735;
Stat. ~ 1887, p. 231, H 1, 2.
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not denied by the imposition of a tax on transfers of stock in
domestic and foreign corporations." Nor is this provision as
to due process of law violated by a mechanic's lien law which
specifies the form of contract requisite to obtain a lien but
which does not preclude any other form of contract." And
· this clause of the Constitution is held to be sufficiently satisfied
by the provisions of ~he Massachusetts Mill Act which gives
damages or compensation within a certain period for the
harm actually done to lands overflowed or otherwise injured,
the right of the lower owner only becoming complete when
the land is flowed, and then being only a right to maintain a
dam, subject to payment to the upper owners, as above
stated, for the injury sustained.•

.

f 299. Same Subject Continued. -A statute prohibiting
effecting insurance on property in the State, by any person
therein, in any marine insurance company which has not
complied in all respects with the laws of the State of enactment,
and providing a fine for noncompliance with such act, violates
the due process clause of the Constitution when applied to· a
contract of insurance made in another State with an insurance
company there, w~ere the premiums and losses were to be
paid there.70 So compelling the acceptance of the· arbitr&ry
• People v. Reardon, 184 N. Y.
431,77N.E.970,aff'g97N.Y.Supp.
536, 110 App. Div. 821; Laws 1900,
pp. 474, 477, c. 241, U 315, 324.
• Chica&O Lumber Co. v. Newcomb, 19 Colo. App. 266, 74 Pac.
786.
• Otis Co. v. Ludlow Mfg. Co., 186
Ka.ts. 89, 70 N. E . 1009, 104 Am. St.
Rep. 563. Modified as follows: In a
auit at equity brought by the upper
owner to restrain the lower owner
from building a dam, the state court
having decided generally that the
Mill Act is valid, but not having
definitely expreaaed iteelf as to ita
OODititu~ty, awl u tbe opinion

of the Federal Supreme Court might
depend upon the interpretation pf
the act by the state court, it was
held that the bill should be dismissed
without prejudice, or retained until
plaintiff's rights should. be determined in an action for dainages under
the statute pending in the state
courts. Otis Co. v. Ludlow Mfg. Co.,
201 U. B. 140, 26 Sup. Ct. 353, 50 L.
ed. 696.
70 Allgeyer v. Louisiana, 165 U. B.
578, 41 L. ed. 832, 17 Sup. Ct. 427.
Distinguishing Hooper v. California,
155 U. 8. 648, 39 L. ed. 297, u; Sup.
Ct. ?HI.
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decision of a statutory umpire as to the weight of grain and
precluding the showing of any error by him violates the due
·process of law clause.71 Property is also taken without due
process of law by the requirement of an ordinance that street
railroads accept transfem from other companies with which it
has no connection and which thereby necessitates carrying
passengem without charge, and this is so even though a reciprocal obligation is imposed upon such other companies and
an increase of business results therefrom.72 And a statute
which attempts to change the ownel'Ship of private property
without due process of law is unconstitutiona1.71 Again, a
law operates to deprive railroad companies of property without due process of law, and denies to them the equal protection of the law, where it singles them out of all citizens and
corporations and requires them to pay, in certain cases, attorneys' fees to the parties successfully suing them, while it
gives to them no like or corresponding benefit.7" But the
Nebraska statute of 1899,76 by which the court upon rendering
judgment for a total loss sued for against an insurance company upon any policy of insurance against loss on real property by fire, tornado or lightning shall allow the plaintiff a
reasonable attorney's fee to be taxed as cpsts, is not repugnant to the equality clause of the Fourteenth Amendment
either because it arbitrarily subjects insurance companies to
a liability for such fees when other defendants in other cases
are not subjected to such burden, or because the fee is to be
11 Vega Steamship Co. v. Conaolidated Elevator Co., 75 Minn.
308, 77 N. W. 973, 43 L. R. A. 843.
n Chicago Cit:y R:y. Co. v. Chicago,
142 Fed. 844.
11 People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y. 1,
18 N. E. 692, 19 N. Y. St. R. 173,
rev'g 45 Hun, 519, 10 N. Y. St. R .
596, 27 Wkly. D. 365, Laws N. Y.
1886, c. 271.
''Gulf, Colorado &: Santa Fe Ry.
Co. v. Ellis, 165 U. B. 650, 41 L. ed.
- , 17 Sup. Ct. - , act of Texas,
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April 5, 1889. The claims under thia
statute were thoae for "pel"'Inal eervices rendered or for labor done, or for
damagee, or for overcharges on
freight, or claima for stock killed or
injured by the train of an:y railway
oompan:y, provided that such claim
for lltoek killed or injured shall be
presented to the agent," etc. See
Jolift"e v. Brown, 14 Waah. 155, «
Pac. 149, 3 Am. &: Eq. R. Caa. (N.
S.) 254.
" Lawa 1899, chap. 48, ff ~
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imposed on the insurance companies but not on the insured
when the suit is successfully defended, or because the statute
arbitrarily distinguished between different classes of policies
allowing the fee in certain cases and not in othem.711

§ 300. Equal Protection of the Laws.-There cannot be
an exact exclusion or inclusion of persons and things in a
classification for govemmenta.l purposes, and a general cJassification, otherwise proper, will not be rendered invalid because
certa.in imaginary and unforeseen cases have been overlooked.
In such a case there is no substantial denial of the equal protection of the laws within the meaning of the Fourteenth
Amendment; 77 and a state constitutional provision declaring
that protection to persons and .property shall be impartial
and complete js the equivalent to a declaration that the equal
protection of the Ia.ws shall not be denied to any person.71
So it is not in the power of one State, when establishing regulations for the conduct of private busin~ of a pa.rticula.r kind,
to give its own citizens essential privileges, connected with
that business, which it denies to citizens of other St&tes.711
A state statute may, however, without viola.ting the equal
protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, put into one
class all engaged in business of a special and public character,
and require them to perform a duty which they can do better
and more quickly than others and impose a not exorbitant
penalty for the non-performance thereof.10 And the peculiar
11 F~ra' & Merchanta' hu!. Co.
v. Dobney, 189 U. B. 301, 23 Sup. Ct.
565, 47 L. ed. 821, alf'g 62 Neb. 213,
86 N. W. 1070. Bee Iowa Life Ins.
Co. v. Lewis, 187 U. B. 335, 23 Sup.
Ct. 126, 47 L. ed. -.
"Oxan Lumber Co. v. Union_
County National Bank of Liberty,
207 U. B. 251.
.,. GeoJKia R. & Banking Co. v.
Wright, 125 Ga. 589, 54 B. E. 52;
Central of Georgia Ry. Co. v. Same,
125 Ga. 617, 54 B. E. 64, both rcv'd,

upon wint that due proce118 of law
acquires opportunity to be heard aa
to validity of tax and amount of aseessment, in 207 U. B. 127. Bee
Walston v. Nevins, 128 U.S. 578, 32
L. ed. 544, 9 Sup. Ct. 192.
"'Blake v. McClung, 172 U.S. 239,
43 L. ·ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. 16D.
• Seaboard Air Line Ry, v. Seegaera, 'JJJ7 U. B. 73, alf'g 73 S. C. 71.
Examine Ritchie v. People, 156 Ill.
98, 40 N. E. 454, 27 Chic. Leg. N.
270, 29 L. R. A. 79.
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eharacter of the business in which a elaas of eorporatiODB i!
engaged may warrant the imposition upon that class of certain duties and liabilities without inf~ upon this eJause
as to the equal protection of the lawa.11 8o legis)Mion imposing
upon railway companies special restrictions, obligations, and
liabilities not generaJly applicable to other peliiOD8 or corporations is not a denial of the equal protection of the laws;U
nor does the enforcement against railroad companies of reaeonable rules and regulations deny such proteetion; • nor is it
denied by a statute which impoees a liability upon railroad
companies for injuries by fire oommunieated by its right of
way; 14 nor is such protection of the law denied by a jud~ent
in favor of an abutting owner of land against a railroad company for damages arising from the temporary construction
and use of tracks in a street while recOnstructing a croesing
under authority of a state statute; • nor does a statute providing for the taxation of national banks deny to the banks as
taxpayers the equal protection of the laws.• Such equal protection of the laws i8 not denied under a state constitution
avoiding sales on margin of corporate share~!! of stock, or on
future delivery.lfl And the courts requiring a bond of a party
before issuing an injunction in condemnation proceeding,
does not deny such protection of the laws, even though no
bond is required of the opposing party; • nor is it denied by a
statute which allows damages not exceeding a certain per
11 St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern Ry. Co. v. Paul, 64 Ark.
83, 40 S. W. 70l), 37 L. R. A. 504, 7
Am. & Eng. Corp. Caa. (N. B.) 772.
0 McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy R. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 352,
108 N. W. 002.
"State v. Atlantic Cout Line R.
eo; (Fla.), 41 So. 705.
"Brown v. Carolina Midland Ry.
Co., 67 B. C. 481, 46 8 . C. 283; Code,
Laws 1902, § 2135. See aJao St.
Lottia & Ban Francisco Ry. Co. v.
Mathews, 165 U. S. 1, 17 Sup. Ct.
243, 41 L. ed. 611.
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• Knapp & Cowles Mfg. Co. v.
New York, New Haven & Hartford
Ry. Co., 76 Conn. 311, 66 AU. 512.
• Bank of Redemption v. Boston,
125 U. B. 60, 31 L. ed. - , 8 Sup.
Ct. - ; Mus. Pub. State., chap. 13,
I§ 8, 9, 10.
"Otia v. Parker, 187 U. S. 606,
23 Sup. Ct. 168, j7 L. ed. - , alf'g
Parker v. Otis, 130 Cal. 322, 62 Pae.
571, m.
• Columbia Water Power Co. v.
Ntmamaker, 73 8. C. 550, 63 8. E.
996.
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cent and a reasonable attorney's fee to plaintiff in an action

to recover for a loss against an insurance company which has
vexatiously refused to pay such loea.• But a statute cannot
constitutionally discriminate against corporations and so deny
them the equal protection of the law by imposing upon them
restrictions as to liability of damages to employees without
regard to differences consequent upon the nature of the business not imposed on natural persons.80 A statute does not,
however, deny the equal protection. of the laws where it makes
all railroad companies liable for injuries to an employee although caused by a fellow servant's negligence irrespective
of insurance or other benefits or other contracts of indemnity.'1
• William.aon v. Liverpool & London & Globe IDa. Co., 141 Fed. M, 72
C. C. A. 542; Rev. Stat. Mo., 1899,
I 8012.
Bee alm ~he following ca&e~~:
VDitecl ltate1: Merchanta' Life
A.n. of United States v. Yoakum,
98 Fed. 2li1.
l'loricla: Tillis v. Liverpool & London & Globe
Co. (Fla., 1903), 36
So. 171.
Miuourl: Keller v. Home Life
Co., 198 Mo. 440, 95 B. W. 903.
Temu~uee: Continental Fire Ina.
Co. v. Whitaker & Dillard, 112 Tenn.
151, 79 8. W. 119.
Tau: Sun Life Ina. Co. v. Phillips ·(fex. Civ. App.), 70 B. W. 603.
Waab~J~tr&cm: JolifJe v. Brown, 14
Wash. 155, 44 Pac. 149, 3 Am. &
Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 254.
10 Ballard v. Miaeileippi Cotton Oil
Co., 81 Mile. 607, 34 So. 533; Acta
1898, § 1, Laws 1898, p. 85, c. 66.
Compare Callahan v. St. Louie
Merchanta' Bridge Terminal Co., 170
Mo. 473, 71 8. W. 208, 60 L. R. A.
249; Froelich v. Toledo & Ohio Central Ry. Co., 24 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 359.
11 McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
& Qpiney Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340,
108 N. W. 902. See alm Vindicator

m..

m..

tAJDaOI. Gold Mining Co. v. Fimbrook, 36 Colo. M, 86 Pac. 313.
The following pro'riliou ill the
first .ection of the act of the lep..
lature of Indiana approved by the
governor of that State oD the fourth
day of March, 1893, vii.: "That
every railroad or other OOipOr&tiOD,
except municipal, operatiq iD thil
State, .hall be liable for dam•r for
penoDal. injury IUfferec:l by MlY amployee while in ita service, the employee 10 injured being in the uerci8e
of due care a11d diJisence, in the following e&~e~: Finl. When IIUCb injury
ilsutferec:l by reuon of au.y defect in
the coDditioD of WQ*, worb, plaDt,
toola a11d machinery CODnected with,
or in U88 in the bWiine. of auch corporation, when such defect was the
result of n~ce on the pan of the
corporation, or 10me penon intruated
by it with the duty of keeping euch
way, works, plant, tooll or machinery
in proper condition; s_,w. Where
such injury resulted from the negligence of any penon in the service of
such corporation, to whose order or
direction the injured employee at the
time of the injury wae bound to eoD·
form, and did conform: Third. Where
such injury resulted from the act or
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But this constitutional provision is violated by a stock-killing
act against railroads whic)l ignores the fencing of railways
and the question of negligence.111 A statute prohibiting agreements among insurance companies regulating agent's commissions, and also the manner of transacting the fire insurance
intrastate business, violates this clause as to equal protection of
the laws." A private corporation is a pel'80n within this clause."
omiaeion of any P,raon done or made
in obedience to any .rule, regulation
or by-law of such corporation, or in
obedience to the particular instructions given by any peraon delegated
with the authority of tbe corporation
in that behalf; Fuurth. Where such
injury was caUIIed by the negligence
of any peraon in the iervice of such
corporation ·who baa charge of any
signal, telegraph office, switch yard,
ahop, round house, locomotive engine
or train upon a railway or where such
injury was caUIIed by the negligence
of any peraon, coemployee or fellow
servant engaged in the same common
service in any of the several departmenta the service of any such corporation, the said peraon, coemployee
or fellow servant at the time acting
in the place and performing the duty
of the corporation in that behalf, and
the peraon eo injured obeying or conforming to the order of aome superior
at the time of such injury, having
the authority to direct; that nothing
herein aball be construed to abridge
the liability of the corporation under
existing laws," as they are construed
and applied by the Supreme Court of
that State, are not invalid, and do
not violate the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States. Tullis v. Lake Erie &
Western R. Co., 175 U. ~. 348, 44
L. ed. 192, 20 Sup. Ct. 136.
n Sweetland v. Atchison, Topeka &

of
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Santa Fe R. Co., 22 Colo. 220, 43 Pae.
1006.
Payment of emplagea-!Mm /fir
VXl{1Q on corptn"((U proptlrty-~
CJbU alttlr'My1' Ita to enforce lieD.
Statute as to does not deny equal protection of the laws. Skinner v. Garnett Gold Mining Co., 96 Fed. 735.
•• Greenwich Ins. Co. v. CanoU,
125 Fed. 121.
"Johnaon v. Goodyear Kin. Co.,
127 Cal. 4, 59 Pac. 304. See
64-66, herein.
'
Although corporations are entitled
to the equal protection of the Jaws,
still "this does not mean that corporations and natural peraons atand
in the same relation to the power
which inheres in the State to regul&te
their conduct-or methods of bWiin811L
The distinction between tbem ill
fundamental and ineradicable. '1be
natural peraon baa certain inalienable
rights, for which he is not indebted
to organized aociety. • • • '1be
corporate peraon bas .no rights except
those with which it is endowed by tbe
lawmaking power, and the power of
creation neceasarily implies the power
of regulation • • • • the police
power of~ State may, within well
defined limitations, extend over corporations outside and regardless of
the power to amend charten.' "
McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy R. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 367,
368, 108 N. W. 902, per Weaver, J.

u
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CHAPI'ER XIX.
OBLIGATION OF CONTRACTS.

I 301. Imp.ument of Obligation of I 312. Same Subject-The DaftContract--Generally.
302. Statee--Civil Institutiollll of
-Constitutional Reetrainta
-Obligation of Contracta.
303. Obligation of ContractExistence of Lepl Con- .
tract -Impairment- State

Statutes.
30i. Obliption of Contracta--Federal Question-Statui of
Party Plaintift'.
805. Impairment. of Obligation
of Contract&-What Are
"Laws "-Application.
308. &me Subject-Judicial Acta
-V.ted Righta.
11111. V.ted Righte-Amendment
to Effect Purposes of Charter-Modifying or EnlargiDgPowem.
308. Quuier Powem not Contem,.
. plated and Unexecuted-

Treated u Lice1111e and
· Revocable.
309. Obligation of ContractaChange of Remedy.
310. Obliption of Contracte-Municipal CorporatioDII.
311. Olarter or Franchiae u a
Contract-Impairment of
Obligation of Contract. .1

mouth College Cue.
313. Obligation of Contract-Statutes- Ordinances- Delegated Authority - Easementa in Btreeta. ·
314. Same Subject.
315. What Ia net a ContractObligation of ContractWhen not Impaired-Instances.

316. Same
Bubject.~Inat.ances
Continued-Railroad Charter-Bubscriptiollll in Aid
· of Railroad.
·
317. Reeervation of Power to
Alter, Amend or Repeal
Grant of Francbiae or Charter.
318. Reeervation of Power to
Alter, etc., Ia Part of Charter or Contract.
319. Reeervation of Power to
Alter, etc., and timitations
Thereon.
~. Reeerva~ion of Power _
to
, ~ter, etc.- Fo~nth
Amendment-Equal Protection of the Law-Deprivation of Property~ Employees.

§ 301. Impairment of Obligation of Contract-Generally.-The provision in the Constitution of the United States
that no State shall pass any law impairing ·the obligation of
contracts 1 does not extend to any state law enacted before
.

I

Art. 1,. 10, cl. 1,
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the first Wednesday in March, 1789, and operating upon rights
of property vested before that time which was the date when
the Constitution of the United States commenced its operation.z
Said provision also neceiiiLrily refers to the law made after the
particular contract in suit,' and applies as well to implied as to
express contracts;' But a statute does not necessarily impair
the obligation of a contract because it may affect it restrospectively, or because it enhances the difficulty of perfonnanee to
· one party or dimin~es the value of the performance to the
other, provided that it leaves the obligation of the performance
in full force.•

f 302.

Statet~im

IutitUtioDI of--Constitutional Re-

ltrainta-Oblication of Contracts.-The Federal Constitution is not to be construed as intended to restrict the States in
the regulation of their civil institutions adopted for internal
government, and the constitutional provision forbidding the
States from impairing the obligation of contracts is not to be
understood to embrace other contracts than those which respect
property or some other object of value and confer rights which
may be asserted in a court of justice.•

t 303. Obligation of Contract-E:zistence of Legal Contract-Impairment-State Statutes.-Before the Federal Supreme Court can be asked to determine whether a statute luis
impaired the obligation of a contract, it must be made to
appear that there was a legal contract subject to impainnent,
and some ground to believe that it has been impaired.7 And
whether an alleged contract arises from state legislation, or by
• Owlnp v. Speed, 6 Wheat. (18
U. S.) 420, 5 L. ed. 124.
1 Oshkosh Water Worka Co. v.
Oshkoeh, 187 U. S. 437, 47 L. ed.
249, 23 Sup. Ct. - ; Lehigh Water
Co. v. Eu1on, 121 U. S. 388, 30 L. ed.
1059, 7 Sup. Ct. 916.
• Fisk v. Jeffel'IIOn Police Jury, 116
U. B. 131,29 L. ed. 587.
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1 Cwtia v. Wbimey, 13 Wall. (80
U. S.) 68, 20 L. ed. 513.
• Dartmouth CoUege v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. B.) 518, 4 L.
ed. 629, per the court.
' New Orleana v. New Orleans
Water Worka Co., 142 U. 8. 79, ali
L. ed. 943, 12 Sup. Ct. 142.
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agreement with the agents of a State, by ita authority, or by
stipulation between individuals exclusiv~y, the Federal Supreme Court will upon its own judgment and independently of
the adjudication of the state court, decide whether there exists
a contraet within the protection of the Constitution of the
United States.•
§ 304. Obligation of Contracts-Federal Question-Status
ol Party Plaintift.-One who has contracted to deliver gas
machinery to a gas and fuel company has no standing in a court
of equity to restrain a city from enforcing an ordinance prohibiting the erection of gas works within a portion of the city
in which the erection of gas works WBB not prohibited when the
contract WBB made, on the ground that such ordinances are
repugnant to the Federal Constitution BB impairing the obligation of a contract, it not appearing that the plaintiff has any
contract. with the city or that the gas and fuel company would
not, or could not, by reason of insolvency, respond to ita claim
under the contract.'

f 305. Impairment of Obligation of Contracts-What Are
"Laws "-Application.-The prohibition in the Constitution
of the United States against the passage of laws impairing the
obligation of contracts applies only to legislatiwe enactments
of the States; 10 although it is also held to apply to the consti·
tution as well as to the laws of each State.11 And an ordinance
1 LouiniUe Gas Co. v. Citisens'
Gu Co., 115 U. B. 683, 29 L. ed. 510,
6 Sup. Ct. 265.
"The doetrine that this court poe-

..... paramount authority when reviewing the final judgment of a state
court upholding a state enactment
aUeged to be in violation of the eontract clause of the Constitution, to
determine for it.elf the existence or
DOD-esisteDee of the eontract aet up,
and whether ita obligation hu been
impaired by ~ .tate enactment,

qas been affirmed in numerous other
eases." Douglass v. Kentucky, 168
U. S. 488, 502, 42 L. ed. 553, 18 Sup.
Ct. 199.
• Davis & Farnum Hanufg. Co. v.
Loe Angeles, 189 U. B. 207, 23 Sup.
Ct. 538,47 L. ed. 858.
10 Weber v. Rogan, 188 U. B. 10,
47 L. ed. 363, 23 Sup. Ct. 263.
11 New OrleaDB Gas Co. v. Louisiana light Co., 115 U. B. 650, 29 L.
ed. 516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252. See also
Hanford v. Davies, 163 u. B. 273, 41
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adopted as part of a state constitution levying a tax on the
gross receipts of a railroad company, within two years after
it was completed and put in operation, in order to pay debts of
the State, in order to help build the road, and which as between itself and the State the railroad company was primarily
bound to pay, impaired the obligation of contract and was
void. 12 But it is also determined that if the decision of a state
court is based upon a constitutional or legislative enactment,
passed after the contract in question was made, the Federal
Supreme Court has jurisdiction to inquire whether such legislation does not impair the obligation of the contract, and thereby
violate the Federal Constitution.1a A municipal ordinance,
however, not passed under legislative authority, is .not .a law
of the State within the meaning of this constitutional prohibition against state laws impairing the obligation of contracts. 14

f 306. Same Subject-Judicial Acts-Vested Rights.This constitutional inhibition against the impairment of con-

tracts does not apply to the judicial decisions or acts of the
state tribunals or officers, under statutes in force at the time of
the making of the contract the obligation of which is alleged to
have been impaired. 111 So this clause of the constitution cannot be invoked against what is merely a change of decision in
the state cour11, but only by reason of a statute enacted subsequent to the alleged contract and which has been upheld or
L. ed. 157, 16 Sup. Ct. 1051; Railroad
Co. v. McClure, 10 Wall. (77 U. S.)
511, 19 L. ed. 997 (a constitution of
a State is in this case admitted to be a
"law" within the inhibition).
A 11tate comtitution ill not a con-mu:t within the inhibition. Church
v. Kelsey, 121 U. S. 282, 30 L. ed.
960.
u Pacific Rd. Co. v. Maguire, 20
Wall. (87 U. S.) 36, 22 L. ed. 282.
Examine Oakland Paving Co. v.
Barstow, 79 Cal. 45, 21 Pac. 544;
Nelaon v. Haywood County, 87 Tenn.
781, 11 B. W. 885.
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11 Delmas v. Insurance Co., If
Wall. (81 U. B.) 661,20 L. ed. 757.
16 Hamilton Gu Light & C. Co. v.
Hamilton City. 146 U. S. "258, 36 L.
ed. 963, 13 Sup. Ct. 90.
11 Weber v. Rogan, 188 U. S. 10,
47 L. ed. 363, 23 Sup. Ct. 263; Hanford v. Davies, 163 U. S. 273, f1 L.
ed. 157, 16 Sup. Ct. 1051. See lut
preceding section herein.
The provision of the Constitution
of the United States, which declarel
that no State shall pa88 any law impairing the obligation of contraeta, ia
aimed at the legislative power of the
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effect given to it by the state court.11 But it is also held that
where the highest court of a State has upheld the power of a
railroad company to lease its road, and such decision stands
unquestioned, when a lease is entered into it becomes embodied
in the contract the obligation of which cannot be subsequently
impaired. 17 And the doctrine has been asserted and reasserted
by the United States Supreme Court that if a contract when
made was valid by the Jaws of the State, as then expounded by
all the departments of its government, and administered in its
courts of justice, its validity and obligation cannot be impaired
by any subsequent act of the legislature of the State, or decision of its courts altering the construction of the law .11 So a
railroad company may, under the Rapid Transit Act of New
York, acquire upon organization such a vested franchise and
right to use land upon prescribed routes, that, even though it
has not undertaken to acquire ownership, a subsequent statute
giving the lands to a public park will not operate to divest the
company's rights. 111 And statutes regulating irrigation and
water rights do not affect pre-existing rights.20 If a legislative
grant is only a mere gratuity, is not an act of incorporation,
State, and not at decisions of its Q)ffin v. Rich, 45 Me. 507, 71 Am.
c:ourta, or acta of executive or ad- Dee. 559; BroDBOn v. City of New
miiliatrative boards or officel'll, or York, 10 Barb. (N. Y.) 223; Mom.
doinp of corporations or individuala. v. State, 62 Tex. 728. See alao
New Orleans Water Works Q). v. II 282-285, herein.
Louisiana Sugar Ref. Q),, 12li U. 8.
A state law is not in violation of
18, 31 L. ed. 607, 8 Sup. Ct. 741.
any part of the Federal Q)DBtitution
11 National :Mut. B. & L . .Aam. v..because it divests rights vested by
Braha.n, 193 U. B. 635, 48 L. ed. 823, law in an individual if not impairing
24 Sup. Ct. 532.
the obligation of a contract. Batte~
n Boutbem R. Q}, v. North Caro- lee v. Matthewson, 2 Pet. (27 U. 8.)
lina R. Q), (C. C.), 81 Fed. 595.
380, 7 L. ed. 458, distinguishing
11 Olcott v. Supervisol'll, 16 Wall. Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch (10 U.
(83 U. S.) 678, 21 L. ed. 382; Have- 8.), 87, 3 L. ed. 162.
11 Suburban Rapid Transit Q). v.
meyer v. Iowa Q)unty, 3 Wall. (70
U. S.) 294, 18 L. ed. 38; Ohio Life, New York, 128 N. Y. 510, 40 N. Y.
etc., Q). v. Debolt, 16 How. (57 U.S.) St. R. 498, 28 N. E. 525, 10 Ry. &
416, 14 L. ed. 997, per the court. Q)rp. L. J. 494.
Bee Memphis v. United States, 97 • Benton v. Johnoox, 17 Wash.
U. 8. 293, 24 L. ed. 920; Steamship 277,49 Pac. 495,39 L. R. A. 107,61
Co. v. Jolifte, 2 Wall. (69 U. 8.) 450; Am. Bt. Rep. 912.
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confers no chartered rights and does not amount to a eontra.et,
the legislature has power to repeal the grant where no rights
have been acquired under the statutory grant nor any liability incurred in consequence of its passage. But where vested
rights have been acquired under the grant before the passage
of the repealing law, then, to the extent of such rights, such
repealing law is unconstitutional and inoperative.21 Again,
a statute annulling conveyances is unconstitutional a.s impairing the obligation of contracts.u The repeal of a state
statute authorizing every street railway to be operated by such
animal, electric or other power a.s the municipal authorities
may have granted will not destroy its effect to ratify contracts
in existence when it was pa.ssed. 23 Nor are fr&Dchises of existing corporations destroyed or materially impaired by an authority under a statute to empower street railway companies,
by contract, to use city streets.24 And where a statute is held
constitutional, but that decision is overruled by the highest
state court, the obligation of a contract entered into in the
period between the two decisions is not thereby impaired.23
An amendment to the general corporation law whereby a
foreign corporation is prohibited from suing on a claim to the
assignee, where it has not complied with the statute, does not
apply to a suit on a prior contract where by such application
there would be an impairment of the obligation of contract...
§ 307. Vested Rights-Amendment to Effect Purposes of
Charter-Modifying or Enlarging Powers.-The charter of a
private corporation may vest rights in the corporators and
stockholders which no "Subsequent legislation can impair or
diminish. But a charter may be amended in so far as it is
u Gregory v. Trustees of Shelby
College, 2 Mete. (59 Ky.) 589 (a case
of a lottery privilege).
n F1etcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch (10
U.S.), 87, 3 L. ed. 162.
11 Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
26 Sup. Ct. 427, 50 L. ed. 801, rev'g

...

...

Govin v. City of Chicago, 132 Fed.
848.
u Citizens' St. Ry. Co. v. City R.
Co. (C. C.),64 Fed. 647.
• Storrie v. Cortes, 90 Tex. 283,
38 S. W. 154, 35 L. R. A. 666.
u McNamara v. Keene, 98 N; Y.
Supp. 860,49 Mile. 462.
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necessary to carry into effect or accomplish the purposes for
which it was obtained.n So the provision of a constitution, .
which declares · that, ~<the General Assembly shall have no
power to grant corporate powers and ·privileges to private companies" (with certain exceptions),· "but it shall prescribe by
law the manner in which such powers shall be exercised by the
courts," does not take away from the General Assembly the
power to amend the charters of existing corporations by modifying or enlarging their powers,za·espeeially so where the modification of the charter is consented to· by the corporation; Zll and
the whole charter is not necessarily revoked by the withdrawal
of a single right or privilege where the legislature is authorized
to incorporate with a reserved power of revocation.-30

§ 308. Charter Powers not Contemplated and Unexecuted
-Treated as License and Revocable.-Where a- charter authorizes a company in sweeping terms to do certain things
which are unnecessary to the main object of the grant, and not
directly and immediately within the contemplation of the parties thereto, the power so conferred, so long as it is unexecuted,
is within the control of the legislature and may be treated as a
license, and may be revoked, if a possible exercise of such power
is found to conflict with the interest.S of the public.at
·§ 309. Obligation of Contracts....:...Change of Remedy.-The
remedy subsisting in a State when and where a contract is
made, and is to be performed, is a part of its obligation; and
any subsequent law of the State, which so affec;:ts that remedy
!_IS substantially to impair and lessen the value of the contract,
is forbidden by the Constitution of the United States, and,
21 City of Covington v. Cuvington
& Cincinnati Bridge Co., 10 Bush
(73 Ky.), 69.
28 Jones v. Habersham, 107 U. S.
174~ 27 L. ed. 401; Const. Ga., 1868.
21 O'Phinney v. Sheppard & Enoch
PrattHospita1,88Md.633,42Atl.58.
· •Wilmington City Ry. Co. v.

Wilmington & B, B. Ry. Co. (Del.
Ch., 1900), 46 Atl. 12,.citing numerous cases. See also City of Wilmington v. Addicka (Del., 1001), 47 Atl.
366.
11 Pearsall v. Great Northern R.
Co., 161 U. B. 646,40 L. ed. 838, 18
Sup. Ct. 700. See U 7, 48, herein.
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therefore, is void.11 So "it is well settled by the adjudicati0111
of this court, that the obligation of a contract is impaired, in
the sense of the Constitution, by any act which prevents its
enforcement, or materially abridges the remedy for enforcing
it, which existed at the time it was contracted, and does not
apply an alternative remedy equally adequate and efficacious." 11 If a statute provides that existing remedies for
previously incurred liabilities against a corporation, its directors
ot officers, shall not be impaired by repealing the charter, it
constitutes a contract within the protection of the Constitution
of the United States.*'
§ 310. Obqation of Contracts-KUDicipal CorporatiODL
-There are many ways in which the legislature bas absolute
power to make and change subordinate municipalities.•
Municipal corporations are political subdivisiolls of the State,
created by it and at all times wholly under its legislative control; their charters, and the laws conferring powers on them,
do not constitute contracts within the contract clause of the
Federal Co_nstitution.16 But the power of the State to alter or
n Edwards v. Keaney, 96 U. 8.
595, 24 L. ed. 793. See Memphis v.
United States, 97 U.S. 293,24 L. ed.
920.
11 McGahey v. V"qinia, 135 U. B.
662, 694, 34 L. ed. 3M, lei Sup. Ct.
972, per Bradley, J.
•• People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y. I,
19 N.Y. St. R. 173, 2 L. R. A. 255,
7 Am. St. Rep. 684, 18 N. E. 692.
11 Laramie
County v. Albany
County, 92 U. S. 307, 23 L. ed. 552;
Kies v. Lowrey, 199 U. S. 233, 50 L.
ed. 167, 26 Sup. Ct. '1:1.
n Hunter v. City of Pittsburg, 'JJJ7
U. S. 161.
CorporatioDII for mere public gov·
emment, such as toWDS, cities and
counties, are subject to legialative
control and their chartel1l are not
contracts within the meaning of the
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Federal Constitution, but the private
contracts and property rights of IIUch
corporatioDS are protected. Dartmouth College v. Woodward, •
Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518,4 L. ed. 629.
A municipal corporation is a public
inBtrumentality, eatablished to aid
in the administration of affain of the
State, and neither ita charters, nor
any legislative act regulating the UMI
of property held by it for governmental or public purpoees, is a cootract within the meaning of the Constitution of the United States. Cov·
ington v. Kentucky, 173 U. S. 231,
43 L. ed. 679, 19 Sup. Ct. 383.
A municipal corporation, being
a mere agent of the Stlrte, stands in
ita KOvemmental or public character,
in no contract relation with ita lOvereip., at whole pleuure ite charter
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destroy its municipal corporations is not, so far as the impairment of the obligation clause of the Federal Constitution is
concerned, greater than the power to repeal its legislation; and
the alteration or destruction of subordinate governmental divisions is not the proper exercise of legislative power when it
impairs the obligations of contracts previously entered into.
Courts cannot permit themselves to be deceived; and while
they will not inquire too closely into the motives of the State
they will not ignore the effect of its action; and will not permit
the obligation of a contract to be impaired by the abolition or
change of the boundaries of a municipality.
a tax bas
been provided for and there are offieers to collect it the court
will direct those officers to lay the tax and collect it from the
property within the boundaries of the territory that constituted
the municipality." The fact that the council of a city has
passed a resolution providing for payment of a pending bill of ~
water company claiming a franchise, with a saving clause
against the city, being estopped from denying the existence of
contract right, does not give the Circuit Court jurisdiction to
maintain an action in. ~uity to enjoin the city from appropriating money in the water fund to the payment of any indebtedness other than the complainant on the ground that such resolution is a law impairing the obligation of a contract within the
purview of the Federal Constitution.•

Where

§ 311. Charter or Franchise as a Contract-Impairment
of Obligation of Contract.-We have considered under
preceding sections the nature of franchises and the question
whether a distinction exists between a charter and a franchise,
as well as other distinctions, • and it may be stated here that
may be amended, ehaDpd or revoked, without the impairment of
any coDBtitutional obligation; but
euch a corporation in respect of lUI
private or OOD8titutional richte and
iDtereete, may be entitled to eonatitutioo.al protection. New Orleans
"· .New 0rie1101 Wa~ Woru Co.,

142 U. B. 79, 35 L. ed. 943, 12. Sup.
Ct. 142.
" Graham v. Follom, 200 U. B.
248, 50 L. ed. - , 26 Sup. Ct. - .
. • Defiance Water Co. v. Defiance,
191 U. B. 184, 48 L. ed. 140, 24 Sup.
Ct. 63.
• Bee U 22-48, herein.
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an accepted act of incorporation of a private corporation constitutes such a contract between the State and the corporation
that the latter cannot, by a subsequent act of the legisla.ture or
of a subordinate legislative body, be deprived of vested rights,
privileges and franchises acquired under that ·charter. That
grant cannot, againtt the consent of the corporation, be destroyed or the obligation of contract be impaired by legislative
amendments or repeal, or changed in any respect material to
corporate rights, in the absence of a power reserved to alter,
amend or repeal such charter or franchise rights, and even the
extent to which this reserved power may be exercised remains
a question not fully settloo.40 A corporation although orga.n•vmted ltatea: Georgia Rd. &
.&rbnau: State "· Real Estate
Bkg. Co. v. Smith, 128 U. S. 174,-32 Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595, 599, 41
L. ed. 377, 9 Sup. Ct. 47, 16 Wash. Am. Dec. "509.
L. Rep. 749; Louisville Gas Co. v.
Oallfomi&: Billinp
Hall, 7
Citizens' Gas Co., 115 U. B. 683; 29 Cal. 1.
L. ed. 510, 6 Sup. Ct. 265; New. Oonnecttcut: Hartford Bridge Co.
Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light v. Union Ferry Co., 29 Conn. 210;
Co., 115 U. S. 650, 29 L. ed. 615, 6 Derby Turnpike Co. v. Parks, 10
Sup. Ct. 252; Binghamton Bridge, Conn. 522,27 Am. Dec. 700.
The, 3 Wall. (70 U. 8.) 51, 18 L. ed.
Delaware: Philadelphia, W. &
137; Providence Bank v. Billinp, 4 B. Co. v. Bowen~, 4 Houst. (Del.)
Pet. (29 U. S.) 514, 7 L. ed. 939; 506.
Fletcher v. Peck, 6 Cranch (10 U. S.),
Georgia: Goldmnith v. Augusta &
87, 3 L. ed. 162; Old Colony Trust 8. R . Co., 62 Ga. 468; Branch v.
Co. v. City of Wichita, 123 Fed. 762; Baker, 53 Ga. 502.
aty of Morristown v. East TennesIWnoia: Dobbins v. First Nat.
see Teleph. Co., 115 Fed. 304; Abbott Bank, 112 Ill. 553; Rugglesv. People,
v. City of Duluth, 104 Fed. 833; 91 Ill. 256; Bruftett v. Great Western
Central Trust Co. v. Citizens' St. R. R. Co., 25 Ill. 353. See People Y.
Co. (C. C.), 82 Fed. 1, 83 Fed. 529,29 Central Union Tel. Co., 192 Ill. :!JYT,
Chic. Leg. News, 417, 14 Nat. Corp. 61 N. E. 428; People's GasligM &
R. 770, 15 Nat. Corp. R. 529; Louis- Coke Co. v. Hale, 94 Ill. App. 406.
ville Trust Co. v. Cincinnati, 76 Fed.
Indiana: Smead v. India.napolia
296, 22 C. C. A. 334, 47 U. B. App. 36. P. & C. R. Co., 11 Ind. 104.
Alabama: State v. Alabama Bible
lt&Daaa: Baxter Springs, City of,
Soc., 134 Ala. 632, 32 So. 1011; v. Baxter Springs Light & Power Co;,
Birmingham & P. M. S. R. Co. v. 64 Kan. 591, 68 Pac. 63, 8 Am. Elec.
Birmingham B. R. Co., 79 Ala. 465; Cas. 125.
Alabama & F. R. Co. v. Burkett, 46
Kentucky: Hamilton v. Keith,
Ala. 569; Aldridge v. Tuscumbia P. 5 Bush (68 Ky.), 458; Griffin v. Ken& D. R. Co., 2 Stew. & P. (Ala.) 199, tucky Ins. Co., 3 Bush (66 Ky.), 592,
23 Am. Dec. 307.
96 Am. Dec. 259. See Grepry v.

v.
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ized under a general sta.tute may nevertheless thereby enter into
and obtain a contract from the Sta.te which may be of s~ch a
Truatees of Shelby College, 2 Mete.
(59 Ky.) 589.
Louiai&Da: New Orleans v. Great
Southern Teleph. &: Teleg. Co., 40
La. Ann. 41, 3 So. 533; Montpelier
Academy v. George, 14 La. 395, 33
Am. Dee. 585.
Maine: State v. Noyes, 47 Me. 189;
Coffin v. Rich, 45 Me. 507, 71 Am.
Dec. 559; Yarmouth v. North Yarmouth, 34 Me. 411,56 Am. Dec. 666.
Maryland: State v. Northern Cent.
R. Co., 44 Md. 162; Chesapeake &: 0.
Canal Co. v. Baltimore &: Ohio R.
Co., 4 Gill&: J. (Md.) 1.
Michipn: Mahan v. Michigan
Teleph. Co., 132 Mich. 242, 93 N. W.
639, 8 Am. Elec. Cu. 38, 9 Det. Leg.
News, 597.
Mbmeaota: Duluth, City of, v.
Duluth Teleph. Co., 84 Minn. 486,
87 N. W. 1128,8 Am. Elec. Cas. 136.
Mialiulppi: New Orleans, J. &: G.
N. R. Co. v. Barris, 5 Cushm. (27
M.ias.) 517; Payne v. Baldwin, 3
Bmedes &: M. (11 Miss.) 661.
Miaaourl: State, Morris, v. Board
of TI'Witees of W estminister College,
175 Mo. 52, 74 B. W. 990.
llebruka: State, City Water Co.,
v. Kearney, 49 Neb. 325, 68 N. W.
533, afJ'd 49 Neb. 337,70 N. W. 255.
Hew Bampahire: PiBCataqua
Bridge v. New Hampshire Bridge, 7
N. B. 35, 68.
Hew leraey: Zabriskie v. Hackensack & N. Y. R. Co., 18 N. J. Eq.
178, 90 Am. Dec. 617.
11ew York: TI'Witees of Freeholders, etc., of Southport v. Jessup,
162 N. Y. 122, 126, 56 N. E. 538;
Thompson v. People, .23 Wend. (N.
Y.) 537, 578; People v. Utica Ins.
eo~, 15 Johns. (N. Y.) 358, 387, 8

Am. Dec. 243; People v. Albany &
V. R. Co., 37 Barb. (N. Y.) 216.
Borth Carolina: Attorney Genl. v.
Bank of Charlotte, 57 N. C. 287;
Houston v. Bogle, 32 N. C. 496.

Ohio: See City of Toledo v. Northwestern Ohio Natural Gas Co., 6
Ohio N. P. 531, 8 Ohio B. &: C. P.
Dec. 277.
Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania R.
Co. v. Duncan, 111 Pa. 352, 5 At!.
742; Chincleclamouche Lumber, etc.,
Co. v. Commonwealth, 100 Pa. 444;
Dillon v. Dougherty, 2 Grant's Cas.
99. See Pennsylvania R. Co. v.
Bowers, 124 Pa. 183, 2 L. R. A. 621,
16 At!. 836, 23 Wkly. N. of Cu. 257.
Tenneuee: Woodfork v. Union
Bank, 3 Cold. (43 Tenn.) 488.
Texas: Houston&: T. Cent. R. Co.
v. Texas & Pac. R. Co., 70 Tex. 649,
8 S. W. 498; State v. Southern Pac.
R. Co., 24 Tex. 80.
WiacoDBin: State v. Chicago & N.
W. Ry. Co., 128 Wis. 449, 108 N. W.
594; State v. Atwood, 11 Wis. 422.
See Pratt v. Brown, 3 Wis. 603.
Examine the following cases:
UDltedltatea: Long Island Water
Supply Co. v. Brooklyn, 166 U. S.
685, 17 Sup. Ct. 718, 41 L. ed. 1165;
Pearsall v. Great Northern Ry. Co.,
161 U. S. 648, 40 L. ed. 838, 16 Sup.
Ct. 705; Rundle v. Delaware &: R.
Canal Co., 14 Bow. (55 U. S.) 80, 14
L. ed. 335; Charles River Bridge v.
Warren Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. S.)
420,9 L. ed. 773.
Georgia: Central R. Co. v. Collins,
40 Ga. 582.
Maine: Farrington v. Putnam, 00
Me. 405, 37 Atl. 652, 38 L. R. A.
339.

Maaaachuaettll:

Boston
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nature that it can only be altered in ease the power to alter
was, prior thereto, provided for in the constitution or legislaManufactory Y. 'Laqdon, 24 Pick. be at liberty to impair, much lea to
destroy the whole value and objects
('1 MUll.) 49, 53,35 Am. Dec. 292.
Borth OaroliDa: Truateea of of ita grant.
If the public
Davidaon College v. CbamberB, 56 exigencies and intereata require &hat
the franchise of Charles River bridge
N.C. 253.
Obio: Exehange Bank of Colum- should be taken away, or impaired,
bue v. Hines, 3 Ohio St. 1; Bank of it may lawfully be done upon making
Toledo v. City of Toledo (Toledo due compensation to Ule proprietoi'B.
Bank v. Bond), 1 Ohio St. 622, 642- 'Whenever,' &ayll the constitution
652; Mechanica' & TraderB' Bank v. of Ma..achusetta, • the public exiDebolt, 1 Ohio St. 591, rev'd in 18 gencies require that U1e property of
any individual should be appropriHow. (59 U. S.) 380.
"Every grant of a franchiae is, 110 ated to public uses, he shall receive

* * *

far u that grant extends, n~y
exclwlive; and cannot be resumed,
or interfered with. All the learned
judges in the state court admitted,
that the Charles River bridge, whatever it be, could not be resumed
or interfered with. The legislature
oould not recall ita grant, or destroy
it. It is a oontract, whose obligation
cannot be constitutionally impaired.
In this respect it does not differ from
a grant of lands. In each case, the
particular land, or the particular
franchise, is withdrawn from the
legislative operation. The identical
land, or the identical franchise, can·
not be regranted, or avoided by
a new grant. But the legislative
power remains unrestricted. The
subject-matter only (I repeat it) baa
passed from the hands of the government. * * * The authorities
are abundant to establish, that the
king cannot make any second grant
which shall prejudice the profits of
the fii'Bt grant. And why notT Because the grant imposes public burdens on the grantee, and subjects
him to public charges, and the profits
constitute his only means of remuneration; and the crown shall not
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a reasonable compensation therefor:'
and this franchiBe is property; is
fixed, determinate property. • • •
That franchise, 110 far u it reaches, is
private property; and eo far u it is
injured, it is the taking away of
private property. • * * H the
110vereign power grants any franchise, it is good and irrevocable
within the limits granted, whatever
they may be; or else, in every case,
the grant will be held only dwi.og
pleasure; and the identical franchile
may be granted to any other perBOn
or may be revoked at the will of the
110vereign. This latter doctrine ill
not pretended; and, indeed, is unmaintainable in our systems of
free government. * * * By the
grant of a particular franchise the
legislature does not surrender its
power to grant franchises, but merel)'
parts with ita power to grant the
same franchiae; for it cannot grant
that which it hu already parted with.
Its power remains the same; but
the thing on which it can alone operate, is disposed of. It may, indeed,
take it again. for public uses, upon
paying a compensation. But it cannot resume it, or pant it to another
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tion of the State.411 And a grant in the constitution of a State
of a privilege to a corporation is not subject to a repeal or
change by the legislature of the State.41% But a limitation in a
charter of the time for bringing suits against a railroad corporation may be repealed by the legislature.413
§ 312. Same Subject-The Dartmouth College Case.-In
this well-known case it was decided that the charter granted
by the British Crown to the trustees of Dartmouth College 'in
New Hampshire, in the year 1769, was a contract within the
meaning of art. 1, sec. 10, of the Constitution of the United
States, which declares that no State shall make any law impairing the obligation of contracts; that the charter was not
dissolved by the Revolution; and that an act of the state legislature of New Hampshire, altering the charter, without the
consent of the corporation, in a material respect, was an act
impairing the obligation of the charter and was unconstitutional and void. It was also declared that a charter of incorporation is a contract. A contract is a compact between two or
more persons and is either executory or executed. An executory contract is one in which a party binds himself to do or not
to do a particular thing. A contract executed is one in which
the object of the contract is performed, and this differs in
penon; under any other circumatances, or for any other purposes."
Charles River Bridge v. Warren
Bridge, 11 Pet .. (36 U. S.) 420, 604,
618, 637, 638, 643, 645, 9 L. ed. 773,
per Story, J., in dissenting opinion.
Franchiaea spring from contracts
with the 110vereign power. Some of
them are presum!!(i to be founded on
a valuable consideration and to be
excluaive. The government cannot
reaume them at pleasure or do any
act to •mpair the grant without a
breach of contract. Kent's Com.
(14th ed.) bottom p. 723, •p. 458,
quoted from in Horst, Mayor, etc., v.
ll01e1, 4$ Ala. 146, per Peters, J.,

disaenting in part; State v. Real Eetate Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595, 599,
41 Am. Dec., per Lacy, J.
u Stanislaus Co. v. San Joaquin &
King's River Canal & lrrig. Co., 192
U.S. 201, 48 L. ed. 406, 24 Sup. Ct.
234.
62 New Orleans v. Houston, 119
U. S. 265, 30 L. ed. 411.
a Louisville & N. R. Co. v. WilIiams, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 77, 45 S. W.
229, 11 Am. & Eng. R. Cu. (N. S.)
338, rev'g 41 S. W. 287, 7 Am. & Eng.
Corp. Cu. (N. 8.) 774. See Chicago
Life
Co. v. Needles, 113 u. B.
580, 28 L. ed. 1087.
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nothing from a grant. A contract executed, as ·well as one that
is executory, conta.ins obligations binding on the parties. A
grant in its own nature amounts to an extinguishment of the
right of the grantor and implies a contract not to reassert that
right. A party is always estopped by his own grant. The grant
of a State is a contract, within the above constitutional clause,
and implies a contract not to reassume the rights granted.
_A fortiori, the doctrine applies to a charter or grant from the
king. A grant of corporate franchises, although voluntary and
without a valuable consideration, is irrevocable and constitutes
such a contract as is within the protection of the Federal Constitution. It was further asserted that any act of a legislature
which takes away any powers or franchises vested by its charter
in a private corporation, or which restrains or controls their
legitimate exercise, or transfers them to other persons without
corporate assent, is a violation of the obligations of the corporate charter, and if the legislature means to retain such authority it must be reserved in the grant. The charter of Dartmouth College contained no such reservation therefore; the
acts of the legislature of New Hampshire in question were held
as above stated to impair the obligations of the charter and to
be unconstitutional and void. It was also said that by the
Revolution, the duties as well as the powers of government
devolved on the people of New Hampshire. It is admitted,
that among the latter was comprehended the transcendent
power of Parliament, as well as that of the executive department. It is too clear to require the support of argument, that
all contracts and rights, respecting property, remained unchanged by the Revolution. The obligations, then, which were
created by the charter to Dartmouth College, were the same in
the new that they had been in the old government. The power
of the government was also the same. A repeal of this chart.er
at any time prior to the adoption of the present Constitution of
the United States, would have been an extraordinary and unprecedented act of power, but one which could have been contested only by the restrictions upon the legislature, to be found
in the constitution of the State. But the Constitution of the
490
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United States has imposed this additional limitation, that the
legislature of a State shall pass no act "impairing the obligation
. of contracts." It was further declared that the Federal Constitution provides that no State shall by legislation impair the
obligation of contracts. It is more than possible that the pres. ervation of rights, such as those contended for in this case, was
not particularly in the view of the framers of the Constitution
when the clause under consideration was introduced into that
instrument, but a case being within the words of the rule must
be within its operation likewise, unless there be something in the
literal construction so obviously absurd or mischievous or re.:.
pugnant to the general spirit of the instrument as to justify
those who expound the Constitution in making it an exception.44
§ 313. Obligation of Contract-Statutes-OrdinancesDelegated Authority-Easements in Streets.-The rule that
the accepted grant of a corporation or franchise constitutes a
contract is peculiarly and emphatically applicable in the case of
railroad corporations which are created upon public considerations and clothed with extensive and extraordinary powers
and are bound to the discharge of public duties.411 So a contract
exists between the State and a railroad corporation organized
under a general incorporation law; 48 and an exercise by a city,
through the proper authority, of its power to grant franchises
becomes a law of the State so as to prohibit it from passing any
law impairing the obligation of the contract.47 A railroad
"Dartmouth College v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518, 4 L.
ed. 629, commented on and explained
in Stone v. MiBIIilllrippi, 101 U.S. 814,
25 L. ed. 1079, distinguished in Wat110n Seminary v. Pike County, 149
Mo. 57, 50 S. W. 880, 45 L. R. A.
675.
41 Pierce v. Emery, 32 N. H . 484,
508, per Perley, C. J. See also State
of Minnesota v. Duluth & I. R. Co.,
97 Fed. 353; Smead v. Indianapolis,
P. & C. R. Co., lllnd. 104; State v.

Noyes, 47 Me. 189; Houston & T.
Cent. .R. Co. v. TexaB & Pac. R. Co.,
70 Tex. 649, 8 S. W. 498; Attomey
Genl. v. Chicago & Northwestem Rd.
Co., 35 Wis. 425.
41 Central Trust Co. v. Citizens' St.
Rd. Co. (C. C.) 82 Fed. 1, 83 Fed.
529, 14 Nat. Corp. Rep. 770, 15 Nat.
Corp. Rep. 629. See II 147 te uq.,
herein.
11 Citizens' St. Ry. Co. v. City Ry.
Co., 56 Fed. 746. See II 185 te uq.,
herein.
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company's right to use eity streets may a.lso rest upon statute
or indirectly upon legislative grant through delegated power
and constitute an unimpairable contract.~ So the right to supply gas or water through pipes and mains laid in city streets is,
after acceptance of the grant, a contract which is protected by
the Constitution of the United States.• And where a telephone
company accepts and acts upon a grant, under an ordins.nee
pennitting it to plaee its lines and poles in the streets, and complies with all the conditions specified and constructs an expensive plant, such rights so granted and acted upon constitute
a contract which cannot be impaired by subsequent legislation
or unless the grantee consents; especially where the grant is
without limitation as to time, nor can the city impose new and
• Louisville Truat Co. v. Cincinnati, 76 Fed. 296, 22 C. C. A. 334;
Birmingham & P. H. B. R. Co. v.
Birmingham, 8. R. Co., 79 Ala. 46!).
Bee Mercantile Truat &: Deposit Co. of

Bait. v. Collins Park & B. R. Co., 00
Fed. 812. Bee U 147 et I«J., herein.
. • "Thia court has too often decided for the rule to be now queetioned, that the grant of a right to
supply gas or water to a municipality
and ita inhabitants through pipes and
mains laid in the streets, upon condition of the performance of ita service,
by.the grantee, ia the grant of a franchiae vested in the State, in consideration of the performance of a
public service, and after performance
by the grantee ia a contract protected
by the Constitution of the United
States against state legislation to impair it. New Orleans Gas Co. v.
Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. S. 600,
29 L. ed. 615, 6 Sup. Ct. 252; New
Orleans Water Works v. Rivers, 115
U. S. 674, 29 L. ed. 525, 6 Sup. Ct.
273; St. Tammany Water Works v.
New Orleans Water Works, 120 U. S.
64, 7 Sup. Ct. 406, 30 L. ed. 563;
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Creeoent City Gas Light Co. v. New
Orle&DII Gaa-Light Co., 27 La. Ann.
138, 147. It ia true that in thale
c.- the franchise was granted directly by the state legislature, but ii
ia equally clear that such franchises
may be bestowed upon corporati0111
by the municipal authorities, provided the ·right to do so ia given by
their charters. State legislatures may
not only exercise their sovereignty
directly, but may delegate such po~
tiona of it to inferior legislative
bodies as, in their judgment, ia desirable for local purpoeee. All wu
said by the Supreme Court of Ohio in
State v. Cincinnati Gas Light and
Coke Co., 18 Ohio St. 262, 293: 'And
&BBUming that such a power' (granting franchises to eetabliah gas works)
' may be exercised directly, we are not
diapoeed to doubt that it may also
be exercised indirectly, through the
agency of a municipal corporation,
clearly invested, for police purpoaes,
with the necessary authority.' This
caae ia directly in line with tbOBe
above cited. See also Wright v.
Nagle, 101 U. 8 •.791, 26 L. ed. 921;
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bwdensome conditions.10 If no tennis specified, but the laws of
the State place a limitation upon the duration of the grant, then
during such period there can be no impairment of the contract
obligation unless the right is reserved to the city to nullify the
grant.111 Again, the right to erect poles and lines in the streets
may be derived directly from the legislature and the city's
powers be limited, being s~ch only as are delegated and subject
to such direct control as the legislature may deem proper to
exercise. And the acceptance of a special act giving a telephone company the exclusive right to the use of the streets for
its purposes for a tenn of years does not operate to divest the
company of its vested rights under a general statute to exercise
its franchises after its exclusive grant has terminated, nor can
it be deprived thereof by legislative action of the State or city.61
Unless a municipality is expressly authorized to grant a permanent easement in its streets a license or grant by it to a railroad
company to use such streets for tracks and the operation of its
road will not constitute a pennanent easement.u Nor does a
gas and electric company obtain an irrevocable and indefeasible
right to a particular location for each pole because of the original location by the permission of a municipality under a grant
of franchise to use the city streets.114
§ 314. Same Subject.-It may be further stated generally,
that where a city, vested with the proper authority, grants by a
valid legislative enactment authority to a railroad, telephone,
electric light or other private corporation to use its streets, and
Hamilton Gu Light and Coke Co. v.
Hamilton, 146 U. B. 208, 266, 36
L. ed. 963, 13 Sup. Ct.• 90; Bacon v.
Texas, 163 U. B. 'JHT, 216, 41 L. ed.
132, 16 Sup. Ct. 1003; New OrleaDB,
etc., Co. v. New Orlean~~, 1M U. B.
471, 41 L. eel. 518, 17 Sup. Ct. 161."
Walla Walla City v. Walla Walla
Water Co., 172 U. B. 1, 9; 43 L. ed.
341, 19 Sup. Ct. 77, per Brown, J.
Bee U 147 et ~~q., herein.
M New Or1eana v. Great Soutbem

Teleph. & Teleg. Co., 40 La. Ann.
41,3 So. 533.
11 Old Colony 'l'nmt Co. v. City of
Wichita, 123 Fed. 762, 132 Fed. 641.
11 Abbott v. City of Duluth, 104
Fed. 833, aff'd 117 Fed. 137. See
U 185 et .q., herein.
11 State v. Atlantic & N. C. R. Co.
(N.C., 1906), 53 B. E. 290.
"Merced Falla Gu & Electric Co.
v. Tumer, 2 Cel. App. 720, 84 Pac.
238. See Joyce on Electric Law
(2d eel.),
~229d.

u
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such grant or franchise is accepted and the company proceeds
thereunder and obtains vested rights, and there exists no questions of police power or regulation, or of reservations in the
grant, the city cannot arbitrarily repeal or change materially
such ordinance in any material matter so as to impair the obligation of the contract.116 So in a case of a telegraph company,
which occupies an independent post road of the United States,
its franchise cannot be destroyed by state legisla.tion .:w~ If the
exclusiye right of occupation of city streets is granted, on certain conditions, to an electric light pl&nt, by a city ordinance, as
where it is not obligated to furnish light until it can make a
certain per cent profit, the grantee must begin preparations for
erecting such plant before it can avail itself of the protection
against the impairment of obligation of contract provision of
the Constitution.07 But there may be a valid grant by a city
or town to an intended corporation, of a franchise to use its
streets for the public use of electricity, though at its date the
corporation is not chartered, but is later chartered and accepts
the grant.u If a town council has no power, either under its
"11Dited States: Levis v. New- Phillipsburgh, 66 N. J. L. 505, 49
ton (C. C.), 75 Fed. 884.
Atl. 445, 8 Am. Elec. Cas. 449.
.ll&bama: Port of Mobile v. LouisTexas: Houston v. Houston City
ville & Nashville R. Co., 84 Ala. St. R. Co. (Tex.), 19 S. W. 127.
116, 4 So. 106, 5 Am. St. Rep. 342.
Waahington: Commercial Electric
IDinoia: Village of London Mills Light & P. Co. v. Tacoma., 17 Wash.
v. Fairview-London Teleph. Circuit, 661, 50 Pac. 592.
105 Ill. App. 146, aft''d in Village of
West Virginia: Clarksburg ElecLondon Mills v. White, 208 Iii. 289, tric Light Co. v. City of Clarksburg,
70 N. E . 289.
47 W. Va. 739, 50 L. R. A. 142, 35
Michigan: Mahan v. Michigan S. E . 994,7 Am. Elec. Cas. 25.
11 Western" Union Teleg. Co. v.
Teleph. Co., 132 Mich. 242, 93 N. W.
629,8 Am. Elec. CaB. 38.
New York (C. C.), 38 Fed. 552, 3
Minnesota: Northwestern Teleph. L. R. A. 449, 2 Inters. Comm. Rep.
Exch. Co. v. City of Minneapolis, 81 533, 6 Rd. & Corp. L. J. 105. See
Minn. 140, 83 N. W. 527, 7 Am. Joyce on Eleetric Law (2d ed.),
Elec. Cas. 168, 86 N. W. 69, 53 U 62~7.
17 Capital City Light & Fuel Co. v.
L. R . A. 175; Duluth, City of, v.
Duluth Teleph. Co., 84 Mir~n. 486, 87 City of TallahiiSIII!e, 42 Fla. 462, 28
N. W. 1128, 8 Am. Elec. Cas. 136.
So. 810.
Kew Jersey: Phillipsburg Elec- · n Clarksburg Electric Light Co. v.
trir. Lighting, Heating & Power Co. v. City of Clarksburg, 47 W.Va. 739,50
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charter or under the general statute law governing towns and
cities, to grant an exclusive franchise for a term of years to a
private corporation to use its streets for the conveyance of
electricity for public use in the city, such exclusive grant is
void and not a valid contract protected by the provisions of
the Constitution forbidding the passage of any law impairing
the obligation of contracts; and such exclusive grant does not
prevent the town from granting to another corporation within
the term the privilege to occupy its streets for the same purpose.1111 The mayor and city council may be vested exclusively
with the power over franchises, and still another statute may
vest the right to amend charters in the people through their
votes thereon, and such authorization may embrace an amendment to empower the people to grant franchises in the city.80
§ 315. What Is not a Contract-Obligation of ContractWhen not Impaired-Instances.-An executive agency,
created by the statute of a State for the purpose of improving
public highways, and empowered to assess the cost of its improvements upon adjoining lands, and to put up for sale and
buy in for a term of years for its own use any such lands delinquent in the payment of the assessment, does not, by such a
purchase, acquire a contract right in the land so bought which
the State cannot modify without violating the provisions of the
Constitution of the United States. Such a transaction is matter
of law and not of contract, and as such is not open to constitutional objections. Even as to third parties an assessment is not
a contract in the sense in which that word is used in the Federal
Constitution.11 A contract between a city and a waterworks
company which is void as being ultra vires, and which the city
has repudiated, cannot be set up by it as impaired by subsequent
L. R. A. 142, 35 B. E. 994, 7 Am.
..Hindman v. Boyd (Wash., 1906),
Elec; Cu. 25.
84 Pac. 609.
11 F.aJex Public Road Board v.
• Clarksburg Electric Light Co. v.
City of Clarksburg, 47 W.Va. 739,50 Skinkle, 140 U. S. 334, 11 Sup. Ct.
L. R. A. 142, 35 S. E. 994, 7 Am. 790, 35 L. ed. 446.
Elec. Cu. 26.
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state legislation, as such contract cannot be protected against
state legislation by the Constitution of the United States.12 H
there is a defective acknowledgment of a corporate charter a
curative statute affecting the pel'80nallia.bility of the inco~
rators on the company's contract dries not operate so as to impair the contract obligation of the other party to the contract...
So a charter may be amended although it contains a grant of
perpetual succession where rights of property have not vested,
as such grant is held not to be a contract." Nor is the obligtr
tion of contract impaired by a statute amending the Indian law
in relation to the erection of poles and wires on the Tonawanda
reservation."' Nor are contract rights, arising from an exclusive right to supply gas to a city and its inhabitants, impaired by charges against the gas company occasioned by a
necessary public improvement, such as a drainage system undertaken by a municipality under statutory authority.411 And
a general statute which empowers a telegraph company to construct, operate and maintain its lines along and over the public
highways and streets of the cities and towns of the State, or
across and under the waters and over any public works belonging to the State, does not create such a contract between the
State and the company as to create an immunity from rental
charges imposed by a city for the use and occupation of its
streets under a prior statute giving control of such streets,
especially so where by the later enactment the State does not
resume the control of the streets given by the earlier statute.87
If gas street lamp-posts are directed by ordinance to be removed, because of the use of electricity to light the streets and
u New OrleBDIJ v. New OrleBDIJ
Water Works Co., 142 U. S. 79, 35
L. ed. 943, 12 Sup. Ct. 142.
" Shields v. CliftOn Hill Land Co.,
94 Tenn. 123, 28 8. W. 668, 26
L. R . A. 509.
u So held in Cumberland & 0. R.
Co. v. Barren County Court, 10
Buah (73 Ky.), 604, 613.
• Jennison v. Bell Telephone Co.,
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95 N. Y. Bupp. 1137, 109 App. Div.
911, atl'd 186 N. Y. 493, 79 N. E.
728.
" New Orlea1111 Gu Light Oo. v.
Drainage Commiasioi;., 111 La. 838,
35 So. 929, ease atl'd 197 U. B. 453,
49 L. ed. 831,26 Sup. Ct. 4'11.
., City of Memphis v. Postal T~.Cable Co., 145 Fed. 602, rev'1 ill
part 139 Fed. 707.
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consequent uselessness of such posts, and the city refuses to
pay interest for the use thereof, there is no impairment of the
obligation of contract under which the posts were erected and
interest was agreed to be paid by the city; and in such case
where no legislative act is shown to exist, from the enforcement
of which an impairment of the obligation of such a. contract did
or could result, it follows that solely an interpretation of the
contract is involved and upon this ground no controversy being
presented within the jurisdiction of the Federal Supreme Court
the writ of error was dismissed. 68 Again, a. statute, which authorizes a. mode by ordinance and application to a. Court of
Chancery to compel railroad companies to erect gates at crossings, will not impair the obligation of contract based on charter
rights, under which the company is operating by lease granting
the right of grade crossings upon constructing passages so as not
to prevent the passage of vehicles.•

f 316. Same Subject-Instances Continued-Railroad
Charter-Subscriptions in Aid of Railroad.-None of the essential elements of a. contract exists merely because a. railroad
company is authorized by its charter to receive subscriptions
from municipe.lities, no consideration being given and there
being no attempted exercise of power .70 So in a. case in the
. Federal Supreme Court it appeared that the charter of the
Ohio and Mississippi Railroad company, passed by the legislature of Indiana. in 1848, and a. supplement in 1849, authorized
the county commissioners of a. county through which the road
passed to subscribe for stock and issue bonds, provided a majority of the qualified voters of the county voted, on the first of
March, 1849, that this should be done. The election was held
on the appointed day, and a. majority of the voters voted that
the subscription should be made. But before the subscription
• Bt. Paul Gu Light Co. v. City of
St. Paul, 181 U. B. 142, 45 L. ed.
788, 21 Sup. Ct. 575, writ of error
diami-ed 78 Minn. 39, 80 N. W. 877.
• Palmyra Township, Inhabitanta
of, v. Pennsylvania R. Co. (N. J.
~

Cb.), 50 Atl. 369. See Pittaburg,
Ft. W. & C. R. Co. v. Chicago (Cook
Com1ty Super. Ct.), 27 Chicago Leg.
News, 242.
70 Wilkee County v. Call, 123 N.C.
308, 31 B. E. 481, 44 L. R. A. 252.
~7
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was made the State adopted a new constitution, which went
into effect the first day of November, 1851. One of the articles
prohibited such subscriptions, unless paid for in cash, and prohibited also a county from loaning its credit or borrowing money
to pay such subscriptions. In 1852 the county commissioners
of Daviess county subscribed for stock in the railroad company
and issued their bonds for the amount. It was held that the
provisions of the railroad charter, authorizing the commissioners to subscribe, conferred a power upon a public corporation or civil institution of government, which could be
modified, changed, enlarged or restrained, by the legislative authority, the charter not importing a contract, within the meaning of the clause of the Constitution prohibiting a State from
passing a law impairing the obligation of contracts. It was also
held that the mere vote to subscribe did not, of itself, form such
a contract with the railroad company, as could be protected by
the tenth section of the first article of the Constitution of the
United States, for until the subscription was actually made the
contract was unexecuted; and the bonds, having been iSsued in
violation of the constitution of Indiana, were void.71

f 317. Reservation of Power to Alter, Amend or Repeal
Grant of Franchise or Charter.-Although a grant of a franchise is in the nature of a contract, yet if the right to amend,
alter or repeal the grant be reserved to the sovereign it may be
_exercised; 72 and the legislative power to alter, amend and repeal charters is equally· effectual whether it be reserved in the
original act of incorporation, the articles of association under
a general law, or in the constitution of the State in force when
the incorporation under a general law is made.71 Where a pri71 Aspinwall v. County of Da.viess,
22 How. (63 U.S.) 364, 16 L. ed. 296,
ruling reaffirmed and applied in
Wadsworth v. Eau Claire County
Supervisors, 102 U. S. 534, 26 L. ed.
221.
71 Jersey City Gas Light Co. v.
United Gas Improvement Co., 46
Fed. 264, 266, ease aff'd 58 Fed. 323.
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11 Polk v. Mutual Reserve Fund
Life Assoc. of New York, 207 U. S.
310, 52 L. ed. - , 28 Sup. Ct. -.
Power to alter, amend or repeal
exists when reserved by state constitution. Attorney Genl. v. Chicago
&NorthwestemRd.Co.,35Wis.425.
If the colllltitution of the State provides tha.t the legislature may alter,
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vate corporation was chartered under an act of incorporation
whieh was by its terms subject to the provisions of the Revised
Statutes, one section of which provided that "all acts of incorporation hereafter granted may be amended or repealed at
the will of the General Assembly, unless express provision be
made therein to the contrary," it was held that a legislative
enactment whieh operated as an amendment of the company's
charter was not unconstitutional?• Some constitutional provisions authorize a repeal only when the charter is injurious
to the citizens of the commonwealth,76 and then only in such
manner that no injustice shall be done to the incorporators; 70
and in the latter case the provision is not a restriction upon the
power but only upon the manner of its application.77 Where
a constitution provides that no special privileges shall be
granted that may not be altered or revoked, the General Assembly will be thereby authorized to determine a privilege or
franchise, even though perpetual as to duration, granted to a
street railway company to construct and operate its line.71
revoke or amend the Charter of any therefore, by referring to one of
incorporation an amendment of. a them: Citillen.s' Savings Bank v.
charter may be made by the legiala- Owensboro, 173 U. S. 636, 641, 43
tlire in accordance with the terms L. ed. 840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530." Northof the constitutional provision. St. em Central Ry. Co. v. Maryland, 187
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern U. S. 258, 267, 268, 47 L. ed. 167, 23
Ry. Co. v. Paul, 64 Ark. 83, 37 Sup. Ct. 60, per White, J.
L. R. A. 604, 40 S. W.' 705, 62 Am.
,. State v. Brown & Sharpe Mfg.
St. Rep. 154.
Co., 18 .R. I. 16, 25 Atl. 246, 17
"It ia ·elementary that where the L. R. A. 856.
71 WilliaiD8pOrt P~U~~~eDger R. Co.'s
CODIItitution of a State reeervea the
right to repeal, alter or amend, all Appeal, 120 Pa. 1, 13 Atl. 496, 21
ehartera granted by the legisll!-ture W. N.C. 309. Bee Platte & D. Canal
are subject to such provision, and & M. Co. v. Dowell, 17 Colo. 376, 30
therefore are wanting in that attri- Pac. 68; Northern Central R. Co. v.
bute of irrevocability which is e&-· Holland, 117 Pa. 613, 20 W. N. C.
eential to bring them within the 428, 12 Atl. 575.
intendment of the clauee of the Con'-' Platte & D. Canal & M. Co. v.
Btitution of the United States pro- Dowell, 17 Colo. 376, 30 Pac. 68.
11 Consolidated Gas Co. v. Mitchell
tecting contraeta from impairment.
The CIUiell aupporting this doctrine (Pa. C. P.), 1 Dauph. Co. Rep. 71.
11 Btate v. Columbus Ry. Co., 24
are 110 numerous that they need not
be cited. We eootent ounelvea, Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 609.
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Again, a grant by the legislature or by a municipality, when
authorized by legislative enactment, may be such a special
privilege as to become a contract betw~ the State and the
corporators, vested and irrevocable in its nature, and one which
is protected from impairment. The state constitution may,
however, prohibit the grant of specie.l, irrevocable privileges or
franchises."'
§ 318. Reaenation of Power to Alter, etc., is ~ of
Charter or Contract.-A right reserved by a constitution or
statute or by the charter itself, to alter or amend a charter or
graat of a franchise, enters, as a term, stipulation or condition,
into and becomes a part of the contract between the State or
grantor and the corporation or grantee.10 So Code provisions
that a franchise is held subject to the power in a State to withdraw it, and subject to be changed, modified or destroyed at
the will of its grantor or creator become in substance ~ part of
the charter. "It is quite too narrow a definition of the wonl
'franchise,' as used in this statute, to hold it as meaning only
the right to be a corporation. The word is generic, covering
all the rights granted by the legislature. As the greater power
includes every less power which is a part of it, the right to
withdraw a franchise must authorize a withdrawal of any
right or privilege which is a part of the franchise." 81 In other
words, if a company accepts the grant of a right, privilege or
franchise upon condition that the State may withdraw it
whenever the public interest may so require, the reservation
of such right is a part of the contract with: the State, and its
" Port of Mobile v. Louisiana &
Nashville R. Co., 84 Ala. 115, 5 Am.
St. Rep. 342, 4 So. 106.
• St. Louis, Iron Mountain, etc.,
Ry. Co. v. Paul, 173 U. S. 404, 408,
19 Sup. Ct. 419, 43 L. ed. 746, per
Fuller, C. J. (noted under I 320,
herein); Greenwood v. Freight Co.,
105 U. 8. 13, 26 L. ed. 961; Beer Co.
v. MassachUBetta, 97 U. S. 25, 24
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L. ed. 989; WilmiDgton City Ry. Co.
v. WilmiDgton & B. 8. Ry. Co. (Del.
Ch., 1900), 46 Atl. 12 (citing numer0\18 CUM); O'PhiDDey v. Sheppard &
Enoch Pratt H011pital, 88 Md. 633,
42 AtJ. 58; State v. Chicago & N. W.
Ry. Co., 128 Wia. 449, 108 N. W.
504.
11 Railroad Co. v. Georgia, tiS U.S.
359, 365,. 25 L. eeL 185.
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exercise by the State does not impair the obligation of the
contract as prohibited by the constitution, but if such right is
not reserved the franchise cannot be withdrawn without impainng the obligation of contract." So although a legislative
grant to a corporation of special privileges may be a contract,
when the language of the statute is so explicit as to require
such a construction, yet if one of the conditions of the grant .
be that the legislature may alter or revoke it, a law altering
or revoking the exclusive character of the granted privileges
cannot be regarded as one impairing the obligation of the
contract.u Where, by a state statute, the charter of a street
railroad company was repealed, and its franchises and tracks
were transferred to another, and the company refused to seek
a remedy, a stockholder who asked an injunction on the ground
that the statute impaired the obligation of a contract was given
a standing in a court of equity. Such a statute impairs the
obligation of a contract, unless the legislature reserved the
right to repeal the statute conferring the charter. In Massachusetts such a reservation becomes a part of every act of incorporation, by virtue of the General Statutes,"' which declat:e, · "Every act of incorporation passed after the eleventh
day of March, in the year one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-one, shall be subject to amendment, alteration or .repeal, at the pleasure of the legislature." Similar clauses of
reservation .exist in the statutes of various States. By the
exercise of the repealing power reserved by such a clause
the charter no longer exists, and whatever validity transacti~ns· entered into and authorized by it while it was in
force may possess, there can be no new transactions dependent on ·the special power conferred by the charter. Such
power is abrogated when the law granting it is repealed.
NeitlWr .the rights of the shareholden:i to the real and personal
property of the corporation, nor rights of contract, or choses in
acti~b., are ~eStroyed by such repeal; and if the legislature has
a Central Rd. & Banking Co. v. Hamilton, 146 U. B. 2.58, 36 L. ed.
State of Georgia, 54 Ga. 401, 409.
963, 13 Sup. Ct. 90.
• Hamilton Gaa Light & C. Co. v.
"Sec. 41, chap. 68.
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provided no specific mode of enforcing and protectiag sue:.
rights, the courts will do so by the means within their power.u
§ 319. Reservation of Power to Alter, etc., and Limitations Thereon.-Even though the power to amend or repeal
may be properly exercised, yet such power is not without
limit; the alterations must be reasonably made, in good faith,
and consistent with the scope and object of the act of incorporation so that under the guise of amendment and alteration
sheer oppression and wrong cannot be infticted; and beyond
the sphere of the reserved powers the vested rights of property
in corporations in such cases is surrounded by the same sanction and are as unvoidable as in other cases.14 So & power
reserved · by a statute of a State to its legislature, to alter,
amend or repeal a charter of a railroad corporation, authorises
the legislature to make any alteration or amendment of a
charter granted subject to that power, which will not defeat
or substantially impair the object of the grant ~r any rights
vested under it,17 and which the legislature may deem necessary
• Greenwood v. Freight Co., 106 power to add to,. alter, amend or reU.S. 13, 26 L. ed. 961.
peal a charter authorizes the proper
"Stanislaus County v. San Joa- legislative body to make any addiquin & Kings River Canal & Iniga- tion, alteration or amendment wbicb
tion Co., 192 U. S. 201, 213, 24 Sup. does not substantially impair vested
Ct. 241, 48 L. ed. 406, per Peck- rights or directly impede .thfil. aceomham, J. (after reviewing a number of plishment of the purposes of the
cases).
grant, and which the legislative body
ll New York & N. E. R. Co. v. deems proper to secure the best inBristol, 151 U. B. 556, 14 Sup. Ct. terests of the public." Union Pac.
437, 38 L. ed. 269; Holyoke Co. v. Rd. Co. v. Mason City & Ft. Dodge
Lyman, 15 Wall. (82 U. S.) 500, 21 R. Co., 128 Fed. 230, 238, 64 C. C. i..
L. ed. 133. See also McKee v. 348 (case affirms 124 Fed, 409), cit,.
Chautauqua Assembly, 130 Fed. 536, ing New .York & N. E. Rd. Co. v.
124 Fed. 808; Smith v. Atchison, . Bristol, 151 U. 8. 556, 14 Sup. Cl
Topeka & Santa Fe R. Co. (C. C.), 437, 38 L. ed. 269; Sinking Fund
64 Fed. 272; People v. O'Brien; 111 C&sell" (Union Pac. :R. Co. 'v. UDited
N.Y. 1, 19 N.Y. St. R. 173, 18 N. E. States and Central Pac. R. Co. v.
692, 2 L. R. A. 255, 7 Am. St. Rep. Gallatin), 99 U. S. 700, 720, 721,
684. See next following section 25 L. ed. 496. Principal caae is &I'd
herein.
199 U. S, 160, liO L. ed. 134, 26 Sup.
The reservation in a charter "of a Ct. 19.
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to secure either that object or other public or private rights.81
So the reservation, in a charter of a railroad company, of the
power to add to, alter, amend or repeal includes the reservation of power to condition the title to a bridge and to terminal
facilities with the provision that the joint use of them shall be
allowed to other railroad companies for reasonable compensation, provided that this use does not deprive the holder of the
property of the use of it requisite to the handling of its own
engines and trains, to the conduct of its own business, and to
the discharge of its corporate duty to the government and to·
the public.• If the constitution of a State forbids the passage
of any law impairing the obligation of contracts such provision is held to limit the power reserved in the same constitution to alter or repeal general laws for the organization of
corporations, so that the legislature cannot impair or destroy
contract obligatiom~ of third parties with a corporation.110
§ 320. Reservation of Power to Alter, etc.-Fourteenth
Amendment-Equal Protection of the Law-Deprivation oi
Property-Railroad Employees.-An act of a state legislature
entitled " An act to provide for the protection of servants and
employees of railroads," is not in conflict with the provisions of
the Constitution of the United States. "The contention is
that as to railroad corporations organizeQ. prior to its passage,
the act was void because in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Corporations are the creations of the State, endowed
with such faculties as the State bestows and subject to such
conditions as the State imposes, and if the power to modify
their charters is reserved, that reservation is a part of the contract, and no change within the legitimate exercise of the power
can be said to impair its obligations; and as this amendment
rested on reasons deduced from the peculiar character of the
business of the corporations affected and the public nature of
• Holyoke Co. v. Lyman, 15 Wall.
(82 U. S.) 500, 21 L. ed. 133.
•Union Pac. Rd. Co. v. Mason
City & Fort DodgeR. Co., 128 Fed.
230, 64 C. C. A. 348, aff'g 124 Fed.

409, and aff'd in 199 U. S. 160, 50
L. ed. 134, 26 Sup. Ct. 19.
10 0maha Water Co. v. City of
Omaha, 147 Fed. 1, 77 C. C. A.
267.
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their functions, and applied to all alike, the equal protection
of the law was not denied.11 The question, then, is whether
the amendment should have been held unauthorized because
amounting to a deprivation of property forbidden by the
Federal Constitution. The power to amend 'cannot· be used
to take away property already acquired under the operation
of the charter, or to deprive the corporation of the fruits actually reduced to possession of contracts lawfully made,' 82
but any alteration or amendment may be made 'that will not
defeat or substantially impair the object of the grant, or any
rights which have vested under it, and that the legislature may
deem necessary to secure either that object or other public
or private rights.' 11 This act was purely prospective in its
operation. It did not interfere with vested rights or existing
contracts, or destroy or sensibly encroach upon, the right to
contract, although it did impose a duty in reference to the
- payment of wages actually earned, which restricted future
contracts in the particular named. In view of the fact that
these corporations were clothed with a public trust, and discharged duties of public consequence, affecting the community
at large, the Supreme Court held the regulation, as promoting
the public interest in the protection of employees to the limited
extent stated, to be properly within the power to amend reserved under the state constitution. Inasmuch as the right
to contract is not absolute, but may be subjected to the restraints demanded by the safety and welfare of the State,
we do not think that conclusion in its application to the power
to amend can be disputed on the ground of infraction of the
Fourteenth Amendment." 114
11 Citing Miii&Ouri Pacific Ry. v.
Mackey, 127 U. S. 205, 32 L. ed. 107,
8 Sup. Ct. 1161.
11 Citing
Sinking Fund C881!11
(Union Pacific R. Co. v. United
States), 99 U. S. 700, 25 L. ed. 496,
per Waite, C. J.
11 Citing CommiBBionei'B v. Holyoke
Water Power Co., 104 Mass. 446,451,
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per Gray, J.; Greenwood v. Freight
Co., 105 U. 8. 13, 26 L. ed. 9til;
Spring Valley Water Worb v.
Schottler, 110 U. B. 347, 28 L ed.
173, 4 Sup. Ct. 48.
u St. Louis, Iron Mountain, etc.,
Ry. Co. v. Paul, 173 U.S. 404,408,
19 Sup. Ct. 419, 43 L. ed. 746, per
Fuller, C. J.
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§ 321. Reserved Powers of Congress-Amendment of
Charter of Subsidized Railroad-Railroad and Telegraph
Company-Cemetery Company.-The objects which Congress
sought to accomplish by the act of July 1, 1862,1 granting a
subsidy to aid in the construction of both a railroad and a
telegraph line from the Missouri River to the Pacific Ocean, and
by the act of July 2, 1864,2 amendatory thereof, were the construction, the maintenance and the operation of both a railroad
and a telegraph line between those two points; the governmental aid was extended for the purpose of accomplishing all
these important results, nor is the're anything in subsequent
legislation to indicate a change of this purpose. The provisions
in those acts permitting the railroad company to arrange with
certain telegraph companies for placing their lines upon and
along the route of the railroad and its branches, did not affect
the authority of Congress, under its reserved power, to require
the maintenance and operation by the railroad company it.Belf,
through its own officers and employees, of a telegraph line
over and along its main line and branches. An arrangement
between the railroad company and the telegraph company,
such as was permitted under the acts of 1862 and 1864,J
could have· no other effect than to relieve the railroad company from any present duty itself to construct a telegraph
line to be used under the franchises granted and for the purposes indicated by Congress. No arrangement of the character indicated by Congress could have been made except in view
of the possibility of· the exercise by Congress of the power reserved to add to, alter or amend the act that permitted such
arrangement. It was not competent for Congress under its
reserved power to add to, alter or amend these acts, to impose
upon the railroad companies duties wholly foreign to the
objects for which it was created or for which governmental
aid was given, nor, by alteration or amendment of those acts,
destroy rights actually vested, nor disturb tran~tions fully
Chap. 120, 12 Stat. 489.
aet July 2, 1864, chap. 220, known 11
Chap. 216, 13 Stat. 356.
the Idaho Act.
1 Sec. 19, act July 118, 62, and 14,
1

1
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consummated. The provisions of the act of 1888,4 requiring
all railroad and telegraph companies to which the United
States have granted subsidies, to "forthwith and henceforward, by and through their own respective corporate
officel'8 and employees, maintain and operate, for railroad,
governmental, commercial, and all other purposes, telegraph
lines, and exercise by themselves alone all the telegraph franchises conferred upon them and obligations assumed by them
under the acts making the grants," is a valid exercise of the
power reserved by Congress.• In the Sinking-Fund Cases the
legislation of Congress in relation to the Central Pacific Railroad Company and the Western Pacific Railroad Companythe latter being by consolidation a part of the former--:-was
considered, and it was held, 1. That, to the extent of the
powers, rights, privileges and immunities thereby granted,
Congress retained the right of amendment, and by exercising
it could, in a manner not inconsistent with the original charter
granted by California, as ·modified by the act of that State
pa88ed. in 1864, accepting what had been done by Congress,
regulate the administration of the ·affairs of the company in
reference to the debts created by it under authority of such
legislation. 2. That the establishment of the sinking-fund
by the act of May 7, 1878, did not conflict with anything in
said charter. It was also decided that the establishment of
the fund was a reasonable regulation of the administration
of the affairs of the companies, promotive alike of the interests of the public and of the corporatom, and was warranted
under the authority" which Congress had, by way of amendment, to change or modify the lights, privileges and immunities granted by it. The right of amendment, alteration or
repeal reserved by Congress in said acts of ·1862 and 1864 was
also considered.0 In another case it appeared that a cemetery
'Act Aq. 7, 1888, chap. 772, 25
'
Stat. 382.
1 United States v. Union Pacific
Ry. Co. & Western Un. Teleg. Co.,
180 U 8. 1, 40 L. ed. 319, 16 Sup. Ct.

190. See United States v. Western
Union Teleg, Co., 50 Fed. 28.
1 Sinking Fund Cases (Union Pac.
R. Co. v. United States), 99 U. S.
700, 25 L. ed. 496.
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company was inoorporated iil 1854 by an act Of Congress which
authorized it to purchase and hold ninety acres of land in the
District of Columbia, and to receive gifts and bequests for~
purpose of ornamenting and improving the cemetery; enacted
that ita affairs should be conducted by a president and three
other managers, to be elected annually by .the votes of the
proprietors, and to have power to lay out and ornament the
grounds, to sell or disj>oee of burial lots, and to make by-laws
for the conduct of ita affairs and the government of lot-holders
and visitors; fixed the amount of capital stock to be divided
among the proprietors according to their respective interests;
and provided that the land dedicated to ·the purposes of a
cemetery should not be subject to taxation of any kind, and ·
no highways should be opened through it, and that it should
be lawful for Congress thereafter to alter, amend, modify or
repeal the act. Presently afterward thirty of the ninety acres
were laid out as a cemetery, the .cemetery was dedicated by
public religious services, and a pamphlet was published, containing a copy of the charter, a list of the officers, an account of
the proceedings at the dedication, describing the cemetery as
"altogether comprising ninety acres, thirty of which are n~w
fully prepared for interments," and ·the by-laws of the corporation, which declared that all lots should be held in pursuance
of the charter. No stock was ever issued, but the owner of
the whole tract, named in the charter as one of the original
associates, and in the list published in the pamphlet as the
president and manager of the corporation, knowing all the
above facts, and never objecting to the appropriation of the
property as appearing thereby, for· more than twenty years
managed the cemetery, sold about two thousand .burial lots,
and gave to each purchaser a copy of the pamphlet, and a
deed of the lot, signed by himself as president, bearing the
seal of the corporation, and having the by-laws printed thereon.
In 1877 Congress passed an aet, amending the charter of the
corporation providing that its property aruf affairs should be
managed, so as to secure the equitable· rights of ·all persons
having any vested interest in the cemetery by a board of five
508
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trustees to be elected annually, three by the proprietors of lots
owned in gopd f~th upon which a burial had been made, and
two by the Qrigin$.1 proprietors; ~d that of the .gross receipts
arisUlg from the future sale of lots one-fourth should be annually
paid by the trustees to the original proprietors and the rest be
devoted to the improvement and maintenance of .the cemetery.
,. It was held that the act of 1877 was .a constitutional exercise
·.<?f ~power of amendment reserved in the act of 1854; that
: the owner of the land was estopped to deny the existence of the
corporation, the setting apart of the whole ninety acres as a
cemetery, the right of the lot-holders to elect !L majority of
the. trustees; and .t._t he was in ~quity bo~d ~o convey the
whole tract. to the corporation in fee, and to account to the
corporation fQr tb.ree;-;fowt.hs of the sums received by him
from sales. of lots since ~~- .act of 1877; and the corporation to
pay him O:Qe-fourth of the gross receipts from future sales of
lots.7 ·.
: .' ·' ~ .. .. (l -.

.

. •.

. .. .

• .l .

§ 322. Obligation' of Contract-Vested Rights~ondi-

tions as Aftectizig....:.Resel'Ved ·Power of Congress-Railroad
Grants.-~ete ·a statute authorizes railway companies to

build across and upon city streets but makes the city's assent
a prerequiSite, if such consent in due form is secured the com~y's right,_in so far as the designated streets are concerned,
to build its tracks, is complete. If the company accepts the
privilege. the right becomes vested, fixed and certain, the city's
consent e&D.Jlot pe recalled, and the right so vested can only be
revoked in an action, brought under the State's authority,
to forfeit it.1 And when an act granting public lands to aid
'Clbee v. Glenwood Cemetery, 107
U. B. 466;.2'{-L. ed. 789, 3 Sup. Ct. 10,
cited in Citisena' Savinp Bank v.
O~e1111boro, 173 U. B. 636, 647, 43 L.
.ed. 840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530; Covington
v. Kentucky, 173 U. B. 231, 239, 19
Sup. Ct. 383; 43 L. ed. 679; United
-States v. Union Pacific Ry. Co., 160
U.S. 11 87,.40 L. ed. 319, 16 Sup. Ct.
190; New York & N. E. R. Co. v.

Bristol, 151 U. B. 656; 567, 38 L. ed.
269, 14 Sup. Ct. 437; . Louisville
Water Co. v. Clark, 143 U. S. 1, 14,
12 Sup. Ct. 346, 36 L. ed. 55; Gibbs
v. Consol. Gaa Co. of Baltimore, 130
U. S. 396, 408, 32 L. ed. 979, 9 Sup.
Ct. 553.
1 Denniston & Sherman Ry. Co. v.
St. Louia Southwestern Ry. Co., 30
Tex. Civ. App. 474,476, 72 S. W. 201.
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in the construction of & ra.ilroad provides that patents shall
issue from time to time, as sections of the road are completed,
but reserves to Congress the right at any time "to add to, alter,
amend, or repeal this act," Congress may, without violating
the Constitution of the United States, by subsequent act
passed before any of the road is constructed, or any of the land
earned, require the cost of surveying, selecting and conveying
the land to be paid into the treasury of the United States before the conveyance of the granted lands to any pacty entitled
thereto.•

§ 323. Implied Reservation in Pavor of Sovereign Power.
-When a grant has once been made by legislative authority,
to the extent of the rights conferred the power which made it
is expended, and it cannot be taken back or transferred to
another, until the public interests and welfare shall demand
its resumption, and provision shall have been made for just
compensation to the owner in the manner required by law.
This rests upon an implied reservation to that effect or extent
in favor of the sovereign power. 10 So the right to lay tracks in
city streets is held to be taken subject to the implied power of
the State to modify ordinances of the city so that the latter may
be empow~red to forbid construction of tracks, etc., without
compensation to owners of abutting property, and such enactment will not be unconstitutional. 11 There may also be an
implied reservation of power, in a charter to & railroad company, to incorporate companies to transport other than passengers.12
§ 324. Obligation of Contract-General and Special LaWB
-Reservation of Power to Alter or Repeal-Quo W.a.rranto.
-Where a state constitution provides that corporations may
1 Northern Pac. R. R. Co. v. Traill
County, 115 U. S. 600, 29 L. eel. 477,
6 Sup. Ct. 201.
.. Mills v. County of St. Clair, 7
Ill. 197, 227.
11 Drady v. Dee Moinee & Ft. D.
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R. Co., 57 Iowa, 393, 10 N. W.
754.
11 Richmond, F. & P. R
Co. v.
Louiaa. R. Co., 13 How. (54 U. S.)
71, 14 L. eel. 55, coDIIiderad IIIDI'8
fully under 1333, herein.
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be formed under general Jaws, but shall not be created by special
act, e.xcept for municipal purposes, and in cases where, in the
judgment of the legislature, the objects of the corporation cannot be attained under general laws, and reserves the power to
alter or repeal from time to time all general laws and special
acts passed in pursuance of such provision; a special act may be
passed taxing the receipts of a corporation. 1' The legislature
may also by special act impose restrictions .or other burdens
upon a railroad; 14 but it cannot deprive a corporation of its
property or annul or interfere with its contracts with third
pel'80ns; 11 and it is also held that the charter of a corporation
eannot be amended thereunder. 16 In a case in the Federal
Supreme Court it appeared that the constitution of New York,
made in 1826, ordained that "corporations may be formed
under general laws, but shall not be created by special act
except in certain cases;" and also "that all general laws and
special acts, passed pursuant to this section, may be altered
from time to time or repealed." A statute of New York, passed
in 1828, enacted, "that the charter of every corporation that
shall be thereafter granted by the legislature sball be subject
to alteration, suspension and repeal, in the discretion of the
legislature." In this state of things, a general railroad law
was passed in 1800, authorizing the formation of· railroad
corporations with thirteen directors. The formation of a company under this general law being subsequently contemplated,
with a capital of 1800,000, to build a road fifty miles long,
the legislature authorized the city of Rochester to subscribe
1300,000 to it, and enacted that if the company accepted the
II Mayor v. Twenty-Third St. R.
Co., 113 N.Y. 311, 22 N.Y. St. R.
968, 21 N. E . 60, aff'g 48 Hun, 552,
16 N. Y. St. R. 137, 1 N. Y. Supp.
295.
10 People, Kimball, v. Boaton &:
Albany R. Co., 70 N. Y. 569. Ex. amine Barnes v. Arnold, 45 N. Y.
App. Div. 314.
II Mayor v. Twenty-Third St. R.

Co., 113 N.Y. 311, 22 N.Y. St. R.
968, 21 N. E . 60, aff'g 48 Hun, 552,
16 N. Y. St. R. 137, 1 N. Y. Supp.
295; People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y . 1,
19 N. Y. St. R . 173, 18 N. E. 692,
rev'g 4.5 Hun, 519, 10 N. Y. St. R.
596, 27 W. D. 365; People, Gage, v .
Lohnas, 54 Hun, 604.
11 Lord v. Equitable Life Assu·.
Soc., 94 N.Y. Supp. 65, 47 Mist'. 187.
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subscription, the city should appoint one director for every
$75,000 subscribed by it, that is to say, should appoint four
directors out of the thirteen contemplated; the other stockholders, of course, appointing the remaining nine. The company did accept the subscription, and the stockholders other
than the city subscribed 1677,500, but paid up only, $255,000.
Then the enterprise for all but eighteen miles of the road was
abandoned. The city had paid ita $300,000 subscribed. In
1867 the legislature p&!38ed another act giving the city power
to appoint one director for every $42,855.57 of stock owned
by the city; in other words, establishing the same ratio that
existed among the subscribers for the stock at the time the
original subscription was made. The effect was to give the
city seven directors and to leave. the other stockholders but
six. These last stockholders regarding the act of 1850 as
making a contract that they should have nine directors and
the city but four, and that the act of 1867 violated that contract, elected their old nine. It was held, on a quo warranto,
that the act of 1867 did not, in view of the state constitution
and the act of 1828 making charters subject to alteration,
suspension and repeal, make such a contract, and that the
act of 1867 was constitutional.17 If the life of a corporation is
by speci&l charter to continue for sixty years and is not subject to alteration or amendment until after the period of thirty
years except in case of a violation of the charter, the expiration
of the period of thirty years limits the tiine before which any
amendment or alteration of the charter can be made, even
though a general law adopted by the special charter would
have permitted an alteration before that period had elapsed;
this especially applies where·the legislature had not attempted
to forfeit or alter said charter within the thirty years. 11 If
the constitution provides for the alteration or repeal of all
general laws and special acts, a railroad corporation whether
incorporated under either law is subject to the constitutional provision and cannot claim an impairment of the obli11 Miller v. State, 15 Wall. (82 U.
11 Tripp v. Pontiac & L. Plank
S.) 478, 21 L. ed. 98.
Road Co., 66 Mich. 1, 32 .N. W. 907.
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gation of contract in case of an alteration or repeal of its
eharter. 11
§ 325. Reservation of Right to Repeal-Exemption from
Legislative Repeal-Impairment of Obligation of Con-

tracts.-Sta.tutory reservations of the right to repeal, unlike
similar constitutional provisions, are only binding on a succeeding legislature so far as it chooses to conform to them;
and, if it so intends, an irrepealable legislative contract maybe made. It is, therefore, in every case a question whether
the legislature making the contract intended that the former
provision for repeal or amendment should by implication become a part of the new contract.20 In a Federal case it appeared
that on February 14, 1856, the legislature of Kentucky enacted:
"That all charters and grants of and to corporations or amendments thereof, shall be _subject to amendment or repeal at
the will of the legislature, unless a contrary intent be therein
expressed." By an act passed January 22, 1869, amending
the charter of a gas company which was subject to that provision in the act of 1856, it was enacted : "That said gas
company shall have the exclusive privilege of erecting and establishing gas works in the city of Louisville during the continuance of this charter, and of vending coal gas lights, and supplying the city and citizens with gas by means" of public works,"
etc.; it was held that the latter act contained a clear expression
of the legislative intent, that the company should continue to
enjoy the franchise then possessed by it for the term named in
that act without being subject to have its charter in that
respect amended or repealed at the will of the legislature.21
The rule, that a special statutory exemption does not pass to
a new corporation succeeding others by consolidation or purchase in the absence of express direction to that effect in the
statute, is applicable where the constituent companies are
21 IA>uisville Gas Co. v. Citisens'
11 Matthews v. Boanl of Corporation Commrs. of N.C., 97 Fed. 400. Gas Co., 115 U.S. 683, 29 L. ed. 510,
•New Jeraey v. Yard, 95 U. S. 6 Sup. Ct. 265.
104, ~ L. ed. 352.
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held and operated by one of them, under authority of the
legislature. And where a contract which is claimed to have
been impaired was made with one of several corporations
merged into the complainant, and concededly affects only the
property and franchises originally belonging to such constituen~
company, divisional relief cannot be granted affecting only
such property, when the bill is not framed in that aspect but
prays for a suspension of the impairing ordinance as to all of
complainant's property.zz
326. Exemption from Execution-Corporation Grantee
of Municipal Waterworks-Obligation of Contract~zz-Where
a municipality which O\Vned waterivorks conveyed them to a
corporation, fonned for the purpose of maintaining a.nd enlarging them, and received therefor shares of stock, which
the statute authorizing the conveyance declared should not
be liable for the debts of the city, but should be reserved for
the benefit of the holders of the bonds that had been issued by
the· city to raise the means wherewith to construct the work£,
such· statute does not, by thus exempting those shares from
seizure, impair the obligation of any contract, as they merely
represent the city's ownership in the waterworks which was,
before the enactment of the statute, exempt from seizure a.nd
sale under execution.z•
§ 327. Exemption-Eminent Domain-Future Legislation-Obligation of Contract.za-There exists no such contract
between the State and a railroad company as exempts the
latter from the operation of a state constitutional provision,
requiring that corporations invested with the privilege of taking private property for public use shall make compensation
for property injured or destroyed by the construction or enn People's Gas Light & Coke Co.
v. Chicago, 194 U. S. 1, 48 L. ed.
851, 24 Sup. Ct. 520.
• See i 20, herein as to an exemption being a franchise.
u New Orleans v. Morris, 105 U. S.
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600, 26 L. ed. 1184. See Myers v.
Moran, 99 N.Y. Supp. 269, 113 App.
Div. 427.
31 See i 20, herein, as to an exemption being a franchise.
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§§ 328, 329

Jargement of their works, highways or improvements, where
neither the charter of the company nor supplementary acts of
the legislature contain such a contract; nor does the constitutional provision, as applied to the company, in respect to
cases afterward arising, impair the obligation of any contract
between it and the State. Since there was in such ease no
prior contract with the company exempting it from liability
from future legislation in respect to the subject-matter involved, the company took its original charter subject to the
general law of the State, and to such changes as might be
made in that general law, and subject to future constitutional
provisions and future general legislation. Exemption from
future general legislation either by a. constitutional provision
or by an act of the legislature, cannot be admitted to exist,
unless it is expressly given, or unless it follows by an implication equa.lly clear with express words."
§ 328. Reservation of Power to Amend Charters-supplementary Cha.rter.~A statute of a. State, which declares
that all charters of corporations granted after its passage may
be altered, amended or repealed by the legislature, does not
necessarily apply to supplements to an existing charter which
were enacted subsequently to the statute. Nor does a. provision which declares that "this supplement, and the charter
to which it is a. supplement, may be altered or amended by
the legislature," apply to a contract with the corporation
made in a supplement thereafter passed.Z7
§ 329. Obligation of Contract-Mortgaged Franchise or
Property- Purchaser -Reorganization of Corporation. Where a. new corporation is organized to operate a. road, by
a mortgagee, who has purchased the franchise to take tolls,
the legislature has no power over the franchise so purchased
11 Pennsylvania R. R. Co. v. Hiller,
132 U. B. 75, 10 Sup. Ct. 34, 33 L. ed.
267, cited on the last point in Pearsall
v. Great Northern Ry. Co., 161 U.S.
646, 40 L. ed. 838, 16 Sup. Ct. 705.

rr New Jersey v. Yard, 96 U. S.
104,24 L. ed. 352. Examine Phrenix
v. Trustees of Columbia College, 84
N. Y. Bupp. 897, 87 App. Div.
438.
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even though the new corporation's charter is made subject
But provisions in the railway law of
Michigan of 1873, for the creation of a new corporation upon
the reorganization of a railroad by the purchaser at a foreclosure sale, are held not to constitute a contract within the
impairment clause of the Constitution of the United States.a
So the authority conferred by acts of the legislature of New
York 30 upon purchasers at a foreclosure sale of a railroad, to
organize a corporation to receive and hold the purchased
property, creates no contract with the State. The imposition
under the provisions of the act of the legislature of New York
of 1886,31 of a tax upon a corporation so organized after the
passage of that act by purchasers who purchased at a foreclosure sale made before its passage, for the privilege of becoming a corporation, violates no contract of the State and is
no violation of the Constitution of the United States.u A
provision in an act for the reorganization of an embarrassed
corporation, which provides that all holders of its mortgage
bonds who do not, within a given time named in the act, expressly dissent from the plan of reorganization, shall be deemed
to have assented to it, and which provides for reasonable notice to all bondholders, does not impaJr the obligation of a
contract, and is valid.33
to legislative changes.•

§ 330. Obligation of Contract-Franchises E:zpiring at
Difterent Times-Extension of Franchise-Reservation of
Power to Amend or Repeal. -Ordinances granting an extension to a consolidated street railway corporation, possessing
franchises expiring at different times, on conditions involving
great expense to the corporation and resulting in substantial ·
benefits to the public as to transfers for single fares and re21 Ball v. Rutland R. Co. (C. C.), p. 547, as amended by act June 2,
93 Fed. 513.
1876, chap. 446, p. 480.
11 Act April 16, 1886, chap. 143.
a Grand Rapids & Ind. Ry. Co. v.
12 Schurz v. Cook, 148 U. S. 397, 13
Osborn, 193 U. S. 17, 48 L. ed. 598,
24 Sup. Ct. 310.
Sup. Ct. M5, 37 L. ed. 498.
10 Act May 11, 1874, chap. 430,
u Gilfillan v. Union Canal Co., 109
U.S. 401, 27 L. ed. 977.
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lating to the entire system as well as the extensions granted,
and provided that the right granted terminate with the then
existing grants of the main line at a. specified date later than
that of termina.tion of some of the franchises, amount, on the
acceptance by the company and compliance with the conditions, to a. contract within the protection of the impairment
clause of the constitution extending the various franchises to
that date; the period, in this case of four years, not being an
unreasonable one in view of the substantial benefits accruing
to the public." Under another decision it appeared that the
Citizens' Street Railway Company of Indianapolis was organized in 1864 under an act of the legislature of India.na of 1861,
authorizing such a. company to be "a. body politic and corporation in perpetuity." January 18, 1864, the common council of
that city passed an ordinance authorizing the company to lay
tracks upon designated streets, and providing that "the right
to operate said railways shall extend to the full time of thirty
years," during which time the city authorities were not to extend to other companies privileges which would impair or
destroy the rights so granted. In April, 1880, the common
council amended the original grant "so as to read thirty-seven
years where the same now reads thirty years." The company,
desiring to issue bonds to run for a longer period than the
thirty years, had, for that purpose, petitioned the common
council for an extension to forty-five years. The city government was willing to extend to thirty-seven years, and this was
accepted by the company as a. compromise. On the 23d of
April, 1888, the road and franchises were sold and conveyed
to the Citizens' Street Railroad Company, which sale and
transfer were duly approved by the city government. December 18, 1889, a. further ordinance authorized the use of
electric power by the company, and provided how it should
be applied. In accordance with its provisions the company,
at great expense, built a power house, and changed its plant
to an electric system. In April, 1893, the city council, claim-:.. Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric 854, 26 Sup. Ct. 513, aff'g 135 Fed.
Ry. Co., 201 U. S. 529, 50 L. ed. 368.
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ing that the rights of the company would expire in thirty
years from January 18, 1864, granted to another corporation
called the City Railway Company the right to lay tracks to
be operated by electricity in a large number of streets then
occupied by the tracks of the Citizens' Street Railroad <A>mpany, whereupon a bill was filed in the Circuit Court of tbe
United States by the street railway company, to enjoin it from
interrupting or disturbing the railroad company in the m&intenance and operation of its car system, alleging that the
action of the city council sought to impair, annul and destroy
the obligation of the city's contract with the plaintiff. It was
held that the Circuit Court had jurisdiction, although both
parties were corporations and citizens of Indiana; that the
right of repeal reserved to the legislature in the act of 1861
was not delegated to the city government; that the circumstances connected with the passage of the amended ordinance
of April 7, 1880, operated to estop the city from denying that
the charter was extended to thirty-seven years; that the continued operation of the road was a sufficient co~ideration for
the extension of the franchise; that the citizens' company had
a valid contract with the city which would not expire until
January 18, 1901, and that the contract of April 24, 1893,
with the City Railway Company was invalid. But no opinion
was expressed whether complainant was entitled to a perpetual
franchise from the city." In another case, however, it is determined that where the legislature grants to a city comprehensive power to contract with street railroad companies with
regard to the use of its streets and length of time, not exceroing twenty-five years, for which such franchise may be granted,
the action of the city council of such city, and the acceptance
by a street railway company of various ordinances adopted
by the council do not amount to a contract between the city
and the company extending the time of t~e franchise, and a
11 City Ry. Co. v. Citizens' Street 400, 50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427,
R. R. Co., 166 U. S. 557, 41 L. ed. rev'g Govin v. City of Chicago, 132
1114, 17 Sup. Ct. 653. Examine Fed. 848.
Blair v. City of Chicago, 201 U. S.
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later ordinance affecting that franchise after its expiration as
originally granted is not void under the impairment cl&use of
the Federal Constitution.18 But even though an ordinance extending a franchise may be construed as a contract it is still
subject to the control of the legislature if the constitution of
the State then in force provides that no irrevocable or uncontrollable grant of privileges shall be made and that all privileges granted by the legislature, or under its authority, shall
be subject to its control; nor is the legislature deprived of
this control because the contract was not made by it but by
a municipal corporatio.n, as the latter is for such purpose
merely an agency of the State.17 If a statute reserves the
power to amend or repeal charters or grants, unless a contrary
intent therein is plainly expressed such provision embraces
extensions of original charters or grants as well as those granted
after such enactment.•
§ 331. Obligation of Contract not Impaired-Consolidation of Corporations-Reservation of Power to Alter or

Repeal.-ln the Pennsylvania College Cases • it appeared that
the legisl&ture of Pennsylvania chartered a college "at Cannonsburg," by name of the Jefferson College, "in Cannonsburg," giving to it a constitution and declaring that the same
should "be and remain the inviolable constitution of the said
college forever" and should not be "altered or alterable by an
•• Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. v.
Cleveland, 204 U. 8. 116, 51 L. ed.
- , 27 Sup. Ct. -.
17 San Antonio Traction Co. v.
Altgelt, 200 U. 8. 304, liO L. ed. 491,
26 Sup. Ct. 261.
• Northern Bank of Kentucky v.
Stone, 88 Fed. 413, aff'd Stone v.
Bank of Kentucky, 174 U. 8. 799, 43
L. ed. 1187, 19 Sup. Ct. 881, by a divided court, and cited in Bank of
Kentucky v. Kentucky, ?J)7 U. 8.
258, 266, 267, which holds that a
judgment against a county of Ken-

tucky and the memben of the state
board of valuation restraining the
collection of taxes of that county as
impairing the obligation of a contract created by a law of the State
and within the protection of ~he
Federal Constitution is not, because
such state ofticei'IJ were parties, ru
ftu:licol4 to the validity of taxes imposed by another county, nor iB such
other county privy to the judgment.
•13 Wall. (80 U. B.) 190,20 L. ed.
660.
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ordinance or law of the said trustees or in any other manner
than by a.n act of the legislature" of Pennsylvania. The
college becoming in need of funds put into operation a plan of
endowment whereby in virtue of different specific sums Il&IIled,
different sorts of scholarships were created; one, ex. gr., by
which on paying 1400 a. subscriber became entitled to a. perpetual scholarship, capable of being sold or bequeathed; and
another by which on payment of $1,200 he became entitled to
a. perpetual scholarship, entitling a. student to tuition, room
rent and boarding; this sort of scholarship being capable, by
the terms of the subscription, of being disposed of as other
property. But nothing was specified in this plan as to where
this education, under the scholarships, was to be. On payment
of the different subscriptions, certificates were issued by the
college, certifying that A. B. had paid $ - - , which entitled
him" to a. scholarship as specified in plan of endowment adopted
by the trustees of Jefferson College, Cannonsburg," etc. An
act of. the legislature, in 1865, by consent of the trustees of
the college a.t Cannonsburg and of the trustees of another
college a.t Washington, Pennsylvania, seven miles from Cannonsburg, created a. new corporation, consolidating the two
corporations, vesting the funds of each in the new one, a.nd in
their separate form making them to cease, but providing that
a.ll the several liabilities of each, including the scholarships,
should be assumed and discharged without diminution or
abatement by the new corporation. Notwithstanding the act
of assembly, the collegiate buildings, etc., of Jefferson College
were left a.t Cannonsburg, a.nd certain parts of the collegiate
course were still pursued there; the residue being pursued at
Washington College, Washington. Subsequently, in 1869the then existing constitution of Pennsylvania. (one adopted
in 1857, allowing the legislature of the State "to alter, revoke,
or annul a.l}y charter of incorporation thereafter granted,
whenever in their opinion it may be injurious to the citizens * * * in such manner, however, that no injustice
shall be done to the corporators") being in force-a. supplement to this act of 1865 was passed, "closely uniting" the
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several departments of the new college created by the act of
1865, and authorizing the trustees of it to locate them either
at Cannonsburg, Washington, or some other suitable place
within the commonwealth; they giving to whichever of the
two towns named had the college taken away from it, or to
both if :t was taken away from both, an academy, normal
school, or other institution of a grade lower than a college,
with some property of the college for its use. It was held that
the legislature of Pennsylvania, by its act of 1869, had not
passed any law violating the obligation of a contract.~ This de·
cision was followed in another case under the following circumstances, viz.: The citizens of Millersburg, Kentucky, raised
a fund for the purpose of establishing a collegiate institute
in that place or its vicinity, and invited the Kentucky Annual
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, to take
charge of it when established. The invitation was accepted,
and the legislature of the State incorporated the Institute by
an act, one provision in which. was a reservation to the legis·
lature of the right to amend or repeal it. Large additions were
then made to the fund from other sources, and in 1860 another
act was passed incorporating the Board of Education of that
Conference of the Methodist Church. In this act, after reciting
the raising of the money, and the establishment of the institu·
tion at Millersburg, the control of the college and the dis·
position of the swns raised were placed in the hands of the
Conference. This act, also, was passed subject to the right of
the legislature to amend or repeal. In 1861, the legislature
passed another act, in which, as construed by the courts, power
was conferred upon the Conference to remove the college from
Millersburg to any other place within the bounds of Kentucky
Annual Conference. It was decided that the latter act did not
•This cue is cited in New York
& N. E. R. Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. B.
656, 567, 38 L. ed. 269, 14 Sup. Ct.
437; Greenwood v. Freight Co., 105
U. S. 13, 18, 26 L. ed. 961; Railway
Co. v. Philadelphia, 101 U. S. 528,

540, 25 L. ed. 912; Railroad Co. v.
Georgia, 98 U. S. 359, 366, 25 L. ed.
185; Holyoke Co. v. Lyman, 15 Wall.
(82 U. B.) 500, 511, 522, 21 L. ed.
133; Miller v. State, lli Wall. (82 U.
S.) 478,488,495,497,21 L. ed. 98.
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impa.ir any contract created by the former statutes and pro-

ceedings.••

§ 332. Eminent Domain-Obligation of Contracts.-The
Constitution of the United States cannot be so construed as
to take away the right of eminent domain from the States.
Nor does the exercise of this right interfere with the inviol&bility of contracts. All property is held by tenure from the
State, and all contracts are made subject to the right of eminent
domain. No contract is, therefore, violated by the exercise
of the right. The Constitution of the United States intended
to prohibit all such Jaws impairing the obligation of contracts
as interpolate some new term or condition, foreign to the
original agreement." Nor in the proceeding to condemn
property for public use, is there anything in the nature of a
contract between the owner and the State, or the corporation
which the State in virtue of her right o£ eminent domain authorizes to take the property; all that the constitution of the
State or of the United States or justice require in such cases
is that a just compensation shall be made to the owner, his
property can then be taken without his consent.0 Again,
while the legislative power to amend or repeal a statute cannot
be availed of to take away property already acquired, or ~
deprive a corporation of fruits of contracts lawfully made,
already reduced to possession, the capacity to acquire land by
condemnation for the construction of a railroad attends the
franchise to be a railroad corporation, and, when unexecuted,
cannot be held to be in itself a vested right surviving the existence of the franchise, or an authorized Circumscription of
its scope.44 Nor is the right to proceed in a certain prescribed
t1 Bryan v. Board of Education,
Kentucky Conference, 151 U. S. 639,
38 L. ed. 297,14 Sup. Ct. -, cited in
Mobile&: Ohio Rd. v. Tennessee, 153
U. 8. 486, 495, 14 Sup. Ct. 968, 38
L. ed. 793.
"West River Bridge Co."· Dtx, 6
How. (47 U. 8.) 507, 12 L. ed. 535.
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See Baltimore &: F. Turnpike Road
v. Baltimore, C. & E. M. P. R. Co.,

81 Md. 247, 31 Atl. SM.
41 Garriaon T. New York, 21 Wall
(88 U. S.) 196, 22 L. ed. 612.
u Adirondack

Ry. Co. v. New

York, 176 U. 8. 335,20 Sup. Ct. 480,
44 L. ed. - , 20 Sup. Ct. 460, a&'l
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manner a vested right, under a charter authorizing a corporation to acquire real estate under the exercise of the power of
eminent domain, and such right may be repealed by the legislature notwithstanding there is no reservation of power to
alter or repeal.41 It is also within the power of a State to provide for condemnation of minority shares of stock in railroad
and other corporations where the majority of the shares are
held by another railroad corporation, if public interest demands; and the improvement of the railroad owning the majority of stock of another corporation may be a public use if
the state court so declare, and the condemnation under the
Public Laws of Connecticut 411 of such minority shares of a
corporation is not void under the impa.innent clause of the
constitution.either because it impairs the obligation of a lease
made by the corporation to the corporation obtaining the
shares by condemnation, or because it impairs the contract
rights of the stockholder.47 Where the highest court of a
State held that there was no property in a naked railroad
route in such State which the State was obliged to pay for
when it needed the land covered by that route for a great
public use, and its officers were by appropriate le~lation
authorized to act, the Federal Supreme Court accepted the
views of the state court, and accordingly held that the proceedings on the part of the State which were complained of
in the case, impaired the obligation of no contract between it
and the railroad company.•
§ 333. Same Subject-Instances.-The use of a team track
and delivery space of a railroad company is not so essential as
People v. Adirondack Ry. Co., 160
N. Y. 225, 54 N. E. 689, cited in
Underground Rd. v. City of New
York, 193 U. S. 416, 428, 48 L. ed.
733, 24 Sup. Ct. 494.
• Cbattaroi R. Co. v. Kinner, 81
Ky. 281, 5 Ky. Law Rep. 33.
• Beca. 3694, 3695.
11 Offield v. New York, N. H. & H.

Ry. Co., 203 U. B. 372, 51 L. ed. 231,
27 Sup. Ct. 72, aff'g 78 Conn. 1,
60 Atl. 740.
• Adirondack Ry. Co. v. New
York, 176 U. S. 335, 44 L. ed. 492,
20 Sup. Ct. 460, aff'g People v.
Adirondack Ry. Co., 160 N. Y. 225,
54 N. E. 689.
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to result in impairing the franchise and use of a. railroad company in case another railroad is permitted to use three feet
for clea.ra.n~e space, which clearance does not interfere with
the running of defendant's trains, nor to an irremediable extent with the use of defendant's team track and delivery space.
A railroad corporation having secured a. franchise and right
of way for the purpose of constructing its tracks upon a. locus
publicus of a. city has the right to expropriate from another
railroad corporation sufficient clearance space to enable it to
pass· its trains free of obstructions and hindrances from the
latter, if the use thereof be not of such a. character as to be
indispensable to the movement of its own trains or its other
business.• In another case it appeared that the legislature
of Virginia incorporated the stockholders of the Richmond,
Fredericksburg and Potomac railroad company, and in the
charter pledged itself not to allow any other railroad to be
constructed between those pla.ces, or any portion of that distance; the probable effect would be to diminish the number
of pa.ssengers travelling between the one city and the other
upon the railroad authorized by that act, or to compel the
said company, in order to retain such pa.ssengers, to reduce the
~e money. Afterwards the legislature incorporated the
Louisa. Railroad Company, whose road came from the West
and struck the first named company's track nearly at right
angles, at some distance from Richmond; and the legislature
authorized the Louisa. Railroad Company to cross the track of
the other, and continue their road to Richmond. In this
latter grant, the obligation of the contract with the first company was held not to be impaired within the meaning of the
Constitution of the United States. It was also decided that
in the first charter there was an implied reservation of the power
to incorporate · companies to transport other than passengers;
and if the Louisa. Railroad Company should infringe upon the
rights of the Richmond Company, there would be a remedy
at law, but that the apprehension of it would not justify an
41

Shreveport & R. R. V. R, Co. v. St. Louis S. W. R. Co., 51 La. Ana.
814, 25 So. 424.
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injunction to prevent them from building their road; &nd that
the obligation of the contract was not impaired by crossing
the road, since a. fr&nchise ma.y be condemned in' the same
manner as individual property. 00 In Baltimore & Susquehanna. R. Co. v. Nesbit, 111 the State of Ma.ryl&nd granted a.
charter to a. railroad comp&ny, in which provision was made
for the condemnation of l&nd to the following effect: namely,
that a. jury should be summoned to assess the da.~es, which
award should be confirmed by the county court, unless cause
to the contrary was shown. The charter further provided,
that the payment, or tender of payment, of such valuation
should entitle the comp&ny to the estate as fully as if it ha.d
been conveyed. In 1836 there was an inquisition by a. jury,
condemning certain l&nds, which was ratified &nd confirmed
by the county court. In 1841, the legislature passed &n act
directing the county court to set aside the inquisition and order
a new one. On the 18th of April, 1844, the railroad comp&ny
tendered the amount of the damages, with interest, ·to the
owner of the l&nd, which offer was refused; and on the 26th
of April, 1844, the owner applied to the county court to set
aside the inquisition, &nd order a. new one, which the court
directed to be done. It was decided that the law of 1841 was
not a law impairing the obligation of a contract; it neither
changed the contract between the company and the State,
nor did it divest the comp&ny of a vested title to the land.
The charter provided that, upon tendering the damages ~
the owner, the title to the land should become vested in the
company. There having been no such tender when the ~t
of 1841 was passed, five years after the inquisition, that act
only left the parties in the situation where the charter placed
them, &nd no title was divested out of the company, because
they ha.d none. It was further held that the States have a.
right to direct a. rehearing of cases decided in their own courts.
The only limit upon the power to pass retrospective "laws is,
11 10 How. (51 U. 8.) 395, 13 L. ed.
"Richmond, F. & P. R. Co. v.
Louisa. R. R. Co., 13 How. (54 U. 8.) 469.
71, 14 L. ed. 55.
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tb&t the Constitution of the United States forbids their~

ez poat facto laws, which a.re retl'(l8pective penal laws. But &
law merely divesting antecedent vested rights of property,
where there is no contract, is not inconsistent with the Feder&)
Constitution.
§ 334. Constitution Subsequently Adopted~bligation of
Contract.-If a charter from the legislature is amended so as
to confer upon a city or village the power to grant and it does
grant a franchise to a railroad company of certain righ~ or
privileges in a business street, such franchise is irrevocable to
the extent that it is protected from impairment by the consti·
tution and it is not affected by the terms of a new constitution
prohibiting grants of special privileges of such a nature.51
So a distinction is made between grants of land, repealed by
the operation of a state constitution prohibiting grants, where
the grants were made to aid in the construction of line! of
railway not authorized until after such provision of the eon·
stitution took effect,u and a case where the grants which were
claimed to be affected by it were made prior to the adoption of tb&t constitution, for the purpose of aiding in the eon·
struction of the road, since in the latter case the enforcement
of that constitution against the accepted grant and vestal
rights will impair the obligation of the contract between the
State and the railway company and cannot be sust&ined.w
Where the State of Ohio chartered a bank in 1845, in which
11 Port of Mobile v. Louisville &
Nashville R. Co., 84 Ala. 115, 4 So.
106, 5 Am. St. Rep. 342.
11 Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio Ry. Co. v. Texas, 170 U. S.
226, I8 Sup. Ct. 603, 42 L. ed. 1017
(provision in the constitution of
Texas of 1869, that the legislature
should not thereafter grant lands to
any person or pereons, as enforced
against the Galveston, Harrisburg
and San Antonio Railway Company,
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the 8\lcceaaor of the Buffalo, Bayou
Brazos and Colorado Railway Company, which had received grant. of
land under previous legislation to ell·
courage the construction of railroadl
in that State, was held to involve no
infraction of the Federal Constitution).
"Houston-Texas Central Ry. Co.
v. Texas, 170 U. 8. 243, 42 L. ed.
1023, 18 Sup. Ct. 610.
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charter was stipulated the amount of the tax which the bank
should pay, in lieu of all taxes to which said company or the
stockholders thereof, on account of stock owned therein would
otherwise be subject, and in 1852, the legislature passed an
act levying taxes upon the bank to a greater amount and
founded upon a. different principle, said act was held to be
in conflict with the Constitution of the United States, as impairing the obligation of a. contract, and therefore void. The
fact that the people of the State had, in 1851, adopted a new
constitution, in which it was declared· that taxes should be
imposed upon banks in the mode which the act of 1852 purported to carry out, could not, it was decided, release the State
from the obligations and duties imposed upon it by the Constitution of the United States.61 Where the constitution of a.
State makes each stockholder in a. corporation "individually
liable for its debts, over and above the stock owned by him,"
in a. further sum at least equal in amount to such stock, and the
corporation incurs debts and is then authorized to obtain subscriptions for new stock, but does not then obtain them, and
the constitution of the State is afterwards amended and declares that, "in no case shall any stockholder be individually
liable in any amount over or above the amount of stock owned
by him," and the corporation then, for the first time, issues the
new stock, the holders of such new stock are not personally
liable under the first constitution. The amended constitution
does not impair the obligation of the contract between the
11 Dodge v. Woolsey, 18 How.
(59 U.S.) 331, 15 L. ed. 401, cited in
Gnmd ~. F. & A. Muons,
Louisiana, v. New Orleans, 166 U.S.
143, 146, 41 L. ed. 951, 17 Sup. Ct.
523; Pearsall v. Great Northem Ry.
Co., 161 U. B. 646, 662, 16 Sup. Ct.
705, 40 L. ed. 838; Shelby County v.
Union & P. Bank, 161 U. B. 149, 156,
40 L. ed. 6li0, 16 Sup. Ct. 558;
Louiaiana v. Jumel, 107 U. 8. 711,
760, 27 L. ed. 448, 2 Sup. Ct. 128,
in ctiaaentiuc opiDion; FarriDgton v.

Tennessee, 95 U. B. 679,690,24 L. ed.
558; Erie Ry. Co. v. Pen118Ylvania, 21
Wall. (88 U.S.) 492, 498, 22 L. ed.
595; Salt Co. v. East Saginaw, 13
Wall. (80 U. B.) 373, 376, 20 L. ed.
611; Home of The Friendle88 v.
Rouae, 8 Wall. (75 U. S.) 430, 19
L. ed. 496; Von Hoffman v. "City of
Quincy, 4 Wall. (71 U. S.) 535, 554,
18 L. ed. 403; Wright v. Bill, 2 Black
(67 U. S.), M4, 545, 17 L. ed. 333;
Franklin Bank v. Ohio, 1 Black (66
U. 8.), 474,475, 17 L. ed. 180.
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corporation and ita debtor IIiade under the first constitution."
§ 335. Obligation of Contracts-Police Powers-R.egulations.-Legisl&tive power to create corporations implies
power to thereafter prescribe reasonable regulations even
though the right to repeal or amend the charter is not mrerved
by the Sta.te.67 So the exemption of a company from requirements inconsistent with its charter cannot operate to relieve
it from submitting itself to such police regulations 88 the city
may lawfully impose; and until it has complied, or offered
to ·comply, to regulations to which it is bound to conform, it
is not in a position to 88Sert that ita charter rights are invaded ·because of other regulations, which, though applicable
to other companies, it contends will be invalid if applied to it."
Again, in granting the exclusive franchise to supply gas to
a municipality and ita inhabitants, a state legislature does
not part with the police power and duty of protecting the
public health, the public morals and the public safety, 88 one
or the other may be affected by the exercise of that franchise
by the grantee.611 The railroad law of New York of 1850 1111
required the consent of a municipality to the construction of
a surface railroad through its streets. Whatever may have been
the effect of conditions attached to such consent by the municipality it had no power to contract away or limit the ta.ting
or police powers of the legislature. A consent, however, notwithstanding unauthorized conditions, became effective and
11 Ochiltree v. Railroad Co., 21
W&ll. (88 U. 8.) 249, 22 L. ed. 546.
. "McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 108
N. W. 002. See Platte & D. Canal
& M. Co. v. Dowell, 17 Colo. 376, 30
Pac. 68; Westport, City of, v. Mulholland, 159 Mo. 86, 60 B. W. 77;
Ma.rtin v. Remington-Martin Co., 88
N. Y. Bupp. 573, 95 App. Div. 18;
New York Sanitary Uts1iaation Co. v.
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Department of Public Health of
N. Y., 67 N. Y. Supp. 324, 32 Misc..
377, 70 N.Y. Supp. 510, 61 App. Div.
106.
18 Laclede Gas Light Co. v. Murphy, 170 U.S. 78, 42 L. ed. 955, 18
Sup. Ct. 505.
11 New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana Light Co., 115 U. B. 650, 29
L. ed. 615, 6 Sup. Ct. 252.
• Laws 18&), chap. 140.
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confened a valid franchise.11 The law of New York of 1885
transferred the reserved police power of the State from one
set of functionaries to another and required cOmpanies intending to operate electrical conductors to submit their plans and
specifications to the commissioners of electrical subways, who
would determine whether they were in accordance with the
terms of the ordinance giving to them the right to enter and
dig up the streets of the city; and, being 80 construed, it violated no contract rights of companies which might grow out
of the permission granted by the municipality.'2
§ 336. Obligation of Contracts-Conditions-Regulations
-Reserved Power to Alter, etc.-La.ws requiring gas companies, water companies, and other corporations of like character to supply their customers at prices fixed by the municipal authorities of the locality, are within the scope of
legislative power unless prohibited by constitutional limitation
or valid contract obligation. Where the constitution of a
State provided that corporations might be formed under general laws, and should not be created by special act, except for
municipal purposes, and that all Jaws, general and special,
~ pursua.nt to that provision might be from time to time
altered and repealed, and a general Jaw was enacted by the
legislature for the formation of corporations for supplying
cities, counties a.nd towns with water, which provided that
the rates to be charged for water should be fixed by a board
of commissioners to be appointed in part by the corporations
and in part by municipal authorities; and the constitution and
laws of the State were subsequently changed 80 as tO take
away from corporations, which had been organized and put
into operation under the old constitution and laws, the power
to name members of the boards of commissioners, so as to
place in municipal authorities the sole power of fixing rates
11 City of Rochester v. Rochester
11 New York v. Squire, 145 U. 8.
Ry. Co., 182 N. Y. 99, case aff'd 175, 12 Sup. Ct. 880, 36 L ed.
Rochester Raa1way Co. v. Rochester, 666.
205 u. 8. 236,27 Sup. Ct. 469.

M
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for water. It wa.s held, tha.t these changes viola.ted no provision of the Constitution of the United Sta.tes.u If requirements a.re exacted or duties imposed by ordinances, which,
if enforced, would impair the obligation of a ga.s and electric
light company's contract, nevertheless the company is not
thereby relieved from offering to do those things which it is
la.wfully bound to do." And a license of a street railway company ma.y be revoked beca.use of non-compliance with conditions to which the franchise wa.s ma.de subject, especia.lly
where such right to revoke is reserved. 111 And where a statute
authorizes any city to grant by resolution or ordinance, under
such restrictions a.s the common council may deem proper,
to a.ny person or corporation, the right to erect a.nd maintain,
in the streets, alleys a.nd other public places of such city,
poles, wires and other necessary appliances for the purpose
of supplying electric or other light, the discretion of the common council is not confined to the mere restriction of methods
of use, but extends to restriction of time and the statutory
authority conferred carries with it an unreserved discretion
and the right to impose any terms on the grant not forbidden
by law, and a statutory authority to revoke such license may
be given to such city and it ma.y be exercised by it." But,
contract rights may be given by an act of incorporation to a
navigation company, in consideration of the performance of
certain conditions, which obligation cannot be impaired by a
subsequent attempt to repeal in part such prior statute of incorporation.17
§ 337. Obligation of Contracts-street Paving by Street
Railways-Conditions and Regulations.-A subsequent ordiu Spring Valley Water Works v.
Bchottler, 110 U. S. 347, 28 L. ed.
173,4 Sup. Ct. 48.
•• Laclede Ou Light Co. v. Murphy, 170 U. B. 78, 42 L. ed. 955, 18
Sup. Ct. 505.
• Belleville v. Citizens' Horse R.
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Co., 152 Ill. 171, 26 L. R. A. 681, 38
N. E. 584.
•• Coverdale v. Edwards, 155 Ind.
374, 58 N. E. 495, 7 Am. Elect. Cu.
15.
., Commissioners' Sinking Fund v.
Green & Barren River Nav. Co., 'N
Ky. 73.
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nance requiring additional paving impairs the · obligation of
the contract and is not such an exercise of the police power
as will be upheld." So a city ordinance which contains by
agreement as to its stipulations a cOntract by the city with a
street railway company to pave certain p<>rtions of the street
cannot be thereafter so altered by the legislature as to impose
additional obligations upon the company in the· matter of
paving, even though the Code of the State reserves to it the
power to control the company's rights, privileges and immunities and to withdraw the franchise. 011 If, however, a power be
• State ex rei. City of .Kansas
City v. Corrigan Consol. St. Ry. Co.,
86 Mo. 263,55 Am. Rep. 361.
• Coast-Line R. Co. v. Savannah,
30 Fed. 646.
E:romine the following CtUe8 as to
/ltreet paving and repairing by Btreet
railroad companies:
~bama: Montgomery St. Ry. Co.
v. Smith (Ala.), 39 So. 757; Mobile
v. Mobile Light & Ry. Co. , 141 Ala.
442, 38 So. 127.
Oomaectieut: Hartlonl v. Hartfonl St. Ry. Co., 75 Conn. 471, 53
Atl. 1010; Fair Haven & W. R. Co.
v. City of New Haven, 75 Conn. 442,
53 Atl. 960, aff'd in 203 U. S. 379, 27
Sup. Ct. 74, 51 L. ed. 239.
IWDoia: Chicago v. Chicago Union
Traction Co., 199 Ill. 259, 65 N. E .
243, 59 L. R. A. 666; Danville St.
Ry. & Light Co. v. Mater, 116 Ill.
App: 519.
Iowa: Marshalltown Light, P. &
Ry. Co. v. Marshalltown, 127 Iowa,
637, 103 N. W. 1005.
Loaillana: Shreveport v. Shreveport Belt Ry. Co., 107 La. 785, 32
So. 189; State, New Orleans, v. New
Orleans Tract. Co., 48 La. Ann. 567,
19 So. 565.
Maaaachuaetta: Dunbar v. Old
Colony St. Ry. Co., 188 Mass. 180,
74 N. E . 3ti2; Hyde v. City of Boston,

186 Mass. 115, 71 N. E. 118; Worceeter v. Worcester Consol. St. Ry. Co.,
182 Mass. 49, 64 N: E. 581; Springfield v. Springfield St. Ry. Co., 182
Mass. 41, 64 N. E. 577; Boston ~·
Union Freight R. Co., 181 Mass. 2015,
63 N. E. •12.
.
·.
Michigan: Detroit v. Detroit Ry.,
134 Mich. 11, 11 Det. Leg. N. 86, 99
N. W. 411; Detroit v. Detroit United
Ry., 133 Mich. 608, 10 Det. Leg. N.
320, 95 N. W. 736; Lansing v. Lansing City Elec. R. Co., 109 Mich. 123,
66 N. W. 949, 3 Det. L. News, 41. .
Hebrallka: Lincoln, City of, v.
Lincoln St. Ry. Co., 67 Neb. 469, 93
N. W. 766, 84 N. W. 802.
Hew .Jeney: Cook v. North Bergen Township (N. J.), 59 Atl. 1035;
Fielders v. North Jersey St. Ry. Co.,
68 N. J . L. 434, 54 AU. 822, 53 ·Atl.
404, rev'g 67 N.J. L. 76,50 Atl. 533;
Fielders v. North Jersey St. Ry. Co.,
68 N.J. L. 343, 53 Atl. 404, 13 Am.
Neg. Rep. 156.
Hew York: People v. Geneva, W.
S. F. & C. L. Traction Co., 98 N.Y.
Supp. 719, 112 App. Div. 581; New
York City v. Harlem Bridge, M. &
.F. Ry. Co., 91 N. Y . Supp. 557, 100
App. Div. 257; Mechanicville v.
Stillwater & M. St. Ry. Co., 71 N. Y.
Supp. 1102, 35 Misc. 513; Binghamton v. Binghamton & P. D.
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l't'Sel'Ved to the city so to do it may impose additional requirements as to street paving upon street railroad companies as
where there is reserved the power of legislative control aud
the right to alter when deemed necessary.70 So a right may
exist to declare void a street railway's franchises or privileges
in streets of a municipality in case of failure to accept in
writing the conditions on which it is permitted to use sa.id
streets, a right to revoke such franchise having been reee"ed,
one of such conditions being the payment of street paving improvements.71 On December 12, 1883, the city of Sioux City,
in Iowa, by ordinance, conferred on a street railway company,
incorporated December 6, 1883, uniier the general l&ws of
Iowa, the right of operating a street railway, with the requirement that it should pave the street between the rails. Subsequently, under an act of 1884, the city, ~y ordinance, ~
quired the company also to pave the street for one foot outside
of the rails, and assessed a special tax against it for the cost
of the paving outside of the rails. It was held, that there was
no contract between the company and the State or the city,
the obligation of which was impaired by the laying of the tax.
But it appeared that under section 1090 of the Code of Iowa.,
which was in force when the company was incorporated, its
franchise was subject to such conditions as the legisl&ture
should thereafter impose as necessary for the public good.n
Ry. Co., 16 N.Y. Supp. 223, 61 Hun,
419.

Ohio: Cleveland v. Cleveland Eleotric R. Co., 3 Ohio Dec. 92, 1 Ohio N.
P. 413.
:PIIIIUYinala: West Cheater Bol"ougb v. West Cheater Bt. Ry. Co.,
203 Pa. 201, 52 Atl. 252; Philadelphia
v. Heatonville, M. & F . P888. Ry. Co.,
203 Pa. 38, 52 AtJ. 184; Reading,
City of, v. United Traction Co., 202
Pa. 571, 52 Atl. 106; Reeves v.
Philadelphia Traction Co., 152 Pa.
153, 4 Am. Elec. C&B. 27, 25 AtJ.
516; Philadelphia v. Ridge Ave. P888.
Ry. Co., 143 Pa. St. 4«, 22 AtJ. 695.
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'l'uu: Kettle v. City of DaJlu,
35 Tex. Civ. App. 632, 80 S. W. 874;
Laredo Elect. 4:: Ry. Co. v. Hamilton,
23 Tex. Civ. App. 480, 56 S. W. 998.
WlacoDabl: Milwaukee Elec. Ry. 4::
L. Co. v. Milwaukee, 95 W"l8. 39, 69
N. W. 794,36 L. R. A. 45.
,. Sioux City St. Ry. Co. v. SiOUJ:
City, 78 Iowa, 367, 43 N. W. 224, 39
N. W. 498.
n Union Bt. Rd. Co. v. Snow, 113
Mich. 694,4 Det. L. N. 455,71 N. W.
1073.
n Sioux City R. Co. v. Sioux City,
138 U. B. 98, M L. ed. 898,11 Sup. Ct.
226, 9 Ry. 4: Corp. L. J. 251, 46 Am.
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Again, the act of the legislature of ~uisiana 73 authorizing
the enforcement by Ill&Ildamus witho.ut a jury of contracts
by corporations with municipal corporations in th&t State
with reference to the paving, grading, repairing, etc., of streets,
highways, bridges, etc., simply gives an additional remeqy to
the party entitled to the perform&nce, without impairing any
substantial right of the other party, and does not impair the
obligation of the contract sought to be enforced, and is not in
conflict with the Constitution of the United St&tes.74 The
statute of Massachusetts of 1898 76 providing for t&xa.tion of
street railway companies is held not void, as violating the im~
pairment of obligation clause of the Federal Constitution,
because it relieved a railroad company from the obligation to
pave and repair streets under the terms and conditions of certain municipal ordinances which the company h&d duly accepted.70
§ 338. Same Subject-Exemption from Assessment for
Street Paving-Consolidation.77-Although the obligations of
a legislative contract granting immunity from the exercise of
governmental authority are protected by the Federal Constitution from immunity by the St&te, the contract itself is
not property which can be transferred by the ownez: to another,
but is personal to him with whom it is m&de and incapable of
assignment, unless by the same or a subsequent l&w the State
authorizes or directs such transfer; and this applies to a contract of .exemption with a street railway company from &SBessmenta for paving between ita tracks. A legislative authority
to transfer the estate, property, rights, privileges and franchises of a corporation to another corporation does not authorize the transfer of a legislative contract of immunity from
assessment. And where a corporation incorporates under a
& Eug. R. Cas. 169, aff'g 78 Iowa,
" Laws 1898, chap. 578.
71 City of Worceeter v. Worcester·
367, 43 N. W. 224.
71 Act July 12, 1888, No. 133.
Con. St. Ry. Co., 196 U. B. 539, 49
"New Orleana, C. & L. R. Co. v. L. ed. 591, 25 Sup. Ct. 327.
17 Bee t 20, herein.
New Orleana, 157 U. B. 219, 39 L. ed.
679, 15 Sup. Ct. 581.
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general &et which creates certain obligations and regulations,
it e&nnot receive by transfer from another corporation an exemption which is inconsistent with ita own charter or with the
constitution or laws of the State then applicable, even though
under legislative authority the exemption is transferred by
words which clearly include it. Again, although two corporations may be so united by one of them holding the stock and
franchises of the other, that the latter may continue to exist
and also to hold an exemption under legislative contract, that
is not the case where its stock is exchanged for that of the
former and by operation of law it is left without stock, officers,
property or franchises, but under such circumstances it is
dissolved by operation of the law which brings this condition
into existence."' In the state court in this case the following
decision was rendered : the immunity from contribution to the
expense of new pavements in the city of Rochester, conferred
by chapter 34 of the Laws of 1869 upon the Rochester City
and Brighton _Railroad Company, a street surface railroad
incorporated in 1868 under the Railroad Law of 1850, which,
by purchase at foreclosure sale, had acquired the franchises
of a prior company organized under the same act, and which
had constructed the road, was not a contraCt right of which
the company could not be deprived by subsequent legislation.
The fact that the conditions attach'ed to the original consent
were modified by the city, they being deemed too onerous for
the company, by an ordinance passed prior to the act, which
exempted it from the expense of new pavements for five
years, and also provided that the fare for children between
twelve and five years should be reduced, and that both parties
united in submitting it to the legislature which enacted the Jaw
in question, ·except as to the five year limitation, and that after
its passage the company extended its lines· into other streets, as permitted by the statute, does not render it an irrevocable
agreement by the State to exempt the company from such
expen8e ~ to: those stree_ts. The statute did not recite that
"Rochester Railway Co. v. Roch- Sup. Ct. 469, aff'g 182 N. Y. 99,
ester, 205 U. S. 236, 51 L. ed. - , 27 116.
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application was made to the legislature by either party for
the adoption of any contract between the city and the company. It did not ratify or assume to ratify any contract. It
did not grant a franchise, since that had already been acquired.
It did not amend or assume to amend the charter of the company, and if it had, the charter would have been subject to
repeal. No acceptance by the railroad company was requisite,
and, therefore, the fact that it continued to operate its road
and to construct lines in other streets, in alleged reliance upon
perpetual exemption as to such streets, cannot be regarded as
furnishing a consideration therefor. The statute did give an
exemption, but being without a. consideration, a mere gratuity
or privilege was conferred which was revocable at the pleasure
of the legislature. When, therefore, by section 9 of chapter 250
of the La.ws of 1884, the provisions of which were re-enacted
in the General Railroad Law,T1 the cost of repavement as
specified was imposed upon all street surface railroads operating in cities, a contention by the lessee of such railroad company that it did not apply to streets in which the lessor had
constructed and operated its lines before its enactment, and
that as to these a contract of exemption existed, the obligation
of which could not be impaired by subsequent legislation, is
untenable. Assuming, however, that the statute constituted
a contract, exemptions from taxation or from the exercise of
the police power are to be construed strictissimi juris; they are
against common right and must be held to be personal and
limited to the grantee unless a contrary intention clearly appears. The right to exemption, therefore, did not pass to the'
lessee, the language being personal and not attached to the
property, the statute enacting that u said company," not
"said company, its successors and assigns," shall not be required to bear any part of the expense of repaving the streets.10
§ 339. Impairment of Obligation of Contracts-mus"L. 1890, chap. 565, I 98.
Ry. Co. v. Rochester, 205 U. S. 236,"
• City of Rochester v. Rochester 27 Sup. Ct. 469.
Ry. Co., 182 N.Y. 99, aft''d Rochester
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trative Decisions-Insurance-Banks-Rate of InterestPn11man Cars.-Where there is a reserved power in the legislature to alter, amend or repeal charters, a law permitting
mutual life associations to reincorporate as regular life insurance companies is not unconstitutional as impairing the
obligation of the contracts existing between such associations and their policy holders, or as depriving such policy
holders of their property without due process of law. Under
the power to alter, amend and repeal charters reserved in the
constitution of 1846 of New York, chapter 722 of the Laws of
1901 does not impair the obligation of contracts existing between mutual life associations and their policy holders, nor in
this case did the reincorporation of such an association as a
regular life insurance company deprive its policy holders of
their property without due process of law .11 The act of the
legislature of Kentucky of February 14, 1856, and the act of
May 12, 1884, c. 1412, incorporating the Citizens' Savings
Bank of Owensboro, and the act of May 17, 1886, commonly
known as the Hewitt Act, and other acts referred to, did not
create an irrevocable contract on the part of the State, protecting the bank from other taxation, and therefore the taxing law of Kentucky of November 11, 1892, c. 108, did not
violate the contract clause of the Constitution of the United
States.82 The provision in section 10 of article 1, of the Con' 1 Polk v. Mutual Reserve Fund
Life Association of New York, 207
U. 8. 310; Wright v. Minnesota Life
Ins. Co., 193 U.S. 657,48 L. ed. 832,
24 Sup. Ct. 549.
n Citizens' Savings Bank of Owensboro v. Owensboro, 173 U. S. 636, 43
L. ed. 840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530.
"The so-called Hewitt law, • • •
has given rise to much litigation in
the courts of Kentucky, as well as in
those of the United States. At one
time it was held by the Court of Appeals of Kentucky that ita provisions, when complied with by the
bank seeking to avail itself of ita
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privileges, constituted a valid and
binding contract. Commonwealth
to use of Franklin Co. v. Fanners'
Bank of Kentucky et al., 97 Kentuck:y, 590. In a later caae the Court
of Appeals of Kentucky held the law
not to coDBtitute an inviolable contract. Deposit Bank of Owensboro
v. DaViesa Co., 102 Kentucky, 174.
When the law was before this court,
the same conclusion was reached.
Citizens' Savings Bank of Owensboro
v. Owensboro, 173 U. S. 636, 43 L
ed. 840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530. It may be
now regarded as the aettled law that
this enactment did not constitute a
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stitution of the United States that "no State shall 'pass any'
law impairing the obligation of contracts," does not forbid A
State from legislating, within its discretion, to reduce the rate
of interest upon judgments previously obtained in its courts;
as the judgment creditor has no contract whatever in that
respect with the judgment debtor, and 88 the former's right
to receive, and the latter's obligation to pay exists only as to
such an amount of interest as the State chooses to prescribe
as a penalty or liquidated damages for the nonpayment of the
• judgment.13 The Pullman company, a corporation of the
S~te of Illinois, contracted with the railway companies operating lines of interstate railroads in Kansas to furnish them
a sufficient number of Pullman cars to meet the demands of
the travelling public for that kind of service, to equip such
cars for use, to provide conductors and porters for them, and
to supply Pullman accommodations to railway passengers
holding proper tickets without discrimination between such
passengers, reserving the right to charge and collect from
passengers demanding the service compensation therefor.
Subsequently the legislature enacted a law requiring foreign
corporations to comply with certain conditions, including the
payment of chaiter fees for the privilege of transacting interstate business, to which law the Pullman company refused
to submit. It was held, that a judgment ousting it from the
franchise of charging and collecting compensation for Pullman
accommodations furnished to passengers taken up and set
down within the limits of the State did not violate the obligation of its contracts with the railway companies."
contract between the State and the
baDke as to taxation, but ia subject
to modification and repeal by aubsequent laws of the State undertaking
to tax bank property." Deposit
Bank v. Frankfort, 191 U. S. 499, 48
L. ed. 229, 24 Sup. Ct. 107, per Day,

eriticism of · the Dartmouth College
v. Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.)
518, 4 L. ed. 629, see Knoup v. Piqua
Bank, 1 Ohio St. 603, 608, 609, per
Corwin, J.
11 Morley v. Lake Shore & M.S. Ry.
Co., 146 U. S. 162, 36 L. ed. 925, 13
J.
Sup. Ct. 47.
A. to corporations for banking 16 State v, Pullman Co. (Kan.,
purpoeea not being a contlact and 1907), 90 Pac. 319.
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§ 340. Impairment of Obligation of Contracts-IDU&-

trative Decisions Continued-Tunnel-Ferries-BridgesCanal.-A municipal ordinance giving permission to a st-reet
lailroad company to construct a tunnel under a. navigable
stream, the law of th::. State providing that railways shaJl not
be constructed so as to interrupt the navigation of any water
in the State, does not amount to a contract under the contract clause of the constitution, so that the city could not
subsequently require the company to lower the tunnel so as
not to interfere with the increased demands of navigation;
nor, in the absence of any provision to that effect, wopld
it be construed as containing an implied covenant that the
municipality would bear the expense of such alterations required by subsequent ordinances. In a navigable stream the
public right is paramount, and the owner of the soil under the
bed can only use it so far as consistent with the public right;
and a municipality, through which a navigable stream flows,
cannot grant a right to obstruct the navigation thereof nor
bind itself to permit the continuance of a.n obstruction; and
the rule is not affected by the fact that the person claiming a.
right to continue such an obstruction is the owner in fee of the
bed of the stream.11 A ferry connecting Wheeling with Wheeling Island was licensed at an early day in Virginia. Subsequently a general law of that State prohibited the courts of
the different counties from licensing a ferry within a half a
mile in a direct line from an established ferry. In 1847 the
defendant purchased the ferry and its rights. It was held
(1) that the general law of Virginia had in it nothing in the
nature of a contract; (2) that the transfer of the existing rights
from the vendor to the vendee added nothing to them.11
From the year 1681 to 1783, a. franchise on the ferry over the
Connecticut River belonged to the town of Hartford, situated
on the west bank of the river. In 1783, the legislature incorporated the town of East Hartford, and granted to it one-half
n Wheeling &: Belmont Bridge Co.
• West Chicago Street Railroad
Co. v. Chicago, 201 U.S. 506, 50 L. v. Wheeling Bridge Co., 138 U. S.
ed. 845, 26 Sup. Ct. 518.
287, 11 Sup. Ct. 301,34 L. ed. 967.
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of the ferry during the pleasure of the General Assembly.
In 1808 a company was incorporated to build a bridge across
the river, which, being erected, was injured and rebuilt in
18181 when the legislature resolved that the ferry should be
discontinued. This act, discontinuing the ferry, was held not
inconsistent with that part of the Constitution of the United States which forbids the States from passing any law impairing the obligation of contracts. It was also decided that
there was no contract between the State and the town of East
Hartford, by which the latter could claim a permanent right
to the ferry. The nature of the subjec1rmatter of the grant,
and the character of the parties to it, both show that it is not
such a contract as is beyond the interference of th~ legislature.
Besides, the town of East Hartford only held the ferry right
during the pleasure of the General Assembly, and in 1818 the
latter expressed its pleasure that the ferry should cease. After
the ·year 1818, the legislature passed several acts contradictory to each other, alternately restoring and discontinuing the
ferry. Those which restored the ferry were declared to be
unconstitutional by the state courts, upon the ground that the
act of 1818 had been passed to encourage the bridge company
to rebuild their bridge, which had been washed away. But
these decisions were not properly before the Federal Supreme
Court in this case for revision. The town of East Hartford,
having no right to exercise the ferry privilege, may have been
correctly restrained, by injunction, from doing so, by the state
court.87 · But a. grant of a ferry franchise by the legislature is
held a contract within the meaning of that provision of the
Constitution prohibiting the passage of laws impairing the
obligation of contracts.aa An enactment by a State, in incorporating a company to build a toll bridge and take tolls fixed by
the act, that it should not be lawful for any person or persons
to erect any bridge within two miles either above or below the
• East Hartford v. Hartford
• McRoberts v. Waahbume, 10
Bridge Co., 10 How. (51 U. S.) 511, Minn. 23.
13 L. ed. 518, aff'd 10 How. (51 U. B.)
641, 13 L. ed. 531.
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bridge authorized, was held to be a contract inviolable even
though the charter of the company was without limit as to
the duration of its existence.• The statute of the legislature
of New Jersey, passed A. D. 1790, by which that State gave
power to certain commissioners to contract with any persons
for the building of a bridge over the Hackensack River; and
by the same statute enacted that the "said contract should
be valid on the parties contracting as well as on the State of
New Jersey;" and that it should not be "lawful" for any
person or persons whatsover to erect "any other bridge over
or across the said river for ninety-nine years,"-is a contract,
whose obligation the State can pass no law to impair.110 A railway viaduct, if nothing but a structure made 80 as to lay iron
rails thereon, upon which engines and cars may be moved and
propelled by steam, not to be connected with the shore on
either side of said river except by a piece of timber under each
rail, and in such a manner, as near as may be, 80 as to make it
impossible for man or beast to cross said river upon said structure, except in railway cars (the only roadway between said
shores and said structure being two or more iron rails, two and
a quarter inches wide, four and a half inches high, laid and
fastened upon said timber four feet ten inches asunder), is not
a "bridge" within the meaning of the said act of New Jersey,
of 1790; and the Act of Assembly of that same State, passed
A. D. 1860, authorizing a company to build a railway, with
the necessary viaduct, over the Hackensack, does not impair
the obligation of the contract made by the aforesaid act of
1790.81 Congress cannot abolish or 80 limit tolls as to impair
vested rights of bondholders of a canal company.1 z
• Binghamton Bridge, The, 3
Wall. (70 U. S.) 51, 18 L. ed. 137,
following Dartmouth College v.
Woodward, 4 Wheat. (17 U. 8.) 518,
625, 4 L. ed. 629.
• Bridge ProprietorB v. Hoboken
Company, 1 Wall. (68 U. B.) 116, 17
L. ed. 571.

11 Bridge Proprietors v. Hoboken
Company, 1 Wall. (68 U.S.) 116, 17
L. ed. 571, Catron, J., dissenting.
n United States v. Louisville &
Portland Canal Co., 1 F1ipp. (U. S.
C. C.) 260, Fed. Cu. No. 15,633, 1
Cent. L. J. 101.
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§ 341. Conditions Imposed by Congress.-In a railroad
land grant Congress may impose conditions, such as for the
transportation of property or troops of the United States and
that the land shall remain and be a public highway for the use
of the government, although this does not entitle it to free
transportation of such property or troops. 1 So conditions for
forfeiture of a railroad land grant to aid in construction of the
road may be imposed by an act of Congress if the road is not
completed within a certain number of years, but such condition subsequent can only be enforced by the United States.2
But where an act of Congress appropriates money to be paid
to railroad companies to carry out a scheme of public improvements in the District of Columbia and such enactment also requires those companies to eliminate grade crossings and erect
a union station, and recognizes arid provides for the sUJTender of existing rights, it is an act appropriating money for
governmental purposes, and not for the private use of
those companies, and the statutes a for thus eliminating
grade crossings, etc., are not unconstitutional on the ground
that they appropriate moneys to be paid railway companies for their exclusive use, nor is the property of a ta..~
payer taken without due process of law by reason of the
taxes imposed under such statutes.4 If special conditions are
imposed by Congress under a special act of Congress incorporating a railroad company, and such conditions are a prerequisite to the acceptance of certain benefits, and particular
interests are also protected under such grant, if the conditions
are accepted and the special interests have determined, the
1 1.ake Superior & MiBB. R. Co. v.
United States, 93 U. S. 442, 23 L. ed.
965. See Joyce on Electric Law (2d
ed.), n 31, 37a, 38.
1 Lake Superior S. C. Iron Co. v.
Cunningham, 155 U.S. 354, 15 Sup.
Ct. 103, 39 L. ed. 183. Compare
United States v. Northern Pac. R.
Co., 177 U. S. 435, 44 L. ed. 836, 20
Sup. Ct. 706 (where under the act of
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July 2, 1864, non-completion of the
railroad within the time limited did
not operate as a forfeiture); United
States v. Tenn. & C. R . Co., 176 U.
S. 242, 44 L. ed. 452, 20 Sup. Ct.-.
1 Acts Cong. Feb. 12; 1901,31 Stat.
767, 774, and of Feb. 28, 1903, 32
Stat.909.
4 Millard v. Roberta, 202 U.S. 429,
50 L. ed. 1090, 26 Sup. Ct. 674.
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corporation is not precluded from availing itself of the general
railway law.1
§ 342. Conditions Imposed by Legislature.-As we have
stated substantially elsewhere, the legislature has authority to
determine and direct the conditions upon which a corporation
organized for a public purpose and enjoying a public franchise
shall exercise the right conferred upon it; 8 that is, the State
may prescribe upon what conditions the rights and privileges
granted by it shall be held and enjoyed.? So it is declared that
it has never been doubted that the legislative authority, in
making a grant of a corpora~ franchise, can prescribe such
terms and such conditions for its acceptance and for its enjoyment as it shall deem best, not inconsistent with constitutional
limitations. The manner of enjoying the franchise, its life, its
scope, are all subject to legislative control.8 It is also &'!Sef't.ed
that: "There is no doubt, that among the powers so delegated
to the legislature, is the power to grant the franchises of bridges
and ferries, and others of a like nature. The power to grant is
not limited by any restrictive terms in the Constitution, and it
is of course general and unlimited as to the terms, the manner,
and the extent of granting franchises. These are matters resting in its sound discretion; and having the right to grant, its
grantees have the right to hold, according to the terms of their
grant, and to the extent of the exclusive privileges conferred
thereby.'' 11
§ 343. llunicipal Powers-Generally.-Municipal cotporations, in the exercise of their duties, are a department of the
State; they are in every essential only auxiliaries of the State
1 Jersey City Gaa Light Co. v.
• United States, Search, v. Chootaw, 0. & G. R. Co., 3 Okla. 404, 41 United Gaa Improvement Co., 46
Pac. 729.
Fed. 264, 266, per Greene, J., case

• See f 96, herein, and C8lle8 cited
at pp. 189, 190.
'Delaware, L. & W. R. Co. v. CenVal Stock Yard & T. Co., 43 N. J.
Eq. 71, 10 Atl. ~90.

a1f'd 58 Fed. 323.
1 Charle~~ River Bridge v. Warren
Bridge, 11 Pet. (36 U. B.) 420, 644,
645, 9 L. ed. 773, per Story, J ., in
diaaenting opinion.
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for the purposes of lOcal government; they are simply political
subdivisions of the State existing by virtue of the exercise of
the power of the State through its legislative department; they
may be created, or, having been created, may be destroyed, or
their powers may be restricted, enlarged or withdrawn at the
will of the legislature, subject only to the fundamental condition that the collective and individual rights of the people
of the municipality shall not thereby be destroyed. 10 These
corporations, being created only to aid the state government
in the legislation and administration of local affairs, possess
only such powers as are expressly granted, or as may be implied because essential to carry into effect those which are expre88ly granted. 11 H a municipality is not authorized by its
charter or other act of the legislature so to do it has no power
"Worcester, City of, v. Worcester rey, 108 U. S. 110, ?:1 L. ed. 669,
Con. St. Ry. Co., 196 U. S. 539, 49 2 Sup. Ct.-.
L. ed. 591, 25 Sup. Ct. 327; Atkin v.
Alub: Ketchikan Co. v. CitiKansBB, 191 U. S. 'JJJ7, 48 L. ed. 148, zens' Co., 2 Alaaka., 1'JJJ.
24 Sup. Ct. 124.
Iowa: Borough v. City of CherA municipal corporation, in the
exercise of its duties, il a department
of the State. Its powere may be
large or small; they may be increased
or diminished from time to time at
the pleasure of the State, or the
State may itself directly exercise in
any locality all the powers usually
~nferred upon such a corporation.
Such changes do not alter its fundamental character. Barnes v. District of Columbia, 91 U.S. 540, 23 L.
ed. 440.
" The term 'municipality,' when
used in this act, includes a city,
village, town or lighting district,
organized BB provided by general or special act." Public Service Commissions Law of N. Y.,
Laws 1907, p. 892, chap. 429, art.
1, I 2.
11 UDited ltates: Ottawa v. Ca-
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okee (Iowa, 1906), 109 N. W.
876.
Mlasouri: Joplin, City of, v.
Leckie, 78 .Mo. App. 8, 2 Mo. App.
Repr. 123.
Iouth Oarolina: Germania S&v.
Bank v. Darlington, 50 S. C. 337, 1:1
S. C. 846.
'l'e:z:a1: W aters-Pieroe Oil . Co. v.
.McElroy (Tex. Civ. App.), 47 S. W.
272.
.Municipal corporations must act
within the scope of their powers exprellllly conferred or within such as
are necessary to the exercise thereof.
Ogden. v. Bear Lake & River Water
Works & Irrig. Co., 16 Utsh, 440, ·tl
L. R. A. 305,52 Pac. 697.
Nocorporation,municipalorotherwiae, possesses any powere, except
such u have been granted to it.
State v . .Mayor, etc., of New York,
3 Duer (N. Y.), 119.
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or authority to enter upon or take the land of a citizen for the
purpose of digging or laying a ~wer thereon; especially so
where no mode is prescribed for the condemnation of such
property for pl,lblic use, for without a grant of such power no
municipal corporation can exercise it. To justify such an
authority claimed by a city there would have to be a necessity
for the taking and the payment of just and adequate compensation
of any pro. before tak.ing.tz Again, in the absence
.
vision to that efiect in the original franchise, the city granting
a franchise to a street railway company, cannot on the ex- piration of the franchise, take possession of the rails, poles and
operating appliances; they are property belonging to the
original owner, and an ordinance granting that property to
another company on payment to the owner of a sum to be adjudicated as its value is void as depriving the owner of its
property without due process of law. 13 Municipal corporations, as in case of county boards of police, when authorized by
statute to do acts which otherwise they would have n6 power
to do, such as subscribe to a railroad incorporated and beginning in another State and passing through their own Sta~,
cannot modify or alter the subscription as authorized by the
statute, and a compromise by such board with a railroad company which does so alter or modify the subscription is accordingly void.14
11 Butler v. Mayor, etc., of Thomuville, 1• Ga. 670.
11 Cleveland Electric Ry. Co. v.
Cleveland, 204 U. 8. 116, 51 L. ed.
- , 27 Sup. Ct.-.
11 Bell v. Railroad Co., 4 Wall.
(71 U. 8.) 598, 18 L. ed. 338. Examine Hedges v. Dixon County, 150
U.S. 182, 191,37 L. ed. 1044,14 Sup.
Ct. 71; Brennan v. German-American·Bank, 144 U. S. 173, 36 L. ed.
390, 12 Sup. Ct. 569; Doon Township v. Commins, 142 U. S. 366, 374,
36 L. ed. 1044, 12 Sup. Ct. 220;
Litchfield v. Ballou, 114 U. 8. 190,
:. L. ed. 132, 5 Sup. Ct. 820; Hayes

~

v. Michigan Cent. R. Co., 111-U. B.
228, 28 L. ed. 410, 4 Sup. Ct. 369;
Otoe County v. Baldwin, 111 U. S.
1, 28 L. ed. 331, 4 Sup. Ct. 265; Hoff.
v. Jasper County, 110 U. S. 63, 28
L. ed. 68, 3 Sup. Ct. - ; Lewia v.
Shreveport, 108 U. S. 282, 27 L. ed.
728, 2 Sup. Ct. 634; Jarrolt v. Moberly, 103 U. S. 580, 26 L. ed. 492;
Buchanan v. Litchfield, 102 U. S.
278, 26 L. ed. 138; Chicago, City of,
v. Galpin, 183 Ill. 399, 55 N. E. 731.
Compare Board of Liquidation v.
Louisville & Nashville R. Co., 109
U. 8. 221, 27 L. ed. 916, 3 Sup. Ct.
144.
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§ 344. Municipal Control Over Streets-Franchise Rights
of CorpoN.tions.-Public sidewalks and streets are for use by
all on equal terms for proper purposes, subject to valid regulations prescribed by the constituted authorities. 11 Under a
Virginia decision, public highways, whether in the country or
a city, belong entirely to the public at large, and the supreme
control over them is vested in the legislature. The power
and authority of 8: city is contained in its charter and limited
thereby and it has no other or different control of its streets
than is prescribed in its charter or the general statutes of the
State. 111 Under the law of lllinois municipal corporations ha"-e
a fee simple in, and exclusive control over, the streets, and the
municipal authorities may do anything with, or allow any use
of, the streets not incompatible with the ends for which streets
are established, and it is a legitimate use of a street to allow
a street railroad track to be laid down in it. 17 Under a New
York decision the authority to use the public streets of &
municipality for railroad purposes is a franchise which proceeds from the State and a municipality has no power in respect thereto, except such as is expressly given by statute, and
then only upon the conditions prescribed.18 In a Maryland
11 Donovan v. PenDBYlvania Co.,
199 U.S. 279,50 L. ed. 192,26 Sup.
Ct. 91. See Scovel v. City of Detroit,
146 Mich. 93, 13 Det. Leg. N. 681,
109 N. W. 20.
1' Richmond, City of, v. Smith,
101 Va. 161, 165,43 S. E. 345.
17 Blair v. Chicago, 201 U. S. 400,
50 L. ed. 801, 26 Sup. Ct. 427.
11 Village of Phamix v. Gannon,
108 N. Y. Supp. 255, 123 App. Div.
93 (case revei'Bell 106 N. Y. Supp..
927, 55 Misc. 606, Spring and Robinson, JJ., dissenting), citing and
quoting from Beekman v. Third Ave.
R. R. Co. , 153 N. Y. 144, 152, 47 N.
E. 277, 278; Pottt>r v. Collis, 156 N.
Y. 16, 30, 50 N. E. 413, 415. See
Rhinehart v. Redfield, 87 N. Y.
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Supp. 789, 93 App. Div. 310, alf'd
in 179 N.Y. 569,72 N. E. 1150.
"The power of the legislature to
authorize the conatruction of a lltreet
railroad upon the atreeta of a city iB
plenary except as • • • limited
by the constitution." Adee v. Na~~sau Elec. Rd. Co., 76 N. Y. Supp.
589,72 App. Div. 404,407, perGoodrich, P. J ., caee alf'd in 177 N. Y.
548.

FranchiM in

lftmltt.

to railnlad

See the following cues:
United ltatea: Louisville 1'niA
Co. v. Cincinnati, 76 Fed. 296, 22C.
C. A. 334,47 U. S. App. 36.
OaUfornla: Arcata & M:. R. Co.,
92 Cal. 639, 28 Pae. 676.
l'lqrid&: State, Jacbonville, Y,
company.
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case it is said that: "The rule must be cons:dered settled, that
no person can acquire the right to make especial or exceptional
use of the public highway, not common to all the citizens of
the State, except by grant from the sovereign power. The
right to use the public streets of a city for the purpose of laying
gas pipes therein, is a privilege which the State alone can confer." 111 It is declared in a case in Utah that: "The public
streets of a city are dedicated and held in trust for the use of
fhe public, and, * * * is well settled by the great weight
of authority that a city council has no power to grant a franchise or a permit to an individual or corporation authorizing
such person or corporation to make a permanent use of a public
street for exclusively private purposes, to the detriment of the
public and damage to private property abutting upon such
street," and such council cannot authorize a railroad company
to construct a. permanent switch track, for the company's sole
and exclusive use, from its main line along a street and across
a sidewalk to a warehouse of another corporation for the accommodation of the business transacted at the warehouse.20

§ 345. Same Subject.-It is a proper exercise of the city's
authority to permit an electric light company to use the streets
for lighting purposes, but the public cannot be deprived of its
right to have the streets free from material obstructions to
Jacksonville St. R. Co. (Fla.), 10 So.
590, 50 Am. & Eng. R. Caa. 179.
IUillola: Chester, City of, v. Wabash, C.&: W. R. Co.,182 Ill. 382,.55
N. E. 524.
Mlaaouri: Westport, City of, v.
Mulholland, 84 Mo. App. 319.
York: Beekman v. Third
Ave. R. Co., 153 N. Y. 144, 47 N. E.
277, aff'g 14 App. Div. 629, 43 N.Y.
Supp. 1150.
Pennaylv&Dia: Philadelphia v.
Empire P111111. R. Co., 177 Pa. 382,
35 Atl. 721; McHale v. Eaaton &: B.
Transit Co., 169 Pa. 416,37 W. N.C.
14, 32 Atl. 461.

••w

Tezaa: Texarkana&: Ft. S. Ry.
Co. v. Texaa & N. 0. R. Co. (Tex.
Civ. App.), 67 S. W. 525.
Wiaconein: Allen v. ClaWiell, 114
Wis. 244,90 N. W. 181.
See U 48, 132 et seq., 185 et seq.,
herein.
11 Jersey City Gaa Co. v. Dwight,
29 N. J. Eq. 242, quoted in Purnell
v. McLane, 98 Md. 589, 593, 56 Atl.
830, per Pearce, J.
• Cereghino v. Oregon Short Line
Rd. Co., 26 Utah, 467, 99 Am. St.
Rep. 843. Examine Schwede v.
Hemrieh Bros. Brewing Co. (Wash.),
69 Pac. 362.
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their necessary use.11 Though a city may grant a right of way
over a batture it has no power to cut the public off entirely from
all communication with a navigable stream, but it can so control and adminU,ter the batture as to enable the public to go
to and return from the navigable stream, and at the same time
so regulate things as to enable the grantee of the right of way
to use and enjoy the way granted.11 Where a public service
corporation obtains its grant to construct a steam conduit in a
city street, subject to the right of the municipal authorities to
place other local improvements in the street, even though the
construction thereof should require it to take additional precautions for the protection' of its property in the street, or subject to greater expense in the maintenance of its property in
changing the location thereof, its rights are not, by reason of
its public service nature and its prior license, superior to thoee
acquired by the owner of adjacent property to whom vault
permits are granted.21 But while a city, so authori:zro by its
act of incorporation, has jurisdiction over a turnpike road,
constructed within the limits of the city, for the purpose of
regulating, grading and paving it; still ii has no right to regu11 Aurora Electric Light &: Power
Co. v. McWethy, 104 Ill. App. 479,
aff'd in McWethy v. Aurora Electric
Light &: Power Co., 202 Ill. 218, 67
N. E. 9. See al110, as to last point in
text, the following caaea:
11Dited ltatea: Baltimore v. Baltimore Trust &: Guar. Co., 166 U. S.
673, 41 L. ed. 1160, 17 Sup. Ct. 696;
Railroad Co. v. Richmond, 96 U.S.
521, 24 L. ed. 734.
Dlinoia: People v. Harris, 203
Ill. 272, 67 N. E. 785.
Indiua: To~"Jl of Newcastle v.
Lake Erie &: W. R. Co., 155 Ind. 18,
57 N. E. 516.
Iowa: Bennett v. Town of Mt.
Vernon (Iowa), 100 N. W. 349.
llaryliUld: Brauer v. Baltimore
Refrigerating Co. (Md.), 58 Atl. 21.
Missouri: Morie v. St. Louis
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Transit Co., 116 Mo. App. 12, 91
S. W. 962; Burnes v. City of St. Joaeph, 91 Mo. App. 489.
•ew York: Interborough Rapid
Transit Co. v. Gallagber, 90 N. Y.
Supp. 104, 44 Mi8C. 536.
'feu.a: HOU8ton v. Houstoa
City St. Rd. Co., 83 Tex. 548, 19 8.
W. 127, 50 Am. &: Eng. R. Cas.
380.
VlrgiDJa : Richmond, City of,
v. Smith (Va.), 43 S. E. 345.
Bee U 48, 132 c aeq., 185 fit-,.,
herein.
\
22 City of Shrevepor\ v. St. Louis
Southwestern R. Co., 115 La. 885,40
So. 298.
u New York Steam Co. v. Foundation Co., 108 N. Y. Supp. 84, 123
App. Div, 2M, McLaugblia and
Houghton; JJ., diaeentiq.
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late and grade the street 80 as to injure the turnpike company
or interfere with their chartered rights; for police purposes,
however, it has authority to make such municipal regulations
as it may deem expedient."
§ 346. linplied Conditions -Railroad Company- City
Streets-llew Streets and Crossings-Police Power.-Where
a railroad has laid its tracks within the limits of a city it
is held that it must be deemed to have done 80 and to have
received its franchise subject to the conditions, not expresaed
but necessarily implied, that new streets of the city might be
established, opened and extended from time to time across its
tracks and right of way as the public convenience and necessity required and under such restrictions as might be prescribed by statute.D When a city seeks by condemnation
proceedings to open a street across the tracks of a railroad
within its corporate limits, it is not bound to obtain and pay
for the fee in the land over which the street is opened, leaving
untouched the right of the company to cross the street with
its tracks, nor is it bound to pay the expenses that will be incurred by the railroad company in the way of constructing
gates, placing flagmen, etc., caused by the opening of the
street across' its tracks. The railroad company must be held,
as a matter of law, to have had in contemplation when its
charter was granted, and is also bound to assume all burdens
incident to new as well as existing crossings, and is obligated to
construct and maintain at its own expense suitable crossings
at new streets and highways to the same extent as required by
common law at streets and highways when the railroad was
constructed.• It is also decided that the expenses that will be
incurred by such company in erecting gates, planking the
crossing and maintaining flagmen, in order that its road may
u State v. City of New Brunawick, 30 N. J. L. 395.
• Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy
R. Co. v. Chicago, 166 U. S. 226, 41
L. ed. 979, 17 Sup. Ct. 581; State v.
St. Paul, Minneapolis &: Manitoba

Ry. Co., 98 Minn. 380, 398, 108 N.
W. 261.
"State v. St. Paul, Minneapolis
&: Manitoba Ry. Co., 98 Minn. 380,
398, 108 N. W. 261.
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be safely operated, if all that should be required, necessarily
result from the maintenance of a public highway, under legislative sanction. Such expenses must be regarded as incidental
to the exercise of the police powers of the State and must be
borne by the compa.ny.n But it is declared that "The authorities are not fully agreed upon the question whether the
State may, in the exercise of the police power, compel a railroad company without compensation, to construct and maintain suitable crossings at streets extended over the right of way
subsequent to the construction of the railroad. Our examination of the books, however, leads to the conclusion that the
great weight of authority sustains the affirmative of that
proposition. The right of the State so to act iB maintained
in the States of Maine, Connecticut, Illinois, New York, Tennessee, Indiana, Texas, Mississippi, Ohio, Nebraska, New Jersey,
Vermont, Wisconsin, and by the Supreme Court of the United
States.
A contrary doctrine may be said to be the
law in the States of Kansas, Louisiana and Michigan." •

* * *

§ 347. Conditions-Payment of Expenses or Percentage-Arbitration-submission to Electors.-Conditions may
be imposed requiring a railroad company, to which a right
of location in a borough has been granted, to pay certain incidental expenses of the ordinance conferring the privilege and
also a reasonable sum for counsel fees .211 A certain percentage
of receipts or earnings may also be required to be paid to a
municipality for the privilege or franchise right to use the
public streets by telephone, street railroad or other corporations.30 And if an electric company accepts a franchise sub:w Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
R. Co. v. Chicago, 166 U. B. 226,41 L.
ed. 979, 17 Sup. Ct. 581.
• State v. St. Paul, Minneapolis &
Manitoba Ry. Co., 98 Minn. 380, 398,
108 N. W. 261, per Brown, J., citing and considering numerous decisions.
• State, Hutchinaon, v. Belmar
Borough, 61 N. J. L. 443, 39 Atl.
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643, aff'g 62 N. J. L. 450, 45 Atl.
1092.
"Lancaater, City of, v. Briggs
(Mo., I906), 96 S. W. 314; Cillifomia,
City of, v. Bunceton Teleph. Co.,
112 Mo. App. 722, 87 S. W. O(M;
Carlisle v. Cumberland Valley Elect.
P888. R. Co., 22 Pa. Co. Ct. 221. See
Kuhn v. Knight, 101 N. Y. Supp.
1, 115 App. Div. 837.
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ject to an agreement for the use of its poles by other corporations upon a consideration of payment therefor, coupled with
a condition for arbitration, and, in case of failure to agree, the
amount of compensation to be determined by the city electrician, such company is obligated thereby. 31 So a street railway franchise may be made subject to a condition that efficient
provisions for the compulsory arbitration of all disputes concerning any matter of employment or wages between the company and its employees shall be embodied in a grant of a franchise.31 · And the legislature may require that the grant of a
franchise for the use of streets shall depend upon the consent
of a majority of the voters at a general or special election.38
And a city may reserve a right to purchase the privileges,
property or works of a corporation upon conditions or at the
termination of a certain period of time."
§ 348. Conditions-Acceptance.-It requires the acceptance of the charter to create a corporate body, for the government cannot compel persons to become an incorporated body
without their consent; 111 and such acceptance is necessary to
bind the stockholders.31 But in case of a grant by a city or
Pm:mtage, how gradlMJUd. Payment by railroad company to State
bas reference to time of completion
of certain number of miles of own
line. State v. Northern Pac. R. Co.,
36 Minn. 207,30 N. W. 663.
11 \f.ontgomery Light & Water
Co. v. Citizens' Light, Heat & Power
Co. (Ala., 1906), 40 So. 981. See
Kuhn v. Knight, 101 N.Y. Supp. 1,
115 App. Div. 837.
a Wood v. City of Seattle, 23
Wash 1, 62 Pac. 135, 52 L. R. A. 369.
a Hanaon v. Wm. A. Hunter
Electric Light Co. (Iowa), 48 N. W.
1005, 34 Am. & Eng. Corp. Cas. 83,
10 Ry. & Corp. L. J. 103. Question
also whether city ordinance was
within the statute.
"See IndiaDapolil, City of, v.

Consumers' Gas Trust Co., 144 Fed.
640; Stein v . .McGrath, 128 Ala. 175,
30 So. 792. Examine Blair v. City
of Chicago, 201 U. S. 400, 50 L. ed.
801,26 Sup. Ct. 427.
11 Franklin Bridge Co. v. Young
Wood,14 Ga. 80, 86, per Lumpkin,J.;
Chicago Teleph. Co. v. Northwestern
Teleph. Co., 199 Ill. 324,65 N. E . 329,
8 Am. Elec. Cas. 81, aff'g 100 111.
App. 57; Quinlan v. Houston & T . C.
R. Co., 89 Tex. 356, 34 S. 738.
••llatae: Lincoln & Kennebec
Bank v. Richardson, 1 Greenlf.
(1 Me.) 81, 10 Am. Dec. 34.
llui&Chuetta: Ellis v . .Marshall,
2 .Mass. 269, 3 Am. Dec. 49.
Kentucky: Atkinson v. Tennill,
14 Ky. L. Rep. 922.
llaryl&Dd: State v. Baltimore &
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town to a corporation to use its streets the company need tlot
be necessarily incorporated and fully organized when the ordinance is originally presented for passage as it may become
chartered at a later date and accept the ordinance at the time
of its passage, and being then accepted and acted upon it becomes a contract between the city and the corporation.17 As
was said by the court in an early case in Georgia this acceptance
or "consent, either express or implied, is generally subsequent
in point of time to the creation of the charter. And yet, no
charter, that we are aware of, has been adjudged invalid, because the law creating it and previously defining its powers,
rights, capacities and liabilities, did not take effect until the
acceptance of the corporate body, or at least a majority of
them, was signified." aa If a city grants a franchise to a corporation for a term authorized by law, and the conditions thereof
are accepted, the same constitutes a contract between the parties, the violation of which is the subject of litigation in an
ordinary proceeding.• And where, by the terms of a resolution
of a township board, a franchise is to be absolutely void unless
the company accepts the same, such acceptance of the resolution. constitutes an irrevocable franchise.• Conditions precedent must be strictly complied with before there can be an
acceptance; or, in other words, acceptance must be strictly in
conformity with conditions precedent.41 ~an acceptance of a
condition obligates the grantee to perform it, as in the case of
the maintenance of a passageway in connection with a bridge
franchise. 42 Where a corporatien accepts the benefits of a
franchise, with knowledge of its termination, it cannot comOhio R. Co., 12 Gill & J. (Md.) 399, Wood, 14 Ga. 80, 86, per Lumpkin,J.
Rew York: Thomas v. Dakin,
•Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. City
20 Wend. (N. Y.) 9.
of Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91
"Chicago Teleph. Co. v. North- N. W. 1031.
western Teleph. Co., 199 Ill. 324, 65
• Hamtramck, Township of, v.
N. E . 329, 8 Am. Elec. Cas. 81; Rapid Ry. Co. (Mich.), 81 N. W. 337.
Clarksburg Electric Light Co. v. City
" Lyons v. Orange, A. & M. R. Co.,
of Clarksburg, 47 W. Va. 739, 36 S. 32 Md. 98. See also AtkiDBOD v.
E. 99i, 50 L. R. A. 147.
Tennill, 14 Ky. L. Rep. 922.
11 Fr:mklin Bridge Co. v. Young
"Boston v. Crowley, 38 Fed. 602.
38 Am. Dec. 319.
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plain, when the g"ranior insists that the termination of the
franchise be observed, that such termination may affect the
value of its property.ta
§ 349. Same Subject.-A modification of an exemption in
but a consent
to an ordinance modifying certain provisions may make a
subsequent acceptance unnecessary:" H additional powers
are conferred, to take effect from the passage of a statute
granting them they should be duly accepted and conditions
necessary to give the statute effect should be complied with."
Grants of new franchises should be accepted to be operative.47
But, although, in case of a statute authorizing consolidation
of certain companies, there has been no acceptance in the form
or manner required, still a corporation cannot for that reason
be held a trespasser on public lands under a land grant.41 If a
county subscription is granted on terms and conditions and it is
accepted, such acceptance is burdened with such terms and
conditions and the company will be estopped from asserting
that they are unreasonable or void.• Nor can a street railroad
company accept a franchise and thereafter set up formalities
as to the publication of the ordinance in order to relieve itself
of its obligations.110 A charter created by special act, but not
accepted before a new constitution prohibiting creation of
corporations by special act, confers no rights as against the
prohibition.'11 Again, where· a city attempts by ordinance to

a charter should be accepted to be effectual; "

a Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. City
of Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91 N.
W. 1031.
''Stevena County v. St. Paul, M.
• M. R. Co., 36 Minn. ~7, 31 ~' W.
1M2.
• dty R. Co. v. Citilleiiii' St. R.
Co., 166 U. B. 557,41 L. ed. 1114, 17
Sup. Ct. 653.
.• Hartford ct C. W. R. qo. v.
Wagner, 73 Conn. 506, 48 Atl. 218.
• Lyons v. Orange, A. ct M. R.
Co., 32 Md. 98.

• State v. New Orleans, C. ct L. R.
Co., 104 La. 685, 29 So. 312.
• West Virginia ct P. R. Co. v.
Harrison County Court (W. Va.),
34 S. E. 786. See also Topping Avenue, In re, 187 Mo. 1~, 86 S. W. 100.
10 Hattersley v. Village of Waterville, 26 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 226.
u State v. Dawson, 16 Ind. 40;
Gillespie v. Fort Wayne ct 8. R. Co.,
17 Ind. 443. Compare Atlanta, City
of, v. Gate City GaSlight Co., 71 Ga.
106.

•
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confer upon a corporation a right · which it has no power tAt
grant, the acceptance and use by the corporation of the privileges attempted to be conferred will not constiture _a color of
right which the city may not deny in an ordinary action; nor
will the acceptance by the corporation of such privileges so
illegally granted constiture a waiver by the city of its righfB.51
Corporations may by an express or implied acceptance of curative statutes become de jure corporations possessed of all the
powers granted under their charters.11 Formal acceptance may
not be necessary under an offer, by stature, to any person 14
organize a railroad company under the authority of named
commissioners; there must, however, in such C88e be an organization."
§ 350. Same Subject-Implied Acceptance-Presumption
-Evidence.-Where express acceptance is not required it
may be implied from acta showing the intent to accept, as in
case of organizing and exercising the franchise,as or corporate
righta, development of the corporate property, election annually of directors, issuing stock, etc.,111 and, generally, accep~
ance may be evidenced by acts of the stockholders or officers."
While formal acceptance need not appear from the records of
11 Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. City
Rew York: Williama v. &ok, 7
of Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91 Wend. (N. Y.) MO.
N. W. 1031.
Rorth Oa.rolina: Benbow v. Cook,
11 Brown v. Atlanta Ry. & Power 115 N.C. 324, 22 S. E. 453, 44 Am.
Co., 113 Ga. 462, 39 S. E . 71.
St. Rep. 454.
14 Quinlan v. Houston & T. C. C.
Te:n~: Quinlan v. Houston & T.
R. Co., 89 Tex. 356,34 S. W. 738.
C. R. Co., 89 Tex. 356, 34 S. W.
11 Logan v. McAllister, 2 Del. Ch. 758.
Vermon~: Scaraburgh Turnpike
176; Middlesex Husbandmen v.
Davis, 3 Mete. (44 M&BB.) 133.
Co. v. Cutler, 6 Vt. 315.
11 Glymont Improv. & Excursion
Wlaconlin: Heath v. Silverthorn
Co., 80 Md. 278, 30 Atl. 651.
Lead Min. & Smelting Co., 39 Wia.
17 Connecticut: Danbury & Nor- 146.
See United States Bank v. l>aJr
walk R. Co. v. Wilson, 22 Conn. 435.
Indiana: State v. Dawson, 22 bridge, 12 Wheat. (25 U. 8.} 64,6 L.
Ind. 272.
ed. 552.
llrlassachuettl: Blandford Third
Acceptance when presumed. See
School Dist. v. Gibbs, 2 Cush. (56 Attorney Ge;n. v. Chicago & NonhM&BB.) 39.
western Rd. Co., 35 Wis. 425.
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the corporation,1111 still where a corporation is organized under
a general law providing for signing, acknowledging and recording a certificate the acceptance is proved by the recording
thereof. 1111 But an agreement by a street railway company
to hold a city harmless from damages occasioned from noncompliance with the terms of an ordinance requiring vigilance
from conductors and motormen and the stopping of cars quickly
to avoid injury to pedestrians does not evidence an acceptance
of the terms and conditions of such ordinance, as the city would
not be responsible for the· company's neglect to comply with
the ordinance.00 Nor is a toll road franchise between certain
points accepted· by entering upon·and into· the possession of a
highway between such points which the taxpayers have constructed.111 In an early case in Alabama the court says: "It is
pressed upon the court, that to constitute a corporation, under
said acts, it was necessary that the identical persons named in
said acts, or a majority of them, should have accepted the
provisions of said acts; opened books for subscription to the
capital stock of said companies; obtained the subscriptions
of stock required and orga.Iiized, by electing directors and a
president, as required by said acts. But, we hold that these
acts, by their own vigor, made the persons named in each a
body politic and ·Corporate. After naming the persons, each
act declares that they, ' and such others as may hereafter become associated with ihem for that purpose and their successors, are hereby declared and created a body politic and corporate.' They therefore become corporations immediately on
the passage of said acts; but to exercise the privileges, it was
necessary for them to organize by obtaining stock, etc., and
electing a board of directors and a president. These acts are
altogether unlike acts that authorize persons to become a corporation, by doing certain things; in such cases, the things to
be done are conditions that must be complied with before they
10 Murphy v.
11 Trott v. Warren, 2 Fairf. (11
Lindell Ry. Co.
(Mo.), 54 S. W. 442.
'Me.) 227.
11 Welsh v. Plumas County, 94
11 Glymont lmprov. •ct Excunrion
Co. v. Toller, 80 Md. 278, 30 Atl. 651. Cal. 368, 29 Pac. 720.
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can become a body corporate. As a general proparition, it is
true that the charter of a corporation must be accepted, but in
cases of private corporations, like these under consideration,
created for individual benefit, the presumption is, that they
are created at the instance and on the request of the parties
to be benefited thereby, and, consequently, are accepted by
them. If, therefore, they are found exercising the privilegl'S
granted it will be almost conclusive evidence of the fact of
acceptance. This view dispoees of the fifth and sixth charges
'88ked by the defendant and denied by the court." u

i 351. Foreign Corporation-Situ of-Interstate Comity.
-A corporation can have no legal existence out of the sovereignty by which it is created, as it exists only in contemplation of law, and by force of the law, and when that law ceases
to operate, and is no longer obligatory, the corporation can
have no existence. It must dwell in the place of its creation,u
and cannot migrate to another sovereignty; but although it
must live and have its being in that State only, yet it does not
follow that its existence there will not .be recognized in other
places; and its residence in one State creares no insuperable
objection to its power of contracting in another. The corporation must show that the law of its creation gave it authority
to make such contracts; yet as in the ca.se of a natural person,
it is not necessary that it should actually exist in the sovereignty in which the contract is made; it is sufficient, that its
existence as an artificial person, in the State of its creation,
is acknowledged and recognized· by the State or Nation where
the dealing takes place, and that it is pennitted by the laws
of that place to exercise the powers with which it is endowed.
Every power, however, which a corporation exercises in another State, depends for its validity upon the laws of the sovereignty in which it is exercised; a corporation can make no
valid contract, without the sanction, express or implied, of
11 Talladega Ins. Co. v. Landen, 1 Black (66 U.S.), 286, 17 L. ed. 130;
43 Ala. 115, 136, per Peck, C. J.
Runyan v. ~. 14 Pet. (39 U. S.)
11 Ohio & Mila. Rd. Co. v. Wheeler, 122, 10 L. eel. 382.
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such sovereignty unless a case should be presented in which
the right claimed by the corporation appears to be secured
by the Constitution of the United States." By the general
comity, however, which, in the absence of positive direction to
the contrary, obtains through the States and Territories of the
United States, corporations rreated in one State or Territory
are permitted to carry on lawful business in another, and to
acquire, hold, and transfer property there equally as individuals." If foreign corporations have, as a matter of comity,
been permitted to enter a State, or a Territory which afterwards becomes a State, without restriction, they have no vested
right to remain there unlicensed, and must secure an express
exemption; or exemption by implication equally clear with express words, or they will be subject to all subsequent regulations which the State may see fit to adopt in the exercise of
its police power.11
§ 352. Power of State to Impose Conditions Upon Foreign

Corporations.-8ince a corporation created by one State can
transact business in another State only with the consent of the
latter, such latter State may accompany its consent with such
conditions as it thinks proper to impose, provided that they are
not repugnant to the Constitution and laws of the United
States, or inconsistent either with those rules of public law
which secure the jurisdiction and authority of each State from
encroachment by all others, or those principles of natural
justice which forbid condemnation without opportunity for
defense.117 These limitations upon the power of the State to
u Runyan v. Coster, 14 Pet. (39 U.
S.) 122, 10 L. ed~ 382. See aiiO
Christian Union v. Yount, 101 U.S.
352, 26 L. ed. 888; State v. Topeka
Water Co., 61 Kan. 547, 60 Pac.
337.
• Cowell v. Sprinp Co., 100 U. S.
55, 25 L. ed. 547.
11 State v. Western Union Teleg.
Co. (Ka.n., 1907), 90 Pa"c. 299.
"Cable v. United States Life lnll.

Co., 191 U. S. 288, 24 Sup. Ct. 74, 48
L. ed. 188; Wa.tera-Pierce Oil Co. v.
Texas, 177 U.S. 28,20 Sup. Ct. 518,
44 L. ed. 667; New York v. Roberts,
171 U, S. 668,43 L. ed. 345, 19 Sup.
Ct. 23.5; Hom Silver Min. Co. v.
New York, 143 U. S. 305, 36 L. ed.
164, 12 Sup. Ct. 403, 11 Ry. & Corp.
L. J. 182; Doyle v. Continental
lnll. Co., 94 U. S. 535, 24 L. ed. 148;
State, Hadley, v. Standard Oil Co.,
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impoee conditions also prohibit an interference with intmtata
or foreign commerce or other governmental functions of the
Federal government.11 But it is held that the only limitation
upon the power of a State to exclude a foreign corporation
from doing business within its limits, or hiring offices for that
purpose, or to exact conditions for allowing the corporation to
do bwiiness or hire offices there, arises where the corporation
is in the employ of the Federal government, or where its business is strictly commerce, interstate or foreign.• The State
may, however, within the above limitations, not only prescribe
the tenns and conditions upon which foreign corporations may
enter its limits, but may also prohibit them from doing business
therein.70 Again, the provisions in the Fourteenth Amendment to the Federal Constitution, that no State shall deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws, do not prohibit a State from requiring, for the admission
within its limits of a corporation of another State, such conditions as it chooses.71 But while a State may impose th~
terms there should not be an unjust discrimination against
194 Mo. 124, IU 8. W. 1062. See
t 13, herein.
If a corporation does businei!B in
a State it must do ao subject to such
valid regulations as the State may
adopt, and it may adopt such policy
as it thinks best, provided it does
not in so doing come into conflict
with the Federal Constitution, and,
if constitutional, the legislative will
must be respected even though the
courts be of opinion that the statute
is unwise. Whitfield v . ..Etna Life
ln11. Co. of Hartford, 205 U. S. 489,
applied to an insurance company.
It is well settled that a State has
the power to impose such conditions
as it pleases upon foreign corporations seeking to do business within it.
Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v. Texas,177 U.
S. 28, 44 L. ed. 657, 20 Sup.Ct. 518,
a.fJ'g 19 Tex. Civ. App, 1,44 S.W. 936.
55~

• New York v. Roberts, 171 U.S.
658, 19 Sup. Ct. 235, 43 L. ed. 345;
State, Hadley, v. Standard Oil Co.,
194 Mo. 124, 91 S. W. 1062.
• Pembina, C. 8. M. ct M. Co. v.
Pennsylvania, 126 U. S. 181, 8 &p.
Ct. 737, 31 L. ed. 650.
10 Swing v. Western Lumber Co.,
205 U. 8 . 275, 51 L. ed. - , 'J:1 &p.
Ct.-, aft'g 140 Mich. 344; Security
Mutual Life Ina. Co. v. Prewitt, Ina.
Comr., 202 U. 8. 246, 50 L. ed.l013,
26 Sup. Ct. 619; Watel'II-Pierce Oil
Co. v. Texas, 177 U. 8. 28, 20 Sup.
Ct. 518, 44 L. ed. 657, a.ff'g 19 Tex.
Civ. App. 1, 44 S. W. 936; Doyle v.
Continental Ins. Co., 94 U. S. 535,
24 L. ed. 148.
71 Pembina, C. 8. M. & M. Co. v.
Pennsylvania, 126 U. 8. 181, 31 L.
ed. 650,8 Sup. Ct. 737.
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foreign eorporationa; 71 and the validity of the contracts of
such a corporation, made with its citizens, must be governed
by like rules with thoee which apply to the same contracts between domestic corporations and the citizens of such State.73
And foreign corporations who have accepted or complied with
the prescribed conditions under the statutes are within the
same rules 88 apply to domestic corporations under other sections of the code relating to the occupancy of the public roads
by telephone companies.?"
§ 353. Same Subject-lnstances-Certiftcate - Designation of Corporate Agent, etc.-Service of Process.-For~
eign corporations may, 88 conditions to doing business in a
State, be required to file certificates; 711 instruments designating

an agent and place of business; 71 stipulations for the service
u Mutual Fire Ina. Co. v. Hammond (Ky.), 51 S. W. 151.
71 Security Savings & Loan Asaoc.
v. Elbert (Ind., 1899), 54 N. E. 753.
"State v. City of Red Lodge, 30
Mont. 388, 76 Pac. 758.
"Goodwin v. Colorado Mortgage
Co., 110 U.S. 1, 28 L. ed. 47; Keystone Driller Co. v. Superior Court,
138 Cal. 738, 72 Pac. 198.
Railroad ~Filing certifictJU- CUiuml&ip- Jtl.f'iadidion.

The provision in the Arkansas statutes of March 13, 1889, that a railroad corporation of another State
which had leued or purchased a railroad in Arkansas and filed with the
Secretary of State of that State, as
provided by the act, a certified
copy of the articles of incorpor&tion, should become a corporation of
Arkansas, does not avail to create
an Arkansas corporation out of a
foreign corporation complying with
those provisions in such a sense as to
make it a citizen of Arkansas within
the meaning of the Federal Conatitution, and IUbject it to a suit in the

Federal courta sitting in the State of
Arkansas, brought by a citizen of the
S~te of its origin. St. Louis & S. F.
Ry. Co. v. James, 161 U. S. 545, 40
L. ed. 802, 16 Sup. Ct. 621, cited in
Louisville, N. A. & C. Ry. Co. v.
Louisville Trust Co., 174 U.S. 552,
576, 43 L. ed. 1081, 19 Sup. Ct.-;
St. Joseph & Grand Island Rd. Co.
v. Steele, 167 U. S. 659, 664, 42 L.
ed. 315, 17 Sup. Ct. 925; Louisville
Trust Co. v. Louisville, N. A. & C. R.
Co., 75 Fed. 440.
"Chattanooga Nat. B. & L.
A.m. v. Denson, 189 U. S. 408,47 L.
ed. 870,23 Sup. Ct. 630. In this case
it appeared that the highest court
of Alabama had decided that under
the constitutional and statutory provisions of that State any act in the
exerciae of its corporate functions
was forbidden to a foreign corporation which had not complied with
the constitution and statute in regard
to filing an instrument designating
agent and place of business, and that
contracts resulting from such act.
were illegal and could not be enforced
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of process; n and to comply with a condition that service of
process upon the agent of such corporation shall be considered
as service upon the corporation itself; and, it is held, that when
the company sends its agent into the State it must be presumed to have assented to the oondition.71 But it is pertinent
in this connection to state that foreign corporations can be
served with process in a State only when doing business therein,
and such service must be upon an agent who represents the
corporation in such business.711 And while in case of diverse
citizenship a suit may be brought in the Circuit Court for the
district of the residence of either party, there must be service
within the district; and if the defendant is a non-resident corparation, service can only be made upon it if it is doing business in
that district in such a manner, and to such an extent, as to
warrant the inference that it is present there through its
agent; and a railroad company which has no tracks within the
district is not doing business therein in the sense that liability
in the courts. It was held ~hat thill
applied to a build.Uig and loan 811110ciation of Tenne.ee making a loan
in Tenne~~~~ee eeeured by certain
shares of its own stock and also by
mortgage on certain real estate ~
Alabama, and that although the
a.ociation had complied with certaio provisions of the law, the fact
that it had not designated an agent
as required by the constitution and
statutes was a bar to the foreclosure
of the mortgage in the courts of
Alabama, cited in National Mut. B.
& L. AIID. v. Brahan, 193 U.S. 635,
650, 48 L. ed. 823, 24 Sup. Ct. 532.
What ia aufficiMU campliatice GB to
certifi,caU. A certificate signed and
acknowledged by the president and
secretary of a foreign corporation,
and filed with the Secretary of State
and in the office of the recorder of
deeds for the county in which it is
proposed to carry on business, statiog that, "the principal place whe~
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the buaiDellll shall be carried on in the
State of Colorado shall be at Dei)l-er,
in the county of Arapahoe, in said
State, and that the general ma.oager
of 118-id QOrporation, residing at tbe
said principal place of busine111, is
the agent upon whwn pl"OOOIII may
be served in all suits that may be
commeo~ against eaid corpo!"lltion," is a IIUflicient (!Omplianoe with
the requirements of the constitution
and laws of Colorado in that respect.
Goodwin v. Colorado Mortgage Co.,
110 U. B. 1, 28 L. ed. 47.
11 St. Louis, I. M. 4: S. Ry. Co. v.
Commercial Union Ins. C-o., 139 U.
S. 223, 35 L. ed. 154, 11 Sup. Ct. 554.
71 Lafayette Ins. Co. v. French,
18 Bow. (59 U. S.) 4041 15 L. ed.
451.
"Peterson v. Chicago. Rock Island
4 Pacific Ry. Co., 205 U, S. 364, 51
L, ed. 841, 27 Sup. Ct. 513. See nen
following citation of ~ cue under
t~ aec:ijoQ_

·
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for service is incurred because it hires an office and employs an
agent for the merely incidental business of solicitation of freight
and passenger traffic.80 Nor is a railroad company doing business in a State simply because another railroad company, of
which it owns practically the entire capital stock, does do business therein, nor is the latter company or its officers and employees agents of the former company for the purpose of service
of process even though such agents may at times also represent
that company as to business done in other States. There is no
partnership liability under such circumstances by which the
company owning or controlling the capital stock of the other
can be brought into court to respond for a tort by serving the
latter company with process.81
§ 354. Same Subject-Instances Continued-Interstate
Commerce-Insurance, Railroad and Other Corporations.lf a corporation of one State enters into a contract with a citizen
of another State concerning a transaction which is interstate
commerce, such act does not constitute a carrying on of business
in the State where the contract work is to be completed so as to
necessitate the performance by the foreign corporation of conditions precedent, such as registering its charter before doing
business in the State.82 But that section of the penal code of
California 81 which makes it a misdemeanor for a person in that
• Green v. Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Ry. Co., 205 U. 8. 530, 51 L.
ed. 916, 27 Sup. Ct. 594, aff'g 147 Fed.
767. See next following note helein.
11 Pete1110n v. Chicago, Rock Island
& Pac. Ry. Co., 205 U. S. 364, 51 L.
ed. 841, 27 Sup. Ct. 513. Neither in
this cue nor in the Green ease cited
under the last preceding note, W88
the question of the right to impose
conditions before the court. In the
Pete1110n cue the question of juri&diction rested upon fact, divided into
two propositions vis.: 1. W88 the railroad company doing businees in the
State of Texas? 2. Were the alleged

36

agents served with proce1111 in that
State duly authorired 88 such and
competent to be thua served? The
point 88 to partnership 88 noted in
the text W88 also decided. Sayles,
Civ. Stat., art. 1194, I 25, and art.
1223, also the act of March 13, 1905,
Gen. Laws Tex., 1905, p. 30, U 2, 5,
were the statutes considered. In the
Green cue the question W88 whether
the service upon the agent W88 sufficient, 88 set forth in the above text. ·
11 Davis v. Rankin Bldg. & Mfg.
Co. v. Caigle (Tenn. Ch. App., 1899),
53 S. W. 240.
11 I 439.
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State to procure insurance for a resident in the State from an
insurance company not incorporated under its laws and which
had not filed the bond required by the laws of the State relative
to insurance, is not a regulation of commerce, and does not conflict with the Constitution of the United States, when enforced
against the agent of a New York firm in California who, through
his principals, procured for a resident in California applying
for it there, marine insurance on an ocean steamer, from an insurance company incorporated under the laws of Massachusetts,
and which had not filed the bond required by the laws of California." The State may require that life iD.Surance companies
shall pay losses within a certain time, and the requirement may
be validly applied to foreign corporations under the legislative
power to prescribe conditions upon which such foreign companies may transact business wthin the State.u Where a state
Supreme Court held that a foreign mutual insurance company,
which had not been authorized to carry on business in such
State as provided by its statutes, could not maintain a suit to
collect assessments due on a policy issued by one of its agents in
another State on request of an insurance broker of the State
rendering the decision, who was unable to place the whole
in his own authorized companies, it was held that such State
could prohibit foreign insurance companies from doing business
within its limits or allow them to carry on business under such
conditions as it might choose to prescribe; and that the state
court having decided, as above stated, no Federal question was
involved, and a request to find that the state statute could not
prevent the insured from going without the State and obtaining
insurance on property within the State did not raise a Federal
question where the fact was otherwise; and the writ of error
was dismissed.10 If a state statute requires insurance com-

line

.. Hooper v. California, 155 U. S.
648, 39 L.·ed. 297, 15 Sup. Ct. '11J7,
cited in Waters-Pierce Oil Co. v.
Texas, 177 U.S. 28, 46, 44 L. ed. 657,
'liJ Sup. Ct. 518; Hopkins v. United
States, 171 U. 8. 578, 602, 19 Sup.
Ct. 40, 43 L. ed. 290; Allgeyer v.
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Louisiana, 165 U. S. 578, 583, 17
Sup. Ct. 427, 41 L. ed. 832; Noble v.
Mitchell, 164 U. S. 367, 370, 17 Sup.
Ct. 110, 41 L. ed. 472.
• Merchants' Life A.oe. ofU. S. v.
Yoakum (C. C. A.), 98 Fed. 251.
"Swing v. Weston Lumber Co.,
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panies to make full and specified returns to the proper state
officers of their business condition, liabilities, losses, premiums,
taxes, dividends, expenses, etc., such enactment is an/ exercise
of the police power of the State, and may be enforced against
a company organized under a special charter from the state
legislature, which does not in terms require it to make such return, without thereby depriving it of any of its rights under the
Federal Constitution.87 Foreign railroad corporations may be
required by statute to become resident corporations as a condition to the operation of a part of its road within a State, and
such requirement does not deny the equal protection of the
laws.18 A foreign railroad, insurance or other corporation cannot be unjustly discriminated against as to the right of appeal,
as where a certain per cent damages are by statute to be added
to money judgments against corporations created in other
States whether the appeal be affirmed or dismissed.•
§ 355. Power of State to Impose Conditions Upon For-

ei.gti Corporations-Agreement not to Remove Suit to
Federal Court-Waiver of Right.-A statute is repugnant to
the Federal Constitution and the laws in pursuance thereof
and is. illegal and void where it provides: ''That any fire insurance company, association, or partnership, incorporated by
or organized under the laws of any other State of the United
States, desiring to transact any such business as aforesaid by
any agent or agents, in this State, shall first appoint an attorney in this State on whom process of law can be served, containing .an agreement that such company will not remove the
205 U.S. 275, 51 L. eel.-, 27 Sup.
Ct. - , aft''g 140 Mich. 344, citing
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Ry. Co. v. McGuire, 196 U. S. 128,
132, 4\} L. ed. 413, 25 Sup. Ct. 200;
ADen v. Allegheny County, 196 U.S.
458, 49 L. ed. 551, 25 Sup. Ct. 311,
to laat point.
• Eagle Ins. Co. v. Ohio, 153 U. S.
446, 38 L. ed. 773, 14 Sup. Ct. - .

•Commonwealth v. Mobile & 0.
R. Co., 23 Ky. L. Rep. 784, 64 S. W.
451, 54 L. R. A. 916.
'
• Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v. Hammond (Ky.), 51 S. W. 151. See also
Bl&.ke v. McClung, 172 U.S. 239, 43
L. ed. 486, 19 Sup. Ct. 226. Examine
U 299, 300, herein.
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suit for trial into the United States Circuit Court, or Federal
courts, and file in the office of the Secretary of State a writtal
instrument, duly signed and sealed, certifying such appointment, which shall continue until another attorney be substituted." The agreement filed by the insurance company in
pursuance of such enactment derives no support from a statute
thus unconstitutional and is 88 void 88 it would be had the
statute not been passed. The statute obstructs the absolute
right, which the Constitution of the United States secures to
citizens of another State than that in which the suit is brought,
to remove their cases into the Federal court under the provisions of the Judiciary Act.110 The doctrine of this case was
reaffirmed under a decision holding that an agreement to abstain in all cases from resorting to the Federal courts was void
as agRinst public policy, and a statute requiring such an agreement was unconstitutional; but this same CW!Ie also holds that
as the State has the right to exclude a foreign corporation, the
means by which she causes such exclusion or the motives of
her action are not the subject of judicial inquiry. Thus, where
a state legislature enacted that if any foreign insurance company transferred a suit brought against it from the state courts
to the Federal courts, the Secretary of State should revoke and
cancel its license to do business within the State, it was held
that an injunction to restrain him from so doing, because such a
transfer was made, could not be sustained; that the suggestion
that the intent of the legislature was to accomplish an illegal
purpose, by preventing a resort to the Federal court, was not
accurate, therefore, the company must forego such resort or
cease its business in the State.111 This decision is, however,
•Insurance Co. v. Mone, 20 Wall.
(87 U. S.) 445, 22 L. ed. 365, cited
in Blake v. McClung, 172 U. S. 239,
256, 43 L. ed. 432, 19 Sup. Ct. 165;
Barrow SteaTDBhip Co. v. Kane, 170
U.S. 100, 111,42 L. ed. 964, 18 Sup.
Ct. 526; Goldey v. Morning News,
156 U. B. 518, 523, 15 Sup. Ct. 559,
39 L. ed. 517; Martin v. Baltimore &
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Ohio Rd. Co., 151 U. 8. 673,684, 14
Sup. Ct. 533, 38 L. ed. 311; Southern
Pacific Co. v. Denton, 146 U. 8. 202,
207, 13 Sup. Ct. 44, 36 L. ed. 942;
United States Life Ins. Co. v. Cable,
98 Fed. 767; Reimers v . Seatco lUg.
Co., 70 Fed. 575.
11 Doyle v. Continental Ina. Co.,IH
G. 8. 535, 24 L. ed. 148.
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explained in another case in the same court, which also approves the doctrine of the principal case.12 But under a still
later decisi9n it is held that since a State has power to prevent
a foreign corporation from doing business at all within its
borders, unless such prohibition is so conditioned as to violate
the Federal Constitution, a state statute which, without requiring a foreign insurance company to enter into any agreement not to remove into the Federal courts cases commenced
against it in the state court, provides that if the company does
so remove such a case its license to do business within the State
shall thereupon be revoked, is not unconstitutional.113

I 356. Condition as to License, Privilege, Business or OcCupation Charge, Rental, Fee or Tax-Interstate Commerce
-Equal Protection of Law.-Various names have been

given to the charges imposed upon the franchise right of corporations to carry on their business within a State. Some of the
cases variously hold that such charges are a license, not a license, a rental, a tax, not a tax, taxes for the privilege of exercising corporate franchises, a privilege tax, occupation tax,
taxes on corporate franchises, tax on business, or merely a
charge on business; other decisions avoid a discussion as to the
nature or character of the charges imposed, but sustain the enactment or ordinance. By whatever name called, however,
the validity of such legislative act of the State or a municipality
is as a rule sustained in favor of the municipality or State, and
the exceptions to the rule will be found to rest upon some special conditions or facts in the case, or upon the fact that the
license, privilege, business or occupation tax, rental, or license
fee is so exce8sive as to be prohibitive or grossly unjust or unreaso.nable.114 So it must be regarded as finally settled in the
Federal Supreme Court by frequent decisions that, subject to
n Barron v. Burnside, 121 U, B.
186,7 Sup. Ct. 931,30 L. ed. 915.
N Security Mutual Life IIUI. Co. v.
Prewitt, IIUI. Commr., ~ U. B. 246,
50 L. ed. 1013, 26 Sup. Ct. 619;
Doyle v. Continental IIUI. Co., 94 U.

B. 535 (above cited), followed, and
held not to be overruled by Barron v.
Burnside, 121 U. B. 186 (above
cited), or by any other decision.
u Bee Joyce on Electric Law (2d
ed.),
97-113G, 186b, 937-939.

u
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certain limitations 88 respects interstate or foreign commerce,
a State may, under the rule which permits it to impose conditions upon foreign corporations desiring to carry on business
within its limits, make the grant or-privilege dependent upon
the payment of a specific license tax, or a sum proportioned to
the amount of its capital used within the State.• And while
a State may not impose a tax which is in any way a burden
upon interstate commerce, it may impose a privilege tax upon
corporations engaged in interstate commerce for carrying on
that part of their business which is wholly within the taxing
State and which tax does not affect their interstate business
or their right to carry it on in that State; 111 nor does the exaction of a license fee deny the equa~ protection or' the laws to .a
foreign corporation.07 The legislature may also' impose a privilege tax upon foreign or domestic corporatio~.111 . So a license
fee or tax may be exacted 88 a franchise tax from domestic
corporations transacting foreign business.• While, however,
a corporation may be engaged in interstate commerce, a distinction is made between taxation of its property and taxation
of interstate commerce; 1 but an annual license fee, or a tax
in the nature of license fee, is not a tax on property, and such
a tax is not unconstitutional.Z And in determining the amount

a

"New York v. Roberta, 171 U. S.
658, 43'L. ed. 345, 19 Sup. Ct. 235.
11 Allen v. Pullman's Palace Car
Co., 191 U. S. 171, 48 L. ed. 134, 24
s'up. Ct. 39.
• 17 State v. Hammond Packing Co.
(La.), 34 Pac. 368.
18 Clarkesdale Ins. Agency v. Cole,
87 MiBB. 637, 40 So. 228.
• Honduras Commercial Co. v.
State Bd. of A811e6110rs {N.J. Sup.), 23
Atl. 668.
1 Indianapolis &; V. R. Co. v.
Backus, 133 Ind. 609, 33 N. E. 443;
Cleveland, C. C.&; St. L. Ry. Co. v.
Backus, 133 Ind. 513. See citations
under next following note herein.
1Westem Union Teleg. Co. v.
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Borough of New Hope, 187 U. S. 419,
47 L. ed. 240, 23 Sup. Ct: 204 {cited
in Atlantic & Pacific Teleg. Co. v.
Philadelphia, 190 U.S. 160,164,47 I.
ed. 995; 23 Sup. Ct. 817. which is cited
in Pabst BrewingCo. v. Crenshaw,
198 U. S. 17, 37, 49 L. ed. 925, 25
Sup. Ct. 552 in dissenting opinion;
P08tal Telegraph Cable Co. v. Taylor, 192 U. S. 64, 69, 70, 24 Sup. Ct.
208, 48 L. ed. 342; P08tal Telegraph
Cable Co. v. New Hope, 192 U. S.
55, 60, 63, 24 Sup. Ct. 204, 48 L. ed.
338); St. Louis v. Western lJnion
Teleg. Co., 148 S. 92, 37 L. ed. 380,
13 Sup. Ct. 485, 4 Am. Elec. Cas. 102
[s. c. 149 U.S. 465, 37 L. ed. 810, 13
Sup. Ct. 990, 4 Am. Elee. Cas. 115;

u:
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of a license fee or tax such amount should not be based upon
the corporate stOck.' In a Kansas case it is held that the act
of the legislature of 1898, commonly known as the "Bush Act,"4
requiring foreign corporations to comply with certain conditions, including the payment of charter fees computed upon the
amount of their authorized capital stock for the privilege of
exercising their franchises within the State, was enacted primarily to protect the people of the State from imposition, deception, fraud, and wrong arising from the abuse of corporate
privileges and the mismanagement of corporate affairs, and is a
measure which the State had authority to adopt under the
police power reserved to it. It is also held that it was the intention of the legislature that the law should apply to foreign
corporations transacting business in the State at the time such
enactment took effect. It is further decided that the requirement of that law that a charter fee be paid fixes one of the conditions precedent to the granting of permission to a foreign
corporation to transact its business within the State: that it
levies no tax upon property or franchises, is not an attempt to
extend the taxing power of the State to subjects outside of its
jurisdiction, and does not affect the character of the enactment
as a police regulation, although some revenue may be produced
therefrom.•
§ 357. Condition as to License, etc., Fee or Tax Con-

tinued-Constitutional Law-Insurance Companies-Decisions.11-ln ·a case where a foreign joint-stock association
was held to be a corporation it was held that such corporation
e. c. (C. C.), 63 Fed. 68, 5 Am. Elec. Teleg. Co., 40 La. Ann. 41, 3 So. 533,
Cu. 43); North Jersey St. Ry. Co. v. 2 Am. Elec. Cas. 122, 8 Am. St. Rep.
Jeney City (N.J., 1906), 63 Atl. 833. 502.
See Newport Ilium. Co. v. Tax Alf- 1 ~ickerbQcker Importation Co..
leiiiOI'B, Newport, 19 R. I. 632, 36 v. State Board of Aueuon (N. J.,
Atl. 426, 36 L. R. A. 266, 6 Am. 1905), 62 At!. 266.
4 Laws·ts98, p. 27, chap. 10.
Elec. Cas. 659, 666, 667, per Tilling1 State v. Westem Union Teleg.
hast, J.; Poetal Telegraph Cable Co.
v. City of Norfolk, 101 Va. 125, 43 Co. (Kan., 1907), 90 Pac. 299.
8. E. 207. Examine New Orleans,
• See I 87, herein.
City of, v. Great Southem Teleph. dt
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might be taxed in another State than that of its incorporation
for the privilege or right of conducting its corporate business
within the latter State.7 Such imposition of taxes as a condition precedent to transacting business in a State is not within
a constitutional prohibition against the passage of local or
special laws for the collection of taxes; and although, in requiring the tax as such condition, the statute discriminates
against foreign corporations, by exacting higher taxes from
them than from domestic corporations, it is not unconstitutional as granting to any citizen or class of citizens privilegtlS
which, upon the same tenns, shall not be open to all.1 Where
an insurance company conformed to the requirements of the
act of the legislature of Georgia, and received from the comptroller general a certificate authorizing it to transact business
in that State for one ye!l.l" from January 1, 1874, such act does
not, expressly or by implication, limit or restrain the exercise
of the taxing power of the State, or of any municipality; and
where an ordinance of the city council of Augusta, passed
January 5, 1874, imposed from that date an annual license tax
11 on each and every fire, marine, or accident insurance company located, having an office or doing business within' that
city, it was held, that the ordinan~ was not in violation of that
clause of the Constitution of the United States which declares
" that no State shall pass any law impairing the obligation
of contracts." 11 In another case a State by certain statutes
authorized the state officers to grant to foreign insurance companies, upon complying with certain tenns, a license to transact
its business within the State, and then, by other statutes incorporating cities, made it obligatory on such foreign companies transacting business within those cities to pay them a
pro rata on all their premiums, and, declaring it unlawful in
the companies to otherwise do business in them, authorized
7 Liverpool Ins. Co. v. Massachu1 Scottish Union & National Ius.
aetts, 10 Wall. (77 U. S.) 566, 19 L. Co. of Edinburg v. Herriott (Iowa),
ed. 1029, aft''g Oliver v. Liverpool & 80 N. W. 665.
1 Home Ins. Co. v. Augusta, 93 U.
London Life & Fire Ins. Co., 100
.M888. 531.
8. 116,23 L. ed. 825.
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such cities to sue and recover it for the use of the city, the court
followed a prior decision holding that the statutory requirement was not unconstitutional. 10 A Pennsylvania fire insurance
corporation began doing business in New York in 1872, and
continued it afterwards till 1882, receiving from year to year
certificates of authority from the proper officer, under a statute
of New York passed in 1883. A statute of New York 11 provided that whenever the laws of any other State should require
from a New York fire insurance company a greater license fee
than the laws of New York should then require from the fire
insurance 'COmpanies of such other State, all such companies
of such other State should pay in New York a license fee equal
to that imposed by such other State on New York companies.
In 1873, Pennsylvania passed a .law requiring from every insurance company of another State, as a prerequisite to a certificate of authority, a yearly tax of three per cent on the premiums
received by it in Pennsylvania during the preceding year. In
1882, the insurance officer of New York required the Pennsylvania corporation to pay, as a license fee, a tax of three per
cent on the premiUIIl8 received by it in New York in 1881. In
a suit against such corporation, in a court of New York, torecover such tax, it was set up as a defense, that the tax was
unlawful, because the corporation was a 11 person" within the
"jurisdiction" of New York and "the equal protection of the
laws." had been denied to. it, in violation of a clause in the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.
On a writ of error to review the judgment of the highest court
of New York, overruling such defense, it was held, that such
clause had no application, because, the defendant being a foreign corporation, was not within the jurisdiction of New York,
until admitted by the State on compliance with the condition of admission imposed, namely, the payment of the tax
required as a license fee; and that the business carried on by
11 Chap. 694, Lawa N.Y. 1865, u
10 Ducat v. Chicago, 10 Wall. (77 U.
8.) 410, 19 L. ed. 972, following am'd by chap. 60, Lawa 1875.
Paul v. Virginia, 8 Wall. (75 U. S.)
168, 19 L. ed. 357.
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the corporation in New York was not a transaction of commerce.11
§ 358. Condition u to License, etc., Fee or Tu Continued-Interstate Commerce-Express Companies-Decisions.1'-The license tax imposed upon express companies
doing business in Florida by the statute of that State,!" as construed by the Supreme Court of that State, applies solely to
business of the company within the States, and does not apply
to or affect its business which is interstate in its character;
and, being so construed, the statute does not, in any manner,
violate the Federal Constitution.11 In another case the State
of Georgia chartered a company to transact a general forwarding and express business. The company had a business office
at Mobile, in Alabama, and there did an express business which
extended within and beyond the limits of Alabama; or, rather,
there made contracts for transportation of that sort. An ordinance of the city of Mobile was then in force requiring that
every express company or railroad company doing business
in that city, and having a business extending beyond the limits
of the State, should pay an annual license of $500, which should
he deemed a first-grade license; that every express or railroad
company doing business within the limits of the State should
take out a license called a second-grade license, and pay therefor
SlOO; and that every such company doing business within the
city should take out a third-grade license, paying therefor $50.
And it subjected any person or incorporated company who
should violate any of its provisions to a fine not exceeding S50
for each day of such violation. It was held that the ordinance,
in requiring payment for a license to transact in Mobile a business extending beyond the limits of the State of Alabama, was
not repugnant to the provision of the Constitution, vesting in
u Philadelphia Fire Aaociation v.
New York, 119 U. 8. 110, 30 L. ed.
342, 7 Sup. Ct. 108.
11 See I 79, herein.
14 See. 9 of act approved June 2,
1893, chap. 4115.
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11 Osborne v. Florida, 164 U. S.
650, 41 L. ed. 586, 17 Sup. Ct. 214.
Examine Adams Exprees Co. v.
Ohio, 166 U.S. 185,41 L. ed. 965, 17
Sup. Ct. 604, 165 U. 8. 194, 41 L. ed.
683, 17 Sup. Ct. 305.
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the Congress of the United States the power "to regulate commerce among the several States." 141 But it is also decided
that the requirement that agents of foreign express companies
shall obtain a license as a condition precedent to doing business
in a State, or, in case of failure so to do, be subject to a fine, is
unconstitutional in so far as it constitutes an interference with
interstate commerceP
§ 359. Condition as to License, etc., Fee or Tu: Continued - Constitutional Law - Railroads -Consolidated
Railroads-Street Railroads-Decisions. 18- Foreign corporations running freight cars from places within to places outside of a State may be taxed.111 In a Federal case it appeared
that a company incorporated by the Pennsylvania statute of
1864, was authorized to construct a railroad on certain streets
of Philadelphia, subject to the ordinances of the city regulating
the running of passenger railway cars. The charter required,
among other things, that the "company shall also pay such
license for each car run by said company as is now paid by other
passenger railway companies" in said city. That license was
S30 for each car. An ordinance passed in 1867 increased the
license charge to $50, and in 1868, by a general statute, the
legislature provided that the passenger railway corporations of
Philadelphia should pay annually to the city S50 as required
by their charters for each car intended to run on their roads
during the year, and that the city should have no power to
regulate such corporations unless authorized by the laws of the
11 0abome v. Mobile, 16 Wall. (83
U. 8.) 479, 21 L. ed. 470. Examine Poetal Telegraph Cable Co. v.
Charleeton, 163 u. a 692, 38 L. ed.
871, 14 Sup. Ct. 1094. Compare
Fargo v. Hart, 193 U. S. 490, 48 L.
ed. 761 , 24 Sup. Ct. 498; Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. Alabama, 132
U. 8. 472,10 Sup. Ct. 161,33 L. ed.
.o9; Leloop v. Port of Mobile, 127
U.S. 640, 644, 647,32 L. ed. 311,8
Sup. Ct. 1380.

17 Crutcherv. Kentucky, 141 U.S.
47, 11 Sup. Ct. 851, 35 L. ed. 649,
rev'g 89 Ky. 6, 12 S. W. 141.
II See II 97-107, 111, 112, herein.
11 Fargo v. Auditor General, 57
Mich. 598, 24 N. W. 538. Examine
Fargo v. Hart, 193 U. B. 490, 48 L.
ed. 761, 24 Sup. Ct. 498; Maine v.
Grand Trunk Ry. Co., 142 U. 8 . 217,
12 Sup. Ct. 121,35 L. ed. 994.
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State expressly in terms relating to those corporations. The
company paid the increased charge until 1875. On its refusing
to pay it thereafter a suit was brought. It was ·held that the
charter did not amount to a contract that the company should
never be required to pay a license fee greater than that required of such companies at the date when the company was
incorporated; and in their widest sense, the words employed
in the charter meant that the company should not then be required by the city to pay any greater charge as license than
that paid by other companies possessing the same privilege.
Quare, without further legislation, could a greater sum have
been exacted from the company? Semble that even if the
charter were sufficient to import a contract, the legislature,
under the constitutional provision then in force touching the
alteration, revocation, or annulment of any cha.rter in such
manner that no injustice be done to the corporators, had ample
power top~ the act raising the license fee from 130 to $50.20
If a railroad is a link in a through line of road by which passengers and freight are carried into a State from other States and
from that State to other States, it is engaged in the busine~
of interstate commerce; and a tax imposed by such State upon
the corporation owning such road for the privilege of keeping
an office in the State, for the use of its officel'B, stockholders,
agents and employees, it being a corporation created by another
State, is a tax upon commerce among the States, and 88 such is
repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.21 So an
agency of a line of railroad between Chicago and New York,
established in San Francisco for the purpose of inducing passengel'B going from San .Francisco to New York to take that
line at Chicago, but not engaged in selling tickets for the route,
or receiving or paying out money on account of it, is an agency
engaged in interstate commerce; and a license tax imposed
upon the agent for the privilege of doing business in San Francisco is a tax upon interstate commerce, and is unconstitu20 Railway Company v. Philadel- aylva.nia, 136 U. B. 114, 34 L. ed.
phia, 101 U.S. 528, 25 L. ed. 912.
394, 10 Sup. Ct. 958.
u Norfolk & W. R. R. Co. v. Penn-
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tional.u H several railroad corporations each existing under
the laws of separate States consolidate into one corporation, a
statute of one of the States, imposing a charge upon the new
consolidated company of a percentage on its entire authorized
stock as the fee to the State for the filing of the articles of consolidation in the office of Secretary of State, without which
filing it could not possess the powers, immunities and privileges
which pertain to a corporation in that State, is not a tax on in.terstate commerce, or the right to carry on the same, or the
instrwi:lents thereof; and its enforcement involves no attempt
on the part of the State to extend its taxing power beyond its
territoriallimits.21 In case a statute so authorizes a city may
impose a mileage tax as a condition to the privilege granted a
street railway to use city streets.24 An ordinance of a city,
imposing, pursuant to a statute of the State, a license tax, for
the. business of running any horse or steam railroad for the
transportation of passengers, does not impair the obligation
of a contract, made before the passage of a statute, by which
the city sold to a railroad company for a large price the right
of way and franchise for twenty-five years to run a railroad
21 McCall v. California, 136 U. S.
104, 34 L. ed. 3tU, 10 Sup. Ct. 881.
Distinguished in Hopkins v. United
States, 171 U. S. 578,· 600, 43 L. ed.
290, 19 Sup. Ct. 40. Cited in Adams
Expreee Co. v. Ohio, 165 U. S. 194,
235, 41 L. ed. 683, 17 Sup. Ct. 235
(in dimenting opinion); Hooper v.
Califomia, 155 U. S. 648, 653, 15
Sup. Ct. 007, 39 L. ed. 297; Brennan
v. Titusville, 153 U. S. 289, 305, 14
Sup. Ct. 829, 38 L. ed. 719; Ficklen
v. Shelby County, 145 U. S. 1, 22
(also at p. 27 in dialenting opinion),
12 Sup. Ct. 810, 36 L. ed. 801; Pacific Expreee Co. v. Seibert, 142 U.
S. 339, 349, 35 L. ed. 1035, 12 Sup.
Ct. 250; Crutcher v. Kentucky, 141
U.S. 47, 58, 11 Sup. Ct. 851,35 L. ed.
649 (this case revene~ 89 Ky. 6, 12
S. W.141); Norfolk & W. R. R. Co. v.

PeDDBYlvania, 136 U. S. 114, 118, 34
L. ed. 394, 10 Sup. Ct. 958.
21 Ashley v. Ryan, 153 U. B. 436,
14 Sup. Ct. 865,38 L. ed. 773.
u Chicago General R. Co. v. Chicago, 176 Ill. 253, 52 N. E. 880, 66
L. R. A. 959, 68 Am. St. Rep. 188.
Examine further u to right to impoae license or privilege fee or tax
upon street railway companies the
following C88e8: Byrne v. Chicago
G. R. Co., 169 Ill. 75, 48 N. E. 703, 7
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. (N. S.) 768,
AJf'g 63 Ill. App. 438; Cape May,
City of, v. Cape May Transp. Co.
(N.J. Sup.), 44 Atl. 948; McKeesport
v. McKeesport & R. P888. Co., 2 Pa.
Super. Ct. 242; Newport Newa & 0.
P. Ry. & Electric Co. v. City of Newport Newa (Va.), 4 Va. Sup. Ct. Rep.
31, 40 S. E . 646.
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over certain streets and according to certain regulation.S, and
the company agreed to pay to the city annually a real estate
tax, and the city bound itself not to grant during the same
period, a right of way to any other railroad company over the
same street8.211

§ 360. Condition as to License, etc., Fee or Tax Continued-Telegraph Companies.-In a case in the Federal Supreme Court it appeared that the Western Union Telegraph
Company established an office in the city of Mobile, Alabama,
and was required to pay a license tax under a city ordinance,
which imposed an annual license tax of $225, on all telegraph
companies, and the agent of the. company was fined for the nonpayment of this tax; in an action to recover the fine, he pleaded
the charter and nature of occupation of the company, and ita
acceptance of the act of Congress of July 24, 1866, and the ~act
that ita business consisted in transmitting messages to all parts
of the United States, as well as in Alabama: it was held a good
defense. It was also decided that 1. A general license tax on
a telegraph company affects ita entire business, interstate as
well as domestic or internal, and is unconstitutional. The
property of a telegraph company, situated within a State, may
be taxed by the State as all other property is taxed; but its
business of an interstate character cannot be thus taxed. 2.
Where a telegraph company is doing the business of transmitting messages between different States, and has accepted and
is acting under the telegraph law p~d by Congress July 24,
1866, no State within which it sees fit to establish an office can
impose upon it a license tax, or require it to take out a license
for the transaction of such business. 3. Telegraphic communications are commerce, as well as in the nature of postal
service, and if carried on between different States, they are interstate commerce, and within the power of regulation conferred upon Congress, free from the control of the state regulations, except such as are strictly of a police character; and
21 New Orleans City & L. R. R. 192, 36 L. eel. 121, 12 Sup. Ct.
· Co. v. New Orlea.ns, 143 U. 8. 406.
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any state regu]ations by way of tax on the occupation or business, or requiring a license to transact such business, are unconstitutional and void.• In another case in the same court
it is determined that a municipal charge for the use of the
streets of the municipality by a telegraph company, erecting
its poles therein, is not a privilege or license tax; and that a
telegraph company has no right, under the act of July 24, 1865,
c. 230, 14 Stat. 221, to occupy the public streets of a city without compensation. Whether such tax is reasonable is a question for the court.'ZI And where telegraph companies, engaged
in interstate commerce, carry on their business so as to justify
police supervision, the municipality is not obliged to furnish
such supervision for nothing, but it may, in addition to ordinary
property taxation, subject the corporation to reasonable charges
for the expense thereof. The reasonableness of such charges
will depend upon all the circumstances involved in the particular case, and, if in a case tried before a jury the evidence in
regard thereto is not such as to exclude every conclusion except one, the question of reasonableness should be submitted
to the jury.• The city of St. Louis is authorized by the constitution and laws of Missouri, to impose upon a telegraph company putting its poles in the streets of the city, a charge in the
nature of rental for the exclusive use of the parts so used.•

§ 361. Condition as to License, etc., Fee or Tax Continued - Conatitutional Law -Gas Franchise -Brewing
Company-PackiDg Houaes-:Decisions.-A legislative grant
11 Leloup v. Port of Mobile, 127 U. Union Teleg. Co. v. City of Fremont,
B. 640,32 L. ed. 311,8 Sup. Ct. 1380, 43 Neb. 499,61 N. W. 724,26 L. R.

aff'd in Aaher v. Texaa, 128 U. S.
129, 32 L. ed. 368, 9 Sup. Ct. 1.
• St. Louis v. Westem Union
Teleg. Co., 148 U. S. 92, 37 L. ed.
380, 13 Sup. Ct. 485.
• Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph
Co. v.· Philadelphia, 190 U. S. 160,
47 L. ed. 995, 23 Sup. Ct. 817.
• St. Louis v.Weateni Union Teleg.
Co., 149 U. S. 465, 37 L. ed. 810, 13
Bup. Ct. 990. Examine Western

A. 706, aft'g 39 Neb. 692, 58 N. W.
415; Philadelphia, City of, v. Postal
Telegraph Cable Co., 21 N.Y. Supp.
556, 67 Hun, 21, 66 Hun, 633; Kittanning Electric Light, H. 4: P. Co.
v. Kittanning, 11 Pa. Super. Ct. 31;
Westem Union Teleg. Co. v. Harris
(Tenn. Cb. App.), 52 S. W. 748;
Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
U 97-11&.
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of a privilege to erect, establish and construct gas works, and
make and vend gas in a municipality for a term of years does
not exempt the grantees from the imposition of a license tax
for the use of the privilege conferred.• And a brewing company may be liable to a corporation privilege tax notwithstanding it is liable for a brewer's license tax.11 Nor was the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States
intended to prevent a State from adjusting its system of taxation in all proper and reasonable ways; or through its undoubted power to impose different taxes upon different trades
and professions; and imposing a license tax upon meat packing
houses is not an arbitrary and unrea80nable classification invalidating the tax as denying the equal protection of the law;
nor is it such a denial because the tax is not imposed on persons
not doing a meat packing house business but selling products
thereof, or because it is not imposed on persons engaged in
packing articles of food other than meat.az

§ 362. Imposing lfew Conditions-Police Power.-Where
the grant of a franchise to an electric railway company authorizes its construction, subject to the consent of certain city
councils and of the judges of certain county courts and of counties, with the power delegated to such bodies to subsequently
impose conditions and limitations concerning the exercise of
the privileges conferred, the company will be bound by subsequent conditions to the same extent as if they had been originally a part of the grant." And where a city grants consent to
the use of its streets by a telephone company and reserves the
right to regulate the manner of occupation, there is included~
such reservation the power to compel the adoption of such
reasonable and accepted improvements as may tend to increase
the public safety or convenience, or which will decreaSe the
10 Memphis
Gas Co. v. Shelby
County, 109 U. 8. 398, 27 L. ed. 976,
3 Sup. Ct. 205.
11 Spira v. State (Ala., 1906), 41 So.
465.
u Armour Packing Co. v. Lacy,
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200 U. S. 226, 26 Sup. Ct. 232, 50 L.
ed. 451.
11 Richmond, R
& E. Co. v.
Brown, 97 Va. 26, 32 S: E. 775, 1 Va.
.B. C. Rep. 213.
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obstruction to the city streets incident to the telephone corporation's use thereof; but the city cannot, after acceptance of the
franchise and the erection of works, ordinarily impose new conditions." So where the sole authority of a municipality is by
the proper exercise of its police power, inherent in it, to protect
the public from unnecessary obstructions, inconveniences, and
dangers, and to determine where and in what manner a telephone company may erect its poles and stretch its wires so aa
to accomplish that result it cannot impose other or new conditions.•
§ 363. Conditions Subsequent - Colistruction of -Performance.-Conditions subsequent which work a forfeiture
are to be construed liberally, but still the grantee is bound to a
substantial performance. If the estate baa once vested, it is
sufficient if the substance of the condition be performed, and
if the condition sutsequent be impossible to be performed, or
performance be prevented by the act of God, the grantee is
excused.• Where the consent of a city is one of the conditions
precedent upon which the State grants a franchise for the Use
of the streets of a municipality to a railroad company and such
consent is obtained, the city cannot impose a condition subsequent which will bind the company to the extent of forfeiting
its right in case of non-compliance therewith.17
•• Commercial Bell Teleph. Co. v.
Warwick, 185 Pa. 623, 40 Atl. 93.
As to wie of safety appliances and
improvements, see Joyce on Electric
Law (2d ed.), 11460, 476, 477.
II Michigan Teleph. Co. v. City of
Benton Harbor, 121 Micb. 512, 80
N. W. 386, 7 Am. Elec. Ca11. 9, 14,
per Grant, C. J.

"State v. Real Estate Bank, 5
Pike (5 Ark.), 595, 41 Am. Dec.
509.
17 Galveston & W. R. Co. v. Galveston, 91 Tex. 17, 39 S. W. 920,
86 L. R. A. 44, 90 Tex. 398, 39 S. W.
96, 86 L. R. A. 33, 7 Am. & Eng.
R. Ca11. (ri. 8.) 72, which revel'IJC8 73
B. W. 27.
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§ 364. Regulation and Control-General StatementThe right of a corporation to exercise its lawful franchises
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§ 365

or- privileges is essential to i~ very existence, and colll1:s will
protect such franchises or privileges and prevent their being
unlawfully or unconstitutionally impaired or destroyed, and
this protection will be extended- to prevent the enforcement
against corporations of unlawful and unconstitutional governmental regulations and rules which would, if not thus subject
to lawful restriction and supervision, deprive corporations of
their franchises and property rights either in part or wholly.
But the courts will also exercise equal vigilanc~ to enforce
all lawful and constitutional regulations and rules intended,
without injury or loss to franchise rights or privileges, to
safeguard the public by the proper control of corporations.
These principles are sustained throughout all the decisions.
The following words of the court in a Federal case are pertinent
here; they are: u It must be borne in mind that a court may
not, under the guise of protecting private property, extend
its authority to a subject of regulation not within its competency, but is confined to ascertaining whether the particular
assertion of the legislative power to regulate has been exercised to so unwarranted a degree as in substance and effect
to exceed regulation, and be equivalent to a taking of property
without due process of law, or a denial of the equal protection
of the laws." 1
§ 365. Regulation and Control-Generally.-While we
have considered this ·subject elsewhere we may substantially
restate here the following propositions: A State may adopt
such public policy as it deems best, provided that it does not
in so doing come into conflict with the Federal Constitution;
and if constitutional the legislative will must be respected,
even though the courts be of opinion that the statute is unI Atlantic Coast Line Rd. Co. v..
Obligation of contract8-Conditio118
North Carolina Corp. Commission, -Regulatio118-Rest!lr'1Jedpowertoalter
206 U.S. 1, 20, 51 L. ed. 933,27 Sup. etc. See I 336, herein.
Ct. 585, per White, J.
. Obligation of contracta--Strut pavObligation of contrcu:U-Police ~ ing by Btred. railway8-Conditio118 and
ere-&gulatio118. See t 335, herein. regulatio118. Sec U 337, 338, herein.
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wise. z So a corporation is subject to such reasonable regula-

tions as the legislature may from time to time prescribe, as
to the general conduct of its affairs, serving only to secure
the ends for which it was created and not materially interfering with the privileges granted to it.' And state legislation
which regulates business may well make distinctions depend
upon the degrees of evil without being.arbitrary and unreasonable.' It is declared in a case in the Federal Circuit Court
that the right of a State to regulate by law the business of
common carriers, so far as that business is impressed with a
public use, does not depend upon the fact as to whether the
company received its charter or right to do busin~ from
that State, or whether it is incorporated or not; nor does it
depend upon the state constitution; but that such right to
regulate, in so far as that business affects the public, has its
foundation and source in the right of the State to protect its
commerce, and that laws which regulate the relation of the
canjer to the public, and provide against discriminations and
abuses, do not interfere with the·private busin~ of the common carrier.' Again, in another Federal case where the power
of the State to control public service corporations was before
the court, it is said that: "There are certain principles involved
in the consideration of the questions arising in this case which
have been so clearly and definitely settled that it is unnecessary to review the various decisions of th~ courts supporting
1 Whitfield v . ..Etna Life Ins. Co.,
205 U. 8. 489,51 L. ed. - 27 Sup. Ct.
- , rev'g 144 Fed. 356. See Munn v.
Illinois, 94 U. B. 113, 24 L. ed. 77;
Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Myatt,
98 Fed. 335; McGuire v. Chicago,
B. & Q. R. Co., 131 Iowa, 340, 108
N. W. 902.
1 Chicago Life Ins. Co. v. Needles,
113 U. S. 574, 5 Sup. Ct. 681, 28 L:
ed. 1084.
• Ozan Lumber Co. v. Union
County National Bank of Liberty,
~7 U. 8. 251 , followed in Heath
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v. Milligan Mfg. Co. v. Worst, 207
U. S. 338, 356. The first of these
c88ell, however, relates oril.y to the
power of the States to legislate;
claMification for governmental pul'poees; equal protection of the laws;
notes for patented articles; and tbe
point stated in the text. The second
case relates . principally to tbe adulteration of articles and is important
here only as stating the point set
forth in the above text.
1 PlaU v. LeCocq, 150 Fed. 381.
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them. They relate to the nature and extent of public control
over property affected with a public interest, and the character and limitations of the functions employed in and about
the exercise_ of such control. Whenever special privileges,
not generally possessed by private persons, are conferred by
law upon corporations to enable them to carry out the objects of their organization, and their business and source of
profit consists wholly or partly in the service and patronage
of the public, their property dedicated to such employment
becomes clothed with a public interest, and, to the extent of
such interest, is subject to public control. The doctrine of
governmental control of property and employments devoted
to public use is particularly applicable to what are commonly
termed 'public service corporations,'---1:1uch as railway and
telegraph companies,-although it is also applied, though
probably in a much more modified degree, to the property of
private persons, which by reason of its use, has ceased to be
jus privati. So long as property is so employed, the power
of control by the public through their proper representatives
exists; and such control may embrace not only provisions for
the safety, security and convenience of the public, but also
restrictions against unreasonable or extortionate charges and
unjust discriminations. This power of control, however, is
not absolute, but is subject to certain constitutional limitations, designed for the protection of the owner against oppressive action on the part of the State amounting to a deprivation of h~ property without compensation, or without due
process of law, or amounting to a denial of the equal protection of the law." 1
§ 366. Control and Regulation-Police Power-Generally.'
-Each State has the power, never surrendered to the government of the Union, to guard and promote the public interests
by reasonable police regulations that do not violate the Con-

•western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Myatt, 98 Fed. 335, 341, per Hook,
Diet. J.

7

See

U 149, 295, herein.
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stitution of the United States or the constitution of the State.3
The police power is not above the express or neeessari.ly im1 Chicago, BurliDgton & Quincy trains; commerce); AlJgeyer v. LouRy. Co. v. Drainage Commrs., 200 isiana, 165 U. 8. 578, 17 Sup. Ct.
U. S. 561, 584, 50 L. ed. 596, 26 427,41 L. ed. 832 (foreign insurance;
Sup. Ct. 341 (case affirms 212 Ill. extent to which power may be ex103, 72 N. E. 219), per Harlan, J., erciaed to be determined in eaeb
citing New York, New Haven & case); Western Union Teleg. Co. T,
Hfd. Rd. Co. v. New York, 165 U. S. James, 162 U.S. 650, 40 L. ed. 1105,
628, 631, 41 L. ed. 853, 17 Sup. Ct. 16 Sup. Ct. 934 (telegraph oom418; Hennington v. Georgia, 163 paniea); Louisville & N. R . Co. v.
U. S. 299, 308, 309, 16 Sup. Ct. 1086, Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 40 L. ed.
41 L. ed. 166; Morgan v. Louisiana, 849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714 (legislative di.B118 U. S. 455, 464, 6 Sup. Ct. 1114, cretion as to exercise of such pow-er);
30 L. ed. 237; Patterson v. Ken-" Eagle Insurance Co. v. Ohio, 153
tucky, 97 U. 8. 501, 503, 24 L. ed. U. S. 446, 38 L. ed. 778, 14 Sup. Ct.
1115; Railroad Co. v. Husen, 95 -(returns by insurance companies);
U. S. 465, 472, 24 L. ed. 527; Gib- BraaJ v. StoeBer, 153 U. S. 391, 38
bona v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. (22 U.S.) 1, L. ed. 757,14 Sup. Ct.- (grain ware6 L. ed. 23.
house act); New York & N. E. R.
E:r:UN, nature, and ~fi.nition of Co. v. Bristol, 151 U. S. 556, 38
police power. See the following cases: L. ed. 269, 14 Sup. Ct. 437 (railroad
'United lt&tea: Houston & Texas grade croaaings); New York v.
Central R. Co. v. Mayea, 201 U. S. Squires, 14.5 U.S. 175,36 L. ed. 665,
321, 50 L. ed. 772, 26 Sup. Ct. 491 12 Sup. Ct. 880 {regulation of ear(regulation of railroads; commerce); riers of electricity); Budd v. New
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Ry. York, 143 U.S. 517, 12 Sup. Ct. 468,
Co. v. Drainage Commrs., 200 U. S. 36 L. ed. 247 (grain elevator acts;
561, 26 Sup. Ct. 341, 50 L. ed. 596, state legislation); .Minneapolis & St.
aff'g 212 Ill. 103, 72 N. E. 219 L. R. Co. v. Beckwith, 129 U. S. 26,
(removal of bridge); Manigault v. 32 L. ed. 585, 9 Sup. Ct. 207 (FourSprings, 199 U. S. 473, 50 L. ed. 274, teentb Amendment does not limit);
26 Sup. Ct. 127 (navigable rivers; Smith v. Alabama, 124 U. S. 465,
dams); Cunnius v. Reading School 31 L. ed. 508, 8 Sup. Ct. 564 (reDistrict, 198 U. S. 458, 25 Sup. Ct. served powers of States in connection
721, 49 L. ed. 1125 (Fourteenth with); Mugler v. Kansas, 123 U. S.
Amendment doea not deprive); Ja- 623, 31 L. ed. 205, 8 Sup. Ct. 273
cobson v.l'ri888&Chusetts, 197 U. S. 11, (legislation as to use of private prop25 Sup. Ct. 358, 49 L. ed. 643 (scope erty as affecting; eminent domain);
and extent of power; reasonable Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Pendleregulation); Smiley v. Kansas, 196 ton, 122 U. 8. 347, 30 L. ed. 1187,
U. S. 447, 49 L. ed. 546, 25 Sup. Ct. 7 Sup. Ct. 1126 (telegraph com276 (freedom to contract; trusts; panies); Robbins v. Shelby Tax
monopolies); Gladson v. Minneaota, District, 120 U. S. 489, 30 L. ed.
166 U. S. 427, 17 Sup. Ct. 627, 41 694, 7 Sup. Ct. 592 (inspection lalli"Bj
L. ed. 1064 (stopping of passenger commerce); Railroad Company v.
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plied constitutional prohibitions; 8 and all rights are held
subject to the police power of a State, and, if the public safety
Fuller, 17 Wall. (84 U. S.) 560, 21
L. ed. 710 (regulation of rates; commerce); New York v. Milo, 11 Pet.
(36 U. S.) 102, 9 L. ed. 648 (internal
police powers of States unrestrained
and exclusive); Brown v. Maryland,
12 Wheat. (25 U. S.) 419, 6 L. ed.
678 (reeervation by States).
.l.labama: Birmingham Mineral
R. Co. v. Parsons, 100 Ala. 662, 13
So. 602, 46 Am. St. Rep. 92; Van
Hook v. City of Selma, 70 Ala. 361,
45 Am. Rep. 85; American Union
Teleg. Co. v. Western Union Teleg.
Co., 67 Ala. 26,42 Am. Rep. 90.
AlkaDau: Dabbs v. State, 39
Ark. 353,43 Am. Rep. 275.
CJcmnectlcut: Clark, In re, 65
Conn. 17, 40, 31 Atl. 522, 28 L. R.
A. 242, per Hammersley, J.; Woodruff v. New York & N. E. R. Co.,
59 Conn. 63, 20 Atl. 17.
.
IDIDoia: Price v. People, 193 Ill.
114, 117, 118, 86 Am. St. &,p, 306,
61 N. E. 844, per Boggs, J.; Harmon
v. City of Chicago, 110 Ill. 400, 51
Am. Rep. 698; Toledo, W. & W. Ry.
Co. v. City of Jacksonville, 67 Ill.
37, 16 Am. Rep. 611.
lncJiana: State v. Richcreek (Ind.,
1906), 77 N. E. 1085 (banks and
banking); Champer v. City of Greencastle, 138 Ind. 339, 351, 35 N. E.
14, 24 L. R. A. 768, 46 Am. St. Rep.
390, per McCabe, C. J.
Eauu: Ratcliff v. Wichita Union
Stockyards Co. (Kan., 1906), 86 Pac.
150 (stockyards; regulation of rates);
MetJert v. State Board of Medical
Reg. & Exam., 66 Kan. 710,72 Pac.
247, per Greene, J.
Loutai&D&: New Orleans Gas Light
Co. v. Hart, 40 La. Ann. 474, 4 So.

215, 8 Am. St. :Qep. 544, per Bermudez, C. J.
Maryland: Deems v. Mayor &
City Council of Baltimore, 80 Md.
173, 45 Am. St. Rep. 339, 30 Atl.
648, 26 L. R. A. 541, per Robinson,
C. J.
llauachuetta: Commonwealth
v. Alger, 7 Cullh. (Mass.) 53, 84, per
Shaw, C. J.
llbmesota: State v. St. Paul, M.
& M. Ry. Co. (Minn., 1906), 108
.N. W. 261 (safety devices at railway
cl'088inga).
llislduippi: Macon, Town of, v.
Patty, 57 Miaa. 378, 407, 34 Am.
Rep. 451, per George, C. J.
llissourl: State, Star Pub. Co., v.
Associated Press, 159 Mo. 410, 60
S. W. 91, 81 Am. St. Rep. 368, 51
L. R. A. 151, per Sherwood, J.;
State v. Searey, 20 Mo. 489.
Bew ll&mplhlre: State v. Griffin,
69 N.H. 1, 76 Am. St. Rep. 139, 39
Atl. 260, 41 L. R. A. 177, per Carpenter, C. J.
Bew York: People v. King, 110
N. Y. 418, 423, 18 N. E. 245, 6 Am.
St. Rep. 389, 1 L. R. A. 293, per
Andrews, J .
Borth OaroUna: State v. Moore,
104 N.C. 714, 10 S. E. 143, 17 Am.
St. Rep. 696·, per Avery, J.
PeDIUiyln.nia: Northumberland
County v. Zimmerman, 75 Pa. 26.
:abode Ialand: State v. Dalton,
22 R.I. 77, 80, 84 Am. St. Rep. 818,
48 L. R. A. 7,75, 46 Atl. 234, per
Tillinghast, J.; State v. Fitzpatrick,
16 R.I. 1, 54, 11 Atl. 767, per Durfee, J.
WuhJDgton: Seattle, City of, v.
Clark, 28 Wash. 717, 69 Pac. 407,

• State v. Chittenden, 127 Wis. 468, 107 N. W. 500.
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or the public morals require the discontinuance of any manufacture or traffic, the legislature may provide for its discontinuance, notwithstanding individuals or corporations may
thereby suffer inconvenience.10 As we have stated elsewhere,
the police power C8mlot be exercised over interstate transportation of subjects of commerce,11 and it is limited to the
extent that the exercise thereof must be reasonable both as
to the regulation itself and the subjects to be regulated; u
nor should there be an arbitrary invasion of personal rights
or of private property; nor should such burdens be imposed
upon property rights that the owner will thereby be unlawfully deprived of the same; 11 nor can a State contract away
its police power.14 "Whatever differences of opinion may
exist 88 to the extent and boundaries of tlie police power, and
however difficult it may be to render a satisfactory definition
of it, there seems to be no doubt that it does extend to the
protection of -the lives, health and property of the citizens,
and to the preservation of good order and the public morals.
The legislature cannot by any mere contract divest itself of
the power to provide for these objects. They belong emphatically to that class of objects which demand the application of the maxim, salus populi suprema lex; and they are
to be attained and provided for by such appropriate means
88 the legislative discretion may devise. That discretion can
no more be bargained away than the power itself." 15
per White, J.; Karasek v. Peier,
22 Waah. 419, 61 Pac. 33, 50 L. R.
A. 345, per Anden, J.
Wlaccmatn: Madison, City of, v.
Madison Gas & Electric Co. (Wis.,
1906), 108 N. W. 65 (gas rates);
Huber v. Merkel, 117 Wis. 305, 366,
94 N. W. 354, 62 L. "R. A. 589, per
Winslow, J.; State v. Krentzberg,
114 Wis. 530, 537, 91 Am. St. Rep.
934, 58 L. R. A. 748, 90 N. W. 1098,
per Dodge, J.
10 Beer Co. v. Massachusetts, 97
U. S. 25, 24 L. ed. 989.
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11 Railroad Company v. Husen,
95 U. B. 465, 24 L. ed. 527.
u State v. Chittenden, 127 W"111..
468, 107 N. W. 500.
11 Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v. State,
47 Neb. 549, 66 N. W. 624.
u Beer Co. v. MIIIII&Chusetts, 97
U. S. 25, 24 L. ed. 989; State v. St.
Paul, M. & M. Ry. Co. (Minn., 1906),
108 N. W. 261.
11 St. Louis & S. F. Ry. Co. v.
Matthews, 165 U. S. 1, 123, 41 L.
ed. 611, 17 Sup. Ct. 243. A case
of constitutional I&\\' and liability of
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§ 367. Foreign and Interstate Commerce DefinedPower to Regulate.-Commerce with foreign countries and
among the States, strictly considered, consists in intercourse
and traffic, including in these terms navigation and the transportation and transit of persons and property, as well as
the purchase, sale and exchange of commodities. To regulate it as thus defined there must be only one system of rules
applicable alike to the whole country, which Congress alone
can prescribe.11 As to such commerce the following doctrines
have been asserted in the Federal courts. Thus in Gilman v.
Philadelphia 17 it is held that the power to regulate commerce
comprehends the control for that purpose, and to the extent
necessary, of all the navigable waters of the United States
which are accessible from a State other than those on which
they lie; and includes, necessarily, the power to keep them
open and free from any obstruction to their navigation, interposed by the States or otherwise; that it is for Congress to determine when its full power shall be brought into activity, and
as to the regulations and sanctions which shall be provided;
that some of the subjects of this power, however, covering as it
does a wide field, and embracing a great variety of subjects, will
call for uniform rules and national legislation; while others
can be best regulated by rules and provisions suggested by
the varying circumstances of differing places, and limited in
their operation to such places respectively; and to the extent
required by these last cases, the power to regulate commerce
may be exercised by the States. In another case it is held
that the power conferred upon Congress by the commerce
clause of the Constitution is exclusive, so far as it relates to
matters within its purview which are national in their charrailroads under state statutes for
fire communicated by locomotives.
a Mobile, County of, v. Kimball,
102 U. 8. 691, 26 L. ed. 238. See
also Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v.
United States, 175 U. S. 211, 44
L. ed. 136, 20
Ct. 96; Gloucester
Ferry Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114

Sup.

U. 8. 196, 29 L. ed. 158, 5 Sup. Ct.
826; United States v. Cassidy (D.
C.), 67 Fed. 698; Charge to Grand
Jury, In re (D. C.), 62 Fed. 840, 4
Inters. Comm. Rep. 784.
17 3 Wall. (70 U. S.) 713, 18 L.
ed. 96.
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acter, and admit or require uniformity of regulation affecting
all the States; and that that cia~ was adopted in order w
secure such uniformity against discriminating state legislation.~.~
It is also decided that (I) The power to regulate commerce,
interstate and foreign, vested in Congress, is the power to
prescribe the rules by which it shall be governed, that is, the
conditions upon which it shall be conducted; to determine
when it shall be free and when subject to duties or other exactions. (2) Such commerce is a subject of national character
and requires uniformity of regulation. (3) Interstate commerce by corporations is entitled to the same protection
against state exactions which is given in such commerce when
carried on by individuals. (4:) As to those subjecta of commerce which are local or limited in their nature or sphere of
operation, the State may prescribe regulations until Congress
assumes control of them. And (5) As to such as are national in
their character, and require uniformity of regulation, the power
of Congress is exclusive; and until Congress acta, such commerce is entitled to be free from state exaction and burdens. 11
§ 368. Same Subject.-The question whether, when Congress fails to provide a regulation by law as to any particular
subject of commerce among the States, it is conclusive of its
intention that that subject shall be free from positive regulation, or that, until Congress intervenes, it shall be left to be
dealt with by the States, is one to be determined by the circumstances of each case as it arises.20 Again, a state act which
imposes limitations upon the power of a corporation, created
under the laws of another State, to make contracta within
the State for carrying on commerce between the States, vi<r
lates that clause of the Federal Constitution which confers
upon Congress the exclusive right to regulate that commerce.21
11 Mobile, County of, v. Kimball,
102 U. S. 691, 26 L. ed. 238.
11 Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114 U. S. 196, 29 L. ed.
158, 5 Sup. Ct. 826.
• Bowman v. Chicago &: N. W.
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Ry. Co., 125 U. S. 465, 31 L. ed. 700,
8 Sup. Ct. 689, 1062.
u Cooper Mfg. Co. v. Ferguaon, 113
U.S. 727, 28 L. ed. 1137, 5 Sup. Ct.
739.
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But, under its power to regulate commerce, Congress may
enact such legislation as shall declare void and prohibit the
performance of any contract between individuals or corporations where the natural and direct effect of such a contract
shall be, when carried out, to directly and not as a mere incident to other and innocent purposes, regulate to any extent
interstate or foreign commerce; that the provision in the Constitution regarding the liberty of the citizen is to some extent
limited by this commerce clause, and the power of Congress
comprises the right to enact a law under this clause prohibiting a citizen from entering into those private contracts which
directly and substantially and not merely indirectly, remotely,
incidentally and collaterally, regulate to a greater or less degree, commerce among the States.u So parties subject themselves to the power of Congress to enact subsequent laws
where they engage in interstate commerce." Again, the power
of Congress to regulate foreign commerce, being an enumerated power, is complete in itself, acknowledging no limitations
other than those prescribed in the Constitution.24 The government of the United States may, in the exercise of its powers, remove everything put upon the highways, natural or
artificial, to obstruct the passage of interstate commerce, or
it may invoke the jurisdiction of the civil courts in this respect. 25

§ 369. Regulation of Commerce-State Control of Business Within Jurisdiction.ze-"\Vhile one engaging in interstate
commerce docs not thereby submit all his business to the
.regulating power of Congress, 7:7 still the fact that a corporation is eng8.gcd in interstate commerce does not deprive the
II Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. s. 470, 24 Sup. Ct. 349, 48 L. ed.
United States, 175 U. S. 211 , 20 252.
21 Debe, In re, 158 U. S. 564, 39
Sup. Ct. 96, 44 L. ed. 136, modifying
85 Fed. 271, 29 C. C. A. 141, a case L. ed. 1092, 15 Sup. Ct. 900.
,. See I 365, herein.
as to combinations in restraint of
21 Employere'
Liability
Cases
trade and enhancement of prices.
11 Fitzgerald v .. Grand Trunk R. (Howard v. lllinoia Central Rd. Co.
and Brooks v. Southern Pacific Co.),
Co., 63 Vt. 169, 22 At!. 76.
u Buttfield v. Stranahan, 192 U. 207 u. 8. 463.
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State of power to exercise reasonable control over its business
done wholly within the State.21 So it is said in a case in the
Federal Supreme Court: "In our opinion the power, whether
called police, governmental or legislative, exists in each State,
by appropriate enactments not forbidden by its own constitution or by the Constitution of the United States, to regulate the relative rights and duties of all persons and corporations within its jurisdiction, and therefore to provide for the
public convenience and the public good. This power of the
States is entirely distinct from any power granted to the
general government, although when exercised it may sometimes reach subjects over which national legislation can be
constitutionally extended. When Congress acts with reference to a matter confided to it by the Constitution, then its
statutes displace all conflicting local regulations touching
that matter, although such regulations may have been established in pursuance of a power not surrendered by the States
to the general government." •
• McGuire v. Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy Rd. Co., 131 Iowa, 340,
-369, 108 N. W. 902.
. • Lake Shore_& Michigan Southern
Ry. Co. v. Ohio, 173 U. S. 285, 298,
43 L. ed. 702, 19 Sup. Ct. 451, per
Harlan, J.
"Where, 88 in the case of our dual
government, the same territories
and the same individuals are subject to two governments, each supreme within its sphere, both governments by virtue of distinct powers
may legislate for the same ends.
The exereise of" the rightful authority
of the Nation and the State, though
it proceeds from different governmental powers, may reach and control the same subject. This result
arises from the different relations
to the community the subject may
sustain: a drove of cattle may be at
once interstate fl't'ight and the vehicle by which infE'<'tious disease m!ly
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be brought within the borders of a
State; a bridge may at the same
time interrupt the navigation of the
river and serve 88 a continuation of
the highways of the State; a man,
while the agent through which the
transaction of interstate commerre
is conducted, is at the same time
one of the population, permanent or
transient, of a State, and subject to
its generul laws. There is no conflict in powers, though there may be
conflict in legislation, referable to
different powers. In such a case
under our system the law of the
State enacted by virtue of its undoubted powers must yield to the
national law enacted in pursuance
of the powers confei'Ted by the Constitution. There is no necessity in
this case to disturb the troublesome
question when, if eve-r, even when
Congress is silent, the States may exereise any direct power over interstate
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§ 370. Regulation of Commerce-Transportation of Persons or Property-Generally.-While a State cannot regulate
foreign commerce, still it may do many things which more or
less affect it. But, on the other hand, it is not left to the discretion of each State in the Union either to refuse a right of
p8B88.ge to persons or property through her territory or to
exact a duty for permission to exercise it, for Congress has
willed that intercourse between the several States shall be
free and has so regulated such commerce that this result shall
be accomplished.30 And a shipment which is received for the

*•

and foreign commerce. •
'If
a State,' aaid Chief Justice Marshall
in Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. (22
U. S.) 1, 204, 6 L. ed. 23, 72, 'in
p&lllling laws on subjects acknowledged to be within ita control, and,
with a view to th011e subjects, shall
adopt a meosure of the ll&llle character with one which Congrea~ may
adopt, it does not derive ita authority from the particular power which
has been granted, but from some
other, which remains with the State
and may be executed by the ll&llle
means. All experience shows that
the same measure or measures,
scaroely distinguishable from each
·other, may flow from distinct powers;
but this does not prove that the
powers themeelves are identical.'
That the States may by their laws
fix the relative rights, duties, obligations and liabilities of all persollll
or corporations within their territorial jurisdictions, and thus control in that respect th011e who are
engaged in interstate and foreign
commerce; that such laws do not
proceed from any power to regulate
.such commerce, though incidentally
and indirectly they do regulate it,
but are to be referred to their general power over persons and things
within their territories, and that

all such laws, so far as they affect
such commerce, must yield to the
superior authority of the laws of
Congress, is, I think, conclusively
shown by the following cases: Sherlock v. Alling, 93 U. S. 99, 23 L. ed.
819; Smith v. Alabama, 124 U. S.
465, 8 Sup. Ct. 564, 31 L. ed. 508;
Nashville, C. & St. L. Ry. Co. v.
Alabama, 128 U. S. 96, 32 L. ed. .
352, 9 Sup. Ct. 28; Hennington v.
Georgia, 163 U. S. 299, 41 L. ed. 166,
16 Sup. Ct. 1086; New York, N.H. &
H. R. Co. v. New York, 165 U. S.
628, 17 Sup. Ct. 418, 41 L. ed. 453;
Chicago, M. & St. P. R: Co. v.
Solan, 169 U. S. 133, 42 L. ed. 688,
18 Sup. Ct. 340; PelUlliYlvania Railroad v. Hughes, 191 U. S. 477, 24
Sup. Ct. 132, 48 L. cd. 268; Martin v.
Pittsburg, etc., Railroad, 203 U. S.
284, 51 L. ed. 184, 27 Sup. Ct. 100;
Peirce v. Van Duscn, 78 Fed. 693."
Employers' Liability Cases (Howard
v. Illinois Central Rd: Co. and Brooks
v. Southern Pacific Co.), 207 U. S.
463, 534, 535, per Moody, J., in disBCnting opinion.
10 PaBBenger Cases, 7 How.
(48
U. S.) 283, 12 L. ed. 702. See Employers' Liability Cases (Howard v.
Illinois Central R. Co. and Brooks v.
Southern Pacific Co.), 207 U. S. 463,
535, diB!ICnting opinion of Moody, J.
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purpose of transportation between different States is not
governed by state enactments, as it constitutes an interstate
shipment.31 But where a state statute applies to both intrastate and interstate shipments, but the shipment involved is
wholly intrastate, the Federal Sup~me Court will not consider the validity of the statute when applied to interstate
shipments.12 It was decided by the Federal Supreme Court,
in 1887, that so far as the will of Congress respecting commerce among the States by means of railroads can be determined from its enactment of the provisions of the law found
in the Revised Statutes,33 they are an indication that the
transportation of such commodities between the States shall
be free except when restricted by Congress, or by a State
with the express permission of Congress; and that a State cannot for the purpose of protecting its people against the evils
of intemperance, enact laws which regulate commerce between
its people and those of other States of the Union unless the
consent of Congress, express or implied, be first obtained.14
An absolute requirement that a railroad engaged in interstate
commerce shall furnish a certain number of cars on a specified
day, to transport merchandise to another State, regardless of
every other consideration except strikes and other public calamities, transcends the police power of the States and amounts
to a burden upon interstate commerce; and articles of theRevised Statutes of a State which exact such a service, are, when
u Berry Coal & Coke Co. v.
Chicago, P. & St. L. Ry. Co., 116
Mo. App. 214, 92 S. W. 714.
11 Seaboard Airline Ry. v. SeegerB,
207 U. 8. 73, aff'g 73 S. C. 71.
11 Rev. Stat. I 5258, chap. 6, tit. 48;
U 4252-4289.
14 Bowman v. Chicago & N. W.
Ry. Co., 125 U. S. 465, 31 L. ed. 700,
8 Sup. Ct. 689, 1062. Cited on fii"Bt
point in Addyston Pipe & Steel Co.
v. United States, 175 U. 8. 211, 231,
44 L. ed. 136, 20 Sup. Ct. 96; Minor,
In re, 69 Fed. 235. Cited on second
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point in Vance v. W. A. Vandercook
Co., 170 U. S. 438, 457, 18 Sup. Ct.
674, 42 L. ed. 1100; Rhodes v. Iowa,
170 U. S. 412, 414, 429, 42 L. ed.
1088, 18 Sup. Ct. 664; O'Neil v.
Vennont, 144 U. S. 323, 335, 355,
36 L. ed. 450, 12 Sup. Ct. 693; Rahrer, In re, 140 U. S. 545, 35 L. ed.
572, 11 Sup. Ct. 865; Lyng v. Michigan, 135 U.S. 161, 166,34 L. ed. 130,
10 Sup. Ct. 725; Leisy v. Hardin,
135 U. S. 100, 111, 124, 155, 34 L.
ed. 128, 10 Sup. Ct. 681.
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applied to interstate commerce shipments, void as a Violation
of the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution. Such a
regulation cannot be sustained as to interstate commerce shipments as an exercise of the police power of the State.311
§ 371. Regulation of Commerce-Transportation of Rail-

road Cars-Transportation Over River-Distinction as to
Perries-Police Power.-The interstate transportation of cars
from another State which have not been delivered to the consignee, but remain on the track of a railway company in the
condition in which they were originally brought into the
State, is not completed and they are still within the protection
of the commerce clause of the Constitution and are not subject
w an order of a State C-orporation Commission requiring a
railway company to deliver cars from another State to the
consignee on a private siding beyond its own right of way, and
therefore such an order is a burden on interstate commerce
and is void. Q1.UETe, whether such an order applicable solely
to state business would be repugnant to the due process clause
of the Constitution. The principle was applied in this case
that while a State in the exercise of its police power may confer power on an administrative agency to make reasonable
regulations as to the place, time and manner of delivery of
merchandise moving in channels of interstate commerce, any
regulation which directly burdens interstate commerce is a
regulation thereof and repugnant to the Federal Constitution.• There is an essential distinction between a ferry in
the restricted and legal signification of the term, and the
transportation of railroad cars across a boundary river between
two States, constituting interstate commerce, and such transportation cannot be subjected to condit.ions imposed by a
State which are direct burdens upon interstate commerce.
And it is held that conceding, arguendo, that the police power
of a State extends to the establishment, regulation or licensing
11 Houston & Texas Central R. 202 U. S. 543, 50 L. ed. 1142, 26
Co. v. Mayes, 201 U.S. 321.
Sup. Ct. 717.
"McNeill v. Southern Ry. Co.,
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of ferries on navigable streams which are boundaries between
it and another State, there are no decisions of the "Federal
Supreme Court importing power in a State to directly control
interstate commerce or any transportation by water across
such a river which does not constitute a ferry in the strict
technical sense of that tenn.17
§ 372. Regulation of Commerce-Transportation of Cattle-Inspection Law-Police Power.-While a State may
enact sanitary laws, and, for the purpose of self-protection,
establish quarantine and reasonable inspection regulations
and prevent persons and animals having contagious or infectious diseases from entering the State, it cannot, beyond
what is absolutely necessary for self-protection, interfere with
transportation of subjects of commerce into or through its
territory; and a statute which is intended to prevent the importation of all cattle into a State is such an interference with
interstate commerce as to be unconstitutional where such
statute is more than a quarantine regulation and not a legitimate exercise of the police power of the State.• The transportation of live stock from State to State being a branch of
interstate commerce, any specified rule or regulation in respect
to such transportation which Congress may la\\<-fui.J.y prescribe
or authorize .and which may properly be deemed a regulation
of such commerce, is paramount throughout the l!nion. And
when the entire subject of transportation of live stock from
one State to another is taken under direct national supervision
and a system devised by which diseased stock may be excluded
from interstate commerce, all local or state regulations in
respect to such matters and covering the same ground will
cease to have any force, whether fonnally abrogated or not;
17 St. Clair Co. v. Interstate Sand
& Car Trans. Co., 192 U. B. 454, 48
L. ed. 518, 24 Sup. Ct.-.
11 Hannibal & St. J. R. Co. v.
Husen, 95 U. S. 465, 24 L. ed. 527.
See Chicago & A. R. Co. v. Erickson,
91 Ill. 613, 33 Am. Rep. 70; Salzen-
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stein v. Mavis, 91 Ill. 3tH; Selvage~.
St. Louis & S. F. Ry. Co., 135 Mo.
163, 36 S. W. 652; Grimes v. Eddy,
126 Mo. 168, 47 Am. St. Rep. 653,
28 S. W. 756, 26 L. R. A. 638; Gilmore v. Hannibal & St. J. R. Co., fr1
Mo. 323.
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and such rules and regulations as Congress may lawfully
prescribe or authorize will alone control. The power. which
the States might thus exercise may in this way be suspended
until national control is abandoned and the subject be thereby
left under the power of the States. But where a state statute,
relating to the introduction into the State of cattle with infectious or contagious diseases, relates to matters not covered
by an act of Congress which legislates in respect to animal
industry, such statute is not unconstitutional.•
§ 373. Same Subject.-In a case where a statute of Kansas
related to the bringing into that State certain cattle which
might communicate disease to domestic cattle and also provided for the trial of civiJ actions to recover damages therefor,
it was held that such enactment was not overridden by the
Animal Industry Act of Congress,.., nor by the subsequent
appropriation act therefor,·u nor by the statute "2 authorizing
every railroad company in the United States, operated by
steam, its successors and assigns, "to carry upon and over
its roads, boats, bridges and ferries, passengers, troops, government supplies, mails, freight and property on their way
from any State to another State, and to receive compensation
therefor, and 'to connect with roads of other States so as to
form continuous lines for the transportation of the same to
the place of destination;" as Congress has not assumed to
give to any corporation, company or person the affirmative
right to transport from one State to another State cattle that
were liable to impart or capable of communicating contagious,
infectious or communicable diseases. The court considered in
its decision the various points involved and also held as follows:
• Reid v. Colorado, 187 U. S. 137,
47 L. ed. 108, 23 Sup. Ct. 92, aff'g
29 Colo. 333, 68 Pac. 228. Examine
Kimmish v. Ball, 129 U. S. 217, 9
Sup. Ct. 277, 32 L. ed. 695; Mi8110uri
Pacif. Ry. Co. v. Finley, 38 Kan.
li50,16 Pac. 951; Kenney v. Hannibal
A St.. J. R. Co., 62 Mo. 476; Wilson v.

38

Kansas City, St. J. & C. B. R. Co.,
60 Mo. 184.
411 Act March 29, 1884, 23 Stat. 31,
c. 60.
' 1 Act March 3, 1891, 26 Stat.
1044, 1049, c. 544.
n Rev. Stat. U. S. I 5258.
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(1} Whether a corporation transporting, or the person causing

to be transported from one State to another, cattle of the cl&BS
specified in the Kansas statute should be liable in a chil
action for any damages sustained by the owners of domestic
cattle by reason of the introduction into their State of such
diseased cattle, is a subject about which the act of Cong:ress,4
known as the Animal Industry Act, did not make any provision. (2) The provision in the Kansas act imposing such ch-il
liability is in aid of the objt'cts which Congress had in view
when it passed the Animal Industry Act, and it was passed in
execution of a power with which the State did not part when
entering the Union, namely, the power to protect the people
in the enjoyment of their rights of property, and to provide
for the redreSs of wrongs within its limits, and is not, within
the meaning of the Constitution, nor in any just sense, a regulation of commerce among the States. (3) A state statute,
although enacted in pursuance of a power not surrendered to
the general government, must in the execution of its provisions, yield in case of conflict to a statute constitutionally
enacted under authority conferred upon Congress; and this,
without regard to the source of power whence the state legislature derived its enactment. (4) Neither corporations nor
individuals are entitled by force alone of the Constitution of
the United States, and without liability for injuries resulting
therefrom to others, to bring into one State from another
State. cattle liable to impart or capable of communicating
disease to domestic cattle. Although the powers of a State
must in their exercise give way to a power exerted by Congress
under the Constitution, it has never been adjudged that that
instrument by its own force gives anyone the right to introduce
into a State, against its will, cattle so affected with disease
that their presence in tbe State will be dangerous to domestic
cattle. (5) Prior cases upon this matter proceed upon the
ground that the n>gulation of the enjoyment of the relative
rights, and the performance of the duties, of all persons within
41
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the jurisdiction of a State, belongs primarily to such State
under its reserved power to provide for the safety of all persons
and property within its limits; and that even if the subject
of such regulations be one that may be taken under the exclusive control of Congress, and be reached by national legislation, any action taken by the State upon that subject that
does not directly interfere with rights secured by the Constitution of the United States or by some valid act of Congress, must be respected until Congress intervenes. (6) An
act of Congress that does no more than give authority to railroad companies to carry "freight and property" over their
respective roads from one State to another State, will not
authorize a railroad company to carry into a State cattle
known, or which by due diligence may be known, to be in
such a condition as to impart or communicate disease to the
domestic cattle of such State. (7) H the carrier takes diseased
cattle into a State, it docs so subject for any injury thereby
done to domestic cattle to such liability as may arise under
any law of the State that does not go beyond the necessities of
the case and burden or prohibit interstate commerce; and a
statute prescribing as a rule of civil conduct that a person
or corporation shall not bring into the State cattle that are
known, or which by proper diligence could be known, to be
capable of communicating disease to domestic cattle, cannot
be regarded as beyond the necessiti<'s of the case, nor as interfering with any right intended to be given or recognized by
section 5258 of the Revised Statutes. (8) Congress could authorize the carrying of such cattle from one State into another
State, and by legislation protect the carrier against all suits
for damages arising therefrom; but it has not done so, nor has
it enacted any statute that prevents a State from prescribing
such a rule of civil conduct as that found in the statute of
Kansas." Again, in a late case the power of the State of Kansas to pa&"' the cattle inspection law of 1905, prohibiting the
transportation of cattle into that State subject to certain

".n.ouri, K.

& T. R. Co. v. Haber, 169 U. S. 613, 42 L. eel. 878,

18 Sup. Ct. 488.
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conditions, was held not unconstitutional as a direct regulation of interstate commerce and not in conflict with certain
acts of Congress. The court reasserted cer~ propositions
as follows: (1) While the State may not legislate for the direct
control of interstate commerce, a proper police regulation
which does not conflict with congressional legislation on tl1e
subject involved is not necessarily unconstitutional because
it may have an indirect effect upon interstate commerce.
(2) Until Congress acts on the subject a State may, in the exercise of its police power, enact laws forthe inspection of cattle
coming from other States. (3) Congress has not enacted any
legislation destroying the right of a State to provide for the
inspection of cattle and prohibiting the bringing within its
borders of diseased cattle not inspected and passed as healthy
either by the proper state or national officials. (4) A State
may not, under the pretenSe of protecting the public health,
exclude the products or merchandise of other States, and this
court will determine for itself whether it is a genuine exercise
of the police power or really and substantially a regulation
of interstate commerce."
"Asbell v. Kansas, 209 U.S. 251,
aff'g 60 Kan. 51. The opinion of
the court is important, was delivered per Moody, J., and is as follows: "A statute of the State of
Kansas makes it a misdemeanor,
punishable by fine or imprisonment,
or both, for any pe1110n to transport
into the State cattle from any point
south of the south line of the State,
exeept for immediate slaughter, without having first caused them to he
inspected and pSBBed as healthy by
the proper state officials or by the
Bureau of Animal Industry of the
Interior Department of the United
States. Sec. 27, chap. 495, Session
Laws of 1905. The plaintiff in error
was duly charged by information
in the state court with a violation
of this statute, and found guilty by
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the verdict of a jury. The convietion was affirmed by the Supreme
Court of the State, and the case is
now here on a writ of error, allowed
by the chief justice of that court.
The only Federal question inaisted
upon in argument is whether the
statute was a restriction of interstate commerce which WBB not
within the power of a State to impose. The obvious purpose of the
law was to guard against the introduction into the State of cattle infected with a communicable disease.
It undoubtedly restricts the absolute
freedom of interstate commerce in
cattle, but only to the extent that
all cattle coming to Cl088 the guarded
boundary are subjected to inspection
to ascertain whether or not they
are diseased. If healthy they are
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§ 374. Regulation of Commerce-Transportation of Natural Gas.-State laws prohibiting the transportation of natural
admitted, if diaeued they are excluded. The validity of such a reBtriction for such purposes has been
frequently considered by this court,
and the principles applicable to the
settlement of the question have been
clearly defined. The governmental
power over the commerce which ill
interstate is vested exclusively in the
Congress by the commerce clause
of the Constitution, and therefore is
withdrawn trom the States. It ill
not now necessary to cite the many
caaes supporting this pl'QP08ition, or
to consider aome expressions in the
books aomewhat qualifying ita generality, because in carefully chosen
words it has recently been affirmed
by us. At this term, Mr. Justice
Peckham, speaking for the court,
said: 'That any exercise of state
authQrity, in whatever form maniJested, which directly regulates interstate commerce, is repugnant to the
commerce clause of the Constitution ill obvious.' Atlantic Coast Line
v. Wharton, 207 U.S. 328, 334. But
though it may not legislate for the
direct control of interstate commerce,
the State may exercise any part
of the legislative power which was
not withdrawn from it expressly or
by implication by the scheme of
government put into operation by
the Federal Constitution. It may
sometimes happen that a law passed
in pursuanee of the acknowledged
power of the State will have an indirect effect upon interstate commerce. Such a law, though it is
essential to ita validity that authority
be found in a governmental power
entirely distinct from the power to
regulate interstate commerce, may
reach and indirectly control that sub-

ject. It was at an early day observed by Chief Justice Marahall that
legislation referable to entirely different legislative powers might affect
the same subject. He said in Gibbans v. Ogden, 9 Wheat. (22 U.S.)
194, 204, 6 L. ed. 23: 'So, if a State,
in pBSBing laws on subjects aclmowledged to be within ita control, and
with a view to those subjects shall
adopt a measure of the same character with one which Congress may
adopt, it does not derive ita authority
from the particular power which has
been granted, but from some other,
which remains with the State and
may be executed by the same means.
All experience shows, that the same
measures, or measures scarcely distinguishable from each other, may
flow from distinct powers; but this
does not prove that the powers themselves are identical. Although the
means used in their execution may
sometimes approach each other so
nearly as to be confounded, there
are other situations in which they are
sufficiently distinct to establish their
individuality. In our complex system, presenting the rare and difficult scheme of one general government, whose action extends over the
whole, but which possesses only certain enumerated powers; and of
numerous state governments, which
retain and exercise all powers not
delegated to the Union, contests
respecting power must arise. Were
it even otherwise, the measures taken
by the respective governments to
execute their acknowledged powers,
would often be of the same description, and might, sometimes, interfere.
This, however, does not prove that
the one is exercising, or has a right
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gas from the State are inv8lid where they interfere with inter-

state commerce; 41 otherwise such enactments may be valid.c
to exercille, the power11 of the other.'
Foreseeing C88ell where national and
Btate legiBlation baBed upon different
power11 might, in their application,
be brought into conflict, he, in the
B&JDe C8IMI (p. 211), declared that
then 'the Jaw of the State, though
enacted in the exerciae of power11 not
controverted, muat yield,' a rule
which haB constantly been applied
by this court. Theae general principle~ control the decision of the
cue at bar. Cattle, while in the
COW'8e of transportation from one
State to another, and in that re~pect
under the excluaive control of the
law of the National Government,
may at the aame time be the conveyance by which diBeue is brought
within the State to which they are
deBtined, and in that reBpect subject to the power o( the State exerciaed in good faith to protect the
health of ita own animals and ita own
people. In the execution of that
power the State may enact Jawa for
the iDBpection of animals coming
from other StateB with the purpose
of excluding thoee which are diBe&Bed
and admitting thoee which are
healthy. Reid v. Colorado, 187 U. S.
137, 47 L. ed. 108, 23 Sup. Ct. 92.
The State may not, however, for this
purpose exclude all animals, whether
diaeued or not, coming from other
StateB, Railroad v. Husen, 95 U. S.

465,24 L. ed. 527, nor under the pretenae of protecting the public health,
employ inspection laws to exclude
from ita borden~ the products or
merchandiae of other States; and this
court will 8BIIUDle the duty of determining for itself whether the
Btatute before it is a genuine exercise
of an acknowledged state power, or
whether, on the other hand, under
the guise of an inspection Jaw it ill
really and suhBtantially a regulation
of foreign or interatate commerce
which the CoDBtitution baa conferred
exclusively upon the Congress. MiDneBOta v. Barber, 136 U . S. 313, 34
L. ed. 455, 10 Sup. Ct. 862; Brimmer
v. Rebman, 138 U. S. 78, 11 Sup.
Ct. 213, 34 L. ed. 862; Patapeco
Guano Co. v. North Carolina, 171
U. 8. 345, 43 L. ed. 191, 18 Sup. Ct.
862. Tested by these principles,
the statute before us is an inspection
Jaw and nothing else; it excludes
only cattle found to be diseased, and
in the absence of controlling legislation by Congress it is clearly within
the authority of the State, evm
though it may have an incidental
and indirect effect upon commerce between the StateB. The cause, however, cannot be dispoaed of without
inquiring whether there was at the
time of the offense any legislation of
CongreBS conflicting with the state
law. ·n sue~ legislation were in ex-

• State v. Indiana & 0. Oil, Gas
& Mining Co., 120 Ind. 575,22 N. E.
778, 6 L. R. A. 579; A very v. Indiana & 0. Oil, Gas & Mining Co.,
120 Ind. 600, 22 N. E. 781. See also
Manufacturer~~' _Gas & Oil Co. v.
Indiana Natural Gas ct Oil Co., 155
Ind. 545, 58 N. E. 706. Examine

Benedict v. Columbus Const. Co.,
49 N. J. Eq. 23, 23 Atl. 485.
0 JamieBOn v. Indiana Natural
Gas & Oil Co., 128 Ind. 555, 12 L.
R. A. 662,28 N. E. 76. Examine, u
to principle, Leisy v. Harding, 135
U. 8. 100, 10 Sup. Ct. 681, M L. ed.
128.
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§ 375. Regulation of Commerce-Stopping Interstate
Trains.-The rule that any exercise of state authority, whether
istence the state law, so far as it
affected inteJ'Btate commerce, would
be compelled to yield to its superior
authority. This question was considered and the national legislation
carefully examined in Reid v. Colorado, aupra, and the conclusion
reached that Congress had not then
taken any action which had the effect
of destroying the right of the State
to act on the subject. It was there
said, p. 148: '1t did not undertake
to invest any officer or agent of the
Department with authority to go
into a State, and, without its 8811ent,
take charge of the work of suppreeBing or extirpating contagious, infectious or communicable diseases
there prevailing, and which endangered the health of domestic animala. Nor did Congress give the
Department authority, by its officel'B
or agents, to inspect cattle within
the limits of a State and give a
certificate that should be of superior
authority in that or other States, or
which should entitle the owner to
carry his cattle into or through another State without reference to the
reasonable and valid regulations
which the latter State may have
adopted for the protection of its own
domestic animals. It should never
be held that Congress intends to
BUpeJ'Bede or by its legislation BU8pell.d
the exercise of the police powel'B of
the States, even when it may do so,
unless its purpose to effect that resuit is clearly manifested.' There
has, however, been later national
legislation which needs to be noticed.
Large powel'B to control the intel'Btate
movement of cattle liable to be afflicted with a communicable disease
have been conferred upon the Secre-

tary of Agriculture by the act of
February 2, 1903, 32 Stat. 791, and
the act of March 3, 1905, 33 Stat.
1204. The provisions of theae acts
need not be fully stated. The only
part of them which seems· relevnnt
to this case and the question under
consideration which ari.zes in it is
contained in the law of 1903. In
that law it is enacted that when an
inspector of the Bureau of Animal
Industry has issued a certificate that
he has inspected cattJe or live stock
and found them free from infectious,
contagious or communicable disease,
'such animals so inspected and certified may be shipped, driven, or tranaported
into
* _any
State. or Territory
* without further inspection or the exaction
of fees of any kind, except such as
may at any time be ordered or exacted by the Secretary of Agriculture.' There can be no doubt that
this is the supreme law, and if the
state law conflicts with it the state
law must yield. But the law of
Kansas now before us recogni.zes the
supremacy of the national law and
confomis to it. The state law admits
cattle inspected and certified by an
inspector of the Bureau of Animal
Industry of the United States, thus
avoiding a conflict with the national
law. Rule 13, iBBued by the Secretary of Agriculture under the authority of the statute, is brought to
our attention by the plaintiff in
error. It is enough to say now that
the rule is directed to transportation
of cattle from quarantined States,
which is not this case, and that in
terms it recogni.zes restrictions imposed by the State of destination.
Our attention is called to no other

* * *

* *
* *
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made directly or through the instrumentality of a commission,
which directly regulates interstate commerce is repugnant to
the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution, applies to
the' stopping of interstate trains at stations within the State
already adequately supplied with transportation facilities.
But whether an order stopping interstate trains at specified
stations is a direct regulation of interstate commerce depends
on the local facilities at those stations, and while the sufficiency of such facilities is not in itself a Federal question, it
may be considered by the Supreme Court for the purpose of
determining whether the order does or does not regulate interstate commerce, and if it appears that the local-facilities are
adequate, the order is void. And inability of fast interstate
trains to make schedule, their loss of patronage and compen.."fttion for carrying the mails, and the inability of such trains to
pay expenses if additional trips are required are all matters
to be considered in determining whether adequate facilities
have been furnished to the stations at which the company is
ordered by state authority to stop such trains ..ca So where a
state statute required all regular passenger trains to stop a
sufficient length of time at county seats to receive and let off
passengers with safety, and it appeared that the defendant
co~pany furnished four regular passenger trains a day each
way, which were sufficient to accommodate all the local and
through business, and that all such trains stopped at county
seats, the act was held to be invalid as applied to an express
train intended only for through passengers from St. I..ouis to
New York. It was also decided that while railways are bound
provision of national law which con- and we have discovered none.
fticts with the state law before us, ment affinned."
a Atlantic Coast Line Ry. Co. v.
Wharton, 207 U. S. 328, rev'g Railroad Commrs. v. Atlantic Coast
Line R. Co., 74 S. C. 80, 53 S. E. 290.
"The want of power in a State to
interfere with an interstate commerce
train, if thereby a burden is imposed upon interstate commerce is
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Judg-

settled beyond question."
Employers' Liability Cases (Howard v.
Illinois Central Rd. Co. and Brooks
v. Southern Pacific Co.), 207 U. S.
463, 496, per White, J., citing principal case and also Mississippi R. Co.
v. Illinois Cent. R. Co., 203 U. S.
335, 343, 51 L. ed. 209, 27 Sup. Ct. 90.
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to provide primarily and adequately for the accommodation
of those to whom they are directly tributary, they have the
legal right, after all these local conditions have been met, to
adopt special provisions for through traffic, and legislative
interference therewith is an infringement upon the clause of
the Constitution which requires that commerce between the
States shall be free and unobstructed.• In another case it
appeared that an act of Congress 110 granted a right of way, and
sections of the public lands, to the State of illinois, and to
States south of the Ohio River, to aid in the construction of
a railroad connecting the waters of the Great Lakes with
those of the Gulf of Mexico, and over which the mails of the
United States should be carried. The State of illinois accepted
the act, and incorporated the Dlinois Central Railroad Company, for the purpose of constructing a railroad with a southem terminus described as "a point at the city of Cairo."
The company accordingly constructed and maintained its
railroad to a station in Cairo, very nea.r the junction of the
Ohio ·and Mississippi Rivers; but afterwards, in accordance
with statutes of the United States and of the State of illinois,
connected its ·railroad with a railroad bridge built across the
Ohio River opposite a part of Cairo farther from the mouth
of that river; and put on a fast mail train carrying interstate
passengers and the United States mail from Chicago 1'.9 New
Orleans, which train ran through the city of Cairo, but did
not go to the station in that city, and could not have done so
without leaving the through route at a point three and a half
miles from the station and coming back to the same point;
but the company made adequate accommodations by other
trains for interstate passengers to and from Cairo. Cairo was
the county seat. It was held that a statute of lllinois, requiring railroad companies to stop their trains at county seats
long enough to receive and let off passengers with safety,
which was construed by the Supreme Court of the State to
10 Act of September· 20, 1850, c.
• Cleveland, C. C. & St. L. Ry.
Co. v. Illinois, 177 U.S. 514, 20 Sup. 61.
Ct. 122, 44 L. ed. 868
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require the fast mail train of this company to be nm to and
stopped at the station at Cairo, was, to that extent, an Ullconstitutiona.l hindrance and obstruction of intel'Btate commerce, and of the passage of the mails of the United States.11
But it is also held that a statute of a State requiring every
railroad corporation to stop all regular passenger trains, running wholly within the State, at its stations at all county seats
long enough to take on and discharge passengel'B with safety,
is a reasonable exercise of the police power of the State, and
does not take property of the company without due proce8B
of law; nor does it, as applied to a train connecting with a
train of the same company running into another State, and
carrying some interstate passengers and the United Sta.teJ
mail, unconstitutionally interfere with interstate commerce,
or with the transportation of the mails of the United States.12
Again, where the statute of Ohio relating to railroad companies, in that State, provided that, "Each company shall
cause three, each way, of its regular trains carrying passengers,
if so many are run daily, Sundays excepted, to stop at a station,
city or village, containing over three thousand inhabitants,
for a time sufficient to receive and let off passengers; if a company, or any agent or employee thereof, violate, or cause or
permit to be violated, this provision, such company, agent or
employee shall be liable to a forfeiture of not more than one
hundred nor less than twenty-five dollars, to be recovered
in an action in the name of the State, upon the complaint
of any person, before a justice of the peace of the county in
which the violation occurs, for the benefit of the general fund
"Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. Illinois,
173 U. S. 142, 41 L. ed. 107, 16 Sup.
Ct. 1096. Cited in Cleveland, C. C.
& St. L. Ry. Co. v.lllinoia, 177 U.S.
514, 518, 519, 20 Sup. Ct. 722, 44
L. ed. 868; Lake Shore & M. 8. Ry.
Co. v. Smith, 173 U. 8. 684, 688, 19
Sup. Ct. 565, 43 L. ed. 858 (which
reverses Smith v. Lake Shore & M.
8. R. Co., 114 Mich. 460, 72 N. W.
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328, 4 Det. L. N. 662, 8 Am. & En&.
R. Cu. (N. S.) 496]; Lake Shore 1£
H. 8. Ry. Co. v. Ohio, 173 U. S.
285, 303, 306 (and at p. 321, in disaenting opinion), 43 L. ed. 702, 19
Sup. Ct. 465. Dinllguisbed in Gladson v. Minnesota, 166 U. S. 427,
431, 41 L. ed. 1064, 17 8up. Ct. ftn.
n Gladson v. Hinneaota, 188 U. l!l.
427, 41 L. ed. 1064, 17 Bup. Ct. ffn.
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of the county; and in all eases in which a forfeiture occurs
under the provisions of this section, the company whose agent
or employee caused or permitted such violation shall be liable
for the amount of the forfeiture, and the conductor in charge
of such train shall be held, prima facie, to have caused the violation," it was decided that such statute was not, in the absence of legislation by Congress on the subject, repugnant to
the Constitution of the United States, when applied to interstate trains, carrying interstate commerce through the State
of Ohio on the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway:113
§ 376. Regulation of Commerce-Telegraph MessagesPolice Power.-A state statute, requiring every telegraph company with a line of wires wholly or partly within that State
to receive dispatches and, on payment of the usual charges,
to transmit and deliver them with due diligence, under a certain penalty, is a valid exercise of the power of the State in
relation to messages by telegraph from points outside of and
directed to some point within the State.M But where a statute
requires telegraph companies to deliver dispatches by messenger to the persons to whom the same are addressed or to
their agents, provided they reside within one mile of the telegraph station, or within the city or town in which such
station is, such enactment is in conflict with the commerce
11 Lake Shore & M. 8. Ry. Co. v.
Ohio, 173 U. 8. 285, 43 L. eel. 702,
19 Sup. Ct. 465.
uweatem Union Teleg. Co. v.
James, 162 U. S. 650, 40 L. ed. 1105,
16 Sup. Ct. 934, 6 Am. Elec. Cas. 858,
Shiras, J., and White, J., dillllellting.
Examine the following cases:
CleorJia: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. Lark, 95 Ga. 806, 23 S. E. 118.
Iowa: Taylor v. Western Union
Teleg. Co., 95 Iowa, 740, 64 N. W.
660.
lllaataaippl: Marshall v. Western
Union Teleg. Co., 79 MillS. 154, 161,
162,27 So. 614,89 Am. St. Rep. 585.

lliuouri: Connell v. Western
Union Teleg. Co., 108 Mo.· 459, 18
S. W. 883, 39 Am. & Eng. Corp.
Cas. 594,4 Am. Elec. Cas. 743.
'1'811l1eaaee: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. Mellon, 100 Tenn. 429, 45 B.
W. 443.
Vlrlf.ala: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. Tyler, 90 Va. 297, 18 S. E.
280, 4 Am. Elec. Cas. 816. See
Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Tyler,
94 Va. 268, 26 S. E. 828, 6 Am. Elec.
Cas. 853, where the court relied upon
the principal case although the measage was a domestic one.
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clause of the Federal Constitution in so far as it attempts to
regulate the delivery of such dispatches at places situated in
other States. The authority of Congress over the subject of
commerce by telegraph with foreign countries or among the
States being supreme, no State can impose an impediment
to its freedom by attempting to regulate the delivery in other
States of messages received within its own borders. The reserved police power of a State under the Constitution, although
difficult to define, does not extend to the regulation of the
delivery at points without the State of telegraphic messages
received within the State; but the State may, within the
reservation that it does not encroach upon the free exercise
of the powers vested in Congress, make all necessary provisions
in respect of the buildings, poles and wires of telegraph companies within its jurisdiction which the comfort and convenience of the community may require.H

§ 377. Regulation of Commerce-Examination and license of Locomotive Engineers-Color Blindness-Due
Process of Law.-The legislature of Alabama enacted a law
entitled: "An act to require locomotive engineers in this State
to be examined and licensed by a board to be appointed for
that purpose," in which it was provided that it should be
"unlawful for the engineer of any railroad train in this State
to drive or operate or engineer any train of cars or engine upon
the main line or roadbed of any railroad in this State which is
used for the transportation of persons, passengers or freight,
without first undergoing an examination and obtaining a license as hereinafter provided." The statute then provided
for the creation of a board of examiners and prescribed their
duties, and authorized them to issue licenses and imposed a
license fee, and then enacted, "that any engineer violating the
provisions of this act shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
n Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Pendleton, 122 U.S. 347, 7 Sup. Ct.
1126, 30 L. ed. 1187, 18 Am. & Eng.
Corp. Cas. IS, 2 Am. Elec. Cas. 49,
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rev'g 95 Ind. 12,8 Am. & Eng. Corp.
Cas. 56, 48 Am. Rep. 692, 1 Am.
Elec. Cas. 632. See Joyce on Eleotric Law (2d ed.), U 125-128.
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upon conviction, shall be fined not less than fifty nor more
than five hundred dollars, and may also be sentenced to hard
labor for the county for not more than six months." Plaintiff in error was an engineer in the service of the Mobile and
Ohio Railroad Company. His duty was to "drive, operate
:md engineer" a locomotive engine drawing a passenger train
on that road, regularly plying in one continuous trip between
Mobile and Alabama and Corinth in Mississippi, and vice versa,
sixty miles of which trip was in Alabama, and two hundred
and sixty-five in Mississippi. He never "drove, operated or
engineered" a locomotive engine hauling cars frop:1 one point
to another point exclusively within the State of Alabama.
After the statute of Alabama took effect, he.CP,Jltinued to perform such regular duties without taking out· the license required by that act. He was proceeded agaiMt for a violation
of the statute, and was committed to jail to answer the charge.
He petitioned the state court for a writ of habeas corpus upon
the ground that he was employed in interstate commerce, and
that the statute, so far as it applied to him, was a regulation
of commerce among the States, and repugnant to the Constitution of the United States. The writ was refused, and the
Supreme Court of the State of Alabama on appeal affirmed
that judgment. It was held, (1} that the statute of Alabama
was not, in its nature, a regulation of commerce, even when
applied to such a case as this; (2) that it was an act of legislation within the scope of the powers reserved for the Stp.tes,
to regulate the relative rights and duties of persons within
their respective territorial jurisdictions, being intended to
operate so as to secure safety of persons and property for the
public; (3) that so far as it affected transactions of commerce
among the States, it did so only indirectly, incidentally and
remotely, and not so as to burden or impede them, and that,
in the particulars in which it touched those transactions at
all, it was not in conflict with any express enactment of Congn>aJ on the subject, nor contrary to any intention of Congress
to be presumed from its silence; (4) that so far as it was alleged
to contravene the Constitution of the United States the statute
605
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was a valid law.aa So a state statute which requires locomotive engineers and other persons, employed by a railroad
company in a capacity which calls for the ability to distinguish and discriminate between color signals, to be e.xamined
in this respect from time to time by a tribunal established for
the purpose, and which exacts a fee from the company for the
service of examination, does not deprive the company of its
property without due process of law, and, so far as it affects
interstate commerce, is within the competency of the State
to enact, until Congress legislates on the subject.17
§378. Regulation of Commerce-Tracing Lost Freight.
-The imposition, by a state statute, upon the initial or any
connecting carrier, of the duty of tracing the freight and
informing the shipper, in writing, when, where, how and by
which carrier the freight was lost, damaged or destroyed, and
of giving the names of the parties and their official position, if
any, by whom the truth of the facts set out in the ·information
can be established, is, when applied to interstate commerce, a
violation of the commerce clause of the Federal Constitution;
and a code which imposes such a duty on common carriers is
void as to shipments made from points in the State enacting
such statutory provision to other States.58 The court in giving
this decision distinguishes it from an earlier case, wherein it
was held that a state statute enacting that: "When a common
carrier accepts for transportation anything directed to a point
of destination beyond the terminus of his own line or route,
he shall be deemed thereby to assume an obligation for its safe
carriage to such point of destination, unless, at the time of
such acceptance, such carrier be released or exempted from
such liability by contract in writing, signed by the owner or
his agent; and although there be such contract in writing,
11 Smith v. Alabama, 124 U. S.
11 Central of Georgia Ry. Co. v.
465, 31 L. ed. 508, 8 Sup. Ct. 564.
Murphy, 196 U. 8. 194,49 L. ed. 444,
11 Nashville, C. & St. L. Ry. v. 25 Sup. Ct. 218.
Alabama., 128 U.S. 96,32 L. ed. 352,
9 Sup. Ct. 28.
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if such thing be lost or injured, such common carrier shall
himself be liable therefor, unless, within a reasonable time after
demand made, he shall give satisfactory proof to the consignor
that the loss or injury did not occur while the thing was in his
charge," does not attempt to substantially regulate or control
contracts as to interstate shipments, but simply establishes
a rule of evidence, ordaining the character of proof by which
a carrier may show that, although it received goods for transportation beyond its own line, nevertheless, by agreement, its
liability was limited to its own line; and it does not conflict
with the provisions of the Constitution of the United States,
touching interstate commerce.118

1379. Regulation and Control-Requiring Governmental
Consent.-Within its power to control and regulate the exercise by a corporation of its franchises or privileges, a State
or other governmental agency generally requireS its consent
as a prerequisite or condition precedent to the use of the
·public streets or highways, or to the valid exercise of a franchise. We have, however, treated this subject throughout
this work and it will be only briefly considered here.110 Con11 Richmond & Alleghany R. Co. v.
R. A. Pattenon Tobacco Co., 169
U.S. 311, 42 L. ed. 759, 18 Sup. Ct.
335. Cited in Cleveland, C. C. & St.
L. Ry. Co. v. Illinois, 177 U. S. 514,
517, 20 Sup. Ct. 722, 44 L. ed. 868;
Mi1110uri, K & T. Ry. Co. v. MeCann, 174 U. S. 580, 587, 588, 590,
43 L. ed. 1093, 19 Sup. Ct. 755; Lake
Shore & M. 8. Ry. Co. v. Ohio, 173
U. S. 285, 324, 19 Sup. Ct. 465, 43
L. ed. 702, in dilllll!lting opinion;
llrliiiiOuri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Haber,
169 U. S. 613, 627, 42 L. ed. 878, 18
Sup. Ct. 488.
• Philadelphia v. Lombard & 8.
St. P818. R. Co., 4 Brewat. (Pa.)
14.
Bee the foUowing caaea:
17111\ecl lta\ea: Gana v. Ohio

Postal Teleg. Cable Co., 140 Fed.
692, 72 C. C. A. 186, rev'g Ohio POBtal Teleg. Cable Co. v. Board of Commissioners, 137 Fed. 947 (control by
States, counties, etc., notwitbatanding right under Post Roads Act);
Detroit CitizenB' St. R. Co. v. Detroit, 64 Fed. 628, 12 C. C. A. 365,
26 L. R. A. 667, 1 Am. & Eng. R.
Caa. (N. S.) 71 (expre811 power given
city to grant irrevocable consent;
street railways); Baltimore Trust &
G. Co. v. Baltimore (C. C.), 64 Fed.
153 (right to withdraw consent; laying of double tracks).
OaUfomia: Western Union Teleg.
Co. v. City of Viaalia, 149 Cal. 744,
87 Pac. 1023 (effect of attempted
grant by ordinance; telegraph company); Eisenhuth v. Ackenon, 105
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sent may be evidenced by the act of a city's common council
in passing a resolution whereby the lighting of certain parts
Cal. 87, 38 Pac. 530 (code requiring
vote of city or town for Will of streets;
veto power of mayor).
J'loricl&: Florida Cent. &: P.R. Co.
v. Ocala St. &: S. R. Co., 39 Fla. 306,
22 So. 692, 7 Am. & Eng. R. Caa.
(N. S.) 696 (statute conferring upon
cities control over streets; no power
to consent to exclusive use of all
streets by street railway company).
Chor,U.: Almand v. Atlanta Consol. St. Ry. Co., 108 Ga. 417, 34 S.
E. 6; Augusta &: S. R. Co. v. City
Council of Augusta, 100 Ga. 701, 28
8. E. 126.
IIUnoia: Independent Teleph. &:
Teleg. Co. v. Town of Towanda, 221
Ill. 299, 77 N. E. 456 (statute requires notice to highway commissioners, who shall specify what part
of highway may be used, and where
they fail to so specify company locates them at ita peril); Chicago
Teleph. Co. v. Northwestern Teleph.
App. 57, aff'd 65 N. E.
Co., 100
329 (requirement that permit in
writing be obtained; failure to obtain concerns city only).
IncliaDa: City R . Co. v. Citizena'
St. Ry. Co. (Ind.), 52 N. E. 157, 1
Repr. 376 (consent neceasary); Eichels v. Ry. Co., 78 Ind. 261.
Kalulu: Wiehita, City of, v.
Missouri & K. Teleph. Co., 70 "Kan.
441, 78 Pac. 886 (cities of first claas
may determine and designate streets
and alleys which may be occupied
and used by telegraph and telephone
companies); La Harpe, City of, v.
Elm Townahip Gaalight, Fuel &:
Power Co., 69 Kan. 97, 76 Pac. 448
{consent to lay pipes to distribute
natural gas not required in cities of
second or third claas; right of emi-

ru.
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nent domain may be exercised therefor).
Kentucky: Eaat Tennessee Telepb.
Co. v. Russellville, 106 Ky. 667, 21
Ky. L. Rep. 305, 51 S. W. 308
(privilege to erect telephone line oot
a charter requiring consent undesthe constitution. See i 44, herein);
Louisville v. Louisville Water Co.,
20 Ky. L. Rep. 1529, 49 S. W. 766
(water company using streets for
thirty years unquestioned and without consent; consent unnecessary).
Muaachuaetta: Blodgett v. Worcester Consol. St. Ry. Co. (Mass.,
1906), 78 N. E. 222 (statute authorizing board of aldermen to
grant locationa subject to "restrictions" means "conditions").
Michigan: Monroe, City of, v. De-troit, M. & T. Short LineR. Co. , 143
Mich. 315, 106 N. W. 704 (when
statute does not authorize making
connectiona with other roads organized under general statut-e requiring city's consent with right to
impose conditiona).
lliaaouri: Lawrence v. Hennes5Y,
165 Mo. 659, 65 S. W. 717 (city empowered by statute to give CODI!Iellt
for exclusive privilege; erection, etc.,
of gas works; consent of people unnecesaary); State, Crow, v. Lindt>ll
R. Co., 151 Mo. 162, 52 S. W. 248
(power over St. Louis' streets is in
city and ita consent necessary to
enable State to authorize construction, etc., of street railway).
Bebrulta: Lincoln St. Ry. Co. v.
City of Lincoln (Neb.), 84 N. W.
802 (ordinance giving consent does
not determine street railway company's rights; they are based upon
the general law).
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of a city, under contract with a gas lighting corporation, is
intended and provided for. 11 The term "municipal authorBew Jersey: Suburban Electric Kennelly, v. Jersey City, 57 N. J.
Light & Power Co. v. Inhabitants of L. 293, 26 L. R. A. 281, 30 Atl. 531
ESBt Orange, 59 "N. J. Eq. 563, 44 (knowledge by municipal board of
Atl. 628, 7 Am. Elec. CaB. 37 (per- particular tracks intended to be laid
mialion to erect poles for electric is n00688&ry before giving consent);
light wires required in incorporated State, Theberath, v. Newark (N. J.),
cities and towns; permialion may 30 Atl. 528 (municipality and not
be given by resolution 88 well aa by company to determine location, etc.,
ordinance; permiBBion for poles given, of tracks in granting conaent; unwhether further permiBBion for wires der Act March 14, 1893, P. L. 1893,
required); Consolidated Traction Co. p. 302).
Bew York: Kittinger v. Buffalo
v. East Orange ToWDBhip, 63 N. J.
L. 669, 44 Atl. 1099, aff'g 61 N. J. Traction Co., 160 N. Y. 377, 54 N.
L. 202, 38 Atl. 803 (ordinance regu- E. 1081, aff'g 49 N.Y. Supp. 713, 25
lating the running of electric light App. Div. 329 (consent of board of
wires and requiring permi88ion to railroad commillllioners required untrim, cut, etc., trees on public street der gen,.eral railroad law for conatruc~
or highway and penalty for violation tion of street railways; legislature
of &ame); State, Hutchinson, v. Bel- has power in first instance to aumar, 61 N. J. L. 443, 39 At!. 643, thorize without consent and may
aff'd 62 N. J. L. 450 (consent valid, p&88 curative act where defect from
though proviso attached that street non-consent of commi81ioners exists);
railroad be constructed to certain Colonial City Traction Co. v. Kingpoint at apecified time); Saddle ston City R. Co., 153 N. Y. 540, 47
River Township v. Garfield Water N. E. 810, 4 Det. L. N., No. 31, 30
Co. (N. J. Ch.), 32 At!. 978 (laying Chicago Leg. News 73, aff'g 44 N. Y.
waterpipes in unincorporated vil- Supp. 732, 15 App. Div.. 195, relage; consent of proper authorities hearing denied in 154 N. Y. 493, 48
necessary); Bergen Traction Co. v. N. E. 900 (consent of local authoriRidgefield ToWI18hip Committee (N. ties and of one-half in value of propJ. Ch.), 32 Atl. 754 (consent of body erty of abutting owners to entitle
governing toWDBhip or of township street railroad company to use ancommittee and of road board ex- other company's line; under N. Y.
clusively controlling highway&, nec- Const., art. 3, i 18; N. Y. Railroad
eaJ&JY to enable street car company Law,§ 91; this~~ectionand § 102conto construct road; under P. L. 1893, strued); New York & L. I. R. Co. v.
p. 302, I 1; Act May 16, 1894 (P. L. O'Brien, 100 N. Y. Supp. 316, 50
374); Avon-by-the-Sea Land & I. Misc. 13 (consent obtained for buildCo. v. Neptune City (N. J.), 32 ing railroad and tunnel under streets
Atl. 220 (notice and consent to lo- of New York, and confirmed Laws
cate street railway under P. L. 1890, N.Y., 1892, p. 1450, c. 702, amending
p. 113; P. I,. 1886, p. 185, § 8); State, Laws 1890, p. 1089, c. 565, § 16; not
11

People v. Littleton, 96 N. Y. Supp. 444, 110 App. Div. 728, aff'd
185 N. Y. 605, 78 N. E . 1109.
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ities,"·in a statute providing for the consent of sueh authorities
for the laying of gas mains in a street, is held to mean, in New
necMBIU'l' to aell franchi11e11 at public auction 88 Railroad Law, Laws
1890, p. 1082, c. 565, repealed Laws
1886, p. 919, c. 642); Carthage, Village of, v. Central New York Teleph.
& Teleg. Co., 96 N.Y. Supp. 917, 48
Misc. 423, rev'd 96 N. Y. Supp.
919, 110 App. Div. 625, rev'd 185
N. Y. 448, 78 N. E. 165 (requiring
wires to be placed underground;
authority of village trustees); Transportation Corp. Law, Lawa 1800, p.
1152, c. 566, § 102; Village Law, Laws
1897, p. 455, c. 414, 1340, 189,
arubdiv. 9, p. 394, I 141, p. 414; West
Side Electric Co. v. Conaolidated
Teleg. & Elec. Subway Co., 96 N. Y.
Supp. 609, 110 App. Div. 171 (conaent of board of aldermen of city
of New York necessary prior to
charter of 1897, to laying of electric
wires in subway; Laws 1879, p. 562,
·c. 512, § 2; Laws 1887, c. 716, p. 929;
Laws 1885, p. 852, c. 499; Transportation Corp. Law, Laws1890, p. 1146,
c. 566, art. 6, § 61, subd. 2); People v.
Littleton, 96 N. Y. Supp. 444, 110
App. Div. 728 (requisite consent to
gas lighting corporation given by
common council of city); Beekman
v. Third Ave. R. Co., 43 N. Y. Supp.
174, 13 App. Div. 279 (consent of
common council to construction or
extension of street railway company regulated by railroad law);
Cue v. Cayuga. County, 34 N. Y.
Supp. 595, 68 N. Y. St. Rep. 632, 88
Hun, 59 (board of county supervisors may give consent directly
where county property abuta on
street on which street railroad is to
be laid); McDermott v. N88118.u Elec.
R. Co., 32 N. Y. Supp. 884, 66 N. Y.
St. Rep. 202, 85 Hun, 422 (consent
of property owners where street
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raii"'a.d bounded on oue side by ~
lie park; LaWB 1890, chap. 565,
191, repealed LaWB 1894, chap. 723,
§91).
Ohio: Cincinnati Inclined PlaDe
R. Co. v. Cincinnati, 52 Ohio S&.
609, 44 N. E. 327 (consent of one of
two city boards; c»ncurrent actioo;
no implied renewal, State.. 1885,
1888); Reynolds v. City of Cleveland,
24 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 609 (statuw
must expressly confer power on
municipal corporations to control
and regulate construction, etc., of
street railways); State v. Columbus
Ry. Co., 24 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 009
(city's conaent necessary to construct, etc., street railway; so prior
to act May 14, 1878, 75 Ohio Laws,
p. 359); State v. Dayton Traction
Co., 18 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 490, 10 Ohio
C. D. 212 (city may not impose as
condition to ita consent which prevente the corporation from exerciaing
one of ita corporate powers); Morrow County Illuminating Co. v.
Village of .Mt. Gilead, 10 Ohio S. .t
C. P. Dec. 235 (council's conaeni
necessary to grant by city of electric
light franchise).
Peanaylvuda: Coatesville & D.
St. Ry. Co. v. West Chester St. Ry.
Co., 206 Pa.. 40, 55 Atl. 844 [coDBeDt
of local authorities required to be
obtained in two yeant under statute
(act June 7, 1901, P. L. 516); company organised thereunder hu rigbta
in streets in which it cannot be diaturbed for two years); Plymouth
Township v. Chestnut Hill & N.
R. Co., 168 Pa. 181, 36 W. N.C. 317,
32 Atl. 19, rev'g 4 Pa. Diet. R. 8,
15 Pa. Co. Ct. 442, 12 Lane. L. Rev.
36 (consent may be burdened with
such condition that non-compliance
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York City, the municipal assembly; but a subsequent permit
from the commissioner of public buildings, lighting and the
department of highways, is required to allow the corporation
to exercise such rights in order that the public convenience
may be subeerved.02 The Electrical Subway Company has
no power to refuse an application for space in its conduits
merely because the· commissioner of water supply, gas and
electricity of .the city of New York has not first given his
consent, although under the rules of said commissioner such
consent is required before electric conductors can be placed
in the space assigned after application made therefor.u The
individual right of an electrical corporation,, organized before
therewith will authorize forfeiture);
Tamaqua & L. St. R. Co. v. InterCounty St. R. Co., 167 Pa. 91, 36
W. N. C. 166, 31 Atl. 473, aff'g 4
Pa. Dist. R. 20 (fonnalities in granting consent to street railway; when
townahip not bound); Rahn Township v. Tamaqua & L. St. R. Co.,
167 Pa. 84, 36 W. N. C. 165, 31 Atl.
472, aff'g 4 Pa. Dist. R. 29 (line in
several boroughs, consent of all
necessary to building line in any
one); lehigh Coal & Nav. Co. v.
Inter-County St. R. Co., 167 Pa.
75, 36 W. N. C. 160, 31 Atl. 471,
rev'g 115 Pa. Co. Ct. 293, 12 Lane.
L. Rev. 181 (conaent to street railway by superviaors void where consideration ia a condition benefiting
the township officer).
Virpia: Petersburg, City of, v.
Petersburg Aqueduct Co., 102 Va.
654, 47 8. E. 848 (insolvent water
company cannot dig up city's streets
without latter's consent, even though
it be conceded that such consent is
unnecessary under its charter if it
were solvent).
W&llhJDgton: State v. Taylor, 36
Wash. 607, 79 Pac. 286 (franchi&eB
may be granted by cities of the

fourth cl888 to construct electric
light and power plants).
Wiaconain: Malone v. Waukesha
Electric Light Co., 120 Wia. 485, 98
N. W. 247 (use of streets was granted
electric light company by ordinance,
subject to direction, etc., of board of
public works, which failed to designate the particular places for the
poles; abutting owner's consent necessary, especially where trimming of
shade trees necessitated to place
poles.
See U 44, 48, 187, herein; also
Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
u 155, 18&, 353-376.
11 Ghee v. Northern Union Gas
Co., 158 N. Y. 510, 53 N. E. 692,
rev'g 56 N. Y. Supp. 450,· 34 App.
Div. 551, Transp. Corp. Act., Laws
1890, c. 566, f 61 , Greater New York
Charter, Lawa 1897, c. 378, U 49
(subdiv. 4), 416, 525,573. See 1191,
herein.
u Long Acre Electric & Power
Co., In re, 101 N. Y. Supp. 460, 51
Misc. 407, aff'd in 102 N. Y. Supp.
242, 117 App. Div. 80, aff'd in 188
N. Y. 361, 80 N, E. 1101. See
1191' herein.
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the enactment of the laws of New York of 1885, creating a
board of commissioners of electrical subways, to the use of
the streets to enable them to lay in their own conduits their
electrical conductors, was lost by said statute as .all operat.Ois
of such conductors were obligated to use the subways devised
by said board, where plans submitted to the board should
fail; and mandamus in this case, to compel the commissioner
of water supply, gas and electricity to grant the electrical
corporation permission to construct their subway, was denied."

f 380. Same Subject.-In New Jersey a township may
properly, in the exercise of its powers to regulate and keep
in repair streets and highways, require persons desiring to·
excavate the streets to obtain a permit from the township
committee and a deposit for security for the restoration of the
street to its natural condition; and an ordinance requiring such
a permit and security is applicable to and binding upon an
electric· lighting company previously authorized by statute
and ordinance to erect poles in the highways and streets.65
While it is true, in a strict sense, that, under. the system of
laws in New Jersey, no corporations of that State can exercise
any municipal franchise, still, many franchises are granted
by the legislature upon the condition that they shall not be
exercised without the consent of the authorities of a city
within whose limits such franchise is intended to be exercised;
so that, under a statute exempting from taxation "any corporation" which had not or might not "exercise any municipal
franehise," those corporations were intended whose right to
exer~ise their franchises were dependent upon municipal
"People. v. Ellison, 101 N. Y.
Supp. 441, 51 Misc. 413, aff'd in 101
N. Y. Supp. 55, 115 App. Div. 254.
See i 191, herein.
• Cook v. Township of North Be~
gen, 72 N. J. L. 119, 59 Atl. 1035.
There was also in this case a contract
between the townahip and the lighting company for lighting the streets,
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and the statute giving the right to
use the highwaya for the company's
purpo!IEII required the consent, ia
writing, of the owners of the aoil,
which was. obtained. Such power
to regulate streets was also declared
to be a branch of the police power
and that the requirement of a permit was reaaonable.
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con8ent.ae Where there is no restriction on the legislative
control of streets and highways contained in a state constitution which declares the right of individuals and corporations
to maintain lines of telegraph and telephone within the State,
a provision in a statute passed pursuant to such constitutional
declaration "that where the-right of way, 88 herein contempl~ted, is within the corpor~te limits of any incorporated city,
the consent of the city council thereof shall be first obtained
before such telegraph or telephone line can be erected thereon"
is valid, and amounts to an authorization to the ·council to
refuse, 88 well 88 consent, to such use of the streets, and is
not intended as an authorization of power merely to prescribe
reSBOnable and proper regulations for the constructidn and
operation of such lines, the power of regulation and control
being amply conferred by other staiutorj provisions.07 But
a city cannot, by withholding ita consent, defeat the exercise
of the right of eminent domain possessed by a railroad company in locating ita line of road through a city, but at the most
the only power of the municipality would be to regulate the
location and construction of the road; nor is the objection
available, by a landowner in proceedings for condemnation,.
that no city franchise h88 been granted for the operation of
such road in the city or to cross the streets and alleys thereof.M
Provisions for obtaining the consent of a majority of the
electors of a city before a street railway company is authorized to construct and operate a street railway over the streets
of such city do not empower the city to grant a charter to,
or enter into a contract in respect thereto with, such street
railway company.011 An ordinance which prohibits the laying
II Board of AsleMora v. Plainfield
Water Supply Co., 67 N. J. L. 367,
52 Atl. 230.
• State (ex rel. Spokane & British
Columbia Teleph. & Teleg. Co.) v.
City of Spokane, 24 Wash. 53, 63
Pac. 1116, 7 Am. Elec. Cas. 96. Bee
State v. Froet (Neb., 1907), 110 N.
W. 986, as to validity of ordinance

giving city power to grant or refuse
coDSent.
• Memphis & State Line Rd. Co.
v. Union Ry. Co., 116 Tenn. 500, 95
B. W. 1019.
• Lincoln St. Ry. Co. v. City of
Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, 84 N. W.
808.
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of any pipe in a public street ,. without having first obtained
from the board of trustees of said city the franchise or privilege of using such public street * * * for that purpoee,"
does not import to be a regulation of the manner of doing
work. It &88Umes to require a franchise or privilege as a
condition precedent to the occupation of the soil at all.'"'
§ 381. Regulation of Railroads-Delegation to Commissioners-CoastitutioD&I Law-DiscrimiDation~y.n
-Railroad corporations are subject to such legislative control 88 may be necessary to prorect the public against danger,
injustice or opprem.ion, and this control may be exercised
through a board of commissionem.n 14 The elementary proposition that railroads from the public nature of. the business by
them carried on and the interest which the public have in their
operation are subject, 88 to their state business, to state regulation, which may be exerted either directly by the legislative
authority or by administrative bodies endowed with power
to that end, is not and could not be successfully questioned
in view of the long line of authorities sustaining that doctrine." 71 The public power to regulate railroads and the
private right of ownemhip of such property coexist and do
.,.Q)legrove Water Supply Q). v.
City of Hollywood (Cal., 1907), 90
Pac. 1053, 1056, per 810118, J. (a cue
where a water company sought to
enjoin the city from interfering with
the company's rights to lay pipes
&erOIIB city streets.
Judgment for
plaintiff was affirmed; the cue
tumed, however, upon plaintiff's
right as owner or licensee of owner
offee).
uSee U 166-170, herein.
n New York & N. E. R. Q). v.
Bristol, 151 U. S. 556, 14 Sup. Ct.
437, 38 L. ed. 269.
71 Atlantic Q)ast Line Rd. Q). v.
North Carolina Q)rporation Q}mmiasion, 206 U. S. 1, 19, 51 L. ed.
933, 27 Sup. Ct. 585, per White, J.
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Citing Seaboard Air Line v. Florida,
203 U.S. 261, 51 L. ed. 175, 27 Sup.
Ct. 100; Atlantic (hast Line v.
Florida, 203 U. S. 256, 27 Sup. Cl
108, 51 L. ed. 174; Chicago, B. ct
Q. R. Q). v. Illinois, 200 U. S. 561,
584, 26 Sup. Ct. 341, 50 L. ed. 596;
Minnesota & St. L. R. Q). v. Minnesota, 193 U. S. 53, 48 L. ed. 614,
24 Sup. Ct. 396; Minneapolis & Sl
L. R. Q,, v. Minnesota, 186 U.S. 257,
22 Sup. Ct. 900,46 L. ed. 1151; W._
consin, H. & P. R. Co. v. Jacobson,
179 U.S. 287,45 L. ed. 1194, 21 Sup.
Ct. 124; Louisville & N. R. Q). v.
Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 695, 40 L
ed. 849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714; Pearsall v.
Great Northem R. Co., 161 U. 8.
646, 665, fO L. ed. 838, 16 Sup. Cl
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not the one destroy the other; and where the power to regulate is so arbitrarily and unre&Bonably exerted a.s to cause
it to be in effect not a regulation, but an infringement upon
the right of ownel"8hip, such exertion is void because repugnant
to the due process and equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.74 A regulation may impose no greater
obligation upon a railroad company than the common law
would have imposed upon it. This is illustrated by a state
constitutional provision that : "All individuals, associations,
and corporations shall have equal rights to have pel"8ons and
property transported over any railroad in this State, and no
undue or unre&Bonable discrimination shall be made in charges
or facilities for transportation of freight or p88Bengem within
the State, and no railroad company, nor any lessee, man.r,
705; Chicago & GraDd Tnmk R . Co.
v. Wellman, 143 U. S. 339, 12 Sup.
Ct. 400, 30 L. ed. 176; Charlotte, C.
& A. R. Co. v. Gibbes, 142 U.S. 386,
35 L. ed. 1051, 12 Sup. Ct. 255; Dow
v. Beidelman, 125 U. S. 680, 31 L.
ed. 841, 8 Sup. Ct. 1028; Stone v.
New Orleane & Northeutem R. Co.,
116 U. S. 352, 6 Sup.• Ct. 349, 29
L. ed. 651; Stone v. Illinois Central
R. Co., 116 U. B. 347, 29 L. ed. 650,6
Sup. Ct. 348, 1191; Stone v. Farmen'
Loan & Trust Co., 116 U. S. 307, 29
L. ed. 636, .6 Sup. Ct. 334; Illinois
Central Rd. Co. v. Illinois, 108 U. B.
541, 27 L. ed. 818, 2, Sup. Ct. 839;
Ruggles v. Illinois, 108 U. S. 526,
536, 2 Sup. Ct. 832, 27 L. ed. 812;
Stone v. WiscollBin, 94 U. B. 181, 24
J,, ed. 102; Winona & St. Peter R .
Co. v. Blake, D4 U. S. 180, 24 L. ed.
99; -Chicago, M, & St. P. R. Co. v.
A(·kley, D4 U. S. 179, 24 L. ed. 99;
Peik v. Chicago & N. W. R. Co., D4
U. S. 164, 24 L. ed. 97; Chicago, B.
& Q. R. Co. v. Iowa, D4 U.S. 155,24
L. ed. 94.
u Atlantic Coast Line Rd. Co. v.
North Carolina Corporation Com-

miBBion, 206 U. 8. 1, 51 L. ed. 933,
27 Sup. Ct. 585. Citing Chicago, B.
& Q. R. Co. v. Illinois, 200 U.S. 561,
592, 50 L. ed. 596, 26 Sup. Ct. 341;
Minneapolis & St. Louis R. Co. v.
Minnesota, 186 U. S. 257, 22 Sup.
Ct. 900, 46 L. ed. 1151; Chicago,
M. & St. P.R. Co. v. Tompkins, 176
U. B. 167, 172, 20 Sup. Ct. 336, 44
L. ed. 417; Smyth v. Ames, 169 U.S.
466, 512, 42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct.
418; Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v.
Chicago, 166 U. S. 226, 241, 41 L.
ed. 979, 17 Sup. Ct. 681; St. Louis
& San FraDcisco R. Co. v. Gill, 156
U. B. 649, 657, 39 L. ed. 567, 15
Sup. Ct. 484; Reagan v. Farmen'
Loan & Trust Co. (No. 1), 154 U. S.
362, 399, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct.
1047; Chicago & Grand Trunk R.
Co. v. Wellman, 143 U. S. 339, 12
Sup. Ct. 400,30 L. ed. 176; Chicago,
M. & St. P. R. Co. v. Minnesota, 134
U. S. 418, 455, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 33
L. ed. 970; Stone v. Fannen' Loan
& Trust Co., 116 U. S. 307, 331, 6
Sup. Ct. 334, 29 L. ed. 636.
See U 166-170, herein.
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or employee thereof, shall give any preference to individuaJs,
associations or corporations in furnishing cars or moti"·e
power." 711 An order of the Interstate Commerce Commission is not a lawful order and enforceable where its enforrement will deprive a carrier of its business at a particular place.
as in case of an order to discontinue a custom of furnishing
cartage.7'
§ 382. Regulation of Railroads-Protection Against In-

jury to Persons and Property.-A statute authorizing a municipal corporation to require railroad companies to provide
protection against injury to persons and property confers
plenary power in those respects over the railroads within the
corporate limits.77 So a city, when authorized by the legislature, may regulate the speed of trains within its limits,
and this extends to interstate trains in the absence of congressional action on the subject. The Interstate Transit
Railway is a railway connecting Kansas City, Missouri, with
Kansas City, Kansas, and the exception of its trains from
the general provision in the city ordinance respecting the
speed of trains in the city was an exception entirely within
the power of the legislature to make.71 }\n.d it is not an unreasonable requirement that a railroad company light its line
71 Atchison, T. & B. F. R. Co. v.
Denver & N. 0. R . Co., 110 U. B.
667, 28 L. ed. 291, 4 Sup. Ct. 185
(case reverses 15 Fed. 650), cited in
ExpreB8 Cases, 117 U. S. 1, 29, 6
Sup. Ct. 542, 628, 29 L. ed. 791,
which holds that railroad companies
are not required by usage, or by the
common law, to transport the traffic
of independent express companies
over their lines in the manner in
which such traffic is usually carried
and handled. Railroad companies
are not obliged either by the common law or by usage to do more as
express carriers than to provide the
public at large with reasonable ex-
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press accommodation; and they Deed
not, in the absence of a statute, fur.
nisb to all independent~ companies equal jacilities for doing an
express busine&B upon their pusenger trains.
Examine Nelaon's Interstate Commerce CommiBBion, pp. 48 d llt!q.
71 Detroit, G. H. ct M. Ry. Co. v.
Interstate Commerce CommiSBioo, i
Fed. 803, 21 C. C. A. 103, 43 U. S.
App. 308.
77 Hayes v. Michigan Central R. R.
Co., 111 U. B. 228, 28 L. ed. flO.
4 Sup. Ct. 369.
"Erb v. Morasch, 117 U. 8. 581,
44 L. ed. 897, 20 Sup. Ct. 788.
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by electricity within a eertain time after notice of the passage
of the ordinance so providing.711 Again, a state statute directed to the extinction of railway grade crossings a.s a menace
to public safety, is a proper exercise of the police power of
the State.80 So a statute is constitutianal which places a
part of the burden of expense necessary to improve a bridge,
·upon a railroad company benefited thereby, a.s where the
bridge, instead of crossing at grade, spans the railroad, and
two abutments on the old way are provided for, although
there is no technical abandonment of such way.11 A grant
of a right.of way over a tract of land to a railroad company
by a municipal corporation, by an ordinance which provides
that the company shall erect suitable fences on the line of
the road and maintain gates at street crossings, is not a mere
contract, but is an exercise of the right of municipal legislation, and has the force of law Within the corporate limits."
So a State may constitutionally provide by statute, by a
general law of uniform operation for the indictment of railroad companies for neglect or failure to furnish pure drinking
water for pa.ssengers.13 If railroad commissioners have authority under a state statute to investigate the cause of railroad accidents upon notice, and the enactment empowers
them to order, after notice and an investigation and hearing,
11 St. Mary v. Lake Erie&: W. R. M. R. Co., 73 N. H. l597, 64 AtJ.
Co. (Ohio), 53 N. E. 595.
202.
11 Bristol County, In re, 193 Maa
• New York & N. E. R. Co. v.
Bristol, 151 U. S. 556, 38 L. ed. 269, · 257, 79 N. E. 339. Bee Charlotte,
14 Sup. Ct. 437. Cited in Chicago, Columbia &: Atlanta Rd. Co. v.
B. &: Q. R. Co. v. Nebraska, 170 Gibbes, 142 U. B. 386,35 L. ed. 1051,
U.S. 57, 74, 42 L. ed. 948, 18 Sup. 12 Sup. Ct. 255, 45 Am. &: Eng. R.
Ct. 513; Wabash R. Co. v. Defiance, Caa. 595; Nashville, C. &: St. L. Ry.
167 U.S. 88, 00, 17 Sup. Ct. 748,42 v. Alabama, 128 U. B. 96, 32 L. ed.
L. ed. 87; Louisville&: Nashville Rd. 352, 9 Sup. Ct. 28.
v. Kentucky, 161 U. B. 677, 696, 40
"Hayes v. Michigan Central R. R.
L. ed. 849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714. Bee Co., 111 U. B. 228, 4 Sup. Ct. 369,
New York, N. H. &: H . R. Co. v. 28 L. ed. 410. Bee Chicago, I. &: L.
Wheeler (Conn.), 45 Atl. 14; New Ry. Co. v. !rona (Ind. App., 1906),
Haven Steam Sawmill Co. v. City 78 N. E. 207.
of New Haven, 72 Conn. 276, 44
° Southern Ry. Co. v. State, 126
At!. 229. Bee Blake v. Concord &: Ga. 287,54 B. E. 160.
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such change in the manner of operatioa. ci. the road as shaD.
be reason&ble and expedieDt to faeili~ public IJIII.ety, an order
made, requiring a change in tbe mode ol opemtion, is void and
without jurisdiction· where proper notice of the statutory
proceeding required is not giveo." The power of a State to
create railway corpora.Uone, aad .BUCb tft&tion being for
public purpoees, embodies the right of 1he legialature to enaet
statutes regulating the inenue of their capital stock. In
the exercise of this right the legilllature may eaact a statute
providing generally for what purpoaee and upon what terms,
conditions and limitations an increase of capital stock may
be made. Such regulations tend to prevent eecrecy of operation and accounts by such public agmcies, aDd the issue and
sale of fictitious or watered stock.•

§ 383. Regulation of Ranroads-ProridiDg Stations or
Waiting Rooms-Police Power.-It is the proper duty of a
railroad company to establish stations at proper places, and
it is within the power of the States to make it prima facie a
duty of the companies to establish them at all villages and
boroughs on ·their respective lines. And a general law of
State, requiring the erection and maintenance of depots by
railroad companies on the order of the Railroad and Warehouse Commission under certain conditions specified in the
statute, does not deny the railrOad company the right to
reasonably manage or control property or arbitrarily take its
property without its consent, or without compensation or
due process of law, and is not repugnant to the Constitution
of the United States.• It is a proper exercise of the police
power to require waiting rooms and stations to be erected at
railroad crossings; 17 and also suitable and convenient waiting
rooms kept and maintained in decent order and repair and
fit for the accommodation. of the public and subject in these
"Rutland R. <l>., In re (Vt.,
•Minneapolia & St. L. R. <l>. v.
1906), 64 Atl. 233.
JlinneBOta, 193 U. 8. 63, 24 Sup. Cl
• State v. Great Northern Ry. <l>., 396, 48 L. ed. 61 •.
100 Minn. 445, 10 L. R. A. (N. S.)
• State v. Kaneu City, Ft. S. a:
250, 111 N. W. 289.
G. R. <l>. (C. C.), 32 Fed. 722.
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respects to a certain degree of supervision or regulation by
the Railroad Commission.• But a railroad company cannot
be required to provide two detached depots, one for p8B8engers and another for freight, in one town, even though a ·
Railroad Commission is empowered by statute to provide
sufficient station facilities and to locate new depots where
the railroad company has selected an inconvenient site.•

§ 384. Regulation of Railroads-sunday Trains-Interstate Commerce-Police Power.-A statute forbidding the
running of freight trains on any railroad in the State on Sunday, and providing for the trial and punishment on conviction of the superintendent of a railroad company violating
that provision, although it affects interstate commerce in a
limited degree, is not, for that reason, a needless intrusion
upon the domain of Federal jurisdiction, nor strictly a regulation of interstate commerce, but is an ordinary police regulation designed to secure the well-being and to promote the
general welfare of the people within the State, and is not
invalid by force alone of the Constitution of the United States;
but is to be respected in the courts of the Union until superseded and displaced by some act of Congress, p8B8ed in execution of the power granted it by the Constitution. This is
especially so where there is nothing in such state legislation
that suggests that it was enacted with the purpose to regulate
interstate commerce, or with any other purpose than to prescribe a rule of civil duty for all who on the Sabbath day,
are within the territorial jurisdiction of the State.80
"Illinois Cent. R. Co. v. Commonwealth (Ky.), 52 S. W. 818. As to
abandonment of stations, authority
of railroad commissioners to consent
or refuse to consent thereto in regard
to existing atadons, and their inability to contract eo aa to bind the
State concerning the establishment
of stations, aee Railroad Company v.
Hammersley, 104 U. S. 1, 26 L. ed.
629.

11 State v. Yazoo & M. V. R. Oo.,
87 Miss. 679, 40 So. 263.
•o Hennington v. Georgia, 163 U. 8.
299, 41 L. ed. 166, 16 Sup. Ct. 1086.
Cited in Employers' Liability Caaea
(Ho-f-ard v. Illinois Central Rd. Co.
and Brooke v. Southern Pacific Co.),
207 U. 8. 463, 535 (in dissenting
opinion of Moody, J.); Cleveland,
C. C. & St. L. R. Co. v. Illinois, 177
U. S. 514, 517, 20 Sup. Ct. 722, 44
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§ 385. Regulation of Railroads-Safety Appliances and
Devices-Beating Cars.-The object of the provisions of the
Safety Appliance Acts of 1893 _and 1896,111 declaring it to be
- unlawful for any common carrier engaged in interstate commerce to haul or pennit to be hauled or used on its line any
car used in moving interstate· commerce not equipped with
couplers coupling automatically by impact, and which can
be uncoupled without the necessity of men going between
the ends of the cars, was to protect the lives and lim~ of
railroad employees by rendering it unnecessary for men
operating the couplers to go between the ends of the em,
and the words 11 used in moving interstate traffic" occurring
therein are not to be taken in a narrow sense.112 The statute
also includes a ear of another company hauled over the lines
of a railroad and employed in moving interstate traffic; so
a car is used in such traffic where, although belonging to
another company, it is received by a railroad from the latter
and taken from its yards with the intention of making part
of a train and moving it to its destination in another State,
and if it is not equipped as provided for by the statute as to
safety appliances the railroad company so employing the car
in transportation is liable for the penalty imposed by the
enactment.ea The statute also relates to all kinds of cars
running on the rails, including locomotives and steam shovel
cars.114 And in holding that locomotive engines are included
I,_ ed. 868; Petit v. Minnesota, 177
U. S. 164, 44 L. ed. 716, 20 Sup. Ct.
666; Lake Shore&: Mich. South. Ry.
Co. v. Ohio, 173 U. S. 285, 289, 43
L. ed. 702, 19 Sup. Ct. 465 {in dia11e11ting opinion); Missouri, K &: T.
Ry. Co. v. Haber, 169 U. S. 613,
627, 18 Sup. Ct. 488, 42 L. ed. 878;
. Gladson v. Missouri, 166 U. s, 427,
430, 41 L. ed. 1064, 17 Sup. Ct.
627; Pierce v. Van Dusen, 78 Fed.
699.
••Act of Cong. March 2, 1893, 12,
as am'd April 1, 189G.
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11 Schlemmer v. Buffalo, Rochester
&: Pittsburg Ry. Co., 205 U. S. 1, 57
L. ed. 681, 27 Sup. Ct. 407, rev'g
207 Pa. 198.
' 1 United States v. Chicago, P. .t
St. L. Ry. Co., 143 Fed. 353. See
United States v. Great Northern Ry.
Co., 145 Fed. 438; United Stata ,._
Northern Pacific Terminal Co., 144
Fed. 861.
"Schlemmer v. Buffalo, Rochester
&: Pittsburg Ry. Co., 205 U. S. 1, 57
L. ed. 681, 27 Sup. Ct. 407, rev'g
207 Pa. 198.
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by the wm:ds "any car" contained in the second section of
the act of 1893 111 requiring cars engaged in interstate commerce to be equipped with automatic couplers, it is further
decided that although they were also required by the first
section of the act to be equipped with power driving-wheel
brakes, the rule that the expression. of one thing excludes
others does not apply, inasmuch as there was a special reason
for that requirement and in addition the same necessity for
automatic couplers existed as to them as in respect to other
cars. A dining car regularly engaged in interstate traffic
does not cease to be so when waiting for the train to make
the next trip. The equipment of cars with automatic couplers
which will not automatically couple with each other so as to
render it unnecessary for men to go between the cars to couple
and uncouple is not a compliance with the law .80 UI\der the
laws of the State of Michigan the commissioner of railroads
has power to compel a street railroad to install safety appliances
in accordance with law, the cost to be shared between it and
a steam railroad occupying the same street, notwithstanding
that the steam road is the junior occupier of the street.117
And a statute does not unconstitutionally take private propThe Safety Appliance Acta are,
according to the title, intended to
promote the B&fety of employees and
travellers upon railroads by compelling common carriel'll engaged in
intel'lltate commerce to equip their
cars with automatic couplers and
continuous brakes and their locomotives with driving wheel brakes, and
for other purposes: for this act, see
Nelson's lntel'lltate Commerce Commission, pp. 125 et '*I·
Pleadifl!l and proof. In a IIUit
bued upon the Safety Appliance Act
of March 2,1893, as amended April 1,
1896, the plaintiff is not called upon
to negative the proviso of I 6 of aaid
act, either in his pleadings or proofs.
Such proviso merely creates an exception, and if the defendant wishes

tO rely thereon, the burden is upon
it to bring itself within the terms of .
the exception; those who set up
such an exception must establish it.
Schlemmer v. Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburg Ry. Co., 205 U. S. 1, 57
L. ed. 681, 27 Sup. Ct. 407, rev'g
207 Pa.198.
11 Act of Cong. March 2, 1893, 27
Stat. 531, c. 196.
11 Johnson v. Southern Pac. Co.,
196 U. 8. 1, 49 L. ed. 872, 25 Sup. Ct.
158. The act of March 2, 1003, 32
Stat. 943, c. 976, was held to reiterate the view above expressed and
to be declaratory thereof.
"'Detroit, Fort Wayne, Belle Isle
Ry. v. Osbom, 189 U. 8. 383, 47 L.
ed. 860, 23 Sup. Ct.-, aff'g 127 Mich.
219, 86 N. W. 842.
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erty for public use without compensation by requiring railroad companies to maintain such ufety devices at c~
u shall be reasonably necessary for public protection.• The
statutes of New York regulating the heating of steam passenger cars, and directing guards and guard posts to be placed
on railroad bridges and trestles and the approa.ches thereto.
were passed in the exercise of powers resting in the State
in the absence of action by Congress, and, when applied to
interstate commerce, do not violate the Constitution of the
United States.I
§ 386. Regulation of Railroads-General Dec:isionsEitra Trains for Connections-Removal of Tracks-KeepiDg Open Ticket Oftices-Limitation of Liability-Adjusting
Damage Claims-Separate Cars.-It is within the power of
a State Railroad Commission to compel a railroad company to
make reSBonable connections with other roads so 88 to promote the convenience of the travelling public, and an order
requiring the running of an additional train for that purpose,
if otherwise just and reasonable, is not inherently unjust and
unreasonable because the running of such train will impose
some pecuniary loss on the company.z A city, having authority under its charter to change its streets by widening or
straightening them, etc., and also being empowered to enact
governmental regulations and ordinances under a general
welfare clause, may, when the act is not unreasonable or arbitrary, compel a railroad company to remove its tracks to
another street than the one on which they are laid.1 And the
removal of a spur which has been constructed may be pre• State v. St. Paul, M. & M. Ry.
Co. (Minn., 1906), 108 N. W. 261.
• Lawa N. Y . 1887, c. 616, Lawa
1888, c. 189.
1 New York, N.H. & H. R. Co. v.
New York, 165 U.S. 628, 17 Sup. Ct.
418, 41 L. ed. 853.
2 Atlantic Coast Line Ry. Co. v.
North Carolina Commission, 206 U.
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8. 1, 51 L. ed. 933, 27 Sup. Ct. 585.
See Jacobean v. WiacoDBin, M. & P.
R. Co., 71 Minn. 519, 40 L. R. A.
389, 74 N. W. 893, afl''d Wisconsin,
M. & P. R. Co. v. Jacobean, 179
U.S. 287,45 L. ed. 194, 21 Sup. Ct.
115.
1 Atlantic & B. Ry. Co. v. City of
Cordele, 125 Ga. 313, MS. E . 165.
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vented by a Railroad Commission.• The requirement that
ticket offices shall be kept open for half an hour prior to the
departure of each train should also be complied with.6 While
Congress under ita power may provide for contracts for interstate commerce pennitting the carrier to limit its liability
to a stipulated valuation, it does not appear that Congress
has, up to the present time, sanctioned contracts of this
nature; and, in the absence of Congressional krislation on
the subject, a State may require common carriem, although
in the execution of intemtate business, to be liable for the
whole loes resulting from their own negligence, a contract to
the contrary notwithstanding. There is no difference in the
application of a principle based on the manner in which a
State requires a degree of care and responsibility, whether
enacted into a statute or resulting from the rules of law enforced in its courts.• The statute of South Carolina of 1903,
imposing a penalty of fifty dollars on all common carriers
for failure to adjust damage claims within forty days is not,
as to intemtate shipments, unconstitutional as violative of the
Fourteenth Amendment, neither the classification, the amount
of the penalty or the time of 'adjustment being beyond the
power of the State to determine. And this applies in the
ma~ter of a small claim, as small shipments are the ones which
especially need the protection of penal statutes of this nature.?
The statute of the State of Mississippi of 1888, requiring all
railroads carrying passengem in that State (other than street
railroads) to provide equal, but separate, accommodations
for the white and colored races, having been construed by
the Supreme Court of the State to apply solely to commerce
within the State, does no violation to the commerce clause
of the Constitution of the United States.• And in another case
• Railroad Connnlllrion of L&. "'· 132, 48 L. ed. 268, aff'g 202 Pa. 222,·
Kanau City Southern Ry. Co., 111 51 Atl. 990. Decided in 1903.
7 Seaboanl Airline Ry. v. Seegers,
La. 133, 35 So. 487.
1 Gulf, C. & 8. F. Ry. Co. v. Dyer 2fY1 U. S. 73, aff'g 73 S. C. 71.
1 Louisville, N. 0. & T. R. Co. v.
(Tex. Civ. App.), 96 8. W. 12.
1 PfiDII8Yivania
R. R. Co. "'· MilllliSBippi, 133 U. S. 587, 33 L. ed.
Hup., 191 U. 8. 477, 24 Sup. Cl 730, 10 Sup. Ct. 365.
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it is held that the provisions of the statute of Louisiana are
not in conflict with either the Thirteenth or the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Federal Constitution. Said enactment
required railway companies carrying passengers in their
coaches in that State, to .provide equal, but separate, accommodations for the white and colored races, by providing
two or more passenger coaches for each .passenger train, or
by dividing the passenger coaches by a partition so as to
secure separate accommodations; and providing that no person shall be permitted to occupy seats in coaches other than
the ones SBSigned to them, on account of the race they belong
to; and requiring the officers of the passenger trains to assign
each pSBSenger to the coach or compartment SBSigned for the
race to which he or she belongs; and imposing fines or imprisonment upon passengers insisting upon going into a coach
or compartment other than the one set aside for the race to
which he or she belongs; and conferring upon officers of the
trains power to refuse to carry on the train passengers refusing to occupy the coach or compartment SBSigned to them,
and exempting the railway company from liability for such
refusal.'
·

§ 387. Regulation of Street Railroad Companies-Police
Power.-A municipality under its right to make reasonable
regulations concerning the use of its streets by a street railroad company 10 may limit the speed of its cars,11 or the length
1 Ftessy v. Ferguson, 163 U. S. 537,
16 Sup. Ct. 1138,41 L. ed. 256.
1' Baltimore v. Baltimore Trust dt
Guar. <'A>., 166 U.S. 673, 17 Sup. Ct.
696,41 L. ed. 1160, 3 Va. Law Reg.
189; Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
J 147. See People v. Geneva, W.
S. F. & C. L. Traction <'A>., 98 N. Y.
Supp. 719, 112 App. Div. 581, afJ'd
186 N. Y. 516, 78 N. E. 11"09; City
of New York v. Interurban Street
Railway <'A>., 86 N. Y. Supp. 673,
43 Mi&e. ~; also i 63 (and note at
p. 155), herein.
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11 State, Cape May, D. B. dt S.
P. R . <'A>. v. Cape May, 59 N.J. L
393, 36 AtL 679, 36 L. R . A. 656, 9
Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.} 507,
6 Am. Elec. Cas. 42; Choquette
v. Southern Elec. R. Co. (Mo.), 53
8. W. 897; Joyce on Electric Law
(2d ed.), U 463, 464.
Examine the following caees:
Alabama: Montgomery St. Ry.
<'A>. v. Lewis (Ala., 1906), 41 So. 736.
Del&W'U'e: Licaneraki v. Wilmington City Ry. <'A>. (Del. Super.),
62 Atl. 1057.
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of time of service or of running cars on certain streets; 12
require the tracks to be watered so as to effectually lay the
dust; 11 provide for the equipment of cars; 14 require the employment of a conductor as well as a motorman; 111 prohibit
the use of salt on the tracks, except at certain places; 111 and
make other lawful regulations in the exercise of the police
power. The right of the legislature to require street railway
companies in cities of a certain class to pave the part of the
streets occupied by their tracks so as to conform with the improvements made in the remainder of the streets, or, in case
they fail or neglect to perform such duty, to authorize the
municipal authorities to make such improvements, and by
the levy of a special assessment, charge the cost and expense
thereof against such street railway company, which shall be
a lien on its property, is a reasonable exercise of the reserve
power vested in the legislature and in no wise violates or
impairs the obligation of a contract with respect to the charter
of such street railway company. 17 But it is held that a city
Georlfa: Hill v. Rome St. R. Co.,
99 Ga. 103, 24 S. E. 866, 3 Am. Neg.
Rep. 353.
llisaouri: Campbell v. St. Louis
c!t S. Ry. Co., 175 Mo. 161, 75 S. W.
86.
•ew Bamplhire: Bly v. Nassau
St. R. Co., 67 N. H. 474, 30 L. R. A.
303, 32 Atl. 764.
•ew Yolk: Union Traction Co. v.
City of Watervliet, 71 N. Y. Supp.
977, 35 Misc. 392.
Ohio: Lewis v. Cincinnati St. Ry.
Co., 10 Ohio S. & C. P. Dec. 53.
n People v. Detroit Citizens' Ry.
Co., 116 Mich. 132, 74 N. W. 520,
4 Det. L. N. 1198, 16 Nat. Corp. Rep.
436,11 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.)
798.
1' State v. Canal c!t c. R. Co., 50
La. Ann. 1189, 24 Bo. 265.
u People v. Detroit United Railway (Mich.), 10 Det. L. News, 648,
~

97 N. W. 36; State of Minnesota v.
Smith, 58 Minn. 35, 5 Am. Elec. Ca.s.
614, 59 N. W. 545. Examine State
v. Whitaker, 160 Mo. 59, 60 B. W.
1068; Brooklyn v. Nassau Elec. R.
Co., 56 N. Y. Supp. 609, 38 App.
Div. 365; Yonkers, City of, v.
Yonkers' R. Co., 64 N. Y. Supp.
955, 51 App. Div. 271; Henderson v.
Durham Traction Co., 132 N. C.
779,44 S. E. 598. Compare Buente v.
Pittsburg, A. c!t M. Tract. Co., 2 Pa.
Super. Ct. 185.
u Danville St. Car Co. v. Wooding (Danville, Va., C. C.), 2 Va. L.
Reg. 244.
11 State, Consol. Tract. Co., v.
Elizabeth,58N.J. L.619,32L.R. A.
170, 34 Atl. 146, 3 Am. c!t Eng. R.
Ca.s. (N. S.) 614.
17 Lincoln St. Ry. Co. v. City of
Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, 84 N. W.
808. See Amsterdam, City of, v.
6~
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has no right under its police powers to adopt an ordinanee
requiring a motorman to "keep a vigilant watch for all vehicle!
on the track or moving towards it, and on the first appearance of danger to such vehicle, to stop the car in the shortest
time and space possible." To make such an ordinance binding it should appear that the railroad company on accepting
its franchise from the city and in consideration thereof undertook and agreed to obey the provisions of such ordinance.
Such an agreement would create a contractual liability on
its part, which did not exist at common law, but which was
necessary to bind it. Laws controlling the liability of citizens
inter se, must emanate from the legislature, in whom alone
such power is vested by the Constitution.11 Again a municipal
Fonda, J. &: Y. R. Co., 101 N. Y.
Supp. 694, 51 Misc. 438, afJ'd 104
N. Y. Supp. 411; Weed v. City of
Binghamton, 71 N. Y. Supp. 282,
62 App. Div. 525; alao U 337 (and
note 69), 338, herein.
11 Bandera v. Southern Elec. Ry.
Co., 147 Mo. 411 , 48 S. W. 855.
The court (at pp. 425-427), per
Marshall, J., said: "This preciae Ol'dinance regulation underwent adjudication by 'this court in Fath v.
Tower Grove &: Lafayette Ry. Co.,
105 Mo. 537, and Sherwood, J.,
said: 'Proceeding then to inquire
into the validity of the ordinance,
it may be admitted at the outset,
that it is beyond the power of a
municipal corporation by its legislative action directly to create a
"civil duty, enforcible at common
law;" for this is an exercise of power
of sovereignty belonging to the
State.' •
The legislature
may delegate a part of the police
power of the State to a municipality,
but it cannot delegate the legislative
functions of making laws that will be
binding upon citizens between themeelvee in civil proceedings. The po-

* *
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lice regulations control the citizen in
respect to his relations to the city,
representing the public at large,
and for this reason are enforcible by
fine and imprisonment, but lawa cootrolling the liability of the citise!ls
inter - , must emanate from the
legislature in . whom alone aueh
power is vested by the constituti011
[Norton v. City of St. Louis, 97 Mo.
537, 11 S. W. 242; City of St. Louis v.
Connecticut Mut. Life Ins. Co., 107
Mo. 92, 17 S. W. 637; Heeney v.
Sprague, 11 R. I. 456; Railroad Co.

v. Ervin, 89 Pa. 71; Vandyke v.
City of Cincinnati, 1 Disn. 532;
Flynn v. Canton Co., 40 Md. 312;'
Jenb v. Williams, 115 Mus. 217;
Kirby v. Association, 14 Gray (MIIIIL),
249.) A provision of the charter of
a city, whether the charter be
granted by an act of the legislature,
or be adopted by the people of t.be
city pursuant to the power conferred
by art. 9 of the constitution which
takes the place and has the force of a
legislative act, stands on a totally
difFerent plane from an ordinance of
a city pa8ll8d under its police power.
The latter creates no new right or
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ordinance regulating the speed of cars used upon a street
railroad is within the city's police power anq applies not only
to all territory within the corporate limits but also to subsequently acquired territory and affords a sufficient basis for
an action for a pei'SOnal injury due to its breach.111
remedy between citizena; is enforcible
only by quasi civil-criminal proeeediDgB, and creates a municipal
miademeanor. The former is u
much a law of the State BB if it had
been enacted by the legislature. The
leg_islature under its reeerve powel'IJ
in the constitution may repeal or
amend it, but until it does ao, the
provision of the organic law is a
valid regulation and is binding upon
citizena, both in their relation to the
city and among themselves. The
reason is that the people-the aource
of all powel'--i:Onferred the right, by
the constitution, upon the city to
ao legislate by its orpnio law, juat

u they granted the legislative
power generally to the General
Aalembly, or the judicial power to
the courts."
But compare Gray v. St. Paul
City Ry. Q)., 87 Minn. 280, 91 N.
W. 1106, 12 Am. Neg. Rep. 604;
Meyei'B v. St. Louis Trarurit Q).
(Mo. App.), 73 S. W. 379; Gebhart
v. St. Louis Transit Q). (Mo. App.),
71 S. W. 448; J . F. Q)nrad Grocer
Q). v. St. Louis & M. R. R. Q)., 89
Mo. App. 391.
nDeneen v. Houghton Q)unty St.
Ry. Q)., 150 Mich. 235, 14 Det. LeeNews, 670, 113 N. W. 1126.
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§ 388. Regulation of Gas and Water Companies-Police
Power. 1 -In granting the exclusive franchise to supply gas to
a municipality and its
does not
. inhabitants, a state legislature
.
part with the police power and duty of protecting the public
health, the public morals and the public safety, as one or the
other may be affected by the exercise of that franchise by the
grantee.2 And it constitutes a proper exercise by the legislature of the police power to regulate the pressure of natural gas
in pipes although such exercise of power should not amount to
oppression.3 So where court has jurisdiction over such matters it may direct a company to lay its pipes for natural gas
below the surface of the ground:' Where a state statute pro-

a

n

I See
16, 82--84, 160, 186, 194,
198, 374, herein, as to francbiaes, etc.,
of gas and natural gas companies.
1 New Orleans Gas Co. v. Louisiana
Light Co., 115 U. S. 650, 29 L. ed.
516, 6 Sup. Ct. 252.
• Jamieson v. Indiana Nat. Gas. &
0. Co., 128 IDd. 565, 12 L. R. A. 652,

28 N. E . 76, 10 Ry. & Corp. L. J . 16.'3,
44 Alb. L. J. 145. Examine as to
principle involved Consolidated Gas
Co. v. City of New York (C. C.), 157
Fed. 849, considered under § 392,
herein, and note as to regulation of
pressure of gas.
' Kiskiminetas Township v. Cone-
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vided: "That it shall be unlawful for any person, finn or corporation having possession or control of any natural gas or oil
well, whether as a contractor, owner, lessee, agent or manager,
to allow or permit the flow of gas or oil from any such well to
escape mto the open air without being confined within such
well or proper pipes, or other safe receptacle, for a longer period
than two days next after gas or oi1 shall have been struck in
such well; and thereafter all such gas or oil shall be safely and
securely confined in such well, pipes or other safe and proper
receptacles," it was held that such enactment did not violate
the Federal Constitution; and its enforcement as to persons
whose obedience to its commands were coerced by injunction,
did not constitute a taking of private property without adequate compensation, and did not ·amount to a denial of due
process of law:, contrary to the provisions of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the Constitution, but was only a regulation by
the State of a subject especially within its lawful authority.•
A State may also limit the right of eminent domain to such
gas and oil corporations as are doing business with and furnishing supplies to customers within that State, ·a nd such exercise of power does not constitute im interference with interstate
commerce.' But a State may not interfere with interstate commerce by enactments which substantially prevent the transportation of natural gas beyond the state limits where such
legislation is not a police regulation.7
§ 389. Regulation of National Banks.1 -Congress having

power to create a system of national banks, is the judge as to
the extent of the powers which should be conferred upon such
banks, and has the sole power to regulate and control the exmaugh Gas Co., 14 Pa. Super. Ct. 67.
See U 171 et Bflll., herein.
• Ohio Oil Co. v. Indiana (No. 1),
177 U. S. 190, 44 L. ed. 429, 20
Sup. Ct: 576; Ind. Act, March 4,
1893.
1 Consumers' Gas Trust Co. v.
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.....

Harlem~, 131 Ind. 446,29 N. E. 1062,
15 L. R . A. 505.
'Benedict v. Columbus Const.ruction Co. (N. J. Ch.), 23 Atl. 485, 35
Am.&: Eng. Corp. Cas. 637.
1 See U 18, 69, 126, herein, aa t.o
franchiaes, etc., of banks.
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ercise of their operations.' States have no power to enact legislation contravening Federal laws for the control of national
banks, but such banks are, for actions against them in law or
in equity, deemed citizens of the State in which they are located, and the Federal courts have such jurisdiction only as
they have in cases between· individual citizens of the same
States.10 Again, while a State has the legitimate power to define and punish crimes by general laws applicable to all persons within its jurisdiction, and it may declare, by special laws,
certain acts to be criminal offenses when committed by officers
and agents of its own banks and institutions, it is without
lawful power to make such special laws applicable to banks
organized and operated under the laws of the United States.
So Congress having dealt directly with the insolvency of
national banks by giving control to the Secretary of the Treasury and the Comptroller of the Currency, who are authorized
to suspend the operations of the banks and appoint receivers
thereof when they become insolvent, or when they fail to
make good any impairment of capital, and full and adequate
provision having been made for the protection of creditors of
national banks by requiring frequent reports to be made of
their condition, and by the power of visitation of Federal
officers, it is not competent for state legislatures to interfere,
whether with hostile or friendly intentions, with national
banks or their officers in the exercise of the powers bestowed
upon them by the general government.11 The doctrine, however, which exempts the instrumentalities of the Federal government from the influence of state legislation, is not founded
on any express provision of the Constitution, but in the implied
necessity for the use of such instruments by the Federal government. It is, therefore, limited by the principle that state
legislation, which does not impair the usefulness or capability
1 Easton v. Iowa, 188 U. 8. 220,
23 Sup. Ct. 288, 47 L. ed. 452.
11 Guthrie v. Harkness, 100 U. B.
148, 50 L. ed. - , 26 Sup. Ct. -.
All to "eitiaena" &ee i 67, herein.

n Easton v. Iowa, 188 U. B. 220,
47 L. ed. 452, 23 Sup. Ct. 288.
Examine Fanners' Deposit Nat.
Bank v. Western Pennsylvania Fuel
Co., 215 Pa. 115, 64 AtJ. 374.
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of such instruments to serve that government, is not within
the rule of prohibition. And a state law requiring the national
banks to pay a tax which is rightfully laid on the shares of
its stock is valid under this limitation of the doctrine.12 But the
proposition that it is only when a state law incapacitates a
national bank from discharging its duties to the government
that it becomes unconstitutional, and the other proposition
that national banks are instrumentalities of the Federal government, created for a public purpose, and as such necessarily
subject to the paramount authority of the United States,
although distinct propositions, are nevertheless harmonious. 13
§ 390. Regulation of Rates-General Rules. 14-We have
seen that the state legislature has power to regulate public
service corporations within constitutional limitations, and it
may be stated here that the rates to be charged by such corporations may, within such limitations, be prescribed by the
legislature either directly or by delegation of the power to
proper subordinate bodies or appropriate agencies, provided
that the rates so fixed are such as to afford a reasonable compensation for the service rendered; property must not be confiscated by an unreasonable rate regulation; what constitutes
a reasonable compensation or rate is, however, a question
which must be decided in each particular -ease as no rule can
be stated as a basis applicable to all cases; although the courts
may determine whether the rate fixed by legislative authority
is a reasonable one, still they have no power to fix rates for the
future. 111 These rules will be more fully considered and illustrated under the sections next following in this chapter.
12 National
Bank v. Commonwealth, 9 Wall. (76 U. S.) 353, 19
L. ed. 701.
u McClellan v. Chipman, 164 U.S.
347, 41 L. ed. 461, 17 Sup. Ct. - ,
afJ'g, on the first point, National
Bank v. Commonwealth, 9 Wall.
(76 U. S.) 353, 19 L. ed. 701, and, on
the second point, Davia v. Elmira
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Savings Bank, 161 U. S. 275, 40
L. ed. 777, 16 Sup. Ct. 641.
"See § 369, herein.
16 United Btatea: Milwaukee R. d:
L. Co. v. Milwaukee, 87 Fed. 577;
Old Colony Trust Co. v. Atlanta, 83
Fed. 39; New Memphis Gas Light
Co. v. City of Memphia, 72 Fed. 952;
Ames v. Union Pacific Ry. Co., 64
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§ 391. Regulation of Public Warehouses and Their

Charges-Kunn v. Dlinois.16-The State has power to fix the
maximum charges for receiving, elevating, storing and discharging gr&in and to regulate warehouses, and such enactments are not unconstitutional as an interference with interstate commerce. In the well-known case of Munn v. Illinois/7
Fed. 165; Louisville ct N. R. Co. v.
Railroad Commission, 19 Fed. 679.
(Other United States cases are Bp&cially considered throughout this
chapter.)
Oalifomia: Redlands L. & C. Domestic Water Co. v. Redlands, 121
Cal. 312.
Oolorado: Leadville Water Co. v.
City of Leadville, 22 Colo. 297.
Illinoia: Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Ry. Co. v. Jones, 149 Ill. 361,
24 L. R. A. 141; Clinton Electric
Light, H. ct P. Co. v. Snell, 95 Ill.
App. 552; People's Gas Light & Coke
Co. v. Hale, 94 Ill. App. 406.
Iowa: Des Moines v. Des Moines
Waterworks Co., 95 Iowa, 348;
Burlington, C. R. & N. R. Co. v.
Day, 82 Iowa, 312, 12 L. R. A. ·436.
ltentucky: Louisville & N. R. Co.
v. Comm., 99 Ky. 132, 33 L. R. A. 20.
lluB&Chuaetta: Tumer v. Revere Water Co., 171 M888. 329;
Opinion of Justices, 150 M888. 592.
lllcllilan: Alpena Electric Co. v.
City of Alpena, 130 Mich. 413;
Mitchell v. City of Negaunee, 113
Mich. 359; Pingree v. Mutual Gas
Co., 107 Mich. 156.
IIDmeaota: St. Paul Gas Light
Co. v. City of St. Paul, 91 Minn. 521.
lliasialippl: Gould v. Edison
Electric Ilium. Co., 29 Miss. 242.
lllaaouri: State v. Allen, 178 Mo.
555; State v. Laclede Gas Light Co.,
102 Mo. App. 472.
Rebruk&: Wabaska Electric Co.
v. City of Wymore, 60 Neb. 199.

Borth OaroliDa: Leavell v. Westem Union Teleg. Co., 116 N.C. 211,
5 Am. Elec. Cases, 689, 21 S. E. 391;
State, Railroad Commission, v. Western Union Teleg. Co., 113 N. C. 213,
4 Am. Elec. Cases, 586, 18 S. E.
389.
Ohio: Hamilton & Dayton R. Co.
v. Bowling Green, 57 Ohio St. 336;
Cincinnati Gas Light & Coke Co. v.
Avondale, 43 Ohio St. 257.
Peunaylvania: Brymer v. Butler
Water Co., 179 Pa. 231.
WiacoD.Iin: Shepard v. Milwaukee
Gas Light Co., 6 Wis. 539.
Aa to rates and cJUJrgea in the caae
of telegraph and telepi&oM, etc., companiu uaing el«:tricity, see Joyce on
Electric Law (2d ed.), §§57, 518527b, 783d.
Power of municipality to regulate
and fix charges for telephone compani-Police power-Validity of
ordinance-Obligation of contractEqual protection of laws-Unlawful
discrimination, see Home Telep. &
Teleg. Co. v. City of Los Angeles
(C. C.), 155 Fed. 554.
FranchiM aa properly, see §§ 2529, 35, 36, herein.
Aa to obligation of cxmtract. and
r~Jaervation of power to alter or amend,
see U 317 et aeq., herein.
11 See §§ 113, 161, herein, as to
storage and elevator companies and
grain and warehouse commission.
See also §§ 369, 390, herein.
17 94 U.S. 113, 24 L. ed. 77.
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which has been extensively cited, quoted from, and relied upon,
a statute of Illinois prescribed charges for warehouses and the
validity of the statute was in question. The following point.s
were decided: (1) Under the powers inherent in every sovereignty, a government may regulate the conduct of its citizens toward each other, and, when necessary for the public
good, the manner in which each shall use his own property.
(2) In their exercise it has been customary in England from
time immemorial, and in this country from its first colonization, to regulate ferries, common carriers, hackmen, bakers,
millers, wharfingers, innkeepers, etc., and in so doing to fix
a maximum of charge to be made for services rei;ldered, accommodations furnished and articles sold. (3) Down to the
time of the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment, it w:~.S
not supposed that statutes regulating the use, or even the price
of the use, of private property, necessarily deprived an owner
of his property without due process of law. Under some circumstances they may, but not under all. The amendment
does not change the law in this particular; it simply prevents
the States from doing that which will operate as such a deprivation. (4) When the owner of property devotes it to a use in
which the public has an interest, he in effect grants to the public an interest in such use, and must, to the extent of that interest, submit to be controlled by the public, for the common
good, as long as he maintains the use. He may withdraw his
grant by discontinuing the use. (5) The limitation by legislative enactment of the rate of charge for services rendered
in a public employment, or for the use of property in which
the public has an interest, establishes no new principle in the
law but only gives a new effect to an old one. (6) Where
warehouses are situated and their business is carried on exclusively within a State, she may, as a matter of domestic concern, prescribe regulations for them, notwithstanding they are
used as instruments by those engaged in interstate, as well as
in state, commerce; and, until Congress acts in reference to
their interstate relations, such regulations can be enforced,
even though they may indirectly operate upon commerce be634
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yond her immediate jurisdiction. (7) 'fhe court do~ not hold
that a case may not . arise in which it may be found that a
State has, under the form of regulating her own affairs, encroached upon the exclusive domain of Congress in respect to
interstate commerce. (8) The ninth section of the first article
of the Constitution of the United States operates only as a
limitation of the powers of Congress, and in no respect affects
the States in the regulation of their domestic affairs. (9) The
act of the General Assembly of Illinois, entitled: "An Act -to
regulate public warehouses and the warehousing and inspection of grain; and to give effect to art. 13 of the constitution
of this State," 11 is not repugnant to the Constitution of the
United States.18 In another case an act of the legislature of
11 Approved

April 25, 1871.
Another point waa decided in
tli.is eaae and is stated in § 297,
herein.
·
This eaae is expl&ined on.firat point
in Dobbins v. Loe Angeles, 195 U.S.
223, 235, 25 Sup. Ct. 18, 49 L. ed.
169, cited to same point in Minneapolis & St. Louis Rd. Co. v. Minnesota, 186 U. S. 257, 261, 46 L. ed.
1151, 22 Sup. Ct. 900; Mugler v.
Kansaa, 123 U. S. 623, 660, 31 L. ed.
205, 8 Sup. Ct. 273; Home Teleph. &
Teleg. Co. v . City of Loe Angeles
(C. C.), 155 Fed. 554, 561; Perkins v.
Northern Pac. Ry. Co. (C. C.), 155
Fed. 445, 453; Muskogee Nat. Teleph.
Co. v. Hall, its Fed. 38~, 386. Cited
to second point in Minneapolis & St.
Louis Rd. Co. v. Minnesota, 186
U. S. 257, 261, 22 Sup. Ct. 900, 46
L. Ed. 1151; Lake Shore & M.S. Ry.
Co. v. Smith, 173 U. S. 684, 696, 19
Sup. Ct. 565, 43 L. ed. 858; InterstateCommerceComm.v.Cincinnati,
N. 0. & T. P. Ry. Co., 167 U. B.
479, 500, 42 L. ed. 243, 17 Sup. Ct.
896; Covington & Cincinnati Bridge
Co. v. Kentue)cy, .154 U.S. 204,213,
38 L. ed. 962, 14 Sup. Ct. 1087;
11

Chicago, .M. & St. P. Ry. Co. v.
Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418, 461, 33
L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462 (in dissenting · opinion); Georgia R. R. &
Banking Co. v. Smith, 128 U.S. 174,
180, 9 Sup. Ct. 47, 32 L. ed. 377;
Dow v. Seidelman, 125 U. S. 680,
686, 8 Sup. Ct. 1028, 31 L. ed. 861;
Wabash, St. L. & P. Ry. Co. v.
Illinois, 118 U. S. 557, 564, 30 L. ed.
244, 7 Sup. Ct. 4. Distinguished in
Railroad Commission Cues (Stone v.
Farmers' Loan & Tr. Co.), 116 U. B.
307, 330, 29 L. ed. 636, 6 Sup. Ct.-.
Cited in Spring Valley Waterworks
v. Schottler, 110 U. S. 347, 354, 28
L. ed. 173, 4 Sup. Ct. 48; Ruggles v.
Illinois, 108 u. B. 526, 531, 535, 536,
2 Sup. Ct. 832, 27 L. ed. 812; Sinking
Fund Cues (Union Pacific R. Co. v.
United State& and Central Pacific R.
Co. v. Gallatin), 99 U. S. 700, 747,
25 L. ed. 496 (in dissenting opinion);
Burlington v. BeaSley, 94 U. S. 310,
314,24 L. ed. 161; Stone v. Wisconsin, 94 U. S. 181, 185, 24 L. ed. 102
(in dissenting opinion); Winona & St.
Peter R. Co. v. Blake, 94 U.S. 180,
24L.ed.99; Peikv.Chicago&N. W.
Ry. Co., 94 U. S. 164, 176, 178, 24
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New York 20 provided that the maximum charge for elevating,
receiving, weighing and discharging grain should not exceed
five-eighths of one cent a bushel; and that, in the process of
handling grain by means of floating and stationary elevators,
L. ed. 97; Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co. v.
Iowa, 94 U.S. 155, 161, 24 L. ed. 94;
Home Teleph. & Teleg. Co. v. City of
Los Angeles (C. C.), 155 Fed. 554,
569; Perkins v. Northern Pac. Ry.
Co. (C. C.), 155 Fed. 445, 453. Cited
to U&ird poiftt in Railroad Commission
Caaes (Stone v. Farmens' Loan & Tr.
Co.), 116 U. S. 307, 335, 29 L. ed.
636, 6 Sup. Ct. - ; Spring Valley
Waterworks v. Schottler, 110 U. 8.
347, 354, 28 L. ed. 173, 4 Sup. Ct. 48.
Cited to f01Arlh poiftt in Louisville &
Nashville Rd. Co. v. West Coast
Naval Stores Co., 198 U. S. 483, 500,
25 Sup. Ct. 745, 49 L. ed. 1135;
Louisville & Nashville R. Co. v.
Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 696, 16
Sup. Ct. 714, 40 L. ed. 849; Budd v.
New York, 143 U. S. 517, 548, 12
Sup. Ct. 468, 36 L. ed. 247 (in eli&senting opinion); Civil Rights Cases,
109 U. S. 3, 41, 27 L. ed. 835, 3 Sup.
Ct. 18 (in di88Cnting opinion); Weems
Steamboat Co. v. People's Steamboat
Co., 141 Fed. 454, 456; West Coast
Naval Stores Co. v. Louisville &
N. R. Co. (C. C. A.), 121 Fed. 645,
650. Cited to fifth poiftt in Dow v.
Beidelman, 125 U. S. 680, 686, 8
Sup. Ct. 1028, 31 L. ed. 841; Home
Telcph. & Teleg. Co. v. City of Los
Angeles (C. C.), 155 Fed. 554, 569.
Cited to sixth point in Covington &
Cincinnati Bridge Co. v . Kentucky,
154 U. S. 204, 213, 38 L. ed. 962,
14 Sup. Ct. 1087; Br&!!S v. Stoeser,
153 U. S. 391, 399, 38 L. ed. 757, 14
Sup. Ct. 857; Hall v. De Cuir, 95
U.S. 485, 487, 24 L. ed. 547; Globe

Elevator Co. v. Andrew (C. C.), 144
Fed. 871, 879. Cited to~ point
in Kidd v. Pearson, 128 U. S. 1, 23,
32 L. ed. 346, 9 Sup. Ct. 6. Cited to
eighlA poiftt in Johnson v . Chicago 4:
Pac. Elevator Co., 119 U . S. 388, tOO,
7 Sup. Ct. 254, 30 L. ed. 447; MOI'ga.n's Stea.mBhip Co. v . Louisiana
Board of Health, 118 U. 8 . 455, 467,
6 Sup. Ct. 1114, 30 L. ed. 237.
The principal ease (Munn v. Illinois) is alao cited in Cotting v. Kan8&8 City Stock Yards Co., 183 U. S.
79, 46 L. ed. 92, 22 Sup. Ct. 30.
While we have considered this caae
in § 110, herein, the following is
pertinent here in connection with the
principal ease, since the court, per
Brewer, J., basing its language upon
the rule laid down in thaL case, says:
"It may be conceded that the State
has the power to make reasonable
regulation of the charges for services
rendered by the stock yards comPfDY· Its stock yards are situated
at one of the gateways of commerce,
and so located that they furnish important facilities to all seeking transportation of cattle. While not a
common carrier, nor engaged in any
distinctively public employment, it
is doing a work in which the public
has an interest, and therefore must.
be considered as subject to governmental regulation. But to what extent may this regulation go! Is there
no limit beyond which the State may
not interfere with the charges fOI'
services either of those who are engaged in performing some public

• Laws 1888, chap. 581.
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the lake vessels or propellers, the ocean vessels or steamships,
and can&l-boata, should only be required to pay the actual
cost of trimming or shovelling to the leg of the elevator when
unloading, and trimming cargo when unloading. It was held
service, or of those who, while not
engaged in such service have yet
devoted their property to a use in
which the public has an interest?
And is the extent of governmental
regulation the IllUDe in both of these
classes?" I d., 85. The court then
states the second point in the above
text and reviewu other cases at eome
length.

"To this day statutes are to be
found in many of the States upon
110me or &II these subjects [those in
point 2 in above text] and we think
it has never yet been succeaafully
contended that such legislation came
within any of the constitutional prohibitions against interference with
private property. With the Fifth
Amendment in force, Congrese, in
1820, conferred power upon the city
of Washington 'to regulate • • •
the rates of wharfage at private
wharves, • • • the sweeping of
chimneys, and to fix the rates of fees
therefor, • • • and the weight
and quality of bread,' 3 Stat. 587, sec.
7; and, in 1848, 'to make all neceaaary regulations respecting hackney
carriages, and the rates of hauling by cartmen, wagoners, carmen,
and draymen, and the rates of commission of auctioneers,' 9 id. 224,
§ 2. * • • This brings us to inquire as to the principles upon which
this power of regulation rests, in
order that we may determine what is
within and what without its operative
effect. Looking, then, to the common law, from whence came the
right which the ConstitutiOn protects, we find that when private prop-

erty is 'affected with a public interest it ceaaes to be fum privati only.'
This was said by Lord Chief Justice Hale more than two hundred
years ago, in his treatise, De Portibus
Mari., 1 Harg. Law Tracts, 78, and
has been accepted without objection
as an essential element in the law of
property ever since. Property does
become clothed with a public interest
when used in a manner to make it of
public consequence, and affect the
commUDity at large. When, therefore, one devotes his property to a
use in which the public has an interest, he, in effect, grants to the public
an interest in that use, and must
submit to be controlled by the public
for the common good, to the extent
of the interest he has thus created.
He may withdraw his grant by discontinuing the use; but, so long as he
maintains the use, he must submit to
the control. * * * And the same
has been held as to warehouses and
warehousemen. In Aldnutt v. Inglis,
12 :East, 527, decided in 1810, it appeared that the London Dock Company had built warehouses in which
wines were taken in store at such
rates of charge as the company
and the owners might agree upon.
Afterwards the company obtained
authority, under the general warehousing act, to receive wines from
importers before the duties upon
the importations were paid; and the
question was, whether they could
charge arbitrary rates for such storage, or must be content with a reasonable compensation. Upon this point
Lord Ellenborough said (p. 537):
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in the United States Supreme Court that the act was a legiti-

mate exercise of the police power of the State over a busin~
affected with a ·public interest, and did not violate the Constitution of the United States, and was valid.21
'There is no doubt that the general
principle is favored, both in law and
justice, that every man may fix what
price he pleases upon his own property, or the use of it; but if for a
particular purpose the public have a
right to resort to his premises and
make uae of them, and he have a
monopoly in them, for that purpose,
if he will take the benefit of that
monopoly, he must, as an equivalent,
perform the duty attached to it on
reasonable terms. The question then
is, whether, circumstanced as this
company is, by the combination of
the warehousing act with the act by
which they were originally constituted, and with the actually existing
state of things in the port of London,
whereby they alone have the warehousing of thel!e wines, they be not,
according to the doctrine of Lord
Hale, obliged to limit themselves to
a reasonable compensation for such
warehousing. And, according to llim,
whenever the accident of time casts
upon a party the benefit of having a
legal monopoly of landing goods in k
public port, as where he is the owner
of the old wharf authorised to receive
goods which happens to be built in a
port newly erected, he is confined to
take reasonable compensation only
for the use of the wharf.'. • • •
Under such circumstances it is difficult to see why, if the common carrier, or the miller, or the ferryman, or
the innkeeper, or the wharfinger, or
the baker, or the cartman, or the
11

hackney coachman, pursues a publie
employment and exereiaes ' a sort of
public office,' these plaintiffs in enor
do not. They stand, to use again the
language of their counsel, in the very
'gateway of commerce,' and take
toll from all who p811B. Their businesa most certainly 'tends to a common charge, and is become a thing
of public interest and use.' E'\·ery
bushel of grain for its passage 'pays a
toll, which is a common charge,' and,
therefore, according to Lord Hale,
every suc:4 warehoUBelll&ll ' ought to
be under public regulation, vU.., that
he • • • take but reasonable
toll.' Certainly, if any business can
be clothed ' with a public interest,
and cease to be jurill privati only,'
this has been. It may not be made
110 by the operation of the constitution of Illinois or this statute, but it
is by the facts. • • • Neither is
it a matter of any moment that no
precedent can be found for a statute
precisely like this. It is conceded
that the business is one of recent
origin, that its growth has been
rapid, and that it is already of great
importance. And it must also be
conceded that it is a businellll in
which the whole public has a direct
and positive interest. It presents,
therefore, a case for the application
of a long known and well established
principle in I!Ocial acience, and this
statute simply extends the law 110 as
to meet this new development of
commercial progress. There is no

Budd v. New York, 143 U. S. 517, 12 Sup. Ct. 468. 36 L. ed. 247.
See § 113, herein.
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§ 392. Regulation of Gas Rates-Method of Valuation

-Penalty-Equity-Injunction.u-The rules _above stated za
apply to gas rates, or charges for furnishing ga8. 24 But a municipal corporation has no power to fix the price or regulate
the rates for gas to be supplied to consumers unless such power
is expressly delegated to it by the State or it can be implied
necessarily from the powers expressly granted. 211 In an important case in the Federal court certain points in relation
attempt to compel these owners to
srant the public an interest in their
property, but to declare their obligations if they use it in this particular
manner. • • • It is insisted,
however, that ihe owner of property
is entitled to a reasonable compensation for ita use, even though it be
clothed with a public interest, and
that what is reasonable is a judicial
and not a legislative queetion. As
baa already been shown, the practice
baa been otherwise. In countries
where the common law prevails, it
baa been customary from time immemorial for the legislature to declare what shall be a reasonable
compensation under such circumstances, or, perhaps more properly
speaking, to fix a maximum beyond
which any charge made would be unreuonable. Undoubtedly, in mere
private contracts, relating to matters
in which the public has no interest,
what is reasonable must be ascertained judicially. But this is because
the legislature has no control over
BUCh a contract. So, too, in matters
which do affect the public interest,
and as to whieh legislative control
may be exercised, if there are no
statutory regulations upon the subject, the courts must determine what
is reasonable. The controlling fact
is the power to regulate at all. If
that exists, the right to establish the
muimum of charge, as one of the

means of regulation, is implied. In
fact, the common-law rule, which requires the charge to be reasonable, is
itself a regulation as to price. Without it the owner could make his rates
at will, and compel the public to
yield to his tenns, or forego the use.
• • • We know that thiS is a
power which may be abused; but
that is no argument against ita existence. For protection against abuaes
by legislatures the people must resort
to the polls, not to the courts."
Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113, 125,
127, 131, 133, 134, 24 L. ed. 77, 84,
86, per Waite, C. J.
11 See §i 16, 17, 82-84, 186, 198,
herein, as to franchises, rates, etc., of
gas companies. ·
11 See i 390, herein.
"Madison, City of, v. Madison
Gas & Electric Co., 129 Wis. 249, 108
N.'W. 65. See Spring Valley Waterworka v. Schottler, 110 U. S. 347,
28 L. ed. 173, 4 Sup. Ct. 48, also
citations under note to i 390, herein.
Mazimum rate jl:ztd ao low aa to
dutrqy property right. constitutes
taking property without due process
of law. Brooklyn Union Gas Co. v.
City of New York, 100 N. Y. Supp.
570, 50 Misc. 450.
• Mills v. City of Chicago, 127 Fed.
731; Richmond, City of, v. Richmond Natural Gas Co. (Ind., 1907),
79 N. E . 1031. See Pryor, In re, 55
Kan. 724, 49 Am. St. Rep. 280, 41
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to franchises and equity jurisdiction are decided 88 follows:
(1) In a suit by a gas company to enjoin the enforcement of a
statute or regulation fixing the rate to be charged by such
company for gas as unreasonable and confiscatory, where the
company operates under a franchise, is required by law to
furnish gas to all who demand it, and enjoys a practical m~
nopoly in the territory in which it serves, it has no good will
in a property sense, aside from its franchise, which can be considered 88 property invested in its business. (2) Under the
settled rule of decision, however, that if property protected
by a franchise is condemned and wholly taken from its ov.-ner
the franchise must be paid for, such a state regulation reducing
the earning power of property so protected reduces the value
of the franchise pro tanto, and the complainant is entitled to
add the value of its franchises, if ascertainable, to its capital
account before declaring the rate of return permitted by the
statute. (3) Complainant having followed the universal custom of American corporations, sanctioned by law, of capitalizing its franchises on its organization by issuing stock in excess of its actual investment in tangible property, and having
since then earned fair dividen<ls on all its stock, the amount of
such excess stock may fairly be taken as the value of its franchises at the time of issuance, and where its business has
largely increased such value may be 8BSUmed to have increased
since that time in proportion to the increase of its tangible
property. (4) Where the oomplainant on its organization purPac. 958, 29 L. R. A. 398, 12 Am. R. ural Gaa Co v. City of Chillicothe, 65
& Corp. Rep. 364.
Ohio St. 186, 62 N. E. 122.
Righi. «ri&tll in city to fix marimum
Preaumed that Tates cJwrged en
rates for fU.Ilural (JfJ8 when statute in reaaoftl.lble and need nol be alleged that
efleet ao authorizes. Rushville v. they are ao. Noblesville, City of, v.
Rushville Natural Gas Co., 132 Ind. Noblesville Gas & Improvement Co.,
575, 15 L. R. A. 321, 28 N. E. 157 Ind. 162, 60 N. E. 1032. See
853.
§ 405, herein.
Effect of fJCCe]Jttmu of ordina71C6
E:umption from c1umge of rata aJUl
fixing rata (see Noblesville, City of, v. lou of righta by ~ See
Noblesville Gas & Improvement Co.,· People's Gas Light 4: Coke Co. v.
157 Ind. 162, 60 N. E. 1032) forcer- Chicago, 194 U. S. 1, 48 L. ed. 851,
tain period of time. Bee Logan Nat- ~ Sup. Ct. 520. Bee f 412, herein.
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chased the property and franchises of existing gas companies,
and has since enjoyed and operated under such franchises, it
acquired the legal ownership thereof under the decisions of
the Court of Appeals of New· York, and notwithstanding the
fact that the original grantees have ceased to exist, it is, for the
purpose of an inquiry into the legality of a state statute regulating its rates of charge, entitled to capitalize their value,
especially where the State has during such time compelled it
to pay a franchise tax based thereon. (5) The provisions of
the New York statutes subjecting any gas company furnishing
or selling gas in the city of New York to a penalty of" one
thousand dollars for every violation of their provisions respecting equipment, pressure, or rates of charge therein fixed is
extravagant and WJreasonable in its severity, and renders such
statutes unconstitutional and void as a denial to such companies of the equal protection of the laws. (6) The fact that
the regulation of rates to be charged by a public service corporation is made by a direct legislative act of a State, and not
by a subordinate body, does not affect the jurisdiction or
power of a court of the United States or of a State to inquire
into its constitutionality. (7) A suit in equity·may be maintained to enjoin the enforcement of an WlConstitutional legislative act, the failure to comply with which would subject
complainant to innumerable suits for penalties.28 In addition
to the points as to the valuation of franchises above stated,
concerning which the court said: "The most important and
novel question is whether a public service corporation is ·entitled to add the value of its franchise to the assets from. which
a fair return may be lawfully demanded," n it was held: (a)
In a suit by a gas company to restrain the enforcement of a
state statute regulating the price of gas as confiscatory and
21 Syllabus in CollllOlidated Gas Co.
Compare 88 to point three in text
v. City of New York (C. C.), 157 Fed. Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. B. 466, 42
849. Case was argued in Supreme L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418, considered
Court of United Statell on November under § 409, herein.
11 ld., p. 872, per Hough, Dist. J.
10, 1908, and points therein will be
illl!erted 88 "Appendix C," herein, if
decision is rendered in time therefor.
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unconstitutional, in placing a valuation on complainant's

ta.

ble property employed in the business, on which it is entitled to
earn a fair return, tM actuol or reproductive value at 1M time of
tM inquiry is 1M true measure, u:itlwut regard to 1M miginal cost.
(b) Real estate O'UJ1Ied by the complainant, but not used in the

business, should not be included as part of the capital invested,
unless it is shown that its use will necessarily be required in
the near future; nor should the income derived from such land
be included in the earnings, nor the taxes paid t1umwn in the
expenses, of the business. (c) The complainant is entitled to
have included in its capital the value of land of which it claims
to be the owner, and actually in its possession and used by it
in the business, although its til.le may be defective or subject
to defeasance; but land in a river bed, over which boats approach the company's works, is of no greater value to the
business, because owned by the company, than if owned by
the public, and cannot properly be considered as employed in
the business. (d) The complainant is entitled to include in its
capital account as working capital in addition to the amount
of its average bills payable outstanding, only so much cash as
will enable it to safely and conveniently transact its business,
having regard to its average losses and its standing as to credit.
(e) The complainant cannot legally include as a part of ibl
capital devoted to the business of manufacturing gas, and
affected by the statute regulating rates, the value of the property or stock of a coal and coke company of u·hich it ot.em the
entire stock, and which was organized by it to purch&.'le and
dispose of its by-products, nor of anotMr gas company organized by it to manufacture and sell gas to it to supplement its
own production; both such companies being separate and distinct corporations, in which its legal interest is as stockholder
only. (j) When the capital stock of such complainant was
issued many years prior to the time of inquiry, and its capitol
is invested, not only in its business of manufacturing and selling
gas, but also largely in the stock of other corporations, the amount
of ita share capital and its value in the market are of little or
no value in determining its investment in the business on
642
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which it is entitled to earn a rea.sonable return; but such investment can only be reached by a valuation of the property
employed in the business. (g) In determining the rost to complainant of tM production and distribution of gas, the cost of
gas purchased by it from other companies and distributed
through its pipes to supplement its own production is not a
part of the expense of operation; but such purchase and distribution is a business to be separately considered. (h) Amounts
paid out by complainant as interest and penalty on taxes, the
validity of which is contested in the courts, and the expenses
of such litigation and of legislative investigation, are extraordinary expenses, and cannot be treated as part of the permanent
and average expense of the manufacture and distribution of
gas, to be deducted from earnings to ascertain the net profits
of the business. (i) In such a suit complainant is not entitled,
in addition to treating the amount actually expended during
the time covered by the inquiry for repairs and renewals of
plant as a permanent expense, to an allowance of a percentage
of the gross income to be set aside as a reserr:e or rontingent
fund to cover depreciation of plant, which, together with the
amount so actually expended, is largely in excess of the average expenditures for such purpose during a series of years,
and which have maintained the plant in as good a condition as
in the beginning; but the total allowance should be based on
such average. (j) Where complainant, having insufficient gas
of its own manufacture to supply its demand, purchased additional gas by contract from other companies, which it distributed
through its pipes, and it appeared from the evidence that such
purchases would probably continue, the net proji18 realized
therefrom should be added to its income from its own production. (k) In ascertaining whether a statute or an order of a
state commission fixing the maximum rate to be charged for
gas by a gas company is unjust and unreasonable, and such as
to work a practical destruction of the rights of property,
which would render it unconstitutional, tM return which the
company is entitled to earn on the capital employed in the business
is not determined by the legal rate of interest in the State, but
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by the local rate of return ordinarily sought and obtained on
investments of the same degree of safety. A company having
a long-established business and practical monopoly in supplying gas in the most populous portion of New York City held,
entitled, as against such a statute, to a return of six per cent.•
A United States Circuit Court injunction restraining the enforcement of a statute fixing the maximum price of gas at a
less rate than that charged by the company constitutes no
bar to an action in the state court, by a consumer, to restrain
the gas company from cutting off his gas supply to enforce
payment, and there is nothing in the principle of comity prohibiting a state court from entertaining jurisdiction to the
extent of granting such relief. 211
§ 393. Regulation of Water Rates-Obligation of Contracts-Due Process of Law-Equal Protection of LawsReservation of Power to Amend.ao-statutes of a State providing that the use of all water appropriated for sale, rental or
distribution shall be a public use and subject to public regulation and control, are valid. To regulate or establish rates for
which water will be supplied, is, in its nature, the execution of
one of the powers of the State,31 but this power cannot be
exercised arbitrarily and without reference to what is ju...<¢
and ~easonable between the public and those who appropriate
water and supply it for general use. This applies to a statute a:
making it the official duty of the board of supervisors, town
• Syllabus in Consolidated Gas Co.
v. City of New York (C. C.), 157 Fed.
849. The italicization in the text is
that of the writer. Another point
was decided in the case as to the constitutionality of a statute regulating
the pressure of gas, which was held
a commercially impoesible requirement. See § 388, herein.
21 Richman v. Consolidated Gas
Co. of New York, 186 N. Y. 209, 78
N. E. 871, aff'g 100 N. Y. Supp. 81,
114 App. Div. 216. See Grossman v.
Consolidated Gas Co. of New York,

100 N.Y. Supp. 100, 114 App. Div.
242, 78 N. E. 871.
.. See
16, 11, 88, u8, 1ao, 173,
186, 195, 255, herein, as to franchillefl,
rates, etc., of water companies aod
irrigation companies.
11 Stanislaus Co. v. San Joaquin &
King's River Canal & lrrig. Co., 192
U. S. 201, 48 L. ed. 406, 24 Sup. Ct.
241; San Diego Land ct Town Co. v.
National City, 174 U. S. 739, 43
L. ed. 1154, 19 Sup. Ct. 804. See
369, 390, herein.
11 Cal. Act of March 7, 1881, c. 52.
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. council, or other legislative body of any city and county, city
or town, in the State, to annually fix the rates that shall be
charged or collected for water furnished, and also providing
for a hearing, in an appropriate way, for fixing such rates.
And the judiciary ought not to interfere with the collection
of such rates, so established under legislative sanction, unless
they are so plainly and palpably unreasonable, as to make
their enforcement equivalent to the taking of property for
public use without such compensation as, under the circumstances, is just both to the owner and the public.33 It is also
held in another case that the appropriation and distribution
of water is a public use, and the right to collect tolls or compensation for it is a franchise, subject to regulation and 'bontrol
in the manner prescribed by law, and such tolls cannot be
fixed by contract of the parties.34 The provision in the California Water Act of 1862, that county boards of supervisors
should regulate water rates but could not reduce them below
a certain point, does not amount to a contract with water
companies which would be impaired within the meaning of
the Federal Constitution by a subsequent act either reducing
the rates below such point or authorizing boards of supervisors to do so; and the right of the State to regulate or establish water rates should not be regarded as parted with any
sooner than the right of taxation should be so regarded, and
the language of the alleged contract should in both cases be
equally plain; 36 or, to state this last proposition in another
form, the power to regulate water rates is a governmental
power continuing in its nature which, if it can be bargained
away at all, can only be so done by words of positive grant,
and if any reasonable doubt exists in regard thereto it must
11 San Diego Land & Town Co. v.
National City, 174 U.S. 739, 43 L .
ed. 1154, 19 Sup. Ct. 804. See also
Spring Valley Waterworks v. Schottier, 110 U. S. 347, 28 L. ed. 173, 4
Sup. ct. 48; Salt River Canal Co. v.
Nell!aen (Ariz., 1906), 85 Pac. 117.
u Oebome v. San Diego Land &

Town Co., 178 U.S. 22, 44 L. ed. 961,
20 Sup. Ct. 860. But compare San
Diego Flume Co. v . Souther, 90 Fed.
164, 32 C. C. A. 548, 61 U. S. App.
134.
11 Stanislaus Co. v. San Joaquin &
King'sRiverCanal&Irrig.Co.,192U.
S. 201, 24 Sup. Ct. 241, 48 L. ed. 406.
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be resolved in favor of the existence of the power.• Again,
although there is a limitation to the power of amendment
when reserved in the constitution or statute of a State, it
is not confiscation nor a taking of property without due
process of law, nor a denial of the equal protection of the
laws, to fix water rates so as to give an income of six per
cent upon the then value of the property actually used,
even though the company had prior thereto been allowed
to fix rates securing one and a half per cent per month,
and if not hampered by an unalterable contract a law
reducing the compensation as above is not unconstitutional."
§ 394. Regulation of Water Rates Continued-Obligation
of Contracts-Defense That Franchise Has Expired.-Corporations organized for the purpose of supplying cities and
towns and the inhabitants thereof with water are none the
less subject to legislative regulation and control because they
are denominated private corporations.31 Water rates cannot
be reduced by a city or its water board where such act will
impair the obligation of contracts, as where a city ordinance,
which is accepted by the company, authorizes agreements
with consumers for rates not in excess of those specified, the
municipality cannot reduce the rates to less than those so
specified while such contract exists.• So statutes impair the
obligation of contracts where they enable a city, by establishing an independent system of waterworks, fixing a scale of
prices, and making certain assessments, to destroy the value
of the property of a waterworks company and procure its customers through its water commissioners by other than competitive means.40 In a suit by a corporation against a city,
11 Owensboro v. Owensboro Water" Boise City Artesian Hot & Cold
works Co., 191 U. S. 358, 24 Sup. Ct. Water Co. v. Boise City, 123 Fed.
82, 48 L. ed. 217.
232, 59 c. c. 236.
11 Stanislaus Co. v. San Joaquin &
• Omaha Water Co. v. City ol
King's River Canal & Irrig. Co., 192 Omaha, 147 Fed. 1, 77 C. C. A. 267.
U. S. 201, 24 Sup. Ct. 241, 48 L. ed.
• Warsaw Waterworks Co. v. Vil406.
lage of Warsaw, 44 N. Y . Supp. 876,
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brought after the expiration of its franchise rights, to "restrain
the enforcement of an ordinance limiting the water rates to
be thereafter charged, the city may show in defense that the
franchise has expired, and the corporation's rights thereunder
have ceased to exist;u
§ 395. Regulation of Water Rates Continued-Dlustrative Decisions.-The constitution of Florida has. a clause to
the effect that the legislature is invested with full po~rs to
prevent unjust discrimination and excessive charges by persons and corporations engaged as common carriers and performing other public services of a public nature, and that it
shall provide for enforcing such laws. In pursuance of this
clause a law was passed empowering cities to prescribe by
ordinance maximum reasonable charges for water, provided
that the act should not impair the validity of any valid contract, or be held to validate any contract theretofore made.
Mter the constitution, but before the act, the city of Tampa
had made a contract with a water company, giving the water
company the right to charge certain rates. After the act it
passed an ordinance fixing lower rates, not, however, alleged to
be unreasonable. The Supreme Court of Florida sustained the
ordinance, reading the statute as giving the power to fix reasonable rates, when it was poBBible, without impairing the obligation of contracts, and the constitution as meaning that
the legislature was to have an inalienable power to make such
laws. It was held that this interpretation was sufficiently
plausible to be followed. u An ordinance of a city of Kentucky
before it became a city of the third class, giving a water company a right to make and enforce, as part of the conditions upon
which it would supply customers, all needful rules and regulations not inconsistent with the law, must be construed as to
16 App. Div. 502, mod. and aff'd in
161 N.Y. 176, 55 N. E. 486; Skaneateles Waterworks Co. v. Village of
Skaneateles, 54 N.Y. Supp. 1115, 33
App. Div. 642, aff'd in 161 N.Y. 154,
55 N. E. 562.

"Cedar Rapids Water Co. v. City
of Cedar Rapids, 118 Iowa, 234, 91
N. W. 1031.
42 Tampa
Waterworks Co. v.
Tampa, 199 U.S. 241, 60 L. ed. 178,
26 Sup. Ct. 55.
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the law~ as it might be altered, and when the city becomes a
city of the third class and thus has power under the general
law to provide the city with water by contract or by works
of its own and to make regulations for the management thereof
and to fix prices to consumers, an ordinance subsequently
enacted during the life of the franchise, fixing the price of
water, is not void as against the water company under the
impairment of contract clause of the Constitution of the rnited States, and in the absence of other grounds the Circuit
Court of the United States has no jurisdiction of a suit in equity
to restrain the enforcement of such last enacted ordinance, no
question of unreasonableness of the rates being involved. 4a In
another case it appeared that the Knoxville Water Company
was incorporated to construct waterworks near Knoxville, with
power to contract with the city and inhabitants for a supply
of water and "to charge such price for the same as may be
agreed upon between said company and said parties;" the general act under which the company was incorporated provided
that it should not interfere with or impair the police powers
of the municipal authorities, and they should have power by
ordinance to regulate the price of water supplied by such
company. The company in 1882 contracted for an exclusive
privilege for thirty years to construct works, and after fifteen
years to convey to the city at a price to be agreed upon or fixed
by appraisal, and to "supply private consumers at not exceeding five cents per hundred gallons." Subsequently the
city passed an ordinance reducing the price of water to private
consumers below that rate. In an action to enforce penalties
for overcharging the later rate, it was decided that there was
no contract on the part of the city to permit the charge named
therein; and that the charter having been accepted subject to
the provision of the general act reserving the power in the
municipal authorities to regulate the price of water the subsequent ordinance was not void either as impairing the obligation of a contract, or as depriving the company of its prop.. Owenaboro v. Owenaboro Water- works Co., 191 U. 8. 358, 24 Sup. Ct.
82, 48 L. ed. 217.
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erty without due process of law. 44 Again, the facts under still
another decision were as follows: On July 22, 1868, Los Angeles City leased to Griffin and others for a named sum its
waterworks for a tenn of thirty years and granted them the
right to lay pipes in the street, and to take the water from the
Los Angeles River at a point above the dam then existing, and
to sell and distribute it to the inhabitants of the city, reserving
the right to regulate the water rates, provided that they should
not be reduced to less than those then charged by the lessees.
The lessees agreed to pay a fixed. rental, to erect hydrants and
furnish water for public uses without charge, and at the expiration of the tenn to return the works to the city in good
order and condition, reasonable wear and damage excepted.
This contract was procured for the purpose of transferring it
to a corporation to be fonned, which was done. . Subsequently
the limits of the city were extended, and the expenses of the
corporation were increased accordingly. The city subsequently
established water rates below those named in the contract,
and the company collected the new rates, without in any
other way acquiescing in the change. This suit was brought
by the company to enforce the original contract. It was held
that the power to regulate rates was an existent power, not
granted by the contract, but reserved from it with a single
limitatio~, the limitation that it should not be exercised to
reduce rates below what was then charged, and that undoubtedly there was a contractual element, but that it was not in
granting the power of regulation, but in the limitation upon
it. It was also decided that the city of Los Angeles, by its
solemn contract, and for various considerations therein stated,
gave to the party under whom defendant claimed the privilege of introducing, distributing and selling water to the inhabitants of that city, on certain tenns and conditions, which
defendant had complied with, and it was not within the power
of the city authorities, by ordinance or otherwise, afterward to
impose additional burdens as a condition to the exercise of
"Knozville Water Co. v. Knox- ville, 189 U. 8. 434, 47 L. ed. 887, 28
Sup. Ct. 537.
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the rights and privilege granted. It was further held that by
acquiescing in the regulations of rates ever since 1880 the
company was not estopped from claiming equitable relief, and
was guilty of no laches. 411

§ 396. Regulation of Ferry Fares and Tolls.'"-The regulation of fares and tolls at a ferry between two States is not
exclusively within the power of Congress to regulate commerce. 47 But it is held by the Federal Supreme Court that
the transportation of ~gers and freight for hire by a
steam ferry across the Delaware River from New Jersey to
Philadelphia by a corporation of New Jersey is interstate
commerce, which is not subject to exactions by the State of
Pennsylvania.48
§ 397. Regulation of Rates or Tolls of Turnpike Companies-Due Process of Law-Power of Courts.•-A statute
which, by its necessary operation, compels a turnpike company, when charging only such tolls as are just to the public,
to submit to such further reduction of rates as will prevent it
from keeping its road in proper repair and from earning any
dividends whatever for stockholders, is as obnoxious to the
Federal Constitution as would be a similar statute relating
to the business of a railroad corporation having authority,
under its charter, to collect and receive tolls for pa&lengers and
freight. And a judgment of a state court, even if it be authorized by statute, whereby private property is taken for the
.a Los Angeles, City of, v. Los
Angeles City Water Co., 177 U. S.
558, 44 L. ed. 886, 20 Sup. Ct. 736,
aff'g Los Angeles City Water Co. v.
City of Los Angeles, 88 Fed. 720.
ce See §§ 15, 80, 186, 194, 201,
herein, as to franchises, rates, etc.,
of ferries. See also §§ 369, 390,
herein.
Q Freeholders of Hudson County v.
State, 24 N.J. L. 718; State v. Hudson County Freeholders, 23 N. J. L.
206. See Newport v. Taylor, 16 B.
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Mon. (55 Ky.) 699; Marshall v.
Grimes, 41 Miss. 27; Carroll v. Campbell, 108 Mo. 550, 17 S. W. 884, 110
Mo. 557, 19 S. W. 809. E:umine
§ 145, herein.
41 Gloucester Ferry Co. v. Penusylvan.ia, 114 U. S. 196, 5 Sup. C\. 826,
29 L. ed. 158.
• See U 17, 19, 116, 117, lW-201,
herein, as to franchises, rates or tolls,
etc., of turnpikes, toll roads aDd
plank roads. See also §I 369, 390,
herein.
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State or under its direction, for public use, without compensation made or secured to the owner, is, upon principle and
authority, wanting in that due process of law required by the
Fourteenth Amendment.110 There is, however, no taking of
property without due process of law where it does not appear
that by such reduction of rates there will be any reduction
of dividends or if so, the extent thereof, and rates may be
subsequently changed notwithstanding a turnpike company's
charter specifies what charges may lawfully be made, with
the right to increase or decrease the same as the dividends may
necessitate, such specification of certain rates in the charter
raising merely an inference or presumption that they are
reasonable. 111 The principle may, as to this class of corporations, be reaffirmed that courts have the power to inquire
whether a body of rates prescribed by a legislature is unjust
and unreasonable and such as to work a practical destruction
of rights of property, and if found so to be, to restrain its operation, because such legislation is not due process of law.
And when a question arises whether the legislature has exceeded its constitutional power in prescribing rates to be
charged by a corporation controlling a public highway, stockholders are not the only persons whose rights or interests are
to be considered; and if the establishment of new lines of
transportation should cause a diminution in the tolls collected,
that is not, in itself, a sufficient reason why the corporation
operating the road should be allowed to maintain rates that
would be unjust to those who must or do use its property, but
that the public cannot properly be subjected to unreasonable
rates in order simply that stockholders may earn dividends
again; the constitutional provision forbidding a denial of the
equal protection of the laws, in its application to corporations
108myth v. Ames, 169 U. 8. 466,
525, 42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418,
per Harlan, J. (a ease of regulation of
railroad rates and powers of State),
relying in part upon Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Rd. Co. v. Chicago, 166

U.S. 226, 241, 41 L. ed. 979, 17 Sup.
Ct. 581.
11 Winchester & L. Turnpike Road
Co. v. Croxton, 98 Ky. 739, 17 Ky. L.
Rep. 1299, 33 L. R. A. 177, 34 8. W.
518.
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operating public highways, does not require that all corporations exacting tolls should be placed upon the same footing as
to rates; but that justice to the public and to stockholders may
require in respect to one road rates different from those prescribed by other roads; and that rates on one road may be
reasonable and just to all concerned, while the same rates
would be exorbitant on another road. 11

§ 398. Regulation of Fares-street Railways-ObUgatioa
of Contract.11-The legislative power to regulate the exercise
of the franchises or the fares of a street railway company does
not empower a municipality to make such a reduction of fares
that the company cannot obtain a reasonable return on its
investment, and if property rights are invaded to that extent
such reduction constitutes a violation of the Federal Constitution.114 Nor can the company be required to carry passengers
without reward, or at such a reduced rate of fare as will substantially confiscate or take away property without compensa-tion or due process of law.55 It is held that conditions may be
imposed by a commissioner of highways, in granting consent
to lay tracks on town highways, for transportation between
certain points at a specified fare and also for transfers to connecting lines; 50 and a company is obligated by such conditions
12 Covington & Lexington TurnWhm city may Rot reduce f-.
pike R. Co. v. Sandford, 164 U. S.
578, 17 Sup. Ct. 198, 41 L. ed. 510.
11 See §§ 14, 17,111,112,188,197,
337, 338, 387, herein, as to franchisee,
fares, etc., of street railways.
14 Milwaukee R. & L. Co. v. Milwaukee (C. C.), 87 Fed. 577. See
i§ 369, 390, 400, herein.
"Indianapolis v. Navin, 151 Ind.
139, 41 L. R . A. 337, 14 Nat. Corp.
Rep. 774, 47 N. E. 525, rehearing
denied in 151 Ind. 156, 30 Chic. Leg.
N. 414, 51 N. E. 80, 41 L. R. A. 344,
5 Det. L. N., No. 19.
Municipality mc.y regulate rata of
fare on electric railt.Oafl•· See Joyce
on Electric Law (2d ed.), § 518.
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See Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
§ 519.
OrdifllJt'W:e aa to "labor ticica" a1
reduced ~ and tran.fer.-WAen a
conlrad. See Joyce on Electric Law
(2d ed.), §519a.
Ft!tleral Corw~Strul rca'J.
road-Ratu of fan. See Joyce on
Electric Law (2d ed.), §519b.
POtHr of ~,.. to reduce rata
off..,., on.,._, railroad, for~
durinc summer months. See Joyce
on Electric Law (2d ed.),§519c.
11 Oaedeke v. Staten Island M. R.
Co., 60 N.Y. Supp. 598, 43 App. Div.
514, rehearing denied in 61 N. Y.
Supp. 290, 46 App. Div. 219.
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or regulations, so imposed in granting a franchise, where its
line is operated in compliance therewith.117 So a contractual
relation exists, based upon a sufficient consideration, and the
company is bound to carry passengers free of charge within
certain limits, where that condition is imposed in the grant of
a franchise by a municipality through which it was interested
in getting its line of street railway and had deposited checks
to evidence its good faith in constructing such line in pursuance
of the grant.111 If the franchise granted by a township provides for the sale of trip tickets at a reduced rate between ·a
city without and a village within the township, such sale of
tickets may be made at any point on the line within or outside
of the to\\'nship granting the franchise. 118 Where a statute
authorizes a street railroad company to charge as inuch as
five cents fare, even though it reserves the right to amend or
repeal the enactment, still it cannot, as to a company organized thereunder, be altered by provisions which would make the
statute . unconstitutional in its entirety.80 In a case in the
Federal Supreme Court it is held that a consolidated ordinance
of the city of Cleveland, and ordinances thereafter passed by
the municipality and accepted by certain street railway companies, constituted such binding contracts in respect to the
rate of fare to be exacted upon the consolidated and extended
lines of the railway companies as to deprive the city of its
rights to exercise the reservations in the original ordinances BB
to changing the rates of fare; and a subsequent ordinance
reducing the rate of fare to be charged was declared to be
void and unconstitutional within the impairment clause of the
Constitution of the United States. It was also decided in the
same cBSe that the passage by the municipality of an ordinance affecting franchises, already granted by prior ordinances
n Virginia Paaaenger & Power Co.
v. Commonwealth, 103 Va. 644, 49
8. E. 995.
"Hattersley v. Village of Waterville, 26 Ohio Cir. Ct. R. 226.
"Rice v. Detroit, Y. & A. Ry. Co.,

122 Mich. 677, 48 L. R. A. 84, 81
N. W. 927.
10 Central Trust Co. v. Citizens' St.
R. Co. (C. C.), 82 Fed. 1, 29 Chicago
Leg. N. 417, 14 Nat. Corp. Rep. 770,
di.smisaed in 83 Fed. 529, 15 Nat.
Corp. Rep. 529.
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amounted to an assertion that the legislative authority vested
in it to pass the original ordinance gave it the continued pov.·er
to pass subsequent ordinances, and it could not assail the
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court on the ground that its action
in impairing the contracts which resulted from prior ordinances
was not an action by authority of the State.11

§ 399. Regulation of Fares-street Railways Continued
-Constitutional Law-Contract with Company-Alteration.12-There can be no question as to the competency of
a state legislature, unless prohibited by constitutional provisions, to authorize a municipal corporation to contract with
a street railway company as to the rate of fares, and so to bind,
during the specified period, any future common council from
altering or in any way interfering with such contract. Surh
a contract having once been made, the power of the city ov!'r
the subject, so far as altering the rates of fare or other matter!
properly involved in and being a part of the contract, is suspended for the period of the running of the contract. So where
binding agreements have been made and entered into, between
a city on the one side and certain street railway companie~ on
the other, relating to rates of fare, such agreements cannot
be altered without the consent of both sides; those binding
agreements constitute a· contract as to the rates, equally bind·
ing with that in regard to taxes. The rate of fare in such ca..~
having been fixed by positive agreement, under expres! leg·
islative authority, the subject is not open to alteration thereafter by the common council alone, under the right to prescribe from time to time the rules and regulations for the
running and operation of the road; especially so where the
11 Cleveland, City of, v. Cleveland
Ry. Co., 194 U.S. 517,48 L. ed. 1102,
24 Sup. Ct. 756. Followed in Cleveland v. Cleveland Electric Ry. Co.,
201 U. S. 529, 26 Sup. Ct. 513, 50
L. ed. 854. As to the power of the
city council of Cleveland to pass
ordinances diminishing the rate of
fare on street railroads in view of the
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contracts contained in prior onfi.
nances pa8lled in regard to stMI
railways, compare Railroad Commitsion Cases (Stone v. New Orlet.1111 .t
Northwestern Rd. Co., 116 U. S. 352,
29 L. ed. 651, 6 Sup. Ct. 334, CODsidered in § 412, herein.
II See § 39(), herein.
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language of an ordinance, which provides that the rate of fare
for one passenger shall not be more than five cents, does not
give any right to the city to reduce it below the rate of five
cents established by the company. And where the fixing of
rates was among the vital portions of such agreement between
the parties, it cannot be supposed that there was any intention to permit the common council, in its discretion, to make
an alteration which might be fatal to the pecuniary success of
the company. 113 If a street railway corporation takes a legislative charter subject to all duties and restrictions set forth
in all general laws relating to corporations of that class, it cannot complain of the unconstitutionality of a prior enacted
statute compelling it to transport children attending public
schools at half price.14
a Detroit v. Detroit Citizens' St. company the equal protection of the
Ry. Co., 184 U.S. 368, 46 L. ed. 592, laws and deprived it of its property
22 Sup. Ct. 410. See t 412, herein.
without just compensation and with•• Interstate CollliOlidated Street out due process of law. In support
Ry. Co. v. Commonwealth of M8888- of this defense it made an offer of
chuaetts, 207 U .'S. 79, 28 Sup. Ct. 26, proof which may be abridged into the
aff'g 187 Maaa. 436. As appears from propositions that the regular fare was
the headnote& to the official report, five cents; that during the last fiscal
only two points were decided in this year the actual and reasonable coat of
case, one of which ia stated in the transportation per passenger was
above text and the other in t 243, 3.86 cents, or, including taxes, 4.10
herein, but the court also diacusaed cents; that pupils of the public
another point, viz., that of dis- schools formed a considerable part
crimination, and evidently there was of the paaaengera carried by it, and
110me question as to the sufficiency of that the one street railway expressly
the proof. Both of these factors will exempted by the law transported
appear from the following quotation nearly one-half the passengers transfrom the opinion of the court, de- . ported on street railways and relivered by Holmes, J., as follows: ceived nearly one-half the revenue
"This was a complaint against the received for such transportation in
plaintift in error for refusing to aell the commonwealth. The offer waa
tickets for the transportation of pu- stated to be made for the purpose
pile to and from the public schools at of showing that .the plaintiff in error
nne-half the regular fare charged by could not comply with the statute
it, as required by Mass. Rev. Laws, without carrying passengers for leas
c. 112, t 72. At the trial the rail- than a reasonable compensation and ·
way company admitted the fact, but for leas than cost. The offer of
set up that the statute waa uncon- proof was rejected, and a ruling that
atitut.ional, in that it denied to the the statute was repugnant to the
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§ 400. Regulation of Rates-Railroads.61-The rules given
under a preceding section 88 to regulation of rates 11 apply in
the case of railroads 88 to business wholly intrastate; 17 but it
may also be stated here that where property has been clothed
Fourteenth Amendment waa refused.
The plaintiff in error excepted and,
after a verdict of guilty and sentence, took the cue to the Supreme
Judicial Court. 187 Massachusetts,
436. That court overruled the exceptions, whereupon the plaintiff in
error brought the cue here. ·• • •
The aection of the revised laws
(1!. 112, § 72) waa a continuation of
St. 1900, c. 197, Rev. Laws, c. 226,
l 2. Commonwealth v. Auselvich,
186 Massachusetts, 376, 379, 380.
The act of incorporation went into
effect March 15, 1901, St. 1901,
c. 159. • • • The discrimin&tion alleged is the express exception from the act « 1900 of the Bo&ton Elevated Railway Company and
the railways then owned, leased or
operated by it. But, in the first
place, this was a legislative adjudication concerning a specific road, as in
Wight v. David110n, 181 U. S. 371,
45 L. ed. 900, 21 Sup. Ct. 616, not a
general prospective classification as
in Martin v. District of Columbia, 205
U. S. 135, 138, 51 L. ed. 743, 27 Sup.
Ct. 440. A general law must be
judged by public facts, but a specific
adjudication may depend upon many

things not judiciaUy known. '~'here
fore the law must be sustained 011 thil
point unless the facts offered in e\;..
dence clearly show that the~
cannot be upheld. But the local flld!
are not before us, and it follows bt
we cannot say that the legisl&ture
could not have been justified in thm
limiting its action. Covington v.
Lexington Turnpike Road Co. '·
Sandford, 164 U. 8. 578, 579, 598.
41 L. ed. 560, 17 Sup. Ct. 198. I.a. the
next place, if the only groUDd W't!n
that the charter of the Elevated
Railway contained a contract against
the imposition of such requirement, it
would be attn"buting to the Fourteenth Amendment an exee.iTely
nice operation to
that the immunity of a single corporation prevented the passage of an othenme
desirable and wholeeome law. li is
unnecessary to consider what would
be the effect on the ·statute by eonstruction in Ma888.Chusetts if the exception could not be upheld. For, if
in order to avoid the Scylla of ~
justifiable class legislation, the la'll'
were read as universal (!lee Dunbar v.
Boston & Providence R. R. Co., 181
Ma888.Chusetts, 383, 386), it might be

11 See §§ 14, 17, 97-107, 129, 166170, 184, 247, 255, 256, 322, 381-386,
herein, as to franchises, fares, regulation, etc., of railroads.
" See § 390, herein. See alao
U 369, 398, herein.
" That State has right to fix rates
for railroad companies, see also
Lake Shore & M. S. Ry. Co. v.
Smith, 173 U.S. 684, 19 Sup. Ct. 565,

43 L. ed. 858 [rev'g Smith v. Lab
Shore & M. B. Ry. Co., 114 Mich. 460.
72 N. W. 328,4 Det. L. N. 682, 8 .-\Ill.
& Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 496), per Peckham, J.; Perkins v. Northern Pae.
Ry. Co. (C. C.), 155 Fed. #S.
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aay

453.

.Aa to interataU cwm.,nn-ce li~
tiona upon arou r~, see t 402,
herein.
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with a public interest, the legislature may fix a limit to that
which shall in law be reasonable for its use.• Railroad companies are carriers for hire. Engaged in a public employment
affecting the public interest, they are, unless protected by their
thought by this court to fall into the
Charybdis of impairing the obligation
of a contract with the elevated road,
although that objection might perhaps be held not to be open to the
plaintiff in error here. Hatch v.
Reardon, 204 U.S. 152, 160, 27 Sup.
Ct. 188, 51 L. ed. 415. The objection
that seems to me, 88 it seemed to the
court below, most serious is that the
statute unjustifiably appropriates the
property of the plaintiff in error. It
is hard to say that street railway
companies are not subjected to a
loss. The conventional fare of five
cents presumably is not more than a
reasonable fare, and it is at le&Bt
questionable whether street railway
companies would be permitted to increase it on the ground of this burden.
It is assumed by the statute in question that the ordinary fare may be
charged for these children or some of
them when not going to or from
school. Whatever the fare, the statute fairly construed means that children going to or from school must
be carried for half the sum that
would be reasonable compensation
for their carriage, if we looked only
to the business &BpeCt of the question.
Moreover, while it may be true that
in some c88e8 rates or fares may be
reduced to an unprofitable point in
view of the business 88 a whole or
upon special considerations, Minneapolis &: St. Louis R. R. Co. v. Minnesota, 186 U. S. 256, 267, 46 L. ed.
1151, 22 Sup. Ct. 900, it is not enough
to justify a general law like this, that

the companies concerned still may
be able to make a profit from other
sources, for all that appears. Atlantic Coast Line R. R. Co. v. North
Carolina Corporation Commission,
206 U.S. 1, 24, 25, 51 L. ed. 933, 27
Sup. Ct. 585. Notwithstanding the
foregoing considerations I hesitat..
ingly agree with the state court
that the requirement may be justified
under what commonly is called the
police power. The obverse way of
stating this power in the sense in
which I am using the phr&Be would be
that constitutional rights like others
are matters of degree and that the
great constitutional provisions for the
protection of property are not to be
pushed to a logical extreme, but must
be taken to permit the infliction of
some fractional and relatively small
losses without compensation, for
some at le&Bt of the purposes of
wholesome legislation. Martin v.
District of Columbia, 205 U. S. 135,
139, 51 L. ed. 743, 27 Sup. Ct. 450;
Camfield v. United States, 167 U. S.
518, 524, 42 L. ed. 260, 17 Sup. Ct.
864. If the Fourteenth Amendment
is not to be a greater hamper upon
the established practices of the States
in common with other governments
than I think W88 intended, they
must be allowed a certain latitude in
the minor adjustments of life, even
though by their action the burdens of
a part of the community are somewhat incre&Bed. The traditions and
habits of centuries were not intended
to be overthrown when that amend-

• Peik v. Chicago&: Northwestern, etc., Ry. Co., 94 U.S. 164, 24 L. ed. 97.
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charters, subject to legislative control as to their rates of fare
and freight; • a legislature has power to fix rates for the transment waa pueed. Education ie one
of the purp<ll!eS for which what ie
called the police power may be exer-cieed. Barbier v. Connolly, 113 U.S.
Z7, 31, 28 L. ed. 923, 5 Sup. Ct. 507.
M&M&Cln.~~ette always haa recognised
it u one of the firet objects of public
care. It does not follow that it
would be equally in accord with the
conceptions at the baae of our constitutional law to confer equal favore
upon doctors, or workingmen, or
people who could afford to buy
1000-mile tickets. Structural habits
·count for u much as logic in drawing
the line. And, to return to the taking of property, the aspect in which
I am considering the caae, general
taxation to maintain public BChoola is
an appropriation of property to a Wle
in which the taxpayer may have no
private intereat, and, it may be,
apinat hie will. It haa been condemned by some theorists on that
ground. Yet no one denies ita constitutionality. People are acc\18tomed to it and accept it without
doubt. The preeent requirement is
not different in fundamental principle, although the tax is paid in kind
and falla only on the class capable
of paying that kind of tax-a claas
of quan public corporations specially
subject to legislative control. Thus
the question narrows iteelf to the
magnitude of the burden imposedto whether the tax is so great as to
exceed the limi ta of the police power.
Looking at the In· without regard to
ita special operation I should hesitate
to &811ume that ita total effect, direct
and indirect, upon the roads outside
of Boston amounted to a more serious
burden than a change in the law of
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nuisance, for example, mi&bt be. &e,
further, Williaml v. Parker, 188 U.S.
491, 47 L. ed. 559, 23 Sup. Ct. ~
Turning to the specific effect, the
offf'.r of proof was cautious. U 11'»
simply that a 'considerable percro.n&age' of the pa.t~~~engen carried by the
company consisted of pupila of the
public BChoola. This might be true
without the burden beco~ serious.
I am not prepared to overrule tbe ~
ciaion of the legislature and m the
highest court of M&811&Chusett8 that
the requirement is reasonable UDder
the conditions existing there, upoa.
evidence that goes no higher than
this. It is not enough that a statute
goes to the verge of constitutioual
power. We must be able to eee
clearly that it goes beyond tha&
power. In caae of real doubt a law
must be sustained. Mr. Justice Harlan is of opinion that the conatitutionality of the act of 1900 ie necessarily involved in the determination
of this caae. He thinks the act is no&
liable to the objection that it denies
to the railroad company the equal
protection of the laws. Nor does
he think that it can be held. upon
any showing made by this record, to
be unconstitutional u depriving the
plaintiff in error of ita property without due process of law. Upon thelf
grounds alone, and independent d.
any other question discUlllled, be joins
in a judgment of affirmance. Judg-

ment affirmed."
• Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.
Co. v. Iowa, 94 U.S. 155, 24 L. ed.
94, cited in Reagan v. Farmers' Loan
& Trust Co., 154 U. 8. 362, 397, 38
L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047; Wabash, St. L. & Pacif. R. Co. v. Illinois.
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portation of passengers by railways, and the extent of judicial
interference is protection against unrea.<10nable rates.7° Again,
a railroad is a public hig~way and none the less so because
constructed and maintained through the agency of a corporation deriving its existence and powers from the State. Such
a corporation is created for public purposes. It performs a
function of the State. Its authority to exercise the right of
eminent domain and to charge tolls is given primarily for the
benefit of the public. It is, therefore, under governmental
control, subject, of course, to the constitutional guarantees
for the protection of its property .71 A corporation maintaining a public highway, although it owns the property it employs for accomplishing public objects, must be held to have
accepted its rights, privileges and franchises, subject to the
condition that the government creating it, or the government
within whose limits it conducts its business, may by legislation
protect the people again·st the exaction of unreasonable charges
for the services rendered by it; but it is equally true that the
corporation performing such public services, and the people
financially interested in its business and affairs, have rights
that may not be invaded by legislative enactment in disre118 U. S. 557, 564, 30 L. ed. 244,
7 Sup. Ct. 4; Railroad Commission
Cues (Stone v. Farmers' Loan & Tr.
Co.), 116 U. S. 307, 325, 29 L. ed.
636, 6 Sup. Ct. 334, 348, 349, 388,
391, 1191; Ruggles v. Illinois, 108
U. S. 526, 531, 27 L. ed. 812, 2 Sup.
Ct. 832; Sinking Fund Cases, (Union
Pacific R. Co. v. United States and
Central Pacific R. Co. v. Gallatin), 99
U. B. 700, 719, 25 L. ed. 496; Winona
& St. Peter R. Co. v. Blake, 94 U.S.
180, 24 L. ed. 99; Peik v. Chicago &
N. W. R. Co., 94 U.S. 164, 24 L. ed.
97. Bee also Dow v. Beidelman, 125
U. B. 680, 31 L. ed. 841.
The legislature may regulate the
use of a franchise, which consists of
the privilege of making a railroad and
takiq tolla thereon, and it may limit

the amount of the tolls, unless they
have deprived themselves of that
power by a legislative contraet with
the owners of the land. Beekman v.
Saratoga & Schenectady Rd. Co., 3
Paige Ch. (N. Y .) 45.
As to statute fixing maximum tolls
to be charged by railroad company
and remedy to persons injured for
violation of act, see Attorney General
v. Chicago dt Northwestern Rd. Co.,
35 Wis. 425.
When legislature cannot regulate
tolls, see Attorney General v. Chicago
dt Northwestern Rd. Co., 35 ·Wis.
425.
7°Ctllcago & G. T. Ry. Co. v. Wellman, 143 U. B. 339, 30 L. ed. 176, 12
Sup. Ct. 400. Bee I 407, herein.
71 Bee U 97-107, herein.
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ga.rd of the fundamental guarantees for the protection of
property.72
§ 401. Regulation of Rates-Powers of Railroad and Lib
Commissioners.-We have seen that a State may lawfully
"Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466,
42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418. See
§ 364, herein.
"The control which, by common
law and by statute, is exercised over
common carriers is conclusive upon
the point that the right of the legislature to regulate the charges for
services in connection with the use
of property, does not in every ease
depend upon the question of legal
monopoly. From the earliest period
of the common law it has been held
that common carriers were bound to
carry for a reasonable compensation.
They were not at liberty to charge
whatever sum they pleased, and
even where the price of carriage was
fixed by the contract or convention
of the parties, the contract was not
enforceable beyond the point of reasonable compensation. From time
to time statu~s have been enacted in
England and in this country, fixing
the sum which should be charged
by carriers for the transportation of
passengers and property, and the
validity of such legislation has not
been questioned. But the business of
common carriers, until recent times,
was conducted almost exclusively by
individuals for private emolument,
and was open to every one who
chose to engage in it. The State eonferreq no franchise and· extended to
common carriers no benefit or protection, except that general protection which the law affords to all
persons and property v.;thin its juri,sdiction. The extraordinary oblige...
tions imposed upon carriers and the
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subjection of the business to public
regulation were based on the cbaracter of the business, or, in the laDguage of Sir William Jones, upon the
consideration 'that the call.ing is a
public employment' (Jones on Bailmenta, Appendix). It is only a public employment in the sense of the
language of Lord Hale, that it waa
'a1Jected v.ith a public interest,' and
the imposition of the character of a
public business upon the business of a
common carrier was made becaW!e
public policy was deemed to require
that it should be under public regulation. The principle of the common
law that common carriers must eerve
the public for a reasonable compensation became a part of the law of this
State, and from the adoption of the
constitution has been part of our
municipal law. It is competent foe
the legislature to change the rule of
reasonable compensation, as the
matter was left by the 90mmon law,
and prescribe a fixed and definite
compensation for the services of.
common carriers. This principle was
declared in the Munn Case [Munn
v. Illinois, 94 U.S. (4 Otto), 113, 24
L. ed. 77], which was cited with approval on this point in Sawyer v.
Davis (136 Mass. 239). It aceorda
with the language of Chief Justiee
Shaw in Commonwealth v . Alger
(7 Cush. 53): 'Whenever there is a
general right on the part of the
public, and a general duty of the
landowner, or any other person to respect such right, we think it is eompetent for the legislature by a specific
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create bodies designated as railroad commissioners, railroad
and warehouse commissioners, state corporation commissioners, etc., and delegate to them the authority to exercise certain powers.73 So a statute may constitutionally create a
commission and charge it with the duty of supervising
ra.il.roads,7" and making rates; 71 and under the statutes of a
enactment to prescribe a precise,
practical rule for declaring, establishing and 11ecuring such right and enforcing respect for it.' The practice
of the legislature in this and other
States to prescribe a maximum rate
for the transportation of persons or
property on railroads is justified upon
this principle. Where the right of
the legislature to regulate the fares
or charges on railroads is reserved by
the charter of incorporation, or the
charter was granted subject to the
general right of alteration or repeal
by the legislature, the power of the
legislature in such cases to prescribe
the rate of compensation is a part of
the contract, and the exercise of the
power does not depend upon any
general legislative authority to regulate the charges of common carriers.
But the eases are uniform that where
there is no reservation in the charter the legislature may, nevertheless, interfere or prescribe or limit
the charges of railroad corporations.
(Granger Cases [Munn v. Illinois, 94
U. S. (4 Otto) 113, 24 L. ed. 77];
Dow v. Beidelman, 125 U. S. 680, 31
L. ed. 841, 8 Sup. Ct. 1028; Earl, J .,
in. People ex rei. Kimball v. Boston &
Albany Rd. Co., 70 N.Y. 569; Ruger,
Ch. J ., in Buffalo East Side Rd. Co.
v. Buffalo Street Rd. Co., 111 N. Y.
132, 19 N. Y. St. R. 574, 19 N. E.
63.) The power of regulation in
these cases does not tum upon the
fact that the entities affected by the
11

legislation are corporations deri,-ing
their existence from the State, but
upon the fact that the corporations
are common carriers, and therefore
subject to legislative control. The
State in constituting a corporation
may prescribe or limit its powers
and reserve such control as it sees
fit, and the body accepting the
charter takes it subject to such
limitations and reservations, and is
bound by them. The considerations
upon which a corporation holds its
franchises are the duties and obligations imposed by the act of incorporation. But when a corporation is
created it has the same rights and
the same duties, within the scope
marked out for its action, that a
natural person has. Its property is
secured to it by the same constitutional guaranties, and in the management of its property and business is
subject to regulation by the legislature to the same extent only as
natural persons, except as the power
may be extended by its charter. The
mere fact of a corporate character
does not extend the power of legislative regulation.'' People v. Budd,
117 N. Y. 1, 26 N. Y. St. R. 533, 22
N. E. 670, 680, 7 N. Y. Cr. R. 189,
per Andrews, J.
13 See U 167-170, herein.
" Railroad
Commission Cases
(Stone v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Co.), 116 U. S. 307, 29 L. ed. 636, 6
Sup. Ct. 334.

State v. Atlantic Coast Line R. Co. (Fla., 1906), 40 So. 875.
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State the duty of enforcing such rates 88 it may fix can be
vested in a railroad commission.,. Again, the creation of a
· railroad or corporation commission by a state statute may
operate 88 a repeal of a statute empowering railroads to fix
passenger rates,.or a statute giving such authority to railroads
may repeal an enactment creating such commission or extending and enlarging its powers.77 But a statute creating a railroad and warehouse commission is unconstitutional where it
makes the rates 88 fixed by such commission final and conclusive and deprives a railroad company of its right to judicial
investigation by due process of law.71 Again, when railroad
commissioners are authorized to investigate and report to the
legislature they have no implied authority to adjust, and ca.nnot require the company to refund excess charges to the shipper.7ll

§ 402. Railroads-Regulation of Rates by Congress-·
Reservation of Right to Alter or Amend. -Congress has power
to require a uniform freight rate, and the rate with which
That ttatute creating grain and
wareJiotue commu.wn U 1IQt UfiCOftatitt.ltional as denying equal protection of the laws, see Globe Elevator
Co. v. Andrew (C. C.), 144 Fed. 871.
"McChord v. Louisville & N. R.
Co., 183 U. S. 483, 46 L. ed. 289, 22
Sup. Ct. 165.
"Southern Ry. Co. v. McNeill, 155
Fed. 756. See Matthews v. Board
of Corporation Commrs. of N. C., 97
Fed. 400; Pacific Express Co. v.
Cornell (Neb.), 81 N. W. 377.
" Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418,
33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 702.
The eourt (at p. 456), per Blatehford, J., said: "This being the construction of the statute by which we
are bound in considering the present
ease, we are of opinion that, so con• strued, it conflicts with the Constitution of the United States in the
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particulars complained of by the
railroad COmpany. It deprives the
company of its right to a judicial investigation, by due proceaa of law,
under the forms and with the m...
chinery provided by the wiadom ol
suecesaive ages for the inveatigati011
judicially of the truth of a matter in
controversy, and substitutes therefor, as an absolute finality, the action
of a railroad commission which, in
view of the powers coneeded to it by
the state court, cannot be rep.rded
as clothed with judieial functions or
post!fllllling the machinery of a coun
of justiee." See §407, herein.
"Oregon Railroad Commn~. v.
Oregon R . & Nav. Co., 17 Oreg. 65,
2 L. R. A. 195, 19 Pac. 702. See this
ease also upon point aa to when no
authority exists to enter complaint
in Circuit Court for refusal to obey
orders.
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constitutions and statutes are concerned is the net cost to
the shipper of the transportation of his property. AB unifonnity is the very essence of regulation and Congress has
plenary power to regulate interstate commerce, the true rule
must be that as a logical and necess&ry incident of the power
to regulate, Congress may prohibit the doing, by any person
whatsoever, of any act or thing the effect of which is to prevent or disturb uniformity.80 Again, Congress has undoubted
power to subject to regulations adopted by it every carrier
engaged in interstate commerce.81 "I have no doubt that
Congress might very properly, under the constitutional provision giving it the entire power of control over interstate
commerce, 888Ume control of the avenues of interstate commerce, of the railroads which are engaged in interstate commerce, and of all rates which are collected by those railroads,
whether within the States or without the States, because the
matter of tho~ rates would affect these avenues of interstate
commerce, and might affect their ability to continue as avenues of interstate commerce. The rates, if they were fixed
by the States, might be fixed so low in one State, and another,
and all of them, that the railroads could not exist and could
not perfonn their functions as carriers of interstate commerce,
and for the purpose of securing these railroads as carriers of
interstate commerce, Congress would have the power, under
that provision, to take the entire control of the regulation
and the rates which the cartiers of interstate commerce, upon
the avenues of interstate commerce, would have the right to
charge, the same as Congress has assumed the right, under the
very same clause, to control the navigation of the coastwise
waters, bays and lakes; and the rivers running through the
country, even if the rivers are entirely within a particular
State. * * * But, 8.s has been held by the Supreme Court
in many cases, where Congress has the power to exercise con• Interstate Commerce Commis- Co. v. Interstate Commerce ComIlion v. Reichmann (C. C.), 145 Fed. mission, 200 U.S. 361, 50 L. ed. 515,
235, 238.
26 Sup. Ct. 272.
"New York, New Haven & H. R.
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trol and fails to exercise it, the State may exercise control
in all matters that are proper-police regulations at any rate.
And until Congress does exercise that control, and certainly
while the Supreme Court continues to hold, as it has, that the
States may regulate the local commerce that is entirely within
the State, I do not think that it would be proper to hold that
these acts are void as invasions of the right of Congress to control exclusively the avenues of interstate commerce." az In
the case of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, incorporated
by the act of 1862,81 it is held that until Congress, in the ex~
ercise of the power specially reserved in that enactment, or
its power under the general reservation made of authority to
add to, alter, amend or repeal that act, prescribes rates to
be charged by that company, it remains with the St&tes
through which the road passes to fix rates for transportation
beginning and ending within their respective limits."
§ 403. Object of Interstate Commerce Act:_Powers and

Jurisdiction of Interstate Commerce Commission.-The
principal objects of the Interstate Commerce Act were to secure just and reasonable charges for transportation; to prohibit
unjust discriminations in the rendition of like services under
similar circumstances and conditions; to prevent undue or
unreasonable preference to persons, corporations, or localities;
to inhibit greater compensation for a shorter than for a longer
distance over the same line; and ·to abolish combinations for
the pooling of freight. It was not designed to prevent com~
petition between different roads, but rather to encourage com~
petitjon. The statute does not define undue or unreasonable
preference or advantage. That must be left. to the c~
Perkins v. Northern Pae. Ry. Ry. Co., 157 Fed. 321, 342; United
Loch~ States v. Great Northern Ry. Co.•
r:an, Dist. J. (a case of state regu~ 145 Fed. 438. See U 12S, 365-369,
lation of rates to be charged by herein.
n Act July 1, 1862, t 18.
railroads on intrastate business).
"Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466,
Examine State Freight Tax Case, 15
\Vall. (82 U. S.) 232, 21 L. ed. 146; 42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418. See
United States v. Colorado & N. W. § 402, herein.
at

Co. (C. C.), 155 Fed. 445, per
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stances of each case.11 · Again, the Interstate Commerce Act
was enacted to secure equality of rates and to destroy favoritism, and for those purposes is a remedial statute, to be interpreted so as to reasonably accomplish them; its prohibitions
against directly or indirectly charging less than published rates
are all embracing and applicable to every method by which
the forbidden results could be brought about.10 The purpose
of the second section of said act is to enforce equality between
shippers over the same line, and prohibit any rebate or other
device by which two shippers shipping over the same line, the
same distance, under the same circumstances of carriage are
compelled to pay different prices therefor.17 When a state
railroad company whose road lies within the limits of a State
enters into the carriage of foreign freight by agreeing to
ceive the goods by virtue of foreign through bills of lading, and
to participate in through rates and charges, it thereby becomes
part of a continuous line, not made by consolidation with
foreign companies, but by an arrangement for the continuous
carriage or shipment from one State to another; and thus becomes amenable to the Federal act in respect to such interstate commerce; and having thus subjected itself to the control of the Interstate Commerce Commission, it cannot limit
that control in respect to foreign traffic to certain points on
its road to the exclusion of other points. Such commission is
not, however, empowered, either expressly or by implication,
to fix rates in advance; but, subject to the prohibition that
their charges shall not be unjust or unreasonable, and that
they shall not unjustly discriminate, so as to give undue pref-

re-

.. Interstate Commerce Com.mission v. Chicago Great Western Ry.
Co. (C. C.), 141 Fed. 1003, 1014, per
Bethea, Dist. J.
.. New York, New Haven & H. Rd.
Co. v. Interstate Commerce Commi&lion, 200 U. S. 361, 26 Sup. Ct. 272,
50 L. ed. 515. See Texas & Pacific
Ry. Co. v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 162 U. 8. 197, 40 L. ed. 940,

16 Sup. Ct. 666. See also § 153,
herein.
11 Interstate Commerce Commission v. Alabama Midland Ry. Co.,
168 U. 8. 144, 18 Sup. Ct. 45, 42 L.
ed. 414.
The phra~~e "under 8UbatmatiGlly
nmilar circumatancu and condition~,"
as used in the second section of the
Interstate Commerce Act, refers to
the matter of carriage, and does not
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erence or disadvantage to persons or traffic similarly circUmstanced, the act to regulate commerce leaves common carriei8
as they were at the common law, free to make special contracts looking to the increase of their business, to classify their
traffic, to. adjust and apportion their rates so as to meet the
necessities of commerce, and generally to manage their important interests upon the same principles which are regarded
as sound and adopted in other trades and pursuits.• Rates
fixed by the commission, in so far as it is empowered to fix
them, should be regulated to each point independently and not
be made to one point dependent upon the rise or fall of thoee
to another point.• The Interstate Commerce Commission, in
making an investigation on the complaint of a shipper has,
the public interest, the power, disembarrassed by any supposed admissions contained in the statement of the complaint,
to consider the whole subject and the operation of the new
classification complained of in the entire territory; also how
far its going into effect would be just and reasonable and would
create preferences or engender discriminations and· whether
it is in conformity with the requirements of the act to regulate
commerce. And if it finds that the new classification disturbs
the rate relations thereupon existing in the official classification
territory and creates preferences and engenders discriminations
it may, in order to prevent such result, prohibit the further
enforcement of the changed classification, and an ~rder to that

m

include competition among rival
routes. Interstate Commerce Commission v. Alabama Midland Ry. Co.,
168 U. S. 144, 18 Sup. Ct. 45, 42
L. ed. 414; Wight v. United State&,
167 U.S. 512, 42 L. ed. 258, 17 Sup.
Ct. 822. As to competition, eee
U 413-415, herein.
• Cincinnati, N. 0. & T. P. Ry. Co.
v. Interstate Commerce Commission,
162 u. s. 184. s~ the following
ca.sea: Interstate Commerce Cornmiasion v. Chicago Great Western Ry.
Co., 209 U. S. 108, 119 (collBidered
and quoted from under§ 415, he~in);
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Louisville & N. R. Co. v. Behlmer,
175 U. S. 648, 663, 672, 44 L. eeL
309, 20 Sup. Ct. 209; Interstate Commerce Commission v. Alabama MidlandRy. Co., 168 U.S. 144, 162, 18
Sup. Ct. 45, 42 L. ed. 414; Interstate
Commerce Commission v. Cincinnati,
N. 0. & T. P. Ry. Co., 167 U. B. oi79,
493, 508, 42 L. ed. 243, 17 Sup. Ct.
896; United States v. Tran&-MU.ouri
Freight Asaoc., 166 u.s. 290, 373, 17
Sup. Ct. 540, 41 L. ed. 1007.
• Interstate Commerce ComJJJil.
sion v. Louisville & N. R. Co., 73
Fed. 409.
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effect is within the power conferred by Congress on the com-

mission; and so held as to an order of the commission directing
carriers from further enforcing throughout official classification
territory a changed classification in regard to common soap
in less than carload lots.80
§ 404. Regulation of Rates-Railroads-Interstate Commerce-Tu:ation of Freight or Passengers.-A state statute
which relates to discrimination in transportation charges of
goods and which includes the transportation under one contract and under one voyage of goods from within one State
to another States violates the Federal Constitution. Such a
· transportation is "commerce among the States," even as to
that part of the voyage which lies within the State where the
statute was enacted. There may, however, be transportation
of goods which is begun and ended within the limits of a State,
and disconnected with any carriage outside of the State which
is not commerce among the States. · The latter is subject to
regulation by the State; but the former is national in its character, and its regulation is confided to Congress exclusively,
by that clause of the Constitution which empowers it to regulate commerce among the States. This principle or doctrine
is asserted in a Federal ca.'!e where certain cases 111 are examined
and held, in view of other cases decided near the same time,
not to establish a contrary doctrine. And the Supreme Court
declares that, notwithstanding what is said in those cases, it
still holds, and has never consciously held otherwise, that a
statute of a State, intended ·to regulate or to tax or to impose
any other restriction· upon the transmission of persons or
property or telegraphic messages from one State to another, is
not within that class of legislation which the States may enact
in the absence of legislation by Congress; and that such stat•Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
Ry. Co. v. lntel'8tate Commerce Commi.arion, 206 U.S. 142, 51 L. ed. 995,
27 Sup. Ct. 648, aff'g 146 Fed. 559.
"Munn v. Illinois, 94 U. S. 113,

24 L. ed. 77; Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Rd. Co. v. Iowa, 94 U.S. 155,
24 L. ed. 94; Peik v. Chicago &
Northwestern Ry., 94 U. S. 164, 24
L. ed. 97.
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utes are void even as to that part of such transmission which
may be within the State.•z The transportation of freight, or
of the subjects of commerce, is a constituent part of commerce
itself. A tax upon freight, transported from State to State, is
a regulation of commerce among the States. Whenever the
subjects in regard to which a power to regulate commerre is
~rted are in their nature national, or admit of one unifonn
system or plan of regulation, they are exclusively within the
regulating control of Congress. Transportation of passengers
or merchandise through a State, or from one State to another,
is of this nature. A statute, therefore, of a State imposing a
tax upon freight, taken up within the State and carried out of
it, or taken up without the State and brought within it, is repugnant to that provision of the Constitution of the United
States which ordains that "Congress shall have power to regulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several
States, and with the Indian tribes." ea Again, a railroad corporation cannot be compelled to pay a tax on each passenger
"Wabash, St. L. P. Ry. Co. v.
Illinois, 118 U. S. 557, 30 L. ed. 244,
7 Sup. Ct. 4. This decision hBB been
cited in numerous cases.
"State Freight Tax CBBe, 15 Wall.
(82 U. S.) 232, 21 L. ed. 146. See, 88
to principle involved, Addyston Pipe
& Steel Co. v. United States, 175
U.S. 211, 227, 44 L. ed. 136, 20 Sup.
Ct. 96; Scott v. Donald, 165 U.S. 58,
98, 17 Sup. Ct. 265, 41 L. ed. 632;
Leisey v. Hardin, 135 U. S. 100, 119,
10 Sup. Ct. 681, 34 L. ed. 128; Leloup
v. Port of Mobile, 127 U.S. 640, 648,
32 L. ed. 311, 8 Sup. Ct. 1380; Ratterman v. Western Union Teleg. Co., 127
U. S. 411, 424, 32 L. ed. 229, 8 Sup.
Ct. 1127; Bowman v. Chicago & N.
W. Ry. Co., 125 U.S. 465,483, 8 Sup.
Ct. 689, 1062, 31 L. ed. 700; Philadelphia & Southern Steamship Co. v.
Pennsylvania, 122 U. S. 326, 338,
340, 345, 30 L. ed. 1200, 7 Sup. Ct.
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1118; Fargo v. Michigan, 121 U. S.
230, 238, 240, 7 Sup. Ct. 807,30 L. ed.
888; Robbins v. Shelby Co. Taxiu«
Diat., 120 U.S. 489, 492,493, 497, 30
L. ed. 694, 7 Sup. Ct. 592; Wabuh,
St. L. & P. Ry. Co. v. Illinois, 118
U. S. 557, 564, 30 L. ed. 244, 7 Sup.
Ct. 4; Pickard v. Pullman Southern
Car Co., 117 U. 8. 34, 48, 6 Sup. Ct.
635, 29 L. ed. 785; Gloucester Ferry
Co. v. Pennsylvania, 114 U. S. 196,
212, ~ L. ed. 158, 5 Sup. Ct. 826;
Telegraph Co. v. Texas, 105 U.S. 460,
465, 26 L. ed. 1067; Cook v. Pennsylvania, 97 U. S. 566, 572, 24 L. ed.
1015; Railroad Co. v. Husen, 95 U.S.
465, 470, 24 L. ed. 527; Weltoa "'·
Mi880uri, 91 U. 8. 275, 282, 23 L. ed.
347; Railroad Co. v. llaryla.nd, 21
Wall. (88 U. S.) 456, 472, 22 L. ed.
678; Osborne v. Mobile, 16 Wall. (83
U.S.) 479, 481, 21 L. ed. 470.
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entering, passing through,' or departing from a State, and a
statute imposing such tax on a carrier is void as against the
constitutional power of the United States to regulate commerce.114 In a Federal Supreme Court case it is held that the
transportation of goods on a through bill of lading from Fort
Smith, Arkansas, to Grannis, Arkansas, over a railroad by way
of Spiro in the Indian Territory, a total distance of one hundred
and sixteen miles, of which fifty-two miles is in Arkansas and
sixty-four in the Indian Territory, is interstate commerce, and
is under the regulation of Congress; free from interference by
the State of Arkansas, and a railway company operating such
a. line can maintain an action for equitable relief restraining
the state railroad commission from fixing and enforcing rates
between points within the State, when the transportation
is partly without the State and under the conditions above
stated.115 Merchandise may, however, cease to be interstate
commerce at an intermediate point between the place of shipment and ultimate destination; and if kept at such point for
the use and profit of the owners and under the protection of
the laws of the State it becomes subject to the taxing and police power of the State. It is held, therefore, in a late case that
the statute of Tennessee providing for the inspection of oil is
not an unconstitutional burden on interstate commerce as
applied to oil coming from other States, but meanwhile stored
in Tennessee for convenience of distribution and for reshipping
from tank cars and barreling." Again, a state legislature
u Clarke v. Philadelphia W. & B.
B. Co., 4 Houst. (Del.) 158. Compare People v. Brooks, 4 Denio
(N. Y.), 469; People v. Commiesionera, 48 Barb. (N.Y.) 157.
• Hanley v. Kansas City Southern
Ry. Co., 187 U.S. 617,47 L. ed. 333,
23 Sup. Ct. 214. Lehigh Valley Rd.
Co. v. Pennsylvania, 145 U. S. 192,
12 Sup. Ct. 806, 36 L. ed. 672, distinguiahed aa applying to tuation
on freight received on merchandiae
trauported from one point to an-

other within the I!&IIle State by a
route partly through another State,
and not to a regulation of such transportation.
11 General Oil Co. v. Crane, 200
U. S. 211. In this case the court, per
McKenna, J., says (id., 228): "We are
brought, then, to consider whether
the law would, if administered against
the oils in controversy, violate any
constitutional right of plaintiff in
error. As determining an affinna.tive
&118Wer to thia question, it ia con-
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passed in 1862 an act "in relation to the duties of railroad
companies/' enacting: (1) that each railroad company should
annually, in a month named by the act, fix its rates for the
transportation of passengers and freight of different kinds;
tended that the oil in both tanks was sylvania, to 'Baton Rouge, Louisiua,
in transit from the place of manu- wu stopped about nine miles above
facture, PeDIIIIylvania, to the place of destination. It was held that it had
aale, Arkansas. The delay at Mem- ceased to be interstate COIDJDel'lle,
phi.e, it is urged, was merely for the and was subject to taxation by the
purpose of separation, distribution State of Louisiana. In DiamODd
and reshipment, and was no longer Match Company v. Ontonagon, 188
than required by the nature of the U. S. 82, 47 L. ed. 394, 23 Sup. Ct.
business and the exigencies of trans- 266, logs in transit to a point without
portation. The difference in the oil the State were held subject tO taxain tank No. 1 and that in tank No. 2, tion under a statute of the State
it is further said, is that the former where they would 'naturally leave
was sold before shipment, and the the State in the ordinary COUI'9e d.
latter was to be held mTennessee for transit.' In Kelley v . Rhoads, 1~
aale, but in neither case was the oil to U.S. 1, 47 L. ed. 359, 23 Sup. Ct. 259,
be 110ld in Tennessee, and it is hence a flock of sheep driven from a point
insisted that the interstate transit of in Utah across Wyoming to a point
the oil was never finally ended in in Nebraska for the purpoee of shipMemphi.e, but was only temporarily ment by rail from the .latter point
interrupted there;·· · The beginning was· held to be property engaged
and the ending of the transit which in interstate commerce and exempt.
constitutes interstate commerce are from taxation by Wyoming undel' tbe
easy to mark. The first is defined in statute taxing all live stock brougM
c~ v. Errol, 116 U .. S. 517, 29 L. ed. into the State.' for the purpose of be715, 6 Sup. Ct. 475, to be the point of ing grazed.' There was no difficulty
time that an article is committed to in the case except that which aro11e
a carrier. for transportation to the. from the contention that the manner
State of its destination, or started on of transit: was adopted u an evuioa
its ultimate passage. The latter is of ~he statute. Otherwise the gruing
defined to be in Brown v. Holl!ltOn, of the sheep was as incidental u feed114 U.S. 622, 29 L. ed. 257, 5 Sup. ing them would be if transported by
Ct. 1091, the point of time at which rail. The .pertinence of the cue to
it arrives at its destination. But the present controversy is in i1JJ
intermediate between these pointe summary of the principles of prier
questions may arise. State.v. Engel, cues expressed in the following pu5 Vroom (N.J.), 435; State v. Corri- sage: ' The substances of these cues
gan, 10 Vroom (N. J.), 35; The is that, while property is at reBt for
Daniel Ball, 10 Wall. (77 U. 8.) 557, an indefinite time awaiting traD!19 L. ed. 999. In Pittsburg Coal portation, or awaiting a aale at its
Company v. Bates, 156. U. 8. 577, 15 place of destination, or at an interSup. Ct. 415, 39 L. ,d. 538, coal in mediate point, it is subject to taDbarges shipped from. Pittsburg, Penn- tion. But if it be actually in tlullit
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(2) that it should, on the first day of the next month, cause a
printed copy of such rates to be put at a.ll its stations and
depots, and cause a copy to remain posted during the year;
(3) that a failure to fulfill these requirements, or the charging
to another State, it becomes the
subject of interstate commerce and
ia exempt from local assessment.'
Property, therefore, at an intermediate point between the place of shipment and ultimate destination may
cease to be a subject of interstate
commerce.
Necessarily, however,
the length and purpose of the interruption of transit must be considered.
In State v. Engle, Receiver, etc., 5
Vroom (N. J.), 425, 435, coal mined
in Pennsylvania and sent by rail to
Elisabethport, in New Jersey, where
it was deposited on the wharf for
separation and assortment for the
purpose of being shipped by water
to other markets for the purpose of
sale, it was held that the property
was not subject to taxation in
NewJeney. The court said: 'Delay
within the State, which is no longer
than is neceseary for the convenience
of transshipment for its transport&tiori to its destination, will not make
it property within the State for the
purpose of taxation.' See also in
State v. Carrigan, 10 Vroom (N. J.),
36, where coal also shipped from
Pennsylvania to a port in New JeifMly
and remained there rio longer than
was neceeaary to obtain vessels to
transport it to other places was held
to .be in course of transportation and
not subject to the taxing power of the
State. In Burlington Lumber Co. v.
Willetts, 118 Ill. 559, the principle
was recognised that property in
tramitu was not subject to the taxing
power of a State, but it was held that
lop in rafts sent from Wisconsin to
Burlington, Iowa, by the Missisaippi

River, a part of which were stopped
at a place in Illinois called Boston
Harbor, to be there kept until needed
at Burlington for mill purposes, were
subject to taxation. The court said
that the property was 'kept at New
Boston on account of the profit of the
owners to keep it there;' and further,
that the company was engaged in
business in the State beneficial to itself, and its property was so located
as to claim the protection of the laws
of the State and hence was liable to
taxation. Like comment is applicable to plaintiff in error and its oil.
The company was doing businesa in
the State, and its property was receiving the protection of the State.
Its oil was not in movement through
the :;!tate. It had reached the deatination of its first shipment, and it
was held there, not in necessary delay
or accommodation to the means of
transportation, as in State v. Engle,
etc., 11Upra, but for the business purposes and profit of the company.
It was only there for distribution, it
is said, to fulfill orders already received. But to do this required that
the property be given a locality in the
State beyond a mere halting in its
transportation. It required storage
there-the maintenance of the means
of storage, of putting it in and taking
it from storage. The bill takes pains
to allege this. 'Complainant shows
that it is impoesible, in the coal oil
business, such as complainant carries
on, to fill separately each of these
small orders directly from the railroad tank cars, because of the great
delay and expense in the way of
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of a higher rate than was posted, should subject the offending
company to the payment of certain penalties prescribed Congress afterwards (in 1866), by an act whose title WSB "An act
to facilitate commercial, postal and military communication
between the several States," and which recited that "the Constitution of the United States confers upon Congress in express
terms, the power to regulate commerce among the several
States," and goes on "Therefore, be it enacted," etc., enacted,
"That every railroad company in the United States, whose
road is operated by steam * * * be, and hereby is, authorized to carry upon and over its road, boats, bridges, ferries, all passengers, troops, government supplies, mails, freights,
and other property on their way from any State to another
State, and to receive compensation therefor." And enacted
further, "That CO'TI{J'ress may, at any time, alter, amend, or
repeal this act." It was held, in the case of a railroad running
through several States, including that where the state enactment had been made, that the state enactment was but a
police law, and therefore constitutional."'
freight charges incident to such a
plan, and for the further reason that
an extensive plant and apparatus is
necessary, in order to properly and
conveniently unload and receive the
oil from said tank cars, and it would
be impracticable, if not impossible, to
have such apparatus and machinery
at every point to which complainant
&hips said oil.' This certainly describes a business-describes a purpose for which the oil is taken from
transportation, brought to rest in the
State and for which the protection of
the State is necessary, a purpose outside of the mere transportation of the
oil. The case, therefore, comes under
the principle announced in American
Steel & Wire Co. v. Speed, 192 U. S.
500, 48 L. ed. 538, 24 Sup. Ct. 365.
We have considered this case so far in
view of the eases which involve the
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power of taxation. It may be that
such power is more limited than
the power to enoot inspection ln11.
Patapsco Guano Co. v. Board d
Agriculture, 171 U. S. 345, 356, 18
Sup. Ct. 862, 43 L. ed. 191. The
difference, if any exists, is not necessary to observe. The cases hued
on the taxing power show the conteotions of plaintift' in error are without
merit; in other words, show that ita
oil was not property in interstate
commerce. As our conclusion is that
no constitutional right of the oil company was violated by the enfo~
ment of the law of 1800, it follows
that no error prejudicial to the company was committed by the Supreme
Court of Tennessee, and, for the reasons stated, its judgment is affirmed."
e1 Railroad Co. v. Fuller, 17 Wall.
(84 U.S.) 560, 21 L. ed. 710.
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§ 405. Regulation of Rates-Railroads-Non-user of
Legislative Power-Lessee.-A power of government which
actually exists is n~t lost by non-user. The fact, therefore,
that the power of regulating the maximum rates of fare and
freight was not exercised for more than twenty years after the
incorporation of a company is unimportant. Nor does it affect
the case that, before the power was exercised, such company
had pledged its income as security for the payment of debts
incurred, and had leased its road to a tenant that relied upon
the carriage for the means of paying the stipulated rent. It
could neither grant nor pledge more than it had, and its
pledgee or tenant took the property subject to the exercise by
the State of the same powers of regulation which might have
been exercised over the company itself.08
§ 406. Regulation of Rates-Railroads-Reasonableness
of Rates-Confiscatory Rates-Due Process of Law-Equal
Protection of Laws.-The legislative power of limitation or
regulation of rates is restricted. "This power to regulate is
not a power to destroy, and limitation is not the equivalent of confiscation. Under pretense of regulating fares
and rates, the State cannot require a railroad corporation to
carry persons or property without reward; neither can it do
that which in law amounts to a taking of private property for
public use without just compensation or without due process
of law." • So a state enactment, or regulations made under
authority of a state enactment, establishing rates for the
transportation of persons or property by railroad that will
not admit of the carrier earning such compensation, as under
all the circumstances is just to it and to the public, would deprive such carrier of its property without due process of law,
and deny to it the equal protection of the laws, and would,
• Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Rd. Co. v. Iowa, 94 U. 8. 155, 24 L.
ed. 94.
• Railroad Commission Cases
(Stone v. Fanners' Loan & Tr. Co.),

43

116 U. 8. 307, 331, 29 L. ed. 636, 6
Sup. Ct. 334, quoted in Reagan v.
Fanners' Loan & Trust Co., 154 U. 8.
362, 396, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct.
1047.
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therefore, be repugnant to the Fourteenth Amendment.1
Again, "The State is under an obligation to act justly, and
without arbitrary discrimination, between corporations of the
State, just as it is between citizens of the State enjoying equal
rights. The State cannot under the guise of a regulation bring
about a destruction and a confiscation of a company's property; and the State's power to absolutely abolish a corporation
must be distinguished from its power to destroy its business
and confiscate its property, so long as it chooses to permit its
existence and to authorize its business by a valid cb.a.rte." 1
So the grant to the legislature in a state constitution of the power
to establish maximum rates for the transportation of passengers
and freight on railroads in the State has reference to "reasonable" maximum rates, especially where the words strongly
imply that it was not intended to give a power to fix maximum rates without regard to their reasonableness, as the power
granted cannot be exerted in derogation of rights secured by
the Constitution of the United States, and of the right to be
protected by the judiciary, when its jurisdiction is properly
invoked.a But while the enforcement by a State of a general
scheme of maximum rates so unreasonably low as to be unjust
and unreasonable may be confiscation and amount to taking
property without due process of law, still the State has power
to compel a railroad company to perform a particular and
1 Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466,
42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418. See
Stanislaus County v. San Joaquin &
King's River Canal & lrrig. Co., 192
U.S. 201, 213, 48 L. ed. 406, 24 Sup.
Ct. 241, per Peckham, J., case reverses 113 Fed. 930; San Diego Land
& Town Co. v. National City, 174
U. S. 739, 753, 764, 43 L. ed. 1154, 19
Sup. Ct. 804, per Harlan, J.; Reagan
v. Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 154
U. :3. 362, 399, 412, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047,
38 L. ed. 1014; Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul R. Co. v. Minnesota, 134
U. B. 418, 458, 33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup.
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Ct. 462, 702; Ball v. Ruti&Qd R. Co.
(C. C.}, 93 Fed. 513; Cbicaco, Milwaukee & St. P.R. Co. v. TompkiDI
(C. C.), 90 Fed. 363, 12 Am. & &«.
R. Cas. (N. S.} 70, 176 U.S. 167, 20
Sup. Ct. 336, 44 L. ed. 417; Metropolitan Trust Co. v. Houston & T. C.
R . Co. (C. C.), 90 Fed. 683, 13 Am.
& Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 149.
1 New Memphis Gas Light Co. v.
City of Memphis, 72 Fed. 952, 955.
See eases cited under last precedinl
note herein.
'Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. B. 46CI, 18
Sup. Ct. 418, 42 L. ed. 819.
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specified duty necessary for the convenience of the public even
though it may entail some pecuniary loss. 4
§ 407. Railroads-Unreasonable Rate Regulations-Judi-

cial Inquiry-Due Process of Law-Equal Protection of the
Laws.-While rates for the transportation of persons and
property within the limits of a State are primarily for its determination, the question whether they are so unre880nably
low as to deprive the carrier of its property without such compensation as the constitution secures, and, therefore, without
due process of law, cannot be so conclusively determined by
the legislature of the State or by regulations adopted under
its authority, that the matter may not become a subject of
judicial inquiry. The idea that any legislature, state or Federal, can conclusively determine for the people and for the
courts that what it enacts in the form of law, or what it authorizes its agents to do, is consistent with the fundamental
law, is in opposition to the theory of our institutions; as the
duty rests upon all courts, Federal and state, when their
jurisdiction is properly invoked, to see to it that no right secured by the supreme law of the land is impaired or destroyed
by legislation. 6 And when a state legislature establishes a
tariff of railroad rates so unreasonable as to practically destroy
the value of property of companies engaged in the carrying
business, courts of the United States may treat it as a judicial
question, and hold such legislation to be in conflict with the
Federal Constitution, as depriving the company of its property without due process of law, and as depriving it of the equal
protection of the laws.t1 So it is within the power of a ·court of
'Atlantic Coast Line Ry. Co. v.
North Carolina Corporation Commission, 206 U. S. 1, 51 L. ed. 933,
27 Sup. Ct. 585; distinguishing
Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 526, 42
ed. -, 18 Sup. Ct. -.
1 Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466,
42 L. ed. 819, 18 Sup. Ct. 418.
1 St. Louis & S. F. Ry. Co. v. Gill,

156 U. 8. 649, 15 Sup. Ct. 484, 39
L. ed. 567.
"The question of the reaaonableness of a rate of charge for tranaportation by a railroad company, involving as it does the element of
reasonableness both as regards the
company and as regards the public,
is eminently a question for judicial
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equity to decree that rates established by a railroad co~
sion are unreasonable and unjust, and to restrain their enforcement; but it is not within its power to establish rates itself, or
to restrain t~?-e commission from again establishing rates.7
investigation, requiring due process
of law for ite determination. If the
eompany is deprived of the power of
charging reasonable ratee for the use
of ite property, and such deprivation
takes place in the absence of an investigation by judicial machinery, it
is deprived of the lawful use of ite
property, and thus, in substance and
effect, of the property itself, without
due process of law and in violation of
the Constitution of the United States;
and in so far as it is thus deprived,
while other persona are permitted to
receive reasonable profits upon their
invested capital, the company is deprived of the equal protection of the
laws." Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S.
418, 458, 33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct.
462, 702, per Blatchford, J .
"In the case of State v. Railroad
Commissioners, 23 Neb. 117, 36 N.
W. 305, and ld., 38 ltlinn. 281, 37 N.
W. 782, the Supreme Court of Minnesota held that the rates fixed by the
state commission could not be inquired into by the courts. But on
write of error the Supreme Court of
the United States reversed the decision of the Minnesota court. Chicago, M. & St. P. R. Co. v. Minnesota,
134 U. S. 418, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 33 L.
ed. 970, and Minneapolis E. R. Co. v.
Minnesota, 134 U. 8. 475, 10 Sup.
Ct. 473, 33 L. ed. 985. From that
time until the present, all the courts
and the profession have understood
that the legislature, acting directly
by statute or through a commission
dul:y authorised, can fix maximum
freight and passenger rates, subject
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to the right and power of the coun
by appropriate judicial pJ'OC"fdmp
to declare such statutes or orders
void, if such rates are either coafiaeatory or unremunerative, for the
reason that such proceedings are DOt
due process of law, and are the taking of property without compe!IIIBtion, and therefore in violation of the
United States Constitution." Poor
v. Iowa Central Ry. Co. (C. C.), 155
Fed. 226, Z27, per McPherson, Diat.

J.
' Reagan v. Farmers' Loan & Trull&
Co., 154 U. S. 362, 38 L. eel: 1014, 14
Sup. Ct. 1047. The court u.id iD
this case:
" It appears from the bill that iD
pursuance ot the powers given to it by
this act, the state com.miasion hu
made a body of rates for fares aud
freights. This body of rates u a
whole is challenged by the plainti1f 811
unreasonable, unjust and Working a
destruction o{ its rights of property.
The defendant denies the power of
the court to entertain an inquiry iDt.o
that matter, insisting that the fiziDI
of rates for carriage by public carrifr
is a matter wholly within the power
of the legislative department of the
government and beyond examinatioll
by the courts. It is doubtless true 811
a general proposition that the formation of · a tariff of chargee for the
transportation by a common carrier
of pereons or proPerty is 'a legislative
or administrative rather than & judicial function. Yet it hllli always
been recognised that if a carrier &ttempted to charge a shipper an UDreasonable sum, the cow1oa bad jW'it-
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t 408. Railroad-Rates Fixed

by Legislative Action Presumed Reasonable-Railroad Commission,..--Due Process of
Law.-The presumption is that the rates fixed by a railroad
commission are reasonable, and the burden of proof is upon
diction to inquire into the matter
and to award to the shipper any
amount exacted from him in excess
of a reaeonable rate; and also in a reverse cue to render judgment in
favor of the carrier for .t he amount
found to be a reasonable charge.
·The province of the courta ie not
changed nor the limits of judicial ipquiry altered becalll!e the legielature,
inltead of ·the carrier, preecribes the
rates. The courta are not authorised
to revise or change the body of rates
imposed by legielature or a commiaIlion; they do not determine whether
one rate ie preferable to another or
what under all circumstances would
be fair and reasonable as between the
carrier~~ i:t.nd the shipper~~; they do not
engage in any mere administrative
work; but still there can be no doubt
of their power and duty to inquire
whether a body of rates preecribed
by legielature or a commission ie un.just and unreasonable and such as to
work a practical destruction to rights
of property and, if found so to be, to
.restrain ita operation. • • • The
question of the reasonableness of a
rate of charge for transportation by a
railroad company involving as it
doee the element of reasonableneee
both as reprde the company and as
reprda the public, ie eminently a
queetion for judicial investigation requiring the prOcess of law for its
determination. • •
• These
cases all support the proposition
that, while it ie not the provinee of
the courts to enter upon the merely
admibietrative .duty of. framing a
tariff of rates for carriage, it is within

the scope of judicial power and a
part of judicial duty to restrain anything which in the form of a regulation of rates operates to deny to the
owner~~ of property invested in the
businil88 of transportation that equal
protection which ie the constitutiona! right of all owner~~ of other
property. There ie nothing new or
strange in this. It has always been a
part of the judicial function to determine whether the act of one party
(whether that party be a single individual, an organized body or the
public as a whole) operates to divest
the other party of any rights of person or property. In every constitution ie the guarantee against the
taking of private property for public
purposes without just compensation.
The equal protection of the laws,
which, by the Fourteenth Amendment, no State can deny to the individual, forbids legislation, in whatever form it may be enacted, by
which the property of one individual,
without compensation, wrested from
him for the benefit of another or of
the public. Thie, as has been often
observed, is a government of law and
not a government of men, and it
must never be forgotten that under
such a government, with its conetitutional limitations and guarantees, the forme of law and the machinery of government with all their
reach and power must in their actual
workings stop on the hither side of
the unnecessary and uncompensated
taking or destruction of any private
property legally acquired and legally
beld.. It was therefore within the
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the railroad company to show the contrary.' It will also be
presumed that such a commission acts, in fixing a.n intrastate
railroad rate, with full knowledge of the situation, and where
the record does not disclose all the evidence, a rate sustained
by the highest court of the State will not be held by the Federal Supreme Court to be confiscatory and to deprive a railroad company of its property without due process of law,
where it appears by the report of the company that the rate
exceeds the average rate received by the company during the
previous year. And where the record does not disclose why
an order of a state railroad commission was made applicable
only to certain local and intrastate rates, but the state law
provides that rates so fixed are to be considered in all courts
as prima facie just and reasonable, and the effect of the order
was to equalize rates, the Federal Supreme Court will not hold
that the judgment of the highest court of the State, sustaining
the rate, was erroneous. A State may insist upon equality of
intrastate railroad rates, the conditions being the same, without depriving the railroad company of its property without
due process of law .e If a state law provides that rates established by a railroad commission are to be taken in all courts
as prima facie just and reasonable, and there is nothing in the
record from which a reasonable deduction can be made as to
the cost of transportation, or the amount transported, of the
single article in regard to which an intrastate rate has been
competency of the Circuit Court of
the United States for the western
district of Texas, at the instance of
the plaintiff, a citisen of another
State, to enter upon an inquiry as to
the reasonableness and justice of the
rates prei!Cribed by the railroad commission. Indeed, it was in BO doing
only exercising a power expressly
named in the act creating the commission." Reagan v. Farmers' Loan
& Trust Co., 154 U. S. 362, 396, 398,
399, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct.
1047.
'Minneapolis & St. L. R. Co. v.
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Minnesota, 186 U. S. 257, 22 Sup.
Ct. 000, 46 L. ed. 1151.
" It has been decid~ that soeh
rates thus fixed are preiiWIIably
fair and remunerative, and therefore
valid, and that the company, stoek-holder, bondholder, or mortppe
challenging such rates has the burdea
of proof." Poor v. Iowa Central Ry.
Co. (C. C.), 155 Fed. 226, 227, per
McPherBOn, Dist. J.
• Seaboard Air Line Ry. Co. v.
Florida, 203 U. B. 261, 27 Sup. Ct.
109, 51 L. eel. 175, &ft'g ~ F1a. 1»,
150.
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established and complained of, or how that rate will affect the
income of the railroad company, the Federal Supreme Court
will not disturb the finding of the highest court of the State
that the rate WSB reSBOnable, and hold that it amounted to a
deprivation of property without due process of law .10 Where
a state statute,11 establishing a railroad and warehouse commission, has been interpreted by the Supreme Court of such
State as providing that the rates of charges for transportation
of property, recommended and published by the commission,
shall be final and conclusive as to what are equal and reSBOnable charges, and that there can be no judicial inquiry as to
the reasonableness of such rates, and a railroad company, in
answer to an application for a mandamus, contended that
such rates, in regard to it, were unreasonable, and it was not
allowed by the state court to put in testimony on the question
of the reasonableness of such rates, it was held, that the act
WSB in conflict with the Constitution of the United States,
as depriving the company of its property without due process
of law, and as depriving it of the equal protection of the laws. 11
§ 409. Railroads-Test of Reasonableness of Rates Prescribed by State-Practice-Findings.-Necessarily it is a
difficult and perplexing question to determine whether or not
a rate fixed by legislative authority for the transportation of
passengers and freight is unreasonable. No rule can be stated,
as the facts must vary in the different cases wherein this issue
is raised. In a much cited and relied upon case the following
rules have been stated: 1. A railroad company may not fix
its rates with a view solely to its own interests and ignore the
rights of the public; but the rights of the public would be ig• nored if rates for the transportation of persons or property on
a railroad were exacted without reference to the fair value of
to Atlantic Coast Line Rd. Co. v.
n Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Florida, 203 U.S. 256, 51 L. ed. 174, Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418,
33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 702.
27 Bup. Ct. 108, aff'g 48 Fla. 146.
u Minn. Act March 7, 1887, Gen. See note to § 407, herein.
Laws, 1887, c. 10.
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the property used for the public or of the services rendt!red,
and in order simply that the corporation may meet operating expenses, pay the interest on its obligations and declare a
dividend to stockholders. If a railroad company has bonded
its property for an amount that exceeds its fair value, or if its
capitalization is largely fictitious, 13 it may not impose upon
the public the burden of such increased rates as may be required for the purpose of realizing profits upon such excessive
valuation or fictitious capitalization; and the apparent value
of the property and franchises used by the corporation as
represented by its stock, bonds .and obligations is not alone
to be considered when determining the rates that may be
reasonably charged. 2. The reasonablene&'! or unreasonableness of rates prescribed by a State for the transportation of
persons or property wholly within its limits must be determined without reference to the interstate business done
by the carrier, or to the profits derived from that business.
The State cannot justify unreasonably low rates for domestic
transportation, considered alone, upon the ground that the
carrier is earning large profits on its interstate business, over
which, so far as rates are concerned, the State has no control;
nor can the carrier justify unreasonably high rates on domestic
business upon the ground that it will be able only in that way
to meet losses on its interstate business. 3. The basis of all
calculations as to the reasonableness of rates to be charged by
a corporation maintaining a highway under legislative sanction
must be the fair value of the property being used by it for the
convenience of the public; and in order to ascertain that value,
the original cost of construction, the amount expended in
permanent improvements, the amount and market value of its
bonds and stock, the present value as compared with the original cost of construction, the probable earning capacity of
the property under particular rates prescribed by statute, and
the sum required to meet operating expenses, are all matters
11 Compare as to overcapitaliza- York (C. C.}, 157 Fed. 849, couaidtion or fictitious capitalization, Con- ered under i 392, herein (point 3 in
110lidated Gas Co. v. City of New case).
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for consideration, and are to be given such weight as may be
just and right in each case. What the company is entitled to
ask is a fair return upon the value of that which it employs for
the public convenience; and, on the other hand, what the public is entitled to demand is that no more be' exacted from it
for the use of a public highway than the services rendered by
it are reasonably worth. 1" In another case it is held that a
state statute, fixing at three cents a mile the maximum fare
that any railroad corporation may take for carrying a passenger within the State, is not, as applied to a corporation !'&organized by the purchasers at the sale of a railroad under a
decree of foreclosure, shown to be a taking of property without
due process of law, in contravention of the Fourteenth Amendment, by evidence that under that restriction, and with its
existing traffic, its net yearly income will pay less than one
and a half per cent on the original cost of the road, and only a
little more than two per eent on the amount of the bonded
debt, without any proof of the cost of the bonded debt, or the
amount of the capital stock of the reorganized corporation, or
the price paid by the corporation for the road; and it was also
decided that a statute, classifying the railroad corporations in
the State by the ' length of their lines, and fixing a different
limit of the rate of passenger fares.in each class, does not deny
to any corporation the equal protection of the laws. 16 Again,
a tariff fixed by a commission for coal in carload lots is not
proved to be unreasonable, by showing that if such tariff were
u Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 819,
18 Sup. Ct. 418. Examine Stanislaus
County v. San Joaquin Canal & lrrig.
Co., 192 U.S. 201, 213, 48 L. ed. 406,
24 Sup. Ct. 241, per Peckham, J.; San
Diego Land & Town Co. v. National
City, 174 U.S. 739,754,757,43 L. ed.
1154, 19 Sup. Ct. 804, per Harlan, J .;
Covington & Lex. Turnpike Co. v.
Bandford, 164 U.S. 578, 596, 597, 17
Sup. Ct. 198, 41 L. ed. 560; Reagan v.
Farmers' Loan & TruatCo., 154 U.S.
362, 412, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047, 38 L. ed.

1014; New Memphis Gas Light Co. v.
City of Memphis, 7Z Fed. 952, 955.
See, upon point 2 in the above text,
Seaboard Air Line Ry. Co. v. Railroad Com.m.iasioners of Ala., 155 Fed.
192.
· Melhod of wlVGtion-Ratu-Gtll
companiu. See § 392, herein.
Ratu jf:z«l by company-Recuonablenut of-&uil of computation.
See U 412, 413, herein.
11 Dowv. Beidelman, 125 U.S.680,
8 Sup. Ct. 1028, 31 L. ed. 841.
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applied to all freight the road would not pay its operating
expenses, since it might well be that the existing ra.tes upm
other merchandise, which were not disturbed by the commission, might be sufficient to earn a large profit to the company,
though it might earn little or nothing upon coal in carload
lots. 18 In still another case the facts were as follows: The
State of South Dakota having passed an aet providing for the
appointment of a board of railroad commissioners, and authorizing that board to make a schedule of reasonable muimum fares and charges for the transportation of passengers,
freight and cars on the railroads within the State, provided
that the maximum charge for the carriage of passengers on
roads of the standard gauge should not be greater than three
cents per mile; and that board having acted in accordance with
the statute, and having published its schedule of maximum
charges, the Chicago, St. Paul and Milwaukee Railway company filed the bill in this ca8e in the Circuit Court of the
United States for the District of South Dakota, seeking to restrain the enforcement of the schedule. The railroad commissioners answered fully, and testimony was taken befon!
an examiner upon the issues made by the pleadings. This
testimony was reported without findings of fact or conclusions
of law. The case went to hearing, the judge, without the aid
of a master, examined the pleadings and the mass of proof.
He made findings of fact and conclusions of law; delivered an
opinion; and rendered a decree dismissing the bill. The Federal Supreme Court was of opinion that neither the findings
made by the court, nor such facts as were stated in its opinion,
were sufficient to warrant a conclusion upon the question
whether the rates prescribed by the defendants were unreasonable or not, and that the process by which the court came
to its conclusion was not one which could be relied upon;
that there was error in the failure to find the cost of doing the
local business, and that only by a comparison between the
gross receipts and the cost of doing the business, ascertaining
11

Minneapolis & St. L. R. Co. v. Minnesota, 186 U. 8 . 2S7, 22 Sup. CL
900, 46 L. ed. 1151.
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thus the net earnings, could the true effect of the reduction
of rates be determined; that the better practice would be to
refer the testimony, when taken, to the most competent and
reliable master, general or special, that could be found, to make
all needed computations, and find fully the facts; so that the
Federal Supreme Court, if it should be called upon to examine
the testimony, might have the benefit of the services of such
master. 17
§ 410. Regulation of Rates-Railroad in Two or More
States-Continuous Line-Consolidation-Test of Reasonableness of Rate-Penalties-Defense.-A railroad forming
a continuous line in two or more States, and owned and managed by a corporation whose corporate powers are derived
from the legislature of each State in which the road is situated,
is, as to domestic traffic in each State, a corporation of that
State, subject to state laws not in conflict with the Constitution of the United States. 18 And when, by legislation and consolidation, a railroad which was originally all in one State
becomes consolidated with other roads in other States, and the
State originally incorporating it enacts laws to regulate the
rates of the consolidated road within its. borders, the proper
test as to the reasonableness of these rates is as to their effect
upon the consolidated line as a whole. And when a State prescribes rates for a railroad only a part of which is within its
borders, the company may raise the question of their reasonableness by way of defense to an action for the recovery
of penalties for violating the directions. 111
§ 411. Railroad-Arbitrary Regulation of Rates-Mileage
Tickets-Discrimination-Due Process of Law-Equal Protection of the Laws.-While a State may make reasonable regulations for the government of public service corporations, and
17 Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry. Co. v. Tompkins, 176 U. S. 167,
20 Sup. Ct. 336, 44 L. ed. 417.
11 Railroad
CommiBBion Cases
(Stolle v. Farmers' Loan & Tr. Co.),

116 U. 8. 307, 29 L. ed. 636, 6 Sup.
Ct. 334.
ta St. Louis & S. F. Ry. Co. v. Gill,
156 U. S. 649, 16 Sup. Ct. 484, 39
L. ed. 567.
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to that end may fix a. reasonable maximum rate for the tra.naporta.tion of pa.saengers, it cannot arbitrarily fix a maximum
passenger rate of two cents a. mile on mileage boob of five
hundred miles or over and require the carrier always to keep
the same on sale to a.ll who apply therefor, and to redeem them
at a later period than they have theretofore redeemed mileage
books. Such legislation is class legislation, and it is not for
the protection of a.ll the people, but of the favored few. It
discriminates in favor of the wholesa.le buyer, ~d ~ invades the right of the carrier to conduct and manage its own
affairs. It denies to the carrier the equal protection of the laws,
'and deprives him of his property without due process of law,
and is, therefore, unconstitutional.• So the provision in the
act of the legislature of Michigan, zt amending the. general railroad law, that one thousand mile tickets shall be kept for sale
at· the principal ticket offices of all railroad companies in that
State or carrying on business partly within and partly Without
the limits of the State, at a price not exceeding twenty dolla.rs
in the Lower Peninsula and twenty-five dollars in the Upper
Peninsula.; that such one thousand mile tickets may be made
non-transferable, but whenever required by the purchaser they
shall be issued in th'e names of the purchaser, his wife and children, designating the name of each on such tickets, and in case
such ticket is presented by any other than the person or persons
named thereon, the conductor may take it up and collect fare,
·and thereupon such one thousand mile ticket shaU be forfeited
to the railroad company; that each one thousand mile ticket
shall be valid for two years only after date of purchase, and
in case it is not wholly used within the time, the company issuing the same shall redeem the unused portion thereof, if
.presented by the purchaser for redemption within thirty days
after the expiration of such time, and shall on such redemption
be entitled to charge three cents per mile for the portion thereof
used, is a violation of that
part of the Constitutioa
of
.
..
.. the Uni• Commonwealth v. Atlantic Coast
Line Ry. Co., 106 Va. 61, 55 B. E.
572, 7 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1086.
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ted States which forbids the taking of property without due'
process of law, and requires the equal protection of the laws~
· In so holding the court is not thereby interfering with the power
of the legislature over railroads, as corporations or common
carriers, to eo legislate as to fix maximum rates, to prevent
extortion or undue charges, and to promote the safety,.health,
convenience or proper protection of the public; but it only
holds that the particular legislation in review in this case does
not partake of the character of legislation fairly or reasonably
necessary to attain any of those objects and that it does violate the Federal Constitution as above stated.22
§ 412. Right of Carrier to

Fa

Rates-To What Enent
Legislative Power Affected Thereby-EJ:emptiona-Right to
Create Railroad Commission-Power to Amend, etc., Successor Company-Obligation of Contracta.23-The right of
a State to reasonably limit the amount of charges by a railroad company for the transportation of persons and property
within its jurisdiction, cannot be granted away by the legislature unless by words of positive grant, or words equivalent
in law. 24 And an exemption of a common carrier from legislative control in respect to its rates of fare must clearly appear
from the language used, which must plainly and unmistakably evidence an intent inconsistent with the exercise of such
control25 If a statute grants to a railroad company the right
n Lake Shore & M. B. Ry. Co. v.
Smith, 173 U. S. 486, 19 Sup. Ct. 565,
43 L. ed. SM, rev'g Smith v. Lab
Shore & M. B. Ry. Co., 114 Mich.
460, 72 N. W. 328, 4 Det. L. N. 662,
8 Am. tt: Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.) 496.
,. See § 409, herein, as to teet of
reasonableneee of ratea in coouection
with right of oompany to fix rates.
u Railroad Commilaion Cases
(Stone v. New Orle&Dll & Northeastern Rd. Co.), 116 U. S. 352, 29
L. ed. 651, 6 Sup. Ct. 349, 391. Compare Cleveland, City of, v. Cleveland
Ry. Co., 1~ U. 8. 617, 48 Led. 1102,

24 Sup. Ct. 756, considered in I 398,
herein. Bee also § 399, herein.
11 Indianapolis v. Navin, 151 Ind.
139, 47 N. E. 525, 41 L. R. A. 337, 14
Nat. Corp. Rep. 774. Rehearing deDied in 151 Ind. 156, 41 L. R. A. 344,
5 Det. Leg. N., No. 19, 30 Chic. Leg.
N. 414, 51 N. E. 80. See § 327,
herein.
Examine also the following caaee:
UDited ltetea: Metropolitan St.
Ry. Co. v. New York Board of Tax
Conuniaeionera, 199 U. S. 1, 50 L. ed.
65, 25 Sup. Ct. 705; Citisena' Bank v.
Parker, 192 U. 8. 73, 48 L. ed. 346, 24
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"from time to time to fix, ·regulate and receive, the tolls and
charges by them to be received for transportation," it does not
deprive the State of its power, within the limits of its general
authority, as controlled by the Constitution of the United
States, to act upon the reasonableness of the tolls and charges
so fixed and regulated. So an act of incorporation which
confers upon the directors of a railroad company the power
to make by-laws, rules and regulations touching the disposition
and management of the company's property and all matters
appertaining to its concerns, confers no right which is violated
by the creation of a state railroad commission, charged with
the general duty of preventing the exaction of unreasonable
or discriminating rates upon transportation done within the
limits of the State, and with the enforcement of reasonable
police regulations for the comfort, convenience and safety of
travellers and persons doing business with the company within
Sup. Ct. 181; Wheeling &: Belmont
Bridge Co. v. Wheeling Bridge Co.,
138 U.S. 287, 34 L. ed. 967, 11 Sup.
Ct. 301; Chicago, B. &: K. C. R. Co. v.
Guffey, 120 U. S. 569, 30 L. ed. 732,
7 Sup. Ct. 693; Memphis Gas Co. v.
Shelby County, 109 U. S. 398, 27
L. ed. 976, 3 Sup. Ct. 205; Ruggles v.
Illinois, 108 U.S. 526, 2 Sup. Ct. 832,
27 L. ed. 872; Hoge v. Railroad Co.,
99 U. S. 348, 25 L. ed. 303; North
Missouri R. Co. v. Maguire, 20 Wall.
(87 U. S.) 46, 22 L. ed. 287; Delaware
Railroad Tax, 18 WaU. (85 U. S.)
206, 21 L. ed. 888; Gilman v. Sheboygan, 2 Black (67 U. S.), 510, 17
L. ed. 305; Jefferson Branch Bank v.
Skelly, 1 Black (66 U. S ), 436, 17
L. ed. 173; Ohio Life Ins. & Trust
Co. v. Debolt, 16 How. (57 U. S.)
416, 14 L. ed. 997.
IWnoia: People, Koehersperger, v.
Chicago Theological Seminary, 174
Ill. 177, 51 N. E. 198.
LouiaiaDa: State of Louisiana v
Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482.
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Kebrub: Lincoln St. Ry. Co. Y.
City of Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, M
N. W. 802.
Kew Ieney: Sisters of Charity cl.
St. Elizabeth v. Corey, 73 N. J. L.
699, 65 Atl. 500.
Ohio; Knoup v. Piqua Bank, 1
Ohio St. 603.
WuhiDgton: Thurston County v.
Sisters of Charity, 14 Wash. 2M, 44
Pac. 252.
See U 254, 255, herein.
In order to exempt a railroad corporation from legislative interference
with ita rates of charges within a
designated limit, it must appear that
the exemption was made in ita charter by clear and unmistakable laDguage, inconsistent with any reeerv•
tion of power by the St&te to that
effect. Georgia Rd. & Bkg. Co. v.
Smith, 128 U.S. 174; 33 L. ed. 377,
9 Sup. Ct. 47, 16 Wash. L. Rep. 749.
A contract of exemption from
future general legislation, unleas it ill
given ezpreealy or follows by impli·
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the State.• So where 8ll amendment was made to the charter
of a railroad company in Illinois providing that "the said
company shall have power to make, ordain and establish all
such by-laws, rules and regulations as may be deemed expedient and neceesary to fulfill the purposes and carry into
effect the provisions of this act, and for the well ordering, regulating and securing the affairs, business and interest of the
company: Provided, that the same be not repugnant to the
Constitution and laws of the United States, or repugnant to
this act. The board of directors shall have power to establish such rates of toll for the conveyance of persons or property
upon the same as they shall from time to time by their by-laws
determine, and to levy and collect the same for the use of such
company; 11 it was held that inasmuch as the power to establish rates was to be exercised through by-laws, and the power
to make by-laws was restricted to such as should not be repugnant, among other things, to the laws of the State,. the
amendment did not release the company from restrictions
upon the amount of rates contained in general and special
statutes of the State.n In another case the facts were as follows: the Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company was,
by its charter, and the chartel"S of other companies consolidated with it, authorized "to demand and receive such sum
or sums of money for the transportation of persons and property, and for storage of property, as it should deem reasonable." The coi)Stitution of Wisconsin, in force when the charters were granted, provided that all acts for the creation of
corporations within the State "may be altered or repealed by
the. legislature at any time after their passage." It was decided, that the legislature had power to prescribe a maximum
of charges to be made by said company for transporting persons or property within the State, or taken up outside the
cation equally clear with expree~
words, C&DDot be deemed to Gilt.
Louiaville & N. R. Co. v. Kentucky,
183 U. B. 603, 46 L. ed. 298, 22
Bup. Ct. 95 (carriem; lon& &lid abort
haW.).

,. Railroad
Commiaaion Caaes
(Stone v. New Orle&IIIJ & Northeutern Rd. Co.), 116 U.S. 352, 29
L. ed. 651, 6 Sup. Ct. 349, 391.
11 Rugglee v. Illinois, 108 U. B. 526,
2 Sup. Ct. 832, 'l!1 L. ed. 812.
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State and brought within it, or taken up inside and .carried
without. za Again, where a charter to a railroad company vests
it "with all the rights and privileges conferred by the Jan of
this commonwealth, and subject to such as apply to railroads
generally," the corporation is thereby subjected to state laws
regulating rates, notwithstanding provisions of exemption in
statutes organizing other previous companies to whose rights
it succeeded; and the successor who becomes possessed of the
rights and property of the company so chartered takes them
subject in like manner to such laws.ze So a state railroad corporation, voluntarily formed, cannot exempt itself from the
control reserved to the State by its constitution, and, if not
protected by a valid contract, cannot successfully invoke the
interposition of Federal courts, in respect to long and short
haul clauses in a state constitution, simply on the ground that
a railroad is property.10 Where a railroad company's charter
is granted after a constitutional provision is adopted authorizing a limitation of maximum rates, the objection cannot
successfully be urged that such a limitation violates its charter
contract.81 But it is also held that the act of a legislature in
attempting to fix a rate impairs the obligation of contracts as
to a railroad company holding, by a prior grant, an exclusive
power to fix rates, within certain limits, for transportation.u
• Peik v. Chicago ct Northwestern
Ry. Co., IH U.S. 164, 24 L. ed. 97.
See U 317 et aeq., herein.
a Norfolk & Western R . Co. v.
Pendleton, 156 U.S. 667, 15 Sup. Ct.
413, 39 L. ed. 574.
10 Louisville ct N. R. Co. v. Kentueky, 183 U. S. 503, 46 L. ed. 298,
22 Sup. Ct. 95.
11 Wellman v. Chie&~o ct G. T. R.
Co., 83 Mich. 592, 47 N. W. 489, 45
Am. ct Eng. Ry. Cu. 249, 9 Ry. ct
Corp. L. J. 102.
n Pingree v. Michigan Cent. R.
Co., 118 Mich. 314, 5 Det. L. N.,
No. 31, 53 L. R. A. 274, citing
Reapn v. Farmers' Loan & Trust
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Co., 154 U . S. 362, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14
Sup. Ct. 1047, 4 Inters. Comm. Rep.
560; Georgia Rd. ct Bkg. Co. v.
Smith, 128 U.S. 174, 32 L. ed. 377, 9
Sup. Ct. 47; New Orleans Gas Li&ht
Co. v. Louisiana Light ct H. P. &
Mfg. Co., 115 U.S. 650, 29 L. ed. 816,
6 Sup. Ct. 252; Ruggles v. Illinois,
108 U. S. 526, 2 Sup. Ct. 832, Z7
L. ed. 812; Chicago, Burlington 4:
Quincy R . Co. v. Iowa, 94 U.S. 155,
24 L. ed. IH; The Binghamton
Bridge, 3 Wall. (70 U . S.) 51, 18
L. ed. 137; Bridge Proprietors v.
Hoboken Land ct Improv. Co., 1
Wall. (68 U. S.) 116, 17 L. ed. 571;
West River Bridge v . Dix, 6 Bow.
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It seems, therefore, that even though a statute may authorize
a railroad company to fix reasonable charges for the transporta.:
tion of persons or property within a State, still, as a general
rule, such authorization does not constitute an irrepealable
contract under which the company shall have the right for all
future time to prescribe its rates of fare or toll free from all
control by the legislature in intrastate matters. This conclusion is, however, subject to the exceptions that an exemption
from legisJative control in the matter of rates may have been
granted in clear and unmistakable terms, or there may exist
such a contract with the company that future legislative action in fixing rates may operate as an impairment of the obligation of contracts; but the question of police powers is
entitled to weight in this connection."
(47 U.S.) 507, 12 L. ed. 535; Stone v.
Yuoo & H. V. R. Co., 62 Hil!s. 607,
52 Am. Rep. 193.
11 See Minneapolis E. Ry. Co. v.
Minnesota, 134 U. S. 467, 33 L. ed.
985, 10 Sup. Ct. 473; Chicago, H. &
St. P. Ry. Co. v. Minnesota, 134
U. S. 418, 33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct.
462, 702; Chicago, I. & L. Ry. Co.
v. Railroad Commission of Indiana
(Ind. App., 1906), 78 N. E. 338.
Examine Beardsley v. New York,
L. E. & W. R. Co., 44 N. Y. Supp.
175, 15 App. Div. 251; Dillon v. Erie
R. Co., 43 N. Y. Supp. 320, 19 Hieo.
116. See §§ 311 tl aeq., 399, herein.
A. to exemptions and obligations
of contracts, examine the following
cases for principle involved:
VDited ltatee: Rochester Railway Co. v . City of Rochester, 205
U. B. 236, 51 L. ed. -, 27 Sup. Ct.
- ; Powers v. Detroit, G., H. & M.
Ry. Co., 201 U. B. 543, 50 L. ed. 860,
26 Sup. Ct. 556; Grand Rapids & I.
Ry. Co. v. Osborn, 193 U. S. 17, 48
L. ed. 598 (aff'g Commissioners of
Railroads v. Grand Rapids & I. Ry.
Co., 130 Mich. 248, 89 N. W. 967);
~

Gulf & S. I. R. Co. v. Hewes, 183
U.S. 66, 46 L. ed. 86, 22 Sup. Ct. 26;
Citizens' Savings Bank of Owensboro
v. Owensboro, 173 U. B. 630,43 L. ed.
840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530; Wilmington &
W. R . Co. v. Alsbrook, 146 U. B. 279,
13 Sup. Ct. 72, 36 L. ed. 972; JefferBOD Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black (66
U.S.), 436, 17 L. ed. 173; Ohio Life
Ins. & Trust Co. v. Debolt, 16 How.
(57 U.S.) 416, 14 L. ed. 230; Shields
v. Ohio, 95 U. 8. 319, 24 L. ed. 357;
New Jersey v. Yard, 95 U. B. 104,
24 L. ed. 352; Houston & T. C. R. Co.
v. Storey, 149 Fed. 499; Yazoo & H.
V. R. Co. v. Board of Levee Commra.
(C. C.), 37 l<'ed. 24.
Maryland: State v. Northern Ceotral Ry. Co., 00 Md. 447, 45 Atl.
465.
Bew Jene)": Board of Asaeasors
v. Plainfield Water Supply Co., 67
N. J. L. 357, 52 Atl. 230; Hancock,
Comptroller, v. Singer Mfg. Co., 62
N.J. L. 289,328,42 L. R. A. 852, 41
Atl. 846, per Van Syckel, J.; State,
Singer Mfg. Co., v. Heppenheimer, 58
N.J. L. 633, 34 Atl. 103.
PeDD.I)"lvuia: Commonwealth v.
~9

I
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§ 413. Right of Carrier to Fix Rates-Basis Upon Which
Fiied.34 -The approval of a board of railroad and warehOUBe

commissioners does not justify a common carrier in imposing
an unlawful freight rate.ao If a railroad company has the franchise right to charge one fare from a certain village, through
which it operates its road, to another village, and it charges a
fare through to a point within the first village, it does not incur a statutory penalty for charging excessive fares if it requires another fare from that point out toward such other
village. 16 Railroad companies have the right to sell nontransferable reduced rate excursion tickets,37 and the nontransferability and forfeiture embodied in such tickets is not
only binding upon the original purchaser and anyone subsequently acquiring them but, under the provisions of the act
to regulate commerce,18 it is the duty of the railroad company
to prevent the wrongful use of such tickets and the obtaining
of a preference thereby by anyone other than the original
purchaser. 111 There are a great many factors and circumstances to be considered in fixing a rate,40 among other things:
1. The value of the service to the shipper, including the value
of the goods and the profit he could make out of them by shipment. This is considered an ideal method, when not interfered
with by competition or other factors. This method is considered practical, and is based on an idea similar to taxation.
Philadelphia & E. R. Co., 164 Pa.
252, 35 W. N. C. 217, 30 Atl. 145.
Iouth OaroliDa: Columbia Water
Power Co. v. Campbell, 75 8. C. 34,
54 S. E. 833.
Teune11ee: State, Memphis, v.
Butler, 86 Tenn. 614, 8 S. W.
586.
u See I 409, herein, 88 to test of
reasonableness of rates in connection
with right of company to fix rates.
• McGrew v. Missouri Pac. Ry. Co.
(Mo. App., 1906), 94 S. W. 719.
11 Byars v. Bennington & H. V.
Ry. Co., 90 N. Y. Supp. 736, 99 App.
Div. 34, aff'd in 184 N. Y. 554, 76
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N. E. 1090; Railroad Law, §39,
Laws 1890, p. 1096, c. 565.
"Bitterman v. Louisville & Nubville Ry. Co., '}1)7 U.S. 205, aff'« 144
Fed. 34; Mosher v. St. Louis, I. M. 4:
S. R. Co., 127 U.S. 249, 8 Sup. Ct.
324.
• See t 22, 24 Stat. 387, 25 Stat.
862.
• Bitterman v. Louisville & Nubville Ry. Co., '}1)7 U. S. 205, aff'g 144
Fed. 34.
• Interstate Commerce ColiiJI1ia.
aion v. Chicago Great W. Ry. C., 141
Fed. 1003, 1015, citing Noyes, Am.
R. R. Rates, pp. 61 fit "'l·o 85-10!t.
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2. The cost of service to the carrier would be an ideal theory,
but it is not practical. Such cost can be reached approximately, but not accurately enough to make this factor controlling. It is worthy of consideration, however. 3. Weight,
bulk and convenience of transportation. 4. The amount of
the product or commodity in the hands of a few persons to
ship or compete for, recognizing the principle of selling cheaper
at wholesale than at retail. 5. General public good, including
good to the shipper, the railroad company and the different
localities. 6. Competition, which the authorities and experts
recognize as a very important factor. None of the above
factors alone are considered necessarily controlling by the
authorities. Neither are they all controlling as a matter of
law. It is a question of fact to be decided by the proper tribunal in each case as to what is controlling. In every case the
Supreme Court has held that competition may be controlling.
In only one case has it, as a matter of fact, been held not to
be a defense.41
" Interstate Commerce Co~
sion v. Chicago Great Western Ry.
Co. (C. C.), 141 Fed. 1003, 1015, per
Bethea, Dist. J . (case is affirmed in
209 U. S. 108, considered in § 415,
herein). Citing to ftrll point, Interstate Commerce Commission v. Baltimore & 0. Ry. Co. (C. C.), 43 Fed.
37, 53; Noyes Am. R. R. Rates, 53.
Citing to uamd point, Interstate
Commerce Commission v. Baltimore
& 0. R. Co. (C. C.), 43 Fed. 37; Ransome v. Eastern Ry. Co. (1857), 1 C.
B. 437, 26 L. J. C. P. 91; Judson on
Interstate Commerce, §§ 148, 149;
Western Union Telegraph Co. v. CaD,
181 U.S. 92, 21 Sup. Ct. 561, 45 L.
ed. 765; Interstate Commerce Commission v. Detroit, Grand Haven &
Milwaukee Rd. Co., 167 U.S. 633, 17
Sup. Ct. 986,42 L. ed. 306. Citing to
fourth point, Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Baltimore & 0. Ry.
Co., 145 U. 8. 263, 12 Sup. Ct. 844,

36 L. eel. 699. Citing to .fifth point,

Interstate Commerce Commission v.
Baltimore & 0. Ry. Co., 145 U. S.
263, 12 Sup. Ct. 844, 36 L. ed. 699.
Citing to si:eth point Pickering Phipps
v. London & Northwestern Ry. Co., 2
Q. B. D. (1892) 229 (which construes
I 2 of the English Act of 1854, which
is almost like I 3 of our Interstate
Commerce Act); Interstate Commerce Commission v. Baltimore & 0 .
Ry. Co., 145 U. S. 263, 12 Sup. Ct.
844, 36 L. ed. 699; Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific Ry. Co. v.
Interstate Commerce Commission,
162 U. S. 184, 16 Sup. Ct 700, 40
L. ed. 935; Interstate Commerce
Commission v. Alabama Midland Ry.
Co., 168 U. 8. 144, 18 Sup. Ct. 45, 42
L. ed. 414; Louisville & Nashville
Rd. Co. v. Behlmer, 175 U.S. 648, 20
Sup. Ct. 209, 44 L. ed. 309; East
Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia Ry.
Co. v. Interstate Commerce Co~
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§ 414. Right of Carrier to

Fa

Rates in Competition-

Long and Short Hauls-Discrimination.-When compeb.tion which controls rates prevails at a given point a ~
larity of circumstances and conditions is created justifying
a carrier in charging a lesser rate at such point, it being
the longer distance, than it exacts to a shorter distance and
non-competitive point on the same line. A nearer and noncompetitive point on the same line is not entitled to lower I"8.Uls
prevailing at a longer distance and competitive place on the
theory that it could also be made a competitive point if designated lines of railway carriers by combinations between
themselves agreed to that end. The competition necessary to
produce a dissimilarity of conditions must be real and controlling and not merely conjectural or possible. Where a
charge of a higher rate for a shorter than a longer haul over
the same line is lawful because of the existence of controlling
competition at the longer distance place, the mere fact that
the less charge is made for the longer distance does not alone
suffice to cause the lesser rate for the longer distance to be
unduly discriminatory. And where the commission has found
a rate to be unreasonable solely because it was violative of the
act which forbids a greater charge for a lesser than for a longer
distance under stated conditions and which prohibits undue
discrimination, it is held that as the grounds upon which sueh
holding is based resulted from an error of law, it is proper not
to conclude the question of the inherent unreasonableness of
the rates, but to leave it open for further action by the commission to be considered free from the errors of law which had
previously influenced that body. A carrier in order to give
particular places the benefit of their proximity to a competitive point and thereby afford them a lower rate than they
would otherwise enjoy, may take into consideration the rate
to the point of competition and make it the basis of rates to
sion, 181 U. S. 1, 21 Sup. Ct. 516, 45
L. cd. 719; Texas & Pacific Ry. Co.
v. Interstate Commerce Commission,
162 U. S. 197, 16 Sup. Ct. 666, 40
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L. ed. 940; Interstate Commerce
Commillllion v. Louisville & Nashville
Rd. Co., 190 U. S. 273, 23 Sup. Ct.
687, 47 L. ed. 1047.
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the points in question. To give a lower rate as the result of
competition does not violate the provisions of the act to regulate commerce.•z So it has been settled by the Supreme.
Court of the United States that competition which is controlling on traffic and rates produces in and of itself the dissimilarity of circumstances and condition described in the
statute, and that where this condition exists a carrier has a
right of his own motion to take it into view in fixing rates to
the competitive point.'" The only principle by which it is
possible to enforce the whole statute of 1887,« is this construction: that is, that a competition which is real and substantial and exercises a potential influence on rates to a particular point, brings into play the dissimilarity of circumstance
and condition provided by the statute, and justifies the lesser
charge to the more distant and competitive point than to the
nearer and non-competitive place, and that this right is not
destroyed by the mere fact that incidentally, the lesser charge
to the competitive point may seemingly give a preference to
that point, and the greater rate to the non-competitive point
may apparently engender a discrimination against it. 411 Where
42 Interstate Commerce Commis- for the longer haul; but since that
sion v. Louiaville & N. R. Co., 190 ruling of the commission was made
U. B. 273, 47 L. ed. 1047, 23 Sup. Ct. the rule stated in the text has been
settled by the Federal Supreme
687.
u East Tennesaee, etc., Ry. Co. v. Court in Louisville & Nashville RailInterstate Commerce CommisBion, road Co. v. Behlmer, 175 U. S. 648,
181 U. B. 1, 45 L. ed. 719, 21 Sup. Ct. 44 L. ed. 309, 20 Sup. Ct. 209, and
516. In this case the Interstate other cases cited; and the construcCommerce Commission found as a tion affixed by the commi88ion to the
fact that the competition at Nash- statute upon which its entire action
ville, which formed the basis of the in this case was predicated was held
contention in this case, was of such a to be wrong.
preponderating nature that the carAs to competition, see cases cited
riers must either contiliue to charge under §§ 413-415, herein.
46 Act February 4, 1887, c. 104,
a lesser rate for a longer haul to
Nashville than was asked for the 24 Stat. 379.
"East Tennessee, etc., Ry. Co. v .
shorter haul to Chaitanooga, or to
abandon all Nashville traffic, never- Interstate Commerce Commission,
theleea they were forbidden by the 181 U. B. 1, 45 L. ed. 719, 21 Sup. Ct.
act of February 4, 1887, c. 104, 24 516.
Stat. 379, to make the lesser charge
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a state constitution provided that: "It shall be unlawful for
any person or corporation, owning or operating a railroad in
·this State, or any common carrier, to charge or receive any
greater compensation in the aggregate for the transportation
of passengers, or of property of like kind, under substantially
similar circumstances and conditions, for a shorter than for a
longer distance over the same line, in the same direction, the
shorter being included within the longer distance; but this shall
not be construed as authorizing any common carrier, or person or corporation, owning or operating a railroad in this State,
to receive as great compensation for a shorter as for a longer
distance: Provided, That, upon application, such common carrier, or person or corporation, owning or operating a railroad
in this State, may in special cases, after investigation by the
commission, be authorized to charge less for longer than for
shorter distances for the transportation of persons or property;
and the commission may, from time to time, prescribe the extent to which such common carrier, or person or corporation,
owning or operating a railroad in this State, may be relieved
from operation of this section," it was held that as construed
by the courts of the State, and so far as it was made applicable
to or affected interstate commerce, it was invalid.41
§ 415. Right of Carrier to Fix Rates in Competition Continued-Interstate Commerce-Presumption of Good Faith
-Discrimination.-RailroadA are the private property of their
owners, and while the public has the power to prescribe rules
for securing faithful and efficient service and equality between
shippers and communities, the public is in no proper sense a
general manager. The companies may, subject to change of
rates provided for in the Interstate Commerce Act, contract
with shippers for single and successive transportations and in
fixing their own rates may take into account. competition, p~
vided it is genuine and not a mere pretense. There is no pn>sumption of wrong arising from a change of rate made by a
•• Louisville & N. R. Co. v. Eu- bank, 184 U.S. 27, 22 Sup. Ci. Zli,
.a L. ed. 416.
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carrier. The presumption of good faith and integrity attends
the action of carriers as it does the action of other corporations
and .individuals, as those presumptions have not been over·
thro~ by any legislation in respect to carriers. A rate on the
manilfactured article resulting from genuine competition and
natu~8.1 conditions is not necessarily an undue and unreasonable
discrimination against a manufacturing community because it
is lower than the rate on the raw material. 47
11 Interstate Commerce Commisaion v. Chicago Great Western Ry.
Co., 209 U. 8. 108 (aff'g 141 Fed.
1003, considered in § 410, herein).
It waa held that under the circumstances of thia case there waa no undue and tinreaBonable discrimination
against the Chicago packing-house
industries on the part of the railroads
in making, as the ·result of actual
competition and conditions, a lower
rate for manufactured packing-house
product& than tor live stock from
Missouri River points to Chicago.
The opinion of the court, per
Brewer, J., is as follows: "It is un·
DeceaMrY to define the full scope
and meaning of the prohibition
found in § 3 of the Interstate Commerce Act--or even to determine
whether the language is Bllfficiently
definite to make the duties cast on
the Interstate Commerce Commission
ministerial, and therefore such as
may legally be imposed upon a
ministerial body, or legislative, and
therefore, under the Federal Constitution, a matter for Congressional
action-for within any fair construetion of the terms 'undue or unreasonable' the findings of the Circuit
Court place the action of the railroads
outaide the reach of condemnation.
The complainant, before the Interstate Commerce action, was an incorporated association. The purposes
for which it was organized were, as

stated in ita charter, 'to establish and
maintain a commercial exchanp, to
promote uniformity in the customs
and usages of merchant&; to provide
for the speedy adjustment of all busi·
ne88 disputes between ita members;
to facilitate the receiving and distributing of live stock, as well as to
provide for and maintain a rigid inspection thereof, thereby guarding
against the sale or use of unsound or
unhealthy meat&; and generally to
secure to its members the benefit& of
co-operation in the furtherance of
their legitimate pursuit&.' Ita memhers were, as found by the Commerce Commission, 'engaged in the
purchase, shipment and sale of live
stock for themselves and upon commission.' It was such an association,
with members engaged in the buainess named, that initiated these proceedings and in whose behalf they
were primarily prosecuted. While it
may be that the proceedings are not
to be narrowly limited to an inquiry
whether this particular complainant
has been in any way injured by the
action of the railroad companies, yet
that question must be regarded as
the one which was the special object
of inquiry and consideration. It is
true that the Commission subsequently commenced under the Elkin~
Act an independent suit in its own
name, but it was practically to enforce the award made by the Com-
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§ 416. Railroad Rates-Ezcessive Penalties-Equal~
tection of Law.-A state railroad rate statute which imposes
such excessive penalties that parties affected are deterred from
mialion after its inquiry into the
controversy between the live stock
exchange and the railroad companies.
It must be remembered that railroads
are the private property of their
owners; that while from the public
character of the work in which they
are engaged the public baa the power
to preecribe rules for securing faithful
and efficient service and equality between shippers and communities, yet
in no proper sense is the public a general manager. As said in Int. Com.
C-om. v. Ala. Mid. R. R. Co., 168
U.S. 144, 172, 42 L. ed. 414, 18 Sup.
Ct. 45, quoting from the opinion of
Circuit Judge Jaekson, afterwards
Mr. Justice Jaekaon of this court, in
Int. Com. Com. v. B. & 0 . R. R. Co.,
43 Fed. Rep. 37, 50: 'Subject to the
two leading prohibitions that their
charges shall not be unjust or unreasonable, and that they shall not unjustly discriminate so as to give undue preference or disadvantage to
persons or traffic similarly circumstanced, the aet to regulate commerce
leaves common carriers, as they were
at the common law, free to make
special rates looking to the increase
of their business, to classify their
traffic, to adjust and apportion their
rates so as to meet the necessities of
commerce and of their own situation
and relation to it, and generally to
manage their important interests
upon the same principles which are
regarded as sound and adopted in
other trades and pursuits.' It follows
that railroad companies may contraet
with shippers for a single transportation or for successive transportations,
subject though it may be to a change
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of ratee in the JD&DDer provided in the
Interstate Commerce Act-Armour
Paeking Co. v. The United Stat.el,
209 U. S. 56, and &lao that in fixin1
their own rates they may take into
account competition with other carriers, provided only that the compltition is genuine and not a preteD&
Int. Com. Com. v. B. & 0 . R. R. Co.,
145 U. S. 263, 12 Sup. Ct. 844, 38 L.
ed. 699; T. & P. Ry. Co. v. Int. Com.
Com., 162 U.S. 197, 16 Sup. Ct. 666,
40 L. ed. 940; Int. Com. Com. v. AIL
Mid. Ry. Co., wpra,· Louisville 4: N.
R . R. Co. v. Behlmer, 175 U. 8. 648,
44 L. ed. 309, 20 Sup. Ct. 209; Eat
Tenn., Virginia & Georgia Ry. Co. v.
Int. Com. Com., 181 U. S. 1, 21 Sup.
Ct. 516,45 L. ed. 719; Int. Com. Com.
v. Louisville 4: N. R. R. Co., 190 U.S.
273, 47 L. ed. 10.7, 32 Sup. Ct. 687.
It must also be remembered that
there is no presumption of WJ'OIII
arising from a change of rate by a
carrier. The presumption of honelt
intent and right conduct attenda the
aetion of carriers as well as it does the
aetion of other corporations or iDdividuals in their tranaactiODI in life.
Undoubtedly when rates are chanpd
the carrier making the change milA,
when properly called upon, be able to
give a good reason therefor, but the
mere faet that a rate has been raiaed
carries with it no presumption that it
was not rightfully done. Thoee presumptions of good faith and intepity
which have been reoogniaed for aga
as attending human action have not
been overthrown by any legislation in
respect to common carriers. The
Commerce Commission did not find
whether the ratee were reuonable
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testing its validity in the courts denies the carrier the equal
protection of the law without regard to the question of the

insufficiency of the rates prescribed.•
or UDI"e880nable per ae. Ita omission
may have been owjng, partly at
least, to the decision in Interstate
Commerce Commission v. Cincinnati,
N.O.&T.P.Ry.Company,167U.S.
479, 606, 42 L. ed. ~3, 17 Sup. Ct.
896,· for thia CQntroversy arose before
the amendment of June 29, 1906,
34 Stat. 584. On the other hand, the
Circuit Court found specifically that
the live-ctock rates were reasonable,
and &lao that the rates for carrying
packers' products and dreeaed meats
were remunerative. See Findings 1
and 7. Obviously shippers had in the
rates considered ~~eparately no ground
of challenge. But the burden of complaint is not that any rates taken by
themllelves were too high, but that
the di.lterence between thoee on live
stock and thoee on dressed meats and
packers' products worked an unjust
diacrimination. It is insisted that
'the making of the liv~Httock rate
higher than the product rate is violative of the almost universal rule
that the rates on raw material shall
not be higher than on the manufactured product.' This may be conceded, but that the rule is not
universal the proposition itself recogniaee, and the findings of the oourt
give satisfactory reasons for the exception here shown. See Findings 2,
3 and 9. The cost of carriage, the
risk of injury, the larger amount
which the companies are called upon
to pay out in damages make sufficient
explanation. They do away with the
idea that in the relation established

between the two kinde of charges any
undue or unreasonable preference
was intended or secured. Finding No. 6 is very persuasive. It
reads: 'Sixth. That the present rates
on live stock have not materially
affected any of the markets, prices,
or shipments; that they are reaaenably fair to Chicago and to the shippers; that the shipments of live stock
from points between Chicago and the
Missouri River and St. Paul are as
great in proportion to the volume or
business as before the present rates
were made; that the majority of the
live stock comes to Chicago from
points as near as 150 miles thia side
of the Missouri River and St. Paul,
and that the lower rate given to the
packers does not seem to directly influence or injure the shippers of live
stock.' If the rates complained of
have not materially affected any of
the markets, prices or shipments; if
they are reasonably fair to Chicago
and the shippers; if the shipments of
live stock from the west to Chicago
are as great in proportion to the bulk
of the business as before the present
rates were made, and the lower rate
given to the packers does not directly
influence or injure the shippers of
live stock; it is difficult to see
what foundation there can be for the
claim of an undue and unreasonable
preference. It would seem a fair
inference from the findings that the
real complaint was that the railroad
companies did not eo fix their rates
as to help the Chicago packing in-

•• Young, Ex parte, 209 U. S. 123. and owing to ita very great imporOt.ber pointe are decided in this ca11e tance we insert it here.
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dustry; that they recognised the fact
that along the Misllouri River had
been put up large packing-hoWM!II,
and, without any. intent to injure
Chicago, had fixed reasonable rates
for the carrying of live stoek to such
packing-housea and aJao to Chicago;
that th011e packing-hoWM!II being
nearer to the cattle fields were able
to engage in the packing industry aa
conveniently and succe&llfully aa the
packing-housea in Chicago. If we
were at liberty to conaider the mere
question of sentiment, certainly to
place packing-housee cl011e to the
cattle fields, thus avoiding the neceaeity of long transportation of the living animal&-a transportation which
cannot be accomplished without
more or less suffering to them-and
to induce transportation to those
nearer packing-housee would deserve
to be commended rather than condemned. With reference to competition we have referred to the eases in
this court in which that matter has
been considered. According to the
fourth finding the rates in question
given to the packers at the Misllouri
River and St. Paul were the result of
competition. Without recapitulating
all the facts disclosed in that finding
it is enough to say that the Chicago
Great Western Railway Company,
which had the longest line from Chicago to Missouri River points, made a
reduction in the rates, and did this, as
its president testified, 'for the purp011e of securing a greater proportion
of the traffic in the products of live
stock than it had been previously
able to obtain.' That is one of the
facts inducing competition, and one
of the results expected to flow from a

Ex parte YOUNG.

reduction of rates. It certaiDly of
itself deeervea no condemnation. In
order to aecure to themaelves what
waa likely to be tran.aferred to ~
Great Western by virtue of its reduc·
tion of rates, the other companit•
aJao made a reduction and, aa shown
by the fifth finding, the competition
waa not the result of agreement, but
waa an • actual, genuine, oompetition.'
U may be true, aa contellded by
COWlllel for the appellant, that even a
genuine competition which result. in
a change of rates does not necelllllrily
determine the question whether the
rates aa fixed work an undue preference or create an unlawful di.
crimination. Th011e rates fixed IDlY
make a preference or discrimination
irrespective of the motives wbieh
caused the railway companies Ul
adopt them, aod yet the fact cl a
genuine competition does make
against the contention that the rates
were intended to work injustice. .o\n
honest and fair motive waa the e&ll!le
of the change in rates; honest and
fair on the part of the Great Wmtem
in its effort to secure more businl!lll,
and equally honest and fair on the
part of the other railway companies
in the effort to retain aa much of the
business as waa poaaible. In othfr
words, this competition eliminates
from the ease an intent to do an 1111lawful act, and leaves for considention only the question whether the
rates as established do work an undue
preference or discrimination; and u
the findinp of the court show that
the result of the new rates bas no'
been to change the volume of tzatlic
going to Chicago, or materially alfee&
the busineBB of the original com-

jurisdiction if it should not, it must
take jurisdiction if it should. Ii canWhile this court will not take not, as the legislature may, avoid
BEADNOTEB.
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plaini, it would seem necessarily to
result that the charge 6f an unlawful
discrimination is not proved. In
short, there was no intent on the·
part of the railway company to do a
wrongful act, and the act itself did
not work any substantial injury to
the rights of the complainant. We
have not attempted to review in
detail the great mass of testimony,
amounting to two enormous printed

volumes. It is enough to say that an
examination of it clearly shoW!! sumeient reasons for the findings of fact
made·by the Circuit Court. In short,
the findings of the Circuit Court were
warranted · by the testimony, and
those findings make it clear that
there was no unlawful discrimination.
The decree of the Circuit Court is

meeting a measure because it desires
eo to do.
In this case a suit by a stockholder against a corporation to enjoin
the directors and officers from complying with the provisions of a state
statute, alleged to be unconstitutionaf, was properly brought within
Equity Rule 94 of this court.
An order of the Circuit Court committing one for contempt for violation
of a decree entered in a suit of which
it did not have jurisdiction is unlawful; and, in such case, upon
proper application, this court will
discharge the person eo held.
Although the determination of
whether a railway rate prescribed by
a state statute is 80 low as to be confiecatory involves a question of fact,
its solution raises a Federal question,
and the sufficiency of rates is a judicial question over which the proper
Circuit Court has jurisdiction, as one
arising under the Constitution of the
United States.
·
Whether a state statute is unconstitutional because the penalties for
itll violation are so enormous that
persons alfected thereby are prevented from resorting to the courts
for the purpose of detennining the validity of the statute and are thereby
denied the equal protection of the
law and their property rendered
liable to be taken without due process

of law, is a Federal question and gives
the Circuit Court jurisdiction.
Whether the state railroad rate
statute involved in thiS case, although on its face relating only to
intrastate rates, was an interference
with intentate commerce held to
raise a Federal question which could
not be considered frivolous.
A state railroad rate statute which
imposes such excessive penalties that·
parties affected are deterred from
testing its validity in the courts
denies the carrier the equal protection of the law without regard to the
question of insufficiency of the rates
prescribed; it is within the jurisdiction, and is the duty, of the Circuit
Court to inquire whether such rates
are eo low as to be confi~~eatory, and
if 80 to permanently enjoin the railroad company, at the suit of one of
its stockholden, from putting them
in force, and it has ·power pending
such inquiry to grant a temporary
injunction to the same effect.
While there is no rule pennitting a
person to disobey a statute with impunity at least 01ice for the purpose
of testing its validity, where such
validity can only be determined by
judicial investigation and construction, a provision in the statute which
imposes such severe penalties for
disobedience of its provisions as to
intimidatethepartiesalfected thereby

Affirmed."
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from l"810rting to the oourt11 to test
its validity p~tically prohibita thoee
parties from eeeking euch judicial
construction and denies them the
equal protection of tbe law.
The attempt of a etate officer to
enforce an unconstitutional etatute
is a proceeding without authority of,
and does not affect, the State in ita
sovereign or governmental capacity,
and is an illegal aet and the officer is
stripped of his official character and
is subjected in his penon to the conaequencee of his individual conduct.
The State has no power to impart to
its officer immunity from responsibility to the supreme authority of the
United States.
When the question of the validity
of a state statute with reference to
the Federal Constitution has been
first raised in a Federal Court that
court has the right to decide it to the
exclusion of all other courts.
It is not neceaeary that the duty of
a state officer to enforce a statute be
declared in that statute itaelf in order
to permit his being joined ae a party
defendant from enforcing it; if by
virtue of his office he has some connection with the enforcement of the
a.ct it is immaterial whether it arises
by common general law or by statute.
While the courts cannot control
the exercise of the discretion of an
executive officer, an injunction preventing such officer from enforcing
an unconstitutional statute is not an
interference with his discretion.
The Attorney General of the State
of Minnesota, under his common-law
power and the state statutes, has the
general authority impoeed upon him
of enforcing constitutional statutes
of the State and is a proper party defendant to a suit brought to prevent
the enforcement of a state statute on
the ground of its unconstitutionalit~.
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While a Federal court cannot iDterfere in a criminal cue already

peodiDc in a etate court, and while,
ae a geoeral rule, a court of equity
canDOt enjoin criminal prooeedinp,
thoee rules do not apply when such
proceedinp are brought to enfon:e
an alleged unconstitutional state
statute, after the uncoostituticmality
thereof hae become the subject. rl
inquiry in a suit pending in a Federal
court which hae first obtained juriadiction thereover; and under BUCh
circumetancee the Federal court baa
the right in both civil and crimi.Dal
cases to hold and maintain such
jurisdiction to the excluaion ol all
other courts.
While making a state officer who
has no connection with the llllforcement of an aet alleged to bs
UD.COD8titutional a party defendant
is merely making him a party 11
a representative of the State, aod
thereby amounta to makiDg the State
a party within the prohibition of the
Eleventh · Amendment, individuals,
who, ae officers of the State, are
clothed with some duty in regard to
the enforcement of the laws of the
State, and who threaten and are
about to commence an aetion, either
civil or criminal, to enforce an unconstitutional state etatute may be
enjoined from eo doing by a Federal
court.
Under euch conditions as are involved in this case the Federal court
may enjoin an individual or a state
officer from enforcing a state statute
on account of ita unconstitutionality,
but it may not restrain the state
court from aeting in any case brough~
before it either of a ch.;l or criminal
nature, or prevent any investigation
or aetion by a grand jury.
:An injunction by a Federal collR
~t a state court would vinlate
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the whole echeme of this Government, add it does not follow that ~
cause an individual may he enjoined
from doing certain thinp a court
may be Bimila.rly enjoined.
No adequate remedy at law, llllficient to prevent a court of equity
from acting, existe in a caee where
the enforcement of an unconstitutional state rate lltatute would require the complainant to carry meJ'o
chandise at confillcatory rates if it
complied with the statute and subject it to exceaeive penalties in cue
it did not comply therewith and ita
validity was finally sustained.
While a common carrier sued at
common law for penalties under, or
on indictment for violation of, a state
rate lltatute might interpoee as a defense the uncoustitutionality of the
lltatute on account of the confillcatory
character of the rates preecrihed, a
jury cannot intelligently pa8l upon
such a matter; the proper method is
to determine the constitutionality of
the statute in a court of equity in
which the opinions of experts may he
taken and the matter referred to a
master to make the needed computations and to find the neceeeary facta
on which the court may act.
A state rate statute is to be regarded as prima facie valid, and the
onua reate on the carrier to prove the
contrary.
The railroad intereete of this
country are of great magnitude, and
the thousands of persous interested
therein are entitled to protection
from the laws and from the courts
equally with the owners of all other
kinds of property, and the courta
having juri.ediction, whether Federal
or state, should at all times be open
to them, and where there is no adequate remedy at law the proper
coune to protect their rights is by

suit in equity in which all interested
parties are made defendants.
While injunctions apinet the en-forcement of a state rate statute
should not be granted by a Federal
court except in a case n!&IIODably
free from doubt, the equity juri&diction of the Federal court bas been
coustantly exerciled for such pllr'poee.
The Circuit Court of the United
States having, in an action brought
by a stockholder of the Northern
Pacific Railway Company against
the officers of the road, certain shippers and the Attomey General CeJ'o
tain other officials of the State of
Minnesota, held that a railroad rate
statute of Minnesota was unconstitutional and enjoined all the defendants from enforcing such statute,
and the Attomey General having
refused to comply with such order,
the Circuit Court fined and committed him for contempt, and this
court refused to diecbarge him on
1labeoa corpu.
a;r.a.n:IIJ:NT OF THE CA81C.

"An original application was made

to this court for leave to file a petition
for write of htJbetu corptU and ceJ'o
tiorari in behalf of Edward T. Young,
petitioner, as attomey general of the
State of .Minnesota.
"Leave was granted and a rule
entered directing the United States
marshal for the District of .Minnesota,
Third Division, who held the petitioner in his CWitody, to show cause
why such petition should not be
granted.
"The marehal, upon the retum of
the order to show cause, j uetified hie
detention of the petitioner by virtue
of an order of the Circuit Court of the
United States for the District of
Minneeota, which adjudged the peti-
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tioner guilty of contempt of that
court and directed that he be fined
the sum of S100, and that he should
dismiss the mandamus proceedings
brought by him in the name and behalf of the State in the Circuit Court
of the State, and that he should stand
committed to the custody of the
marshal until that order was obeyed.
The case involves the validity of the
order of the Circuit Court committing
him for contempt.
"The facts are these: The legislature of the State of Minnesota duly
created a railroad and warehouse
commission, and that commission on
the sixth of September, 1906, made
an order fixing the rates for the
various railroad companies for the
carriage of merchandise between
stations in that State of the kind and
classes specified in what is known as
the 1 Western Classification.' These
rates materially reduced those then
existing, and were by the order to
take effect November 15, 1906. In
obedience to the order. the railroads
filed and published the schedules of
rates, · which have ever sinee that
time been carried out by the companies.
"At the time of the making of the
above order it was provided by the
Revised Laws of Minnesota, 1905
(§1987), that any common carrier
who violated the provisions of that
section or willfully suffered any such
unlawful act or omission, when no
specific penalty is imposed therefor,
'if a natural person, shall be guilty
or a gross misdemeanor, and shall be
punished by a fine of not less than
twenty-five hundred dollars, nor
more than five thousand dollars for
the first offense, and not less than
five thousand dollars nor more than
ten thousand dollars for each subsequent offense; and, if such carrier or
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warehouseman be a corporation, ii
shall forfeit to the State for the lint
offeoae not less than twenty-five
hundred. dollars nor more than D\"e
thousand dollars, and for each subequent offense not lese than five
thousand dollars nor more than teo
thousand dollars, to be recovered in a
ch>il action.'
" This provision covered disobedience to the orders of the Comm.iasion.
"On the fourth of April, 1907, the
legislature of the State of .Minnesota
paseed an act fixing two cents a mile
as the maximum passenger rate to be
charged by railroads in Minnesota.
(The rate had been theretofore three
cents per mile.) The act was to take
effect on the first of May, 1907, and
was put into effect on that day by
the railroad companies, and the same
has been observed by them up to tbe
present time. It was provided in ihe
act that 1 Any railroad company, or
any officer, agent or representative
thereof, who shall violate any provision of this act shall be guilty of a
felony and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five thousand (5,000) dollars,
or by imprisonment in the State
prison for a period not exceeding be
(5) years, or both such fine and imprisonment.'
"On the eighteenth of April, 190i,
the lesU;lature passed an act (chapter 232 of the laws of that year),
which established rates for the transportation of certain commodities
(not included io the Western Classification) between stations . in that
State. The act divided the commodities to which it referred into
seven classes, and set forth a schedule
of maximum rates for each clasa
when transported in carload lots aud
established the minimum weight
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which constituted a carload of each
class.
"Section 5 provided that it should
not affect the power or authority of
the Railroad and Warebouse Commission, except that no duty should
rest upon that commission to enforce
any rates specifically fixed by the
act or any other statute of the State.
The section further provided generally that the orders made by the
Railroad and W&rehouse Commilllion
prescribing rates should be the exclusive legal maximum rates for the
transportation of the commodities
enumerated in the act between points
within that State.
"Section 6 directed that every
railroad company in the State should
adopt and publish and put into effect
the rates specified in the statute, and
that every officer, director, traffic
manager or agent or employ~ of such
railroad company should cause the
adoption, publication and use by
such railroad company of rates not
exceeding those specified in the act;
'and any officer, director or such
agent or employeS of any such railroad
company who violates any of the
provisions of this section, or who
caWM!II or counsels, advises or assists
any such railroad company to violate
any of the provisions of this section,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
may be proaecuted therefor in any
county into which its railroad extends, and in which it has a station,
and upon a conviction thereof be
punished by imprisonment in the
county jail for a period not exceeding
ninety days.' The act was to take
effect June 1, 1907.
"The railroad companies did not
obey the provisions of this act so far
as concerned the adoption and publieation of rates as specified there-

in.

"On the thirty-first of May, 1907,
the day before the act was to take
effect, nine suits in equity were comr
menced in the Circuit Court of the
United States for the District of
Minnesota, Third Division, each suit
being brought by stockholders of the
particular railroad mentioned in the
bill, and in each case the defendants
named were the railroad company of
which the complainants were, respectively, stookholdera, and the
members of the Railroad and Warehouse Commission, and the attorney
general of the State, Edward T.
Young, and individual defendants
representing the shippers of freight
upon the railroad.
"The order punishing Mr. Young
for contempt was made in the suit
in which Charles E. Perkins, a citizen
of the State of Iowa, and David C.
Shepard, a citizen of the State of
Minnesota, were complainants, and
the Northern Pacific Railway Com·
pany, a corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Wisconsin,
Edward T . Young, petitioner herein,
and others, were parties defendant.
All of the defendants, except the
railway company, are citizens and
residents of the State of Minnesota.
"It was averred in the bill that
the suit was not a collusive one to
confer on the court jurisdiction of a
case of which it could not otherwise
have cognizance, but that the objecta
and purpoees of the suit were to entom the railway company from publlshing or adopting (or continuing to
observe, if already adopted) the rates
and tariffs prescribed and set forth in
the two acts of the legislature above
mentioned and in the orders of the
Railroad and Warebouse Commission, and also to enjoin the other defendanta from attempting to enforce
such provisions, or from institutinr
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any action or proceeding against the
defendant railway company, ita of&oers, ete., on account of any violation
thereof, for the reuon that the said
acta and orders were and each of
them was violative of the Conatitution of the United States.
"The bill alao alleged that the
orders of the Railroad Commission
of September 6, 1906, May 3, 1907,
the passenger rate act of April 4,
1907, and the act of April 18, 1907,
reducing the tariffs and charges which
the railway company had theretofore been permitted to make, were
each and all of them unjust, unreasonable and confiacatory, in that
they each of them would, and will if
enforced, deprive complainants and
the railway company of their property without due process of law, and
deprive them and it of the equal
protection of the laws, contrary to
and in violation of the Constitution
of the United States and the amendments thereof. It wu alao averred
that the complainants bad demanded of the president and managing directors of the railway company
that they should cease obedience to
the orders of the Commission dated
• September 6, 1906, and May 3, 1907,
and to the acts already mentioned,
and that the rates prescribed in such
orders and acts should not be put
into effect, and that the said corporation, its officers and directors,
should institute proper suit or suits
to prevent said rates (named in the
orders and in the acts of the I~
lature) from continuing or becoming
effective, as the case might be, and
to have the same declared illegal;
but the said corporation, its president
and directors, had positively deelined and refused to do so, not because they considered the rates a fair
and just return upon the eapital in-'
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vested or that they would Dot be
eonfiacatory, but beeauae of the •
verity of the penalties provided for
the violation of eueh acta and ordtn,
and therefore they could not subjeet
themaelvea to the ruinous eoJ~~eo
queneea which would inevitably resuit from failure on their pan to
obey the said laws and orders, a resuit which no action by themaelva,
their stockholders or directon, oould
poesibly prevent.
"The bill further alleged that t.be
orders of the Commiasion of Septemher, 1906, and May, 1907, and tbe
aota of April 4, 1907, and April18,
1907, were, in the penalties .prescn"bed for their violation, so drastic
that no owner or operator of a railway property could invoke the jurisdiction of any coUrt to test the
validity thereof, except at the rilk
of confiscation of ita property, aDd
the imprisonment for long tenna in
jails and penitentiaries of ita officers,
agents and employ-. For this rea110n the complainants alleged that
the above-mentioned orders and aca,
and each of them, denied to the
defendant railway company and
ita stockholders, including the complainants, the equal protection d.
the laws, and deprived it and them
of their property without due prooeM
of law, and that each of them was,
for that reason, unconstitutional aDd
void.
"The bill alao contained an averment that if the railway company
should fail to continue to obeernl
and keep in force or to observe aDd
put in force the orders of the CommiBBion and the acta of April4, 1907,
and April 18, 1907, such failure
might result in an action against the
company or criminal proceedinp
against its officers, directors, apa.tl
or employ6s, subjecting the company
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ud such officers to aD endleBB number
al actions at law and criminal proeeedinp; that. if the company should
fail to obey the o~er of the Commiasio~ or the acta of April 4, 1907,
and April18, 1907, the said Edward
T. Young, as Attorney General of the
State of Minnesota, would, as eompJai.Danta were advised, and believed,
institute proeeedinp by mandamus
or otherwiae against the railway company, ita officers, directors, agents,
or employl!e to enforce said orders and all the provisions thereof,
and that be threatened and would
take other proceedinp against the
company, ita officers, etc., to the
aame end and for the same purpoee,
and that he would on such failure
institute mandamus or other proceedinp for the purpoee of enforcing
said acts and each thereof, and the
provisions and penal.ties thereof.
Appropriate relief by injunction
against the action of the defendant
Young and the railroad eommiasion
was asked for.
"A. temporary restraining order
was made by the Circuit Court, which
only restrained the railway company
from publishing the rates as provided for in ·the act of April18, 1907,
and fro~ reducing ita tarifl's to the
figures eet forth in that act; the court
refusing for the present to interfere
by injunction with regard to the
orders of the Commiasion and the
act of April 4, 1907, as the railroads
had already put them in operation,
but it restrained Edward T. Young,
Attorney General, from taking any
steps against the railroads to enforce
the remedies or penalties .specified
in the act of April 18, 1907.
"Copies of the bill and the restraining order were served, among
others, upon the defendant Mr. Edward T. Young, Atiorney General,

45

.who appeared: specially and only for
the purpoee of moving to dismiss the
bill as to him, on t~e ground that the
court had no jurisdiction over him as
Attorney General; and he averred
that the State of Minnesota had not
consented, and did not consent, to
the1 commencement of this suit
against him as Attorney General of
the State, which suit was in truth
and effect a suit against the said
State of Minnesota, contrary to the
Eleventh Amendment of the Constitution of the United States. ·
"The Attorney Gener.al also filed
a demurrer to the bill, on thjl same
grounds stated in the motion to dismiss. The motion was denied and
the demurrer overruled.
"Thereupon, on the twenty~third
of September, 1907, the court, after
a hearing of all parties and taking
proofs in regard to the ~ues involved, ordered a temporary injunction io issue against the railway
company, restraining it, pending the
final hearing of the cause, from putting into effect the tariffs, rates or
charges set forth in the act approved
April 18, 1907. The court also enjoined the defendant Young, as Attorney General of the State of Minnesota, pending the final hearing of the
cause, from taking or instituting any
action or proceeding to enforce the
penalties and remedies specified in
the act above mentioned, or to
compel obedience to that act, or
compliance therewith, or any part
thereof.
" As the court refused to grant any
preliminary injunction restraining
the enforcement of the rates fixed
by the Railroad and Warehouse Commission, or the passenger rates under
the act of April 4, 1907, because the
same had been accepted by the railroads and were in operation, the court
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stated that in omitting the granting as prayed fo~ in the petition.. 'l1le
of truch preliminary injunction the writ was thereafter iaaued aod and
neeei!Sity was obviated upon that upon the Nonhem Pacific Railway
bearing of determining wheth~ the Company, collliiUUlding the comrates fixed by the Commilll!ion, o~ the pany, immediately after ita receipt,
passen~ rates togeth~ o~ singly, 'to adopt and publish and keep for
w~e confiaeatoey and did not afforo public inspection, 88 provided by
reasonable compensation f~ . the law, as the rates and charges to be
service rend~ and a proper allow- made, demanded and maintained by
anee for the property employed, and you fo~ the transportation of freilbt
for those reasons that question had between stations in the State cl
not been consid~ed, but inasmuch as Minneeota of the kind, character and
the rates fixed by the act of April 18, · clase named and specified in ehap1907, had not gone into force, the te~ 232 of the Session l.&ws of tbe
coun ob~ed: 'It seems to me, upon State of Minnesota for the year 1907,
this evidence of the conditions before rates and charges which do not exeither of those new rates w~e put eeed those declared to be just and
into effect (that is, the ord~ of the reasonable in and by the terma aDd
Commission of September, 1906, or provisions of said chapter 232. • • *'
the act of Ap~il 4, 1907), and the re"Upon an af&davit showing t.IH.
ductions made by those rates, that if facta the United States Circuit Court
there is added the ~eduction which is ordered Mr. Young to show eauJt
attempted to be made by the com- why he should not be punished as for
modity act (April18, 1907) it will re- a contempt for his miaconduct ·m
duce the compensation received by violating the temporary injunction
the companies below what would be a issued by that court in the cue
fair compensation fo~ the services therein pending.
perfo~ed, including an adequate
"Upon the return of this order tbe
~etum upon the property invested. Attorney General filed his answer, in
And I think, on the whole, that a which he set up the I!&Dle objeetioua
preliminary injunction should il!sue, which he had made to the juriadic:tion
in ~peet to the rates fixed by cha~ of the court in his motion to dismilll
ter 232 (act of April IS), talked of as the bill, and in his demurrer; he cfi&.
the commodity rates, and that there claimed any intention to treat tbe
should be no p~minaey injunction coun with disrelipect in the comas to the other rates, altJwugh the mencement of the proceeding~ rematter tu to whether they are com- ferred to, but believing that the depenMJtory or not i8 a matter which may cision of the coun in the action,
be ~ined in th£ final determination holding that it bad j urisdictioo to
of th£ action.'
enjoin him as Attorney General
"The day afte~ the granting of this from performing hia diacretioaary
preliminary injunction the Attorney official duties, was in conflict with tbe
General, in violation of truch injunc- Eleventh Amendment of the Conltition, filed a petition to~ an alternative tution of the United States, as tbe
writ of mandamus in one of the courts same bas been interpreted and apof the State, and obtained an order plied by the United States Supreme
from that court, Septemb~ 24, 1907, Court, he believed it to be his duty
directing the alternative writ to issue 88 such Attorney General to ·com-
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menee the mandamus proceedings
for and in behaU of the State, and it
·wu iD this beliel that the proeeediDp were commenced solely for the
purpose of enforCing the' law of the
State of ·Minneilota. The. order adjud&ing him in contempt was then
.
made."
llr. Ju.tiee Peckham, after making
· the foregoing statement, delivered
the
OPINION OJ' TBJl COUBT

"We recognize and appreciate to
the fullest extent the very great importaoee of this case, not only to the
ptU'ties now before the court, but also
to the geat mass of the citizens of
this ·country', all of whom are interested in the practical working of the
courts of ju.tice throughout the land,
both Federal and state, and in the
proper exercise of the jurisdiction of
the Federal courts, aa limited and
controlled by the Federal Constitution and the laws of Congress.
"That there has been room for
difference of opinion with ·reprd to
such limitations the reported cases in
this court bear conclusive testimony.
It cannot be stated that the case before us is entirely free from any p088ible doubt nor that intelligent men
may not differ aa ·to the correet answer to the question we are called
upon to decide.
"The question of jurisdiction,
whether of the Circuit Court or of
this court, is frequently a delicate
matter to deal with, and it is espccially eo in this ease, where the
material and most important objection to the jurisdiction of the Circuit
Court is the IU!I!ertion'that the suit is
in effect against one of the States of
the Union. It is a question, howl!ver,
which we are called upon, and which
iiiaourduty, to decide. Undert)lese

circumstances, the language of Chief
Justice Marahall in Coheu v. Vir· ginia, 6 Wheat. (19 U. S.) 264, 4~,
5 L. ed. 267, is moet appoeite. In
that eaae he said:
" 'It- is· moet true that this court
wlll not take juri.l!diction if it should
not; but it is equally true that it must
take jurisdiction if it should. The
judiciary eannot, aa· the legislature
may, avoid a measure bec&UIIe it approaches the confinea of the Couatitution. We eannot pass it by bec&UIIe
it is doubtful. With whatever
doubts, with whatever difficulties, a
case may be attended, we mu.t deeide it, if it be brought before us.
We have no more right to decline
the exercise of juri.l!diction which is
given, than to usurp that which·is not
given. The one or the other would be
treason to the Constitution. Queetiona may occur which we would
gladly avoid, but we eannot avoid
them. All we can do is to exercise
our best judgment, and conscientioualy perfomi our duty.'
"Coming to a consideration of the
case, we find that the complainants
in the suit commenced in the Circuit Court were stockholders in the
Northern Pacific Railway Company,
and the reaeon for commencing it and
making the railroed company one of
the parties defendant is sufficiently
set forth in the bill. Davis, etc., Co.
v. Los Angeles, 189 U. S. 207, 220,
47 L. ed. 778, 23 Sup. Ct. 498;
Equity Rule 94, Supreme Court. ·
"It is primarily asserted on the
.part of the petitioner that jurisdiction did not exist in the Circuit Court
becaUIIe there was not the requisite
diversity of citizenship, and there
waa no question arising under the
Constitution or laws of the United
States to otherwise give jurisdiction
t9thatcourt. Thereisnoclaimmade
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· here of jurisdiction on the gound
of diversity of citisenahip, and the
claim, it made, would be unfoUDded
in fact. If no other ground exiata,
then the order of the Circuit Court,
assuming to punish petitioner for
contempt, was ah unlawful order,
made by a court without jurisdiction.
In such case thia court, upon proper
application, will diacharge the penon
from imprisonment. ·Ex parte YIU'brough, 110 U.S. 651, 4 Sup. Ct. 152,
28 L. ed. 274; Ex parte Fisk, 113
U. S. 713, 28 L. ed. 1117, 5 Sup. Ct.
724; In re Ayers, 123 U.S. 443, 485,
31 L. ed. 216, 8 Sup. Ct. 1M. But an
examination of the record before us
shows that there are Federal qua.
tions in this case.
"It is inBiated by the petitioner
that there is no Federal question presented under the Fourteenth
Amendment, because there is rio diepute
to the meaning of the Constitution, where it provides that no
State shall deprive any peraon of life,
liberty or property without due prooeBB · of law; nor deny to any person
within ita jurisdiction the equal proteetion of the laws, and whatever
dispute there may be in this case is
one of fact simply, whether the
freight or passenger rates a11 fixed by
the legislature or by the railroad commisaion are so low a11 to be confiscatory, and that is not a Federal
question.
. "Jurisdiction is given to the Circuit Court in suits involving the
requiAite amount, arising under the
Constitution or laws of the United
States (1 U. 8 . Comp. Stat. p. 508),
and the question really to be deter-'
mined under this objection is whether
the acts of the legislature and the
orders of the railroad commission, if
enforced, would take property without due process of law, and although

as
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that question might iacideo.t.ally iavolve a question of fact, ita lllllltP
nevertheleea is ooe wJDch raia a
Federal question. See HutiDp "·
Amee (C. C. A. 8th Circuit), 68 Fed.
Rep. 726. The suflieieDc:y of me.
with reference to the Federal Coonitution is a jadicial question, aDd ODe
over which Federal1:ourta have juri.
diction by reaeou. of ita Federal
nature. Chicago, etc., R. R. Co. "·
Hinneeota, 134 U. S. 418, 33 L. ed.
970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 70'2; Reapa "·
Fanners', etc., Co., 154 U. S. 369,
399, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047;
St. Louis, etc., Co. v. Gill, 156 U.S.
M9, 39 L. ed. 567; Covington, ·ete.,
Turnpike Road Company v. Bandford, 1M U.S. 578, 41 L. ed. li60, 17
Sup. Ct. 198; Smyth v. Ames, 169
U. S. 466, 522; Chicago, etc., .Railway Co. v. Tompkins, 176 U. 8.
167, 172, 44 L. ed. 417, 20 Sup. Ct.
336.
"Another Federal question is the
alleged uncoutitutioaallty of theBe
acta because of the enormoUIS penaltieis denouneed for their violatiOD,
which prevent the railway compuy,
a11 alleged, or any of ita Bei'V'&II.ta or
employ~, from reeorting to the
eourta for the purpoee of determizWic
the validity of INCh acta. · The CODtention iB urged by the eomplainaDta
in the suit that the company is denied
the equal protection of the laws Iliad
ita property is liable to be takeo without due proceea of law, beeauae it
is only allowed a bearing upon the
claiiD. of the unconstitutionality ol
the acta and orders in question, at the
risk, if mistaken, of being subjected
to INCh enormous penalties, 1"81Uitiq
in the polli.ble confiscation ol its
whole property, that rather than take
such riaka the company would obey
the laW&, although such obedimee
mi&ht a.lao renlt in the ead (t.boua:b
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by a ~lower ~) iD such coDfilca.
tion.
"Still aoother Federal queetion le
urged, ·growmg out of the ueertion
that the laws are, by their necea111J'7
effect, an iDterferenee with and a
regulation of interstate commerce,
the grounds for whmh a.ertion it is
not now necea111J'7 to enlarp upon.
The questioo ia not, at uy nte,
frivolous.
" We conclude that the Circuit
Court had jurisdiction iD the caae
before it, because it involved the deeision of Federal queetiou arising
under the Conetitution of the United
States.
"Coming to the inquiry regarding
the aDeged invalidity of theee acta, we
take up the contention that they are
invalid on their face on account of the
penalties. For disobedience to. the
freight act the officers, directors,
agents and emplo~ of the company
are made guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction each may be
punished by impriaonment in the
county jail for a period not exceeding
ninety daya. Each violation would
be a aeparate offenae, and, therefore,
might result in impriaonment of the
various agents of the company who
would dare disobey for a term of
ninety daya each· for each offenae.
Disobedience to the puaenger rate
act renders the party guilty of a
felony and subject to.a fine not exeeeding five thoUI&Dd dollara or imprisonment in the state priaon for a
period not exceeding five years, or
both fine and imprillonment. The
sale of each ticket above the price
permitted by the act would be a violation thereof. · It would be difficult,
if not impo111ible, for the company to
obtain officers, agents or emplo)'M
willing to carry on its affairs except
iD obedieDce to tbe Mt and orders in

question. The company itaell would
also, in cue of disobedi~ce, be liable
to the immenae fines provided for in
violating orders of .the Commission.
The company, in order to test the
validity of the acts, must find some
agent or employeS to disobey them at
the riak stated. The neceeaary effect
and result of such legislation muat be
to preclude a reeort to the courts
(either ltate or Federal) for the purpoae of teet.in« ita validity. The
officers and emplo~ could not be
expected to disobey any of the provisions of the acta or orders at the riak
of auch fines and penalties being iJ:n·
poaed upon them, in caae the court
should decide that the law was val~d.
The result would be a denial of any
heating to the company. The obaervatiou upon a !liJ:nilar question
made by Mr. Justice Brewer in Cotting v. K&ll888 City Stock YBrda
Company, 183 U. S . 79, 99, 100, 102;
are very apt. At page 100 he stated:
'Do the lawa 11eeure to an individual
an equal protection when he is allowed to come into court and make
his claim or defenae subject to the
condition that upon a failure to m&ke
good that claim or defenae the peQalty for such failure either appropriates an his property or subjects
him to extravagant and unreasonable
l0111?' Again, at page 102, he says:
' It is doubtle111 true that the State
may impoae penalties, such as will
tend to compel obedience to ita mandates by all, individuals or corporatiou, and if extreme and cumulative
penalties are imposed only after
there has heeD a final determination
of the validity of the statute, the
questioll would be very different
from that here presented. But when
the lecialatqre, in an effort to prevent
any inquiry of the validity of a partitular atatut., 10 burdeDS uy cbal~
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lenge thereof in the eourta that the
party affected is neceaaarily eonetrained to submit rather than take
tbe chances of the penalties impoeed.
then it becomes a eerioua. question
whether the party is not deprived of
the equal protection of · the lawa.'
The question was not decided in that
case, as it went off on ·another
ground. We have the same question
now before ua, only the penalties are
more aevere in the way of fines, to
which is added, in the caae of officera,
agents or employ6s of the company,
the risk of imprisonment for years as
a common felon·. Bee alao Mercantile
Truat Co. v. Texas, etc., Ry. Co., 51
Fed. Rep. 629, 543; Louisville, etc.,
R. R . Co. v. MeChord, 103 Fed. Rep.
216, 223; Consolidated Gas Co. v.
Mayer, 146 Fed. Rep. 150, .153. In
McGahey v. Virginia, 135 U.S. 662,
694, it was held that to provide a
different remedy to enforce a contraet, which is unreasonable, and
which impoaea conditiou not existing when the contract was made, was
to offer no remedy, and when the
remedy is so onerous and impractieable as to substantially give none at
all the law is invalid, although what
is termed a remedy is in fact given.
See also Bronson v. Kinzie, 1 How.
(42 U. 8.) 311, 317, 11 L. ed. U3;
Seibert v. Lewis, 122 U. S. 284, 30
L. ed. 1161, 7 Sup. Ct. 1190. If the
law be such as to make the decision
of the legislature or of a commission
conclusive as to the sufficiency of the
ratee, this court has held such a
law to be unconstitutional. Chicago,
etc., Railway Co. v. Minnesota, 134
U. S. 418, 33 ·L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct.
462, 702. A law which indirectly
accomplishes a like result by imposing such conditions upon the right to
appeal for judicial relief as worka•an
abandonment of the right rather than
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face the eoDdit.iODll upon which it ia
offered or may be obtained, is abo
uncout.itutional. It may ~ore
be said that when the penaltiel for
disobedience. are by fiDes so eD,OI1DOIIS
and imprisonment 110 118VEI'8 u to
intimidate the company and itl
officera from resorting to the cauna
to test the validity oi. the l'Nd"Miml,
the reeult is the same aa if th~ law i]J
terms prohibited the company from
aeeking judicial coostructi~ r4 law
which deeply affect. ita rights.
. " It is urged that there ia no princi.
ple upon which to base the claim.that
a person is entitled to disobey a stat.
ute at least once, for the purpoae d.
testinc its validity without subjeeting himaelf to the penaltiet~ for ditobedience provided by the etatutein
caae it is valid. This ia not an aceurate statement of the case. Ordinarily a law .creating olfeDIIell jn the
nature of misdemeanors or feloaiel
relates to a subject over which the
jurisdiction of the legislature ia complete in any event. In the~ bowever, of the eatabliahment of certain
rates without any hearing, ·the validity of such rates neceeaarily depends upon whether they are high
enough to permit at least ~e return upon the inveatment .(bow
much it is not now nec--.r to
etate), aDd an inquiry as to \hat fac$
is a proper subject. of judicial inveatigation. If it turu out tiW the
rates are too low for that p1UJIOIIt,
then they are illegal• . Now, to impoae upon a patty interested the
burden of obtaining a judicial deciaion of such a question (no prior
bearing haviRg ever been given) only
upon the condition that if u~
ful he must suffer imprisonment aDd
pay fines aa provided in tbeee ac.., is,
in effect, to close up all approach• to
the court., and thUI preveot ID7
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hearing upon the question whether confiscatory, and the act was there-

the rates as provided by the acta are
not too low, and therefore invalid.
The distinction is obvious between a
cue .where the validity of the act depends upon the existence of a fact
which can be determined only after
investigation of a very complicated
and technical character, and the ordinary cue of a statute upon a subject requiring no such investigation
and over which the jurisdiction of the
legislature is complete in any event.
"We hold, therefore, that the provisions of the acta relating to the enforcement of the rates, either for
freight or passengers, by imposing
auch enormous fines and possible imprisonment as a result of an unsuccessful effort to test the validity of
the laws themselves, are unconstitutional on. their face, without regard
to the question of the insufficiency of
thoae rates. We also hold that the
Circuit Court had jurisdiction under
the cases already cited (and it was
therefore ita duty) to inquire whether
the rates permitted by these acta or
orders were too low and therefore
coofiacatory, and if so held, that the
court then had jurisdiction to permanently enjoin the railroad company from putting them in force, and
that it also had power, while the inquiry was pending, to grant a temporary injunction to the same effect.
"Various affidavits were received
upon the bearing before the court
prior to the granting of the temporary injunction, and the hearing itself
was, as appears from the opinion, full
and deliberate, and the fact was
found that the rates fixed by the
commodity act, under the circumstaoees existing with reference to the
J*'8eDg&r rate act and the orders of
the Commission, were not sufficient
to be compensatory, and were in fact

fore uoeonstitutional. The injunction w88 thereupon granted with
reference to the enforcement of the
commodity act.
"We have, therefore, upon this
record the case of an unconstitutional
act of the state legislature and an intention by the Attomey General of
the State to endeavor to enforce ita
provisions, to the injury of the company, in compelling it, at great expense, to defend legal proceedings of
a complicated and unusual character,
and involving questions of vast importance to all employ& and officers
of the company, as well as to the
company itself. The question that
arises is whether there is a remedy
that the parties interested may resort to, by going into a Federal court
of equity, in a case involving a violation of the Federal Constitution, and
obtaining a judicial investigation of
the problem, and pending ita solution
obtain freedom from suits, civil or
criminal, by a temporary injunction,
and if the question be finally decided
favorably to the contention of the
company, a permanent injunction restraining all such actions or proceedings.
"This inquiry necessitates an examination of the most material and
important objection made to the
jurisdiction of the Circuit Court, the
objection being that the suit is, in
effect, one against the State of Minnesota, and that the injunction issued
against the Attorney General illegally
prohibita state action, either criminal
or civil, to enforce obedience to the
statutes of the State. This objection
is to be considered with reference to
the Eleventh and Fourteenth Amendmenta to the Federal Constitution.
The Eleventh Amendment prohibita
the commencement or prosecution of
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any suit against one of the United
States by citilena of another State or
citisewi or subjects of uy foreign
State. The Fourteenth Amendment
provides that no State shall deprive
any person of life, liberty or property
without due process of law, nor shall
it deny to uy person within ita jurif!..
diction the equal protection of the
laws.
"The case before the Circuit Court
proceeded upon the theory that the
orders and acts heretofore mentioned
would, if enforced, violate rights of
the complainants protected by the
latter Amendment. We think that
whatever the rights of complainants
may be, they are largely founded
upon that Amendment, but a decision of this case does not require aD
examination or decision of the question ',vhether its adoption in any way
altered or limited the effect of the
earlier Amendment. We may assume that each exists in full force,
and that we must give to the Eleventh Amendment all the effect it
naturally would have, without cutting it down or rendering its meaning any more narrow thaD the
language, fairly interpreted, would
warrant. It applies to a suit brought
against a State by one of its own citizens as well as to a suit brought by
a citizen of another State. Hans v.
Loui~iana, 134 U.S. I, 33 L. ed. 842,
10 Sup. Ct. 50!. It was adopted after
the decision of this court in Chisholm
v. Georgia (1793), 2 Dall. 419, where
it was held that a State might be
sued by a citizen of another State.
Since that time there have been
many cases decided in this court involving the Eleventh Amendment,
among them being Osborn v. United
States Bank (1824), 9 Wheat. (22
u.
73R, R46, 857, 6 L. ed. 204,
which held that the Amendment ap-

s:>
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plied only to thoee IRiita in which tile
State was a party on the reoord. Ia
the eubeequent case ol Govemor ol
GeorP. v. Madnuo (1828), 1 Pet.
(26 U. S.) 110, 122, 123, 7 L. ed. 73,
that holding was somewhat enlarged,
and Chief Justice llaraball. delivering the opinion ol the court, while
citing Osbom v. United Statal Bank,
wpra, Baid that where the claim wu
made, as in the cue t.beo before the
court, against the Governor of GeorPa 88 governor, ud the demand wu
made upon him, not per110nally, but
officially (for moneys in the treasury
of the State and for elavee in paeeeion of tile state government), the
State might be considered 88 the
party on the record (page 123), aDd
therefore the IRiit could not be maintained.
"Davis v. Gray, 16 Wall. (83
8.) 203, 220, 21 L. ed. 447, reiterates the rule of Osbom v. Ua.ited
Statee Bank, eo far 88 conceme tbe
right to enjoin a state officer from
executing a state law in conOict with
the Constitution or a statute of lhe
United Statee, when such executioo
will violate the rights of the complainant.
"In Virginia Coupon Cases, 114
U. S. 270, 296, 29 L. ed. 185, 5 Sup.
Ct. 903, 962 (Poindexter v. Greenhow), it was adjudged that a sui&
against a tax collector who had refused eoupone in payment of taxes,
ud, under color of a void la-ir, 11'111
about to seize and sell the property
of a taxpayer for non-payment or his
taxes, was a suit al;ainat him personally as a wronAdoer ud not
against the State.
"Hagood v. Southem, 117 U. · S.
52, 67, decided that the bill wu ia
substance a bill for the specific performance of a contract between tbe
complainants aod the 8t&w ol South

u.
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CarotiD&, and, althoucb the State
wu not in name made a· party defendant, yet beiq the actual party to
the alleged contract the perfol'ID&DCe
of which waa eought and the only
party by whom it could be performed, the State waa, in efl'ect, a
party to the auit, and it could not be
maintained for that reuon. The
thinp required to be done by the
aotual defendants were the ·very
thinp which when done would conltitute a performance of the alleged
eontract by the State.
"The cues upon the aubject were
reviewed, and it was held, in In re
Ayera, 123 U. S. 443, 31 L. ed. 216,
8 Sup. Ct. 164, that a bill in equity
brought against offieer~ of a State~
who, u individuall, have no pereonal
interest in the subject-matter of the
auit, and defend only as representing
the State, where the relief prayed
for, if done, would couatitute a per~
formance by the State of the alleged
contract of the State, was a· llrit
agaiuat the State (page 604), following in this respect Hagood v. Southern, tupra.
"A auit of such a nature was aimply an attempt to make the State
itaelf, through ita officer~, perfonn its
alleged contract, by directing thoee
offieer~ to do acta which couatituted
IUCh Performance. The State alone
had any interest in the question, and
a decree in favor of plaintiff would
affect the treuury of the State.
"On the other hand, United States
v. Lee, 106 U. B. 196, 1 Sup. Ct. 240,
'J:1 L. ed. 171, determined that. an individual in poele88ion of real estate
under the Government of the United
States, which claimed to be its
owner, wu, nevertheles~, properly
sued by the plaintiff, as owner, to
recover poeeession, and such suit was
not one apinst the United States,

although the individual in poeeeaion
justified IUCh pc•eaaioll under ita
authority. Bee alao Tindal v. Welley,
167 U.S. 204, '2 L. ed. 137, 17 Sup.
Ct. 770, to the same efl'ect.
"In Pem10yer v. KcConnaughy,
1.0 U. S. 1, 9, 11 Sup. Ct. 840, 36
L. ed. 631, a auit against land oom~
mislionen of the State wu aai.d not
to be against the State, although the
complainants eought to restrain the
defendants, ofliciale of the State,
from violatins, under an unconatitutiona} act, the complainants' eontract with the State, and thereby
working irreparable damage to the
property righta of the complainant!.
Osborn v. United States Bank,tuprCJ,
wu cited, and it was ltated: 'But
the general doctrine of Osborn v.
Bank of the United States, that the
Circuit Courte of the United States
will restrain a ltate officer from
executing an unconstitutional statute of the State, when to execute it
would violate righta and privilege~ of
the complainant which had been
guaranteed by the Couatitution, and
would work irreparable damage and
injury to him, baa never been departed from.' The same principle is
decided in Scott v. Donald, 165 U. B.
58, 67,41 L. ed.·682, 17 Sup. Ct. 265.
And see Missouri, etc., v. Missouri
Railroad Commiasionera, 183 U. B.
53, 46 L. ed. 78.
••The eues above cited do not
include one exactly like this under
discUMion. They eerve to illustrate
the principles upon which many cases
have been decided. We have not
cited all the eases, as we ·have not
thought· it necessary. But the injunction asked for in the Ayrea Caee,
123 U. S. (tupra), wu to restrain the
state officer~ from commencing auits
under the act of May 12, 1887 (alleged to be UDConltitutional), in the
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name of the State and brought to
r«JJrer ta:ea for ila uu, Oil the P"OUDd
that if such suite were commeoced
they would be a breach of a contract
with the State. . The injUDCtion wall
declared illegal bec&Witl the BUit itself
could not be entertained u it was
one apiDst the State to ellforce ita
alleged contraet. It waa said, however, that if the court had power to
entertaiD auch a suit, it would have
power to grant the restraining order
preventing the commencement of
suite. (Page 487.) It was not stated
that the suit of the injUDCtion wall
neceaaa.rily confined to a cue of a
threatened direct treapua upon or
iDjury to property.
"Whether the commencement of a
suit could ever be regarded u au
actionable injury to another, equivalent in some caaea to a treapua auch
aa is eet forth in some of the foregoing
caaea, baa received attention in the
rate cues, so ealled. Reagan v.
Farmers' Loan & Trust Co., 154
U. S. 362, 14 Sup. Ct. 10f7, 38 L. ed.
1014 (a rate cue), wall a suit apiDst
the members of a railroad commis&ion (created under an act of the
State of Texu) and the Attorney
General, all of whom were held
suable, and that auch auit wu not
one against the State. The Commiesion W88 enjoiDed from enforcing the
rates it had established under the
act, and the Attorney General wall
enjoined from inatitutinr suite to recover penalties for failing to conform
to the rates fixed by the Commission
under auch act. It is true the statute
in that cue creating the board provided that suit might be maintained
by any dissatisfied railroad eompaoy,
or other party in interest, in a court
of competent juriadiction iD Travis
County, Texas, against the CommisBion aa defendant. This court held
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that euch l&ngaap permitted a llli\
iD the United States Circuit Court far
the Westero Diatrict ol Texu, wbich
embraced. Travis CoWlty, but it alii!
held that, irrespective of that CODeeat, the suit wall not in effect a sait
against the State (althoqh the AttorDey General was enjoined), ud
therefore not prohibited UDder the
Amendment. It wu said in the opiDion, which wu delivered by Mr. JJ»o
tice Brewer, that the suit could Dot in
aoy fair sense be CODSidered a lllit
against the State (pap 392), aod the
cooclWiion of the court waa that the
objection to the jurisdiction ol tbe
Circuit Court was not tenable,
whether that jurisdiction waa rested
(pap 393), 'upon the provisiona c1.
the statute or upon the geuera1 jurJ..
diction of the court existing by virtue of the statutes of Congrea aDd
the aanction of the Conati.tution cl.
the United States.' Each of thee
grounds is effective and both are cl.
equal force. Union Pacific, etc., v.
Muon City Company, 199 U. 8. 180,
166, 26 Sup. Ct. 19, 50 L. ed. 1M.
"In Smyth v. Ames, 169 U. S. 466,
18 Sup. Ct. 418, 42 L. ed. 819 (another rate case), it wu again held
that a suit apinst iDdividuala, for the
purpoee of preventing them, u ofti.
cera of the State, from ellforciDg, by
the commeacement of suite or by indictmeat, an unconstitutional enactment to the injury of the rights ol the
plaintift, wu not a suit against a
State withiD the meaninr ol the
Amendment. At page 518, iD anawer to the objection that the luit
was really against the State, it wu
said: 'It is the eettled doctrine ol
this court that a suit apinst individuala for the purpose of preventiq
them aa officers of a State from eoforcinc an unconstitutional · euctment to the injury of the ricbte of the
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plaiDtifr, is not a auit apinst the
State within the meaning of that
Amendment.' The auit wu to· enjoin the enforcement of a statute of
Nebraska because it was alleged to be
unconstitutional, .on account of the
rates being too low to afford some
compeaeation to the company, and
contrary, therefore, to the Fourteenth
Amendment.
"There wu no special provision in
tbe statute as to mtee, making it the
duty of the Attorney General -to enforce it, but under hie general powers
he had authority to ask for a.mandamus to enforce such or any other law.
State of Nebraska ex rel., etc., v.
The Fremont, etc., Railroe.d Co., 22
Nebraska, 313.
"The final decree enjoined tbe Attorney General from bringing any
auit (page •77) by way of injunction,
mandamus, civil action or indictment, for the purpoee of enforcing the
provisions of the act. The fifth aeotion of the act provided that an action might be brought by a railroad
company in the Supreme Court of the
State of Nebruka; but thia court
did not baee its decision on that aeotion when it held that a auit of the
uture of that before it was not a auit
against a State, although brolJiht
against individual state offiCenl for
the purpoee of enjoining them from
enforcing, either by civil proceeding
or indictment, an unconstitutional
enactment to the injury of the plaintill's right. (Page 518.)
"This decision was reaffirmed in
Prout v. Starr, 188 U. S. 537, 642,
U L. ed. 584, 23 Sup. Ct. 398.
"Attention is also directed to the
cue of Missouri, etc., Ry. Co. v.
Maouri R. R., etc., Commiaaionere,
183 U.S. 53,46 L. ed. 78.· That wu
a suit broucbt in a ltate court of
Kiaeouri by the railroad ~

lionen1 of the State, who had the

pow.ers granted them -by the statutes
eet forth in the report. Their auit
was agaiDat the railway company to
compel it to discontinue certain
chargee it was making for -croBBing
the Boonville bridge over the Miseouri River. The defendant sought
to remove the cue to the Federal
court, which the plaintiffs resisted,
and .the state court refused to remQve on the ground that the real
plaintiff was the State of Missouri,
and it wu proper to go behind the
face of the record to determine that
fact. In regular manner the cue
came here, and this court held that
the State wu not .t he real party
plaintiff, and. the caee had therefore
been properly removed from the
state court, wh~ judgment wu
thereupon reven!ed.
"Applying the same principles of
construction to the removal act
which ~- been applied to the
Eleventh Amendment, it was 81Lid
by this court that the State might be
the real party plaintiff when the relief sought enure& to it alone, and in
whoee favor the judgment or decree,
if for the plaintiff, will effectively
operate.
"Although the cue ia one arising
under the removal act and does not
involve the Eleventh Amendment, it
nevertheleea illustrates the question
now before us, .and reiterates the
doctrine. that the State is not a party
to a auit limply becauee the State
Railroad Commieeion is such party.
"The doctrine of Smyth v. Ames
is also referred to and reiterated in
Gunter, Attorney General, v. AtI&Dtic, etc., Railroad Co., 200 U. S.
273, 283, 26 Sup. Ct. 252, 50 L. ed.
477. See also McNeill v. Southern
Railway, 202 U.S. M3-569, 50 L. ed.
11•2, 26 Sup. Ct. 722; wu.ialippi
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Railroad CoJDJDiaeion •. Dliooil, ete., tbeD the fiDe wu impaaed for e1Jart.
Railroad Co., 203 U. 8. W, :UO, '¥1 inc any Ulll'eUOR&ble toll, to be ct.
Sup. Ct. 90,51 L. ed. 209.
termioedbyajury. ThitactwuDO&
"The various authoritiee we have c:l&imed to be uacoutitutioD&l, aad
referred to fumiah ample juatifica.. the indictments fouod UDder it wae
tion for the aaeertion that incli- not n~y CIODDeCted with the
viduals, who, as offieera of the State, allepd waeoutitutional act fixiq
are clothed with 110me duty in reprd the toU.. Aa no state officer who .....
to the enforcement of the laws of the made a party bore any clme o8icill
State, and who threaten aud are connection with the act tim, die
about to commence proc'AWdinp, toO., the JDakiai of such o8ioer a
either of a civil or erimiDal nature, party deleodant wu a llimple eJfort
to enforce against parties affected an to teet the coDStitutionality aL each
unconstitutional act, violating the act in that way, and there is 110
Federal Constitution, ·may be en- principle upon which il could be
joined by a Federal court of equity doDe. A state euperinteDdent rl
from such action.
echools might u well have been m.de
"It is objected, however, that a party. In the light of t.bie {act it
Fitts v.• McGhee, 172 U. 8. 516, 19 was aaid in the opinion (page 53)):
Sup. Ct. 269, 43. L. ed. 535, baa
" 'In the preaent cue, aa we have
somewhat limited this principle, and, said, neither of the atate of&cen
that upon the authority of that named held any epeeial relation kl
ease, it muat be held that the Sta:te the particular statute alleged to be
was a party to the suit in the United UDOODititutional. They were n~ e:s:Statell Circuit· Court, and the bill preesly directed to eee to ita enforc»ahould have been diemi!eed as to the ment. If, because they were law
Attorney General on that ground. 'of&eera of the State, a cue could be
" We do not think such contention made for the purpoae of testing &be
is we~ founded. The doctrine of constitutionality of the statute, by
Smyth· v. Ames was neither over- an injunction suit brought apinat
ruled nor doubted in the Fitte case. them, then -the constitutionality ol
In that ease the Alabama legislature, every act paaaed by the legialature
by the act of 1895, fixed the tolls to could be tested by a suit a~ the
be charged for ci'OIIIing the bridge. governor and the attorney geaenl,
The penalties for disobeying that act, based upon the theory that the
by demanding and receiving higher former, as the executive of the State,
tolls, were to be collected by the per- was, in a general Bell8e, charged with
eons paying them. No officer of the the execution of all its laws, and t.be
State had any official connection latter, as attorney general, miP\
with the recovery of such penalties. represent the State in litigation inThe indictments mentioned were volving the enforcement of its statfound under·another etate statute, Bet utee. · That would be a . very CODforth at page 520 of the report of the venient way for obtaining a. speedy
ease; which · provided a fine against judieial determination of questiolls
an officer of a company for taking any of oonstitutional law which ·JD&f be
«rester ·rate of toll than was au- raised -by individuals, but it i.e a mode
thorued by ita· charter, or, if the which cannot be applied to the Stata
charter did not specify the amount, of the Unioo OODIIiet.ently wi&la dill
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fundamental priDciple tbat they C&Dnot, without their ueent, be broucJlt
into any 'court at the suit of private
penou.'
"Jn making an. officer of the State
a party defendant in a suit to enjoin
the enforcement of an act alleged to
be unconatitutioual it is plain that
such officer must have some connection with the enforcement of the
act, or ell!e it is merely making him
a party aa a represeDtative of the
State, and thereby attempting to
make the State a party.
"It has not, however, been held
that it wu QeCeiiiiU'Y tbat such duty
ahould be declared in the ,same act
which is to be enforced. In eome
caaee, it is true, the duty of enforcement h88 been so impoeed (154 U. S.
362, 366, 38 L. ed. 1014, U Sup. Ct.
1047, § 19 of the act), but tbat may
poeaibly make the duty more clear;
if it otherwise exist it is equally efficacioue. The fact that the state
officer by virtue of his office has some
connection with the enforcement of
the act is the important and material fact, and whether it arieee out
of· the general law, or is specially
created by the act itseH, is not material eo long aa it exists.
" In the couree of the opinion in
the Fittl case the Reagan and Smyth
cuee were referred to (with otherB)
aa instances of state officers specially
charged with the execution of a state
enactment alleged to be unconetitutional, and· who commit under its
authority some specific wrong or
trespaas to the injury of plaintiff's
rights. In those cues the only
wrong or injury or treepaas involved
waa. the threatened commencement
of suits to enforce the statutes aa to
. rates, and the threat of such commencement W88 in each case reprded aa eufticlent to authorise the
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iauing of an injunction to pre:vent
the same. The threat to commence
thoee suitl under euch circumatances
waa therefore neceesarily hel4 to be
equivalent to any other threatened
wrong .or injury to the property of a
plaintiff which had theretofore been
held eufticient to authorize .the suit
against the officer. The being .apecially charged with the duty to enforce the statute is sufticiently , apparent when such duty exists under
the general authority of some Jaw,
even though euch authority is not to
be found in the particular act. It
might exist by reaaon of the general
duties of the officer to enforce it 88 a
law of the State.
"The officen in the Fitts case occupied the position of h~ving no duty
at all with regard to the act, and
could not be properly made parties
to the suit for the reason stated.
"It is also objected that 88 the
statute does not specifically make it
the duty of the A~torney General
(&IIIIUIDing he has that general right)
to enforce it, he has under such circumetances a full general discretion
whether to attempt its ,enforcemt>nt
or not, and the court cannot inter{ere to control him 88 Attorney General in the exercise of his discretion.
"In our view there is no interference with his discretion under the
facts herein. There is no doubt that
the court cannot control the exercise
of the discretion of an officer. It
can only direct affirmative action
where the officer having some duty
to perform not involving discretion,
but merely ministerial in its ~ture,
refUie8 or neglects to take such action. In tbat caae the court can
direct the defendant to perform this
merely minilterial duty.. Board of
Liquidation v. McComb, 92 U. S.
531, 541, 23 L. ed. 623.
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"The general discretion regarding
the enforcement of the· laws when
and as he deems appropriate is not
interfered with by an· injunction
which restrains the state officer from
taking any ateptJ towards the enforcement of an unconstitutional enactment to the injury of complainant.
In such case no affirmative action of
any nature is directed, and the
officer is simply prohibited from
doing an act which he had no legal
right to do. An injunction to prevent him from doing that which he
h&a no legal right to do is not an
interference with the discretion of an
officer.
" It is also argued that the only
proceeding which the Attorney General 'could take to enforce the statute,
110 far as his office is concerned; was
one by mandamus, which would be
commenced by the State in its 110vereign and governmental character,
and that the right to bring such action is a necellllil.ry attribute of a
ll<ivereig'n government. It is contended that the complainants do not
complain and they care nothing
about any action which Mr. Young
might take or bring as an ordinary
individual, but that· he was complained of as an officer, to whose
discretion is confided the use of the
name of the State of Minne110ta 110
far as litigation is concerned, and'
t.hat when or how he shall use it is a
matter resting in his discretion and
cannot be controlled by any court.
"The anawer to all this is the same
as made in every
where an official claims to be acting under the
authority of the State. The act to
be enforced is alleged to be unconstitutional, and if it be 110, the use of
the n,ame of the State to enforce an
unconstitutional act to the injury
of complainants is a proceeding with-

case
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out the authority of and ooe whiell
does not affect the State in it. lOYereign or governmental eapacity. l'
is simply an illegal act upon the ~
of a state official in attemptin11: by
the use of tbe name of the State to
enforce a legislative enactment wbieh
is void because uncoostitutiooal. If
the act which the state Attorney
General seeks to enforce be a violation of the Federal CoiUJtitution. tbe
offieer in proceeding under 8W!h eaactment comes into conffict with the
superior authority of that Conatitution, and he is in that cue stripped
of ·his official or representative c!Wacter and is subjected in his periOD
to the consequences of his indh.idual
conduct. The State hail no polRI'
to impart: to him any immunity from
responsibility to the supreme anthority of the United States. See
In re Ayers, mpru, page f:H/. It
would be an injury to ·complain&Dt
to haraaa it with a multiplicity cl
suits or litigation generally in an endeavor to enforce penalties under an
unconstitutional enactment, and to
prevent it ought to be within the
jurisdiction of a court of equity. If
the question of unconstitutionality
with reference, at least, to the Federal Constitution be first raised in a
Federal court that court, as we thinlt
is shown by the authorities cited
hereafter, has the right to decide it
to the exclusion of all other court&.
"The question remains whether
the Attorney General had, · by the
Jaw of the State, 110 far as CODCenlll
these rate acts, any duty with reprd
to the enforcement of the same. By
his official conduct it BeeDUI that be
regarded it as a duty connected with
his office to compel the company to
obey the commodity act, for he commenced proceedings to enforce such
obedience immediately after tbe iJt.
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junction ialued, at the riak of being
found guilty of contempt by ao doing.
"The duties of the Attorney General, a11 decided by the Supreme
Court of the State of Kinneaota, are
created partly by statute and exist
partly a11 at common law. State ex
rei. Young, Attorney General, v.
Robinaon (decided June 7, 1907),
112 N.· W. Rep. 2G9. In the abovecited cue it wu held that the
Attorney General might institute,
conduct and maintain all euita and
proceedings he might deem necessary
for the enforcement of the laws of
the State, the preservation of order
and the protection of public righta,
and that there were no statutory
restrictions in that State limiting
the duties of the Attorney General
in such case.
"Section 3 of chapter 227 of the
General Laws ·of Minnesota, 1905
(same law, §58, Revised Laws of
Hinileeota, 1905), imposes the duty
upon the Attorney General to cause
proceedings to be instituted against
any corporation whenever it shall
have offended against the laws of the
State. By §1960 of the Revised
LaWB of 1905 it is alao provided that
the Attorney General shall be u
oflldo attorney fOl' the railroed commission and it is made his duty to
institute and prosecute all actions
which the Commission shall order
brought, and shall render the commissioners all counsel and advice
necesaary for the proper performance
of their duties.
·
·"It is eaid that the Attorney General is only bound to act when the
Commiseioq orders action to be
brought, and that I 5 of the commodity act (April 18, 1907), expressly provides that no duty shall
rest upon the Commission to enforce
the act, and hence no duty other

than that which is discretionary rests
upon the Attorney General in that
matter. The provision is aomewhat
unusual, but the reasons for ita ineertion in that act are not material,
and neither require nor justify comment by this court.
"Itwouldeeemtobeclearthatthe
Attorney General, under his power
existing at common law and by
virtue of these various statutes, had
a general duty imposed upon him,
which includes the right and the
power to enforce the statutes of the
State, including, of course, the act in
question, if it were constitutional.
His power by virtue of his office
sufficiently connected him with the
duty of enforcement to make him a
proper party to a suit of the nature
of the one now before the United
States Circuit Court.
"It is further objected (and the
objection really forms part of the
contention that the State cannot be
sued) that a court of equity has no
jurisdiction to enjoin criminal proceedings, by indictment or otherwise,
under the state law. This, as a general rule, is true. But there are
exceptions. When such indictment
or proceeding is brought to enforce
an alleged unconstitutional statute,
which is the subject-matter of inquiry in a suit already pending in a
Federal court, the latter court having
first obtained jurisdiction over the
subject-matter, has the right, in both
civil and criminal cases, to hold and
maintain such jurisdiction, to the
exclusion of all other courts, until
ita duty is fully performed. Prout
v. Starr, 188 U. S. 537, 544, 47 L. ed.
584, 23 Sup. Ct. 398. But the Federal court cannot, of course, interfere
in a cue where the proceedings were
already pending in a state court.
Taylor v. Taintor, 16 Wall. (83 U. B.)
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366, 370, 21 L. eel. 287; Harkrader v.
Wadley, 172 U. 8. 1.S, 43 L. ed. 399,
19 Sup. Ct. 119.
" Where one coquneocee a criminal
proceeding who is already party to a
suit then pending in ~ court of equity, if the crim~ proceedings are
brought to enforce the same right
that is in issue before that court, the
latter may enjoin such criminal proceedings. Davis, etc., Co. v. Loa
Augeles, 189 U. 8. 007, f7 L. ed. 778,
23 Sup. Ct. 498. In Dobbins v. Loa
Angeles, 195 U. S. 223-241, f9 L. ed.
169, 25 Sup. Ct. 18, it is remarked
by Mr. Justice Day, in delivering the
opinion of the court, that ' it is well
settled that where property rights
will be destroyed, unlawful interference by criminal proceedings under a void law or ordinance may be
reached and controlled by a co~ of
equity.' Smyth v. Ames (aupro)
distinctly enjoined the proceedings
by indictment to comPel obedience
to the rate act.
.
"These C&Be8 show that a court of
equity is not always precluded from
granting an injunction to stay proceedings in criminal C&Be8, and we
have no doubt the principle applies
in a case such aa the present. In re
Sawyer, 124 U. 8. 200, 211, 8 Sup..
Ct. 482, 31 L. ed. 402, is not to the
contrary. That caae holds that in'
general a court of equity baa no jurisdiction of a bill to stay criminal proceedings, but it expreaaly states an
exception, ' unless they are instituted
by a party to the suit already pending before it and to try the same right
that is in issue there.' Various authorities are cited to 8U8tain the
exception. The criminal proceedings
here that could be commenced by
the state authorities would be under
the statutes relating to paaaenger or
freight rates, and their validity is the
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very question involved in the .ut ill
the UJ).ited States Circuit Court. The
right to reltrain ~inp by mandamus ia baaed upoa. the aiune fOUDdation and aovemed by the 11111e
principles.
"It ia proper to add that .the rilbt
to enjoin an individual, even though
a state official, from commeDcinc
suits under circumstances alrsdy
stated, does not include the power to
restrain a oourt from acting in uy
caae brought bef~ it, either of a ch'il
or criminal natl,ll'8, nor doee it include
power to prevent any investigation or
action by a grand jury. The laiter
body ia part Or the machinery or
a criminal court, and an injunctiaa
against a state court would be a violation of the whole scheme of our Government. If an injunction a.gainst. an
individual is disobeyed, and he commences proceedings before a grand
jury or in a court, such disobedience
is personal only, ~nd the co.u rt or jury
cao proceed without incurring uy
penalty on that account. ·
"The difference between the power
to enjoin an individual from doing
certain things, and the power to enjoin courts from proceeding in their
own way to exercise jurisdiction is
plain, and no power to do the latW!"
exists because of a power to do the
former.
" It is further objected ~t there
ia a plain and adequate remedy a~
law open to the complainants aDd
that a court of equity, therefore, baa
no jurisdiction in such caae. It baa
been BUggeBted ~t the proper way
to test the constitutionality of the act
is to diaobey it, at least once, after
which the company miglit obey the
act pending subsequent proceecliq\l
to teet its validity. But in the ~eo~
of a aingl.e violation the proaecutor
might not avail himae1f of the opo
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portunity to make the test, as obedience to the law was thereafter continued, and he might think it unneeeeeary to start an inquiry. If, however,
he should do so while the company
was thereafter obeying the law, several years might elapse before there
was a final determination of the
question, and if it should be determined that the law was invalid the
property of the company would have
been taken during that time without
due process of law, and there would
be no possibility of its recovery.
"Another obstacle to making the
test on the part of the company
might be to find an agent or employ!!
who would disobey the law, with a
possible fine and imprisonment staring him in the face if the act should
be held valid. Take the passenger
rate act, for instance: A sale of a
single ticket above the price mentioned in that act might subject the
ticket agent to a charge of felony, and
upon conviction to a fine of five
thousand dollars and imprisonment
for five years. It is true the company
might pay the fine, but the imprisonment the agent would have to suffer
personally. It would not be wonderful, if under such circumatanees,
there would not be a crowd of agents
offering to disobey the law. The
wonder would be that a single agent
should be found ready to take the
risk.
"If, however, one should be found
and the proeecutor should elect to
proceed againat him, the defense that
the act was invalid, because the rates
established by it were too low, would
require a long and difficult examination of quite complicated facts upon
which the validity of the act depended. Such investigation it would
be almost impoeeible to make before a
jury, u such body could not intelli-
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gently pass upon the matter. Queetions of the cost of transportation of
passengers and freight, the net earnings of the road, the separation of the
cost and earnings, within the State
from those arising beyond its boundaries, all depending upon the testimony of experts and the examination
of figures relating to these subjects,
88 well, possibly, 88 the expenses attending the building and proper cost
of the road, would necessarily form
the chief matter of inquiry, and intelligent answers could only be given
after a careful and prolonged examination of the whole evidence, and
the making of calculations based
thereon. All material evidence having been taken upon these issues, it
has been held that it ought to be referred to the most competent and
reliable master to make all needed
computations and to find therefrom
the necessary facts upon which a
judgment might be rendered that
might be reviewed by this court.
Chicago, etc., Railway Co. v. Tompkins, 176 U.S. 167, 44 L. ed. 417, 20
Sup. Ct. 336. From all these considerations it is plain that this is not a
proper suit for investigation by a
jury. Suits for penalties, or indictment or other criminal proceedings
for a violation of the act, would
therefore furnish no reasonable or
adequate opportunity for the preeentation of a defense founded upon
the assertion that the rates were
too low and therefore the act invalid.
"We do not say the company could
not interpose this defense in an action
to recover penalties or upon the trial
of an indictment (St. Louis, etc., Ry.
Co. v. Gill, 156 U.S. 649, 15 Sup. Ct.
484, 39 L. ed. 567), but the facility of
proving it in either case falls so far
below that which would obtain in a
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court of equity that comparison is
IICal'Cely poesible.
"To a'Wt.it proceedinp agaiost the
company in a state court grounded
upon a disobedience of the act, and
then, if neceeaary, obtain a review in
this court by writ of error to the highest state court, would place the company in peril of large loea and its
agents in great risk of fines and imp~nment if it should be finally de. termined that the act waa valid.
This risk the company ought not to
be required to take. Over eleven
thoUAild millions of dollars, it is estimated, are invested in railroad property, owned by many thoUAilda of
people who ·are eeattered over the
whole country from ocean to ocean,
and they are entitled to equal proteotion from the lawa and from the
courts, with the owners of all other
kinds of property, no more, no less.
The courts having jurisdiction, Federal or state, should at aU times be
open to them aa well aa to others, for
the purpose of protecting their property and their legal rights.
"All the objections to a remedy at
law aa being plainly inadequate are
obviated by a suit in equity, making
all who are directly interested parties
to the. suit, and enjoining the enforcement of the act until the decision of
the court upon the legal question.
" An act of the legislature fixing
rates, either for paaeengers or freight,
is to be regarded as prima faci.e valid,
and the onus rests upon the company
to prove its aaeertion to the contrary.
Under such circumstances it was
stated by Mr. Justice Miller, in his
concurring opinion in Chicago, ete.,
Co. v. Minnesota, 134 U. S. 418, 460,
33 L. ed. 970, 10 Sup. Ct. 462, 702,
that the proper, if not the only, mode
of judicial relief against the tariff of
rates established by the legislature
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or by its Com.miaaion is by a bill ill
chancery, aaeerting its unreaaoDihll
character, and that until the decree al
the court in such equity suit wu obtained it waa not competent for rach
individual having dealinp w:ith a
carrier, or for the C&ITier in reprd to
each individual who dem•nda ia
services, to raiae a contest in tbe
courts over the questions which
ought to beeettled in this general aDd
conclusive manner. Tbia remedy by
bill in equity is refer-red to and approved by Mr. Justice Shiru, in delivering the opinion of the coun in
St. Louis, ete., Ce. v. Gill, 156 U.S.
649, 659, 666, 15 Sup. Ct. 4M, 39
L. ed. 567, although that qustiGD
was not then directly belore the
court. Such remedy is undoubtedly
the moet convenient, the most comprehensive and the moat orderly way
in which the rights of all parties O&D
be properly, fairly and adequately
pa.ed upon. It cannot be to the
real interest of anyone to injure or
cripple the resources of the railra.d
companies of the country, becaule
the proeperity of both the rai1roed&
and the country is mOIIt intimately
connected. The question of aulfieiency of rates is important and CODtrolling, and being of a judicial DAture it ought to be aettled at. the
earliest moment by 110me court, aDd
when a Federal court firllt obtains
jurisdiction it ought, on general prm.
ciples of .jurisprudence, to be permitted to finish the inquiry and mab
a conclusive judgment to the exclusion of all other courta. This is an
that is claimed, and this, we think,
must be admitted.
" Finally it is objected that the
necessary result of upholding tbil
suit in the Circuit Court will be to
draw to the lower Federal courtl a
great flood of litigation of this char-
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uter, where ooe Federal judge would
have ·it in hill power to enjoin proceediD.p by atate officiala to enforce
the legislative acta of the State, either
by criminal or civil actions. To this
it may be answered, in the first place,
that no injUDCtion ought to be
granted unleee in a caae reuonably
free from doubt. We think such rule
is, and will be, followed by all the
jud«ee of the Federal courts.
"And, apin, it muat be remembered that juriadiction of this general
character baa, in fact, been exercised
by Federal courts from the time of
O.born v. United States Bank up to
the preeent; the only difference in
regard to the case of Osborn and the
cue in hand being that in this case
the injury complained of is the
threatened commencement of suits,
ci.-il or criminal, to enforce the act,
i.natad of, 88 in the Osborn case, an
actual and direct treepa88 upon or interference with tangible property. A
bill filed to prevent the commencement of suite to enforce an unconatitutional act, under the circumstances already mentioned, is no new
invention, 88 we have already seen.
The difference between an actual
and direct interference with tanga'ble
properly and the enjoining of state
officers from enforcing an unconatitutional act, is not of a radical nature,
and does not extend, in truth, the
juriadiction of the courts over the
aubjec~matter. In the case of the
interference with property the pel'IOD enjoined is aeauming to act in his
capacity 88 an official of the State,
and jUstification for his interference
is claimed by reuon of hie position as
a state official. Such official cannot
10 juatify when acting under an unconstitutional enactment of the legislature. So, where the state o8icial,
inatead of directly interferinc with

tangible property, ill about to commence auita, which have for their object the enforoement of an act which
violates the Federal Constitution, to
the grest and irreparable injury of
the complainants, he ill leekinK the
aame juatification from the authority
of the State 88 in other caaee. The
10vereignty of the State is, in reality,
no more involved in one caae than in
the other. The State cannot in either
cue impart to the o8icial immunity
from responsibility to the supreme
authority of the United States. See
In re Ayers, 123 U.S. 507, 31 L. ed.
216, 8 Sup. Ct. 164.
"This supreme authority, which
ariaea from the specific provisions of
the Constitution itaelf, is nowhere
more fully illustrated than in the
aeries of decisions under the Federal
habeaa ~ statute (§ 763, Rev.
Stat.), in 10me of which caaee persons
in the cuatody of state officers for
alle«ed crimea apinat the State have
been taken from that cuatody and
diacharged by a Federal court or
judge, beca\1118 the imprisonment
W88 adjudged to be mviolation of
the Federal Constitution. The right
to 10 diachar«e has not been doubted
by this court, and it hu never been
auppoeed there waa any suit against
the State by reuon of aervin« the
writ upon one of the officers of the
State in whoee cuatody the person
was found. In eome of the caaee the
writ bas been refuaed as matter of
discretion, but in others it baa been
granted, while the power bas been
fully recognbed in all. Ex parte
Royall, 117 U. B. 241, 29 L. ed. 868,
6 Sup. Ct. 734; In re Loney, 134 U.S.
372, 10 Sup. Ct. 584, 33 L. ed. 949;
In re Neagle, 135 U.S. 1, 19 Sup. Ct.
335,43 L. ed. 591; Bakerv. Grice, 169
U. S. 284, 42 L. ed. 748, 18 Sup. Ct.
323; Ohio v. Thomas, 173 U.S. 276;
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Minnesota v. Brundage, 180 U. S.
499, 502, 45 L. ed. 639, 21 Sup. Ct.
455; Reid v. Jones, 187 U. S. 153,
23 Sup. Ct. 89, 47 L. ed. 116; United
States v. Lewis, 200 U.S. 1, 50 L. ed.
343, 26 Sup. Ct. 229; In re Lincoln,
202 U. S. 178, 26 Sup. Ct. 602, 50
L. ed. 984; Urquhart v. Brown, 205
U.S. 179, 51 L. ed. 760, 27 Sup. Ct.
459.
"It is somewhat difficult to appr&ciate the distinction which, while admitting that the taking of such· a
person from the custody of the State
by virtue of service of the writ on the
state officer in whose . custody he is
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found, is not a suit ap.inat the State,
and yet service of a writ on the Attorney Geoeral to prevent his mforcing an uncoDBtitutional enad·
ment of a state legislature is a auit
against the State.
·
"There is nothing in the eue before us that ought properly to breed
hostility to the customary op«atioo
of Federal courts of justice in c:ues of
this character.
" The rule to llhow cause is di&charged and the petition for write· ol.
hab«u corpu.1 and certiorari is ditmissed. & ordered."
:Mr. Justice Harlan, diseeotiq.
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§ 417. Tuation-Power of State-Limitations ThereonConstitutional Law-General Principles.-The power to levy
and collect taxes is a legislative function in this country 1 and
cannot be exercised otherwise than under the authority of
the legislature. 2 But state governments have no right to
1 Meriwether v. Garrett, 102 U. 8.
472, 26 L. ed. 197; Heine v. Levee
CommiBBionera, 19 Wall. (86 U. 8.)
655, 22 L. ed. 223.
'Meriwether v. Garrett, 102 U. 8.
472, 26 L. ed. 197.
Delegatiqn of powe-r to ~Extent
of. See Michigan Railroad Tax Cases
(C. C.), 138 Fed. 223 (held not un-
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lawfully delegated-average rata to
be ascertained by state board of ulleiiiiOra), case affinned, Michigan CeDtral Rd. Co. v. Powen, 201 U. 8.
245, 50 L. ed. 744, 26 Sup. Ct. 459;
Southern Ry. Co. v. North Carolina
Corp. Commilllion (C. C.), 97 Fed. 613
(North Carolina Corporation Commillion no power to appr:aia ud
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tax any of the constitutional means employed by the government of the Union to execute its constitutional powers; nor
have the States any power, by taxation or otherwise, to retard, impede, burden, or in any manner control the operations of the constitutional laws enacted by Congress to carry
into effect the powers vested in the national government.3
The exercise, however, of the authority which every State possesses to~ its corporations and all their property, real and
personal, and their franchises, and to graduate their tax upon
a corporation according to its business or income, or the value
of its property, when this is not done by discriminating against
rights held in other States, and the tax is not on imports or
tonnage, or transportation to other States, cannot be regarded
as conflicting with any constitutional power of Congress.•
. . . . railroad property); School City
of Marion v. Forrest, 168 Ind. 94,
78 N. E. 187 (extent of delegation
of power to municipal body or department thereof); People ex rei.
Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v. Tax
Commiuionel'll, 174 N. Y. 417, 67
N. E. 67 (special franchise; tax statute not unconstitutional as conferring upon state officel'll the right
to 8BIIellll franchises and tangible property connected therewith and ineluded therein though formerly as..-ed by a local board of 8811e880rs);
Missouri, K. & T. Ry. Co. v. Shannon
(Tex. Civ. App., 1006), 97 S. W. 527,
a.ff'd 100 Tex. 379, 100 S. W. 138
(state tax board; statute making
Secretary of State and State Comptroller members not invalid as vesting judicial power in such officers).
Dekgation to board of equalization.
See 1182, herein.
Tlw pt11«r to lerly and colkct taza
doft ftOC belong to a court of equity,
and can only be enforced by a court
of law, through the officel'll authoriJed by the legislature to levy the
t.u, if a writ of mandamus is ap-

propriate to that purpose. Heine v,
Levee Commiasionel'l!l, 19 Wall. (86
U.S.) 655, 22 L. ed. 223.
Nature oftJJ:v-Not a debt or con.tradual obligation. State v. Chicago
& N. W. Ry. Co., 128 Wis. 449, 108
N. W. 594.
1 McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat.
(17 U.S.) 316,4 L. ed. 579. In t.hia
case it was held that this principle
did not extend to a tax paid by the
real property of the Bank of the
United States, in common with the
other real property in a particular
State, nor to a tax imposed on the
proprietary interest which the citizens of that State might hold in that
institution, in common with other
property of the same description
throughout the State. See in this
connection Home Savingl Bank v.
City of Des Moines, 205 U. S. 503,
509, 51 L. ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct. - .
As to implied constitutional limitations, see Southern Gum Co. v.
Laylin, 66 Ohio St. 578, 64 N. E.
564.
4 Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall.
(85 U. S.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
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If a State has not the power to levy a tax it will not be 81&tained merely because another tax which it might lawfully
impose would have the same ultimate incidence.C1 The omission of the legislature for one year, or for a series of years,
to tax certain classes of property, otherwise taxable, does not
destroy the power of the State to subject them to taxation
when it sees fit to do so.' The fact that.taxation increases the
expenses attendant upon the use or possession of the thing
taxed, of itself constitutes no objection to its constitutionality.7
§ 418. Federal Franchises-Agencies of the Federal Government-State Taxation of.-The States may tax every
subject of value, within the sovereignty of the State, belonging to the citizens as mere private property, but the power
of taxation does not extend to the instruments of the Federal
government, nor to the constitutional means· employed by
Congress to carry into execution the powers conferred in the
Federal Constitution.8 And although the property of a corporation of the United States may be taxed by a State, still
this cannot be done through the company's franchises,' for
franchises conferred by Congress cannot, without its permission, be taxed by the States. Thus the State Board of
Equalization of California, having included in their assessment all the franchises of a railroad company, amongst which
were franchises conferred by the United States, of constructing
a railroad from the Pacific Ocean across the State as well as
across the Territories of the United States, and of taking toll
thereon, it was held that the assessment of these franchises
was repugnant to the Constitution and laws of the United
States and the power given to Congress to regulate commerce
'Home Savings Bank v. City of

7

Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 WaD.

Des Moines, 205 U. S. 503, 504, 51 (85 U. 8.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
1 McCulloch v. Maryland, 4 Wheat.
L . ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct. - .
1 Metropolitan
St. Ry. Co. v. (17 U. S.) 316, 4 L. ed. 579.
1 Central Pacific R. Co. v. Cal~
New York State Board of Tax
Commrs., 199 U. S. 1, 50 L. ed. 65, fomia, 162 U. 8. 91, 16 Sup. Ct. 766,
25 Sup. Ct. 705.
40 L. ed. 903. See t 129, herein.
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among the several States. 10 But the decision of the Supreme
Court of a State that the findings of the trial court on the
question of whether the franchises taxed covered franchises
derived from the United States was conclusive, is binding
upon the Federal Supreme Court. 11 In the case of an interstate bridge the tax on the capital stock has been held not a
tax on franchises conferred by the Federal government, but
on those conferred by the State, and as such not open to objection in the Federal Supreme· Court·. Such tax was also held
in the same case not to be a tax on interstate commerce. 11
The eXemption of agencies of the Federal government from
taxation · by the States is dependent, not upon the nature of
the agents, nor upon the mode of their constitution, nor upon
the fact that they are agents, but upon the effect of the tax;
that is, upon the question. whether the tax does in truth deprive them of power to serve the government as they were
intended to serve it, or hinder the efficient exercise of their
power. A tax upon their property merely, having no such
necessary effect, and leaving them free to discharge the duties
they have undertaken to perform, may be rightfully laid by
the States. A tax upon their operations being a direct ob-·
struction to the exercise of Federal powers may not be~ This
doctrine was applied to the case of a tax by a State upon the
real and personal property, as distinguished from its franchises, of the Union Pacific Railroad Company, a corporation
chartered by Co~gress_ fo!_ private g_ain, and all of whose .stock
was · owned by ipdividuals, bu~ which ~ongress assisted by
donations and loans, of whose board of directors the government appointed two, which makes annual reports to the government, whose operations in laying, constructing and work:ing its railroad and telegraph lines, as well as its rates of toll,
11 California v. Central Pacific R.
Co., 127 U. 8. 1, 32 L. ed. 150,8 Sup.
Ct. 1052, 2 Intel'll. Comm. Rep. 153.
Examine Atlantic 4: Pacific R. Co. v.
Lesner (Ariz.), 19 Pac. 157, 2 Inters.
Comm. Rep. 189, 1 L. R. A. 244, 38
Alb. L. J. 328. See t 129, herein.

11 Central Pac. R. Co. v. California,
162 TJ. S. 91, 16 Sup. Ct. ?66, 40 L.
ed. gOa,
n Keokuk 4: Hamilton Bridge Co.
v. Dlinoia, 175 U. S. 626, 44 L. ed.
299, 20 Sup. Ct. 205.
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are subject to regulations imposed by its charter, and to such
further regulations as Congress might thereafter make; on
whose failure to comply with the tenns and conditions of its
charter, or to keep the road in repair and use, Congress might
assume the control and management thereof, and devote the
income to the use of the United States; the loan of the United
States to which, amounting to m&ny millions, constituted a
lien on all the property, and on failure to redeem which loan,
the Secretary of the Treasury was authorized to take polll!e8sion of the road with all its rights, functions, immunities and
appurtenances, for the use and benefit of the United States,
and, finally, where all the grants made to the company were
declared to be upon the condition that, besides paying the
government bond advances, the company should keep the
railroad and telegraph lines in repair and use, and should at
all times transmit dispatches and transport mails, troops and
munitions of war, supplies and public stores for the government, whenever required to do so by any department thereof;
and that the government should have the preference of rates
not to exceed those charged to private parties, and payable
by being applied to the payment of the bonds aforesaid; and
in addition to which control, and the obligations and l.i&bilities of the company, Congress, not forbidding a state tax,
reserved the right to add to, alter, amend or repeal the
charter. 11
§ 419. Power of States to Tu Corporations-Acencies of
Federal Government-Interstate Commerce.-Although we
have considered elsewhere in this treatise the relative powers
of the States and the Federal government and also the question of interstate commerce in that connection, we will also
consider here, more specifically, the application of governing
principles to the questions of the power of the States as to
taxation.and interstate commerce in connection therewith. The
following propositions as to. the taxation by States and their
municipalities of corporations engaged in carrying on inter11

Railroad Co. v. Peniston, 18 Wall. (85 U. B.) 6, 21 L. ed. m.
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state commerce have been settled; the Constitution of the
United States having given to Congress the power to regulate
commerce, not only with foreign nations, but among the several States, that power is necessarily exclusive whenever the
subjects are national in their character, or admit only of one
uniform system or plan of regulation. No State can compel
a party, individual or corporation, to pay for the privilege of
engaging in interstate commerce. This immunity does not
prevent a State from imposing ordinary property taxes upon
property having a situs within its territory and employed in
interstate commerce. The franchise of a corporation, although
that franchise is the business of interstate commerce, is, as a
part of its property, subject to state taxation, providing at
least the franchise is not derived from the United States.
No corporation, even though engaged in interstate commerce,
can appropriate to its own use property, public or private,
without liability io a charge therefor.14 In Fargo v. Hart 111
it is held that while a State can tax property permanently
within its jurisdiction although belonging to persons domiciled
elsewhere and used in commerce between the States, it cannot
tax the privilege of carrying on such commerce, nor can it
tax property outside of its jurisdiction belonging to persons
domiciled elsewhere. In Adams Express Co. v. 'Ohio 11 it is
decided that it is well settled that no State can interfere with
interstate commerce through the imposition of a tax, by
whatever name called, which is, in effect, a tax for the privilege of transacting such commerce; and also that such restriction upon the power of a State does not in the least degree
abridge its right to tax at their full value all the instrumentalities used for such commerce. In the same case, determined at
an earlier date, 17 the rule is stated as follows: Although the
11 Atlantic and Pacific Telegraph
11 193 U. S. 490, 48 L. ed. 761, 24
<b. v. Philadelphia, 190 U. S. 160, Sup. Ct. 498.
11 166 U.S. 185,218, 41 L. ed. 965,
47 L. ed. 995, 23 Sup. Ct. 817; Robbina v, Shelby Taxing District, 120 17 Sup. Ct. 604.
17 Adams Expreas Co. v. Ohio, 165
U. S. 489, 492, 7 Sup. Ct. 592, 30
L. eeL 694.
U. S. 194, 255, 41 L. ed. 683, 707, 17
Sup. Ct. 305.
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transportation of the subjects of interstate commerce, or the
receipts received therefrom, or the occupation or business of
carrying it on, cannot be directly subjected to state taxation,
yet property belonging to corporations or companies engaged
in such commerce may be; and whatever the particul&r form
of the exaction, if it is essentially only property taxation, it
will not be consid~red as falling within the inhibition of the
Constitution. In Postal Telegraph Co. v. Adams 11 the court
holds that while a State cannot exclude from its limits a
corporntion engaged in interstate or foreign commerce, or a
corporation in the employment of the general government, by
the imposition of unreasonable conditions, it may subject it
to a property taxation incidentally affecting its occupation
in the same way that business of individuals or other corporations is affected by common governmental burdens. In Fielden
v. Shelby County 111 it is held that although a tax may affect
interstate commerce it may do it so incidentally and so remotely as not to amount to a regulation of such commerce.
In Robbins v. Shelby County Taxing District 210 it is decided
that interstate commerce cannot be taxed a\ all by a State
even though the same amount of tax should be laid on d~
mestic commerce, or that which is carried' on solely within
the State. That the power granted to Congress, to regulate
com~erce among the States, being exclusive when the subjects are national in their character, or admit only of one
uniform system of regulation, the failure of Congress to exercise that power in any case, is an expression of its will that
the· subject shall be left free from restrictions or impositions
upon it by the several States. The court also holds that a
State may enact laws which in practice operate to affect commerce among the States, as by providing in the legitimate
exercise of its police power and general jurisdiction, for the
security and comfort of persons and the protection of prop1'155 U. S. 688, 39 L. ed. 311, 15
•120 U. 8. 489, 7 Sup. Ct. 592.
Sup. Ct. 360.
30 L. ed. 694.
It 145 U.S. 1, 36 L. ed. 601,.12 Sup.
Ct. 810.
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erty; by establishing and regulating channels for commercial
facilities; by the passage of inspection laws and laws tp restrict the sale of articles injurious to health and morals; by
the imposition of taxes upon avocations within its l;>orders
nor interfering with foreign or interstate commerce; and .in
other ways indicated by the court in its opinion,. subject
in all cases to certain limitations. In Pickard v. Pullman
Southern Car Co.21 it is decided that no State has the rigb,t
to lay a tax on interstate commerce in any form, ~heth~r
by way. of duties laid on the transportation of the subjec~
of that commerce, or on the receipts derived from that transportation, or on the occupation or .business of carrying it. on,
and the reason is that such taxation is a burden on t~t commerce, and amounts to a regulation of it, which belongs solely
to Congress. In the Delaware Railroad Tax case 22 it is held
that the State may impose taxes upon the corporatiop as
an entity existing under its laws, as well as upon the capital
stock of the corporation or its separate corporate property.
And the manner in which its value shall be assessed and the
rate of taxation, however arbitrary or capricious, are mere
matters of legislative discretion. And in Western Union .Te~eg.
Co. v. Norman 23 the court, per Barr, Dist. J., declares that:
"A State cannot tax foreign or interstate commerce as such,
nor can it tax its agencies or instru:r;nentalities in such a manner as to interfere with the regulation of this commerce, which
belongs exclusively to Congress. The State may 4x property
within the State, though it be employed in whole or in part
in foreign or domestic commerce, as that qse does not, of itself,
exempt it from liability to taxation as is all other property
within the jurisdiction of the Sta~:·
§ 420. Same Subject-Application of Principles-lliustrative Decisions.-Interstate commerce is not interfered with
by the imposition upon a domestic railroad of a franchise tax,
21 117 U. 8. 34, 29 L. ed. 785, 6
n1s Wall. (85 U. 8.) 206,21 L. ed.
Sup. Ct. 636.
888.
II 77 Fed. 13, 21.
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even though no deduction is allowed from the capital by reaeon of the fact that a part of the rolling stock of the company
is constantly outside of the State.24 A statute of Pennsylvania
imposing a tax upon the tolls received by the New York,
Lake Erie and Western Railroad Company from other railroad
companies, for the use by them respectively of so much of
its railroad and tracks as lies in the State of Pennsylvania for
the passage over them of trains owned and hauled by such
companies, respectively, is a· valid tax, and is not in conflict
with the interstate commerce clause of the Constitution when
applied to goods so transported from without the State of
Pennsylvania.14 In the Delaware Railroad Tax case • the
consolidated company therein mentioned was, in 1838, unitA!d
with two other railroad companies, one called the Baltimore
and Port Deposit Railroad Company, chartered by the legislature of Maryland in 1831, with authority to construct and
maintain a railroad from Baltimore to Fort Deposit, on the
Susquehanna River; and the other called the Philadelphia,
Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad Company, chartered by
the legislature of Pennsylvania in the same year, with authority to construct and maintain a railroad from Philadelphia
to the Delaware state line. These three companies were, under
acts of the legislatures of these States, Delaware, Maryland
and Pennsylvania, consolidated into one company with a
common stock, retaining as its corporate name the name of
the company chartered by Pennsylvania. The act of the
legislature of Delaware, under which the consolidation was
effected, declared that the respective companies should "constitute one company, and be entitled to all the rights, privileges, and immunities which each and all of them possess,
have, and enjoy, under and by virtue of their respective
charters." It was held that this latter provision in no respect
,. New York v. Miller, 202 tJ. 8.
• New York, L. E. & W. R. R Co.
584, 26 Sup. Ct. 714, 50 L. ed. 1155, v. Pennsylvania, 158 U. 8. 431, 38
aff'g 177 N. Y. 584, 69 N. E. 1129, L. ed. 1043, 15 Sup. Ct. 898.
76 N. E. 1104; N.Y. Tax Law; Laws
"18 Wall. (86 U. 8.) 206..
1890, chap. 008, • 182.
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ehanged the position with reference to taxation of the new

company, in one of the States, from that of the old co~pany
in such State. It was also decided that the tax did not conflict with the power of Congress to regulate commerce among
the several States, nor interfere with the right of transit of
persons and property from one State into or through another.
In the case of Henderson Bridge Co. v. Kentucky n the court
holds that the acts of Congress conferred no right or franchise
on the company to erect the bridge or collect tolls for its use;
that they merely regulated the height of bridges over the
river and the width of their spans, in order that they might
not interfere with its navigation; and that the declaration
that such bridges should be regarded as post roads did not
interfere with the right of the State to impose taxes; and
that the tax was not a tax on the interstate business carried
on over or by means of the bridge, because the bridge company did not transact such business; that business being carried on by the persons and corporations which paid the bridge
company tolls for the privilege of using the bridge. In an'other case the facts were as follows: Section 4077 of the compilation of the Kentucky statutes of 1894 provides that each
of the enumerated companies or corporations; "every other
like company, corporation or association;" and also "every
other corporation, company or association having or exercising
any special or exclusive privilege or franchise not allowed by
law to natural persons, or performing any public service, shall,
in addition to the other taxes imposed on it by law, annually
pay a tax on its franchise to the State, and a local tax thereon
to the county, incorporated city, town and taxing district,
where its franchise may be exercised;" and in the succeeding
section the words " franchise," " franchises" and " corporate
franchise" are used. It was held, that, taking the whole act
together, and in view of the provisions of §§ 4078, 4079, 4080
and 4081, it was evident that the word "franchise" was not
employed in a technical sense, and that the legislative inten•166 U. 8. ISO, 41 L. ed. 9M, 17 Sup. Ct. 632.
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tion was plain that the entire property, tangible and intangible,
of all. foreign and domestic corporations, and .all foreign and
domestic companies possessing no franchise, should be valued
as an entirety, the value of the tangible property be deducted,
and the value of the intangible .property thus ascertained be
taxed under these provisions; and as to railroad, telegraph,
telephone, express, sleeping car, etc., companies, whose lines
extend beyond the limits of the State, that their intangible
property should be assessed on the basis of the mileage of
their lines within and without the . State; but that from the
valuation on the mileage basis the value of all tangible property should be deducted before the taxation was applied.•
In still another case it appeared that the statute of Ohio of
1893 211 created a board of. appraisers and assessors, and required each telegraph, telephone apd expr~ company doing
business within the State to make returns of the number of
shares of its capital, the par value and market value thereof,
its entire real and personal property, and where located and
the value thereof as assessed for taxation, its gross receipts
for the year of business wherever done and of the business
done in the State of Ohio, giving the receipts of each office
in the State, and the whole length of the line of rail and water
routes over which it did business . within and without the
State. It required the board of assessors to "proceed to ascertain and assess the value of the property of said express,
telegraph and telephone companies in Ohio, and in determining the value of the property of said companies in th_is State
to be taxed within the State and assessed as herein provi~ed
said board shall be guided by the value of the entire capital
stock of said companies, and such other evidence and rules
as will enable said board to arrive at the true value in money
of the entire property of said companies within the State of
Ohio, in the proportion which the same bears to the entire
property of said companies, as: determined by the value of
11 Adams Express Co. v. Kentucky,
• Act April 27, 1893, Laws Ohio,
166 U.S. 171, 41 L. ed. 960, 17 Sup. 330, and May 10, 1894, Law Ohio,
Ct. 527.
220•.
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the capital stock thereof, and the other evidence and rule
as aforesaid." It was held, (1) that, assuming that the proportion of capital employed in each of the several States
through which such a company conducts its operation has ·
been fairly ascertained, while taxation thereon, or determined
with reference thereto, may be said in some sense to fall on
the business of the company, it does so only indirectly; and
that the taxation is essentially a property tax, and as such,
not an interference with interstate commerce; (2) that the
property so taxed has its actual situs in the State and is,
therefore, subject to its jurisdiction; and that the distribution
among several counties is a matter of regulation by the state
legislature; (3) that this was not taking of property without
due process of law, either by reason of its assessment as within
the jurisdi~tion of the taxing authorities, or of its classification as subject to the unit rule; (4) that the valuation by the
assessors cannot be overthrown simply by showing that it
was otherwise than as determined by them. 30 Again, the tax
imposed by the laws of Mississippi,31 when enforced against
a telegraph company organized under the laws of another
State, and engaged in interstate commerce in Mississippi, being
graduated according to the amount and value of the company's property measured by miles, and being in lieu of taxes
directly levied upon the property, is a tax which it is within
the power of the State to impose; and the exercise of that
power, as expounded by the highest judicial tribunal of the
State, does not amount to a regulation of interstate commerce, or put an unconstitutional restraint thereon.u The
business of receiving and landing of passengers and freight is
incident to their transportation, and a tax upon such receiving
and landing is a tax upon transportation and upon commerce,
interstate or foreign, involved in such transportation. 33 A
• Adallll! Express C<>. v. Ohio, 165 155 r. S. 688, 39 L. ed. 311, 15 Sup.
U. B. 194, 41 L. ed. 683, 17 Sup. Ct. Ct. 360.
11 Glouceeter Ferry C<>. v. Penn305.
11 Code of 1880, e. 10, § 585; Bess. sylvania, 114 U. S. 196,29 L. ed. 158,
LaWII, 1888, e. 3.
5 Sup. Ct. 826.
u Poetal Tel. Cable C<>. v. Adams,

47
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state tax upon the gross receipts of a steamship company
incorporated under its laws, which are derived from the transportation of pel'80ns and property by sea, between different
· States, and to and from foreign countries, is a regulation of
interstate commerce, in conflict with the exclusive powers
of Congress under the Constitution." Under a state statute
providing that certain corporations and companies 11 shall, in
addition to the other taxes imposed by law, annually pay a
tax on its franchise to the State and a local tax thereon to the
county, incorporated city, town, and taxing district where its
franchise may be exercised," and other subsequent sections
provide the method of ascertaining the value of the 11 franchiSe" or 11 corporate franchise," the statute is not limited
to the technical meaning of the term franchise; and the property to be taxed is all the intangible property of the corporation. If the corporation is a foreign one, engaged in interstate
commerce, then the taxation is upon such proportion of such
property as the length of lines situate in the State sustains to
their entire length of lines. Such statute is not unconstitutional as violating the interstate commerce clause or Fourteenth Amendment.16
§ 421. Diversity, Uniformity and Equality of Tuation.Diversity of taxation, both with. respect to the amount imposed, and the various species of property selected, either for
bearing its burdens or for being exempt from them, is not
inconsistent with a perfect uniformity and equality in taxation, and of a just adaptation of property to its burdens. A
system of taxation which imposes the same tax upon every
species of property, irrespective of its nature, or condition, or
class, will be destructive of the principle of uniformity and
equality in taxation, and of a just adaptation of property to
its burdens. 16 While a state constitution requires taxation,
in general, to be uniform and equal, but declares in express
u Philadelphia & South. Steam• Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
ship Co. v. Pennsylvania, 122 U. S. Nonnan (U.S. C. C.), 77 Fed. 13.
11 Pacific Expre~~ Co. v. Seibert,
326, .7 Sup. Ct. 1118, 30 L. ed. 1200.
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terms

that a large class of persons engaged in special pUl'BUits;
among whom are pel'BOns or corporations owning franchises
142 U. 8. 339,35 L. ed. 1035, 12 Sup. v. Pima County, 5 Aria. 142, 145,
2li0.
146, 48 Pac. 291 (ahareB of national
A. to uniformity· and equality of banks; equality of alllelllment with

~.

tau.tion, aee the following CUN:
17111teclltatea: Merchants & Mfl'll.
Bank v. Pennsylvania, 167 U. 8. 461,
17 Sup. ~. 829, 42 L. ed. 236 (uniformity of taxation---etate statute
not obnoxioua to Fourteenth Amendment; national banks); Western Union Teleg. Co. v. Indiana, 165 U. 8.
304, 41 L. ed. 725, 17 Sup. ~. 345
(uniformity of taxation; telegraph
companies); Charlotte, Columbia &
Augusta Rd. Co. v. Gibbee, 142 U. B.
386, 35 L. ed. 1051, 12 Sup. ·Ct. 255,
48 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. 595 (oonatitutionallaw; equal and uniform taxation; railroads); Kentucky Railroad
Ta:5 Cues, 115 U. B. 321, 29 L. ed.
414, 6 Sup. Ct. 57 (c18BIIifi.cation of
Mlelllled property; equal protection
of law); Commonwealth v. National
Bank, 101 U. 8. 153, 25 L. ed. 903
(uniformity of taxation; state conlltitution; equalization board; bank
ahareB); Railroad Companiee v.
Gainee, 97 U. B. 697, 24 L. ed. 1PI}1
(uniformity of taxation; railroads;
constitutional law; obligation of contract); Gilman v. Sheboygan, 2 Black
(67 U. 8.), 510, 17 L. ed. 305 (uniformity of taxation; Wisoonarin constitution); W. C. Peabody & Co. v.
Pratt, 121 Fed. 772, 58 C. C. A. 48
(eft'ect of art. 8, I 1 of Federal Conditution); Western Union Teleg. Co.
v. Norman (C. C.), 77 Fed. 13; San
Mateo County v. Railroad Co., 7
&wy. 517.
.Alabama: Phcenix Carpet Co. v.
State, 118 Ala. 143, 151, 152, 22 So.
627 (tax on privileges or franchises;
equality and uniformity explained).
.l.rtaou: Conaolidated Nat. Bank

other moneyed capital).
OoDDeCtl.cu~: State v. Travelen'
Ins. Co., 73 Conn. 255, 47 AtJ. 299
(neither the constitution of this State
nor that of the United States contains any provision, exprea~ or implied, requiring equality or uniformity of taxation; taxation of
local corporations).
l'loricla: Hayes v. Walker, M Fla.
163, 44 So. 747 (constitutional provision for uniformity dOes not prevent legislature making proper claaarifi.cationa of property).
Geoqla: Central of Georgia Ry.
Co. v. Wright, 125 Ga. 617,54 B.-E.
64; cue controlled by Georgia R. &
Banking Co. v. Wright, 125 Ga. 589,
54 S. E. 52 (shares of stock; constitutional requirement that all taxation
shall be uniform, etc.); Sparks v.
Macon, 98 Ga. 301, 25 8. E. 459;
cue is controlled by principles of
Columbua Railway Co. v. Wright, 89
Ga. 574, 15 S. E. 293 (taxation of
railroad company for county purpoees; tax held equal, uniform and
just).
Illinois: Croser v. People, 206 In.
464, 473, 69 N. E. 489 ("only
method by which taxation could be

made exactJy and abeolutely uniform, and in proportion to the value
of the property, would be by ascertaining its value throughout the entire year and fixing ita 888e8led value
accordingly"); Raymond, Count)'
Treasurer, v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co.,
196lll. 329.
Iowa: Judy v. Beckwith ·(Iowa,
1008), 114 N. W. 665 (shares of for-

eign corporation; statute not violative
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· and privileges, may be taxed as the legislature shall determine,
by a general law, uniform as to the class upon which it operates;
or corurt.itutional requirement of uniformity).
Jtauau: Misaouri, K. &: T. Ry. Co.
v. Miami County Comml'B., 67 Kan.
434, 73 Pac. 103 (classification and
common-law distinctions); Atehiaon,
Topeka &: S. F. Ry. Co. v. Cl&l"k, 60
Kan. 831, 832, 58 Pac. 561, modi(ying 54 Pac. 930 ("nor do we find a
lack of equality and uniformity in
this tax of which the railroad company bas e&lll!e to complain").
][entucky: Commonwealth v.
Walsh's Trustee, 32 Ky. L. Rep.
460, 106 S. W. 240 (stoekholdel'B; corporate franchise; statute partly void);
Vanceburg &: S. L. Turnpike Road
Co. v. Maysville &: B. S. R. Co., 25
Ky. L. Rep. 1404, 1409,77 S. W. 1118
(statute provided that same rate of
taxation which was levied on other
real estate in any year, should al110
be levied on railroad property); Devou v. Boske, 23 Ky. L. Rep. 364, 63
S. W. 44 (taxation of turnpike company; statute held not to violate
constitution requiring all taxation to
be equal and uniform).
Louisiana: St. Anna's Asylum v.
P&l"ker, · 109 La. 592, 33 So. 613
(property not exempt; if taxed
should be taxed equally or in a uniform ratio according to &BBe881Ilent
legally made on all property of same
description upon which a tax is levied).
llichi&'an: Pingree v. Dix, 120
Mich. 95, 44 L. R. A. 679, 6 Det. L.
N. 45, 78 N. W. 1025 (telegraph and
telephone lines; statute held to violate constitutional requirement as to
uniformity).
llbmeaota: State ex rei. Marr v.
Stearns, 72 Minn. 200, 222, 223, 75
N. W. 210 (system of commuted
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taxation on property of railroad cxrmpanies; equality and uniformit)').
lliaaialippi: Gulf &: s. I. R. Cl. T.
Adams, 90 Mi-. 559, 45 So. 91 (priv·
ilege tax law; additional tu on railroads; discriminatory and void u ad
1ICilomla tax); Adams v. Baok of Oxford, 78 Miss. 632, 29 So. 402 (ad
1ICilomla taxes on banks; not viliative of corurt.itutional requiremellt of
uniformity).
llluoari: State, Johnaon, v. Chicago, B. & Q. R. Co., 195 Mo. 228,
238, 93 S. W. 784 (general rule ollaw
is that taxes must be unifonn ud
equal, 'coextensive with the tenitory
to which the tax applies; cue of
special road tax); Ward v. Geatly
County Board of Equali.u.tion, 135
Mo. 309, '322, 323, 36 B. W. M8
(~ent of banking property;
equality of taxation).
Bew .leneJ': Centnl R. Co. of
New Jersey v. State Board or As!lllr
ol'B, 74 N. J. L. 1, 67 AtJ. 672 (statute for taxation of railroad and canal
company does not violate conatitutional provision as to uniformity).
See United New Jersey R. &: Caoal
Co. v. P&l"ker (Err.&: App., 1908),69
Atl. 239; Bergen & Dundee R. Co. T.
State Board of .Asaealors, 74 N. J. L
742, 67 Atl. 668.
Borth Dakota: Minneapolis 4:
Northern Elevator Co. v. Traill
County, 9 N. D. 213, 50 L. R. A.
266, 82 N. w. 727 (a.aaeaanenw aDd
taxation of grain in elevators,
houses and grain houses; statute DO'
violative of constitutional requirement of uniformity).
TeDDesaee: State v. Taylor, 119
Tenn. 229, 104 S. W. 242 (street nilroads; not improper claasificatioo ol
property).
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a statute under such provision is not unconstitutional which
prescribes a different rule of taxation for railroad companies
from that of individuals. Nor does it violate any provision of
the Constitution of the United States.17 Again, in a case concerning want of unifonnity in taxation, it is decided that
while it was quite competent for the State of Virginia to impose upon the movable personal property of the Baltimore
and Ohio Railroad Company (a corporation organized under
the laws of Maryland), which was brought within its territory
and there habitually used and employed, the same rate of
taxation which was imposed upon similar property used in
like way by its own citizens, it had not done so in the taxing
laws of the State which were in force when the tax in controversy was imposed.•
§ 422. Uniformity and Equality of Tuation-Constitutional Law-Board of Equalization-Dlegal DiscriminationJurisdiction in Equity.-There is no general supervision by
the nation over state taxation, in regard to which the State
has, generally speaking, the freedom of a sovereign both as to
Vir,mia: Day v. Roberts, 101 Va.
248, 251, 43 8 . E. 362 (settled construction is that uniform taxation requires uniformity not only in the rate
of taxation, and in the mode of as8e8111Dent upon the taxable valuation,
but that uniformity mWit be coextensive with the territory to which
it applies).
Wub!Dgton: Pacific Nat. Bank v.
Pierce County, 20 Wash. 675, 56
Pac. 936, 16 Bkg. L. J. 346 (shares of
capital stock of banking institutions,
also of real and personal property;
constitution does not prescribe uniform methods of 888e88ment for all
cl888e8 of property but is a requirement that the rate of 1188e1181Jlent and
the method of valuation shall be uniform as to property sought to be
taxed).

WiacoD&iD: Chicago & Northwestem Ry. Co. v. State, 128 Wis. 553,
108 N. W. 557 (uniformity required
only as to property taxed directly;
uniformity of burden, not of methods;
public service corporations; franchises; valuation of property as a
unit and as personality; ad mlomn
taxation of railroad property); State
v. Railway Companies, 128 Wis. 449,
108 N. W. 594 (license fees in lieu of
taxes; constitutional rule of uniformity not applicable; return of gross
earnings; privilege taxes not taxes
in constitutional sense).
17 State Railroad Tax Case, 92
U. S. 575, 23 L. ed. 663.
• Marye v. Baltimore & Ohio R. R.
Co., 127 U. B. 117, 32 L. ed. 94, 8
Sup. Ct. 1037.
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objects and methods. Nothing in the Federal Constitution
prevents a State from separating a particular class of property
and subjecting it to assessment and taxation in a mode and
by a rate different from that imposed on other property and
applying the proceeds to state rather than local purposes.
Nor is the legislature bound to impose the same rate of tax
upon one class of property that it does upon another; it is
sufficient if all of the same class are subjected to the same
rate and the tax is administered impartially among them.•
Again, it is not beyond the power of a State, so far as the
Federal Constitution is concerned, to tax the franchise of a
corporation at a different rate from the tangible property in
the Sta.te.411 This doctrine has been restated in a comparatively
recent case although not the contention in the case, as it was
asserted that the board of equalization assessed the franchises
and other property of certain companies at a different rate
and by a different method from that which had been employed by the board for other _corporations of the same class
for that year. The result was an enonnous disparity and discrimination between the various ~ments upon the corporations; and action of such board, resulting in illegal discrimination, was held in this case not to be action forbidden
by the state legislature and therefore beyond review by the
Federal courts under the Fourteenth Amendment. It was
also decided in the same case that where a corporation ha8
paid the full amount of its tax as based upon the same rate
as that levied upon other property of the same claas, equity
will restrain the collection of the excess illegally assessed,
there being no adequate remedy at law, when it a.ppea~ that
it would require a multiplicity of suits against the various taxing authorities to recover the tax and that a portion of it
• Michigan Central R. Co. v.
Powers, 201 U. S. 245, 50 L. ed. 744,
26 Sup. Ct. 259, aJJ'g Michigan Railroad Tax Cases, 138 Fed. 223.
., Coulter v. Louisville & N. R.
Co., 196 U. S. 599, 49 L. ed. 615, 25
Sup. Ct. 342. Examine Fond du Lac
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Water Co. v. Fond du Lac:, 82 W"JL
322, 16 L. R. A. 581, 52 N. W. 438;
Galveston, H. & S. A. Ry. Co. v.
State (Tex. Civ. App.), 93 B. W. 46t,
reversed in State v. Galveston, B. II:
S. A. Ry. Co. (Tex., 1006), 97 S. W.
71.
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would go to the State against which no action would lie, and
where the amount is so great that its payment would cause
insolvency, and a levy upon the property-in this case a
street car system-would embarrass and injure the public.' 1
" Raymond v. Chicago Traction is one over which equity baa juriaCo., 207 U. 8. 20,37 L. ed. 7, 28 Sup. diction. In Cummings v. National
Ct. 7, aff'g 114 Fed. 557, two juaticee Bank, 101 U. S. 153, 25 L. ed. 903,
diaaenting. The court in its opinion,
per Peckham, J., said: "The case
before ua is one which the facts make
exceptional. It is made entirely clear
tbat the board of equalization did not
equalize the assessments in the caaee
of theee corporations, the effect of
which was that they were levied upon
a different principle or followed a
different method from that adopted
in the case of other like corporations
whose property the board bad aaee.ed for the same year. It was not
tbe mere action of individuals, but,
under the facts herein detailed, it was
the action of the State through the
board. * * * The moet important function of the board, that of
equalizing .-menta, in order to
carry out the provisions of the constitution of the State in levying a tax
by valuation, 'so that every pel'80n
shall pay a tax in proportion to the
value of his, her or its property,'
waa, in this instance, omitted and ignored, while the board was making
an asse88Dlent w.hicb it bad jurisdiction to make under the laws of the
State. This action resulted in illegal
diaerimination, which under theee
facts was the action of the State
through the board. Barney v. City
of New York, 193 U. S. 430, 48 L.
ed. 737, 24 Sup. Ct. 502, holds that
where the act complained of was forbidden by the state legislature, it
could not be said~ be the act of the
State. Such is not the case here.
We are also of opinion that the case

this court held that the case was one
properly brought in equity. It was
to restrain the collection of a tax.
While the court held that the poeition of tho bank as trustee entitled
it to maintain an action in equity
anct also under the statute of Ohio,
it was further held (page 157): 'Independently of this statute, however,
we are of opinion that when a rule
or system of valuation is adopted by
those whose duty it is to make the
assessment, which is designed to operate unequally and to violate a fundamental principle of the ooDstitution, and when this rule is applied not
solely to one individual, but to a large
class of individuals or corporations,
that equity may properly interfere to
restrain the operation of this unconstitutional exercise of power.' We
have in the case at bar similar facts.
A system of valuation was adopted
and applied to a large class of oorporations, differing wholly from tbat
applied to other corporations of the
same class, and resulting in a diacrimination against the appellee of
the most serioua and material nature. It is not a question of mere
difference of opinion as to the valuation of property, but it is a queation of difference of method in the
manner of aseeesing property of the
same kind. Although the law itself
may be valid and provide for a proper
valuation, yet if, through mistake on
the part of the State, through its
board of equalization and while act-
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§ 423. To What Enent Franchises Tuable-GeneraDy.We have seen that franchises are property almost universa.lly
ing 88 a quasi-judicial body, the board
erred in the method to be pursued in
relation to the corporations now b&fore us, the mistake is one which may
be corrected in equity. In all these
cases, however, where there is jurisdiction to tax at all, equity will not
grant an injunction to restrain the
collection, even of an illegal tax,
without the payment on the part of
the taxpayer of the amount of a tax
fairly and equitably due. Bank v.
Marye, 191 U. S. 272, 24 Sup. Ct.'68,
48 L. ed. 180, and cases cited. Acting upon this principle, the Circuit
Court refused to iBBue the injunction
until the appellee paid the amount
which the court found to be a fair
and just amount due from the appellee for the tax of the year 1900,
based upon a tax at the same rate
88 that levied upon othel' property
and on corporations of the same cla.88
within the State. The sum to be paid
by the appellee herein, 88 decided by
the circuit judge, W88 $134,350.03.
That sum W88 paid instead of
$1,019,211.78, called for by the warrant in the hands of the collector.
Finally it is objected that the appellee had a complete and adequate
remedy at law by paying the amount
of the warrant, and then suing the
collector to recover the same back 88
money paid under duress, although
upon a void warrant. Undoubtedly
if there be a complete and adequate
remedy at law in such a case 88 this,
the remedy in equity will not be
recognized. Assuming the tax to be
void, equity will not restrain by injunction its collection, unless there
be some other ground for equitable
interposition. Shelton v. Platt, 139
U. S. 591, 35 L. ed. 273, 11 Sup. Ct.
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646; Allen v. Palace Car Co., 139
U. S. 658, 11 Sup. Ct. 682, 35 L. ed.
303; Express Co. v. Seibert, 142l1• 8.
339, 35 L. ed. 1035, 12 Sup. Ct. 250.
In the cases in 139 U. S., .upra, i~
W88 recognized that no ground appeared for the interposition o( a
court of equity, because of the existence of a statute in the State ol
Tennessee providing for paying t.be
amount of the alleged illegal tax to
the officer holding the warrant, and
granting to the taxpayer a right to
commence an action to recover back
the tax thus paid, the statute providing that the officer should paJ
the amount received into the state
treuury, where it was to remain UDtil the question was decided, and, if
it was decided in favor of the taxpayer, provision was made for t.be
repayment of the amount by t.be
State. The other averments, belide
that of the illegality of the tax,
made in these two cases, were held
not to constitute a ground for t.be
interposition of a court of equity by
restraining the collection of the tax.
In the case in 142 U. S., supra, the
court held that there was no ground
to warrant the interposition of a
court of equity. The case WBB decided upon the ground that the averment of illegality of the tax was not
sustained. There is no statute of a
similar kind in Illinois which baa been
called to our attention, but some of
the CBBe8 in that State hold that such
a suit may be maintained against
the collector when the money '\\"&!!
paid under protest. In the case at
bar it is averred that it is the duty
of the collector, having received t.be
money on his warrant, to pay tbe
sum so received in the proportioos
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classed as real property or incorporeal hereditaments, 42 and
this constitutes an important factor in determining to what
designated in his tax books to the
city treasurer of the city of Chicago,
the county treasurer of the county
of Cook, the treasurer of the sanitary
district, and other officers and authorities entitled to receive the same,
and if the plaintiff instituted suit to
recover back the taxes so paid to the
town or county collector he would
be obliged to bring separate suits
against each one of the .several taxing bodies receiving its proportionate
share of the tax, thereby necessitating a multiplicity of suits, and the
proportion of the tax which would
go to the State of Illinois, could not
be collected back by any legal proceeding whatsoever; and if repayment could be compelled from the
city of Chicago and other taxing
bodies, such repayment would not
cover the ooet, including commissions
deducted for the collection of the
tax, and in that way it was averred
that the appellee would be subjected to a great and irreparable injury, for which there was not a
complete and adequate remedy at
law. There was also the allegation • • • . that if compelled to
pay this enormous tax it would be
rendered insolvent. We think all
these allegations combined take the
case out of the class where relief is
prayed for, founded simply upon the
unconstitutionality of the law under
which the tax is levied, or upon the
illegality for any other reo.son, of the
tax itself, 311d bring the cnse within
the jurisdiction of a court of equity.

And, in addition, there is the allegation that a lezy upon the property
of the appellee would interfere with
the operation of the street car system
in the city of Chicago, operated by
the appellee, and would greatly embarrass and injure the public who
have to use the cars. Upon the
whole, we think it is apparent that
no adequate remedy at law exists in
this case, and that the judgment enjoining the collection of the balance
of the tax levied against the appellee,
above that which has been paid under the direction of the Circuit Court,
must be Atfi,rmed."
In the above case of Raymond v.
Chicago Traction Co,, the material
part of art. 9, §1, of the constitution of Illinois, 1870, is 88 follows: "The general assembly shall
provide such revenue 88 may be
needful by levying a tax by valuation, so that every person and corporation shall pay a tax in proportion to the value of his, her or its
property-such value to be ascertained by some person or persons to
be elected or appointed in such manner as the general assembly shall
direct and not otherwise; but the
general assembly shall have power
to tax * * • insurance, telegraph and express interests or business, vendors of patents and persons
or corporations owning or using franchi~~CB and privileges in such manner
as it shall from time to time direct by
general law, uniform 88 to the class
upon which it operates." The fol-

n See U 25-27, herein. Examine
Tax on capital stock, franchises,
Southwestern Teleg. & Teleph. Co. v. etc., is tax on property and its aasets.
City of San Antonio (Tex. Civ. App., Commonwealth v. New York, P. &
1903), 73 S. W. 859.
0. R. Co., 188 Pa. 169, 41 At!. 594;
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extent franchises are taxable or to what extent the power to
tax such property may be exercised. In the complex civiliDlowing are the statutes in question in
the above caae: "Rea.! property shall
be valued as folloWB: Firat, each tra.et
or lot of rea.! property shall be valued
at its fair caah value estimated at the
price it would bring at a. fair voluntary Bale." Hurd's Rev. Stat., 1899,
e. 120, par. 4. "Personal property
shall be valued as follows: Firat, all
personal property1 eXcept as herein
otherwise directed, shall be valued at
its fair cash value. • • • Fourth,
the capital stock of all companies and
&IIBOciations now or hereafter created
under the. laws of this State, except
thoae required to be &llll688ed by the
local 8Sile880rB and hereinafter provided, shall be so valued by the state
board of equalization as to ascertain and determine respectively the
fair caah value of such capital stock,
including the franchise, over and
a.bo~e the use88ed value of the tangi-

ble property of such company or a.
soeiation; such board llhall adoptsueh
rules and principles for ascertainin«
tbe fair cash value of such eapital
stock as to it may seem equitable aDd
just, and such rules and principia!
when so adopted, if not inconaist.ent
with this &et, shall be as binding aDd
of the 1111n1e effect as if contained ill
this &et, subject, however, to such
change, alteration or amendmeni as
may be found from time to time to be
neceasary by said board." Hurd's
Rev. Stat., 1899, c. 120, i 3.
Raymond v. Chicago Ediaon Co.,
207 U. S. 42, was decided upoo the
authority of the above principal cue.
See i 182, herein.
Rem.ediu fur ~ by board
of equalization in ez.ceu of avtltority.
Compare ~ntral Pa.c. R. Co. v. Califomia, 162 U. S. 91, 16 Sup. Ct. 766,
40 L. ed. 909.

Commonwealth v. Beach Creek Rd.
Co., 188 Pa. 203, 41 Atl. 605; Commonwealth v. Fall Brook Rd. Co.,
188 Pa. 199, 41 Atl. 606; Po.. Act
June 8, 1891, P. L. 229.
Tax on franchises, rails, rolling
stock, etc., under const. i 179, is tax
on personal property. Minneapolis,
St. Paul It B. M. Ry. Co. v. Dickey
County, 11 N. Da.k. 107, 90 N. W.
260.
'!In some States the franchises and
privileges of a corporation are declared to be personal property. Such
was the case in New York with referenoe to the privileges and franchises
of savings banks. They were so declared by a law passed in 1866, and
made liable to taxation to an amount
not exceeding the gross sum of the
surplus eamed and in the poaaeBBion

of the banks. The law was BWJtaiDed
by the Court of Appeals of tbe State
in Monroe Savings Bank v. <lty ol
Rochester, 37 N. Y. 365, 369, 370,
although the bank had a portion of
its property invested in United State&
bonds. In its opinion the court observed that in decla.rinc the privil~
and franchisee of a bank to be per·
sonal property the legislature adopted
no novel principle of taxation; that
the powers and privileges whieh
constitute the franchisee of a eorporation were in a just aenae property,
quite distinct and separate from the
property which, by the uae of sueh
franchises, the corporation might a~
quire; that they might be subjected
to taxation if the legislature saw fit
so to enact; that such taxation being
within the power of the legislature,
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tion of to-day a large portion of the wealth of a community
consists of intangible property, and there is nothing in the
nature of. things or in the limitations of the Federal Constitution which restrains a State from taxing such intangible property at its real value. 4~ In California franchises are, under its
constitution, classed as property and are subject to taxation."
In Illinois they are also declared to be taxable property.•
In Kentucky the constitution does not prevent intangible
property from being taxed, and a statute of that State providing for the taxation of franchises of every "corporation,
company, or association having or exercising any special or
exclusive privilege or franchise, not allowed to natural persons, or performing any public service," covers tangible an.d
it might preecribe a rule or test of
their value; that all franchieea were
not of equal value, their value depending, in aome instances, upon the
nature of the business authorized,
and the extent to which permiBBion
waa given to multiply capital for its
prosecution; and that the tax being
upon the franchises and privileges it
WBB unimportant in what manner the
property of the corpo.ration was invested. And the court added: 'It
ill true that where a state tax is laid
upon the property of an individual
or a corporation, ao much of their
property BB is jnvested in United
States bonds is to be treated, for the
purpoeea of &BBe881Dent, · as if it
did not exillt, but this rule can have
no application to an IU!IIeflllment upon
a franchise, where a reference to
property ill made only to ascertain
the value of the thing· assessed.'
And again: 'It must be regarded as a
aound doctrine to hold that the State,
in grantinc a franchise to a corporation, may limit the powers to be
exercised under it and annex conditions to its enjoyment, and make
it contribute to the revenues of the.

State. If the grantee accepts the
boon it must" bear the burden.'
This doctrine of the taxability of the
franchieea of a corporation without
referenoe to the character of the prop..
erty in which its capital stock or its
deposits ate invested is sustained by
the judgments in Society for Savinga v. Coite, 6 Wall. (73 U.S.) 594,
18 L. ed. 897, and Provident lnstitution v. MaBSaChusetts, 6 Wall. (73
U. S.) 611, 18 L. ed. 907." Home Insuranoe Co. v. New York, 134 U. 8.
594, 601, 33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct.
593, per Field, J.
"Adams ExpreBB Co. v. Ohio, 166
U. S. 185, 41 L. ed. 965, 17 Sup. Ct.
604, denying rehearing in 165 U. S.
194, 255, 41 L. ed. 683, 17. Sup. Ct.
305. See this case under I 39,
herein.
u Bank of California v. City &
County of Ban Francisco, 142 Cal.
276, 75 Pac. 832, 64 L. R . A. 918; •
San Joaquin & Kings River Canal &
Irrig. Co. v. Merced County, 2 Cal.
App. 593, 84 Pac. 285.
"Porter v. Rockford, Rock Ialand
& St. Louis Rd. Co., 76 Ill. 561, 573,
per Scholfield, J:
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intangible property; and the statute does not provide for an
additional tax upon the same property, but upon intangible
property which has not been taxed as tangible property.•
In Louisiana charters and franchises are specifically mentioned in the taxing statute, and franchises are taxable proJr
erty and no kind of property is exempt from taxation in that
State. 47 It is held in Maine that no legislation of that State
41 Adams Expre11 Co. v. Kentucky
(Weir v. Norman), 166 U. B. 171, 41
L. ed.960, 17 Sup.Ct.527; oonst. Ky.,
II 172, 174; Ky. Stat., 1894, U 40774081. See Louisville Tank Line v.
Commonwealth, 29 Ky. L. Rep. 257,
98 S. W. 635 (Ky. St., 1003, §4077,
covers what corporations); Commonwealth v. Cheasapeake & 0 . Ry. Co.,
28 Ky. L. Rep. 1110, 91·8. W. 672
(see this case under I 9, herein);
Hager v. Louisville Title Co., 27 Ky.
L. Rep. 345, 85 S. W. 182 (title and
guaranty company not taxable under Ky. Stat., 1903, I 4077); Standard Oil Co. v. Commonwealth, 26
Ky. L. Rep. 985, 82 S. W. 1020 (mere
trading corporations not included
under I 4077); Henderson Bridge Co.
v. Negley, 23 Ky. L. Rep. 746, 63
S. W. 989 (taxation of franchi11e11
authorized by Ky. const., i 174);
Louisville Tobacco Warehouse Co. v.
Commonwealth, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1747,
49 S. W. 1069, reversing 20 Ky. L.
Rep. 1047, 48 S. W. 420 (public service required by i 4077, not performed by tobacco warehouseman,
or ordinary busine11 corporation
created under the general law).
41 Maestri v. Board of A!l&e880rs
(1003), 110 La. 517, the court, per
Blanchard, J. (at p. 528), says:
"Franchises are taxable property.
New Orleans City Gas Light Co. v.
Board of AlleBBOra, 31 La. Ann. 476;
Williams v. Bronsard, 51 La. Ann.
335,24 So. 808. No ·kind of property
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is exempt from taxation in Louisiaua,
save that precisely enumerated in
the fundamental law itaelf. The accepted rule everywhere is tba~ grantees of franchi&e!l receive the same
from the sovereign subject to the
State's power of taxation, unleiB
otherwile specially provided. ~
well said by counsel repreeentiDg the
city of New Orleans: ' Whenever a
man aocumulates property in open
competition with his fellow man, the
sovereign subjecta the result of bia
toil, his property, to taxation. Why
ahould it exempt property acquired
by another individual as the result
of his ownership (or administration)
of an attribute of sovereignty-a
attribute which he, and he alone, baz
the right to exercise?' The contrary theory, that the purchue of a
franchise from the sovereign exempts
the franchise from taxation, has been
exploded. The subject came up in
this State in the railroad cases reported in 40 La. Ann. 587, 4 So. 512,
in 42 La. Ann. 4, 7 So. 59, 21 Am. St.
Rep. 365, and in 44 La. Ann. 1055,
11 So. 820, where the right to tax
was maintained, one of the C88ell, to
wit: that in 40 La. Ann. and 4 So.,
going by writ of error to the Supreme
Court of the United States, where the
judgment of this court 'W1IB affirmed.
New Orleans City & L. R. Co. v.
New Orleans, 143 U. S. 192, 12 Sup.
Ct. 406, 36 L. ed. 121. The Rrvenue law of 1898 (acta 1898, p. 347.
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has authorized municipal assessors to assess any tax upon a
corporation on account of its franchise, the powei'B and privileges granted to it by the sovereign power of the State. "The
State may impose such a tax as has been frequently done and
upheld; or assessors in placing the valuation upon the shares
of a corporation, should take into account the value of the
franchise, because the value of the franchise necessarily affects the value of the shares, which by statute, are taxable
to the owners thereof." In this case a water company had
made a contract with a municipality whereby it had agreed
to furnish water to the city for various purposes "for such
sums annually as said city should assess upon the franchise
and works," and the fact that the word "franchise" was used
in the contract was held not to affect the value of the shares
of stock except in so far as its value might be enhanced or
depreciated by reason of the contract, according to whether
it was beneficial to the company or otherwise.48 But in the
Opinions of the Justices 411 a tax can be lawfully assessed upon
the franchise of a railroad and also a separate tax upon the
roadbed, rolling stock and fixtures at their cash value.110 In
a Maryland case the court declares that the distinction is
clear between a franchise, as such, and the property acquired
for the use of the franchise; and that the naked, unused franchise is property concerning the assessment of which in that
condition for purposes of taxation, the statutes of that State
do not make provision, otherwise than by including it as an
element which enhances the value of the shares of the capital
stock.' But that when the franchise is brought into activity
and is availed of to accomplish the ends it was designed to
effect, the property acquired under it becomes amenable . to
No. 170) ie the taxing statute now in
force in the State of Louisiana.
Under the term 'property' as therein
used, subject to taxation, it gives a
long list, and as coming within the
definition of 'property,' as objects of
taxation, it specifically mentions
' cbartera and francbieell.' "

41 Wheeler v. County Commilllionera, 88 Me. 174, 33 Atl. 983.
•102 Me. 52.
10 See State v. Canadian Pacific Ry.
Co., 100 Me. 202, 60 At!. 901, where
in the fourth point in the case the
computation of a franchise was in
question.
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the tax laws apart from the tax on the stock, and its value,
as an easement, if · an easement it be, may be largely augmented by the use to which the franchise enables that property or easement to be put. It is also asserted in the same
case that it is a self-evident proposition that the use~· which
a franchise permits an easement to be put, is an essential element to be considered in placing a valuation on that easement
'for purposes of taxation.111 In Michigan a statute is held not
to disclose. an intent to impose a franchise tax but only a t&l
upon property where it proVides that the remainder, after
deduction from the net assets above liabilities of the value of
an insurance company's real estate, shall represent the amount
of personalty liable for the ta:x.11z

§ 424. Same Subject.-In Nebra.ska, under a statute pnr
viding for asSessment on tangible property and in addition
thereto on gross receipts, and that "such gross receipts shall
represent the franchise valuation which shall not be other11 Co1110lidated Gaa Co. v. Baltimore City, 101 Md. M1, M5-M8,
per McSherry, C. J., who also says:
" 'They,' said the Court of Appeals of
New York in People v. Tax Commissioners, 174 N. Y. 441 '(tangible
chattels in the public highway), have
no aasei!Bable value worthy of notice
except through the actual and constant use made of them u incidental
tO the special franchises. The value
of either resides in the union of both
and can be practically ascertained
only by treating them aa a unit.
Unless assessed together both cannot
be adequately 111111essed. A man of
judgment in valuing a wagon, and
especially in estimating its earning
capacity, does not p111111 upon the
body, wheels, top and tongue separately. We regard the tangible
property aa an illlleparable part of
the special franehias mentioned in
the statute, eemtituting with them
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a. new ~tity, which u a goiDg concern can neither be &.e.ed uor eold
to advantage, except aa one thin&.
single and entire.' • • . * What
then is the thing alllle8llell ancl taxed
in t.hiB case? Is it the mere right to
occupy the streets below the surface
with mains and pipes-which is the
f~chise-<>r, is it the eaaement atquired, through the franchise, by
the actual occupancy of the highwaya in that manner? OatelUiibly it
is the latter; and the right to include
the value of thnt easement as an
element in fixing an &-..anent oo
the tangible property employed in
availing of that easement is, we think,
no longer an open question in Ulil
State since the decision in Tbe Appeal Tax Court v. Union R. Co., 50
Md. 274.''
11 Detroit Fire & llariDe IDa. Co. v.
Hartz (rrlich.), 10 Det. Leg. N. 23,
94 N. W. 7.
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wise assessed," the term 11 franchise" was held to be a generic
term and to include all rights and privileges granted to or
exercised by an individual or public service corporation."
In a New Jersey case it is asserted that the franchise that is
taxed as property is the privilege enjoyed by a corporation
of exercising certain powers derived from the State, and a
distinction is made between such a franchise and that which
consists in the right to exist in corporate form without reference to the powers that under such form the company may
exercise.64 In New York it is declared in a comparatively
early case that under the laws of that State a mere franchise
or incorporeal hereditament of any kind is riot taxable except
by special statute; that a person may not be taxed on his
franchise but he can be taxed upon a structure or real estate,
as in case of a railroad or bridge the property itself· can be
taxed but not the company's franchise. "The bridge and
railroad may not be of any use to their owners without the
franchise pertaining or incident to them, and yet they may
be taxed, and for the purpose of fixing their value, the uses to
which they must be subjected must be considered." 16 In a
later case it is asserted that the franchise made taxable by the
tax law 11 does not mean the right to exercise corporate func11 Weetem Union Teleg. Co. v.
City of Omaha (Neb., 1005), 103
N. W. 84-86, under I 78, New Revenue Law, U 10,477, Cobbey'e Ann.
Stat., 1903. Bee this cue also under
§ 39, herein.
"Lumberville Bridge Co. v. ABBellllOr&, 55 N.J. L. 529,537, 2li L. R .
A. 134, 26 Atl. 711, per Garrison, J.,
who says: "This distinction, although formulated by Mr. Justice
Field in Home Ina. Co. v. New York,
134 U. 8. 594,33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup.
Ct. 593, was not strictly adhered to
in hia subsequent expre88ione becauae there was nothing in that case
to call for a nice use of tenns."
Distinction exists between property tu: and franchise tax. North

Jersey St. Ry. Co. v. Jersey City, 73
N. J. L. 481, 483, 63 Atl. 833; Tax
Act 1903, Pamph. L. p. 394; Act
1900, Pamph. L. p. 502.
"T~ie act impoeee no tax upon
francbieee but merely requirea that
they shall be considered in ascertaining the value of the property ae&e88ed. The franchieee intended are
but the legal privileges which the
company enjoys in the use of ita
property, and of course, therefore,
should not be disregarded." State
Board of Alae88ors v, Central Rd.
Co., 48 N.J. L. 146,314, per Dixon, J .
n Smith v. Mayor, etc., of New
York, 68 N.Y. 552,555, per EarJ, J.,
citing People v. Barker, 48 N. Y. 70.
" § 2, 11ubd. 3, Laws 1896, p. 796,
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tions, but the right to use the public streets, highways or
public places for the purpose of laying pipes or mains, either
as an individual or a corporation; that the right to use the
public streets or highways is a property right, and it is becau..o:e
such property has a value that the right exists to assess it.
The franchise thus made taxable must mean some special
privilege derived from some governmental body or some
political body having authority to grant the property right
sought to be taxed; and that it is this species of property,
intangible in its nature, which the law is enacted to reach.$7
In another case in the same State a distinction is made between the taxation of corporate franchises and a tax upon
property of the corporation for the privilege of carrying on
business.08 In a Pennsylvania case it is said that : "The power
to tax corporate franchises is undoubtedly recognized and
acted upon in this State. The test, whether the tax in any
given case is a franchise as distinguished from a property tax,
would seem, from the authorities, to be that a tax according
to a valuation is a tax upon property, whereas a tax imposed
according to nominal value, or measured by some fixed standard of mere calculation-as contrasted with valuation-fixed
by the law itself, may be a franchise tax;" thus, to illust.ra.U>.
a tax on capital stock cannot be a franchise tax as tested by
the above criterion.118 In Washington corporate franchises are
held to be taxable.80
c. 908, as amended by Laws 1899,
p. 1589, c. 712.
" People ex rei. Retsof Min. Co. v.
Priest, 77 N. Y. Supp. 382, 75 App.
Div. 131, aff'd (mem.) 175 N.Y. 511,
per the court. Quoted in Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. City of Omaha
(Neb., 1905), 103 N. W. 84, 85, 86.
11 People v. Knight, 174 N.Y. 475,
67 N. E. 65, case reverses 73 N. Y.
Supp. 745, 67 App. Div. 333. '

That franchise tax is a tax oo
corporate functions, rather than OD
property, see Security Trust Co. ,..
Liberty Bldg. Co., 89 N. Y. Supp.
340, 96 App. Div. 436; Laws 1901,
p. 316, c. 132.
That franchise is taxable property,
see Hatfield v. StraUBB, 189 N. Y.
208,219,82 N. E. 172, per O'Brien,J.
11 Commonwealth v. Standard Oil
Co., 101 Pa. 119, 127, citing as tA:I

10 Edison Electric Illuminating Co. Light & Power Co. v. JudBOn, 21
v. Spokane City, 22 Wash. 168, 60 Wash. 49.
Pac. 132. See Commercial Electric
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§ 425. Franchise Tax-Capital Stock-Meaning of Terms
-Nature of Tax-Construction of Statute.01-The words

"capital stock," as used in the Tax Law of New York imposing
a franchise tax on corporations for the privilege of doing business or exercising its corporate franchises in the State, refer
to the capital or property of the corporation; and the words
"employed within this State," as used in the statute, do not
mean simply the legal situs of the property of the corporation.02 It is also held in the same State that the term "capital
stock," as used in its franchise tax law, means not the share
stock held by individuals, but the actual capital which it
represents, employed in that State; when considered as a
basis for a franchise tax, it is the equivalent of the term 11 capital" and it is the amount of capital so employed upon which
the tax is to be computed.ea This tax is imposed for the
above criterion Kittanning Coal Co.
v. Commonwealth, 29 P. F. S. 104;
Bank of Commerce v. New York
City, 2 Black (67 U. 8.), 620, 17 L. ed.
4J>1; Bank Tax Case, 2 Wall. (69

U. 8.) 200, 17 L. ed. 793; Society for
Savings v. Coite, 6 Wall. (73 U. S.)
594, 18 L. ed. 897; Providence Institution v. Muaachusetts, 6 Wall.
(73 U. 8.) 611, 18 L. ed. 907.

See n 489, 440, herein.
People ex rei. Lackawanna
Tranap. Co. v. Knight, 77 N.Y. Supp.
398, 75 App. Div. 164; N. Y. Tax
Law, Laws 1896, chap. 908, 1182,
am'd by Laws 1901, chap. 558; by
Laws 1906, p. 1195, chap. 474; by
Laws1907, p. 1726, chap. 734,
11 People ex rel. Commercial Cable
Co. v. Morgan, 178 N. Y. 433, rev'g
86 App. Div. 577,83 N.Y. Supp. 998.
The court, per Werner, J., said:
" •Capital stock' and • capital' are
practically the equivalent of each
other when considered as the basis
of a franehiae tax." ld., 440.
Whether "fmnchiH" or "fra,.
chillu" included in "CtJpital tltock,"
see the following cases:
UDited ltates: New York: Central
& Hudson River Rd. Co. v. Miller,
202 U. S. 584, 596, 50 L. ed. - ,

26 Sup. Ct. - ; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Norman, 77 Fed. 13,
22.
IWDoil: State Board of Equalization v. People, 191 Ill. 528, 547-549,
68 L. R. A. 513, 61 N. E. 339.
Kentucky: Henderson Bridge Co;
v. Commonwealth, 99 Ky. 623, 17 Ky.
L. Rep. 389, 29 L. R. A. 73, 31 S. W.
486, aff'd 166 U. S. 150, 17 Sup. Ct.
532, 41 L. ed. 953; Henderson Bridge
Co. v. Negley, Sheriff, 23 Ky. L. Rep.
746.
llimlesota: State v. Duluth Gas &
Water Co., 76 Minn. 96, 102-104, 78
N. W. 1032, 57 L. R. A. 63.
!few York: People ex rei. RochesterRy. Co. v. Pond, 57 N.Y. Supp.
490, 493, 37 App. Div. 330; Williams
v. Western Union Teleg. Co., 48 N. Y.
Super. Ct. (16 Jonea & S.) 349, 368,
cue rev'd 93 N.Y. 162.

11

11

48
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privilege of doing business or exercising corporate franchises
within the State.64 But under a Federal Supreme Court deOhio: Hubbard v. Brush, 61 Ohio
St. 252, 261, 262, 55 N. E. 829.
Tennessee: Tradesman Publishing
Co. v. Knoxville Car Wheel Co., 11
Pick. (95 Tenn.) 634, 654-656, 49
Am. St. Rep. 943, 32 S. W. 1097, 31
L. R. A. 593.
Compare People ex rel. Manhattan
Ry. Co. v. Barker, 146 N. Y. 304, 40
N. E. 996, B. c., 165 N. Y. 305, 310,
317, 324, 340, 59 N. E. 151, cited in
People ex rel. Metropolitan St. Ry.
Co. v. Tax Commi88ioners, 174 N.Y.
417, 436, 67 N. E. 169; People ex rel.
Manhattan Ry. Co. v. Barker, 152
N.Y. 417, 439, 452, 46 N. E. 875.
Whether tax imposed on gross receipts is franchi.e tax, see Stephens
v. Texas & Pac. Ry. Co. (Tex. Sup.),
97 S. W. 309; Galveston, H. & S. Ry.
Co. v. State (Tex. Sup.), 97 S. W.
71, rev'g 93 S. W. 464.
Tax on value of capital stock is tax
on property in which capital invested.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Rd. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 198 U. S.
341, 49 L. ed. 1077, 25 Sup. Ct. 669.
Tax on cash value of shares of
capital stock not tax upon &hares of
individual stockholders or upon property of corporation, but tax upon corporation itself measured by percentage upon cash value of certain
proportional part of shares of capital
stock. Delaware Railroad Tax, 18
Wall. (85 U.S.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
Capital Btock and shares in jointstock company represent& tangible and
intangible property, including all
corporate franchiBell. Adams Express Co. v. Ohio, 166 U'. S. 185, 41
L. ed. 965, 17 Sup. Ct. 604.

Capital Btock and corporate ~
erty distinguished. The shares of the
capital stock of a corporation are
essentially different and distinc:t from
the corporate property, aDd the
owner of all the corporation's stock
does not own or become entitled to
control the property; such Ownel' aDd
the corporation do not thereby become one petson.
Monongahela
Bridge Co. v. Pittsburg & Birmingham Traction Co., 196 Pa. 25, 46
Atl. 99. See §11, herein.
That capital stock is distinguished
from corporate property examine
al110 the following cases:
l1Dlted States: Van Allen v. A.
sessors, 3 Wall. (70 U. S.) 573,
18 L. ed. 229; Sturges v. StetAion,
1 Biss. (C. C.) 246, Fed. Cas.
No. 13,568.
Oonnecttcut: Seeurity Co. v. Hanford, 61 Conn. 89.
Illinois : Ohio R. v. Weber, 96 Ill.
443.
ltentucky: Henderson Bridge Co.
v. Commonwealth, 99 Ky. 623.
Missouri: Brent v. Hart, 10 Mo.
App. 143.
Rew J'ersey: State v. Morristown
F. A88oc., 23 N. J . L. 195;
Rew York: People ex rel. Singt>r
Mfg. Co. v. Wemple, 150 N. Y. 46,
50, 44 N. E. 787, case affirms 78 Hun,
63, 60 N. Y. St. Rep. 662, 29 N. Y.
Supp. 92; People ex rel. Union Trust
Co. v. Coleman, 126 N . Y . 433, 38
N.Y. St. Rep. 237,27 N . E. 818, cue
reverses 36 N. Y. St. Rep. 221, 13
N. Y. Supp. 67; Pratt v. Mun110n, 17
Hun (N. Y.), 475.
PeDDsylv&Dia: Wilkes-Barre Bank

•• People ex rel. Unitt>d States N. Y. 475, 67 N. E . 65, rev'g 67
Aluminum P. P. Co v. Knight, 174 App. Div. 333, 73 N.Y. Supp. 745.
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cision where the state statute imposed a tax upon "the corporate franchise or business" it is held that the tax was upon
the right or privilege to be a corporation and to . do business
within the State in a corporate capacity, and that it was not
a tax upon the privilege or franchise which, when incorporated,
the company might exercise.l111 And the same rule applies to
the statute in the same State imposing a franchise tax on
trust companies; " the tax imposed by the statute is a tax
upon a privilege and not upon property. It is not imposed
upon the privilege of becoming a .corporation, for that would
be an organization tax payable but once for the entire period
of corporate existence. It is imposed "for the privilege of
exercising" the corporate franchise, and is measured by the
value of the investments made and used in carrying on the
corporate business. It is an annual tax imposed for the purpose of exercising, not of possessing, a corporate franchise.
It is the implied intent of the statute that the tax should
be apportioned according to the period during which the
company exercised such franchise.l17 The question whether a
corporation does business so as to bring it within the operation of the statute is to be determined by the character of the
busineBB, and it is not a question of the right to carry it on.81
Unless the goods are brought into the State before sale,•
v. Wilke&-Barre, 148 Pa. '601; Commonwealth v. Lehigh Ave. Rd. Co.,
129 Pa. 405, 18 Atl. 414, 498, 24
Wkly N. of Caa. 530,5 L. R. A. 367;
Philadelphia 4: Ridge Ave. Rd. Co.,

102 Pa. 109; Lycoming Co. v. Gamble, 47 Pa. 106, 110.
TeDDellee: Brightwell v. Mallory,
10 Yerg. (Tenn.) 196; Union Bank v.
State, 9 Yerg. (Tenn.) 489.

Amended statute expressly ao provides.
• Home Ina. Co. v. New York, 134
.U. 8 . 594, 33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct.
593, aft''g 92 N.Y. 328, which ia also
affirmed by divided court, 119 U. B.
129, 30 L. ed. 350, 8 Sup. Ct. 1385,
restored to co.lendar, 122 U. S. 636
(mem.).

v. Miller, 177 N.Y. 51, 69 N. E. 124,
rev'g 85 App. Div. 211, 83 N. Y.
Supp. 185.
• People v. American Bell Teleph.
Co., 117 N. Y. 241, 22 N. E. 1057.
• People ex rei. Southern Cotton
Oil Co. v. Wemple, 131 N. Y. 64, 42
N. Y. St. Rep. 632, 29 N. E. 1002,
aff'g 61 Hun, 83, 39 N. Y. St. Rep.
"N. Y. Tax Laws; Laws 1896, 738, 15 N. Y. Bupp. 446; People ex
chap. 908, I 187a. See §434, herein. rei. Parke, Davia 4: Co. v. Roberta,
• People ex rei. Mutual Trust Co. 91 Hun, 158, 71 N, Y. St. Rep. 138,
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sales by sample do not constitute doing business; 10 and tJJe
fact that a portion of a corporation's business is the import&tion and sale of articles in original packages does not invalidate
the tax.71 In Vermont the franchise tax is imposed upon
banks for the privilege of carrying on their business as a
corporation.71 A tax on the nominai ·capital of a bank, lrithout
regard to the nature or value of the property composing it, iS
annexed to the franchise as a royalty for the grant, and not a
burden imposed on the property itself.71 'In an Alabama case
the court says: "The tax imposed by the subdivision has ~
properties and qualities of a franchise tax-it is measured by
the amount of paid-up capital stock of the corporation-and
this distinguishes it from a tax on property. Speaking in
reference to this inquiry it was said by Clopton, J ., in State v.
Stonewall Ins. Co.,7~ 'The usual and most certain test is,
whether the tax is upon the capital stock, e<J nomine, without
regard to its value, or at its assessed valuation in whatever it
may be invested; if the former, it is a franchise tax, if the latter,
a tax upon property.'" 711 A statute of Massachusetts whieh
requires corporations having a capital stock divided into
shares, to pay a tax of a certain percentage (one-sixth of one
per cent) Upon "the excess of the market value" of all suc-h
stock over the value of its real estate and machinery, is, under
the settled course of decision in the State of Massachusetts,
71 New York v, Roberta, 171 U.S.
36· N. Y. Supp. 368, aff'd 149 N. "Y.
608, 44 N. E. 1127, which is aff'd, 668, 43. L. ed. 345, 19 Sap. Ct. 236,
New York v. Roberts, 171 U. S. 658, 31 Chic. Leg. News, 111, 119, 1~,
43 L. ed. 345,19 Sup. Ct. 2~; People 17 Nat. Corp. Rep. 677,5 Det. L. N.,
v. Hom Silver Mining Co., 105 N.Y. No. 41.
··
76, 6 N. Y. St. Rep. 495, 26 Wkly.
n State v. Franklin County S.v.
Dig. 158, 11 N. E. 155, a.ff'g 38 Hun, Bank & Trust Co., 74 Vt. 246, 52
276.
Atl. 1069; Vt. St. 583, 584, as am'd
To People ex rei. Seth Thomas Clock by Laws 1896, No. 18, 52.
11 Bank of'Commerce v. New Yorlt,
Co. v. Wemple, 133 N. Y. 323, 45
N. Y. St. Rep. 234, 31 N. E. 238, 2 Bl&ck (67 U. S.), 620, 17 L. ed.
rev'g 42 N. Y. St. Rep. 60, 16 N. Y. 451.
.
14 89 Ala. 338.
Supp. 602. See also People ex rel.
Washington Mills Co. v. Roberts, 40 • 11 Phmnix Carpet Co. v. State, 118
N. Y. Bupp. 417, 8 App. Div. 201, Ala. 143, 161, 32 So. 627, per Brickaff'd 151 N.Y. 619,45 N. E. 1134.
ell, C. J.
.
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on ita constitution and laws, a statute which imposes .a franchise. tax; and the tax is lawful.70 So the tax imposed by the
statutes .of Massachusetts,77 requiring. every telegraph company owning a line of telegraph within the State to pay to the
state treasurer "a tax upon its corporate franchise at a valuation thereof equal to the aggregate value of .the shares in its
capital stock," deducting such portion of that valuation as.is
proportional to the length of ita lines without the State, and
deducting also an amount equal to the value of its real estate
and machinery subject to local taxation within the State, is
in. ~ffect a tax upon the .corporation on account of property
owned and used by it within-the State; and is constitutional
and valid, as applied to a telegraph company incorporated by
another State, and which has accepted the rights conferred by
Congress by § 5263 of the Revise_d Statutes.71 Again, an act
of the legislature of Delaware, taxing railroad .and canal companies, was passed on the 8th of April, 1869. The fourth
section of the act provided that every company of the class
designated should, in addition to other taxes, also pay to the
treasu~er of the State for its use, on the first ,day of July of
each year thereafter; or within thirty days from such period, a
tax of one-fourth of one per cent upon the actual cash value
of every share of its capital stock; with a proviso that when
the line of the railroad or canal belonging to a company liable
to the tax lay partly in the State and partly in an adjoining
State or States, -t he company should only be required to pay
the tax on such number -of the shares of its capital stock as
would be in that proportion to the whole number of shares,
which the length of the road or canal within the limits of the
State should bear to the whole length of such road or canal.
It was held, that the tax was not imposed upon the shares
o~ the individual stockholders, or upon the property of the
"-Hamilton Co. v. Maasachuaetta,
6 Wall. (73 U. B.) 632, 18 L. ed. 904.
"Pub. Btat., c. 13, U 40, 42.
n Maasachuaetta v. Western Union
Telegraph Co.,-141 U . B. 40, 3.5 L. ed.

628, 11 Bup. Ct. 889; Western Union
Telegraph Company v. Attorney
General of M811&chuaetta, 125 U. B.
530, 8 Bup. Ct. 961, 31 L. ed. 790,
followed.
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corporation, but was a tax upon the corppration itaelf, measured by a percentage upon the cash value of a certain proportional part of the shares of its capital stock,-a rule which,
though an arbitrary one, was declared approximately just in
the case.71 Where a gross earnings tax is imposed upon a
railroad company in lieu of all other taxes except certain
real estate, such tax includes a stock of groceries kept by the
company to furnish supplies for a steamboat line operated
by it.10
§ 426. State Taxation-Franchise Assessments-Capital
Stock-Constitutional Law-Remedy.-In order to bring
taxation imposed by a State within the scope of the Fourteenth . Amendment of the National Constitution, the case
should be so clearly and palpably an illegal encroachment upon
private rights as to leave no doubt that such taxation, by its
necessary operation, is really spoliation under the guise of
exerting the power to tax.11 And the validity of a state tax
upon corporations created under its laws or -doing business
within its territory, can in no way be dependent upon the
mode which the State may deem fit to adopt in fixing the
amount for any year which it will exact for the franchise.82
The statute of New York of 1881,u imposing a tax upon the
corporate franchise or business of every corporation, jointstock company or association incorporated or organized under
any law of the State or of any other State or country, to be
computed by a percentage upon its whole capital stock, and
to be ascertained in the manner provided by the act, when
applied to a manufacturing corporation organized under the
71 Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall.
(85 U.S.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
10 Pere Marquette R. Co. v. City
of Ludington (Mich.), 10 Det. Leg.
N. 231, 95 N. W. 417; Comp. Laws
1897, I 6277.
11 Hendei'I!On Bridge Co. v. Hendei'I!On City, 173 U. S. 592, 43 L. ed.
823, 19 Sup. Ct. 553.
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11 Home Ins. Co. v. New York, 134
U. S. 594, 33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. C'593, aff'g 92 N. Y. 328, which ia also
aff'd by divided court in 119 U. S.
129, 30 L. ed. 350, 8 Sup. CL 1385,
resU>red U> calendar 122 U. B. 636
(mem.).
u Act of May 26, 1881, c. 361.
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laws of Utah, and doing the greater part of its business out
of the State of New York, and paying taxes in Illinois and
Utah, but doing a small part of its business in the State of
New York, does not tax persons or property not within the
State; nor regulate interstate commerce; nor take private
property without just compensation; nor deny to the corporation the equal protection of the laws; nor impose a tax beyond
the constitutional power of the State; and the remedy of the
corporation against hardship and injustice, if any has been
suffered, must be sought in the legislature of the State.84 So
the tax law of that State of 1899,86 imposing taxes on certain
public franchises, is not repugnant to the equal protection,
due process or impairment of obligation clauses of the Federal
Constitution and of the Fourteenth Amendment thereto.86
Again, the statutes of the same State providing that "Every
corporation, joint-stock company or association whatever,
now or hereafter incorporated, organized or formed under, by
or pursuant to law in this State or in any other State or country
and doing business in that State, except only savings banks
and institutions for savings, life insurance companies, banks,
foreign insurance companies, manufacturing or mining corporations or companies, wholly engaged in carrying on manufacture or mining ores within this State, and agricultural and
horticultural societies or associations, which exception, however, shall not include gas companies, trust companies, electric
or steam heating, lighting and power companies, shall be liable
to and shall pay a tax as a tax upon its franchise or business,
into the state treasury annually, to be computed as follows:"
and that "The amount of capital stock which shall be the
basis for tax * * * in the case of every corporation,
u Hom Silver Mining Co. v. New
York, 143 U. S. 305, 36 L. ed. 164,
12 Sup. Ct. 403.
"As amended May 26, 1800, c. 712,
p. 1589.
11 Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v.
New York State Board of Tax Commi•ioners, 100 U.S. 1, 50 L. ed. 65,

25 Sup. Ct. 705. Proposition may,
however, be deemed limited in this
decision to the franchises involved in
this case. As to Tax Law, see Cumming & Gilbert's Gen1 Laws & Btatutes of N. Y., Title "Taxation,'' for
various amendments.
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joinWtock company and association liable to taxation thereunder shall be the amount of capital stock employed within
this State," as construed by the highest court of that State,
are not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States.17
And as the tax law of 1899 of that State 81 contains proper
provisions for certiorari and review of the assessments, it does
not deny to the holders of the franchises due process of law
in the valuation and assessment of the franchises, because the
tangible and intangible property of the corporation is valued
as a totality or because it does not give sufficient notice.•
The taxation of cars under the New York franchise tax law,
belonging to a New York corporation, is not unconstitutional
as depriving the owner of its property without due process of
law bec~_~ouse the cars are at times temporarily absent from the
State-it appearing that no cars permanently without the
State are taxed.110 If a state statute requires every corporation, person or association operating a railroad within the
State to pay an annual tax for the privilege of exercising its
franchises therein, to be determined by the amount of its
gross transportation receipts, and further provides that, when
applied to a railroad lying partly within and partly without
the State, or to one operated as a part of a line or system
extending beyond the State, the tax shall be equal to the
proportion of the gross receipts in the State, to be ascertained
in the manner provided by the statute, it does not conflict
with the Constitution of the United States; and the tax thereby
imposed upon a foreign corporation, operating a line of railway, partly within and partly without the State, is one within
the power of the State to levy.11 AB, however, a State cannot
11

New York v. Roberts, 17i U. 8. 199 U. 8. 48, tiO L. ed. 79,25 Sup. Ct.

658, 19 Sup. Ct. 235, 43 L. ed. 345, 713.
10 New York Central & H. R. Rd.
5 Det. L. N., No. 4t, 31 Chic. Leg.

News, 111, 119, 129, 17 Nat. Corp.
Rep. 677.
• As amended May 26, 1899, c. 712,
p. 1589.
111 Brooklyn City Rd. Co. v. New
York State Board of Tax Commra.,
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Co. v. Miller, 202 U. S. 584, tiO L
ed. - , 26 Sup. Ct. - .
11 Maine v. Grand Trunk Ry.
Co., 142 U. S. 217, 35 L. ed. 994, 12
Sup. Ct. 121, 163, 48 Am. & Eng.
R. Cas. 602, 11 Ry. & Corp. L. J. 62.
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directly tax tangible property permanently outside the State
and having no situs within the State, it cannot attain the
same end by taxing the enhanced value of the capital stock
of a corporation which arises from the value of the property
beyond its jurisdiction. And the collection of a tax on a corporation on its capital stock based on a valuation which includes property situated out of the State would amount to the
taking of property without due process of law and can be restrained by the Federal courts.11
§ 427. Franchise Tax-Capital Stock-Gross ReceiptsAdditional Franchise-Interstate Commerce.-The statute of
New York 13 imposes a tax upon corporations for the privilege
of exercising their corporate franchises or carrying on their
corporate business within the State, and it is based upon the
amount of capital stock which is employed within the State, and
it is held to apply notwithstanding the capital stock is used in
a business which is in the nature of commerce between States.
Thus it is held that a foreign corporation doing business in New
York, from which it negotiates sales of the products of mines
situated in other States and coll~cts the proceeds of the sales,
is doing business in that State so as to subject it to a franchise
tax within the intent of the statute; nor can it, in order to
avoid taxation, successfully contend that it is wholly engaged
in interstate commerce because the products sold by it must
all be transported from a foreign State into the taxing State
and other States where purchasers are found.14 Another secCited in McHenry v. Alford, 168 U.S. 38 L. ed. 773, 14 Sup. Ct. 865; Fick-

651, 670, 42 L. ed. 614, 18 Sup. Ct.
242; Adams Expre. Co. v. Ohio, 165
U. B. 194, 220, 17 Sup. Ct. 305, 41
L. ed. 683; Western Union Teleg. Co.
v. Taggart, 163 U. S. 1, 21, 16 Sup.
Ct. 1054,41 L. ed. 49; New York, L.
E. & W. R. Co. v. Pennsylvania, 158
U. S. .431, 440, 39 L. ed. 1043, 15
Sup. Ct. 896; Pittsburg, C. C. & St.
L. R. Co. v. Baclrus, 154 U. 8. 421,
431, 14 Sup. Ct. 1114, 38 L. ed. 1031;
Aabley v. Ryan, 153 U. 8. 436, 446,

len v. Shelby County, 145 U. 8. 1,
23, 36 L. ed. 601, 12 Sup. Ct. 810.
n Delaware & L. W. Rd. Co. v.
Pennsylvania, 198 U. S. 341, 49 L.
ed. 1077, 25 Sup. Ct. 669.
11 Laws 1896, •chap. 908, U 181,
182, aa amended by Laws 1901,
chap. 558; since amended by Laws
1906, p. 1195, chap. 474, and Laws
1907, p. 1726, clu!,p. 734.
84 People ex rei. Union Sulphur Co.
v. Glynn, 125 App. Div. 328. See
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tion of the tax law in the same State provides for an additional
franchise tax on transportation and transmission corporations
and associations, requiring every corporation and joint-stock
association formed for steam surface railroad, canal steamboat, ferry, express, navigation, pipe-line, transfer, baggage
express, telegraph, telephone, palace car or sleeping ear purposes, to pay, for the privilege of exercising its corporate
franchises or carrying on its business in such corporate or
organized capacity in the State, an annual excise tax or license
fee equal to a certaih proportionate part of a specified per
centum upon its gross earnings within the State, which shall
include its gross earnings from its transportation or transmisf:lion business originating and terminating within the State,
but not includirig earnings derived ·from business of an interstate character.115 Under this section a terminal railroad company operating a grain elevator and a freight warehouse, and
a number of railroad tracks, which tracks were used to afford
access to such elevator and warehouse by cars owned by other
corporations, and whose business was entirely transacted
within the State, is not subject to the additional franchise tax
so imposed. As the business of the corporation is connected
with interstate commerce, its earnings are "earnings derived
from business which is of an interstate character," within the
meaning of the statutes which forbid the imposition of any tax
upon the business of interstate commerce.1111 So earnings dePennsylvania. Rd. Co. v. Knight, 192
U. S. 21, 48 L. ed. 325, 24 Sup. Ct.
202; People ex rel. Burke v. Wells,
95 N. Y. Supp. 100, 107 App. Div.
15, a.ff'd 184 N. Y. 275, 77 N. E. 19.
11 N. Y. Ta.x Law; Laws 1896,
chap. 908, 1184 (since amended by
La.ws 1907, p. 1726, chap. 734).
This statute includes a.lso a.ll other
corporations not liable to taxes under I 185, which provides for a franchise tax on elevated or surface railroads not operated by steam (as
amended by Laws 1906, chap. 474);
and 1186, which provides for a. fra.n-
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chise tax on waterworks companie~~,
gas companies, electric or steam
heating, lighting and power companies (since amended by Laws 1907,
p. 1726, chap. 734).
" People ex rei. Connecting TeJ'o
mina.l R. Co. v. Miller, 178 N.Y. 191,
70 N. E. 472, rev'g 82 N. Y. Supp.
582, 84 App. Div. 174. As to fran..
chise tax case is under Laws 1880,
chap. 542, § 6; Laws 1881, chap. 361,
Laws 1896, chap. 908, 1184; as to
interstate commerce, llll8 Laws 181M,
chap. 562, §11, Laws 1896, chap.
908, 1184.
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rived by a railroad company for the transportation of express
freights, either shipped from counties in the State for delivery
out of the State, or from counties out of the State for delivery
within the State, are "earnings derived from business of an
interstate character,'' and are therefore not taxable under this
section.17 Under the same section of the New York statute a
foreign corporation engaged in the business of a common
carrier outside of the State of New York, in carrying passengers to and from New York City, whose terminus in New Jersey
is Jersey City, from which it conveys its New York passengers
by ferry boats to various stations in New York City, and
which maintains a cab service at one of its ferry stations, is
taxable upon the capital employed in the maintenance of such
cab service, since such service is not a part of or an incident to
the interstate commerce of the railroad.• Again, where a state
franchise tax is imposed on the gross receipts of fidelity and
guaranty companies incorporated in the .State and doing business therein, and also upon all corporations of like kind doing business in the State, it is held that interstate business
is not included and the tax is limited to gross receipts on
intrastate business.• A state tax may be imposed upon receipts for the mileage within the State, of ·a railroad corporation, incorporated under the state laws, on account of
transportation done by it from one point within the State to
another point within it, but passing during the transportation
without the State and through part of another State and
such tax is not a tax upon interstate commerce, and does not
infringe the provisions of the Federal Constitution.1
"People ex rei. New York Central
& H. R. Rd. Co. v. Miller, 88 N. Y.
Bupp. 373, 94 App. Div. 587.
• People ex rei. Penll8YlvaDia Ry.
Co. v. Knight, 73 N. Y. Supp. 790,
67 App. Div. 398, aff'd 171 N. Y.
354, 64 N. E. 152, and in PeD1111Ylvania Rd. Co. v. Knight, 192 U. B.
21, 48 L. ed. 325, 24 Sup. Ct. 202;
under N. Y. Tax Law; Laws 1896,
chap. 908, t 184.

• State v. United States Fidelity
& Guaranty Co. of Bait. City, 93
Md. 314, 48 Atl. 918; Code, art. 81,
t 146, aa am'd by Act 1896, c. 120.
1 Lehigh Valley R. Co. v. PennsylvaDia, 145 U. B. 192, 12 Sup. Ct.
Rep. 806, 809, 36 L. ed. 672, 676, 45
Alb. L. J. 511, 11 Ry. & Corp. L. J.
302. Bee Galveston, H. & B. A. Ry.
Co. v. State {Tex. Civ. App.), 93 B.
W. 464, revereed in State v. Gal·
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§ 428. Franchise Tu:-Capital Stock-Who Liabl~
erally.-The New York statute imposing a franchise tax
for the privilege of doing business or exercising a corporate
franchise in the State 1 must be confined in its operation to
domestic corporations. As to foreign corporations the tax is
imposed solely on business, and two conditions are necessary:
First, that the corporation shall be doing business within the
State; and, second, employing capital within the State.a It
is also held in Kansas that .the power to levy a tax on the
capital stock o1 a corporation is limited to the State of its domicile even though it conducts its principal business in another
State.' Where. the purpose of incorporation of a company includes a general. business in the purchase, sale $1ld exchange
of real estate, :with power to erect and manage buildings, and
to purchase and sell mortgages and the stocks and bonds 9f
other corporations, such company is subject to a franchise tax
in New York.l1 So a .domestic corporation which owns and
operates an apartment house, situated in t~t State, is employing its capital stock within the State so as to be taxable
on its franchise. 8 A foreign corporation doing b~ess in the
veeton, H. & S. A. Ry. Co. (Tex.,
1006), 97 S. W. 71, under Laws 190li,
p. 336, o. 141.
1 Tu: Law; ~wa 1896, chap. 908,
1182, u am'd by Laws 1901, chap.
558, and Laws 1906, p. 1195, chap.
474, and since by Laws 1907, p. 1726,
chap. 7:W.
1 People ex rel. Chicago Junction
Rya. & Union Stockyards Co, v.
Roberta, 154 N. Y. 1, 47 N. E. 974,
rev'g 90 Hun, 474, 70 N. Y. St. Rep.
640, 35 N. Y. Supp. 968; People ex
rel .. Harlin & Hollingsworth Co. v.
Campbell, 139 N. Y. 68, 54 N. Y.
St. Rep. 451,34 N. E. 753, rev'g
49 N.Y. St. Rep. 917,22 N.Y. Supp.
1111; People ex rei. American Contra.cting & D. Co. v. Wemple, 129
N. Y. 558, 42 N. Y. St. Rep. 400, 29
N. E. 812, aff'g 60 Hun, 225,38 N. Y.
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St. Rep. 869; People v. Equitable
Trust Co. of New London, 96 N. Y.
387.

'Foster-Cherry Commi.allion Co. v.
Caakey, 66 Kan. 600, 72 Pac. 268.
1 People ex rel. Fourteenth Sl
Realty Co. v. Kelaey, 97 N.Y. Supp.
197, 110 App. Div.. 797, afr'd (mem.)
184 N. Y. 572, 77 N. E. 1194, underN. Y. Tu: Law; Laws 1896, p. 908,
§ 182. Examine P~ple ex rei. Wall
& Hanover St. Realty Co. v . .)Iiller,
181 N. Y. 328. 73 N. E. 1102, aB'g
98 App. Div. 684, 90 N. Y. Bllpp.
753. Comp&n!l People ex rei. Ft.
GeorgeRealtyCo.v:.Miller,179.N.Y.
49, 71 N. E. 463, rev'g 90 App. Div.
IS88, 86 N. Y. Supp. 420.
1 People ex rei. H~bert ApartmeDt
Asaoo. v. Kelaey, 96 N.Y. Supp. 745,
110 App. Div. 617, aft'd (mem.) 184
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State of New York and acting a.s a holding corporation of the
capital stock of constitu'e nt companieS is subject to a franchise
tax oh money so invested, that being the purpose of the corporation. ADd· although such corporation acts a.s the buying
agent of constituent companieS without charge, it cannot
avoid· taxation upon the· theory that it is not doing business
for a profit aild that its capital is not employed in New York,
for its profit consists in dividend1:1 on the stock held by ·it.7
A' f'oreign corporation by becoming a special partner in. New
York alsO employs capital there.8 Agaili, a race-track association may be liable to a franchise tax where it exerciSes a
special or exclusive privilege or franchise not allowed by law
to natural persons.8 If a non-resident enters into the business
of loaming money within a State and employs a local agent
to conduct the business, the State may· tax tlie capital employed precisely a.s it taxes the capital of its own citizens,
in like situation, and may assess the credits arising out of the
business, and the foreigner cannot escape taxation upon his
capital by temporarily removing from the' State the evidenceS
of creaits which, under such circumstances, have a taxable
situs in the State of their origin. Loans made by a New York
life insurance company on its own policies in Louisiana are
taxable in that State although the notes may be temporarily
·
sent to the home office.1o
§ 429. Franchise Tu-:-Capital Stock-Who not Liable
-Generally.-Under the New York statute 11 a corporation
N.Y. 573,77 N. E.1194-; under t 182
of N.Y. Tax Law, cited in last note.
7 People ex rei. Manhattan Bilk Co.
v. Miller, 126 App. Div. 296, citing
People ex rei. North American Co. v.
Miller, 90 App. Div. 560, a.fr'd 182
N.Y. 521; under I 181 of N.Y. Tax
Law; Laws 1896, chap. ~. aa
amended by Laws 1901, chap. (i58.
Also under t 182, of N. Y. Tax Law,
aa ame~ded by Laws 1901, chap. 558.
Bee Laws 1907, p. 1726, chap. 734;
LaWI 1906, p. 1195, chap. 474.

· 1 People ex rei. Badische Anili,n &
Soda Fabrik v. Roberta, 152 N.Y. 59,
46 N.E.161, aff'g 11 App. Div. 310,76
N.Y. St. Rep. 502,42 N.Y. Supp. 502.
• Latonia Agricultural & S. Aaeoc.
v. Donnelly, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1891, 50
B. W. 251.
10 Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. of
New York v. City of New Orlean·a,
205 U. B. 395, 51 L. ed. 853, 27 Sup.,
Ct. 499, aff'g 115 La. 698.
.
11 Tax Law; Laws1896, chap. 908,
I 182.
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composed only of tenants in common of unimproved city real
estate and organized solely for the purpose of taking title to
the property so as to raise funds by mortgage thereon to pay
past due mortgages, taxes and assessments on the property
and hold the same until it can be sold for such a price that
the owners thereof may obtain something for their in~rest
therein, is not liable to the franchise tax imposed by the
statute, since the stock of such corporation is not capital
"employed within this State" within the meaning of the
statute. 12 When corporate real estate has been condemned
and the receipts of the award distributed, after payment of the
debts of the corporation, in a sum which exceeds the par value
of the capital stock, and the surplus arises from the increment
in the value of such real estate increased by interest upon the
award, a franchise tax cannot be assessed upon such excess as
a dividend. 11
§ 430. Ta:u.tion of Intangible Property of Interstate
Bridge-Constitutional Law.-A railroad bridge across a
navigable river forming the boundary line between two States
is not, by reason of being an instrument of interstate commerce, exempt from taxation by either State upon the part
within it. 14 And the power of a State to tax an intersta~
bridge is not affected by the fact that it was erected under
the authority or with the consent of Congress. So a municipality, which has authority from the legislature so to do, may
tax so much of the property of a bridge company owning such
a btidge as is permanently between low-water mark on the
shore of a State on the other side of a river and low-water
mark on the shore of its own State, where it is settled that
the boundary of its own State extends to low-water mark on
12 People ex rei. Ft. George Realty
Co. v. Miller, 179 N.Y. 49, 71 N. E.
463, rev'g 90 App. Div. 588, 86 N.Y.
Supp. 420, Distgd. in People ex rei.
Wall & Hanover St. Realty Co. v.
Miller, 181 N. Y. 328, 73 N. E.
1102.
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11 People ex rei. Jerome Park Villa
Site & B. I. Co. v. Roberts, 58 N. Y.
Supp. 254, 41 App. Div. 21.
u Pittsburg, C. C. & St. L. Ry.
Co. v. Board of Public Works, Wed
Virginia, 172 U. S. 32, 43 L. ed. 354,
19 Sup. Ct. 90.
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the other shore of the river on the line of the other State.
And the taxation by the city as property of the bridge company, of the bridge and its appurtenances within the fixed
boundary of the city, between low-water mark on the two
sides of a river, is not a taking of private property for public
use without just compensation, in violation of the Federal
Constitution. 111

§ 431. Taxation of Ferry Franchise-Legal Situs of
Property-Constitutional Law.-A franchise granted by the
proper authorities of Indiana, for maintaining a ferry across
the Ohio River from the India.na shore to the Kentucky shore,
is an incorporeal hereditament derived from, and having its
legal situs for purposes of taxation in Indiana. The fact that
such franchise was granted to a Kentucky corporation, which
held a Kentucky franchise to carry on the ferry business from
the Kentucky shore to the Indiana shore (the jurisdiction of
Kentucky extending only to low-water mark on the northern
and western side of the Ohio River), does not bring the Indiana
franchise within the jurisdiction of Kentucky for purposes of
taxation. The taxation of the Indiana franchise by Kentucky
would amount to a deprivation of property without due
process of law, in violation of the provisions of the Fourteenth
Amendment. Quan-e, whether such taxation would be such
a burden on interstate commerce as to make it inconsistent
with the power of Congress to regulate commerce among the
several States, was not decided.18
§ 432. Franchise To-Telegraph Companies-Constitutional Law. 17-A tax may be levied in the form of a franchise
Henderaon Bridge Co. v. Henderaon City, 173 U. 8. 592, 43 L. ed.
823, 19 Sup. Ct. 553; 173 U. S. 624,
43 L. ed. 835, 19 Sup. Ct. 545, 877;
Henderson Bridge Co. v. Kentucky,
166 U. S. 150, 41 L. ed. 953, 17 Sup.
Ct. 532. Examine Chicago, B. & Q.
R. Co. v. Nebraska City, 53 Neb.
463, 73 N. W. 952; Chicaso, B. &
11

•

Q. R. Co. v. CBil8 County, 51 Neb.
369, 70 N. W. 955. See t 429,
herein.
18 Louisville & Jeft'eraonville Ferry
Co. v. Kentucky, 188 U. S. 385, 23
Sup. Ct. 463, 47 L. ed. 513. See
I 428, herein. See also as to situs
§ 438, herein.
u See § 425, herein, as to additional
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tax, though a privilege tax imposed in lieu of all other taxes.11
But a state tax upon the franchise of a telegraph company
covers all its intangible property, rather than its corporate
franchises as technically defined. 18 A state statute, requiring
a telegraph company to pay a tax upon its property within
the State, valued at such a proportion of the whole value of
its capital stock as the length of its lines within the s~
bears to the length of all its lines everywhere, deducting a
sum equal to the value of its real estate and machinery subject to local taxation within the State, is constitutional and
valid, notwithstanding that nothing is in its terms directed
to be deducted from the valuation, either for the value of its
franchises from the United States, or for the value of its real
estate and machinery situated and taxed in other States;
unless there is something more showing that the system of
taxation adopted is oppressive and unconstitutional.2111
§ 433. Franchise Tu-Tu on Gross Receipts-Street
Railroads.-Under the Kentucky constitution an ad rolorem
tax may be imposed upon a street railway company's franchise.11 So, a tax, for maintenance of parks, imposed upon
franchise tax on tra.D8J>0!1.ation and
tranamii!Bion companies.
11 Postal Teleg. Cable Co. v. Adams,
1ll5 U. S. 688, 39 L. ed. 311, 15 Sup.
Ct. 268, 360, 5 Am. Elec. Cas. 636,
645.
•• Weate~ Union Teleg. Co. v.
Norman (C. C.), 77 Fed. 13.
to ·taxation of telegraph, etc.,

Aa

companie11 and their franchiMII,

aee

Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
U 85 et aeq., 911 et Hq.
10 Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
Taggart, 163 U. B. 1,16 Sup. Ct. 1054,
41 L. ed. 49. Cited in Adams Exprei!B
Co. v. Ohio, 166 u. B. 185, 223, 17
Sup. Ct. 604, 41 L. ed. 965; 9. c.,
165 U. B. 194, 220, 248 (in di!ll!enting opinion), 41 L. ed. 683, 17 Sup.
Ct. 305. See Western Union Teleg.

Co. v. MiBIOuri ex rel. GottJieb, 190
U. S. 412, 23 Sup. Ct. 730, 47 L. ed.
1116; Western Union Teleg. Co. v.
MBM&Chusetta, 12.'i U. S. 630, 31 L.
ed. 700, 8 Sup. Ct. 961.
Taz on gro~~~ amo1.1m of the T'fJCt!ipCI
of Uklgraph company derived from

business done by it within the State,
when a regulation of commerce aod
unconstitutional,
Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Alabama, 132 G. S.
472, 10 Sup. Ct. 161, 33 L. ed. 409.
See State v. Fleming (Neb., 1903),
97 N. W. 1063; Neb. Sesa. La1111,
c. 73, I 78.
11 South Covington & c. St. R.
Co. v. Bellevue, 20 Ky. L. Rep. 1184,
49 B. W. 23; Ky. Const., I 174.
As to franchiaes appurtenant to
use of street railway property beiug

see

[
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the gross receipts of a street railway company, is a franchise
tax in consideration of the privilege granted to run cars upon
the city streets subject to the control of the city. In case,
however, of a railway not occupying any street within the
city's control, but operating within extended limits of the
city, and acquiring its right by purchase to use a turnpike
upon which it operated a suburban railway, it is not liable to
such tax.u Street railways are not included in the term
"railroads" under a constitutional requirement for the taxation of the franchises, etc., of railroads, since there exists a
difference in the nature of their franchises, especially where
the value of the different portions of a street railway line
varies in consequence of the varying density of population of
the localities through which the line runs, and the constitutional requirement also makes the as8essment at the actual
value in proportion to the number of miles of railroad laid in
the different counties, etc.21 The difference between surface
street railroads and subsurface street railroads is sufficient to
justify classification in the mode and extent of taxation, and
a tax otherwise legal on surface street railroad franchises does
not deprive the owners thereof of the equal protection of the
laws because subsurface street railroad franchises are not subjected to a similar tax. Z4

1434. Franchise Tu-Water Companies.-Where a statute requires all property in the State to be taxed unless
subject to eeparate tax, aee Dallu
Consol. Electric Ry. Co. v. City of
Dallu (Tex. Civ. App.), 65 8. W.
201, revereed in Dallu, City of, v.
Dallu Consol. Electric Ry. Co. (Tex.
Sup.), 66 S. W. 831>.
n Park Tax Cue (Mayor & City
Council of Baltimore v. Baltimore,
Catonsville & Elliootte Mills Paasgr.
Rd. Co.), 84 Hd. 1, 35 Atl. 17, 33
L. R. A. 503.
•• &n Franeiseo & B. M. Electric
Ry. Co. v. Boott, 142 Cal. 222, 75

49

Pac. 575. Bee Cedar Rapids & H.
C. R. Co. v. Cedar Rapids, 106 Iowa,
476, 7~ N. W. 728. Compare Bloxham v. Conaumera' E. L. & S~ R.
Co., 36 F1a. 519, 18 So. 444, 51 Am.
St. Rep. 44, 29 L. R. A. 1507; Philadelphia, City of, v. Philadelphia
Traction Co., 206 Pa. 35, 55 Atl.
762.
14 Metropolitan St. Ry. Co.
v.
New York State Board of Commrs.,
199 U. 8. 1, liO L. ed. 65, 25 Sup. Ct.
706.
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exempt from taxa.tion the franchises of a water company may
be included.JI So tangible and intangible property combined
create a value constituting a. basis for the taxation of a waterworks company, an4 the franchise of such company is personal
property and embraces all things of a proprietary nature connected therewith.11 Where a city is so authorized by its
charter it may levy a franchise tax on a waterworks company,
the legislature having also required that such corporations
should pay a local franchise tax to the municipality wherein a
corporation exercised its franchise.17 Under the Kentucky
statutes • a part of the charter of cities of the third cla.ss,
providing that "all real and personal estate within the city on
the tenth day of January in the year in which the assessment
shall be made, and of all corporations having their chief office
or place of business in the city on said date, and the franchises
of the same shall be subject to assessment and taxation for
all local and municipal purposes," the franchises of a water
company, which has its chief office and place of business in
the city of Frankfort, and which, while furnishing water to
some persons outside the city, has no exclusive privilege except
as to persons within the city, is taxable by the city, although
the pumping station, reservoirs, and a part of the mains are
outside the city; and the State Board of Valuation has no
power 211 to apportion the valuation of the franchise between
the city and the taxing districts outside the city, as the power
of apportionment conferred by the statute 10 applies only to
the carriers named under another section ·thereof,11 which
fixes the basis of apportionment. 31

§ 435. Franchise Tax-Gross Receipts-Dividends-Gas
and Electric Light and Power Companies.-In New Jersey
• Fond du Lac Water Co. v. 2530, 74 S. W. 685, rehearing denied
Fond du Lac, 82 Wis. 322, 52 N. W, in 20 Ky. L. Rep. 434, 75 S. W.
439, 16 L. R. A. 581.
268.
11 Washburn, Town of, v. Wash• I 33:74.
bum Waterworks Co. (Wis.), 98 N.
• Under Ky. Stat., 1 4077.
11 Ky. Stat., I 4077.
W. 539; Rev. Stat., 1898, I 1037a.
11 Ky. Stat., 14081.
S'1 Owensboro Waterworks Co. v.
11 Board of Councilmen of City of
City of Owensboro, 24 Ky. L. Rep.
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the franchise tax required to be paid by a gas and electric
company, which exercises a municipal franchise, is based not
merely upon the receipts from exercising such municipal franchise, but upon the actual gross receipts of its entire business.»
But "dividends earned and declared" do not include profits
or earnings used for betterment of a gas company's plant,
although the percentage required to be paid for a franchise
tax is based upon gross receipts and upon such dividends.u
In Pennsylvania gross receipts for the purpose of taxation includes receipts derived by an electric light company from
furnishing power to other companies and from sales of electric
supplies.11 A franchise tax may be levied upon an electric
light and power company, which exercises its privilege to use
city streets, even though the state constitution only authorizes
the taxation of real and personal property and no statutory
provision. exists for ascertaining the value of franchises. 36
It is also held, however, that where a statute only provides for
a tax on the value of a gas company's property its franchise
is not taxable. 37 A gas and electric company formed by consolidation and merger is liable to a state franchise tax in New
Jersey even though some of the original companies had never
exercised their corporate franchises. 38
· § 436. FranchiseTu:-Insurance Companies.-Where the
obvious intent of a statute is to impose a tax upon corporations, a large class of which it enumerates, exercising some
special or exclusive privilege or franchise not allowed by law
Frankfort v. Stone, 108 Ky. 400, 22
Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 S. W. 679.
aa Patei'IIOn & P. Gas & Electric Co.
v. State Board of Assesaol'll (N. J.
Sup.), 54 At!. 246, aff'd 70 N. J. L.
825, 59 Atl. 1118; Act of March 23,
1900.
u State, Camden Gas Light Co. v.
State Comptroller, 54 N. J. L. 135,
23 Atl. 122; N. J. Act of April 18,
1884.
• Commonwealth v. Bruah Elec-

tric Light Co., 204 Pa. 249, 53 Atl.
1096; Act of June 1, 1889, I 23.
11 Commercial Electric Light & P.
Co. v. Judt!on, 21 Wash. 49, 56 Pac.
829, 57 L. R. A. 78; Wash. Conat.,
art. 7, I 1; Laws 1897, p. 136.
· "Covington Gas Light Co. v. Covington, 13 Ky. L. Rep. 577, 17 S. W.
808.
•Paterson & P. Gas & Electric Co.
v. State Board of Aa!esaora (N. J.
Sup.), 54 At!. 246, aff'd 70 N. J.
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to natural persons, an insurance company which exercises no
such special or exclusive franchise is not within the statute
even though in addition to the enumerated class, "every other
like company" is specified as included.• Foreign mutual life
insurance companies are within a statute which requires that
each and every insurance company doing business in the
State be taxed upon the excess of premiums received over
losses and ordinary expenses incurred within the State during
the year. 40 In New York the statute requires an annual state
tax, for the privilege of exercising corporate franchises or for
carrying on business in their organized capacity within that
State, to be paid by insurance companies, said tax being fixed
at a certain per centum on the gross amount of premiums
received during the preceding year for business done at any
time within the State.n Under this section unearned premiums paid in advance but refunded upon the cancellation of
policies are not to be included in the "gross amount of
premiums received
for business done." The sum
paid out by an insurance company to other companies for
reinsuring its own risks cannot be deducted from the gi'O&'I
amount of premiums received, since such sum is an expense
of the business.u The provisions of this statute authorizing
an annual tax upon the gross amount of premiums received
by a domestic insurance company are not retroactive, and do
not impose a tax upon premiums derived from contracts made
prior to the time the statute took effect, but upon future
business only. 43 A foreign marine insurance company doing

* * *

L. 825, 59 Atl. 1118; Act of March 23,
1900, § 4.
• ...Etna Life Ina. Co. v . Coulter, 25
Ky. L. Rep. 193, 74 S. W. 1050; Ky.
Stat., 1899, § 4077.
40 Northwestern Mut. Life Ins. Co.
v. Lewis & Clarke County, 28 Mont.
484, 72 Pac. 982; Civ. Code, U 650681.
41 N. Y. Tax Law; Laws 1896,
chap. 908 § 187, as am'd by Laws
1897, chap. 494; Laws 1901, chap.
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118; Laws 1905, chap. 94, since am'd
by Laws 1907, p. 1726, chap. 734.
41 People ex rei. Continental Ins.
Co. v. Miller, 177 N.Y. 515, 70 N. E.
10, modifying 85 N. Y. Supp. 1142,
90 App. Div. 618.
41 People ex rei. Provident Savings Life Assurance Boo. v. Miller,
179 N. Y. 227, 71 N. E. 930, reviewing 85 N. Y. Supp. 468, 88
App. Div. 218. Compare amendmellt
of 1905.
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business in that State must pay the annual tax of five-tenths
of one per cent on the gross amount of premiums received for
business generally within this State during each calendar
year. 44 Such a company is not entitled to a deduction from
the amount required to be paid by it to the superintendent of
insurance under § 34 of the Insurance Law. This is so because the amendment of 1901 provided that "the taxes imposed by this section shall be in addition to all other fees,
licenses or taxes imposed by this or any other law.411 Where
·a policy is cancelled and unearned premiums are returned to
the insured the company is not required to include them in
its return of gross receipts; the tax on such receipts is not in
lieu of all other taxes. 411

f 437. :Franchise ·Tax-Guaranty or SecUrity CompanyTrust Company.-A franchise tax imposed upon a "guaranty
or security" company, does not include an insurance company.47 If, however, such corporation does a guaranty or
security business it is liable to a franchise tax even though it
is an insurance company in name. 411 Under the New York
statute every trust company incorporated, organized or founded
under, by or pursuant to ·a law of that State, and any company organized to do a trust company's busines8 solely or
in connection with any other business, under a general or
special law of that State, is required to pay to the State annually for the privilege of exercising its corporate franchise
or carrying on its business in such corporate or organized capacity, an annual tax equal to a certain specified per centum on
the amount of its capital stock, surplus, and undivided profits.•
u Imposed by the amendment of
1901 to the above section of the
Tax Law.
" People v. Thames &: Mersey
Marine Ins. Co., 176 N. Y. 531, 68
N. E. 888, aff'g 85 App. Div. 623,
83 N.Y. Supp. 1113.
4' State v. Fleming (Neb., 1903), 97
N. W. 1063; Neb. Seas. Laws, 1903,

c. 73, '58.

t1 ..Etna Life Ins. Co. v. Coulter, 25
Ky. L. Rep. 193, 74 S. W. 1050; Ky.
Stat., 1899, I 4077, construed in connection with i 723.
• Fidelity&: Casualty Co. of N.Y.
v. Coulter, 25 Ky. L. Rep. 200, 74
S. W. 1053.
• N. Y. Tax Law; Laws 1896,
chap. 908, I 187a; added by Laws
1901, chaps. 132, 536.
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The tax imposed by this act upon trust companies was intended as a substitution as of the day of its passage, for
all other taxes upon trust companies. The act operated to
relieve a trust company of a tax levied upon it, under a city
charter for the year 1901.10 So it is held that trust companies
paying the tax required by this section are entitled to an
exemption from local assessment and taxation of their personal property.111 And when a. trust company has carried on
business for less than the fiscal year or tax year, or for a fraction
of a year, the tax imposed for the said privilege of exercising
its corporate franchises in the State must be apportioned
accordingly.112 Where a trust company leased, with an option
to purchase, certain property owned by it, and agreed to pay
all taxes upon the premises during the continuance of the
lease, it was · held that the provisions of this section requiring
a payment of a tax of one per cent upon the capital stock,
surplus and undivided profits of a trust company, and exempt.ing it from all other taxation, did not operate to relieve such
company from the obligation of paying the taxes on the leased
premises.11"
§ 438. Franchise Tu:; Savings Banks.-The charter of a
bank is a franchise, which is not taxable, as such, if a price
has been paid for it, which the legislature has accepted with
a declaration that it is to be in lieu of all other taxation.14
11 Security Trust Co. v." Liberty
Nature of tax eo imposed, aee J423,
herein.
10 Binghamton Trust Co. v. City
of Binghamton, 76 N.Y. Supp. 517,
72 App. Div. 341.
11 People ex
rei. Poughkeepsie
Trust CO. v. Lane, 83 N. Y. Supp.
606, 41 Misc. 1.
11 People ex rei. Mutual Trust Co.
of Westchester County v. Miller, 177
N.Y. 51, 69 N. E. 124, rev'g 83 N.Y.
Supp. 185,85 App. Div. 211. Compare, however, People ex rei. Hans
Rees' Bona v. Miller, 86 N.Y. Supp.
193, 90 App. Div. 591.
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Building Co., 89 N.Y. Supp. 340,96
App. Div. 436.
"Jefferson Bank v. Shelby, 1
Black (66 U. S.), 436, 17 L. ed. 173.
See Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court, 3
How. (44 U. S.) 133, 11 L. ed. 529.
Cited in State Bank of Ohio v. Knoop
(Piqua, Branch of the State, v.
Knoop), 16 How. (57 U.S.) 369,388,
14 L. ed. 977.
ClaarlM and frond&Ue," to 1Mat otent dutinguialwld. See U 41~,
herein.
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In a Federal case it appeared that the legislature of Maryland, in 1821, continued the charters of several banks to
1845, upon condition that they would make a road and pay
a school tax. This would have exempted their franchise but
not their property from taxation. But another clause in the
law provided that upon any of the aforesaid banks accepting
of, and complying with, the terms and conditions of the act,
the faith of the State was pledged not to impose any further
tax or burden upon them during the continuance of their
charters under the act. This was held to be a contract relating
to something beyond the franchise, and exempted- the stockholders from a tax levied upon the~ as individuals, according
to the amount of their stock; but that the corporate property
of the bank was separable from the franchise and· could be
taxed, unless there was a. special agreement to the contrary.11
Under the constitution and laws of Massachusetts, as interpreted by its highest court, in two cases not involving any
question under the Judiciary Act, and by long usage, a statute
which enacts that every institution for saving incorporated
under the laws of that commonwealth, shall pay to the commonwealth " a tax on account of its depositors" of a certain
percentage "on the amount of its deposits, to be assessed,
one-half of said annual tax on the average amount of its
deposits for the six months preceding the first of May, and
the average amount of its deposits for the six months preceding
the first of November," is to be regarded as a. franchise tax,
not as a. tax on property, and is valid. Nor is there anything
inconsistent with this view in the· decisions of the Federal
Supreme Court.• Under a. Maryland decisiop. savings banks
with capital stock subject to taxation, ~ually with those
without capital stock, are within the intent of a statute imposing a. franchise tax on savings banks, institutions or corporations organized for the purpose of receiving deposits and
11 Provident Inatitution v. :MaaaaII Gordon v. Appeal Tax Court, 3
How. (44 U. S.) 133, 11 L. ed. 529. chuaetta, 6 Wall. (73 U. B,) 611, 18
See u to laat proposition in the text L. ed. 907.
30 et uq., herein.

n
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paying interest on the same.l17 The New York statute p~
vides for a franchise tax on savings banks for the privilege
of exercising their corporate franchises or carrying on their
business in their corporate or organized capacity. Such tax
being an annual one equal to a certain per centum on the par
value of the surplus or undivided earnings.118

§ 439. J'rancbise Tu:-J'ational Banka.11-A State is
wholly without power to levy any tax, either direct or indirect, upon national banks, their property, BBSets or franchises,
except when pennitted so to do by the legislation of Congress. Section 5219 of the Revised Statutes is the measure of
the power of States to tax national banks, their property or
their franchises, that power being confined to a taxation of
the shares of stock in the names of the shareholders, and to
an assessment of the real estate of the bank. So where the
tax complained of had been assessed on the franchise or intangible property of a corporation, it was not within the
purview of the authority conferred by the act of Congree;,
and was, therefore, illegal. And the taxing law of a State,
under the provisions of which the above tax had been imposed,
was, therefore, held to be beyond the authority conferred by
Congress on the States, and to be void for repugnancy to
that act.80 Nor can taxes be lawfully imposed upon the franchises or intangible property of a national bank upon the
ground that they may be regarded as the equivalent of a tax
on the shares of stock in the names of the stockholders, and,
therefore, such imposition of taxes does not violate the act
"Fidelity Savings Bank v. State,
103 Md. 206, 63 Atl. 484; Code Pub.
Gen. LaWII, 1888, art. 81, t 86.
11 N. Y. Tu Law; LaWII 1896,
chap. 908, I 187b; added by LaWII
1901, chap. 117, t 188, provides for
a tax upon foreign bankers.
How tax ia to be determined,
aee People ex rel. Bank of Savings v.
Miller, 177 N. Y. 461, aff'g 82 N. Y.
Supp. 621, 84 App. Div. 168, con-

sidered under the section herein, as
to basis of computation.
11 Bee f 443; alao I 389, herein, as
to regulation of national banks.
• Owensboro National Bulk v.
Owensboro, 173 U. 8. 664, 19 Sup.
Ct. 537, 43 L. ed. 850.
Application of I 5219, noted in
text. Bee Consolidated Nat. Bank v.
Pima County, 5 Aris. 142, 48 Pae.
291.
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of Congress in that respect; such contention is erroneous and
will not be sustained.01 In the case of the Bank of the United
States it was held that it could not be taxed by a State, and
that any attempt on the part of its agents and officers, to
enforce the collection of such tax against the property of the
bank, could be restrained by injunction from the Circuit
Court.02 Nor can a State, within which a branch of such
bank may be established, tax that branch without violating
the Constitution.03 The right, however, of the States to tax
the shares of the national banks has been reaffirmed by the
Federal Supreme Court; 64 and a bill to restrain the collection of a state tax upon the shares of a national bank is bad
on demurrer, where it does not appear that there is any statutory discrimination against them, or that they, under any rule
established by the assessing officers, are rated higher in proportion to their actual value than other moneyed capital.06
A statute does not violate a state constitution where it does
not impose a disproportionate and unequal tax upon national
banks.00
§ 440. Capital Stock-Tangible and Intangible PropertyFranchises-situs of, for Taxation.-The capital stock of
a corporation and the shares in a joint-stock company represent not only its tangible property but also its intangible
property, including therein all corporate franchises and all
contracts, privileges and good wjll of the concern; and when,
11 First National Bank, Louisville,
v. Louisville, 174 U. B. 438, 43 L. eel.
1038, 19 Sup. Ct. 875. See also Third
National Bank, Louisville, v. Stone,
174 U. B. 432,43 L. ed. 1035, 19 Sup.
Ct. 759.
13 Osborn v. United States Bank, 9
Whea~. (22 U. B.) 738, 6 L. ed. 204.
11 McCulloch
v. Maryland, 4
Wheat. (17 U.S.) 316,4 L. eel. 579.
It National
Bank v. Commonwealth, 9 Wall. (76 U. S.) 353, 19 L.
ed. 701. Cited in Van Slyke v. Wisconsin, 154 U. B. 581, 20 L. ed. 240,

14 Sup. Ct. 1168 (which is cited in
Aberdeen Bank v. Chehalis County,
166 U. B. 440,446, 41 L. ed. 1069, 17
Sup. Ct. 629); Delaware Railroad Ta.x,
18 Wall. (85 U.S.) 206,230,21 L. ed.
888. See Merchants & Mfrs'. Bank
v. Pennsylvania, 167 U. B. 461, 42 L.
ed. 236, 17 Sup. Ct. 829.
"National Bank v. Kimball, 103
U. B. 732,26 L. ed. 469.
"Bank of Redemption v. Boston,
125 U. S. 60, 31 L. ed. 689, 8 Sup. Ct.
-; Mus. Pub. Stata., chap. 13, U 8,
9, 10.
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as in the case of an express company, the tangible property
of the corporation is scattered through different States by
means of which its busioeBS is transacted in each, the situs of
this intangible property is not simply where its home office is,
but is distributed wherever its tangible property is located
and its work is done; and it is held that no fine-spun theories
about situs should interfere to enable these large corporations, whose busineBS is of necessity carried on through many
States, from bearing in each State such burden of taxation
as a fair distribution of the actual value of their property
among those States requires.117 If a state constitution pnr
vides that all p~perty except that of railroads operated in
more than one county shall be assessed. in the county or district where located • a gas and electric company's franchise
to lay pipes or conduits, etc., for the purpose of supplying
artificial light to the inhabitants of a city, must be assessed
in the county wherein the municipality is located.• It ·is
held in Wisconsin that the legislature cannot arbitrarily and
capriciously give property a situs for taxation. Tax burdens
must be imposed on the State at large, the county at large,
and on the smaller taxing districts at large, a.Ccording as the
purpose thereof is purely general or purely local to the particular taxing district. The scope of the power of the legislature to fix the situs of railway property for taxation has regard to the nature of property as personalty. The doctrine
that the situs of personal property for taxation is the home
of the corporation is the law only in the absence of a law
fixing some situs within constitutional limitations. The limit
of legislative power as to territory in fixing the situs of personal property for taxation is not the taxing districts in which
the visible part of the railroad and its office or offices are
located. The peculiar nature of railway corporations as to
17 Adams Express Co. v. Ohio, 166
U. S. 185, 41 L. ed. 005, 17 Sup. Ct.
604.
• Cal. Const., art. 13, I 10.
• Stockton Gas & Electric Co. v.
San Joachin County, 148 Cal. 313, 83
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Pac. M. Examine San Joachin & K.
R. Canal & Irrig. Co. v. Merced
County (Cal. App., 1906),84 Pac.285;
City & County of San Franciaco v.
Oakland Water Co. (Cal., 1908), 83
Pae. 61, under Pol. Code, I 3628.
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their commanding position, the universality and closeness of
their touch with the everyday life of the people, the mutual
relations of dependence for well-being both as to persons and
property, reaching the State at large, the needs of such corporations as to support and protection, the significant degree
in which the administrative energy of ail departments of the
S~ate is devoted to affairs concerning their regulation and"
well-being, and their public privileges springing from the
whole people, warrant the exercise of legislative power, giving
to their property for the purposes of taxation a general situs,
and applying thereto the average rate of taxation, whether
regarded as having a situs throughout the State or one limited
to the taxing districts touched by their tracks.70 It may also
be stated in this connection that the Federal Supreme Court
. holds that the State of origin remains the permane~t situs of
personal property notwithstanding its occasional excursions
to foreign parts, and a State may tax its own corporations for
·all their pro~rty in the State during the year even if every
item should be taken into another State for a period and then
brought ba.ck.11 · The same court also holds that neither the
fiction that personal property follows the domicile of the owner,
nor the doctrine that credits evidenced by notes have the
situs ()f the latter, can be allowed to obscure the truth; and
personal property may be taxed at its permanent abiding place
although the domicile of the owner is elsewhere.72 The saver"Syllabus by Marshall, J., in
Chicago ·& Northwestern Ry. Co. v.
State, 128 Wis. 553, 108 N'. W. 557.
71 New York Central & H. R. ·Rd.
Co. v. Miller, 202 U.S. 584, liO L. ed.
ilM, 26 Sup. Ct. - .
u Metropolitan Life lrts. Co. of
New York v. City of New Orleans,
205 U. B. 395, 51 L. ed. 853, 27 Sup.
Ct. 499, aft'g 115 La. 1598.
A1 to llitu1 for taxation of per1011al
propeny and franchillu, see generally
the following cues:
·
UDitedltate1: Pyle v. Brenneman

(C. C. A.), 122 Fed. 7ff1 (bank deposits).
Ark&DIU: Harris Lumber Co. v.
Grandstaff (Ark., 1006), 95 S. W. 772
(personal property of company manufacturing, selling, etc., lumber).
Oautomia: Mackay v. City &
County of San Francisco, 128 Cal.
678, 61 Pac. 382 (bonds of foreign
railroad company on depollit and
payable outside of State); Fair's Eetate, In re, 128 Cal. 607, 61 Pac. 184
(bonds of foreign railroad company
operating entire)y outlide of State).
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eign that creates a corporation has the incidental right to impose reasonable regulations concerning the ownership of stock
Oolorr.do: Hall v. American Refrigerator Transit Co., 24 Colo. 291,
51 Pac. 421 (refrigerator cars).
Connecticut: East Granby, Town
of, v. Hartford Electric Light Co., 76
Conn. 169, 56 Atl. 514 (water power);
State v. Travellers' Ins. Co., 70 Conn.
590, 40 Atl. 465 (power of legisla. ture to give share~~ of corporation a
situs).
Georrta: Georgia R. & Banking
Co. v. Wright, 124 Ga. 596, 53 S. 251
(rule, as to situs of stock in foreign
railroad corporation, changed).
IWDoia: Scripps v. Board of Review of Fulton County, 183 Ill. 278,
55 N. E. 700 (credits).
Indiana: Buck v. Miller, 147 Ind.
586, 47 N. E. 8, 37 L. R. A. 387, 45
N. E. 647, 37 L. R. A. 384 (personal
property used in business in State;
owner domiciled elsewhere; test of
situs).
Kansas: Board of Commrs. of
Johnson County v. Hewitt, 76 Kan.
816, 93 Pac. 181 (notes of resident left for safekeeping in another
State).
Kentucky: Ayer & Lord Tie Co. v.
Keown, 122 Ky. 580 (personal property of residents and non-residents);
Ayer & Lord Tie Co. v. Keown, 29
Ky. L. Rep. 110, 400, 93 S. W. 588
(same point as last case); Ayer &
Lord Tie Co.. v. Keown, 27 Ky. L.
Rep. 541,85 S. W. 726; Ayer & Lord
Tie Co. v. Keown, 26 Ky. L. Rep.
585,85 S. W. 1096, rev'd in 202 U.S.
409, 50 L. ed. 1082, 26 Sup. Ct. 679
(vesaels owned by corporation domiciled in Illinois, having acquired a
pennanent situs for taxation in another State, not subject to taxation
in Kentucky even though enrolled
in a port in that State); Common-
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wealth v. Northwe1tern Mut. Life
Ins. Co., 32 Ky. L. Rep. 796, 107
N. W. 232 (chOBell in action); I.&D&don & Creasy Co. v. Trustees of
Owenton Common School Dist., 25
Ky. L. Rep. 823,76 S. W. 381 (franchiae tax); Board Councilmen of City
Gf Frankfort v. Stone, 22 Ky. L. Rep.
502,58 B. W. 373, denying rehearing,
22 Ky. L. Rep. 25, 56 8. W. 679
(franchise of corporation).
Louiaiana: Liverpool & L. & G.
Ins. Co. v. Board of ~rs, 51
La. Ann. 1028, 25 So. 970, 45 L. R. A.
524 (debt).
Kaine: Inhabitants of FarmiJI«dale v. Berlin Mills Co., 93 Me. 333,
45 Atl. 39 (pereonal property employed in trade; logs); Union Water
Power Co. v. Aubum, 90 Me. 71, ~
Atl. 331, 37 L. R. A. 651 (water
power).
K&l')'lan4: Baltimore, City of, v.
Safe Deposit & Trust Co. of n.It.
(Md.), 55 Atl. 316 (pereonal propeny,
bonds, etc.; validity of statute);
Baldwin v. State, Hull, 89 Md. Sffl,
43 Atl. 857 (personal property; nonresidents).
Kusachuetta: Lameon CoDIIOI.
Store-Service Co. v. Boston, 170
Mass. 354, 49 N. E. 630 (pereonsl
property leased for profit by foreign
corporation).
Kich!p.n: Portsmouth Township
v. Cranage 8. B. Co., 148 Mich. 230,
14 Det. Leg. N. 101, 111 N. W. 749
(navigation company located in place
other than that specified in articles of
incorporation); Detroit, City of, v.
Donovan (Mich.), 8 Det. Leg. N. 465,
86 N. W. 1032 (franchiae of street
railway).
Minnesota: State v. Ivei'IIOn, f1l
Minn. 286, 106 N. W. 309 (penonsl
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therein, and it is not an unreasonable regulation to establish
the situs of stock, for purposes of taxation, at the principal ·
property of logging railroad companiee); State v. Red River Valley
Elevator Co., 69 Minn. 131, 72 N. W.
60 (situs of personal property of corporation after appointment of receiver).
lli11ourl: State, Hopkins, v#
Brown Tobacco Co., 140 .Mo. 218,
41 S. W. 776 (personalty; removal
of corporation from county).
Hew Ieney: American Mail
Steamship Co. v. Crowell (N. J .,
1908), 68 Atl. 752 (ve~~~~els owned by
corporation); Croesley v. East Orange
Township Committee, 62 N. J. L.
583, 41 Atl. 712, 16 Bkg. L. J. 34
(shares of capital stock of bank).
Hew York: People ex rei. F"'iison
Electric Light Co. v. Campbell, 138
N.Y. 543,43 N. E. 177 (situs of
bonds of foreign corporations issued
in payment of patent rights; franchiae tax); Heerwagen v. Croeetown
St. Ry. Co., 86 N. Y. 8upp. 218, 00
App. Div. 275 (street railway eompany's franchise); People ex rei.
Hans Rees' Sons v. Miller, 86 N. Y.
Supp. 193, 00 App. Div. 591 (franehiae taxes); People ex rei. v. Barker,
83 N.Y. Supp. 33,84 App. Div. 469
(taxation on capital; personalty; corporate indebtedne~~~).
Borth OaroliDa: Winston, City of,
v. Town of Salem, 131 N. C. 404, 42
S. E. 889 (personal property; legislative power as to situs).
Ohio: Cleveland Trust Co. v. Lander, 62 Ohio St. 266, 56 N. E. 1036
(shares of national banks; nonreeidents).
Old&homa: Prairie Cattle Co. v.
Williamson, 5 Okla. 488, 49 Pac. 937
(personal property).
PeDIUiylYaDia: Commonwealth v.
Pennsylvania Coal Co., 197 Pa. 551,

47 Atl. 740 (personalty); Commonwealth v. Fall Brook R. Co., 188 Pa.
199, 41 Atl. 606 (capital stock of
railroad company partly in .other
States); Commonwealth v. Pennsylvania Coal Co., 3 Dauph. Co. Rep.
142,9 Pa. Dist. Rep. 486 (coal mined
or purchased).
Te:ua: Mi880uri, K. & T. Ry. Co.
of Texas v. Shannon (Tex. Civ. App.,
1906), 97 8. W. 527, aff'd 100 Tex.
379, 100 S. W. 138, 10 L. R. A.
(N. S.) 681 (intangible assets of railroada); State v. Austin & N. W. R.
Co. (Tex. Civ. App.), 60S. W. 886,
62 8. W. 1050 (tangible and intangible property, franchises, ete., of railway company).
Utah: Eureka Hill Mining Co. v.
CityofEureka,22Utah,447,63Pac.
654 (personalty; net proceeds of
mine); Union Refrigerator Transit
Co. v. Lynch, 18 Utah, 378, 55 Pac.
639, 13 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. 8.)
868, 48 L. R. A. 700 (railway cars);
Salt Lake County v. State Board of
Equalization, 18 Utah, 172, 55 Pac.
378 (rolling stock of railroad).
VkgiDla: Board of Supervisors of•
Eliabeth CityCountyv.Cityof Newport News, 106 Va. 764, 56 S. E. 80
(rolling stock of electric railway
taxed, where principal place of business located); Norfolk & W. R. Co. v.
Board of Public Wor~s, 97 Va. 23, 1
Va. Sup. Ct. Rep. 203, 32 S. E. 779
(tugs and barges engaged in interstate
commerce); Union Bank v. Richmond, 94 Va. 316,26 S. E. 821,6 Am.
& Eng. Corp. Cas. (N. S.) 581 (bank
stock).
WilconafD: Chicago & N. W. Ry.
Co. v. State, 128 Wis. 553, 108 N. W.
557 (personal property; limitation on
legislative pOwer to fix situs).
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office of the corporation whether owned by residents or non. residents, and to compel the corporation to pay the tax for
the stockholders, giv~g it a right of recQvery the~for against
the stockholders and a lien on the stock. If valid according
to the laws of the State, such a regulation does not deprive the
stockholder of his property without due pr<_>cess of law either
because it is an exercise of the taxing power of the State over
persons and things not within its jurisdiction, or because
notice of the assessment ie not given to eaeh stoCkholder,
. .
provided that notice is given to the corporation, and the
statute, either in terms or as construed by the state court,
constituted the corporation the agent of the stockholders_to
receive notice and to represent them in proceedings for the
correction of the assessment.78
§ 441. Franchise Tax-What Ia.Included as Capi~ Stock
-Exempt Property.7'-It is decided in New York that United
States and other bonds, in the absence of proof that they were
bought by a corporation with its surplus, should be treated
as capital employed within the State, and as part of the basis
upon which the franchise tax is to be computed. Stocks of
other corporations held by a corporation sought to be taxed
upon its franchise fall within the same rule as bonds. . The
fact that it not only owns the entire stock of another corpora.• tion, but also acquired all its assets, property and privil~
except its corporate franchise and some non-assignable contracts, does not exempt such stock from the operation of the
rule, upon the ground that the ownership of stock is merged
in the ownership of the assets and privileges represented by
it, and is, therefore, of no value, where the corporation has
never been dissolved, retains its corporate franchise, and .
therefore remains a going concern.711 It is also held in the
71 Corry v. Mayor and Council of
71 People ex rei. Commercial Cable
Baltimore, 196 U. S. 466, 49 L. ed. Co. v. Morgan, 178 N. Y . 433, rev'g
556, 25 Sup. Ct. 297.
86 App. 577, 83 N. Y. Supp. 998.
H See' 423, herein.
Also
446- Compare I 441, herein.
451 as to basis of computation.

n
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Federal Supreme Court that a tax which is imposed by a
state statute upon "the corporate franchise or business" of
all corporations incorporated under any law of the State or
of any other State or country, and doing business within the
State, and which is measured by the extent of the dividends
of the corporation in the current year, is a tax upon the right
or privilege. to be a corporation and to do business within the
State within a corporate capacity, and is not a tax upon the
privilege or franchise which, when incorporated, the company may exercise, and, being· thus construed, its imposit!on
upon the dividends of the company does not violate the provisions of the statute exempting bonds of the United States
from taxation, 12 Stat. 346, c. 33, § 2, although a portion of
the dividends may be derived from interest on capital invested in such bonds.78 So the entire rolling stock of a domestic
railroad corporation is capital employed within the State,
where the company has not shown that any portion thereof
is used exclusively outside of the State.77 Land partly improved, which is owned by a manufacturing corporation, but
not purchased with its surplus, and a part of which produces
an annual revenue, and a part no revenue and is held for sale
as village lots, is not employed in manufacturing and must
be considered as capital in fixing the amount of franchise tax
payable by the corporation, even though assets are possessed
by it in excess of its capital stock, and in an amount exceeding
the value of such land.78 Good will is also taxable as capital;
and copyrights granted by the United States are subject to
the taxing power of the State.711 The fact that the capital of
a domestic corporation is substantially all invested in letters
11 Home 11111. Co. v. New York, 134
U. B. 594, 33 L. ed. 1025, 10 Sup. Ct.
· 593, decided in 1889. See I 423,
herein. Compare 1441, herein.
.,., People ex rei. New York Cent. &
H. R. R. Co. v. Miller, 84 N.Y. Supp.
1088, 89 App. Div. 127, aff'd (mem.)
177 N. Y. 584, 69 N. E. 1129. See
also People ex rel. New York Cent. &
B. R. R. Co. v. Knight, 77 N. Y.

Supp. 401, 75 App. Div. 169, modified in 173 N. Y. 255, 65 N. E.
1102.
71 People ex rel. Steinway & Sons v .
Kelsey, 96 N.Y. Supp. 42, 108 App.
Div. 138.
'
71 People, A. J. Johnson Co. 1 v.
Roberts, 159 N. Y. 70, 53 N. E. 685,
45 L. R. A. 126, rev'g 54 N.Y. Supp.
1112, 35 App. Div. 624.
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patent issued by the United States, which, under the Federal
law, is exempt from taxation, does not prevent the imposition
of a franchise tax thereon, for the reason that, although measured by the value of the property, it is imposed upon the
corporation for the privilege of carrying on business in the
State. The same rule would apply if its capital were invested
in United States bonds or copyrights, which are also exempt
from taxation.80 So a patent may be considered as part of
the capital and exempt where manufacturing is done in the
State under letters patent.11 Capital invested in New York
by a foreign corporation maintaining an office there for the
sale of products of mines from other States, the proceeds being
collected there, is deemed capital stock for the purposes of
taxation, although not part of the original capital stock, and
it may be made the basis for determining the percentage of
taxation.12 Where a franchise tax or annual license fee is
imposed upon a corporation and graduated according to the
amount of outstanding stock, such tax is held not to be a property tax, and that shares of a corporation organized in another
State but located in the State imposing such tax were liable.11
§ 442. Franchise Tax-What Is not Included as Capital
Stock.14_Under the New York statute 11 bills receivable are
not capital employed within the State.• Nor is surplus of a
foreign corporation which is merely invested in real estate in
10 People ex rei. United States
Aluminum Printing Plate Co. v.
Knight, 174 N. Y. 474, 67 N. E. 65,
rev'g 67 App. Div. 333, 73 N. Y.
Supp. 745. See also Home Ins. Co. v.
New York, 134 U. S. 594, 33 L. ed.
1025, 10 Sup. Ct. 593; People v.
Home Ins. Co., 92 N. Y. 328; People
ex ret. Electric Light Co. v. Campbell,
138 N.Y. 543, 43 N. E . 177, rev'g 88
Hun, 530, 68 N. Y. St. Rep. 747, 34
N. Y. Supp. 713.
11 American Mutoscope Co. v. State
Board of Aueaaol'l (N. J. Sup.), 56
Atl. 369.
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11 People ex rei. V'nion Sulphur Co.
v. Glynn, 125 App. Div. 328.
n Rhode Island Hospital TruA
Co. v. Tax Assessors of Providence,
25 R. I. 355, 55 Atl. 877; Genl. Stat.,
p. 3337, I 4; Genl. Laws, 1896, e. 45,

110.

"See § 423, herein. Also U 446451 &B to b1111is of computation.
• Tax Law; Laws 1896, chap. 908,
'182.
.. People ex rei. Reea' Sons v.
Miller, 86 N. Y. Supp. 193, 90 App.
Div. 591.
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New York taxable.87 Nor are surplus earnings or stocks and
bonds purchased with surplus by a domestic corporation taxable.• Again, money invested by a domestic col'p9ration in
real estate not used by the corporation in its business or in
any connected therewith, and upon which it pays a tax for
general and local purposes, and money invested in it by ~on
negotiable municipal bonds, the rentals of the real estate and
the interest on the bonds being used to increase the corporation's annual income, are not part of the capital of the corporation "employed within" a State under a statute providing for taxation on capital so employed. The capital intended
by the enactment is that actually employed in the State and
does not apply to that merely invested.• So stock of a foreign corporation, acquired by a domestic corporation in exchange for patent rights, is not taxable to the domestic corporation.110 Nor does stock of a foreign corporation held by a
domestic railroad corporation constitute a part of its capital
employed within the State; nor are the amount of anticipated
dividends, bills receivable for expenditures on leased lines,
and the value of coal and supplies owned by the corporation
without the State to be included.111 And where a domestic
corporation owns vessels plying between the port of Buffalo
and other ports on the Great Lakes, all of which are without
the State, they do not constitute capital employed within the
State within the statutory intent.112
§ 443. Exemptions-Tax Upon Banks in Which United
111 People ex rei. Singer Mfg. Co. v.
Wemple, 150 N. Y. 46, 44 N. E. 787,
aff'g 78 Hun, 63, 60 N. Y. St. Rep.
662, 29 N. Y. Supp. 92.
u People ex rei. United Verdi CoJ>per Co. v. Roberta, 156 N. Y. 585,
rev'g 25 App. Div. 89.
·
• People ex rei. lJnion Ferry Co. v.
Roberta, 72 N.Y. Supp. 950, 66 App.
Div. 157.
10 People ex rei. Edison Electric
LigM Co. v. Wemple, 148 N. Y. 600,

00

rev'g 63 Hun, 44, 44 N. Y. St. Rep.
702, 18 N. Y. Supp. 511; People ex
rei. Edison Electric Light Co. v.
Wemple, 138 N. Y. 543.
11 People ex rei. New York Central
& H. R. Rd. Co. v. Knight, 173 N.Y.
255, 65 N. E. 1102, modifying 77
N. Y. Supp. 401, 75 App. Div.
169.
11 People
ex rei. Lackawanna
Transp. Co. v. Knight, 77 N. Y.
Supp. 398, 75 App. Div. 164.
7~
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States Securities Aze lncluded.13-In a comparatively late
decision in the Federal Supreme Court certain banking institutions were incorporated under the state laws and upon
each of them a tax was levied under the state law, which provided that "shares of stock of state and savings banks and
loan and trust companies shall be assessed to such banks
and loan and trust companies and not to individual stockholders." These banks being corporations of the State imposing the tax, the State did not, as in the case of national
banks, require any authority from the United States. ltB
own governmental power was sufficient for the imposition of
such taxes, assessed by such methods, and under such standards of valuation as it might choose, provided the Federal
Constitution should not be violated, or some Federal law
which by that Constitution is made supreme. The following
were the points decided: (1) The Constitution has conferred
upon the government power to borrow money on the credit
of the United States, and that power cannot be burdened,
impeded, or in any way affected by the action of any State.
(2) The tax upon the property of a bank in which United
States securities are included is beyond the power of the State,
and is also within the prohibition of § 3701, Rev. Stat., and
other acts of Congress. (3) While a tax on an individual in
respect to his shares in a corporation is not a tax on the corporation, and the value of the shares may be assessed without
regard to the fact that the assets of the corporation include
government securities, if the tax is actually on the corporation although nominally on the shares such securities may
not be included in assessing the value of the shares for ta:ution. (4) The substantial effect of the statute, providing as
above stated, and providing that in fixing the value of the
shares capital, surplus and undivided earning8 shall be taken
into account, as the law has been construed by the highest
court of the State, is to tax the property of the bank and not
the shares of stock, and an assessment which includes govern" See 1 439, herein.
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ment bondS owned by the bank in fixing the valuation of its
shares is illegal and beyond the power of the State.14
§ 444. Special Franchises--Taxation.-The right to exist
as a railroad company, and to maintain and operate a railroad, ·is a general franchise. A special franchise of a railroad
is its right to construct, maintain and operate a railroad in
public streets, highways or public places, and under the New
York Tax Law 1111 it covers railroads over, upon or under such
streets, etc., including the tangible property in use over, upon
or under the highway. If the railway is located entirely in or
under the streets, highways or public places, the special franchise consists of the physical property itself, including the
right to use it; and a special franchise is only taxable as real
estate." Whatever doubt there may be as to the classification of special franchises to operate mains, etc., under public
waters as real property the statute clearly includes under
the term "special franchise " W1 such tangible property under
public waters as is used in connection with the special franchise; and tangible property situated under public waters as a
part or continuation of the system in the public streets operated
by an electric light company under its special franchise and
in connection therewith, there being no suggestion that the
property under water is the subject of a separate and distinct
franchise, cannot be validly assessed for taxation by the commissioners of taxes of the city wherein such plant is located,
but can only be taxed as a part of the special franchise upon
an assessment made by the state board of tax commissioners
as provided by the Tax Law :~a The Interborough Rapid Transit
"Home Savings Bank v. Des
Moines, 205 U. B. 503, 51 L. ed. - ,
27 Sup. Ct. - (another point was
decidfl(i in this CD86 and ia given
under I 417, herein), under t 1322
of the Iowa code.
• Tax Law; Laws 1896, chap. 908,
1 2, rrubd. 3, as amended by laws of
1899, chap. 712.
"People ex rel. Interborough

Rapid Tranllit Co. v. Tax Commra.,
126 App. Div. 610, 611--613, from
opinion of Kellogg, J.
17 Subdv. 3, i 2, of the Tax Law
of N. Y., Laws 1896, chap. 908,
as amended by Laws 1899, chap.
712.
• People ex rei. Edison Illuminating Co. v. CommiSBioner of Taxes, 58
Miac. 249.
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Company, as lessee or operator of subway railroads owned by
the city of New York, is not subject to a special franchise tax
on account of the rights which it exercises under iU3 contract
with the city. If the city had been given power to operate
the road no franchise tax could be charged against it, and the
legislature has by express provision extended the exemption
to the operator or lessee of the city. This express exemption
from taxation of such operator or lessee of said subway railroad on property, other than real property owned or employed
by it in the construction or operation of the road, was not
impaired by the subsequent enactment .of that provision of
the Tax Law declaring a special franchise to be real estate
for the purposes of taxation, and it may well be questiooed
whether the legislature could destroy the exemption after a
contract is made relying upon it. The courts, by a doubtful
construction, will not impute to that body an intent to violate
a promise by which the city was aided in obtaining a contractor
on favorable terms. Where two acts are passed at the sa.me
session it is presumed that the legislature did not intend to
repeal by implication the earlier act. And this applies to a
claim that the Tax Law 811 repeals by implication that section
of the Rapid Transit Law which contains the exemption from
taxation.1

§ 445. Franchises-Exemption From Tax on Capital
Stock.-The New York Tax Law exempts certain corporations from the payment of taxes on their capital stock.z Under
• Genl. Laws N. Y., chap. 24,
Laws 1896, chap. 908.
1 People ex rel. Interborough Rapid
Transit Co. v. Tax Comml'll., 126
App. Div. 610. Sec. 35 of Rapid
Transit Law was amended May 19,
by chap. 729, Laws N.Y., 1896, and
the Tax :Law was enacted May 27, at
same session.
1 N. Y. Tax Law; Laws 1896,
chap. 908, I 183, as am'd by Laws
1897, chap. 78.5, by Laws 1901,
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chap. 558, and by Laws 1906, p. 1195,
chap. 474. Includes banks, savings
banks, institutio1111 for . savings, title
guaranty, insurance or IIUl'ety corporationB, trust companies organiud
under the laws of the State, companies authorized to do a trust company's business, solely or in co~
tion with any other busineas, laundly
corporat.ionB, manufacturing corporationa, to the extent only of the ea..
tal actually employed in the State iD
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this statute manufacturing companies have been held to include electricity,3 gas, 4 and putting together parts of a fountain
pen by experts.11 So a corporation whose sole business is that
·of manufacturing, under a patent process, linings composed of
lead, brick and cement for use in wood-pulp digesters is a
manufacturing corporation within the intent of a statute
exempting manufacturing corporations from a tax on ·capital
stock to the extent only of the capital actually employed in
the State in manufacturing and in the sale of the product of
manufacturing, with the condition that such corporation shall
not be exempted unless at ieast a specified certain pe~ centum
of its capital stock is invested in property in the State and
used by it in its manufacturing business in the State.• Again,
the making of a paving compound is the production of a
new and distinct substance whjch constitutes manufacturing
within the intent of the statute, but the preparation of a street
for the laying of the paving compound and the placing of the
compound thereon, is not in any sense a process of manufacture.7 Nor is collecting and preparing ice,• publishing a
manufacturing, and in the sale of the
product of such manufacturing, mining corporations wholly engaged in
mining ores within the State, agricultural or horticultural aocieties or
a.aiociationa, and corporations, jointstock companies or a&IIOciations,
owning or operating elevated · railroads or surface railroads not operated by steam, or formed for supplying water or gas for electric or steam
heating, lighting or power purposes
and liable to a tax under certain other
specified sections of the tax law.
Laundrying, manufacturing or mining corporations are not exempted
from the tax unless at least forty per
centum of the capital stock of such
corporation is invested in property in
the State and used by it in laundrying, manufacturing or mining busine~~~~ in the State.

• People ex rei. Edison Illuminating
Co. v. Wemple, 129 N. Y. 664, 42 N.
Y. St. Rep. 280, 3 Silv. C. A. 653, 29
N. E. 812, rev'g 61 Hun, 63,39 N.Y.
St. Rep. 605, 15 N. Y. Supp. 711;
People ex rel. Brush Electric Mfg. Co.
v. Wemple, 129 N.Y. 643, 42 N.Y.
St. Rep. 272, 29 N. E. 808, rev'g 39
N. Y. St. Rep. 614, 15 N. Y. Supp.
718.
'N888au Ou Light Co. v. City of
Brooklyn, 89 N. Y. 409.
i People ex rel. Waterman Co. v.
Morgan, 48 App. Div. 395.
1 People ex rel. Digester Co. v.
Knight, 73 N. Y . Supp. 743, 67 App.
Div. .365.
7 People· ex rei. Paving Co. v.
Knight, 90 N. Y. Supp. 537, 99 App.
Div. 62.
8 People v. Knickerbocker Ice Co.,
99 N. Y. 181.
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newspaper,0 or doing merely an incidental business in connection with selling manufactured goods, included as manufacturing.10
§ 446. Franchise Tax-Capital Stock, etc.-ValuationBasis of Computation.-The legislature has power to determine upon what basis the amount of a franchise tax upon
banks may be ascertained. 11 Under the New York statute the
basis of the franchise tax imposed upon corporations is the
actual value of the capital employed "within" the State,0
and an assessment based upon the par value of the stock is
erroneous. 13 That section of the statute of that State u relating to the imposition of a franchise tax on corporations,
and providing that when a dividend of less than six per centum
has been declared during the tax year, the tax shall be at the
rate of one and one-half mills upon such portion of the capital
stock, at par, as the amount of capital employed within the
People ex rel. Jewelers' Pub. Co. 511; People ex rei. Seth Thomas
Clock Co. v. Wemple, 133 N. Y. 323,
10 People ex rei. Roebling's Sons 31 N. E . 238, 45 N. Y. St. Rep. 234,
Co. v. Wemple, 138 N. Y. 582, 53 rev'g 42 N. Y. St. Rep. 60, 16 N.Y.
N. Y. Bt. Rep. 297, 34 N. E. 386, Supp. 602; People ex rei. Ameriean
aff'g 63 Hun, 452, 44 N. Y. St. Rep. Contracting & D. Co. v. Wemple, 12&
708, 18 N. Y. Supp. 504.
N. Y. 558, 42 N. Y. St. Rep. 400, 29
11 State v. Franklin County Sav. N. E. 812, aff'g 60 Hun, 225, 38
Bank & Trust Co., 74 Vt. 246, 52 Atl. N. Y. St. Rep. 17, 14 N. Y. Bupp.
1069.
859; People v. Hom Silver Mininc
11 People ex rei. New York Cent. & Co., 105 N. Y. 76, 6 N. Y. St. Rep.
H. R. R. Co. v. Knight, 77 N. Y. 495,26 Wkly. Dig. 158,11 N . E.lSii,
Supp. 401,75 App. Div. 169, modified aff'g 38 Hun, 276; People v. Equi173 N. Y. 255, 65 N. E. 1102; People table Trust Co. of New London, 96
ex rei. Wiebush & Hilger Co. v. N.Y. 387.
11 People ex rei. New York Centnl
Roberts, 154 N.Y. 101,47 N. E. 980,
aff'g 19 App. Div. 574,46 N.Y. Supp. & H. R . R. Co. v. Knight, 173 N. Y.
570; People ex rel. Chicago Junction 255, 65 N. E. 1102, modifyiq 17
Rya. & Union StockYards Co. v. Rob- N. Y. Supp. 401, 75 App. Div. Ullt.
erts, 154 N. Y. 1, 47 N. E. 974, rev'g See Bells Gap R. Co. v. Pennsylva90 Hun, 474, 70 N. Y. St. Rep. 640, nia, 134 U. 8. 232, 10 Sup. ~ 533,
35 N. Y. Supp. 968; People ex rei. 33 L. ed. 892, noted under I 446,
Edison Electric Light Co. v. Wemple, herein.
148 N. Y. 690, rev'g 63 Hun, 444, 44
u Tax Law; Laws 1896, chap. IMl8,
N. Y. St. Rep. 702, 18 N. Y. Supp. '182.
1

v. Roberts, 155 N. Y. 1.
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. State bears to the entire capital of the corporation, must be
read in connection with the subsequent section, 111 providing
for the a.sseBBment at its actual cash value, and when so read
establishes a rule for the computation of the amount of capital
stock on which the asBeBBment is to be made, but not for its
valuation, that being determined by the provisions of the latter
section, and, therefore, in such case an a.sseBBment upon its
par value is erroneous. 18 In determining the tax under the
statute of that State as to savings bab.ks, the comptroller must
appraise the bonds and securities in which the surplus is invested at their market value, whenever such value is leBB than
the face or par value thereof. This is in accordance with the
provisions of the banking law,17 authorizing a savings bank to
accumulate a surplus not to exceed fifteen per cent of its deposits, and providing that "in determining the per cent of
surplus held by any savings bank its interest paying stocks
and bonds shall not be estimated above their par value, or
above their market value if below par." It was held that in
imposing a tax upon the surplus of a savings bank the legislature must have intended the surplus provided for in these
sections of the banking law .18 Where the comptroller is dissatisfied with the appraisal of the value of the capital stock of
a corporation, and elects to reject such appraisal and make
one of his own, h~ is not limited by the average market price
for which the stock sold during the year, except that he is required to appraise it at not leBB than such average market
price. 111 The franchise right of a corporation to conduct its
busineBB under its franchise is to be considered in determining
Bee I 190.
People ex rei. New York & East
River Ferry Co. v. Roberts, 168 N. Y.
14, 60 N. E. 1043, rev'g 3ti App. Div.
626, 64 N.Y. Supp. 1112.
17 See U 123, 124.
11 People ex rei. Bank of Savings v.
.Miller, 177 N. Y. 461, modifying 82
N. Y. Supp. 621, 84 App. Div. 168;
N.Y. Tax Law; Laws 1896,chap. 908,
l187b, as am'd by Laws 1901,
11

It

chap. 117, imposing franchiae tax on
savings banks.
18 People ex rei. Metropolitan Becurity Co. v. Kelaey, 91 N. Y. Supp.
711, 101 App. Div. 248; N. Y. Tax
Laws; Laws 1896, chap. 908, I 190,
as am'd by Laws 1906, chap. 474,
since am'd by Laws 1907, p. 1726,
chap. 734, providing that value of
stock be appraised.
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the actual value of its "capital stock" for taxation.• Surplus
earnings are not within the statute of New York.21 The tax is
computed on the basis of dividends made upon the capital
stock of the corporation, and not upon dividends earned within
the State.22 If more than six per cent dividends are paid by
a corporation the tax is to be assessed upon the basis of the
capital employed within the Sta.te.21 It is not necessary in
valuing a property as a totality for taxation to disintegrate
the various elements which enter into it and ascribe to each
its separate fraction of value. 24 An imposition of a tax upon
the capital of a foreign investment corporation employed
within the State, computed upon the monthly bank balance
• Peciple ex rei. WiebUICh & Hilger
Co. v. Roberts, 1M N. Y. 101, 107,
108, 47 N. E. 480. Bee also New
York Central & Hudson R. Rd. Co. v.
Miller, 202 U. S. 684, 596, 50 L. ed.
- , 26 Sup. Ct. - ; Henderson Bridge
Co. v. Commonwealth,99 Ky. 623,17
Ky. L. Rep. 389, 29 L. R. A. 73, 31
S. W. 486, aff'd in 166 U. S. 1150, 17
Sup. Ct. 532, 41 L. ed. 953; Henderaon Bridge Co. v. Negley, Sheriff, 23
Ky. L. Rep. 746; People ex rei. Commercial Cable Co. v. Morgan, 178
N. Y. 433, 70 N. E. 967, rev'g 83
N. Y. Supp. 998, 86 App. Div. 577;
Williams v. Western Union Teleg.
Co., 48 N. Y. Super. Ct. (16 Jones &
S.) 349, 368, rev'd 93 N. Y. 162; People ex rei. Rochester Ry. Co. v. Pond,
57 N. Y. Supp. 490,493,37 App. Div.
330. Compare People ex rel. Manhattan Ry. Co. v. Barker, 146 N. Y.
304, 40 N. E. 996, 165 N.Y. 305,310,
317, 324, 340, 59 N. E. 137, 151,
cited in People ex rei. Metropolitan
St. Ry. Co. v. Tax CommiMioners,
174 N. Y. 417, 436, 67 N. E. 169;
People ex rei. Manhattan Ry. Co. v.
Barker, 152 N. Y. 417, 439, 452, 46
N. E. 875.
Value of franchise should be oon-
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aidered in determining the actual
value of the capital stock. Commonwealth v. Ontario, C. & S. R. Co.,188
Pa. 205, 41 Atl. 607; Pa. Act Jtme 8,
1891, P. L. 229.
Earning capacity of franebile. See
Rocheblave Market Co. v. City of
New Orleans (La.), 34 So. 665, considered under I 447, herein.
11 People ex rei. Bteinway & Bona
v. Kelaey, 96 N. Y. Bupp. 42, 108
App. Div. 138; Tax Lawa; Lau
1896, chap. 908, ' 182.
n Home Ins. Co. v. People, 134
u.s. 594, 33 L". ed. 1025, lO'Sup. Ct.
593; People ex rei. New England
Dreased Meat & Wool Co. v. Roberts,
155 N.Y. 408, 415; People v. Hom
Silver Mining Co., 105 N. Y. 76, G
N. Y. St. Rep. 495, 26 Wkly. Dig.
158, 11 N. E. 155, aff'g 38 Hun, 276;
People v. Equitable Trust Co., 9G
N.Y. 387.
• People ex rei. Commercial Cable
Co. v. Morgan, 178 N. Y. 433, re,··g
83 N. Y. Supp. 998, 86 App. Div.
577.
u Brooklyn City Rd. Co. v. New
York State Board of Tax Commrs.,
199 U.S. 48,50 L. ed. 79,25 Sup. Ct.
713.
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carried in the State, and the amount of stocks, bonds and other
securities held in the State, and the average amount of bills
and accounts receivable within the State has been sustained.za
Where a real estate corporation is liable upon its capital stock
employed within the State but had only exercised its corporate
franchises five and one-half months of the year for which it
was taxed, the tax should be apportioned for such time, and
should not be levied for the whole year. • If the amount varies
throughout the year the average of capital should be taken.27
The good will of a corporation engaged in importing the products of foreign manufacturers is an asset to be considered in
fixing the amount of the capital employed by the corporation
within the State. In fixing .the amount of such capital the
same proportion of the value of the entire good will of the
corporation should be taken as the amount of the tangible
capital employed within the State bears to the entire amount
of tangible capital employed both without and within the
State.211 In determining the value of the stock of an apartment house corporation, taxable on its franchise, the real
rental value of the apartment may be considered, although
such apartments are leased to stockholders in the company
at a rate below the rental value, in lieu of dividends. 211 The
value of a trade-mark may also be taken into consideration in
estimating the value of capitalstock.30
• People ex rei. North American Y. 574, 76 N. E. 1105. Bee People
Co. v. Miller, 86 N. Y. Bupp. 286, 90 ex rei. A. J. Johnson Co. v. Roberta,

App. Div. 500, aff'd (mem.) 182 N.Y.
521.
21 People ex rei. Ft. George Realty
Co. v. Miller, 179 N.Y. 526, 71 N. E.
463, rev'g 86 N.Y. Supp. 420, 90 App.
Div. 588.
11 People ex rei. Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Co. v. Morgan, 57 App. Div.
335, 68 N. Y. Supp. 21, aff'd (mem.)
168 N.Y. 672.
• People ex rei. Koecbl & Co. v.
Morgan, 88 N. Y. Supp. 1066, 96
App. Div. 110, atT'd (mem.) 183 N.

159 N.Y. 70, rev'g36 App. Div. 624;
People ex rei. H8llll Rees' Sons v.
Miller, 86 N. Y. Supp. 193, 90 App.
Div. 591.
• People ex rei. Hubert Apartment
Aaaoc. v. Kelaey, 96 N.Y. Supp. 745,
110 App. Div. 617, aff'd (mem.) 184
N.Y. 573, 77 N. E. 1194.
• People ex rei. Spencerian Pen Co.
v. Kelaey, 93 N. Y. Supp. 971, 105
App. Div. 132, aff'd (mem.) 185 N. Y.
M6.
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§ 447. Franchise Tax-Capital Stock, etc.-Valuation-

Basis of Computation Continued.-In a case in the Federal
Supreme Court where a statute of Illinois was before the court
it was held that the capital stock, franchise, and all the
real and personal property of corporations, are juStly liable
to taxation; and a rule which ascertains the value of all this,
by ascertaining the cash value of the funded debt and of the
shares of the capital stock as the basis of assessment, is probably as fair as any other. Deducting from this the assessed
value of all the tangible, real and personal property, which is
also taxed, leaves the real value ·of the capital stock and franchise subject to taxation as justly as any other mode, all modes
being more or less imperfect.31 In another case in the same
court where a section of the Iowa Code was under consideration 32 it was decided that while the tax on an individual in
respect to his shares in a corporation is not a tax on the corporation, and the value of the shares may be assessed without
regard to the fact that the assets of the corporation include
government securities, if the tax is actually on the corporation although nominally on the shares such securities may not
be included in assessing the value of the shares for taxation.33 In Kentucky, in order to ascertain the value of the
franchise of a foreign corporation for taxation, it is held
that the value of the capital stock being arrived at and the
assessed value of tangible property deducted, the remainder
constitutes the value of the franchise tax subject to taxation;
three things are to be done under the statute,14 as follows:
First. The value of the entire capital stock is to be fixed by
the board of valuation and assessment. Second. The board
must then ascertain the groBB receipts of the corporation in
that State and the entire groBB receipts from every source including that State. Third. The board should calculate the
proportion which the groSB receipts in that State bear to the
11 State Railroad Tax Cases, 92 Moines, 205 U. S. 503, 51 L. ed. -,
U. S. 575, 23 L. ed. 663.
27 Sup. Ct. -.
11 Code Iowa, I 1322.
14 Ky. Stat., I 4080.
11 Home Savings Bank v. De11
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entire gross receipts of the taxed corporation, and that proportion of the value of the entire capital stock, less the assessed
value of the tangible property in that State, will constitute
the correct value of the corporate franchise subject to taxation
there for state, county and municipal purposes.31 The value
of a franchise is not dependent in any sense upon the amount
which is expended in creating it. The payment of any sum of
money for the purpose of perfecting its organization or putting
the company into legal shape to do business cannot be regarded
a taxable asset in the hands of the company, or as
giving to the company. so organized any greater value than if
its organization had been perfected without incurring any
expense; nor is the value of a franchise enhanced because the
company is required to pay annually a license to the State or
to a foreign State to continue its corporate existence.• In the
case of an interstate bridge the franchise valuation for taxation in that State may be ascertained by determining what
per cent of the length of such bridge is within the taxing State,
and then taking the same per cent of the total value of stock
and bonded indebtedness, the assessed valuation of the tangible property in that State should be deducted therefrom.17
In a case in the United States Supreme Court it appeared that
the Henderson Bridge Company was a corporation created by
the commonwealth of Kentucky for the purpose of erecting
and operating a railroad bridge, with its approaches, over the
Ohio River between the city of Henderson, in Kentucky, and
the Indiana shore. It owned 9.46 miles of railroad connections
in Indiana, which property was assessed for taxation in that
State, at $627,660. The length of the bridge in the two States,
measured by feet, was one-third in Indiana and two-thirds in
Kentucky. The tangible property of the company was assessed

as

• Hager, etc., v. American Surety
Co., 28 Ky. L. Rep. 782,90 S. W. 550.
1 ' Commonwealth, By, etc., v. Ledman, 32 Ky. L. Rep. 452, 455, 106
B. W. 247. But the court, per Lassing, J., says: "On the other hand,
we ca.n readily 11ee how the value of a

franchise might be materially le&aened because of the expenditure of
a large sum of money in creating it or
in perfecting its organization."
n Commonwealth v. Covington &
C. Bridge Co., 24 Ky. L. Rep. 1177,
70S. W. 849.
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in Henderson County, Kentucky, at 1649,735.54. From the
evidence before them the Board of Valuation and Assessment
placed the value of the company's entire property at $2,900,000,
and deducted therefor $627,660 for the tangible property assessed in Indiana, which left 12,272,340, of which two-thirds,
or $1,514,893, was held to be the entire value of the property
in Kentucky. From this, 1649,735.54, the value of the tangible
property in Henderson County, was deducted, and the remainder, $865,157.46, was fixed by the board as the value of the
company's franchise. From the total value, $1,385,107 was
deducted for the tangible and intangible property in Indiana,
and the taxes in Kentucky were levied on 11,514,893 of tangible and intangible property in that State. The company paid
the tax on the tangible property (12,762.08) and refused to
pay the tax on the intangible property (13,675.91). This action was brought to recover it. The Court of Appeals held that
the commonwealth was entitled to recover it. It was held by
the Supreme Court that the company was chartered by the
State of Kentucky to build and operate a bridge and the Stare
could properly include the franchises it had granted in the
valuation of the company's property for taxation.• In
Louisiana, in determining the value of street railway franchises
for the purposes of taxation, reference should be had to t-Iementa bearing directly upon said value other than the earning
capacity as a basis.111 But it is also held in that State that
the earning capacity of a franchise should be taken into consideration in determining its value. 40
§ 448. Franchise Tu:-Capital Stock, etc.-ValuationBasis of Computation Continued.-In a case in Maine, "·here
the statute 41 provided for an excise tax upon a railroad
based upon the average gross transportation receipts per mile
"Henderson Bridge Co. v. Ken- 00; La. Conat., art. 203; Acta 1890,
tucky, 166 U. S. 150, 41 L. ed. 666, U 1, 28.
17 Sup. Ct. 305.
• Rocheblave Market Co. v. City
• St. Charles St. R. Co. v. Board or or New Orleans, 34 So. 665.
Assessors, 51 La, Ann. 458, 25 So.
' 1 i 42, chap. 6, Rev. Stat., as
am'd by chap. 145, Pub. Laws 1901.
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of the railroad operat~ it is held that the mileage basis of
apportionment in taxing railroads and other public service
corporations is eminently just, but that there are exceptional
cases where deductions should be made to prevent manifest
inequality or value per mile; also, that a railroad may be in a
legal sense considered a unit capable of proportionate subdivisions by miles, but where it is especially chartered to own
and operate, in connection with its transportation busi.J;less,
lines of stea.mboa.ts across navigable rivers beyond its termini,
the length of such. lines should be excluded from the computation in determining the franchise ta.x. 42 Under a. Nebraska
decision the value of the tangible property of an express,
telephone or telegraph company, apart from its gross receipts
for 't he year prior to the time of the assessment and its franchise or right to carry on its business, does not furnish the true
value of its property for taxation. Such value should be ascertained from a consideration of all of the aforesaid items taken
together and by treating the corporation as a. growing concern.41 So in assessing the value of railroad and telegraph
property all the elements which enhance its value should be
considered, whether such elements consist of tangible or intangible property, and the valuation should be so made as to .
comply with the constitutional rule of uniformity." Under
a. New Jersey statute the amount of a tax to be levied is two
per centum of the company's gross annual receipts from all
business, and not merely two per centum of its receipts from
the exercise of municipal franchises; and a. company which
constitutes a. consolidation and merger of several corporations and continues to exercise their franchises is subject to
the taxation of its franchises. 411 In assessing the value of
the capital stock of a corporation of Pennsylvania under the
statute of that Sta.te,411 coal which is owned by the corpora.' 1 State v. Canadian Pacific Ry.
Co., 100 Me. 202, 60 Atl. 901.
01 Nebraaka Teleg. Co. v. Hall
County (Neb., 1906}, 106 N. W. 471.
•• State v. Savage (Neb.), 91 N. W.

716.

" Peterson & Pa.ssaio Gas & Elec.
Co. v. State Board of Asaeallors, 69
N. J. L. 116, M Atl. 246, 8 Am. FJec.
Cas. 403, aff'd 70 N. J. L. 825, 59
Atl. 1118.
•• Act June 8, 1891.
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tion, but at the time of the assessment is situated in another
State and is not to be returned to Pennsylvania, should not
be included. The same rule that requires the exclusion from
the assessment of valuation of capital stock of tangible personal property permanently situated outside of the Sta~
applies to property sent outside of the State to be sold and
which is actually out of the State when the assessment is
made. And while an appraisement of value is in general a
decision on a question of fact and final, where it is arrived
at by including property not within the jurisdiction of the
State, it is absolutely illegal as made without jurisdiction.47
Again, a provision in a statute of that State for an assessment
upon the nominal or face value of bonds, instead of upon their
actual value, was held to be a part of the state system of ti.x&tion, authorized by its constitution and laws, and, therefore,
not a violation of any provision of the Federal Constitution.•
In Wisconsin the property of a public service corporation is
to be valued for taxation as a unit, the franchise element and
tangible elements, whether in land or movables, being regarded
as inseparable parts of one thing in which the former so far
predominates as to stamp all with the impress of personal
property. In assessing railway property for taxation, the
assessing agency is not concerned with physical value except
as evidence of physical conditions; nor specially concerned
with franchise value. All is to be valued as a unit, inseparable
for the purpose of valuing any one element or determining the
value, in the whole, by adding together the separate values
of elements. The rule that property of a railway corporation,
for the purposes of direct taxation, must be valued as a unit,
reasonably demands that such value be treated as a unit, and,
to the end that the rule of taxation may be uniform, that the
average rate of taxation on general property throughout the
taxing districts which, in any reasonable view, are entitled to
participate in taxing such property, be applied thereto, and
n Bell's Gap R. Co. v. Pennsyl"Delaware, L. ct W. Rd. Co. v.
Pennsylva.nia, 198 U. S. 341, 49 L. va.nia, 134 U.S. 232, 10 Sup. Ct. 533,
33 L. ed. 892. Bee § 444, herein.
ed. 1077, 25 Sup. Ct. 679.
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the avails be treated as belonging to the State for public purposes, on the theory of a constructive accounting between it
and such taxing districts.• So under a Federal decision the
property . of corporations engaged in interstate commerce,
situated in the several States through which their lines or
business extends, may be valued as a unit for the purposes of
taxation, taking into consideration the uses to which it is put
and all the elements making up aggregate value; and a proportion of the whole fairly and properly ascertained may be
taxed by the particular State, without violating any Federal
restriction.110 Again, in estimating, for purposes of taxation,
the value of the property of a telegraph company situate
within a State, it may be regarded not abstractly or strictly
locally, but as a part of a system operated in other States;
and the taxing State is not precluded from taxing the property
because it did not create the company or confer a franchise
upon it, or because the company derived rights or privileges
under the act of Congress of 1866, or because it is engaged in
interstate commerce.111
• Chicago & Northwestern Ry. Co.
v. State, 128 Wis. 553, 108 N. W. 557,
citing to the point that the property
of a railway corporation "be llll8elllled
as a unit; the physical things being
regarded as merged in that produced
by union with the franchise element:
"the one of primary importance"
(Id. p. 663) the following cases:
United ltatea: Columbus Southem Ry. Co. v. Wright, 151 U.S. 470,
14 Sup. Ct. 396, 38 L. eel. 238; State
Railroad Tax Cases, 92 U. S. 575,
607,23 L. eel. 663.
Oolorado: Ames v. People, 26Colo.
83, 56 Pac. 656; People ex rei. Iron
M. Co. v. Henderson, 12 Colo. 369,
21 Pac. 144; Carlisle v. Pullman P.
C. Co.• 8 Colo. 320, 7 Pac. 164, 54
Am. Rep. 553.
IlliDoil: Chicago & A. R. Co. v.
People, 129 lll. 571,22 N. E. 864,25
N. E. 5.

Iowa: Dubuque v. Illinois Cent.
R. Co., 39 Iowa, 56.
Kanau: Missouri River, Ft. S. &
G. R. Co. v. Morris, 7 Kan. 210; Miltsouri, K. & T. R. Co. v. Board of
Commrs., 9 Kan. App. 545, 59 Pac.
383.
llilaouri: State ex rei. K. C., St. J.
& C. B. R. Co. v. Severance, 55 Mo.
378.
TeDDeuee: Franklin County v.
Nashville, C. & St. L. R. Co., 12 Lea
(80 Tenn.), 521.
Virginia: Shenandoah Valley R.
Co. v. Clarke County, 78 Va. 269.
See Union Pacific Ry. Co. v. Cheyenne, 113 U. S. 516, 28 L. eel. 1098,
5 Sup. Ct. 601.
10 Adams Express Co. v. Ohio, 65
U.S. 194, 41 L. eel. 683, 17 Sup. Ct.
305.
11 Western Union Tel. Co. v. Mi&souri ex rei. Gott.lieb, 190 U. 8.
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of tangible and intangible property, actual value, not the cost,
is the true basis for taxation; and hence intanpble property in a public street, consisting of a mere right to lay water
mains, must be determined by treating it as a part of the
plant and basing its value upon the net earnings and then
capitalizing such earnings. Such intangible property has a
taxable value on the theory that it is earning an income for
the company, and if with good management there is no adequate return, such intangible property has little value. The
value of the property of a water company for the purpose of
taxation, and especially its franchise and good will, cannot be
ascertained until the franchise tax and all other taxes and a
proper replacement or upkeep fund have been deducted from
the current earnings. In determining the value of the property of such a corporation based principally upon its earnings,
the earnings and expense for one year alone should not be
considered, but the average earnings and expense for a series
of ·years, or for such time as is reasonably available, should be
taken. The correct method of arriving at the value of the
intangible property of a water supply company in a publie
street is as follows: From the earnings should be deducted
salaries and other expenses of maintenance, all taxes, including the approximate amount of the special franchise tax to be
assessed, such percentage of the earnings as is shown to be a
reasonable and proper fund for replacements and upkeep not
ordinarily covered by the current maintenance account, and
the balance of the earnings remaining should be treated as the
actual net earnings of the company; six per cent should then
be deducted as a fair return upon the value of the real estate
and other tangible property, and the surplus earnings should
then be capitalized at six per cent, which result represents
the fair value of the intangible rights in the street. To this
should be added the value of the tangible property in the street,
the result representing the value of the special franchise. 58
n People ex rel. Je.maica Water App. Div. 13, 112 N. Y. Supp.
Supply Co. v. Tax Commrs., 128 392.
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1451. Deduction from Special Franchise Tu.-The
New York statute provides that if, when the tax assessed on
any special franchise tax is due and payable the corporation
has paid to the city, etc., for its exclusive use under any agreement therefor, or under any statute requiring the same any
sum based upon a percentage of groBB earnings, or any other
income, or any license fee, or any sum of money on account of
such special franchise granted to or possessed by such person,
copartnership, a.BBOcia.tion or corporation, which payment was
in the nature of a. tax, all amounts so paid, except money paid
or expended for paving or repairing of pavement of any street,
etc., sha.ll be deducted from any tax based on the assessment
made by the State Board of Tax Commissioners for city, etc.,
purposes, and the remainder shall be the ta.x on such special
franchise. This section of the Tax Law does not authorize a.
deduction from the amount assessed against the franchise of a.
street surface railroad of the amount of the lamp tax levied
against the property of the street railroad company under the
provisions of a. city charter. The payment made by the street
railway company which is to be deducted must be in the
nature of a tax. So where under an agreement between a
street railway company and the city, subsequently ratified by
statute, the street railroad company agreed to pay to the city
certain percentages of its groBB receipts, such payment should
be deducted from the amount payable under the special franchise tax law.80
§ 452. Ezemption or Immunity from Ta:mtion-Whether
a Franchise or Privilege.-We have considered elsewhere
the question whether exemption or immunity from taxation
is a franchise; 111 but exemption from taxation may or may_not
be a "privilege" within the sense in which that word is used in
a statute, and in the act of North Carolina, incorporating a
10 Heerwagen v. CroMtown St. Ry. 275, modified 179 NY. 99, 71 N. E.
Co., 86 N.Y. Supp. 219,90 App. Div. 729.
11 See 120, herein.
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rs.ilroad company," the word "privileges" does not include
such exemption.u
§ 453. Power to Bzempt from Tuation-State, Municipality and Board of Assessment-Local Tuation.-Unls
prohibited by the constitution a State has undoubted power
to exempt through its legislature or by contract certain property, by reasonable provisions, from taxation; 64 and the power
to tax includes the power to exempt within constitutional
limitations.811 If the constitution requires a tax upon property,
the legislature has no power to exempt it therefrom.16 In the
case of a municipality the power to exempt property within
its limits from taxation must be conferred by legislative act.17
And a state board of valuation and assessment cannot validly
agree to release a corporation from the payment of local taxPB
upon its franchise. 01 But a telephone company may be made
exempt from local taxation under an incorporation statute
imposing certain taxes in lieu of all other taxes.• A clause,
however, in a statute exempting property from taxation does
not release it from liability for assessments for local improvements. It has been held in Mississippi not only that special
assessments for local improvements do not come within the
constitutional limitation as to taxation, but also that the construction and repair of levees are to be l'egarded as local improvements for which the property specially benefited may be
11 Act

January 3, 1834.
Wilmington & W. R. Co. v. Al11brook, 146 U. S. 279, 13 Sup. Ct. 72,
36 L. ed. 972.
"Tomlinson v. Branch, 15 Wall.
(82 U.S.) 460,21 L. ed. 189; Jefferson
Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black (66 U. 8.),
436, 17 L. ed. 173; Ohio Life Ina. Co.
v. Debolt, 16 How. (57 U. 8.) 416, 14
L. ed. 997; William 8. Wilkins Co. v.
City of Baltimore, 103 Md. 293, 63
Atl. 562; Wallace v. Board of Equalization (Oreg., 1906), 86 Pac. 365.
IS Colton v. City of Montpelier, 71
Vt. 413, 45 Atl. 1039.
11
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"Crocker v. Boott, 149 Cal. 575,
87 Pac. 102; Mackay v. San Fraocisco, 113 Cal. 392, 45 Pac. 696.
"Tampa v. Kannits, 39 Fla. 6trl,
23 So. 416,63 Am. St. Rep. 202. ·
• Southern Ry. Co. v. Coulter, 24
Ky. L. Rep. 203,68 8. W. 873.
• Attorney Genl. v. Detroit, 113
Mich. 388, 71 N. W. 632,4 Det. L. N.
326; Mich. Pub. Acta, 1883, Ad
No. 129, 18, 3 How. Ann. Stat.,
§3718h; Mich. Sees. Lews, 1881, Aet
No. 168.
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assessed; and this rule is in hannony with that recognized
generally elsewhere, to the effect that special asse88ments for
local improvements are not within. the purview of either constitutional limitations in respect of taxation, or general exemptions from taxation.10
§ 454. Duration and Eztent of E%emption from Tuation.-A tax on the value of the capital stock of a corporation is a tax on the property in which that capital is invested,
and therefore no tax can be levied upon the corporation issuing
the stock which includes property that is otherwise exempt.71
If the charter of a railroad company contains a provision that
"The capital stock of said company shall be forever exempt
from taxation, and the road, with all its fixtures and appurtenances, .including workshops, machinery, and vehicles of.transportation, shall be exempt from taxation for a period of twenty
years from the completion of the road and no longer," such
provision does not, after the expiration of that period, exempt
from taxation the road .with its fixtures, etc., although the
same were purchased with or represented by capital.72 Where
the legislature of Tennessee had, under the Constitution of the
State, power to and did grant to a railroad company an exemption from taxation, under an act incorporating it, in the following terms: "That the capital stock of said company shall be
forever exempt from taxation and the road, with all its fixtures and appurtenances, including workshops, warehouses, and
vehicles of transportation, shall be exempt from taxation for
the period of twenty-five years from the completion of the
road, and no tax shall ever be laid on said road or its fixtures
which will reduce the dividends below eight per cent," it was
held that under such provisions the capital stock of the company was forever exempt from taxation during the existence of
TO Ford v. Delta & Pine Land Co.,
164 U. 8. 662, 17 Sup. Ct. 230, 41
L. ed. 390. Examine Yazoo & M. V.
R. Co. v. Board of Levee Commra.
(C. C.), 37 Fed. 24.
71 Delaware, L. & W. Rd. Co. v.

Pennsylvania, 198 U. B. 341, 49 L. ed.
1077, 25 Sup. Ct. 669.
n Railroad Companies v. Gaines,
97 U.S. 697,24 L. ed. 1091. See also
Tennesaee v. Whitworth, 117 U. S.
129,29 L. ed. 830, 6 Sup. Ct. 845.
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the corporation; and the road, fixtures, etc., were exempt for
twenty~five years after the completion of the road, and said
term having expired, it was.also held that the corporation could
be taxed only when the net earnings of the road were more than
sufficient to pay to the stockholders, on the then existing basis
of its capital, a dividend of eight per cent a year.71 · If a statute
exempts all the property of a railroad corporation from taxation, it exempts not only the rolling stock and real estate
owned by it and required by the company for the successful
prosecution of its business, but its franchise also.74 In the case
of a foreign corporation, whose principal place of business is
within the taxing State, and a very large proportion of whose
preferred stock is held by residents thereof, it is not entitled
to an exemption from taxation of its tangible property within
the State, under an exemption in a statute of the personal
property of corporations incorporated by the State, when the
laws of the State subject the corporation's shares to taxation.75
An exemption from taxation is to be taken as an exemption
from the burden of ordinary taxes, and does not relieve from the
obligation special assessments, imposed to pay the cost of local
improvements, and charged upon contiguous property upon the
theory that it is benefited thereby. So provisions in an act of
Illinois, incorporating a railroad company,71 and exempting it
from taxation, do not exempt it from the payment of a municipal assessment upon its land within a municipality in the State,
laid for the purpose of grading and paving a street therein.77
Again, a statutory exemption from taxation, conferred upon a
railroad company by its charter,71 is held not to extend to
".Mobile & 0. R. R. Q,, v. Tennea- Baltimore, 103 Md. 293, 63 Atl. 562;
see, 153 U. B. 486, 14 Sup. Ct. 968, 38 Gen. L. 1904, e.rt. 81, f 2.
71 Private Lawa Ill., 1851, 61, 72,
L. ed. 785.
u Wilmington Railroad v. Reid, 13
Wall. (80 U. S.) 264, 20 L. ed. 568.
See also Ford v. Delta & Pine Land
Q,,, 164 U. S. 662, 17 Sup. Ct. 230,
41 L. ed. 390.
,. William B. Wilkins Q,, v. City of

122, incorporating The Illinois Celltral Railroad Q)mpany.
77 lllinois Central R. Oo. v. Decatur,
147 U. S. 190, 13 Sup. Ct. 293, 37 L.
ed. 132.
71

MiBB. Act, November 23, 1858,

c. 14,

11~.
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property other than that used in the business of the company,
acquired under the authority of a subsequent act of the legislature in which there was no exemption clause.'111 The provision
in the act of Congress of 1866,80 which exempts from taxation
within the Territories of the United States, the right of way
granted by the act to the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad Company,
operates to exempt from such taxation the land itself to the
extent to which it is made by the act subject to such right of
way and all structures erected thereon.81 Where a limitation
is placed upon the amount up to which property shall be
exempt, such exemption extends to property in excess of such
limited and specified sum, even though such excess arises from
the fact that there has been an increase in value since the
property was acquired.82 If the exemption is subject to conditions as to completion of a. railroad and declaring dividends
within a certain period of time a contract is created that the
railroad company, subject to such conditions, shall not be
taxed.aa In case a. constitutional provision exempts railroads,
thereafter constructed and completed before a certain date,
from taxation, but excludes railroads substantially completed
at the time of the adoption of the constitution, it embraces, as
within the meaning of those words, a railroad which lacks only
a. small per cent of being completed.84 Again, where a. charge
upon the gross revenues of a street railroad company is imposed in lieu of all other taxes and upon the payment of such
license fee the company is exempt by statute from taxation on
all real estate which it owns and actually and necessarily uses
in its business, such exemption will include leased property
which is so used and upon which the required license fee has
.,. Ford v. Delta & Pine Land Co.,
164 U. 8. 662,41 L. ed. &90, 17 Sup.
Ct. 230. See also St. Paul, etc., R .
Co. v. St. Paul, 39 Minn. 112, 38 N.
W. 925.
10 Act July 27, 1866, c. 328, t 2,
14 Stat. 292, 294.
11 New Mexico v. United States
Trust Co., 172 U. 8. 171, 19 Sup. Ct.
128, 43 L. ed. 407.

n Evangelical Baptist Missionary
Society v. City of Bolton (Mass.,
1906), 78 N. E . 407.
• Pacific Railroad v. Maguire, 20
Wall. (87 U. B.) 36,22 L. ed. 282.
u Louisiana & N. W. R. Co. v.
State Board of Apprailera, 108 La. 14,
32 So. 184.
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been paid for a number of yea.rs.111
from taxation property devoted to
educational purposes, confeiTed by
legislature, includes the proceeds of

An authority to exempt
religious, charitable and
a constitution upon the
such property.•

§ 455. Surrender of Power of Tuation-PresumptionsExemption from Tuation-Statutory Construction.-The
surrender of the power of taxation by a State cannot be left to
inference or conceded in the presence of doubt, and when the
language used admits of reasonable contention, the conclusion
is inevitable in favor of the reservation of the power.87 So an
alleged surrender or suspension of a power of government respecting any matter of public concern must be shown by clear
and unequivocal language; it cannot be inferred from any inhibition upon particular officers, or special tribunals, or from
any doubtful or uncertain expression.• Presumptively all
property within the territorial limits of a State is subject to its
taxing power, and the burden of proof is on one claiming that
any particular property is by contract or otherwise beyond the
reach thereof; and growing out of the conditions of modem
business, a large proportion of valuable property is now to be
found in intangible things such as franchises, which are, like
other property, subject to taxation;• and grants of immunity
11 Merrill Ry. & Lighting Co. v. authorized to eonatruct.
Bee 1 138
City of Merrill, 119 Wis. 249, 96 N.
W. 686; Rev. Stat., 1898, I 1038,
subd. 14.
•• Staunton, City of, v. Mary Baldwin Seminary, 99 Va. 653, 3 V. Sup.
Ct. Rep. 468, 39 S. E. 596; Const.,
art. 10, § 3.
17 Wilmington & W. R. Co. v. Alebrook, 146 U. B. 279, 13 Sup. Ct. 72,
36 L. ed. 972, applied to an exemption from taxation conferred upon the
Wilmington and Raleigh Railroad
Company by the Act of January 3,
1834, incorporating it, and it was
held that sucll exemption was not
conferred by that art upon the
branch roads which the oompany was
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herein.
·
• Wheeling & Belmont Bridge Co.
v. Wheeling Bridge Co., 138 U. 8.
287, 34 L. ed. 967, 11 Sup. Ct. 301;
Jefferson Bank v. Skelly, 1 Black (6G
U. S.),436, 17 L. ed. 173; Ohio Life
Ins. Co. v. Debolt, 16 How. (57 U. 8.)
416, 14 L. ed. 997; Knoup v. Piqua
Bank, 1 Ohio St. 603. Bee allo
New Orleans City & L. R. Co. v.
New Orleans, 143 U. S. 192,36 L. ed.
121, 12 Sup. Ct. 406.
• Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v.
New York State Board of Tp
Comm111., 199 U. S. 1, 50 L. ed. 65,
25 Sup. Ct. 713.
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from legitimate governmental control are never to be preawned; unless an exemption is clearly established the legialature is free to act on all subjects within its general jurisdiction, as the public interest may require.80 Although it has
been repeatedly held by the Federal Supreme Court that the
legislature of a. State may exempt particular parcels of property or the property of particular persons or corporations from
taxation, either for a specified period or perpetually, or may
limit the amount or rate of taxation to which such property
shall be subjected, and that when such immunity is conferred,
or such limitation is prescribed by the charter of a. corporation
it becomes a part of the contract, and is equally inviolate with
its other stipulations; yet before any such exemption or limitation can be admitted, the intent of the legislature to confer the
immunity or prescribe the limitation must be clear beyond a
reasonable doubt. All public grants are strictly construed, and
nothing can be taken against the State by presumption or in~
ference. The established rule of construction in such cases is
that rights, privileges and immunities not expressly granted
are reserved;" and no claims for exemptions from taxation
can be sustained unless within the express letter or the necessary scope of the exempting clause.n It is held, however, that
10 Ruggles v. Illinois, 108 U.S. 526,
2 Sup. Ct. 832, 27 L. ed. 812. Bee
Gilman v. Sheboygan, 2 Black (67
U.S.), 510, 17 L. ed. 305.
No presumption exists in favor of
a contract by a State to exempt lands
from taxation. Every reasonable
doubt should be resolved against it.
When such a contract exists it must
be rigidly scrutinized and never permitted to extend, either in scope or
duration, beyond what the terms
of the . concession clearly require.
Tucker v. Ferguson, 22 Wall. (89
U. 8.) 527, 22 L. ed. 805.
11 Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall.
(85 U. 8.) 206,21 L. ed. 888.
11 UDlted States: Ford v. Delta &
Pine Grove Land Co., 164 U. S. ~2,

17 Sup. Ct. 230, 41 L. ed. 390;
Georgia R. & Bkg. Co. v. Smith, 128
U.S. 174,32 L. ed. 377,9 Sup. Ct. 47,
16 Wash. L. Rep. 749; Chicago, B. &
K. C. R. Co. v. Guffey, 120 U.S. 569,
7 Sup. Ct. 693, 30 L. ed. 732; Memphis Gas Co. v. Shelby County, 109
U. S. 398, 27 L. ed. 1006, 3 Sup. Ct.
327; Hoge v. Railroad Co., 99 U. 8.
348, 25 L. ed. 303; North Misaouri R.
Co. v. Maguire, 20 Wall. (87 U. S.)
46,22 L. ed. 287.
IWDoill: People, Kocheraperger, v.
Chicago Theological Seminary, 174
Ill. 177, 51 N. E. 198; Bloomington
Cemetery AMoc. v. People, 170 Ill.
377,30 Chic. Leg. News, 187,48 N. E .
905; People, Davia, v. Chicago, 1.24
Ill. 636, 17 N. E. 56.
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while the rule requiring a strict eonstruction of statutes exempting property from taxation should n.ot be infringed, still it is
the duty of the court t.o determine whether doubt exists and
to solve it and not to immediately surrender to it.• It is also
decided that where a certain claaJ of property has by settled
custom and policy been entitled for a long period of time to be
exempt from taxation, as in case of property held for religious
and charitable purposes, a statute taxing such property must
show the intent so to do by language clearly expnsing such
intent, as a presumption in favor of such taxation will not
exist.04 In connection with this last decision the following ease
in the Federal courts is pertinent. The facts were these: Section 5 of the act of 1855 of the General Assembly of Dlinois, incorporating the plaintiff, provided: "That the property of
whatever kind or description belonging or appertaining to said
seminary shall be forever free and exempt from all taxation for
all purposes whatever." Section 2 provided: "That the seminary shall be located in or near the city of Chicago." Property
of the incorporation other than the seminary buildings was

Loaiai&Da: State v. New Orleans
Ry. & Light Co., 116 La. 144, 40 So.
597; Louisiana & N. W. R. Co. v.
State Board of Appraieers, 108 La. 14,
32 So. 184; Penrose v. Chaffraix, 106
La. 250, 30 So. 718; State of Louisiana v. Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482.
••bruka: Lmooln St. R. Co. v.
City of Lincoln, 61 Neb. 109, 110, 84
N. W. 802; Young Men's Chriausn
Assoc. of Omaha v. Douglas County,
60 Neb. 642, 83 N. W. 924, 52 L. R.
A. 123.
leraey: Sisters of Charity
of St. Elizabeth v. Corey, 73 N.J. L.
699, 65 Atl. 500; Cooper Hospital v.
City of Camden (N.J. L.),57 Atl. 260.
Oregon: Wallace v. Board of
Equalization (Oreg., 1906), 86 Pac.
365.
'l'eDDeuee: Knoxville & 0. R. Co.
v. Harris, 99 Tenn. 684, 43 B. W.
115.

••w
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11tah: Judge v. Spencer, 15 t:tah,
242, 48 Pac. 1097.
WaalaiDgtoD: Thuraton County v.
Sisters of Charity, 14 Waah. 264, 44
Pac. 252.
Examine Brown University T.
Graoger, 19 R. I. 705, 36 L. R. A.
847.
Bee U 23, 209, 252, 254-257,
herein.
ExemptioDII from taxation, beiDc
m derogation of the aovereign authority and of common right, are no~
to be extended beyond the expre1111
requirements of the language ueed,
when moat rigidly construed. Yuoo
& M. V. R. Co. v. Thomas, 132 U.S.
174, 33 L. ed. 302, 10 Sup. Ct. 68.
11 CitilleDII' Bank v. Parker, 192
u. 8. 73, 48 L. ed. 346, 24 Sup. Ct.
181.
u Mattem v. Canevm, 213 Pa. 588,
63 Atl. 131.
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taxed under the general taxing law of 1872. The Supreme
Court of Illinois construed the statute of 1855 as meaning that
the exemption was limited to property used in immediate connection with the seminary and did not refer to other property
held by the institution for investment, although the income
was used solely for school purposes. It was held that as the
rule of the Supreme Court of Illinois in construing an act
exempting property from taxation under legislative authority,
was that the exemption must be plainly and unmistakably
granted and could not exist by implication only, a doubt being
fatal to the claim, and as the construction placed on the act
was not such an unnatural, strained or unreasonable construction as showed it to be erroneous, the judgment would be
affirmed even though the statute might be otherwise construed
so as to effect a total exemption. The act incorporating the
seminary also provided that: "It shall be deemed a public act
and be construed liberally in all courts for the purposes therein
expressed., It was decided that such provision should not be
construed as a complete overthrow of the canon of construction
adopted by the Supreme Court of Illinois in regard to exemption
of property from taxa.tion.1111 Again, the rule of strict construction of exemptions from taxation is held not applicable when
the statute simply changes the method of ta.xa.tion.111 Where a
statute, imposing taxes upon corporate franchises, provided
that: "This act shall not be construed to apply to, certain corporations, it was decided that the purpose of the legislature
was not to curtail to any extent the judicial power of interpretation but to limit the scope of the act itself; that it was a legislative declaration that the designated corporations should be
exempted from the operation of the statute.e7 A constitutional
limitation upon the legislature as to exemptions from taxation
is prospective and not retroactive as to charter exemptions.•
• Chicago Theological Seminary v.
Dlinois, 188 U. B. 662, 47 L. ed. 641,
23 Sup. Ct. 386.
"Binghamton Trust Co. v. City
or Binghamton, 76 N. Y. Bupp. 517,
72 App. Div. 341.

IT Board or Asaesaon v. Plainfield
Water Supply Co., 67 N.J. L. 357,52
Atl. 230.
11 State ex rei. Morris v. Board of
Trustees of Westminster College,
175 Mo. 52, 74 B. W. 990; Conat'DB
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§ 456. Constitutional La.w-VaUdity of Exemption from
Tuation.-Nothing in the Federal Constitution prevents a
State from granting exemptions from taxation; and the reduction, upon equitable considerations of payments made in the
nature of taxes of certain corporations on their franchises from
the amount to which they are subjected by a general law does
not entitle every franchise owner to a similar reduction and
render the tax invalid because it denies the holders of some
franchises the equal protection of the law or deprives them of
their property without due process of law .• So the rights of
an individual under the Fourteenth Amendment tum on the
power of the State. A State does not infringe such rights under
that amendment by exempting a corporation from a tax, either
in whole or in part, whether such exemption results from the
plain language of a statute or from the conduct of a state
official under it. 1 There may also be an exemption of one class
of corporations from taxation without the statute being invalid
as to other corporations.z And a statute which provides for a
deduction of shares of stock of a national bank invested in real
estate, and on which such bank pays a tax, from the market
value of the shares, is not unconstitutional.a Legislation, however, which is in effect an attempt to create an express exemption from taxation of corporation property contrary to the constitutional provisions of a State is void, even though the kind
of property attempted to be so made exempt is not mentioned
in the constitution which provides for equal and uniform taxation and permits the exemption of certain kinds of property.•
So a statute which does not properly classify property for
exemption violates a constitutional provision which requires
uniform taxation.l1 But an exemption of a water company
of 1865, 1875. See U 215, 287,
herein.
• Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. v.
New York State Board of Commra.,
199 U. S. 1, 50 L. ed. 65, 25 Sup. Ct.
705.
1 Missouri v. Dockery, 191 U. S.
165, 24 Sup. Ot. &3, 48 L. ed. 33.
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1 W. C. Peacock & Co. v. Pratt, 121
Fed. 772, 58 C. C. A. 48.
1 Middletown Nat. Bank v. Town of
Middletown, 74 Conn. 449, 51 Atl.
138.
• State Nat. Bank v. City of Memphis, 116 Tenn. 641, 94 S. W. 803.
I Adams v. Kuykendall (Mia}, 35
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from municipal taxation based upon a consideration that the
company give the city the use of water for certain purposes
free of charge is not illegal, as it constitutes merely an offset
against taxes of the value of the water used by the city.•

§ 457. Obligation of Contracts-Exemption from Tuation-PreHminary Statement.-We have considered under
prior sections the principles governing cases as to obligation
of contracts, the impairment thereof and also the right to alter,
amend or repeal reserved to the legislative body, and the application of these doctrines in matters relating to corporations
and their franchises,7 and shall, therefore, only consider here
certain questions as to exemptions from taxation in connection
with the obligation of contracts.
§ 458. Obligation of Contracts-Reservation of Power to
Alter, Amend or Repeal-Eumption from Taution.The object of a reservation of the right of the legislature to
repeal, alter or amend a charter is to prevent a grant of corporate rights and privileges in a form which will preclude legislative interference with their exercise, if the public interests
should at any time require such interference, and to preserve
the state control over its contract with the corporators, which·
would otherwise be irrepealable and protected from any measure affecting its obligation. Immunity, therefore, from t~
tion, constituting a part of a contract between the government
and a corporator or stockholder, is, by the reservation of power
contained in a general law enacted prior to the grant of the
charter, subject to be revoked equally with any other provision
of the charter, whenever the legislature may deem it expedient
for the public interest that the revocation should be made.
The reservation affects the entire relation between the State
So. 830; Con.t., art. 12, i 20; Mu- R. Co. v. McLean County,17lll. 291;
nicipal Charter, Acta 1884, p. 445, Grant v. Davenport, 36 Iowa, 405;
c. 391, 1 31.
Portland :v. Portland Water Co., 67
• Bartholomew v. Austin, 85 Fed. Me. 135.
7 Bee U 301-340, 482, herein.
359, 52 U. 8. App. 512, 29 C. C. A.
568. ~ lllinoia Cent.
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and the corporation, and places under legislative control aD
rights, privileges and immunities derived by the charter ~
rectly from the State.11 So where at the time a charter is
granted to a railroad corporation a general law of the State was
in existence which provided that the charter of every corporation subsequently granted, and any renewal, amendment or
modification thereof, should be subject to amendment, alteration or repeal by legislative authority, unless the act granting
the charter or the renewal, amendment or modification, in
express terms excepted it from the operation of that law, and
thereafter the charter of the corporation was amended and its
property exempted from taxation, but the amending act contained no clause excepting the amendment from the provisions
of the general law, and, subsequently, the state constitution
was adopted requiring the property of corporations then existing or thereafter chartered to be taxed except in certain cases,
not affecting this case, and the legislature in pursuance of such
requirement then provided for the taxation of property of railroad companies and under it the property of such corporation,
it was held that the taxation was legal and constitutional; that
the power reserved to the State by the general law, in force
when the charter was granted, authorized any change in the contract created by the charter between the corporators and the
State, as it originally existed, or as subsequently modified, or
• Tomlinaon v. Jesaup, 15 Wo.ll.
(82 U. S.) 454, 21 L. ed. 204. Cited
on fir/It point in Louisville Water Co.
v. Clark, 143 U.S. 1, 12, 36 L. ed. 55,
12 Sup. Ct.-; Spring Valley Water
Works v. Schottler, 110 U. S. 347,
370, 4 Sup. Ct. 48, 28 L. ed. 173
(indisaentingopinion); Sinking Fund
C11.11e11 (Union Pacific Rd. Co. v. United States and Central Pacific Rd.
Co. v. Gallatin), 99 U. S. 700, 758, 25
L. ed. 496 (in dissenting opinion);
Railroad Co. v. Maine, 96 U. B. 499,
511, 24 L. ed. 836. Cited on aecond
point in Stanislaus County v. San
Joaquin & Kings River Canal & Irrig.
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Co., 192 U.S. 201, 211,30 L. ed. 406,
26 Sup. Ct. -; Wisconsin & .M. R.
Co. v. Powers, 191 U. B. 379, 386,
387, 48 L. ed. 229, 24 Sup. Ct. 107.
Distinguished in Citizens' Savings
Bank v. Owensboro, 173 U. 8. 636,
658, 43 L. ed. 840, 19 Sup. Ct. 530,
571 (in di88enting opinion), cited iD
same case at p. 645; Peanall v. Grea'
Northern Ry., 161 U.S. 646, 663, 16
Sup. Ct. 705, 40 L. ed. 838; Loui&ville Water Co. v. Clark, 143 U. 8.
1, 12, 12 Sup. Ct. - , 36 L. ed. 55;
Sinking Fund Cases (Union Pacific
Rd. Co. v. United States and Ceotral Pacific Rd. Co. v. Gallatin), 99
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its entire revocation.' Again, the mere grant for a designated
time of an immunity from taxation does not take it out of the
rule subjecting such grant to the general law retaining the
power to amend or repeal, unless the grant contain an express
provision to that effect. And the act of the legislature of Kentucky of 1856,10 and the act of 1884,11 incorporating the Citizens'
Savings Bank of Owensboro, and the act of 1886, 12 commonly
known as the Hewitt Act, did not create an irrevocable contract
on the part of the State protecting the bank from other taxation, therefore, the taxing law of Kentucky of 1892 13 did not
violate the contra.Ct clause of the Federal Constitution.14 In
another Kentucky case it is held that the immunity from taxation conferred upon the Louisville Water Company by the
legislature of that State by the statute of 1882 111 was withdrawn by the general revenue act of 1886; 11 and the immunity
from taxation granted to the company by the said act of 1882
was accompanied by the condition expressed in the act of
1856,17 and made part of every subsequent statute, when not
otherwise expressly declared, that by amendment or repeal of
the former act su«;h immunity could be withdrawn. It was also
held that the withdrawal of the exemption from taxation conferred upon the company by the act of 1882, put an end to the
obligation, imposed upon the company by that act, to furnish
water free of charge to the city for the extinguishment of fires,
cleaning of streets, etc. 11 If a charter is granted exempting the
U.S. 700, 720, 25 L. ed. 496. Qualified in Hoge v. Railroad Co., 99 U. S.
348, 353, 25 L. ed. 303.
1 Tomlinson v. Jeaaup, 15 Wall.
(82 U. S.) 454, 21 L. ed. 204. See
Covington v. Kentucky, 173 U. S.
231,43 L. ed. 679, 19 Sup. Ct. 383.
10 Act February 14,1856.
11 Act May 12, 1884, c. 1412.
11 Act May 17, 1886.
11 Act November 11, 1892, c. 108.
14 Citizens' Savings Bank v. Owellllboro, 173 U. B. 636, 19 Sup. Ct. 530,
43 L. ed. 840.

11 Act April 22, 1882, 1 Seas. Acts,
1886, Gen. Stat. 1888, c. 92.
11 Act May 17, 1886, Gen. Stat.
1888, c. 92.
17 Act February 14, 1856, 2 Rev.
Stat. 121.
11 Louisville Water Co. v. Clark,
143 U.S. 1, 36 L. ed. 55, 12 Sup. Ct.
-. Bee alao Louisville Water Co. v.
Kentucky, 170 U. B. 127, 42 L. ed.
975, 18 Sup. Ct. -. This case was
decided upon the authority of the
last abov~ited cue, which it alao
affirmed.
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property of a corporation from taxation, providing that an
existing statute reserving the right to alter, amend or repeal
corporate charters shall not apply to it, and the State thereafter
passes a law taxing the property of the corporation, such statute
violates the obligation of a contract and is unconstitutional.u
§ 459. Obligation of Contracts-What Is a ContractExemption from Tuation.-It is a general rule that a valid
grant to a corporation, by a statute of a State, of the right of
exemption from taxation, given without reservation of the
right to amend, alter or repeal, is a contract ·between the State
and the corporation, protected by the Constitution of the
United States against state legislative impairment.10 So a
charter provision exempting a corporation's property not
actually and in fact within the State and the stock held or
owned by any of its stockholders, is violated by the imposition
11 Home of
The Friendlet111 v.
Rouse, 8 Wall. (75 U. S.) 430, 19 L.
ed. 495.
11 Wilmington & W. Rd. Co. v. Alabrook, 146 U.S. 279, 13 Sup. Ct. 92,
36 L. ed. 972 (Laws Mich., 1855,
p. 305, § 9). Holding also that this
rule ia not qu&lified by St. Paul, Minneapolis & M. R. Co. v. Todd County,
142 U. S. 282, 30 L. ed. 1014, 12 Sup.
Ct. -,nor by Henderson Bridge Co.
v. Henderson, 141 U.S. 679, 35 L. ed:
900, 12 Sup. Ct.-; Wilmington Railroad v. Reid, 13 Wall. (80 U.S.) 264,
20 L. ed. 568; Bames v. Kornegay
(C. C.), 62 Fed. 671; Yazoo & M. V.
R. Co. v. Board of Levee Commrs.,
37 Fed. 24; Commonwealth v. Philadelphia & E. R. Co., 164 Pa, 252, 30
W. N. C. 217, 30 Atl. 146; State.
Memphis, v. Butler, 86 Tenn. 614, 8
S. W. 586. See Powers v. Detroit,
Grand Haven & M. Ry. Co., 201 U.S.
543, 26 Sup. Ct. 556, l50 L. ed. 860,
aff'g Detroit, Grand Huron & M. Ry.
Co. v. Powers (C. C.), 138 Fed. 264;
New Jersey v. Yard, 95 U. S. 104, 26
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L. ed. 302; Columbia Water Power
Co. v. Campbell, 75 S. C. 34, 54 S. E.
833.
Such a oontract once made cannot
be reecinded by,a subeequent leci&lative act. Jefferson Bank v. Skelly,
1 Black (66 U.S.), 436, 17 L . ed. 173.
Statute repealing all former laws
exempting from taxation held void.
See Duluth & I. R. Co. v. St. Louil
County, 179 U. S. 302, 45 L. ed.
201, 21 Sup. Ct. 124, rev'g St. Louis
County v. Duluth & I . R. Co., 77
Minn. 433, 80 N. W. 626; Stearns v.
MinJlesota, 179 U. S. 223, 21 Sup.
Ct. 73, 45 L. ed. 162, rev'g State v.
Stearns, 72 Minn. 200, 75 N. W. 210.
An exemption from taxation in •
charter of a oompany conatitutell a
contract, as is illustrated by a eue
where there are preeent a subjectmatter, partiCII and consideration aDd
on the one aide a complete performance, and on the other, aooeptance.
Hancock, Comptroller, v. Singer Mfg.
Co., 62 N.J. L. 289, 328, 42 L. R. A.
852, 41 Atl. 846, per Van Sfckel, 1.
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upon such corporation of a. franchise tax upon its capital less
the value of its real and personal property within the Sta.te.21
A provision in the charter of a. bank that "Said institution shall
have a lien on the stock for debts due it by the stockholders
before and in preference to other creditors, except the State, for
. taxes, and sha.ll pay to the State an annual tax of one-half of
one per cent on each share of capital stock, which sha.ll be in
lieu of all other taxes," limits the amount of tax on each share
of stock in the hands of the shareholders, and any subsequent
revenue law of the State which imposes an additional tax on
such shares in the hands of shareholders, impairs the obligation
of the contract, and is void; such exemption applies to new
stock in the bank, created and issued after the adoption of a.
new constitution. But when not otherwise exempted the capital stock of a. corporation and its shares in the hands of shareholders may both be taxed. And the surplus accumulated is
not exempted from taxation by such provision of exemption in
the cha.rter.21 Although a. statutory exemption from taxation
may be repea.la.ble, still the exemption remains in force until
the repealing goes in effect.21
§ 460. Obligation of Contracts-What Is not a Contract
-Exemption from Tuation.-An act of the legislature exempting property of the railroad from taxation is not a. 11 contract" to exempt it unless there be a. consideration for the act.
An agreement where there is no consideration is a. nude pact; a.
promise of a. gratuity spontaneously made, which may be kept~
changed, or recalled at pleasure; and this rule of law applies to
the agreements of States made without consideration as well
as to those of persons.14 So where none of the expressions in a
II State, Binger Mfg. Co., v. Heppenheimor, 68 N. J. L. 633, 34 ~tl.
1061,32 L. R. A. 643.
II Bank or Commerce v. Tenneeaee,
161 U. B. 134, 40 L. ed. 645, 16 Sup.
Ct. 456, aft''g, on the first point,
Farrington· v. Tenneuee, 915 U. B.
679, 24 L. ed. 1568.
,. Manistee & N. E. R. Co. v.

52

Commissioner or Railroads, 118 Mich.
349,15 Det. L. N. 1507, 76 N. W. 633;
Mich. Pub. Acta 1897, Act No. 228;
Laws 1891, Act, No. 174; Laws 1893,
Act No. 129.
u Tucker v. Ferguson, 22 Wall.
(89 U. 8.) 527, 22 L. ed. 805, rea£finned in West Wisconsin Ry. Co. v.
Trempealeau County, 93 U. 8.15915,23
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contract between a street ra.ilway company and a municipality
in regard to the extension of the company's tra.cks for the
better advantage of, and furnishing more facilities to, the public, import any exemption from taxation, the subsequent imposition of a tax, otherwise valid, is not invalid under the impairment of obligation clause of the Constitution.21 In grants
from the public nothing passes by implication, and, in the
absence of direct stipulations relinquishing the right ot taxation, a provision in grants of privileges or franchises, that the
grantee shall pay something therefor, is not to be construed
as an equivalent or substitute for.taxes amounting to a eontract of exemption from future taxation within the impairment clause of the Federal Constitution.211 So a provision in a
general tax law that railroads thereafter building and operating
a road north of a certain parallel shall be exempted from the
tax for ten years, unless the gross earnings shall exceed a certain sum, is not addressed as a covenant to s.uch railroads and
does not constitute a contract with them, the obligations of
which cannot be impaired consistently with the Constitution
of the Uni~ed States.17 In another case a charter of a railroad
company, incorporated by an act of the legislature of Mississippi, passed in 1882, contained an exemption from all taxation
for twenty years. The state constitution adopted in 1869
provided that the property of all corporations for pecuniary
profit should be subject to taxation, the same as that of indiL. ed. 814. See alao Manistee & N.
E. R. Co. v. CommiBBioners of Railroads, 118 Mich. 349, 5 Det. L. N.
007, 76 N. W. 633. Citing Grand
Lodge F. & A.M. v. New Orleans, 166
U. S. 143, 41 L. ed. 951, 17 Sup. Ct.
523; Welch v. Cook, 97 U.S. 541, 24
L. ed. 1112; West Wisconsin Ry. Co.
v. Trempealeau County, 93 U. B. 595,
23 L. ed. 814; Tucker v. Ferguson,22
Wall. (89 U. S.) 527, 22 L. ed. 805.
Distinguishing University v. People,
99 U. B. 309, 25 L. ed. 387; Farrington v. TenneBBee, 95 U. B. 679, 24 L.
ed. 558; Wilmington R. Co. v. Reid,
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13 Wall. (80 U. 8.) 264, 20 L. ed. 568;
Home of The Friend!- v. Rouae, 8
Wall. (75 U. 8.) 438, 19 L. ed. 498;
Piqua Branch of the State v. Knoop,
16 How. (57 U.S.) 369, 14 L. ed. 977.
21 Savannah, T. & I. of H. Ry. <».
v. Savannah, 198 U.S. 392,49 L. ed.
1097, 25 Sup. Ct. 690.
n Metropolitan St. Ry. Co. ~
New York State Board of Tax
Commrs., 199 U. S. 1, 50 L. eel 65,
25 Sup. Ct. 205.
77 Wisconsin & Miehigan Ry. Co.
v. Powers, 191 U. S. 379, 24 Sup. Ct.
107,48 L. ed. 229.
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viduals, and that taxation should be equal and uniform throughout the State. Prior to the incorporation of the railroad company, the Supreme Court of the State had construed this
provision of the constitution as authorizing exemptions from
taxation, but had declared that such exemptions were repealable. It was held that the Federal Supreme Court was bound
by such construction of the constitution, and, therefore, that
the railroad company could not claim an irrepealable exemption in its charter. It was also decided that the exemption
being repealable, the question whether it had in fact been
repealed was a local and not a Federal question.• An irrevocable contract is not created by the acceptance by a national
bank of the Hewitt Act 211 so as to exempt its shares from taxation as required by a state statute which is valid as to taxes for
subsequent years.30 Again, a corporation organized for the
purpose of doing an insurance business, under an act of the
legislature of the State of Tennessee passed before the adoption
by that State of its constitution of 1870, with a provision in the
charter limiting the rate and extent of taxation by the State,
does not continue to enjoy the exemption if its corporate objects and business are changed to those of a bank by legislation
enacted subsequent to the adoption of that constitution.u If
a statute, supplemental to a corporation's charter, is enacted
after a state constitution is adopted which makes all laws
subject to alteration and repeal, it is repealable.11
§ 461. Obligation of Contracts-Reservation of Power to

Alter, etc.-Exemption from Taxation-Res Adjudicata.Where it is rB8 iudicata that the original charter of a bank by
• Gulf & S. I . R. Co. v. Hewes, 183
U. B. 66, 46 L. ed. 86, 22 Sup. Ct.
26.
• Act 1886, Acts 1885-1886, p. 140,
c. 1233.
10 First National Bank of Covington v. City of Covington, 129 Fed.
772, case aff'd in Covington v. First
National Bank of Covington, 198
U. 8. 100,49 L. ed. - , 25 Sup. Ct.-;

Ky. Act March 21, 1900, Acta 1900,
p. 65, c. 23. See State Board of
A.Dessors v. Patterson (N. J.), 14
Atl. 610.
11 Memphia City Bank v. Tenneaaee, 161 U. B. 186, 40 L. ed. 664, 16
Sup. Ct. -.
11 State v. Northem Cent. Ry. Co.,
90 Md. 447,45 Atl. 465; Conat. 1801,
art. 3, i 47.
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which its capital is exempt from any tax constituted a eontract within the impairm~nt clause of the Constitution, and
that such exemption is not affected by subsequent charters
and constitutions; and there is no doubt that the State intended
to offer inducements to enlist capital in the early development
of the, State, and no license tax was demanded for fifty-eight
years although that method of taxation was in force during
the whole period, the exemption from any tax may be con.strued as including a license tax on occupation as well as ia.xes
on ptoperty.13 . Again, where it has been litigated and determined in a Federal court that the state law under which the
taxes were levied is unconstitutional within the impairment
clause of the Constitution because of a contmct which exempted from all .taxation, including particular. y~ then in
controversy, ·the question is res judicata as to the right to levy
the tax under such law in any other year although it may have
bOOn established by the highest court of that State that an
adjudication concerning taxes for one year cannot be pleaded
as estoppel in suits invqlving taxes of other years. . And the
adjudication of a· Federal court establishing a ~ntract exempting from taxation, although b~ upon the judgment of a.
state court given as a reason t~erefor, is equally effectual ,.
res judicata between the parties as though the Federal court
had reached· its. conclusion as upon an' original question; and
under the doctrine of res judicO.ta such adjudication will estop
either party in subsequent litigation between themselves from
a,gain litigating the question of contract .determined in the
fo~er action; even though the .judgment of the state coqrt
upon which the Federal court based its decision has meanwhile
been reverse~ by the highest court of that State." Where it
has been adjudged by the Supreme Court of New Jersey that a
franchise tax imposed upon a manufacturing company is illegsl
by_ reason of the contract of exemption in its charter, the question of its liability for a like tax in a subsequent year is m
Citizens' Bank. v. Parker, 192
u Deposit Bank v. Frankfon, UU
S. 73; 24 Sup. Ct. 1~1. 4& L. ed. t:. S. 499, 48 ~- ed. 276, 24 Sup. Ct.
346.
164.
13

i ·.
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adjudicata; and even though prior to such decision a statute of
earlier date reserved to the legislature the power to alter, suspend or repeal subsequent charters, and although under subsequent state decisions this statute was held to be read into
every subsequent charter, nevertheless a legisla.ture cannot
bind its successors and prohibit its granting an irrepealable
contract if it should so elect; and unless an intention can fairly
be drawn from the terms of a contract of exemption from taxation to reserve to the State a. right to repeal such contract at
will without the consent of the company, there can be no departure from it.~
"Hancock, Comptroller, v. Biqer Mfg. Co., 62 N. J. L. 289, 328, 329,
'
f2 L. R. A. 862, 41 Atl. 846.
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ALIENATION AND FORFEITURE.
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I 486. Forfeiture of Franchiae-Judioial Detenninntion ofQuo Warranto-State Officiala--lpeo Facto Forfeiture.
487. Courta Reluctant to Adjudge
Forfeituree and Will Proceed with Caution.
488. Forfeiture of Franchi.-

I

§§ 462,463

Abuse, Misuser or Nonuser
of Corporate Powers.
489. Nature and Extent of Miau.aer or Nonuser Juatifying
Forfeiture.
400. When Franchise Will Be Forfeiture-InatanceB.
491. When Franchise Will not Be
Forfeited-Inatancee.

§ 462. Power to Alienate Franchises-Nature of Franchise as Affecting.-We have elsewhere considered such distinction as exists between what are designated as primary and
secondary franchises, and have also seen that a marked distinction exists between franchises which are essential to the creation and continued existence of a corporation, to its right to
exist as an artificial being and which are inseparable from it,
and other franchises and privileges subsidiary in their nature
which it possesses and may exercise under and by virtue of the
franchise to be and to the enjoyment of which, corporate existence is not a prerequisite. We have further specially considered: " essentially corporate franchises;" the non-inclusion )
in that term of "corporate powers or privileges;" the sale and ~
assignability of the latter and their liability to loss or forfeiture;
the distinction between franchises and powers and of franchises
to be and property or franchises which a corporation may acquire; the distinction between the general creative franchise
and a special franchise; also other distinctions of importance,
with those above mentioned; these distinctions are pertinent
to the question of the power to alienate franchises. 1

§ 463. Power to Alienate Franchises-General Rule.It is a general rule, in the case of public service corporations,
that the franchise to be a corporation is not a subject of sale
and transfer unless made so by a statute which provides a
mode of exercising it.2 So a corporation, in the absence of
Bee U 8, 30 tt aeq., herein.
5 Sup. Ct. 299,28 L. ed. 837; Branch
Memphia & L. R. Ry. Co. v. Rail- v. Jesup, 106 U. B. 468, 27 L. ed,
road Commialionera, 112 U. B. 609, 279, 1 Sup. Ct. 495. Other authori·
1

1
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statutory authority, has no right to sell or transfer its franchise, or any property eBBential to its exercise, which it has
acquired under the law of eminent domain.1 Nor can a corporation sell or transfer franchises from which it has been forever
ousted by quo warranto proceedings.4 A strictly private corporation, however, may alienate its property or part with it in
its entirety with the consent of its stockholders, where it is
under. no obligation to render public services or to perform
public duties.11 And it is held that a corporation's power to
alienate its property exists in the absence of a statutory restriction; 11 that the power to convey is limited to the accomplishment of the objects for which the corporation was created; 7
that all of a corporation's property may be sold to another
corporation; 1 that franchise interests which are independent
are transferable," as is also an easement or right of way upon
./ a public street; 10 and a ferry franchise is held to be transfera. ble the Mme as other property. 11 Nor does the rule apply to a
sale or transfer to the public, as where a municipality, under a
contract condition upon acceptance of a franchise by a gas
company, has the right reserved to purchase its property.11

I

tiea supporting this rule appear under subsequent sections in this chapter.
lmurance company doing losing
business, but still solvent; right of
to alienate. See Raymond v. Becurity Trust & Life Ins. Co., 89 N.Y.
Supp. 753,44 Misc. 31, rev'd 111 App.
Div. 191,97 N.Y. Supp. 557.
1 Fietaam v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 13
N. E. 501,3 Am. St. Rep. 492. Citing
Freeman on Executions, U 179, 180;
Pierce on Railroads,§§ 196-201;Jonea
on Mortgages, I 161; Rorer on Judicial Sales (2d ed.), 222.
4 Wilmington Water Power Co. v.
Evans, 166 Ill. 548, 46 N. E. 1083.
' Morrisette v. Howard (Kan.), 63
Pao. 756.
• Fitch v. Lewiston Steam Mill Co.,
80 Me. 34, 12 Atl. 732.
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7 Kit Carter Cattle Co. v. KcGillin, 10 Ohio S. 4: C. P. Dec. 146, 7
Ohio N. P. 575.
1 Warfield
v. Maraball County
Canning Co., 72 Iowa, 666, 34 N. W.
467. See Marvin v. Andereon, 111
Wis. 387,87 N. W. 226.
1 Long Acre Electric Light &
Power Co., In re, 101 N. Y. Sapp.
460, 51 Miao. 407, aft'd 102 N. Y.
Supp. 242, 117 App. Div. 80, a.ff'd
1&8 N.Y. 361, 80 N. E. 1101.
V 10 Knoxville v. Africa, 77 Fed. 501,
47 U. B. App. 74,246,23 C. C. A.. 252.
11 Evans v. Kroutinger (Idaho),
72 Pac. 882.
11 Indianapolis, City of, v. Consumenr' Gas Trust Co., 144 Fed. 640.
See 8. c., 206 U. S. 592. Examine
Joyoe on Electric Law (2d ed.),
t 244.
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§ 464. Same Subject-Basis of Rule.-The franchises
and powers of a public service corporation are in a large measure designed to be exercised for the public good, and this exercise of them is the .consideration for granting them; and any
transfer or contract by which the company renders itself incapable of performing its duties to the public or attempts to
absolve itself from its obligations without the consent of the
State is forbidden by public policy, violates its charter, and is,
therefore, void. 13 So a railroad company cannot, by a lease of
11 UDited States: Central Tranap.
Co. v. Pullman's Palace Car Co.,
139 U. S. 24, 11 Sup. Ct. 478, 35 L.
ed. 55, 40 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. ®7,
9 Ry. & Corp. L. J. 342, 43 Alb. L. J.
328; Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101
U. B. 71, 83, 84, 25 L. ed. 950; New
York, etc., Rd. Co. v. Winans, 17
How. (58 U. B.) 30, 15 L. ed. 27.
IDinola: Balsley v. St. Louis,
Alton & Terre Haute Rd~ Co.,.ll9lll.
68, 72, 73,8 N. E . 859.
Kentucky: Anderson v. Cincinnati B. R. Co,, 86 Ky. 44,5 S. W. 49.
Kew .leney: State, Bridgeton, v.
Bridgeton & M. Traction Co., 62 N.J.
L. 592, 43 Atl. 715, 45 L. R. A. 837.
Texu: International & G. N. R.
Co. v. Eckford, 71 Tex. 274, 8 S. W.
679; International & G. N. R. Co. v.
Kuehn, 70 Tex. 582, 8 S. W. 484;
East Line & R. R. Co. v. Rushing,
69 Tex. 306, 6 S. W. 834.
VlriPDia: Acker v. Alexandria
& F. R. Co., 84 Va. 648, 5-8. E. 688;
Naglee v. Alexandria & F. R. Co., 83
Va. 707, 3 S. E. 369.
Examine ·Btde, Grinsfelder, v.
Spokane St. R. Co., 19 Wash. 518,
63 Pa.c. 719, 41 L. R. A. 515, 11 Am.
& Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.) 62; Connor v.
Cit~ of Marshfield (Wis., 1906), 107
N. W. 639, under Rev. Stat. 1898,
I 959-51.
A corporation cannot disable itself by contract from the ·perform-

ance of public duties which it. has
undertaken, and thereby make publie accommodation or convenience
subservient to its private interests.
Gibbs v. Consolidated Gas Co. of Baltimore, 130 U. S. 396, 397, 32 L. ed.
788,9 Sup. Ct. 389,6 R. R. & Corp.
L. J. 22.
Courts will not allow corporations
to escape from their proper reeponBibility, by means of any disguise.
New York, etc., Rd. Co. v. Winans,
17 How. (58 U.S.) 30, 15 L. ed. 27.
"The State is preeumed to grant
corporate franchises in the public
interest, and to intend that they shall
be exercised through the proper officers and agencies of the corporation,
and does not contemplate that COI'porate powers will be delegated to
others. Any conduct which destroys
their functions, or maims or cripples
their separate activity, by taking
away the right to freely and independently exercise the functions of
their franchise, is contrary to aBOund
public policy. Central Transp. Co. v.
Pullman's Palace Car Co.,· 139 U.S.
24, 11 Sup. Ct. 478, 35 L. ed. 55;
Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101 U. S.
71, 25 L. ed. 950; People v. North
River Sugar Refining Co., 121 N. Y.
582-625, 24 N. E. 834; Mallory v.
Oil Works, 86 Tenn. 598, 8 S. W.
396." McCutcheon v. Merz Capeule
Co.,71Fed.787,793,perLurton,C.J.
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its property, absolve itself from liability for an injury to a
stranger, caused by the negligence of the lessee in the operation
of its road, unless such exemption is provided for in the lease
a.nd is also expressly sanctioned by legislative authority.
Where, however, one railroad company has, with express legisla.tive authority, transferred the full legal ownership of its
franchise, as well as its property, to another railroad corporation, the fonner is then exempt from liability for the negligence
of the la.tter in the ma.nagement and operation of the road.14
Again, the original obligation of a. ra.ilroad company to the
public cannot be discharged by a. transfer of its fr&nchises to
a.nother company except by legislative enactment consenting
to and authorizing such transfer, with an exemption granted to
such company relieving it from liability. Mere legislative consent to the transfer is not sufficient; there must be a release
from the obligations of the company to the public. 1:~ A cor"The duties which railroad corporations owe to the public and which
&re the consideration upon which
their privileges were conferred, eannot be avoided by neglect or refuaal,
or by agreement with other persona
or corporations. Therefore, any contract to prevent the faithful diecharge of any such duties will be
against public policy and void."
. Peoria & Rock laland Ry. Co. v.
Coal Valley Mining Co., 68 Ill. 489,
quoted in Chicago Gas Light & Coke
Co. v. People'a Gas Light & Coke Co.,
121 Ill. 530, 13 N. E. 169, 172, per
Magruder, J.
14 Driscoll v. Norwich & Woroeater
Rd. Co., 65 Conn. 230, 32 Atl. 354.
u Chollette v. Omaha & Republican Valley Rd. Co., 26 Neb. 159, 41
N. W. 1106, 4 L. R. A. 135. It is also
held in this case that a railroad company organized and incorporated under the lawa of that State cannot
abaolve itself from the performance
of duties imposed upon it by law,
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nor relieve itself from liability for
the wrongful acta or omiaaiona of
duty of pen10118 operating its I"'OId,
by transferriag ita corporate powers,
or permitting others to operate its
road as ownen1 of ita capital stock.
To allow it to do 10 would be contrary to the public policy of the State
as expl"'!88ed in ita eoDIItitution and
laws with reference to railroad companies.
Whm purclwJier ur tran.feTW wtJftll
i8 noC liable fur tolia and tUbU, aee the
following DaBeB:
United ltatea: Gua.rdian Trust
& Deposit Co. v. Fieber, 200 U. S.
57, 50 L. ed. 367, 26 Sup. Ct. 180
(statute to be liberally eonatrued to
give effect to intent of legislature
and make corporate property security
against torte, and impoeea upon plant
of corporation responsibility for torb
which cannot be avoided by conveyance to new corporation).
IJliDols: Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry.
Co. v. City of Chicago, 83 W. App.
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pora.tion in debt cannot transfer its ent.ire property by lease,
so as to prevent the application of it, at its full value, to the
233 (purchuer of franchises is not
freed from public duty imposed by
grant).
IDcliaD&: Graham v. Chicago, I.
4: L. Ry. Co. (Ind. App., 1906), 77
N. E. 57, 1055 (railroad company
eannot by transfer relieve grantee
from statutory obligations as to publie security); Unlted States Capsule
Co. v. Isaacs, 23 Ind. App. 533, 55
N. E. 832 (transferee liable for debtll
of consolidating companies, but limited by amount of property transferred).
lllcldp.D: Chase v. Michigan Tel.
Co., 121 Mich. 631, 80 N. W. 717
(not liable in abaence of statute or
agreement for seller's obligations, and
in caae of tort only liable after judgment against seller); Wallace v. Ann
Arbor 4: Y. Electric Ry. Co., 121
Mich. 688, 80 N. W. 572 (transferee
prima facie bound to honor p81111e8
i881led by tl'IUl8ferring company);
Grenell v. Detroit Gas Co., 112 Mich.
70,70 N. W. 413,3 Det. L. N. 858,6
Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.) 420 (purchaser &88\lmes creditor~~' claims in
respect to property transferred).
llbmeaota: Heron v. St. Pu.ul,
M. 4: M. R. Co., 68 Minn. 542, 71
N. W. 706 (old company liable for
negligence of transferee of right to
run trains over former road when it
retains control).
lllalourl : Lawson v. Illinois
Southern Ry. Co., 116 Mo. App. 600,
94 8. W. 807 (purchaser not liable
for destruction of crops); Porter v.
Illinois Southern Rd. Co., 116 Mo.
App. 526, 92 S. W. 744 (purchaser not
liable for torts of seller). See Hagermann v. Southern Electric Co. (Mo.),
100 S. w. 1081.
Hew Ieney: State, Bridgeton,

v. Bridgeton 4: M. Traction Co., 62
N. J. L. 592, 43 Atl. 715, 45 L. R. A.
837 (tl'IUl8feree obligated to maintain and operate street railroad).
Tau: Dallas Consolidated Traotion Co. v. Maddox (Tex. Civ. App.),
31 S. W. 702 (purchaser not bound by
contract obligations of aelling company).
Purchtuera obligated by bun.lem afld
condition~.

Purchaser~~ of a railroad, not having any right to demand to be incorporated under the
laws of a State, but voluntarily aocepting the privileges and benefits
of an incorporation law, are bound
by the provisions of existing laws
regulating rates of fare and are, as
well as the corporation formed, eetopped from repudiating the bUrdens attached by the statute to the
privilege of becoming an incorporation. Grand Rapids & Ind. Ry. Co.
v. Osborn, 193 U.S. 17,48 L. ed. 598,
24 Sup. Ct. 310. See Metropolitan
Trust Co. v. Columbus, S. 4: H. R.
Co. (C. C.), 95 Fed. 18. So where
conditions are attached to the right
of a corporation and ita llllccesiiOl'll
to operate a railroad on a street,
such conditions bind the transferee.
Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. Co. v. City
of Chicago, 183 Ill. 341, 55 N. E.
648, aff'g 83 m. App. 233.
A buaiMU or manufacturing rorpon:ztion dou not become tM 01Dftel' of
G railroad company's road, franchiaea, or other property, by owning
nearly all the stock of the latter. A
railroad company, whoever may be
the owner of its stock, still owns itll
property. Ulmer v. Lime Rock R.
Co., 98 Me. 579, 57 Atl. 1001.
WMtw leuor or lu• liable for
tom GM debt., see the following cases:
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satisfaction of the debts of the company; and when such transfer is made under circumstances which warrant such remedy,
ll'Dlted ltate1: Chesapeake & 0 .
Ry. Co. v. Howard, 178 U. 8. 153,44
L. ed. 1015,20 Sup. Ct. 880 (railroads;
lessor through agents and llei'VanW
managed and conducted train; no defense for negligence causing injury
that road W811 leased); Chicago, M.
& St. P. Ry. Co. v. Third Nat. Bank,
Chicago, 134 U. S. 276, 10 Sup. Ct.
550, 33 L. ed. 900 (a le1111ee of a
railroad, receiving money to be expended on the leased property, and
misappropriating it by spending it on
another property, cannot, by afterwarda spending an equal amount of
its own money on the leased property, deprive a creditorofthelesaorof
an equitable right growiDg out of the
misappropriation); Chicago & N. W.
Ry. Co. v. Crane, 113 U. S. 424, 28
L. ed. 10M, 5 Sup. Ct. 578 (statute,
authorising company to leaae railroad to another corporation and requiring letlllee to be liable in I!&ID.e
manner u though railroad belonged
to it, imposes liability as to leased
property upon letlllee while operating
it; but does not discharge leaaor from
its corporate liabilities); Hukill v.
Maysville & B.S. R. Co. (C. C.), 72
Fed. 745 (lessor empowered to lease
not liable for all le~~~~ee's torts; nor
liable for letlllee's torts aa to employees; is liable for injuries to publie).
OaHfornla: Lee v. &uthern Pacific R. Co., 116 Cal. 97, 47 Pac. 932,
7 Am. & Eng. R . Cu. (N. S.) 656,38
L. R. A. 71 [constitutional provision
against leasing so as to ·release lessor
from liability (Cal. Const., art. 12,
§ 10), injured employee of lessee; no
action against lessor but may enforce
judgment against property].
Oonnectlcut: Driscoll v. Norwich
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& W. R. Co., 65 Conn. 230, 32
AU. 354 (leaae ratified by State;
managing agent of le1111ee to be per110n satisfactory to leaaor; le!BOJ' aot
releued from liability for negligence of le~~~~ee).
Geoqta: Pickens v. Georgia Rd.
Co., 126 Ga. 517, 55 8 . E. 171 (railroad company; lessor lialie for in-jury to paaaenger for breach of·public
duty where road is operated by le&see). Bee Naahville, C. & St. L. l l
Co. v. Edwards, 91 Ga. 24.
IlliDoia: People, Cantrell, v.· St.
Louis, A. & T. H. R. Co., 118 lli.
512, 52 N. E. 292, 12 Am. & E111.
R. Caa. (N. 8.) 2Z1,aff'g40 N. E. 824,
35 L. R. A. 656, 6 Am. & Eng. R.
Caa. (N. 8.) 241 (le~~~~ee of railroad
bound by requirementAI of leaaor'a
charter).
Kauu: Carruthen1 v. KaDiiaa
City, Ft. B. & M. R. Co., 59 Kan. 629,
54 Pac. 673, 44 L. R. A. 737 (leaae
authorised; le880r no control OTer railroad; general lease; leaaor not liable
for results of lessee's negligence). ·
Kentucky: Schmidt v. Loui.nille
& N. R. Co., 101 Ky. 441, 19 Ky.
L. Rep. 666, 38 L. R. A; 889
(les~ee held not a mere tenant by
sufferance, but bound by terms of
lease where it 8118U1De& control of 1md
operates road); Brooker v. Maysville
& B. B. R. Co., 26 Ky. L. Rep. 1022,
83 S. W. 117 (railroad making vllro
viru leaae to foreign corporation of
ferry franchise acquired by leaaor, ia
liable for negligent injury to pasBelll8r on ferryboat).
llichlp.n: Ackerman v. Cincin·
nati, S. & M. R. Co. (Mich., 1906),
12 Det. L. N. 908, 106 N. W. 558
[leSIOr not ·liable for acts of lessee
of railroad; statute (CQmp. t.wa,
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a court of equity will decree the payment of a judgment debt
of the lessor by the lessee. 11 In a Federal case it appeared that
a corporation, formed by articles of association, called a certificate or charter, under the general laws of Pennsylvania .concerning manufacturing companies, with a certain capital stock,
· for twenty years, for "the tr~portation of passengers in railroad. cars constructed. and owned by the said company," under
certain .patents, carried on the business of manufacturing
sleeping cars under its patents, and of hiring and letting the
cars to railroad companies by writ~n contracts, receiving a
revenue from the sale of berths and accommodations to passen~rs. Seven ~ears .afterwards, by special act of the legislature
of, PennsylJVania; the charter was extended for ninety-nine
years, and the corporation was empowered to double its capital
stock, and ''to enter into contracts with corporations of this
or any other State for the' leasing or hiring and transfer to
them, or any of them, of its railway cars and Qther personal
I 6300) al,Jthori.zed leue and made
le8see liablel
·
lliDDeHta: · Heron v. St. Paul,
M. & M. R..Co. 1 68 Minn. 542,71 N.
w. 706 .(leue authorized by legislature; leseee b.i.d exclusive control; lessor not liable for negligence of leseee
or •uble~~~~ee). .
0~: Beckett Paper Co. v. Hamilton & R . H . Co., 18 Ohio C. C. 200
(leeseea or water power liable after
auignment of lease).
ViriJDja: Ft. Winche~ter & StrasCo. v. Commonwealth, 106
burg
Va. 264, 55 B. E. 692 (the lesaee of a
railroad who had contracted to perform all thQ public legal obligations
of the le11110r, and who il of financial
ability· to do so, will be compelled
to diach&Tge 1uch obligations, althou~h Ule leaaor may be of financial
nbi!ity to «;to so, and although it may
entail a loaa upon the le~~ee, evidence
upon the latter subject is, therefore,
inadmileible. A 181110r and a. leuee

Rd:

who have sought and ~btained · a.
charter impo~ing obligations cannot
repudiate them simply ·because they
are oneroUI and unprofitable).
Welt VirgbU&; Guinn v. Ohio
River R. Co. (W. Va.), 33 S. E. 87
(le~~~~ee of constructed railroad not
liable for damage~ to property oocuioned by construction and operation).
Oanacla: Michigan C. R. Co. v.
Weallean~, 24 Can. B. C. 309 (foreign
leseee, under authorized lease; no
greater liability than that of lessor
where property injured without negligence).
Examine Miller v. New York, L.
& W. R. Co. , 12lS N.Y. 118, 34 N. Y.
St. R. 607,26 N. E. 35, rev'g 20 N.Y.
St. R. 157, 3 N. Y. Supp. 245; LOgan v. North Carolina R. Co., 116
N.C. 940.
II Chicago, M. & St. P. Ry. Co. v.
Third Nat. Bank, Chicago, 134 U. B.
276, 33 L. ed. 900, 10 Sup. Ct. 550.
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property." The corporation forthwith entered into an indenture with a corporation of another State engaged in a
similar business, by which it leased and transferred to that
corporation all its cars, railroad contracts, patent rights and
other personal property, moneys, credits and rights of action,
for the term of ninety-nine yearA, except so far as the contracts
and patents should expire sooner; and covenanted not to
"engage in the business of manufacturing, using or hiring
sleeping cars" while the indenture should remain in force; and
the lessee covenanted to pay all existing debts of the lessor,
and to pay to the lessor annually the sum of $264,000, during
the entire term of ninety-nine years, unless the indenture
should be sooner terminated as therein provided. It was held
that this contract was unlawful and void, because beyond the
corporate power of the lessor, and involving an abandonment
of its duty to the public; and therefore no action could be
maintained by the lessor upon the contract, or to recover the
sums thereby payable, even while the lessee had enjoyed the
benefits of the contract. 17 In another Federal case the facts
were as follows: A lease to a commercial partnership from a
railroad corporation of a strip of its land by the side of its track
in the State of Iowa, for the purpose of erecting and maintaining a cold storage warehouse thereon, contained an agreement
that the corporation should not be liable to the partnership for
any damage to the building or contents, by fire from the locomotive engines of the corporation, although owing to its negligence. At a trial of an action brought in the Circuit Court of
the United States by the partnership against the corporation
to recover for damage to the building and contents by fire from
its locomotive engines, owing to its negligence, under a statute
of the State making any railroad corporation liable for damages
to property of others by fire from its locomotive engines, the
plaintiff contended that the agreement was void as against public policy. It appeared that, since this lease, the highest court
of the State, in an action between other parties, had at first
11

Central Tr&llll. Co. v. Pullman's Pal. Car. Co., 139 U. S. 24, 35 Led.
M, 11 SUp. Ct. 478.
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held a like agreement to be void as against public policy, but,
upon a. rehearing, ha.d reversed its opinion, and entered final •
judgment affirming the validity of the agreement; and it also
appeared that its final decision was not inconsistent with its
decision or opinion in any other case. It was held, that the
question of the validity of the A.greement was one of statutory
and local law, or of general jurisprudence; and that the final
decision of the state court thereon was rightly followed by the
Circuit Court of the United States.11

f 465. Power to Alienate Franchises-Legislative Authorization.-It is within the power of a legislature which
creates a corporation and grants to it its franchise, to empower
it to sell, lease or otherwise transfer those franchises. 18 And
where a statutory authorization exists to alienate, a. city's consent thereto is unnecessary although the franchise right to use
its streets was granted by the city.• The power granted to
11 Hartford Fire Ins. Co. v. Cbieaao,
M. & St. P. Ry. Co., 175 U. B. 91,
99, 20 Sup. Ct. 33, 44 L. ed. 84. "A
railroad corporation holds its station
grounds, railroad tracks and right of
way for the public use for which it is
incorporated, yet as its private
property, and to be occupied by itaelf or by others, in the manner which
it may conaider beet fitted to promote, or not to interfere with, the
public uae. It may, in its discretion,
permit them to be occupied by others
with structures convenient for the
receiving and delivering of freight
uponitsrailroad,!Olongasafreeand
safe pe.eu.ge isleftfor the carriap of
freight and pasaengers. Grand Trunk
Railroad v. Richard!On, 91 U. B.
454, 23 L. ed. 356. And it muat
provide reasonable means and facil~
itiee for receiving goods oft'ered by
the public to be tran11ported over
its road. Covington Stockyarda v.
Keith, 139 U. B. 128,85 L. ed. 73, 11

Sup. Ct. 416. But it is not obliged,
and cannot even be compelled by
statute, against its will, to permit
private penJOns or partnerships to
erect or maintain elevators, warehouses or similar structures, for their
own benefit, upon the land of the
railroad company. Miuouri Pacific
Railroad Co. v. Nebraska, 164 U. B.
403, 41 L. ed. 489, 17 Sup. Ct. 130."
ld., per Gray, J.
11 Williamette Mfg. Co. v. Bank of
British Columbia, 119 U. B. 191, 30
L. ed. 384, 7 Sup. Ct. 187; St. Louis
& C. R. Co. v. East St. Louis & C.
R. Co., 39 Ill. App. 354, case aff'd
139 Til. 401, 28 N. E. 1088; State,
Badger Illum. Co., v. AndenJOn, 97
Wia. 114, 72 N. W. 386.
111 Michigan Teleph. Co. v. City of
St. Joaeph, 121 Mich. 502, 80 N. W.
383,47 L. R. A. 87, 7 Am. Elec. Cu.
1. See Moorahead v. United Rya.
Co., 119 Mo. App. 541, 96 B. W.
261.
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make or take a lease of a railroad inay be limited to connecting
or continuous lines. 21 So the ·act of the legislature of Kentucky of January 22, 1858, authorizing any railroad company
to lease its road to another railroad company, provided its~
so leased should be so connected as to form a continuous line,
permits the lessee company to take leases :Of branches by meaDS
of which it established continuous lines from their several termini to each of its own. 21 Under the laws of North Carolina a
corporation can sell, transfer or mortgage its franchises, other
than its franchise of existence, and the franchise so far as it
relates to· receiving fare or tolls, may be sold without the other
property of the corporation.23 In a Federal decision, rendered
in 1888, it is held that the constitution and general laws of
Oregon do not authorize a railroad corporation, organized under
the laws of the State, to take a lease of a railroad and franchise;
nor do the general laws of that State confer U'pOn a foreign corporation a right to make a lease of a railroad within the State,
but only the right to construct or acquire and operate one
there.1 ' Under the Pennsylvania act' of 1870,21 authorizing
leases to or by "railroad companies," steam, passenger and all
railroads are included; 26 and under the statute of 1876 of that
Staten water companies are empowered to alienate their franchises and property and another water company may become
the purchaser and owner of such property.26 In West Virginia
the act of 1901 211 vests corporations
with
the power
,
.
. to sell all
11 Chesapeake & 0. R. Co. v.
Howard, 14 App. D. C. 262, 27 Wash.
L. Rep. 146; W. Va. Code, chap. 54,
I 53; State, Leese, v. Atchinson &
N. R. Co., 24 Neb. 143, 38 N. W. 43;
Neb. Comp. Stat., chap. 16, i 94.
n Hancock v. Louisville & N. R.
R. Co., 145 U. S. 409, 36 L. ed. 755,
12 Sup. Ct. 969.
21 Central Trust Co. of N. Y. v.
Westem.North Carolina Rd. Co., 89
Fed. 24, 31; Code N.C., U 671, 673676.
u Oregon R. & N. Co. v. Orego-
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nian Ry. Co., 130 U. S. 1, 32 L. ed.
837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409 (decided in 1888).
11 Act February 13, 1870, P. L. 31.
11 Rafferty v. Central Traction Co.,
1 Pa. Adv. R. 419, 29 W. N. C. 542,
2 Pitts. L. J. (N. S.) 319, 50 Am. &
Eng. R. Cas. 239, 23 ,b-tl. 884.
'~~Act April 17, 1876, P. L. 33,
amending Aot April 29, 1874, I :13,
P. L. 83. .
• Hey v. Springfield Water Co.,
207 Pa. 38, 56 Atl. 265.
• Acts J,901, .p. 93, c. 36; Code
1899, C. C. 52,53, M.
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their property, where they act in good faith and are authorized
80 to do by the vote of a certain per cent of outstanding stock,
and the fact that the company was incorporated before the act
does not prevent its application. 30 Street and passenger railways and traction companies are also authorized under .state
and municipal legislative enactments to alienate their proJr
erty.at
.
§ 466. Power to Alienate Franchises-Legislative Authorization Continued.-lt is held that a transfer of the
privileges or franchise of an elevated street railroad company
is not precluded by a prohibition, in the ordinance conferring
such franchise, against its use by any other company; the
municipality alone has the right to enforce such prohibition
as it alone is benefited thereby.az Nor does a statutory prohibition against a transfer or lease by a corporation of its
franchise prevent such alienation by an individual. aa In Kentucky the word "franchise" in a statute providing that "no
corporation shall lease or alienate any franchise 80 as to relieve
the franchise or property held thereunder from the liability of
the lessor or grantor, lessee or grantee, contracted or incurred
in the operation, use or enjoyment of such franchise or any of
its privileges," is the corporate existence or charter privileges
• Germer v. Triple State Natural
Gu & Oil Co. (W. Va., 1006), M
B. E.ll09.
n Moor11bead v. United Rya. Co.,
119 Mo. App. 641, 96 B. W. 261
(municipal ordinance); Hampe v.
Pittsburg & B. Traction Co., 165 Pa.
468,25 Pitts. L. J. (N. 8.) 413,30 Atl.
931, under Pa. Act April 23, 1861,
P. L. 410, and Pa. Act February 17,
1870, P. L. 31 (the poe~e~~ion of
franchillell of an inclined railroad does
not preclude this right); Philadelphia & W. C. Tump. Co. v. Phila·delphia & D. C. R. Co. (C. P.), 5 Pa.
Diat. R. 305, under Act March 22,
1887; Wright v. Milwaukee Electric

sa

R. & L. Co., 95 Wis. 29, 69 N. W.
791, 36 L. R. A. 47, under Wis. Lawa
1883, chap. 221, as arn'd by Laws
1891, chap. 127.
n Chie&~o & B. B. R. T. R. Co. v.
Northern Trust Co., 90 Ill. App. 460.
Bee Oregon Ry. & Nav. Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U. B. 1, 9 Sup.
Ct. 409, 32 L. ed. 837, noted under
I 467, herein.
· 11 Long Acre Electric Light &
Power Co., In re, 101 N. Y. Bupp.
400, 51 Misc. 407, aff'd 102 N. Y.
Supp. 242, 117 App. Div. 80, also
aff'd 188 N. Y. 361, 80 N. E. 1101;
Laws N. Y. 1905, p. 2097, c. 737,
t 13.
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as distinguished from the corporeal property of the corpomtion." In that State the statute of 1903 aa provides for consent
of court as a condition to making a sale of a ferry right and
imposes certain limitations as to the time within which a nonresident owner shall make a sale to a resident citmm of the
State, with other conditions, the non-()omplian~ with which
authorizes a revocation of the grant; but in applying this statute it was held that such non-()ompliance did not per se operate
to revoke a lease, but that this must be done by a direct proceeding for that purpose instituted by the State or county
authorities, or by the lessor.• In New York a lease made at
public auction may include two ferries, in the discretion of the
commissioners of the sinking fund of New York City.17 In a
Connecticut case a bequest was made to a charitable corporation located in the State of Pennsylvania. After the will was
made, and before the death of the testator, the legislature of
the latter State authorized the corporation to transfer its entire
property and franchises to a corporation established in the State
of New York for the same charitable purpose, which corporation was to become its legal successor and hold and enjoy all
its corporate franchises and powers. The legislature of New
York authorized the New York corporation to receive the
property and franchise of the Pennsylvania corporation. The
transfer was effected, and the New York corporation thereafter
carried on, and at the time of the testator's death was carrying
on, the same charitable work that had been carried on by the
Pennsylvania corporation, using the same means and employing the same agencies. The legacy was a general one with no
directions as to the objects for which, or the class of persons for
"Bailey v. Southem Ry. Co., 112
Ky. 424, 430, 61 S. W. 31, per
·
O'Kear, J.
n Ky. Stat. 1903, t 1808, subd. 3.
.. Paynter v. Miller, 25 Ky. L. Rep.
2222, 80S. W. 469.
11 Starin v. Staten Island R. T.
R. Co., 112 N. Y. 206, 20 N. Y. St.
Rep. 898,19 N. E. 670, rev'g 4 N. Y.
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St. R . 588; New York City ~.
Act 1882, chap. 410, § 716.
As to powel"' to take or make
grant or aaaignment of ferry franehise, subject to the rlghtB of New
York City or other municipal corporation, etc., see TraDap. Corp.
Law of N. Y., La.wa 1890, chap.
666, 54.
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whose benefit the money W8.'! to be applied. It W8.'! decided
that the legacy lapsed. The court, per Park, C. J., gave 8.'1 one
of the reasons for the above decision the following: "A franchise of a corporation is its life-its being.
Manifestly there W8.'! nothing whatever left of this corporation after
the transfer W8.'! made." 38

* * *

§ 467. Power to Alienate Franchises-Implied Legislative
Authorization-Presumptions-Construction of Statutes.A statute 38 empowering all railroad companies incorporated
under the laws of the State to make "contracts and arrangements with each other, and with railroad corporations of
other States, for leasing or running their roads," authorizes a
railroad company of the State to make a lease of its road to a
railroad corporation of another State, but confers no power on
a railroad company of the other State to take such a lease, if
not authorized to do so by the laws of its own State..., But it is
also held that the ordinary clause in a railroad company's charter, authorizing it to contract with other transportation companies for the mutual transfer of goods and passengers over
each other's roads, confers no authority to le&.'!e its road and
franchises. 41 And it is further decided: That the power to
le&.'!e a railroad, its appurtenances and franchises, is not to be
presumed from the usual grant of powers in a railroad charter;
and, unless au~horized by legislative action so to do, one company cannot transfer them to another company by le&.'!e, nor
can the other company receive and operate them under such a
• Cram v. Bliss, 47 Conn. 592, 593.
• Ill. Stat. February 12, 1855.
• St. Louis & T. H. R. Co. v. Terre
Haute & I. R. Co., 145 U. S. 393, 12
Sup. Ct. 953, 36 L. ed. 748. See
"l'nion Pacific R. Co. v. Chicago, R.
I. & P.R. Co., 163 U.S. 564,41 L. ed.
265, 16 Sup. Ct. 1173; Beveridge v.
New York Elev. R. Co., 112 N. Y.
1, 20 N.Y. St. R. 962, 19 N. E . 489,
2 L. R. A. 648, nfT'g 5 N. Y. St. R.
59, under N.Y. Act 1839; O'Neill v.

Heatonville, M. & F. Pass. Ry. Co.,
9 Pa. Dist. R. 2, under Act May 15,
1895, P. L. pp. 63, 64; Michigan C.
C. R. Co. v. Weallena, 24 Can. S.C.
309.
u Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101
r. S. 71, 25 L. ed. 950. See Central
Tranap. Co. v. Pullman's Palace Car
Co., 139 U. S. 24, 35 L. ed. .55, 11
Sup. Ct. 478,9 Ry. & Corp. L. J . 342,
45 Am. & Eng. R . Cas. 607, 43 Alb.
L. J. 328.
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lease; that the use of the words "successors or assigns" in •
proviso attached to a statute making specific grants to a CCI·
poration does not necessarily imply that the corporation an
transfer all its property and its franchises to another corpntion, to be exercised by the latter; that a provision in a general
act for the organization of corporations that a corporatim
organized under it may authorize its own dissolution and tbf
disposition of its property thereafter, does not authorize such
a corporation, not dissolving but continuing in existence, m
dispose of all its corporate franchises and powers by lease; and
that a provision in a general act for organization of COlJIOI'!"
tions for the purpose of navigating streams, with power to coostruct railroads where portage is necessarY, and that a corporation organized under it shall not lease such a railroad, does not
imply that without such a restraint the corporation could
make such a lease.42 Where the charter of a railroad company
confers the right to transport passengers and freight, and giYe5
the power to "farm out" the right of transportation, the ~
pany is thereby authorized to execute a valid lease of its property and franchises to another railroad company.41 Again, if a
statute empowers ferries to be maintained and operated &eM
certain streams a lease may be made, by virtue thereof, by a
county to private individuals."

§ 468. Power to Alienate Franchises-Railroad Companies.-The franchises of a railroad company cannot ~
alienated without the consent of the State which granted them.
It is a state prerogative to put the administration of its fl'lllchises into such hands as it may choose and, therefore, tbe
State must confer the right upon such a corporation to make
a transfer of them."
a Oregon Ry. & Nav. Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U.S. 1, 32 L. ed.
837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409. See 1466,
herein.
" Hill v. Atlantic & North Carolina Rd. Co., 143 N.C. 539,570.
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•• State v. KiDg CouDt,y (Waab.).
69 Pac. 1106, UDder &.,1.&1111899.
p. 39.
• State v. Jlorpn, 28 1.&. A1Ja
482. See aleo Louiaville ct N. R. <A
v. Keatucq, 181 U. 8. 677,40Led.
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·§ 469. Power to Alienate Franchises-Banks-street
Railway Companies-Telegraph Lines. -A bank holding its
franchise under a special act is held to be within the rule prohibiting alienation of franchises without authority from the
legislature." The rule also applies to a street railway company's franchises; 47 and to a right to construct a.nd operate n.
telephone or telegraph line. 411
§ 470. Power to Alienate Franchises-Water and Irrigation Companies.-In Kansas, corporations cannot transfer
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849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714, 3 Am. & Eng.
R. Cas. (N. S.) 525; Branch v. Jesup,
106 U.S. 468,27 L. ed. 279,1 Sup. Ct.
495; Southern Pac. R. Co. v. Eaquibel (N. M.), 20 Pac. 109, S R. R. &
Corp. L. J. 256. Examine Canada
B. R. Co. v. Niagara Falls (Ch.), 22
Ont. Rep. 41.
.. Fietsam v. Hay, 122 Ill. 293, 13
N. E. SOl. Compare New Hamp1hire Savings Bk. v. Rickey, 121 Fed.
956, ISS C. C. A. 194.
D French v. Jones, 191 Mus. 622,
78 N. E. 118. Examine PI'OIIpect
Park & Coney Island R. Co. v. Coney
Island & B. R. Co., 144 N. Y. 152,
63 N.Y. St. Rep. 48, 39 N. E. 17, 1
Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. B.) 222, 26
L. R. A. 610, case reverl!lel 66 Hun,
366, SON. Y. Bt. Rep. 862,21 N.Y.
Bupp. 1046, holding that franchise
may be sold to rival company to one
with which it is under contract to
allow cars to run over iUI tracka.
41 Cumberland Teleph. & Teleg.
Co. v. City of Evansville, 127 Fed.
181; United States v .. Western Union Teleg. Co. (C. C.), SO Fed. 28.
Bee Joyce on Electric Law (2d ed.),
U 203 at seq.
Gront of e:r:cl!Uiw fra.nchi&u or
pri'l1ikgea by ra.ilroad company to
telegraph company; extent of power.
Bee United States v. Union Pacific
R. Co. (and Weetern Union Teleg.

Co.), 160 U. B. 1, 16 Sup. Ct. 190,
40 L. ed. 319,6 Am. Elec. Cas. 697,
rev'g 59 Fed. 813, 19 U. S. App.
531, atJ'g SO Fed. 28; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Western & Atlantic
Teleg. Co., 91 U. S. 283, 23 L. ed.
350, 1 Am. Elec. Cas. 194; Mercantile
Trust Co. v. Atlantic & Pacific R. Co.,
63 Fed. 910; Pacific Postal Teleg.
Cable Co. v. Western Union Teleg.
Co., SO Fed. 493; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. American Union Teleg.
Co., 9 Bias. (C. C.) 72; Western Union
Teleg. Co. v. Atlantic & Pacific Teleg.
Co., 7 Bias. (C. C.) 367; Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. National Teleg.
Co., 22 Blachf. (C. C.) 108; Western
Union Teleg. Co. v. American Union
Teleg. Co., 65 Ga. 160, 38 Am. Rep.
781; St. Louis & C. R. Co. v. Central
Teleg. Co., 173 Ill. 508,51 N. E. 382;
Union Trust Co. v. Atchison, Topeka
& B. F. R. Co., 8 N. M. 327, 43 Pac.
701. Examine also Joyce on Electric
Law (2d ed.), U 35, 191-193.
Specialfranchi&e; electrical conducWr-a on atru:U ueigned to individual
and by him to corporation; title not
defective for that reason. Long Ar.re
Electric Light & Power Co., In re,
101 N. Y. Supp. 450, 51 Misc. 407,
aiJ'd 102 N. Y. Supp. 242, 117 App.
Div. 80, also aiJ'd 188 N. Y. 361, 80
N. Y. Supp. 101.
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those franchises received from the State which confer power
upon them to exist as artificial bodies, but those franchises
denominated as secondary, which include the privileges granted
to a water company, with the right to take tolls, etc., may by
statute be lawfully alienated and encumbered.• But where a
water company does not derive power from the legislature to
transfer its franchises and other property, it. does not obtain
such power merely from a city's consent to alienate.10 An
irrigating company, incorporated under the laws of a State, to
construct and operate a canal for irrigation, waterworks and
manufacturing purposes, has the power, with the assent of its
stockholders, to sell and convey to another irrigating corporation its right of way, canal, personal and real property, if the
same is done in good faith, and not for the purpose of defrauding or delaying creditors.l11

§ 471. Power to Mortgage.-A corporation which is authorized to sell its franchises is empowered to mortgage them.
Thus a statute which confers upon a corporation the right to
take water from a river and to conduct it through canals,
and the exclusive right to the hydraulic power and privileges
created by the water and the right to use, rent or sell the same
or any portion thereof, authorizes the corporation to mortgage such powers and privileges. 112 So a grant by a municipal
corporation to a railway company of a right of way through
certain streets of a municipality, with the right to construct
its railroad thereon and occupy them, in itself is a franchise
which may be mortgaged and pass to the purchaser at a sale
under foreclosure of the mortgage; and there is nothing in the
laws of Louisiana which forbids such transfer of a franchise to
use and occupy the streets of a municipality by a railroad corporation.l'a In 1856 that State passed a general law authoriJ..
• State v. Water Co., 61 Kan. 547,
60 Pac. 337.
lo New Albany Waterworks v.
Louisville Banking Co., 122 Fed. 776,
58 C. C. A. 576.
u State v. Western Irrigating
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Canal Co., 40 Kan. 96, 19 Pae.
349.
u Williamette Mfg. Co. v. Bank of
British Columbia, 119 U. S. 191, :J)
L. ed. 384, 7 Sup. Ct. 187.
11

New OrleaDS, 8. P. & L. R. R.
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ing railroad companies to mortgage their property and franchises. But until the passage of such act such franchises in
that State could not be mortgaged. Otherwise that act would
have been unnecessa.ry.~W Again, it is "well settled that a mortgage of a railroad to be constructed and of its appurtenances
to be acquired by the company chartered to build and operate
such road, is valid." 111 Such a mortgage, as against the company and its priVies, although given before the road is built,
attaches itself thereto as fast ·as it is built, and to all property
covered by its terms as fast as it comes into existence as proJr
erty.11

f 472. Power to Make and Take a Lease-Railroad
Companies-Natural Gas, Gas and Electric Companies.A lease by a railroad company of all its road, rolling stock and
franchises for which no authority is given in its charter is
ultra vires and void.117 And it is held that clear and specific
authority is necessary to enable a railroad company to lease its
property; otherwise such lease is void. 1111 Again, unleBB specially
authorized by its charter, or aided by some other legislative
action, a railroad company cannot by lease or other contract
tum over to another company for a long period of time its road
and all its appurtenances, the use of its franchises, and the
exercise of its powers, nor can any other railroad company,
without similar authority, make a contract to run and operate
such road, property, and franchises of the first corporation.
Such a contract is not among the ordinary powers of a railroad
company, and is not to be inferred from the usual grant of
powers in a railroad charter. 1111 So it is held in a case decided in
Co. v. Detamore, 114 U. S. l501, 5
Sup. Ct. 1009,29 L. ed. 244.
"State v. Morgan, 28 La. Ann. 482.
11 Meyer v. Johnston, 53 Ala. 324,
per Manning, J.
"Galveston Railroad v. Cowdrey,
11 Wall. (78 U.S.) 459,20 L. ed. 199.
1' Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101
U. B. 71, 2S L. ed. 9&0.

n Van Steuben v. Central R . Co.,
178 Pa. 367,39 W. N.C. 217,35 Atl.
992, 34 L. R. A. 577. See U 465467, herein.
11 Penl18Ylvania R. R. Co. v. St.
Louis, A. & T. H. R. R. Co., 118
U. B. 290, 30 L. ed. 83, 6 Sup. Ct.
1094. See upon last point in te%t
i 467, herein.
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1886 that no authority is found in the statutes of Indiana for
the lease of an entire railroad property and franchise for the
period of ninety-nine years.80 It is also decided in Michigan
that a part of a railroad company's right of way may be leased
to a manufacturing concern where it expects to obtain business therefrom.l11 And, under a Massachusetts decision, real
property which a corporation is, under its charter, entitled to
hold, may be leased for purposes of a business which the lessor
could not legally enter into.112 Again, a railroad company bas
the right to rely upon decisions that authority to lease its road
exists, as such decisions when made by the highest courts of
the State constitute a part of the contract which cannot be
impaired under the Constitution.11a The rule that precludes a
railroad company without legislative authorization, by charter
or other enactment, from leasing its entire plant for a long
period of time, applies to a natural gas company;" and a lease
cannot validly be made by a corporation of its franchise to
furnish a city with gas and electricity.1111

§ 473. Dlegal or

mtra

Vires Lease-Ratification-Es-

toppel-Equity-Validating Statutea.-The fact that the~
islature, after an ultra vires lease is made, passes a statute
10 Pennsylvania R. R. Co. v. St.
Louis, A. & T. H. R. Co., 118 U. B.
630, 30 L. ed. 284, 7 Sup. Ct. 24, 118
U. S. 200, 30 L. ed. 83, 6 Sup. Ct.
1094. Compare Chi~, R. I. &
P. R. Co. v. Union Pacific R. Co.
(C. C.), 47 Fed. 15, 10 Ry. & Corp.
L. J. 283, 47 Am. & Eng. R. Cas.
340.
' 1 Michigan d. R. v. Bulard, 120
Mich. 416, 6 Det. L. N. 193, 79 N. W.
635. Citing Grand Trunk R. Co. v.
Richardson, 91 U. S. 454, 23 L. ed.
356 (this case holds that the erection
of buildings by the· permiSBion of a
railroad company within the line of
its roadway by other parties, for
convenience in delivering and receiving freight, ia not inconsistent with
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the purpo11e for which the charter Wllll
granted); Illinois Cent. R. Co. v.
Wathen, 17 Ill. App. 582; Gumey v.
Minneapolis Union Flevator Co., 63
Minn. 70, 30 L. R. A. 546; Roby v.
New York C. & H. R. R. Co., 142
N. Y. 176, 58 N. Y. St. Rep. 642,
case reverses 65 Hun, 532,48 N.Y.
St. Rep. 201, 20 N. Y. Supp. 551.
., Nye v. Storer, 168 Ma.. 53, 6
Am. & Eng. Corp. Cu. (N. S.) 247,
46 N. E . 402.
n Southern R. Co. v. North Carolina R. Co. (C. C.), 81 Fed. 595.
u Stowe v. Citi.sena' Natural Gat
Co., 23 Pa. Co. Ct. R. 273.
" Visalia Gas & E. L. Co. v. Sima,
104 Cal. 326, 37 Pac. 1042, .a Am.
St. Rep. 105.
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forbidding the directors of the company, its lessees or agents,
from collecting more than a fixed amount of compensation for
carrying passengers and freight, is not a ratification of the lease
or an acknowledgment of its validity.• And the operation of a
railroad and payment of rent for three years by a lessee under
a lease of it for ninety-six years, which was executed in violation of the corporate powers both of the lessor and of the
lessee, does not so far execute the contract of lease by part
performance, as to estop the lessee from setting up its illegality
in an action at law to recover after accruing rent.117 But while
a lease for nine hundred and ninety-nine years of a railroad and
its franchise to another railroad corporation may· be ultra
vires of one or both, still it will not be set aside by a court of
equity at the suit of the lessor, when the lessee has been in
possession, paying the stipulated rent for seventeen years, and
has taken no steps to rescind the contract.118 The legislature
may validate as to the future an unauthorized railroad lease of
a line of road in another State, where the road is operated
thereafter for years and the contract thus impliedly readopted.•
§ 474. Power to Assign Franchises.-A franchise of an
illuminating company may be assigned under a statutory authorization,70 as may also a water company's exclusive franchise.71 And the rule prohibiting the sale of the franchise of a
public or quasi-public corporation is held not applicable to a
franchise, derived from a municipality, to erect poles and
string electric wires in city streets, granted to a company and
its assigns.72 A constitutional provision that "corporations
11 Thomas v. Railroad Co., 101
U.S. 71,26 L. ed. 950.
"Oregon R. & N. Co. v. Oregonian Ry. Co., 130 U. S. 1, 32 L. ed.
837, 9 Sup. Ct. 409. Bee Viaalia Qaa
& E. L. Co. v. Sima, 104 Cal. 326, 43
Am. St. Rep. 106, 37 Pac. 1042, aa
to non-reeovery from leeaee under
guaranty of certain profit&, where
leue ia void.
• St. Louia, V. & T. H. R. Co. v.

Terre Haute & I. R. Co., 145 U. S.
393, 36 L. ed. 748, 12 Sup. Ct. 953,
12 Ry. & Corp. L. J. 63, 46 Alb. L.
J. 84.
ti Terre Haute & I. R. Co. v. Cox,
102 Fed. 825, 42 C. C. A. 654.
70 State Badger lllum. Co. v. Anderaon, 97 Wia. 114, 72 N. W. 386.
71 Ban Luis Water Co. v. Estrada, ·
117 Cal. 168, 48 Pac. 1075.
"Commercial Electric Light & P.
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may be found under general laws, but shall not be created by
special act," is held to apply to the formation or creation of
corporations and to the powers directly conferred upon them
by legislative enactment, and cannot be construed as prohibiting the assignment of a franchise to a legally organized corporation by persons having the lawful right to exercise and
transfer the same, and a corporation may acquire a franchise
granted to individuals.7'
§ 475. Assignment of Franchises of Insolvent or Bankrupt Corporation-What Passes.-A statute authorizing the
sale, through receivers, of franchises of insolvent public service
corporations and conferring them for the unexpired term of
the grant upon the person or persons purchasing them, will not
receive that strict construction which is applied to legislative
grants, where such enactment grants no new rights but simply
makes provision for the transmission of title by sale or lease of
the rights theretofore granted.?" All franchises of a railroad
company which can be parted with by mortgage pass to the
assignee of the company in bankruptcy, and may be tra.nsferred to a purchaser at a bankruptcy sale.75 In New Jersey
under the act of 1842 78 the legislature authorized the sale,
through the medium of public receiverships, of the franchises
of public utility corporations. This legislation has, with few
minor changes, been preserved since that date.77 The sale of
franchises of insolvent public corporations was thereby authorized to be made for the unexpired term of such franchises
Co. v. Tacoma, 17 Wash. 661, 50
Pac. 592.
71 People v. Stanford, 77 Cal. 360,
371,2 L. R. A. 92, 18 Pac. 85.
u McCarter, Atty. Genl., v. Vjneland Light & Power Co. (N. J. Ch.,
1907), 65 At!. 1041.
11 "It follows that if the franchises
of a railroad corporation essential to
the use of its road, and other tangible property, can by law be mort,gaged to secure · its debts, the sur--
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...

render of its property, upon the
bankruptcy of the company, carries
the franchises, and they may be sold
and p!UIIed to the purchaser at a
bankruptcy sale." New Orleans,
Spanish Fort & Lake Rd. Co. v. Delamore, 114 U. 8. 501, 510, 29 L. ed.
244,5 Bup. Ct. 1009, per Woods, J.
"P. L. 1842, p. 1M.
11 Rev. Stat. 1Si6, p. 136, tit. 5,
c. 3, i 20; Revision, p. 192, i 85;
P. L. 1896, p. 303, i 82.
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to any person or persons and so sanctioned the use thereof for
the specified term by an individual purchaser, and also bestowed upon him the use and enjoyment of the franchises so
obtained to the same extent that the stockholders of the corporation to which the franchises theretofore granted could
have used and enjoyed the same. Th~ franchises are such
parts of the sovereign power as had been granted to the corporation, being rights and privileges only held and enjoyed
through legislative grant. The law of 1881 78 was, however, in
its general scope and purpose the same as that of 1875,"'11 and
clearly withdrew whatever legislative sanction might theretofore have existed for the use by an individual, of the sovereign
prerogatives purchased under decrees of courts, and required
their use by corporations created by the act ex proprio vigore.80
§ 476. Power to Purchase.-Under a California decision
corporations formed under the general law have the power to
purchase and hold an exclusive franchise or privilege granted
by the legislature to an individual and his assigns.11 A railroad company having the right of constructing a particular
line of railroad, with general power to purchase all kinds of
property of whatever nature or kind, may purchase from another company a road constructed upon that line, if the latter
company had power to sell and dispose of the same.82 A
power, however, given in a charter of a railroad company to
connect or unite with other roads refers merely to a physical
connection of the tracks, and does not authorize the purchase
or even the lease of such roads or road, or any union of franchises. So where, from reasons of public policy, a legislature
declares that a railway company shall not become the purchaser
of a parallel or competing line, the purchase is not the less unlawful, because the parties choose to let it take the form of a
"Act February 17, 1881, P. L. land Light & Power Co. (N. J. Ch.,
p. 33; Gen. Stat., p. 3694, U 34, 35. 1907), 65 Atl. 1041.
11 California State Teleg. Co. v.
"P. L. 1875, p. 41. The year that
the constitutional amendments took Alta Teleg. Co., 22 Cal. 398.
12 Branch v. Jesup, 106 U. B. 468,
effect.
•McCarter, Atty. Oenl., v. Vine- 27 L. ed. 279, 1 Sup. Ct. 495.
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judicial sale. And where a statute 11 provides that a certain
company may "from time to time extend any branch road
and may purchase and hold any road constructed by another
company," it does not confer a general power to purchase roads
constructed by other companies regardless of their relations
or connections with such specified company.14 If franchises
and property are acquired by a railroad corporation from another company, subsequent conveyances of land made to the
latter pass to the fonner.11 A charter authorization to supply
light and motive power, or heat, generated by electricity or
other artificial means, does not enable a corporation to purchase a gas plant and operate the same.11 Nor does a statutory
authority to sell franchises and property to corporations organized under similar, or the same state laws, empower the
purchase of a foreign corporation's franchises and privileges.11
But if a statute empowers railroad corporations, who, acting in
good faith, are unable to complete their roads, to sell their
franchise rights and property to any other company without
the same tenninal points, the stock of such company may be
purchased by another railroad company in order to accomplish the statutory purpose.• It is held, however, in the Federal Supreme Court, that unless express pennission be given
to do so, it is not within the general powers of a corporation to
purchase stock of other corporations for the purpose of controlling their management.•
·

t 477. Judicial Sales-Decree-Generally.-Franchise interests may be transferred as property under judicial proceedings.110 The power given under the state law to a corporation
11 Ky. Act of 1856, re-enacting the
Tenn. Act of 1855.
"LouisVille & N. R. R. Co. v.
Kentucky, 161 U. S. 677, 40 L. ed.
849, 16 Sup. Ct. 714.
• Smith v. Frankfort & C. Ry. Co.,
24 Ky. L. Rep. 2040, 72 S. W. 1088.
0 Covington Gas Light Co. v. City
of Covington, 22 Ky. L. Rep. '196,

58 S. W. 805.
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Dieterle v. Ann Harbor Paint &

Enamel Co. (Mich., 1906), 107 N. W.
79.
• Dewey v. Toledo, A. A. & N. M.
Co., 91 Mich. 351, 51 N. W. 1063.
• De Ia Vergne Refrigerating Co.
v. German Savinp Institution, liS
U. 8. 40, 44 L. ed. 65, 20 Sup. Ct. 20.
11 Long Acre Electric Light &
Power Co., In re, 101 N. Y. Supp.
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to mortgage its franchises and privileges necesso.rily includes
the power to bring them to sale and make the mortgage effe<;tual, and the purchaser acquires title thereto although the
corporate right to exist may not be sold.l11 A sale under a
junior security must be BUbordinate to one that is prior and
paramount. Successive sales of the same franchises can no
more be deemed incompatible than BUccessive sales of the
same property. "We all know that a sale of land under a
judgment does not, in the slightest manner, affect a prior
mortgage. A BUbsequent sale of the same land may be made
by virtue of the latter." 12 In case of a judicial sale to pay
debts the court may, it is held, administer the assets upon
such a basis as it might have done in case of a dissolution.,
notwithstanding no dissolution is effected.• If a branch road
owned by a lessee is essential to a leased road which a decree
has required to be operated, it may properly be included in the
terms thereof.114
§ 478. Judicial Sales-What Does and Does not PassPurchasers' Rights and Obligations.-A grant by a municipal corporation to a railway company of a right of way
through the city streets with the right to construct a railroad
thereon and occupy them is a franchise which passes to a purchaser upon a sale under foreclosure of a mortgage thereof.115
460, 51 Miec. 4{ff, aff'd 102 N. Y.
Bupp. 242, 117 App. Div. 80, aleo
afJ'd 188 N. Y. 361, 80 N. E. 1101.
11 Vicksburg v. Vickaburg Waterworks C'4., 202 U. B. 453, 50 L. ed.
1102, 26 Sup. Ct. 660.
11 Galveston, etc., R. C'4. v. C'4wdrey, 11 Wall. (78 U. 8.) 459, 476,
20 L. ed. 199, per Bradley, J. Sale
made under Tex. Act of Dec. 19,
1857, Puchal's Dig., arts. 4912-4914.
11 Toledo, St. L. & K. C. R. C'4. v.
C'4ntinental Trust C'4., 95 Fed. 497,
36 C. C. A. 155,96 Fed. 784,37 C. C.
A. 587, modifying 82 Fed. 642 and
86 Fed. 929.

"Southern R. C'4. v. Franklin & P.
R. C'4., 96 Va. 693, 1 Va. B. C. Rep.
113, 32 B. E. 485, 44 L. R. A. 297.
• New OrleaDJI, Spanish Fort &
Lake Rd. C'4. v. Delamore, 114 U . B.
501, 5 Sup. Ct. 1009, 29 L. ed. 244.
The oourt aaid: "When there has
been a judicial eale of railroad property under a mortgage ll.uthorized
by law, covering ita franchi.Bee, it is
now well 11ettled that the franchisea
necessary to the Ulle and enjoyment
of the railroad pe.saed to the purchuel'll." The court aJao aaid:
"This wu UBnmed to be the law by
t.be opiDion of this oourt pronounced
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But it is also held that when a State covenants and agrees tha.t
a certain corporation shall administer certain franchises, the
ordinary judgment creditors of that corporation may seize and
sell its property, but not its franchises.• And a franchise
cannot be sold under execution in the absence of statute giving
authority therefor.~n A mortgage of the charter of a corporation, made in the exercise of a power given by statute, confers
no right upon purchasers at a foreclosure sale to exist as the
same corporation; if it confers any right of corporate exist.ence
upon them, it is only a right to reorganize as a corporation subject to laws, constitutional and otherwise, existing at the time
of the reorganization.118 But where a statute provides for the
~le, under foreclosure, of the entire roadbed, track, franchises
and chartered rights of a railroad company and prescribes the
rights of purchasers, they become vested with all the rights,
privileges and franchises of the foreclosed company; and they
may continue the business under the old corporate name or
organize a new corporation therefor.• So where by statute
the purchaser, in case of a sale, under process, of the property
or franchises of any manufacturing or other corporation, becomes a body corporate with all the rights of such corporation,
all the gas company's rights pass by judicial sale to a purby Mr. Justice Matthews in the case
of Memphis Rd. Co. v. Commie.sioners, 112 U. S. 609, 619, 28 L. ed.
837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299, where it was
said: 'The franchise of being a corporation need not be implied as
necessary to secure to the mortgage
bondholders or the purchasers at
a foreclosure sale the substantial
rights intended to be secured. They
acquire the ownership of the railroad
and the property incident to it and
the franchise of maintaining and
operating it as such.' See also Hall
v. SUllivan Rd. Co., 21 Law Repr.
138; Galveston Rd. v. Cowdrey, 11
Wall. (78 U. S.) 459, 20 L. ed. 199,"
ld., 510, per Woods, J.; Julian v.
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Central Trust Co., 193 U.S. 93, 106,
24 Sup. Ct. 399, 48 L. ed. 629, per
Day, J.; New Orleans Debenture Redemption Co. v. Louisiana, 180 U.S.
320, 329, 45 L. ed. 550, 21 Sup. Ct.
-,per Peckham, J.
H State v. Morgan, 28 La. Ann.
482.
WI Gregory v. Blanchard, 98 Cal.
311,33 Pac. 199.
11 Memphis & R. R. Co. v. Railroad
Commillllioners, 112 U. S. 609, 28
L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 299.
• Denniston & Sherman Ry. Co.
v. St. Louis & Southwestern Ry. <».,
30 Tex. Civ. App. 474,476,72 S. W.
201.
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chaser.1 But where after purchase under a foreclosure sale a
company reorganizes, the corporation whose property has
been so sold being dissolved, such new company holds title
only to such property as was decreed to it by the court.2 In a
great public enterprise such as the Union Pacific Railroad,
under a congressional charter reserving the right to alter,
amend or repeal, public interests, and not simply private purposes are to be regarded, and the purchaser at judicial foreclosure sale takes the property subject to the proper regulations and use established by Congress, notwithstanding the
mortgage foreclosed may have antedated the legislation.3
Under the laws of North Carolina, and the decisions of the
highest court of that State rendered prior to 1894, there was
nothing to prevent property of a railroad company sold under
foreclosure passing to the purchaser free from any obligation
for debts of the former owner arising thereafter,. notwithstanding the purchaser W38 not a domestic railroad corporation.•
§ 479. Exemption or Immunity from Taxation or Governmental Regulation-llot Transferable Unless Expressly
1 Gas & Water Co. of DowniDgton
v. Corporation of Borough of Downington, 193 Pa. 255, 44 Atl. 282;
Act May 25, 1878.
2 Frank v. New York, L. E. & W.
R. Co., 122 N. Y. 197, 33 N. Y. St.
R. 235, 25 N. E. 332, 8 Ry. & Corp.
L. J. 470, 46 Am. & Eng. R. Cu. 356,
aft'g 7 N.Y. St. Rep. 814,26 Wkly.
D. 414. Bee National Foundry &
Pipe Works v. Oconto City Water
BupplyCo.,105Wis.48,81N.W.125.
1 Union Pacific Rd. Co. v. Mason
City& Fort Dodge Rd. Co., 199 U.S.
1110, 50 L. ed. 134, 26 Sup. Ct. 19,
aff'g 128 Fed. 230, 64 C. C. A. 348,
which aff'd 124 Fed. 409.
•Julian v. Central Trun Co., 193
U. B. 93, 48 L. ed. 629, ~Sup. Ct.

399. Bee Wiggins Ferry Co. v. Ohio
& M. R. Co., 142 U.S. 396, 12 Sup.
Ct. 188, 35 L. ed. 1055; Campbell v.
Pitteburg & W. R . Co., 137 Pa. 574,
48 Phila. Leg. Int. 128, 21 Pitta. L.
J. (N. S.) 149, 20 Atl. 949, 46 Am. &
Eng. R. Cas. 353; Gulf, C. & S. F.
R. Co. v. Newell (Tex.), 11 s: W. 342,
6 R. R. & Corp. L. J. 533. Compare
Frank v. New York, L. E. & W. Co.,
122 N.Y. 197, 33 N.Y. St. Rep. 235,
46 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. 356, 8 Ry.
& Corp. L. J. 470, 25 N. E. 332, aff'g
7N. Y. St. Rep. 814,26Wkly. D.414.
Rig'l&t4 of cred:ilm purcJicmng at
foreclosure sale, when extiitgUilihed.
See Venner v. Farmers' Loan & T.
Co., 90 Fed. 348,62 U. B. A. 141,33
C. C. A. 96.
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Authorized by State.11-lt is now well settled that an exemption or immunity from taxation cannot be transferred by the
immediate grantee unless otherwise so declared in express
terms. And although the obligations of a legislative contract
granting immunity from the exercise of governmental authority
are protected by the Federal Constitution from impairment by
the State, the contract itself is not property which as such can
be transferred by the owner to another, but is personal to him
with whom it is made and incapable of assignment, unless by
the same or a subsequent law the State authorizes or directB
such transfer in tenns making the legislative intent clearly apparent. The rule that every doubt is resolved in favor of the
continuance of governmental power, and that clear and unmistakable evidence of the intent to part therewith is required,
which applies to determining whether a legislative contract of
exemption from such power was granted, also applies to determining whether its transfer to another was authorized or directed. If the State, by virtue of the same power which
created the original contract of exemption, authorizes or directs, either by the same law or by subsequent laws, the transfer
of the exemption to a successor in title, such exemption is taken
not by reason of the inherent right of the original holder to
assign it, but by the State's action in so authorizing or directing
the transfer. A legislative authority, therefore, to transfer the
estate, property, rights, privileges and franchises of a corporation to another corporation does not authorize the transfer of a
legislative contract of exemption or immunity from taxation or
assessment.• If a railroad corporation under its charter is to be
'Bee 120, herein, upon point
whether such immunity is a franchise.
• Rochester Railway Co. v. Rocheater, 205 U. 8. 236, 247, 248, 254,
51 L. ed. - , 27 Sup. Ct. 469, aft'g
182 N. Y. 116. In this case the
court concluded that the words "the
estate, property, rights, privileges,
and franchiaea," did not, as to a purchasing corporation, embrace within
their meaning the anessment or bur-
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den of paving employed by the railroad company from whom aueh
rights, etc., had been acquired. H
was claimed that tbe word "privileges" was aufticiently broad to embraoe within ita meaning such exemption, and that when added to the
other words the legislative intent to
transfer the exemption waa clearly
manifested, and that the above words
of the law under conaiden.tion, "the
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forever exempt from taxation and its franchises are purchased
by another railroad company and a statute is passed reciting
estate," etc., indicated the purpose to
vest in the purchasing corporation
every asset of the selling corporation which were of conceivable value.
The court said that there was
"authority sustaining this position''
which would not "be set aside without examination." The court then
reviews certain decisions which are as
follows: Tennessee v. Whitworth, 117
U. S. 139, 29 L. ed. 833, 6 Sup. Ct.
649; Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad v.
Virginia, 94 U.S. 718, 24 L. ed. 310;
Southwestern R. Co. v. Georgia, 92
U. S. 665, 23 L. ed. 757; Humphrey
v. Pegu('s, 16 Wall. (83 U. S.) 244,
21 L. ed. 326 (also citing Gunter v.
Atlantic Coast Line, 200 U. S. 273,
26 Sup. Ct. 252, 50 L. ed. 477).
The court then says: "If the authority of these four cases, supported
by some dict4 which need not be
cited, remained unimpaired, it would
justify the opinion that a legislative
transfer of the 'privileges' of a COl'poration includes an exemption from
the taxing or other governmental
power granted by a contract with the
State. But other and later cases have
essentially modified the rule which
may be deduced from them." The
following cases are then reviewed:
Gulf & Ship Island Rd. Co. v. Hewes,
183 U. B. 66,22 Sup. Ct. 26,46 L. ed.
86; Phenix Fire & Marine Ins. Co. v.
TenneMee, 161 U.S. 174,16 Sup. Ct.
471, 40 L. ed. 660; Keokuk & Westem Rd. Co. v. Misaouri, 152 U. 8.
301, 14 Sup. Ct. 592, 38 L. ed. 450;
Wilmington & Weldon Rd. Co. v.
Alsbrook, 146 U. S. 279, 297, 36
L. ed. 972, 13 Sup. Ct. 72; Picard v.
East TenneMee, Virginia & Georgia
Rd. Co., 130 U. B. 637, 9 Sup. Ct.
640, 32 L. ed. 1051, 6 R. R. & Corp.
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L. J. 131; Chesapeake & Ohio Rd.
Co. v. Miller, 114 U.S. 176, 21 L. ed.
121, 5 Sup. Ct. 813. The court after
such review of the conflicting cases
says: "We think it is now the rule,
notwithstanding earlier decisions and
dict4 to the contrary, that a statute
authorizing or directing the grant or
transfer of the 'privileges' of a COI'poration, which enjoys immunity
from taxation or regulation, should
not be included as including that
immunity," and concludes as above
stated.
See also as supporting the rule in
the text the following cases: Mercantile Bank v. Tennessee, 161 U. S. 160,
171, 40 L. ed. 656, 16 Sup. Ct. 466
(exemption from taxation is "a personal privilege in favor of the COI'poration therein specifically referred
to, and it did not pass with the sale
of that charter, and there is no express or clear intention of the law
requiring that exemption to pass as a
continuing franchise to the pul'chaser thereof," per Peckham, J.).
Memphis & Little Rock Rd. Co. v.
Railroad Commissioners, 112 U. S.
609, 28 L. ed. 837, 5 Sup. Ct. 899
(right will not pass to successor unless intent of statute to that effect
is clear and express); Railroad Companies v. Gaines, 97 U. B. 697, 24 L.
ed. 1091; Kentucky C. R. Co. v.
Commonwealth, 10 Ky. L. Rep. 706,
5 R. R. & Corp. L. J. 293, 10 S. W.
269; Baltimore, Chesapeake & At!antic Ry. Co. v. Wicomico CoWJty
Commrs., 103 Md. 277, 63 Atl. 678;
Baltimore, Chesapeake & Atlantic
Ry. Co. v. Ocean City, 89 Md. 89,42
Atl. 922, 14 Am. & Eng. R. Cas.
(N. S.) 195; State v. Morgan, 28 La.
Ann. 482 (considered in note under
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that the franchises and rights of the former corporation bad
been purchased by the latter, such enactment does not exempt
the purchasing company from taxation; especially so where the
charter of the vendee, containing a permission for taxing its
property, was granted and accepted independently of the old
corporation, and it is neither alleged nor proved that in accep~
ing the provisions of the laBt enacted statute the purchasing
company undertook to perform any duty to the State in oonsideration of the supposed exemption, or that it was thereby
induced to do anything of peculiar advantage to the State.7
Again, where a railroad company is, for the purpose of constructing and repairing its road, invested with the powers and
privileges and subjected to the obligations contained in certain .enumerated sections of the charter of another company
which was exempt from taxation, such grant does not include
immunity from taxation.8 Another and different course of
reasoning has been applied sa follows: Where a corporation
incorporates under a general act which creates certain obligations and regulations, it cannot receive by transfer from another corporation an exemption which is inconsistent with its
own charter or with the constitution or laws of the State then
applicable, even though under legislative authority the exemption is transferred by words which clearly include it.•
1480, herein); Rochester, City of, v.
Rochester Ry. Co., 182 N. Y. 116,
aff'd 205 U. S. 236.
1 Evansville, Henderson & Nashville R. R. Co. v. Commonwealth, 9
Bush (72 Ky.), 438. See Seaboard &
R. R. Co. v. Norfolk County, 83 Va.
195, 2 S. E. 278.
1 Railroad Co. v. Commissioners,
103 U. S. 1, 26 L. ed. 359.
• Rochester Ry. Co. v. City of
fiochester, 205 U. S. 236, 51 L. ed.
- , 27 Sup. Ct. 469 (aff'g 182 N. Y.
116). In this case this rule was applied to a contract of exemption with
a street railway company from 8.11aeaaments for paving between the
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tracks, and the court, per Moody, J.,
said: "Here a corporation, deriving
its right to exist under the act of
1884, is IISIIerting an·exemption from
a duty imposed upon it by the lAw
which created it. The authorities
are numerous and conclusive that no
corporation can receive by tl'ansfec
from another an exemption from taxation or governmental regulation
which is inconsistent with its own
charter or l11-ith the constitution or
laws of the State then applicable, aDd
this is true, even though, under legislative authority, the exemption ia
transferred by words which dearly
include it. Trask v. Maguire. 18
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§ 480. Ell:emption or Immunity from Tuation, etc.,
Continued-Judicial Sale-8ale Under Mortgage or Statutory Lien.-Upon the sale of the property and franchise of a
railroad corporation under a decree founded upon a mortgage
which in terms covers the franchise, or under a process upon a
money judgment against the company, immunity from taxation upon the property of the company provided in the act of
incorporation does not accompany the property in its transfer
to the purchaser. The immunity from taxation in such cases is
a personal privilege of the company and not transferable. 10
Wall. (85 U. 8.) 391, 21 L. ed. 938;
Shields v. Ohio, 95 U. S. 319, 24 L.
ed. 357; Maine Central R. R. Co. v.
Maine, 96 U. S. 499, 24 L. ed. 836;
Railroad Co. v. Georgia, 98 U. B. 359;
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. v.
Palmes, 109 U.S. 244,25 L. ed. 185;
Memphis & Little Rock Rd. Co. v.
CoDUili..ioners, 112 U.S. 609, 5 Sup.
Ct. 299, 28 L. ed. 837; St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern Rd. Co. v.
Berry, 113 U. S. 465, 28 L. ed. 1055,
5 Sup. Ct. 529; Keokuk & Western
Rd. Co. v. Missouri, 152 U. B. 301, 14
Sup. Ct. 592, 38 L. ed. 482; Norfolk
& Western Rd. Co. v. Pendleton, 156
U. S. 667, 39 L. ed. 574, 15 Sup. Ct.
413; Yazoo & Missiasippi Valley Ry.
Co. v. Adams, 180 U. S. I, 45 L. ed.
395, 21 Sup. Ct. 240; Grand Rapids
& Indiana Ry. Co. v. Osborn, 193
U. S. 17, 24 Sup. Ct. 310, 48 L. ed.
598; San Antonio Traction Co. v.
Altgelt, 200 U. B. 304, 50 L. ed. 491,
26 Sup. Ct. 261.
"The principle governing theee decisions, so plain that it needs no
reasoning to support it, is that those
who seek and obtain the benefit of a
charter of incorporation must take
the benefit under the conditions and
with the burdens prescribed by the
laws then in force, whether written
in the constitution, in general laws

or in the charter itself." I d., pp. 254,
255. The railroad company in this
case was incorporated on Febnaary 25, 1800, under a law of New
York, enacted May 6, 1884, chap.
252, Laws N. Y. 1884.
10 Morgan v. Louisiana, 93 U. B.
217, 23 L. ed. 860. See also Norfolk & W. R. Co. v. Pendleton, 156
U. S. 667, 39 L. ed. 574, 15 Sup. Ct.
413, noted under § 481, herein.
The privilege of exemption from
taxation is not a transferable right
where it is apparent from the charter
that the State never intended to
confer on the grantee the power to
convey such right to another corporation or to a natural person; such
right of exemption is an indivisible
obligation and cannot be broken up
and divided into as many obligations
and rights as the incorporators may
desire, nor can the right to expropriate property be parceled out
among purchasers of the various
divisions of a railroad. Several corporations p<lll8e88ing the rights and
franchises stated cannot spring into
existence by the act of a railroad
company in mortgaging and selling
eeparate divisions of their road with
the rights and franchises applicable to
each division, because this would be
the exerciee of a prerogative by a
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Where a statute of West Vuginia regulated ales ~ mclosure of mortgages by railroad companies, and prmided lhal
"such sale and conveyance shall pBSB to the purdla!B al 1he
sale, not only the works and property of the compuy, as they
were at the time of making the deed of trust or ~· h;;
any works which the company may, after that time and before
the sale have constructed;" and that "upon meh con~
to the purchaser, the said company shall ipso fado be dissolved;" and further, that "said purchaser shall fortlnrith be a
corporation" and "shall succeed to all such franchises, rights
and privileges * * * as would have been had * * *
by the first company but for such sale and eon"eyanre,'' it
was held that purchasers thus becoming a corpomtioo deriml
the corporate existence and powers of the corporation bun
this act, and were subject to the general laws as to corporations
then in force, and also that an immunity from taxation was
not embraced in the words of description in the act, and did
not pass to the new corporation. 11 A judicial sale and conveyance made under order of court, of the franchises of a corporation whose taxation is limited by statute of the State incorporating it to a rate therein named, carries to the purchaser, if
anything, only the franchise to be a corporation; and a corporation organized to receive and receiving conveyance of such
franchises, is not the same corporation as the original corporation, and is liable to taxation according to the constitution and
laws of the State in force at the time of the sale, or which may
be subsequently adopted or enacted, and is not entitled to the
limitation and exemption contained in the original act of incorporation.12 Again, the legislature of Florida, acting under
the constitution of the State, passed an improvement act,
exempting from taxation the capital stock of railroad companies accepting its provisions. The Alabama and Florida
creature that belongs exclusively to Miller, 114 U.S. 176, 5 Sup. Ct. 813,
its creator. State v. Morgan, 28 La. 29 L. ed. 121.
11 Mercantile Bank v. TenJIC!IIIiEe,
Ann. 482.
11 Chesapeake & Ohio Ry. Co. v. 161 U. 8. 160, 40 L. ed. 656, 16 Sup.
Ct. 466.
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Railroad Company was organized, and constructed a railroad
within the state limits, and · became entitled. to enjoy the
exemption. In 1868 the State of Florida adopted a constitution which provided for a uniform and equal rate of taxation,
and that the property of corporations theretofore or thereafter
to be incorporated should be subject to taxation. The road
and property rights, privileges and franchises of the A. & F. Co.
being sold under the decree of foreclosure, became by mesne
conveyances vested in the Pensacola. and Louisville Railroad
Co. In 1872 the legislature enacted that the P . & L. Co., as
assignees of the A. & F. Co., should be exempted from taxation
during the remainder of the period for which the A. & F. Co.
would have been exempted. In 1877 the title of the P. & L.
Co., to its road and other property, and its franchises, rights,
privileges, easements and immunities were conveyed to the
Pensacola. Railroad Company, and the legislature authorized
the P. R. Co. to acquire and enjoy them. The P. & L. Co.
possessed, among other things, the power to lease to a railroad
company out of the State. It was claimed that this right passed
to the P.R. Co., and the latter leased its railroad and property
rights, privileges, easements and immunities to the plaintiff in
error. It was held that the right of exemption from taxation
did not pass from the A. & F. Co. to the P. & L. Co., by the
sale under the mortgage. It was also decided that the language
of the act of 1877 was broad enough to create that right anew,
if the legislative grant was valid; but that the legislature of
Florida, after the adoption of the constitution of 1868, could
not make an original grant to a railroad, exempting its railroad property from taxation; and that any right of this kind
that could have been created by the act of 1877, was personal
and not assignable.1a Where a. decree to enforce a statutory
lien is retained by the State, upon the property, real and personal, stock and franchises of a railroad company, and the
property and franchises are sold, such property is thereafter subject to taxation under the laws of the State, as immunity there., Louisville 4: N. R. Co. v. Palmee, 109 U. 8. 244, 27 L. ed. 922, 3 Sup.
Ct. 193.
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from, if possessed by the company, does not pass to the purchaser.1'

§ 481. Exemption or Immunity from Taxation, etc., .
Continued-Whether Passes on Consolidation of Corporations.-The question whether an exemption or immunity
from taxation or governmental regulation passes on consolidation u of corporations necessarily involves the points whether
by such consolidation an entirely new corporation is called into
existence and the old constituent companies dissolved and de-

'

u Railroad Co. v. Hamblen,
County of, 102 U. S. 273, 26 L. ed.
152. See also Wilson v. Gaines, 103
U. 8. 417, 421, 26 L. ed. 401. "In
the preeent ease the lien of the State
was put by the statute only on the
property of the company. It did not
even in express terms include the
franchises which were necesaary to
the operation of the road. Under
such circumstances, if there were
nothing more, it would seem to be
clear beyond all question that a Bale
under the lien would not necessarily
carry with it any immunity from
taxation which the property enjoyed
in the hands of the original company," per Waite, C. J.
11 Di&tinction bettoeen conaolidation
and JMrger. See Yazoo & MilliSBippi

Valley Ry. Co. v. Adams, 180 U. S.
1, 21, 45 L. ed. 395, 21 Sup. Ct. 240.
Conaolidation i3 a JMrger. Green
County v. Connesa, 109 U. S. 104,
27 L. ed. 872, 3 Sup. Ct. 69; State,
Nolan, v. Montana R. Co., 21 Mont.
221, 53 Pac. 623, 11 Am. & Eng. R.
Cas. (N. S.) 353, 45 L. R. A. 271.
Meaning of u-ord con&olidation.
See the following cases:
United Bt&tea: Keokuk & W. R.
Co. v. Misaouri, 152 U. S. 301, 308,
14 Sup. Ct. 592, 38 L. ed. 450; St.
Louis, I. M. & S. Ry. Co. v. Berry,
113 U. B. 465, 466, 28 L. ed. 1055,
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5 Sup. Ct. 529; Green County v. ConneM, 109 U.S. 104, 3 Sup. Ct. 69,27
L. ed. 872; Railroad Co. v. Georgia,
98 U. S. 359, 361, 25 L. ed. 185;
Clearwater v. Meredith, 1 Wall. (68
U. S.) 25, 17 L. ed. 604; East St. Louis
Connecting Rd. Co. v. Jarvis, 92 Fed.
735, 743, 34 C. C. A. 639; Tod v.
Kentucky Union Land Co., 57 Fed.
47, 56, 57, ease rev'd Marbury v.
Union Land Co., 62 Fed. 335, 336.
Alabama: Meyer v. Johnston, (j.J
Ala. 603, 656.

Incli&Da: McMahan v. Morrison,
16 Ind. 172, 79 Am. Dec. 418.
lluaachuetta: Adams v. Yuoo
& M. V. R. Co., 77 Mass. 194,24 So.
200, 205, 60 L. R. A. 33.
llichi4ran: Shadford v. Detroit,
Y. & A. A. Ry. 130 Mich. 300,89 N.
W. 960; Pingree v. Michigan Central
R. Co., 118 Mich. 314, 338, 76 N. W.
635, 53 L. R. A. 274.
Montana: State, Nolan, v. Montana R . Co., 21 Mont. 221, 53 Pac.
623, 11 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. (N. S.)
353, 45 L. R. A. 271.
•ebraaka: State v. Atchison &
N. R . Co., 24 Neb. 143, 38 N. W. 43.
8 Am. St. Rep. 464.
Oldahoma: Overstreet v. Cit'zena' Bank, 12 Okl. 383, 72 Pac. 3iJ
Pennsylvania: Lauman v. Lebanon Valley R. Co., 30 Pa. 42, 72.4m.
Dec. 685.
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stroyed; whether such consolidated company is subject to a
. new constitution; and also the effect of a reservation of the
right of the State to alter, amend or repeal charters and statutory grants. In numerous cases it is held that by consolida.tion a new corporation is created and that the ol4 consolidating
companies cease their existence; 18 that such new consolidated
corporation is subject to an existing new constitution of the
State adopted prior to the consolidation; 17 that its franchises
are left to be determined by the genemllaw as it existed at the
time of consolidating; 18 and that a consolidation merges the
franchises and privileges of each original corporation in the
new company so that they continue to exist in respect thereto,
that is, the old constituent companies retain their. original status
towards the public and the State the same as if the consolidation had not taken place. 111 The effect of consolidation, however, depends in every case upon the legislative intent as evi11 Shaw v. City of Covington, 194
U. S. 593, 48 L. ed. - , 24 Sup. Ct.
-; Minneapolis & St. L. Ry. Co. v.
Gardner, 177 U. B. 332,24 L. ed. 793,
20 Sup. Ct. 656; Keokuk & Weetem
R. R. Co. v. Misaouri, 152 U. B. 301,
38 L. ed. 450, 14 Sup. Ct. 592; Pullman's Palace Car Co. v. Miaaouri Pac.
Ry. Co., 115 U. B. 587, 6 Sup. Ct.
194,29 L. ed. 499; St. Louis, I. M. &
B. Ry. Co. v. Berry, 113 U. B. 465, 5
Sup. Ct. 529, 28 L. ed. 1055; Clearwater v. Meredith, 1 Wall. (68 U. B.)
25, 17 L. ed. 604; Winn v. Wabash
R. Co., 118 Fed. 55, 58;· Citizens' St.
Ry. Co. v. City of Memphis, 53 Fed.
715, 731, per Hammond, J.; Market
St. R. Co. v. Hellman, 109 Cal. 571,
42 Pac. 225. See Rochester Ry. Co.
v. City of Rochester, 205 U. B. 236,
aft'g 182 N. Y. 116, noted under
U 479, 482, herein.
11 San Antonio Traction Co. v.
Altgelt, .200 U. B. 304, 50 L. ed. 491,
26 Sup. Ct. 261; Yazoo & Miaaisaippi
Valley Ry. Co. v. Adams, 180 U. B.

1, 21 Sup. Ct. 240, 45 L: ed. 395;
Keokuk & Western R. Co. v. Millaouri, 152 U. 8. 301, 14 Sup. Ct. 592,
38 L. ed. 450; Adams v. Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley Ry. Co., 77 Mias.
194, 1 Miss. Dec. (No. 30) 296, 24 So.
200, 317, 60 L. R. A. 33.
11 Shaw v: City of Covington, 194
U. B. 593, 48 L. ed. - ; 24 Sup. Ct.
-;Railroad Company v. Maine, 96
U. B. 499,24 L. ed. 836.
11 Green County v. Conneea, 109
U. B. 104, 27 L. ed. 872, 3 Sup. Ct.
69; Railroad Company v. Maine, 96
U. S. 499, 24 L: ed. 836; Branch v.
Charleston, 92 U. B. 677, 23 L. ed.
750; Charleston, City of, v. Branch,
15 Wall. (82 U. B.) 470, 21 L. ed. 193;
Tomlinson v. Branch, 15 Wall. (82
U. B.) 460, 21 L. ed. 189; Citizens'
St. Ry. Co. v. City of Memphis, 53
Fed. 715, 731, per Hammond, J.
See Chesapeake & Ohio R. Co. v.
Virginia, 94 U. B. 718, 24 L. ed. 310;
Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall.
(85 U. B.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
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denced by the statute under which corporations are permitted
to consolidate.,., But it may be stated generally that in the
absence of express statutory direction, or of an equivalent implication by necessary construction, provisions, in restriction
of the right of the State to tax the property or to regulare the.
affairs of its corporations, do not pass to new corporations
succeeding, by consolidation or by purchase under foreclosure,
to the property and ordinary franchises of the first granree.21
§ 482. Same Subject-When Exemption Does and Does
not Pass-Dlustrati.ve Decisions.-Where a railroad company is reorganized under a special act of the legislature but no
• Central Railroad & Bkg. Co. v,
Georgia, 92 U. S. 665, 23 L. ed. 757;
Edison Electric Light Co. v. New
Haven Electric Co., 35 Fed. 233,236,
per Shipman, J.; Chicago, B. F. &
C. R. Co. v. Ashling, 160 Ill. 373, 43
N. E. 373.
"We have been referred to many
cases in which the courts have construed acts consolidating two or more
existing corporations into one, and
some acts where the legislature has
authorized a merger of the stock of
an existing corporation into another
existing corporation, and united the
property and management of the
two corporations into one. In these
cases it has often become important
to determine whether the act authorizing the consolidation or merger
created a new corporation and dissolved the old ones, or whether the
legislative intent was to leave the
original corporation still existing,
with its rights, privileges and immunities. This is always a question
of intent, to be gathered from the
language of the act and circumstances surrounding each enactment.
Thus, in Railroad Co. v. Maine, 96
U. S. 499, 24 L. ed. 836, and Railroad
Co. v. Georgia, 98 U.S. 359,25 L. ed.
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185, it waa determiDed that tbeae
acts of consolidation were new char-ters, and subject to amendment or
repeal, although the act of consolidation gave, in terms, all of the franchises, pril';leges and. immunities of
the old charters which were p8lllllld
without the reservation of the StaU!
to amend or repe111. In Tomlinson
v. Branch, 15 Wall. (82 U. 8.) 460,
462, 21 I•. ed. 189, and Central R. R.
Co. v. Georgia, 92 U.S. 665,23 L. ed.
757, the Supreme Court decided ihat
it waa not the legislative intent tAl
disaolve the existing charters and
create a new one, and hence tbe privi·
leges and immunities of the original
charters, which were not subject tAl
the reserved right of the State tAl
repeal or annul, could not be chauged
without the consent of the corpora·
tion. The conclusions in these cases,
as in the other cases, were arrived at
by a construction of tbe legislative
act, construed by the light of the
surrounding circumstances in each
case." Henderson v. Central Passenger Ry. Co., 21 Fed. 358, 364, per
Barr, J.
11 Norfolk & W. R. R . Co. v. Pen·
dleton, 156 U. S. 667, 39 L. ed. 574,
15 Sup. Ct. U3.
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new corporation is chartered, a statutory exemption from taxation is not destroyed. 221 So the act of Minnesota of 1881,23
authorizing · the consolidation of several railroad companies,
created a new corporation upon which it conferred the franchises and immunities of the constituent companies except an
exemption of stockholdem from corporate debts.214 And when
two railroad corporations, whose shares are by a state statute
exempt from taxation in the State, consolidate themselves into
a new company under a state law which makes no provision to
the contrary, and issue shares in the new company in exchange
for shares in the old company, the right of exemption from
taxation in the State passes into the new shares, and into each .
of them.• The following case is important as to the effect on
franchises and exemptions of the consolidation of railroads in
different States. The facts were as follows : By an act of the
legislature of Maryland, passed in 1831, and its supplement, a
corporation called the Delaware and Maryland Railroad Company was created, with authority to construct and maintain a
railroad from a point on the Delaware and Maryland line to
some point on the Susquehanna River; and by the nineteenth
section of the act it was provided that the shares of the capital
stock of the company should be exempt from the imposition of
any tax or burden by the State assenting to the act, except
upon that portion of the permanent and fixed works of the
company, which might be within the State of Maryland. By
an act of the legislature of Delaware, passed in 1832, and
its supplement, another corporation was created, called the
Wllmington and Susquehanna Railroad Company, with authority to construct and maintain a railroad from a point on
the boundary line of Pennsylvania and Delaware to the city of
n Powers v. Detroit, Grand Haven
& M. Ry. Co., 201 U. B. 543,50 L. ed.
860, 20 Sup. Ct. 556.
11 Aet March 2, 1881, chap. 113.
"Minneapolis & St. L. Ry. Co. v.
Gardner, 177 U.S. ~2, 44 L. ed. 793,
20 Bup. Ct. 656, aff'g Gardner v.

Minneapolis & Bt. L. Ry. Co., 73
Minn. 517, 76 N. W. 282.
• Tennea~ee v. Whitworth, 117
U. S. 129, 6 Sup. Ct. 645, 29 L. ed.
830. Explained in Rochester Ry.
Co. v. City of Rochester, 205 U. B.
236. See note to this cue under
479,482.
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Wilmington, ·and thence towards the Susquehanna in the direction of Baltimore. In 1835 these two companies were, under
acts of the legislatures of Maryland and Delaware, consolidated
into one company, under the name of the latter-the Wilmington and Susquehanna Railroad Company. The act of Delaware, au~horizing the consolidation on her part, provided that
the holdel'S of the stocks of the two companies should, when
consolidated, hold, possess and enjoy all the property, rights
and privileges, and exercise all the power granted to, and
vested in, the companies, or either of them, by that law, or any
other law or laws of that State, or of ·Marylanfl. The act of
Maryland, authorizing the consolidation on her part, contained
a similar provision. It was held, that the purpose of the two
provisions was to vest in the new company the rights and
privileges which the original companies had previously possessed under their separate chartel'S; the rights and privileges
in Maryland which the Maryland company had there enjoyed,
and the rights and privileges in Delaware which the Delaware
company had there enjoyed; not to transfer to either State and
enforce therein the legislation of the other. The new company,
after the consolidation, stood in each State as the original company had previously stood in that State, invested with the same
rights, and subject to the same liabilities. The act of consolidation, so far as Delaware was concerned, had only this effect.ze
Again, a railroad corporation, formed, under an act of the legislature, by the consolidation of existing companies, and "vested
with all the rights, privileges, franchises and property which
may have been vested in either company prior to the act of
consolidation," acquires no greater immunity from taxation
than they severally enjoyed as to the portions of the road which
belonged to them under their respective charters. Whatever
property was subject to taxation would, after the consolidation, remain so.27 So a state statute granting to a company
incorporated by it "all the rights and privileges" which had
been granted by a previous statute of the State to another
H Delaware Railroad Tax, 18 Wall.
• Cheaapeake & Ohio R. R. Co. v.
(Sli U. 8.) 206, 21 L. ed. 888.
Virginia, 94 U. 8. 718, 24 L. ed. 310.
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corporation, does not confer upon the new company an exemption from taxation beyond a defined limit which was conferred
upon the other company by the act incorporating it.• And
where an exemption from liability to any greater tax than onehalf of one per centum of its net annual income has been conferred upon C. by its charter, it is not in the power of the legislature to impose an increased tax after the consolidation is
effected; and inasmuch as M., the other consolidating company, possessed no such immunity under its charter, the power
of the legislature to tax its franchises, property and income,
remained unimpaired after its consolidation with C.211 But it is
also held that the consolidation of a Missouri corporation,
under the Missouri act of 1869,10 with an Iowa corporatiop,
operated to extinguish the old company, and to form a new
one as of the date of the consolidation, and the provisions
concerning exemption from taxation in the old charter did not
pass to the new company. Thus a railroad corporation, chartered in Missouri in 1857; with a provision that its property
should be exempt from taxation for a period of twenty years
after its completion, which took place in 1872, was consolidated
with an Iowa corporation in 1870, under a general law of
Missouri, and in 1886 the consolidated road wSB sold under a
decree of foreclosure of a mortgage to purchasers who conveyed it to an Iowa corporation, and it was held, that the new
organization held the Missouri road subject to the pr~vision in
the constitution of Missouri adopted in 18Q5, that "no property, real or personal, shall be exempt from taxation, except
such as may be used exclusively for public schools, and such
as may belong to the United States, to.this State, to counties,
or to municipal corporations within this State." 11 In· another
case, the Philadelphia, Wilmington and Baltimore Railroad
Company was formed by the union of several railroad com10 Act of March 2, 1869.
• Phamix Fire & M. Ins. Co. v.
11 Keokuk & Western R. R. Co. v.
161 U.S. 174, 16 Sup. Ct.
Missouri, 152 U. 8. 301, 14 Sup. Ct.
471, 40 L. eel. 660.
• Central Railroad & Bkg. Co. v. 592, 38 L. edi 450.
Georgia, 92 U. 8. 665, 23 L. ed. 757.

Tenne~~~ee,
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panies, which had been previously chartered by Maryland,
Delaware and Pennsylvania, two of w~ch were the Baltimore
and Port Deposit Railroad Company, whose road extended
from Baltimore to the Susquehanna, lying altogether on the
west side of the river, and the Delaware and Maryland Railroad Company, whose road extended from the Delaware line to
the Susquehanna, and lying on the east side of the river. The
charter of the Baltimore and Port Deposit Railroad Company
contained no exemption from taxation. The charter of the
Delaware and Maryland Railroad Company made the shares
of stock therein personal estate, and exempted them from any
tax "except upon that portion of the permanent and fixed
works which might be in the State of Maryland." It was held
that under the Maryland law of 1841, imposing a tax for staU!
purposes upon the real and personal property in the State, that
part of the road of the plaintiff which belonged originally to the
Baltimore and Port Deposit Railroad Company, was liable to be
assessed in the hands of the company with which it became
consolidated, just as it would have been in the hands of the
original company. Also, that there was no reason why the
property of a corporation should be presumed to be exempted
from its share of necessary public burdens, there being no express exemption. The court also held, as it had on several
other occasions held, that the taxing power of a State should
never be presumed to be relinquished, unless the intention is
declared in clear and unambiguous terms.u Again, although
two corporations may be so united by one of them holding the
stock and franchises of the other, that the latter may continue
to exist and also to hold an exemption under legislative contract, that is not the case where its stock is exchanged for that
of the former and by operation of law it is left without stock,
officers, property or franchises, but under such circumstances it
is dissolved by operation of the law which brings this condition
into existence.u And where two or more corporations, sulr
11 Rochester Ry. Co. v. City of
n Philadelphia, W. & B. R. R. Co.
v. Maryland, 10 How. (51 U. S.) 376, Rochester, 205 U. S. 236, 51 L. ed. -,
1:1 Sup. Ct. -, aff'g 182 N. Y. 116.
13 L. ed. 461.
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jected to a special tax upon income of their roads, with immunity from other taxation-the amount of such special tax
being dependent upon reports to be made and information
communicated by their directors and other officers-are consolidated into a new corporation, with different directors and
other officers, who are neither bound nor able to make the
reports and give the information required of the original companies, the new corporation thus created is not entitled to the
immunity of the original companies from general taxation. 34
Upon this point the court, per road, as held in 43 State Reporter,
Moody, J., said: "It is insisted that 651, affirmed 133 N. Y .. 690. An exthis is not a case of transfer of an aminstion, however, of the statute
exemption; that the rules governing under which the union of the two
transfer are not applicable here; that corporations was made, and the
the Brighton Railroad has not ceased transactions by which the union was
to exist as a corporation; that it has accomplished, shows that the Brighbeen merely joined by merger with ton Railroad has ceased to exist as a
the Rochester Railroad, which con- corporation. The Rochester Railtrois it by stock holdings, and oper- road first took a lease of the Brighton
ates it by virtue of its franchises; and Railroad, apparently for the purpose
that, therefore, the Rochester Rail- of bringing itself within the provisions
road may claim and enjoy the exemp- 'of the act of 1879. Then all the stock
tion of the Brighton Railroad in its of the latter corporation was acbehalf in respect of its property. In quired by exchange of shares of stock
support of this view counsel cite of the former corporation. Then a
Toii)linson v. Branch, 15 Wall. (82 certificate of the transfer of stock
U. B.) 460, 21 L. ed. 189; Central was filed with the Secretary of State.
Railroad v. Georgia, 92 U. B. 665, 23 Thereupon, by operation of the law,
L. ed. 757; Tennessee v. Whitworth, the 'estate, property, rights, privi117 U. B. 139, 6 Sup. Ct. 649, 29 leges and franchille&' of the Brighton
L. ed. 833. These calle& hold that Railroad vested in the Rochester
where corporations are united in such Railroad, to be thereafter controlled
manner that one continues to exist as by the Rochester Railroad in its own
a corporation, owning and operating corporate name. The law does not
its property, by virtue of its own expressly diasolve the selling corporacharter, the corporation thWI con- tion, but it leaves it without stock,
tinuing to exist still holds its im- officers, property, or franchise. A
munities and exemptions in respect corporation without shareholders,
of the property to which they apply. without officers to manage its busiBut the calle& have no application ness, without property with which to
here. It may well be that a proceed- do bWiiness, is disllolved by the operaing for condemnation of property, tion of the law which brings this conbeguil by the Brighton Railroad, dition into ~ce." Id., 255,256.
would not abate by reason of its conu Railroad Co. v. Maine, 96 U. S.
solidation with the Rochester Rail- 499,24 L. ed. 836.
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§ 483. Exemption or Immunity from Taxation, etc.-

Rule as to Eftect of Reservation of Power to Alter, Amend
or Repeal.15- Whenever a consolidated corporation becomes,
by the terms and intent of the statute under which its consolidation has been effected, a new company subject to existing constitutions an~ legislative enactments reserving the right
to alter, amend or repeal chartem or grants of franchises, an
irrepealable contract right to an exemption from taxation or
governmental regulation will not pass to it as successor. The
rule is stated in a case in the Federal Supreme Court as follows:
"It is, moreover, conclusively determined that where the constitution of a State reserves the power to repeal, alter or
amend a charter, such provision is applicab!e to the charter of a
consolidated corporation where, as the result of the consolidation, a new corporation takes being, new stock is provided for,
new franchises are conferred and new officers appointed. In
other words, that where a legislature is inhibited by the constitution frorn making an .irrepealable charter it cannot create
a new contract and bring into being a new corporation, and
yet by the charter of such corporation give rise to the irrepealable contract which the constitution absolutely prohibits. To
state the doctrine in another form, it is thus: That where a
new corporation is chartered, subject to a constitution which
forbids the granting of an irrepealable right, such new corporation cannot become endowed by the effect of a legislative
contract with an irrepealable right forbidden by the constitution. If one of the constituent elements of the corporation
possessed, prior to the formation of the new corporation, such
right, and under the assumption that the right itself passed to
the new body, it loses its irrepealable character, because the new
corporation is subject to the very law of its being to the provision of the constitution forbidding irrepealable grants. The
doctrine as just stated has been so frequently declared by this
court that it is no longer open to discussion." •
See U 301-340, 457-461, herein. 47 L. ed.. 167, 23 Sup. Ct. 60, per
Northern Central Ry. Co. v. White, J., adding the followiag:
Maryland, 187 U. S. 258, 267, 268, "The 'W'hole 1111bjec:t haa been 10 re11

11
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§ 484. Same SubjeC:t-mustrati.ve Decisions.-lri the case
quoted from in the last preceding section it is held that when
a Maryland corporation, chartered in 1827, and possessing
certain immunities from taxation, which under the then constitution might have been irrepealable, becomes merged with
other corporations in an entirely new corporation possessing
new rights and franchises, created after the constitution of
1850, under which the legislature had power to alter and repeal
charters of, and laws creating, corporations, the right of exemption,· if it ever passed to the new corporation, was subject
to the right of repeal, and hence was not protected from repeal
by the contract clause of the Federal Constitution. It was also
decide4 that an act of the legislature compromising litigation
between the State and such new corporation arising from the
claim of the latter that it was exempt from taxation under the
immunities at one time possessed by one of its constituent corporations, and fixing a rate of taxation to be paid annually
thereafter by the new corporation, could not be regarded as a
legislative contract granting an irrepealable right forbidden by
the then existing constitution of the State. Therefore, if the
legislature subsequently passed another act fixing a higher rate
of taxation, and the highest court of the State has decided that
such act repeals the former act and subjects the corporation to
the higher rate of taxation, the latter act is not bad as impairing
the obligation of contracts within the purview of the Constitution of the United States, as the compromise, when made, was
subject to the right to repeal, reserved by the constitution of
the State at that time.'~~ In Covington & Lexington Turnpike
R. Co. v. Sandford,• the legislature of Kentucky, by an act
passed in 1834, created the Covington & Lexington Turnpike
Road Company with authority to construct a turnpike from
Covington to Lexington. One section prescribed rates of tolls
17 Northern Cent. Ry. Co. v. lrfarycently fully reviewed and reetated it
ie suffi.cient to refer to that cue: land, 187 U. B. 258, 47 L. eel. 167, 23 .
Yazoo & Mi.uaaippi Valley Ry. Co. v. Bup. Ct. 60.
Adama, 180 U. S. 1, 17 d MJtJ., 21
•164 U. B. 678, 41 L. eel. li60, 17
Bup. Ct. 240, 415 L. eel. 395, and au- Sup. Ct. 198.

tboritiee there cited."
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which might be exacted; another provided: "That if at the
expiration of five years after the said road had been completed, it shall appear that the annual net dividends for the
two years next preceding of said company, upon the capital
stock expended upon said road and its repairs, shall have
exceeded the average of fourteen per cent per annum thereof,
then and in that case, the legislature reserves to itself the right,
upon the fact being made known, to reduce the rates of toll, so
that it shall give that amount of dividends per annum, and no
more." In 1851 two new corporations were created out of the
one created by the act of 1834, one to own and control a part of
the road, and the other the remaining part, and each of the
new companies was to possess and retain "all the powers,
rights and capacities in severalty granted by the act of incorporation, and the amendments thereto, to the original company." In 1865 an act was passed reducing the tolls to be
collected on the Covington and Lexington turnpike. In 1890
another act was passed largely reducing still further the tolls
which might be exacted. It was held: (1) That the new corporations created out of the old one did not acquire the immunity and exemption granted by the. act of 1834 to the
original company from legislative control as to the extent of
dividends it might earn; (2) that the statute of 1856,» reserving
to the legislature the power to amend or repeal at will charters
granted by it, had no application to charters granted prior to
that date; (3) that an exemption of immunity from taxation is
never sustained unless it has been given in language clearly and
unmistakably evincing a purpose to grant such immunity or
exemption. In Hoge v. Railroad Co.40 it appeared that in
1856, the legislature of South Carolina incorporated the Air
Line Railroad Company, with power to construct a road between certain points, and to equip, use and enjoy the same,
with all the rights, privileges and immunities, granted to a certain other company which had been incorporated in 1845 by
an act exempting it from taxation for the period of thirty-six
• Kentucky Act of February 14,

1856.

A

.....

• 99 U. 8. M8, 25 L. ed. 303.
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years, and from the operation of the provisions of the act of
1841.'61 The latter act dec~Jp'ed u that it shall become part of
the charter of every corporation which shall, at the present or
any succeeding eeeeion of the General Assembly, receive a grant
of a charter, or any renewal, amendment, or modification
thereof (unless the act granting such charter, renewal, amendment, or modification shall, in express terms except it),· that
every charter of incorporation granted, renewed, or modified as
aforesaid shall at all times remain subject to amendment,
alteration, or repeal by the legislative authority."· The act of
1856 also empowered the company to unite with any other, and
consolidate their management, but contained no clause excepting, in express terms, the charter from the operation of the act
of 1841. An amendment, passed in 1868, authorized it to
adopt another corporate name, and it was consolidated with a
corporation of Georgia under the name of the Atlanta and
Richmond Air Line Railway Company. The constitution of
South Carolina of 1868 having required. that the property of
corporations then existing or thereafter created should be subject to taxation, the legislature imposed a tax on such property. A stockholder of the latter company, alleging that it had
acquired immunity from taxation for the same period as the
company chartered in 1845, and that such immunity was beyond legislative control, brought suit to enjoin the collection
of the tax. It was held: (1) That, as the act of 1856 granting
the charter did not expressly exempt it from the provisions of
the act of 1841, they were applicable to it; (2) that the charter
must be read as if it declared that the capital stock of the company and its real estate should be exempt from taxation for
thirty-six years, unless the legislature should in the meantime
withdraw the exemption; (3) that if an exemption from future
legislative control had been originally acquired by the com;.
pany, it ceased when the amendment to the charter was ob·tained in 1868. In Railroad Company v. Georgia 42 a provision
of the statutory code of Georgia 43 enacted that private corpo•• Act of December 17, 1841.
0 98 U.S. 359,25 L. ed. 185.

55

.. In effect January 1, 1863.
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rations were subject to be changed, modified or destroyed at
the will of the creator, except so .far as the law prohibited it,
and that in all cases of private charters thereafter granted, tlle
State reserved the right to withdraw the franchise, un1esa sueh
right was expressly negatived in the charter. Two railroad
companies created prior to that date, each of which enjoyed
·by its charter a limited exemption from taxation, were consolidated by virtue of an act of the legislature " which authorized a consolidation of their stocks, conferred upon the
consolidated company full corporate powers; and continued ro
it the franchises, privileges and immunities which the companies had held by their original charters. It was decided that
by the consolidation the original companies were dissolved, and
a · new corporation was created, which became subject to that
provision of the Code. It was also held that a subsequent
legislative act, taxing the property of such new corporation as
other property in the State was taxed, was not prohibited by
that provision of the Constitution of the United States whieh
declares that no State shall pass a law impairing the obligation
of contracts; and that the judgment of the highest court of &
State, that a statute has been enacted in accordance with the
requirements of the state constitution, was conclusive upon
the Federal Supreme Court, and would, therefore, not be reviewed. And in Railroad Company v. Maine,• it is held that
the statute of Maine of 1856, authorizing two or more existing
corporations to consolidate and form a new corporation, was
an act of incorporation of the new company; and the latter,
upon its formation, became at once subject to the provisions of
the general law of 1831, which declared that any act of incol'}»"
ration subsequently passed should at all times thereafter "be
liable to be amended, altered or repealed at the pleasure of the
legislature, in the same manner as if express provision to that
effect were therein contained, unless there shall have been inserted in such act of incorporation an express limitation or
provision to the contrary." Therefore, so long as this pnr
vision remained unrepealed, subsequent legislation not re.. Act of April18, 1863.

866
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• 96 U. S. 499, 24 L. ed. 836.
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pugnant to it was controlled by it, and should be construed
and enforced in connection with it; and there being no limitation, in the act of 1851, upon the power of amendment, alterat~on and repeal, the State, by the reservation in the law of
1831, which is to be considered as embodied in that act, retained the power to alter it in all particulars constituting the
grant of corporate rights, privileges and immunities to the
new company formed under it, thereby keeping under control
of the State the ~nee of the corporation, and its franchises
and immunities derived directly from said State; although
rights and interests acquired by the company and not constituting a part of the contract of incorporation were held to
stand upon a different footing.

§ 485. Forfeiture of :Franchise-Legislative Power as to.Although a franchise must have its source in or emanate from
the sovereign power, and that power alone can grant it and
make possible its exercise,41 still when it, or the charter which
evidences it,47 is once lawfully granted, either under a general
or special act and accepted, it becomes surrounded by constitutional guarantees of protection which no l~slative body
can set aside and ignore by declaring a forfeiture or by otherwise unconstitutionally destroying the franchises, privileges or
charter rights of a lawfully existing corporation. If, however,
there is reserved by the State a right to alter, amend or repeal
a charter or statutory rights, such reservation enters into and
becomes a part of the contract between the State and a grantor,
and the corporation or grantee, and the power of the State
thereunder may be exercised subject to certain limitations.41
The legislative power to enact any statute which repeals,
revokes, forfeits, or annuls charters or statutory grants of
rights, privileges or franchises to a corporation is, therefore, restricted. So that any attempt of a state legislature or of the
eouneil of a municipality to take away, or change the ownership
of a franchise, or to confiscate the same or to forfeit or take
• Bee 11122, 132 fit eeq., herein.
• Bee II 41-46, herein.

• Bee

u 301-340, herein.
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forcible possession thereof or in effect to condemn the company's property, may constitute a taking of property without
due process of law.• But it is held by the Federal Supreme
Court that where a grant of land and connected franchises is
made to a corporation for the construction of a railroad by a.
statute, which provides for their forfeiture upon failure to perform the work within a prescribed time, the forfeiture may be
declared by legislative act without judicial proceedings to
ascertain and determine the failure of the .grantee; and that
public assertion by legislative act of the ownership of the State
· after the default of the grantee-such as an act resuming control of the road and franchises, and appropriating them to
particular uses, or granting them to another corporation to
perform the work-is equally effective and operative. This
case, it will be observed, was one of condition precedent.110 It is
likewise decided that where an ordinance granting a franchise
to a street railway company reserves an option to forfeit, if the
company defaults in paying certain expenses for street paving,
the city has a right to declare such forfeiture in case of such
default.11
• Iron Mountain R . Co. v. Memphis, 96 Fed. 113, 37 C. C. A. 410;
People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y. 1, 19
N. Y. St. Rep. 173, 18 N. E. 692, 7
Am. St. Rep. 684, 2 L. R. A. 255.
Examine Farmers' Loan & Tr. Co. v.
Galeaburg, 133 U. S. 156, 34 L. ed.
573, 10 Sup. Ct. -;Nebraska Teleph.
Co. v. City of Fremont (Neb.), 99
N. W. 811; United Electric Co. v.
City of Bayonne (N. J., 1906), 63
Atl. 996; Phillipsburg Electric Lighting, H. & P. Co. v. Town of Phillip&burg, 66 N. J. L. 505, 49 Atl. 445, 8
Am. Elec. Cas. 149; Seaboard Teleg.
& Teleph. Co. v. Kearney, 74 N.Y.
Supp. 15, 68 App. Div. 283; Archbald
v. Carbondale Traction Co., 3 Pa.
Dist. R. 751, 15 Pa. Co. Ct. 159.
10 Farnsworth v. Minnesota & Pacific Rd. Co., 92 U.S. •9, 23 L. ed.
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530. See Atlantic & Pacific R. Co.
v. Mingue, 165 U. S. 413, 433, 41 L.
ed. 770, 17 Sup. Ct. 348; Sc.blellinger
v. Kansas City & S. Ry. Co., 152
U. S. 444, 453, 14 Sup. Ct. 647, 38
L. ed. 507; Bybee v. Oregon & California Ry. Co., 139 U.S. 663,675,11
Sup. Ct. M1, 35 L. ed. 305; :MelMichen v. United States, 97 U. S.
204, 218; 24 L. ed. 947; Oakland R.
Co. v. Oakland, etc., R. Co., 45 Cal.
365. Examine Seaboard Teleg. .t:
Teleph. Co. v. Kearney, 74 N. Y.
Supp. 15, 68 App. Div. 283; Dusenberry v. New York, W. &: C. Traction
Co., 61 N. Y. Supp. 420. COmpare
Utah, N. & C. R. Co. v. Utah &: C.
Ry. Co., 110 Fed. 879.
AB to condition subsequent and
ipso facto, forfeiture see § 486, herein.
"Union St. Ry. Co. v. Snow, 113
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§ 486. Forfeiture of Franchise-Judicial Determination of
-Quo Warranto-state Officials-Ipso Facto Forfeiture.-

Although an exception may exist in that class of

c~

which

rest upon an expressed condition for forfeiture in the grant, as

appears in the Federal decision given in the last preceding section, nevertheless it seems to be a generally conceded rule that
the question, whether or not a corporation has committed or
omitted any act which should result in a forfeiture of its franchise or charter, is one which, in the absence of a reserved
legislative power to repeal, alter or amend, is a matter for
judicial cognizance, and can only be inquired into by a pr<r
ceeding consistent with the law and appropriate for that purpose, instituted by the proper authorities. In other words, the
default and forfeiture must be judicially determined, and the
legislature excluded from the exercise of judicial junctions.~z
The State has, however, the right to determine through its
courts whether the conditions upon which a charter was granted
to a corporation have been complied with; u and a proper
Mich. 694, 4 Det. Leg. N. 455, 71
N. W. 1073.
11 ~bama: Block v. o•eonnor
Min. & Mfg. Co., 129 Ala. 528, 29 So.
925, Code, f 3417.
Oalifomia:· Los Angeles Holiness
Band v. Spires, 126 Cal. 541, 58 Pac.
1049; Arcata v. Arcata & M. R. Co.,
92 Cal. 639, 28 Pac. 676.
Illinoia: Lincoln Park Chapter,
etc., v. Swatek, 204lll. 228, 68 N. E.
429, all'g 105 Ill. App. 604.
Kaine: Ulmer v. Lime Rock R.
Co., 98 Me. 579, 57 Atl. 1001.
lrebruka: Nebraska Teleph. Co.
v. City of Fremont (Neb.), 99 N. W.
811.
lrew York: Brooklyn Elevated
R. Co., In re, 125 N.Y. 434, 35 N.Y.
8t. Rep. 451, 26 N. E. 474, 9 Ry. &
Corp. L. J. 264, 46 Am. & Eng. R.
C... 251, all'g 32 N:. Y. St. Rep. 1065,
11 N.Y. Supp. 161.
Korth OaroliDa: Seaboard Air

Line R. Co. v. Olive, 142 N. C. 257,
55 S. E. 263.
Iouth OaroUna: State, Spartanburg, v. Spartanburg, C. & G. R. Co.,
51 S. C. 129, 28 S. E. 145 (so unless
contrary legislative intent clearly apparent).
Tuu: Rippstein v. Haynes Medina Valley Ry. Co. (Tex. Civ. App.),
85 B. W. 314.
Bee Oliphant Sewage Drainage Co.
v. Borough of Oliphant (Pa. Com.
Pl.), 5 Lack. Leg. N. 346.
•a New Orleans DebentureRedemption Co. v. Louisiana, 180 U. 8. 320,
45 L. ed. 550, 21 Sup. Ct. - ; Utah,
N. & C. R. Co. v. Utah & C. Ry. Co.,
110 Fed. 879.
Equity jll'l'i8diction to decree furfeiture. Bee United States v. Union

Pac. Ry. Co., 98 U. 8. 569, 25 L. ed.
143; Coquard v. National Linseed
Oil Co., 171 Ill. 480, 49 N. E. 563,
atJ'g 67 Ill. App. 20 (has no general
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remedy is by quo warranto, or an action in the nature of quo
warranto at the suit of the State to test the right of a corpor&tion to exercise its franchises, or to declare them forfeit~.14
A state banking board may also be empowered by the State to
revoke a certificate of an investment company where sufficient
grounds exist therefor under the statute.116 But it is held in
Texas that the Secretary of State has no power to forfeit a
franchise under the statute of 1897.114 A non-performance of a
condition subsequent does not ipso facto forfeit the existence or
rights of a corporation, but only constitutes a ground of forfeiture through proper judicial proceedings.17
power to); Seymour Water Co. v.
City of Seymour (Ind.), 70 N. E. 514
(when will not be decreed); Harrigan
v. Gilchrist, 121 Wis. 127, 99 N. W .
909 (when will not; but within judicial power to do BO ).
"New Orlean~~ Waterworks Co. v.
Louisiana, 185 U. B. 336, 22 Sup. Ct.
691, 46 L. ed. 936; United States v.
Union Pac. Ry. Co., 98 U. B. 569,
25 L. ed. 143; Utah, N. & C. R.
Co. v. Utah & C. Ry. Co., 110 Fed.
879; People v. Chicago Telephone Co.,
220 IU. 238, 77 N. E. 245; People,
Mcllhany, v. Chicago Live Stock
Exch., 170 Ill. 556, 48 N. E. 1062,39
L. R. A. 373, 7 Am. & Eng. Corp.
C88. (N. S.) 341; lnmer v. Lime Rock
R. Co., 98 Me. 579, 57 Atl. 1001.
The ancient writ of quo warranto
is the proper remedy to &eize into
the hands of the State the franchises
of a corporation which has forfeited them by misuaer or nonUBer.
State v, Real Estate Bank, 5 Pike
(5 Ark.), 595, 41 Am. Dec. 509.
u State v. Northwestern Trust Co.
(Neb.), 101 N. W. 14, under Laws
1903, p. 275, c. 29, 19.
"Rippstein v. Haynes Medina
Valley Ry. Co. (Tex. Civ. App.), 85
8. W. 814, under Sayles' Ann. Civ.
Stat. 1897, art. 5243i.
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PrifJOle per-; rigiiJ. of to iruilt
em furfeituTe. See People, Byars, v.
Grand River Bridge Co. (Colo.), 21
Pac. 898, 2 Denver Leg. N. 225
(when cannot; when can); Brooklyn
Elev. R. Co., In re, 125 N. Y. 434,35
N. Y. St. R. 451, 26 N. E . 474,9 Ry.
& Corp. L. J. 264, 46 Am. & En&.
R. Caa. 251, a1f'g 32 N. Y. St. Rep.
1065, 11 N. Y. Supp. 161; Attorney
Genl. v. Continental Life Ins. Co.,
53 How. (N. Y.) 16 (attorney general's power exclwrive under N. Y.
Laws 1853, ch. 463); Dern v. Selt
Lake City R. Co., 19 Utah, 46, 56
Pac. 556 (when cannot).
•' Utah, N. & C. R. Co. v. Utah a:
C. Ry. Co., 110 Fed. 879.
Examine 88 to ipBO facto forfeiture
or diiiSOlution the following ~=
Bew York: Coney Island, Ft.
H. & B. R. Co. v. Kennedy, 44 N.Y.
Supp. 825, 15 App. Div. 588 (when
failure to construct street railway in.
certain time not ipBO facto a for·
feiture).
PeDDBy-lvama: West Manzyunk
G88 Light Co. v. New G88 Light Co.,
21 Pa. Co. Ct. 369 (franchi- revert
ipBO facto for failure to constzuct
within oertain time, under Pa. Act
April 29, 1874, 88 am'd by Pa. Act
April 17, 1876, P. L. 37).
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§§ 487, 488

i 487. Courts Reluctant to Adjudge :Forfeitures and Will
Proceed with Caution.-Becauae of their reluctance in adjudging a forfeiture 18 the courts will proceed with extreme
caution in proceedings which are intended to eftect a forfeiture
of corporate franchises, and such _forfeiture will not be allowed,
except under express limitation, or for a plain abuae of power
by which the corporation fails to fulfill the design and purpose
of its organization."

i 488. :Forfeiture of :Franchise-Abuse, KiiiWier or Nonuser of Corporate Powers.-A grant of corporate franchises
is necessarily subject to the condition that the privileges and
franchises conferred shall not be abused; or employed to defeat the ends for which they were conferred; and that when
abused or misemployed, they may be withdrawn by proceedings consistent with law.80 It is the neglect of corporate duties,
or the abuse of them; or, in other words, the failure to live up
to the fundamental law of their being, which the law regards as
sufficient cause for extinguishing the existence of corporations; 01 and where the corporation does not fulfill the purposes for which it was organized or there is an abuse or a
misuser, or non-user of corporate powers, or the express provisions of the law from which those powers are derived are
Iouth Oa:roUDa: State, Spartanburg, v. Spartanburg, C. & G. R. Co.,
51 8. C. 129, 28 S. E. 145 (when nonWlel' or misueer doee not ipeo facto
m.oJ.ve).

67 N. W: 1138 (not ipeo facto die10lved by IIUBpeD8ion of buaiuea for
one year or by non-uaer).
"Topeka v. Topeka Water Co., 58
Kan. 349, 49 Pac. 79.
11 Commonwealth v. Monongahela
'fau: Houston v. Houston B.
& M. P. R. Co., 84 Tex. 581, 19 8. Bridge Co., 216 PL 108, 116, 64 Atl.
W. 786 (statute aelf-executiug; fail- 909 (quoq from HiP on Extraorure to oolllltruct and operate in llpCC- dinary Leg. Rem., 1649). In this
ified time); Bywatem v. Paris & G. cue all the llhares in a bridge oomW. R. Co., 73 Tex. 624, 11 B. W. · pany were held by a municipality.
856 (judicial proceedings unn_.-y
• Chicaso Life Ins. Co. v. Needles,
where ClODIItruction not begun within 113 U. B. 674, 6 Sup. Ct. 681, 28 L.
time limit of Rev. Stat., art. 4278).
ed. 1084.
11 State v. Real Estate Bank, 6
Wlaeonabl: Attorney Genl. v. Buperior & St. C. R. Co., 93 Wis. 604, Pike (5 Ark.), 6Gli, 41 Am. Dec. 509.
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violated its franchises may be forfeited and the State has power
to so forfeit through the courts.u
§ 489. Nature and Extent of Misuser or Bon-user Justifying Forfeiture.-As to misu~r, it must appear that there has
12 UDited ltatea: New Orleans
Waterworks Co. v. Louisiana, 185
U. S. 336, 46 L. ed. 936, 22 Sup. Ct.
691; Given v. Wright, 117 U.S. 648,
656, 6 Sup. Ct. 907, 29 L. ed. 1021
(!'non-Wier is one of the common
grounds"); Illinois Trust &: Savings
Bank v. Doud, 105 Fed. 123, 44 C.
C. A. 389, 52 L. R. A. 481; lllinois
Trust &: Savings Bank v. Ottumwa
Electric Ry. (C. C.), 89 Fed. 325.
.Arkanaaa: State ·v. Real Estate
Bank, 5 Pike (5 Ark.), 595, 41 Am.
Dec. 509 (misuser and non-Wier are
the only grounds). .
IIHnoia: People v. Chicago Teleph.
Co., 220 lll. 238, 77 N. ·E. 245 (information alleging misuse and abWie;
State's ground for relief).
Louiai&Da: State v . New Orleans
Waterworks Co., 107 La. 1, 31 So.
395 (misWie and injury to the publie; and acts or omissions willful
and continued).
Jlaine: Ulmer v. Lime Rock R. Co.,
98 Me. 579, 57 Atl. 1001 (unreasonable neglect of public duty and dillcrimination may constitute ground
for forfeiture).
Jlbmeaota: BOO Tower v. Tower
&: S. Street R. Co., 68 Minn. 500, 38
L. R. A. 541, 71 N. W. 691.
Jli.laouri: State, Hadley, v. Delmar Jockey Club (Mo., 19oo), 92
S. W. 185 (substantial failure to.
fulfill purposes for which organized)!
State, Kansas ·C ity, v. East Fifth St.
R. Co., 140 Mo. 539, 41 B. W. 955,
38 L. R. A. 218 (non-user; entire
fa~lure to operate 88 required by ordinance, ooriiinued for three years).
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Kew J'ene7: Phillipsburg Electric Lighting, H.&: P. Co. v. To1111 of
Phillipsburg, 66 N. J . L. 505, 49
Atl. 445, 8 Am. Elec. Cas. 149 (\iolation of charter or laws of State
renders liable to proceedings to forfeit; but oniinance of common oouncil granting permission to erect poles
and wires cannot for that reason be
repealed).
'l81dlesaee: State v. Chilowee
Woolen Mills, 115 Tenn. 266, S9
S. W . 741 [statute (Shannon's COOe,
5165, 5181) as to forfeiture for
non-user,
OID18Blons,
negligenc:e,
abuse, or surrender of corporate
powersl
'luaa: City Water Co. v. State
(Tex. Civ. App.), 33 S. W. 259
(neglect to perform corporate duties,
such as non-election of officers or
directors, failure to hold meetings,
etc., for eight years).
What does not constitute misuse,
non-Wie or abWie of corporate powers,
etc. See Commonwealth v. Newport L. &: A. Turnpike Co., 29 Ky.
L. Rep. 1285, 997 S. W. 375, 30 Ky.
L. Rep. 1235, 100 S. W. 871; Belton,
In re, 47 La. Ann. 1614, 18 So. 642,
30 L . R. A. 648, 2 Am. k Eng. O>rp.
Cas. (N. 8.) 219 (death of or fa.ilure
to eJect officers, or burning of corporate plant works of itself no diSI!Olution); Philadelphia & M. R. O>.'a
Appeal, 187 Pa. 123, 42 W. N.C.
419, 40 Atl. 967 (non-exercise of
added privilege or of one of eeversl
privileges); Wright v . Milwaukee
Electric R. &: L. Co., 95 Wis. 29, 69
N. W . 791, 36 L. R. A. 47 (no sueh
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been such neglect or disregard of the trust, or such perversion
of it to the private purposes of the corporation or corporations,
as in some manner or degree to lessen its utility to those for
whose benefit it was instituted, or else to work some other
public injury. It must be, in some sense or other, a misdemeanor in violation of the trust." So a single case of misuser
abandonment or non-user of to warrant pretllliDption of lllllT'ender of
franchise; non-user continued for four
years although old, but worthless
rails and ties removed, some of the
property was left in place, however,
and the period was one of great
financial and industrial depression).
See also as to abandonment, McCutcheon v . Merz Capsule· Co., 71
Fed. 787, 19 C. C. A. lOS (holding
stock in other corporations); Africa
v. Knoxville (C. C.), 70 Fed. 729
(franchise of street railway under
city's consent; abandonment must
arise in same way as though franchise
directly from State); Babcock v.
Scranton Traction Co. (Pa. C. P.), 1
Lack. L. News, 223 (permitting, without objection, another street railway company to lay tracks in same
street abandons franchise of street
railway company).
COMmt of ~ 'J'C1'«T n«- r y to enable corpomtion to I%G3e
operation of street railway lines.
State, Grinsfelder, v. Spokane St.
R. Co., 19 Wash. 518, 11 Am. &: Eng.
R. Cas. (N. S.) 62, 53 Pac. 719, 41
L.R.A. 515.
Municipality cannot contnJCt away
righ/,toforfeiturejor'fWft-WJerof a franchise of a street railway company to
its streets. State, Kansas City, v.
East Fifth St. R. Co., 140 Mo. 539,
41 S. W. 955, 38 L. R. A. 248.
"For all Franchises are derived
from the Crown, and therefore are
extiDguiehed, if they come to the

Crown again, by Escheat, Forfeiture,or the like, for the greater drowns the
less. A Franchise • • • is forfeited by Misuser thereof. • • •
Misuser of any Point, where there is
many in one Franchise, is a Forfeiture of the whole; but not where
the Franchises are several." Finch's
Laws of Eng., 126 [38].
"A private corporation created by
the legislature may lose its franchises by a misuser or non-user of
them, and they may be retllliDed by
the government under a judicial
judgment upon a quo warranto to as,.
certain and enforce tile forfeiture.
This is the common law of the land,
and is a tacit condition annexed to
the creation of every such corporation. Upon a change of government,
too, it may be admitted that such
exclusive privileges attached to a
private corporation as are inconsistent with the new government
may be abolished." Terrett v. Taylor, 9 Cranch (13 U. 8.) 1 43, 51, 3
L. ed. 650, per Story, J.
11 State v. Real Estate Bank, 5
Pike (5 Ark.), 595,41 Am. Dec. 509..
"Hence, if they engage in any
business not authorized by the statute, it is ultru viru, or in excess of
their powers, but not a usurpation
of franchille8 not granted, not necessarily a misuser of those granted.
Acts in excess of power may undoubtedly be carried so far as to
amount to a misuser of the franchise
to be a corporation and a ground for
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without resulting public injury, or suspension, or delay or
non-user for a limited time, or a temporary interruption by
via major of the use of a franchise will not constitute a ground
of forfeiture," and in New York, under the Code, the period
of non-user must have been continued for at least one year;
that is, the corporation must have suspended its ordinary and
lawful business for that period.11

§ 490. When J'ranchise W"lll Be J'orfeited-Instances.Where a statute or charter imposes upon a railroad corporation any or all of the conditions ·that it shall begin construction
or complete or operate its road within a certain time, its franchise may be forfeited or the corporation dissolved by noncompliance therewith.ee A failure to furnish pure water, or t~
ita forfeiture. How far it must go to
amount to this the courts have wi&ely
never attempted to define, except in
very general terma, preferring the
safer course of adopting a gradual
proceas of judicial inclusion and exelusion as the euea arille. But we
think it may be B&fely stated as the
general conaenaua of the authorities
that, to constitute a misUBer of the
corporate franehi&e, sueh as to wa.rrant ita forfeiture, the ultra viru acts
must be so substantial and continued
as to amount to a clear violation of
the condition upon which the franchi&e was granted, and so derange and
destroy the busin- of the corporation that it no longer fulfills the end
for which it was created. But, in
ea&e of excess of powers, it is only
where some public mischief is done or
threatened that the State, by the
Attorney General, Bhould interfere."
State v. Minnesota Thresher Mfg.
Co., 40 Minn. 213, 225, 226, 41 N. W.
1020, 3 L. R. A. 510, per Mitchell, J.
11 Bridgewater Feny Co. v. Sharon
Bridge Co., 145 Pa. 404, 29 W. N. C.
141, 22 Pitta. L. J. (N. S.) 143, 48
Leg. Int. 516, 22 Atl. 1039; Com-
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monwealth v. New York, L. E. & W.
C. & R. Co., 10 Pa. Co. Ct. 129.
• People v. Atlantic Ave. R. Co.,
125 N.Y. 513, 35 N. Y. St. Rep. 872,
26 N. E. 622, 9 Ry. & Corp. L. J.
262, aff'g 10 N.Y. Supp. 907,32 N.Y.
St.Rep.717,57Hun,378,underN.Y.
Code Civ. Proc., I 1785. Examine
People v. Seneca Lake Grape & W"me
Co., 52 Hun (N. Y.), 174, 17 C. P.
130, 23 N. Y. St. Rep. 346, 5 N.Y.
Supp. 136, aff'd 126 N. Y. 631, 36
N. Y. St. Rep. 1013, 27 N. E. 410;
Ward v. Sea Ins. Co., 7 Paige (N.Y.),
294; Bliven v. Peru 8. & l Co., 9
Abb. N. C. (N. Y.) 205.
"Commonwealth v. Middletown
Eleetrie Ry. Co., 23 Pa. Co. Ct. R.
262, 2 Dauph. Co. Rep. 316, 6 Lack.
Leg. N. 81 (holding also that delay
was oeeasioned by injunction no ex·
CUIIe); State, Ellis, v. Noncoonah
Turnp. Co. (Tenn.), 17 S. W. 128.
Examine Bonaparte v. Baltimore, H.
& L. R. Co., 75 Md. 340, 23 Atl. 784,
49 Am. & Eng. R. Cas. 198 (where
time limit for commencing and completing road has expired, l!treet railway company has no legal exilltenee);
Brooklyn, Q. C. & 8. R. Co., In re, 94
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furnish: a proper supply of water may warrant a forfeiture; 17
and discrQ:nination to prevent competition may be a ground
for a forfeiture.u So a forfeiture will be adjudged for charging
higher rates for water than are charged by a city; 1111 and for
failure to keep general offices and the treasurer's office and its
moneys within a State.10
§ 491. When Pranchise W'ill not Be Porfeited-Instanc:es.
-A franchise will not be forfeited or the corporation dissolved
for non-compliance with a condition in its charter or statute
requiring it to organize and commence business within a
specified time, or where there is a failure on the part of a railroad company to comply with any or all of the conditions
imposed by its charter or statute as to beginning, completing
or operating its road within a certain time, where the circumstances are such as to excuse such non-compliance or failure or
N. Y. Supp. 113, 106 App. Div. 240,
aft'd 185 N. Y. 171, 77 N. E. 994
(statutory limitation as to beginning
construction, expending a certain per
cent of stock on road, completing and
operating same Includes extensio1111);
Dusenberry v. New York, W. & C.
Traction Co., 61 N. Y. Supp. 420 (if
no excuse offered for Btreet railway's
failure to comply with condition as to
completion and operation it will be
temporarily enjoined); Houston v.
Houston, B. & M. P. R. Co., 84 Tex.
581, 19 S. W. 786 (forfeiture applies
only to uncompleted portions of railway in accordance with condition;
mbatantial .completion neceeaary);
Rio Grande & W. R. Co. v. Telluride
Power Tranamiaaion Co., 16 Utah,
12li, 51 Pac. 146, under Comp. Laws
1888, chap. 3, U 2360 et 11«1· (when
time limit for completion· and operation commenC88 to run).
• Capital City Water Co. v. State,
Macdonald, 105 Ala. 406, 18 So.
62; Commonwealth v. Potter County

Water Co., 212 Pa. 463, 61 Atl. 1099;
Palestine Water Co. v . Palestine, 91
Tex. 540, 44 B. W. 814, 40 L. R. A.
203, aff'g 41 S. W. 659. Examine
Farmers' Loan & Tr. Co. v. Galeeburg, 133 U. B. 156, 34 L. ed. 573, 10
Sup. Ct. - ; Bt. Cloud, City of, v.
Water, Light & Power Co. {Minn.},
92 N. W. 1112.
• Ulmer v. Lime Rock R. Co., 98
Me. 579, 57 Atl. 1001.
• State v. New Orle&llll Waterworks Co., 107 La. 1, 31 So. 395.
Writ of error dismilllled in New Orle&llll Waterworks Co. v. Louisiana,
185 U. S. 336, 46 L. ed. 936, 22 Sup.
Ct. 691.
Coll«:tion of toll. by tum~ company. Bee Commonwealth v. Newport L. & A. Turnpike Co., 29 Ky. L.
Rep. 1285, 97 S. W. 375, 30 Ky. L.
Rep. 1235, 100 S. W. 871.
78 State, Se.fford, v. Topeka Water
Co., 59 Kan. 151, 52 Pac. 422, 8 Am.
& Eng. Corp. Cas. (N. S.) 771. Bee
I 491, herein.
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it is evident that the acts of the corporation, in attempting to
comply with the imposed conditions, are such as to exclude it
from the operation of the forfeiture or di&<!Olution cla'Ul!e.71
Nor will a forfeiture be decreed for non-user of privileges not
required to be exercised under the grant; 72 nor where the
statute does not declare that the omission to do the specified
act shall constitute a ground for forfeiture; n nor for exacting
more than ten hours' labor contrary to a statute; 74 nor by the
assumption of questionable rights, or for wrong to creditors
and stockholders where there is an adequate remedy for the
claimed injury." Nor by the failure to elect offi.cers,1e or to
file sworn reports,77 or to keep books at a certain place in the
State.78
71 Oalifomia: People v. RoeenteinCohn Cigar Co., 131 Cal. 153, 63 Pac.
163 (in this case the corporation organized, elected officers, made bylaws and adopted a seal within the
time limit); Arcata v. Arcata &: M.
R. R. Co., 92 Cal. 639, 28 Pac. 676
(no time liinit for oonstruction; fran.chise must be accepted and exercised
within reasonable time).
Iowa: Young v. Webster City&:
So. West. R. Co., 75 Iowa, 140, 39
N. W. 234 (capital stock not paid,
but persiatent efforts inade to procure means for constructing road).
II&Q'I.and: Mui'J}hy v. Wheatley,
102 Md. 5()1, 63 Atl. 62.
Bew York: People v. Ellison, 101
N. Y. Supp. 444, 51 Misc. 413, aff'd
101 N. Y. Supp. 55, 115 App. Div.
254, also aff'd 188 N.Y. 523, 81 N. E.
447.
Borth Oarolina: Seaboard Air
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LineR. Co. v. Olive, 142 N. C. 257,
55 B. E. 263.
n Cincinnati, City of, v. Covington
&: C. Bridge Co., 20 Ohio Cir. Ct. Rep.
396.
71 State v. Cumberland Teleph. .t
Teleg. Co., 114 Tenn. 194, 86 S. W.
390. See State v. United States Endowment&: Trust Co., 140 Ala. 610,
37 So. 442.
"People v. Atlantic Ave. Rd. Co.,
125 N.Y. 513,35 N.Y. St. Rep. 872,
26 N. E. 622, 9 Ry. &: Corp. L. J.
262, aff'd 10 N. Y. Supp. 907, 57
Hun, 378, 32 N.Y. St. Rep. 717.
71 State v. Southern Bldg. & IA>an
Assoc. (Ala.), 31 So. 375.
"Youree v. Home Town Mut. Ins.
Co., 180 Mo. 153, 79 S. W. 175.
,., State v. Galena Water Co.
(Kan.), 65 Pac. 267.
11 State v. United States Endowment & Trust Co., 140 Ala. 610, 37
So. 442. See ' 490, herein.
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NEW YORK

APPENDIX A.
LAWS OF NEW YORK.
[Every law, unlele a different time ehall be prescribed therein, ahall not
take efleet until the twentieth day after it ehall have become a law. Seo-

tion 43, article II, chapter 8, General Laws.]

CHAPTER 429.
AN Acr' to establish the public service commissions and pre:scribing their powers and duties, and to provide for the regulation and control of certain public service corporations and
making an appropriation therefor.
Became a law, June 6, 1907, with the approval of the Governor. P&!llled,
three-fifths being present.
P&!llled without the acceptance of the city of New York.

The People of the State of New York, represented in Senate
afld Assembly, do enact cu foUow&:
THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS LAW.
Article

I. Public service commissions; general provisions
(§§ 1-23).
II. Provisions relating to railroads, street railroads
and common carriers (§§ 25-40).
III. Provisions relating to the powers of the commissions in respect to railroads, street railroads
and common carriers (§§ 45--60).
IV. Provisions relating to gas and electric corporations; regulation of price of gas and electricity
(§§M-77).
V. Commissions and offices abolished; saving clause;
repeal (§§ 80-89).
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ARTICLE I.
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMI8810N8; GENERAL PROVISIONS.

I 1. Short Title.
2. Definitions.
3. Public Service Districts.
4. Commilllsiona Established; Appointment; Removal; Ten:DII
of Office.
5. Jurisdiction of Commilllliona.
6. Counsel to the Commillllions.
7. Secretary to the Comm~ons.
8. Additional Officers and Employees.
9. Oath of Office; Eligibility of
CommillllioDenl and Officers.
10. Offices of Commillllions; Meetings; Official Seal; Stationery.
11. Quonun; Powers of a Commi.esioner.
12. Counsel to the Commilllliona;
Duties.

I 13. Salaries and Expenses.
14. Payment of Salaries and Expenses.
15. Certain Acts Prohibited.
16. Annual Report of CoJDmis.
sions.
17. Certified Copies of Papers
Filed to Be Evidence.
18. Fees to Be Charged and Col·
lected by the CornmissiOD!'.
19. Attendance of Witne66ell and
Their Fees.
20. Practice Before the Commi...
sion.s; Immunity of Witnesses.
21. Court Proceedings; Preference.
22. Rehearing Before CoJDinis.
Ilion.
23. Service and Effect of Orders.

SECTION 1. Short Title.-This chapter shall be known as
the public service commissions law, and shall apply to the
public services herein described, and to the commissions
hereby created.

§ 2. Definitions.-The term "commission," when used in
this act, means either public service commission, hereby
created, which by the terms of this act is v~ with the
power or duty in question.
The term u commissioner," when used in this act, meADS
one of the members of such commission.
The term u corporation," when used in this act, includes s
corporation company, association and joint-stock association.
The word u person," when used in this act, includes an
individual and a firm or copartnership.
The term ustreet railroad," when used in this act, include::
880
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every railroad by whatsoever power operated, or any extension or extensions, branch or branches thereof, for public use
in the conveyance of persons or property for compensation,
being mainly upon, along, above or below any street, avenue,
road, highway, bridge or public place in any city, village or
town, and including all switches, spurs, tracks, right of trackage, subways, tunnels, stations, terminals and terminal facilities of every kind used, operated, controlled or owned by
or in connection with any such street railroad; but the said
term "street railroad," when used in this act, sha.ll not include
a railroad constituting or used as part of a trunk line railroad
system.
The term "railroad," when used in this act, includes every
railroad, other than a street railroad, by whatsoever power
operated for public use in the conveyance of persons or property for compensation, with all bridges, ferries, tunnels,
switches, spurs, tracks, stations and tenninal facilities of
every kind used, operated, controlled or owned by or in connection with any such railroad.
'rhe term "street railroad corporation," when used in this
act, includes every corporation, company, association, jointstock &BSOCiation, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees
or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever, owning,
operating, managing or controlling any street railroad or any
cars or other equipment used thereon or in connection therewith.
The term "railroad corporation," when used in this act,
includes every corporation, company, association, join~k
association, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or
receivers appointed by any court whatsoever, owning, operating, managing or controlling any railroad or any ca.rs or other
equipment used thereon or in connection therewith.
The term "common carrier," when used in this act, includes
all railroad corporations, street railroad corporations, express
companies, ca.r companies, sleeping-car companies, freight companies, freight-line companies and all persons and associations
of persons, whether incorporated or not, operating such agencies
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for public use in the conveyance of persons or property within
this State.
The term "gas corporation," when used in this act, includes
every corporation, company, association, joint-stock a.ssociation, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or receivers
appointed by any court whatsoever, owning, operating, managing or controlJing any plant or property for manufacturing and
distributing and selling for distribution or distributing illuminating gas (natural or manufactured) for light, heat or power.
The term "electrical corporation," when used in this act, includes every corporation, company, association, joint-stock
association, partnership and person, their lessees, trustees or
receivers appointed by any court whatsoever (other than 3
railroad or street railroad corporation generating electricity for
its own use exclusively), owning, operating, managing or controlling any plant or property for generating and distributing,
or generating and selling for distribution, or distributing elee·
tricity for light, heat or power or for the transmission of electric
current for such purposes.
The term 11 transportation of property or freight," when used
in this act, includes any service in connection with the recehing,
delivery, elevation, t~sfer in transit, ventilation, refrigt>r·
ation, icing, storage and handling of the property or freight
transported.
The term "municipality," when used in this act, includes 3
city, village, town or lighting district, organized as provided by
a general or special act.

§ 3. Public Service Districts.-There are hereby crt'Atro
two public service districts, to be known as the first district and
the second district. The first district shall include the counties
of New York, Kings, Queens and Richmond. The second district shall include all other counties of the State.
§ 4. Commissions Established; Appointment; Removal;
Terms of Office.-There shall be a public service commission
for each district, and each commission shall possess the pov;en;
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and duties hereinafter specified, and also all powers necessary
or proper to enable it to carry out the purposes of this a.ct. The
commission of the first district sha.ll consist of five members
and the commission of the second district shall consist of five
members, to be appointed by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, one of whom designated by the
governor shall, during his term of office, be the chairman of the
commission of which he. is a member. Ea.ch commissioner shall
be a resident of the district for which he is appointed.
The governor may remove any commissioner for inefficiency,
neglect of duty or misconduct in office, giving to him a copy of
the charges a.ga.inst him, and an opportunity of being publicly
heard in person or by counsel in his own defense, upon not les.'l
than ten days' notice. If such commissioner shall be removed
the governor shall file in the office of the Secretary of State a
complete statement of all charges ma.de against such commissioner, and his findings thereon, together with a. complete record
of the proceedings.
Of the members of the commission in each district first appointed hereunder, one shall hold office until February first,
nineteen hundred and nine, one until February first, nineteen
hundred and ten, one until February first, nineteen hundred
and eleven, one until February first, nineteen hundred and
twelve, and one until February first, nineteen hundred and
thirteen; the term of office of each commissioner so appointed
shall begin on the first day of July, nineteen hundred and seven.
Upon the expi.ra.tion of each of such terms, the term of office of '
each commissioner thereafter appointed shall be five years from
the first of February. Va.ca.ncies shall be filled by appointment
for the unexpired term.

•
§ 5. Jurisdiction of Commissions.-The jurisdiction, supervision, powers and duties of the public service commission in
the first district shall extend under this act :
1. To railroads and street railroads lying exclusively within
that district, and to the persons or corporations owning, leasing, operating or controlling the same.
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2. To street railroads any portion of whose lines lies within
that district, to &11 transportation of persons or property thereon
within that district or from a point within either district to &
point within the other district, and to the persons or corporations owning, operating, controlling or leasing the said street
railroads; provided, however, that the commission for the
second district shall have jurisdiction over such portion of the
lines of said street railroads as lies within the second district,
and over the persons or corporations owning, operating, controlling or leasing the same, so far as concerns the construction,
maintenance, equipment, terminal facilities and local transportation facilities of said street railroads within the second district.
3. To such portion of the lines of any other railroad as lies
within that district, and to the person or corporation o\\1ling,
leasing, operating or controlling the same, so far as concerns the
construction, maintenance, equipment, terminal facilities and
local transportation facilities, and local transportation of persons or property within that district.
4. To any common carrier operating· or doing business exclusively .within that district.
·
5. To the manufacture, sale or distribution of gas and electricity for light, heat and power in said district, and to the persons or co~rations owning, leasing, operating or controlling
the same.
6. And in addition thereto, the commission in the first district shall have and exercise all powers heretofore conferred
· upon the board of rapid transit railroad commissioners under
chapter four of the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-<>ne,
entitled: 11 An act to provide for rapid transit railways in cities
of over one million inhabitants," and the acts amendatory
thereto.
All jurisdiction, supervision, powers and duties under this
act not specifically granted to the public service commission of
the first district shall be vested in, and be exercised by, the public service commission of the second district, including the regulation and control of all transportation of persons or property,
and the instrumentalities connected with such transportation,
884
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on any railroad other than a street railroad from a point within
either district to a point within the other district.
§ 6. Counsel to the Commissions.-Each commission shall
appoint as counsel to the commission an attorney and counsellor-at-law of the State of New York, who shall hold office during
the pleasure of the commiBBion. Each counsel to the commission
shall, subject to the approval of the commission, have the power
to appoint, and at pleasure remove, attorneys and counsellorsat-law, to aBBist him in the performance of his dutieS, and also
to employ and remove stenographers and process-servers.

§ 7. Secretary to the Commissions.-Each commission shall
have a secretary to be appointed by it and to hold office during
its pleasure. It shall be the duty of the secretary to keep a full
and true record of all proceedings of the commission, of all
books, maps, documents and papers ordered filed by the commission and of all orders made by a commissioner and of all
orders made by the commission or approved and confirmed by
it and ordered filed, and he shall be responsible to the commission for the safe custody and preservation of all such documents
at its office. Under the direction of the commiBBion the secretary shall have general charge of its office, superintend its clerical business and perform such other duties as the commission
may prescribe. He shall have power and authority to administer oaths in all parts of the State; so far as the exercise of
such power is properly incidental to the performance of his duty
or· that of the commission. The secretary shall designate, from
time to time, one of the clerks appointed by the commission to
perform th~ duties of secretary during his abSence and, during
such time, the clerk so designated shall at the office possess the
powers of the secretary of the commission.
§ 8. Additional Ofticen and Employees.-Each commission
shall have power to employ, during its pleasure, such officers,
clerks, inspectors, experts and employees as it may deem to be
necessary to carry out the provisions of this act, or to perform
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the duties and exercise the powers conferred by law upon the
commission.

§ 9. Oath of Office ; Eligibility of Commissioners and
Officers.-Each commissioner and each person appointed to
office by a commission or by counsel to a commission shall, before entering upon the duties of his office, take and subscribe
the constitutional oath of office. No person shall be eligible
for appointment or shall hold the office of commissioner or be
appointed' by a commission or by counsel to a commission to, or
hold, any office or position under a commission, who holds any
official relation to any common carrier, railroad corporation,
street railroad corporation, gas corporation or electrical corporation subject to the provisions of this act, or who owns stocks
or bonds therein.
§ 10. Offices of Commissions; Meetings; Official Seal;
Stationery, etc.-The principal office of the commission of the
the first district shall be in the borough of Manhattan, city of
New York; and the office of the second district shall be in the
city of Albany, in rooms designated by the trustees of public
buildings. Each commission shall hold stated meetings at
least once a month during the year at its office. Each shall have
an official seal to be furnished and prepared by the Secretary of
State as provided by law. The offices shall be supplied with &11
necessary books, maps, charts, stationery, office furniture, telephone and telegraph connections and all other necessary appliances, to be paid for in the same manner as other expenses
authorized by this act.
2. The offices of each commission shall be open for businesJ
between the hours of eight o'clock in the morning and eleven
o'clock at night every day in the year, and one or more responsible persons, to be designated by the commission or by
the secretary under the direction of the commission, shall be on
duty at all times in immediate charge thereof.

§ 11. Quorum; Powers of a Commissioner.-A majority
of the commissioners shall constitute a quorum for the transae886
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tion of any business, for the performance of any duty or for the
exercise of any power of the commission, and may hold meetings of the co~ion at any time or place within the State.
Any investigation, inquiry or hearing which either commission
has power to undertake or to hold may be undertaken or held
by or before any commissioner. All investigations, inquiries,
hearings and decisions of a commissioner shall be and be deemed
to be the investigations, inquiries, hearings and decisions of the
commission and every order made by a commissioner, when approved and confirmed by the commission and ordered filed in
its office, shall be and be deemed to be the order of the commission.
§ 12. Counsel to the Commissions; Duties.-It shall be the
duty of counsel to a commission to represent and appear for
the people of the State of New York and the commission in all
actions and proceedings involving any question under this act,
or under or in reference to any act or order of the commission,
and, if directed to do so by the commission, to intervene, if possible, in any action or proceeding in which any such question is
involved; to commence and prosecute all actions and proceedings directed or authorized by the commission, and to expedite
in every way possible final determination of all such actions and
proceedings; to advise the commission and each commissioner
when so requested in regard to all matters in connection with
the powers and duties of the commission and of the members
thereof, and generally to perform all duties and services as attorney and counsel to the commission which the commission
may reasonably require of him.
§ 13. Salaries and Ezpenses.-The annual salary of each
commissioner shall be fifteen thousand dollars ($15,000). The
annual salary of counsel to a commission shall be ten thousand
dollars ($10,000). The annual salary of a secretary to a commission shall be six thousand dollars ($6,000). All officers,
clerks, inspectors, experts and employees of a commission, and
all persons appointed by the counsel to a commission, shall receive the compensation fixed by the commission.
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The commissioners, counsel to the commission and the aecre-

tary, and their officers, clerks, inspectors, experts and other
employees, shall have reimbursed to them a.ll actual and necessary travell~g and o~her expenses and disbursements incurred
or made by them in the discharge of their official duties.
§ 14. Payment of Salaries and E:s:penses.-1. The salaries
of the commissioners, the counsel to the commi~on, and the
secretary to the commission in the first district shall be audital
and a.llowed by the state comptroller, and paid monthly by the
state treasurer upon the order of the comptroller out of the
funds provided therefor. All other salaries and expenses of the
commission of the first district shall be audited and paid as
follows: The board of estimate and apportionment of the city of
New York, or other board or public body on which is imposed
the duty and in which is vested the power of making appropri·
ations of public moneys for the purposes of the city government
shall, from time to time, on requisition duly made by the public
service .commission of the first district, appropriate such sum
or sums of money as may be requisite and necessary to enable
it to do and perform, or cause to be done and performed, the
duties in this or in any other act prescribed, and to provide for
the expenses and the compensation of the employees of such
commission, and such appropriation sha.ll be made forthwith
upon presentation of a requisition from the said commission,
which shall state the purposes for which such moneys are required by it. In case the said board of estimate and apportionment, or such other board or public body, fail to appropriate
such amount as the said commission deems requisite and necessary, the said commission may apply to the appellate division
of the Supreme Court in the first department, on notice to the
board of estimate and apportionment or such other boanl. or
public body aforesaid, to determine what amount shall be appropriated for the purposes so required and the decision of said
appellate division shall be final and conclusive; and the city
sha.ll not be liable for any indebtedness incurred by the said
commission in excess of such appropriation or appropriations.
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It shall be the duty of the auditor and comptroller of said city,
after such appropriation sha.ll have been duly made, to audit
and pay the proper expenses and compensation of the employees
of said commission other than its counsel and secretary, upon
vouchers therefor, to be furnished by the said commission, which
payments shall be made in like manner as payments are now
made by the auditor, comptroller or other public officers of
claims against and demands upon such city; and for the purpose
of providing funds with which to pay the said sums, the comptroller or other chief financial officer of said city, is hereby authorized and directed to issue and sell revenue bonds of such
city in anticipation of receipt of taxes and out of the proceeds
of such bonds to make the payments in this section required
to be made. The amount necessary to pay the principal and
interest of such bonds shall be included in the estimates of
moneys necessary to be raised by taxation to carry on the
business of said city, and shall be made a pact of the tax levy
for the year next following the year in which such appropriations are made. The commission may provide that all or any
portion of the expenses so incurred and paid by said city as in
this section provided, and for which said city shall be liable,
shall be repaid, with interest, by the bidder or bidders at the
public sale of the rights, privileges and franchises, as provided
in chapter four of the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
entitled: "An act to provide for rapid transit railways in cities
of over one million inhabitants," and the acts amendatory
thereto. The said comptroller sha.ll pay the proper salaries
and the expenses of the said commission upon its requisition,
for the remainder of the fiscal year after this act shall take
effect, from any funds that may have been heretofore appropriated for the board of rapid transit railroad commissioners,
which appropriation is hereby transferred to the credit of the
public service commission of the first district. In case the said
appropriation sha.ll not be sufficient to meet such salaries and
expenses, the comptroller of said city is hereby authorized and
directed to issue and sell revenue bonds of said city, in anticipation of receipt of taxes, as hereinbefore provided.
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2. All salaries and expenses of the commission in the second
district shall be audited and allowed by the state comptroller
and paid monthly by the state treasurer upon the order of the
comptroller, out of the funds provided therefor.
§ 15. Certain Acts Prohibited.-Everycommissioner,counsel to a commission, the secretary of a commission, and every
person employed or appointed to office, either by a commission
or by the counsel to a commission, is hereby forbidden and
prohibited to solicit, suggest, request or recommend, directly or
indirectly, to any common carrier, railroad corporation or street
railroad corporation, or to any officer, attorney, agent or employee thereof, the appointment of any person to any office,
place, position or employment. And every common carrier,
railroad corporation, street railroad corporation, gas corporation and electrical corporation, and every officer, attorney,
agent and employee thereof, is hereby forbidden and prohibited
to offer to any commissioner, to counsel to a commission, to the
secretary thereof, or to any person employed by a commission
or by the counsel to a commission, any office, place, appointment or position, or to offer or give to any commissioner, to
counsel to a commission, to the secretary thereof, or to any
officer employed or appointed to office by the commission or by
the counsel to the commission, any free pass or transportation
or any reduction in fare to which the public generally are not
entitled or free carriage for freight or property or any present,
gift or gratuity of any kind. If any commissioner, counsel to a
commission, the secretary thereof or any person employed or
appointed to office by a commission or by counsel to a commission, shall violate any provision of this section he shall be
removed from the office held by him. Every commissioner,
counsel to the commission, the secretary thereof and every person employed or appointed to office by the commission or by
counsel to the commission, shall be and be deemed to be a public
officer.
§ 16. Annual Report of Commissions.-All proceedings of
each commission and all documents and records in its posses-
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sion shall be public records, and each commission shall make an
annual report to the legislature on or before the second Monday of January in each year, which shall contain copies of all
orders issued by it, and any information in the possession of the
commission which it shall deem of value to the legislature and
the people of the State. Five hundred copies of each report, together with the abstracts of the reports to such commission of
common carriers, railroad corporations and street railroad
corporations, and gas and electrical corporations, in addition to
the regular number prescribed by law, shall be printed as a public document of the State, bound in cloth, for the use of the
commissioners and to be distributed by them in their discretion
to railroad, street railroad, gas and electrical corporations and
other persons interested therein.
§ 17. Certlfied Copies of Papers Filed to Be Evidence.Copies of all official documents and orders filed or deposited according to law in the office of either commission, certified by a
commissioner or by the secretary of the commission to be true
copies of the originals, under the official seal of the commission,
shall be evidence in like manner a.s the originals.
§ 18. Fees to Be Charged and Collected by the Commissions.-Each commission shall charge and collect the following fees: For copies of papers and records not required to be
certified or otherwise authenticated by the commission, ten
cents for each folio; for certified copies of official documents and
orders filed in its office, fifteen cents for each folio, and one
dollar for every certificate under seal affixed thereto; for certifying a copy of any report made by a corporation to the commission, two dollars; for each certified copy of the annual report
of the commission, one dollar and fifty cents; for certified copies
of evidence and proceedings before the commission, fifteen
cents for each folio. No fees shall be charged or collected for
copies of papers, records or official documents, furnished to
public officers for use in their official capacity, or for the annual
reports of the commission in the ordinary course of distribution.
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All fees charged and collected by the commillrion of the first
district shall belong to the city of New York, and shall be t-id
monthly, accompanied by a detailed statement thereof, into
the treasury of the city to the credit of the general fund, a.nd all
fees charged and collected by the commission of the second
district shall belong to the people of the State, and shall be paid
monthly, accompanied by a detailed statement thereof, into
the treasury of the State to the credit of the general fund.
§ 19. Attendance of Witnesses and Theirll'ees.-1. Allsubprenaa shall be signed and issued by a commissioner or by the
secretary of a commission and may be served by any person
of full age. The fees of witnesses required to attend before a
commission, or a commissioner, shall be two dollars for each
day's attendance, and five cents for every mile of travel by the
nearest generally travelled route in going to and from the place
where attendance of the witness is required, such fees to be paid
when the witness is excused from further attendance; and the
disbursements made in the pe.yment of such fees shall be audited
and paid in the first district in the same manner provided for the
payment of expenses of the commission.
2. If a person subprenaed to attend before a commission,
or a commissioner fails to obey the command of such subprena,
without reasonable cause, or if a person in attendance before a
commission, or commissioner, shall, without reasonable cause,
refuse to be sworn or to be examined or to answer a question or
to produce a book or pe.pers, when ordered 80 to do by the commission, or a commissioner, or to subscribe and swear to his
deposition after it has been correctly reduced to writing, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and may be prosecuted therefor in any court of competent criminal jurisdiction.
If a person in attendance before a commission or a commissioner refuses without reasonable cause to be examined or
to answer ~ legal and pertinent question or produce a book or
paper, when ordered 80 to do by a commission or a coiilDlissioner, the commission may apply to any justice of the Supreme
Court upon proof by affidavit of the facts for an order returnable
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in not less than two nor more than five days directing such· parson to show cause before the justice who made the order, or any
other justice of the Supre~e Court, why he should not be committed to jail; upon the return of such order' the justice before
whom the matter shall come on for hearing shall examine under
oath such person whose testimony may be relevant, and such
person shall be given an opportunity to be heard; and if the
justice shall determine that such person has refused without
reasonable cause or legal excuse to be examined, or to answer a
legal and pertinent question, or to produce a book ·or paper
which he was ordered to bring, he may forthwith, by warrant,
commit the offender to jail, there to remain until he submits to
do the act which he was so required to do or is discharged according to law.
§ 20. Practice Before the Commissions; Immunity .of
Witnesses.-All hearings before a commission or a commissioner, shall be governed by rules to be adopted and prescribed
by the commission. And in all investigations, inquiries or hearings the commission, or a commissioner, shall not be bound by
the technical rules of evidence. No person shall be excused
from testifying or from producing any book or papers in any
investigation or inquiry by or upon any hearing before a commission or any commissioner, when ordered to do 80 by the
commission, upon the ground that the testimony or evidence,
books or documents required of him may tend to incriminate
him or.subject him to penalty or forfeiture, but no person shall
be prosecuted, punished or subjected to any penalty or forfeiture for or on account of any act, transaction, matter or thing
concerning which he shall under oath have testified or produced
documentary evidence; provided, however, th,.t no person 80
testifying shall be exempt from prosecution or punishment for
any perjury committed by him in his testimony. Nothing
herein contained is intended to give, or shall be construed as in
any manner giving unto any corporation immunity of any kind.
§ 21. Court Proceedings; Preferences.-All actions and
proceedings under this act, and all actiol'ls and proceedings
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commenced or prosecuted by order of either commission, and
all actions and proceedings to which either commission or the
people of the State of New York ~y be parties,. and in which
any question arise:! under this act or under the ~lroad law, or
under or concerning any order or action of the commission, shall
be preferred over all other civil causes except election causes in
all courts of the State of New York and shall be heard and determined in preference to all other civil business pending therein
excepting election causes, irrespective of position on the calendar. The same preference shall be granted upon application of
counsel to the commission in any action or proceeding in which
he may be allowed to intervene.
§ 22. Rehearing Before Commission.-Mter an order has
been made by a commission any party interested therein may
apply for a rehearing in respect to any matter determined
therein, and the commission may grant and hold such a rehearing if in its judgment sufficient reason therefor be made to
appear; if a rehearing shall be granted, the same shall be determined by the commission within thirty days after the same
shall be finally submitted. An application for such a rehearing
shall not excuse any common carrier, railroad corporation or
street railroad corporation from complying with or obeying any
order or any requirement of any order of the commission, or
operate in any manner to stay or postpone the enforcement
thereof except as the commission may by order direct. If, after
such rehearing and a consideration of the facts, including those
arising since the making of the order, the commission shall be of
opinion that the original order or any part thereof is in any
respect unjust or unwarranted, the commission may abrogate,
change or modify the same. An order made after any such rehearing abrogating, changing or modifying the original order
shall have the same force and effect as an original order but
shall not affect any right or the enforcement of any right arising
from or by virtue of the original order.

§ 23. Service and Eftect of Orders.-Every order of a commission shall be served upon every person or corporation to be
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affected. thereby, either by personal delivery of a certified copy
thereof, or by mailing a certified copy thereof, in a sealed package with postage prepaid, to the person to be affected thereby
or, in the case of a corporation, to any officer or agent thereof
upon whom a summons may be served in accordance with the
provisions of the code of civil procedure. It shall be the duty
of every person and corporation to notify the commission forthwith, in writing, of the receipt of the certified copy of every
order so served, and in the case of a corporation such notification
must be signed and acknowledged by a person or officer duly
authorized by the corporation to admit such service. Within
a time specified in the order of the commission every person
and corporation upon whom it is served must if so required in
the order notify the commission in like manner whether the
terms of the order arc accepted and will be obeyed.
Every order of a commission shall take effect at a time therein
specified and shall continue in force for a period therein designated unless earlier modified or abrogated by the commission or
unless such order be unauthorized by this or any other act or be
in violation of a provision of the constitution of the State or of
the United States.
ARTICLE II.
PROVISIONS RELATING TO RAILROADS, STREET RAILROADS AND
COMMON CARRIERS.

I 25. Application of Article.
26. Adequate Service; Just and
Reasonable Charges.
27. Switch and Side-track Connection.s; Powei'B of Commissions.
28. Tariff Schedules; Publication.
29. Changes in Schedule; Notice
Required.
30. Concurrence in Joint Tariffs;
Contracts, Agreements or
Arrangements Between any
Carriei'B.
31. Unjust Discrimination.
32. Unreaaonable Preference.

§ 33. Transportation Prohibited Until Publication of Schedules;
Rates as Fixed to Be
Charged; Passes Prohibited.
34. False Billing, etc., by Carrier
or Shipper.
35. Discrimination
Prohibited;
Connecting Lines.
36. Long and Short Haul.
37. Distribution of Cars.
38. Liability for Damage to Property in Transit.
39. Continuous Carriage.
40. Liability for Loss or Damage
by Violation of This Act.
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§ 25. Application of Article.-The provisions of this article
shall apply to the transportation of passengers, freight or property, from one point to another within the State of New York,
and to any common carrier performing such service.

§ 26. Safe and Adequate Service; Just and Reasonable
Charges.-Every corporation, person or common ea.rrier perConning a service designated in the preceding section, shall
furnish, with respect thereto, such service and facilities as sh&ll
be safe and adequate and in a.ll respects just and reasonable.
All charges made or demanded by any such corporation, person
or common carrier for the transportation of passengers, freight
or property or for any service rendered or to be rendered in connection therewith, as defined in section two of this act, shall be
just and reasonable and not more than a.llowed by law or by
order of the commission having jurisdiction and made as authorized by this act. Every unjust or unreasonable charge
made or demanded for any such service or transportation of
pa....~engers, freight or property or in connection therewith or in
excess of that a.llowed by Jaw or by order of the commission is
prohibited.
§ 27. Switch and Side-track Connections; Powers of Commissions.-!. A i-ailroad corporation, upon the application
of any shipper tendering traffic for transportation, shall construct, maintain and operate upon reasonable terms a switch
connection or connections with a lateral line of railroad or private side-track owned, operated or controlled by such shipper,
and shall, upon the application of any shipper, provide upon its
own property a side-track and sv.itch connection with its line of
railroad, whenever such sidetrack and switch connection is
reasonably practicable, can be put in with safety and the business therefor is sufficient to justify the same.
2. If any railroad corporation shall fail to install or operate
any such switch connection with a lateral line of railroad or any
such side-track and switch connection as aforesaid, after written
application therefor has been made to it, any corporation or
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person interested may present the facts to the commission having jurisdiction by written petition, and the commission shall
investigate the mattei'S stated in such petition, and give such
hearing thereon as it may deem necessary or proper. If the
commission be of opinion that it is safe and practicable to have
a connection, substantially as prayed for, established or maintained, and that the business to be done thereon justifies the
construction and maintenance thereof, "it shall make an order
directing the construction and establishment thereof, specifying
the reasonable compensation to be paid for the construction,
establishment and maintenance thereof, and may in like In&nner
upon the application of the railroad corporation order the discontinuance of such switch connection.
§ 28. Tari11 Schedules; Publication.-Every common carrier shall file with the commission having jurisdiction and shall
print and keep open to public inspection schedules showing the
rates, fares and charges for the transportation of passengei'S and
property within the State between each point upon its route and
all other points thereon; and between each point upon its route
and all points upon every route leased, operated or controlled by
it; and between each point on its route or upon any route leased,
operated or controlled by it and all points upon the route of
any other common carrier, whenever a through route and joint
rate shall have been established or ordered between any two
such points. If no joint rate over a through route has been
established, the several carriei'S in such through route shall file,
print and keep open to public inspection, as aforesaid, the
separately established rates, fares and charges applied to the
through transportation. The schedules printed as aforesaid
shall pla.inly state the places between which property and passengei'S will be carried, and shall also contain the classification
o_f passengei'S, freight or propert-y in force, and shall also state
separately all terminal charges, storage charges, icing charges,
and all other charges which the commission
.. may require to be
stated, all privileges or facilities granted or allowed, and any
rules or regula.tipns which may in any wise change, affect or de57
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termine any part, or the aggregate of, such aforesaid rates, fares
and charges, or the value of the service rendered to the J»
senger, shipper or consignee. Such schedUles shall be plainly
printed in large type; copies thereof for the use of the public
shall be kept posted in two public and conspicuous places in
every depot, station and office of every common carrier where
passengers or property are received for transportation, in such
manner 88 to be readily accessible to and conveniently in·
spected by the public. The form of every such schedule sh&l1
be prescribed by the commission and shall conform 88 nearly as
possible to the form of schedule required by the Interstate Com·
merce Commission under the act of Congress, entitled: "An act
to regulate commerce," apprqved February fourth, eighteen
hundred and eighty-seven, 88 ·amended by act approved June
twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred and six, and other amendments
thereto. Where any similar schedule is required by law to be
filed with both commissions they shall agree upon an identical
form for such schedule. The commission shall have power
from time to time, in its discretion, to deteimi.ne and prescribe
by order such changes in the form of such schedules as may be
found expedient.
§ 29. Changes in Schedule; Notice Required.-Unless the
commission otherwise orders no change shall be made in any
rate, fare or change, or joint rate, fare or charge, which sh&ll
have been filed and published by a common carrier in com·
pliance with the requirements of this act, except after thirty
days' notice to the commission and publication for thirty days
as required by section twenty-eight of this act, which shall
plainly state the changes proposed to be made in the schedule
then in force, and the time when the changed rate, fare or
charge will go into effect; and all proposed changes shall be
shown by printing, filing and publishing new schedules or shall
be pla.inly indicated upon the schedules in force at the time and
kept open to public .inspection. The commission, for good
cause shown, may allow changes in rates without requiring the
thirty days' notice and publication herein provided for, by duly
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filing and publishing in such manner as it may direct an order
specifying the change so made and the time when it shall take
effect; all such changes sha~ be immediately indicated upon its
schedules by the common carrier.
§ 30. Concurrence in Joint Tari1fs; Contracts, Agreements or Arrangements Between any Carriers.-!. The names
of the several carriers which are parties to any joint tariff shall
be specified therein, and each of the parties thereto, other than
the one filing the same, shall file with the commission such evidence of concurrence therein or acceptance thereof as may be
required or approved by the commission; and where such evidence of concurrence or accepta.nce is filed, it shall not be necessary for the carriers filing the same also to file copies of the
tariffs in which they are named as parties.
2. Every common carrier shall file with the commission sworn
copies of every contract, agreement or arrangement with any
other common carrier or common carriers relating in any way
to the transportation of passengers, property or freight. .
§ 31. Unjust Discrimination.-No common carrier shall,
directly or indirectly, by any special rate, rebate, drawback, or
other device or method, charge, dema.nd, collect or receive from
any person or corporation a greater or less compensation for any
service rendered or to be rendered in the transportation of passengers, freight or property, except as authorized in this act,
than it charges, demands, collects or receives from any other
person or corporation for doing a like and contemporaneous
service in the transportation of a like kind of traffic under the
same or substantially similar circumstances and conditions.
§ 32. Unreasonable Preference.-No common carrier shall
make or give any undue or unreasonable preference or advantage to any person or corporation or to any locality or to
any particular description of traffic in any respect whatsoever,
or subject any particular person or corporation or locality or
any particular description of traffic, to any prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever.
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§ 33. Transportation Prohibited Until Publication «
Schedules; Rates as Fixed to Be Charged; Passes Prohibited.
-No common carrier subject to the provisions of this act shall
after the first day of November, nineteen hundred and seven,
f'nga.ge or participate in the transportation of passenge~.
freight or property, between points within the State, until its
schedules of rates, fares and charges shall have been filed and
published in accordance with the provisions of this act. No
common carrier shall charge, demand, collect or receive a
greater or less or different compensation for transportation of
pa.Ssengers, freight or property, or for any service in connection
therewith, than the rates, fares and charges applicable w such
transportation as specified in its schedules filed and in effect at
the time; nor shall any such carrier refund or remit in any
manner or by any device any portion of the rates, fares or
charges so specified, nor extend to any shipper or person any
privileges or facilities in the transportation of passengers or
property except such as are regularly and unifonnly extended
to all·persons and corporations under like circumstances. No
common carrier subject to the provisions of this act shall, directly or indirectly, issue or give any free ticket, free pass or
free transportation for passengers or property between points
within this State, except to its officers, employees, agents,
pensioners, surgeons, physicians, attorneys-at-law, and their
families; to ministers of religion, officers and employees of railroad young men's Christian associations, inmates of hospitals,
charitable and elce.mosynary institutions and pe~ns exclusively engaged in charitable and eleemosynary work; and to
indigent, destitute and homeless persons and to such persons
when transported by charitable societies or hospitals, and the
necessary agents employed in such transportation; to inmates of
the national homes or state homes for disabled volunteer soldiers
and of soldiers' and sailors' homes, including those about to
enter and those returning home after discharge, and boards of
managers of such homes; to necessary caretakers of property in
transit; to employees of sleeping-car companies, expl"l'SS companies, telegraph and telephone companies doing business along
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the line of the issuing carrier; to railway mail service employees, •
post-office inspectors, customs inspectors and immigration inspectors; to newsboys on trains, baggage agents, witnesses attending any legal investigation or proceeding in which the common carrier is interested, persons injured in accidents or wrecks
and physicians and nurses attending such persons; ~o the
carriage free or at reduced rates of persons or property for the
United States, state or municipal governments, or of property
to or from fairs and expositions for exhibit thereat. Nothing
in this act shall be construed to prohibit the interchange of free
or reduced transportation between common carriers of or for
their officers, agents, employees, attorneys and surgeons and
their families, nor to prohibit any common carrier from carrying
passengers or property free, with the object of providing relief
in cases of general epidemic, pestilence or other calamitous visitation; nor to prohibit any common carrier from transporting
persons or property as incident to or connected with contracts
for construction, operation or maintenance, and to the extent
only that such free transportation is provided for in the contract for such work.
Provided further, that nothing in this act shall prevent the
issuance of mileage, excursion, or commutation passenger tickets, or joint interchangeable mileage tickets, with special privileges as to the amount of free baggage that may be carried
under mileage tickets of one thousand miles or more. But before any common carrier, subject to the provision of this act,
shall issue any such mileage, excursion, commutation passenger
ticket or joint interchangeable mileage ticket, with special
privileges as aforesaid, it shall file with the commission copies
of the tariffs of rates, fares or charges on which such tickets are
to be based, together with the specifications of the amount of
free baggage permitted to be carried under such joint inter~hangeable mileage ticket, in the same manner as common
carriers are required to do with regard to other rates by this
act. Nor shall anything in this act prevent the issuance of passenger transportation in exchange for advertising space in
newspapers at full rates.
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I 34. False Billing, etc., by Carrier or Shipper.-No common carrier or any officer or agent thereof or any person acting
for or employed by it, shall assist, suffer or permit any person
or corporation to obtain transportation for any passenger,
freight or property between points within this State at less th&n
the rates then established and in force in accordance with the
schedules filed and published in accordance with the provisions
of this act, by means of false billing, false classification, faL~
weight or weighing, or false report of weight, or by any other
device or means. No person, corporation or any officer, agent
or employee of a corporation, who shall deliver freight or property for transportation within the State to a common carrier,
shall seek to obtain or obtain such transportation for such property at less than the rates then established and in force therefor, as aforesaid, by false billing, false or incorrect classification,
false weight or weighing, false representation of the eontent.s of
a package, or false report or statement of weight, or by any
other device or means, whether with or without the consent or
connivance of the common carrier, or any of its officers, agents
or employees.

1 35. Discrimination Prohibited; Connecting Lines.Every common carrier is required to afford all reasonable,
proper and equal facilities for the interchange of passenger,
freight and property traffic between the lines owned, operated,
controlled or leased by it and the lines of every common carrier,
and for the prompt transfer of passengers and for the prompt
receipt and forwarding of freight and property to and from its
said lines; and no common carrier shall in any manner discriminate in respect to rates, fares or charges or in respect to any
service or in respect to any charges or facilities for any such
transfer in receiving or forwarding between any two or more
other common carriers or between passengers, freight or property desti!led to points upon the lines of any two or more other
common carriers or in any respect with reference to passengers,
freight or property transferred or received from any two or
more other common carriers. This section shall not be eon902
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strued to require a common carrier to permit or allow any other
common carrier to use its tracks or terminal facilities. Every
common carrier, as such, is required to receive from every other
common carrier, at a connecting point, freight cars of proper
standard, and haul the same through to destination, if the
destination be upon a line owned, operated or controlled by
such common carrier, or if the destination be upon a line of
some other common carrier, to haul any car so delivered through
to the connecting point upon the line owned, operated, controlled or leased by it, by way of route over which such car is
billed, and there to deliver the same to the next connecting
carrier. Nothing in this section shall be construed as in anywise limiting or modifying the duty of a common carrier to
establish joint rates, fares and charges for the transportation
of passengers, freight and property over the lines owned, operated, controlled and leased by it and the lines of other common
carriers, nor as in any manner limiting or modifying the power
of the commission to require the establishment of such joint
rates, fares and charges. A railroad corporation and a street
railroad corporation shall not be required to interchange cars
except on such terms and conditions as the commission may
direct.
§ 36. Long and Short Haul.-No common carrier, subject
to the provisioilB of this act, shall charge or receive any greater
compensation in the aggregate for the transportation of passengers or of a like kind of property, under substantially similar
circumstances and conditioilB, for a shorter than for a longer
distance over the same line in the same direction, the shorter
being included within the longer distance; but this shall not be
construed as authorizing any such common carrier to charge
and receive as great a compensation for a shorter as for a longer
distance or haul. Upon application of a common carrier the
commission may by order authoriz~ it to charge less for longer
than for shorter distances for the transportation of passengers
or property in special cases after investigation by the commission, but the order must specify and prescribe the extent to
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which the common carrier making such application is reliewd
from the operation of this section, and only to the extalt 110
specified and prescribed shall any common carrier be relimd
from the operation and requirements of this section.

§ 37. Distribution of Cars.-1. Every railroad corporation
or other common carrier engaged in the transportation of
freight shall, upon reasonable notice7 furnish to all persons and
corporations who may apply therefor7 and offer freight for
transportation, sufficient and suitable cars for the transportation of such freight in car-load lots. Every railroad corporation and street railroad corporation lilhall have sufficient cars
and motive power to meet all requirements for the transport&·
tion of passengers and property which may reasonably be
anticipated, unless relieved therefrom by order of the coDllllission. In case, at any particular time, a common carrier has not
sufficient cars to meet all requirements for the transportation
of property in car-load lots, all cars available to it for such pur·
poses shall be distributed among the several applicants therefor7 without discrimination between shippers7localities or competitive or non-competitive points7 but preference may alwaY!
be given in the supply of cars for shipment of livestock or
perishable property.
2. The commission shall have power to make, and by order
shall make, reasonable regulations for the furnishing and distribution of freight cars to shippers, for the switching of the
same, for the loading and unloading thereof, for demurrage
charges in respect thereto, and for the weighing of cars and
freight offered for shipment or transported by any cominon
carrier.
§ 38. Liability for Damage to Property in TransitEvery common carrier and every railroad corporation and
street railroad corporation ~hall, upon demand, i&crue either a
receipt or bill of lading for all property delivered to it for transportation. No contract, stipulation or clause in any receipt or
bill of lading shall exempt or be held to exempt any common
904
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carrier, railroad corporation or street railroad corporation from
any liability for loss, damage or injury caused by it tO freight or
property from the time of its delivery for transportation until
the same shall have been received at its destination and a
reasonable time shall have elapsed after notice to consignee of
such arrival to permit of the removal of such freight or property. Every common carrier, railroad corporation and street
railroad corporation shall be liable for all loss, damage or injury to property caused by delay in transit due to negligence
while the same is being carried by it, but in any action torecover for damages sustained by delay in transit the burden of
proof shall be upon the defendant to show that such delay was
not due to negligence. Every common carrier and railroad
corporation shall be liable for loss, damage and injury to property carried as baggage up to the full value and regardless of the
character thereof, but the value in excess of one hundred and
fifty dollars shall be stated upon delivery to the carrier, and a
written receipt stating the value shall be issued by the carrier,
who may make a reasonable charge for the assumption of such
liability in excess of one hundred and fifty dollars and for the
carriage of baggage exceeding one hundred and fifty pounds in
weight upon a single ticket. Nothing in this section shall deprive any holder of such receipt or bill of lading of any remedy
or right of action which he bas under existing law.
§ 39. ContinuousCarriage.-No common carriershallenter
into or become a party to any combination, contract, agreement or understanding, written or oral, express or implied, to
prevent by any arrangement or by change of arrangement of
time schedule, by carriage in different cars or by any other
means or device whatsoever the carriage of freight and property
from being continuous from the place of shipment to the place
of destination. No breakage of bulk, stoppage or interruption
of carriage made by any common carrier shall prevent the
carriage of freight and property from being treated as one continuous carriage from· the place of shipment to the place of
destination. Nor shall any such breakage of bulk, stoppage or
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interruption of carriage be made or permitted by any common
carrier except it be done in good faith for & necessary purpose
without intention to avoid or unnecessarily interrupt or delay
the continuous carriage of such freight or property or to evade
any of the provisions of la.w, of this act or of an order of the commission.
§ 40. Liabilty for Loss or Damage Caused by Violation
of This Act.-ln case a common carrier shall do, cause to be
done or permit to be done any act, matter or thing prohibited,
forbidden or declared to be unlawful, or shall omit to do any
act, matter or thing required to be done, either by any law of the
State of New York, by this act or by an order of the commission,
such common carrier shall be li&ble to the persons or corporations affected thereby for &11 loss, damage or injury caused
thereby or resulting therefrom, and in case of recovery, if the
court shall find that such act or omission was willful, it may in
its discretion fix & reasonable counsel or attorney's fee, which
fee shall be taxed and collected as part of the costs in the case.
An action to recover for such loss, damage or injury may be
brought in any court of competent jurisdiction by any such
pel'Bon or corporation.

ARTICLE III.·
PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE POWERS OF THE COIOII88ION8 IY
RESPECT TO COMMON CARRIERS, RAILROADS AND STREET
RAILROADS.

I ol5. General Powers and Dutiea of t 51. Power of Commissions to Order
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47.
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CommillllioDB in Respect to
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and Street Railroads.
Reports of Common Carriers,
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Repail'll or Changes.
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I 57. Summary Proceedings.
58. Penalties for Other Than Common Carriers.
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.

I 59. Action to Recover Penalties or
Forfeiture~~.

60. Duties of Commillllions u to
lntei'Btate Traffic.

§ 45. General Powers and Duties of Commissions in Re-

spect to Common Carriers, Railroads and Street Railroads.1. Each commission and each commissioner shall have power
and authority to administer oaths, in all parts of the State, to
witnesses summoned to testify in any inquiry, investigation,
hearing or proceeding; and also to administer oaths in all parts
of the State whenever the exercise of such power is incidentally
necessary or proper to enable the commission or a commissioner to perform a duty or to exercise a power.
2. Each commission shall have the general supervision of all
common carriers, railroads, street railroads, railroad corporations and street railroad corporations within its jurisdiction as
hereinbefore defined, and shall have power to and shall examine
the same and keep informed as to their general condition, their
capitalization, their franchises and the manner in which their
lines, owned, leased, controlled or operated, are managed, conducted and operated, not only with respect to the adequacy,
security and accommodation afforded by their service, but also
with re8pect to their compliance with all provisions of law,
orders of the commission and charter requirements.
3. Each commission and each commissioner shall have power
to examine all books, contracts, records, documents and papers
of any person or corporation subject to its supervision, and by
subprena duces tecum to compel production thereof. In lieu of
requiring production of originals by subprena duces tecum, the
commission or any commissioner may require sworn copies of
any such books, records, contracts, documents and papers or
parts thereof to be filed with it.
4. Either commission shall conduct a hearing and take testimony as to the advisability of any proposed change of law relating to any common carrier, railroad corporation or street
railroad corporation, if requested to do so by the legislature, by
the senate or assembly committee on railroads, or by the gov-
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emor, and may conduct such & hearing, when requestro to do
so by any person or corpora.tion, and shall report its conclusions
to the officer, body, person or corporation at whose request the
hearing was held. The oommission may also recommend the
enactment of such legislation, with respect to any matter within
its jurisdiction, as it 4eems wise or necessary in the public interest, and may draft or cause to be drafted such bills or acts as
it may deem necessary or proper to eoact into law the legislation recommended by it.

§ 46. Reports of Common CUrlers, Railroad Corpora·
tiona and Street Railroad CorporatioDB.-Each commission
she.ll prescribe the form of the annual reports required under
this act to be made by common carriers, railroad and street
railroad corporations, and may from time to time make such
changes therein and additions thereto as it may deem proper;
provided, however, that if any such changes or additions require any alteration in the method or form of keeping the accounts of such corporations, the commission shall give to them
at least six months' notice before the expiration of any fiscal
year of any such changes or additions, and on or before June
thirtieth, in each year, shall furnish a blank form for such report. The contents of such report and the form thereof shall
conform as near as may be to that required of common carriers
under the provisions of the act of congress, entitled "An act to
regulate·commerce," approved February fourth, eighteen hundred and eighty-iJeven, and the act amendatory thereof approved June twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred and six, and
other amendments thereto. The commission may require such
report to contain information in relation to rates or regulations
concerning fares or freights, agreements or contracts affecting
the same, so far as such ra.tes or regulations pertain to transportation within the State. When the report of any such corporation is defective, or believed to be erroneous, the commission shall notify the corporation to amend the same within
thirty days. · The originals of the reports, subscribed and swom
to as prescribed by law1 shall be preserved in the office of tbe
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commission. The commission may also require such corporations to file mont.hly reports of earnings and expenses within
a specified time. The commission may require of all such cor- .
porations specific answers to questions upon which the commission may need information. The annual report required to
be filed by a common carrier, railroad or street railroad corporation shall be so filed on or before the thirtieth day of September in each year. The commission may extend the time for
making and filing such report for a period not exceeding sixty
days. If such corporation shall fail to make and file the annual
report within the time above specified or within the time as
extended by the commission, or shall fail to make specific answer to any question, or shall fail to make the mont.hly reports
when required by the oommiBBion as herein provided, within
thirty days from the time when it is required to make and file
any such report or answer, such corporation shall forfeit to the
State the sum of one hundred dollars for each and every day
it shall continue to be in default with respect to such report or
answer. Such forfeiture shall be recovered in an aetion brought
by the commiBBion in the name of the people of the State of New
York. The amount recovered in any such action shall be paid
into the state treasury and credited to the general fund. Any
railroad corporation operating a line partly within the second
district and partly within the first district shall report to the
commission of the second district; but the commiBBion of the
first district may, upon reasonable notice, require special report from such railroad corporation. Any street railroad corporation operating a line partly within the first district and partly
within the second district shall report to the commission of the
first district; but the commission of the second district may,
upon reasonable notice, require a special report from such street
railroad corporation.

a

§ 47. Investigation of Acciclents.-Each commission shall
investigate the cause of all accidents on any railroad or street
railroad within its district which result in loss of life or injury
to persons or property, and which in its judgment shall require
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investigation. Every common carrier, railroad corporation
and street railroad corporation is hereby required to give im.mediate notice to the commission of every accident happening
upon any line of railroad or street railroad owned, operated,
controlled or leased by it, within the territory over which such
commission has jurisdiction in such manner as the commission
may direct. Such notice shall not be admitted as evidence or
used for any purpose against such common carrier, railroad
corporation or street railroad corporation giving such notice in
any suit or action for damages growing out of any matter men·
tioned in said notice.
§ 48. Investigations by Commission.-!. Each commission
may, of its own motion, investigate or make inquiry, in a man·
ner to be determined by it, as to any act or thing done or
omitted to be done by any common carrier, railroad corporation
or street railroad corporation, subject to its supervision, and
the commission must make such inquiry in regard to any act or
thing done or omitted to be done by any such common carrier,
railroad corporation or street railroad corporation in violation
of any provision of law or in violation of any order of the com·
mission.
2. Complaints may be made to the proper commission by any
person or corporation aggrieved, by petition or complaint in
writing setting forth any thing or act done or omitted to be done
by any common carrier, railroad corporation or street railroad
corporation in violation, or claimed to be in violation, of any
provision of law or of the terms and conditions of its franchise
or charter or of any order of the commission. Upon the pm~en
tation of such a complaint the commission shall cause a copy
thereof to be forwarded to the person or corporation complained
of, accompanied by an order, directed to such person or corp<r
ration, requiring that the matters complained of be satisfied, or
that the charges be answered in writing within a time to be
~pecified by the commission. If the person or corporation complained of shall make reparation for any injury a11l'g00 and shall
cease to commit, or to permit, the violation of law, franchise or
910
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order charged in the compla.int, and shall notify the commission
of that fact before the time allowed for answer, the commission
need take no further action upon the charges. If, however, the
charges contained in such petition be not thus satisfied, and it
shall appear to the commission that there are reasonable
grounds therefor, it shall investigate such charges in such manner and by such means as it shall deem proper, and take such
action within its powers as the facts justify.
3. Whenever either commission shall investigate any matter
compla.ined of by any person or corporation aggrieved by any
act or omission of a common carrier, railroad corporation or
street railroad corporation under this section it shall be its duty
to make and file an order either dismissing the petition or complaint or directing the common carrier, railroad corporation or
street railroad corporation complained of to satisfy the cause of
complaint in whole or to the extent which the commission may
specify and require.
§ 49. Rates and Service to Be Fb:ed by the Commis-

sion.-Whenever either commission shall be of opinion, after a
hearing, upon a complaint made as provided in this act, that
the rates, fares or charges demanded, exacted, charged or collected by any common carrier, railroad corporation or street
railroad corporation subject to its jurisdiction for the transportation of persons, freight or property within the State, or
that the regulations or practices of such common carrier, railroad corporation or street railroad corporation affecting such
rates are unjust, unreasonablt:, unjustly discriminatory or unduly preferential, or in anywise in violation of any provision of
law, the commission shall determine the just and reasonable
rates, fares and charges to be thereafter observed and in force as
the maximum to be charged for the service to be performed, and
shall fix the same by order to be served upon all common carriers, railroad corporations or street railroad corporations by
whom· such rates, fares and charges are thereafter to be observed. And whenever the commission shall be of opinion,
after a hearing, had upon its own motion or upon compla.int,
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that the regulations, practices, equipment, appliances, or service
of any such common carrier, railroad corporation or street railroad corporation in respect to transportation of persoi18, freight
or property within the State are unjust, unreasonable, unsafe,
improper or inadequate, the commission shall determine the
just, reasonable, safe, adequate and proper regulations, practices, equipment, appliances and service thereafter to be in
force, to be observed and to be used in such transportation of
persons, freight and property and so fix and prescribe the same
by order to be served upon every common carrier, railroad
corporation and street railroad corporation to be bound thereby;
and thereafter it shall be the duty of every common carrier,
railroad corporation and street railroad corporation to observe
and obey each and every requirement of every such order so
served upon it, and to do everything necessary or proper in
order to secure absolute compliance with and observ&nce of
every such order by all its officers, agents and employees. The
commission shall have power by order to require any two or
more common carriers or railroad corporations whose lines,
owned, operated, controlled or leased, form a continuous line
of transportation or could be made to do so by the construction
and maintenance of switch connection, to establish through
routes and joint rates, fares and charges for the transportation
of passengers, freight and property within the State as the commission may, by its order, designate; and in case StJ.ch through
routes and joint rates be not established by the common carriers
or railroad corporations named in any such order within the
time therein specified, the commission shall establish just and
reasonable rates, fares and charges to be charged for such
through transportation, and declare the portion thereof to
which each common carrier or railroad corporation affected
thereby shall be entitled and the manner in which the same
shall be paid and secured.

§ 50. Power of Commissions to Order Repairs or ChaDges.
-If, in the judgment of the commission having jurisdiction, repairs or improvements to or cha.nges in any tracks, switches,
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terminals or terminal facilities, motive power, or any other property or device used by any common canier, railroad corporation
or street railroad corporation in or in connection with the transportation of passengers, freight or property ought reasonably
to be made, or that any additions should reasonably be made
thereto, in order to promote the security or convenience of the
public or employees, or in order to secure adequate service or
facilities for the transportation of passengers, freight or property, the commission shall, after a hearing either on its O\\'n
motion or after complaint, make and serve an order directing
such repairs, improvements, changes or additions to be made
within a reasonable time and in a manner to be specified therein,
and every common canier, railroad corporation and street railroad corporation is hereby required and directed to make all
repairs, improvements, changes and additions required of it by
any order of the commission served upon it.
§51. Power of Commissions to Order Changes•in Time
Schedules;Rnnning of Additional Cars and Trains.-If, in the
judgment of the commission having jurisdiction, any railroad
corporation or street railroad corporation does not run trains
enough or cars enough or possess or operate motive power
enough, reasonably to accommodate the traffic, passenger and
freight, transported by or offered for transportation to it, or
does not run its trains or cars with sufficient frequency or at a
reasonable or proper time having regard to safety, or does not
run any train or trains, car or cars, upon a reasonable time
schedule for the run, the commission shall, after a hearing either
on its own motion or after complaint, have power to make an
order directing any such railroad corporation or street railroad
corporation to increase the number of its trains or of its cars or
its motive power or to change tht; time for starting its trains or
cars or to change the time schedule for the run of any train or
car or make any other suitable order that the commission may
determine reasonably necessary to accommodate and transport
the traffic, passenger or freight, transported or offered for transportation.

58
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A52. Uniform System of Accounts; Access to Accounts,
etc.; Forfeitures.-Each commission may, whenever it deems
advisable, establish a uniform system of accounts to be used by
railroad and street railroad corporations or other common
carriers which are subject to its supervision, and may prescribe
the manner in which such accounts shall be kept. It may~
in its discretion prescribe the forms of accounts, records and
memoranda to be kept by such corporations, including the ac·
counts, records and memoranda of the movement of traffic as
well as the receipts and expenditures of moneys. The system
of accounts established by the commission and the forms of accounts, records and memoranda prescribed by it as provided
above shall conform as near as may be to those from time
to time established and prescribed by the interstate commerce
commission under the provisions of the act of congress entitled
"An act to regulate commerce" approved February fourth,
eighteen hundred and eighty-seven, as amended by the act approved June twenty-ninth, nineteen hundred and six, and
amendments thereto. The commission shall at all times have
access to all accounts, records and memoranda kept by railroad
and street railroad corporations and may prescribe the accounts
in which particular outlays and receipts shall be entered, and may
designate any of its officers or employees who shall thereupon
have authority under the order of the commission to inspect and
examine any and all accounts, records and memoranda kept
by such corporations. Where the commission has prescribed
the forms of accounts, records and memoranda to be kept by
such corporations it shall be unlawful for them to keep any
other accounts, records or memoranda than those so prescribed,
or those prescribed by or under authority of the United States.
Any employee or agent of the commission who divulges any fact
or information which may come to his knowledge during the
course of any such inspection or examination except in so far as
he may be directed by the commission, or by a court or judge
thereof, or authorized by law, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

A53. Franchises and Privileges.-Without first havingob914
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tained the permission and approval of the proper commission
no railroad corporation, street railroad corporation or common
carrier shall begin the construction of a railroad or street railroad, or any extension thereof, for which prior to the time when
this act becomes a law a certificate of public convenience and
necessity shall not have been granted by the board of railroad
commissioners or where prior to said time said corporation or
common carrier shall not have become entitled by virtue of its
compliance with the provisions of the railroad law to begin
such construction; nor, except as above provided in this section, shall any such corporation or common carrier exercise any
franchise or right under any provision of the railroad law, or of
any other law, not heretofore lawfully exercised, without first
having obtained the permission and approval of the proper
commission. The commission within whose district such construction is to be made, or within whose district such franchise
or right is to be exercised, shall have power to grant the permission and approval herein specified whenever it shall after
due hearing determine that such construction or such exercise
of the franchise or privilege is necessary or convenient for the
public service. And if such construction is to be made, or such
franchise to be exercised in both districts, the approval of both
commissions shall be secured.
§54. Transfer of Franchises or Stocks.-No franchise nor
any right to or under any franchise, to own or operate a railroad or street railroad shall be assigned, transferred or leased,
nor shall any contract or agreemen~ with reference to or affecting any such franchise or right be valid or of any force or effect
whatsoever, unless the assignment, transfer, lease, contract or
agreement shall have been approved by the proper commission.
The permission and approval of the commission, to the exercise
of a franchise under section fifty-three, or to the assignment,
transfer or lease of a franchise under this section shall not be
construed to revive or validate any lapsed or invalid franchise,
or to enlarge or add to the powers and privileges contained in
the grant of any franchise, or to waive any forfeiture.
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No railroad corporation, or street railroad corporation, domestic or foreign, shall hereafter pW'Chase or acquire, take or
hold, any part of the capital stock of any railroad corporation
or street railroad corporation or other common carrier organized
or existing under or by virtue of the laws of this State, unless
authorized so to do by the commission empowered by this act
to give such consent; and save where stock shall be transferred
or held for the purpose of collateral security only with the consent of the commission empowered by this act to give such consent, no stock corporation of any description, domestic or
foreign, other than a railroad corporation or street railroad corporation, shall purchase or acquire, take or hold, more than tm
per centum of the total capital stock issued by any railroad corporation or street railroad corporation or other common carrier
organized or existing under or by virtue of the laws of this State.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent the holding of stock heretofore lawfully acquired." Every contract, assignment, transfer or agreement for transfer of any stock by or
through any person or corporation to any corporation, in violation of any provision of this act, shall ·be void and of no effect,
and no such transfer or assignment shall be made upon the
books of any such railroad corporation or street railroad cor·
poration, or shall be recognized as effective for any purpose.
The power conferred by this section to approve or disapprove a
transaction relating to franchises, rights or stock of any railroad
corporation or street railroad corporation, or other common
carrier, shall be exercised by the commission which is authorized by this act to approv~ the issue of stock by such railroad
corporation or street railroad corporation.

§ 55. Approval of Issues of Stock, Bonds and Other
Forms of lndebtedness.-A common carrier, railroad corpora·
tion or street railroad corporation organized or existing, or hereafter incorporated, under or by virtue of the laws of the State
of New York, may issue stocks, bonds, notes or other evidenre
of indebtedness payable at periods of more than twelve mont}ig
after the date thereof, when necessary for the acquisition of
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property, the construction, completion, extension or improvement of its facilities, or for the improvement or maintenance of
its service or for the discharge or lawful refunding of its obligations, provided and not otherwise that there shall have been
secured from the proper commission an order authorizing such
issue, and the amount thereof and stating that, in the opinion of
the commission, the use of the capital to be secured by the issue
of such stock, bonds, notes or other evidence of indebtedness is
reasonably required for the ~d purposes of the corporation,
but this provision shall not apply to any lawful·issue of stock,
to the lawful execution and delivery of any mOrtgage or to the
lawful issue of bonds thereunder, which shall have been duly approved by the board of railroad commissioners before the time
when this act becomes a law. For the purpose of enabling it to
determine whether it should issue such an order, the commission
shall make such inquiry or investigation, hold such hearings
and examine such witnesses, books, papers, documents or contracts as it may deem of importance in enabling it to reach a
determination. Such common carrier, railroad corporation or
street railroad corporation may issue notes, for proper corporate
purposes and not in violation of any provision of this or any
other act, payable at periods of not more than twelve months
without such consent, but no such notes shall, in whole or in
part, directly or indirectly be refunded by any issue of stock or
bonds or by any evidence of indebtedness running for more than
twelve months without the consent of the proper commission.
Provided, however, that the commission shall have no power to
authorize the capitalization of any franchise to be a corporation
or to authorize the capitalization of any franchise or the right
to own, operate or enjoy any franchi~ whatsoever in excess of
the amount (exclusive of any tax or annual char~e) actually
paid to the State or to a political subdivision thereof as the consideration for the grant of such franchise or right; nor shall the
capital stock of a corporation formed by the merger or consolidation of two or more other corporations, exceed the sum of the
capital stock of the corporations so consolidated, at the par
value thereof, or such sum and any additional sum actually paid
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in cash; nor shall any contract for consolidation or lease be capo
italized in the stock of any corporation whatever; nor sh&l.lany
corporation hereafter issue any bonds against or as a lien upon
any contract for consolidation or merger. Whenever it shall
happen that any railroad corporation shall own or oper&te its
lines in both districts it shall, under this section, apply to the
commission of the second district. Whenever it shall happen
that any street railroad corporation shall own or operate its
lines in both districts, it shall, under this section, apply to the
commission of the first district. Any other common carrier not
operating exclusively in the first district shall apply to the commission of the second district.
§56. Forfeiture; Penalties.-1. Every common carrier, railroad corporation and street railroad corporation, and all officers
and agents of any common carrier, railroad corporation or
street railroad corporation shall obey, observe and comply with
every order made by the commission, under authority of this
act, so long as the same shall ~ and remain in force.. Any
common carrier, railroad corporation or street railroad corporation which shall violate any provision of this act, or which
fails, omits or neglects to obey, observe or comply with any
order or any direction or requirement of the commission, sball
forfeit to the people of the State of New York not to exceed
the sum of five thousand dollars for each and every offense;
every violation of any such order or direction or requirement,
or of this act, shall be a separate and distinct offense, and,
in case of a continuing violation, every day's continuance
thereof shall be and be deemed to be a separate and distinct
offense.
2. Every officer and agent of any such common carrier or corporation who shall violate, or who procures, aids or abets any
violation by any such common carrier or corporation, of any
provision of this act, or who shall fail to obey, observe and comply with any order of the commission or any provision of an
order of the commission, or who procures, aids or abets any such
common carrier or corporation in its failure to obey, observe and
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comply with any such order or provision, sh&ll be guilty of a
misdemeanor.
§ 57. Summary ProceediDgs.-Whenever either commission

shall be of opinion that a common carrier, railroad corporation
or street railroad corporation subject to its supervision is failing
or omitting or about to fail or omit to do anything required of
it by law or by order of the commission, or is doing anything or
about to do anything or permitting anything or about to permit
anything to be done, contrary to or in violation of law or of any
order of the commission, it shall direct counsel to the commission to commence an action or proceeding in the Supreme Court
of the State of New York in the name of the commission for the
purpose of having such violations or threatened violations
stopped and prevented either by mandamus or injunction.
Counsel to the commission shall thereupon begin such action or
proceeding by a petition to the Supreme Court alleging the violation complained of and praying for appropriate relief by way of
mandamus or injunction. It.shall thereupon be the duty of the
court to specify the time not exceeding twenty days after service of a copy of the petition, within which the common carrier,
railroad corporation or street railroad corporation complained
of must answer the petition. In case of default in answer or
after answer, the court shall immediately inquire into the facts
and circumstances in such manner as the court shall direct without other or formal pleadings, arid without respect to any technical requirement. Such other persons or corporations as the
court shall deem necessary or proper to join as parties in order
to make its order, judgment or writs effective, may be joined as
parties upon application of counsel to the commission. The
final judgment in any such action or proceeding shall either dismiss the action or proceeding or direct that a writ of mandamus
or an injunction or both issue as prayed for in the petition or in
such modified or other form as the court may determine will
afford appropriate relief.

§58. Penalties for Other Than Common Carriers.-1. Any
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corporation, other than a common carrier, railroad corporation
or street railroad corporation, which sball violate any provision
of this act, or shall fail to obey, observe and comply with every
order made by the colllDlitmon under authority of this act, so
long as the same shall be' and remain in force, shall forfeit t{)
the people of the State of New York a sum not exceeding one
thousand dollars for each and every offense; every such violation
shall be a separate and distinct offense, and the penalty or forfeiture thereof shall be recovered in an action as provided in
section fifty-nine of this act.
2. Every person who, either individually or acting as an
officer or agent of a corporation other than a common carrier,
railroad corporation or street railroad corporation, shall violate
any provision of this act or fail to obey, observe or comply with
any order made by the commission under this act, so long as the
same shall be or remain in force, or who shall procure, aid or
abet any such corporation in its violation of this act or in its
failure to obey, observe or comply with any such order, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
3. In construing and enforcing the provisions of this act relating to forfeitures and penalties the act of any director, officer
or other person acting for or employed by any common carrier,
railroad corporation, street railroad corporation or corporation,
acting within the scope of his official duties or employment, shall
be in every case and be deemed to be the act of such common
carrier, railroad corporation, street railroad corporation or corporation.

§59. Action to Recover Penalties or Forfeitures.-An action to recover a penalty or a forfeiture under this act may be
brought in any oourt of competent jurisdiction in this State in
the name of the people of the State of New York, and shall be
commenced and prosecuted to final judgment by counsel to the
commission. In any such action all penalties and forfeitures
incurred up to the time of commencing the same may be sued
for and recovered therein, and the commencement of an action
to recover a penalty or forfeiture shall not be, or be held to be, a
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waiver of the right to recover any other penalty or forfeiture;
if the defendant in such action shall prove that during any
portion of the time for which it is sought to recover penalties
or forfeitures for a violation of an order of the commission the
defendant was actually and in good faith prosecuting a suit,
action or proceeding in the courts to set aside such order, the
court shall remit the penalties or forfeitures incurred during the
pendency of such suit, action or proceeding. All moneys recovered in any such action, together with the costs thereof,
shall be paid into the state treasury to the credit of the general
fund.
§ 60. Duties of Commissions as to Interstate Traftlc.Either commission may investigate freight rates on interstate
traffic on railroads within the State, and when such rates are, in
the opinion of either commission, excessive or discriminatory or
are levied or laid in violation of the interstate commerce law, or
in conflict with the rulings, orders or regulations of the interstate commerce commission, the commission may apply by
petition to the interstate commerce commission for relief or
may present to the interstate commerce commission all facts
coming to its knowledge, as to violations of the rulings, orders
or regulations of that commission or as to violations of the intemtate commerce law.

ARTICLE IV.
P.ROVIBIONB RELATING TO GAB AND ELECTRICAL CORPORATIONS;
REGULATION OF PRICE OF GAB AND ELECTRICITY.

I. 66.. Application of Articles.

Bonde and Other Forms of
66. General Powel'B of CommiBlndebtedneae.
siona in Respect to Gu and § 70. Approval of Tranafer of FranElectricity.
chises.
67. Inapection of Gu and Electric
71. Complainta u to Quality and
Metel'B.
Price of Gu and Electricity;
. 68. Approval of Incorporation and
Investigation by CommiBFranchiBes; Certificate.
sion; Forms of Complaints.
· 69. Approval of IBBue of Stock,
72. Notice and Hearing; Order
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Fixing Price of Gaa or Elee- I 74. Summary Proceedinp.
75. DefeDIIe in Cue of ExcellliTe
tricity, or Requirinc ImCharge for Gas or Electricity.
provements.
73. Forfeiture for Noneompliance
76. Jun.d.iction.
With Order.
77. Powen of Local Officen~.

§ 65. Application of Article.-This article shall apply kl
the manufacture and furnishing of gas for light, heat or power
and the furnishing of natural gas for light, heat or power, and
the generation, furnishing and transmission of electricity for
light, heat or power.
§ 66. General Powen of Comm;ssions in Respect to Gas
and Electricity.-Ea.ch commission shall within its jurisdiction:
1. Have the general supervision of all persons and corporations having authority under any general or special law or under
any charter or franchise to lay down, erect or maintain wires,
pipes, conduits, ducts or other fixtures in, over or under the
streets, highways and public places of any municipality, for the
purpose of furnishing or distributing gas or of furnishing or
transmitting electricity for light, heat or power, or maintaining underground conduits or ducts for electriea.l conductors.
2. Investigate and ascertain, from time to time, the quality
of gas supplied by persons, corporations and municipalities;
examine the methods employed by such persons, corporations
and municipalities in manufacturing and supplying gas or
electricity for light, heat or power and in transmitting the same,
and have power to order such improvements as "ill best promote the public interest, preserve the public health and protect
those using such gas or electricity and those employed in the
manufacture and distribution thereof, or in maintenance and
operation of the works, wires, poles, lines, conduits, ducts and
systems maintained in connection therewith.
3. Have power to fix the standard of illuminating power and
purity of gas, not less than that prescribed by law, to be manufactured or sold by persons, corporations or municipalities for
lighting, heating or power purposes, and to prescribe methods
of regulation of the electric supply system as to the use for in·
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candescent lighting and fix the initial efficiency of incandescent
lamps furnished by the persons, corporations or municipalities
generating and selling electric current for lighting, and by order
to require the gas so manufactured or sold to equal the standard
so fixed by it, and to establish the regulations as to pressure at
which gas shall be delivered. For the purpose of determining
whether the gas sold by such persons, corporations or municipalities for lighting, heating or power purposes conforms to
the standard of illuminating power and purity and, of its own
motion, examine and investigate the methods employed in
manufacturing, delivering and supplying the gas so sold, and
shall have access through its members or persons employed and
authorized by it to make such examinations and investigations
to all parts of the manufacturing plants owned, used or operated
for the manufacture or distribution of gas by any such person,
corporation or municipality; Any employee or agent of the
commission who divulges any fact or information which may
come to his knowledge during the course of any such inspection
or examination, except in so far as he may be directed by the
commission, or by a court or judge thereof, or authorized hy
law, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
4. Have power, in its discretion, to prescribe uniform methods
of keeping accounts, records and books, to be observed by the
persons, corporations and municipalities engaged in the manufacture, sale and distribution of gas and electricity for light,
heat or power.
5. Examine all persons, corporations and municipalities under its supervision, keep informed as to the methods employed
by them in the transaction of their business and see that their
property is maintained and operated for the security and accommodation of the public and in compliance with the provisions of law and of their franchises and charters.
6. Require every person and corporation under its supervision to submit to it .an annual report, verified by the oath of
the president, treasurer, or general manager thereof, showing
in detai,l (1) the amount of its authorized capital stock and the
amount thereof issued and outstanding; (2) the amount of its
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authorized bonded indebtedness and the amount of its bonds
and other forms of evidence of indebtedness issued and outstanding; (3) its receipts and expenditures during the preceding year; (4) the amount paid as dividends upon its stock
and as interest upon its bonds; (5} the name of, and the amount
paid as salary to each officer and the amount paid as wages to
its employees; {6) the location of its plant or plants and system,
with a full description of its property and franchises, stating in
detail how each franchise stated to be owned was acquired, and
(7) such other facts pertaining to the operation and maintenance of the plant and system, and the affairs of such person or
corporation 88 may be required by the commission. Such reports shall be in the fonn, cover the period and be submitted at
the time prescribed by the commission. The commission may,
from time to time, make changes and additions in such forms,
giving to the persons, corporations and municipalities six
months' notice before the time fixed by the commission as the
expiration of the fiscal year of any changes or additions which
would require any alteration in the method or form of keeping
their accounts for the ensuing year. When any such report is
defective or believed to be erroneous, the commission shall
notify the person, corporation or municipality making such report to amend the same within thirty days. Any such person
or corporation or municipality which shall neglect to make any
such report within the time specified by the commission, or
which shall fail to correct any such report within thirty days
after notice, shall be liable to a penalty of one hundred dollars
and an additional penalty of one hundred dollars for each day
after the prescribed time for which it shall neglect to file or
correct the same, to be sued for in the name of the people of the
State of New York. The amount recovered in any such action
shall be paid into the state treasury and be credited to the
general fund. The commission may extend the time herein
limited for cause shown.
7. Require each municipality engaged in operating any works
or systems for the manufacture and supplying of gas or electricity to make an annual report to the commission, verified hy
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the oath of the general manager or superintendent thereof,
showing in detail, (1) the amount of its authorized bonded indebtedness and the amount of its bonds and other forms of
evidence of indebtedness issued and outstanding for lighting
purposes; (2) its receipts and expenditures during the preceding
year; (3) the amount paid as interest upon its bonds and upon
other forms of evidence of indebtedness; (4) the name of and
the amount paid to each person receiving a yearly or monthly
salary, and the amount paid as wages to employees; (5) the
location of its plant and system with a full description of the
property, and (6) such other facts pertaining to the operation
and maintenance of the plant and system, as may be required
by the commission. Such report shall be in the form, cover the
period and be submitted at the time prescribed by the commiSsion.
8. Have power, either through its membel'B or inspectol'B or
employees duly authorized by it, to enter in or upon and to
inspect the property, buildings, plants, factories, power houses
and offices of any of such corporations, pel'BOns or municipalities.
9. Have.power to examine the books and affail'B of any such
corporation, pel'Bons or municipalities, and to compel the production before it of books and papel'B pertaining to the affail'B
being investigated by it.
10. Have power, either as a commission or through its membel'B, to subp<rna witnesses, take testimony and administer
oaths to witnesses in any proceeding or examination instituted
before it, or conducted by it in reference to any matter within
its jurisdiction under this article.
§ 67. Inspection of Gas and Electric Keten.-1. Each
commission shall appoint inspectol'B of gas and electric metel'B
whose duty it shall be when required, to inspect, examine, prove
and ascertain the accuracy of any and all gas meters used or intended to be used for measuring or ascertaining the quantity of
illuminating or fuel gas or natural gas furnished by any gas
corporation to or for the use of any pel'BOn and any and all
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electric meters used or intended to be used for measuring and
·ascertaining the quantity of electric current furnished for light,
heat and power by any electrical corporation to or for tbe me
of any person or persons and when found to be or made to be
correct, the inspector shall stamp or mark all such meters and
each of them with some suitable device, which device shall be
recorded in the office of the secretary of state.
2. No corporation or person shall furnish or put in Use any gas
meter which shall not have been inspected, proved and sealed,
or any electric meter which shall not have been inspected, approved, stamped or marked by an inspector of the commission.
Every gas and electrical corporation shall provide or keep in
and upon its premises a suitable and proper apparatus, to be
approved and stamped or marked by the commission, for testing and proving the accuracy of gas and electric meters furnished for use by it, and by which apparatus every meter may
and shall be tested, on the written request of the consumer to
whom the same shall be furnished, and in his presence if he
desires it.
If any consumer to whom a meter has been furnished, shall
request the commission in writing to inspect such. meter, the
commission shall have the same inspected and tested; if the
same on being so tested shall be found to be, four per cent. if an
electric meter, or two per cent. if a gas meter, defective or incorrect to the prejudice of the consumer, the inspector shall
order the gas or electrical corporation forthwith to remove the
same and to place instead thereof a correct meter, and the expense of such inspection and test shall be borne by the corporation; if the same on being so tested shall be found to be correct the expense of such inspection and test shall be borne by
the consumer. A uniform reasonable charge shall be fixed by
the commission for this service.
§ 68. Approval of Incorporation and Franchises; Certificate.-No gas corporation or electrical corporation incor;orated under the laws of this or any other State shall begin con·

struction, or exercise any right or privilege under any franchise
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hereafter granted, or under any franchise heretofore granted
but not heretofore actually exercised without first having obtained the permission and approval of the proper commission.
Before such certificate shall be issued a certified copy of the
charter of such corporation shall be filed in the office of the commission, together with a verified statement of the president and
secretary of the corporation,* showing that it has received the
required consent of the proper municipal authorities. No
municipality shall build, maintain and operate for other than
municipal purposes any works or systems for the manufacture
and supplying of gas or electricity for lighting purposes without
a certificate of authority granted by the commission. If the
certificate of authority is refused, no further proceedings shall
be taken before the commission, but a new application may be
made therefor after one year from the date of such refusal.
§ 69. Approval of Issues of Stock, Bonds and Other
Forms of Indebtedness.-A gas corporation or electrical corporation organized or existing, or hereafter incorporated, under
or by virtue of the laws of the State of New York, may issue
stocks, bonds, notes or other evidence of indebtedness payable
at periods of more than twelve months after the date thereof,
when nece&<38J'Y for the acquisition of property, the construction, completion, extension or improvement of its plant or
distributing system, or for the improvement or maintenance of
its service or for the discharge or lawful refunding of its obligations, provided and not otherwise that there shall have teen
secured from the proper commission an order authorizing such
issue, and the amount thereof, and stating that, in the opinion
of the commission, the use of the capital to be secured by the
issue of such stock, bonds, notes or other evidence of indebtedness is reasonably required for the said purposes of the corporation. For the purpose of enabling it to determine whether or
not it should issue such an order, the commission shall make
such inquiry or investigation, hold such hearings and examine
BUeh witnesses, books, papers, documents or contracts as it
• So in oripoal.
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cause for such complaint. When such complaint is made, the
commission may, by its agents, examiners and inspectors, inspect the works, system, plant and methods used by such perwn
or corporation in manufacturing, transmitting and supplying
such gas or electricity, and may examine or cause to be examined the books and papers of such person or corporation
pertaining to the manufacture, sale, transmitting and supplying
of such gas or electricity. The form and contents of complaints
made as provided in this section shall be prescribed by the commission. Such complaints shall J:>e signed by the officers, or by
the customers, purchasers or subscribers making them, who
must add to their signatures their places of residence, by street
and number, if any.
§ 72. llotice and Hearing; Order Fb:ing Price of Gas or
Electricity, or Requiring Improvement.-Before proceeding
under a complaint presented as provided in section seventy-one,
the commission shall cause notice of such complaint, and the
purpose thereof, to be served upon the person or corporation
affected thereby. Such person or corporation shall have &II
opportunity to be heard in respect to the matters complained
of at a time and place to be specified in such notice. If an investigation be instituted upon motion of the commission the
person or corporation affected by the investigation may be permitted to appear before the commission at a time and place
specified in the notice and answer all charges which may be
preferred by the commission. After a hearing and after such
investigation as may have been made by the commission or its
officers, agents, examiners or inspectors, the commission within
lawful limits may, by order, fix the maximum price of gas or
electricity to be charged by such corporation or person, or may
order such improvement in the manufacture or supply of such
gas, in the manufacture, transmission or supply of such electricity, or in the methods employed by such person or corporation, as will in its judgment improve the service. The price
so fixed by the commission shall be the maximum price to be
charged by such person or corporation for gas or electricity in
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such municipality until the commission shall upon complaint as
provided in this section or upon an investigation conducted by
it on its own motion, again fix the maximum price of such gas or
electricity. .In determining the price to ~ charged for gas or
electricity the commission may consider all facts which in its
judgment have any bearing upon a proper determ.ination of the
question although not set forth in the complaint and not wi~bin
the allegations contained therein.

§ 73. Forfeiture for lfoncompliarice with Order.-Every gas
corporation and electrical corporation and the officers, agents
or employees thereof shall obey, observe and comply with every
order made by the commission under authority of this act; so
long as the same shall be and remain in' force. Any such corporation, or any·officer, agent or employee thereof, who knowingly
fails or neglects to obey or comply with such order, or any provision of this act, shall forfeit to the State of NewYork not to
exceed the sum of one thousand dollars for each offense. Every
distinct violation of any such order or of this act, shall be a
separate offense, and in case of a continuing violation each day
shall be deemed a separate offense. An action to recover such
forfeiture may be brought in any court of competent junsdiction in this State in the name of the people of the State of New
York, and shall be commenced and prosecuted to final judgment by counsel to the commission. In any sue~ actiori all penalties and forfeitures incurred up to the time of commencing
the same may be sued for and recovered therein, and the commencement of an action to recover a penalty or forfeiture shall
not be, or be held to be, a waiver of the right to recover any
other penalty or forfeiture; if the defendant' in such aetiori shall
prove that during any portion of the time for which it is sought
to recover penalties or forfeitures for a violation of an order of
the commission the defendant was actually and i.D. good faith
prosecuting the suit, action or proceeding in the courts to set
aside such order, the court shall remit 'the penalties or forfeitures incurred during the pendency of such suit, action or
p~g. All moneys recovered in any such action, together
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with the costa thereof, shall be paid into the state treasury to
the credit. of the general fund.
§ 74. Summary Proceedings.-Whenever either commission
shall be of opinion that a gas corporation, electrical corporation
or municipality within its jurisdiction is failing or omitting or
about to fail or omit to do anything required of it by law or by
order of the commission or is doing anything or about to do
anything or permitting anything or about to permit anything
to be done, contrary to or in violation of law or of any order
of the commission, it shall direct counsel to the commission to
commence an action or proceeding in the Supreme Court of the
State of New York in the name of the commission for the purpose of having such violations or threatened violations stopped
and prevented either by mandamus or injunction. Counsel to
the commission shall thereupon begin such action or proceeding
by a petition to the Supreme Court alleging the violation complained of and praying for appropriate relief by way of mandamus or injunction. It shall thereupon be the duty of the court
to specify the time not exceeding twenty days after service of a
copy of the petition within which the gas corporation, electrical corporation or municipality complained of must answer
the petition. In case of default in answer or after answer, the
court shall immediately inquire into the facts and circumstances
in such manner as the court shall direct without other or formal
pleadings, and without respect to any technical requirement.
Such other persons or corporations, as it shall seem to the court,
necessary or proper to join as parties in order to make its order,
judgment or writs effective, may be joined as parties upon &Jr
plication of counsel to the commission. The final judgment in
any such action or proceeding shall either dismiss the action or
proceeding or direct that a writ of mandamus or an injunction
or both issue as prayed for in the petition or in such modified
or other form as the court may determine will afford appropriate relief.
§ 75. Defense in Case of Excessive Charges for Gas or
Electricity.-lf it be alleged and established in an action
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brought in any court for the collection of any charge for gas or
electricity, that a price has been demanded in excess of that
fixed by the commission or by statute in the municipality
wherein the action a.roee, no recovery shall be had therein, but
the fact that such excessive charges have been made shall be a
complete defense to such action.
§ 76. Jurisdiction.-Whenever any corporation supplies gas
or electricity to consumers in both districts, any application or
report to a commission required by this act shall be made to
the commission of the district within which it is mainly supplying, or proposing to supply, such service to consumers. But
nothing herein contained shall be construed to deprive the
commission of either district of the power of supervision and
regulation within its district. And either commission shall have
power to enter and inspect the plant of such corporation, wherever situated.

§ 77. Powers of Local Officers.-H in any city of the first
or second class there now exists or shall hereafter be created a
board, body or officer having jurisdiction of matters pertaining
to gas or electric service, such board, body or officer l!hall have
and may exercise such power, jurisdiction and authority in enforcing the Ia.ws of the State and the orders, rules and reguIa.tions of the commission as may be prescribed by statute or by
the commission.
ARTICLI: V.
COMMISSIONS AND OFFICES ABOLISHED; SAVING CLAUSE;
REPEAL.

f 80. Board of Railroad

road Commiasionera AbolCommi&sionem Abolished; Effect
ished; Effect Thereof.
Thereof.
§ 84. TraDBfer of Records.
85. Pending
81. Commiasion of Gas and ElecActions and
.
, Proceedtricity Abolished; Effect
lDgB.
86. Construction.
TheieOf.
82. Inspector of Gas Meters Abol87. Repeal.
88. Appropriation.
ished; Effect Thereof.
83. Board of Rapid Transit Rail- 89. Time of Taking Effect.
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· • § 80. Board of Railroad Commissioners Abolished; Elect
Thereof.-On and after the taking effect of this act the
board of railroad commissioners shall ·be abolished. All the
powem and duties of such board conferred and imposed by any
statute of this State shall thereupon be exercised and performed by the public service commissions.
§ 81. Commission of Gas and Electricity Abolished; Elect
Thereof.-On and after the taking effect of this act the commission of gas and electricity shall be abolished. All the powers
and duties of such commission conferred and imposed by any
statute of this State shall be exercised and performed by the
public service commissions.
§ 82. Inspector of Gas Meters Abolished; E1fect Thereof.
-On and after the taking effect of this act the offices of inspector and deputy inspectors of gas meters shall be abolished.
All the powers and duties of such inspector conferred and imposed by any statute of this State shall be exercised and per·
formed by the public service commissions. But any meter inspected, proved and sealed, by the said inspector of gas meters,
prior to the taking effect of this act, sh8n be deemed to have
been inspected by the commission.

§ 83. Board of Rapid Transit Railroad Commisaionen
Abolished; E1fect Thereof.-On and after the taking effect of
this act the board of rapid transit railroad co~ioners shall
be abolished. All the powem and duties of such board conferred and imposed by any statute of this State shall thereupon
be exercised and performed by the public service collliDi9!ion
of the first district.
§ 84. Transfer of Records.-1. The board of railroad commissioners, the commission of gas and electricity, and the in·
spector of gas meters, shall transfer and deliver to the public
service commission of the second district all books, map!,
papers and records of whatever description, now in their por
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session; and upon taking effect of this act, the said commission

is authorized to take possession of all such books, maps, papers
and records.
2. The board of rapid transit railroad commissioners shall
transfer and deliver to the public service commission of the
first district all contracf.s, books, maps, plans, papers and
records of whatever description, now in their possession; and
upon taking effect of this act, the said commission is authorized
to take possession of all such contracts, books, maps, plans,
papers and records. The said commission may also, at its
pleasure, retain in its employment any person or persons not
employed by the said board of rapid transit railroad commissioners, and all said persons shall be eligible for transfer and
appointment to positions under the public service commission
of the first district.
§ 85. Pending Actions and Proceedings.-This act shall not
affect pending actions or proceedings, civil or criminal, brought
by or against the board of railroad commissioners or the commission of gas and electricity, or the board of rapid transit
railroad commissioners, but the same may be prosecuted or defended in the name of the public service commission, provided
the subject-matter thereof is within the statutory jurisdiction
.of such commission. A:ny investigation, examination or proceeding undertaken, commenced or instituted by the said boards
or commission or either of them prior to the taking effect of
this act may be conducted and continued to a final determination by the proper public service commission in the same
manner, under the same terms and conditions, and with the
same effect as though such boards or commission had not been
abolished.
§ 86. Construction.-Wherever the terms board of railroad
commissioners, or commission of gas and electricity, or inspector
of gM meters or board of rapid -transit railroad commissioners
occur in any law, contract or document or whenever in any
law, contract or document reference is made to such boards,
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commission or inspector, such terms or reference sha.ll be
deemed to refer to and include the public service coiJlJilismons
as established by this act, so far as such law, contract or document pertains to matters which are within the jurisdiction of
the said public service commissions. Nothing in this act contained shall be deemed to apply to or operate upon interstate
or foreign commerce.
§ 87. Repeal.-The following acts and parts of acts, together
with all other acts amendatory of such acts, and all acts and

parts of acts otherwise in conflict with this act, are hereby repealed:
Laws of 1905, chapter 737.
Laws of 1905, chapter 728.
Laws of 1904, chapter 158.
Laws of 1902, chapter 373.
Laws of 1896, chapter 456.
Laws of 1894, chapter 452.
Laws of 1892, chapter 534.
Laws of 1891, chapter 4, sections 1, 2 and 3.
Laws of 1890, chapter 565, sections 150 to 172, inclusive.
Laws of 1890, chapter 566, sections 62,63 and 64.
§ 88. Appropriation.-There shall be appropriated for the
use of the commissions, and for the payment of salaries and
disbursements under this act, from money not otherwise appropriated, the sum of three hundred thousand dollars, one
hundred and fifty thousand dollars for the use of the commission of the first district and one hundred and fifty thousand
dollars for the use of the commission of the second district.
§ 89. Time of Taking E1fect.-This act shall take effect July
first, nineteen hundred and seven.

Purchase of Rapid Transit Railways-Powers of Public
Service Commission.-Act of May 22, 1908, Laws of New York,
1908, p. 1675, chap. 472, entitled: "An act to amend chapter
936
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four of the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-one, entitled
'an act to provide rapid transit railways in cities of over one million inhabitants,' in regard to the purchase by such cities and
the equipment, maintenance and operation of railways for mpid
transit purposes," empowers, under § 34/, the public service
commission of the first district, successor of the rapid transit
railroad commissioners, with the approval of the board of estimate and apportionment, or other analogous local authority
of such city, to purchase for such price and upon such terms
and conditions as may be agreed upon, and acquire by conveyance or grant to such city, to be delivered to said board,
any line of railway already constructed or in process of construction of the character which might be constructed as a
rapid transit railway or railways under the provisions of this
act, and which in the opinion of the board it is for the interest
of the public and the city to acquire for rapid transit purposes.
This amendment further provides for the raising and payment
of the necessary monies; that such railway or railways shall be
deemed to have been constructed at the expense of the city;
for conseJ;lts to such construction and operation; for contracts
with any firm or corporation for equipment, etc.; for the term
of maintenance and operation; and for conditions as to rates of
fare, character of service and rental to be paid, having in view
the public interests. Section 37 of said act, as amended by
chap. 534 of the Laws of 1907, is amended for the purpose of
providing the necessary means for such construction or equipment or both, or acquiring by purchase at the public expense,
of any such road or roads, including galleries, ways, subways
and tunnels for sub-surface structures and the necessary means
to pay for lands, etc., and meeting the interest on the bonds.
Other provisions are also made in the matter of such bonds and
the issuance thereof, their sale value, their freedom Irom taxation, their payment, etc.; and for public hearing, upon notice,
before finally fixing the terms or conditions of any contmct'
provided by the amendment.
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PUBLIC UTILITY LAW
OF

WISCONSIN.
[No. 933, A.

Published July 10, 1907.]
CHAPI'ER 499.

AN ACT to create section 1797m-1 to 1797m-108, inclusive,
statutes of 1898, giving the Wisconsin railroad commission
jurisdiction over public utilities, providing for the regulation
of such public utilities, appropriating a sum sufficient to
carry out the provisions of this act, and repealing certain acts
in conflict with the provisions hereof.

The People of the State of Wisconsin, represented in Senate and
Assembly do enact as follows:
SEcriON 1. There are added to the statutes of 1898, 108 new
sections to read:* Section 1797m-1. 1. The term "public utility" as used in this act shall mean and embrace every corporation, company, individual, association of individuals, their lessees, trustees or receivers appointed by any court whatsoever,
and every town, village or city that now or hereafter may own,
operate, manage or control any plant or equipment or any part
of a plant or equipment within the State, for the conveyance of
telephone messages or for the production, transmission, delivery or furnishing of heat, light, water or power either directly or
indirectly to or for the public.
2. The term "municipal council" as used in this act shall
• Contents are given on page 978,herein.
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mean and embrace the common council, the board of aldermen,
the board of trustees, the town or village board, or any other
governing body of any town, village or city wherein the property
of the public utility or any part thereof is located.
·
3. The term "municipality": as used: iii this act shall mean
any town, village or city wherein property of a public utility or
any part thereof ·is located. ·
4. The term "service" is used in this act in its broadest and
most inclusive sense.
5. The term "indeterminate permit" as used in this act shall
mean and embrace every grant, directly or indirectly from the
State, to any.corporation, company, individual, association of
individuals, their lessees, trustees or receivers appointed by any
court whatsoever, of power, right or· privilege to own, operate,
manage or control any plant or equipment or any part of a plant
or equipment within this State for the productio~, transmission,
delivery or furnishing of heat, light, water or power, either directly or indirectly, to or for the public, which
continue in
force until such time as the municipality shan· exercise its option to purchase as provided in this act or until it shall be otherwise terminated according to law.
6. The term "commission" as used in this act shall mean the
railroad commission of Wisconsin.

shall

§ I 797m-2. The railro&d commission of Wisconsin is vested
with power and jurisdiction to supervise and ~te every
public utility in this State and to do all things necessary and
convenient in the exercise of such power and jurisdiction.

§ I 797m-3. Every public utility is required to furnish reasonably adequate service and facilities. The charge made by
any public utility for any heat, light, water or power produced,
transmitted, delivered or furnished or for any telephone mEBBge
conveyed or for any service rendered of to be rendered in connection therewith shall be reasonable and just, ·and every unjust
or unreasonable charge for such service. is prohibited and d~
clared unlawful.
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§ 1797m-4. 1. Every public utility, and every person,
association or corporation having conduits, subways, poles or
other equipment on, over or under any street or highway shall
for a reasonable compensation permit the use of the same by
any public utility whenever public convenience and necessity
require such use and such use will not result in irreparable injury to the owner or other users of such equipment nor in any
substantial detriment to the service to be rendered by such
owners or other users.
2. In case of failure to agree upon such use or the conditions or
compensation for such use any public utility or any person, association or corporation interested may apply to the commission, and if after investigation the commission shall ascertain
that public convenience and necessity require such use and that
it would not result in irreparable injury to the owner or other
users of such equipment nor in any substa.ritial detriment tO the
service to be rendered by such owner or other users of such
equipment, it shall by order direct that such use be permitted
and prescribe reasonable conditions and compensation for such
joint use.
3. Such use so ordered shall be permitted and such conditions
and compensations so prescribed shall be the lawful conditions
and compensation to be observed, followed and ·p aid, subject to
recourse to the courts upon the complaint of any interested
party as provided in section 1797m---64 to 1797rn-73, inclusive, and such sections so far as applicable shall apply to any
action arising on such complaint so made. Any such order of
the commission may be from time to time revised by the cornmission upon application of any interested party or upon its own
motion.
§ 1797m-5. The commission shall va.lue all the property of
every public utility actually used and useful for the convenience of the public. In making such valuation the commission
may avail itself of any information in possession of the state
board of assessment.

§ 1797rn---6. 1. Before final determination of such value the
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commission shall, after notice to the public utility, hold a public hearing as to such valuation in the manner prescribed for a
hearing in sections 1797m-45 to 1797m-55 inclusive, and
the provisions of such sections so far as applicable shall apply to
such hearing.
2. The commission shall within five days after such valuation is determined serve a statement thereof upon the public
utility interested, and shall file a like statement with the clerk
of every municipality in which any part of the plant or equipment of such public utility is located.

§ 1797m-7. The commission may at any time on its own
initiative make a re-valuation of such property.
§ 1797m-B. 1. Every public utility shall keep and render

to the commission in the manner and form prescribed by the
commission uniform accounts of all business transacted.
2. Every public utility engaged directly or indirectly in any
other business than that of the production, transmission or
furnishing of heat, light, water or power or the conveyance of
telephone messages shall, if required by the commission, keep
and render separately to the commission in like manner and
form the accounts of all such other business, in which case all
the provisions of this act shall apply with like force and effect
to the books, accounts, papers and records of such other business.
§ 1797m-9. The commission shall prescribe the forms of all
books, accounts, papers and records required to be kept, and
every public utility is required to keep and render its books,
accounts, papers and records accurately and faithfully in the
manner and form prescribed by the commission and to comply
with all directions of the commission relating to such books,
accounts, papers and records.
§ 1797m-10. The commission shall cause to be prepared suitable blanks for carrying out the purposes of this act, and shall,
when necessary, furnish such blanks to each public utility.
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§ 1797m-11. No public utility shall keep any other books,
accounts, papers or records of the business transacted than
those prescribed or approved by the commission.
§ 1797m-12. Each public utility shall have 8Ji office in one
of the towns, village or cities in this State in' which its property
or some part thereof is located,.and shall keep in said office all
sucli. books, accounts, papers and records 8B shall be required
by the commission to be kept within the State. No books, accounts, papers or records required by the commission to be kept
within the State shall be at any time removed from the· State,
except upon such conditions as may be prescribed by the commission.

§ 1797m-13. The accounts shall be closed annually on the
30th day of June and a balance sheet of that date promptly
taken therefrom. On or before the first day of August following,
such balance sheet together with such other infotmation as the
commission shall prescribe, verified by an officer of the public
utility, shall be filed with the commission.
§ 1797m-14. 1. The commission shall provide for the examination and audit of all accounts, and all items shall be
allocated to the accounts in the manner prescribed by the
commission.
2. The agents, accountants or examiners employed by the
commission shall have authority under the direction of the commission to inspect and examine any and all books, accounts,
papers, records and memoranda kept by such public utilities.
§ 1797m-15. 1. Every public utility shall carry a proper
and adequate depreciation account whenever the commission
after investigation shall determine that such depreciation account can be reasonably required. The commission shall ascertain and determine what are the proper and adequate rates of
depreciation of the several classes of property of each public
utility. The rates shall be such as will provide the amounts re60
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quired over and above the expense of maintenance, to keep such
property in a state of efficiency corresponding to the progress
of the industry. Each public utility shall conform its depreciation accounts to such rates so ascertained and determined by
the commission. The commission may make changes in such
rates of depreciation from time to time as it may find to be
necessary.
2. The commission shall also prescribe rules, regulations,
and forms of accounts regarding such depreciation which the
public utility is required to carry into effect.
3. The commission shall provide for such depreciation in fixing the rates, tolls and charges to be paid by the public.
4. All moneys thus provided for shall be set aside out of the
earnings and carried in a depreciation fund. The moneys in this
fund may be expended in new constructions, extensions or additions to the property of such public utility, or invested, and if
invested the income from the investments shall also be carried
in the depreciation fund. This fund and the proceeds thereof
shall be used for no other purpose than as provided in this section and for depreciation.

§ 1797m-16. The commission shall keep itself informed of
all new construction, extensions and additions to the property
of such public utilities and shall prescribe the necessary forms,
regulations and instructions to the officers and employees of such
public utilities for the keeping of construction accounts, which
shall clearly distinguish all operating expenses and new construction.
§ 1797m-17. 1. Nothing in this act shall be taken to prohibit a public utility from entering into any reasonable arrangement with its customers or consumers or with its employees,
for the division or distribution of its surplus profits, or pnniding
for a sliding scale of chargE>.s, or other financial device that may
be practicable and advantageous to the parties interested. No
such arrangement or device shall be lawful until it shall be found
by the commission, after investigation, to be reasonable am.:
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just and not inconsistent with the purposes of this act. Such
arrangement shall be under the supervision and regulation of
the commission.
2. The commission shall ascertain, determine and order such
rates, charges and regulations as may be necessary to give effect
to such arrangement, but the right and power to make such
other and further changes in rates, charges and regulations as
the commission may ascertain and determine to be necessary
and reasonable and the right to revoke its approval and amend
or rescind all orders relative thereto is reserved and vested in the
commission notwithstanding any such arrangement and mutual
agreement.
§ 1797m-18. Each public utility shall furnish to the commission in such form and at such time as the commission shall
require, such accounts, reports and information as shall show
in itemized detail: (1) the depreciation per unit, (2) the salaries
and wages separately per unit, (3) legal expenses per unit, (4)
taxes and rentals separately per unit, (5) the quantity and
value of material used per unit, (6) the receipts from residuals,
by-products, services or other sales separately per unit, (7)
the total and net cost per unit, (8) the gross and net profit per
unit, (9) the dividends and interest per unit, (10) surplus or
reserve per unit, (11) the prices per unit paid by consumers; and
in addition such other items, whether of a nature similar to those
hereinbefore enumerated or otherwise, as the commission may
prescribe in order to show completely and in detail the ~ntire
operation of the public utility in furnishing the unit of its product or service to the public.
§ 1797m-19. 1. The commission shall publish annual reports showing its proceedings and showing in tabular form the
details per unit as provided in section 1797m-18 for all the
public utilities of each kind in the State, and such monthly or
occasional reports as it may deem advisable.
2. The commission shall also publish in its annual reports the
value of all the property actually used and useful for the con947.
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venience of the public and the value of the physical property actually used and useful for the convenience of the public, of every
public utility as to whose rates, charges, service or regulations
any hearing has been held · by the commission under section
1797m-45 and 1797m-46 or the value of whose property has
been ascertained by it under section 1797m-5.

§ 1797m-20. All facts and information in the possession
of the commission shall be public and all reports, records,
files, books, accounts, papers and memoranda of every nature
whatsoever in their possession shall be open to inspection by
the public at all reasonable times except as provided in section
1797m-21.
§ 1797m-21. 1. Whenever the commission shall determine
it to be necessary in the interest of the public to withhold from
the public any facts or information in its possession, such facts
may be withheld for such period after the acquisition thereof
not exceeding ninety days as the commission may determine.
2. No facts or information shall be withheld by the commission from the public for a longer period than ninety days nor be
so withheld for any reason whatsoever other than in the interest
of the public.

§ 1797m-22. The commission shall ascertain and prescribe
for each kind of public utility suitable and convenient standard .commercial units of product or service. These shall be
lawful units for the purposes of this act.
§ 1797m-23. 1. The commission shall ascertain and fix
adequate and serviceable standards for the measurement of
quality, pressure, initial voltagll or other condition pertaining to
the supply of the product or service rendered by any public
utility and prescribe reasonable regulations for examination
and testing of such product or service and for the measurement
thereof.
2. It shall establish reasonable rules, regulations, speeifica948
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tiona and standards to secure. the accuracy of all meters and appliances for measurements, and every public utility is required
to carry into effect all orders issued by the commission relative
thereto.
3. Nothing contained in this section shall limit in any manner
any powers or authority vested in municipal corporations as
provided in section 1797m-87.
§ 1797m-24. 1. The commission shall provide for the examination and testing of any and all appliances used for the
measuring of any product of service of a public utility.
2. Any consumer or user may have any such appliance tested
upon payment of the fees fixed by the commission.
3. The commission shall declare and establish reasonable
fees to be paid for testing such appliances on the request of the
consumers or users, the fee to be paid by the consumer or user
at the time of his request, but to be paid by the public utility
and repaid to the consumer or user if the appliance be found defective or incorrect to the disadvantage of the consumer or user.
§ 1797m-25. The commission may purchase such materials,
apparatus and standard measuring instruments for such examinations and tests as it may deem necessary.
§ 1797m-26. The commission, its agents, experts or examiners, shall have power to enter upon any premises occupied
by any public utility for the purpose of making the examinations and tests provided in this act and to set up and use on
such premises any apparatus and appliances and occupy re'asonable space therefor.

•

§ 1797m-27. Every public utility shall file with the com- ·
mission within a time to be fixed by the commission, schedules
which shall. be open to public inspection, showing all rates, tolls
and charges which it has established and which are in force at
the time for any service performed by it within the. State, or for
any service in connection therewith cr performed by any public
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utility controlled or operated by it. The rates, tolls and charges
shown on such schedules shall not exceed the rates, tolls and
charges in force April I, 1907.

§ 1797m-28. Every public utility shall file with and as a part
of such schedule all rules and regulations that in any manner
effect the rates charged or to be charged for any service.
§ 1797m-29. A copy of so much of said schedules as the
commission shall deem necessary for the use of the public
shall be printed in plain type, and kept on file in every station
or office of such public utility where payments are made by
the consumers or users, open to the public, in such form and
place as to be readily accessible to the public and as can be conveniently inspected.
§ 1797m-30. Where a schedule of joint rates or charges is
or may be in force between two or more public utilities, such
schedules shall in like manner be printed and filed with the
commission and so much thereof as the commi&<!ion shall deem
necessary for the use of the public shall be filed in every such
station or office as provided in section 1797m-29.
§ 1797m-31. No change shall thereafter be made in any
schedule, including schedules of joint rates, except upon ten
days' notice to the commission, and all such cha.nges shall be
plainly indicated upon existing schedules, or by filing new
schedules in lieu thereof ten days prior to the time the same
are to take effect; provided, that the commi&<!ion, upon application of any public utility, may prescribe a less time within
which a reduction may be made.

§ 1797m-32. Copies of all new schedules shall be filed as
hereinbefore provided in every station and office of such public
utility where payments are made by consumers or users ten
days prior to the time the same are to take effect, unless the
commission shall prescribe a less time.
950
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§ 1797m-33. It shall be unlawful for any public utiliiy to
charge, demand, ·collect or receive a greater or less compensation
for any service performed by it within the State or for any
service in connection therewith than is specified in such printed
schedules, including schedules of joint rates, as may at the
time be in force, or to demand, collect or receive any rate, toll
or charge not specified in such schedule. The rates, tolls and
charges named therein shall be the lawful rates, tolls and
charges until the same are changed as provided in this act.
§ 1797m-34. The commission may prescribe such changes
in the form in which the schedules are issued by any public
utility as may be found to be expedient.
§ 1797m-35. The commission shall provide for a comprehensive classification of service for each public utility and such
classification may take into account the quantity used, the
time when used, the purpose for which used, and any other
reasonable consideration. Each public utility is required to
conform its schedules of rates, tolls and charges to such classification.
§ 1797m-36. The commission shall have power to adopt
reasonable and proper rules and regulations relative to all inspections, tests, audits and investigations and to adopt and
publ~h reasonable and proper rules to govern its proceedings
and to regulate the mode and manner of all investigations and
hearings of public utilities and other parties before it. All hearings shall be open to the public.

§ 1797m-37. The commission shall have authority to inquire into the management of the business of all public utilities
and shall keep itself informed as to the manner and method
in which the same is conducted, and shall have the right to
obtain from any public utility all necessary information to enable the commission to perform its duties.

§ 1797m-38. 1. The commission or any commissioner .or
951
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any person or persons employed by the commission for that
purpose shall, upon demand, have the right to inspect the
books, accounts, papers, records and memoranda of any public
utility .and to examine, under oath, any officer, agent or employee of such public utility in relation to its business and
affairs.
2. Any person other than one of said commissioners, who
shall make such demand shall produce his authority to make
such inspec.tion.
§ 1797m-39. 1. The commi88Ion may require, by order
or subpcena to be served on any public utility in the same manner that a summons is served in a civil action in the circuit
court, the production within this State at such time and place
as it may designate, of any books, accounts, papers or records
kept by said public utility in any office or place without the
State of Wisconsin, or verified copies in lieu thereof, if the commission shall so order, in order that an examination thereof
may be made by the commission or under its direction.
2. Any public utility failing or refusing to comply with any
such order or subpcena shall, for each day it shall so fail or refuse, forfeit and pay into the state treasury a sum of not less
than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred dollars.
§ 1797m-40. The commission is authorized to employ such
engineers, examiners, experts, clerks, accountants and ·other
assistants as it may deem necessary, at such rates of compensation as it may determine upon.
§ 1797m-41. 1. For the purpose of making any investigation with regard to any public utility the commission shall
have power to appoint, by an order in writing, an agent wha~e
duties shall be prescribed in such order.
2. In the discharge of his duties such agent shall have every
power whatsoever of an inquisitorial nature granted in this
act to the commission and the same powers as a court commissioner with regard_ to the taking of depositions; and all powers
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granted by law to a court commissioner relative to depositions
.are hereby granted to such agent.
3. The commission may conduct any number of such investigations contemporaneously through different agents, and
may delegate to such agent the taking of all testimony bearing
upon any investigation or hearing. The decision of the commission shall be based upon its examination of all testimony
and records. The recommendations made by such agents shall
be advisory only and shall not preclude the taking of further
testimony if the commission so order nor further investigation.
§ 1797m-42. 1. Every public utility shall furnish to the
commission all information required by it th carry into effect
the provisions of this act, and shall make specific answers to
all questions submitted by the commission.
2. Any public utility receiving from the commission any
blanks with directions to fill the same, shall cause the same to
be properly filled out so as to answer fully and correctly each
question therein propounded, and in case it is unable to answer
any question, it shall give a good and sufficient reason for such
failure; and said answer shall be verified under oath by the
president, secretary, superintendent or general manager. of
such public utility and returned to the commission at its office
within the period fixed by the commission.
3. Whenever required by the commission, every public
utility shall deliver to the commission any or all maps, profiles, contracts, reports of engineers and all documents, books,
.accounts, papers and records or copies of any or all of the same,
~ith a complete inventory of all its property, in such fonn as
the commission may direct.
§ 1797m-43. Upon a complaint made against any public
utility by any mercantile, agricultural or manufacturing society or by any body politic or municipal organization or by
any twenty-five persons, firms; corporations or associations,
that any of the rates, tolls, charges or schedules or any joint
rate or rates are in any respect t:nreasonable or unjustly dis953
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criminatory, or that any regulation, measurement, practice
or act whatsoever affecting or relating to the production, traoamission, delivery or furnishing of heat, light, water or power
or any service in connection therewith or the conveyance of
any telephone message or any service in connection therewith
is in any respect unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory, or that any service is inadequate or cannot be obtained, the commission shall proceed, with or without notice,
to make such investigation as it may deem necessary or convenient. But no order affecting said rates, tolls, charges,
schedules, regulations, measurements, practice or act complained of shall be entered by the commission without a formsJ
public hearing.

§ 1797m--44. The commission shall, prior to such formsJ
hearing, notify the public utility complained of that a complaint has been made, and ten days after such notice has been
given the commission may proceed to set a time and place for a
hearing and an investigation as hereinafter provided.
§ 1797m-45. The commission shall give the public utility
an.d the complainant, if any, ten days' notice of the time and
place when and where such hearing and investigation will be
held and such matters considered and determined. Both the
public utility and complainant shall be entitled to be heard
and shall have process to enforce the attendance of witnesses.
§ 1797m-46. 1. If upon such investigation the rates, tolls,
charges, schedules or joint rates, shall be found to be unjust,
unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory or to be
preferential or otherwise in violation of any provisions of this
act, the commission shall have power to fix and order substituted therefor such rate or rates, tolls, charges or schedules u
shall be just and reasonable.
2. If upon such investigation it shall be found that any
regulation, measurement, practice, act, or service complained
of is unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, preferential, unjustly
954
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discriminatory or otherwise in violation of any of the provisions
of this act, or if it be found that any service is inadequate or
that any reasonable service cannot be obtained, the commission shall have power to substitute therefor such other regu:
lations, measurements, practices, service or acts and to make
such order respecting, and such changes in such regulations,
measurements, practices, service or acts as shall be just and
reasonable.
§ 1797m-47. If upon such investigation it shall be found
that any rate, toll, charge, schedule or joint rate or rates is unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory or
preferential or otherwise in violation of any of the provisions
of this act, or that any regulation, practice, act or service complained of. is unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, preferential, or
otherwise in violation of the provisions of this act, or if it be
found that any service is inadequate or that any reasonable
service cannot be obtained, the public utility found to be at
fault shall pay the expenses incurred by the commission upon
such investigation.
§ 1797m-48. The commission may, in its discretion, when
complaint is made of more than one rate or charge, order
separate hearings thereon, and may consider and determine
the several matters complained of separately and at such times
as it may prescribe. No complaint shall at any time be dismissed because of the absence of direct damage to the complainant.
§ 1797m-49. Whenever the commission shall believe that
any rate or charge may be unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory or that any service is inadequate or cannot be obtained
or that an investigation of any matter relating to any public
utility should for any reason be made, it may on its own motion,
summarily investigate the same with or without notice.
§ 1797m-50. If, after making such investigation, the commission becomes satit:died that sufficient grounds exist to warrant
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a fonnal hearing being ordered as to the matters so investigated, it shall furnish such public utility interested a statement
notifying the public utility of the matters under investigation.
Ten days after such notice has been given the commission may
proceed to set a time and place for a hearing and an investigation as hereinbefore provided.
§ 1797m-51. Notice of the time and place for such bearing
shall be given to the public utility and to such other interested
persons as the commission shall deem necessary as provided
in section 1797m-45, and thereafter proceedings shall be had
and conducted in reference to the matter investigated in like
manner as though complaint had been filed with the commission relative to the matter investigated, and the same order
or orders may .be made in reference thereto as if such investigation ·had been made on complaint.
§ 1797m-52. Any public utility may make complaint as to
any matter affecting its own product or service with like effect
as though made by any mercantile, agricultural or manufacturing society, body politic or municipal organization or by any
twenty-five persons, firms, corporations or associations.

§ 1797m-53. 1. Each of the commissioners and every agent
provided for in section 1797m-41 of this act for the purposes mentioned in this act, shall have power to administer
oaths, certify to official acts, issue subprenas, compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of books, accounts,
papers, records, documents and testimony.
2. In case of disobedience on the part of any person or persons to comply with any order of the commission or any commissioner or any subprena, or, on the refusal of any witness to
testify to any matter regarding which he may be lawfully interrogated before the commission or its agent authorized as
provided in section 1797m-41, it shall be the duty of the circuit court of any county or the judge thereof, on application
of a commissioner to compel obedience by attachment pro9W
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ceedings for contempt as in the case of disobedience of the requirements of a subprena issued from such court or a refusal to
testify therein.
§ 1797m-54. 1. Each witness who shall appear before the
commission or its agent by its order, shall receive for his attendance the fees and mileage now provided for witnesses in
civil cases in courts of record, which shall be audited and paid
by the State in the same manner as other expenses are audited
and paid, upon the. presentation of proper vouchers sworn to by
such witnesses and approved by the chainnan of the commission.
2. No witness subprenaed at the instance of parties other
than the commission shall be entitled to compensation from
the State for attendance or travel urile8s the commission shall
certify that his testimony was material to the matter investigated.
§ 1797m-55. The COmlllU!810n or any party may, ID any
investigation, cause the depositions of witnesses residing within
or without the State to be taken in the manner prescribed by
law for like depositions in civil actions in circuit courts.
§ 1797m-56. A full and complete record shall be kept of
all proceedings had before the commission or its agent on any
formal investigation had and all testimony shall be taken down
by the stenographer appointed by the commission.

§ 1797m-57. Whenever any complaint is served upon the
commission under the provisions of section 1797m-64 of this
act, the commission shall, before said action is reached for trial,
cause a certified transcript of all proceedings had and testimony
taken upon such investigation to be filed with the clerk of the
circuit court of the county where the action is pending.
., § 1797m-58. A transcribed copy of the evidence and proceedings or any specific part thereof, on any investigation taken
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by the stenographer appointed by the commission, being certified by such stenographer to be a true and correct transcript
in longhand of all the testimony on the investigation of a particular witness, or of other specific part thereof; carefully compared by him with his original notes, and to be a correct statement of the evidence and proceedings had on such investigation
so purporting to be taken and transcribed, shall be received
in eviden~ with the same effect as ii such reporter were present
and testified to the fact so certified.

§ 1797m-59. A copy of such transcript shall be furnished
on demand free of cost to any party to such investigations.
§ 1797m--60. 1. Whenever, upon an investigation made
under the provisions of this act, the commission shall find any
existing rates, tolls, charges, schedules or joint rate made under the provisions of this act, the commission shall find any
existing rates, tolls, charges, schedules or joint rate or rates to
be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory
or to be preferential or otherwise in violation of any of the
provisions of this act, the commission shall detennine and by
order fix reasonable rates, tolls, charges, schedules or joint rates
to be imposed, observed and followed in the future in lieu of
those found to be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly
discriminatory or preferential or otherwise in violation of any
of the provisions of this act.
2. Whenever, upon an investigation made under the provisions of this act, the commission shall find any regulations,
measurements, practices, acts or service to be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, preferential, unjustly discriminatory or otherwise in violation of any of the provisions of this act; or shall
find that any service is inadequate or that any service which
can be reasonably demanded cannot be obtained, the commission shall determine and declare and by order fix reasonable
measurements, regulations, acts, practices or service to be
furnished, imposed, observed and followed in the future in lieu
of those found to be unjust, unreasonable, insufficient, prefer958
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entia.l, unjustly discriminatory, inadequate or otherwise in
violation of this act as the case may be, and shall make such
other order respecting such measurement, regulation, act,
practice or service as shall be just and reasonable.
3. Whenever, upon an investigation made under the provisions of this act, the commission shall find that any rate,
toll, charge, schedule or joint rate or rates is unjust, unreasonable, insufficient or unjustly discriminatory or preferential or
otherwise in violation of any of the provisions of this act, or
that any measurement, regulation, practice, act or service complained of is unjust, unreasonable, insqfficient, preferential,
unjustly discriminatory or otherwise in violation of any of the
provisions of this act, or it shall find that any service is inadequate or that any service which can reasonably be demanded
cannot be obtained, the commission shall ascertain and declare and by order fix the expenses incurred by the commission upon such investigation and shall by such order direct
such public utility to pay to the state treasurer within twenty
days thereafter such expenses so incurred.
4. The commission shall cause a certified copy of all such
orders to be delivered to an officer or agent of the public utility
affected thereby, and all such orders shall of their own force
take effect and become operative twenty days after service
thereof, unless a different time be provided by said order.
§ 1797m-61. All public utilities to which the order applies
shall make such changes in their schedule on file as may be
necessary to make the same conform to said order, and no
change shall thereafter be made by any public utility in any
such rates, tolls or charges, or in any joint rate or rates, without the approval of the commission. Certified copies of all
other orders of the commission shall be delivered to the public
utility affected thereby in like manner and the same shall take
effect within such time thereafter as the commission shall prescribe.
§ 1797m-62. The commission may at any time, upon notice
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to the public utility and after opportunity to be heard as provided in section 1797m-45, rescind, alter or amend any order
fixing any rate or rates, tolls, charges or schedules, or any other
order made by the commission, and certified copies of the same
shall be served and take effect as herein provided for original
ordel'8.
§ 1797m-63. All rates, tolls, charges, schedules and joint
rates fixed by the commission shall be in force and shall be
prima facie lawful, and all regulations, practices and service~
prescribed by the commission shall be in force and shall be
prima facie reasonable until finally found otherwise in an action brought for that purpose pursuant to the provisions of
section 1797m--64.
§ 1797m-64. 1. Any public utility and any person or
corporation in interest being dissatisfied with any order of the
commission fixing any rate or rates, tolls, charges, schedules,
joint rate or rates or any order fixing any regulations, practices,
act or service may commence an action in the circuit court for
Dane county against the commission as defendant to vacate
and set aside any such order on the ground that the rate or
rates, tolls, charges, schedules, joint rate or rates, fixed in such
order is unlawful, or that any such regulation, practice, act or
service fixed in such order is unreasonable, in which action the
cotnplaint shall be served with the summons.
2. The answer of the commission · to the complaint shall be
served and filed within ten days after service of the complaint,
whereupon said action shall be at issue and stand ready for
trial upon ten days' notice to either party.
3. All such actions shall have precedence over any civil
cause of a different nature pending in such court, and the circuit court shall always be deemed open for the trial thereof,
and the same shall be tried and determined as other civil actions.

§ 1797m~. Every proceeding, action or suit to set aside,
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vacate or amend any determination or order of the commission or to enjoin the enforcement thereof or to prevent in any
way such order or determination from becoming effective,
shall be commenced, and every appeal to the courts or right
of recourse to the courts shall be taken or exercised within
ninety days after the entry or rendition of such order or determination, and the right to commence any such action, proceeding or suit, or to take or exercise any such appeal or right
of recourse to the courts, shall terminate absolutely at the end
of such ninety days after such entry or rendition thereof.
§ 1797m-66. No injunction shall issue suspending or straying [staying] any order of the commission, except upon application to the 'circuit court or presiding judge thereof, notice to
the commission, and hearing.
§ 1797m-67. 1. If, upon the trial of such action, evidence
shall be introduced by the plaintiff which is found by the court
to be different from that offered upon the hearing before the
commission or its authorized agent, or additional thereto, the
court, before proceeding to render judgment unless the parties
to such action stipulate in writing to the contrary, shall transmit a copy of such evidence to the commission and shall stay
further proceedings in said action for fifteen days from the
date of such transmission.
2. Upon the receipt of such evidence the commission shall
consider the same and may alter, modify, amend or rescind
its order reJating to such rate or rates, tolls, charges, schedules,
joint rate or rates, regulations, practice, act or service complained of in said action, and shall report its action thereon
to said court within ten days from the receipt of such evidence.
§ 1797m-68. 1. If the commission shall rescind its order
complained of, the action shall be dismissed; if it shall alter,
modify or amend the same, such altered, modified or amended
order shall take the pJace of the original order complained of,
and judgment shall be rendered thereon as though made by
the commission in the first instance.
61
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2. If the original order shall not be rescinded or changed by
the commission judgment shall be rendered upon such ori~
order.

§ 1797m-69. Either party to said action, within sixty days
after service of a copy of the order or judgment of the circuit
court, may appeal to the supreme court. Where an appeal
is taken the cause shall, on the return of the papers to the su·
preme court, be immediately placed on the state calendar of
the then pending term and shall be assigned and brought to a
hearing in the same maimer as other causes on the state cal-

endar.
§ 1797m-70. In ail trials, actions and proceedings arising
under the provisions of this act or growing out of the exercise
of the authority and powers granted herein to the co:mmiss.ion,
the burden of proof shall be upon the party adverse to such
commission or seeking to set aside any determination, requirement, direction or order of said commission, to show by clear
and satisfactory evidence that the determination, requirement,
direction or order of the commission complained of is unreasonable or unlawful as the case may be.
§ 1797m-71. In all actions and proceedings in court arising
under this act all processes shall be served and the practice
and rules of evidence shall be the same as in civil actions, except as otherwise herein provided. Every sheriff or other
officer empowered to execute civil processes shall execute any
process issued under the provisions of this act and shall receive
such compensation therefor as may be prescribed by law for
similar services.
§ 1797m-72. No person shall be excused from testifying
or from producing books, accounts and papers in any proceed·
ing based upon or growing out of any violation of the provisions
of this act on the ground or for the reason that the tAlstimony
or evidence, documentary or otherwise, required by him may
962
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tend to incriminate him or subject him to penalty or forfeiture;
but no person having so testified shall be prosecuted or subjected to any penalty or fotfeiture for or on account of any
transaction, matter or thing concerning which he may have
testified or produced any documentary evidence; provided,
that no person testifying shall be exempted frotn prosecution
or punishment for perjury in so testifying.
§ 1797m-73. Upon application of any person the commission shall furnish certified copies, under the seal of the commission, of any order made by it, which shall be prima facie
evidence of the facts sta~d therein.
§ 1797m-74. 1. No license, permit or franchise shall be
granted to any person, copartnership or corporation to own,
operate, manage or control any plant or equipment for the
production, transmission, delivery or furnishing of heat, light,
wat,er or power in any municipality where there is in operation
under an indeterminate permit as provided in this act a public
utility engaged in similar service without first securing from the
commission a declaration after a public hearing of all parties
interested, that public convenience and necessity require such
second public utility.
,
2 . .A:n.y existing permit, license or franchise which shall contain any term whatsoever interfering with the existence of such
second public utility is hereby amended in such a manner as
to permit such municipality to grant an indeterminate permit
for the operation of such second public utility pursuant to the
provisions of this act.
3. No municipality shall hereafter construct any such plant
or equipment where there is in operation under an indeterminate
permit as provided in this act, in such municipality a public
utility engaged in sill)ila.r service, without fitst securing from
the commission a declaration, after a public hearing of all
parties interested, that public convenience and necessity require such municipal public utility. · But nothing in this section shall be construed as preventing a municipality acquir963
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ing any existiil.g plant by purchase or by condemnation as
hereinafter ·provided.
4. Nothing in this section shall be construed so as to prevent the granting of an indeterminate permit or the construction of a municipal plant where the existing public utility is
operating without an indeterminate permit as provided in this
act.

§ 1797m-75. No license, permit or franchise to own, operate, manage or control any plant or equipment for the production, transmission, delivery or furnishing of heat, light,
water or power shall be hereafter granted, or transferred except to a corporation duly organized under the laws of the
State of Wisconsin.
§ 1797m-76. Every license, permit or franchise hereafter
granted to any public utility shall have the effect of an indeterminate permit subject to the provisions of this act, and
subject to the provision that the municipality in which the major part of its property is situate may purchase the property
of such public utility actually used and useful for the convenience of the public at any time as provided herein, paying
therefor just compensation to be determined by the commission
and according to the terms and conditions fixed by said commission . .A:n.y such municipality is authorized to purchase such
property and every such public utility is required to sell such
property at the value and according to the terms and conditions
determined by the commission as herein provided.
§ 1797m-77. Any public utility, being at the time a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of Wisconsin,
operating under an existing license, permit or franchise shall,
upon filing at any time prior to the expiration of such license,
permit or franchise and prior to July 1, 1908, with the clerk
of the municipality which granted such franchise and with the
commission, a written declaration legally executed that it
surrenders such license, permit or franchise, receive by operation of law in lieu thereof, an indeterminate permit as pro964
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vided in this act; and such public utility shall hold such permit under all the terms, conditions and limitations of this act.
The filing of such declaration shall be deemed a waiver by such
public utility of the right to insist upon the fulfillment of any
contract theretofore entered into relating to any rate, charge
or service regulated by this act.
§ 1797m-78. Any public utility accepting or operating under any license, permit or franchise hereafter granted shall, by
acceptance of any such indeterminate permit be deemed to
have consented to a future purchase of its property actually
used and useful for the convenience of the public by the municipality in which the major part of it is situate for the compensation and under the terms and conditions determined by
the commission, and shall thereby be deemed to have waived
th~ right of requiring the necessity of such taking to be established by the verdict of a jury, and to have waived all other
remedies and rights relative to condemnation, except such
rights and remedies as are provided in this act.
§ 1797m-79. 1. Any municipality shall have the power,
subject to the provisions of this act, to construct and operate
a plant and equipment or any part thereof for the production,
transmission, delivery or furnishing of heat, light, water or
power.
2. Any municipality shall have the power, subject to the
provisions of this act, to purchase by an agreement with any
public utility any part of any plant, provided, that such purchase and the terms thereof shall be approved by the commission after a hearing as provided in sections 1797m-81 and
1797m-82.
3. Any municipality shall have the power, subject to the
provisions of this act to acquire by condemnation the property of any public utility actually used and useful for the convenience of the public then operating under a license, permit
or franchise existing at the time this act takes effect, or operating in such municipality without any permit or franchise.
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paid for the taking of the propel'ty of such public utility ac,ually
used and useful for the convenience of the publi<; and all other
terms and all conditions of sale and purchase w,hich it shall
ascertain to be reasonable. The compensation and other terms
and the conditions of sale and purchase thus certified by the
commission shall constitute the compensation and ~rms and
conditions to be paid, followed and observed in the purchase of
such plant from such public utility. Upon th~ filing of such
certificate with the clerk of such municipality the exclusive use
of the property taken shall vest in such municipality.
§ 1797m-83. Any public utility or the municipality being
dissatisfied with such order may commence and prosecute 8.n
action in the circuit court to alter or amend such order or any
part thereof as provided in sections 1797m-64 to 1797m-73,
inclusive, and said sections 8o far as applicable shall apply to
suc.h 'action.
§ 1797m-84. If the plaintiff shall not establish to the full
satisfaction of·the court that the compensation fixed and determined in'such order is unlawful or that some of the term8 or
conditions fixed and determined therein are in some particulars
unreasonable, the compensation, terms and conditions fixed in
said order shall be the compensation, terms and conditions to be
paid, followed and observed in the purchase of said plant from
such public utility.

§ 1797m-85. If the plaintiff shall establish to the full satisfaction of the court and the court shall adjudge that such compensatign is unlawful or that some of such terins or conditions
are unreasonable, the court shall remand the same to the commission with such findings of fact and conclusions of law as
shall set forth in detail the reasons for such judgment and the
specific ·particulars in which such order of the commission is adjudged to be unreasonable or unlawful.
§ 1797m-86. 1. If the compensation fixed by the previous
order of the commission be adjudged to be unlawful, the com967

mission shall forthwith proceed to set a re-hearing for the redetermination of such compensation liB in the first instance.
2. The commission shall forthwith otherwise alter and amend
such previous order with or without a re-hearing as it may deem
necessary so that the same shall be reasonable and lawful in
every particular.

§ 1797m-87. Every municipal council shsJ.l have power.
(1) To determine by contract, ordinance or otherwise the quality and character of each kind of product or service to be furnished or rendered by any public utility furnishing any product
of service within said municipality and all other tenns and conditions not inconsistent with this act upon which such public
utility may be permitted to occupy the streets, highways or
other public property within such municipality and such contract, ordinance or other determination of such municipality
shall be in force and prima facie reBBonable. Upon complaint
made by such public utility or by any qualified complainant as
provided in section 1797m-43, the commission shall set a
hearing liB provided in sections 1797m-45 and 1797m-46 and
if it shall find such contract, ordinance or other determination
to be unreBBonable, such contract, ordinance or other determination shall be void.
(2) To require of any public utility by ordinance or otherwise such additions and extensions to its physical plant within
said municipality as shall be reBBonable and necessary in the interest of the public, and to designaw the location and nature of
all such additions and extensions, the time within which they
must be completed and all conditions under which they must
be constructed subject to review by the commission liB provided in subdivision 1 of this section.
(3) To provide for a penalty for non-compliance with th<'
provisions of any ordinance or resolution adopted pursuant to
the provisions hereof.
(4) The power and authority granted in this section shall
exist and be vested in said municipalities, anything in this act
to the contrary notwithstanding.
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§ 1797m-88. No public utility or any agent or officer
thereof, or any agent or officer of any municipality co:o.stituting
a public utility as defined in this act shall offer or give for any
purpose to ,any political committee or any member or employee
thereef, to any candidate for, or incumbent of, any office or position under the constitution or laws or under any ordinance of
any municipality of this State, or to any person at the request,
or for the advantage of all or any of them, any frank, or any
privilege withheld from any person for any product or service
produced, transmitted, delivered, furnished or rendered, or to
be produced, transmitted, delivered, furnished or rendered by
any public utility, or the conveyance of any telephone message
or communication or any free product or service whatsoever.
2. No political committee and no member or employee
thereof, no candidate for and no incumbent of any office or position under the constitution or laws or under any ordinance of
any town or municipality of this State, shall ask for or accept
from any public utility or any agent or officer thereof, or any
agent or officer of any municipality constituting a public utility
as defined in this act, or use in any manner or for any purpose
any frank or privilege withheld from any person, for any product
or service produced, transmitted, delivered, furnished or rendered, or to be produced, transmitted, delivered, furnished or
rendered by any public utility, or the conveyance of any telephone message or communication.
3. Any violation of any of the provisions of this section shall
be punished by imprisonment in the state prison not more than
five years nor less than one year or by fine not exceeding one
thousand dollars nor less than two hundred dollars.
§ 1797m-89. 1. If any public utility or any agent or
officer thereof, or any officer of any municipality constituting
a public utility as defined in this act shall, directly or indirectly,
by any device whatsoever or otherwise, charge, demand, collect or receive from any person, firm or corporation a greater
or less compensation for any service rendered or to be rendered
by it in or affecting or relating to the production, transmission,
969
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delivery or furnishing of heat, light, water or power or the conveyance of telephone messages or for any service in connection
therewith than that prescribed in the published schedules or
tariffs then in force or established as provided herein, or than
it charges, demands, collects or receives from any other person,
firm or corporation for a like and contemporaneous service, such
public utility shall be deemed guilty of unjust discrimination
which is hereby prohibited and declared to be unlawful, and
upon conviction thereof shall forfeit and pay into the state
treasury not less than one hundred dollars nor more than one
thousand dollars for each offen8e; and such agent or officer so
offending shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not leBB than
fifty dollars nor more than one hundred dollars for each offense.
§ 1797m-90. It shall be unlawful for any public utility to
demand, charge, collect or receive from any person, firm or
corporation less compensation for any service rendered or to
be rendered by said public utility in consideration of the furnishing by said person, firm or corporation of any part of the
facilities incident thereto; provided nothing herein shall be
construed as prohibiting any public utility from renting any
facilities incident to the production, transmiBBion, delivery or
furnishing of heat, light, water or power or the conveyance of
telephone messages and paying a reasonable rental therefor.
§ 1797m -91. If any public utility make or give any undue or
unn>asonable preference or advantage to any particular person,
firm or corporation or shall subject any particular person, firm
or corporation to any undue or unreasonable prejudice or disadvantage in any respect whatsoever, such public utility shall
be deemed guilty of unjust discrimination which is hereby
prohibited and declared unlawful.
The furnishing by any public utility, of any product or service at the rates apd upon the terms and con.ditions provided
for in any existing contract executed prior to April 1, 1907,
shall not constitute a discrimination within the meaning speci970
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fied. Any person, firm or corporation violating the provisions
of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
on conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less
than fifty dollars nor more than one thousand dollars for each
offense.
§ 1797m-92. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or
corporation knowingly to solicit, accept or receive any rebate,
concession or discrimination in respect to any service in or
affecting or relating to the production, transmission, delivery
or furnishing of heat, light, water or power or the conveying
of telephone messages within this State, or for any service in
connection therewith whereby any such service shall, by any
device whatsoever, or otherwise, be rendered free or at a less
rate than that named in the published schedules and tariffs in
force as provided herein, or whereby any service or advantage
is received other than is herein specified. Any person, firm or
corporation violating the provisions of this section shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars nor
more than one thousand dollars for each offense.
§ 1797m-93. H any public utility shall do or cause to be
done or permit to be done any matter, act or thing in this act
prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or. shall omit to do any
act, matter or thing required to be done by it, such public
utility shall be liable to the person, firm or corporation injured
thereby in treble the amount of damages sustained in consequence of such violation; provided, that any recovery as in
this section proVided, shall in no manner affect a recovery by
the State of the penalty prescribed for such violation.
§ 1797m-94. Any officer, agent or employee of any public
utility or of any municipality constituting a public utility as
defined in this act who shall fail 9r refuse to.fill out and return
any blanks as required by this act, or shall fail or refuse to
answer any question therein propounded, or shall knowingly
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or willfully give a false answer to any such question or shall
evade the answer to any such question where the fact inquired
of is within his knowledge or who shall, upon proper demand,
fail or refuse to exhibit to the commission or any commissioner
or any person authorized to examine the same, any book,
paper, account, record, or memoranda of such public utility
which is in his ~ion or under his control or who shall fail
to properly use and keep his system of accounting or any part
thereof as prescribed by the commission, or who shall refuse to
do any act or thing in connection with such system of accounting when so directed by the commission or itB authorized representative, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than
one thousand dollars for each offense.
2. And a penalty of not less than five hundred dollars nor
more than one thousand dollars shall be recovered from the
public utility for each such offense when such officer, agent or
employee acted in obedience to the direction, instruction or request of such public utility or any general officer thereof.
§ 1797m-95. 1. If any public utility shall violate any provision of this act, or shall do any act herein prohibited or shall
fail or refuse to perform any duty enjoined upon it for which a
penalty has not been provided, or shall fail, neglect or refuse to
obey any lawful requirement or order made by the commission
or the municipal council or any judgment or decree made by
any court upon itB application, for every such violation, failure
or refusal such public utility shall forfeit and pay into the
treasury a sum not less than one hundred dollars nor more than
one thousand dollars for each such offense.
2. In construing and enforcing the provisions of this section the act, omission or failure of any officer, agent or other
person acting for or employed by any public utility acting
within the scope of his employment shall in every case lX'
deemed to be the act, omission or failure of such public utility.
§ 1797m-96. If any officer of any town, village or city con972
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stituting a public utility as defined in this act shall do or cause
to be done or permit to be done any matter, act or thing in
this act prohibited or declared to be unlawful, or shall omit,
fail, neglect or refuse to do any act, matter or thing required
by this act of such officer to be done, or shall omit, fail, neglect
or refuse to perform any duty enjoined upon him and relating
directly or indirectly to the enforcement of this act, or shall
omit, fail, neglect or refuse to obey any lawful requirement or
order made by the commission or any judgment or decree made
by the court upon its application, for every such violation,
failure or refusal such officer shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
fine of not less than fifty dollars nor more than five hundred
dollars.

§ 1797m-97. 1. Any person who shall destroy, injure or
interfere with any apparatus or appliance owned or operated
by or in charge of the commission or its agent shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be punished
by fine not exceeding one hundred dollars or imprisonment for
a period not exceeding thirty days or both.
2. Any public utility permitting the destruction, injury to,
or Interference with, any such apparatus or appliance, shall
forfeit a sum not exceeding one thousand dollars for each offense.
§ 1797m-:-98. Every day during which any public utility or
any officer, agent or employee thereof shall fail to observe and
comply with any order or direction of the commission or to
perform any duty enjoined by this act shall constitute a separate and distinct violation of such order or direction or of this
act as the case may be.
§ 1797m-99. 1. The commission shall have power, when
deemed by it necessary to prevent injury to the business or
interests of the people or any public utility of this State in case
of any emergency to be judged of by the commission, to tempo973
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rarily alter, amend, or with the consent of the public utility
concerned, suspend any existing rates, schedules and order
relating to or affecting any public utility or part of any public
utility in this State.
2. Such rates so made by the commission shall apply ro
one or more of the public utilities in this State or to any portion
thereof 88 may be directed by the commission, and shall take
effect at such time and remain in force for such length of time
88 may be prescribed by the commission.

§ 1797m-100. Whenever, after hearing and investigation
provided in this act, the commission shall find. that any
rate, toll, charge, regulation or practice for, in, or affecting or
relating to the production, transmission, delivery or furnishing
of heat, light, water or power or the conveying of any telephone message or any service in connection therewith not
hereinbefore specifieally designated, is unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory, it shall have the power to regulate the
same 88 provided in sections 1797m-43 to 1797m-51 and
1797m-60 to 1797m-62, inclusive.

88

§ 1797m-101. 1. Every public utility shall, whenever an
accident attended with loss of human life occurs within this
State upon its premises or directly or indirectly arising from or
connected with its maintenance or operation, give immediate
notice thereof to the commission.
2. In the event of any such accident the commission, if it
deem the public interest require it, shall cause an investigation
to be made forthwith, which investigation shall be held in the
locality of the accident, unless for greater convenience of those
concerned it shall order such investigation to be held at some
other place; and said investigation may be adjourned from place
to place 88 may be found necessary and convenient. The commission shall seasonably notify the public utility of the time and
place of the investigation.
§ 1797m-102. 1. The commission shall inquire into any
neglect or violation of the laws of this State by any public
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utility doing business therein, or by the officers, agents or employees thereof or by any person operating the plant of any public utility, and shall have the power and it shall be its duty to
enforce the provisionS of this act as well as 8.11 other laws relating to public utilities, and to report all violations thereof to
the attorney general.
2. Upon the request of the commission it' shall be the duty of
the attorney general or the district attorney of the proper
county to aid in any investigation, hearing or trial had under
the provisions of this act, and to institute and prosecute all necessary actions or proceedings for the enforcement of this act and
of all other laws of this State relating to public utilities and for
the punishment of all violations thereof.
3. kly forfeiture or penalty herein provided shall be recovered and suit therein shall be brought in the name of the State
of Wisconsin in the circuit court for Dane county. Complaint
for the collection of any such forfeiture may be made by the
commission or any memQer thereof, and when so made the action so commenced shall be prosecuted by the attorney general.
4. The commission shall have authority to employ counsel in
any proceeding, investigation, hearing or trial.
§ 1797m-103. A substantial compliance with the requirements of this act shall be sufficient to give effect to all the rules,
orders, acts and regulations of the commission and they shall
not be declared inoperative, illegal or void for any omiBBion of a
technical nature in respect thereto.

§ 1797m-104. This act shall not have the effect to release
or waive any right of action by the State or by any person for
any right, penalty or forfeiture which may have arisen or which
may hereafter arise, under any law of this State; and all penalties and forfeitures accruing under this act shall be cumulative and a suit for any recovery of one shall not be a bar to the
recovery of any other penalty.
§ 1797m-105. 1. Unless the commission shall otherwise
order, it shall be unlawful for any public utility within this State
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to demand, collect or receive a greater compensation for any
service than the charge fixed on the lowest schedules of rates
for the same service on the first day of April, 1907.
2. Every public utility in this State shall, within thirty days
after the pw:!B&ge and publication of this act, file in the office of
the commission, copies of all schedules of rates and charges including joint rates, in force on the first day of April, 1907, and
all rates in force at any time subsequent to said date.
3. Any public utility desiring to advance or discontinue any
such rate or rates may make application to the commission in
writing stating the advance in or discontinuation of the rate or
rates desired, giving the reasons for such advance or discontinuation.
4. Upon receiving such application the commission shall fix
a time and place for hearing and give such notice to interested
parties as it shall deem proper and reasonable. If, after such
hearing and investigation, the commission shall find that the
change or discontinuation applied for is reasonable, fair and
•
just, it shall grant the application either in whole or in part.
5. Any public utility being dissatisfied with any order of the
commission made under the provisions of this section may commence an action against it in the circuit court in the manner
provided in sections 1797m-64 to 1797m-73, inclusive, of this
act, which action shall be tried and determined in the same
manner as is provided in said sections.

'

§ 1797m-106. The employment of agentB, expertB, engineers, accountantB, examiners or MSistants by the commission
as provided in this act, and the payment of their compensation
and travelling and other expenses, shall be under the provisions
of section 1, chapter 362, of the laws of 1905, and actB amendatory thereof.
§ 1797m-107. A sum sufficient to carry out the provisions
of this act is appropriated out of any money in the state treasury not otherwise appropriated, not exceeding fifty-two thousand dollars.
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§ 1797m-108. All acta and part.a of acta conflicting with
the provisions of this act are repealed in so far as they are inconsistent herewith.
SEcriON 2. Section 925-97a, statutes of 1898, chapter 389,
laws of 1905, and chapter 459, laws of 1905, are repealed.
SEcriON 3. This act shall take effect and be in force from and
after ita passage and publication.
Approved July 9, 1907.
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Noe. 396, 397 and 398.-0ctober Term, 1908.

William R. Willcox et al., Constituting
the Public Service Commission, &c.,
of New York, Appellants,
396
v.
Consolidated Gas Company of New
York.
The City of New York, Appellant,

397

v.

Consolidated Gas Company of New
York.
William S. Jackson, as Attorney General of the State of New York, Appellant,

398

Appeals from the
Circuit Court of the
United States for
the Southern District of New York.

v.

Consolidated Gas Company of New
York.
[January 4, 1909.)
BEADNOTEB.*

It is not a question of discretion or comity for the Federal court to take
jurisdiction of a case; it is the duty of that court to take jurisdiction
when properly appealed to; and it should not be criticized for so doing
even though the case be one of local interest. Cohens v. Virginia, 6
Wheat. (19 U. 8.) 264, 404, 5 Sup. Ct. 257. The right of a party
plaintiff to chooee the Federal court cannot be properly denied. Re
Metropolitan Receivership, 208 U. S. 90, 110.
Rates, when fixed by legislative authority, for public service corporations, should allow a fair return upon the reasonable value of the
•Headnote&, Statement of Case and Opinion are official; L. ed. and Sup.
Ct. citations are not in original.
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property at the time it is being used, but the legislative act will not be
declared invalid by the courts unless the rates are eo unreasonably
low that their enforcement would amount to taking the property for
public use without compensation. San Die£o Land and Town Co.
C8868, 174 U.S. 739, 43 L. ed. 1154, 19 Sup. Ct. 257; s. c. 189 U.S.
439, 47 L. ed. 892, .23 Sup. Ct. 571.
Except in very clear caaet~, courts should not interfere with ~ rate
legislation before the legislation goes into effect. Knoxville v. Water
Co;, 212 u.s. 1.
Value of the property employed being an e&Bential element in determining whether a rate ie or is not confiscatory, and beioc also largely a
matter of opinion, where the determination of the question depends
upon such value, a court of equity should hesitate to interfere by injunction to suspend the rate before it goes into operation and a fair
trial has been made.
Franchisea of public service corporatiOAS are property and cumot be
taken or used by others without compensation, and, where a State
has by legislative enactment permitted eueh corporations to capitalise
such franchisea, their value at the time of such capitalization should
be included in the value of the property as an element for fixing rates;
but no increased value of such francbisea should be allowed.
Public service corporations, such as gas companies, are subject to tbe
legislative right to fix rates which permit not more than a fair return
on the property used.
Whether a rate yields such a fair return u not to be confiscatory depends upon circumstances, locality and risk, and no particulal- rate
can be established for all C8868.
Under all the circums~ces of this case thie eourt concurs with the court
below that six per cent is a fair return on the value of properly employed in supplying gas in the city of New York, and a rate yielding
that return is not confiscatory.
In estimating value of franchises for the purpose of fixing rates, it is imuiaterial that the corporation is taxed on a geater value than tha.t
allowed if it chargee its taxes as operaq expenses in determining net
income.
Where a public servioe corporation has a monopoly, such as of supplying gas in a large city, "good will" cannot be considered as an element
of value of the property employed.
For purpose of fixing rates the value of property employed should be
determined as of the time when the inquiry is made, and, as a general
rule, the corporation ia entitled to the benefit of increased value llince
acquisition.
A provision in a state statute, requiring a public service corporation to
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perform its eervioe in such a manner that its entire plant would have
to be rebuilt at a cost on which no return could be obtained at the rate
fixed, deprives the company of its ability to secure such return and is
unconstitutional and void.
Ex parte Young, 209 U. 8.123, followed as to the unconstitutionality of
provisions in a state statute for penalties for violations so enormous
as to be overwhelming.
Provisions in a gas rate bill for rate, pressure and penalties for violation,
may be, as held in this case, separable and the unconstitutionality of
the provisions as to pressure and penalties will not affect the provisions as to rate.
Provision in a gas rate act establishing one rate for the municipality and
another for individual consumers is not an unreasonable classification
and does not render the act unconstitutional under the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.
Where none of the different classes of consumers complain of different
rates the corporation cannot complain of such differences provided
the total receipts are sufficient to yield an adequate return.
Where, as in this case, in an action brought before the rate takes effect,
complainant fails to sustain the burden of ·clearly showing that a rate
act is confiscatory, the bill should be dismissed without prejudice to
right of the complainant to bring another action after the rate goes
into effect if it then proves to be confiscatory.
So held in regard to the New York Eighty-Cent Gas Law.
157 Fed. Rep. 849, reversed.
STATEMENT OF CASE.

The appellee, complainant below, filed its bill May 1, 1906,
in the United States Circuit Court for the Southern District
of New York against the city of New York, the Attorney General of the State, the District Attorney of New York County
and the Gas Commission of the State, to enjoin the enforcement of certain acts of the legislature of the State, as well as
of an order made by the Gas Commission, February 23, 1906,
to take effect May 1, 1906, relative to rates for gas in New York
City.
Since the commencement of the suit the Gas Commission has
been abolished and the Public Serviqe Commission has been
created by the legislature in its stead. The official term of
Attorney General Meyer has also expired, and Attorney General Jackson, his successor, has been substituted in his place.
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The ground for the relief asked for in the bill was the alleged
unconstitutionality of the acts and the order, because the rates
fixed were so low as to be confiscatory. Upon filing the bill
a preliminary injunction was granted (146 Fed. 150), and
after issue was joined the case was referred to one of the standing masters of the court to take testimony, in conformity to
the practice indicated in Railroad v. Tompkins, 176 U.S. 167,
179, 44 L. ed. 417, 20 Sup. Ct. 336.
A hearing was had before the master, who reported in favor
of the complainant. The case then came before the Circuit
Court, and, after argument, a final decree was entered, restraining defendants from enforcing the provisions of the acts and
the order relating to rates or penalties. 157 Fed. 849. These
various defendants, except the District Attorney, have taken
separate appeals directly to this court from the decree so
entered. Tlie acts which are declared void as unconstitutional
are chapter 736 of the Laws of 1905, which limits the price of
gas sold to the city of New York to a sum not to exceed 75 cents
per thousand cubic feet. The act also requires that the gas
sold shall have a specified illuminating power, and a certain
pressure at all distances from the place of manufacture. Penalties are attached to a violation of the act. The other act is
chapter 125 of the Laws of 1906, limiting the prices of gas in
the boroughs of Manhattan and the Bronx, to other consumers
than the city of New York, to 80 cents per thousand cubic
feet, with like penalties as in the act of 1905, and with the B&Dle
provisions as to illuminating power and the pressure in the
service mains. The order which was declared invalid was
one made by the Gas Commission created under and by virtue
of chapter 737 of the Laws of 1905, the order providing that
the price of gas in the city should be not more than 80 cents to
consumers other than the city of New York. The order had
the same provisions as to illuminating power and pressure as
the acts above mentioned. The master and the court below
found that the 80 cent rate was so low as to amount to confiscation, and hence the acts and the order were invalid as in
violation of the Federal Constitution.
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MR. JusTICE PECKHAM, after making the foregoing statement, delivered the
OPINION OF THE COURT.

"At the outset it seems to us proper to notice the views regarding the action of the court below, which have been stated
by counsel for the appellants, the Public Service Commission, in
their brief in this court. They assume to criticise that court
for taking jurisdiction of this case, as precipitate, as if it were
a question of discretion or comity, whether or not that court
should have heard the case. On the contrary, there was no
discretion or comity about it. When a Federal court is properly appealed to in a case over which it has by law jurisdiction,
it is its duty to take such jurisdiction [Cohens v. Virginia, 6
Wheat. (19 U. S.) 264, 404, 5 L. ed. 257], and in taking it that
court cannot be truthfully spoken of as precipitate in its conduct. That the case may be one of local interest only is entirely
immaterial, so long as the parties are citizens of different States
or a question is involved which by law brings the case within
the jurisdiction of a Federal court. The right of a party plaintiff to choose a Federal court where there is a choice cannot be
properly denied. In re Metropolitan Railway Receivership, 208
U.S. 90-110; Prentis v. Atlantic Coast Line et al., 211 U.S. 210.
In the latter case it was said that a plaintiff could not be forbidden to try the facts upon which his right to relief is based
before a court of his own choice, if otherwise competent. It is
true an application for an injunction was denied in that case because the plaintiff should in our opinion have taken the appeal
allowed him by the law of Virginia while the rate of fare in litigation was still at the legislative stage, so as to make it absolutely
certain that the officials of the State would try to establish and
enforce an unconstitutional rule.
"The case before us is not like that. It involves the constitutionality, with reference to the Federal Constitution, of two
acts of the legislature of New York, and it is one over which the
Circuit Court undoubtedly had jurisdiction under the act of
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Congress, and its action in taking and hearing the case cannot
be the subject of proper criticism.
"An examination of the record herein, with reference to the
questions involved in the merits, shows that the act under
· which the Gas Commission was appointed was subsequently to
the commencement and trial of this suit, declared, on grounds
not here material, to be unconstitutional by the Court of Appeals of New York. 191 N. Y. 123, February 18, 1908. The
order made by the commission must therefore be regarded as
invalid. It is not important in this case, because the act of
the legislature of 1906, makes the same provision as to the price
of gas to consumers other than the city that the order does. We
have as remaining to be considered the above-mentioned two
acts of the legislature.
"The question arising is as to the validity of the acts limiting
the rates for gas to the prices therein stated. The rule by which
to determine the question is pretty ·well established in this
court. The rates must be plainly unreasonable to the extent
that their enforcement would be equivalent to the taking of
property for public use without such compensation as under the
circumstances is just both to the owner and the public. There
must be a fair return upon the reasonable value of the property at the time it is being used for the public. San Diego Land
& Town Company v. National City, 174 U.S. 739, 767,43 L. ed.
1154, 19 Sup. Ct. 804; Same plaintiff v. Jasper, 189 U.S. 439,
442, 47 L. ed. 892, 23 Sup. Ct. 892.
"Many of the cases are cited in Knoxville v. Knoxville Water
Co., just decided. The case must be a clear one before the court
ought to be a.Sked to interfere with state legislation upon the
subject of rates, especially before there has been any actual experience of the practical result of such rates. In this case the
rates have not been enforced as yet, because the bill herein was
filed and an injunction obtained restraining their enforcement
before they came into actual operation.
"In order to determine the rate of return upon the reasonable
value of the property at the time it is being used for the public
it, of course, becomes necessary to ascertain what that value is.
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A very great amount of evidence was taken before the master
upon that subject, which is included in five large volumes of
the record. Valuations by expert witnesses were given as to
the value of the real estate owned by the complainant, and as
to the value of the mains, service pipes, plants, meters and
miscellaneous personal property.
" The value of real estate and plant is to a considerable extent
matter of opinion, and the same may be said of personal estate
when not based upon the actual cost of material and construction. Deterioration of the value of the plant, mains and pipes
is also to some extent based upon opinion. All these matters
make questions of value somewhat uncertain.; while added to
this is an alleged prospective loss of income from a reduced
rate, a matter also of much uncertainty, depending upon the
extent of the reduction and the probable increased consumption, and we have a problem as to the character of a rate which
is difficult to answer without a practical test from actual operation of the rate. Of course, there may be cases where the
rate is so low, upon any reasonable basis of valuation, that
there c'an be no just doubt as to its confiscatory nature, and in
that event there should be no hesitation in so deciding and in
enjoining its enforcement without waiting for the damage
which must inevitably accompany the operation of the business under the objectionable rate. But where the rate complained of shows in any event a very narrow line of division
between possible confiscation and proper regulation, as based
upon the value of the property found by the court below, and
the division depends upon opinions as to value, which differ
considerably among the witnesses, and also upon the results in
the future of operating under the rate objected to, so that the
material fact of value is left in much doubt, a court of equity
ought not to interfere by injunction before a fair trial has been
made of continuing the business under that rate, and thus
eliminating, as far as is possible, the doubt arising from opinions as opposed to facts.
"A short history of the complainant, as to its incorporation
and its capital, and the method by which the value of its fran-
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chises was arrived at, will render the further examination of
the case more intelligible.
"Prior to 1884 there were seven gaslight companies in New
York City, each operated under separate charters, granted at
different times between the years 1823 and 1865 or 1871. They
each had the right to use the streets of certain portions of the
city for the purpose of laying their mains and service pipes in
order to furnish gas to the city and the citizens. Not one of
the companies had ever been called upon to pay a penny for
such right, but the grant to each was in that aspect a gratuity.
It was not, at the time of granting franchises such as these, the
custom tb pay for them.
" In 1884, by chapter 367 of the laws of that year, authority
to consolidate manufacturing corporations was granted upon
conditions mentioned in the act. The directors of the corporations proposing to consolidate were to make an agreement
for consolidation, embracing, among other things, the amount
of capital and the number of shares of stock into which it
should be divided, the capital not to be in amount more 'than
the fair aggregate value of the property, franchises and rights
of the several companies to be consolidated.' The agreement
was not to be valid until submitted to the stockholders of each
of the companies and approved by two-thirds of each. The
constituent companies, which were afterwards consolidated under their agreement, and pursuant to the act mentioned, were
six in number, the seventh, the Mutual Company, withdrawing.
The companies agreed upon the valuation of their property,
which was to be paid for in the stock of the consolidated company, and the original stock held by the stockholders of each
company was surrendered to the consolidated company. The
value of the franchises of all the companies was set at the
figure of $7,781,000. The court below said that the master reported there was little direct evidence before him as to the
value of the franchises, to which the court added that if the
master, by direct evidence, meant testimony of the same kind
regarding their value as had been offered regarding every item
of tangible property, there was none at all.
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" The court further stated 'that it does not appear in the evidence how the valuation of the franchises was measured, or
why the figures selected were chosen, but that it was true that
when complainant was organized, in 1884, under.the.consollda.tion statute, which in terms permitted. it to acquire the property and franchises of the other companies, it issped.stock of
the par value of $7,781,000, representing the franchises it th~n
acquired and nothing else, and that the stock was. held by purchasers, who, I am compelled to think, had a right to rely upon
legal protection for legally issued stock.' It is not, of. course,
contended there was special stock issued for this particular item,
but it was included in the total sum for which the consolidated
company issued its stock and upon its receipt the stoc.kholders
in the various companies surrendered their.stock in those companies. The result was.that ~he amount of the stock issued by
the consolidated company w.as increased by $7,781,000,. representing a value of franchises which was agreed upon by .the
stockholders in the companies, and which had never .cost a,ny
of them a single penny.
" It cannot be disputed that franc~ of this nature are
property and cannot be taken or used by others without compensation. Monongahela Nav. Co. v. United States,.14;S U.S.
312, 37 L. ed. 463, 13 Sup. Ct. 622; People v. O'Brien, 111 N. Y.
1, 19 N.Y. St. Rep. 173,. .18 N. E. 692, and cases citedr The iJ;nportant question is alw-ays .one of value. Taking their value in
this case as arrived :at by agreement of their owners, at the time
of the consolidation, that value has been increased by the finding
of the court below to the sum of $12,000,000 at the tim~ of the
commencement of this suit. The trial court said: "If, however,
complainant's franchises were worth $7,781,000 in: .1884, and
its .tangible property, at the same time, was ·appraised (as appears in evidence) 1 at $30,000,000 (in round figures), then since
complainant's business (in sales volume) has, in twenty-three
years, almost quadrupled, and its tangible assets grown to
$47,000,000, it appears to me that a fair method of fixing value
of the franchises in 1905 is to assume the fl8Jile growth in value
for the franchises as is demonstrated by the evidence in the
63
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case of tangible property. If, therefore, the franchise valuation of 1884 was proportioned to personalty and realty of
$30,000,000, a franchise valuation proportioned to $47,000,000
in 1905 would be over $12,000,000. This, I think, a logical result from the assumption I am compelled to start with, i.e.,
that franchises have a separate and independent value. But
there is, however, no method of valuing franchises, except by
a consideration of earnings; earnings must be proportioned to
assets; and both kinds of assets, tangible and intangible, must
stand upon the same plane of valuation; having, therefore, a
measure of growth of tangible assets from 1884 to 1905, the
franchise assets must be assumed to have grown in the same
proportion. I find that the value of complainants' franchises
at the date of inquiry was not less than $12,000,000, making a
total valuation of $59,000,000, upon which the probable return
is $3,030,000, or very considerably less than 6 per cent.' The
judge stated his own views as opposed to including these fran. chises in the property upon the value of which a return is
to be calculated in fixing the amount of rates, but held that
he was bound by decided cases to hold against his personal
views.
''We are not prepared to hold with the court below as to the
increased value which it attributes to the franchises. It is not
only too much a matter of pure speculation, but we think it is
also opposed to the principle upon which such valuation should
be made. This corporation is one of that class which is subject
to regulation by the legislature in the matter of rates, provided
they are not made 80 low as to be confiscatory. The franchises
granted the various companies and held by complainant consisted in the right to open the streets of the city and lay down
mains and use them to supply gas, subject to the legislative
right to 80 regulate the price for the gas as to permit not more
than a fair return (regard being had to the risk of the business)
upon the reasonable value of the property at the time it is
being used for the public.
"The evidence shows that from their creation, down to the
consolidation in 1884, these companies had been free from leg994
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islative regulation upon the amount of the rates to be charged
for gas. They had been most prosperous and had divided very
large earnings in the shape of dividends to their stockholders,
dividends which are characterized by the Senate committee,
appointed in 1885 to investigate the facts surrounding the consolidatio~, as enormous. The report of that committee shows
that several of the companies had averaged, from their creation, dividends over sixteen per cent, and the six companies in
the year 1884 paid a. dividend upon capital which had been
increased by earnings, as in the case of the Manhattan and the
New York, of eighteen per cent, and, had it been upon the
money actually paid in, it would have been nearly twentyfive per cent.
" The committee also said in the same report that these 'franchises were in force November 10, 1884, the time of the consolidation, and the money invested in them was earning the
same enormous dividends. So far as the evidence shows, there
was nothing in the condition of affairs on the lOth of November to indicate that these franchises would' not be as valuable
for the next twenty years as they had been in the past. There
were gas companies enough in the city with a capacity capable
of supplying the demands for the next twenty years. A law
was on our statute books that virtually prohibited the laying
of any more gas pipes in the streets. The gas companies had
8.n agreement among themselves, fixing the price of gas a.t a.
figure that paid these dividends. The people were paying this
price, as they had in the past, without objection or protest.
This price may have been too high, and the dividends were
excessive, but they were not illegal, and the valuation of the
franchises computed upon these dividends, and that state of
facts cannot be called a violation of a law that expressly a.u- ·
thorized it to be done, unless such valuation was too high.'
11 The committee, upon these facts, were of opinion that the
valuation of $7,781,000 for the franchises was not more than
their fair aggregate value.
11 Assuming, as the committee did, that the company would
be permitted to charge the same prices in the future which in
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the past had resulted in these 'enormous' or 'excessive' dividends, it need not .be matter of surprise, ~hat a franchise by
means of which such dividends had been ~ble was not regarded as overvalued at the sum stated in 1884.
" We think that under the above facts the ~ourts ought to accept the valuation of the franchises fixed and agreed upon under the act of 1884 as conclusive at that time. The valuation
was provided for in the act, which was followed by the companies, and the agreement regarding it has been always recognized as valid, and the stock ~ been largely dealt in for more
than twenty years past o,n the basis of the validity of the valuation and of the stock issued by the company.
" But although the State ought, for .these reasons, to be bound
to recognize the value agreed upon in 1884 as part of the property upon which a reasonable return can be dema.nded, we do
not think an increase in that valuation ought to be allowed
upon the theory suggested by the court below. Because the
amount of gas supplied has increased to the extent stated, and
the other and tangible proper(;y of the corporations has increased so largely in value, is not, as it seems to us, any reason
for attributing a like proportional increase in the value of the
franchise. Real estate may have increased in value very
largely, as also the personal property, without any necessary
increase in the value of the franchise. Its past value was
founded upon the opportunity of obtaining these enormous
and excessive returns upon the pi'Qperty of ~e company, without legislative interference with the pric~ for the supply of gas,
but that immunity for the future was, of course, uncertain, and
the moment it ceased and the legislature reduced the earnings
to a reasonable sum the great value of the franchise would be
at once and unfavorably affected, but how much so it is not
possible for us now to see. The value would most certainly not
increase. The question of the regulation of rates did from
time to time thereafter arise in the legislature, and finally
culminated in these acts which were in existence when the
court below found this increased value of the franchises. We
cannot, in any view of the case, concur ~t finding.
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"This increase in value did, however, form part of the siun
upon which the court below held the complainant was entitled
to a return. That court found the value of the tangible assets
actually employed at the time of the commencement of this
suit in the business of supplying gas by the complainant to be
147,831,435, to which it added the $12,000,000 as the value
of the franchises as found by it, making the total of $59,831,435,
upon which it held that the company was entitled to a return
of 6 per cent, being $3,589,886.10. It also found its total net
income for the year 1905 amounted to $5,881,192.45, almost 10
per cent upon the sum above named. Altering the finding of
the court so far only as to place the value of the francliises at
the tiiile agreed upon in 1884, $7,781,000, the total value upon
that basis of the property employed by the company would be
$55,612,435, upon which 6 per cent would be $3,336,746.10,
while the sum, estimated as the return on 80 cent gas would
have been $3,024,592.14, which is nearly 5t per cent on the
above total of $55,612;435.
11 What has been said herein regarding the value of the fran·
chises in' this case has been ·necessarily founded upon its own
peculiar facts, and the decision thereon can form no precedent
in regard to the valuation of franchises generally, where the
facts are not similii.r to those in the case before us. We simply
accept the sum named as the value under the circutnstances
stated.
"There is no particular rate of compensation which must in
all cases and in all parts of the country be regarded as sufficient
for capital invested in busineas enterprises. Such compensa.
tion must depend greatly upon circumstances and locality;
among other things, the amount of risk in the business is a
most important factor, as well as'the locality where the business
is conducted and the rate expected and usually realized there
upon investments of a somewhat similar nature with regard to
the risk attending them. There may be other matters which
in s<>me casefi might also be properly taken into account in
determining the rate which an investor might properly expect
or hope to receive and which he would be entitled to without
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legislative interference. The less risk, the less right to any
unusual returns upon the investments. One who invests his
money in a business of a somewhat hazardous character is very
properly held to have the right to a larger return without legislative interference, than can be obtained from an investment
in Government bonds or other perfectly safe security. The
man that invested in gas stock in 1823 had a right to look for
and obtain, if possible, a much greater rate upon his investment than he who invested in such property in the city of
New York years after the risk and danger involved had been
almost entirely eliminated.
"Inan investment in a gas company, such as complainants',
the risk is reduced almost to a minimum. It is a corporation,
which in fact, as the court below remarks, monopolizes the gas
service of the largest city in America, and is secure against
competition under the circumstances in which it is placed,
because it is a proposition almost unthinkable that the city of
New York would, for purposes of making competition, permit
the streets of the city to be again tom up in order to allow the
mains of another company to be laid all through them to supply
gas which the present company can adequately supply. And,
so far as it is given us to look into the future, it seems as certain as anything of such a nature can be, that the demand for
gas will increase, and, at the reduced price, increase to a considerable extent. An interest in such a business is as near a
safe and secure investment as can be imagined with regard to
any private manufacturing business, although it is recognized
at the same time that there is a possible element of risk, even
in such a business. The court below regarded it as the most
favorably situated gas business in America, and added that
all gas business is inherently subject to many of the vicissitudes
of manufacturing. Under the circumstances, the court held
that a rate which would permit a return of six per cent would
be enough to avoid the charge of confiscation, and for the reason
that a return of such an amount was the return ordinarily
sought and obtained on investments of that degree of safety
in the city of New York.
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"Taking all facts into consideration, we concur with the court
below on this question, and think complainant is entitled to six
per cent on the fair value of its property devoted to the public
use. But assuming that the company is entitled to six per cent
upon the value of its property actually used for the public, the
total value fixed by the court below is, as we have seen, much
too large. We must first strike out the increased value of the
franchises asserted by the court over the amount agreed upon
in 1884, when the company was consolidated. We also find
that the total value of the tangible property is made up of
several items, two of which areReal estate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $11 ;985,435
Plants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15,000,000
"Both depend largely upon the opinions of expert witnesses as
to the value of that kind of property. Wh~re a large amount
of the total value of a mass of different properties consists in
the value of real estate, which is only ascertained by the varying opinions of expert witnesses, and where the opinions of
the plaintiffs' witnesses differ quite radically from those of
the defendants', it is apparent that the total value must necessarily be more or less in doubt. It, in other words, becomes
matter of speculation or conjecture to a great extent. It may
be, as already suggested, that in many cases the rates objected
to might be so low that "there could be no reasonable doubt of
their inadequacy upon any fair estimate of the value of the
property. In such event the enforcement of the rates should
be enjoined even in a case where the value of the property depends upon the value to be assigned to real estate by the evidence of experts. But there may be other cases where the
evidence as to the probable result of the rates in controversy
would show they were so nearly adequate that nothing but a
practical test could satisfy the doubt as to their sufficiency.
" In this case a slight reduction in the estimated value of the
real estate, plants and mains, as given by the witnesses for
complainant, would give a six per cent return upon the total
value of the property as above stated. And again increased
consumption at the lower rate might result in increased eam-
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ings, as the cost of furnishing the gas would not increase in
proportion to the increased amount of gas furnished.
"The elevated railroads in New York when first built charged
ten cents for each passenger, but when the rate was reduced to
five cents it is common knowledge'that their receipts were not
cut in two, but that from increased patronage the earnings increased from year to year, and soon surpassed the highest sum
ever received upon the ten cent rate.
" Of course, there is always a point below which a. rate could
not be reduced and at the same time pennit the proper return
on the value of the property, but it is equally true 't hat a. reduction in rates will not always reduce the net earnings, but
on the contrary may increase them. The question of how
much an increased consumption under a less rate will increase
the earnings of complainant, 'if at all, at a cost not proportioned
to the fonner cost, ca.il be answered only by a. practical test.
In such a case as this, where the other data upon which the
'computation of the rate of return must be based, are from the
evidence so uncertain, and where the margin between possible
confiscation and valid regulation is so narrow we ca.rinot say
there is no fair or just doubt about the truth of the allegation
that the rates are insufficient.
· "The complaihant also contends that the State having taxed
it upon its franchises cannot be heard to deny their existence
or their value as taxed.
· " The fact that the State has taxed the comp&ny upon its
franchises at a greater value than is awarded them here, is not
material. Those ta.xe8, even if founded ·upon an erroneous
valuation, were properly treated by the company as part of
its operating expenses, to be paid out of its earnings before
the net amount could be arrived at applicable to dividends,
and if such latter sums were not sufficient to permit the proper
return on the property used by the company for the public,
then the rate would be inadequate. The future asseasment or
the value of the franchises, it is presumed, will be much lessened
if it is seen that the great profitS upon which that value was
based are largely reduced by legislative action. In that way
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the consumer will be benefited by paying a reduced sum
(although indirectly) for taxes.
" We are also of opinion that it is not a ca.se for a valuation of
'good will.' The master combined the franchise value with
that of good will, and estimated the total value at $20,000,000.
"The complainant has a monoply in fact, and a consumer
must take gas from it or go without. He will resort to the 'old
stand,' because he cannot get gas anywhere else. The court
below excluded that item, and we concur in that action.
"And we concur with the court below in holding that the
value of the property' is to be determined as of th~ time when
the inquiry is made regarding the rates. If the property, which
legally enters into the consideration of the question of rates,
has increased in value since it was acquired, the company is
entitled to the benefit of such increase. This is, at any rate,
the general rule. We do not say there may not possibly be an
exception to it, where the property may have increased so enormously in value a8 'to render a rate permitting a reasonable return upon stich increased value unjust to the ·public. How such
facts should be treated is not a question now before us, as this
case does not present it. We. refer to the matter only for the
purpose of stating that the decision herein does not prevent an
inquiry into the question when, if ever, it should be necessarily
presented.
·
"The matter of the increased cost of the gas, resultirig from
the provisions Of the acts, as to making the gas equal to 22
candle power, is also alleged as a reason for inadequacy of rate.
"It appears that the average candle power actually produced
in the first six months of the year 1905 was 22, while but 20
candle power was exacted by law, and for the last six months
of that year, while 22 candle power was exacted, the average
amount was 24.19. This expense was included in the operating expense of that year, which resulted in the net earnings
above mentioned, ·while the company was complying with the
requirements of the act in this particular.
"It is unnecessary, therefore, to further inquire as to the additional expense caused by this requirement.
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"Again, it has been asserted that the laws are unconstitutional, because of the provision as to pressure, and also by
reason of the penalties which a violation of the acts may render a corporation liable to.
"The acts provide that the pressure of the gas in the service
mains at any distance from the place of manufacture shall not
be less than one inch nor more than two and a half inches.
"The evidence shows that to put a pressure such as is demanded by the acts upon the mains and other service pipes in
their present condition would be to run a great risk of explosion, and consequent disaster. Before compliance with this
provision would be safe the mains and other pipes would have
to be strengthened throughout their whole extent, and at an
expenditure of many millions of dollars, from which no return
could be obtained at the rates provided in the acts. This
would take from the complainant the ability to secure the
return to which it is entitled upon its property, used for supplying gM, and the provision 8."l to the amount of pressure is
therefore void. 'fhis particular duty imposed by the acts is,
however, clearly separable from the enactments 8."l to rates, and
we have no doubt that the remainder of the statute would have
been enacted, even with that Erovision omitted.
"The obligation would remain upon the company to have a
pressure sufficient to insure a light of 22 candle power, as provided in the acts.
" We are of the same opinion as to the penalties provided for
a violation of the acts. They are not a necessary or inseparable
part of the acts, without which they would not have been
p8."!Bed. If these provisions 8."l to penalties have been properly
construed by the court below, they are undoubtedly void,
within the principle decided in Ex parte Young, 209 U. S. 123,
and the cases there cited, because so enormous and overwhelming in their amount.
" When the objectionable part of a statute is eliminated, if
the balance is valid and capable of being carried out, and if the
court can conclude it would have been enacted if that portion
which is illegal had been omitted, the remainder of the stat1002
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ute thus treated is good. Reagan v. Trust Co., 154 U.S. 362,
395, 38 L. ed. 1014, 14 Sup. Ct. 1047; Berea College v. Commonwealth of Kentucky, 211 U. S. 45-54.
"This is a familiar principle.
"Lastly, it is objected that there is an illegal discrimination
as between the city and the consumers individually. We see no
discrimination which is illegal or for which good reasons could
not be given. But neither the city nor the consumers are finding any fault with it, and the only interest of the complainant
in the question is to find out whether, by the reduced price to
the city, the complainant is upon the whole unable to realize
a return sufficient to comply with what it has the right to demand. What we have already said applies to the facts now in
question.
"We cannot see from the whole evidence that the price fixed
for gas supplied to the city by the wholesale, so to speak, would
so reduce the profits from the total of the gas supplied as to
thereby render such total profits insufficient as a return upon
the property used by the complainant. So long as the total is
enough to furnish such return it is not important that with relation to some customers the price is not enough. Minneapolis
&c. v. Minnesota, 186 U. S. 257, 46 L. ed. 1151, 22 Sup. Ct.
900; Atlantic Coast Line v. North Carolina Commission, 206
U. S. 1, 51 L. ed. 933, 27 Sup. Ct. 585.
"Upon a careful consideration of the case before us we are of
opinion that the complainant has failed io sustain the burden
cast upon it of showing beyond any just or fair doubt that the
acts of the legislature of the State of New York are in fact confiscatory.
11 It may possibly be, however, that a practical experience of
the effect of the acts by actual operation under them might
prevent the complainant from obtaining a fair return, as already
described, and in that event complainant ought to have the
opportunity of again presenting its case to the eourt. To that
end we reverse the decree, with directions to dismiss the bill
without prejudice, and
11

It is so ordered.''
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committed for contempt for refusal to comply with order as to
rate regulation statute; habeas corpus writ refused, note (p. 701}, I 416
Bee Public Utility Law; State Officers.
ATTORNEY OR COUNSELLOR,
right to be, as franchise.. . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • •

f 21

ATTORNEYS,
fees as coste against insurance company; judgment of state court;
Federal jurisdiction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • I 279
fees; when requirement that certain corporations pay as costs;
constitutional law....... .. . . ....•. .. ... . ... . . .. .. . . . .... 1299
fee as coste against insurance companies; equal protection of laws. I 300
fees to enforce lien against corporation property for wages, note, I 300
fees; conditions imposed upon corporations as to payment of; expense of ordinances...........·.. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • I 347
AUCTION,
power of police juries to ofl'er ferry privileges at public. • • . • • • • • • t 201
AUTOMATIC COUPLERS,
safety devices; railroads; regulation of. . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . . • • • • •

1385

AUTOMOBILE,
when tol.l8 cannot be demanded for, by bridge company.... note,

§ 17

B.
BAGGAGE OOMPANIES,
additional franchise tax. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • f 427
BANKING,
powers; monopoly; nature of franchise....................... f 22
franchise is property........... . ............... . ..... note, f 26
powers; right to exercise distinct from franchise to be. . . . . . . . . . . f 32
corporations, how classified . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • • . • I M
delegation of power to commissioner of. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1157
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BANKING ASSOCIATIONS,
held liable 88 corporation, to taxation. . • . . • . • . . • • . • . . • . . . . . . .

152

BANKRUPT,
corporation; assignment of franchi8e8 of; what pa1111e11 ••••••••••• I 475
BANKS,
charter of ill held a franchille .............................. .
bllBiness of banking when not a franchille . . .................. .
hllBiness of, open to all at common law ...................... .
capital attached to franchille is another property ............•.
corporate property of, separate from its franchille ............ . .
stock ownership 88 affecting character of corporation .......... .
88 public, quasi-public, and private corporations .............. .
when not a private corporation ........................ note,
COngress baa power to incorporate national . . ......... ·....... .
created by Congress; State baa no control over, except Congreaa
permits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
charter by 11pecial act; subsequent constitution prohibiting IIUch
acts.•................................ ... ..............
officers or directors of assenting to receipt of deposits after knowledge "of insolvent condition; constitution self-executing which
fixes responsibility. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
requirement in act of incorporation 88 to amount, etc., of 11hares of
capital stock, not condition precedent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
taxation of national; equal protection of laws. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
stipulation in charter 88 to amount of tax; obligation of-contracts.
tax on which includes United States eecurities . . .......... . . . .
See Alienation; National Banks; Obligation of Contracts; Savinp
Institution; Stockholders; Taxation.

118
I 18
§18

134
134
§62

169
f126

I 126

1 126
I 215
I 226
I 226

I 300
I 334
I -443

BATTURE,
right of way over to navigable water....•....•.•.••••.••..••. 1345
BICYCLE.

See Wheelmen.

BLACKSTONE,
definition of franchise by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . • • . • • • . . • . . • .

11

BOARD. See County Supervisors; Name of Board; Officers.
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE,
nature of; 88. private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168
delegation of power to........•............... : ·. . . . . . . . . . . . I 156
BOARD OF ALDERMEN,
when proper authority to consent and board of electrical control
not; subways ..... . .................. . . .. .......... note, I 191
power 88 to grant of location, construction, etc., of street railways; regulation of fares ............. . .'.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1197
embraced in term "municipal council".... Appendix B (f 3, p. H2)

INDEX
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BOARD OF ASSESSMENT,
powers; exemption from ta.xation ....•..•..... , .• : . . • • • . • • • • • f 453
BOARD OF CHOSEN FREEHOLDERS,
are included in "corporations" in statute as to damages.. note,

f 58

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS OF ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS,
extent of powers of; conduits and use of space therein. . . . . . . . . . f 191
BOARD OF ELECTRICAL CONTROL,
when board of aldermen proper body to consent inatead of; su~
ways. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, ·1 191
extent of powers of; underground electric wires.. ... ............I 191
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION,
nature of; agency of State......................... :. .. .. .. . f 182
See Commissioner of Equalization; Taxation.
BOARD OF EQUALIZATION COMMISSIONERS,
delegation of power to equalize taxes as quasi~judicial. . . . . . . . . . f 182
BOARD OF ESTIMATE AND APPORTIONMENT,
power to grant franchises; transfer of power from another board;
cumulative voting ....... . ............... . . . .. . .......... I 192
BOARD OF GAS TRUSTEES,
limited powers; regulation of gas rates.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . l198
BOARD OF LOAN COMMISSIONERS,
delegation of power to; Territory........ : .................... I 165
BOARD OF RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS. See Public Service
Commi•ions Law; Railroad Commissioners.
BOARD OF RAPID TRANSIT RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS.
delegation to; aubways; city ownership and obligations; change
of construction of plans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 190
See Public Service Commissions Law.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS,
delegation of power to; effect of grant of turnpike franchises .... § 199
powers as to bridges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 200
BOARD OF TRADE,
membership in not a franchise..............................

'11

· BOARD OF TRANSPORTATION,
statute providing for is remedial .................... .. ... •. .. . f 264
BONDS,
special law authorizing city to iSBUe for waterworks, not a grant of
"corporate powers and privileges" ............. . ..... note, f 31
construction of statutes; delivery of county bonds to railroad
company... .... . ......... . ................. ~ . . . . . . . . . . . I 228
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BONDS-Continued:
in aid of railroads; sufficiency of title to statutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 247
obligation of State to pay; state court decisions; Federal question. f 279
See Public Service Commissions Law; Railroad Companies.
BOOKKEEPING,
forma of. See Public Utility Law.
BOOKS. See Public Utility Law.
BOOM COMPANY. See Log Driving or Boom Company.
BOROUGHS,
may be included in words "other corporate bodies"..•••• note, . t 66
BREWING cOMPANY,
license, etc., tax .........••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• • •••.• 1361
BRIDGE CORPORATIONS,
ownership of stock as affecting character of. . . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . . • I 62
how classed; nature of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • . . . . . . • 166
as private, etc., corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 170
power of Congress to create ................ . ........... . .... 1127
consent of local authorities to use streets. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . 1187
BRIDGES,
right to construct public, is a franchise.... .. ........ .. .. .. ... I 15
as a structure not a franchise.. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. • . .. • note, 11·16, 34
franchise is of same nature as ferry franchise. . • .. .. . • . . .. .. .. . I 15
ferry only a substitute for ............ . . . ... .. ........ . note, I 16
definition of public bridge; and as part of road or highway. . note, I 15
company, when cannot demand tolls for automobile. . . . . . note, I 17
right to tolls is franchise. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . 117
franchise is property.. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . note, I 28
grant by town trustees to make roadway and erect bridge oonfel'll
franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 48
publici fum.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, 1 53
exclusive grants for, are grants of franchises of public character,
note, I 63
as public highways................... .... .... . .. : . .. . note, I 63
rights of railroad company to construct, not superior to public
rights, as to drainage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 75
as part of "railroad corporation;" statute... . ... . ....... .. ... 1 lOt
when not a lawful structure over navigable river. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 127
act of Congress incorporating North River Bridge Company is
constitutional ... . .. . ........... . . . . . ....... . . . . . . . .. ... ·. I 127
powel'll of Congress over railroad bridges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 127
powel'll of Congress and the States as to . .. ......... . .. . ...... 1127
power of Congress to declare it a lawful structure after being held
a nuisance; or after injunction suit; poet route. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1128

INDEX

BRIDGES-Continued:
l~alative grant necessary ............... . ..................
as including railroad bridges ............. .. .................
rights of State as to; power of Congreea to interpose............
powers of State over; bridge corporation .....................
franchise; power to grant may be delegated.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
delegation of power as to, to Secretary of War.................
delegation of power to commiaaioner of. . ....................
power of cOurts to establish.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
over navigable river between States; jurisdiction; when Federal
court will not interfere with decision of highest state court. . . .
delegation to city of power over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
powers of commiaaioners of highways and board of supervisors. .
powers of police juries over.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .
Charles River bridge; powers expreaaly granted; exclusive privileges not regarded; implicatiollll as to ................. note,
and ferries; separate grants of franchisea; rule of construction.. .
construction of st!lotute of incorporation, etc., by state court
adopted by Federal courts............... .. ............. .'.
requirement as to non-erection of other bridges construed ......
railroad company required to remove bridge; equal protection of
law; due proceaa of law.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
obligation of contracts. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .
See Drawbridge; Obligation of Contracts; Railroad Bridges; Railroad Toll Bridgee; Taxation; Toll Bridgee.
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I 145
§ 145
§ 148
§152
t 158

t 171
t 184
I 186
I 200
1 201
l 257
' 258

I 275
I 286
I 298
§ 340

BRITISH STATUTE,
adopted; rule as to construction of....... .. ................. I 269
BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS,
as private corporatiollll, corporate partnerships, or quasi-partnel'ahips.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 71
sufficiency of title ofatatute . .... .. ...... .. .. .. ........ . ... . I 245
BUREAU OF INSURANCE,
delegation of power to .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 163
BUSH ACT,
interpretation or construction of............................ t 286

c.
CALIFORNIA,
acta of Congreaa; grants of land in to Edison Electric Company for
power plants .......... . .......... ·...... .. .. . ...... note, § 130
CANAL COMPANIES,
how classed; nature of................... . . . . ............ ·.. I 55
receive franchisee upon consideration that public served ... note, I 63
canal as public highway......... .. ................... note, t 72
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CANAL COMPANIES-Continued:
nature of, are private corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . • • . . . . . . I 72
strict construction of grant against grantee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 255
obligation of contracts; tolla. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 340
CANALS,
right to improve navigation by is a franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
grant to construct; monopoly; exclUBivenea.; nature of franchise
Corporations for constructing, u affected as to claBaification by
ownership of stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
publici jvril... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Eminent Domain; Obligation of Contracts.
CANAL STEAMBOAT COMPANY,
additional franchise tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

115

I

22

I 62
I 63
I 340

I 427

CAPITAL,
of bank attached to franchise is another property.............. I 34
employed u element of value; gu rates; regulation. . . . . . . . . . . . I 392
meaning of term . ... ..... . .. ... . . . ..... . . ·.· ... ............ 1425
CAPITAL STOCK,
power of railroad and warehouse commillllion u to increue of. . . . I 169
omillllions u to, etc.; when do not invalidate act of incorporation 1235
false representations u to; strict construction of statutes. . . . . . . I 252
validity of statute u to aubecriptions to; state court decision;
Federal jurisdiction . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 276
condition that foreign corporation be poeBeBeed of certain amount
of..................... . .... . . ... ..... ..... . . .......... 1291
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 425
and shares in joint-stock company represent what property note, I 425
and corporate property distinguished. . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . note, I 425
See Taxation.
CAR COMPANIES,
are "common carriers;" statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . I 74
within Public Utilities Act ................................ I lOt
CARRIERS,
of water; irrigation companies as. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. • . .. •
See Common Carriers.
CARS,
distribution of. See Publio Service Commillllions Law.

188

CATTLE,
regulation of transportation of.... . . ...... ... ............... 1156
transportation of; regulation of commerce; inspection law; police
power............................... .. .. .·. . . . . . . . 11372, 373
CEMETERY COMPANY,
obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • . . • • • f 321

INDEX

CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD,
state railroad; Federal franchiaes .......•••••••.•••••••.•.•.•
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t 129

CERTIFICATE,
.
of authority to foreign corporatio1;1 is franchise . . ............. . §13
of authority by commission of gas and electricity. . ........... . 1160
of public convenience and necessity; determination by railroad
commissione!'ll as to, not subject to judicial revision. . . . . . . . . . f 184
recording evidences acceptance· of charter.... . .. .. ............ t 350
filing; conditions imposed on foreign corporation~. • . . . . . . . . . . . . t 353
.CHARLES RIVER BRIDGE.

See Bridgee.

CHARTERS,
and franchise; distinctions; charter rights and privilege& derived
through organization; "additional franchise or privilege" acquired after incorporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
f4
or prescription necessary to ferry franchise . . .• . ......... note, f 15
of bank is held a franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 18
phrase to grant corporate charteJ'II equivalent to phrase "to grant
corporate powers or privileges" . ............... . ..... note, f 31
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 41
"constating instruments" constitute........... . ....... :. . . . f 41
and franchise; to what extent distinguished ... . ... . . . ...... U 41:-46
and franchise; distinctions; how extent of power is asciertained. : . t 42
. resort to must be had to ascertain corporate powers. . . . . . . . . . . . f 45
, and franchise; distinction exista. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 45
~ synonymous with franchise.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . f 46
. of college as contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, f 69
powers of Congress to charter savings institution . ............. f 130
when Circuit Court of city no power to grant charter to obstruct
highway......... . ...... . ........ . ........... .. ........ f 176
exemption from taxation; effect of constitution repealing exemption . . .. ..... ... . . . .. .. .. . . .... .. ... . . . . ·... . . . . ... ..... I 215
of bank under special act; subsequent constitution prohibiting
such acts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 215
partial invalidity........ .. .................. .. ............ f 235
matteJ'II incorporated by reference. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 243
wrong construction of by state court; Federal jurisdiqtion. . . . . . . f 276
renewal after statute providing for repeal or amendment of all
charters................ .... .................. .. .. . ·. .. . I 284
repeal or amendment of; construction of statutee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 284
amendment to effect purposes of; modifying or enlarging powers I 307
of subsidized railroad; amendment, etc., of....... . ............ § 321
amendment of; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 324, 325
extensions of franchiSe~; obligation of contracts ..... . ... ·...... · I 336
stipulation as to amount of bank taxation; obligation of contracts f 334
acceptance of; conditions. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . U 348-360
modification of exemptions in; acceptance....•.••••..•..•...• t 349
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CHARTERS-Continued:
must be accepted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . I 350
registering by foreign corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 3M
Bee Contracts; Corporations; Municipal Charter; Obligation of
Contracts; Powers; Special Charters.

CHTTTY,

.

definition of franC?hiseby ..... ."... :......... . ........... . ...

§1

CIRCUIT COURT OF APPEALS ACT,
of United Btatea, when Iesialative acts of city are thoee of State
within meaning of............ . ...... . . .. ............... 1177
CIRCUIT COURTS,
delegation to; designation of telephone route; charter to obstruct
highway......................... .. . . ..................
of United States; delegation of power to enforce orders of Interstate Commerce Commiuion; jurilldiction; contract rights of
railroads. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .
!Wusal of, to interfere with administrative discretion of county
court as to grant to railroad ..... . ....... . . . ............ . .
when cannot restrain grant by ordinance to street railway . . .....
commitment for contempt; when Unlawful . .... . note (p. 699),

1176

I 177
1184
I 184
I 416

CIRCUIT JUDGE,
delegation of power to appoint commiBBioners of equalization .... I 183
CITIZENS,
when "limited partnenlhip association" not shown to be by pleading; when it is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 53
privileges and immunities of. in the several States. . . . . . . . . . • . . . I 291
presumption as to corporation being composed of, of State of
creation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 291
of other States, rights of as creditors of corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . 1292
foreign corporations; filing certificate; jurilldiction. . • . . • . . note, 1353
CITY.

See Municipality; Streets.

CITY COUNCIL. See Municipal CounciL
CITY OFFICIALS,
delegation of power to by city council; track elevation; aubway
construction. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . •

1200

CIVIL CORPORATIONS,
division into . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

I 57

CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION,
power to appoint not a franchise. . • • . .. .. .. . • • • •• . • • • • • • • .. •

121

CIVIL SERVICE LAW,
fire engine company within. .. • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. • . • .

181

lNI>EX

CODES.
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See Construction or Interpretation of Statute.; BtatutM.

COLLEGE CASES......•. . . . ......••.......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . • I 331
COLLEGES,
.
appointment of profeaaol'll of u franohiae. • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • I 21
charter of as con.tract..... .. . , . . . • . . . .. .. . . • • .. .. . . .. . . note, 1 69
Dartmouth College a private corporation. . .. , . . ......... . . ·. . . I 73
authority of dental board over, quasi-judicial . . . .... . ... . .... .. I 181
See Agricultural College; Dartmouth College Cue; Medical College; Univendty.
COLONIES,
on aeverance of, power to grant franchisee becam' •ested in people § 122
COLOR BUNDNESB,
locomotive engineers .. . . •••.••• .' .•.•.•••..• • ••••••....••.. 1 377
COLORED RACE,
eeparate Cal'll for; regulation of railroac;la: , ••• •• •••. ; • • • •• • • • • •

t 386

COMBINATIONS,
.
statutes against; strict construction... ·.. .. .. . , . . . . • . . . . • . • . . I 252
under Anii-Trust Act; when Federal court will follow state court
decision. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . .• • • • I 280
See Anti-Trua' Acta; :Monopoliea.
C01r1ITY,
foreign corporation~; aitua of........... .. .................... I 351
right to 'sue or defend; privileges and immunities of oi~ilellll in the
eeveral States.................. ·..... . . . . . . . ........... ·. . I 293
juriediction of Federal court; not a question of.. Appendb; C'(p. 985)

COMMERCE,
elect ric light ia in ita nature an article of. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . 172
bu8ine&IJ of in~Urance is not . ........ ·. : ·........ ... .......... ; I 87
railroad caniel'll bueineiJIJ a.s part of trade or............. . ..... § 106
See Interatate Commerce.
"COMMERCIAL" RAILROAD,
street railway in city for caniage of p81118npra is not a ..... note, I 111
COMMISSION,
validity and reuonableneee•of rates fixed by; juriadiction of appellate court to determine. .. ........ .... .. .. .. ............. 1174
See Civil Service Commi11ion; Name of.
COMMISSION OF GAB AND ELECTRiCITY,
delegation of power tQ, .. .. .. •. . .. .. .. .. .. ..• .. • • .. .. • • • • .. • • I 180
abolished in New York. See Public Service Commiuion1 Law.
COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE,
delegation of power to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •. . . . . I 163
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COMMISSIONER OF BANKING AND INSURANCE,
delegation to of powen. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • 1157
COMliiBSIONERS,
appointed by court to de~rmine whether street railway be eoolltructed; extent of powers of. ............................ 1183
delegation of power to; reculation and control; railroada. . . . . . . . I 381
railroad and like commiaionen; rate reculation....•..•.•. ~. • . I 401
COMMISSIONERS OF BRIDGES,
delecation to of powen. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . • • • • • . • • • • • 1168
COMMISSIONERS OF ELECTRICAL SUBWAYS,
submiasion to of piau, etc.; electrical conductor~; obliptioD of
eontraeta .............................. . ............ ... . I 335
See Board of.
·
COIOOSSIONERS OF EQUALIZATION,
deleption of power to, by circuit judge.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • . • . I 183
•
8ee Board of Equalisation.
coLMISSIONERS OF HIGHWAYS,
powers as to bridgee .............. ~. .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. • • • • • • • I 200
·COMMISSIONERS OF PARK,
power of, to grant~ railway in park .. ..•.....••• note,

I 14

COMMISSIONER OF PUBUC BUILDINGS, LIGHTING, ETC.,
con.eent of, or permit from. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • • • . . • . • . • . 1379
COMMISSIONER OF PUBUC WORKS,
refuaal. to deeignate location of telephone polee. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . I 1-iO
COMMISSIONER OF WATER SUPPLY, GAS AND ELECTRICITY,
con.eent of, to apace for electric condueton in conduits...•••.. I 3'm
COMMISSIONER OF WATERWORKS,
power to contract with "loweet bidder" cannot be controlled by
mandamus..................................... , .. .. ... .

i 1M

COMMISSIONS. See Public Sertioe CollliDilllliOIUI Law. ·
"COMVODITIES,"
as franchiae . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

1 21

COMMON CARRIERS,
buaineae of, not itaelf a franchiae. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 14
subject to regulation and control. ........ .. ................. · I 74
includes what, under Public Service CoJDmiasiou Law .... I 74, p. 881
right of, anyone might engage in buain818 of . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . ' 74
differs from private; dutiee of.. . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . I 74
cannot diecriminate... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. • • .. .. ..... .. .. .. .. . I 7f
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COMMON CARRIERS-Continued: ·
nature of employment, aa public1 quaai-public, etc.~....... ..... f 74
expn~~~ companies u ...... , ..... , ........ .. .. : . ... : . . . . . . .
f 79
falae billing. See Public Service CoiDIIlisiiona Law.
·
sleeping-ear companies are not........................... . . : § 109
wharfingers, when not.................... ·.................. . . ·f 119
within Public Utility Act.. ............................... : . t 104
railroad companies aa; obligationa impoeed. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 105
telegraph and telephone companiea aa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 115
delegation to railroad and warehoUJe coiDDlilaion; power of regu- .
lation, etc... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. I 169
.tate corporation commi&sion's control; delegation of pewer... ·'· § 170
cOnstitutional provisiona aa to telegraph and telephone companiee
being, not self-executing ......... ,. ....... . . . , .. .•....•. : . . . ·.f 227
.tate court conatruction. of Btatute fixing liability followed .by
Federal court ........... , ....... . .. .-. .. ... .. ........ ; .....·. I 276
. conaolidation of; police power; regulation; Fourteenth Amendment. . . . •............. . ...•... , .. : ............•...·, . . . I 295
right to remedy in equity; validity of rate regulation statute;· excessive penalties ..... . ... . ............ . ..... note (p. 701) 1 I 416
See Carriers; Public Service Commi111iona Law; Rate Regulation;
Taxation; Tranaportation. Companies. ·
.
COMMON COUNCIL,
· grant by, to waterworb company, ielegialative grant and a frau.-

Chiee ..... ' ' ................. . .... .. ... .. . . ............... ' ' 16
legielativ~

acts within rule which precludes court'• inquiry: aa to
motivee in p&88ing.................. . . . .......... . .... . . I 137
acts of; extent of power of courts to inqu\re into ............... I 184
conaent of to construction of street railway is legislative act. . . . f 188
embraced~ term "municipal council"... .. . Appendix B (I
p. ,942)
See Municipal Council.

a,

COMMON LAW,
• business of common carrier baa foundation in ...•..•. ·. •.•••••.
COMMONWEALTH.

I 14

See State.

COMPANY,
included in term "corporation" under Public Service Co~
siona Law of New.Yorlt ............. .. .. .. .. .. .......... ,

•.

§52

COMPETITION,'
.
.
long and short hauls.; Intenitate Commerce CommiBBion ......• : .· I 153
·
See Public Berviqe CommiMiona L8w.
COMPLAINTS. · See Public Service ComDlillliona Law; Public Utility
Law.
CONCESSIONS. Bee Public Utility Law.
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CONDEMNATION.

INDEX

See Eminent Domain:

CONDITIONAL GRANT,
race track &880Ciation,

~bject

-H'

to conditione •. " . . . . . . . . . • . • . . •

i 96

CONDITIONS,
precedent to charter takiug effect; effect upon franchi11e1. ~·; . . . . • t 43
implied in grant .......................... ·. ·. ·. . .' ..... .' note, i 63
impoeed in grant of franchiae; delegation of power to local
bodies .............. . .. , ................ .. . -... ; ·... ~ ... . ·I 187
compenaation exacted as to grant of franchise to telephone company......................................... ·.......... 1187
~al invalidity of statuu; imposing
on foreign corporationa. ..•.......................... ·............. .. ..... I 235
impoeed upon foreign corporation; rule in pori materi4 . ....... I 266
requirement in act of incorporation &II to amount, etc., of capital '
· stock of bank, not condition precedent.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 286
as to amount of capitialltock pollllll-t by foreign carporationa. . I 291
municipal conaent to construction of street railways; obligation of
contract: . ... : ............... :.'.;' .. ~ ... .' ...... ~- .... ." .. 1335
non-compliance with; revocation of license; _obligation of contracts~ .-.. : ...• ; .. . . ... ..... : .. .. : .·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 336
navigation company; obHgation of contract •.................. i 336
and regulationa; obligation of contracts; street pa~. . . . n 337, 338
impoeed by Congress .......................... ......... ..... i 341
impoeed by legislature ....... ·.' .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . i 342
municipal powers; generally, ................................ t 343
municipal control over streets; franchise rights of coi-porationa
··
.
.
u 344,34s
Implied; railroad company; city
new Streets and en.&i~; poli~ pc;wer'...... .'.......... ~ ............ .. .. .". .. . I 346
' payment of ~pen- or percentage; arbitration; submiasion to
electors...........•..... .'. ·... .' ." .......... .. ............ 1347
acceptance ............ . ....... . .................. ::. II 348, 349
same; implied &C()eptance; p~ption; evidence.·• . . . . . . . . . . . . t 350
foreign corporation; situs of; interstate comity ................ I 351
power of State to impose conditione upbn' 'fi>reign corpo~tiona .. '1352
same; inataneee; certificate; designation of corporate agents, ~tc.,
service of process .....· . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1353
same; inst&nces continued; insurance; railroaicl' and Qther corpora' tiona. . • . . . .... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 354
power of State to impose, upon foreign corporaticfns; agreement
not to remove suit to .federal court;_waiver ..of right .......... I 355
u to licenae, privilege, busin~ or ~~Pation eh~, rental, fee
or tax; interstate commerce; equal proteCtion of law.. .. . ... . 1356
licenae, etc.,. fee or tax; constitutio~all!lw; insurance companis;
decisiona. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 357
license, etc., fee or tax; interstate commerce; express companies;
decisiona.•.............. ,.;· •.- :, .• ·. ·• .•.•• : . ..•...... . ..... ·I 368

same

·itr-eets;
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CONDITIONS-Continued:
license, etc., fee or tax; conatitutionallaw; railroada; conaolldated
railroads; street railroads; decisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
licenee, etc., fee or tax; telegraph companies..................
li~Die fee, etc.; conatitutionallaw; gaa franchi~~e~~; brewing compally; packing hou11e11; decisions ...........................
imposing new conditions; police power. . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
subeequent; construction of; performance..••.•....••........
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1369
t 360

t 361
I 362
f 363

CONDUITS,
property rights in ...................•.•...... ... •...•.•.•. · f 33
conaent of city for use of. ..................... , .. .. .. ... .. .. . f 187
electrical; powen of city's electrical commillllion; grant or refusal
of use of .................................. . ........... , f 191
powen of village tl'lllltee8 ....................... .. .. , . note, f 199
refu~~al of city to permit laying. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . f 241
power of city to order wires placed in; deprivation of property... 1298
right to construct steam conduits in streets, not superior. .....• 1345
application for apace in. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • •. • I 379
CONGRESS,
when buaineBB of railroad carrier subject to control of; interstate
commerce........... ·....... ·............................ · 1106
· power of, to establish corporatlona; generally ..... ·........... f 123
power of, to grant additional franchi11e11 .......... .. .......... 1124
power of, over frimchillell of state corporation; interstate commerce; generally.......................... . ............. f 125
grants by; banks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1125
powen of; bridge corporation; bridges; commerce ....... ·....... 1127
power of, to declare bridge lawful structure after being adjudged
nuiaance; or after injunction suit; poet route. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 128
Federal aid to railroad and telegraph companies ... .. . , . . . . . . . . 1129
authoriiy granted by, to Secretary of Interior to grant rights of
way for telegraph and telephone lin(ll! t~ugh IQdian Territory
exclusive ......................................· .......... 1130
power of, over Territories. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 1130
acts of, making grants of rights to certain companies ..... , note, 1130
extent of authority granted by Post Roads Act; telegraph companies...... ·.............•.... ....... .. . .... .... .... ·. . . I 130
legislative discretion aa to grants of franchi~~e~~, etc.; power of
·
courts to interfere.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 137
control over navigable waten ............................... 1145
power of, over bridge franchillell ........... , ................. f 145
delegation of powen by..................... .. ........ U 151-155
reserved powen; amendment of charter........ . ....... II 321,322
cannot abolish or limit tolls BO aa to impair bondholder's rights. . I 340
interstate commerce; power of States where Congreei haa not
acted...........•...•.. •..•................ . ....... t\ ~1 ,a6S

/
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CONSOLIDATION~ontinued:

and merger of gas companies; sufficiency of title to statutes. . . . . . 1 245
of corporations; power to alter or repeal; obligation of contract. . § 331
of corporations; exemption from paving 8811e118Dlents . .......... § 338
non-acceptance in form required. .. .. .. .. .. • . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . 1 349
railroads; test of reaaonablene1111 of rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 410
of corporations; effect of as to exemption or immunity from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 481, 482
when value of property u basis of rate regulation fixed by time of
Appendix C (pp. 986, 996)
increue in valuation of franchise or property after time of; basis of
rate regulation ...••.... . . .. ................ Appendix C (p. 986)
See Alienation; Obligation of Contracts; Taxation.
CONSTITUTION,
definition of franchise under . . ...................•... . . . ....
59
franchi1e11 c!UIIed 811 property under; in California. .. , . ••. . ... • 137
of New York; includes what in definition of corporations.•.•.... • 52
of New York; power to sue includes only actions relating to corporate rights. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, t 52
definition of "corporation" whether o. general one or limited to
particular constitution .. . ................... . ........... .
classification of corporations under.............. .. .....•..... 158
provisions of vesting power in legislature to repeal an exemption
from taxation..... . .. ... . . . . ..... .. .. . ...... . .......... . 161
corporations not "citizens" under Federal Constitution. . . . . . . . t 67
aad laws of United States, made in pursuance thereof, are supreme
law of land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1120
rule of is that national government is one of enumerated powers. . 1120
Federal, 811limitation on powers of state legislature ...•......... §137
when provisions of as to grant of franchi~e~~ are and are not selfexecuting. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 140, 225-227
conditions imposed by; grants of franchi~e~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 187
within term "laws; " obligation of contracts .................. I 305
See Grants.

ua

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW,
provision in constitution that right to collect water rates is franchiae. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
right to practice law as privilege, etc., not protected by Fourteenth Amendment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
grant by city when not grant of "corporate powers or privileges"
within constitutional prohibition against pMsing special law,
etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
equal protection of the laws; corporations 811 persons. . . . . . . . . . .
Fourteenth Amendment; corporations 811 persons. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
• "due procetlll of law," corporations as persons. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when statute may be declared unconstitutional by state corpora·
tion commission.................. .. ..... . ......... , . • • . •

117

I 21
131
I 66
I 66
I 66
' 70

65

/
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW~ntinued:
drainage companiee; righta of railroad company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 75
insurance companies are not "citbeu" with guarantee of priv- ·
ilegee and immunities ................................. .'. . i 87
act of Congre. to incorporate North River Bridge Company,
constitutional. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1127
constitutional and legislative powers of State. . . . . . . . . . . .
132-1~
Fourteenth Amendment does not limit Sllbjecta for exen:iee of police powers....... . : . ............ . ...................... 1149
delegation of power to Secretary of War 88 to bridges. . . . . . . . . . . i 162
delegation of power to inspectors of coal mines not unoonatitutional......... . . . ................. , , , • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 162
Btatute allowing certain Bllbordinate agencies to preecribe form of
standard policy unconstitutional. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . i 163
delegation to railroad commissioners not uncollltitutional 88 del~
egation of legislative powers ............ .. ........... : . . . . i 167
lltatute appointing railroad commiasion when not uncollltitutional 88 establishing joint ratell, etc.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . I 167
validity of statute; power of railroad, etc., commiasion as to increue of capital stock............... .. ; . ; ... ; . .. . . .. .. . .. I 169
Btatute constitutional which empowers courta of equity to prescribe construction of railway croesings ................. . .... 1172
lltatute constitutional which empowers Supreme Court to deter-mine reasonableness of water ratell. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . i 173
delegation of power to probate courta as to uae Qf streeta; when
constitutional...•........ . ....... .. . . ............ ·...... 1 179
lltatute creating court of visitation when unconstitutional, . . . . . . i 180
Fourteenth Amendment; review by Federal courta of action of
taxing bodies or state agencies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1182
delegation of powers to board of equalization not unconstitutional 1 182
authorization tc city to construct railroad not unconstitutional. . i 186
.when delegation of exclusive power to city council to license, regulate, fix ratell, etc., unconstitutional; ferries. ... . . . . . ..... , . 1 188
when statute conferring powers as tc toll roads and providing for
hearings and appeal is unconstitutional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 200
requirement& to title of Btatute. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 245
title of acta which amend, revive or repeal . . ..•............ . . . . i 24tl
title to lltatutell; instances; incorporation; expropriation; railroads; street railroads; bonds in aid of railroads; lien on and
sale of railroad; electrical conductors; fraudulent elections in
corporations; foreign corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 247
effect of new constitution where corporation di880lved and all ita
property transferred to new corporation . .... ...... ...... ... 1286
constitution; grant and limitation on powers of government&; express and implied powers; construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
289, 2110
privileges and immunities of cit.isens in the several States ...... : I ~1
same; discrimination; tax law; deduction of debta; creditors in
ditfenmt States. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 12112

n
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CONSTITUTIONAL LAW-Continued:
same; actions; statutes of limitations. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . • . .. . . . . . I 293
the Fourteenth Amendment; g\lnerally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 294
same; police power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §295
privileges and immunities of citisens of the United States....... i 296
due process of law ....................... ·............. U 297-299
equal protection of the laws. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 300
new oonstitution; obligation of contracts ..................... f 334
jurisdiction of Federal court when exclusive; validity of state
statute. ..•.•... . .. ... . ....... .. . . . . . . . . ... note (p. 700) § 416
state rate statute primo.facis valid ........ . ...... note (p. 701) § 416
limitations on power to tax . ................................ § 417
validity of exemptions from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 456
statute as to pressure of gas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 987)
Federal court has jurisdiction over questions of constitutionality
of statutes. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Appendix C (p. 989)
New York statute appointing gas commission unconstitutional
Appendix C (p. 990)
statutes may be partly void, partly valid .... Appendix C (pp. 987, 1002)
See Construction or Interpretation of Constitutions; Construction
or Interpretation of Statutes; Due Process of Laws; Equal Protection of Laws; Interstate Commerce; Obligation of Contracts;
Privileges and Immunities of Citizens; Rate Regulation; Special
Acts; Taxation.
CONSTITUTIONAL POWERS,
of Federal government; source of franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 120-131
CONSTRUCTION OR INTERPRETATION OF CONSTITUTIONS,
Federal and state powers under constitutions; distinctions, U 120, 121
difference~~ in rules as to, of Federal and state constitutions. . . . . . § 121
interpretation or construction; g\lnerally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 204
intent; effect given to every part; ordinary signification of words;
grammatical construction . . . ..... . .... . .... . . ............ i 206
oontext; ordinary and technical meaning of words; phrase or word
in different parts of instrument.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 206
plain langu&K" of constitution cannot be ignored; repugnant p~
visions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 207
meaning of constitution as understood by its framers; construction.......................................... : . ....... § 208
strict construction . .... . . .... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 209
implied matters, a part of constitution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 210
punctuation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 211
interpretation.in view of common law..... . . . . ............... I 212
constitutional prohibitions; proviso; exception from g\lneral
words............... ... .................... . ... . ...... § 213
partially invalid provisions. ................... ...... ....... 1214
charter of bank under special act; subsequent constitution p~
.hibiting such acts ....................................... 5215
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CONSTRUCTION OR INTERPRETATION OF CONSTITUTIONS--C<mtinued:
special acts; coiUititution prohibiting, not retroactive . . . .. ...... I 215
exemption from taxation; effect of constitution repealing same. . t 215
taxing district incorporated by special law; subsequent constitution ....... .. .. . ............ . . . . .............•......... I 215
statute partially invalid; railroad commission; rate regulation. .. t 215
prospective; retrospective ............................... . .. t 215
corporations required to be formed under general laws; constitutional amendment; not retroactive ..... . . .. .. ..... . .. ... ... t 215
contemporaneous; extrinsic matters; history; debates and proceedings in convention. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 216
contemporaneous construction; legislative construction. .. .. ... f 217
s~ial laws creating corporations; constitutional prohibiti_on as
to same. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 218
exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 218
construction long continued and acquiesced in by legislative and
executive departments . ...... .. . . . . . .. ..... . . . . .. ... . . ... t 218
long and continued usage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 219
amendments to constitution ........ .. .. . ......... . ... . .. .. . t 2'.ll
"ratify" and "approve" not equivalent to words "to adopt" or
"to incorporate into;" constitutional amendments . . ..• note, I 2'.ll
title of legislative enactment proposing constitutional amendment....... . ....... . .... .. . . . . . . . .. ............. . •. •. . t 221
revised constitution; re-enactment . . . ...... . ........ . .... . ... I 222
constitution adopted from another State; construction .. ... .. . . t 223
former constitution repealed by implication. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 224
whether constitutional provisions sell-executing.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 225
when constitutional provision is self-executing; instances. . . . . . . . I 226
when constitutional provision is not self-executing; instances. . . I 227
CONSTRUCTION OR INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES,
monopolies not favored. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 23
exclusive privilege to supply light or heat .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . I 23
grant of exclusive rights not favored by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 23
statutes presumed valid until clearly shown unconstitutional .... t 121
Interstate Commerce Act; adoption of language of English Traffic
Act...... . . . .......... . . . .. ... ·. . . .. . .. . .......... .. ... I 153
Interstate Commerce Act; rebates.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 153
general words following specific enumeration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 163
transactions resulting in delivery of county bonds to railroad
company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 228
constitutional law; interpretation or construction of statutes;
generally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 228
invalidity for uncertainty; undue or unreasonable preferences,
etc., by corporations ........... . . . . . ............ . ....... . f 230
judicial authority and duty to determine constitutional questions. I 229
validity of statutes; generally.. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . I 230
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CONSTRUCTION OR INTERPRETATION OF STATUTES-Continued:
presumption that legislative enactment constitutional; repugnancy must clearly appear. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 231
when statute void which provides for forfeiture as to receiving,
etc., telegraph messages. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 232
same; exception or qualification of rule. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 232
conflict~g provisions; validating; interpretation or construction; two constructions.. . ............ . ....... . . .. ..... . . 1 233
partial invalidity. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . § 234
partial invalidity; instances. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . § 235
intent; effect to be given to every part. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 236
plain and manifest intention. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . § 237
natural and reasonable effect and construction; ordinary or popu- ·
lar meaning; absurdity or injustice ........... . .. .. ........ § 238
literal meaning; intention and letter of statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 239
general and specific words or clauses; general legislation. . . . . . . . § 240
of special words and clauses in grants of franchises or privileges to
street railway, railroad and electric light, etc., companies. . . . § 241
as to conflicting railroad grants; undivided moiety .. . .. . .. . .... § 242
matters incorporated by reference. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . § 243
title of statute. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 244
punctuation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 248
order of arrangement; transposition; alteration; omission; rejections ... ... .. .... .. .. ... ...... . . . .. . .... . ... .. .. . . . .... 1249
construction of proviso or exception ... . . . . . . .. ... .. ..... . .. . § 250
liberal construction; meaning extended; implication .. ... . . . ... § 251
strict construction ............................ . . .. ......... § 252
common law; statutes in derogation of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1253
public grants of franchises, privileges, etc.; construction against
grantee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 254
same; instances; railroads; street railroads; submarine railway;
gas, telephone, canal, water and turnpike companies; ferry,
eminentdomain . ......... . . . . ... . ............ . .......... §255
same; instances; public land grants; railroad aid ... . . ... ... . . . . §•256
grant of exclusive franchises, rights or privileges; strict construc-ti~n.. . . . ............. . . .. . . . . . . ...... . .. . . . ........... I 257
separate grants of franchises; rule of construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . I 258
settled judicial construction ............ . ....... . ........... 1259
practical construction; parties. ... . ......................... I 260
effect of interpretation; beneficial reasons; natural justice and
equity; inconvenience; injury or hardship .. . ... . . .......... !261
contemporaneous construction; extraneous matters; history; debates, etc...................... . ......... . .... . ......... f 262
policy of government of legislative body or of law; public policy;
general principles of law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 263
remedial statutes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 264
rule in pari materia.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . U 265, 266
same; exceptions to or qualifications of rule . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .... I 267
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CONSTRUCTION OR INTERPRETATION OF STATUTE:S-<:ontinued:
words or provisions of prior statutes adopted in later act. . . . . . . i 268
derivative statutes; construction of statutes adopted from foreign
State or country. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 269
re-enactment; consolidation; revised statutes; codes .......•.. . . i 270
construction by State of its statutes; how far respected in courts
of other States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 271
construction of state constitutions and statutes by state' courts;
how far respected by Federal courts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 272, 273
same; exceptions or qualifications of rule ..................... i 274
same; instances; incorporation acts; eminent domain; corporate
powers, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 275
same; instances; common carriers; railroads. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . I 276
same; instances; revenue; ta:ution .....................·.. .. . i 277
same; instances; exemptions from taxation; impairment of obligation of contract as to taxation ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 278
same; instances; impairment of obligation of contract; FOill'teenth Amendment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 279
same; instances; statutes penal in nature; trustees of corpora"ons;
anti-trust laws...................... , ... . .............. , I 280
same; instances; foreign corporations ......................... 1281
repeal or amendment of statutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 282, 283
same; instances . . ....................... . ............. . ... 1284.
same; instances; taxation and 88Be811ment ...... . .............. I 285
construction of statutes, charters and ordinances; miacellaneoua
cases............... .. ............ .. ................... 1286
prospective and retrospective operation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 'JJf1
validating statutes; waiver or correction of defects or irregularity. i 288
state rate statute primo,fa.cU valid .............. note (p. 701), I 416
franchise tax; capital stock; meaning of terms; nature of tax.... I 426
exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 455
validity of exemption from taxation.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. . t 456
alienation of franchises ........... ... . .... . . . ...... . , • . • • . . . 1 467
See Public Service CommiiBiona Law.
CONTEMPI',
oommitment for; when unlawful....•.•.•....... note (p. 699), t 416
CONTRACT,
"franchise" as a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
I4
with city to run street railway, when not a franchi.ee. . . . . . . . . . . I H
"news contract" as franchise ............ .. .... J. .. .. .. .. .. • I 21
right of corporation to, is franchise.. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 32
is agreement. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . II 41, 45
whether certain grants are a; distinctions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 47
franchises are contracts based upon valuable consideration, note, I 63
charter of college as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . note, I 68
by irrigation company with consumer; liability of company for
breach ................................................. 188
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CONTRACT-continued:
irrigation oompaniea cannot limit liability by.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 88
by railroad company intended to absolve it from obligations is
void .. ............... . . . ................. ... . . ......... I 97
sleeping-car companiea' obligations rest upon contract to furnish
accommodations. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 1W
street railway cannot by contract disable itaelf from performance
of public duty....................... .. ................. § 111
in which public interested; railroad oomm.ieeion's powers as to
l'e&llcinableneee of ..... . .. . ... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . §167
extent of power of court to inquire into validity of lighting contracts........... . .... . . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 184
with city as to maximum rates; consideration; use of streets. . . . § 187
power of city to contractfor water supply.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 187
power of rapid transit board to; construction of subways; change
. of plane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1100
ordinance making, with heat, light and power company; when
void .. ............ .. ............ .. ............ .... .. .. . §195
power of police juriea to make, for operation of free roads. . . . . . . f 201
ordinance granting franchise and making contract with heat, etc.,
company; void parte inseparable. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 235
form of; mechanic's lien law; due p1'0Ce88 of law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1298
liberty to; statute for monthly payment of employees by corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 298
See Charter; consideration; Exclusive Grants; Grants; Monopoly;
Obligation of Contracts; Public Service Commisaions Law; ·
Public Util}ty Law.
COPARTNERSHIP.

See Partnership.

"CORPORATE FRANCmSE,"
· · corporate franchiees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

I5

CORPORATION AGGREGATE,
not" citizen;" right to litigate in Federal court. ...... ... . note, I 291
CORPORATIONS,
general franchiees of. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
special franchiees of...... . . . ............. . .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . .
primary franchise'and secondary franchiees of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"secondary franchiees" in streets. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
· moat usual franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
itaelf not a franchise ..... . .... . ... . . ... ..... .· . ... .... note,
right to exist; as a franchise . .. , . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
franchise of forming a corpor8.tion is what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
membership in, as franchise... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
corporate name as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
whether it is person or entity distinct from etooliliolders. . . . . . . . .
as entity... . ... . ........ .... ... . ......... : . . . . . . . . . . note,
when equity may ignore doctrine of corporate entity..... . note,

I6
§7
§8
§ 48
§ 11
§ 11
§ 11
§ 11
§ 11
§ 11

§ 11
I 30
§ 11
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CORPORATIONs-continued:
franchise as belonging to members of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 11
power to consolidate is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 12
what franchilleB are embraced generally; distinctions exist. . . . . . . f 12
"franchise" embraces entire privileges but not property. . . . . . . . I 12
certain franchilleB of, may never be exercised. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 12
right to hold property in name of, is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 32
right to acquire real estate is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 12
franchise is right to hold property and exercise corporate privileges .. : . ... : . : .................. . ................ note, f 12
created to deal in lands, incidental powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 12
cannot purchase imd hold real estate indefinitely......... note, ' 12
franchise as property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 25-29
right to do business is limited by State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 13
right to be freeman of, as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 21
corporate franchilleB as "commodities". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 21
with banking powers; monopoly; nature of franchise. . . . . . . . . . . i 22
franchise of members, shareholders or corporators as property........ . ......... . . . ... . ..... . . . . . ........... . . ... 128
corporate franchise distinct from franchise to take tolls. . . . . . . . i 30
franchise to be and exist; distinguished from other corporate
franchises........ . ....... , .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 30
"corporate powers and privileges" when not franchises essential
to corporate existence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 31
power to sue and be sued in corporate name is franchise. . . . . . . . . i 32
right to use corporate seal is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 32
all functions of, are in one sense franchises . . ........... :. . . . . . f 32
formation of, to accomplish fraud or other illegal act; distinctions; that corporation and corporators have separate existence
note, i 33
franchise to be, separate and distinct from prbperty or franchise
which corporation may acquire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 33
franchise to be and franchiees subsequently acquired.. . . . . . . . . . f 34
franchise to be and to carry on bUBiness distinguished; "corporate
franchise or bUBiness". . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 39
"corporate franchise or business" under New York tax law
means what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 39
franchises of distinct from those belonging to corporators. . . . . . . f 38
essence of, consists in what... . ....... .. ... . .. . .. . ..... note, f 38
as body; distinct identity from individual corporators.... note, § 38
powers; extent of, how ascertained. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 42
resort to charter necessary to ascertain powers of.... I 45, note, f 42
articles of incorporation under general laws have effect of charter
note, I 42
charter and franchise; distinctions; where franchise does not take
effect before actual formation of corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 43
charters authorizing formation of corporations upon preliminazy
conditions; effect as to franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 43
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CORPORATIONB--Continued:
right to supply city with water, when not strictly a "corporate
franchise". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 44
definitions, classifications, nature and distinctions .......... U 49-119
change in n~~oture and relations of corporations; effect upon early
definitions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 49
defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I I 50, 60
summary of expressions used in defining...... .. .. : . . . . . . . . . . . §51
term includes what, under constitutions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 52
to what extent definition of corporation includes a company, association and joint-stock 8.880Ciation or company; partnership. II 52-54
term as used in Public Service CommiMions Law of New York
includes what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • § 52
"joint-stock association" as used in Joint-Stock Association Law
of New York does not include "corporation"... . . . . . . . . . . . . §52
general classification of; public and private; political and private §55
classified; quasi-public corporations; quasi-municipal corporations..................... .. ........................... §56
divided into three distinct classes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . no&e, § 55
divided into aggregate and sole, ecclesiastical and lay, eleemojynary and civil, domestic or foreign. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 57
classification of, as affected by constitutions and statutes. . . . . . . §58
classified under New York statute ...................... note, §58
classification of corporations as affected by Public Service Commissions Law . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 59
distil,1ction between incorporation and corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 60
consid~red as civil or political institution.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I 60
as "person". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 60
ownership of stock as affecting character of corporation as public
or private. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 60
duties, obligations and powers as affecting classification or nature
of; public service corporations... .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 63
liability of, for wrongful and negligent acta.... . ... . ..... note, 156
discrimination by............................. .... ... note, 163
subject to reasonable and just regulations and rules. . . . . . note, § 63
See Rate Regulations; Regulation and Control.
cannot disable themselves from perfonna.nce of public duties or
neglect or refuse to perform them or arbitrarily di1100ntinue
operations . ..... .. ...................... . ..... note, II 63, 464
as "persons"..... .. .......... .. .......... , . .. .. .. .. .. . It 64-66
members of, as "citizens"..... .. .......... .... ....... note, 167
as "citizens" for Federal jurisdictional purpoees; not "citizens"
under Federal Constitution.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 67
nature of various, as public, private, etc.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .
68-119
power of Congress to establish; generally.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 123
power of Congress over franchi11e11 of state corporation ...... . . \ 1'25
created by Territory follow it into the Union. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ 139
created by rebel State; power of, to sue .................. , .... \ \o\~
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COUNTY BOARD,
when franchiae not conferred on president of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
.COUNTY COM!riiS8IONERS,
delegation to, of power to grant use of streeta for gu pipes. . . . . .
extent of power to establish ferries ........ .... ...............
extent of power; use of streeta by gas, electric light, etc., companies; permita.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
power to cause removal of poles and wires to other Bide of street. .
constitutional delegation of power to; not exclusive 1111 against
legislature.......... . .................... .. . . ...........
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t 21
t 178
§194
§ 194
§ 194

l 194

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT,
delegation of power to; ferries ........... .. ................ §178
grant of ferry franchiae; river between two States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 178
COUNTY COURTS,
· grant to railroad to uae city streetll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 178
may grant ferry franchise to one or more ferries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 178
administrative discretion; refusal or failure to exercise 1111 to grant
to railroad company; court will not interfere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 184
COUNTY JUDGE,
IIUbdelegation of power to; subscription to stock of railroad company................... .... ........ .. ...... ·'· ......... § 175
.CoUNTY SUPERVISORS,
power limited to regulation of tolls on toll roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 116
no authority to grant franchise to collect tolls on free public highway...................................... .. ...... ,. . .t . 1116
COUNTY TREASURER,
when protected in making sale for non-payment of taxes; erroneous decision of IUI8e880r. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . l 278
COURT ACI'IONS.

Bee Public Utility Law.

COURT OF CHANCERY,
appeal to; effect upon commisaioners' powers over toll roads and
upon: order of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 200
COURT OF VISITATION,
when statute unconstitutional in delegating power to; legislative,
. judicial and administrative functions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 180
jurisdiction extended; telegraph and railroad companies; rule in
pari materia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 265
COURT PROCEDURE. Bee Public Service Commissil:lns Law;
· Public Utility Law.
COURTS,
office not a franchise under statute, etc., 1111 to appellate jurisdiction of.................... . ......... . ....... ... ........

121
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CROWN,
franchise to erect, et\.., ferry must be derived from, in England
note,
CRUISE,
definition of franchise l!y. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

I 15

t1

D.
DAM,
and lock; right to exact toUs is 'franchise. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

•

DAMAGES,
railroad companies liable for refu~~al to exercise franchise. . note,
for fire caused by railroad company; statutory limitation of damages, not retrospective .. ·.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .
liability of railroad company to employees; due process of law;
equal protection of laws........ ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
for overflowed Ianda; Musachusetts Mill Act; constitutional law. .
adjusting dan1age claims; regulation of railroads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Public Service CommiBBions Law; Public Utility Law.

§ 17
§ 97

§ 287

f
t
t

298
298
386

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE CASE,
charter or franchise as contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 312
See Colleges.
DEATH,
lives lost; investigation.

See Public Utility Law; Actioria.

DEBTS,
alienation of franchise; liability for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 464
ded11ction of. See Taxation.
DECREE,
judicial sales; franchises of corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 477, 478
See Judgment.
·
DEFENSES,
to action for penalties; rate regulation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 410
See Public Service Commissions Law; Remedies.
DEFINITIONS,
of "capital"............... .. ............ .. ............... t 425
capital stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 425
"charter". .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 41
"corporate franchise;" corporate franchises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
§5
of corporation . .. . .... . .. .... .......... ........ . . .. . .. . §§50, 60
corporations; change in nature and relations of; effect upon early
definitions............ .. .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 49
corporation; summary of expretisions used in defining a. . . . . . . . I 51
corporation; to what extent definition of, includes a company,
ABBOCiation and joint-stock ABBOCiation or company; partnel'J}lip ....... " .... .. .. .. ........... . .......... " . . . . . \\ 1)'2--54

(
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DEFINITIONs-continued:
what corporatioiiB are public utilities under Public Utility Law
Appendix B (§ 1, p. 941)
of eleemosynary corporation...........
note, I 58
ferry franchise. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 15
of franchise generally, c18.118ified
§3
of franchise by Finch, Blackstone, Chitty, Cruise and Kent.....
§1
of franchise by Chief Justice Taney.
§2
franchise as a contract; as an exclusive right ..
§4
franchise as right, privilege or immunity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
§3
franchise often used as generic term ... . . . . ............. note, § 38
"franchises" under constitutions and statutes·....... ·....
§9
of foreign and interstate commerce ...
§ 367
general franchises of corporation .... . : .
§6
of immunity.......... . ........... .... ......... '...... . note, I 9
of license; license to operate railroad .. ... ............... note, § 47
of monopoly ..... . . . ............... .. .. ·............. note, § 22
of private corporations. . . .......... .. ...... . ..... . ...... U 61~
privileges which do not belong to citizens of country generally by
common right .. . . . . ............ . . ................ . ... , . . .I 2
of public bridge and as part of road or highway . . . . . . . . note, flo
"public corporation" meaning of may he defined and limited by
statute....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 61
public corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 161
public franchise; in statute .. .... ..
I9
of quasi-public corporations ....
n 61-412
of "public utilities;" Wisconsin statute.
Appendix B (§ 1, p. 941)
of rates or rate .... . .. . .. . ...... .. ... . . . ............. note, 117
"stockholder" includes members of what 8880ciations.... note, 152
of street railroad or railway and street railway companies.. note, flll
See Words and Phrases.
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DELEGATION OF POWER,
to cities, towns, etc., to grant franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . 148
not delegated to United States by Constitution nor prohibited by
it to the States, are reserved to States or people. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1120
powers of Federal Government restricted to those delegated;
those of State embrace aU not forbidden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1121
delegation of; generally .... .... ...... ......
U 147-150
distinction between delegation of power to make laws and discretion as to their execut ion or administration; power to regulate. 1 147
grant of franchise may be made through lawful delegated agency. 1 147
non-delegation of legislative powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §147
police regulations; generally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1149
by Congress ....
11151-155
to the President . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 151
to Secretary of War; bridges ..... . ... . ... . . ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1152
to Interstate Commerce Commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 1153
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DELEGATION OF POWER~ntinued:
to American Railway Allllociation . ·. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 154
by State to board of agriculture .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 156
to commissioner of banking '&nd insurance....... :. . . . . . . . . . . . I 157
to commiaaioner of bridges.. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . §158
to drainage commiaaioners; removal of railway bridge ..... :. . . . §159
by State; enumeration of subordinate bodies ...... ,. . . ... U 156-170
delegation to commiaaion of gas and electricity... . .. . . . . . •.... 1 160
to grain and warehouse commiaaion.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 161
to inspectors of coal mines. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 162
statute delegating power to certain subordinate agencies of officers to prescribe form of standard policy, unconstitutional. . . . 1163
to bureau of insurance, or to superintendent or commiaaioner of
insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 163
to levee district .. .... ........ .... .......... . , .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 164
to board of loan commiaaioners; Territory. . .... . ............. t 165
to public service commiaaion of New York ..... . .. . ..· ...... . .. § 166
to railroad commiaaioners. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 167
to railroad commiaaioners; their consent not neceaaary to enable
State to grant franchise to street railway .... . .... . ......... §167
to rail~ad oommiaaion; Public Utility Law of Wisconsin........ I 168
to railroad and warehouse commiaaion; railroads; carriers; increase of capital stock .. .. ...... .. .... .. .. .. .. .......... . I 169
to state corporation commiaaion; extent of power..... . ... . . .. t 170
to and by courts .......... .... ............ .... ....... n 171-184
to courts; generally......... .... ............ .. . . ........... I 171
to courts to grant corporate powe.I'B to private companies. . . . . . §171
to.courts to establish bridges .. ............................. 1171
courts; legislative and administrative functions cannot be forced
upon or aaaumed by ...... .. .................... .. ·.. .. .. . I 171
to courts to establish or pa1111 upon street regulations. . . . . . . . . . I 171
to courts; duties non-judicial, such as fixing rateB cannot be
forced upon.: ................................·.......... I 171
to courts of equity; railroad bridges crolllling highways........ I 172
to supreme judicial court; to determine reasonableneaa of water
rates . . . ...................................... . . ...... . t 173
to appellate court to determine reaaonableneaa of rates fixed by
commiaaion.. . .............. .. · ............. ·... .. ....... 1174
to . fiBcal court; subdelegation to county judge; subscription to
stock of railroad company . .. . . .. .. .. . ... . . . .. . . .. ..... . .. I 175
subdelegation of, by fiscal court to county judge; subscription to
railroad stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1175
to Circuit Courts; designation of telephone route; charter to obstruct highway... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1176
to Federal Circuit Courts; power to enforce orde.I'B of Inte.I'Btate
Commerce Commillllion; jurisdiction; contract rights of railroad. 1177
to county commissioners' court; county courts; ferry franchise;
grant of use of street .. .. . . . . . . . . .......... . .. . .......... I l'l8

DELEGATION OF POWER-Continued~
by ordinance to street oommi.BIIioner.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 203
obligation of contracts ................ . ..... .. ............. t 313
totax.............. . .... .. .................. .. ..... note, 1417
See Municipalities.
DENTAL BOARD,
delegation of power to; authority over oollegea as quasi-municipal. § 181

DEPRECIATION,
rates. See Public Utility Law.
DIRECTORS,
liability of, for failure to make reportll; statute not repealed by
amendment as to time of filing reportll.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 282

DISCRIMINATION,
by corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, f 63
common carriers cannot discriminate......... .. .............. § 74
electric light companies cannot exercise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 76
natural gas companies cannot diiiCriminate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 83
irrigation companies cannot dii!Crimi.Qate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f-88
railroad companies cannot diiiCriminate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 97
88 test whether branch railroad track is for public or private purpoees.•. . ..•••....... .• •.............. . .. . . .. .. ....... . • 103
railroad carriers must perform service on equal terms to all. . . . I 106
waterworks company cannot diiiCriminate . ......... . ......... f 118
action of board of equalization reaulting in illegal; review of by
Federal courts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 182
oonstitutional provision prohibiting, is self-executing . ...... . .. . t 226
constitutional provisions 88 to, when not self-executing........ I 227
invalidity of statute for uncertainty. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 230
telegraph companies; sufficiency of title to statute ... . .... note, t 245
taxation of national banks; state court decision; review in Federal oourts. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 277.
state decision that there is none 88 against oil oompanies; effect
in Federal courts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 280
indictment for unlawful, in transportation of p8811engef!'; effect of
repeal and re-enactment of statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 284
against oorporations; liability for damages to employees. . . . . . . f 300
by State against foreign corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 354
regulation and oontrol.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 381
rate regulation. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . U 411, 414, 415
taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 422
See Public Service Commissions Law; Public Utility Law; Taxation.

DISEASES,
right of sleeping-car oompany to exclude persons '1\'lth mfeotious. . f 109

DISPENSARY,
for sale of liquon; right to operate, 88 franchiae. . . . . . . . . . . . .

66

I 21
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DISSOLUTION,
of corporation and transfer of all its property to new corporation;
effect of new constitution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 286
of oorporations; sufficiency of title to statute . ........... note, f 245
corporation dissolved and property transferred to new corporation; latter subject to new constitution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 286
See Forfeiture.
DISTRICT ATTORNEY.

See Public Utility Law

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA,
power of Congress to charter savings institution in. . . . . . . . . . . . 1130
telephone system in; acts of Congress........................ f 130
See Territories.
DIVIDENDS,
taxation ........ ... ..............................••.•... . 14.35
DOCK DEPARTMENT,
no power to grant franchises; street railway.................. I 193
DOCKS,
sufficiency of title of statute. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 24.5
DOMESTIC CORPORATIONS,
division into. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

I 57

DRAINAGE,
ditch; when questions concerning it, are of administrative policy;
jurisdiction of courts. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . f 171
DRAINAGE COMMISSIONERS,
delegation of power to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 159
requirement by that railroad bridge be removed, etc.; constitutional law ......... . .... .. ...... . ......... . ...... .. note, § 298
DRAINAGE COMPANIES,
drainage; constitutional law; police power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
is private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DRAWBRIDGE,
trustees of towns may grant right .......................... .
right to erect is a franchiae.. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .

175
I 75

5 198
f 15

DUE PROCESS OF LAW,
police power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 149
validity of ordinance requiring repairs on railroad; when railroad
relieved from making repairs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . f 138
when rule of railroad commission not violative of this provision. . 1 167
resident and non-resident mortgagees and creditors. . . . . . . . . . . . I 292
generally.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll ~-295
Mill Act giving damages for overflowed lands... ...... ......... f 298

INDEX

DUE PROCESS OF LAW-Continued:
requirement that railroad company remove bridge, etc.. .. note, I 298
law specifying form of contract to obtain mechanic's lien . ...... t 298
Eight-Hour Law; employment in mines by corporations; police
power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, 1298
liability of railroad company for damages to employees. . . . . . . . I 298
statute for monthly payment of employees by corporations, note, § 298
tax on transfers of stock by corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 298
arbitrary decision of umpire as to weight of grain; when law unconstitutional. ........... . ................ . .. ... . . ..... t 299
law prohibiting insurance in marine insurance company........ 1299
ordinance as to transfers; property taken without . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 299
requirement as to payment of attorney's fees by railroad companies. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 299
See Attorneys.
power to alter, etc., franchise or charter...... .. .. . ... . ... . .. § 320
rate regulation; turnpike companies ........... ... .. . ........ § 397
examination and license of locomotive engineers; color blindness. I 377
regulation of water rates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1393
regulation of rates............. .. ................ U 406-408,411

E.
EASEMENT,
or right under franchise. . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . § 33
and franchise distinguished.. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . § 34
right to lay gas pipes in streets is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 47
use of streets for gas pipes rather an easement than a franchise. . § 36
grant of right to erect bridge creates franchise as distinguished
from license or easement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 48
in streets; obligation of contract. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . § 313
ECCLESIASTICAL CORPORATIONS,
division into. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

§ 57

EDISON ELEm'RIC COMPANY,
acts of Congress granting certain lands to, in California, for power
plant ...... . . . ........... ... .......... . ........... note, § 130
ELECTIONS IN CORPORATIONS,
fraudulent; sufficiency of title to statutes . .. . ...••••• .••• .•. t 247
"ELECTIVE FRANCHISE,"
or freedom. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • . . • • •• • . • • .

§ 21

"ELEm'IVE SUFFRAGE,"
as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

§ 21

ELEm'ORS,
·vote of granting right to use city streets at least a license coupled
with an interest. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • •

\

~1
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ELECTORS--continued:
vote by, to conatruct, etc., ligh~ing system; suit by taxpayer to
restrain construction by village. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vote of, 88 to granting or amending franchiee .................
approval will not aid validity of ordinance, void for Wll'e880nableness, etc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
conaent of, 88 prerequisite to use of streets .......... ·.. . .. . .. .

1160
1189
1195

1347

ELECI'RICAL COMMISSION,
established by city; extent of powers of; conduits and use of
space therein. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . 1191
ELECTRICAL COMPANIES,
no exclusive right in the earth 88 an electrical field. .. .. •• • • .. . . I 36
powers of eelectmen of towns as to. . . . . . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . § 197
See Alienation.
ELECTRICAL CORPORATION,
in Public Service Commiasiona Law includes what corporationa,
etc........... .... ..................................... 176
ELECI'RICAL CONDUCTORS,
sufficiency of title to statutes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . § 247
ELECI'RICAL CONDUITS. See Conduits; Subways.
ELECI'RICAL SUBWAY COMPANY,.
when no power to refu.se space in conduits ..... .• ." . . •.•.•• , • • • I 379
ELECTRIC CARS,
difference between and ordinary vehicles; police power; equal
protection of the laws.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • I 149
ELECI'RICITY,
right to produce and eell open to aU per&ODB without legislative
authority . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
right to uee streets for transmiasion of, is franchise grantable only
by legislative authority. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . P6
lines and posts in streets for uee of; when not a franchiee. . . . . . . . § 47
regulation of use of; police power; Fourteenth Amendment. . . . . 1295
See Commiasion of Gas and Electricity; Public Service Commi&siona Law; Streets.
ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES.

See Taxation.

ELECI'RIC LIGHT COMPANIES,
franchiee by city to, is property of corporation md not of owner
of stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
receive franchilleB in consideration that public convenience will be
eerved. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
nature of; when may supply electricity for heat and power. . . . . .
cannot discriminate. . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • . . . . •

§ 38

163
§ 76

I 76
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ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANIEE-Continued:
when property of, devoted to public Wle . • ••••.••••
I 76
when and when not a "manufacturing" company... . . . .... §§ 77,78
consent of local authorities to Wle of streets, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1187
revocation of license of; obligation of contracts ... . .. . . . ....... t 336
rights in streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 345
franchise accepted subject to conditions as to use of poles by other
companies; arbitration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 347
00

00

00

00
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•

ELECTRIC LIOHriN~,
when ~tu~ .as.~ privilege to supply light, etc., does not im~lude, t 23
right of natural persons to engage in busineaa of. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . I 76
by vm•; certificate of. ~uihority as prerequisite; private lighting 1 160
ELECI'RIC POWER COMPANIES,
right of way through public lands and forests; grants by CongreBB
note, 1130
See Power Companies.
ELECTRIC POWER . PLANTS,
in California; acts of CongreBB, granting lands for . . . ..... note, §130
ELECI'RIC RAILWAYS,
included in "hon~e and steam railways"........ . ....•....... I 241
ELECTRIC STREET RAILWAY. See Street Railway.
ELEEMOSYNARY CORPORATIONS,
claBBed as private . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • t 55
defined ......... . ........... . . ............. . . . ...... note, I 57
division into. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 57
ELEVATOR COMPANIES. See Stol'Bge and Elevator Companies.
EMINENT DOMAIN,
franchise of.. . . . . •. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
an important railroad franchise .. .......... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
power to exercise right of. . .. ... . . . . ... . ..... . .. . . . ... note,
franchise rights may be taken, when public neceBBity requires, on
compensation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
exercise of right of, when not violation of obligation of contract.
not neceeaarily a corporate right....... .. ..
railroads, canals, and gas companies must have right of. . . . . . . .
power of, only granted for public use .... . . . ..... . .. . ... note,
franchiBeB which require exercise of right of. .. .. .. . . .. . . note,
private enterprises; private Wle. . • • • . • • • . . . . . . • . • . . • . • . note,
public use; railroad company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
exercise· of right of, impoBeB certain obligations. ·.. . . . . . . . note,
right exercisable by canal companies. :
exercise of, when justified; electric power company. . . . . . . . . . . .
levee, such a public use that eminent domain may be exercised.
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EMINENT DOMAIN-Continued:
when power of, may be exercised by boom company. . . . . . . . . . § 90
railroad companies may exercise right of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 97
street railways no right of. .................. ............ .. . § 111
telegraph and telephone compflllies may condemn private property........ ...................... ........ ......... - . . . 1114
legi lature cannot grant away State's right of eminent domain. . §1
legislative grant necessary to exercise of right. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 144
delegation of power to determine compell81ltion under right of
exercised by United States ............................... f 155
statutes; "public use" in, coJl8trued .. ....................... § 241
statutes; sufficiency of title. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 247
statutes; strict construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 252
damages; upon question of Federal cowt accepts construction
placed by state court upon statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 275
whether statute of incorporation confera power of; state cowt
decision adopted by Federal courts. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 275
exemption; future legislation; obligation of contract.. . . . . . . . . . f 327
obligation of contracts. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • n 332, 333
streets acl"'88 railroad tracks in city.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . t 346
See Expropriation.
EMPLOYEES,
of railroads, etc., liability to; sufficiency of title to statute. . note, f 24S
police power over mining corporations; Fourteenth Amendment. f 295
of corporatioJl8 in mines; Eight-Hour Law; police power of State
note, f 298
statute for monthly payment of, by corporations; constitutional
law . .......... . . .. ...... ...... .............. . .... note, § 298
lio.bility of railroad company to, for negligence; constitutional
law....... ..... . .. ... ............... . ............... .. t 298
liability of railroad companies for damages to; equal protection of
law....... .... ................. . .. .... ........... .. ... f 300
payment of; lien for wages on corporate property; reasonable attorneys' fees to enforce lien ... . .................... . note, 1 300
See Obligation of Contracts; Public Service Commissions Law;
Public Utility Law.
·
EMPLOYER 'LIABILITY ACT,
when statute invalid as including certain inseparable, void provisions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 235
ENGINEERS.

See Locomotive Engineers.

ENGLAND,
ferry franchise derived from crown, in. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, f 15
certain franchises in, no application here. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
delegation of power to establish corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 148
ENGLISH COMPANIES' ACT,
railroad as "public compa.nies" under . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .

1 98

INDEX
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ENGLISH STATUTES,
adopted; rule as to construction of.......................... 1269
ENGLISH TRAFFIC ACT,
as affecting construction of Interstate Commerce Act. . . . . . • • . . § 153
ENTRY,
upon premiae~~.

See Public Utility Law.

ENUMERATION OF FRANCHISES. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . U 10-21
See Franchises.
EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAWS,
when regulation of rates of stockyard company is unconstitutional .................. . .............................. t 110
constitutionality of statute fixing charge for elevating, storing,
etc., grain .................. . ............. . ..... . ....... § 113
electric cars, differ from ordinary vehicles; police powers. . . . . . . . I 149
when statute fixing rates violates provision as to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 160
delegation of power to grain and warehouse commiBBion not linconstitutional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 161
common carriers not denied, by control of state corporation commiBBion over them. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 170
judgment for attorneys' fees as costs against insllJ'alllle company. 1279
combinations; anti-trust acts; state court decisions; effect of, in
Federal courts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 280
generally .................. . ......................... tt 294-295
liability of railroad company for damages to employees. . . . . . . . I 298
Eight-Hour Law; employment in mines by corporations; police
power... . .... . .. .. ..... . ............. . .... .... ... note, t 298
requirement that railroad company remove bridge . .. . . .. note, § 298
requirement as to payment of attorney's fees by railroad or insurance companies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 299
instances . ..................... . ............ . . .. .......... t 300
power to alter or amend charter or franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 320
license, etc., tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 356
regulation of water rates.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 393
regulation of rates ......... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 406--408, 411, 416
penalties so enormous as to prevent resort to courts; Federal
question .................................. note (p. 699), I 416
EQUITY,
may ignore doctrine of corporate entity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, Ill
delegation of power to courts of; railroad bridges croBSing high·
ways...... . .... ... ..... . .. .... ... . .. .... . ... ..... .... . t 172
to test right to exercise franchiae~~; forfeiture; validity of statute, t 230
injunction; gas rates. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 392
inquiry and decree as to reasonableneBB of rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 407
no adequate remedy at law: rate regulation ...... note (p. 701), t 416
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EQUITY-Continued:
right of common carrier to reeort to; validity of rate regulation
statute; excessive penalties .................. note (p. 701), I 416
power to levy and collect t&xes does not belong to. . . . • • • • note; 1417
jurisdiction; taxation ...................................... I 422
ultra vires lease; estoppel.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 473
ought not to interfere until practical test of rate is made
Appendix C (p. 9116)
See Injunction.
ESTATES,
corporate franchi- are vested legal estates.. . . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . • 1211
ESTOPPEL,
title insurance company not accepting new constitution. . . . • . . . I 220
equity; ultra viru lease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 4'13
taxation of franchises at over--valuation is immaterial on question
of value for rate regulation. . . • • . . . . . Appendix C (pp. 986, l<m)
EVIDENCE,
repugnancy of statute to Constitution must clearly appear. . . . . . I 231
burden of proof on person denying constitutionality of statute. . I 231
of acceptance of charter or franchi~~e.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . § 350
See Presumptions.
burden of proof on carrier to show invalidity of state rate statute
note (p. 701), I 416
valuation of property by expert witnesses; effect of; reasonableness of rates ....... .. ............ ... Appendix C (pp. 991, 999)
See Expert Testimony; Public Service Commissions Law; Public
Utility Law.
EXCISE TAX,
on transportation or transmill8ion companies. . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • '

m

EXCLUSIVE OONTRACTS,
may be made with single concern by railroad company as for uae
of hacks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . • . .. • . . • .. • . . • . § 97
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE,
meaning of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • • • • • note, 124
See Exclusive Grants.
EXCLUSIVE GRANTS,
franchiBe u exclusive right.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • 14
grant of right to supply gas is franchise. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 16
nature of franchiBe as.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1122-37
light or heat, what included. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . § 23
meaning of "exclusive".............................. note, 124
test of............................ . ................. note, 124
every grant of franchise as exclusive in nature ........... note, 124
•1 francbi~~e" aometimes used to mean exclusive right.. . . . . • . . • .
124
franchi11e is jus publicum and exclusive.. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • 124

INDEX

EXCLUSIVE GRANTS-Continued:
franchise u being neceuarily excluaive. • • • .. .. .. . . • . .. .. . . . . .
ferry ...•........ : .......... .. ...................... note,
right to receive certain proportion of public funds, not an exclusive privilege, franchise, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . note,
~ght to furnish water; when an exclusive privilege. . . . . . . . note,
of right to operate street railroad is property right. . . . . . . note,
right to supply city with water; grant by ordinance is franchise. .
for ferries, bridges and turnpikes, are grants of public character
note,
of right to supply gu is franchise.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
of telegraph and telephone rights of way through Indian Territory.
or license; when power to make and regulate cannot be delegated
to city council; ferries ...................................
of franchisee by city, for waterworks; partial invalidity of enactment. ............... . ........................•........
strict COI18truction of......................... .. ...........
not regarded; implication u to; Charles River bridge . . .. note,
to supply gas; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State, in granting, does not part with police power............
See Construction of Statutes; Exclusive Privilege; Exclusive
Franchise.
EXCLUSIVE IMMUNITY,
meaning of..... ·..................................... note,
See Exclusive G~ts.

§ 24

I 24
t 24

t 24

t 26
l 48
t 63
l 82

l 130
l 188
I 235
l 257
t 257
I 335
l 388

t 24

EXCLUSIVE PRIVILEGES,
meaning of...•....................•......•••••••••.. note, l 24
See Exclusive Grants.
EXECUTION,
exemption from; corporation grantee of municipal waterworks;
obligation of contract.'!.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 326
EXEMPTIONS,
from legislative repeal; obligation of contract ... . ............. l 325
from execution; corP<>ration grantee of municipal waterworks;
obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 326
street paving B88esllments; consolidation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 338
in charter; modification of; acceptance of.................... l 349
State cannot impart to it.'l officei'B immunity from responsibility
to Federal authority........................ note (p. 700), I 416
from taxation; whether transferable . .. ........... .. . . ... U 479-485
See Obligation of Contracts; Rate Regulation; Taxation.
EXPERT TESTIMONY,
rate regulation; excessive penalties; remedy in equity
note (p. 701), l 416
effect of, in determining value of property as ba.ais of 1'8!'80nai;lleness of rates ......... .... .. ......... Appendix C (pp. 991, 999)
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EXPRESS COMPANIES,
are "common carriers;" statute.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nature of; 88 partnership; 88 public use; 88 common carrier; different from railroad companies. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
·when do not carry on purely priYate business. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
included under "railroad;" public Utility Act.
license, ete., tax ............... .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
additional franchise tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00

EXPROPRIATION,
statutes; sufficiency of title ......
obligation of contracts. .
See Eminent Domain.
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§ 79
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§ 104

I 358
I 427
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FAIRMONT PARK,
power of park commiBBioners to grant franchise to passenger railway in ......... . .. . ............... . .............. note, § 14
FALSE BILLING,
by carrier or shipper. See Public Service Commillllions Law;
Public Utility Law.
FARES,
right to, distinguished from other franchises of corporation. . . .
See Rate Regulation.

§ 34

FEDERAL, CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE POWERS,
source of franchise ......................
U 120-131
00

FEDERAL COURT.

........

00

•

See Courts; Jurisdiction.

FEDERAL FRANCHISE,
.
telegraph company; effect of attempted grant of municipal franchise ............................ .... ....
See Taxation.
00

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

..

00

....

00..

148

See National Government.

FEES. See Public Serrice CommiBBions Law; Public Utility Law.
FERRIES,
frWlchise; definition of .. . ... .. ......... . .............. note,
meaning of word. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
right to keep, is publici juris. . . . . . . . . . note, f 15, note, f 63,
nature of ferry franchise; public, private, quasi-public u.ee. . . . . .
right to maintain, etc., public, is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

§ 15

f 2-i
f 80
f 80
115

INDEX
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FERRI~ontinued:

franchise consists of what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, 115
franchise is privilege to take tolls, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, §15
right to tolls is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 17
franchiBe is derived from Crown or State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, l 15
right to establish was royal prerogative. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 122
legislative grant necessary... . . .. ........................... 1144
franchise, charter or prescription necessary.............. note, § 15
franchise; prescription ..... . ............... . .... , . . . . . . . . . . 1133
no private person can establish, and collect tolls without au-·
thority................ . ................ . . . ....... note, § 17
no franchise required for private ferry .............. . ........ . §15
franchise extends beyond landing places. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, §15
only a substitute for bridge ................ . .......... note, 115
franchise, bridge franchise is of same nature as............... . il5
is not a railroad. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, . '15
as part of railroad corporation; statute...... . .............. . f 104
and railroad franchises may be granted to one corporation. . note, 115
landings, exclusive privilege ... . ................ . ...... note, • 24
exclusive grants for are grants of franchises of public character,
note_ 163
franchise when not exclusive................. . . . .. ......... . § 24
not land or incorporeal hereditament....... .... ............ . §26
franchise, nature of as property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, i 26
franchise partake of nature of, though not strictly real estate,
note, • 26
right to maintain when a mere license or gratuity and not a contract ..................................... .. . : ........ . 147
receive franchises upon consideration of public service. . . . note, I 63
franchise to middle of a river between States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 144
franchise; power to grant may be delegated.. . ............... i 148
power of county commissioners' court to license. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 178
extent of power to establish; county commissioners .......... 1194
power of county court to grant or refuse ferry franchise ........ I 178
power of town to grant franchise for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 195
franchise when county authorities only can grant. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 195
refusal of court to interfere with grant of second ferry franchise . . t 184
license by city ............................................ t 186
· when power cannot be delegated to municipal council to license,
regulate, etc... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 188
powers of police juries over. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 201
strict construction of grant against grantee.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 255
franchise of; rule of strict construction not strictly applicable. . t 257
and bridges; separate grants of franchises; rule of construction. . f 258
obligation of contracts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 340
additional franchise tax ... .. .. .. . ........... . . .. . . : . . . . . . . . I 427
regulation of fares and tolls. See Rate Regulation.
regulation and control of. See Regulation and Control; Taxation.
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FOREIGN CORPORATION8--Continued:
state decision that they have no corporate existence in State,
doeB not involve Federal que&tions............... . ..... . .. i 281
statute u to situs of stock for taxation not repealed by implication by omission of from compiled code. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 285
granted all rights and privileges possessed by it in State of incorporation, does not grant privileges not within constitution
of granting State. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 286
construction of Bush ·Act.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1286
conditions as to amount of capital stock .. . . . . ... .... . ........ 1291
· specific tax upon may be impoaed when no discrimination ...... 1291
actions between prohibited; privilege& and immunitie& of citizens. 1293
· prohibited from suing on claim to assignee; obligation of con. tracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 306
conditions; power of States as to ....................... U 351-362
situs of; interstate comity. . . . . . . . . • . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1351
See Taxation.
FOREIGN STATE OR COUNTRY,
statutes derived or adopted from; construction of............. § 269
FORFEITURE,
when street railway franchises may be lost by forfeiture. . . . . . . .
corporations cannot. neglect or refuse to perform public dutie&
note,
See Alienation.
of franchises; quo warranto; validity of statutes.. .. . .... ·.. . . .
clause of; how construed .. .. .................... .. ........ .
revocation of license; obligation of contracts. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
legislative power as to. . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
judicial determination of; quo warranto; state officials; ipso fad.o
forfeiture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
courts reluctant to adjudge forfeitures and will proceed with
caution. . . . : . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
abuse, misuser or nonuser of- corporate powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
nature and extent of misuser or nonuser justifying forfeiture. . . .
when franchise will be forfeited; instances... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when franchise will not be forfeited; instances•.... .. , ........
See Dissolution.

1 31

I 63
i 230
1286
§ 336

I 485

I

486

I 487
I 488
I 489
i 490
1491

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT,
generally. . ........ . .............. . ....... . .... . ..... II 294-295
doeB not deprive State of police power. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 295
power to alter or amend franchise or charter..... . ............ I 320
FRANCHISES,
rights may be taOten for public necessity on compensation ...... . I 26 ·
valuation of; gu rates; reasonableness ..... . . . ..... . , . .... . . 1392
expiring at diJJerent time~; obligation of contract . . . . ......... . §330
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FRANCHISES--Continued:
additional franchise tax ............ . ......... : . . . . . . • . . . . . .
See Definitiom.
FRANCHISES; ENUMERATION OF ........ . .......... . . .. U
appointment ... ·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
attorney or counsellor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
banking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
bridges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
canals.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"commodities".. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .
common carriers; railroads; street railroads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
corporations; what franchises are embraced generally. . . . . . . . . .
corporations generally; members' rights; membership; corporate
name; municipal corporations; "public franchise"... . . . . . . .
corporations; foreign corpdrations; generally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
counsellor at law or attorney. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"elective franchise" or freedom . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .
"elective suffrage". .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .
electricity; right to supply. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
eminent domain.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
exemption or immunity from jury duty... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
exemption or immunity from working on public roads. . . . . . . . . .
exemption or immunity from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fnres; right to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ferries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
fishery............................ .. .................. .. .
foreign corporations; generally........ . .... . ..... . . .. . . .. .. .
gas; right to supply . .. . ......... . . . . . .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
insurance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... : . .
liquor license. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
membership in corporation . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
municipal corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
name of corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"news contract". .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
patent right....... ... ......... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
political rights; "elective suffrage;" "elective franchise" or freedom ...... . ... .. ............ . ... : . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
profeBBor's appointment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"public franchise". .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .
public market.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
public office; attorney or counsellor; right to preside; appointment
of profeBBors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
railroads........................ . . .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rates; right to ..... .. . .......... . . . . . ....... . , . . . . . . . . . . . .
right to preside. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
right to swpply gas, water, or electricity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
right to tolls, fares, rates or wharfage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Ji'RANCHISFS; ENUMER,ATION OF-continued:
roadways . . ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
street railroads..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tolls; right to ......... . .......... . ......•.... . , . . . . . . . . . . .
trade-mark.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
water; right to supply....................... .. ....... ~ .. .. .
. wharfage; right to.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Congress; Delegation of Power; Grants; Powers.
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FRANCIDSES, NATURE OF, AND DISTINCTIONS ........ U 22-48
granted for public not for private purposes.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 14
as monopoly or exclusive in nature. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . U 22-24
eometimes means "exclusive right" .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 24
as property........... . ...... ... . ... . ... . ... . . . ........ §125-29
as pereonal property. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 27
corporate franchises are legal estates not mere naked powers. . . . I 29
franchises of members, shareholders, or corporators as property.... . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 28
franchises easential and not essential to corporate existence;
"easentially corporate franchises"... . .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 30
"corporate powers or privileges" not franchises el!l!ential to corporate existence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 31
franchises and powers; to what extent distinguished. . . . . . . . . .. § 32
franchise to be separate and distinct from property or franchise
which corporation may acquire. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 33-35
franchise to be and franchises subsequently acquired. . . . . . . . . . . I 34
franchise and easement distinguished ..... : . .'... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134
"pereonal franchise" distinguished from property franchise. . . . . I 35
franchise differs from grant of land; easement; freehold. . . . . . . . § 3G
general creative franchise and special franchise distinguished. . . § 3i
franchises belonging to corporators and those of corporation dis•tinguished .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 38
franchise of itself alone is of no value......... ; . :. . . . . . . . note, I 39
franchise only of value in connection with its use. . . . . . . . . note, § 39
franchise to be and to carry on businel!l! distinguished; "corporate
franchise or businel!l!".. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 39
"corporate franchise" distinct from franchillel! which corporation
may exercise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • § 39
franchise distinguished from means employed in exercising it. . . . I 40
charter and franchises; to what extent distinguished; how extent
of powers is ascertained . . ................ . . . . .. . ...... U 41-46
charter and franchise; distinctions; where franchise does not take
effect before actual formation of corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 43
when right to supply water, not strictly a "corporate franchise". • f 44
charter and franchise; distinctions; charter rights and privileges
derived through organization; "additional franchise or privilege " acquired after incorporation ....... , , . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • I 44
charter and franchise; distinction exists. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . • I 45
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FRANCHIBE3, NATURE OF, AND DISTINCTIONS-Continued:
charter and franchile; "charter" aa synonymoWI with "fran·
chise". . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 46
whether certain grantll constitute a license, privilege, penniaaion,
gratuity or contract; and not a franchise ................ U 47,48
"lleCOndary franchiees" in streetll. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . I 48
as affecting power to alienate ......... . .... . ..... ~ .......... § 462
are property......... . ...................... Appendix C (p. 986)
distinct, See Peraon.
FRANCHISES, SOURCE OF,
Federal, constitutional and legislative powers . . . . . . . . . . . . U 120-131
state, constitutional and legislative powers .............. · U 132-146
FRAUD,
corporation fonned to accomplish; no ex:cuse that corporation
and corporators have separate existence .............. note, I 38
elections in corporations; sufficiency of title to statute. . . . . . . . i 247
FREEHOLD,
franchise differs from. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i 36

FREEMAN,
of corporation as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, i 21
FREIGHT,
tracing lost; regulation of commerce.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 378
taxation of; regulation ofratee............. . ................ i 4M
FREIGHT CARS,
delegation of power to American Railway AIIIJOCiation; regulation
of height of draw-bars, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 154
FREIGHT COMPANIES,
are "common carriers"; statute ... ... .. .. . . ... ... . ... . .... . .' § 74
within Public Utility Act. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . IUK
FREIGHT-LINE COMPANIES,
are "common carriers"; statute....... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . I 74
within Public Utility Act.. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . 1 liM

G.
GAB,
right to dig up streets to supply, is franchiBe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
right to lay pipes in streets, is easement rather than franchiae. . .
individual may manufacture and sell without sovereign grant,
note,
statute as to, when does not Include electric lighting. . . . . . . . . . .
certificate of authority as prerequisite to enable village to supply
for private lighting. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

.

§ 16

I 47
i 16
I 23
i 160

INDEX
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GAS-Continued:
rates; rule governing validity of statutes fixing rates
Appendix C (pp. 985, 986)
See Rate Regulation.
increaaed coat of; baais of rate regulation . .... . Appendix C (p. 1001)
See Commillllion of Ga.s and Electricity.
GAS AND ELEUI'RIC OOMPANY,
right to maintain certain location in street; prescription ........ §133
GAS OOMMISSION,
1
order of void when statute appointing is unconstitutional
Appendix C (p. 990)
of New York; statute unconstitutional ........ . . . Appendix C (p. 990)
GAS OOMPANIES,
consent of town authorities to use streets; when franchise . ...... · 148
receive franchises upon consideration that public convenience will
be served ............. . ................ . ........... note, 163
rate may be fixed at lcBS than specified in statute, for gas ...... . 182
See Rate Regulation.
exclusive right to supply ga.s is grant of franchise ..... ·.. .-. ; .... §82
See Exclusive Grants.
of public nature; public service corporations ... . .............. . §82
right to use streets; county commiBSioners' authority .. . ....... . fl78
grant of right in streets to, by municipality..... . . .. ......... . fl85
consent of local authorities to use of streets, etc.; statute ........ . 1187
consolidation and merger; sufficiency of title of statute. . ... . .. . §245
strict construction of grant against grantee . .... , . ....... .... . §255
right to use city streets; obligation of contracts . . . . .. . . . .. . . . §313
amendment of charter; obligation of contrncts. .............. . t 325
obligation of, to do certain things, even though evidence may in
some matters impair obligation of contract . . .. . ........... . 1336
rights in streets. : .......... ... ............ ...... ... . ..... . t 344
gas franchise; license, etc., tax ............................. . §361
regulation of; police power.. . .. .... . ... . .. . ....... . . .... . . . 1388
basis of rates; method of valuation .. . . . ........... .. . . ... .. . §392
regulation of rates; method of valuation ......... . ....... . . . . . § 392
See Alienation; Eminent Domain; Natural Ga.s Companies; Rate
Regulation; Taxation.
GAS LIGHT COMPANIES,
right of to lay conductors, etc., in street is propen.y....... note,

126

GAS PRESSURE,
requirement; const.itutional Jaw . . ........ . .......Appendix C (p. 987)
G~NERAL

ASSEMBLY.

See Powers.

GENERAL FRANCIDSES.

67

See Definitions.
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GENERAL LAWS,
reservation of power to alter, etc.; obligation of contracts...... § 324
See tatutes.
GOOD WILL,
as element of valu ; gas rates; regulation ..................... § 393
GOVERNMENT,
department of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 120, 135
aid to railroads and telegraph companies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 129
GOVERNMENTAL POWERS.

See Powers.

GOVERNOR,
appointment of commission by. ...... .. .................... . § 160
GRAIN,
arbitrary decision of umpire as to weight of; due proeeas of law § 299
regulation of rates for elevating, storing, eto., public warehouses § 391
GRAIN AND WAREHOUSE COMMISSIONS,
delegation of power to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 161
GRAIN ELEVATORS,
and warehouses; police power of

tate; Fourteenth Amendment § 29:l

GRAIN WAREHOU E ,
regulation of police power of State; Fourteenth Amendment. . . . § 295
" GRANTED LAND ,"
in Land Grant Acts in aid of railroads construed.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

I

241

GRANTS,
of franchise strictly construed . .......... . _ .. .. .. .......... . § 23
whether license, privilege, permission, gratuity or contract and
not a franchise; distinctions.. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .... .. . .. . ... . §47
may be a mere gratuity conferring only a privilege. ... ... . ... . § 47
immaterial whether made through legislative agency or by I i
lature . . .. ... . .. ... .. ... . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . .... .. . .. . .... . §
implied condition in, to corpor-ations. . . ... . ..... ... . .. .. note, I 63
power to make formerly vested in crown but on sever-ance of
colonies vested in people . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ... . _ .... _... . .. . .. i 122
or source of franchises; governmentnl or legi lative pow
generally ... . . .... .. •.. .. ... . . .. ... .. . . . . .. . . ... .. ... . . § 122
power of Congress to establish corporation ; gcnernlly. . . . . . . . . . § 123
power of Congress to grant ndditional fr-anchises ... . . . . . . . .. .. '124
power of Congr · over franchises of tate corporation; interstate
commerce; gen rally . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 125
by Congress; incorporation of banks .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . § 126
by Congr ; bridge corporation; bridges; commerce ...... _ . • .. §1 27
by Congress; railroads .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 127
by Congress; bridges .. .. .... ... . .. .................... .. ... §121
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GRANTS-Continued:
of railrQad franchises; state railroad; Federal franchises; merger. §129
powers of Congress to charter savings institutions in District of
Columbia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 130
source of franchise or charter; legislative grant neceiiiiBry.. U 132-133
source of franchise; state, constitutional and legislative powen
132-146
test of legislative power to grant franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 134
corporation created by Territory follows it into Union. . . . . . . . . . f139
legislative action when necessary to give effect to constitutional
grant.. . ............... . ................ .. ............ . §140
of rights to telegraph and telephone companies by Conatitution;
when not self-()perating..... .. ........................... I 140
refusal of franchise by subordinate body.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 140
legislative power to grant implies power to refuse franchises. . . . 1 140
of franchises; consent of subordinate body unnecessary to exer-cise of power by legislature ...................... .. ....... 1 141
of additional franchises; amendments; legislative power. ....... § 143
legislative grant necessary; roads, highways, bridges, ferries; generally. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1144
ferry franchise to middle of river between two States.. . ....... 1144
of bridge franchise, by State; power of Congress to interpose .... § 145
of franchises may be made through lawful delegated agencies .... 1147
See Powers, Delegation of.
of right to mine; delegation of power to board of agriculture to
grant or refuse. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 156
by county commillllioners of right to lay gas pipes in streets. . . . I 178
of ferry franchise; · river between two counties; jurisdiction of
courts. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1178
of ferry franchise or license by courts. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 178
to street railway by ordinance; when court cannot restrain ...... § 184
refusal of court to make to railroad; administrative discretion;
Circuit Court will not interfere. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 184
of franchise by State; to what extent municipal consent neceasary. ... .. ......... .. . . .. .. . .. . ...................... .. I 187
of franchise by State, to what extent subject to municipal consent
for exercise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1187
may be made directly by State or through subordinate agencies. I 187
to railroads; delegation of power to cities; restrictions imposed .. 1187
right to amend municipal charter as to grant of franchise not a
delegation of legislative power to people .................. . . §189
or refusal of use of electrical conduits . . ........... . ..... . .... I 191
by board of estimate and apportionment; transfer of power from
another board; cumulative voting .......... .......... .. ... § 192
lighting plant ordinance of town trustees invalid, obligation of
town ceases.. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 198
of town; when may be by resolution ......................... I 198
right to construct drawbridge .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . § 198

u
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GRANTS-Continued:
to turnpike company by board of superviaors; effect of. . . . . . . . . I 199
of lighting franchise by highway commi111ioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §lm
police juries; ferries, bridges and roada ....................... 1201
constitutional requirement that bids be received is self-executing. 1226
of franchiseB; constru<ltion against grantee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 254-256
aepamte, of franchise; rule of construction .................... 1258
sepamte grants of franchiseB, construction of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 258
permission granted street railway companies to occupy other
streets, not a new franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1286
as gratuity confers, not chartered rights. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 306
implied reservation of right to modify..................... . .. § 323
modifications of, new franchiseB, additional powers, etc.; acceptance of....................... . . . ................. II 348-350
implied acceptance; presumption; evidence ................... 1350
in aid of milroad companies. See Railroad Companies.
See Condition Precedent; Delegation of Powers; Exclusive Grant.a;
Land Grants; Municipality; Powers; Statutes.
GROSS RECEIPI'S.

See Taxation.

GUARANTY OR SECURITY COMPANY,
franchise tax ...............................·..........·• .. • I 437

H.
HABEAS CORPUS,
refusal to discharge Attorney General when committed for contempt; refusal to comply with order enjoining enforcement of
rate regulation statute ........... . .......... note (p. 701), I 416
HARBOR COMPANIES,
receive franchisea on co~idemtion of public service...... note,

163

HAWAII,
telephone system in; act of CongreSB .................... note, I 130
HEAT,
exclusive privilege to supply; construction of statute.. . • • . . • • •

123

HEATING CARS,
regulation and control; railroads . ...... .. ... : . . .. .. .. .. ... .. . I 385
HEATING COMPANIES,
nature of, as corporations, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
when "manufacturing;" when not . ....... .. .......... .·.. . U 77, 78
within "Public Utility" Law ............. Appendix B (I 1, p. 941)
See Heat, Light and Power Companies.
HEATING CORPORATION,
not a public or quasi-public corporation. . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . • . . . • •

§ 85

INDEX
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HEAT, LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES,
ordinanee granting franchiee and making contract with; when
void .. .. ..... . .......................... . . .. ........ . .. 1 195
ordinanee granting franchiee and making contract with; void
part& inseparable .. . .... .. . .. . .. .. ... . ... . ... .. . . .. . ... . . I 235
lpmE;I;>lT~N~B,

..

I 25
I 28

franchiHeB as . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
right of sharehold3rs in railroad an incorporeal hereditament.,.

HEWITT Acr,
banks; obligation of contract ................................ § 339

mGHWAY COMMISSIONERS,
delegation of power to; grant of lighting franchiee . . . .......... I 200
powers as to toll roads.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • I 200

mGHWAYS,
public bridge as part of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
no private person can establish, and charge tolls without authority. . . .. ............ . ..... . . . .... . ...... . .. . ...... note,
turnpike companies as. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
railroads as public highways................... . ... ; . . . . . . .
county supervisors no authority to grant franchiee to collect tolll!
on free . . . . . .. . ......... . .................. . . . . .........
turnpike road as. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
railroad bridges crossing; delegation of power to court& of equity.
when Circuit Court o( city no. power to grant charter to obstruct
right to take tolls on conferred by board of supervisors.. . . . . . . .
or roads; powers of police juries over.. . .... ... ... . . .. .. . ... .
See Streets.

§15

I 17
§ 63

I 107
I 116

J 117
I
I
I
I

172
176
199
201

"HORSE AND STEAM RAILROADS,"
embrace. electric railways ... .. . . ............................ 1241

HOSPITAL CORPORATION,
when a public, when a private corporation.............. . .....

§86

HUDSON RIVER,
no exclusive right of fishery in . . ..••••••••...••••••••• , . • • • •

§21

I.
"IMMUNITIES,"
in ·constitution ............... ... .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
defined . ...... ........ . . .. .. .... .... .... .. .. .. .... . . note,
See Alienation; Exclusive Immunity; Exemptions; Taxation.

I9
19

INCORPORATION,
· distinction between, and corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 60
sufficiency of title to statutes .. . ............. ...... ......... § 247
. See Co11p01'8tions.
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INSPEal'ION,
and visitation does not make private corporation a public one. . I 62
of oil; interstate commerce . . ..................... . ......... 1404

INSPEal'ION LAW,
police power; regulation of commerce; transportation of cattle
11372,373

INSPEm'ORS,
board of, power to appoint is franchise.. . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. . • • • .

I 21

INSPECTORS OF COAL MINES,
delegation of power to .... .... .................. .. ........ . 1162

INSURANCE,
business as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
delegation of power to commissioner of...... ... .............
duties in matters of, may be devolved upon Secretary of State. .
delegation of power to bureau of, superintendent or commissioner of insurance. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
statute allowing certain subordinate agencies to prescribe form
of standard policy unconstitutional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State may prescribe form of standard policy. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sufficiency of title ofstatute .. .................. . ...... note,

§ 18
1157
I 157

1163

I 163
I 163
i 245

INSURANCE COMPANIES,
how classed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
stock ownership as affecting character of corporation. . . . . . . . . . §62
business of public character. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . I 87
business of, is not commerce... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 87
contract of insurance not an instrumentality of commerce. . . . . . § 87
not "citizens" within protection of Federal Constitution. . . . . . . § 87
false representations as to capital stock, etc.; strict construction
of statutes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . I 252
statute authorizing organization of mutual companies; implied repeal of inconsistent acts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 284
law prohibiting insurance in marine insurance companies; due
process of lo.w. .. .. .. .. .. ...... .... .... .. .......... .. ... I 299
judgment for attorney's fees as costs against; Federal jurisdiction .... . . ................. . ........... . ............... I 279
requirement that attorney's fees be paid as costs; equal protection
· of law.............................. .' .... .... ..... It 299,300
statutes prohibiting agreements among regulo.ting agents; commissions and transaction of intrastate fire business. . . . . . . . . . I 300
procuring insurance for resident from company not complying
with State's conditions; pen!i.l code. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1354
foreign mutual companies not authorized to do busineBB in State;
collection of &BBeBBments.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . I 354
requirement that life companies pay lOBBeB in certain time ...... 1354
requirement that returns be made.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1354
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INSURANCE COMPANIES-Continued:
condition that fire insurance company aball not remove auit into
Federal court. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 355
license, privilege, etc., tax............ . .... . ........ . ...... . § 357
See Obligation of Contracts; Taxation.
INTEREST,
rate of; banks; obligation of contracts..... .. ................. 1339
INTERPRETATION. See Construction and Interpretation of Constitutions; Construction and Interpretation of Statutes.
INTERSTATE COMITY.

See Comity

INTERSTATE COMMERCE,
regulation of pressure of natural gas not an interference with .... 183
construction of boom and works in navigable river,· when not a
burden on ............. .. .. .. ............ ...... .. .. .. .. . 190
when railroad carrier's business is.. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . i 106
States cannot exclude all commercial intercourse by telegraph between States.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 120
power of Congress over franchiBell of state corporation; generally, § 125
powers of Congress over bridges ........................ U 127, 128
bridge as obstruction to; thereafter declared lawful structure by
CongreBS. . .. . .. . . . .............. .. ..................... § 128
power of CongreBB to grant franchises to railroads ........ , . . . . . I 129
power of Congress over Territories; telegraph, telephone and railroad companies. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 130
police powers of States not affected by.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 131
ferry franchise to middle of river between two States .. . ....... II«
bridge corporation; bridges; navigable waters wholly within
State............... . .. . ............................ . . . § 145
extent of conflict of police powers with . . . . .. . ........... . .... I 149
not interfered with by decree of state court requiring oonstruction
of railroad lines, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 167
order of state corporation commiBBion as to delivery of cars when
a burden on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 170
telegraph, telephone or long distance telephone line; conformity
to state statute as to use of streets ........ . ............. .. . I 187
Federal courts not bound to follow state court decillion as to corporations created
Congress for purposes of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 276
foreign corporations; Bush Act; construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 286
foreign corporations; what is carrying on business. . . . . . . . . . . . . I 3M
license, etc., tax................... .. .......... :. .. . . U 356, 358
police power............... . ............ .. ............. . . . I 366
fo~ign and; definition of; power to regulate . . ............. . . .. § 367
power of States where Congress has not acted ............ U 367, 368
state control of businei!B within jurisdiction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 369
See Rate Regulation; Regulation and Control; Taxation.
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE ACTS,
meaning of "rate" in . . .............................. note, § 17
object of enactments. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 1 153
rule in pari materiG, when inapplicable . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 267
object of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 403
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,
is a body corporate, with legal capacity to be plaintiff Federal
court.................................... . .. . ..........
delegation of power to.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
jurisdiction and powers of..... . ............................
not granted legislative powers. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
power to promulgate decrees ...... .... .... .. .... .. .... . .".. .
Federal Circuit Courts' powers to enforce orders of; extent of
power ... ................. . ............ . .. . . . ..........
process of Federal Circuit Courts to aid inquiries before. . . . . . . .

m

INTERURBAN RAILROADS.

I 153

I 156
§ 403
§ 153
§ 153

I 177
I 177

See Street Railway Companies.

INTERURBAN RAILWAYS,
included as "railroad; " Public Utility Act. .. . . ....... .. .. . .. . § 104
INTOXICATING LIQUORS,
right of city to license sale, as franchise.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • •

121

IRRIGATION COMPANIES,
nature of, as private or quasi-public corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . •.• I 88
obligated to perfonn their public duties. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 88
obligation to furnish services at reasonable rates. . . . . . . . . . . . • • I 88
right of, to fix rates.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 88
cannot by contract limit liability to public. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 88
cannot discriminate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 88
territorial laws as to; when not invalid. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . I 130
vested rights. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 306
See Alienation.
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS,
as public corporations.... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 88
not municipal corporations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 88
may exist under supervision of local body........ :. . •• . .
I 148

J.
JOINT-STOCK ASSOCIATIONS,
included in "corporation" under Public Service Commillllions
LawofNewYork . ........ ... ... . ........... . .. .. : ..... .
does not iaclude a corporation under Joint-Stock Aasociation
Law of New York...... .. .. ...... .. ...... .... .. .. .......
when included under "electrical corporation," in statute.......
included in "gas corporation;" statute.......................

152

I 52
1 76

t 82
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JOINT-STOCK ASSOCIATI0~8-Continued:
when included under "railroad corporation;" statute. . . . . . . . . . 111M
additional franchise tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1427
JOINT-STOCK COMPANIES,
included in term "corporations" under constitutions.... ... ... 152
as partnership. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . It 52, 53
when shareholders are partners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 52
when and when not taxable as a corporation. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . I 52
capital stock and shares in represent what property..... . note, 1425
.TUDGMENT,
of county court in granting or refusing ferry franchise. . . . . . . . . . § 178
of board of equalization valid until set aside by direct proceeding. 1182
for attorney's fee as costs against insurance company; Federal
jurisdiction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 279
Bee Decree.
JUDICIAL POWERS.

See Names of Courts; Powers.

JUDICIAL QUESTIONS.

Bee Courts.

JUDICIAL SALES,
of franchises, etc.; what passes ......... .... ...... .. ... It 477,478
effect of, as to exemptions from taxation.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 480
JURISDICTION,
corporations as "citizens" for Federal jurisdictional purposes. .
limited partnership as "citizen" so as to give. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Federal question; reasonableness of rules of railroad commission,
when none in courts upon questions of administrative policy. .. .
of appellate courts; reasonableness of rates.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of Federal Circuit Courts; railroad's contract rights not shown;
bill dismissed .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .
of courts as to grants of ferry franchise where river between two
counties .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
of Federal courts over action of taxing bodies or state agencies. .
of court of visitation; telegraph and railroad companies; rule in
pari materia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of Federal courts over state court decisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of courts; State's own policy may determine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
foreign corporations; filing certificate; citizenship. . . . . . . . note,
equity; injunction; gas rates. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .
of Interstate Commerce CommiBBion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when Federal court will take ... . ....... . ...... note (p. 698),
commitment for contempt, when unlawful. . . . . . note (p. 699),
Federal questions ..................... . ...... note (p. 699),
when exclusive; Federal court; validity of state statute
note (p. 700),
of Federal court in criminal case or proceeding; injunction; unconstitutional statute ............ . ......... note (p. 700),

167
I 53

I 167
1171
1174
§ 177

1178
f182

1 265
I 276
I 293
I 353
I 392
I 403
f 416
I 416
I 416

I 416
f 416
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JURISDICTION-Continued:
courts should at all times be open to protect interests of railroad
companies equally with others............ . . note (p. 701), 1 416
of Federal court; not a question of discretion or comity
Appendil: C (p. 985)
when it is duty of Federal court to take.. Appendil: C (pp. 985, 989)
See Equity.

JURY DUTY,
exemption or immunity from, as franchise. . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • •• • I 20

K.
KINDS OF CORPORATIONS. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • • • . • • • • • • It 68-119
See Names of.

L.
LAND,
franchise ditYera from grant of land. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
franchise is not itself an interest in. . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • •. . . . • • . •
See Real Estate.

I 36
134

LAND GRANT ACTS,
in aid of railroads; "granted lands" construed ................ 1 241
LAND GRANTS,
in aid of railroads.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 129
See Railroad Companies.
"LANDING,"
when syno11ymous with "levee"......... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .

189

LAW,
right to practice as franchise; Fourteenth Amendment. . . . note, I 21
when no adequate remedy; rate regulation ...... note (p. 701); I 416
"LAWS,"
what are; obligation of contracts.......... , . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . I 305
LAY CORPORATIONS,
division into. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
LEASE,
power to make and take.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
See Lessee; Lessor.
LEGISLATIVE.

I 57

n 472, 473

See Congress; Legislature; Municipality; Ordi-

nance; State; Statute.
LEGISLATIVE POWERS,
of Federal Government; source of franchise ....... . ...... U 120-131
See Grants; Powers.
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LEGISLATURE,
power to grant franchise limited in this that consideration must
be based upon public consideration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 14
grant from neceBBary to ferry franchise.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, I 15
grant of, when not neceBBaty; gas and electricity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 16
See Charter; Powers; State; Statute.
LESSEES,
of toll bridges or roads; powers of police juries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
subject to·rate regulation ............... .. .................
of corporation; liability for torts and debts of.................
See Alienation.
LESSOR, ...... .
corporations; liability for torts and debts of............. •....
See Alienation.
LEVEE,
a public use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . .
when term synonymous with "landing".. . . . . . . . . . . •• •. •• . . .
·
See Levee Districts.
LEVEE BOARDS,
whether public or private corporations.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • .

I 201

t 405
I 464
I 464
§ 89
§ 89

I 89

LEVEE DISTRiai'S,.
whether public or private corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . I 89
when not corporations but state functionaries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 89
when not a municipality . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · I 89
authority to sue, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 89
power to levy tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 89
when a state local tax or assessment district. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 89
delegation of taxing power to levee district; when excluded.·..... t 164
LICENSE,
wheth~r certain grants are a, or a franchise.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l'i7
right to liquor license as franchise . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 21
by city to use streets may become a contract not revocable. . . . I 47
as means of regula.tion of business distinguished from franchise. . I 47
to operate railroad; license defined ........ .. ........... note, I 47
or legislative grant necessary forferry and toll . . . ........ note, f 144
for ferry; delegation of power to county commiBSioners' court .. § 178
charge upon telephone poles as a "consideration for the privi. lege" not .a license . ...... .............. .. ............. . . 1241
revocation of; obligation of contract .. .. . . . . . ..... . . . ..... . . . ·• 336
condition as to license, privilege, business or occupation charge,
rental or tax ... ·. . ...... . . .. ...... .. .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . if 356-361
etc., fee; transportation and transmission companies......... . 1427
See Obligation of Contracts.

LICENSEl OR FRANCHISE : ................. : .......... ; . .. .
See Consent; Common Council.

I 47

·INDEX

LICENSE TAX,
foreign corporatiou; Btate court decisions; Federal question. . . .
LIENS,
agaiDSt railroad company; partial invalidity of statute........
against mining and manufacturing companies not embraced in
title; act void ......... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
on and sale of railroad; sufficiency of title to statute....... , ....
for wages of employees on corporate property; equal protection of
laws .................. ... ................ : . .. ..... note,
sale under Btatutory; effect as to exemption from taxation. . . . . .
See Mechanics' Liens.
IJFE INSURANCE.
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I 236
I 245
I 247
I '300
I 480

See IDIIUJ'aftce Companies.

IJGHT,
or heat; exclusrve privilege to 8Upply; construction of Btatute. •
IJGHTING.

I 23

See Elec.tric Lighting.

IJGHTING OOMPANIES,
town trustees' ordinance; invali4 srant of franchise; obligation of
town to pay for lights ceasee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1198
as public utilities......... .. ............... Appendix B (11, p. 941)
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY,
railroads. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
LIMITEP PARTNERSIDP,
when a citizen; Federal jurisdiction.;....·......... .. .........
&IIIIOCiation when not Bhown to be a "citizen" by the pleading. .

I

386

I 53
I 53

See Partne~ip.
UNES,
poles and wires in streets.

See Streets.

LIQUOR LICENSE,
right to, as franchise ................... , . ,, , . .. .. .. .. •• .. .

121

LOAN ASSOCIATIONS,
as private corporations, etc............ . ..... .... ...........

I 71

LOAN OOMMISSIONERS.

See Board of.

LOCAL TAXATION ............. . ............ .• •..•.•..•. ; . ·. . 1453
See Taxation.
LOCK,
and dam; right to exact tolls is franchise. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . .

I 17

LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS,
examination and license of; color blindness; regulation of commerce; due proceBII of law................ . ........••.....

I 377
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LOG DRIVING AND BOOM COMPANIES,
nature of affected by statute under which incorporated. . . . . . . .
boom company is lawfully "chartered" corporation. . . . . . . . . . .
when may exercise power of eminent domain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
subject to state regulation of fees or tolls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rights of, in navigable rivers; non-liability to riparian owners. .
construction of boom and works in navigable river when not a
burden on interstate commerce . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .

I 90
t 90
§ 90
§ 90

f90
190

LOGGING COMPANIES,
not within Public Utility Act ........ .... ................. 1104

LOG ROLLING AND BOOM COMPANY,
pier erected in navigable waters as part of boom for saw-logs. ... 1146
LOGS,
tolls on, in river; right to collect is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 17
pier erected as part of boom for, in n~vigable waters ....••••.• 1146
LONG AND SHORT HAULS.

See Rate Regulation.

M.
MANDAMUS,
power of commissioner of waterworks to contract with "lowest
bidder" cannot be controlled by ....... .. .. . ........... ... 1184
MANUFACTURE,
liberation of natural gas from the earth is not a . . . . . . . . . . • • • . • •
See Manufacturing Company.

f 84

MANUFACTURING COMPANIES,
classed as private corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 55
when electric light, heat and power companies are. . . . . . . . . . U 77, 78
when natural gas company is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . I 84
MANUFACTURING CORPORATIONS,
are private corporations. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

191

See Insurance Companies.

MARKET,
public, as franchise. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .

I 21

MARKET COMPANY,
is private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 92

MASTER,
advantage of reference to; equity jurisdiction; rate regulation
statute; excessive penalties ................ . note (p. 701),

1 416

MAYOR,
right to preside is franchise. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .

1 21
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MECHANICS' LIENS,
law specifying form of contract; due process of law............ I 298
MEDICAL COLLEGE,
is private and not public or political corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
may become a public corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
creating act a contract.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 93
I 93
I 93

MILEAGE TICKETS. See Rate Regulation.
MILL,
right to build on public river and collect tolls is franchise. . note,

I 17

MILL Acr,
giving damages for overflowed lands; due process of law..... . .. t 298
MINES,
delegation of power to inspectors of coal mines. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 162
police power; employees; Fourteenth Amendment. ........... 1295
employees of corporations in; Eight-Hour Law; police power, note, I 298
MINING COMPANIES,
liens against not embraced in title and act void. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 245
MISDEMEANOR,
procuring insurance for resident from company not complying
with State's conditions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 354
MISUSER,
of corporate powers or franchises; forfeiture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 488, 489
MONOPOLIES,
defined ..................... .. .............. ... ..... note, I 22
franchise as, or exclusive in its nature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §§ 22-27
monopolies not favored... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 23
exclusive arrangements with single concern by railroad company
when not.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 97
constitutional provisions as to when, not self-executing. . . . . . . . §227
as a factor in rate regulation .. . . .. .. .. Appendix C (pp. 986, 1001)
See Contract.
MORTGAGE,
of franchise; when does not pass by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ill
of "road and its franchises" embraces what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 112
what franchises are subject to; distinctions.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130
obligation of contract; mortgaged franchise or property; pur-chaser; reorganization of corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 329
power to . . ................ . .............................. 1471
sale of franchises under; effect of as to exemption from taxation. . § 480
See Alienation.
MORTGAGEES,
non-resident; resident creditors; preferences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 292

---

---
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MUNICIPALITIEs-continued:
power to grant franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 48
clasaed as political corporation; nature of. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
may poeaess certain powers in nature of private corporatioll8. . . . § 55
special franchisea may be conferred in waterworks, sewers, etc.;
respect to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 55
subject to absolute control of government. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 55
right to establish, alter and abolish such corporations ..... note, 1 55
as public corporations.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 61
levee district not a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 89
right of, to control public markets ............ . ......... note, §92
rights of telegraph companies to use streets; Poet Roads Act .. . . 1 131
when has power to grant or to refuse grant to telegraph or telephone companies.......................... . . . ........... §140
delegation to, of police power .... . ......... . ... . ...... . ..... § 149
private lighting; certificate as prerequisite to right . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 160
power of, to regulate street railways when not excluded by delegation of poy;ers to railroad commiBBion . . . . ..... . .. .. : . . . . . § 167
failure to designate route for telephone line; delegation of power
to Circuit Court to do so not BUBtainable..... .. .... ...... ... t 176
when legislative acts of are those of State within Circuit Court of
Appeals Act. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 177
failure to agree with telephone company as to ~onstruction of
lines, etc.; Probate Court's power ......................... § 179
title to streets of New York are in city ........ ...... ......... § 183
of New York; provisions as determination of court commiBBioners
as to construction of street railroad not applicable. . . . . . . . . . . § 183
to what extent subject to judicial review and control. . . . . . . . . . I 184
city 888embly cannot be restrained by court from granting by
ordinance a right in streets to street railway company. . . . . . . . § 184
right of telephone to exercise of police power as to approval of
plans, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 184
delegation of power to; generally...... .... .. . ....... . ....... §185
when franchise may be granted by; when not. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 185
delegation of power to; ferries; bridges; rates for gas, water,
street railroads... . ... . . . .. . ...... . .. . ..... . .. . . . ........ § 186
use of streets of; power to "prevent" and "regulate" distinguished. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 187
contract as to maximum rates with city; use of streets; consider&tion... .. ......... .. ...... . . ......... . .. .. ............. §187
power of to contract for water supply ........................ 1187
power of rapid transit board to contract; construction of subways; city's ownership and liability; change of plans . .. .... . . 1190
delegation of power to electrical commiBBion; electrical conduits. § 191
delegation of pow£>r by, to city officials; elevation of tracks; subway construction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 200
delegation of power by; to what extent limited. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 202
delegation by ordinance to street commiBBioner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 203

68
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INDEX

NATIONAL POWERS,
and sta.te ·powers... ·., ........................... .. ......... t 120
NA'l'URAL GAS,
. 'liberation of, from earth~ i~ 'not a manufacture....... .. .... ' . . ~
.. . transportation of; regulation 0~ commerce ..... ·.: .. .......... .
NATURAL GAS CQMPArfiES, .
.
a.a public or qua.ai-public corporations..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
State. may regul~te pressure of natural ga.a. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Alienation.
.
cann,o.t discriminate ....• ; .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .
. compulsory service required . . ... . . . . ... ...... . .........., ... .
when "manufacturing" company .. .. . \ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. •

t 84
t 374
t 83
§ 83
§ 83
t 83
§ 84

NATURE OF FRANCHISE ........................ .. .... ·. . §I 22-48
See Franchises.
NAVIGABLE WATERS. See Waters.
NAVIGATION,
right to improve,- by cabal is a franchise ........ : ~ . . .·.. . . . . . . .

1 15

NAVIGATION COMPANIEe, .
.
contract rights under act of incorporation; when may not be impaired .... . .. . . . .......... ... ....... .. ............ : ..: .... ·. § 336
additional franchise tax .... : . . . .............. ,. .... , ........ · § 427
NEGLIGENCE,
·.. · of public governmental officers, when no private action lies for. :
· · · 9f corporations acting in qua.ai-public character and liabHity for
note,
liability of public, qua.ai""Public, and private corporations for. . . .
railroad company's liability for, to employees; constitutional law.
of corporation causing injury to employees; liability; equal' 'protection of laws ........... . .... : ........... . .. ·· . . . . . . . . . .

I 300

·~NEWS CoNTRACT,"
a.a franchise . .. ... .. .. . . .. •. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .

§ 21

1 56
156
§ 62
§ 298

NEW YORK. See Statutes.
NON-USER,
of corporate powers or franchises; forfeiture. . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 488, 489
NUISANCE,
.
.
bridge held a.; power of Congreas to thereafter declare it a lawful
structure .. .......... .. .. .. .. ............ .. ...... ....... I 128

0.
OBLIGATION OF CONTRACTS,
exclusive right to supply ga.a is contract .. .. .... ... ... • ·,. . . . . .
· frandliae a.a grant of exclusive right and contract.. . ...... :. . . .

- - -- -

§ 16

t 24
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OBLIGATION OF CONTRACTS-Continued:
general and special laws; reservation of power to alter or repeal;
quo WIUTB.nto. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 324
reaervation of right to repeal; exemption from legislative repeal;
impairment of obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 325
exemption from execution; corporation grantee of municipal
waterworks. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 326
exemption; eminent domain; future legislation ... . ............ I 327
reservation of power to amend charters; supplementary charter. . I 328
mortgaged franchise or property; purchaser; reorganization of
corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 329
franchises expiring at different times; extension of franchise;
reservation of power to amend or repeal.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 330
not impaired; consolidation of corporations; reservation of power
to alter or repeal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 331
eminent domain.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 332
same; instances.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 333
constitution; subsequently adopted. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 334
police powers; regulations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 335
conditions; regulations; reserved power to alter, etc... . . . . . . . . . I 336
street paving by street railways; conditions and regulations..... I 337
same; exemption from 888e&8Dlent for street paving; consolidation I 338
impairment of; illustrative decisions; instances; banks; rates of
interest; Pullman cars ...... . ................. .. ......... I 339
impairment of; illustrative decisions continued; tunnel; ferries;
bridges; canals.......................................... I 340
regulation of water rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . •. . U 393, 394
street railways; rate regulation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . I 398
exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . I§ 457-461
See Rate Regulation; Taxation.
OFFICE,
"public office or franchise" in statute....................... .
19
public office as franchise ..................... . ............ . I 21
right to preside, as franchise ................. . ............. . 121
right of mayor to preside is fFanchise . ......... . ............ . I 21
when not a franchise ....... . ................ . ............. . § 21
of alderman when not a franchise ............. .... ..... note, I 21
attorney or counsellor does not hold an, but exercises franchise .. §21

iI

I,

i

I
i

I

OFFICERS,
power to appoint board of inspectors is franchise ............. . § 21
president of county board, franchise not conferred on ...•...... §21
negligence of private governmental; private action for . . . .. . . . . . §56
visitation and inspection by public officials does not make private
corporation a public one . . ................... . .......... . §62
See State Officers.

OIL,
inspection of; interstate commerce.•...•..•••.••.•••••••.•••. §404

'

I
- --

PACIONG HOUSES,
license, etc., tax........................................... '361
PALACE CAR COMPANIES,
additional franchise tax ...................•.. . ...•.•..... : . t 427
PALACE CARS.

Bee Sleeping-Car Companies.

PARl MA.l'ERIA,
statu.tes in. .Bee Construction or Interpret.ation of Statutes.

PARISHES,
as public corporations.. . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . • . • . . . • • • • . • • .
PARK,
right of city to take and improve lands for, is franchise .... note,
street railway in; power of park commissioners to grant franchise
note,
Bee Yellowstone National Park.

t 61
§ 12
§ 14

PARK ASSOCIATION,
when a private corporation.. . . . • . . .. .. .. . . • • • . .. . • .. . . .. . . •

t 94

PATENT RIGHT,
as franchise. : . ...•..••....•...•.....•.• ·.• ••. • ..••. , • • . . . • .

t 21

PENAL CODE,
procuring insurance for resident from insurance .company not
complying with State's conditions. . . . . . . .•. .. . . .. • . ... . ... § 354
PENAL STATUTES,
. construction of......................... .... ......... u·252, 253
rulings as to, in state courts; effect of, in Federal courts. . . . . . . . § 280
PENALTIES,
actions for; railroad commiaaion's powers ........ : . . . : . ....... § 167
constitutional provisions as to, when not self-executing. . . . . . . . I 227
right of legislature to remit .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 286
regulation of gas rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 392
defense to action for; rate regulation ......... .. ............. § 410
excessive; railroad rates .. . ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 416
so enonnous liB to prevent resort to courts; equal protection of
law·; Federal question ................ : . .. ·. . :· note (p. 699), ·§ 416
when void; other parts of statute may be valid
Appendix C (pp. 987, 1002)
PENNSYLVANIA COLLEGE· CASES... . .......... , . . . . . . . . . . . § 331
PARK OOMMISSIONERS.

Bee Commiaaioners.

PARTIES,
'. '
status of party plaintiff; Federal question;. obligation. of co~- ·
'tracts .. .. ... ·. ·... ·.· .................... : . ............... I 304
state officer as defendant; joinder ............. .no~ (p. 700), §.416
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PIPE-LINE OOMPANIES,
conl!ent of local authorities to use of streets, etc............... . 1187
additional franchise tax... .. .............................. . 1427
PLANK ROAD COMPANIES. See Turnpike Companies; Toll
Roads.
PLANK ROADS,
nature of right; easement; franchise; public duty.. . .......... .

..
i 95

"PLANT,"
in charter of electric light, etc., company construed.... . ....•.. 1241
PLAT,
when incorporated by reference in railroad grant. . . .......... . t 243
PLEADING,
when "limited partnership IUIIIOCiation" not shown to be a "citizen"................................... .. ............. §53
POLES AND WIRES,
charge upon telephone poles as a "col18ideration for the privi·
lege" not a tax or license.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 241
included in term "plant"... .... .......................... . I 241
of electric companies. Bee Streets.
POLICE JURIES,
delegation of power to; ferries, bridges and roads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 201
POLICE POWER,
railroad companies subject to reasonable police regulations, note,
statute fixing charge for elevating, storing, etc., grain is within. .
extent of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of State; telegraph companies; Post Roads Act. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
exercise of, subject to judicial review............. .. . . .......
neither State nor subordinate agency can permanently divest
itself of, by action or inaction; waiver.......... . ...........
reserved to States; must be exercised in subordination to constitution and powers of national government. . ... ...... .. . . .. . . .
delegation of ............................................ .
and Federal Constitution ...................................
essential qualities of; embraces what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fourteenth Amendment; when does not limit subjects for exercise . . .... . . . ....... . ......................... .. ... . ...
right of telephone company to its exercise as to approval of plans,
etc. . ·. ... ........ . .. . . . .. . ...... . ... . ......... .. ... . . . .
of State; legislative discretion; extent of judicial interference or
inquiry. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of cities over franchise of telephone company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Eight-Hour Law; mining employees of corporations...... note,
regulation; obligation of contracts ...........................

i 97
i 113
I 131
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I 149
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§149
§149
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I 184
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i 298
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of CongreBB; bridge corporation; bridgea; commerce . ... ......... § 127
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of government; distribution and division; legislative, executive
and judicial department .... ........................ ~· .._. I 135
; · :. grants. of lr&Dcbises, .etc.;. what. ma.ttem 'l:x:dusively,.within. legis-.
lative discretion; power of courts.. .......... . ............. I 136
of State to legislate as to corporations on high seas... .; . . : ~ :1. : . : ·I 137
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· '·
powers ....... ; .· ....... .:·. . . : ... ; . ·. ·..... • ... :. \ .·. . .... ~ ...: 1138
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PRACI'ICE,
findings; rea.sonableofllll of rates . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. • • • • • i 409
PRESIDENT,
delegation of power to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • I 151
of county board, franchise not conferred on.................. . i 21
PRESCRIPTION,
or charter necessary to ferry franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . note, i 15
franchises held by ...... .............. .... .. .......... ..... I 122
ferry franchise ............... ~........ .. ................... i 133
franchise or charter held by. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • i 133
PRESSURE,
of natural gas; State may regulate. • • . • . . • • • . • • . . • . • • • • • . • . • •

i 83

PRESUMPTIONS,
that statute constitutional. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . • .. .. .. •
as to corporations being compoaed. of citaens of State of creation
note,
that rates fixed by legislative action are reasonable. . . . . . . . . . . . .
state rate statute primD.jacie valid and burden 011 carrier to prove
contrary......... . ........................ note (p. 701),
that all property subject to taxation; surrender of power of; exemption from ................ . ........ .. ............ . . ..
legislative authorization; alienation of franchisee; construction of
statutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . .

1467

PRIMARY FRANCIDSE,
of corporation; what is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • . . . . . . •

i 8

I 231
1291
I 408

I 416
t 455

PRIVATE CORPORATIONS,
municipalities may posaess certain powers in the nature of. . . . . . . t 55
distinct in that object for emolument of members. . . . . . . . . note, I 55
corporators of in one sense trustees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, t 55
as quasi-public corporations, when authorized to carry on certain
works ........ .·.. ... .. . .......... . . . ...... . . . .......... 156
effect of ownership of stock in determining whether public or private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 60
distinguished from public corporation . .. .................. II~
defined and distinguished from others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 61~
not made public one by being subject to visitation and inspection t 62
liability for negligence. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . f 62
what corporations, etc., are and are not... . . . ............. U 68-119
See Name cif.
"PRIVILEGES,"
in constitution. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . •. . . .
f9
meaning of exclusive privilege........... .. .... .. .. ... . note, 124
See Definitions.
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PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES OF CITIZENS,
in the several States. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II 291-293
of United States... . ..................... . ................ I 296
PROBATE COURTS,
delegation of power to; use of streets for telephone lines; power 88
to construction . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 179
PROCESS,
of Federal Circuit Courts to aid Interstate Commerce CommiBBion § 177
service of; foreign corporation&; condition& imposed by State. . . . . I 353
PROFESSOR,
appointment of; right to.aa franchise. . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . • . . • . . .

§ 21

PROFITS,
"excellllive" or "enormous;" value of property; rate regulation
Appendix C (p. 995)
PROPERTY,
corporate right to acquire and aelllan!l ia... . .• . ......... note, I 12
right of corporation to bold, ia franchise. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 32
or franchises which corporation may acquire, distinct from franchile to be. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 33
rights of telegraph, telephone and electric light companies to use
conduits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 33
conaent of abutting owners to use streets; when creates rights of. . 1 33
corporate property and capital stock distinguished . . ..... note, 1425
franchiaea of public service corporation& are.. . . . . Appendix C (p. 986)
"PUBLIC COMPANIES,"
when railroad companies are. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

t 98

PUBLIC CORPORATIONS,
and their nature and cl888. .. .. . . . . . . .. . • • • • . . • • • . • . . • note, t 55
quasi-public corporations 88 subdivision& of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 56
includes board of choaen freeholders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 58
distinction between and private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 60
ownership of stock 88 determining whether public or private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 60
quasi-public and private corporations, distinguished. . . . . . . . . . . . t 61
power of legislature over, to impose modification&, etc...... note, § 61
private corporation not made public one by being subject to visitation and inspection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
liability for negligence. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. .. .. . . 162
what corporations, etc., are and are not..... .. ........... U 68-119
See Names of.
PUBLIC FRANCIDSE,
in statute 88 to usurping office or francbiae. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . .
of city to take poBBeBBion of park. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • . .

t9
t 11
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS LAW-Continued:
general provision~ontinued:
annual report of commiSBions ..................: ......... p. 890
certified copies of .papera.filed. to .be evidence. , ..... , . ~ .... p. 891
fees to be charged and collected by the·com.m.isaions . .... ·.. p. 891
attendance of witnelisee and their fees ........... . . .... ·'· . p. 892
practice before the commiSBions; immunity of witneBI!eS.... p. 893
oourt proceedings; preference ......... , ........ ·... : ..... p. 893
rehearing before commillllion............... '...... ; ...... p:;894
service and effect of orders .............................. p. 894
railroads, street railroads and common carriers
Appendix A (pp. 896-906)
application of article .......................... ; ·... : . ... p. 896
adequate service; just and Te8110nable chargea. ....... ;-. ." .. p. 896
switch and side-track connections; powerof commiBBions .. p. 896
tariff !IChedules; publication ............. .... ........... p. 897
changes in schedule; notice required ..................... p. 898
concurrence in joint tariffs; contracts, agreements ·or· ar. rangements between any carriel'll........... : . ......... p. 899
unjust dieerimination .................................. p. 899
unteaaonable preference .............. ·............. ·: . •.. p. 899
transportation prohibited until publication of schedules;
rates as fixed to be charged; passes prohibited. ; : .. : . .' .. p. 900
fal.ae billing, etc., by carrier or shipper.: .... . .. . .......·.. p. 002
dieerimination prohibited; corlneciing ·lines. : ........ : . ... p. 002
long and short haul. .......................... , , . .... ·... p. 003
distribution of cars ........................ .' ........... p. 904
liability for damage to property in transit .. . . . .. . .....•.. p; 904
continuous carriage ....... . ................ . . . ........ p. 005
liability for 10118 or 'damage by violation of this act ......' .. p. 906
powers as to common carriers, railroads and street railroads
· . '
Appendix A (pp. 907-921)
general powers and duties of commiBBions in respect 'to common carriers, railroads and street railroads. , . .. . ....... p. 007
reporta .of common carriers, railroad. corporations and street
railroad corporations............ ~ .............. : ... ·, .. p. 008
investigation.of accideuts . .. ................ ... ... ·' '· ....·..·..... p. 909
.investigatious .by oommisaion . ............................. ·....... p. 910
rates.and serYice to. be .fixed .by the.commiBBioils.......... p. 911
power of commiSBions to order repairs or changes . . . ....... p. 912
power of commissions to order chang~s in time sc.hedules;
running of additionar cars and' trains .......... .. ....... p. 913
unifon'n ·system of accounts; acceSB to accounts, etc.; forfeitures ..... .. ... . .. . . ................... : ......... p. 914
franchises and privileges ............................... p. 914
transfer of franchises or stocks ................. . ...... : ·. p; 915
approval of issues of stock, bonds and other forma of indebtedness..............•............................. .-p, 916
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PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSIONS LAW-Continued:
powens as to common carriers, railroads and street railroads
-continued:
forfeiture; penaltiea ............•...................... p. 918
suuunar,yp~gs.......... . . . ................. . .. . p. 919
penalties for other than common carriens ................. p. 919
action to recover penalties or forfeiture& .................. p. 920
duties of commi11ions as to intenstate traffic.............. p. 921
gas and electrical corporations; rate regulation
Appendix A (pp. 922-933)
application of articles........... . ...................... p. 922
general powens of commillions in respect to gas and electricity...................... .. ................... .. p. 922
inspection of gas and electric meters.................... p. 925
approval of incorporation and franchises; certificate ... . .. p. 926
approval of iii8Ue of stock, bonds and other forma of indebtednell. . . . . . . . .......... .. . ...... . ... ....... .. ..... p. 927
approval of transfer of franchises .......... . . ... ... .. .. . . p. 928
complaints as to quality and prioe of gas and electricity; investigation by commi11ion; forma of complaints ........ p. 929
notice and hearing; order fixing price of gas or electricity, or
requiring improvements....... .. ................. .. .. p. 930
forfeiture for non-compliance with order.................. p. 931
IUIDmary proceedings............ .. .................... p. 932
defense in case of excellive charge for gas or electricity...... p. 932
juriediction . . .. . ... .. ............ . .. . ................. p. 933
powers of local officers ............... ... .......... . .... p. 933
commillions and ofti.ces abolished; saving clause; repeal
Appendix A (pp. 934-936)
board of railroad commillionens abolished; effect thereof. . . p. 934
commillion of gas and electricity abolished; effect thereof.. p. 934
inspector of gas meters abolished; effect thereof........ . . p. 934
board of rapid transit railroad commi11ioners aboliahed;
effect thereof . . ....... ..... ... ... ................ . .. p. 934
transfer of records ..................................... p. 934
pending actions and proceedings. .... .................. . p. 935
construction ................... . . ... .................. p. 935
repeal ........................ . .. ... ................ . p. 936
appropriation .................. . ...................... p. 936
time of taking effect ....... .... ........................ p. 936
PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS,
· when gas company is. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
State has power to regulate rates and services. .. . . . . . . . . . .
See Names of.
PUBLIC USE,
property of electric light company when devoted to. . . . . . . . . . . .
furnishing natural gas when a. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

I 82
1 147
I 76
I 83
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PUBLIC USE-Continued:
use of water forirrigation is a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
levee, when a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
railroad companies uaea are public.. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . note,
railroads. • ................ . .. . .......... . : . ... . . . .. ... . . .
railroad; machine for unloading coal; branch railroad track; public uae ...................... .. .......... .. ..............
wharf .. .. ............... . . .. . . ............ . . .. ..........
in eminent domain statute construed ....................... , .
See Eminent Domain.
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PUBLIC UTILITY LAW,
of Wieconsin ............... .... ......... Appendix B (pp. 940-977)
"railroads" includes what........................ . ......... §104
amendment to include certain companies or corporations. . . . . . . §104
delegation of power to railroad commission ................... f 168
Public Utility Law; definitions; "public utility," "municipal
council," "municipality," "service," "indeterminate permit,"
"commission".......................................... p. 941
railroad commission's powers ..... . .. .... ............ .. . .... p. 942
utility charges to be re!l.80nable and just. .. . . ..... . . ....... . . p. 942
facilities to be granted to other utilities; complaint and appeal. . p. 943
utility property; valuation .. .. .............. .. .. .... ....... p. 943
valuation; commiSI!ion 's hearing and report ......... . . .. ....... p. 943
revaluation . .......... .. . . .. .. .............. .. .... .· ....... p. 944
uniform acco~ting by utilities; other business separate ......... p. 944
forms of bookkeeping; prescription ............. . .. . ......... p. 944
blanks. . ......... . ........ .. ........ . ......... .. ......... p. 944
no other books, etc., to be kept than those prescribed or approved
by commission . .... . ... . .... . . ...... . .... ...... ......... p. 945
books; office for; no removal from State.......... . ........ ,. .. p. 945
balance sheets filed annually. . .. ............................ p. 945
audit and inspection ........... . ........................... p. 945
depreciation rates and accounts; commission's rules; depreciation
fund and use thereof.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pp. 945, 946
new constructions; accounting . .... ... . . ... .. ...... .. .. . ... . p. 946
profit-aharing and sliding scales, when and while commission
approves. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pp. 946, 947
report by utilities; items .................... .... ........... p. 947
commission's reports, annual and other; values shown .... pp. 947,948
commission's records public ................... .. ........... p. 948
temporary secrecy ... . ......... . ............ . .. . .......... p. 948
units of product or service . .... .. .. .......................... p. 948
standard measurements; accurate appliances. . . . . . . . . . . . pp. 948, 949
test of measuring instruments; fees .......................... p. 949
public equipment for tests .. . . . . . . ........ . .... . ....... .. ... p. 949
entry upon premises ....................................... p. 949
publicity ofrate schedules . .................. .. ............. p. 949
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PUBLIC liTILITY LAW-Continued:
court procedure; service of process; evidence; powers and compensation of sheriff and other officers ...... . ... . ........... p. 962
incriminating evidence; production of books, accounts and papers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pp. 962, 963
distribution of orders of commission; orders as prima facie evidence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ........... p. 963
competition of utilities, municipalities and others. . . . . . . . pp. 963, 964
foreign utilities excluded .... .. .............. .. .. .. ......... p. 964
grants hereafter to be indeterminate; municipal acquisition.... p. 964
voluntary change to indeterminate plan; contract waiver implied .. . ................... . ...................... pp. 964, 965
grants hereafter; implied consent and waiver... . . . . . . ..... . .. p. 965
municipal powers under utility law ........ . .... . ..... . pp. 965,966
plants now existing, municipality's action to acquire.......... p. 966
under indeterminate permit; municipality's notice for acquisition... . .............. . . .. ................ . ... . ........ p. 966
compensation for property taken of public utility to be determined by commission and certified; public hearing; notice;
filing certificate .......................... .. ....... pp. 966, 967
appeal to court from compensation order. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . p. 967
if decision for commission....................... .. .. . . .. .. :p. 967
if decision for utility .......... . ............ . ............... p. 967
reconsideration of, or rehearing as to, compensation; alteration or
amendment of previous order............... . ....... pp. 967,968
power of municipal councils to regulate utilities; appeal......... p. 968
franks and privileges to political committees and candidates;
penalty.. ... .. . . .... .. .. . .. . . ... . ....... . .. . ..... . .. ... p. 969
unjust discrimination; definition and penalty..... . . . ... pp. 969, 970
facilities by public utilities, in exchange for compensation, prohibited; exceptions or qualifications ........ .... ........... p. 970
undue preference or prejudice by public utility; penalty.. pp. 970,971
rebates, conceSBions and discriminations unlawful; penalty.... p. 971
utility's liability for damages; treble damages .. .. ............. p. 971
information, papers and accounting;· officers, agents or employees of utilities; delinquency penal . .......... . . . . pp. 971,972
violations by utilities in general, penalty; utility responsible for
agents. . ................ . ............ . ... . ........... .. p. 972
municipal officers' delinquency penal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . pp. 972, 973
interference with commission's equipment penal .. . . . . . . . ...... p. 973
every day's violation disth1ct . .................. . . . .. . ...... p. 973
temporary alteration or suspension of rates ...... . ...... pp. 973,974
followed by permanent rate regulation . . ................ . .... p. 974
lives lost; utility must report; investigation ... . .... . ..... ... . p. 974
law enforcing power of commission; attorney general's or district
attorney's aid in prosecution; suit to recover forfeiture or
penalty; suit in name of State, in specified court; power to
employ counsel ............................... . ... pp. 974,975
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PUBLIC UTILITY LAW-Continued:
commillllion's work; rules, orders, acts and regulations of; technical omi88ions not to invalidate .......... . ............... p. 975
other rights of action; release or waiver; penalties cumulative... p. 975
rates of Aprill, 1907, to govern, unle88j reports thereof; proceedings to change . . . ................................. pp. 975,976
employees of commill8ion and their compensation ........ . . ... p. 976
appropriation ........................... . . . ............... p. 976
confiicting laws repealed ........... . . . .... . ... ...... ....... p. m
PULLMAN CARS.

See Sleeping-Car Companies.

PULLMAN CAR COMPANIES. See Obligation of Contract; SleepingCar Companies.
PURCHASERS,
liability for torts and debts of corporation. . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • •
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Q.
QUASI-OORPORATIONS,
may be public or private. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
QUASI_-JUDICIAL POWERS.
Board.

I 61

See Board of Equalization; Dental

QUASI-MUNICIPAL OORPORATIONS.
as including counties, towns, school districts, etc.. . . . . . . . . • • . • .
fire engine company as a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

§ 56
§ 81

QUASI-PUBLIC CORPORATIONS,
consent to use of streets by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 47
counties, towns or townships, school districts, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . §56
term used generally to designate subdivision of public corporations I 56
defined and distinguished from publit•, etc., corporations... . . U 61-62
liability for negligence. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 162
what corporations are and are not. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 68-119
See Names of.
QUO WARRANTO,
to restrain use of corporate name. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . Ill
right to operate, etc., waterworks is franchise which may be annulled by.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 16
as remedy; unlawful exercise of rights to license sale of liquors. . . . 121
lies to test franchise right of appointment of profeBSOr of college. . § 21
lies to test franchise right of mayor of city to preside. . . . . . . . . . . . I 21
to test right to exercise franchises; statutes; validity of. . . . . . . . . . I 230
obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 324
forfeiture of franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • 1 486

R.
RACE TRACK ASSOCIATION,
as a private and not a quasi-public corporation. . . • • . . • . • . • . . . .

I 96

INDEX

RACE TRACK ASSOCIATION-Continued:
llB a public corporation; subject to conditions imposed by legi&lature ................. . .'........... .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
RACING ASSOCIATION.
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§ 96

See Race Track Association.

RAILROAD ACT,
of Wisconsin; title of..... .. . . ........................ note,
See Public Utility Law.

§59

RAILROAD AND WAREHOUSE OOMMISSION,
delegation to; extent of powers; railroads; carriers; increase of
capital stock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f 169
RAILROAD BRIDGES,
88 public Ul!e. . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • § 70
88 included in "bridge" ................... .... ............. 1145
removal of; power of drainage commissioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 159
croi!Sing highways; delegation of power to courts of equity. . . . . . . § 172
See Bridge•.
RAILROAD CARRIERS.
rations.

See Common Carriers; Railroad Corpo-

RAILROAD COMMISSION,
is an administrative body . .. .................... .. .........
power granted to when does not exclude city's powers regulating
street railways.... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
delegation of pov.·er to not unconstitutional 88 delegation of legislative powers. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .
delegation of power to; Public Utility Law of Wisconsin. . . . . . . . .
disputed matters between it and railroad; adjudication of by Supreme Court is judicial and not supervisOry, etc... . . . . .......
statute partially invalid; separable provisions; rate regulation. . . .
right to create. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Rate Regulation.
RAILROAD COMMISSIONERS,
consent required and refusal of to give; legislature may cure defect .. .. . . .............. . . . ........... . . .. . ...... . .... . .
consent not prerequisite to grant of franchise by State to street
railway. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
reasonablenei!S of rules and regulations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
delegation of pQwer to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
extent of powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
determinat ion of necei!Sity of certificate of public convenience,
etc., 88 to railroads not 11ubjcct to judicial revision . ..... . . . . . .
partial invalidity of statute including certain property of railroads for a&Bei!Sment for taxes . ............ . . .. . . ..........
See Rate Regulation.

§ 167

§ 167
§ 167
§ 168
§ 184

f 214
§ 412

§140
§ 167
f 167
§ 167
1167
§ 184
§ 235
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RAILROAD CORPORATIONS-Continued:
taxable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 102
as public use. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 102
machine for unloading coal; public use; branch track .......... . § 103
test whether branch railroad track is for public or private purposes § 103
in statute includes what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 104
private railroads not within Public Utility Act .. . .. ...... . ... . . § 104
railroads as public utilities; Public Service Commissioners Law;
Public Utility Act. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . I 104
as common carriers; obligations imposed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 105
when not common carriers. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . I 105
when busine88·within control of Congress; interstate commerce . .. § 106
railroad carriers business as part of trade or commerce; interstate
commerce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 106
business of public nature and must perform service on equal terms
to all ............... .... ......... . ... . ............... .. § 106
state franchise not merged in Federal franchises granted. . . . . . . . I 129
power of Congress to grant franchises to; futerstate commerce;
the Pacific railroads companies ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 129
when corporation defado under acts of Coogre88 ............... § 129
public lands and aid to ............................... note, § 129
Federal aid to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 129
power of Congre88 as to right of way for through Indian Territory § 130
relieved from making repairs, when still obligated to repair viaduct ...... . .. . ....................... . . . ............... I 138
franchise; power to grant may be delegated . ... . . . ............ I 148
long and short hauls; competition; Interstate Commerce Commission............. . .................. . . . . . ........... . . . 1153
commissioners of bridges authorization of railroads over bridges;
contract does not create franchise ....... . . .. .... , . . . . . . . . . 1158
duty of to remove bridge at own expense; power of drainage commi88ioners ............ . ............ . . . . . ............ . . 1159
subject to state regulation. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 167
created by State; extent of power to regulate and control. . . . . . . . 1167
interstate commerce not interfered with by decree of state court
requiring construction of lines, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 167
delegation to Railroad and Warehouse Commi88ion; regulation,
etc. , of ............... . . .............................. . I 169
order of State Corporation Commission to deliver cars; when a
burden on interstate commerce ........................ .. . § 170
invoking jurisdiction of Federal court under impairment of obligation of contract clause and none is shown; bill dismi88ed .. .. § 177
right to use city streets; county court's authority to grant .. . ... § 178
certificate of public convenience, etc.; determination of railroad
commissioners as to, not subject to judicial revision. . . . . . . . . . 1184
disputed matters between it and railroad oommi88ion; adjudica.tion of by Supreme Court is judicial and not supervisory, etc.. . § 184
grant to; delegated power to cities; restrictions imposed . ....... §187

INDEX

RAILROAD CORPORATJONB--{)ontinued:
liability for death by negligence arising before repeal of statute
providing for liability. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
general taxation statute does not repeal charter exemption from.
fire negligently caused by; statutory limitation of damages not
retrospective . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
city subscription to stock of, made without authority; confirmation of act by subsequent statute.. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
police power; extinction of grade crossings; Fourteenth Amendment................... . ............. .. .. . . . ..........
police power to regulate; damages for killing stock; Fourteenth
Amendment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
tunnel of, under navigable waters; power of city to regulate .. .. .
liability for damages to employees; due procetlll of law. . . . . . . . .
requirement as to payment by them of attorney's fees; when unconstitutional . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when and when not denied equal protection of laws; instances ..
liability of, for damages to employees; equal protection of laws . .
tall: on groBB receipts; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
vested franchise rights under Rapid Transit Act. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
amendment, etc., of charter of subsidized; obligation of contract.
implied reservation to incorporate companies to transport other
than passengers.. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
exemption; eminent domain; obligation of contracts . . .........
reorganization; new company; obligation of contract ..........
condemnation of minority shares of; obligation of contracts. . . .
use of team, track and delivery space of; obligation of contracts. .
crossing track of other railroads; obligation of contract. . . . . . . .
constitution subsequently adopted; obligation of contracts. . . .
right to use streets for switch track. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
obligation to pay expenses for gates, etc., at railroad croBBings of
streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
new streets and croBBings; implied conditions . ... .. ...........
conditions as to payment of expenses of ordinance, etc.. . . . . . . .
filing certificates; citizenship; jurisdiction .... . . . ...... . . note,
requirement as to foreign corporations become residents. . . . . . . .
license, etc., tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
imposing new conditions upon . .. . . . . . ..... ....... .. . . . . . ...
conditions subsequent which will work forfeiture; when city cannot impose. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
stopping interstate trains; regulation of commerce . . . . .........
railroad interests are of great magnitude and court should at all
times be open for their protection equally with others
note (p. 701),
steam surface railroad; additional franchise tax ... . . . . . . . . .. ..
See Alienation; Bridges; Eminent Domain; Obligation of Contracts; Railroad Bridges; Rate Regulation; Receivers; Regula-.
tion and Control; Special Acts.
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§ 284
§ 285
§ 287

§ 288
§ 295
§ 295
§ 298
§ 298
§ 299
§ 300

§ 300
§ 305
§ 306
§ 321
§ 323
§ 327
§ 329
§ 332
§ 333
§ 333
§ 334
§ 344
§ 346
§ 346
§ 347
§ 353
§ 354
§ 359
i 362
§ 363
§ 375

§ 416

i 427
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INDEX

RAILROADS,
right to build, etc., may be enjoyed by natural pen!OD8 ••••• • • •• •
right to construct, etc., is franchise ..... . . .. . . .......·.. ... ... .
and ferry franchises may be granted to one corporation. . . . note,
is not a ferry ........ .. ............... . .. . . .......... note,
right to build, etc., and take tolls not necessarily of corporate
character . . . . . . ." .. . ............. . . .... .............. ..
when tranaportation company also, twofold franchise exist& .... .
no private penon can establish, and collect tolls without authority. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
charter to construct along line of canal; monopoly......... . ... .
construction of one across another.... . . ... .... . .......... .. .
right to build, own and manage not necessarily a corporate right,
but exercisable by natural persons ...... . ................. .
license to operate; license defined. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
includes what; Public Utility Act ........... . ......... . ..... .
as public highways. .... .................. . . ......... . .. . . .
"railroad" in act of Congress; when does not embrace rolling
stock or other personal property....... . . . ........... ..... .
city may be authorized to construct ..... .. .. . ......... ... ; .. .
construed ........................ : . ................ . . . .. .

§14
114

115
§15

117
§17

t 17
§22

§26

.

§30
§47

§104
1107
§107
§186
• 241

RAILROAD TOLL BRIDGES,
legislature may grant franchise for ... .... ................... § 145
RAILWAY,
is not a street railway . . . ....... . ..................... note, tIll
See Railroad; Railroad Corporation.
RAPID TRANSIT ACT,
vested franchise rights under; railroads; obligation of contract. . I 306
RAPID TRANSIT BOARD. See Board of Rapid Transit Railroad
Commissioners.
RATE REGULATION,
common carriers subject to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
irrigation companies obligated to render services at reasonable
rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
right of irrigation companies to fix rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
boom company subject to, of fees or tolls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
railroad companies empowered to charge reasonable. . . . . . . . . . .
business of stockyards company when subject to; when not.. . . .
rebates; constnJCtion of 1nterstate Commerce Act.. . . . . . . . . . . .
Interstate Commerce Commission; powers of, as to ............
gas and electric light companies ........................ .. ...
when statute fixing rates constitutional. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
when statute fixing rates violative of Fourteenth Amendment. .
statute appointing railroad commission not unconstitutional as
to joint rates, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

,.

§74
§ 88
§ 88

t 90
t 97
§ 110
§ 153
§ 153
§160
§ 160
§ 160
§ 167
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RATE REGULATION-Qmtinued:
by railroad and warehouse commillllion ........... . ........... l169
duty to fix rates cannot be forced upon courts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 171
water companies may be required to charge only reasonable rates. l173
power of appellate court on appeal aa to reasonableness of rates. . I 174
of gaa; delegation of power to city which is itself a consumer,
when void . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 186
contract with city aa to maximum rates; consideration; use of
streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ll87
when exclusive power to regulate fees, etc., cannot be delegated
to city council; ferries. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 188
water companies; power of county commissione111 . . ........... I 195
powers of board of aldermen or selectmen aa to fares; street railways . . . ..... . ......... .. . . .... . . .. ......... . . ... . .. .. .. I 197
by board of gas trustees. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . l 198
statute partially invalid; separable provisions; railroad commissions ............. . . .. ................................. l214
delegation of power to villages; water companies; partial invalidity of statutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 235
long and short haul clauses in state constitution; effect of state
court decision in Federal courts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 276
passenger and freight charges; statute regulating; implied repeal. l284
municipal right to set off taxes against water rates. . . . . . . . . . . . § 298
gas rates; due process of law . ............................... I 298
tolls for use of improved waterway; due process of law. . . . . . . . § 298
water rates as charge upon land; due process of law . .. ......... § 298
reasonable profit allowed; due process of law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 298
etockyards; due proceBS of law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 298
obligation of contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 336
congreBS cannot abolish or limit tolls so aa to impair bondholders'
rights . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 340
regulation of rates; general rules. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 390
regulation of public warehouses and their charges; Munn v.
Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 391
basil! of rates; elements and method of valuation; real eetate;
franchises; good will; eubsidiary companies, etc.. . . . . . .. . . . . . § 392
rates must not be confiscatory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l392
regulation of gas rates; method of valuation; penalty; equity;
injunction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 392
regulation of water rates; obligation of contracts; due proceBS of
law; equal protection of laws; reservation of power to amend. . § 393
regulation of water rates continued; obligation of contracte; defense that franchise baa expired . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 394
regulation of water rates continued; illustrative decisions. . . . . . § 395
regulation of ferry fares and tolls. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 396
regulation of rates or tolls of turnpike companies; due process of
law; power of courts ...... . .............. ... .......... . .. § 397
regulation of fares; street railways; obligation of contract. . . . . . I 398
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RATE REGULATION-continued:
regulation of fares; street railways continued; constitutional law;
contract with company; alteration. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 399
regulation of rates; railroads. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 400
regulation of rates; railroads; powers of railroad and like oommissioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 401
railroads; regulation of rates by Congress; reservation of right to
alter or amend. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 402
object of Interstate Commerce Act; powers and jurisdiction of interstate commission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 403
posting copy of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 404
regulation of rates; railroads; interstate commerce; taxation of
freight of passengers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 4().l
regulation of rates; railroads; non-user of legislative power;
lessee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 405
regulation of rates; railroads; reasonablenCM of rates; confiscatory
rates; due proceas of law; equal protection of laws . . .. . .. . .. . t 406
railroads; unreasonable rate regulation; judicial inquiry; due
process of law; equal protection of the laws ... . ............. § 4ff1
railroad; rate fixed by legislative action presumed reasonable; railroad commission; due process of law . .. .............·.. . . . . . §408
railroads; test of reasonableness of rates prescribed by State;
practice; findings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 409
regulation of rates; railroad in two or more Statea; continuoua
line; consolidation; test of reasonablenCM of rate; penalties;
defense. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 410
railroad; arbitrary regulation of rates; mileage tickets; discrimination; due process of lawi equal protection of the laws.... . .. . . § 411
right of carrier to fix rates; to what extent legislative power affected thereby; exemptions; right to create railroad commission;
power to amend, etc., successor company; obligation of contracts .. . ...... . ......... . ........ . .......... . ......... §412
right of carrier to fix rates; basis upon which fixed. . . . . . . . . . . . . § 413
right of carrier to fix rates in competition; long and short hauls;
discrimination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 414
right of carrier to fix rates in competition continued; interstate
commerce; preSUIJlption of good faith; discrimination ... . .. . . § 415
statute regulating rates is prima fru:ie valid . .... note (p. 701), § 416
railroad rates; excessive penalties; equal protection of law. . . . . . § 416
intrastate rates; interstate commerce; Federal question
note (p. 699) , § 416
whether confiscatory; Federal question .. . . . . ... note (p. 699), § 416
reasonableness of, involves question of fact . . . .. : note (p. 699), § 416
gas company .... . . .. ............ . . . ....... . . Appendix C (p. 985)
basis upon which may be made. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 986)
increase in value of franchises or property after consolidation of
corporation; hasis of rate regulation . . .. . . .. . . Appendix C (p. 986)
value of franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 986)
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RATE REGULATION-Continued:
neceasary to aacertain value to determine whether rate is reasonable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 986)
deterioration in value of property a matter largely of opinion
Appendix C (pp. 986, 991)
there must be a fair return upon investment, Appendix C (pp. 985, 986)
value of franchises as basis of when conclusive as of time of consolidaMon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . Appendix C (pp. 986, 996)
rate permitting return of six per cent not confiscatory
Appendix C (p. 986)
"good will;" when not a factor to be considered. . Appendix C (p. 986)
value of property to be determined as of time when inquiry is
made as to rates; increase in value. . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 986)
no particular rate exists which must govern in all cases
Appendix C (p. 986, 997)
rates must be plainly unreasonable; to what extent
Appendix C (p. 990)
rule governing validity of statute fixing rates. . . . Appendix C (p. 990)
necessity of practical experience to test result of rates fixed by
statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (pp. 990, 991, 1003)
value of real or personal estate and plant largely based upon opinion .... . ... . ................ . .......• Appendix C (pp. 986, 991)
expert testimony as to value of property.. Appendix C (pp. 991, 999)
taxation of franchises upon overvaluation, immaterial in fixing
value for ............ . ........... Appendix C (pp. 986, 994-996)
no method of valuing franchiBeB except by COIUiideration of earnings.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (p. 994)
profits when "excessive" or "enormous;" value of property
Appendix C (p. 995)
method of arriving at value upon which rate must be based
Appendix C (p. 997)
reasonableness of depends upon circumstances and locality
Appendix C (p. 997)
whether investment is hazardous or safe is an important consideration in determining rates. . . . . . . . . . . Appendix C (pp. 997, 998)
increased cost of gas; basis of fixing rate . ....... Appendix C (p. 1001)
See Tolls.

RATES,
for U8e of water as a franchise.. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .
§9
right to collect water rates is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . § 16
right to collect is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 1i
for railroads and toll for turnpikes; whether distinguished. . . . . . § 17
in Interstate Commerce Act; meaning of.... . . . . .. .. . . .. note, § 17
right to collect water rates is franchise independent of creative
franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 37
REAL ESTATE,
franchise right to acquire may never be exercised. . . . . . . . • . . . . .

§ 12

INDEX

1103

REGULATION AND CONTROL-Continued:
regulation of coiDJXlerc.e; transportation of railroad cars; transportation over river; distinction as to ferries; police power. . . . . . . . § 371
regulation of commerce; tra.Mportation of cattle; inspection law;
police power....... .... .. .. ... : .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . U 372, 373
regulation of commerce; transportation of natural gas. . . . . . . . . . § 374
regulation of commerce; stopping interstate trains . . . . . ........ § 375
regulation of commerce; telegraph messages; police power. . . . . . . § 376
regulation of commerce; examination and license of locomotive
engineers; color blindness; due process of law..... . .......... § 377
regulation of commerce; tracing lost freight. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 378
regulation and control; requiring governmental consent .... n 379,380
regulation of railroads; delegation to commissioners; constitutional law; discrimination; generally. . .. . . . .... .... ........ § 381
regulation of railroads; protection against injury to persons and
property............... .. .................... . , . . . . . . . . § 382
regulation of railroads; providing stations or waiting rooms;
police power............. .. . . . ................. . ........ § 383
regulation of railroads; Sunday trains; interstate commerce; police power. . .... .. ... . .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. ... § 384
regulation of railroads; safety appliances and devices; heating
ca.rs..•. .. ........... . .. .. . . .................. . ..... . .. § 385
regulation of railroads; general decisions; extra trains for connections; removal of tracks; keeping open ticket offices; limitation
of liability; adjusting claims; separate cars..... . .. .. ........ I 386
regulation of street railroad companies; police power. . . . . . . . . . . . § 387
regulation of gliB and natural gas companies; police power. . . . . . . § 388
regulation of rates; general rules ..... . ............. .. . . .... .. I 389
See Corporations; Municipalities; Ordinances; Railroads; Rate
Regulations; Sleeping-Car Companies; State.
REINSURANCE,
requirement of approval of Secretary of State to contract of, not a
delegation of legislative or judicial powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 157
REMEDIAL STATUTES.
Statutes.

See Construction or Interpretation of

REMEDIES,
for usurping, etc., "any franchise;" meaning of term. . . . . . . . . . . § 14
change of; obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 300
for IIBBessment by board of equalization in excess of authority
note, § 423
taxation; franchise assessments; capital stock; constitutional law § 426
See Courts; Equity; Injunction; Law; Quo Warranto.
REMOVAL OF SPITS,
condition or agreements that foreign corporation shall not remove suits; waiver of right . ........ . ..................... §355
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RENEWAL OF FRANCIDSE,
construction of ordinance relating to. . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •

1286

REORGANIZATION,
of corporation; purchaser; mortgaged franchise; obligation of
contract . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 329
See Alienation.
RES ADJUDICATA,
judgment of county court as, in granting or refUBing ferry franchise .............. .. .............. .. ............... .. . . §178
exemption from taxation ......... . . . ..... . ............... . . § 461
RESOLUTION,
of trustees of town granting right to make roadway and erect
bridge confers franchiae. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 48
REVENUE.

Bee Taxation.

RIPARIAN OWNERS,
on Ohio river; ferry franchise grantable by Kentucky... . .. note, § 15
constitutionality of statute giving damages for overflowed lands. . I 298
RIPARIAN PROPRIETOR,
right of to erect drawbridge is franchiae. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . .

1 15

"ROAD AND ITS FRANCIDSES,"
in mortgage embracee what. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 12

ROADS,
exemption from working on public roads as franchiae. . . . . . . . . . . § 20
Bee Highway; Plank Roads; Streets.
ROADWAY,
right to make, and erect bridge granted by town trustees confers
franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 48

s.
SAFETY APPLIANCE ACT,
rule in pari materia when inapplicable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 267
SAFETY APPLIANCES AND DEVICES,
regulation and control; railroads........................... . .

1385

SAFETY DEVICES,
sufficiency oftitle to acts ............. .'. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . note, § 245
telephone companies; new conditions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 362
SALES,
what street railway franchises may be sold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 31
of railroad; sufficiency of title to statutes................... . . 1247
as doing busineBB within State; taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 425
Bee Alienation; Foreclosure; Judicial Sales; Stock.

INDEX

SAVINGS BANKS,
franchise ta:x ........•.............•.••••••.••.•••••••••••

1105
1438

SAVINGS INSTITUTION,
Congrea~

may charter.... ~ .. . . . • • • . . . • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . . 1130

SCHOOL DISTRICTS,
as quasi-public, or quasi-municipal corporationa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

556

SCHOOLS,
reduced rates by street railroads; construction of statutes. . . . . . . 1240
SEAL,
right to use corporate seal, is franchise. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

f 32

SECONDARY FRANCHISES,
of corporation, what are.. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
privileges granted by city to use streets; when are. . . . . . . . . . . .

f8
f 48

SECRETARY OF INTERIOR,
delegated power to, by Congress, as to grants to certain corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, 1130
authorization of, to grant rights of way for telegraph and tele. phone lines through Indian Territory, exclusive. . . .......... § 130

SECRETARY OF STATE,
duties devolved upon, in inaurance mattel"ll ... . .............. . § 157

SECRETARY OF WAR,
delegated power by Congress; use of electricity in Yellowstone
National Park . .. .. . . . . ............. . ....... . . . . .. . note, § 130
delegation of power to; bridges. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 152

SECURITIES,
of United States tax on banks which includes ................. § 443

SECURITY COMPANIES,
franchiae tax .. ·.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • § 437

SELECTMEN,
of town; right of, to apply to court to have reasonableneBB of rates
determined.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 173
of towns; powers of, as to telephone and other electrical companies, railroad companies, paving, etc........ .. .. . ........ 1197
of towns; delegation of power to; uae of streets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 197

SET-OFF,
of taxes against water rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 298

SHAREHOLDERS,
franchi11e11 of a.s property.. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .
in joint-stock BBIIOCia.tions; when partne!"ll .......... . ... . note,

70

§ 28
§52

INDEX

SPECIAL PRIVILEGES,
enjoyed by citizens in own States not secured in other States....

1107

1 291

STATE,
may exclude foreign insurance companies or impose conditions on
them. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . It 13, 87
may inquire into title by which franchise held. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i 14
ferry franchise derived from .... . ...................... note, I 15
authority of necessary to franchise for transmission of electricity. i 16
when authority of, not necessary; gas and electricity. . . . . . . . . . I 16
franchise right of railroad resides primarily in State; but city
may act 8.8 agent of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 48
legislative control of railroad companies ..... . ..... 1 • • • • note, § 63
powers of, and powers of national government... . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 120
not empowered to retard, burden, or control constitutional laws
of Congress to carry out powers vested in national government.. I 120
distinction between limitations on powers of Federal and state
governments . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 121
as source of franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 122
stands in place of king and has succeeded to ·prerogatives and
franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 122
powers of, as to bridges. .... ..... . ......... . . . ... . . . . . note, § 127
hostile state legislation; Post Roads Act; telegraph companies. . 1 131
may legislate within its limits ................ .. ... .' ......... t 131
constitutional and legislative powers; source of franchise. . U 132-146
civil institutions of; constitutional restraints; obligation of contracts .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 302
foreign corporations; situs of; interstate comity; conditions ... . ..§ 351
powers as to exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 453
taxation by, of franchises upon overvaluation immaterial upon
question of rate regulation ........... Appendix C (pp. 986, 999)
Sec Grant; Police Power; Powers.
STATE BOARD OF AGRICULTURE,
as private corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION,
appointment of certain officers; insurance....... . ............
when may declare statute imposing fine or forfeiture unconstitutional; judicial acts ....... . ..............................
order of, to deliver cars when a burden on interstate commerce ..
a valid and legal tribunaL ........................ .. .......
delegation of power to; extent of.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

I 68
§163
§170

I 170
§ 170
§ 170

STATE OFFICERS,
injunction against, to prevent enforcement of unconstitutional
statute .............. .. .................... note (p. 700), §416
joinder as party defendant; when unnecessary .. note (p. 700), I 416
attempt of, to enforce an unconatitutional statute; liable in person
for conaequences. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note (p. ~00), I 416
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STATE OFFICERS-Continued:
forfeiture of franchi~e~~; powers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. • . . I 486
See Attorney General.
STATIONS,
or waiting rooms; regulation of railroads; police power .....•...

1383

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS,
privileges of citizens in the several States ...............•..•

1293

STATUTES,
definition of franchi11e11 under.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
t9
mea.ning of "any franchise" or "special privilege" in.......... f 14
provision u to "rates of toll or fare;" meaning of. . . . . . .. . note, I 17
grants of franchi11e11 strictly construed.. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . i 23
special law authorizing city to iiii!Ue bonds for waterworks, not
grant of "corporate powers and privileges" ........... note, i 31
articles of incorporation under general laws have effect of charter
note, § 42
general corporation law, effect u to "corporate franchise" of
company organized under. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § «
Post Roads Act; telegraph company; effect of attempted gran~ of
franchise by city. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 48
u to what the terms "corporation" and "joint-stock association" include.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . I 52
meaning of terms "joinwtock &IIIIOCiation" or "company" u
UBed in.......... . . . ................... . ............... 153
of New York classifying corporations ... .. . . ............ note, t 57
"corporations" in, includes board of chosen freeholders. . . note, f 58
classification of corporations under. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . f 58
to ~hat extent corporations are "persons" under. . . . . . . . . . . . . § 65
may define and limit mea.ning of "public corporation"...... .. . § 61
railroad corporations u "public corporations".. . .......... ... I 98
"railroad" in act of CongreBII; when doe~~ not embrace rolling
stock and personal property. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . f 167
fixing charge for elevating, storing, etc., grain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1113
Constitution and laws of United States made in pursuance thereof
are supreme law of land ............. ... ................ .. I 120
of Territories; powers of CongreBII .......... .. ............... § 130
acts of Congress granting rights of way through Indian Territory
note, § 130
presumption that legislature acts advisedly in passing statutes.. t 136
in revising state court's ruling that statute valid; Federal Supreme Court p~ceeds with caution ........................ I 137
curative acts; waiver by statute ............................. I 140
certain laws of New York embraced in one scheme ........ note, § 144
curative acts; defects in consent of railroad commiBIIioners...... I 1G7
Circuit Court of Appeals Act, section five; when legislative acts
of municipality those of State within said act .. ............. 1 177

INI>EX
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STATUT~ntinued:

amendment of city charter as to grants of franchi11e11 by city;
delegation of power.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 189
partly invalid; aeparable provisions; rate regulation; railroad
commfeaion .. .· .... . .. ... . ... ............... . . . ......... l 214
when and when not incorporated as part of charter. ........... f 243
acts of incorporation; sufficiency of title to . . ..... . .. . ... U 245-247
See Conatruction, etc.
validating statutes; lease. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 473
rate regulation when no illegal discrimination .. . . Appendix C (p. 1003)
See Civil Service Law; Constitutional Law; Construction and Interpretation· of; English Companiel! Act; Joint-Stock Association Laws; Ordinance; Post-Roads Act; Public Service Commilllliona Law; Public Utility Law; Rate Regulation; Names of
Corporationa.
STEAMBOAT COMPANIES.
STEAM CONDUITS.

Bee Canal Steamboat Companies.

Bee Conduits.

STOCK,
ownership of, as affecting character of corporation as public or
private . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 60
owned by individuals; effect as to making corporations private. f 62
of railroad company; subscription to; delegation of power to
fiscal court; subdelegation to county judge ................. i 175
tax on transfers of; due prooess of law.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l 298
aale8 on margin, or on future delivery; equal protection of law ... f 300
condemnation of minority shares of; railroad corporation; obligation of contracts.......................... .. ............. I 332
Bee Capital Stock.
STOCKHOLDERS,
corporation is entity entirely distinct from. . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
includes members of what corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
as witnesses for corporation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
extent of liability fixed; constitution self-executing.. . .........
liability; constitutional provisions as to when not self-executing.
liability; construction of statutes. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
liability for debts of corporation; new constitution; obligation of
contracts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
suit by, for injunction ........................ note (p. 699),
tax on cash value of shares of capital stock not tax on shares of
note,
STOCKYARDS,
regulationa of; due process of law.. . . .... . ... . . ..............

§ 11
§ 52
§ 98
l 226
§ 227
§ 253

t 334
§ 416
§ 425

l 298

STOCKYARDS COMPANIES,
when business subject to public control and regulation; rates. . . . §110
business of, affected with public interest...................... § 110

l
t
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STREET RAILROAD COMPANIES-Continued:
statute prohibiting laying of tracks on certain streets may be repea.led. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 138
Bta.tute that no franchise shall be granted to another railway
company to lay tracks on certain streets may be repealed ...... f 138
power of board of equalization to make original aa.seBBment on. . . . § 182
when court cannot restrain grant to by ordinance. ............. f 184
when city can and cannot grant franchise to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 185
delegation of power to city council to make granta to. . . . . . . . . . . . § 188
dock department no power to grant franchises .... . .. . ......... § 193
powers ofselectmen of towns as to ........... .... ............ § 197
track elevation ordinance; subway construction; powers of city
officials. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 200
reduced rates; pupils of public schools; construction of Bta.tutes. . . § 240
"other street railways;" construction of words in statute. . . . . . . . § 241
duration of term; "during life hereof" construed ..... , . . . . . . . . . § 241
constitutional requirement as to paving streets self-executing. . . . § 226
sufficiency of title of act as to formation of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 245
sufficiency of title to statutes. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 247
grants to; strict construction against grantee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 255
permission to occupy other streets not a new franchise. . . . . . . . . . § 286
laws governing apply to urban and interurban railways when
classified together....... .. .................... .. ........ § 286
municipal ordinances relating to renewals or extension of franchise
of; construction of enactment............. . ............... §286
statutory authority to become carrier of freight; validating statutes..... . . . ..... . . . .... . ....................•..... , . . . § 288
. tracks; city may resume control of streets; due process of law. . . . § 298
ordinance as to transfers; property taken without due process of
law . .................................. . . .... ..... . ..... § 299
vested righta.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 306
right to use city streeta; obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 313
right to lay tracks in streeta implied reservation to modify grant. . § 323
extension of franchise; obligation of contract. ... . ............. § 330
condition as to consent for construction of; obligation of contract .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . § 335
revocation of license of; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 336
street paving; conditions; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . §§ 337, 338
franchise righta in streets .................. ..... ............ § 344
evidence of acceptance of ordinance ......... .. .. .. ........... § 350
license, etc., tax ............. .. . . ........... . .. . ........... § 359
regulation of; police power.... . ....... ~ .......... . ......... § 387
See Alienation; Interurban Railways; Obligation of Contract;
Rate Regulation; Street Railway; Taxation.

STREETS,
right to use, is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . • . . . • •
right to build in or upon is franchise. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. •

I 82
f14
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STREETS-Continued:
coD88nt of abutting ownera to use atreete; when creates property rights.......................... . . . . . .......... .. .. . 133
right by contract with city to uae ia in nature of property an incorporeal right.... . .....................................• 114
right to use the public streets or highways is property right and
has 8.81e811able value. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, 133
property rights of telegraph, telephone, and electric light companies in conduits in . . . .... . ....... . .. . ..... . .......... . 133
right of way granted by municipality when not a franchise ... .. . I 48
grant by ordinance to railroad to use streets is franchise ....... . . t 14
right by contract with city to use, when not a franchise ...... .. . 114
right to dig up streets of city or town to supply water, gas or electricity is franchise ............. , ........ . ............ . . . 116
grant of right by ordinance to use streets when ia and is not a
franchise ........... . .............. . ................... . 148
right of railway in is franchise ............. .. .............. . 114
franchise right of railroad company in; city acts aa agent of State
in granting franchise .................. . . . .............. . 148
"secondary franchisea" in .... .". . .. . . . . .. .. . .. ........ .. .. . 148
lines and posts in streets for purposea of electricity; when not a
franchise ....•...................... . ................ .. . 147
general franchise; consent necetliiS.lY to use city streets ......... . 547
right to uae of by street car company at least a license coupled
with an interest and assignable . . . ..... . .... . ... . ... .... . . . I 47
right to use; when license not a franchise ... ..... ... . ... . ..... . 147
use of by connecting switch; express companies............ ... . §79
of city; right of telegraph companies in; Post-Roads Act....... . . 1131
right of gas and electric company to maintain poles at certain
place; prescription ................. . .. . .............. . . . §133
refusal of commiMioner to designate location of poles......... . . 1140
power to grant use of may be delegated ......... . . .. ......... . • 148
use of; court's powera as to regulations concerning ............. . §171
grant to use city streets; county court's authority ............. . '178
right to use for gas pipes; county commissioner's authority.. . .. . '178
grant to use; county or village; county commissioner's authority .................................. .. ............... . 1178
use of by telephone company; power of probate courts aa to.... . . 5179
of New York, title to in city of........ . . . .. .... ..... . .... .. . I 183
when court cannot restrain grant by ordinance to stre!!t railway
to use... .......... . ........... . . . ..... . .. . . .. ....... .. . '184
failure of common councir to act aa to occupancy of by telephone
company; power of courts ............ ... ............... . • 1184
consent of local authorities to use of; municipality, etc.......... . 1187
use of poYler to "prevent" distinguished from power to "regulate"........................... ··· · · · .......... ·· .... · f187
filling up and repaving; gas companies............ . . . ... .. . . . . I 1M
paving between rails . . ... . . . .......... . .. . .............. .. . t 197
/
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STREETS-Continued:
track elevation in; BUbway construction; delegation of power 88 to,
to city officials.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . i 200
constitutional requirement that railroads pave right of way is ~allexecuting. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 226
authority to use; general and specific clauaee; construction of
statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1 240
railroad tracks; city's power to resume control of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 298
easements in; obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . 5 313
paving by street railways; conditions and regulations; obligation
of contracts............................ . .......... II 337, 338
rights of corporations to use. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . U 344-347
municipal control over; franchise right.. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 344
acroes railroad tracks; condemnation . . ....... . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . t 346
railroad companies' rights; opening new streets.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 346
obligation of railroad companies to pay expenses for crossings at
streets. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . I 346
See Consents; Easement; Highway; Permits; Street Commissioner.
STRUCTURE,
such 88 pier or bridge not a franchise. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

I 34

SUBMARINE RAILWAY,
grant. to; strict construction against grantee .......••...•..•• 1255
SUBSURFACE RAILWAYS.
SUBURBAN RAILROADS.

See Subways.
Bee Street Railway Companies.

SUBWAYS,
and conduits; consent of city for use of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
powers of rapid transit board to contract; city ownership and obligations; change of construction plana ..... . ......... . .... .
wires in; consent; board of aldermen and not board of electrical
control. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
elevation of tracks in street.; delegation of power to city officials
as to . . .. . ... . ................ . ....... . ................
submission of plans to commissioners 88 prerequisite to operate
electrical conductors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Bee Underground Tunnel Railroad.
SUFFRAGE,
"elective BUffrage"

88

franchise. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .

§ 187
§ 190
§ liH

§ 200

I 335

§ 21

BUNDAY TRAINS,
reg1.dation of railroads; interstate commerce; police power. . . . . . I 384
SUPERINTENDENT OF INSURANCE,
delegation of power to . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1163
SUPERVISORS.

Bee Board of; County Supervisors.
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TAXATION OF FRANCHISES-Continued:
oi state railroad with Federal franchises .. . . . ......••.••... . • § 129
delegation of power.of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 150
delegation of taxing power to levee district when excluded . ..... I 164
delegation of power to equalize taxes; board of equalization. . . . §182
power of board of equalization to make original 11.88e&81llent on
corporations ........ . ............ . .. .. .. . ............... I 182
jurisdiction of FCl(ieral courts over action of taxing bodies or state
agencies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 182
taxing district incorporated by special law; subsequent constitution does not repeal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 215
tax scheme as condition to amendment of Constitution ......... § 219
certain requirements mandatory;· self-executing constitutional
provisions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 226
constitutional provisions as to, when not self-executing ......... § 227
to meet deficiencies from water receipts; partial invalidity of
~tutes, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 235
of railroad; statute empowering inclusion by railroad commissioners for assessment; partial invalidity . . ................. § 235
for water supply to city; general and specific words, etc.; statutory
constitution. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 240
charge upon telephone poles as a "consideration for the privilege" not a tax on property .......... . . .... .. . ............ § 241
sufficiency of title to statutes .......... . ... . ........... note, § 245
statutes; state court decisions; Federal jurisdiction. . . . . . . . . . . . § 277
sale by county treasurer for non-payment of taxes; erroneous
decision of assessor. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 278
of telegraph and rnilroad and telegraph companies as a whole;
effect of statute as repealing power of cities to tax. . . . . . . . . . § 285
effect of repealing clause in new enactment and inconsistent
clauses in prior statutes . . ......•...................... ·... § 285
specific tax upon foreign corporations may be imposed when no
discrimination. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 291
of capital stock of foreign corporation; discrimination .......... § 291
discrimination; resident and non-resident corporations; deduction of debts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 292
on transfer of stock; due process of law.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 298
set-off of taxes against water rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 298
of national banks; equal protection of la\\·s.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 300
on groBB receipts of railroad company; obligation of contracts. . . § 305
may be imposed upon receipts of corporations by special acts. . § 324
reorganization by purchasers at foreclosure snle; obligation of
contract ........... . .......... .. ...... . . .. ............. 1329
stipulation in bank charter as to amount of; obligation of contract ............... .. ............. . .. .. .............. . § 334
condition as to license, privilege, business or occupation charge,
rentnl or tax .......... . ........................... §§ 356-361
of freight or passengers . . . .. ... , . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 404
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TAXATION OF FRANCHISES-Continued:
franchise tax; what is included as capital stock; exempt property. § 441
franchise tax; what is not included as capital stock. . . . . . . . . . . . § 442
exemptions; tax upon state banks in which United States securities are included.. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 443
special franchises; taxation.. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . § 444
franchises; exemption from tax on capital stock ............... i 445
franchise tax; capital stock, etc.; valuation; baBis of computation . .. ................. . .............................. § 446
franchise tax; capital stock, etc.; valuation; basis of computatio~
continued .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 447
franchise tax; capital stock, etc.; valuation; basis of computation; continued .... ... . . . . . . ....... .. ... ..... .. ..... . ... § 448
franchise tax; capital stock, etc.; valuation; basis of computation; deductions........ .. ............................. . §449
value of special franchise .................................. . 1450
deduction from special franchise tax ........................ . '451
exemption or immunity from, as franchise ....... . ........... . § 20
exemption or immunity from, not a transferable franchise ..... . '20
exemption from, repeal of statute .......................... . '61
exemption from, under charter; eft'ect of constitution repealing
exemption ............................ . .. . ............. §215
exemption from; construction of constitutions................ §218
exemption from; constitutional provisions as to, when not self. executing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 227
exemption from; state decision as to; whether a Federal question. § 278
exemption or immunity from taxation; whether a franchise or
privilege. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 452
power to exempt from taxation; State, municipality and board of
&SBeiii!IUient; local taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 453
duration and extent of exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 454
surrender of power of taxation; presumptions; exemption from
taxation; statutory construction ........... . .. . . . ......... §455
constitu.tionallaw; validity of exemption from taxation. . . . . . . . § 456
obligation of contracts; exemption from taxation; preliminary
statement. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 457
obligation of contract; reservation of power to alter, amend or repeal; exemption from taxation ............. . ... . .......... §458
obligation of contracts; what is a contract; exemption from taxation . . . . ................ . ..................... . . . ..... ·. § 459
obligation of contracts; what ia not a contract; exemption from
taxation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 460
obligation of contracts; reservation of power to alter, etc.; exemption from taxation; res adjudicata .......... .... ....... § 461
exemption from; whether transferable .... . ........... . . U 479-485

TAX LEVY,
strict cdnstruction of statute as to. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . l 252

INDEX
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TELEPHONE COMPANIES,
right of, to occupy streets is property............. , , .. , note, § 33
property rights in conduits. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 33
privilege granted to, by city, when not a charter... .. . . .. . .... § 44
are quasi-public servants. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, § 63
nature, powers, duties and obligations of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 114
811 public or quasi-public servants .............. .. ........... § 114
is instrumentality of public character......... .... ........... 1114
may condemn private property . . ............ .... .. . ........ §114
to what extent common carriers............. ... ... .. .. note, 1115
lines through Indian Territory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1130
constitutional grant of rights to; when not self-operative but requires legislative action. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I 140
refusal of commi1111ioner to designate location of poles. . . . . . . . . . 1 140
when power to refuse grant to, in given cities ...... . . . ......... 1140
delegation of power to Circuit Court to designate route, where
city fails to do so, is void. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §176
lines in and use of streets; delegation of power 811 to, to probate
courts................. .. ................. . .. .. . ....... I 179
failure of city council to act 811 to occupancy of streets; power of
courts.• . ... . . . .. . .... . ....... . ... . .. .. . ..... . .. . .. . . .. § 184
right to have police power exercised as to approval of plans, etc.. . § 184
consent of local authorities 811 prerequisite to use of streets ....... §187
use of streets, city's power to "prevent" or "regulate" distinguished. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 187
powers of selectmen of towns 811 to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . I 197
what constitutional requirements as to are not self-executing.... §227
strict construction of grant against grantee.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 250
power of city to order wires placed in conduits; deprivation of
property........... . .... ... .......... . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .... § 298
rights in streets for poles, etc.; obligation of contract. .... ....... § 313
imposing new conditions upon; safety devices. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 362
additional franchise tax. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 427
811 public utilities...................... . . Appendix B (§1, p. 941)
·
See Streets.
power of Congre1111 over......... .... .. .. .... .. ............. I 130
statutes of; powers of Congresa. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 130
power of Congresa to grant rights of way through Indian Territory for railroads. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . §130
telephone and telegraph lines through; delegation of power to
Secretary of Interior by Congress exclusive. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §130
powers of generally; Federal restrictions . .............. . ...... § 130
extent of legislative powers of........................ .. .... . § 139
corporations created by follow them into the Union . . .. . ....... § 139
may establish board of loan commi1111ioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 165
construction of statute by court of; admi1111ion of as State after appeal taken; state construction given preference by Federal
court.•. . ..........•.....................•.. . . .. ....... §273

1120

INDEX

TEXAS AND PACIFIC RAILWAY,
Federal franehi~~e~~; land grants.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 129

TICKET OFFICES,
keeping open; railroada; regulation and control. ...............

I 386

TITLE,
by which franchise held may be inquired into by State. . . . . . • • • •

I 14

TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY,
organized under apeeial act prior to new eoDBtitution; non-acceptance of by company; non-eatoppel .. .. ................. f 220

TOLL BRIDGES,
legislature may grantfranchiae for......................... . . 1145
power of police juriea over.................................. I 201

TOLL ROAD COMMISSIONERS,

powera as to toll roadB ......•....... . •.. • .......•••...•.... i 200
TOLL ROADS,
county supervisor~~ may regulate tolla on. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .
powers of hipway or toll road commi&sioners. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
franchise; what is not acceptance of. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .

i 116
I 200

1 350

TOLLS,
right to collect is franchise. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. • . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
right to construct, etc., Btreet railway and to take tolla is franchise ............. . .... . .... . ... . ..... .• .•.. .. ..• note,
ferry franchise is privilege to take ....•................. note,
defined and distinguished ............................. note,
when cannot be demanded for automobile, by bridge oompany
note,
on logs in river; right to is franchise. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .
for turnpike and rates for railroad; whether dilltinguiahed. . . . . . .
franchise to take distinct from corporate franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . .
right to ta.ke a distinct franchise from other franchiseB of corporation...... .. . ... .. . . ...... .. . . . . .. ........... .. ... ·.. .. .
right to ta.ke ia conllideration for ferry franchise. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .
county supervisors may regulate, on toll roads . ........... . .. . .
franchise; power to grant may be delegated . . ............ . . . . .
franchise or license to collect conferred by board of supervisors...
See Rate Regulation; RateB.

I 17
114
115
I 17

117
f 17
I 17

130
f 34

1 80
1116
f 148
1199

TORTS,
alienation of franchiseB; liability for. . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . . .

1 464

TOWN COUNCIL,
delegation of power to; use of Btreeta..................•... . .. f 196
limitation upon powers of gas trustee&; rate regulation. . . . . . . . . . 1198

TOWNS,
consent of authoritiea to lay conductors for gas ia franchise. . . . . .

§ 16

INDEX

1121

TOWNS-Continued:
coneent of a11 prerequisite to use of streets, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 44
coneent .o f to use streets when a franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 48
claaaed all political corporations; nature of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . §55
a11 quasi-public or qua11i-municipal corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 56
all public corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 61
delegation of taxing power to incorporated; when excludes levee
district... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 164
power to grant ferry franchise ......... ; .................... § 195
delegation of power to; regulation of water rates... .... ........ 1195
Bee Selectmen; Trw1tees of ToWDB.
TOWNSHIPS,
a11 quasi-public or quasi-municipal corporations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 56
consent of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 380
TOWN TRUSTEES,
resolution authorizing riparian proprietor to make roadway and
erect bridge confers franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . .
Bee Trustees of Towns.

148

TRACTION COMPANIES. See Street Railroads.
"TRACK,"
"track or tracks" in ordinance construed ....... . ... . ......... § 241
TRADE,
or commerce; railroad carriers' business all part of.. . .. ......... §100
TRADE-MARK,
as franchise. .. .. .. .... ... . . . .................. . ..........

§ 21

TRADING COMPANIES,
classed as private corporatioDB. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

§55

TRANSFER COMPANIES,
additional franchise tax ............................ . ....... § 427
TRANSFEREE,
of corporation; liability as to torts and debts . . . . . . . . . . . ....... § 464
TRANSPORTATION,
of passengers and property; within Public Utilities Act.. . .. . .. § 104
facilities; construction of statutes as to. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 252
TRANSPORTATION COMPANY,
which is also railroad; twofold franchise. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .

117

TRANSPORTATION CORPORATION LAW,
consent of local authorities to occupy streets and highways. . . . . . § 187
TRANSPORTATION CORPORATIONS,
additional franchise tax. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

71

I 427

1123

INDEX

UNINCORPORATED VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION,
membe111hip in 88 franohille. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

§11

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD,
Federal franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1129
UNITED STATES SECURITIES,
tax on banks which includes. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . I 443
UNIVERSITY,
state university is public corporation. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . § 73
See Colleges.
USAGE,
long continued; coDBtruction of constitutions.. . . .. ............. § 219
of government; construction of constitutions... .. . . . . .... note, § 219

v.
VALUATION,
franchise tax; basis of computation, deductions. . . . . . . . . . . U 446-451
method of. See Rate Regulation; Taxation.
VALUE,
of franchise in itself; depends on profit to be made. . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 12
franchise only of vu.lue in connection with ita use . .. .. : . . . note, § 39
franchise or bare right to do a thing is of itself of no value. . note, § 39
See Rate Regulation.
VENDEE,
power of corporation to purchase franchises. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 476
under judicial sale of franchisee; rights and obligations of....... §478
VENDIBILITY.

See Alienation.

VILLAGES,
claaaed 88 political corporations; nature of. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
classified 88 public corporations. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . note,
incorporated, 88 distinct from counties, towns, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . .
certificate of authority 88 prerequisite for lighting system. . . . . .
extent of power of courts to inquire into validity of lighting contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
grant of franchise to waterworks company; contract for hydro.nt
rentals; subsequent incorporation as city; liability . . . . . . . . . . .
delegation of powers to, 88 to water companies; partial invalidity
of statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
See Streets.
VILLAGE TRUSTEES,
telephone companies; conduits........•.... . .......•... note,

1 55
§ 56

I 56
§160
1184
1195
§ 235

1199

W.
WAITING ROOMS,
or stations; regulation of railroads; police power.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 383

·-

..

1124

INDEX

WAIVER,
surrender of legislative power~~, or polioe powen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 138
or correction of defect or irregularity; validating statutes. . . . . . 1288
condition or agreement that foreign corporation shall not remove
suit into Federal courts. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . I 355
WAREHOUSE AND GRAIN COMMISSION,
delegation of power to.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . I 161
WAREHOUSE COMMISSION. See Railroad and Warehouee Commillllion.
WAREHOUSES,
franchise to construct switch connecting it with street railway
note,
public warehouees are what, as embracing all warehouses, elevaton and granaries ............................... note,
for grain; police power to regulate; Fourteenth Amendment. ...
and their charges; regulation of.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I 14
i 114
I 295
I 391

WATER,
right to supply is franchise.. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . • .. • i 16
statute as to supplying water, gas, etc., when does not include
electric lighting.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . § 23
right to furnish, when exclusive.............. .. ........ note, 124
uee of for irrigation a public uee........ .. ............ •• .• .. • 188
WATER COMPANIES,
right to supply water, when not strictly a "corporate franchise." 144
may be compelled to furnish water at reasonable rates. . . . . . . . . fl73
city's power to contract for water supply. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . f187
consent of city to exercise of franchise .... . .. . ............. .. 1187
delegation of power to village 118 to; partial invalidity of statute. I 235
water supplied city under contract; taxation to pay same; general
and specific words, etc.; statutory construction . ........... I 240
strict construction of grant against grantee . . ...... . . .. . .. . ... 1255
rates of, a charge upon land; due process of law. . . .. . .... .... . . 1298
municipal right to set off taxes against rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1298
vested rights. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 306
right to use city streets; obligation of contract. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 313
regulation of rates; obligation of contracts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 336
regulation of; police power.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . I 388
regulation of rates; generally........................... U 393-395
regulation of rates; obligation of contracts; due proceBB of law;
equ'll protection of laws ............ .... ............ n 393-395
as public utilities ...................... ... Appendix B (11, p. 941)
See Alienation; Rate Regulation; Regulation and Control; Taxation; Waterworks Company.
WATER RATES,
19
for use of as a franchise . ..... . ............ . . ... ... , • • • . • . • •
See Rate Regulation; Rates.

INDEX

WATERS,
control of Congre1111 over navigable waters within a State; bridges.
piers erected without authority in; unlawful structure; owner's
liability. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
obstruction to navigable; bridges; delegation of power &a to, to
Secretary of War......................... .. .............
river between two States or counties; grant of ferry franchise;
jurisdiction of courts. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
railroad tunnel under; power of city over.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mill Act giving damages for overflowed lands; constitutionality
of law .................................. .. ............ .
right of way over batture to navigable .. .... ...... .... .......
See Bridges.
WATERWAYS,
tolls for use of improved; due p1'0CEl811 of law. . • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • •
WATERWORKS,
special law authorising city to issue bonds for; not a grant of
"corporate powers or privileges"............. .. ..... note,
water pumped and stored without city is only a means of exerci&ing franchise &a <lliltinguished from franchise itself. . . . . . . . . . •
right to use streets for system of; when a license and not franchise.
grant by ordinance to, when a franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
franchise to construct conferred by direct or delegated legislative
power ................ . ............................... .
franchise; power to grant may be granted .................. , •
exclusive grant of franchise b:y city; partial invalidity of enactment........ .. . . . . . ..... . . . ...... . . . ... .. . .. ... .... .. .
partial invalidity of statute effecting change in system. . . . . . . .
franchise; attempted validation of void part of, by statute......
franchise; duration of term of; ordinance partially invalid ..•.. .
taxation; sufficiency of title of statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
sufficiency of title to statute. . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
plant; construction of b;y city; taking property of corporation;
due procese of law. . . . • . • . . • • • . . • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
See Com.millrioner of Waterworks; Irrigation Companies.

1125
I 145
§ 146

§ 15:l.

I 178
I 298
§ 298
§ 345

i

298

§ 31
§ 40

I 47
I 48
§118
§ 148

§ 235

I 235
t 235
§ 235

§245
§ 245
§ 298

WATERWORKS COMPANIES,
secondary franchise of; defined.. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . • . .. • . .. •
§8
right to exist and collect water rates is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 16
as public or quasi-public in nature ........................... §118
cannot discriminate... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . I 118
consent of local authoritiee to use streets ...• .. .•••••.••.••... I 187
See Waterworkl.
WHARF. See Wharves.
WHARFAGE,
defined and distinguished ................... .... ...... note,
right to, is franchise.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •

§17
§17

1126
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WHARFAGE---Continued:
right to differs from other franchi11e11 of corporation. . . . . . . . • • . .
See Wharves.

I 34

WHARF1NGERS,
when not common carriers............................. .. .. . I 119
WHARVES,
owners of and of railroads have similar rights. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . •
right to construct and take wharfage is franchise. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
and franchise together give the use which makes franchise valuable. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . note,
sufficiency of title of s~atute ......... .... .............. note,
" public wharf" when impressed with public interest; public use.
WHEELMEN,
right of turnpike company to collect wharfage is franchise... . ..

I 14
117
I 39
§ 245
§ 119

1 17 ·

WILLCOX v. CONSOLIDATED GAS CO ... .... .. ....... pp. 983 et wq. .
WIRES,
and poles included in term "plant" ......................... I 2fl .
See Streets.
WITNESSES,
stockholders as, for corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • • •
See Expert Testimony.
WORDS AND PHRASES,
"act of Parliament;" incorporation by. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • • .
"act incorporate;" status of foreign railroad corporation. . note,
"additional franchise or privilege" acquired after incorporation.
"all money or stock corporations'' does not include joinktoclt
companies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"along and parallel" to railro.ada; construction of telegraph lines,
"any business in which electricity over or through wires may be
applied to any useful purpose"............................
"any franchise" in statute............................ .. ...
"any franchise" in statute as to usurping, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
"any railroad;" construction of telegraph linea along. . . . . . . . . .
"appoint and settle ferries;" power of county commillllioners. . . .
"approve" and "ratify" not equivalent to words "to adopt" or
"to incorporate into;" constitutional amendment. . . . . . note,
"Bank of the United States;" act of Congress to incorporate the.
"bridge" as including railroad bridges .... ..... ... . ... .... . . .
"by act of Parliament;" incorporation ... . . . ..•...••.•••.. ...
"capital stock," meaning of............................. ...
"charter;" meaning of word............................... .
"charter" as synonymous with "franchise".. .. ..............
"chartered;" boom company is a lawfully chartered corporation.,

I 98 .
1122 .
I 244 ·
§ 44 •

I 52
I 241 .
I 241
§ 14

f16

I 241
fl94
§ 220

fl26

I 145
I 122
I 425
141
§ 46
I 90

WORDS AND PHRASE':!-Continued:
"citizens" corporations when are; when are not...... .. ...... .
"citizens;" insurance companies not; Federal constitution . .... .
"citizen;" privileges and immunities of, in the several States... .
"commodities," as franchise . .......... . . .. .. .............. .
"commercial'' railroad; street railway for carriage of passengers is
not a ............. . . .. .............. .. . . . ......... note,
"common ·carrier;" meaning of under Public Service Commissions

§ 67
§ 87
§ 291

121
§ 111

Law . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . § 74
"consideration for the privilege;" charge upon telephone poles;
not a tax or license. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 241
"constating instruments" constitute charter... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 41
constitutional power of making all laws "necessary and proper"
meaning of......... . ................ . .. .. . ........ note, § 124
"corporate franchise". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 45
"corporate franchise'' distinct from franchises which corporation
or individual may exercise ............................... .
"corporate franchise;'' right to supply water when not strictly a ..
"corporate franchise or business," meaning of.. .. . . . . . . .. note,
"corporate franchise or business" under New York Tax Law
means what. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 39
"corporate franchise or business;" franchise to be and to carry
on business distinguished ............. . .. ... .......... . . . § 39
"corporate franchise or business;" taxation . .. ....... . . . . . .. . . '425
"corporate franchises". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . §31
"corporate powers or privileges" not franchises essential to corporate existence ....... . .... . .. . ...... . . . . ......... . ... . . §31
"corporation" includes what .............................. . §52
"corporation" and "incorporation;" distinction . ............ . §60
"corporations" includes board of chosen freeholders ...... note, §58
"corporations organized under general laws" includes what .... . §53
"damnum absque injuria" injury to grantee offerry franchise .. . . f 24
"during the life hereof;" corporate privileges; duration of term . . f 241
ej1Ullem generis; statutes. ..... . .. ... . . . . .... .... .. ·. . ...... . 1240
"elective franchise" or freedom .... . ... .. .. .. ........ . . .. . . . '21
"elective suffrage" as franchise ......... .. ................. . 121
"electrical corporation;' ' includes what under Public Service Commissions Law...... ...... ............ . . . .. . ............ . §76
"employed within this State;" taxation on capital stock ....... . §425
"essentially corporate franchises" . . ......... . .... . ... . .... . . 130
"exclusive;" meaning of word ..... . ..... .. . . ...... . .... note, f 23
"for its government" implies regulation and control; railroads . . . § 241
"for the privilege of exercising" corporate franchises; taxation . . '425
"franchise"........... ... .. . ... ... .. .. .... .............. . § 228
"franchise" synonymous with "charter". ... ............... . . § 46
"franchise offorming a corporation" what is ............. note, 111
franchise tax ......... .. . . .............. . ................. . § 425
"gas corporation" includes what corporations, etc...•...• . .. • . §82

INDEX
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WORDS AND PHRASES--Continued·:
"primary 'franchise"..... : ................ ; .. . . .. ........ .
iS
"private," after words "public schools;" construction of staiute t 240
"pritJGti iuriB" taking of tolls is . . ........... •.... . ...·. . .... . f80
"public companies;" railroads 88. .......... .' ... ......... .. . . f98
"public corporations;" statute may define and limit meaning of.. • 61
19
"public * * * franchise".in.remed~alstatute•..... ·.•·• _., ..
"publici juri&." what corporations regarded 88 ............ note, §73
"publici juri&;" ferry franchise . ............................ . ISO
"public office or franchise;" how construed .... . . .. .......... .
19
"public achopls;" "private" after word "public;" construction;
ei~ g~ .

. .. • . .......... . ••.. . ... . . . .. . ..••..•.•• f240

"public use;" railroad bridge 88. ........ ...... .. .... .. ...... § 70
"public use" in eminent domain statute. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t 241
"public utilities" defined .... . ............ Appendix B (§ 1, p. 941)
"public wharf" when impreaaed with public' interest; public use.. t 119
"quasi-public corporation" 88 applied to private corporations.·. . I 56
"quasi-public corporation'' 88 misnomer for railroad companies. . I 99
"railroad" construed ...................................... I 241
"railroad" includes what; Public Utility Act ....... . .......... t 104
"railroad" in act of Congress; when does not embrace rolling
stock or peraonal property. .. .................. .. ......... I 107
"railroad corporation" in statute includes what. . .. . . . ........ § 104
"rate," meaning of in Interstate Commerce Act... . ...... note, § 17
"rates of toll or fare" under statute .......... . .... . .... note; 117
"rates of toll or fare" chargeable by street railway companies
note, I 17
"ratify" and "approve" not equivalent to words "to adopt" or
"to incorporate into;" constitutional amendment . . . . . . note, I 220
"regulate," power to, distinguished from power to "preveni;"
local authorities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . § 187
aalw populi auprema le:z;. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .• . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 366
"secondary franchiBeB" ....... . ............. . ... .. ....... U 8, 48
"special privilege" in statute. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 114
"street railroad," in Public Service Commiaions Law, includes
what.. . .... . ................................ . ......... I 112
"street railroad corporation," in Public Service Commiuions Law,
includes what . . . . .. . . .... ... ... .. . ...... . . ... . . . .. . .... . t 112
"to adopt" or "to incorporate," not equivalent of "approve" or
"ratify;" constitutional amendment................. note, I 220
"to grant corporate powers or privileges" means in principio
donationill equivalent to phrase to grant corporate charters
note, I 31
"to incorporate" or "to adopt," not equivalent to "approve" or
"ratify" constitutional amendment .. ...... .. .. .. .... note, '220
"toll" defined also distinguished from rates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . note, ' 17
"track;" "track or tracks" in ordinan'ce; construction. .. .. .. .. . \ '2A\
"immunity" . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • ....... • • ~aVl. \\\
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